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PREFACE.

Ir would be an injustice to themselves as well as an unbecoming for

getfulness of the numerous and highly respectable portion of the public

which has favoured the conductors of the Asiatic Journal with their

patronage, were theyto omit the opportunity affordedby the completion

of another volume, of expressing their gratitude for the support the pub

lication has already obtained at this early stage of its establishment,

and the desire they feel for the extension of its influence and usefulness .

After more than half a century had elapsed, since the power of Bri

tain became ascendant in the East, a periodical publication devoted

to convey information respecting an Empire claiming the allegiance of

princes and nations, and whose influence is felt throughout all Asia, was

any thing but premature and unrequired.

If we consider the magnitude and importance of the British relations

with India, the progress of affairs must certainly appear, of suffi

cient importance to require a regular, authentic and separate

communication to the public. If we consider the fertility of

these regions in whatever is interesting to science or curio

sity, the mines of ancient knowledge, the fields of nature, and the va

rieties of human circumstances and character observable, it will not ap

pear less a desideratum that those who are interested in the various

branches of Oriental knowledge should have the opportunity of that

sort of literary intercourse which the pages of a miscellany afford.

How very desirable, also, a commercial and domestic intelligencer must
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appear, if we consider of what vital influence upon national prosperity

the India trade has always been regarded, a general conviction evinced

by the perpetual struggles of individuals and communities to obtain a

participation of it ; and if we consider the closeness of the ties which ,

multiplying with the diffusion of commerce, and the extension of our

establishments, turn the anxieties of an increasing number of British

families to news from the East.

Impressed with the conviction that a periodical intelligencer, calcu

lated to meet such a state of the public mind, cannot fail of success,

the projectors of the Asiatic Journal are actuated by a most earnest

desire to promote its utility in every point of view , political , scientific ,

and domestic .
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A BRIEF MEMOIR

OF THE LIFE OF

THE LATE EARL OF BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.

ROBERT, late Earl of Bucking- turn to Europe, and accordingly

hamshire, and President of the resignedhischarge in February
Board of Commissioners for the 1798. We do not think that we

Affairs of India, was the son of can describe the character of his

George, Earl of Buckinghamshire, lordship's measures and usefulness,

Baron Hobart of Blickling ; he was better than by a citation of his own

born the 6th of May 1760. It words used on the occasion of his

is well known that his lordship was retiring from the Government*.

attached to the administration of
Having always met, and ex

Mr.Pitt,to whose line of politics plicitlystated, the pecuniary em

he invariably adhered during the barrassments under which this
whole course ofhis life. His lord

shipreceivedthe appointment of government,from various and un

Governor ofMadras in 1794 ,and at I shallnot be silent
causes, has laboured,

upon that sub
the same time was nominated suc

ject at present: at the same time
cessor as GovernorGeneral of India 1 can confidently assert, that

in the event of the removal of Sir

JohnShore. A detailed recapitu. strict regard to economy, nor a
amongst those causes, neither a

lation of the successive actsof his minute attention to so essential an

lordship's government we do not object, has been wanting on my

think necessary ; it would be equal
part.

External conquests cannot

ly improper ,however, were wenot be made without extraordinary ex

to remind the public of some of
panse ;

and the increase of the

those measures in the discharge military establishment, with an

of his exalted functions for the extended investment, will be found

service of his country , which, to have occasioned that pressure

perhaps, maybe regarded as cha upon the Treasury against which I
racteristic of his government. The have had to contend . The records

Court of Directors having, in Oc- will bear testimony to the perse

tober 1797, superseded the above verance and diligence with which

successional nomination, by the the revenues have been attended

appointment of the Earl ofMorn
to. In some instances they have

ington to the supremegovernment, considerably, and, I trust, per

and of General Harris to the go- manently , increased : in others,

vernmentofMadras,Lord Hobart where there may have been a tem

conceived that these measures in

dicated the expediencyof his re- • Vide Parliamentary Papers.

Asiatic Journ . No. 13. VOL . III.
в Рад



2 Memoir of the late Earl of Buckinghamshire. [ JAR .

porary failare, the cause of ithas found highly beneficial to the

been sufficiently manifest: to shew Company's interests.
that it has arisen from circum- “ If, in times of peculiar turbu

stances not within the power of lency and agitation all over the

this government to control, world, the government of Madras

“ The complete subjection to
has been remarkable for the due

which the tributaries of Com-, respect which has been paid to its

pany have been reduced may,
I

be al.authority, some merit may

think ,be adverted to as a promi- lowed to those by whom it has been

nent feature of my government;
conducted.

and some particular notice may
“ If the very proud and advan

perhaps be due to the proceedings tageous situation in which the

respecting the Vizianagram Ze- British Empire in India is now

mindary, placed be attributable to the exer

“ When I arrived at Madras, tionsofthis government, I may be
that Zemindary was in a state permitted to congratulatethose

of seriouscommotion. Although with whom I have had the honour
.

Vizeram Rauze had fallen , the to act, upon a circumstance so

power of the Zemindar remained creditableto our administration .

" Itwould ill become me, when
formidable ; and it was not till
after a severe struggle, and the upon this subject, to be unmindful

of those services and of that co
surmounting of difficulties that

rendered perseverance in our plan ment has so repeatedly had occa ,
operation, for which this govern

sometimes questionable, that a

settlement was made, by which Rainier, whose zealfor the public
sion to be grateful to Admiral

the inordinate and dangerous good has been as conspicuous as

power of the Pushputy family was

brought within reasonable bounds,
his integrity inavoiding all Durbar

the rights of the inferior Zemin- the disinterestedness of his cha
intrigue has been demonstrative of

dars (in which is included the
racter.

restoration of the heir of the un
« If the resistance I have made

fortunate Bhupali Raja) establish

ed , and the Company's authori
to the destructive system of lend

tyrendered decidedly permanent usạrious loans, andparticularlyto
ing money to the natives upon

throughout that extensive and va- the Nabob ofthe Carnatic andthe
luable country.

Raja of Tanjore, has laid the

“ The investment has been in- foundation of abolishing a practice

creased to an unexampled extent ; so injurious to the government and

and although the heavy expenses to the people, I shall never regret

of the war, and the existing any personal enmity it may have

scarcity of specie, have rendered provoked against me : it wasan en

it advisable to curtail it for the mity I always foresaw , andwhich

present, the Company may derive I should not have been so impru

great future advantage fromthe dent as to have h zarded, had I

knowledge they haveacquired of not been impelled to it by a deep

the extent to which it may be sense of the magnitude of theevil,
carried . “ I should wish to pass entirely

“ Having every reason to be- unnoticed (if consistency would

lieve that the regulations which permit it) the differences that have

have been established during my taken place between the Supreme
government, with a view to acom- Government and me. I trust;

plete system of check and control however, it must be evident, that

In themilitary department, will be they were differences into which I

steadily followed up, I am confi- was led by the necessary defence

dent that their operation will be ofmy own measures. The princi
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pal objects of public importance of the crown he had to distinguish

on which they turned were, the between the advantages, in a na

proposition of Major Kirkpatrick tional point of view , which would

for stocking the Nizam's army with accruefrom a partial opening of

British officers ; the execution of the trade, and the dangers which

the orders from Europe respecting would have undoubtedly attended
the Dutch settlements, viz. the the realizing of the extravagant

steps previous to the attack of expectations and unbounded pre

Trincomalee ; the Candian em- tensionswhich influenced the pub

bassy ; and the Eastern expedition. lic mind at the period of the re

Upon these points, I do not as- newal of thepresent charter..

sume more than the public records These pretensions, like most

will justify , when I assert that the other popular feelings, were nei

measures of this government have ther founded in justice, nor did

heen approved by the Court of they look to more than one side of

Directors. thequestion, and the rights of the

“ Upon the discussions respect- East India Company, the great

ing the Nabobofthe Carnatic and political measures they had in the

the Raja of Tanjore, unable to course of two centuries achieved,

speak from positive official au- and the harassing exactions and the

thority, I shall only express my commercial difficulties which they

conviction, that experience will had surmounted, and had still to

show the futility of those hopes contend with, were scarcely at all

that rest upon the expectation of weighed by the majority of the na

carrying any essentialobject with tion at large. The terms of the

them by persuasion alone,and that charterof 1813are too'fully in the

humanity , sound policy, and jus- possession of the public to need

tice, will impress thenecessity of recapitulation here.The extension
a more effectual interference ." ofthetrade to the out-ports, which is

Soon after his return to this its most important feature, was not,

country his lordship was called up we believe, contemplated by the

by writ to the House ofPeers, and Gentlenian * who was President of

placed in the ancient barony of the Board at the conimencement

Hobart. In 1801he was appoints of the negociation, and the policy

ed Secretary at War ; in 1804 he of the Earl of Buckinghamshire,

succeeded to the titles and estatės in recommending to the legisla

of the late Earl, his father; in 1806 ture the adoption of that measure,

he was appointed Post Master may be considered in almost every
General ; and , on the removal of point of view as questionable, and
Lord Melville to the Admiralty , has certainly notyet been madeap

he obtained the high distinction of parent. In awarding to his lordship
President of the Board of Com- the share of praise which justly be

missioners for the Affairs of India. longs to him in the conduct of this

The extraordinary zeal and un- important negociation , it isnot easy

wearied activity displayed by this to lose sight of the extraordinarya

nobleman, in the execution of the bility and eloquence which was dis

important duties of his office, de- played by the Directors ofthe Com

mand a respect which , perhaps, pany on the other sideofthe question
none in any way connected with The subject of the renewal of

the concerns of our Eastern Em- the Company's Charter and the
pire will be inclined to withhold. Embassy to China, were the last

In the important discussion on acts of his lordship's political life ;

the renewalof the Company's ex- and till within a few days of his

clusive privileges, the weight of his decease, he was actually employe

Jordship's abilities and experience

was fully manifest. As a minister Nr. Dundas,a

B 2



On the Question of Rank and Precedence.' [ JAN.

ed, in conjunction with the lead- On the demise of his lordship

ing members of the Court of Di- Mr. Canningwas appointed his
rectors, in completing the arrange- successor at Whitehall, and Mr.

ment ofLord Amhurst'simportant T. Wallace retired , after a long

mission, to the favourable issue of and active discharge of the duties

which it is well known that he look of a Member of the Board. *

edwith sanguine expectations. The Earl was twice married :

His Lordship's health had de- first to Margaretta, the relict of

clined since the autumn of 1815, Thomas Adderley, Esq. of In

and he had been some time seri- nishannon, in the county ofCork,

ously indisposed in consequence in January 1792 ; and a second time

of á fall from his horse in St. to Eleanor Agnes Eden,a daughter

James's Park, nearly three months of Lord Auckland, in June 1799.

previousto his decease. By the Having no male issue thetitles and

advice of his physicians he repair- estates devolve on his nephew

ed to Bath, but obtaining no bene- George Henry, the present Earl.

fit from the change, and receiving Lady Sarah Hubart, his Lord

little or no hopes of recovery , he ship's daughter by his first lady, is

removed to town, where he ex- married to the Hon . F. Robinson .

pired in the 56thyear
of his

The Clerkship of the Common Pleas in the

his house in Hamilton Place, on the Exchequer of Ireland also becaine vacant by biis

4th Feb. 1816 .
Lordship's death .

age, at

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

Sir,-Many of your readers be- womenwould push their feelings

sides myself have to thank you for so far that they would rather

the valuable information contained " Reign in Hell than serve in Ilearen ;"

in your number for October, on but those who like myself have wit

the long unsettled question of rank nessed the direful contests which

and precedence in India. Length have occurred at no very distant

of service in the country and mili- period at the Presidency under

tary rank, heretofore the only which I served , will scarcely enter

claims to distinction, have long tain very sanguine hopes that even

been found insufficient for the pre- the weight of royal authority can

servation of the due order and de- satisfactorily ailay the “
" pleasing

corum of the refined society of hopes and fond desires" of female

British India, a society, which in emulation. But, sir, much as I la .

point of thepurity of its morals ment the disputes which have thus

and true civilization stands confes- arisen among the ladies in India,

sedly the first of any European co- l am by no means of opinion that

lony. The course now, pursued it is a question of trifling, import,
was I believe recommended by the or that it will be best settled when

late Earl of Buckinghamshire and left to itself ; it is mainly to the in

is similar to theone adopted in the fluence of the fair sex that society

year 1760, with reference to his in India is indebted for the pure and

Majesty's colonies in America. high tone of character which it now

I have however to regret that enjoys, and while we admit the

with the ladies the knotty point is truth (a practical truth to all who

still undecided, and that on their have resided any time in India) it

account it is again referred home. is undoubtedly proper that their

I would not for a moment enter- rank should be assigned and fixed
tain the idea that our fair country- with thesame regard to 'delicacy
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and feeling as has been evinced in lous in a peeress or daughter ofa

the royal warrant which settles peer retaining the rank in India she

the rank and precedence of the would holdin England, although

other sex.

her husband's rank might be infeI would however remind my fair rior, provided such
precedence

countrywomen, that although it does not take place of the wives of
may be necessary to assign a pro- the members of

government. Be

per rank to them in India, yet sides these right honourable ladies

when they return to their native must carry their rank with them in

country all this desire of superiority returning to England, but those

can no longerbe gratified . The la- who possess rank only in right of

dy, governess and the wife of the their husbandsmust resign it im

chief justice may find it very proper mediately on leaving India. In
amusement to contend for the upper whatever way therefore the sove

hand while their husbands are ab- reign may be pleased to settle the

sent from the Presidency, but in pointin reference, it is hoped that

England the wives of John Bull, the difficulty of thetask will beduly

though glittering in the diamonds considered by the ladies, and that

of Golconda, or wrapped in the if royal wisdom itself fail to give
shawls of Tibet, must be content universal

satisfaction to those dear

to be elbowed with at least an
absentees, let them remember that

equal proportion of citizens and there are those in England who are

right honourable dames.

waiting to give them in their ownThe question under reference ap- country that homage to their vir

pears to be as to the respective : tuesand minds which no rank can
stations of those ladieswho rank in command and which no warrant

England according to their birth, can create . I am , Sir, &c.

and those who are entitled to rank Bath ,

CARNATICUS.
in right of their husbands only . I Nov, 1 , 1816.
confess I can see nothing anoma

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

I am at a loss whether the chal, gious recluse ; yet in a dispute be

lenge you allude to, in your ad- tween him and a fellow dervise, he

dress to
correspondents, be the took the side of the rich in opposi

free translation from Sadi, or the tion to the poor man ; and argued

imitation from Hafiz ; bụt to make that, from his easy

circumstances,
sure I shall answer it from both he is likely to be the most pious,
authors, Sadik is a familiar sig- moral, and of course charitable of

nature with me of old ; but he the two , as having the means of

could quote his original, when 1 being so. I could quote twenty
formerly knew him . The signa- passages from Sadi's works, that
ture of Shiraz is new , his author would

agree in the
sentiment ex

Sadi has long been a favourite with pressed in the lines of Shiraz ; but
me ; and I have had

translations both he and Sadik are , I fear, too

of his Gulistan , Bustan, and other
paraphrastical to furnish me with

parts of his Kuliāt lying byme a clew, and I would
recommend

for upwards of twenty years. Sadi their at least giving the first hemis
passed a long life, one hundred tic, if a Ghaz'l, which in Persian

and sixteen lunar years, in poverty ; answers as an index, either in the

having travelled during thirtyof original or an English character.
them over great part of the habi- For the present I must content
table world, six hundred and fifty myself with giving you an apo

years ago, as a dervise, and having logue, the last

ofthe ninth chapter,
spent his last sixty years as a reli- of Sadi's Bustan ; wherein the au

h

a



6 Apologue from Sadis Bustan. [ JAN .

thor, cold and indifferent as he “ He could not but remember such

generally seems to the common oc
things were,

currences of life, expresses a keen- And were most dear to him !"

er domestic feeling than I should He might say with Young :

have thought him capable of : yet “ Fathers alone, a father's heart can

on such an occasion [know ."

*

تشزگرسرب رسربهچمنآزکمیوکچ* . تشزکررنايلفطمودناعنصب

-دروخنسنویوچشروکيهامهک* درکنيلامجفسويشقناصق

رنکننبزاشخبلجادابےک* رنلبریاینيورسغابنیرد

تفخبيوردمارنالکنیرنچهک*تفکشلکرگاکاخربتسینبجع

ریپهدولاوكاپدوردوکےک* ریمبنادرمتكننيأمتفكلرب

شرقرمزايكنسمتخادنارب* شمرقربيكتفشآوادوسز

کنرريدركبولاحریروشب*گنتوکیراتیاجنآردملوهز

شوكبرمآمدنبلدرنزرفز* شوہبریغتنآزمرمآزابوچ

يآرديئانشورابوشابشهب*ياجكیراتزرمآتشحوترک

زورفربلمعيغارچابايزا* زوروجرونمیهاوخروکبش

رنربنمرخهرناشفینمرانکهک* رنربنظعمطناوارفيهورک

رناشفيمختهکنمرخدربيسك*رناشنيخيبهکيرعسدروخنآرب

a

Having occasion some time ago sin : In my melancholy and disconsolate

to send my literal translation of recollection of his lovely form , I tore off

the above ,as a part of a specimen the stone that closed up the entrance of

of a life of Sadí I have also lying his sepulchre ; and in this ny desperate

by me, to an old Bengal friend, plight I entered that gloomy and narrow

his son, now preparing to go out vault, with a gait bewillered and a face

to India as a writer in the Hon. inflamed : when my reason had recovered

Company's service, returned me itself from this state of desolation , I fau

lately a poetical version of it ; cied that my soul-deluding hoy was wilis

which I shall now copy with some
pering in my ear: “ if despair overwhelm

few alterations and additions, after ell thee in this abode of gloom , be wise

my own literal translation :
and prepare for thyself a place of greater

cheerfulness ; wishest thou , that the

“ In the land of Sanaa (the capital of night of the grave might be laminous as

Yemen or Arabia Felix) I lost a son by day ? then carry with thee ready trimmed

death , how am I to describe the affliction
the lamp of good works.” The majority

I suffered for his sake : fate never ordain

of mankind entertain the sordid hope, that

ed a beautifnl form like that of Joseph , theycan reap the harrest withont leaving

which the fishes of the grave ( i . e . the
sown the seed : but he, oh Sadi ! can eat

worms) have not devoured , as the whale
the fruit of that tree, which himself had

swallowed Jonas : in this garden ( the pre- planted, and that person must gather the

sent life) no stately cypress yet flourished, harvest, who bad sown the seed .

which the desolating storm of death has

not tor! up by the roots : no wonder,
In Sanaa once my happy land ,

that roses should spring from that carth, Torn from a doting parent's hand

under which so many rose-borlied char
Which nurtur'd and which fed s -

mers lie buried ! I said in my heart, die, My sun, the comfort ofmyyears ,

oh reprobate ! for infants depart from life Departed from this vale of tears,

Brocent, and old men contaminated with Aud in his grave was.laid :
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The cypress, empress of the groves, “ If doubts and fears thy soul corrode,

By gentle zephyrs graceful moves, Quick, leave this dark , this drear abode,

Yet levelled is by storms : Be prudent and depart ;

So Joseph, in his grave laid low , Let virtue and religion kind

Like Jonah in the fish's maw , Enlighten still and cheer thy mind,

Is eaten up by worms : And wisdom rule thy heart .

No wonder, that this verdant earth Oh seek and let Faith's steady ray

To sweetest fruits and flowers gives birth , Illuminate thy dubious way,

The pomegranate and rose ; Through life's bewild'ring road ;

For thus enrich'd with many a flower , The gloom of sin let Hope disperse

Cut off in youth and beauty's hour, And through the dark direct thy course

It's gratitule it shows : To Charity and good.

Alas ! how wearisome is life,
Forego that expectation vain ,

It's never-ceasing cares and strife,
Which mankind often entertain ,

Its bitter cup of tears , Foolish and mad indeed ;

How envied are the happy few ,
Hoping without the sweat and toil

Who youthful sorrows vever knew ,

Nor age's lir:g'ring years :

They'd reap a liarvest from the soil

Who had not sown the seed :

With spotless purity and worth

The infant quits this ball of earth ,
For lie, oh Sadi ! only he

Its pleasure and its pain ;
Can pluck the fruit, who set the tree,

While feui corruption's blackened train
Nor shall another eat ;

Or tyrant vices impions reign For him alone the soil shall yield ,

The close of life oft stain . Who ploughed the ground and till'd the

With throbbing heart and beating breast,
field ,

And foul with care and grief opprest,
Its harvest and its fruit.

I sought his lonely grave ;

Of my next quotation of a
Reflecting on his early doom

His forward youth and rosy bloom,
Ghaz'l of Hafiz , many of our best

Unabic all to save :
poets, fromShakespear to Dermo

Collecting my disorder'd pace, dy's “ woodbine's fragrant twine,"

Now that alone l'ai reached the place,
have given us beautiful imitations ;

And tonb -stotle put away , but as none of them is sufficiently

When lo ! I thouglit that form ( livine ,
apposite, I must nevertheless make

Looked up with countenance benign ,
bold to offer a new one.

Aud spoke or seem'd 10 say :

+

را

يرادرابکشمرفاننآزا

يرادراکهچواهرطاب

يرادراخوتورتتکشموا

يرادرابغوتوهزاتوا

يرادرامخوتوشوخرسوا

يرادرابتعاهچغابرد

يرادرایتخاهچتسدرد

يرادراظتناتقاطرک

يرادرایمیسندابيأ

يتسدزاردنكمراہنز

شابیزيورواجکوتلكيأ

شزبسطخواجکوتناحير

شخوشمشچواجکوتسگرن .

شرنلبرقابوتورسيا

شقشعدوجوابوتلقعيأ

ظفاحلصوبيسربيزور

Oh balmy zephyr ! hast thou a mistress ? is smooth as musk , and thinc rough with

from her thou must havestolen that musk- thorus ? oh sweet basil ! how canst thou

shedding pod ! take care and make pot so sport thy flowing locks, her's are fresh

free with thy hand , what hast thou to do and glossy , thine brown as dust ? oh

with her lovely ringlets ? Oh rose ! how Narcissus ! how canst thou intrude upon

ORDS thou rival hertlooming check , her's her thy tipsy- rolling eye, her's is ald
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sprightliness and thine sick of a qualm ? 5. Ask me no more , when July's gone,

oh cypress ! in the presence of her stately Where Flora's queen erects her throne,

form , what figure canst thou cut ju the For in the nipples of thy breasts

garden ? oh reason ! wert thou exposed The rose within its petals rests :

to the temptation of admiring her, what 6. Ask me no more , where atoms stray,

fortitude couldst thou have to resist pas- Which in a sun -beam glitt'ring play ;

sjon ? oh Hafiz ! thou mightest some day From basils sweet the skies prepare

command an interview , if thou hast the That dust of gold ľadorn thy hair :

power of remaining desirous.
7. Ask not that cypress's graceful state,

1. Ask me no more, where zephyrs ply, Each breeze displays a livelier gait,

Wafting the musk ofTartary ; Till thou into the garden walk

I lnos'd the ringlets of my fair , And stick't ju earth a wither'd stalk :

And fragrance filled the ambient air : 8. Ask me vo more, if east or west

2. Ask me no more , wliere those stars The phænix Reason builds her best ;

light, She'd sacrifice a thousand lives

That downward fall at dead of night ; And in thy bosom , God ! survives !

For in thine eyes they set, and there
In my next, I purpose sending

Can sparkle bright, as in their sphere :
you a translation of Hafiz' famous

3. Ask me no more, if that bright flower Sāki-nāmah , the most finished of

Paints vision's organ in each bower ; all his works, but I must leave it

Before thy tipsy - rolling eye,
to Sadik to do it into verse ; as

Sick of a qualu it lives to die :

mine will be only humble and li
4. Ask me no more, if carol's last

Of nightingales, when June is past ;

Yours, &c.
For in thy silver neck and throat

They winter, and keep warm their note :
Gulchin .

teral prose .

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

an

a

SIR ,-- As it mayprobably be the can guess , pretty correct representations,

fate of many ofyour readers in this of the watery deities they are meant to

country to traverse the Atlantic, personate.

a slight account of the ceremony As it was night when we passed this

attendant on crossing the Line, imaginary live , Neptune only then bailed

may not prove uninteresting. I us ; which is to say, that a person, ge
transcribe it from a Journal as ex- perally the boatswain, habited to repre

perienced by myself and many fel- sent Neptune, pretends to rise from the,

low -passengers in outward sea, and calling through a trumpet de

bound Indiaman a few years since. sires to know what ship it is that dares

I am , &c. intrude on his dominions ? The officer of

2. the watch immediately through another

trumpet replies, that it is the ship
When the decreasing degrees of latitude

which having many of his visitors* on
announce the ship’s approach to the equa- board , entreats a favourable voyage. The

tor , it is truly ludicrous to reinark the
answer returned is, that he will visit the

satisfaction with whichall the crew , (hose ship early in the morning. Accordingly,

only excepted who have not crossed it be
he arrives in a triumphal car , supported

fore, prepare the paraphernalia used on
by his attendants. It draws up before

the occasion . Canvass, ropes, and hen- the Cuddy, door, and having delivered a

coops, are in less than a week transform- speech to the ladies, signifyiug his will

ed into masks, sea weed, and thrones, that they should be excused the operation,

and honoured by the appearanceof the he retires, and taking his station with his

crew ; who by means of paint of different

colours, with which they plentifully be
* Or in the technical phrase · those who are to

smear their bodies, make as far as one be shayed
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Barber, the ceremony commences . There well as you can, and the handkerchief

were twelve of us on board to be shaved ; taken from your eyes, you are saluted on

and having a list of our names he called all sides with tubs of water, by those who

us as suited his pleasure. All those who have crossed before, and who enjoying

have not crossed, are compelled to remain the furi are mostly stationed on the poop

below , till called for, when conducted by for the express purpose. This is conti

two of his attendants (or as they are nued until you seize a tub, and pelt again

termed constables) with a handkerchief in your own defence . Thus ends this

tied across your eyes, you are led by these absurd, and ridiculous ceremony, which

people to his Serene Majestỳ ; who after without the intervention of the Captain

enquiring from whence you come, for no passenger to India, shonld he not pre

what reasons you are proceeding to India, viously have crossed the Line, can possi-,

and a few other equally trivial questions, bly avoid . Our Captain chose in this in

desires his Barber to do his duty. Ac- stance to sacrifice the comfort of his pas-

cordingly being seated on a board placed sengers to complaisance to his crew ; andv

across a large tub full of water, your chin , although money was offered them to avoid

and lips are of a sudden besmeared with it, we were compelled to undergo the ce- .

tar, of which having put “ quantum suf- remony. in all its degradation.t

ficit,” he pretends to shave it off with a
t I have heard that a passenger recovered in

iece of an iron hoop, notched as a saw.. the Supreme Court in Calcutta, considerableda.

This being done, the board or which you mages from a Captain for not protecting him

sit is dexterously slipped from under you , against this outrage .
And I know that some

have been ind - bted to the long voyage from the
and you are plunged head and heels into

Line to their ultimate destination that they have

the tub, from which having emerged as not been called on to give personal satisfaction,

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

own

SIR , - In the Asiatic Journalfor the eminently disinterested and la

November, your correspondent, borious Baptist Missionaries. Re

who signs himself “ Moderation , specting the state of their mission,

was pleasedto address a question I am by no means particularly in

to me, or to Mr. Wood, on the sub- formed , but I know that many
of

ject of instructing the native Chris- the natives of Bengal have em

tians of India. As no answer has braced Christianity through their

been given to that question , in means, and I am of opinion, that

your number for this month , I much of the reformation begun

would beg leave to offer the infor- among the higher classes of Hin

mation required, as far as my doos in Calcutta, as appears from

views, and those of my friends are the case of the Brahman RamMo

concerned , being very desirous, hun Roy, who has translated and

that persons, who, like * Modera- published “ the Resolution of all

tion,” discover so much interest in the Vedas,” might be traced to the

the propagation of Christian truth discredit brought upon idolatry,

in that portionofthe globe, should by the circulation of tracts and,

have every opportunity of ascer- portions of our Scriptures by those

taining the real views and feelings indefatigable men.
with which thatimportant work is however, to enter upon that sub

engaged in. I regret, that the ject, but beg leave to state, that

statement of a too partial friend , I do consider the natives of India,

respecting the progress of Christi- professing Christianity, . " as the

anity at Agra, should have appear- point to steer from ,” in endeavour

ed in the form it has, as ittends ing to communicate the blessings

to throw a shade on thelabours of of our religion to the other natives

Asiatic Journ. -No. 13.
VOL. III. C

I wish not,,

a
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a

of that country. I think it will be themselves capable, as appears by

found, that any considerable suc- the report of the Calcutta Auxili

cess, which has attended the pub- ary Bible Society, of valuing , and

lication of theGospel in India, has using to advantage, the gift ofTa-

been effected by the instrumenta- mulNew Testaments supplied to

lity of converted natives . All the them ; but in order that the native

persons who received baptism at Christians in the north of India, as

Agra in 1813-14 , were the fruit of well as at Bombay, might profit by

the labours of Abdool Museeh , the Scriptures, it is necessary that

whowas himselfconverted, through they should betaught to read. On

the labours of the late Rev. Henry this account, the benevolent insti

Martyn. But at all events , the tution in Calcutta was established

duty of attending to the religious by the Baptist Missionaries, and

improvement of the native Chris- has received much of its support ,

tians is so obvious, that it must from members of the established

force itself upon the notice of eve- church , who, having no person at

ry Christian minister in India, and hand in their own connection to

is expressly enjoined upon the chap- conduct a work of that kind, were

lains of the Hon. East India Com- happy to assist in supplying to

pany by the charter, It is well the Baptist Missionaries, themeans

known ,thatthe Protestant Mission- , of carrying it on . The object of

aries in the south of India have at- the benevolent institution is , to

tended diligently to the improve- afford education , on the British

ment of their converts, and of their system , to children of allclassesin

descendants, and a manifest superio- Calcutta, and especially to the

rity is said to be discernible, in the children of Christian parents. At

Protestant Christians over the other the time I left Calcutta, there were

classes of natives among whom upwards of a hundred children on

they dwell . A lamentable neglect the books of the school, and on the

of instruction is but too evident day I visited the school, there were
among the Roman Catholic con- present upwards of sixty boys, and

verts on the Malabar coast, as ap- about twelve girls in a separate

pearsfrom the report of the Bom- apartment, all descendants of Por

bay Auxiliary Bible Society, and tuguese and other Christians . Their

also among the converts in that proficiency in reading and ac
class in the north of India, as well counts was very pleasing. At

as among the Indian descendants Chinsurah also, I had an opportu

of the Portuguese and other Euro- nity of visiting a free school, esta

peans in that quarter. blished by the British Resident

view to the improvement of these, for children of the same descrip
the late Rev. H. Martyn preached tion , and conducted by a pious

a sermon in the presidency church Dutchman. In that school, fifty
at Calcutta, which sermon was af- two native Christian children were

terwards published, and entitled , receiving instruction in reading

“The Appeal of 800,000 Native and arithmetic. It forms apromi
Christians; " and soon after, the nent part in the plans of the Church

Calcutta Auxiliary Bible Society Missionary Society, to afford in

was formed, for the express pur- struction to the native Christians
pose of supplying the Scriptures of India ; with this view , they have

to the native Christians of India, directed one episcopally ordained

in their different vernacular lan- Missionary, to put himself under
guages. The Protestant Christi- the directions of Major Munro, in

ans in the south of India, having his plans for the improvement of

been instructed to a considerable the Syrian Christians, and their

extent in the use of letters, proved two Missionaries stationed at Ma

a

With a
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dras have begun their labours in brew and Greek , beside the learn

the native congregation , which is ed languages of the country ; and

underthesuperintendence ofthe their progress is such , as to afford

Rev. Dr. Rottler, one of the Da- an encouraging specimen of what

nish Missionaries. Of about twelve may be expected from continued

hundred children, educated at Ma- exertions of that kind. I might

dras and atTranquebar, at the ex- mention many instances of the

pense of the Church Missionary good effects produced on theminds

Society , about two hundred are and conductof native Christians of

the children of native Christians. India, where the usual means of

It should be observed, that divine instruction have been afforded

service is celebrated in the Black them ; and I would affirm generally

Town chapel , Madras, according respecting them , that after due

to the rites of the Church of Eng- allowances for the peculiar temp

land ; the Book of Common Prayer tations to which they are exposed,

having been translated into Tamul from the habits of the other classes

for thatpurpose. A compendium ofnatives , among whom they dwell ,

of the Book of Common Prayer, a Christian minister will find his

translated into the Hindusthani labours among them not in vain .

language, has also been printed in The progress which has already

Calcutta at the expense of the beenmade, in extending thebene

Church Missionary Society, and I fits of Christianity to India, though

am informed, by private letters, is embracing, as yet, but a small

much sought after by the native part of the immense population of

Christians, in the north of India. that region ,affords sufficient ground

I am also authorized in stating to expect, that the same methods,
that it is intended by the committee prudently and perseveringly per

of the Church Missionary Society, sisted in, will not fail of producing

to erect, as opportunity may be corresponding effects. Consider

afforded them , places of worship, ing, however, how opposed the

wherever any body ofnative Chris- mysteries of revelation are, to the

tians are to be found in India with- prevailing prejudices of the popu

out themeans of instruction . I shall lation of India, we shall expect

only add, that with a view, in the little effect from any means which

first instance, to the improvement may be adopted to bring them to

of the class of people in question, a better mind, if we lose sight of

a school has been set on foot in the peculiar characterof theGos

Calcutta, for the education of na- pel, as “ the power ofGod.” That

tive Christian youths, as school- power which attended its first pub

masters . It is intended, that under lication, still attends it in all things
the direction of the proper au- that pertain to salvation . The

thorities, these should hereafter be promise of the Spirit in his ordi

placed as schoolmasters at the dif- nary (not extraordinary), grace and

ferent stations, under European influence, forms the distinguishing

superintendance. The number of superiority of Christian truth, and

these youths has, from want of will ever distinguish it from the

proper assistance, been hitherto theories of men, as the power of
greatly confined. A few are, at God .

present, under the care of one of I remain, Sir,

the chaplains near Calcutta, and Your obedient

are receiving instruction in Eng- Dec. 7th , humble servant

lish, and inthe rudiments of He- 1816. DANIEL CORRIE.

C2
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A SKETCH OF THE ISLAND OF BORNEO.

By the late Dr. Leyden.

(Continued from Vol. II, page 563.)

OF PONTIANA. at Passir , and done many things which,

As Pontiana is of more recent origin were highly disapproved by the venerable

than any other of the Malay states, so it Seyad, his father, when at last, about

is almost the only one in which the rise a year or eighteen months before his fa

can be accurately traced . The account of ther's death , he succeeded in cutting off

the origin of Pontiana was procured by at Passir a French ship, with a very rich

Mr. J. Burn , from the late Sultan , who cargo , by which he incurred the displeasure

was its founder and his principal associate of his father, who renounced all further

in the course ofa residence of several years communication with him . The manner

at that place, and communicated lately in which the ship was cut off, however,

to Mr. Raffles, together with the result of he deemed so discreditable, that he never

his enquiries concerning the interior of would relate the story, though he ad

the island of Borneo . The information mitted the fact, alledging, that previous

thus collected has every claim to au- to this transaction , some of his vessels

thority, and is the more valuable, because had been stopped by the French , and his

it illustrates in a striking manner the women ill treated , An old woman, who

origin of the other Malay states, the had been the Sultan's concubine, and

greater number of which may be fairly who had borne a material part in the

considered as counterparts to Pontiana. transaction , related the following circum

Pontiana was founded in 1770, by Se- stances to Mr. Burn, after the death of

yad Abdul Rehman, the son of Seyad the Sultan . After having greatly ingra

Hassan , by a woman of inferior rank, tiated himself with the French Captain,

and born at Mattan . His father, Seyad he informed him that he intended to pre

Hassan, was a native of Arabia, highly sent him with two beautiful slave girls, as

respected among the Malay Rajas, who the same time expressing a desire to see

had married at Mattan . He afterwards the ship. The French Captain invited

took up his residence at Mampawa, where him an hoard, catching at the bait, and

he died a few months before Pontiana Seyad Abdul Rehman promised to bring

was founded. He had several wives, and the slave girls with him. The Captain

left several children , but none of them prepared an entertainment, and saluted

distinguished themselves but Abdul Reh- him as he came on board, which he did,

man . The latter possessing great abili- with several followers properly instruct

ties, intrepidity , and a most insinuating ed, but apparently unarmed. He sat

address, soon became an enterprizing and down with his people, and partook of the

successful merchant, and realized con- entertainment, after which he called the

siderable property . He married a sister two women he had brought, one ofwhom

of the Sultan of Banjar, and also a sister was the concubine who related the story .

of the Raja of Mampawa, but generally Abdul Rehman pointed to the concubine

resided at Banjar Massing. Possessing a and desired the Captain to conduct her to

brig or sloop, and several war proas of his his cabin , the Captain did so, and the

own, besides several merchant vessels , he woman, as she had been instructed , se

applied vigorously to commerce , frequent- cured the door. The rest of the French

ing Coti , Passir, Palembang, and other men were all on deck, as well as a num

Malay ports , but seldom visiting Java. ber of his Malay followers. Abdul Reh

His operations, however, were not en- man gave the signal with his hand, and

tirely confined to commercial pursuits, the whole of them were instantly creesed,

but when favourable opportunities occur the lascars at the same time throwing

red , he shewed no greater repugnance to themselves into the sea, according to their

piracy than is usual among the Arabs. usual practice. The Captain was then

He had already cut off a Dutch vessel in put to death , and the vessel secured .

the vicinity of Banca, and an English one When Abdul Rehman heard of his father's
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indignation at his conduct, he left Passir, diately assumed the title, and established

and when he had almost reached Mampa- a court in a very expensive style . His pro

wa, he was informed of his death . Re- fusion attracted new followers and he was

solving now to settle at Sango , in the in- joined by various Arabs, who, though

terior of Borneo, he entered the river of they impaired his fortune, yet for the time

Pontiana or rather Lava , and proceeded increased his consequence. By these

up it about twelve miles to the conflux of means Pontiana, in the space of a single

the river of Landak with that of Pon- year, became a considerable settlement,

tiana, anchoring for the night at the point and attracted the jealousy of the Rajah of

where the rivers join . In the morning, Landak. The Rajal of Landak was at

being struck with the situation of the this time a dependant of the Sultan of

place, which had never been inhabited, he Bantam , and being alarmed at the reports

determined to settle in it, and proposing which he heard, that the Sultan of Ponti

the plan to his followers, most of them ana intended to block up the river and en

acceded to it, but a few objected and left gross its trade, he dispatched an embassy

him. After repeated discharges of his to Pontiana, to enquire what were his in

great guns loaded with shot, into a small tentions. The Sultan of Pontiaua, though

island uear the point , Abdul Rehman he professed that his intentions were not

landed , cut down some trees , displayed of a hostile nature, took care to display

his colours, and prayed for success to the his power, and fired off his great guns re.

undertaking. peatedly in their presence. They trans

Having erected a small house for the mitted to Bantam a very exaggerated ac

night, he slept ashore, and named the count of the strength of Pontiana, the

place Pontiana or rather Pontianak , which consequence of which was, that the Sultan

is the name the Malays give to a spectre of Bantam conceiving himself unable to

of the forests, which appears in the form protect Landak , resigned it to the Dutch ..

of a winged female ; this was in the year In 1776 the Dutch sent a strong force

1770. He then built a mosque on the from Batavia to Pontiana to establish

small island , which still remains, having themselves in their newly acquired pos

been renewed on the same spot, and a sessions, and the Sultan of Pontiana, in

fort on the point of land, which com- timidated by th power, allowed them

mands the entrances of the rivers of Sango to settle at Pontiana, where they built a

and Landak, whither he also brought up stockade fort and mounted on it six guns ,

the French ship. The crew of this vessel They also established a factory, consist

he employed as slaves in clearing the ing of a resident, a secretary and his clerk ,

jungle, and his followers built houses a surgeon , a captain with a subaltern,

along the banks of the river ; such was and twenty- five European soldiers . They

the foundation of Pontiana . also stationed an armed cutter in the river,

Abdul Rehman was settled in his new which was likewise manned with Euro

residence, he visited Mampawa to pray peans, so that they had altogether about

over the tomb of his father , whose for- one hundred Europeans, but no native

giveness he had never procured , and this soldiers . The Dutch now imposed what

ceremony he continued to perform at duties they pleased , and allowed the Sul

stated periods until the year of his death, tan but a very small share of them , which

As the traders to Landak, Sango , and circumstance, together with his profuse.

other settlements in the interior of Bor- manner of living, compelled the Sultan to

neo, were necessitated to pass by Pon- run deeply in debt. In the year 1786,

tiana, Seyad Abdul Rehman daily acquired the Dutch, assisted by the force of Pon

new settlers by his insinuating address, tiana, destroyed Sacadina and Mampawa,

and the protection which he was ready in the latter of which they placed the Sul

to afford the traders against the Lanuns, tan of Pontiana's eldest son, as Panam

and he was joined by several Bugis and bahan, establishing there a factory of their

Chinese traders from Mampawa, Sambas, own, dependent on that of Pontiana.

and other Malay ports. He next applied Previous however to the settlement of the

to Raja Haji of Reaw, who conferred on Dutch at Pontiana, it was visited by a

him the title of Sultan of Pontiana. By French frigate, commanded by the brother

what right such a title was conferred it is of the French Captain, whom the Sultan

impossible to conjecture, but he imme- had formerly cut off at Passir, and whe

As soon as

>

a
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had been dispatched for the express pur- to persuade the Resident to return , but

pose of attacking him , but as the frigate finding all remonstrances in vain, he

could not pass the bar , and durst not send represented the matter to Batavia, when

in her boats to attack the place, she was the Resident was recalled and another

able to effect nothing, and was compelled sent in his place, who returned and look

to return after destroying a few proas at up his residence at Pontiana. -

the mouth of the river, which had never During the residence of the Dutch at

had any concern in the crime of the Pontiana a good deal of illicit trade had

Sultan . been carried on by the English , with the

In the year 1790 the Dutch withdrew connivance of the Dutch Resident, the

their factories from both Pontiana and ships anchoring only without the moutla

Mampawa, after à residence of fourteen of the river ; but after the factory was
years, finding, that though they had im- withdrawn Pontiana became a resort of

posed what duties they pleased, and given English traders , and was also frequented

the Sultan only what share they liked, by the Portuguese from Macao, and the
their profits were far from compensating Arabs from Muscat and Mocha. It was

the expense of the establishment. We have also visited by numerous proas from all

vo detail of the expense and profits of this parts of Borneo, Bali, Lombok , Sumbawa

factory , unless for the year 1779, when and Java . This, however, only continued

the expense amounted to about 884 pounds till Pulu Penang began to flourishi, since

sterling, and the receipts only to about which time it had greatly decayed . The

160 pounds. The residence of the Dutch Java trade was nearly extinguished by the

at Pontiana was not without occasional war between the Dutch and English , the

misunderstandings occurring between prohibition of the export of dollars from

them and the Sultan . One of the most Java, and some unjustifiable acts of the

serious of these seems to have originated Sultan in swindling many of the Javanese

entirely from their ignorance of Malay owners out of their cargoes.
customis . Soon after the settlement of Sultan Abdul Rehman died after a

the factory at Pontiana a siri or prepared short illness , February 26, 1808, about

betel was presented by a male slave to the the age of 70 yeais . When he perceived

surgeon. Among the Malays this is re- himself dangerously ill , he assembled the

garded as an overture to an intrigue from chief men , and told them he appointed
some female of rank, but the surgeon was his eldest son, the Panambahan ofMam

ignorant of this custom , aud the slave had pawa, to succeed him , and dispatched a

retired without speaking a word . The person to summon the Panambaban into

surgeon holding the siri in his haud met his presence . Next day the chiefs assem

the Sultan, and related to him the circum- bled, and declared that they desired the

stance, expressing his surprize at what it Pangerang to be Sultan , who was his

could mean. The Sultan requested him second son, but by an interior wife, and

to point out the person who had brought that they would abandon the place if the

it, which he did immediately, and the Panambahan was to succeed him , accus

slave being seized confessed that the siri ing him of cruelty and divers acts of mur

had been sent by one of the Sultan's con- der and poisoning, especially the poison

cubines. The Sultan immediately, with- ing the Master of a Chinese junk , to whom

out further explanation , ordered the he was indebted about 8000 dollars, and

slave's head to be cut off in the presence of the assassination of Captain Sadler, to

the surgeon , and the woman was dis- whom he was indebted 30,000 dollars .

patched privately. The Dutch Resident They added that they expected his bad

and the rest of the factory took the alarm conduct would speedily place them in the

and declared that they would return to same situation as Sambas, and probably

Java . The Sultan endeavoured to pacify draw on them the resentment of the Eng

them , but in vain, and they retired to lish .

Batu Layang, a solitary rock , on which The Sultan assented and told them

a fort is built, about five miles below since they desired it, the Pangerang

Pontiana. Here they fortified themselves would be the Sultan . The Panambahan

and posted the armed cutter, and firing arrived next day and was informed of this

spon all proas,attempted to block up the resolution . When he came iuito luis fa

river. The Sultan repeatedly attempted ther's presence the old man severely re-
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probated his conduct and advised him to played more of the character of the artful

go in pilgrimage to Mecca. The Sultan trader than of the Sovereign , though it

also sent for Mr. Burn , whom he had must be owned , that he exhibited consi

sometime before swindled out of a valua- derable suppleness and dexterity in ruling

ble cargo , and having requested his for. the motley mass of subjects which he had

giveness, desired him to beware of the collected at Pontiana.

Panambahan , as a man of naturally bad In punishment he was uncommonly se

lieart, and after his death to have no in
vere and even barbarous. In his own fa

terviews with him unless in public. On mily the faults of his domestics, especial

the death of the old Sultan , the second
ly his women , were punished in the most

brother, desirous of not being involved in cruel manner, and by the most infamous

his fatlier's debis, declined the honour of
sort of tortures , sumetimes pouring boil

being Sultan . The head -men , however, ing water into the privities of the females ,

were at first refractory, and it was some- or burning them alive with their para

time before they could be brought to ac- mours on the suspicion of incontinence .

knowledge him as Sultan , which he only The present Sultan , since the death of

accomplished by dint of presents and pro- his father, has conducted himself in such

mises, engaging to discharge his father's
a manner as in a great measure to efface

debts as soon as possible , while he gave the former dislike which was entertained

up many of his own claims, especially of him by the people, carefully avoiding

those which were due by the Arabs. the most prominent errors of his father's

The deceased Sultan was a mau of fine character. He has endeavoured to liqui

preseuce and the most respectable appear
date his father's debts , but has found

ance , possessing the most insinuating ad
them so enormous, that a long period

dress and imposing manners. Profuse must elapse before this can possibly be ef

and ostentatious in his habits , he scrupled fected . Carefully avoiding all superfluous

at no means, however base, for raising expense and the contracting of new debts ,

money to support this exterior state, and he has attempted to establish better regu

as he was perfectly versed in every spe
lations. He gradually dismissed the

cies of deception , and always supported Arabs and religious impostors, who had

the appearance of wealth , he seldom fail- preyed on his father's credulity , and at

ed to procure credit from strangers. He tempted likewise to compel the Bugis tra

concealed his debts with the utmost care, ders to pay the usual duties . In this

and was in the constant habit of coutract- however, he has never been able to suc

ing one debt to discharge another, often ceed, and many of them have left Pontia

selling goods for that purpose at a large na, in consequence of his measures, nei

discount on what he had bought them . ther are the Chinese traders so numerous

By this means his debts and his difficulties
as they formerly were.

went on gradually accumulating to his The present Sultan has been engaged in

death . The most considerable part of his no hostilities excepting with Sambas,

debts were incurred to the Bugis traders, which is still the inveterate enemy of Pon

and in consequence of this, the Sul- tiana . Shortly after the death of the old

tan was obliged to wink at many ir- Sultan of Pontiana, the chief of Sambas

regularities of those traders, in regard attacked Mampawa, and had very nearly

to avoiding the usual port duties. The taken the fort. Immediately on receiving

Chinese repeatedly made him offers to intelligence of it , the present Sultan pro

farm the duties of the port, but to this ceeded to Mampawa with two thousand

he would not consent, foreseeing the men , and defeated the Sambas army, ta

disputes that were certain of arising king their guns, and a number of prison

between the Bugis and Chinese. In the ers , all of whom , even the women, were

midst of these difficulties, however, the put to death at Pontiana, and their heads

Arabs and other religious impostors pre- exposed publicly. The union of the La

vailed on him to advance to them nuns with the chief of Sambas, has how

large sums of money, which they ne- ever, given that chieftain a decided pre

ver thought of refunding ; thus with all ponderance at sea.

his dissimulation , becoming the dupe of The mouth of Lewa or Pontiana river

hypocrisy. He seems always to have dis- lies about three or four miles to the N.
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of the equator. The bar at the entrance from Pontiana all their supplies of opium ,

has only from eleven to twelve feet at piece goods, iron , and China articles .

high spring tides, but above this the river The Bugis at Pontiana chiefly apply them
is very deep to an immense distance, and selves to trade, the manufacture of Bugis

the strength of the current seldom ex- cloth, and the working of raw silk into

ceeds from three to three and a half miles cloths. Many of them are possessed of

an hour, and is generally less . The an- very large property, amounting to above

chorage in the roads is safe and free from 100,000 dollars . They are generally poor

shoals , and the weather, even in October, when they come from Bugis-land, but

which is the worst month, is never so bad soon acquire property from uniting fru

as to interrupt the regular intercourse be- gality with dexterity in trade. They are

tween the ship and the shore. About se- extremely economical and even penurious

veu miles from the mouth of the river, at in their manner of living, insomuch that

Balu Layang, there is a fort on each side the daily expense ofa Bugis-man's family,

of the river, with fourteen or fifteen guns however great his property may be, does

mounted, being eighteen and twenty -four not amount to above three or four wangs,

pounders ; on the north side of the river when the meanest Chinese labourer will

and on the south side, directly opposite, continue to spend a rupee ; and a wang

a number of smaller guns. The town of at Pontiana is only the twelfth part of a
Pontiana is about twelve miles from the rupee.

mouth of the river, where there is like- The Sultan allows them to cultivate as

wise a fort, and some armed vessels sta- much ground as they please, without any

tioned . consideration for the same, but they sel

In the town and bounds of Pontiana, dom avail themselves of this permission,

there are settled about 3000 Malays, permitting their domestic slaves only to

1000 Bugis, 100 Arabs, and about 10,000 till as much as serves for their own sub

Chinese ; besides these, who are the free sistence . In navigation , the Bugis seem

inhabitants, there are a considerable to liave been stationary probably for these

number of slaves, many of whom are thousand years ; the proas in which they

Javanese, and the rest of all the other sail from Pontiana to Pulu Penang, Java ,

Eastern tribes ; there are also a few Bali, or any similar place, generally cost

runaway Lascars from different vessels . from 150 to 300 dollars, and the whole

The character of the Malays is nearly outfit, as far as respects sails, cordage,

the same at Pontiana as in other Eastern provisions, stores , &c. for one of these

towns ; phlegmatic, indolent and proud, voyages, seldom exceeds the sum of 40 or

and few of them possess much wealth . 50 dollars , while the amount of the car

The Arabs live by trade ; they are gene- go is generally from 10 to 40,000 dollars.

rally poor when they settle, but are re- The crews receive no wages , but only a

spected on account of their religious cha- share of the adventure, according to the

racter by the Malays. They are, how- regulations of the Undang-undang. Many

ever, neither such economists as the Bugis, of these proas are lost at sea, but few

nor so expert as the Chinese in trade, taken by pirates , as they defend them

and at present few of them possess pro- selves desperately, and never surrender.

perty to the amount of 20,000 dollars . The duties at Pontiana on sales are six

The Chinese seldom acquire property per cent . on all piece-goods, one dollar per

above this amount at Pontiana, though pecul on irou , ditto on steel , ditto on

they are industrious and expert in trade. tin , ditto on saltpetre, 50 dollars per

They are fond of good living, and addict- chest on opium , bees' wax from the in

ed to gambling, opium, and merry mak- terior two dollars per pecul. The trade

ing. They follow the occupations of mer- of Pontiana, however, has greatly declin

chants, mechanics and labourers , culti- ed. Formerly it was annually visited by

vate theground,distill arrack , make sugar, from eight to fifteen Chinese junks ; at

search for gold -dust, and trade to the in- present, however, they never exceed the

terior as well as along the coast. The number of five . Two or three small junks
Chinese of Monterano and Salakar , two come annually from Siam, but the value

places very near each other, and situated of their cargoes is only about 7 or 8000

a short way to the north of Mampawa, dollars each.
and who are estimated at 30,000, receive ( To be concluded in our next.)
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MEMOIR OF RAJA RUNJEET SINGH,

THE PRESENT RULER OF THE SIKHS.

RUNJEET Singh , at an early age, found careless of fatigue ; impatient of misfor .

himself at the head of the religion and go- tune, generally mild, but at intervals cruel

vernment of the Sikhs, a Hindu people and inhuman . Disgrace was new to him,

situate in the Punjab, or country of Five and he revenged it on those who sur

Rivers . To a fine and prepossessing rounded him . His impetuosity broke

figure he unites a countenance remarkably forth in useless imprecations on the seve

animated ; -his eyes are large and of jet rity of the season, and on the snowy

black , his forehead high , nose what is mountains, those natural barriers of Kash

commonly called Roman , and a mouth mir, the obstacles to his success. At

small, with an expressive smile . He pos- Lahore, his capital, Raja Runjeet Singh

sesses a richly endowed mind ; is well is beheld to advantage. Wholly devoid

versed in the Eastern dialects ; and speaks, of the tyranny which characterizes many

with Auency, one or more European lan- native princes, le happily unites in him

guages. His ministers he selects with self the rarely associated qualities of awe

discrimination-never permitting interest and attachment, the love and duty of his

to gain the ascendant of ability. During subjects. His laws are mild, and equally

the whole of bis reign, war has been his administered . Genius finds in him a

delight. He has , however, little confi- liberal patron ; and poverty , when un

dence in his own subjects, and seems ever sullied by crime, a generous benefactor. .

to place his chief reliance on that hardy At Lahore splendour is without osten

race , the mountaineers of Afghanistan . tation - power devoid of oppression - mu .

His recent attempt and failure in the in- nificence and encouragement spring from

vasion of the valley of Kashmir have the throne-gratitude and admiration

attached a celebrity to his character it from the people . The Punjab bears wit
could not have otherwise obtained . In ness of its Prince's humanity in villages

this instance he was actuated more by rebuilt, canals cleared , and wells sunk ip

avarice than ambition ; more through lus the sandy plains which border on the In

of spoil , thau anxiety to conquer Kash- dus and its branches.

mir, hitherto deemed impregnable. His Runjeet Şiugh is amiable in private life ;

reason calculated the dangers, his imagi- in politics deceitful. Generally speaking ,

nation heightened the probabilities of suc - the father of his subjects — terrible to his

cess : -in the last he was deceived . He enemies . In his demeanour courteous,

relied on the fidelity of his Sirdars , and though in conversation somewhat reserv ,

was misled by their treachery. Rarely ed . His reply to a General Officer, who

has any native power undertaken a war had lately signalized himself in India,

with such prospects of success-never shews native intrepidity of soul: - Should

one in which such flattering hopes were the British Government attack Lahore,'

so justly disappointed. In the termina- said Runjeet Siugh , ' its King can die

tion , as on the outset of this disgraceful lighting under its walls, but can never

expedition, Runjeet Singh evinced himself survive the fall of his capital .?

A CONCISE NARRATIVE

OF THE

INVASION OF NEPAL BY THE GORKHAS .

The valley of Nepal, situated amidst well as of late by the ambition of the

the immense and almost pathless moun- Gorkha, and the exhibition of British

tain groups which rise .southward of the power. The wild spirit of mythology , as

still more elevated range of Himalaya, ap- if delighted with something congenial in

pears to have been rendered famous in the the bleakness and barrenness of nature ,

days of the Puranas, by the sublime oc- has laid the scene ofsome of her most stu

currences in the history of the gods, as pendous legends amidst these dreary soli

Asiatic Journ.-No. 13. VOL. III. D
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occurrence.

tudes of snow , summoning to her aid all when the dissentions of the rulers of the

the terrors and grandeur of the hills . It three petty states afforded the opportuni

would be a long task to enumerate the ty of conquest to the ambition and intrigue

multiplicity of appearances which the con- of the Gorkha. The nobles of Lelit

descending or enraged deities have in this Patan , or as by way of eminence it is

valley or its vicinity, afforded to their usually called Patan (the city ) , had nomi

worshippers. Kailasa Manasarowar, and nated for their sovereign Gainprejas, a

the mysterious Gangutri, with innumer- man of most extensive influence. He had

able places of pilgrimage, are here all , not reigned however many years, when

more or less, approximated. The whole for some reason being displeased with his

land is rendered sacred ; every mountain , conduct, they had removed him from the

spring, or torrent, bears a name in me- sovereignty , which they conferred on the

morial of some preternatural exploit or king of Bhatgan , who as rapidly succeeded

No doubt, amongst many his predecessor in disgrace and dethrone

others which are presented to us , we may ment. Another king was next called to

recognize an interesting fact of natural the throne, and apparently in as short a

history, disguised under the mysterious, time to execution . The aristocracy , for

but splendid , garb of allegory. The snows such it was which had hitherto swayed at

of heaven which descend upon the lofty their caprice the politics of this impor

summit of Mahadevaka Linga, and melt- tant city, were unhappily not so much

ing, afford her sacred waters to the at liberty in the next offer of their

Ganges, have afforded this wild spirit the sceptre.

materials for one of her most interesting Prithwinarayana ,the Gorkha Raja , had

legends, that of the descent of Ganga. But formerly been tributary to Patan in the

it was not only as the scene of unintel- days of Gainprejas : the capital of his

ligible wonders that Nepal was renowned original possessions lies immediately west

even in those days . If the information ward of Mount Bansfore , the lofty peak

which Mr. Wilford has produced be cor- of which is seen from Nepal, about fifty

rect, we learn that the valour of the miles distant . He had long meditated the

mountaineers was the means of placing subjugation of the petty neighbouring

the celebrated Chandragupta on the states . He had already seized the country

throne of the eastern division of India . of the kings of Marecajis, who were his

The valley of Nepal, although not above relations ; and had prepared a readier ac

200 miles in circuit, at the time of the cess by conciliating or subduing the several

Gorkha invasion contained the capitals of mountain chiefs, whose rocks and glens

three independent kingdoms . Catmandu, lay interposed between Gorkha and the

the residence of the most powerful of these valley, when he was invited to his assist

Rajas, consisted of about 18,000 houses, ance against his brother Kings by the

with a territory extended over the sur Prince of Bhatgan . He obeyed the

rounding hills to the north as far as summons, commenced hostilities against

Tibet, and eastward about twelve days' Patan, and as promptly received the sub

journey :-he is reported to have main- mission of the nobles. His brother was

tained 50,000 troops . The kingdom of constituted viceroy ; but the Raja still

Lelit Patan, although the city contained continuing to disturb the tranquillity of

a larger number of houses, was reckoned his new territories , the nobles revolted,

of secondary importance ; it extended and set up Delmerden Sah the viceroy,

four days' journey to the borders of Muc- For several years he waged war against

wampur. Bhatgan, which lies eastward his brother, until the opinion of the aris

of Lelit Patan, contained about 12,000 tocracy again changing, he also was de

families, and stretched eastward to the posed from his dignity, and made room

distance of five or six days ' journey, as far for a man of Lelit Patan , poor, but of the

as the country of the Ciratas, a wild and royal house. The first effort of Prith

savage hill tribe, of whom at present little winarayana against the plain , was thus

is known . Favoured by the rugged nature rendered abortive.

of the surrounding country, Nepal appears Decisive and energetic in his active

to have preserved its religion , language, measures, the king of Gorkha knew also

and independence equally uncontaminated how to relax or change them as the oc .

by any foreign admixtures to the time casion might require. After more fully
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securing the alliance of the hill people, occasion, some inhabitants of a neigh

he began again to descend into the plain , bouring village, having been detected in

and more openly to evince his intentions . an attempt to smuggle a trilling article

Cirtipur, a populous town reckoning 8000 into the plain, the whole of their fellow ,

houses, about a league from Catmandu, villagers were, without regard to age or

was the first point which arrested the in- sex, or innocence , or mercy, destroyed

vader's progress. Disappointed of relief with circumstances of the most revolting

from their sovereign the King of Patan , barbarity. Still however, the king of

and pressed by the activity of the besieger, Gorkha was disappointed and obliged

the inhabitants obtained the assistance of again to change his policy . That maxim

Gainprejas, who, without delay, gave which may justly be styled the last resort

battle and a complete overthrow to the of tyrants , which has been exhibited with

Gorkha. A brother of the king was nun- so much splendour and effect in the most

bered among the slain ; and Prithwina- important histories of our species, was

rayana himself escaped with difficulty into not above the comprehension of this un

the mountains, by the fidelity and vigour civilized invader. What the sword and

of his bearers . Gainprejas, to whom the famine had equally failed to effect, dissen

honour of victory was due, was at once tions fomented among the nobles of the

elected king by the inhabitants of the three kingdoms would appear to have

rescued city . This spontaneous effusion speedily realized . In the execution of

of admiring gratitude did not however suf- this design, we cannot but be struck with

fice to remove the suspicions or the malice the circumstance , that a large body of

of Gainprejas :—when the chief persons Bralımans were the tools employed ;

of the town waited on him at a confer- secured by the notions of sanctity and in

ence appointed in consequence, they were violability which all ranks of their coun

basely seized by his soldiers ; some were trymen attach to the person of a Brahman

clandestinely put to death , and others these characters were suffered to traverse

openly disgraced and led about the city in all boundaries and all distinctions ; al

an ignominious manner. Revenge for though subjects of the enemy, they found

their foriner conduct is conjectured to opportunity to bribe the principal men by

have deluded the reinstated prince to this liberal promises. When the party of the

conduct . invader was in his estimation sufficiently

The king of Gorkha, although thus re- strong he advanced a second time to the

pulsed with disgrace, could not abandon defences of Cirtipur, correcting at the

the favourite project of his ambition ; hi- same time a military error which he had

therto his abilities or his valour had al- committed in the former siege, when he

ways succeeded , and generally with great exposed his army before an unsubdued

facility. Wild and unlettered as hemight fortress between Catmandu and Patan ,

have been, he had no doubt frequently cities in the possession of the enemy. We

listened to a common rule of policy which have previously seen that his disposition

instructs the young Hindu Raja, that was (naturally ) severe and sanguinary ; it

where the strength of the lion fails, re
was further inflamed at this time to a re

course should be had to the craftiness of morseless rage by the conduct of the be

the jackal. The mountain barriers which sieged . After several months blockade,

afford such security to the plain, it is very
the Gorkha demanded the submission of

obvious, may be rendered, if the passes
the inhabitants, when a letter was re

are in the hands of an enemy, the un
turned with abusive and exasperating

friendly means of cutting off all inter- language, a surer proof of their determi

course with other states . These we have nation to persevere, than of their courage

before mentioned were now at the com
or their wisdom. The instant of its re

mand of the Gorkha ; accordingly, a most ception a general storm was ordered.
;

rigorous blockade was imposed, with the He was repulsed however by the resolu

design of creating a famine ; and with tion of the town's people with consider

such dreadful severity were the orders ex- able loss ; his brother was wounded by

ecuted, that a little salt or cotton found an arrow , and the siege of Cirtipur was

on a traveller was sufficient to condemn raised the second time, Přithwinarayana's

him to death on the next tree. On one
attention for a season after this event

a

D 2
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was occupied with one of the twenty-four Gainprejas, amongst other endeavours to

kings, whose territories lie to the west ; obtain succours, liad applied to the Eng

as soon as matters in that quarter were ac- lish , who had already detached a small

commodated he recommenced the attack party in the direction of Nepal to repress

of Cirtipur . Suruparatna his brother , who some outrages committed against their

had been wounded in the last assault, was subjects by the people of Gorkha. Capt .

the conductor of this expedition ; the Kinloch , it willbe remembered , penetrated

siege had continued a considerable time as far as Sidli , a strong fort in the hills,

when the three kings of Nepal resolved which he captured ; when the news was

to send assistance to the heroic Cirtipu- brought to the Raja, he suddenly marched

rans. The benefits which might have the whole of the Gorkha army under co

been expected from the league were low- ver of night from the siege to meet the

ever frustrated by the treachery of the European intruders who dared to appear in

nobles, who out of envy to Gainprejas the cause of justice, and their allies ; but

liad actually joined the enemy and fought the British army was not able to proceed

against their countrymen in an unsuccess- amongst the hills, and the Raja returned

fol attack made on the Gorkha's posts . to the attack of Catmandu, which he

At the end of about seven months à noble now considered of more easy acquisition

of Lelit Patan, who had deserted to the thau Lelit Patan .

Gurkhas, found means of introducing Gainprejas even in this extremity was

their forces into the town . The strong
not to be subdued by force. The Bralı

holds above the petta still held out ; but man emissaries of the Gorkha are related

a general amnesty being promised , the Cir at this time to have engaged not only the

tipurans exhausted by a long siege sur- nobles, but to have gained the confidence

rendered . Prithwinarayana was not pre- of the king himself, so far it is said , aś

sent at this transaction, he no sooner to obtain his credit to a plausible story

learned that his gallant enemies were in of a conspiracy organisiug in his camp ,

his power, than an order was transmitted against the liberty of his foe, who they

to his commanders to put to death a se- promised should be delivered in charge to

lection of the principal inhabitants, and himself. The king thus deluded and his

to cut off the noses and lips of the rest , chiefs corrupted, the besieger found it

not excepting the infants in arms ; these no difficult matter to introduce unoppos

he ordered to be carefully preserved, that ed , a sutficient number of armed men into

he might have the pleasure of ascertain
the city, which he effected by night, and

ing exactly, how many souls there were
it was with a most diligent use of a few

in Cirtipur. The name of the unfortu- minutes, that the outcast monarch escap

nate city was changed by the brutal con ed to Patan with three hundred of his

queror to Naskatapur or the Town of cut best and most faithful soldiers.

noses.
The fall of Catmandu occurred in 1768 .

Patan, the royal residence, was the The Gorkha Raja without loss of time

next object to engage the attention of the pushed forward his attempt on Patan ;

Gorkha. He'laid siege to it immediately ; the same methods were again resorted to

many severe engagements took place ; the to cajole the vobles ; he was lavish in his

inhabitants, on whom the fate of their promises, so far from deteriorating their

countrymen had a most appalling effect, possessions hewould even augment them ;

being threatened with the additional pu- his domestic priest, in his master's name,

nishment of losing their right hands, was commissioned to engage him under

were much inclined to surrender ; their the most awful imprecations to the fal*

spirit however was not yet subdued, and filment of his protestations. Gainprejas

great difficulties remaiired to success, and the king of Patan perceived the

when an event transpired which forcibly spreading corruption , and withdrew to

characterizes the activity of Prithwinaray- Bhatgan. For some months after his

ana's mind , who seized with decision an admission, the Gorkha adhered to his en

opportunity which enabled him to retire gagements, treated the chiefs with mark

from a disadvantageous advance without ed attention ; even a viceroy from their

apparent disgrace, and at the same time own number was to be granted ; but on

transfer his 'efforts to a weaker point. the day of his formal entry he succeeded

>
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:

in securing the persons of the whole as- more elevated character among the nobles

sembly which was collected at the river and the people, the Gorkha power might

side to receive him ; their sous were al- not have been sufficient even at this peri

ready at his court as companions to his od to overthrow it : but the same arts

son, and an individual of each house was had only to contend with similar venality,

in durance at Navacut ; the conqueror
and of course had the same result . It

then made a sort of triumphal entry, and was conquered in the early part of 1769.

proceeded in procession amidst his troops Gainprejas, it may be proper to notice, in

to the principal temple, and to take pos- his last extremity sallied and rushing in

session of tie royal palace. It was not despair towards the palanquin of the ty

to be supposed that the uncultivated sol- rant received a wound which in a few days

diers of the hills could be restrained on terminated his life. The king of Lelit

such an occasion ; certain it is that the Patan died in contivement. The king of

houses and property of the nobles were Bhatgan retired to end his days as a de

visited with the afilictions which they in- votee at the holy Kasi.

contestably believed were merited . The Thns in the space of four years was the

consternation was excessive, but cruelty conquest of Nepal achieved ; that of the

and perfidy could pot stop here ; men na- country of the Ciratas followed . Prithwi.

turally hate those whom they bave wrong- narayana still extended his domination ; at

ed. The tyrant ordered all the unhappy the time of his death it stretched as far

nobles to execution , his will was put as Cooch Babar, a district of Bengal. He

into effect hy characters who found a plea- was succeeded by his eldest son Pratapa

sure in the torments of their mangled Singla, who held the government two

victims . years, and was succeeded by his eldest

The torrent of invasion had now nearly brother Bahadar Sah . Different preten

reached its greatest height. Bhatgan, sions to the government were now made,

lying to the east of the two other royal and the politics of Nepal were thrown into
cities, had as yet been protected from its the greatest confusion .

effects . Had there been any principles of

OBSERVATIONS

ON THE

EXCAVATIONS AND SCULPTURES IN THE ISLAND OF

ELEPHANTA.

( Extracted from the MS. Journal of W. Pyke, kept in the year 1712.)

I had been here many days constantly of Bombay Castle, attended by twenty

employed in clearing the ship, so that I four lascars and sailors carrying two days

had no time for diversion of any kind, but provisious, I set off early for Elephanta,

at length made a holiday to see a famous and in two hours' time arrived at a place

pagoda on the island of Elephanta ; my of the Company's called Butcher's Island,

curiosity was occasioned by having heard a low but fruitful land , where the Com

much of the stupendous works on the pany formerly kept their cattle for the

island of Salset, and that this pagoda factory, but now so often plundered by

on Elephanta was somewhat of that na- Caun Anjee Angria, that they are no longer

ture . The little time I had to stay here ventured on it . We went there for shoot

not permitting me to go to see the won- ing, but finding no game proceeded di

derful pagodas on Salset, 1 resolved to rectly for Elephanta, and came there in

take to myself one day at least, in order two hours . We coasted along shore,

to view something which might give me which was lined with sunken rocks, till

an idea of the rest ; wherefore, in my we came to a bay on the S. E. side, where

own long boat, with Captain Baker in his we saw on a small hill, a sea -mark , which

pinnace, accompanied by Captain Mack . I suppose gave name to this island , it

intosh, Mr. Craddock, purser of the beingan elephant with a young one stand

Lichfield , my doctor, and two gentlemen ing on its back. Leaving six hands in the
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ner.

boats we landed , and ascended a hill to a trouble which I had now was because the

small ruinated castle that overlooks the little time I had to stay was not sufficient

bay. Just on the brow of the hill we set to take a tolerable account of what I saw ;

up a tent, and fenced it well about with however we fell to work , and withmark

stones and pricking briars , so that we ed lines measured every part, both length

could not be attacked on a sudden any and breadth , throughout, and found it to

other way than by the slope of the hill, be one hundred and four feet wide, and

which we defended by our fire -arms : for one hundred and four feet long, and would

the famous pirate of these parts, Caun have been a square but for some small

Anjee Angria, very often lands here, and apartments (or vestries) left at each cor

carries away all the cattle, and sometimes

the people too . Then , having placed cen- In this temple there are no windows,

tinels , we went to take a more exact nor other light than what comes in from

survey of our sea -mark , the elephant, the three great entrances on the north,

which stood on a small hill by himself, a the south, and the western sides, which

little below our quarters : our way to it was makes the middle and the eastern side

now a little overgrown with briars ; the dark ; so much so that we were obliged

rock itself seems to have received injuries to light candles, or should not have ob

by time, it being cracked , and also in some tained so perfect a survey : it appeared

places tlawed by the weather , which, in that the temple consists of seven alleys

the season of the westerly monsoons, is (aisles) all alike, and the entrances alike,

very violent in these parts . But who cut which I will describe presently. Now

this rock into the shape of an elephant is this mountain was a vast rock , and by

not now to be known npon the strictest the industry of man it had been cut and

enquiry. hollowed away with so much art, that it

Having taken a survey of this , we set became a temple, and for the pillars and

out the next morning for the great Pa- necessary ornaments of the church they

goda . In our way thither I took notice of left supports of the same solid rock, not

a very small and mean village, and the cut away, but carved in the likeness of

cottagers told us, that last night they lay pillars, so digging out this spacious place,

there in their houses , they not being consecrated to their deity .

afraid of Caun Angria , because of us At the east end, in the chief or middle

English, who were so well prepared with niche stood the image of a queen , eighteen

fire -arms that they feared no danger. As feet high from the waist to the top of the

we passed towards the great pagoda, in crown ; she shewed three faces and four

a smooth narrow road cut out of the hands, all curiously carved and loaded

rock , where the ground would not natu- with ornaments.

rally allow of an even passage, I took In the middle of the south part of this

notice of another rock , cut into the shape temple stood a lesser temple, carved also

of a horse, which has obtained the name out of the same rock, as if built like

of Alexander's horse, I know not for a wall. It was four -square and had a

what reason . We pursued this road till doorway in every side, each corner was a

we arrived at the end of the island, where, pillar, and on every side of each doorway

about one third up the mountain, we stood an image of a gigantic size, armed

found the path and entrance to the Pa- at all points as if to defend the place.

goda ; the road we went was narrow, When you enter this place you find all

but very pleasant, yielding various de- plain within, no manner of resemblance

lightful prospects. In an easy ascent or carved work to be seen ; but in the

round the mountain at length we came to middle thereof a square low altar, on

our journey's end, and the reward of all which was placed a large polished stone

our trouble ; for when we entered and of cylindrical form standing on its basis,

beheld the Pagoda, we found it so noble, but the top or upper end was covered.

so spacious, and magnificent, that it abun- The Gentoos call this the stone of Maha

dantly exceeded what I expected to find ; devať, a name they give to the original

for though I bad heard wonderful ac- of all things ; and this hieroglyphic of

counts of these stupendous works, yet the

half of the curious and remarkable things

I saw had never been told me. The chief
# The Lingam .

3
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God is intended to shew that it is beyond body of a man with the head of an ele

the limited comprehension of man , to phant .

feign to himself any just idea of him who There is neither writing nor character

made the world ; for, they say, that uo to discover what people it belonged to , nor

man can behold the great God and live , any distinct dress, for the different habits

which is the reason that he cannot be fo all the Indian people appear in one

represented in his proper shape. I en- figure or other, and no man that I have

quired into the reason of their placing yet met with can tell who were the proper

such a stone there, and in that awful and inhabitants of this place, or who built

solemnmanner; they answered, that this this temple ; but I have been informed,

stone is dedicated to the honour of Maha- that the great fane, or pagoda, on Salset,

deva, who created the universe, and his is vastly superior to this in all respects,

name is placed under it , and therefore and that Captain Baker has taken a great

that the stone which defends the name of deal of pains to describe it.

the great and inconceivable God from all Ramajee Comajee, the Company's bro

pollution, is itself a holy memorial and ker on Bombay, tells me there are several

monument of what cannot be described , very fine temples of this nature , far ex

hut is not itself a God ; yet , being thus ceeding these, up in the country ; but

placed, though a stone, no profane or wherever the Moors come they destroy

polluted person ought to touch it . them , because of the imagery, and the

The ceiling or roof of this temple is flat. Portuguese for the idolatry, so that most

Abore is only a representation of beams of them are now falling to decay ; yet I

cut in the stone, and lying along from take this sort of building to be much more

pillar to pillar . The pillars and pilas- durable than any of the European build

ters are of grotesque shapes ; there are ings whatever ; for it seems to me that

fifty - two, which is ten more than Dr. nothing but an earthquake could entirely

Fryer gives account of in his description destroy it ; it must therefore endure till

of this place. All the east side, and the nature itself decay, when this and all

N.E. S.E. and S.W. corners are full of things else must cnd. When this was

curious imagery of meu , women , and begun , though I am far from knowing,

beasts , and sometimes a composition of 1 yet take the liberty to make some con

both . For example the effigies of great jectures.

persons compelling their subjects to obe- If we look back to the creation of the

dience, others executing justice, others, world, we shall find that men did first

as we conceived by the aspect of their offer sacrifices in the fields ; afterwards

faces, shewing mildness and giving friendly they rolled huge stones to the place where

admonitions, and some shewing their feats they worshipped, as a memorial that the

of war . place was hallowed . Succeeding ages

I now return to give some more particu- erected altars somewhat more methodi

lar account of the imagery within the cally, and fixed them in groves, and on

temple. In the S. E. gate were carved out the goodliest and pleasantest parts of the

all the solemnities of the marriage of a mountains, some grottos and darker

Gentoo prince or raja, as we guessed recesses and solitudes ; as the Chinese,

him to be by a particular sort of line or though they have many temples, conse

cord he wore about him, that none others crate to their gods places on the tops of

are allowed to wear ; opposite to this is hills , in caves, in grottos, and on rocks,

the figure of a king sitting on his throne, in groves , &c . : but later times increas

with divers attendants, and on each side ing in experience and wisdom , men arriv

a woman in a pleading posture, with an ed at the perfection of building noble and

armed man holding a child by the leg in regular structures, and all for the purpose

one hand , and in the other a sword, as if of paying religious duties and homage to

going to divide it , and this because of the the deity they adored .

likeness to the story we called the history The ancient Egyptians appear first to

of Solomon's justice. There were divers have excelled in the curious art of archi

other representations of which we learned tecture , and have many great monu

not the stories. There were some with mental pyramids yet standing, shewing

six hands, almost all bearing weapons, their ancient industry and ingenuity.

and having habits ofdefence; one had the Solomon, in his temple at Jerusalem , im

+
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proved the style of building, but he was that counrty published in Italian at Rome,

inspired by the Fountain of Wisdom him- And Ludolphus in his history before-men

self , and might well exceed those who tioned, page 391 , says that formerly ar

had gone before him. This work I con- chitecture as it was “ in request so it was

clude to be much later than any of those an art well known amongst them , as is

times, though it seems to have copied evident by the ruins of the city Axuma,

somewhat from each of those different and the structures of magnificent temples

styles of building ; for all the pillars here cut out of the living stone rocks ; but the

are nearly of such forms as I have seen imperial seat being removed, those build

described in old draughtsfor the pillars of ings grew out of date, their kings choos

Solomon's temple, only these, as they are ing rather to abide in tents or pavilions,

supposed to support a greater weight, are being because of their wars accustomed

made lower ; neither are they like to any to camps."

of the Tuscan, Grecian , or Roman orders :

but the temple itself, being only a large
Thus we find that the Egyptian work

grotto , has a close affinity to the Egyptian and also that before the days of Lalibala,
men were the builders ofsuch like temples,

method ; as for instance, the twelve
that is about five hundred years ago, this

chambers at the four corners . This,

astonishing kind of workmanship had not
indeed , being the natural rock, is more

been heard of in Ethiopia , wherefore I
capable of being capacious than the pyra

estimate this not to be older, perhaps of
mids which needed many thick walls to

lesser date, for this temple was never

support the top.
The earliest accountof such temples I quitefinished ; for by some figures which

have met with in history, is that men
are but half carved , it would appear that

tioned by Job Ludolphus, in his history of their work wassuddenly broken off. It

Ethiopia, now published in English ;where- lane the Great,who was a Muhammadan,
seems to me probable, that when Tamer

in (page 170) he gives an account of Ne
gus Lalibala, whoin the beginning of the (from whom the present Mogul is the

twelfth in descent) had conquered India,
thirteenth century, when he came to rule

the worship of imagery was entirely over
the kingdoms of Ethiopia, sent for artists

turned, and the chief of the Gentus driven

out of Egypt, and after a wonderful man
to the end of the kingdom, and by the

ner of building unheard of till that day, time they could be well settled in those

he did not cement stones and bricks toge

ther with lime and loam, nor compact dia under Vasco in the year 1497, about
parts, the Portingals that came into In

the roof with rafters, but hollowed out
two hundred and sixteen yearsago (1712) ,

whole solid rocks, leaving pillars for or
might drive them there, as is easy to do

nament where requisite, the arches and
to a people that dare not kill even a beast

the walls being throughout all of the same
in their own defence. The Banians say,

one stone, of which the Ethiopian poet
that all the people who did live in these

zingeth thus :

islands are gone into the Raja's countries
Tomighty Lalibala peace,

where they are defended in the exercise
Who stately structures reared ; : of their religion .

And to adorn the pompous piles,
The famous Linschoten in his East In

For no expenses spared.

dia Voyages mentions this pagoda, which
By vast expense and toilsome pains,

in his time was esteemed the high and
The rock a church became,

chief temple. Page 81 , he says , that the
The roof, the floor, and squared sides,

true name of this island is Pory, but call
All one continued frame.

ed by the Portuguese Eleplanta. He com

No stones in blended mortar laid , mends greatly the workmanship exhibit

The solid parts divide ;
ed there, which he says was thought to

Nature has carved all without,
be the performance of the Chinese, when

Within the workmau's pride. they used to traffic in the country. When

Alvarez gives an account of ten temples the Portuguese settled in Malacca, they

all formed after this wonderful manner in prohibited the China vessels from passing

Ethiopia, which were twenty -four years further ; and about the same time they

finishing ; he saw them all, and gives a took possession of these islands, I must

draught ofthem in picture,in his history of acknowledge that a great portion of the
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work has a Chinese appearance as the ment was in the inside of any of the tem

open porticos, tanks, cornices , beams, &c. ples . But on their holidays Ramajee says

The middle figure also in the east side is they used rich perfumes, incense, and the

like one of the China idols called Quoni- finest flowers to make a sweet smelling

eng Poussa, for a Chinese would have al . savour, and burned lights within them ;

tered the form of his idol for one more the rest I did not learn , for he said that

in vogue and fashion in the country where if he told me of the ceremonies I could

he happened to reside. For instance, in a not understand them.

great pagoda at the city of Chusan , I In the same mountain at both the north

have seen Quonieng Poussa sitting on an and south entrances are other pagodas

ass with a child in her arms after the man- all full of imagery. Each temple has a

ner we paint the blessed Virgin's flight square tank of spring water, near or with

into Egypt, and I have been told by a Chi- in it, to purify those who entered'; yet

nese, ignorant of the differencebetween an now the temple is in no lack of pollution,

idolatrous and Protestant Christian, that for the Portuguese who live there, fodder

they worshipped the same gods as we do, the cattle therein to defend them during

and that she we called La Santa Virgem the rainy season from the violence of the

was Quonieng Poussa. monsoons ; they have also broken many of

As for the opinion of some that these the images, and lately one of their Fidal.

mighty works were executed by Alexan- gos to divert himself with the echo which

der the Great, it is very improbable, for is here most admirable, brought a great

neither the Greeks nor the Persians, whose gun and fired several shot into it, which

manners he most affected, built after this has broken some of the pillars, though

manner, nor did he stay in India long the whole fabric seems to be as durable

enough to perform such stupendous works; as ever.

besides we do not find that he came into We shot some doves with our smal!

this part of India, and could have but guns, for there are many which hatch

small reason to send his army from the among the carved work, and we killed

main to perform such labours on the small one snake which we found in the middle

islands of this coast ; and to conclude, of the floor .

none of the Grecian historians mention Some ofour company whilst we viewed

such works to have been performed by the inside, surveyed the top of the moun

him, whilst they are particular as to the tain, and found that every part yielded a

remarkable passages of his life. But sup- curious prospect, being situated in the

posing he built this, who built the rest ? most delightful part of all these islands.

and how came their history to be lost ? The water here is excellent, and the land

The Brahmans on the spot assert that fruitful, and in our opinion the place is

there are holy men in the Raja's country healthy, there being no swamps but the

who can give account of all these things, greatest part of the island hilly land,

and that they are recorded in their they have the benefit of every breeze of

Sanskrit books which they will not teach wind. Beside these three pagodas, I am

the Christians. The Gentu Rajas claim all informed there is another at about half a

these countries, looking upon Moguls and mile distance, but we had not time to go

Europeans as intruders. thither,

I proceed now to describe their holiest All the pillars and pilasters that are the

place, the altar of Mahadeva, on which seeming support of the great temple, are

no offerings were to be made, but the de- in total height seventeen feet, on which

vout expressions of clean and unpolluted beams are represented lying across, thus

hearts. In three chapels or smaller tem- raising the ceiling or flat roofhigher ; and
ples dedicated to Mahadeva the Great, or among all the ancient buildings which I

High God, stood three altars exactly si- have seen in England or France , I have

milar, except in size, consisting of a cylin- remembrance of none such. We then fell

drical stone rising from a square pediment; to measuring the two lesser pagodas at

one was in a tank of water about eight the north and south sides of this great

inches deep, to prevent any thing unclean one . That on the north side is fifty - eight

coming near to it , and no other kind of feet long in front, having tour such ,
carved work or other manner of orna- columns, and twenty - four feet wide ; at

Asiatic Journ . - No. 13. VOL. III. E
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its southern side stood a chapel full of site to this is another temple of the same

fineimagery ; and concerning one of those size, without images ; a spring has filled

figures, a man's body with an elephant's it with water, and in the middle is a

head, they tell this fable, that a cruel and temple of Mahadeva, twenty - four feet.

tyrannical raja ( for all the deities they square , encircled by an island about pine

feign to have been so at first) had a son feet wide ; in front of the entrance is au

in whom the people delighted, for the armed woman with six hands, whose title

mildness of his temper and other virtues ; we know not. On the south of the great

but one day as this son was asleep he cut temple also is a large tank , then a pagoda

off his head, and threw it into the sea , similar to the last, but not above ten feet

when a great prophet coming by denounc- high ; the colonnade is fifty feet long, with

ed great calamities and afflictions on the a chapel of Mahadeva, and a dark room

bloodthirsty monarch for taking away the twenty -seven feet square, each with a

life of one born to be a god and immortal, naked figure of a woman with six hands,

The mother ofthe young prince prayed him and in each a different weapon . The

to restore her son's life, who ordered that principal figure in the middle of the east

they should cut off the head of some noble side (the Trimurti) is set out with much

beast and place it on the young king's carved work, and is very large, measur

shoulders, when there happened to be no ing from the top of the crown to the waist

noble creature near but a young ele- eighteen feet. Having thus taken a view

phant ; they applied its head , when the of this great pagoda we left it , and , hav.

graft succeeded. The young prince lived ing refreshed ourselves at the tent, em

and became very famous, governing the barked in our boats and steered for Bom

kingdom of his cruel father ; when he bay, where we arrived that night, after

grew up he married : his wife bore a spending two days with an industry about

white elephant, of which they tell miracu- trifles, which if I had rightly applied to

lous things. The imagery of this place the art of getting money, would have

Seems not so antique as the rest. Oppo- tended to a better purpose.

>

DESCRIPTION

OF THE

CULTURE OF THE WHITE POPPY AND PREPARATION OF OPIUM ,

AS PRACTISED IN THE PROVINCE OF BAHAR,

;

The soil of Bahar consists of clay, and The seeds are sown in October and No

a large proportion of crystalline and cal-' vember ; the plants are allowed to grow

careous sands ; in many placeswhite mica six or ten inches from each other, and are

abounds, in others calcareous grits, which plentifully supplied with water .

the natives burn into lime ; on the sur- When the young plants are six or eight

face, natron , nitrous and alimentary salts' inches high, they are watered more spar

frequently vegetate , and a selenitic salt is ingly ; but the cultivator strews over the

often found . The earth is of a pale colour, areas a nutritient compost of ashes, cow

readily diffusing in the mouth . ' It effer- dung, and a large portion of nitrous earth

vesces violently,with nitrous acid, which scraped from the highways and old mud
quickly dissolves the calcareous particles. walls.

The field being well prepared by the When the plants are near Aowering ,

plough and harrow , and reduced to an
they are watered profusely to increase the

exactly level superficies, is divided into quantity of juice. When the capsules are

quadrangular areas, seven feet long and half grown ,no more water is given, and

five broad , with intervals of two feet, they begin to collect the opium.

which are raised five or six inches, and At sunset two longitudinal double in

excavated so as to form aqueducts for con- cisions* are made upon each half ripe cap

veying water to each area , for which pur
The instrumentwith which this operation is :

pose a well is provided in every field . effected, consists simply of two thin plates ofsteel,
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sule, passing upwards, care being taken sold at from two to six Spanish dollars

not to penetrate the internal cavity of the per pound.

capsule. The incisions are repeated every The good and bad uses of opium are

evening until each capsule has received six well known and described in European

or eight wounds ; they are then allowed books. The natives apply it to nearly the

to ripen their seeds . The ripe capsules same purposes, only making a bolder use

afford little or no juice . Were the wound of it. They take it as a cordial internally,

made in the heat of the day, a cicatrix by which they are agreeably inebriated at

would be too soon formed ; whilst the a small expence . It is supposed to give

night dews, by their moisture, favour the vigour and courage,and is taken previous.

extillation of the juice . Early in the ly to all daring and arduous attempts ;

morning old women, boys, and girls , col- but by too frequent use it emaciates the

Ject the juice by scraping it off the wounds person , and a languid stupefaction ap

with a small iron scoop , and deposit it in pears in the countenance.

an earthen pot, where it is worked by the In the late famine of 1770, it was pur

hand in the open sunshine until it becomes chased by the unhappy sufferers at exorbi

of considerable spissitude . It is then form- tant prices, to allay thecravings ofhunger,

ed into globular cakes of four pounds and to banish the dreadful prospect of

weight, and placed in little earthen basins death .

to be exsicated : the cakes are covered over Opium is beat up with a few cooling

with poppy or tobacco leaves , and dried seeds in form of a cataplasm , spread upota

until fit for sale . Opium is frequently a leaf of the ricinus, and applied to tumi

adulterated with cow - dungt, and the ex . fied glands, particularly to discuss syphili

tract of the poppy plant obtained by buil . tic swellings, for which purpose it is not

ing, and by various other substances, inferior to any European prescription .

which are kept secret.

The seeds are sold in the markets, and

The Chinese smoke opium with their

áre reckoned delicious eating. They are

tobacco as the greatest delicacy. After

used in emulsions, and enter intothe cool- compliment paid to a stranger or visitor.

the ceremony of salutation , it is the first

ing prescriptions of the Hindustani phy- The Malays both smoke and chew opium
sicians. Opium is here a considerable

branch of trade. About 600,000 pounds I have omitted the description of the

weight are annually exported from the

Ganges, most of which goes to China and

plant, as it is to be found in every botani.

the Eastern Islands, where it is usually

cal writer. It is the Papaver Sonuifer

um of Linnæus. It grows in Britain

about an inch and a haif long, and one third of an without care to be a much statelier plant

inch bread , which are placed parallel, and bound

to each other with a thread , the points being kept

than in this country with the utmost art.

separate by one turn of the ligature, each piece . Opium may probably be produced in Bri

having two sharpened points ; four separate lines tain or America , upou grounds of little

are marked on the plant. . A thread noose is value, and give employment to the aged

placed on the forefinger,

† Sometimes to su great an amount, that it may

and young who are unfit for laborious

be doubted whether the consumer eat more of the work. One acre yields here sixty pounds

adulteration than of the drug ; a circumstance of opium, which , valued at only nine

which shews the necessity which existed of the

Company's taking the trade of this article into
shillings per pound, gives twenty -seven

Sheir own hands.
pounds per acre produce.

to excess .

TRANSLATION

OF A

HISTORY OF THE PORTUGUESE LANDING IN INDIA,

Written on Leaves of the Brab Tree, or Ola , in the Malabar Language.

( The original was obtained from the Vencaticota Raja who is of the Tamuri family.)

When the Emperor Perumal was about country of Malabar in shares to the dif .

to depart for Mecca, he gare the whole ferent Rajas ; at which period theTamu

E 2
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ri * Zamorin was at some distance, which irri* Raja . But amongst these Rajas ,

was the reason of his not having a in point of dignity, power , and consider

'country given to him. The Tamuri Raja ation in foreign countries, the Tamuri

after this came back ; Perumal gave his was pre-eminent ; and amidst all the re

seal and sword to him, telling the Tamu- maining Rajas in Malabar in honours and

' ri he must conquer countries, and retain diguities, the Tamuri stood first. The

them by that sword . Accordingly, in a reason of this was the gift of the seal and

short time the Tamuri Raja employed sword by the Emperor Perumal, who him

himself diligently to do as Perumal order- self reposed confidence in the tribe of

od him, and he got the country of Kori- Islam ; after whose departure they came

kotet . At this time the people of the and settled in the country, put trust in

tribe of Islam came to see the Raja , took the Tamuri, and on account of this friend

up their residence at Korikote, and from ship, strangers came from other countries.

divers countries merchants and trades with shipping people, whom the Raja re

people came ; and by exercising their re- ceived honourably , and sent them away

spective callings, Korikote began to grow in a friendly manner. When the Raja

a large place. Throughout the whole of went to any place, either for war or any

Malabar, the city of Korikote was the first other affair of consequence, the sword was

in rank . After this the tribe of Islam carried before him , as formerly before Pe

came from several places, and assembled rumal. If any circumstance occasioned a

together, by which the Tamuri became war between the Tamuri and any other

the most powerful, and the principal of the Malabar Rajas, and they gave him

among the Rajas of Malabar, of whom , either money or country, and sued for

some were possessed of strength and some peace , then he retired quietly and left
were not. In this period none of the them ; but if any of the Rajas neither

Rajas passed each others boundaries, gave money or country, he then would
which was agreeable to the orders of not cause his army to commit devastation ,

Perumal at his departure. Their king- but renrained for a length of time upon

doms extended some one kathumi , and the borders of that country, till he was

some more. Some of them had 100 men, satisfied :-such was the ancient custom ,

some 200, some 300, some 1000, some nor could he act in any other manner .

5000, some 10,000, some 100,000, and But if quarrels and wars arose among the

some had still more . In some countries Other Rajas of Malabar , they slaughtered

there were two Rajas, in some three, and each other, and ruined each others country .

in others even more. In the countries that
The History of the Fringist coming into

had two Rajas, if one was more powerful Malabar .

than the other, he would not quarrel with

and trespass in the others boundaries. If sixth of Karkadom 672$, three of the
In the year of the Taliha 9041 , or the

any did quarrel, he would get no one to
Fringis' ships came to Pandaranykol

assist him. Amongst these Rajas, the one

who had most men governed the country anchored there,and came on shore. They
lamll. It being in the monsoon , they

from Tekes Kollam || to Kaniakumarit :: at

this time his name was Tripathi**. The
went to Korikote, where they learnt all

next Raja reigned over Madi Walaput- did not trade, but returned again to theirthe news of Malabar. At this time they

nam , around Kannanur, Edekaat, and
own country, Portugal :-it is supposed

Dhurmapuram ; he was called the Kola
the motive of their coming was for pepper,

The mode in which the Malabars write the Two years afterwards they returned from

Official title of their Raja , which Europeans spell

Zamorin. Kolatirri is called by Europeans Kolastry .

† Spelt and called by Europeans Calicut.
The word is derived from Kola , a thin piece of

stick, and Tirri, cotton , when wound round it to
1 Commonly spelt Coss, a distance of four

form the wick of a lamp.
miles ,

† Fringi, a vulgar name for a European , chiefly
Teké is South . || Kollam, the name of a confined to the Portuguese.

place, called by Europeans Quilon , to the north.
The term by which the Musulmans of Mala .

ward of Cochin,

bar signify the Hegira .

Kaniakumary is Cape Comorin . § 672, Malabar style, of which the year 980

** The official name of the Travancore Raja's commenced :be 14th Sept. 1804,

Sircar is Tirnpasaaron , taken , probably , from | A place two miles south of Koilandi, and

Tirnpathy. thirteen north of Calicut.

8
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Portugal with six ships, and came to Kori- took in their lading of goods at Cochin ,

kote. They landed ; and while they were and went away ; the other three remained

trading in a merchant- like manner, the there . On hearing this, the Tamnri Raja

Fringis said to the Tamuri's Karjakars *, set off to Cochin with 100,000 Nayrs*,

• If you will put a stop to the trade of the and several Mapillas, for the purpose of

Arabs and Mapillast, we will give more seizing these ships ; but a very great

money to the Sircart than they do. Du firing was kept up, and at that time they

ring this time the Mapillas and Fringis could not get into Cochin . · After this the

quarrelled , and came to blows. The Raj Ponanywaikel Mapillas fitted out three

ordered some of his people to go and put vessels, embarked on them , and sailed to

a stop to it ; the Fringis quarrelled with where the three ships were ; a battle took

them too , and seventy oftheir people were place between them, and many ofthe Map

killed in the affray. All the rest went on illas having been killed , they retreated .

board their ships, and fired their large The next day the Ponanywaikel people

guns at those assembled on the shore ; and the Baligàt people together fitted

they in return fired at them. It continued out four vessels ; the people of Kapata

for a short time, and the whole of the and those of Kollam fitted out three, to

ships then sailed for Cochin , where they gether seven vessels, on which the Ma.

landed, saw the Raja ofthe country , built pillas embarked, and had a severe engage

a fort there : this was the first Fringi fort ment with the Fringis, in which they

that was built in Malabar . There was at suffered no defeat ; but as the rains were

the time a Pallyg there ,' which the Fringis near, the Tamuri withdrew his people to

pulled down and destroyed. These people Calicut.

remained at Cochin , and carried on the On Thursday the 22d of the month

business of merchants in a proper man- Metha, in the year of the Taliha 915, or

ner. They then went to Kananur, lived 683 Malabar style, the Fringis came to

among the people there in a peaceable Korikote, entered the town, burnt the

manner, and built a fort ; they carried on Miskala Pally, got into the Tamuri's

divers kinds of merchandize, bought pep- Kowlgum , and there took up their abode.

per ; some of them went to Portugal. At this time the Tamuri Raja was absent

The cause of their coming from and re- on a war against a distant country ; the

turning to such a distance , was supposed whole of the Nayrs about Korikote ass

to be for pepper. A year after this, four sembled together, attacked the Fringis,

ships came from Portugal ; they landed and drove them from the Kowlgum ,

at Cochin and Kananur, where they in which action the latter lost 500 men

bought pepper and ginger ; again they killed, the rest of them embarked on their

went home. At the expiration of two vessels and went away . Once before the

years, twenty -eight ships came from Por- above date, the Fringis disenibarked from

tugal ; they again returned with pepper, their ships at Ponanit ; and of the vese

ginger, and divers other goods. At this sels laid up there they burnt about fifty,

period the 'Tamuri Raja went against the and killed seventy Mapillas. After this

Cochin Raja, and captured the others the Fringis sailed for Teke Kollam, had

Kowlgum l. During the war , three of the an interview with the Raja, addressed hina

Cochin Rajas were killed ; and the Ta- respectfully, and built a fort there ; nor

muri having conquered the Cochin coun- did they procure any where so much pep

try , went to Korikote. A year after this per as at Cochin and Teke Kollam , which

period, ten ships came, seven of them fresh was the reason of their erecting the fort.

ships, and three of them belonging to the After this the Fringis went to Goa, and

former twenty-eight, which , after setting captured it, at which period Goa belonged

off, put back again. The seven fresh ships to Adil Shah Sultan .' The Fringis then

made it the principal place of their resie

* Karyakar is a Malabar term for a Minister of dence for the transaction of all affairs in

Government.
Malabar. Adil Shah Sultan attacked

† Mapilla is the name given to those Musal

mans' descendants of Arabs who are settled in the Fringis, and retook Goa ; but they

Malabar .

>

* Nayrs are the hereditary soldiery of Malabar.

Pally is the name for the Mapilla place of † Ponani, a large Mapilla town on the sea

Worship . coast, so called from Pon or Poon , gold , and Ane,

| Kowlgum means palace.

Sircar means Government.

a nail.
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returned in great force, and a second time the deception intended. Immediately on

carried it . They then built several forts hearing this, the Raja said ; “ I am going

in that country, collected their forces , and to the Tank , and will return again imme

the power of the Fringis from that time diately ; ' by which means he effected his

increased daily, at which period they and escape . The Fringy who had given this

the 'l amuri Raja had some friendly con- information to the Raja , was sent by his

ferences together , and made peace . The comrades to Kananur. The Fringis now

cause of this was, that from the time of began to kill the Nayrs, and to force the

the former quarrel, the trade of the Ma- Mapillas from their abodes ; on which all

pillas decreased ; and the person who the latter withdrew from the coast, and

was then Tamuri had been some time assembled together to the eastward, among

dead , and the Elia* Raja had succeeded, the Mapillas liviug in Cochin . Of the

who considered that it might be good Mupanmar* , Ahumatha Marca , Kuahaly

policy to be at peace with the Fringis, Marca, and Aly Marca, these three men

that it would cause both his city and the set off from Cochin , together with their

trade of the Mapillas to flourish in the followers. They came to Koricote, had

same way that the traffic of Cochin and an interview with the Raja ; on which the

Kananur did ; that on these conditions, Fringis considered them as intending to

if their differences were made up, it act inimically against them . They col

would be beneficial to Korikote. In this lected warlike stores, set off from Cochin ,

treaty an article was inserted by the Ta- came to Ponanywaikel ; they landed there ,

muri , that the Mapillas in his domin- destroyed the houses, burnt some of the

ions should every year load four vessels Pally ; they cut down the cocoa -nut trees

with ginger and pepper, and sail for Mecca, growing by the sea side, and killed some of

without any hindrance given by the Frin- the people. They staid there one day

gis, to which the latter assented . And after this, and the next night they sailed

when the Fringis began the building of for Pandrany Kollem, where they seized

the fort, the Mapillas commenced their all who had come to trade, and forty of

voyage for Arabia with the four ships ; their vessels ; some of the people there

they sailed under the flag and passport of were also killed . In this manner did they

the Fringis : -- this was in the year of the devastate the country, and rendered it

-Taliha 921 , or 689 Malabar style. The impossible for the inhabitants to reside in

above vessels disposed of their cargoes, their abodes ; on which the Tamuri pre

and returned again to Korikote, at which pared to go to war with them ; but as he

time the Fringis had finished the fort ; was himself absent at the time from

after which they would not permit the Korikote, he sent his royal writing to his

ginger and pepper to be carried to Mecca, Karyakar Eliathat to get ready. On see

but prevented every other power from ing the royal writing, he immediately

trading in these or any other articles, ex began to collect warlike stores ; and the

cept themselves. And they declared , that Napillas from several countries assem

if they saw .a root of ginger or a grain of bled, and came to Koricote, by which

pepper embarked on any other person's time the Tamuri Raja also arrived . Im

vessel, they would seize and detain such mediately the war began . Many days

vessel with all its cargo . They then began having expired, and the provisions in the

to consider how to seize and carry off the fort being expended , and not having it in

Tamuri Raja, but their deceit did not their power to get a supply, they embarked

succeed. This was the manner of plan- all their property on their ships, destroyed

ning it :-after they had finished the fort, the fort, and, unknown to those on the

1 and rendered it strong , they built a house outside, they got to their ships and went

mear it for the residence of theRaja. Some away. This was on the 16th day of the

of the Fringis waited on the Tamuri, and month Mahasanam , in the year of the

told him, that the king of Portugal had Taliha 933, or 701 Malabar style. In

sent him a present, and that he must this war two thousand Nayrs and Mapil.

come there to receive it . He accordingly las died . In consequence of this, the Ta .

went, and while residing there, oue of

the Fringis came, and informed him of
* Moopa signifies a head or principal person.

Moopanmaris plural.

+ Eliatha is second , bis second minister in

Elia means second . point of rank ,
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muri and the Fringis were much exas- it was considered as giving trouble to the

perated against each other ; and in a short lading of goodson vessels for Arabia ; still

time, the Mapillas liaving repaired their leave was given to build it at Chaliut .

vessels, they began to embark ginger, pep- The Fringis began to collect materials for

per, and other articles of trade, for Guz- constructing their fort, and brought them

zerat and other countries. They vow into the river ; this was in the year of

sailed without either flag or passport, the Taliha 938, or the 5th of Wrischigom ,

Some of their vessels the Fringis seized , 707 Malabar style. The Fringis then

some they drove ashore by means of firing finished the fort at Chaliut ; it was a

at them, and others arrived at their des- very large one , and remarkably handsome.,

tined ports, and traded without molesta- During the building of the fort, a Fringi

tion . After the monsoon' of the above having taken a stone from the Pally built

year, the Mapillas of Dhurmapatam and by Mallikadeen * , the whole of the Ma

their friends made peace with the Fringis, pillas of the place went to the captain of

sailed under their flag and passport. The the fort, and having made their com

Tamuri, his subjects, and the Fringis, plaint, the captain himself and his people

had now been long at variance , when in took stone and chunam , went to the

the year of the Taliha 935, or 703 Mala- Pally, and had it repaired ; this pleased

bar style, the Fringis went in a ship to the Mapillas very much . The next day

Tapore , and having landed there, had an several of the Fringis went to the Pally,

interview with the Raja. The Tamuri, pulled down all the stones of it ,and carried

on hearing this, sent his royal commands them away. The whole of the Mapillas

to the Tanore Raja, to send him all the went a second time, and laid their com

men and property belonging to the ship , plaint before the captain. He told them ,

with which , however, he did not comply, that their Raja had given both the Pally

but cultivated great friendship with the and the ground to him, therefore he had

Fringis. They consulted together to over- pulled it down . On this the Mapillas

power the Tamuri, plunder the Mapil- retired overwhelmed with grief; and at a

las, destroy Ponaniwaikel, and build a little distance from thence they built

fort on the left side of the river at that another. After this the Fringis carried

place ; for which purpose stones , chu- away the stones from the Mapilla bury

nam, and other requisite articles, were ing ground for their fort. The Elia Raja

embarked in vessels, and when arrived having been installed Tamuri, a war

close to Ponaniwaikel, a violent storm began with the Chaliut Raja to destroy

arose , and all of them , except a small dow, his country ; but the latter having laid

were wrecked on the shore. Some of the his grief submissively before the former,

crews were drowned, and those who got on he withdrew his army, and then turned

shore were made prisoners. The cannon his forces against the Raja of Tanore.

that were in these ships the Tamuri got. While he was meditating an attack, the

Their schemeof building a fort at Ponan Tanore Raja surrendered Karakatirutty

was now rendered abortive. After this , and New Ponani to him, on which they

it is said, that the Fringis built a fort at made peace , and the Tamuri retired . In

Chaliut. A captain came to Ponani- the year of the Taliha 963, or 726 Mala

waikel, in order to make peace with the bar style, the Fringis burnt and destroyed

Tamuri ; he was a person who was ac- Tricodi, Pandrani Kallom, and Ponani

quainted with all that had passed at Kori- waikel . In the year oftheTaliha 963, or

kote and Ponaniwaikel. The Tanore 732 Malabar style, the Fringis and the

Raja exerted himself greatly to bring Raja made peace; they again quarrelled

about a peace between the Tamuri and
in 970. T. or 736 M. S. The Fringis

the Fringis : the present Tamuri was the built forts at Maugalore and Pekanur.

same who reigned when the fort at In 970 T. or 739 M. S. a Mapilla ,

Korikote was taken from the Fringis. called Katy Poker Marcart , captured a

The Tavore Raja came to Korikote,

The name of an Arab who is said to have
settled all disputes between the Tamuri

converted the Emperor Perumal, and whose me .
and the Fringis ; the latter were then mory is held in great veneration by the Mapil as .

permitted to build a fort'at Chaliüt. The + A descendant of this Mapilla, by name Kun.

spot assigned for building the fort was on haly Marcar, is now (1800 ) living at Cota . The

fact of taking the vessel is still preserved in the
skee public highway, which being known, family, and they pride themselves mnch on it.
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ship belonging to the Fringis. In 974 T. have seized the Tamuri. In 979 T. or

or 743 M. S. the Tamuri set off to wage 747 M. S. the Tamuri took the fort at

war with Cochin , and having tarried two Chaliut from the Fringis. In 992 T. or

months on the road , he lost 2000 men by 760 M. S. the Tamuri agreeing to their

the water being poisoned , which obliged building a fort at Ponaniwaikel, the Frin

him to retire to Paloly ; and having gis and him made peace . In 998 T. or

placed the Tanore Raja in the place he 766 M. S. the Fringis seized a vessel of

resided, the Tamuri went secretly away . the Raja's at sea, in consequence of which

The Fringis came to seize him, and did they again quarrelled . This is the Hist ,

carry off the Tanore Raja, so that had the tory of the Fringis and the Rajan

latter pot been placed there, they would

POETRY

IMITATION OF AN ODE OF HAFIZ.
TO A. I. L.

Mithe Bunch of Flor prs , on her Birth -day,

Dec. 8th, 1816.

Careless of praise ,—but what thy lips bestow ;

Anna ! to deck thy lovely form we blow

December's flowers ! we smile upon this moro ,

And hail the hour which bade thee life adorn

O happier far to breathe one little day

On thy pure breast - than wait the coming May !

My heart's blood issuing from my veins,

I thus addressed my tender strains

To Celia too unkind ;

The time I've in thy absence past,

Was as the fatal day o'ercast,

When God shall judge mankind.

The griefs which in my bosom roll ,

My eye , that index of my soul,

Marks with a thousand hues ;

And ah ! that melancholy sign ,

That love and constancy are mine,

A tear my cheek bedews.

Experience warns to future rest,

The wretch by wilful grief oppress'd ,

And tasted ills reclaim ;

But he who this relief foregoes ,

And pain renews whose smart he knows,

May well deserve his shame.

PARAPHRASE OF AN ODE OF HAFIZ.

By a Lady.

The nightingale , sweet poet of the grove,

From a tall cypress that o'erlooked a rose ,

Which brighter bloomed beneath the eye of love,

Did his soft passion in these strains disclose :

“Let no one on this flower cast evil eyes,

Praise Alla, Rose, who made thee beauty's queen ;

Yet not with coldness thy fond bard despise,

Whose passion blazed when first thy charms

were seen .

d of thy late words I no upbraidings make,

Those cruel words of which I might complain ;

But call on hope the present gloom to break ,

And point where meeting shall repay my pain.

Let others follow inclination's voice,

Obedient at her call through pleasures rove ;

While grief for thee I make my dearer choice ,

No pleasure else is worth the pains of love.

" The beauteous Houri and the stately dome,

The anchoret's fond hope reward his prayer ;

To me thy shadow is a nobler home,

And thou , my Houri, fairer far than theirs.

" When music sounds drink wine ; if any frown,

Dispel the cloud of anger from his brow ;

Nor rest till friendship's hand the goblet crown ,

And Alla , called on , has absolved the vow . '

( But, Hafiz, cease thy pains ! debarred from sight,

The hope of meeting lives in absence born ;

As from the darkness of the stormy night,

Aurora's splendour brings a brighter morn . "

One deeply skilled in Galen's art,

I asked his counsel to impart,

When thus the Sage replied :

“ In thy love's presence is disease,

And in her absence health and ease ,

Thy choice let prudence guide ."

If near my fair one's gate 1 stray ,

And traverse the ill-fated way ,

What laughter will arise :

But let the world deride my flame

As every lover's lot's the same,

And I their spleen despise.

Deny me not a suppliant's due,

By every tender tie 1 sue,

By every oath conjure ;

O let my pains thy pily move ,

And since thy Hafiz lives by love,

By love his life becue,
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A Viewof the History, Literature, historians. Many of their rela
and Religion of the Hindoos;includ- tions are, indeed, replete with

ing a minute Description of their Man

ners and Customs, and Translations Stillmuchis to be obtained fromgross errors and absurdities ; but

from their principal Works, in two vo

lumes. By the Rev. William Ward, one them of genuine information, and

of the Baptist Missionariesat Seram- especially in regard to the religi

pore, Bengal . The Third Edition, care

fully abridgedand greatly improved. the tribe of Brahmans.ous ritesand singular doctrinesof

2 vols . 8vo . pp.740. price 185.-London .

Black , Parbury, and Allen , 1816. The maritime commerce after

The vast and wonderful empire wards carried on between India,
of India was but little known to Egypt, and Arabia , as detailed in

the ancients, in the extent of its the Periplus of Arrian, led to a

territory and population, though still more extended investigation
its rich productions were sought of Indian habitsand manners, by

after and purchased with avidity men ofphilosophical research, who ,
by every civilized nation of the by that means, visited the coasts of
earth . Herodotus, the most an the peninsula, where those habits

cient of theGreek historians, who are somewhat varied, and super- ,

flourished four centuries and a , stition appearsin all her gorgeous

half before Christ, knew little of and delusive splendour. Those tra

India beyond the limits of the vellers, in particular, who visited the

Panjab, or country watered by the great cities of Tagara and Plutha

five branches of the Indus ; all na in the Decan, theDeoghur,and

eastward of that river is represent- Patan of modern times, which at

edby himas a barren and sandy that period were the central marts
desert. He had never heard ofthe for commerce in peninsula,*

Ganges. The irruption of Alex must have returnedequally aston
ander and the Greeks, about a ished and delighted with the stu- ,

century after, was confined to that pendous excavations at Ellora, in

province, and though the Grecian the immediate vicinity of of Deog

army, then , heard of the Ganges, hur, the undoubted work of Hin

and of themighty nations that in- doo architects, in the most ancient
habited its shores, they shewed periods of their empire, and still
but little inclination to attack so remaining, in unimpaired glory, for

formidable a race ; and itwasfrom the admiration of posterity. # It

the just apprehension of a mutiny was unfortunate for this people, and
evidently breaking forth among the genius of Hindu sculpture,

his troops, harassed by incessant that the Mahomedan invaders of
marches and conflicts, that Alex- these beautiful regions, at a suc

ander was principally induced to ceeding period, beheld not their

return . The ambassadorial inter- architectural labours with the same

course and commercialconnection sort of admiration ; for it was their

subsequently maintained between incessant aim, in their earliest ir

his successors on the throne ofSy. ruptions, tosubvert their temples.

riaand Bactria, and the Indians, and exterminate the inhabitants.
enlarged the field of observation, The distance and durability of
and proved the source of that more these superb remains alone pre

intimate knowledge ofthe country, served them from the rage ofthe

and the manners of the inhabitants ,
* See the account of these cities as givenby

which is evinced in the writings of Mr.Wilford in Asiatic Researches, vol.1.p.369,
Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, Arrian,

+ See engravings of these rocky temples and

andtheother Greek and Roman sculptured imagery ,in the 6th vol. of Asiatis

Asiatic Journ .-No, 13.
VOL. III. F

Calcutta edit

Researches,
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destroyer in Upper India . In ofMORALSand RBLIGION - the sin

twelve different descents did the gular book which we arenow about

unfeeling Mahmud ofGazna scat- to review, will be found the most lu

ter death and desolation over the minous and comprehensive of any

ravaged plains of Hindostan ; nor ever published in this country,

till the benevolent Akbar ascended speaking to facts, and to facts only,

her imperial throne, did the tor- upon the evidence ofthesenses ; the

rent of destruction cease to roll. scrutinizing eye and the attentive

That politic monarch set the first ear, whose accuracy could not be

example to the princes of his dy- deceived. Those facts, indeed,

nasty, of a mild and paternal are, in some instances, of an as

government, and substituted the tonishing andan appalling nature ;

soothing arts of conciliation for but till a solid reason can begiven

the irritating and avenging despot- why a set of men, who professto

ism of his sanguinary predecessors. be solely guided by the stern dic

That atrocious bigot, Aurung- tates oftruth and conscience, and

zebe, revived the ancient Tartar who, braving every danger of a

barbarity ; carried sword and fire foreign clime, have subjected them

into the peninsula ; every where selves to a voluntary exile for ever

demolished or polluted the tem- from their native country, in order

ples; and, in one instance, went to propagate the doctrines of Chris

so faras to cause their most revered tianity among a race more blind

animal, the Cow, to be slaughtered and bigottedto their nefarious su

in the very sanctuary of one of perstitions, than any nation on the

their principal pagodas.* It was face of theglobe :-we repeat, that

never afterwards entered by a till a solid and satisfactory reason

Hindoo, and became a celebrated be assigned, why these men should
Mahomedan mosque. From the have the audacity to palm a deli

writersofthat sect (except from berate falsehood upon
the British

Abul Fazil, in the Ayeen Akbery ), public, in a gross misrepresentation

we haveno unprejudiced accounts of the Hindu character and prac

of the Hindus; and although the tices, we shall not refuse our be

French travellers, Tavernier and lief to their frank and artless state .

others of the seventeenth century , ments .

faithfully narrated facts as they be- A residence of many years at

held them ; yet their short stay in Serampore, near a great temple

any particular region of India, for- of Jagahnat, and in the very centre

bade their entering so minutely of the bloody superstitions of the

into the Hindu character as the Hindus, gives the author a claim

British , their more modern con- to respectand belief, far beyond

querors, from their long residence all who have gone before him in

and domestication among them , this line of enquiry ; and the disin

have been enabled to do. The terestedness of himself and his

greatest part of these relations of brethren , evinced in a gratuitous

our countrymen wehave attentively devotion of their whole time and

perused , andvarious praise is due labour to the promotion of the

to their performances for their, great object they have in view, de.

inmany respects, correct accounts
serves the warm admiration and

ofthe customs and manners of the gratitude of both Asiatics and

natives in the particular districts in Europeans. They are indefatiga

which they have resided. But as a bly industrious in pursuing the

GENERAL SURVEY of whatever is most efficient plan recommended

connected with Hindustan — we by Sir W. Jones, for the conversion

mean in the most essential concern of the Hindus, by translating the

sacred, Scriptures into the Sanskrit

See Thevenot's Indian Travels, p . 10, folio and Persian tongues; wbich by the
edit. 1687 .
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aid of a printing- office set up on of the more prominent features on

their own premises, where no less the history of the idols and their

than ten presses are kept constant worship, heresubmitted to the view

ly at work, many thousand copies, of the astonished reader. The dis

in the different dialects of Asia, tinguishing, the sterling merit of

have been taken off, and widely thispublication is, that direct trans

and successfully distributed . Á lations from the original Sanskrit

printing-press set up in the imme- accompany all the assertions, bow

diate vicinity of thevast slaughter, ever apparently incredible, made

house of Jagahnat, to illumine, in the course of it . To the versions

with the light of Christianity, the already published by Mr. Cole

darkness and bigotry of the priest- brooke, Mr. Paterson, and other

deluded Hindus, who, for ages, members of the Asiatic Society,

have annually immolated their sons are added those made by the

and their daughters on the blood- missionaries, assisted by learned

stained altars of that Indian Mo. Brahmins, from the Vedas and the

LOCH ! In what a glorious cause Sastras, illustrative of each object

have these gentlemen embarked discussed ; so that the authenticity

their time and their valuable ta- of the facts narrated can admit of

lents ! Who, that is a friend to no doubt, however revolting may

civil and religious liberty, can deny be the enormities displayed to the

them that high, that just applausc mind of refined sentiment.

their labours so imperiously de- In these pages it will be seen

mand ? Who would be so ungenere and proved by the authentic docu

ous as, by base iusinuations and ments just alluded to , that the Hin

unfounded calumnies, to obstruct du theological doctrines are by no

their progress in so noble and so means ofthat pure and sublimena

patriotic an undertaking ? ture which we were taught, even

The work under consideration by the most respectable writers,

consists of two parts ; an Introduc- to believe that they were ; for the

tory Dissertation, or, as it is mo- direct system , inculcated in those

destly termed , Remarks ; contain- books, is PANTHEISM, or , accord

ing a vast combined mass of infor. ing to the philosophy of the Greek

mation of the most interesting kind , schools, that the Divine Spirit is

and discussions, under distinct the soul of the world ; a doctrine

heads, respecting the various ob- bordering upon Atheism , and at

jectsof worship of this infatuated tempted to be revived, with all its

people in this terra Sculptilium , monstrous absurdities, by Spinoza ,

this land of sculptured imagery, in the 17th century. The Ve.

from Brahma to a log of wood, danta philosophers teach, that God

The universe, and every thing in it, exists in a million of forms, from

seems to have occasionally shared the ant to Brahma, the father of

their devotion . Besides a thousand the Gods, as one moon is seen at

idols, the fabrication of his fancy once in twenty different vases of

and his fears, beasts, birds, reptiles, water. Whatthen , is the object

fishes, trees, and stones, of various of worship among the Hindus?
kinds and imagined properties, have Mr. Ward answers thus" It is

alternately received thehomage of not the One God, but this com
the ductile Hindu. Through all pound being, the soul of the world

thisimmense farrago of divinities,it inclosed in matter, the primeval
is impossible for us towade ; but the energy , the prolific and vivifying
sensible dissertation, in which the principle dwelling in all animated

substance of thebook iscondensed, existences, or, in other words, the
has, in the first instance, a strong personification ofwhateverthedis

claim to our attention , and we ordered imaginations of the Hin
shall, then , consider in detail some dus have attributed to this God ,

F2
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encompassing himself with Maya, What a degrading idea of the

ór delusion. This energy is said deity does this representation af

to have created the universe ; and ford ! Instead ofthe ever -watchful

therefore this, asdisplayed in the providence ascribed by Christ
grandest of the forms it assumes, ianity to the supreme disposer of

is the object of worship. Hence all events, he is here pourtrayed as

the Gods, the heavens collectively, totally estranged from the crea
the sun and moon, as well as the tures he has made; as a sullen,

stars , the sea, mighty rivers , and lethargic, inaccessible being, ex
extraordinary appearances in na- isting through an immense revo

ture, receive the adorations of the lution ofages in the abyss of barren

Hindoos "-Introductory Remarks, and boundless solitude. After a

p . 18. This doctrine, we beg leave succession, however, of these revo

to add , is exactly in unison with the lutions, Brahma, waking from his

old Chaldaic superstition, practised repose, unites to himself his own

by the fire-worshippers who erected energy, and creates the universe ;

the Tower of Babylon, who sup- for it is their maxim , that when
posed the sun and stars to be ani. Brahma withdraws his energy,

the

mated beings, guided in their destruction of theworld succeeds;

course by a celestial regent, the when he employs it, creation

soul of the orb ; and proves, among springs forth to new birth. Hence;

many other strong arguments, their the prevalent doctrine in so many

immediate descent from that pri- ancient systems of theology, and

meval and idolatrous race . particularly in that of the Hindus,

But to proceed with our inquiry of the destruction and regeneration

respecting the notions entertained ofunnumbered worlds, from whom

bythe Vedanta philosophers of in all probability the dogma was

God and the soul, or that vivific diffused through Asia and Greece.

innate principlewhich they con- Their opinion of the soul, while

sider as such. On this important imprisoned in the body, is given

subject we shall again quote Mr. in the subsequent page.

Ward's own words,
The soul then, by these writers, is con

Not only is God thus declared to be sidered as separated from the source of

the soul of the world , but the writer of happiness when it takes mortal birth ,

the above work affirms , that the world and as remaining a miserable wanderer

itself is God--God expanding himself in in various births and states, till it regains

an infinite variety of forms:: All things its place in the divine essence. A de '

past, present, and to come ; all that is in
votee, sighing for absorption , is described

the earth, sky, &c. of every class and de- as uttering his feelings in words to this

scription ; all this is Brumhu, who is purport: " When shall I be delivered

the cause of all things , and the things from this world, and obtain God ! '

themselves . Yet this writer, in another Iu consonance with these ideas , sys

part of this work , seems to affirm , that tem of devotion has been formed , to en

the universe is the work of God :- able men to emancipate themselves from

“ The principle of life is Brumhu; that the influence of material objects, and
which is animated is the work of Brum- thus to prepare them for absorption. In

hu, who directs every thing, as the cha- the first place, the devotee is to acquire
rioteer directs the chariot. Brumhu is the rightknowledge of Brumhu, namely,

everlasting and unchangeable ; the world, that God and matter are the same; that
which is his work , is changeable .' Brumbu is the soul of the world .

This work represents Brumhu , in his error which excites earthly desires, and

state of repose , as destitute of ideas or impels to worldly exertions , is destroy

intelligence, and entirely separated from ed,' says the writer of the work already
all intelligences. It describes this re- quoted , by the knowledge of Brumhu .

pose by comparing it to whatever may The person possessed of these ideas of
communicate the idea of undisturbed God, is called the wise man,' Brumhu

tranquillity ; to the bosom of the un. gnanee ; and he who is destitute of this

ruffled ocean ; or tothe rest enjoyed in knowledge, is considered in a state of

a deepsleep , in which there is an entire pitiable ignorance, like an insect incrust
cessation even of the faculties of the ed with matter.

mind,
Further to enable him to subdue his

( That

6
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passions, and renounce all natural de- believer will sink into the regions of

sires , he is directed to retire from the torment. In the apprehensions of the

world : to counteract all his natural pro- people in general, therefore, the idols are

pensities ; and to confine liimself to in- real deities ; they occupy the place of

tense meditation on Brumbu, till he has God, and receive all the homage , all the

thoroughly established in his mind this fear, allthe service, and all the honours

principle , that, “ seeing every thing pro- which HE so justly claims: The gorern

ceelerl from Brumlu , and that, at the ment of God is subverted, and all the

end ofthefour yoogus, when the universe moral effects arising from the knowledge

shall be dissolved , every thing will be of his perfections, and his claims upon
absorbed into him again ; therefore Brum- his rational creatures, are compleiely

hu is every thing. lost .

It is a fact, too , that the festivals in
We were once taught to believe honour of the gods have the most pera

that the HITOPADESA , translated vicious effects on the minds of the peo

by Dr. Wilkins, contained a fine ple. Duringthe ceremonies of worship
before the image, the spectators are very

system of moral precepts, for the
few , and these feel no interest whatever

regulation of human conduct. Mr. in the mummery going forward ; and
Ward, however, represents the were it not for those who come to pay

Hindus as very little improved a visit of ceremony to the image, and to

by its salutary maxims, and as, in bring their offerings, the temple would

fact, the most depraved race in be as little crowded on festival, ason
common days: but as soon as the well

morals of any people in the world. knownsound of thedrum is heard, call

Into this depravity they are for ing the people to the midnight orgies, the

the most part seduced by the dance, and the song, whole multitudes
lascivious exhibitions and impure another ; and their joy keeps pace withassemble, and almost tread one upon

orgies customary at their festivals. the number of loose women present, and
It has been common, he remarks, the broad obscenity of thesongs. Gopa

to represent the idols as personifi- lu -Turkkalunkaru, a pundit employed in

cations of the virtues, and as the Serampore priuting -office, and a very

teaching, by hieroglyphics, a theo- respectable man among the Hindoos,

ry of morals. As it respects the
avowed to a friend of mine, that the only
attractives on these occasions were the

Hindus, however, the fact is, that women of ill -fame, and the filthy songs

they have still, for popular use, a and dances ; that these songs were so

system of morals to seek : some of abominable, that a man of character,

their idols are actually personifi- ing present: that if ever he (Gopalu)
even amongst them , was ashamed of be..

cations of vice ; and the formu
remained, he concealcd himself iu a con

laries used before the images, so ner of the temple. He added, that a

far from conveying any moral sen- song was scarcely tolerated which did

timents, have the greatest possible not contain the mostmarked allusions to
tendency to corrupt the mindwith unchastity ; while those that were so abo

minable that no person could repeat them
the loveof riches and pleasure.- out of the temple, received the loudest

Introductory Remarks, p. 15. In plaudits . All this is done inthevery

another place the author speaks face of theidol ;nor does the thought,

out more fully on this important slightest pause inthese midnight revels.Thou, God, seest me, ' ever produce the

subject, and opens a scene of In open day, and in the most public

guilt andhorror at which the mind streets of a large town, I have seen men

of every civilized being must be entirely naked, dancing with unblushing
shocked . effrontery before the idol, as it was car

ried in triumphant procession, encouraged

The manifest effect of idolatry in this by the smiles and eager gaze ofthe bram

country, as held up to thousands of Chris- huns. Yet sights even worse than these,

tian spectators , is an immersion into the and such as never can be described by

grossest moral darkness, and a universal the pen of a Christian writer, are exhi.

corruption of manners. The Hindoo is bited on the rivers and in the public

taught , that the image is really God, and roads, to thousands of spectators , at the

the heaviest judgments are denounced Doorga festival, the most popular and

against him , if he dare to suspect that most crowded of all the Hindoo festivals

the image is nothingmore than the ele- in Bengal, and which closes with liba

ments of which it is composed . The tions to thegods so powerful,as to pro
Tuntru -saru declares, that such an un- duce general intoxication . What must

a
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be the state of morals in a country, when women too, who drag their dying rela

its religious institutions and public shows tions to the banks of the river at all sea

at which the whole population is pre- sons, day and night, and expose them to

sent, thus sanctify vice, and carry the the heat and cold in the last agonies of

multitude into the very gulph of depravity death, without remorse : who assist

and ruin ! men to commit self-murder , encouraging

them to swing with hooks in their backs,

Mr. Orme, the elegant historian toto pierce their tongues and sides , to cast

of the early military conquests of themselves on naked knives , to bury

theBritish in India , in his preface themselves alive,throw themselves into

to that valuable work, depicts the
rivers , from precipices, and under the

cars of their idols ; who murder their

gentle Hindoo , as shuddering at own children by burying them alive,

the sight of blood, and as of a throwing them to the alligators, or hang

pusillanimity easy to be accounted ing them up alive in trees for the ants

for by the great delicacy ofhis con
and crows before their own doors, or

by sacrificing them to the Ganges ;-who
figuration . His manners he affirms

burn alive, amidst savage shouts, the

to be mild, his habits domestic, heart-broken widow , by the hands of her

and his amusements innocent. The own son , and with the corpse of a dis

whole voice of antiquity, too, bears eased father ; who every year butcher
thousands of animals at the call of su

testimony to this gentleness of de
perstition , covering themselves with their

portment, exceptin the war-tribe blood, consiguing their carcases to the

alone, to their high attainments in dogs, and carrying their heads in triumph

virtue, particularly their justice through the streets ? Are these the be

and temperance, which they repre
nignant Hindoos ?-a people who have

sent as of the most rigid kind ;
never erected a charity school, an alms

and

house, nor an hospital ; who suffer their

the only exception to this charac- fellow creatures to perish for want before

ter seems to be the dreadful sui- their very doors, refusing to admiuiters

cidal rite to which they sometimes
to their wants while living, or to inter

devoted themselves, and an ex
their bodies, to prevent their being de

voured by vultures and jackals, when

ample of which occurred in the dead; who,when the powerofthe sword

camp of Alexander, when Calanus was in their hands, iinpaled alive , cut off

voluntarily ascended the funeral the noses, the legs, and arnis of cul
pile. According to the state- prits ; and inflicted punishments exceed

ed only by those of the followers of
ments of the present author, the the mild, amiable, and benevolent Boodd
Hindoo character seems to have hu in the Burman empire ! and who very

suffered , since that remote æra, a often , in their acts of pillage, murder

dreadful change. The accounts
the plundered, cutting off their limbs

withthe most cold -blooded apathy, turn
here given of their more than

ing the house of the murdered into a dis

savagebarbarity, is of so terrific a gusting shambles! Some of these cru

nature as to make one's very blood elties, no doubt arise out of the religion

of the Hindoos, and are the poisoned

fruits of superstition , rather than the ef
The Rev. Mr. Maurice* seems asto- fects of natural disposition : but this is

nished that a people so mild , so benevo- equally true respecting the virtues which

lent, so benignant as the Hindoos, “ who have been so lavishly bestowed on this

(quoting Mr.Orme) shudder at the very people. At the call of the sbastru, the

sight of blood , should have adopted so Hindoo gives water to the weary traveller

manybloody rites. But are these Hin- during the month Voishakhu; but he
doos indeed so humane ?-these men and

may perish at his door withont pity or

relief from the first of the following

In vindication of Mr. Maurice it may be here month , no reward being attached to such
remarked , that his Indian Antiquities, at least an act after these thirty days have ex

the early volumes of that work, in which this pired. He will make roads, pools of

passage occurs , were composed nearly thirty years water, and build lodging-houses for pil

ago , when nur knowledge of Indian customs and grims and travellers ; but he considers

himself as making a good bargain with
present, owing to the publications of the Asiatic

the gods in all these transactions . It is
Society , and of enlightened travellers .

Ormewas always, till lately, thought very high try made byHindoos, except a fewwhich
a fact,that there is not a roail in the coun

anthority, upon any subject connected with lead toholy places : and had there been
India.

run cold.

6

manners was very much limited to what it is at

Mr,
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the sun ; GANESA ,

no future rewards held out for such acts of A history of the ten incarnations

merit , even these would not have existed. of VISHNU follows in considera

Before the kulee -yoog ! it was lawfnl to able detail, and an account of

sacrificecows; but theman who doesit Siva, and the abominable Ling
now, is guilty of a crime as heinous as

that of killing a bramhun : he may kill
am worship, is given in as chaste

a buffalo, however, and Doorga willre- language as possible. BRAHMA,
ward him with heaven for it . A Hindon, and his sacrificial rites and festi .

by any direct act , should not destroy ani
vals, are noticed last in order ofthe

insect , for he is taught that God inhabits
evena fly:butitis no great crime if he great triad ; the reason may be

should permit erep his cow to perish that he is noi much regarded in

with hunger: and he beats it without the reigning superstition; nor does

mercy, though it be an incarnation of any one adopt him as his guardian
Bhuguvutee- it is enough that he does
not really deprive it oflife ; for the in- deity. Indra , the god ofthe

dwelling Brumhu feels no stroke but that firmament, with his ornaments and

of death. The Hindoo will utter false- attributes, is next described ; then

hoods that would knock down an ox, and SURYA or

will commit perjuries so atrocious and identified so accurately with the
disgusting, as to fill with horror those Janus of the Romans ; KARTI.

who visit the courts of justice ; but he

will not violate his shastru by swearing KYA, the Indian Mars ; AGNI, or

on the waters of the Ganges . elementary fire ; PAVANI, god of

The author now enters into an the winds; VARUNA,god of the

enumeration and history of the waters ; YAMA, the Hindu Pluto,
idol-gods of India, their character with many others, whose charac

and attributes. In the first class tersare so learnedly described by

he ranks the primary elements, of AsiaticResearches, to whose
Sir W. Jones, in the first volume

FIRE, AIR, WATER, EARTH ,

and space, of which, and the classical account of the above su

heavenly bodies, the greater gods perior deities, if Mr. Ward's ba

of India are , for the most part, thology will want no other aidin
added, the student in Hindu mye

personifications. The greater,
or celestial gods, including the the investigation, as in the latter
three great paramountdivinities, will be found many interesting par.

Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, are
ticulars, respecting these deities,

in number twenty-one. The infe- omitted bythe former , together

rior, or terrestriał gods,as Krishna,
with some very curious incidents

Rama, Jagahnat, and others, he is to which the author himself was

of opinionare deified mortals,and witness, at the celebration of some

both the celestial and terrestrial of their festivals. Asa specimen

of the entertainment he may ex
deities have wives, so that it is a
very crowded pantheon . It isre- pect in this way, from a perusal of

markable, that to BRAHME, the thevolume itself, the following

Great One, ofwhomBrahma, passage is inserted ,extracted from

Vishnu, and Siva are emanations,
the very interesting and extended

not a temple existsthroughoutall account of the worshippaidtothe

Hindostan. No act of worship is goddessDURGA, the wife ofSiva,

addressed to the supreme God :
the destroying power.

they think ofhim very darkly, and In the year 1806, I was present at tho

speak of him very confusedly. worship of this goddess, as performed at

They have no idea of his perform the house of Raja Raj-Krishnu at Cal

ing any act ofcreation or provi- washeld wereonfoursides, leaving an
cutta . The buildings where the festival

dence, except through the agency area inthe middle. Theroom to theeast

ofthe gods above mentioned , who, contained wine , English sweetmeats,

as our author observes, “ bear no
&c. for the entertainment of English

more resemblance to the one true guests, witha native Portuguese ortwo
to wait on the visitors. In the opposite

God than darkness to light, than room was placed the image, with vast

vice to virtue, "
heaps of all kinds of offerings before it,

>
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In the two side rooms were the native extended notice. In writing the
guests , and 'in thearea groups of Hindoo Hindu names of places and deities,
dancing women , finely dressed , singing

and dancing withsleepy steps, surround- it is rather to be lamented, thatso often occurring in these pages,

ed with Europeans who were sitting on

chairs and couches. One or two groups the author did not conform to

of Musulman men -singers entertained the the mode oforthography usually

company atintervals with Hindoost'hanee adoptedby Sir William Jones and
songs and ludicrous tricks. Before two

Dr. Wilkins, now in such generalo'clock the place was cleared of the danc

ing girls, and of all the Europeans except use. Brahma, for instance, is al

ourselves; and almost all the lights were ways written by him . Brumhu ;

extinguished, except in front of the god- Agni, Ugnee ; Yama, Yumu : San

dess;-— when the doorsofthe areawere scrit, Sungskritu ; and although
thrown open , and a vast crowd of natives

rushed in, almost treading one upon anoatives the Indian pronunciation may thus

ther ; among whom were the vocal singers, be more correctly expressed, the

having onlong caps like sugar loaves. eye of an European reader, accus
Thearea mightbe about fifty cubits long tomed to another mode of ortho

and thirty wide. When the crowdhad graphy, is somewhat offended by
sat down,they were so wedged together as

to presenttheappearance of a solid pave thealteration. This and otherpe

ment of heads; a small space ouly being culiarities, however, are of trivial

left immediately before the image for the weight when compared with the
motions ofthe singers, who all stood up . vast mass of instruction to be ob

Four sets of singers were present on this

occasion; the first consisting of bram- tained from its perusal. Deeply

huns, the next of bankers, the next acquainted as the missionaries ap
of voishnuvus, and the last of weavers; pear to be with enormities prac

who entertained their guests withi filthy tised in India, under the abused

songs, and danced 'in indecent attitudes

before the goddess, holding up their name ofreligion ,let them undaunt

hands, turning round, puttingforward edly but discreetly persevere in the .

theirheads towards the image,everynow glorious task of reforming them .
and then bending their bodies, and almost It will not be the work of a day ;

tearingtheirthroats with their vocifera- but patient perseverance will final
tions . The whole scene produced on my lyconquer every difficulty. The
mind sensations of the greatest horror.

The dress of the singers- their indecent clouds are dispersing: the dawn
gestures - the abominable nature of the has broke . Anothercentury, per
songs —— the lorrid din of their miserable håps, may see the spell of idolatry
drumắthe lateness of the hour — the" dissolved, and the knowledge of
darkuessof the place with the"reflec- thetrue God spreadover that now
tion that I was standing in an idol tem

ple, andthat this immense multitudeof polluted land, « as the waters cover
rational and immortal creatures, capable the sea . ”

of superiorjoys, were in the veryact of [ To be continued . ]
worship , perpetrating a crime of high

treason against the God of heaven , while

they themselves believed they were per- A Narrative of a Journey in

forming an act of merit - excited ideas

and feelings in my mind which time can Egypt, and the Country 'beyond the

never obliterate . Cataracts, by Thomas Legh , Esq.M.P.

4to . pp . 157. Price ll. ls. · London .

Having taken this ample review Murray, 1816 .

of the contents of the Dissertation, In pérusing these pages, we

and the portion of the work con- have been ledto admire the cool

tained in the first volume,we shall and steady perseverance manifest

leave the consideration of the cu- ed by the author throughout the

rious subjects discussed in the whole of his hazardous and diffi

second for a future article. The in- cult enterprize; and are ' no less

terest and importance of the publi- pleased with the air of vivacity and

cation, added to the novelty of the unaffected style in which the work

greatest part of the information is composed. We are informed

which it conveys, entitle it to this in thepreface, that havingmade
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and

the tour of Greece and Albania , a few hours sail of Smyrna, where num

Mr. Legh was induced , from the hers weredying daily of the plague, he

unhealthy state of the countries
of had nofear ofits approaching the island;

and , during our stay of some days, we
the Levant, to direct his steps to saw many Turks who had come directly

the shores of Egypt, and that he ' from that place, leap on shore without

was very unexpectedly permitted any interruption. “But,”added the Con
sul, “ should the plague declare itself at

to pursue his researches beyond
Alexandria, distant some hundred miles,

the cataracts, an advantage never
we shall certainly have it at Scio ." He

before acquired by any European. spoke confidently, and quoted many in

Whenever a traveller, let his stances within his own memory of the

like coincideuce.

literary acquirements be ever so

moderate, has succeeded in pene This is certainly a very curious

trating into an unknown country, fact,and in our opinion well wor
it, undoubtedly, becomes his duty thy the seriousconsideration of the

not only to remark every circum- medicalworld.

štance relative to climate, man, On the 21st November they

ners, and natural productions, but, embarked on boardavessel bound

if possible, to note those remarks to Alexandria, and Mr. L. gives

on the spot, and at a convenient the following reasons fornot en

opportunity communicate them to tering more particularly into the

the public. Knowledge, in how- history of thiscity.

ever plain a garb , is always ac- To repeat what has been so often writ

ceptable; but when instruction is ten of the presentand former conditionof

conveyed in scientific language it thiscelebrateicity,would be both tedi
ous and superfluous, as the expedition to

becomes doubly agreeable, and Egypt has rendered this part ofthe world

we can venture to assert that the familiar to many of my countrymen ;

work before us is possessed of this bythosewhohave nothad an opportu

advantage.
zity of visiting the country, the full de

The narrative commences in the of travels willbe deemed sufficientto sa
scriptions to be found in the various books.

month of July 1812, when the tisfy the curiosity of the most inquisitive.

author having visited the northern If in the course of the following narrative

islands of the Egean sea landed on I may be accused by some of passing too

the coast of Asia , to examine the hastily over places famous inantiquity,

Troad . Here, receiving intelli- ly interest, wliile others ,on the contrary,
and still offering objects of the most live

gence of the mortality which pre- should think I have run into the opposite

vailed at Smyrna, he determined error , and indulged in uselessrepetition,
to leave the Levant as speedilyas I have only to answer, that the recollec

tion of the sensations excited by the sight
possible. Havingarrived at Malta of those wonderfulmonuments of former
in company withhis fellow travel timeswill never be obliterated frommy

ler, the Rev. Charles Smelt, they memory ; but I shall mention them ra

were obligedto performa quaran- narrative, than with
anydesign of in

ther with an intention to complete the

tine of twenty days, and the re
creasing the number of detailed descrip

ports of the increasing mortality tionsalready in the handsof the public.

of the plague determined them on The traveller who sees for the first time

their release to return to England. thepyramids ofGizeh ,or the ruined
temples of the Thebaïd, feels as if he had

But (says Mr. L.) Egypt was still open never heard or read of them before ; but

to us : and though the communication be
an author must have very considerable

tween Constantinople and Alexandria had confidence in his own powers of writing,

been uninterrupted, that country had

hitherto continued in a state of perfect tions of Denon, Hamilton , and, above
who would venture to add to the descrip

exemption from the contagion. There all, of the costly and elaborate work

is something inexplicable, and that one lately published by the French govern

might be disposed to call capricious, in

the way in which this dreadful disease
Having quitted Alexandria theyspreads from one country to another, and

wehad been particularly struckwith the took the road to Rosetta, at which

observation of the Greek who acted as place Mr. L. takesthe opportuni
English consul at Scio. Though within ty of giving us the following short

Asiatic Journ . - No. 13. VOL. III, G

ment.
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1

1

1

but comprehensive account of the Speaking of Cairo, our au

unfortunate disasters suffered by thor observes the height of the

our army in 1805. houses and the extreme narrow

When our troops bad gained possession ness of the streets, which will

of the town of 'Rosetta, and were disa scarcely allow two loaded camels

persed in various parts of it regaling to pass; he then proceeds to speak
themselves at ti eir different quarters, af- of the bazaars and the slave mar

ter the exertions they had made, a single ket.

Turk , armed with no other weapon than

a pistol, began an attack on the straggling Among the chief curiosities which at

soldiers, of whom he killed more than a tracted our attention , may be ranked the

dozen, before the house where he was bazaars, of an appearance far superior in

concealed and from which he directed his splendour to any we had witnessed in our

fire could be broken open and the assail- travels in Turkey. Each trade has its al

aut dislodged . lotted quarter, and the display of superb

The Turkish governor , encouraged by Turkish dresses, costly Damascus swords,

this unexpected success,as well as by the ataghans, and every species of eastern

arrival of 800 troops from Cairo, and the luxuryand magnificence, formed a most

certain information that the Pacha was brilliant and interesting spectacle.

descending the Nile with an additional We visited also the slave-market,where,

force of 8000 men, resolved to make a to say nothing of the moral reflections

this traffic in human beings,

desperate effort, and secondthe spirited suggested
attack of an individnal. Beforethe Eng- agreeable manner, by the excessive statethe senses were offended in the most dis

lish troops had time to form , they were

driven from the town, and being obliged of filthiness in which these miserable

to retreat through the desert without wretches were compelled to exist . They

were crowded together in inclosures likecavalry to support thein, their losses in

killed and prisoners were very consider the sheep -pens of Smithfield market, and

able. The conduct of the Governor, af. the abominable stench and uncleanliness

ter this unfortunate affair, offers an ex which were the consequence of such con

ample of refinement of cruelty in a con finement, may be more readily imagined

than described .
queror , seldom seen in these modern

tines - for each of the prisoners was com- After a very short account of

pelled to carrythehead of one of his the principal pyramid, Mr. L.
comrades who had perished in battle, as

proceeds to say, that the governa present to the Pacha of Cairo .

ment of Egypt had enjoyed a
Notwithstanding the abundance greater degree of tranquillity un

and cheapness of provisions in der the administration of the pre

Upper Egypt, Mr.L. describes sent Pacha than for many years

the inhabitants as a dirty miserable previous, and this change he con

set of wretches. It will scarcely siders is entirely owing to the vie

be believed by an English reader, gorous measures adopted by that

but weare by no means inclined officer, who from the humble sta

to question the veracity of our au- tion of captain of a pirate boat has

thor, when he describes the cheap raised himself to hispresent rank ;

nessand plenty of provisions in the he then quotes the following pas

followingmanner:
sage from the travels of the

pre

Provisions are so extremely abundant tended Ali Bey, descriptive of the

and cheap in this part of thecountry ,and state of the country at the time
in Upper Egypt they are still more so , Mahomed Ali was elevated to the

that we frequently bought 1000 eggs for

a dollar , and for the same sum conld pur pachalik

' chase 14 fowls and innumerable pigeons ; D'un autre côté, Mahomed Ali, qui

but the fertility of the soil, which pro- doit son élévation au courage de ses

duces three crops in the year, clover, troupes , tolère leurs excès, et ne sçait pas

corn, and rice, offers a striking contrast s'en rendre indépendant ; les Grands

to the miserable appearance of the jaha- Sheiks d'ailleurs, jouissant, sous cette

bitants, whoare excessively dirty, and in espèce de gouvernement, de plus d'influ

a state of almost perfect nudity . They ence et de liberté appuient de tout leur

are, however, at the same time' remark- pouvoir le systême existant. Le soldat

able for their great patience, the power of tyrannise ; le bas peuple souffre ; mais

bearingfatigue, and the faculty they pos- les grands ne s'en ressentent nullement,

sess ofliving almost upon nothing. et la machine marche comme elle peut.
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Le gouvernement de Constantinople, sans At what period the rest was removed , it

é nergie pour tenir le pays dans une com- is impossible to say ; but certainly 110

plète sonmission,n'y a qu'uve sorte de contract could have been made more dis

suzeraineté, qui lui rapporte de légers advautageous to the British government.

subsides, qu'il cherche tous les ans à Instead of fixing April for the delivery

augmenter , par de nouvelles ruses . Le of the corn, had the following month of

très -petit nombre de Mamlouchs qui res- May been appointed, which , as it appear

tent sont relégués dans la Haute Egypte, ed, would have been quite early enough,

ou Mehemed Ali ne peut étendre sa do- the harvest would have been got in , and

mination , & c.” Vol.ii. p . 237, Voyages the wheat would not only have been much

A Ali Bey . * cheaper, but greatly better in quality.

We are now favoured with a At the time we left Egypt, the corn

concise but clear account of those
was sprouting in the impurities with

which it was mixed , and we saw it actu .

singular people the Wahabees, ally smoking onboard the transports

and the vigorous measures adopt- which carried it away .

ed by the Pacha for their suppres- Having obtained permission

sion, the expences of which war- from the Pacha to hire a cangia,

fare, Mr. L. affirms, were sup- our author sailed on the 13th Ja

ported by the enormous profits de- nuary for Upper Egypt, and on

rived from the commerce in corn, the zist landing at the village of

which the Pacha carried on with Bennihassan, he visited the grot

the English government; the par- . toes of that place ; from thence he

ticulars of which transaction he proceeded to Sheikh Ababdé, the

thus details
site of ancient Antinoë, the ruins

An agent of the British government of which place he shortly describes
whom we met at Alexandria on our first and then hastens to the splendid

landing,and who was then on thepoint portico of Hermopolis whichhe
of returning to Gibraltar, had made a

contract with the Pacha of Egypt for for- notices in a concise but satisfac

ty thousand ardebs, f equal to about se. tory manner. On the 26th Janu

venty thonsand quarters of corn , to sup- ary our travellers arrived at Siout,
plyour troops in Spain .

The terms of the agreement were, that
which city has succeeded toGir

eighty piastres should be paid per ardeb, geh, as the capital of Upper

and that the corn should be delivered in Egypt, but although they did not

the month of April at Alexandria . As witness the arrival of a caravan of

soon asthe Pacha had conclud d this fa- slaves from the interior of Africa,

vourable bargain , he laid an embargo on
he has favoured us with some par

all the boats upon the Nile and sentthem
into Upper Egypt for the corn, part of ticulars of this horrid traffic, in

which was collected in lieu of contribue which we find the following ac
tions , and the rest was bought of the fel- count, but are not informed in a

lah,or labouringArabs,attherate of ten satisfastory manner why so wanton
piastres per ardeb : so strict indeed was
the embargo, that it was with great dif- and unprofitable crueltiesare per

ficulty we could hire a boat to take usup petrated.

to Cairo, and the moment we arrived at
In the course of this long and tedious

Boulac it was seized by the government journey, they suffer occasionally great

The Pachausedsuch exertion in fulfil: hardships, and we were informed that
ling the conditions of his advantageous the Jelabs seized upon these periods of

contract that the corn was delivered at
distress , arising from a scarcity of water

Alexandria by the appointed time ;-but or provisions, to perform the operation

it was not until themonth of May that of emasculation, whichi, according to our

any transports arrived, and they car

ried away only a fourth of the whole entire removal of the genitals. The
informant, was doue completely by the

guantity. wretches were afterwards buried in the

loJuly following, a convoy took away sand toa certain depth, and in this rude

ten thousand ardebs more, and it was by manner the hemorrhage was stopped. The

that opportunity that we left the country. calculation was, that one out of three on

ly survived the operation , which was per
The pretended Ali Bey is a Spaniard of the

formed at a moment of distress, that the
name of Badia, who was employed by Buona.

risk of mortality might be incurred, at a
parte as a spý, first in Morocco , and afterwards

time when the merchants could best spare

in Egypt and the east .
+ Anardeb is equal to fourteen bushels English. their slaves . Their method of travelling

G 2
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bia ;

was to sling a dozen of the negroesacross many months, and not even a camel could

the back of a camel.
be procured. With deep regret for the

In passing Diospolis Parva (the proceeding
to Abyssinia by thisroute ,I

disappointment in my earnest wish of

modern How) our travellers for was constrained to abandon all hope for

the first time observed the croco- that season and to think of returning . "

diles, the largest of which he
Mr. Hamilton relates , that on his arri

were about twenty - five feet in
val at the Cataracts he was deterred from

length, and at thisplace they also proceeding, by theaccounts
, he there re

felt the kamsin, which is thus de- ceived of the difficulty of the roads, and

scribed :
the inhospitable disposition of the inha

While opposite Diospolis Parva, weex
bitants ; he was told that they had not

for a long time submitted to the Turks,perienced a gale of the Kamsin, which , and hadnever acknowledged the sove
though we were on the water and conse

reignty of the Mamelukes ; neither had
quently in a great measure protected from

they been visited by the French , andits violence, was still so formidable in its
were resolutely determined to prevent the

effects, as to dispose us to give full credit

to theaccounts of travellers, and, indeed , the Cacheffs ofthe Berberiwere formerly
arrival of any foreigners. He adds, that

of entire caravans being overtaken and

buried in thesand by this destructive nominally dependent on the Porte, and
wind of the desert . remitted annually a tribute to Cairo, but

The air became

thick and cloudy, as if a storm of snow that they threw off the yoke at the time

or sleet were coming on , and we felt our the Beys became masters of Egypt.

eyes, ears and mouths filled with the fine
Soleyman Cacheff, who died a few years

particles of sand, which were raised and
ago , united the lesser chieftains under

suspended in the atmosphere. himself ; the country was quiet, and Mr.
We suf

fered also in our food, for the pilau, ler might then have penetrated into NuHamilton thought that a cautious travel

which formed the great article of our sus
but at the time of his visit to the

tenance, was rendered so gritty as to be

scarcely eatable ; and on opening our
Cataracts, Elfi Bey was encamped in the

trunks, which had been closed and locked , going farther. Mr. Hamilton justlyob
neighbourhood, and dissuaded him from

we found considerable quantities ofsand

deposited between the folds of our linen .
serves, that the Beys had an interest in

increasing the difficulties of penetrating

Proceeding on their journey, farther south the Cataracts, as they

our travellers just notice landing last resource in the eventof a temporarylook to a retreat in that country as their

at Thebes, but refer us to the expulsionfrom Egypt.

Travels of Denon and Mr. Hamil- The boundary of the French expedition

ton's work for the details of this in Egypt was marked on a granite rock a

wonderful spot. On the eleventh little abovethe Cataracts ; and theobsti
pate resistance shewn by the inhabitants

of Februarythey reached Essouan
to the entry of their troops into the isle

and paid avisit to the Arab go- of Philæ , and the jealous fear of strangers

vernor of the town , for the pur- exhibited on that occasion,strengthened

pose ofinquiring into the possi- theidea ofthe difficulty of passing the
bility of proceeding beyond the Cataracts. Notermsofaccommodation

would be listened to ; but when the na

Cataracts into the country ofthe tives were no longer able to prevent the

Barabras, and the information they approach of the enemy, they quitted the

obtained gave them great encou island in despair , and men , women and

ragement; he then quotes the fol- children were seen to plunge themselves
lowing accounts of thefailures and into theNile, andswim tothe opposite

shore . Mothers drowned their infants

discouragements, which former whom they could not carry away with

travellers have experienced who them , andmutilatedtheir daughters, to

have attempted topenetrate into preservethem from the violation of the
conquerors.

“Lorsque j'entrai (says Denon) le len
“ At Essouan , (says Browne, in his demain dans l'île, je trouvai une petite

Travels into Africa ,) I remained three fille de 7 à 8 ans, à laquelle une couture

days, contriving , ifpossible, to pursue faite avec autantde brutalité que de cru

my route up the Nile ; but a war having auté avoit ôté tous les moyens de satis

arisen between the Mamelukes of Upper faire au plus pressant besoin, et lui cau .

Egypt and the Cacheff of Ibrim , noone soit des convulsions horribles : ce ne fut

was suffered to pass from Egypt to Nu- qu'avec une contre opération etun bain

bia ; the caravans had all been stopped for que jesauvai la vie à cette malheureuse

this country
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ed ;

petite créature qui étoit tout à fait jolie . " On the right bank of the river there are

-Vol. ii . p . 89. more obstacles from rocky islands than on

Norden, the only European who had the left, on which side during the period

surmounted these difficulties, gives the of the inundation , ( in September, for in

following account ofthe conversation he stance ,) boats may sail up with a tolera

held with the Aga of Essouan , who en- ble breeze from the N.W., or be hauled

deavoured , but in vain , to dissaade him up by, a rope without much difficulty.

from his attempt . “ You'll be all des. But there are modern travellers who seem

troyed,” says he ; you are going not to have listened rather to the stories of

amongstmen ,but amongst savage beasts ; the ancients, than to the evidence of their

they would murder a man for a para. In own senses : and Cicero is still quoted to

what manner will they deal with you , prove that the inhabitants in the neigh

who carry such treasures ?" But when bourhood of the Cataract are deafened by

the traveller was determined to proceed, its noise . In confirmation of the fact, it

" Im - Sehalla ! " cried out the Aga, as he has been lately asserted that the natives

delivered passports to the dragoman of of that part are remarkably dull of hearing.
the party ; “ here, take the letters they In order to understand the descriptions

have asked of me for the grandees ; let which are given in ancient authors of the

them go in God's name : but I am sorry Cataracts, one must admit an almost in

those scoundrels should get so many fiue credible change in the bed of the river, or

things as you have with you .” suppose that their accounts relate rather

But our travellers were fortu to the second Cataract at Genadil, which

is said to be much more considerable thap

nately more successful than their the one at Syene. Wewere at the Cata

predecessors, and Mr. L. thus racts at the time of year when the fall is

accounts for their success the greatest, and certainly witnessed no

On the other hand, the Shekh of Es. thing whichwarrants the glowing colours

in which they have been so often describ

souan , with whom we had frequent con
but such is the confusion in the dif

versations on the subject, rather encou

raged than dissuaded us from the expedi
ferent accounts, that it is more reasonable

tion. He promised that his son should
to suppose them greatly exaggerated .

Perhaps a tolerably correct idea will be
accompany us, and engaged to procure for

formed of the real appearance of these
us a smaller boat at Philæ, as the one we

had brought from Cairo could not, at this
falls, by the mention of the fact, that the

time of the year, pass the Cataracts. We
boys of the neighbouring huts would at

were probably indebted,in some measure,
any time, for the reward of a para, dive

into the most rapid cascade, when , after
to the cupidity of the Shekh for the ea

gerness with which he promoted our voy
disappearing for a few seconds, their

heads were again seen above the water,

age, as he undertook todispose ofa quan at the distance of forty or fifty yards be
tity of salt which we brought with us from

low. They were in the constant habit of
Cairo, both as ballast to our boat, and as
merchandize. The prospect of the gain divingalso for thepurposeof catching fish .

At the same time it must be allowed
he should derive from this transaction,

that the view of the barrier which nature
induced him to hasten our departure as

has placed between Nubia and Egypt is

soon as possible.
in the highest degree magnificent.

During the few days they stayed The party now bid adieu to Es
at Essouan, they were employed

in visiting the islands of Elephan- intothecountry of the Nubians,
souan, and continue theirjourney

tina, Philæ , and the Cataracts, troubled with a few anxious feel

which latter are thus noticed
ings, at the prospect of the under

So much hasbeen written on the Cata- taking, as by venturing beyond

racts of theNile, that it may almost ap- the Cataracts they were placing

pear superfluous to attempt any further

description , if it were not that the vague themselves beyond the authority

and contradictory accounts of authors of the Pacha of Egypt. Proceed .

seemto call for some explanation. Eight ingup the Nile, they anchored at
Cataracts have been enumerated in the Siala, a small villageabout eigh
course of the Nile, from its source in the

Mountains of the Moon, to the last fall a
teen miles above Philæ ; and the

little above Essouan, where the river is following morning were informed

about half a mile broad ; Norden esti- that it was necessary they should

mates the fall at only four feet; and Po- pay a visit to DouabCacheff, who
cocke even so low , as three feet. The

was encamped in the neighbour
latter, indeed , on his visit to the Cata

racts, asks where they are ? and is sur
hood with a considerable party ,

prized to find he is looking on them . forming a kind of advanced guard
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1

of the Nubians. The Shekh of go. As this conduct convinced the rest

Essouan had given them a letter of the natives of our peaceable disposition ,

tothe first tribe of Barâbrasthey they ceme afterwards and sold uswhat
At first they asked us

might ineet, and they now set out two or three paras ' for an egg , but after

to claim the protection of the wards we generally bought six for a para.
Cacheff. We shall venture to This dread of strangers arises from the

transcribe a description of their ill-treatmentandoppression to which they
are exposed from the Turks, and the free

reception. dom from such tyrannical extortion suf

On our arrival we found the men en
ficiently explains the unsuspecting and

friendly manners which we afterwards
camped in wigwams, and the women and

children stationed apart in tents ; the
uniformly found among the Baråbras.

whole body might be about 400 : their Thus succeeding by a falsity,

horses and camels were feeding around without which it appears they
them .

could not have continued their
We sat an hour without the camp be

fore the Cacheff made his appearance, and route, they left Siala and again set

in the mean time were surrounded by many sail ; but were we to notice the

of the Nubians, who expressed great sur- numerous ruins they examined as

prise aud curiosityatourappearance. From they passed up the river, it would
thetime we were kept in suspense and the far exceed our proper limits ; we

apparent demurand delay ,wewere much ,
afraid we should not be allowedtopro- must, therefore , refer the reader

ceed ; but the Cacheff at length appeared, to the work itself, and feel confi

and after having asked us many questions, dent that the antiquarian and the
such aswhèncewe came and theobject of architect will receive ample grati

our voyage,he offered as coffee.Asthis ficationin its perusal. Speaking of
was a token of peace, we began by giving

him the letter we had brought from the antiquity of these several rem

Essouan ; and finding afterwards that he nants offormer grandeur, Mr. L.

was unable to read Turkish, we shewed compares them with the ruins be
him our Firman written in that language,

low the Cataracts in the following
which we persuaded him contained a per

mission from the Pacha of Egypt to pene
terms.

trate as far as we pleased into the country
The period of the construction of these

above the Cataracts. Though the Nubi
several edifices is a matter of pure con

ans consider themselves independantof jecture, but itmay be observed, that the

the Government of Egypt, yet they were most striking difference between the tem

desirous of remaining on friendly terins ples above and below the Cataracts, is the

with the Pacha, and his supposed recom high state of preservation of the stone and

mendation had , doubtless , its weight with outward walls of the latter, which have

the Cacheff, who appeared to make no ob scarcely suffered from the ravages of time.

jection to our proceeding, and said he -From this circụmstance it might at first

would send off an express to Dehr to in- sight be supposed , that these remains in

form Hassan Cachell of our intended visit antiquity were posterior to the temples in

to hiscapital . He offered us milk ,flour Egypt, but that opinion is not warranted

and butter, invited us to eat out of the by any other evidence. It would be diffi

same bowl with him, and on taking our cult indeed, with any reasonable allow

leave we desired him to send down to our ance of difference of date, to explain the

boat and we would make him a present superior preservation in which we found

of coffee and tobacco ; in return for which the temples ofNubia ,comparedwith those

he afterwards sent us a sheep. Were
below the Cataracts, and we must seek

traced our steps to the river, astonished for the cause in the mild, unalterable cli

and delighted at the friendly reception we
mate between the tropics. The corroding

had metwith , so different from what we hand of time has no effect upon them, but

had been led to expect, and even from they are abandoned to the desert, and

what we had generallyexperienced in Up- many of them will in a few years entirely

per Egypt. In our journey from Cajro to disappear.

Essouan, wherever we landed , which we On their arrival at Dehr, which ,

frequently did to buy provisions, the he observes, is rather a district
people of thevillages ran away, and drove

their cattle into the desert and the moun- than a town, they were under the

tains beyond; in these cases our only necessity of paying their respects

resourcewas toattempt, if possible, to lay to Hassan Cacheff, the mostpow .
hold ofone of the children , who generally, erful chieftain of the Barâbras,

endeavouredtohide themselves among andendeavour to obtainfromhim
the sugarcanes, and, ifweweresuccessful,
to give him some paras and then let him permission to proceed, which after

1
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some difficulty they gained. The linen trowsers, wore a turban,and had a
bournous thrown over his shoulders ; theinterview is thus described.

only mark of authority he carried about
Our appearance soon drew together a him was a rude iron truncheon , which he

number of the uatives, who viewed us, the held in his hand . After the first saluta

first Europeans they had yet seen , with tion , we sat down , and they bronght us

every mark ofastonishment. Though in coffee and pipes . Through the means of
consequence of the festival, many of them our dragoman, we began to open our busi

were drunk , they offered us no incivility, ness with the Cacheff, by first making him

but we sat down under a rude sort of ar an offer of a watch , several of which we
cade made of bricks, and waited patiently had brought from Malta, forthe purpose

till we should be admitted to an interview
of making presents. The Cacheff thauked

with the Cacheff. In about an hour's
us for our offer ; but, as we were unable to

time, a large mess was brought us con- make him comprehend its use , declined

sisting of layers ofbad paste, upon which its acceptance . The way in which it was

was a piece of boiled goat's flesh swim- refused , and the great admiration of our

ming in hot butter. We invited the people arms the night before, convinced us that

about to partake of it, with which they we shouldobtain no facilities in the pro

seemed much pleased, and shewed us every secution of ourjourney, without the sacri.

mark of good will and hospitality . By this fice of one of our swords. I accordingly

time thenews of our arrival had spread took off my own, which was a fine Da

to all parts of the town ,and numbers had mascus blade, of about 500 piasters value,
collected to see the strangers . After wait and approaching the Cacheff, requested

ing about four hours, the Cacheff came permission to throw it over his shoulders.

down to us , attended by five or six of his The effect of this present was instan

chief officers, and a number of negro taneous ; be was bighly pleased , and as

guards to keep off the mob. Heappeared sumed the most friendly manner. He

to be about twenty - five years old, six feet asked me if I had left my harem at the

high, and of a handsome person, but evi- Cataracts ? meaning, as I understood , to

dently half drunk with araki, a spirit they give me a female slave as a presentto my

distil from dates. He began by boister- wife. When he was answered in the ne

ously asking us whatwe wanted, andwhy gative, he spoke to his secretary, who

we had come to Dehr ? We replied we retired , and soon returned with a negro

were come to pay our respectsto him, boy ofabout ten years old . On his en

and to see the remains of antiquity with trance, the Cacheff called theslave tohim,

which his countryabounded.He answer- spoke some words, and gave him his hand

ed there was nothing curious to see, but to kiss . With evident marks of agitation,

“ I suppose you are come to visit the the boy approached me, kissed my haud,

tombs of your ancestors ? " - We then and put it to his forehead. The simple

asked his permission to go to Ibrîm ,which ceremony I had witnessed was the transfer

be flatly refused, alleging first, that there of the property of the negro to myself * .

was nothing to be seen there, and next, We seized the opportunity of the fa

that he had no horses to convey us ;- vourable disposition of the Cacheff to re

in short, he appeared in no humour to
peat our request of going to Ibrîm, which

gratify our wishes, and we began even to was granted without any hesitation , and

repent of our rashness in having placed an offer was made us of horses and drome
ourselves in the power of a man whom daries, or any thing else in his power .

we ' found surrounded by more than 300 Our journey was fixed for the nextmorn

armed negro slaves, ready to execute any ing, and we passed the remainder of the

order ofcapricious cruelty which hemight day in visiting the town. In the evening

gire in his present state ofintoxication.
the Cacheff paid us another visit, when

But although they failed at the we regaled himwithsome Englishbrán
first visit, a second interview was

dy, and he again amused himself with

examining our arms, and seemed topique
more successful.

himself much upon possessing an English

Early in the morning we received a visit musket, which we had observed in his
from the secretary, who plainly told us house in the morning. We shewed him

that his master the Cacheff expected å our thermometers, and as it was quite

present, and hinted that one of our swords impossible to give him any idea of their

would be acceptable. We said weintend- real use, we informed him they were in

ed to have offered him a watch, but that tended to shew the state of our health .
we were unwilling to part with our arms, It was equally difficult to explain to him

as they were absolutelynecessaryto our the eagerness with which we enquired

defence. He left us, observing that we

might see the Cacheff at eleven o'clock , * I learned afterwards, that he had been the

favourite slave of the mother of Hassan , and that

when he would expect us at his house.
he had been carried off from Dongola when only

Atthe appointed time we waited' onthe six years old ; hehas therefore but litulérecol.
chief, and found him smoking at the end lection of his native country : When I left Egypt

I brought him withmeto England,and he is now
of a long chamber. He was dressed in living in the family ofmy friend,Mr. Smelt.
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after temples and ruins ; and he seemed scanty means of subsistence , and the

quite persuaded we were in search of hid- heat of their climate.

den treasures. He left us at night, pro- In general they seem healthy, are quick

mising to supply us with every thing in comprehension, and are greedily fond

requisite for ourjourney in the morning of money. The hair of themen is some

The prospect of being permitted to go to times frizzed at the sides, and stiffened

Ibrîm , and possibly to the second Catar- with grease, so as perfectly to resemble

act, gave us great satisfaction , and we
the extraordinary projection on the head

could not but congratulate ourselves on of the Sphinx. As to the women, they

the friendly disposition of the Cacheff.
are in general very ugly, and never have

Having penetrated as far as the appearance of youth, but seem to pass

Ibrim , known to the ancients by ofdecrepitude. The'children go quiteimmediately from childhood into a state

the name of Premis, and distin- naked , the boys wearing round their

guished by the adjunct Parva, waistsa small cord only, and the girls a
from another town of the same sort of fringe, made of thin strips of

name much more remote , and now
leather, which is matted together with

unknown, our author determined grease ; it is called rahat in the language
of the country, and is very similar in ap

to return for the following reasons. pearance to the ornament hanging in front

We remained at Ibrim a few hours ; of the bridle, or before the breast, of an

English charger * .
and giving up the idea of proceeding to

the second or great Cataract, which we
The men and women, in general, wear

were told was situated three days to the
the same kind of dress as their Egyptian

South , finally resolved to retrace our neighbours, with the exception ofthe tur

steps. We received no encouragament to
ban , which is seldom to be seen amongst

penetrate into a country where money
the Barâbras.

began to be of little use, and provisions Returning through Thebes,they

very scarce . AtDehr, the natives were visitedthemummy pits, of which

unwilling to take money for fowls , we have this description.

eggs, & c. always asking us to give thein

corn in exchange ; but we had brought From the Gates of the Kings we return

with us from Egypt a quantity of floured by the valley, through which the road

only sufficient for our own subsistence, formerly lead from Thebes to the tombs,

not enough for the purposes of barter. and where still stands the Temple of

The prospect of further discoveries was Karnac.

doubtful ; and it was difficult to ascertain The whole of this mountain has been

how far we might with safety proceed excavated ; at each step an opening pre;

without falling into the hands of the sents itself ; and there is every appear

Mamelukes. ance that here has been the general ceme

tery of Thebes. Many of these cavernis

Arriving atDakki they examined
are now converted into habitations by the

the Propylon and Temple, which present cultivators of the plain, from

they reportas being quite perfect; whence they havebeen driven bytheen

two Greek inscriptions, recording during the inundation (in consequence of
croachments of the Nile, whose waters

the devotion of those who have vi
there being no canals to carry them off)

sited these sacred buildings, Mr. cover the whole of the flat country around .

L. has copied . Our curiosity induced us, during our

At Guerfah Hassan, about Dak- stay here, to descend intoone of themum

ki, is an excavated temple, of my pits that abound in this neighbour
hood, but it would be difficult to convey

which we are favoured with a very an adequate idea of the disgusting scene

circumstantial description ; seve- of horror we had to encounter. The en

ral other places which theyvisited trance was through a very narrow hole,

on their journey back to Essouan, nearlyfilled up with rubbish, by which

are likewise noticed, andwe have fifteen feet long andsix wide: beyond wewe made our way into a smallroom about

also the following description of

the Barâbras. * There are several fragments of Egyptian fe.'

male states in the British Museum, in which the

With respect to the persons of the thighs of the figures are striated in a manner that

Baràbras, the features of the men are
may not unapıly be compared to the appearance

of the rahat as it hangs from the waist of a Nubian

lively, their skin is sleek and fine, and girl. Ifsuch an opinion be not thought too fan

their teeth are beautifully white. Their ciful, this may be considered another instanceto

be added to the peculiarmethodof wearing the
colour, though dark, is full of life and hair frizzed , and projecting at the sides, which

blood. They are remarkably thin, which tends to prove the uniformity of the custome

is perhaps to be attributed to their
practised by the ancientand modern inhabitants
of these countries.
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reached a chamber somewhat larger , and This was probably the place into which

containing two rows of columns. The the Greek , Demetrius, liad penetrated,

walls were covered with paintings, and at and here we obserred what he bad de

the farther end stood two full length scribed, the fragments of the mum .

statues , male and female, dressed in very mies of crocodiles. We saw also great

gay apparel, and having on the one side the numbers of bats dying about, and hang

gures of two boys , and on the other those ing from the rooi of the chamber,

of two girls . Whilst holding up mytorch to examine

The whole of this chamber was strewed the rault , I accidentally scorched one of

with pieces of cloin , legs , arms, and them . I mention this trivial circum

heads of mummies, left in this conditiou stance, because afterwards it gare occa

by the Arabs who visit these places for sion to a most ridiculous, though to us

the purpose of rifling the bodies and car- very important discussion. So far the

rying off ihe bituminous substances with story of the Greek was true , and it re ,

which they have been embalmed . From mained only to explore the galleries where

the chamber above described , two passa . the Arabs had formerly taken refuge,

ge's lead into the interior and lower part and where, without doubt, were deposited

of the mouutain , and ive penetrated about the mummies we were searching for .

the distance of a hundred yards into that We liad all of us torches, and our guides

which appeared the longest . ' Slipping insisted upon our placing ourselves in

an : crawling amongst the various frag- such a way , that an Arab was before

ments of these mutilated bodies, we were each of us. Though there appeared some

only able to save ourselves from falling by thing mysterious in this order of maren ,

catching bold of the leg , arm , or skull of we did not dispute with them , but pro

a mummy, some of which were lying on ceeded. We now entered a low gallery,

the ground, but many still standing in the in which we continued for more than an

niches where they had been originally hour, stooping or creeping, as was veces
placed . sary, and following its windings, till at

last it opened into a large chamber,

But at Manfalout they ventured which , after some time, we recognized

into another excavation,which had as theone we had first entered, and from
Our conductors,

nearly proved fatal to the whole which we had set out .
howerer, denied that it was the same, but

party ; indeed so very interesting on our persisting in theassertion , agreed at

is the account of this expedition, last that itlast that it was, and confessed they had

that we cannot forbear transcrib- ' missed their way the first time, but if we

ing it, notwithstanding its length. would make another attempt they would

undertake to conduct us to the mummies ,

We were bent on going, and the Arabs Our curiosity was still unsatisfied ; we

at last undertook to be our guides for a had been wandering for more than an

reward of twenty - five piastres. After au hour in low subterranean passages, and

hour's march in the desert, we arrived at felt considerably fatigued by the irksome

the spot, which we found to be a pit or ness of the posture in which we had beer

circular hole of ten feet in diameter, and obliged to more, and the heat of our

about eighteen feet deep. We descended torches in those narrow and low galleries ,

without difficulty, aud the Arabs began but the Arabs spoke so confidently of

10 strip, and proposed to us to do the succeeding in this second trial , that we

same : we partly followed their example , were induced once more to attend them,

but kept on our trowsers and shirts . I We found the opening of the chamber

had by me a brace of pocket pistols, which which we now approached guarded by a

I concealed in my trowsers, to be pre- trench of unknown depth, anl wide

pared against any treacherous attempt of enough to require a good leap, The first

our guides. It was now decided that Arab jumped the ditch, and we all fol

three of the four Arabs should go with us, lowed him . The passage we entered was

while the other remained on the outside extremely small, and so low in some

of the carern. The Abyssinian merchant places as to oblige us to crawl flat on the

declined going any farther. The sailors ground, and almost always on our lands
remaine:l also on the outside to take care and knees. The intricacies of its wind

of our clothes. We formed therefore a ings resembled a labyrinth , and it termi

party of six ; each was to be preceded by nated at length in a chamber much

a guide - our torches were lighted - one smaller thay that which we had left, but,

of the Arabs led the way ,-and I followed like it , containing nothing to satisfy our

bim .
curiosity . Our search hitherto had been

We crept for seven or eight yards fruitless, but the mummies might not be

through an opening at the bottom of ihe far distant; another effort, aud wemight

pit, which was partly choked up with the still be successful .
drifted sand of the desert, and found our- The Arab whom I followed , and who

selves in a large chamber about fifteen led the way, now entered another gallery,

feet high. and we all continued to move in the samg

Asiatic Journ .-- No, 13. VOL . III, H
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manner as before, each preceded by a on and reach the open air. We encou

guide. We had not gone far before the raged him to summon all his force, and

heat became excessive ; - for my own part hecleared the trench. When we reached

I found my breathing extremely difficult, the open air it was one o'clock , and the

my head began to ache most violently, heat in the sun about 1600. Our sailors,

and I had a most distressing sensation of who were waiting for us, had luckily a

fuluess about the heart. bardak * full of water, which they sprin

We felt we had gone too far, and yet kled upon us , but though a little refresh

were almost deprived of the power of ed , it was not possible to climb the sides

returning. At this moment the torch of of the pit ; they unfolded their turbans,

the first Arab went out : I was close to and slingiug them round our bodies, drew

him, and saw him fall on his side ; he us to the top

uttered a groan - his legs were strongly Our appearance alone without our guides

convulsed , and I heard a rattling noise naturally astonished the Arab who had

in his throat- he was dead . The Arab remained at the entrance of the cavern ;

behind me, seeing the torch of his com- and he anxiously inquired for his hahabe

panion extinguished, and conceiving he bas, or friends. To have confessed they

had stumbled , past me, advanced to were dead would have excited suspicion,

his assistance , and stooped, I observed he would have supposed we had murdered

him appear faint, totter, and fall in a them , and have alarmed the inhabitauts

moment he also was dead . The third of Amabdi, to pursue us and revenge the

Arab came forward, and made an effort to death of their friends. We replied there

approach the bodies, but stopped short. fore they were comiug, and were employ

We looked at each other in silent horror. ed in bringing out the mummies we haci

The danger increased every instant ; our found, which was the cause of their

torches burnt faintly ; our breathing he- delay.

came more difficilt ; our knees tottered

under us, and we felt our strength nearly
During their residence at Mi

gone. niat, atwhich place they were de

There was no time to be lost -the tained, in consequence of suspi
American ,Barthow ,cried to us to “take cions of the plague being at Cai
courage,” and we began to move back as

ro ; they had an opportunity tofast as we could . We heard the remain

ing Arab shouting after us, calling us see the method practised by the
Caffres, imploring our assistance, and natives, when attacked with the

upbraiding us with deserting him . But opthalmia, which is simply as fol.
we were obliged to leave him to his fate , lows .

expecting every moment to share it with
bim. The windings of the passages When an Arab feels the first approach

through which we had come increased
of the symptoms of inflammation, he

the difficulty of our escape ; we might binds a handkerchief round his eyes as

take a wrong turn , and never reach the
tightly as possible, and endeavours to

great chamber we had first entered . Even
exclude the light and air with the greatesi

supposing we took the shortest road, it caution. At the end of three days and

was but too probable our strength would
nights, the bandage is removed, and fre

fail us before we arrived . We had each quent bathing with cold water is after

of us separately and unknown to one
wards employed to complete the cure .

another observed attentively the different My servant suffered considerably from

shapes ofthe stones which projected into an attack of the opthalmia, and found

the galleries we had passed , so that each great relief from a small quantity of ex

bad an imperfect clue to the labyrinth we cessively fine powdered sugarbeing intro

had now to retrace . We compared notes, duced every night between the eye-lids,

and only on one occasion had a dispute, a practice recommended to him by á

the American differing from my friend Greek doctor, whom he had consulted at

and myself ; in this dilemma we were
Siout.

determined by the majority, and fortu
In his case the inflammation was ex

nately were right . Exhausted with fa cessive , and he compared the great pain

tigue and terror, wereachedtheedgeof hesuffered to the pungentsensation oc

the deep trench which remained to be casioned by the eyes being filled with the

crossed before we got into the great smoke of burning wood . As I have men

chamber. Mustering all my strength, I tioned one of the diseases of Egypt, I

leaped, and was followed by the Ameri may add that the symptoms of syphilis

can . Smelt stood on the brink, ready to are in this country extremely mild, and

drop with fatigue. He called to us " for are generally cured by the simple use of

God's sake to help him over the fosse, or the warm bath, and an attention to

at least to stop, if only for five minutes, cleanliness, which is not at other times

to allow him time to recover his strength ." so strictly observed by the natives .

It was impossible — to stay was death ,

and we could not resist the desire to push
* The name of the jars, made at Kenne, of po

rous earth , and used to cool water ,
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This is certainly a very simple, precaution of never touching it till it was

but we cannot imagineit to be a cool, as it is ascertained that in that state

very successful mode of practice, letters which have beenfumigated must
it does not communicate the plague. Even

and sufficiently proves the low be allowed to cool before they are touch

state of medical and surgical ed.

knowledge in those countries”; Our meat, whether beef or fowls, the

withrespect to syphilis being cur thrown into thewater jars,from which,
latter being previously plucked, was all

ed simply by the warm bath and after a certain interval, it was cautiously

attention to cleanliness, we are taken out by one of our servants, who

confident Mr. L : ' labours under à opened the inner door for thie purpose.

mistake, andhas been led into this In this manner'we lived for severalweeks,

error, not from any disregard to
witnessing the most distressing sights of

death and disease under our windows,

truth, or desire ofdeceiving others, from which we had frequent opportuni

but merely from not being wellac- ties of observing attacks of theplague,as

quainted with the disease ofwhich itfirst seized upon its unfortunate vic
tims.

he is speaking ; had he written
As far as we could judge from

their gestures, they appeared to suffer

gonorrhæa instead of syphilis, his most violent pains in the head , and were

statement would mostlikely have at the same time seized with violent

been correct. Instances are very retchings, and black vomiting.

frequent in this, and we believe in
Having given this account of

all other countries, of gonorhea the measures taken in the coun

being cured by frequent washing tries of theMediterranean, for ar

andastrict attentionto cleanli resting theprogressofthishorrid

ness ; but we have never yet heard
malady, Mr. L. gives us the fol

of a well authenticated case of sy: lowing detail of the system pur

philis being subdued withoutmer
sued by the Board of Health in

cury . We have not been thus
England, and for this we are cer

particular with any idea of under- tainly much indebted to him , and

valuing Mr. Los observations, hope it will be a means of stimu

which webelieve, in most instan
lating that body to adopt a more

ces, are strictly correct, but mere
consistent plan ; the account Mr.

ly to elucidate anerror into which

he had fallen. However, we are
L. gives is as follows.

perfectly aware that “
Such was the plan of life we adopted ;

and the success of our measures of pre
possumus omnia.”

caution abundantly proves the utility and

We will now accompany our sufficiency of the usual quarantine regu

lations established in the countries of the
author to Boulac, near Old Cairo,

Mediterranean , which are frequently vie
from which place he very shortly sited by the calamities of the plague.

removed to Rosetta, where the But on our return to England, it was im

party were obliged to shut them- possible not to smile at the insufficiency,

on account of the not to say absurdity, of the system'adopts

plague ; and as the precautions Channel, we were visited by the officers
ed in this couutry. As we passed up the

taken on this occasion are particu- of the Board of Health, and one of them

larly detailed, and may not be un- coming alongside our vessel," presented
acceptable to the reader, we shall the captain with a Bible, requesting hiri

to swear to the truth of the answers he
transcribe them .

should make to his several questions. It

The house we occupied had double was in vain we represented to him , that

doors, and in the space between them we his taking the book again from our hands

placed two very large jars filled with wa- would be the surest'meansof communi

ter, which was changed once in the 24 cating to him whatever infection we might

hours ; and having provided ourselves al- ourselves be labouring urider ; he persista

60 with a fumigating box , to receive all ed in deníandingour compliance with a

our letters, we hired an Arab for a pias- form which could not be dispensed with,

tre a day , to station himself every morn- and added, with an air of triumph ,' that

ing under our windows, receive our or- in the discharge of his duty, he had him .

ders, and purchase our provisions. self been on board several plague ships,

With respect toour bread,we took the with impunity. On the same occasion ,

non omnes

selves up ,

H 2
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another officer produced a number of found serviceable to any future
queries, to which the captain of our ves traveller ; but the most curious

sel was required to give written answers ,

and when told nothing was so infectious and interesting part is an account

as paper, he contented himself with re- of some fragments of Thebaic ma

plying, that the orders of the Privy nuscripts on leather, which consist

Council were peremptory, and must be entirely of legalinstruments, deeds,
obeyed . and conveyances of different kinds

We shall now proceed to the of property ; a fac-simile of part

Appendix, which is an itinerary of these manuscripts is given at

through Syria by Shekh Ibrahim . the commencement of the work,

This is merely a list of the diffe- which will no doubt be particular

rent places visited by the shekh, ly gratifying to the antiquarian .

and a few directions which may be

DEBATE AT THE EAST INDIA HOUSE.

2

East India House, Dec. 11 , 1816. eil , to the honourable the secret come

mittee. It adverted to a former dispatcli,
A General Court of Proprietors of East

India Stock , was this day held at the
in which the necessity of resuming, hos

tilities against the state of Nepaul, inCompany's Housc, in Leadenhall Street,

for the special purpose of laying, before
consequence of that government having

the Proprietors, papers received from In
refused to ratify the treaty which had

dia, respecting the progress and termi
been entered into with colonel Bradshaw ,

was stated . It then went on to detail
nation of the war with Nepal, and re

solutions of thanks adopted, in conse
the successes of the force employed by

quence , by the Court of Directors . Major -general Sir David Ochterlony, up

The minutes of the last court having, campaign against the Goorkalis - ani
to the date of the dispatch, in this second

as usual, been read by the clerk

The Chairman (Thos. Reid ,Esq.)said , madverted on the conduct of one of the

he had to inform the court , that it was
officers engaged in the expedition- and

assembled for a special purpose - namely,
related certain political negociations which

to have papers laid before it, relative to
the prosperous state of the war had pro

duced.

the commencement, progress, and termi

nation, of the late war with the Nepa- Mr. Dixon inquired, whether, in this

lese government, and a series of resolu- dispatch , a strong observation was not

tions founded thereon ; which papers and thrown out against an officer in the Com

resolutions had been for some time open pany's service ?

to the inspection of the proprietors at the The Chairman answered , that certain

East India House. The dispatches were ly something was said against a particular

very numerous-still , however, if the individual.

proprietors had not perused the whole of The second dispatch was dated , Fort

them , it would be quite agreeable to the William , the 11th of March , 1816. It

directors to have them read at length ; detajled the successful progress of the

but , as they had , for a very considerable war up to the second of that month , and

period , been open to the examination of stated the effects which the superiority of

all those gentlemen who chose to look the British arms had at that time produ

into them , perhaps the court would think ced on the Nepalese government.

that it was only necessary to have the The third dispatch was dated Fort

concluding dispatches read , which were, William , March 30, 1816. It set forth ,

undoubtedly, the most material. If gen- that , in consequence of the sigual suc

tlemen coincided in this opinion, the cesses obtained by the Company's forces

three letters, Nos . 11 , 12 , and 13, should over those of the enemy, it was deemed

be read. They contained an account of expedient to transmit an account of them

the progress of the war, from February by the ship Malabar, without delay . It

last , and detailed the circumstances which then went into a ininute history of those

led to its conclusion . successes , which the courage and perse

This suggestion being approved of, the verance of the British and native troops,

clerk proceeded to read the documents. directed by the genius of Sir David Och

The first, which was dated Fort William terlony, had achieved . The victories over

the 21st February, 1816 , was addres- · the enemy on the 28th of February and

sed by the Governor General in coun- the 1st of March , had a powerful effect
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on the conduct of the Nepalese govern- the Mysore territory in 1803-4 and 1804-5 .

inent . They found it rain to contend A very superior degree of economy was

against British skill and valour--and manifested in the proceedings during the

they sued for an accommodation. After Nepal war ; although, from the moun

some negociation , Sir David Ochterlooy tainous nature of the country, every arti

agreed to grant them peace on the terms cle was obliged to be carried a: a great

contained in the treaty that had been pre- expense, and the coldness of the climate

viously concluded with Lieutenant Colo- rendered it necessary to supply the sepoys

nelBradshaw , and ratified by the Vakeels. with warm clothing. Notwithstanding
This treaty, without any relaxation of its these disadvantages, it would appear from

provisions, was now ratified by the rajal the documents accompanying this dis

of Nepaul . The dispatch then took a patch , that the Nepalese campaigns cost

succinct view of the circumstances that less, by five and a half lack of rupees ,

led to this event . In the last battle , it than that of 1803-4 , and, by twenty -six

stated, the enemy brought three thou- and a half lack of rupees, than that of

sand men into the field , of whom eight 1804-5 .”

hundred were known to be killed and The dispatches having been gone

wounded ; amongst whom were many of- through

ficers. This campaign , though short, The Chairman rose and said , that his

was completcly decisive ; and, un no oC- powers were not adequate to express the

casion had the perseverance, fortitude, sentiments he entertained of the glorious

and bravery of the British soldier, appear- work which had been achieved, and the

ed to greater advantage. It had been high opivion be cherished of the Gover

deemed advisable to treat the Nepal go- nor -general, and of the various individu

vernment leniently, for two reasons- als engaged under him on this most im

first , because if they were too much hu- portant occasion . He should therefore,

miliated , their feelings might be roused refrain from a task , which , he was con

to a pitch of desperation, that might be vinced, he could not execute successfully

productive of disastrous consequences- -and he should merely refer to the mo

and next, because if the war had been tions of thanks which be should have the

continued , an enormous expense would lionour of proposing, to the Goveruor-ge

have been incurred, without any com- neral and all those who had contributed

mensurate benefit . The council, there- to the glorious termination of an arduous

fore, expressed their perfect concurrence contest. He trusted , however, he might

in the decision , come to by SirDavid Och- be permitted to say, that, in his opinion ,

terlony , in preferring peace to the farther the abilities displayed by those who had

continuance of the war. The dispatch been employed on this occasion , from the

then referred to a general order, which Governor-general, downwards, were of

promulgated to the army at large, the so transcendant a nature, that no terma

high sense entertained by the Command- of praise could reach them.- (Hear

er -in - chief, of the merits by which the hear !)

career of Sir David Ochterlony was dis- The clerk then read the following re

tinguished , and of the discipline and solution :

courage manifested hy the European and “ At a Court of Directors, held on

native troops throughout the contest ;- Wednesday, the 20th November, 1816, it

and suggested the propriety of rewarding was, on several motions,

their exertions, by giving silver medals to “ Resolved unanimously, That tho

the officers , aud such of the privates as thanks of this court be given to the Earl

were recommended for their particular of Moira , K. G. , Governor -General and

galiautry. The humiliation and discomfi- Commander -in -chief, for the prudence,

tare (observed the council) of a proud energy , and ability , combined with a ju

and high -minded people , like the Goor- dicious application of the resources of the

kahs, would doubtless , for a time, fill Company, displayed by his lardship in

them with angry feelings , and render planning and directing the operations of

them desirous of recovering what they the late war against the Nepalese, un

had lost, yet they saw no reason to be- dertakeu in consequence of a persevering
lieve, but that a firm and conciliatory line system of encroachment and insult on

of conduct, on the part of the British , their part ; and also for his wisdom and

would eitectually prevent the existing moderation, in availing himself of the

annicable relations between the Company successes obtained by the army, for con.

and the Nepal government, from being cluding a peace with the Ghorka power,
disturbed . Before they closed this dis- on terms both honorable and advantage

patch, they were anxious to call the at- ous.

tention of the Company to the system of “ Resolved inanimously, That the

economy which had been adhered to du- thanks of this court be given to Major

ring the war. This would be evident, lvy General Sir David Ochterlony, Bart. and

contrasting the two campaigus against K. C. B. , for the vigor, judgmeut, and

the Nepalese, with those carried on in effect, with which he personally couduct
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ed the operations of the force under his however, hemust particularly observe,

command on all occasions, and particu- that, according to all former proceedings

larly, in the last campaign, the manage- of this nature, as far as ever he recol

ment of which , and of the subsequent lected, or his research had gone, the

negotiation , was with great propriety en- proprietors never before had been called

trusted to him, in testimony of the confi- on at the conclusion of a war to agree to

dence due to his experienced merits and so dry, naked , and circumscribed a reso

well acquired distinction . lution , as that now submitted by the

“ Resolved unanimously, That the Directors to the court . It had been cus

thanks of this court be given to all the tomary to state the general line of policy

officers , both European and native, be- and conduct of the individual praised, in

Jonging to the army which served in the stead of selecting a single insulated act

Nepal war, for their gallant and merito- of his government, as calling for their

rious service during the last war.–Also thanks and approbation. In the case of

that the court doth highly approve and Warren Hastings, the Marquis Wellesley,

acknowledge the services of the non -com- Lord Hobart, and various other Gover

missioned officers and private soldiers , nors-general, a decided sentiment appear
both European and wative, who were em- ed to have prevailed in this court, tliat an

ployed in the late war ; and that the enlarged viewofthe policyand conduct of

thanks of the court be signified to them the individual should be brought before

by the officers of their respective corps,as the court, in order to influence them in

well for their patience under upusual fa- coming to a particular vote on his merits.

tigues, and their cheerful endurance of The vote roposed thanks for planning

privations, as for their valor and intrepi- and conducting the war, without advert

dity in presence of the enemy." ing to its justice or policy. He, for one,

The Chairman Gentlemen what candidly avowed, whatever his opinions

has been read , just now, is the resolution otherwise of the Marquis of Hastings had

of the court of directors ; but it becomes been , and now were, that, in his view of

necessary that this court should express the subject this resolutiun did not go to

its opinion of the merits of the Governor- the extent , which , if the court agreed to

general — I beg leave, therefore, to move, any resolution , he should be disposed to

. that the resolution be approved of by proceed . It was a matter of great con

this court." " sequence to every servant in India, and

Mr. Hume observed , that the Gover . particularly when placed in the high si

nor- general had recently been created a tuation which he filled , and acting zea

Marquis ; and he suggested, whether, in lously and to the best of his abilities, that

point of form , it would not be proper to the whole of his conduct should be fair

stile him Marquis of Hastings instead of ly viewed. The noble Marquis in his

Earl of Moira ? dispatches, fully justified the policy

The Chairman- " I am much obliged and necessity of the war, and he had

to the hon . proprietor for his suggestion. anxiously entreated the Court of Direc
The alteration shall be made.” tors' opinion and approbation of his con

The motion , which was seconded by duct. It appeared , in every line of the

the Deputy -Chairman, having been put in noble Marquis's dispatches , that he felt
due form thé strongest desire to carry into effect

Mr. Hume rose and said, he hoped the every thing that he thought could be con
court would allow him a few minutes to ducive to the interest of the Company ;

state his sentiments shortly on this ques- and, when this disposition was manifest,

tion . He had not intended to have offered they'ought, in justice , to take a general

himself so early to the notice of the pro- view of what his conduct had been ; not

prietors , if any other gentleman had shewn only in conducting, but in beginning the

a disposition to address the court. He war ; and afterwards judge favourably, or

certainly had expected and wished that a otherwise, of his proceeding in general,

business of this nature sliould not pass the as well as, in this particular instance.

court, as a mere matter of course, with . He, along with many other members of

out any observationwhatever from either the court, always felt a high degree of

the mover or seconder of the resolution , pleasure in being able to stand forward

on its merits ; and yet he felt a difficulty, to praise the officers of the Company for

in rising on this occasion, to determine their exertions abroad, and to confer on
what observations he should offer --what them such approbation, as they might

topics he should select - in speaking on fairly deserve ; but, with that favourable

a subject that appeared to him to com- disposition , he could not help feeling,

prehend a variety of points extremely in- that on this occasion, the achievements

teresting. His ideas were more extended in Nepal seemed to be rated too highly

--they embraced a greater variety of mat- by the noble Marquis. There was, in

ter than the resolution which the Chair- his opinion , throughout the whole of the

man had just moved , would , with pro- correspondence, an evident attempt to

priety , permit him to state . One thing, magnify the proceedings against Nepal,
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to a degree far exceeding what they de- who were engaged in the Nepal war,

served. The last paraagraphs in the disa and he was well convinced they were

patch of the 30th of March , appeared to incapable of acting otherwise than brave

put the Nepal war on a level with the ly ; but, in reading over the papers, he

memorable contest ofMarquis Wellesley's had been unable to discover or discrimi

against the whole Mahratta empire. He nate which was the ablest and most effici .

considered it most preposterous to put ent officer. Whether Sir David Ochter

the two contests on a level . The pro- lony, or Colonels Kelly , O'Halleron, or

ceedings against Nepal were trivial and Nicholls, or Captain Latter, were the

unfortunate , when compared with the most effective commander, could not be

brilliant and successful campaigns of collected from the dispatches — for all were

1803-4 against the whole power o? India. praised alike. There was, in fact, a super

Supposing, to take Earl Moira's own abundance of bombast and panegyric. He

statement, the entire body of forces op- stated this that the public might not be

posed to us in the late contest to amountled away by false impressions. He thought

io from twelve to sixteen thousand men, they ought to be aware of what had really

(and it never during the war exceeded been done, and not suffered to suppose

the latter number) to attempt to com- that there was so much credit due for

pare such a contest in all its circum- wielding the whole power of the British

stances, even admitting all the diffi- empire in India againsta petty state He

culties of the country , with one in which would most willingly give thanks where

two hundred thousand men were in they were due -- but he would not permit

arms. Marquis Wellesley brought 54,918 himself or the public to be blinded by the

men , in admirable co -operation , into the exaggerated statements which had already

field ;in August 1803, to meet the whole beendisseminated . Arduous, undoubted

Maliaratta force, to the extent I have ly, had been the duty of the governor

mentioned , well appointed, with upwards general ; but when- (and here he took

of seven hundred pieces of caunon, stores, the noble marquis's own details on the

&c. and conquered an honourable and very subject)-he had forty -five thousand* men

advantageous peace with Berar and Scio- in arms arrayed against fourteen or sixteen

dia , in a most brilliant and unparallelled thousand, he was disposed , after taking

campaign of four months ; and in the into consideration all the circumstances

course of which five hundred and twenty- of the country, to lessen the greatness of

seven pieces of artillery were ahsolutely the enterprize which had been carried on

taken in the field from the powers against in the Nepalese territory. Though these

whom we fought ;-whilst Farl Moira , by observations might seem, to some persons ,

his own account, brought into the field to detract from the merits of the noble

44,975 men, and eighty-eight guns, marquis, yet it was only when compared

against 12 or 16,000 men , with scarcely to the war of 1803, the motion had

a gun or regularly armed man. To at- his cordial assent. Indeed he would wila

tempt a comparison between these cam- lingly have gone farther. He should have

paigns, was going much farther than the been glad , had the court of directors so

occasion warranted . Besides , the noble framed the resolutions, to have thanked

marquis was , in the resolution now pro- the noble marquis for the policy of his

posed , thanked for the promptitude and proceedings. Setting aside his bombastie

energy with which he called the resources andindiscriminate panegyrics, he conceive

the Company into effect. But could thised that the line of policywhich he adopted ,

exertion of the Company's resources deserved more praise than his conduct of

against a body of twelve or fourteen
the war. He was aware that some indi

thousand men, be compared with the viduals differed from him on this point ;

efforts that it was found necessary to make, but he was well assured that, if a tema

when the whole power of India was com- porising policy had beeu longer pursued

bined against us , and our resources were by his predecessors, there were many

not in men or money near so great as they chiefs on the extensive Indian frontiers

are at present ? He observed, by the dis- who would have taken immediate advan

patches, that the noble marquis thanked a tage of it. It was his opinion that noout

small party, (he believed a serjeant and

fourteen men) for their success in an enter Extract from Earl Moira's dispatch of the

2d August, 1815 :
prize. One of his first acts was to thank

this individual in the most glowing terms ,
Regulars. Irrega

Gen. Ochterlony's Detachment. 7,112 and 4465
but it must be remembered , that it was , Gen. Gillespie's 10,492

perhaps, the only success of the first cam
Gen. Morley's

paign,amidst a series of reverses. Indeed, Capt. Latter's do ,

he (Mr,Hume) thought, thatat all times
12 ,C31

the poble marquis seemed to lavish his

praise withoutsufficient discrimination ,
He knew Sir David Ochterluny, by cha Total men 44,975

racter , and many otherofficers personally, Golandays,& c.
with 88 guns, and their establishments ofLascato,

Gen. Wood's

do.

do.

do.

6668

9004,698

7.989

2,723

32,944

12,031
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It was , conse

rage against the Company should ever be hundred inclosures , being about one huu

suffered to pass unnoticed . The British dred inclosures for every working day,

government in India ought not to sit during which the papers has been

down quietly, and calculate what degree open to inspection.

of insult should be received before hostile quently, quite iropossible to get through

measures were resorted to ;-they should them in a satisfactory manner ; and ,

take especial care that no jusult, however therefore, in coming to this vote , he, for

trifling, should be suffered to pass with one, would give his suffrage in support of

impunity. When Marquis Wellesley was the resolution , in the full confidence that

at the head of the Julian government, he the court of directors had read and con

caused it to be so highly respected, that a sidereil the papers . Uoder existing cir

single messenger might travel from oneend cumstances, he could not act from his

of India to the other, as a servant of the own immediate conviction , because the

Company, and acting under the orders of the time had not allowed him to read the

the great marquis, without the slightest whole of the papers : he could not form

molestation. That time was one of energy an opinion ; and, he believed, that vo

and glory worthy of the British name. gentleman before the bar had perused

The honourable proprietor hoped that them . That court , however, always placed
the vote of thanks would be carried a certain degree ofconfidence in their exe

unanimously. He fully concurred in the cutive ; and the present was one of those

resolution of the court of directors, and instances in which that confidence was

would go with them to the full extent of particularly called for. Not having the

that resolution. He was disposed to agree opportunity of coming to a decision by a

to it on this account :-- that he (Lord perusal of the papers, as the court of di

Moira) had resented insults offered to the rectors had done, he was ready to vote for

English government, and had nobly puu- the resolution , believing that they had

ished them ; whilst the governors before considered the subject seriously before

had allowed them to tarnish the British they submitted it to the proprietors. On

character. Whatever opinions might be a former occasion, not less than a year ago ,

formed,whateversentiments might prevail, an honourable and learned friend of his

relative to their policy in originally pos- ( Mr. R. Jackson )moved,thatcertain papers

sessing India , the true principle on which connected with the first campaign of the

they ought now to act , he took to be this, Nepal war , it having then terminated,

and he was ready to declare it—that, should be printed , and laid before the

having India under their control, they court of proprietors, in order that they
must endeavour to retain it . Ther re, might be carefully perused preparatory

he contended, that, possessing India- to their being taken into consideration .

being masters of a territory great beyond On that occasion a learned gentleman

all expectation, and which might become (Mr. H. Twiss) stepped forward, with

still greater by . proper and judicious what prudence or propriety he could now

management, they ought not to suf- best explain , and opposed the motion ,

fer a want of energy to threaten the That gentleman would not hear of the

safety of those dominions. He was of production of papers by instalments, as

opinion, that if they (speaking with all he expressed himself. He, forsooth , did

due submission ofthe Company) permitted not see the propriety of having the papers

the natives of India, in any way, to lose in time to peruse and unders:and them ,

the respect they ought to pay, to lose but would have them altogether. They

their confidence in , or to throw aside their had at length been presented, in a mass ,

good opinion of, the Company ; -nay, to the inspection of the proprietors, and

he would say , if the surrounding chiefs he called on the learned gentleman to

ceased to look with fear and dread on state , whether he had perused them ??

the British government– the moment that He was sure he had scarcely had time to

principle was departed from, circum- peruse more than one half of them - it

stances would soon prove that their power was even a doubt with him (Mr. H.) if

was gone, and that they were bastening that learned gentleman had ever gone to

to ruin and decay. He, therefore, con- look at them , now that they were at his

tended that the noble marquis who sup- service. The then chairman , (Charles

ported this principle with energy and Grant, Esq . ) whatever opposition he

promptness, deserved much more credit might have given to the production of

and honour for taking up , with spirit , the other documents, stated , that he for one

insults which the Nepalese government had no objection to the printing of the

had perpetrated, than for any of the sub- papers in question , provided the dis

sequent proceedings. Here he found it patches from the court of directors to

necessary to observe, that it was not Lord Moira were also printed. But the

possible for the proprietors, in the short learned gentleman (Mr. Twiss), who was

space of seven oreight days , allowed them so well versed in the affairs of the court ,

by the notice, to read over all the dis- came forward to prevent the production

patches ; they contained six of seven of papers by instalments. He opposed
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himself to the great experience of his in justice to the governor -general, the
learned friend Mr. Jackson who moved policy of the war ought to have been

for the papers, whose absence on the noticed. Injustice to thecharacter ofthe
present occasion he greatly regretted , and Company , the public should havebeen im

his motion was by an unexpected vote of pressed with the feeling, that, in carrying

this court then negatived . He was ex- on the war, the Indian government had

tremely sorry that his learned friend acted ou the purest and best principle,

was at present engageil on very important that of securing the safety of our terri

business, in the sessions where he pre- tories , and of keeping up the glory , the

sided ;-he was employed on a most use- honour, and the greatness of the British

ful regulation relating to county affairs, vame. The British public were too ready

and therefore could not attend the court .. to believe statements of injury done by

Had he been present, he would have point- the East India Company, and it was but

ed out, with his usual eloquence, themis- justice to ourselves and to the govern

chievous consequences which had been ment in India, to prevent any such im

produced by the refusal to accede to his proper impression . As the court of di

very reasonable and proper motion. He rectors had not, however, gone into the

could not , however, avoid saying , with subject , it would not be decorous for him

respect to his learned friend, that his pro- to dwell on it much longer, although it

position had been treated in an extremely afforded an ample tield for observation .

illiberal way, in a manner that tended He hoped , however, the time was not far

to check the proprietors in their endea- distant , when theywould take into their

vours to procure necessary information . serious consideration , in justice to the
The amendment of the learned gentleman noble marquis, the policy which had

(Mr. Twiss) , after the original motion of marked his proceedings. He was most
Mr. Jackson had been acceded in and anxious that the causes which led to the

corrected by the Chairman , had in a war should be clearly understood ; and1

strange manner defeated the motion of he was quite ready to go into the dis

his learned friend . But if they had then cussion of that subject, a fair examina

heen furnished with the documents cal- tion of which would redound greatly to

led for ; if the learned gentleman had the honour of the noble marquis, and

not interfered , and occasioned a vote perhaps dispel a cloud which hung over

against them — the proprietors would now his character. He knew what an effect

have been in perfect possession of this was produced in England when indivi

subject.. Had they received the docu- duals spoke, in strong language, about

ments by instalments, against which mode the desire of encroachment on the part of

the learned gentleman had expressed him- governors in India . But when the civil pro

self so strongly, they would have had an ceedings which took place in England were

opportunity of reading them ; and they confounded with the military proceedings

would now have come forward prepared in India ; when the different relative situ

to give a vote founded on the conviction ation of the two countries was lost sight

of their own minds, instead of being of - it was impossible that correct deduce

obliged to act in the confidence they tions could be made. Those who argued

placed in their executive body. They in this way , an erroneous duty, doubtless

were brought into this dilemma by the believed that they were right. They saw

interference of the learned gentleman ; the subject in a civil point of view , whilst

and he now might get out of it in the best it was surveyed, as he contested it only

manner he could . The vote in that case could be, in a military point of view by

would have been the vote of the general himself and others . The one party looked

court, and consequently honorable to the to the civil rights of the subject in Eng

noble marquis ; but , at present, the reso- land ; the other fixed their attention on

lution proposed could only in fact be con- the military rights of the Company in

sidered as that of the court of directors. India . The basis of the government in

He meant not to say , that the intention England is civil, and the military is an in

of the learned gentleman was otherwise noraiion ;-- the basis of the government

than good ; but he hoped it would in- in India is military, and the civil is inuo .

duce him (Mr. T. ) to pause before he vation . Haring stated thus much , which

again opposed the motions of his learned was not, perhaps, altogether pertinent

.friend (Mr. Jackson ), and he would now to the motion before the court, but

be able to judge of the propriety and which , he thought, might be excused,

expediency of bringing forward , all at as, in his opinion, it ought to be distinctly

once , a mass of information , through known within doors and without doors,

which human industry could not proceed that the Company were not acting on the

regularly and deliberately, unless a very principle adopted by a great European

extended period were allower for that chief, who attacked liis neighbours with

purpose . Now, though he had expressly out reason or necessity - heshould not

stated his determination to vote for the occupy the time ofthe court much longer ;

resolution ofthanks ; yet he thought that, bat he mustsay, that had the noble mar .'

Asiatic Journ , No. 13 . VOL. III. I
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quis pursued a course different from that their territories in India. The moment
which he had adopted ; had he, like some any British governor in India allowed the

of his predecessors, Sir G. Barlow and character ofEngland to be tarnished ; the;

Lord Minto, declined resisting the unjust moment any thing like weakness ap
conduct of the enemy, whereby they com- peared --the surrounding chiefs would

promised the dignity and houour of the take advantage of the circumstance - eack

Company - he would have been ready to would , in his turn , insult the Company

pass a vote of censure on him. But this attacks would multiply - and fearful dan
circumstance ought not to be suffered to gers would threaten their Indian terri

pass without uotice . They ought to know tories . He now had one or two observa

the situation in which Lord Moira found tions to offer, on a point , in which , he

affairs between Nepal, on his arrival in conceived, the court had not doue ins
India in 1813. The public ought to know duty with liberality and fairness. He

the necessity which justified the proceed . would advert towhat it had done, and
jags ofthe noble marquis. It ought to be to what it had left undone . On the 20th

kept in view that the Nepalese possess- of December last, the court thought

eda territory about twenty- five years ago, proper to grant a pension to Sir David

extending only about two hundred miles Ochterlony . On that occasion he pro

from east to west, and that by gradual tested, and he would still protest , against

encroachment they had extended to the the course of proceeding that was adopt

banks of the river Indus, and in 1814 had ed , because it was contrary to all prece
an extent of couutry eight hundred miles dent. No instance of a similar kind had ,

under their rule. Their conducthad be believed, ever occurred before ; for,

been so atrocious that in 1804 , on 24th since the period at which the vote was

January, Lord Wellesley had declared the passed , he had , with his best industry,

treaty then existing with Nepal to be at gone over as many propositions of thanks,

au end, and there is no doubt from his both of that court and of the British go
character that he would have had recourse vernment ; and, on no occasion could he

. to arms at that time, if he had not been trace the existence of such a principle as

80 fully employed with the Maharatta that which was adopted on the 20th of

war. From the timeof Captain Kinloch's December. The court, in that instance,

mission to Nepal in 1765 up to the time eulogized and rewarded the conduct of an

Lord Moira arrived in India, there had officer, not merely acting under the Gover

been differences between the governments nor General of Inilia , but under the Con

owing to the encroachments of the Ne- mander-in -chief of the Company's forces.

palese, and they had been borne by the To that officer a handsome pension of

governor-generals with a forbearance and £1000 a year was voted — but no notice

consideration that the honour and dig- whatever was taken of the Commander-in

nity of the British name scarcely admit chief, under whose directions Sir D. Ocha

ted of. There were regular reports made terlony had acted, andthe war been car
to the court of directors of these en He made this observation, be

croachments annually, as the dispatches cause the court were now called upon lo

shew ; and the josults had reached that thank the poble Marquis for his merits in

extent when Lord Moira arrived in India, planning and directing the war. If ic

that the only alternative for him to adopt, were the fact that his plans were ably

was active hostile measures to repel and conceived, that the measures which he

punish the Nepalese, or to suffer the recommended were founded in wisdom

character of the government to be com- the court ought in justice and agreeable to

promised by enduring the encroachments an undeviating precedent to have noticed

which might sooner or later end in ruin them, when Sir David Ochterlony received

to the Company's establishments in In- the meed to which his services entitled

dia. These are circumstances which him . He regretted that the noble mar

ought to be generally known as well by quis was not thanked at that time . What

the public as by this court. It ought to be ever the feeling of the court of directors

known, that the addresses from the Ben- , might have then been on account of

gal government, since the year 1804 ; that temporary reverses, they ought to bave

even the court of directors themselves had acted towards the noble marquis, on

stated, in a letter of the 18th February, that occasion in the way they were now

1814, their convictiou that recourse must about to do. The enemyhaving been de
be had to arms, in order to repel the at- feated , and peace restored , they now pro

tempts of that government, whose power ceeded to thank the noble marquis. This

had been at length put down. In making brought forward a principle before the

these observations, he should be glad if public and the court, for their considera

they impressed the couutry with this feel- tion , which, though forgotten in the in

ing, that the Nepal war, trifling as it stance he had alluded to , he hoped would

was in comparison with former contests , never be neglected again : -the principle

was carried on in defence of those prin- to which he adverted was , that every

etples, by which alone they could uphold officer and servant of the Company, who

ried on .
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had acted for their benefit, to the best some persons who thought, that he(Earl

of their genius and ability, deserved Moira) shewed neither the one quality

their support. The court ought to step nor the other in the whole of these

forward and thank them , vot merely affairs; but before such an expression of

when success had attended their efforts, opinion fell from any individuals,he hoped,

but for the zeal and talent they might if they had not read over the documents

have displayed in their plans, although , connected with the subject, that they

from unforeseen circumstances, some de. would take the timę necessary for perus

gree of fai:ure might have beenexperienced .' ing the dispatches relative to the conduct

He made this -remark , because the thanks of the noble marquis's government, and

of the court had been withheld from the ' the letters respecting the origin , pro

Governor General , on account of the ex- gress and termination of the war . They

pedition against Nepal baving been, in a would then see, that Sir David Ochter

certain measure, unsuccesful. What Tony, in conjunction with the Gover

would persons nowsay , when , the con- nor-General , had shewd a very great

test being finished, the court tardily came degree ofmoderation ; and that, in the

forward with its rote of approbation ? situation in which the Goorkah power was

They would naturally observe“ Though placed , in consequence of the obstinate

it is by the resolution admitted that and unprincipled conduct of their govern

the war was originally well planned— ment, more severe termsmightconsistent
though the arrangements were wisely con- with justice and moderation, have been

ceired - yet you withheld the praise which insisted on . He said , the unprincipled

was justly due to him whose genius di- conduct of the government because , if a

rected the whole proceeding, because the man promised to ratify a solemn treaty ,and

success , which his plans deserved , had broke that promise , he njust be looked

pot ensued ; but now that the plans bave upou as unprincipled. Now, in as much

succeeded , you agree to a vote of thanks, as the enemy had agreed to a particular

your praises are called forth by the suc- treaty, but afterwards held off from rati

cess of the measures that have been adopt- fying it, in the hope of profiting by the

ed, and not by the wisdom or excellency season , and coming forward with the de

which marked the original arrangements .' sign of reaping a benefit from this mean

He protested in behalf ofall public servants act of duplicity , it appeared to him , that

against such an unfair and unjust princi- he had been treated with very great

ple. He conceived it was highly becoming moderation . This was most decidedly

the dignity of the court to return thanks shewn by one of the dispatches of Sir D.'

to their servants, for the zeal display- Ochterlony -- where, having stated his

ed , and the ability manifested by them , opinion to the Governor-General, hę

in any uudertaking they attempted- concluded in words that almost deserved

instead of being guided in their pro- to be inscribed in letters of gold. The

ceedings, according to the termination of dispatch was dated the 26th of February

the efforts — as it might, in the end , prove 1816 ; in which , after reasoning on
successful or disastrous. In the principle the possible advantages that might be

adopted by the court, in December last, gained over the enemy, by continuing the
they deviated from all precedent and de- war and exacting terms more severe than

parted from all rule ; and he hoped that, the treaty concluded in 1815 , he writes,

from henceforth , uo individual standing " Protracted war can only produce enor

in the high situation of Governor-Gene mous expenses, for which the most suc

ral, would have his feelings wounded in cessful results cannot afford an indemnity ;

the same manner . It was evident, that but may, as we have seen it in the western

a proceeding of so extraordinary anature provinces, burden us with territories with

was calculated to wound the feelings out revenue, and with troops without re

because, though no name was mentioned , sources to maintain them . " In answer to

a Governor-General must perceive, when Sir D. Ochterlony, the Governor-General

a departure from all rule was sanctioned says, “ Although I differ from you in many

in a particular instance , that it was di- particulars, yet, whatever you may deter

rected agaiust bim . He felt that the time mine on shall bave my concurrence. You

of the court was extremely valuable - and may depend upon my supporting every re

he found ,on considering the resolution, and solution and engagement you may enter

seeing it coofined merely to military af- into .” This shewed, that while he had

fairs , he should scarcely be allowed to troops in the field, healthy and able to pro

submit much of what he intended to ceed on any enterprize - when he might

offer , to the proprietors, and would now have marched to the capital of the enemy's

conteot himself with making a few obser- province's, he exercised a praise-worthy

rations, with respect to the wisdom and spirit of moderation and forbearance. He

moderation exercised by Sir D. Ochter- declined exacting new terms from an

lony and the noble marquis. These words humbled enemy, but expressed his wil

werevery lavishly used in the course of lingness to agree to the provisions of the

bis dispatches - he knew that there were treaty which had been proposed is the

I 2
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preceding year. Here he shewed great that place on a former day, he felt that

wisdom and moderation , in coming to a he should be wanting in duty to himself,

decision most prudent and conciliatory. if he did not offer a few. observations on
Earl Moira had also declared in his sub- what had fallen from him . He concurred

sequent dispatches that he would not with him in regretting the absence of the

exact the full extent of the unplea- hon. and learned gentleman whose motion

sant articles of the treaty. Therefore , he had opposed . He was sure, if that

prior to any attack being made on the learned gentleman were present , he would

noble Marquis , these dispatches ought to not have taken the same line of conduct

be minutely referred to . Without this the hon . gentleman had done - he would

were done, they could not possibly arrive have abstained from a personal attack ,

at a fair decision on the conduct of the especially with reference to a circumstance

Governor -General. In conclusion, the that took place so long ago . Fortunately,

hon, proprietor observed , that he would however, he had it in his power to repel

most cordially support the resolution- any attack made on him here or else

and expressed a hope that the court where, either by the hon. gentleman , or

would , on a future occasion, see the ne- by any other individual whatsoever. The ,

cessity of going farther than they were hon . gentleman imputed presumption to

at present called on to do. him, in setting up his opinion against the

The Chairman observed , that, with experience of the hon. gentleman himself,

respectto the papers not having been pro- and the knowledge of his learned friend .

duced by instalments, and their being Now, if it had been a question relative to

brought in a mass under the consideration India, the decisiou of which called local

of the court , he had only to say, that it details and minute observation , there

was the act of the proprietors,with which might have been some sense in theattack

the executive body had nothing to do . -some shew of reason in the charge. But,

The hon. gentleman had touched on the as it was a question that required no local

circumstance, of po notice having been knowledge-as it was a questionon which

taken of the Governor-General in the pro- any man of common sense could decide

ceedings of the 20th of December last. he thought proper to take the sense of the

He conceived the court was perfectly cor- court on it , as he should always do, when

rect in abstaining from an expression of he saw gentlemen anxious to call on the

their opinion on that occasion. As the war court of directors to produce documents

was not then concluded, it was not the fit which were not ·vecessary at the time.

time to make any observations on the con- The question merely was, whether the

duct of the Governor -General. It was not documents, under the particular circum

the cụstom of that court, to consider the stances of the case, ought to be produced .

proceedings of any Governor-General, He thought they ought not, and therefore

during a period of war. They had always he opposed their produetion . The hon .

waited till the particular contest was at gentleman was angry with him , not be

an end, before they signified their opinion . cause this was his opinion , but because it

The case was quite different, with respect was the opinion of the whole court. He

to Sir David Octherlony. He was en- was irritated, not because he (Mr. Twiss)

trusted with the execution of a spe- had made the motion , but because it was

cific service. He performed that ser- successful. The hon. gentleman said , he

vice ; and, having done so, the court knew not on what authority, that , now

unanimously voted , that he ought to be the papers were produced, he (Mr. Twiss)

rewarded. This was perfectly distinct had not read them or, if he had read

from the case of the Governor-General; any one of them , he certainly had not

because, no matter whether thewar had perused thewhole. Thiswas a gratuitous

terminated or not, the service had been observation-it was totally uncalled for

achieved which General Ochterlony was it was perfectly unnecessary. He knew

called on to perform . With respect to not what information the hon . gentleman

the comparative statement of expeuses might have received about the manner in

between the Nepal war and that carried which he passed his time-- what watch

onin the Mysore, thecourt of directors, and spy hemight have on his conduct, he

in their resolutiou, did not say any thing ' knew not.He was, however, ready to

about it. They did not call on the court admit that he had not read the papers ;

of proprietors to give any opinion on the and he asked him, in the same spirit of

subject. The comparison was to be found candour, whether he had himself perused

only in the dispatches it wasnot a mat- them ? If he had not, then the hon . gena

ter for the consideration of the court. tleman's aspersion of him (Mr. Twiss)
Mr. Horace Tviss said, he was sorry was at an end and, on the other side,

to be under the necessity of troubling if he had made himself master of the con
the court ; but the hou . proprietor, tents of the papers, he congratulated the

who had recently addressed them , hav- court on having his supportto the resolu

ing made a personal attack on his con- tion. His support was always most de

duct, in consequence of what passed in sirable, but particularly so , when he

.
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came prepared with extensive informa- observations on what fell from the hot.
tion on the subject submitted to them . gent, with respect to the nature of the

The hon. gentleman had given the court Nepal war. He asserted that the war,

a definition of the word unprincipled. which wasan unimportant one, was coin
It was properly applied, he observed , to pared , in this, resolution, with the con

an individual who neglected to per- test in the Mysore. Now he was at a

form his promise. Now the hon . gentle- loss to see any allusion of the kind in the

man himself frequently brokehis promise, resolution . He could find nothing there

and yet he wasconvinced , no one could that called on them to compare the

charge him with being unprincipled. He Nepal war with any other contest what

never rose in that court, without gravely soever -- or that required them to do more

stating that he would occupy the attention than express their opinion on the war

of the proprietors for a very short time, which had recently been concluded. But

but this promise he never performed . the Nepal war, he contended , was not

(Laughter .) a trivial or unimportant one. It was one

The hon . gent. had stated that the re- to which the language of the Marquis of

solution should receive his cordial sup- Hastings -- a language neither inflated nor

port . But, of all the cordial supports he bombastic-very fairly applied . The con

ever witnessed, in this or any other place, test assumed an air of importance , when

that of the hon. gent, seemed, on the they considered the people with whom

present occasion , to be the most extra- the Indian government had to deal . The

ordinary. It appeared to him , so far war was very different from those carried

from his support being cordial , that the on in Europe, where the whole force of

hon . gent, wished to throw some discord the respective powers was on the surface

into the proceedings of the court . Ile -where the amount of the forces com

had contrived to introduce every topic manded by conflicting states , was pretty

which could lower , in the estimation of accurately known. In this instance, the

the proprietors , the financial arrangements Companyhad to combat with an enemy

and military plans of the Marquis of most artful and deceitfulman enemy,

Hastings. He observed , that the noble whose bravery was unquestionable ,-and

marquis had bestowed his praises on all the extent of whose resources was not

alike. He (Mr. Twiss) however, con- properly determined — an enemy who

tended, that, if the fact were so, it ought brought weapons into the field , unkpown

to be a matter of congratulation, not of in European wars — andwhich the laws of

dissatisfaction, to the court, that there war forbid to be used in any country.

was not an officer employed on this late The hon. gent. said, that the Nepalese

arduous service, who was not considered had only brought from fourteen to sixteen

as deserving the high meed of applause ; thousand men into the field . But, if there

and, having earned it , was it not most was one method more futile than an

satisfactory to find the nobleman placed other, it was the attempt to estimate the

at the head of the Indian government, dangers of a war, by a reference to the
ready to liquidate the debt? - (Hear.) numerical force employed. A statement

It was a matter of congratulation to have had been made by an hon . member of the
such officers - it was a matter of congra- House of Commons, rather, he believed,

tulation to possess a Governor-general who with a ludicrous feeling, that all matters

was prompt to appreciate and eager to in which figures were employed, might be

reward their merits.- (Hear . The hon. so managed, that, by taking a little from

gent. had said , that the praise bestowed one side and adding it to the other,-by

by theMarquis of Hastings was not only shifting and changing with some portion

indiscriminate, but bombastic. He was of art - the balance , on each side, might

surprised that the hon . gent . could blame be rendered alike . The mere recurrence

the noble marquis for following his own to numbers, when speaking of the dan

example -- for he himself, when once he gers that attended a war, was delusive
began , knew not when to leave off. no sound inference could be derived from

(Laughter.) If the hon . gent. were to be it . But why should the hon . gent, talk

excused, when, in the execution of an so lightly of a numerical force , equal to

arduous and disagreeable duty, ( and his that with which this kingdom , in 1745,

duty in that court he must often find was thrown into a state of commotion ?

arduous and disagreeable,) he proceeded He must know , that the Pretender had

beyond the bounds which he originally but twelve thousand men under bis com

intended not to pass. How much stronger mand. Between two armies, of about
was the claim of the noble marquis to that amount, those actions took place,

forgiveness, if, in performing a duty, nei- which ended in the capture of the capital
ther arduous nor disagreeable, he bad of that country, which gare on the

suffered his generous feelings to carry him hon . gent. Did he not ra it

beyond a particular line ? - (Hear.) In was with twelve thous:

the last place, (and he really meant it tender took Edinburgh

should bethe last) he would offer a few thousand men he fou
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Preston -Pans -- marched into Derbyshire, His observations did him infinite credit

and struck terror into the heart of Lon- for, by adhering to the principles, and

don ? It was not by the number of men pursuing the dictates of honour and

brought into the field that a judgment justice , could they alone hope to maintai

should be formed of the importance of a tlieir ascendency in India . If they por

contest-a true estimate of the dangers sued a different course, they would lay

and difficulties of a war could only be sup- themselves open to those reproaches and

plied by attending to circumstances of a accusations which had been justly heaped

more covert description. The learned upon Napoleon Bonaparte. If they did

gent. concluded by stating, that the mo- not place the liereditary families in India

tion had his most hearty assent . in the high situations which they had

Mr. Lowndes said , he viewed the grant- been accustomed to fill, the same execra

ing of praise to individuals, in the same tion , and the same evils might descend

light as he did the complimenting them upon themn , as had visited Napoleon :

with honorary medals—some, of course , Fas est ab hoste doceri. With one part

would deserve a more elegant tribute than of the conduct of the noble marquis he

others. In the present instance, they was dissatisfied . He alluded to his making

were about to give a gold inedal to the use of a part of the forces that had pre

Marquis of Hastings –but it was not sur- viously belonged to the enemy. Now,

rounded with those brilliants which orna- they ought to recollect that this very cir

mented the medal presented to another cumstance contributed to the downfall of

noble lord , for his great achievements in the French ruler. The noble marquis

1804-5 . The war of that time was very acknowledged that he employed two com

different from that which had been re- panies of pioneers, which had previously

cently concluded . Battles were then belonged to the enemy. He knew another

fouglit with an enemy who employed a noble lord who fell into the same error .

force of two hundred thousand men But, as long as they could make use of

against the Company. It was the mag- forces of their own, or of troops supplied

nitude of such preparations that dazzled by their allies, they had better employ

the imagination, and bewildered the them, and even drain them to the last

mind. It was the employment of an man , rather than trust to the treacherous

overwhelming army that led the minds enerny . When they employed the forces

of many persons astray, with respect to of a hostile state - armed them - and

the abilities of the ci-devant Emperor, in taught them the military art the first

his warfare on the continent. It was the desire would be to regain their own

numerous forces he brought into the field country ; and they would speedily knock

that enabled him to win his battles , and down the persons who had foolishly con

caused him to be looked on as a great fided in them , with the muskets which

commander. Yet, when they examined had been given to them for their defence .

those victories, and consideredthe manner This was another fault , and a very great

in which they were gained , perhaps the one , of Bonaparte. He taught the troops

achievements in Nepal put forth a greater of his enemies, whom he engaged in his

claim for that praise which skill and service, all he knew himself of the art of

bravery ought always to command, than war, and they ultimately fought against

those which had been obtained by him- him . This was one of the chief causes of

effected as they were by pouring a force his downfall. Would , therefore, a wise

into the field , three times as numerous man trust a treacherous enemy with

as that which he had to encounter. His arms in his hands, after witnessing so

hon. friend (Mr. Hume) was an expert fatal an example of the bad consequences

and able calculator-but , in estimating that flow from such a misplaced coufi
the difficulties of a contest , it was not so dence ? It struck him that the employ

well, perhaps, to calculate by the rule of ment of these two companies of pioneers

three . He had read the papers with the was a very imprudent thing — though a

same feelings as those described by his similar act had been done by another

hon . friend . It struck him that the lan- noble lord . The liberality which was se

guage was in the eastern style — very prevalent in the conduct of the noble

figurative - very Howing — and abounding marquis, appeared in a very conspicuous

in well-rounded periods . Many of the light in those dispatches. In that house,

sentences reminded him of the eggs, wbich he (Mr. Lowndes) had always given his

boys placed on a string, and which ex- Irumble meed of praise to the wilitary

hibited a great variety of colours. No forces of the Company. Both there, and

man , however, could entertain a higher every where else , he had expressed his

opinion of the noble marquis than he did ; opinion , that neither soldiers nor sailors

and he said this , because he observed in were paid as they deserved . Theirs was

those dispatches the most excellent and a profession of honour; and they were

elevated principles of honour and justice remunerated by honour and not bymoney.

particularly in what he said relative to He perceived, that a very liberal provision

the rights of hereditary families in India. was made for two or three officers, and
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he was far from offering any objection to not been in India, but he understood the

it. He was not, however, surprised that Nepal territory was mountainous ; full

the noble marquis should be liberal on of strong holds and almost inaccessible

such an occasion , for he was well known fastnesses. Now , it was a well-ascer

to be so on all others and , if his in- tained fact, that mountainous districts

formation were correct, he lived in a were always peopled by a strong, power

style the most costly and expensive. He ful, and hardy race of men. It wasamidst

believed the court would agree, that his mountain -fastnesses that liberty delight

hou. friend (Mr, Hume) was perfectly ed to dwell. It was there that the power

right when he stated , that while the pro- of the Company would one day be assail

prietors were willing to give praise where ed in India. Let the court look to Italy,

it was due, they could not , iu justice, to Switzerland, to Spain — and they would

place the Nepal war on a footing with perceive the truth of his position . What

The brilliant exploits of 1803-4 , which hadgiven us so many glorious victories

were said to have saved our empire in in Spain ? the judicious use that was

India. If this were a true description of made of the strong holds in that country.

the campaigns of that day, it clearly The natural ditficulties that presented

shewed that our possessions were then themselves in Nepal, required the ut

threatened with much greater danger than most courage and perseverance to over

any that could be supposed to arise from come ; and the officerswho were employ

the efforts of the Nepalese government. ed on that service, exhibited , perhaps, as

Still it was highly necessary that the much ability, and deserved as well of

insults offered to the Company by that their country, as those who met and de

state, should be promptly repelled. Some feated a numerous army on the plain .

people, and they appeared to be of the Although the dispatches were written in

number, would take an ell when you only too florid a style, he thought the noble

gave them an inch ;--and , if the Nepal- marquis, and those who acted under him,

ese had not been ' opposed in the first richly deserved the thanks of the court .

instance , their insolence and their con- Mr. Hume begged leave to say a few

fidence would have increased - otherstates words in explanation. The learned gen

would have imitated their example—and tleman (Mr. Twiss) did not, hewas sure,

attacks would have multiplied on all sides . mean to misrepresent what he had said ;

The learned gentleman who last spoke, bnt, undoubtedly, he had been misunder

had very properly stated, that, in con- stood by him. He stated , that the learn

sidering the importance of a war, they ed gentleman had placed his experience

were uot merely to look to the number of in competition with that of his learned

forces brought into the field , but they friend ( Mr. R. Jackson ) who made the

were to take into the account all the cir- motion on the 20th of December ; but of

cumstances connected with the contest . his own experience he had not said a

This was a very just statement.
It was word, He was not such an egotist as to

not the numbers which the enemy led to speak of himself. In mentioning the

battle that constituted the greatness and comparison attempted to be drawn he

magnitude of a war-no, it was the va- tween the war in Nepal, and that in the

rious ramifications into which it might Mysore, the learned gentleman had for

extend it was the unforeseen circum- gotten that he used the word “ not."

stances that might develop themselves in He decidedly said , that the comparison

its progress which formed the most serious was not to be found in the resolution , but

points of danger. He thought the Lord in the dispatches. He said this, because

Mayor of the city deserved very great he wished the courtaud the public not to

praise and yet,soine persons wouldask , be ledaway by the idea, that the contest

« What has he done ? He has only dis- was of that mighty importance which the

persed a few rutfians who had got arms purport of the dispatches would induce

in their hands.” But he would point out people to believe . He should be extreme

what animportant service the Lord Mayor ly happy, if he could place his arguments

had really performed. He had preserved, in so contracted a space, and deliver them

10 a great extent, the peace of an im- with so much force and effect, as the

mense nietropolis. Though an individual, learned gentleman was in the habit ofdo

who was expert at calculation, might, ing. But it was useless to complain , since

' in ordinary cases, arrive at a just conclus individuals must submit to the faculties

sion ; yet it would by no means do in bestowed on them by heaven ; and, if

eonsidering the nature and complexion they could not express their sentiments

of a war. In that case, an infinite varie- in a few words, they must use many.

ty of circumstances were to be looked to . (Hear / hear !) This he must say, be

The nature of the country — the habits of fore he sat down, that the comparison
the people — their military skill-- and between a civil war in Scotland ' and a

many other points, which when a mere contest in India, was the most far -fetch

malculation of numbers was resorted to , ed and excessive stretch of comparison ho

pere left out of the question . He had ever heard of. He could assure the learn
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ed gentleman , that he had stated his opi- and acknowledge thic services of the non

nion of the counter -motion which he had commissioned officers and private sol

made on the 20th of December, merely diers , both European and native; who

because his learned friend was not pre- were employed in the litte war ; and that

sent, and he thought it ought not to pass the thanks of this court be signified to

unnoticed . them by the officers of their respective

The motion was then carried unani- corps , as well for their patience under

mously . unusual fatigues , and their cheerful en

The Chairman- " The next motion durance of privations, as for their valor

which I have to submit to you, and in and intrepidity in presence of the enemy.""

which I hope the court of proprietors will Mr. Lowndes— “ Is any provision made

concur with us , respects Major-General for the private soldiers in India ? While

Sir David Ochterlony - an officer whose we are giving praise to the officers, we

name stands most prominentin the pro- oughtto bestow solid pudding on the pri
ceedings connected with the Nepal war." vates .'

The following resolution was then read 'The Chairman , " Lord Clive's fund is

by the clerk now , and has been for many years appliw
" That the thanks of this court be given cable to the relief of the private soldiers

to Major General Sir David Ochterlony, in India.”

Bart, and G. C. B., for the vigor, judg- The resolution was unanimonsly agreed

ment, and effect, with which he person- to .

ally conducted the operations of the The Chairman. then stated , that the

force under his command on all occa- court of directors, being anxious to shew

sions, and particularly in the last cam- every mark of regard to their army in In

paign, the management of which , and of dia, had determined to grant medals and

the subseqnent negotiation , was with badges, for distinguished merits, to the
great propriety entrusted to him , in testi- officers engaged inthe Company's service,

mony ofthe confidence due to his experi- under certain regulations , which would

enced merits and well acquired distinc- be submitted to the court, for the infor
tion .” mation of the proprietors .

On the motion “ That the court do Mr. Hume said, before the resolutions

approve of this resolution , " being put were read to the court, he wished to sub
from the chair mit to the hon. Chairmau , whether their

Mr. Hume said , he thought no question thanks should not be voted to the su

was ever proposed to that court, to which preme council at Bengal, wlio, during the

he could more conscientiously give his absence of the noble marquis, up the

support, not only as far as he knew of the country, had a most arduous duty to per

individual, but as far as the dispatches form . In justice to the exertions of those
went. In this instance , the court had individuals, he thought they ought to re

done, what, he conceived , ought to have ceive the thanks of the court. Gentle

been done in the preceding case - they men would observe , that the noble inar

noticed the policy pursued by General quis, during the greater part of the time

Ochterlony. He thought, however , that, the war was going on , was employed up

in order to do complete justice to the the country, at a very great distance from

merits of Sir David Ochterlony, the mo- the seat of government , the labours:

tion ought not to have been proposed at which , in consequence, devolved on the

so short a notice. An opportunity ought supreme council, were most arduous and

to have been given to the proprietors to important and they were performed with

read every line of the dispatches that re- great ability. For this proceeding, the

lated to the gallant officer. Had this been conduct of the court, at the end of the

done, they would have found, in every Carnatic war, when thanks were voted to

page, such instances of his zeal , ability, the supreme council, was a sufficient pre
and perseverance , as would have con- cedent. He should , therefore, move

vinced them , that they never entertained “ That the thanks of this court be given

a more just and honourable motion, than to the supreme council of Bengal, for

that which went to confer their thanks their laborious exertions during the ab

on Sir David Ochterlony. sence of the governor-general.”

The resolution was unanimously agreed Mr. Lowndes was unwilling that the

to.. two services, the civil and military, should

The next resolution proposed vas be blended together. He, therefore, re

“ That the thanks of thecourt be given quested the hon. proprietor to put off his

to all the officers , both European and na- motion, which might be brought forward

tive, belonging to the army which served on another day. The thanks to the mili

in the Nepal war, for their gallant and tary should be distinguished from those

meritorious service during the late war. ” given to the civil department. The indi

Carried unanimously . viduals composing the latter did not un

The next resolution was dergo any danger -- they sat very quietly

• That this court doth highly approve with their peus and ink before them ,

1
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while the others were braring the terrors events which may be subsequently com

of the field . memorated in like manner, each indivi

Mr, Horrorth said , that unwilling to dual recommeoved to bear the distinction

disturb the unanimity with wbich the vote shall carry a gold clasp attached to the

of thanks to the Marquis of Hastings had ribbon to which the medal is suspended ,

just passed , he had alstained from ini- and inscribed with the name of the bat

truling himself upon the attention of the tle or siege to which it relates.

court ; for although there were some ex- “ 3d. That upon a claim being admit

pressions in the role, tliat he could not ted to a fourth mark of distinction , a

piedge himself in , yet the principle, ap- cross shall be borne by each oficer, with

proving the skill with which the military the names of the four battles or sieges re

operatious in Nepal were planned , and spectively inscribed thereupon, wud to be

the valour with which they were execut- worn in substitution of the distinction

ed, had his cordial concurrence : but prerionsly granted to such individuals .

sprely the lon.proprietors were not aware " 4th. Upon each occasion of a simim,

that resolutions sylish passed the House lar nature that may occur, the clasp again

ofCompousin 1782, afterwards embodied be issued to thuse who have a claim to

in the Act of 1781, re- enacted in 1793, the additional distinction , to be borne on

and still uprejyalexi, forbid any further the ribbon to which the cross is sus

acquisition of territory in ludia. The pended , in the same manner as described

government, therefore , which makes war iu No. 2 , of these regulations.

tor the acquisition of territory, offends * The Court of Directors resulve, that

against the law . The prevailing disease the distribution of medals or badges lur

in the Britisia governments in India was a military service of distinguished merit

rage for making war, the indulgence in shall be regulated as follows, viz .

which passion had nearly overwhelmed “ Ist . That no general ollicer, or other

the chartered rights of the Company, and officer, shall be cousidered entitled to re

Drougkt them under political control, and ceive them , unless he has been personally

the perseverance it it would eventually and particularly engaged upon thoscocca

destroy them . sious of great importance , in conmemo

Alr. Hume-- " I would not, on any ac- ration of which such marks of distinction

count, introduce a division into this court , shall be bestowed .

If, therefore, Mr. Chairman , you think * 21. That no oilicer shall be consider

properto adopt my motion , you may do ed a candidate for the medal or badge ,

80. If you think it had better be defer- except under the special selection and re

reri, I hare no objection to postpone it ." port of the commander of the forces on

The Chairman- " I thiok , wder all the spot , as having merited the distinction

the circumstances, you had better with- by conspicuous services.

draw the proposition . " “ 30. That the commander of the

Motion withdrawn). forces shall transmit to the commander

"l'he clerk then read the following reso- in - chief riurus signed by hiuisell, speci

lution of the court of directors :-- fying the names and ranks of those officers

“ At a Court of Directors, held on Fri- whom he shall have selected as particu

day , the 6th of December, 1816 . larly deserving.

" Resolved unanimously, That the " The court of directorsresolve, thatin

East -India Company heing desirous of commemoration ofthe successful termina

conferring erery mark of distinction up- tion of the war against Nepal, and of the

on the army serving in India, and of services of those officers who, present

commemorating the services of those of- in action , have been specially mentioned

ficers who signalized themselves by ex- by naine in dispatches published in the

emplary zeai, valour, and conduct in the Gazettes as having distinguished ther

field, the Court of Directors has deter- selves, or in general orders published by

mined to grant merials and badges for the commander - in - citief or the govern

military services of distinguished merit ; ment in India, shall enjoy the privilege of

and that in the grant and distribution of hearing bariges of distinction , which shall

such marks of distinction, the following be worn by the general officers suspended ,

regulations shall be strictly observer , and by a ribbon of the colour of the sash ,

that they sball be extended to the ollicers with a blue eige, round the neck ; and

of His Majesty's service, provided it shall by each other oficers as may lave been

meet with the sanction of His Royal specially recommended, attached by a

Highness the Prince Regent, and that the ribbon of the same description to the

Right Honourable the Commissioners for button -hole of their unitorni.

the Affairs of india be requested to ob- " Tyme court of directors resolve, that

tain his Royal Highness's canction. those hanges which would have been con

“ Ist. That one medial only shall be ferred upon the oficers who fell, or have

borne by each oficer for such distinc- died since of their wounds, stall , as a
too . token of respect for their memories, be

“ 20. That for the second and third transinitted in their respective families . "

Asiatic Journ.No. 13 . VOL . III . K
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The Chairman said , these resolutions payment of unclaimed dividends. When

had been read to the court , in order to ever I came to the house, I asked for this

shew that the executive body were most dividend, which was so long due to me,

desirous to confer erery possible honoar but I could not get it. Why was not my

on their meritorious oficers. dividend forthcoming ? It is not a matter

UNCLAIMED DIVIDENDS. of slight importance , that individuals

Mr. Lowndes— " Before the court with- should have their dividends paid twelve

draws , I beg leave to ask a question re- years after they became due."

specting the unclaimed dividends . I am The Chairman could not answer the

a sufferer by their not being paid regu- question of the hon . proprietor .

larly . I received a dividend, lately , which Mr. Loundes “ I never mince mat

had not been paid for twelve years and ters . I ask again , what gentlemen in

a half before. Who, I should be glad to this company have the benefit of the in

know , had the benefit of it during that terest accruing on unclaimed dividends ? ”

time ? I should like to be informed , A Proprietor answered— “ Nobody.”

what gentlemen have the candle -ends and Mr. Lownies - " That Mr. Nobody is

cheese-parings of the poor proprietors, a person who does a great deal of mis

who receive only four and a half per cent . chief, and receives a great deal of good .

for their money ? The Company owe me As I have not received any answer to my

401. interest on this very imoney. I say question , I shall, on a future day, move

it is due to the widows and orphans of for an account of the sum due ou un

those who have property embarked in In- claimed dividends.”

dia stock , that they should be informed The court then adjourned.

what regulation is made respecting the

LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL

INTELLIGENCE.

3

EARLY on Monday morning, May 1 , a His Majesty the Emperor of Delhi is

tery smart shock of an earthquake took preparing to construct a magnificent

place at Penang, about twenty minutes monument to the memory of the late

before three o'clock . It appears to hare queen mother, Nuwab Koodseen Begum.

been chiefly confined to the northern and The north westers have lately been very

central parts of the island, proceeding in heavy in Bengal, the stream of the Gan

a north -western direction. Its continu- ges is reported to have been strewed with

ance was about fifteen or twenty seconds; dead bodies and wrecks of the river craft ;

the motion excited universal alarm , the Company's stables at Ghazepoor were

most persons being suddenly awakened blown down in one hurricane, and some

out of their sleep , and impressed with the lives were lost .

idea of their houses being attempted by The Alphens has brought to England a

thieves, from the violent agitation of the box containing a part of the bassorelievo

venetians in the doors and windows ; in of the Palace of Persepolis, for Sir G.

some houses the furniture also was a Ousley ; and a box for Mr. Morier, con

good deal moved. The shock was dis- taining bricks from the walls of Babylon.
tinctly felt in the residence of the Hon. They were conveyed to Bombay Mr.

the Governor, on the Great Hill, and by Sharpe, who was surgeon to Sir Gore

the families occupying the bangalows in Ousley's embassy. A beautiful Arabian

its vicinity. Excepting the general alarm horse , from Bombay, for Lord Harring

and cracking and fall of the plaster work ton , and a tortoise of an immense size,

in a few dwellings, we have not heard are also ou board . The Alpheus also

that any mischief occurred. brings a portrait of the Duke of Welling

It deserves to be mentioned , that seve ton , an admirable likeness, painted in

ral persons on board the brig Helen, at Bengal when the gallant leader bore the
sea, about one hundred miles distant from rank of Lieutenant -colonel . Mr. Far

the island,experienced the sensation of a quhar, Governor of the Mauritius, sends
shock on the night of the 31st ult, and it home.

two following nights ; nor will this, upon It is asserted on authority of high credi

reflection excite much surprise, since it bility, that the Minden , of 74 guns , had

is evident that the motion communicated fewer splinters than any other ship en

to a vessel by the simultanous agitation of gaged in the glorious conflict at Algiers.

the water when affected by an earthquake, She was built of teak at Bombay, and we

will be very different from that which is believe is the first armed vessel construct

produced by an undulation by ordinary ed for our navy beyond the limits of the
causes .--Penang Gazette. British islands,
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Letters from the Levant state , that the Isabella, daughter of John II . king of

famous Hanoverian traveller, Steetzen , Portugal, whowas at that time governess

who was bringing from Asia Minor trea- of Burgundy and Flanders. He first disa

sures in botany and natural history , has covered Fayal, with the adjacent islands ,

been assassinated in the environsof Mora. called the Azores, which bore for a long

Eight camels laden with the products of time the name of the Isles of theFlemings.

his indefatigable researches, tempted the He inhabited for twenty years that city,

cupidity of an Arab chief, who cut his where he established a colony of Flem

throat, although the unfortunate traveller ings. Eig!'t years before thc expedition

had a passport from Iman Fina , who of Columbus, in 1484 , he secretly applied

governs these countries. to John II . who equipped a dlotilla to give

We insert the two following articles for him all kinds of succours . Behens first

the informatiou of our readers in India : discovered the Brazils, penetrated as far

-A Dublin practitioner states, that he as the Straits of Magellan , and visited the

has seen the symptoms of hydrophobia country inhabited by the Patagonians. He

checked by the tourniquet, in the case of made a map of his discoveries, deliver

a girl bitten in the foot ; Dr. Stokes ap- ed it to the king , and sent a copy of it

plied a tourniquet to her thigh , and the to Nuremberg, his native city , where it is

symptoms instantly subsided. The effect still preserved in the archives of the city .

seems to favour the plan of bleeding and It was after the inspection of this map

deliquium , which idea origiuated with a that Columbus undertook his expedition.

medical gentleman in India. -Journal de la Belgique, Dec. 5 .

M. Dobereiner has published on the Dr. Remusat, member of the French

continent a new process for extracting Institute, and professor of Chinese and

borium from borax. After melting the Mandchow Tartar in the Royal French

borax and reducing it to a fine powder, College, lately published, “ Le Livre des

one tenth of its weight of lampblack is Récompenses et des Peines," translated
added ; this mixture is put into a gun- from the Chinese, with extremely interesa

barrel , one end of which is closed, and to ing notes ; and M. Molinier, one of his

the other is atlixed a tube for receiving the pupils, intends publishing the Chinese
gas : the gun -barrel is then kept at a white text , with a literal translation and gram
heat during two hours. Much gaseous matical remarks.

oxiile of carbon is disengaged. When the Dr. Remusat is also printing an edition

process is finished there remains a com- of the Tchoung Young of Confusius in

pact mass of a blackish grey colour , which Chinese, Mandchow Tartar, Latin , and

is reduced to powder, and after being French ; a Supplement to the Diction

washed several times with boiling water, naire Chinois Français et Latin , publié

and once with hydrochloric acid , yields par M. de Guignes , and Recherches sur les

a pulverulent greenish black substance, Langues Tartares , and intends translating

similar to borium . the Tao te king Lao tsen's System of

Mr. Stark , a canon of Augsburgh , con- morals .

ceives that he has discovered a vast cavity Dr. John Taylor, of the Hon . Como

in the sun , 4 minutes 36 seconds from its pany's medicalestablishment at Bombay,
eastern edge, and 15 m . 7 s . from its south- has lately published at that presidency a

ern . He computes the diameter of this translation from the original Sanskrit of

abyss to be three times more than the di- the Lilabati, a treatise on Arithmetic and

ameter of the earth . Two black spaces Geometry, by the celebrated Bhaskara

are discovered in it , which he supposes Acharya.

to be hollows : they are separated by a Proposals are issued at Bombay, for

luminous space ; the largest at one ex- publishing by subscription , thie Desater,

tremity appears to terminate in a point, with the ancient Persian translations and

and is very wide and crenated at the other . commentary ; and a glossary of the an

Several asperịties are discovered between cient Persian words, by Mullna Firuz bin

this abyss and the eastern edge of the sun, Mullna Kau's. To which will be added

with six black spots above and four be- an English translation . The Desâtêr is
Jow. one of the most singular books that has

The Magazine for the Sciences, &c. appeared in the East. It professes to be

published at Amsterdam , in a late num- a collection of the writings ofthe different

ber, endeavours to prove, from new docu- Persian prophets, being fifteen in number,

ments that are very authentic, that we from the time of Molâbâd to the time of

have been mistaken in attributing either the fifth Sâssâm , of wlion Zurduth ,

to Vespasius or Columbus the discovery whonr, following the Greeks, we call Zo

of America, which the Dutchman will in- roaster, was the thirteenth , and the fifth

sist upon we owe to Martin Behens, a Sassan the last. This Sassan lived in the

native of Nuremberg, in Fraucopia . He time of Khusrow Parvez, who was contem

was a most learned geographer, astrono- pórary with the Emperor Heraclius, and

mer, and navigator. He sailed in 1459 died only nine years before the destruc

with a vessel equipped by the orders of tion of the ancient Persian monarchý.

:

K 2
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The writings of these fifteen prophets are terrupted theundertaking ; and ofGeneral

in a tongue of which no other vestige ap- Sir John Malcolm , who in a letter lately

pears to remain , and which would have received by the edltor, encourages hin to

been unintelligible without the assistance proceed with the proposed publication ,

of the ancient Persian translation . It is and who , jo his History of Persia, mes

quite a different language from the Zend , tions the Desâlêr, as a work of singular

the Pehlivi and the Divi, the most cele- curiosity. The work will be comprised

brated of the dialects of ancient Persia. in two volumes 8vo. abd ile price is ex

The old Persian translation professes to peeted not to exceed 35 rupees.

1.ave been made by the fifth Sassan, who We are enabled to announce the in

has added a commentary in which some tendesi publication of an “ Historical and

difficulties of the original text are ex- Statistical Account of Java," by Mr. T.

pounded . Stamford Ratles.-- This work is already

This work , though known to have ex- in the press, and may be expected to ap

isted as late as the time of Shah Jehan , pear in the course of the existing month . It

had eluded the search of the curious in will be comprised in one volume quarto,

Oriental history and antiquities in latter aud will contain numerous engravings il

tines . The copy from which the present lustrative of the present state of society ,
edition will be published, was discovered and of the ancient history of the country.

by the editor at Isphahan about forty -four Until the conquest of this island by the

years ago , when travelling iu Persia for British forces in 1811 , the European

the purpose of making some investiga- world was accustomed to consider its va .

tions regarding the history of the early tive iuhabitants as a savage blood-thirsty
Persians, and particularly in se : rch of race, its climate as pestilential , and its

materials for settling the disputes which resourses as insignificant. Our tempor

prevailed among the Parses of India re- rary sovereignty if it has been of no other

garding the ancient Persian months, the avail, has enabled us to place the charac

differences of opinion regarding which ter of this interesting people iu its true

had produced a schism at Surat. The light, to assert, that with some partial

editor is not aware of the existence of any exceptions , the climate is equal to that

other copy of this work . It is however of any other tropical country we know,

cited by Behram Ferhad , the author of and that, in point of resources it rauks

the Sînrfstâny -char-cherian , who lived far above any island or islands in the

in the age of the Emperor Akbar and East or West Indies which have fallen

of his son Jehânger. Indeed Behram under European controui.

Ferhad, who a Parsi , followed the Whetherit inay have been an object of

doctrines of the Desâtêr. It is often Dutch policy to keep back from the puba

çited by Halin Bushaw Tebrize, the lic such information as would have enam

author of the Barhawe-katad , the most bled it to form a just estimate of the

perfect and best Dictionary extant of value of the colony, or that other causes

the Persian language, who lived in the have operated to the same effect, it is

age of Shah Jehan , and who often quotes certain that notwithstanding the island

the Desâtêr as his authority for words in of Java has been under European con

the old Persian . Mir Zulfekar Ali, who troul for upwards of two centuries, a

seems to have been the author of the cele- general ignorance prevails with regard to

brated work , entitled the Dabistân , which ide true character of the country, and of

contains the history of the different re- its inhabitants . If we except the pon

ligions of Asia, takes the Desatêr as his derous work of Valentyne, published in

guide in the account which he gives of the theDutch language, nearly a century ago ,

ancient Persian religion ; and it is re- and some notices by Stavorinus and other

markable that Sir William Jones, who travellers , we are yet without any work

had never met with the Desater, appears to which we can refer for information re

to have been singularly struck with the garding this possession.

details borrowed from it, and in his sixth Of the work which we have now an

Discourse speaks of them as wonderfully nounced , it will be more within our pro

curious, and as throwing a new light on vince to speak after its publication ; but

the history of ancient times , in the mean timeit may be satisfactory

The editor has been encouraged to pub- to the public to know that no pains nor

lish the present work, at the reiterated expence have been spared to give it every

desire of many English gentlemen of the advantage in the execution of that part

first eminence in rank in India. He may which depends upon, the artists of this

in particularmention the names of the country. This branch of the work will

Hon. Jonathan Duncan , the governor of be principally executed by Mr. William

Bombay, who employed many of his hours Daniell , and will comprize, besides plates

with the editor, in making a translation of the implements of husbandry, warliko

of the work wlich he intended to have instruments , &c. the costume of the

published , and in which he had made country, with the sketches of the exten,

ponsiderable progress when his death in- sive ruins of temples, & c. recently dim
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covered, drawings of numerous idols sa- edited by Joseph Woods, architect. Imp.

cred to the ancient worship, fac similes folio, 71. 7s. bds .

of various inscriptions , &c . BIOGRAPHY,

The work itself will contain a general

description of the country , the details of
Memoirs of the Public and Private Life

its agriculture, manufactures, and com
of the Right Hon . Richard Brinsley Sheri,

merce, statistic tables of its population, dan, with a particular account of his
&c. the domestic economy of the native Family and Connections ; drawn from

inhabitants, their character, institutions, authentic documents,and illustrated with

government, manners, customs, &c . with Original Correspondence, and a variety of

an account of their languages and litera interesting Anecdotes of distinguished

ture , and the early history of the country
Personages, among whom will be found

principally from native authorities. Burke, Fox, Johnson , Dr. Parr, Garrick ,

It is not intended in this work to in &c. &c. By John Watkios, LLD. 410 .

clude any part of the European history 11. lls. 611. bds.

of the colony - but we undersand that a The Life of Rafael. By the author of

work , to be entitled “ The History of the
the Life of Michael Angelo. 8vo. 83 , 6d.

British Government on Java” isalready of Sir Robert Walpole, Earl of Orford,Memoirs of the Life and Administration

in progress, from the pen of a gentleman

who held a high and responsible office at
drawn from original correspondence and

Batavia . authentic papers never before published .

We also learn that materials have been By William Coxe, M.A F.R.S. F.A.S.

collected for accounts of the islands of Archdeacon of Wilts, and Rector of

Borneo , Banca, Bali, and Celebes , and
Bemerton. New edit . 4 vols. 8vo, 21. 8s.

that these are only delayed till the publica
bds.

tion of the present work on Java. Of

Borneo we are if possible still more ig

norant than of Java ; and although from Candour, or Four Discourses preached
An Appeal to Men of Wisdom and

the wretched state of many parts of the

country we are not to expect those statis- November, 1815. By the Rev.Ch.Simeon,
before the University of Cambridge, in

tical details which have been collected on

M.A. Fellow of King's College, Cambridge .
the more civilized island of Java, there 2s . 6d .

must be much which it is interesting for

us to know . The work on Banca is con
A Charge delivered to the Clergy of the

Diocese of Calcuita, Madras, and Bombay ,
tained in a Memoir, by Dr. Thomas

Horsfield , addressed to the Honourable
at the Primary Visitation . By T. F.

Middleton, D.D. F.R.S. Lord Bishop of
Thomas S. Raffles , late Governor of

Calcutta.. 4to. 3s.

and contains besides the natural

history of the country, the details of the

in which the tin of that is- A History of the Jesuits : to which is

land is procured, and the process to prefixed, a Reply to Mr. Dallas's Defence

which the ore is subjected previous to of the Order . 2 vols . 8vo . 11. 4s . bds .

the exportation of the metal. On Bali The Inquisition Unmasked ; being an

the Hindu religion is still the established historical and philosophical account of

faith , and on this account every infor- that tremendous tribunal : faasided 'on

mation regarding its present state , must authentic documents , and exhibiting the

be highly interesting. This little island necessity of its suppression , as the means

is estimated to contain a population of of re form and regeneration. Written and

hot less than million of souls .
published at the time when the National

The Malayan annals, partly translated Congress of Spain was about to deliberate

by the late Dr. Leyden , are, we under- on this important measure. By D. An

stand also preparing for the press. tonia Puigblanch . Translated from the

autlior's enlarged copy, by Wm. Walton,

NEW LONDON PUBLICATIONS .
Esq . 2 vols . 8vo . 11. 10s. hds.

The History of the Inquisition, as it

ANTIQUITIES. subsisted in France, Italy, Spain , Portu

The Elgin Marbles from the Temple of gal, Venice, Sicily , Sardinia,Milan, Po

Minerva at Athens ; selected from Stuart laud, Flanders, & c. &c. ; with a particu

and Revet's Antiquities of Athens. With lar description of its secret prisons, modes

the Report of theSelect Committee of the of torture, style of accusation , trial , &c.

House of Commons respecting the Earl of abridged from the elaborate work of

Elgin's Collection of sculptured Marbles ; Philip Limborch, Professor of Divinity

also an Historical Account of the Temple at Amsterdam . Introduced by an His

Imp. 4to . 60 plates , 51. 5s , bds. torical Survey of the Christian Church,

The Fourth Volume of the Antiquities and illustrated by Extracts from various

of Athens, &c. measured and delineated writers, and orignal manuscripts, interest

þy James Stuart, F.R.S , and F.S.A. and ing particulars of persons who have suf

Nicholas Revett,painters and architects ; fered the terrors of that dark and sanguine

Java ;

HISTORY.

manner
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ary tribunal ; and Political Reflections on first months of his residence in that

its revival in Spain by the decree of Fer- island , are faithfully described and re

dinand VII . 1 vol . 8vo. with engravings, lated . By William Warden, Surgeon on

13s . bds. board the Northumberland . I vol. 8vo,

Genealogia Antiqua ; or , Mythological with 2 engravings , and fac-simile of

and Classical Tables, compiled from the Buonaparte's hand -writing. Price 10s . 6d .

best authors on fabulous and ancient his- extra boards.

tory. By W. Berry, late of the College of The Works of Sir Joshua Reynolds ,

Arms, London , and author of an Intro- Knight, late President of the Royal

duction to Heraldry, and theHistory of Academy; containing his Discourses,

the Island of Guernsey. Folio, ll . ls . Idlers , aJourncy to Flanders and Holland,

large paper 21. 2s . and his Commentary on Du Fresnoy's

The History of Ceylon , from the earliest Art of Painting ; printed from his revised

period to the year 1815, with character- copies (with his last corrections and

istic details of the Religion , Laws , and additions) ; to which is prefixed, an Ac

Manners of the People ; and a collection count of the Life and Writings of the

of their Moral Maxims and Ancient Pro- Author. By Edmond Malone, Esq. one

verbs. By Philalethes , A.M. Oxon . To of his Executors . 4th edition : 3 vols .

which is subjoined, Robert Knox's His- 8vo. with a Portrait of the Author.

torical Relation of the Island . I vol . 4to . £ 1 . 4s . boards .

with plates and map , 21 , 126. 6d . bds . The Private Correspondence of Benja

Waterloo Memoirs , with Portraits of min Franklin , LL.D. F.R.S. &c. Com

the most distinguished Officers, and every prehending a Series of Familiar, Literary
event connected with the Battle of Water and Political Letters, written between the

loo. To be completed in 12 numbers, years 1753 and 1790. Now first publish
2s . 6d . each . ed from the originals in the possession of

Speeches , Memoirs, and Portrait of his grandson, William Temple Franklin,

Sheridan , edited by a Constitutional Esq. 1 vol . 4to .
Friend , and many of the Speeches correct- Addenda to the Remains of John Twed

ed by Mr. Sheridan . In 5 vols . 8vo . price 31. dell , late Fellow of Trinity College , Cam

bridge ; comprising a Vindication of the

An Essay on the common Cause and
Editor against certain Publications of the

Prevention of Hepatitis , or Disorder of
Earl of Elgin and others, accompanied by

the Liver, and of Bilious Complaints in
an Index to the whole Work . By the

general , as well in India as in Europe ;
Rev. Robert Tweddell, A.M. 4to . price

with an appendix, particularly addressed 55. 6d . sewed .

to the medical profession , recommending
Thoughts upon the Causes of the pre

the old submuriates of mercury in prefer sent Distresses of the Country, and upon

ence to those now in use.
By Charles the Remedy. By a Baronet.

Griffith, M.D. Deputy Inspector of Hos- The Identity of Junius with a distin.

pitals, and late Senior Surgeon to the guished Living Character established .

Forces. 8vo . 7s . bds . as In sese redit” -Virgil, i vol. 8vo.

printed uniformly with Woodfall's Junius,

of the Means of guarding Dwelling

a fine portrait, 12s . boards.

Houses, by their Construction , against
PHILOLOGY.

Fire. By the Right Hon . Warren Hast
A Manual of Latin Grammar, intended

ings, LL D.F.RS. one of his Majesty's to combine the ancient plan of grammati

Most Honourable Privy Council . cal institution , origiually enjoined by roy

Evening Amusements ; or, the Beauties al authority , with the advantages of mo

of the Heavens displayed ; in which the dern improvement : with a preface, con

striking Appearances to be observed in taining Observations and Advice on the
various Evenings during the Year 1817, method of acquiring classical learning in

are described . By William Frend, Esq . schools, or by private study ; and an ap

M.A. Actuary of the Rock Life Assurance pendix of various and useful observations.

Company, avd late Fellow of Jesus Col- By John Pye Smith , D.D. 2d edit . 8vo.

lege, Cambridge. Docendo Disco.-- In this 18s, bds.

volume are reflections on the extraordi

pary weather during the last summer ,

and the misapprehensions entertained on A Fifth Volume of Lord Byron's Works,

this subject with respect to spots on the containing the Siege of Corinth, Parisina,

Suu, changes of the Moon , and know- Fare Thee Well, Monotly on Sheridan,

ledge of Astronomers. and sereral other Poems. 8vo . 7s .

A Series of Letters , written on board The Crescent, a Vational Poem, intend

His Majesty's Ship the Northumberland , ed to commemorate the glorious Vic

and St.Helena; in which the covduct and tory at Algiers. By Mrs. M‘Mullan, relict

conversations of Napoleon Buonaparte, of W.M‘Mullan, Esq. M.D. Royal Navy.

and his suite, during the voyage, and the price 58.

is .

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY .
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The History of Muhammedanism is in

Travels above the Cataracts of Exypt. the press, and will appear in the course

By Thomas Legh , Esq. M. P. With a of the month , in one volume octavo .

map, 4to. £1 . 1s . A Progressive French Grammar for

An Account of the singular Habits and Preparatory Schools and Beginners, on a

Circumstances of the People of the'Tonga plan entirely new ; and so easy that the

Islands, in the South Pacific Ocean. By dullest capacity may comprehend and

William Mariner, of the Port au Prince learn it with facility. Thelessons, dia

private ship of war ; the greater part of logues, and vocabulary, being on the

whose crew was massacred by the natives most familiar and useful subjects cannot

of Lefooga. With a portrait : 2 vols . 8vo . fail to ensure the progress of the learner .

£ 1 . 45.

Mungo Park's First Expedition to Mr. A. J. Valpy has in the Press, a

Africa, with (by permission) Major Ren- new edition of the Greek Septuagint , in

nell's valuable Memoir on the Geography one large vol. 8vo. "The text is taken

of Africa : ' with the portrait and all the from the Oxford edition of Bos , without

maps and plates . In 4to . price 42s . contractions. Also, a new edition of

D'Anville's Geograp !ıy ofthe Greeks Homer's lliad from the text of Heyne;
and Romans, in the time of Alexander with English notes including many from

and Augustus. Translated from the French Heyne and Clark ; in one vol . 8vo.

by the Editor of the Military Chronicle. Academic Errors, or Recollections of

Accompanied with twelve maps engraved Youth , one volume duodecimo.

in the full atlas size of the Paris superb
Catullus ; with English notes. By T.

edition, and accurately coloured.
Forster, Esq . Junr. 12mo.

half bound : same size as the Paris

edition.
The second number of Stephen's Greek

Travels to Morocco (through France Thesaurus, which has been delayed on

and Spain ) by Colonel Maurice Keatinge ;
account of the treaty for Professor Sche

fer's MSS. will appear in January.comprising a Narrative of the Author's

residence in that Empire ; with an Ac
Just published - Virgil; with English

countof the British Embassyto the Court Notes at the end, taken from the Delphin

of Morocco, under the late Gevrge Payne, and other editions; with many original.

Esq. Consul General: to which is added, Price 7s.6d . no Interpretatio.
a Second Journey through France in 1814 . A Second Edition of Valpy's Edition

2 vols. 4to . £4 . 4s. boards. of Virgil, without notes, is just published .

IN THE PRESS.
Price 4s . bound.

The Seventh quarto volume of the Theoretic Arithmetic, in three books ;

Works of the late Right Honourable Ed- containing the substance of all that has

mund Burke, containing his Speeches in been written on the subject by Theo of

Westminster-hall on the Impeachment of Smyrna, Nicomachus, Jamblichus, and

dir . Hastings. Boetius ; together with some remarkable

A, Bertolacci, Esq. late Controller-Ge- particularsrespecting Perfect, Amicable,
veral of the customs at Ceylon , will soon and other Numbers, which are not to be

publish , in an octavo volume, a View of found in the writings of any ancient or

the Agricultural, Commercial, and Finan- modern Mathematicians. Likewise, a

cial Interests of Ceylon , with a map of Specimen of the manner in which the Py
the island. Price 18s. thagoreans philosophized about mumbers ;

Sir William Gell has nearly ready for and a development of their mystical and
publication , the Itinerary of the Morea, theological Arithmetic. By Thomas

in a small octavo volume, with a map. Taylor. Price 14s . 8vo. boards.
This publication is intended to give a par- A Translation of the Six Books of Pro

ticular description of the routes in the clus , on the Theology of Plato ; to which

Peninsula. a Seventh Book is added , in order to sup

Speedily will be publisherl, the Lives of ply the deficiency of another book on this
Dr. E. Pocock the celebrated Professor of subject, which was written by Proclus,

Arabic, of Dr. Zachary Pearce, &c. but since lost ; also , a translation of Pro

Lieut. Colonel Pasley has nearly ready, elus ' Elements of Theology. By Thomas

in two octavo volumes, a Course of In- Taylor. In these volumes is also includ

struction in the Elements of Fortification ; ed by the same, a Translation of the

originally intended for the use of the Roy- Treatise of Proclus, on Providence and

al Engineer department. Fate ; a Translation of extracts from

Mr. John Bayley, of the Record Office, his Treatise, entitled Ten Doubts con

Tower, is preparing for the Press, the cerning Providence ; and a Translation

History and Antiquities of the Tower of of Extracts from his Treatise on the Sub

London, with biographical anecdotes of sistence of Evil ; as preserved in the Bib

royal and distinguished persons. It will liotheca Græca of Fabricius. In two

be printed in a quarto volume, and illus- vols , royal quarto , 250 copies only print,

trated by numerous engravings. ed . Price £5 10s.
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Further Observations on the State of faring man , tlie Tuvalid , the Soldier, and

the Nation — Means of Employment of the Seaman, whensoever unavoidably pre

Labour - Sinking Fund, and its application cluded from the Honse of Prayer. By
-Pauperism - Protection requisite to the the Rev. J. Watts, price 3s . 6d . boards.

landed and agricultural Interests, &c. The Elements of Greek Grammar; witlu

By R. Preston, Esq. M. P. Price 2s. notes for the use of those who havemade

The Pamphleteer, No. XVII , for Jan. some Progress in the Language. Fifth

1817. Price 6s . 6d . containing nine edition. By R. Valpy, D.D. F.A.S.

Pamphlets.
Price 6s . 6d .

The Classical Journal ; No. XXVIII. Elements of Latin Prosody, with Es-,

for December 1816, containing a variety ercises and Questions, designed as an In ,

of Classical, Biblical, avd Orievtal Lite- troduction to the Scanning and making

rature. Price 6s. Latin verses. By the Rev. C. Bradley,

Meditations and Prayers, selected from A. M. 4s . bound. Second edition . A

the Holy Scriptures , the Liturgy , and Key may be had. Price 2s. 60.

Pious Tracis, recommended to the Way

MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.

To the Editor of the Penang Gazette. act very contrary to their religion - one of

whom I am.
Sir ,--The last year on my returu from

Rangoon in the month of March , I saw in
It is notnow the place to say long par

the Calcutta Mirror, some speeches con ticulars, but I have mentioned enough to

cerning me and the book I published.- show that what I did was from the

As there were some mistakes I wrote an warmth of my passions and my present

answer, but as that answer has not been heart , God , the searcher of hearts,

published , I shall now state the true cir- knows ; --and should the Lord , the crea

cumstances concerning myself.
tor of all things, add to the days of my

I am a Bedouin Arab indeed, but of life, I hope to prove the truth of what

good family, and educated in the college the Rev. Dr. Buchanan has mentioned in

of Kazey Mahhomed Goraab at Bagdad . his book , that I was a true believer in

After I had obtained by reading the scrip Christianity ; -and if I fall short in my

tures a knowledge of Christianity, I was
life, I trust in him who judges every man ,

converted , being fully convinced of the to receive my soul as a new creature . - I'

divinity of Christ, and baptized by the
have thought it right to declare these

Rev. Dr. Carr at Madras ; that I might matters, that people may kuow the truth '

comprehend the good and evil-not to under my own hand .

gain money, as the Editor asserts , but S. J. SABAT.

losing very much by becoming a Christian ; Penang, March 7, 1816.
and was not employed by Mr. Martin or

Mr. Thomason , before my baptism nor

afterwarris. But after staying nearly one
Interesting and Important Letter from

year at Madras, I went back to Vizagapa- l'Abbé Dubois, roho , for twenty - five;

tam , and was expounder of the Mahome- yeurs, has exerted himself with unre

dan law in the court about two years ; mitted zeal, in the duties of a Mis .

after which time I was employed by the

Bible Society as a trauslator, and ap

sionary . - It is addressed to Mr. Arch .

deacon Barnes.
pointed to revise the Persian and Arabic

translations of the bible with Mr. Martin , My dear Sir ,-Since I had the pleasure

and after his death with Mr. Thomason . of meeting you at the Residency of My

By reason of a quarrel between Mr. sore, having almost without intermission

Thomason and myself when we were to- journeyed from one place to another, on

gether in the Upper Provinces, I returned my visits to the several congregations ofthe

to Calcutta --the translation was stopped , Native Christians living in this part of

and my employment under the Bible So- the country, I found till now no leisure to

ciety was taken from me. Instigated by give you the abridged account which you

extreme violence of anger, and thinking wished to have of the state of Christianity

the persons against whom I was avgry , in these provinces, in addition to what I

would be most troubled by my speaking wrote before on the subject in a letter to

against Christianity, I immediately wrote a friend, of which you had a perusal

and published my book - neither speaking when at Mysore. I'now take the first

against any man nor abusing them but instant of leisure that I can spare, to gra

saying only, that there are many people tify your curiosity ; and give you, to the

both Mussulmaps and Christians, who best of my poor abilities, the furtherdo
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tails which you wish to bave on this im- near Cochin ; and the last at Pondicherry.

portant subject. Every one among them has a small body

I have nothing, or very little, to add of missionaries, both Europeans and na

to what I said in my former letter to a tives , to visit and attend thecongregations

friend, concerning the few congregations under his charge. The number of Euro

of the Native Christians of the Lutheran pean missionaries is , at present, very

persuasion. The management of these much reduced . The distracted state of

congregations was always entrusted to the Europe having prevented a new supply of

care of independent Lutheran mission- persons of this description, during these

aries, sent from Denmark and Germany, past twenty-five years, all those surviving

chiefly the latter country ; whose chief are old or infirm ; and the Catholic mis

establishment has been to this day at sions in this country are threatened with

Tranquebar, from which place mission- a total extinction, by the want of Euro

aries are sent to attend the four principal pean missionaries ; the black clergy now

congregations of this sect, settled at Ma- extant, being by all means unqualitied to

dras, Trichinopoly , Tanjore, and Orissa . have the management of them , if left to

The management of the by far more their own resources.

numerous congregations of the Christians You see , therefore, that there are, in

of the Catholic persuasiou, dispersed over all, seven Catholic bishops in the Peninsu

several parts of the country, from the la , to manage the business of the Catholic

banks of the Krishna to Cape Comorin , religion .

is entrusted fo the care of two titular To commence with the Metropolitan

archbishops, two titular bishops, and Archbishop of Goa. He has under his

three bishops, ix partibus, with the immediate jurisdiction the largest num

title of Vicars Apostolic. ber of Christians of erery description. I

The two archbishops are that of Goa, was credibly informed that they amounted

the metropolitan of all Lodia , taking also, to about 500,000 souls ; and , when it is

the title of Primate of the East , and that considered that four-fifths, at least , of

of Crangmore, on the Malabar coast . This the whole population in the Portuguese

last lias been vacant these twenty years ; establishments are Christians, and that

and the arhbishopric has been , during out of about 200,000 native Christians.

this period , administered by a General to be found in the island of Ceylon (which

Vicar appointed by the Metropolitan, country is under his spiritual jurisdic

Archbishop of Goa . tion ) , 140,000 are of the Catholic persua

The two bishoprics are, that of St. sjon ) ,* I am led to believe that this num

Thomé near Madras, and that of Cochin , her is not exaggerated . This archbishop

both vacant also for a period of fifteen or has a numerous black clergy, educated in

sixteen years ; the distracted state of Eu- the seminaries at Goa, and composed of

rope not having yet allowed the court of between two and three thousand Indian

Portugal to fill these three vacant sees . priests , monks, or friars .

During the interval, the two latter are Next to the Archbishop of Goa, comes

3dministered, as well as the former , by the Archbishop of Cranganore (vacant ).

general vicars appointed by the Metropo- His mission was also flourishing seventy
litan of Goa, who is now the alone sur- vears back . He then reckoned under his

viring among the four titular bishops in jurisdiction, which extended to Ma
India . dura, and other countries to the banks

These four titular bishops were at all of the Krishna, abont 200,000 Neophites.

times appointed by the court of Portugal ; At the present time, by the reasons stated

which always claimed the right of exclu- in my former letter to a friend, this num

sive patronage on the religious affairs in ber is reduced to 35 or 40,000.

India, and, at all times, endeavoured to The Bishopric of Cochin (now vacant)

prevent the Catholic princes of other na- contains, as I understood, about 30,000

tions from sending missionaries to this Christian Natives .

country. However, these pretended rights The Bishopric of St. Thomé, near Ma

were overlooked by the holy see , which , dras, has under its jurisdiction about

from the beginning, userl its paramount 60,000 Christians, natives, half-castes ,

authority in spiritual affairs, and appoint- &c .

ed bishops, in partibus, with the title of Among the tree Vicars Apostolic, who

Vicars Apostolic, under the immediate are independent of the titular bishops,

authority of the congregation De Propa- and hold immediately their religious pow .

gandà Fide, and quite independent of the ers from the congregation De Propaganda

titular bishops appointed in India by the Fide at Rome, that living at Bombay has

court of Portugal. the most scanty mission ; the number of

These Vicars Apostolic holding their Christians of every description , under his

spiritual authority immediately from the jurisdiction , not exceeding 10,000 . This

congregation De Propaganda Fide, are

three in number in the Peninsula . One
* The remaining 60,000 are of the Calvinist

lives at Bombay ; another at Virapoly,

persuasion, under the direction of the Ditch

Calvinist Missionaries.

Asiatic Journ , No. 13.
VOL. III. I
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mission is attended by Italian Carmelite Nestorius ; whose errors, condemned , at

friars . first , in the General Council of Ephesus,

The Vicar Apostolic at Pondicherry, and, afterwards, in that of Calcedony,
from whom I derive my spiritual powers , when renewed by Eutyches and Diosco

exercises his religious jurisdiction over rus, were the occasion of so many reli

the Carnatic, Mysore , and Northern Cir- gious controversies and animosities, and

cars ; and we reckon between 34 and excited so many troubles in the church ,

36,000 native Christians under our con- ftom the fifth to the eighth century .

trol. Their leading error is , as you know ,

The mission under the control of about the mystery of the Incarnation .

he Vicar Apostolic of Virapoly , near They reject the authority of the first four

Cochin , is also managed by Italian General Councils, which are, as you

Carmelite Friars. It is the most flou know, the first of Nice, the first of

rishiug of the three , and extends chiefly Constantinople, that ofEphesus, and that

to the Travancore country. This mis- of Calcedony , in which councils the
sion reckons 80,000 native Christians, Christian faith upon the Incarnation was

attended by about 100 native priests , edu- clearly defined , and vindicated against
cated by the Italian Carmelites, at pre- the new - fangled doctrines of Arius, Nes

sent three or four in number, in their torius, Eutychés, and other sectaries.
seminary at Virapoly. This mission has They, of course , reject the three Creeds ;

under its jurisdiction both Syriac and viz . that of Nice, the Apostles' Creed ,
Latin priests, to officiate with the con- and the Athanasian Creed ; all ailmitted

gregations of both rites settled in the by both Catholics and Protestants.

Travaneore country. This is the only Their chief error, which tends to no

mission ia India in which converts are less than to destroy all the economy of

still made among the heathen inhabi- the mystery of the Incarnation , is to

tants. I have it from good authority, acknowledge two distinct and separate
thatbetween four and five hundred adult persons in Christ . Both the Catholic and

heathens are yearly christened in this Protestant faith, on this subject, is to

mission : and that this number could be admit, in Christ, two distinct natures,

considerably increased , should the mis- inseparably united in a siugle person .

sionaries possess adequate means for the The same errors are , to this day, ob

purpose. The cause of such extraordinary stinately upheld by the native Nestorians

successes, which are, at the presenttime, living in Travancore.

to be met with no where else in ludia, is This sect has preserved the ecclesiasti

the following : cal hierarchy, consisting of a patriarch,

The Travancore country is chiefly inha- bishops, priests, and an inferior clergy.

bited by the tribe of Nairs, which is, of The patriarch, to whom they own obe
all the castes of Indians, the most nice dience in spiritual concerns, styles him

and severe about the observation of its self Patriarchof Babylon ,and lives in Per
usages and regulations ; and which , for sia, in a place the name of which I have

the most trifling transgressions of the forgotten . * Their bishops are delegated

same, drives out of the caste the trans- by him ; and have a paramount authority

gressors, without any hope of reconci- over the inferior clergy ordained by them,
liation . These outcasts being , therefore, by the imposition of hands, &c.

left without help or connexions in society, I cannot say how many sacraments

after their expulsion, and shunned by all, they admit. Some of my informers said

have no other resource left than to be- five ; some four ; and some only three ;

come converts , either to Christianity or but they all agreed that holy orders were

Mahomedanism , and they ordinarily em- considered by them as a true sacrament.

brace this course : yet the greater num- Both the Catholic and Nestorian clergy

ber of these outcasts prefer Mahome- use the ancient Syriac language (now a

danism to Christianity ; Mahomedanism dead tougue) , in their liturgy and reli

holding out to them greater temporal gious ceremonies.

advantages, and not inposing upou them The Nestorians had a native bishop of

so many restraints as Christianity. their own tribe, who, labouring under a

Since I am speaking about the Chris- mental infirmity, could not, on that ac

tians living in Travancore, this will be count, consecrate his successor before his

the place to give you such information in death, which happened about five years

my power,as you wish to have, on the ago ; so that, to the past year, they were

Nestorian Congregations settled in that yet without a bishop ; as it was necessary

country, in addition to what I related for the person designated to fill this dig

on the subject in my former letter to a nity, to perform a journey to Persia, in
friend . order to receive the episcopal consecration

This sect, which has congregations of from their patriarch .

its own persuasion, to the number of

about 15,000 souls, in the Travancore ( To be concluded in our next.)

country , still obstinately adheres to the

religious tenets held by the heresiarch • Mousule
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EMBASSY TO CHINA . ed down'to disperse them , but had in

Extract of a Letter from St.Helena, dated structions not to fire unless the insurgents

on board the Grenville, 23d Oct. 1816 . did so first . Captain Boscawen moved

“ I have just time to say we arrived late in the night, and took his station

here this morning, after a very good pas close to the mob. In the morning the

sage, considering the eastern route we
rioters had become so very numerous,

came, having sailed from Macao the 16th that Captain B. although he found his

July , and were detained a few days for positiondisadvantageous in several res

Lord Amherst's dispatches, who then pro- pects , did not venture to change it least

ceededontowards"Tu -chu-lee wherehe the movement mightbring ona general
was to be met by some mandarins of attack . During the 17th , the rebel party

high rank to conduct him to Pekin ; the increased hourly, and became very inso

Emperor had written a very favourable lent to our otticers and men . Several

letter, which was received by his Lordship messages passed from them to the civil

while I was with him. The captain of power, in which they held out such

the ship Birma is waiting for this.” threats , that it was deemed necessary to

Extract of a Letter from Macao, dated send an express for the part of Capiain

15th July , 1816 .
Cunningham's horse stationed at Moorad

“ You may be anxious to hear some
abad . On the 18th , the insurgents were

thing about the embassy. The Emperor joined by several thousands of matchiock

has given it a favourable reception ; but
and swordsmen from Rampoor, Pillibeet,

people's expectations are raised too high
and the Nuwab's provinces. Captain

in England not to be disappointed. If it Boscawen's party consisted only of two

accomplish no more than Lord Macart hundred and seventy men of his own bat

ney's we shall be quite satisfied . Lord
talion , and about one hundred and twen

Amherst did not come into Macao roads, ty of the provincial battalion . An ex

but joined Sir George Staunton off the
press was therefore sent for the 1st bat

Lema, where he had been for some days
talion 13th ; and another for more troops

waiting his Lordship's arrival. They
from Futtighur. On the 20th the rebels

proceeded to Tien Sing in the province of
were joined by about fifteeu hundred Pu

Pe-chy -ly about two days since. The de
thans armed with swords , from Pillibeet.

tachment from the factory consists of Sir They talked of attacking our detachment;

George Staunton, Mr. Toone, and Mr.
made the dispute appear a religious one ;

Davis, supracargoes ; Mr. Pearson , sur
planted four green standards, and posted

geon , Mr. Morrison, interpreter, and a
strong picquets within ten yards of our

Mr. Manning.”
men ; and told them that it was ridicu

culous to attempt to make any resistance,

FORT WILLIAM PRESIDENCY. It was true, they said , we had two guns ;

Insurrection at Bareilly . - We have but these they would take with the loss

extracted from the Calcutta Gazette an of fifty or sixty men . Captain Cunning

account of a serious disturbance at Ba- ham had arrived here, with about four

reilly ; it is contained in a letter from an hundred and fifty men of his corps, on the

officer on the spot . morning of the 19th, after marching six

“ Bareilly , 22d April. ty - four miles in fifteen hours ; and had

“ You will no doubt be astonished to been obliged to take up a position about

hear that a most sanguinary conflict took half a mile in front of Captain Boscawen's

place here yesterday . The inhabitants of right flank . - Between them lay a wide

the city had for some time refused to pay plaiu interspersed with tombs ; the whole

the contributions for defraying the ex- of which was occupied by the rebels. It

pense of the Chokidhari establishment ; seems that they intended to attack our

and made the introduction of the arrange- troops on the night of the 20th ; but found

ment a pretext for a general rising against them too much on the alert. Early on

the established authorities. On the 16th , the morning of the 21st, they got intelli

as Mr. Dumbleton wasriding in the city, gence of the approach of Major Richards'

the mob attacked and killedtwo of his battalion , and knowing that it would be

horsemen ; when he sent for a small up by mid -day, they at six o'clock com

party of the Provincial Battalion, who menced the business by killing young Mr.

killed and wounded ten or twelve of the Leycester, who was walking unarmed be

assailauts. Some of the Moosulman Nu- tween one of their outposts and Captain

wabs , and all the idle vagabonds in the Cunningham's station.- Previously to

place, immediately quitted their houses , this, they had never objected to our offi
and assembled at the Musjid in the old cers passing from one detachment to the

town.Two companies, with two six -pound- other. They now began the generalat

ers, under Captain Boscawen, were order tack , and soon surrounded Captain Bos

L 2
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cawen's small party , which consisted only The Commander in Chief has at length:

of two hundred and seventy regulars, six- been put in possession of the several par

ty províncials, and two guns. The at- ticulars relative to the conduct of the

tacking force amounted at least to five different detachments of troops engaged

thousand matchlocks, seven thousand with the insurgents at Bareilly , on the

swordsmen, and a large body armed with 21st of April , and his Lordship lias pecil

spears and clubs. The detachment had liar satisfaction in pronouncing , that the

scarcely been formed into a square, when intrepidity and discipline shewn on the

the Puthans made a desperate charge, occasion reflect the highest honour on

sword in hand, and had nearly succeeded both officers and men . ·

in taking one of the guns, having actually Captain Boscawen , commanding the

cut into the square, when Captain Bos- field on the day, displayed eininent judge

cawen cheered our brave fellows, who ment, as well as exeinplary valour. The

soon drove them out with immense loss . zealous courage manifested hy Lieutenants

Captain Cunningham , who had with him Vetch , Hayes, and Hogan , worthily emu

four hundred and fifty of his own corps, lated by the native officers, non -commis

and sixty of the provincial battalion un- sioned officers, and sepoys of the detach

der its adjutaot Licutenant Lucas, at the ment of the 2d battalion , 27th Native

same time made a charge at a large body Infantry, has added fresh laurels to the

opposed to him ; but at first without suc- trophies which before distinguished that

cess, the enemy being posted in a garden respectable corps . Major Hearsay and

with a deep ditch around it . Lieutenant Lieut . Smith, formerly of Skianerºs Ca

Lucas at length succeeded with the Pro- valry, who volunteered their services with

vincials , who behaved in the most gallant this detachment, have, by their exertions,

style. Indeed it was remarked by every entitled themselves to participate in his

officer , that no troops were seen to sur- triumph .

pass them in the use of the bayonet . Though the auimation and the firmness

Captain Boscayen now ordered a compa- of attachment with which Captain Cun

nyof the 27th to storm a grove surround- ningham inspired the portion of Rohilla

ed by a brick wall , in which the insur- cavalry under his command , is the best

gents were in great force. Our noble panegyric of hisown behaviour, the Com

lads succeeded, and kept possession ofit mander in Chief cannot forbear indulging

in spite of three desperate attempts of the himself in applauding the vigour and de

enemy to retake it . Here sad havoc was cision exhibited by Captain Cunningham .

made amongst them . After an hour and Lieutenant Turner of the 28th Native In

a quarter's hard work, our fellows set fantry, and Lieutenant E. C. Sneyd of the

fire to the huts of the old town , on which 3d Native Infantry, who had offered their

the rebels gave ground in every direction , voluntary assistauce, rendered it in a man

and at length retreated to the new city . ner which meets with due estimation from

Our loss of course has been very severe : the Commander in Chief. The native

but I am happy to say , we have not an commissioned and non - coinmisioned off

officer killed or wounded . The enemy cers and men , in addition to the boast of

must hare had at least five hundred and brilliant spirit shewn by them on this oc

fifty killed, and eight or niue hundred casion , have to pride themselves on the

* wounded . Had the rascals succeeded , generous disdain with which they spurned

every European in the city would have all the artful but impudent seductions

been murdered. The arrival of Major employed to debaach them from their duty.

Richards' battalion, which marched sixty- This hovourable devotion was equally

four miles with its guns in thirty- seven sliewn by part of the Bareilly Provincial

hours, prevented them from rallying , Battalion ,which ,notwithstanding its ha

and quiet, if not peace, was restored to bitual ties with those who were arrayed

the city.” in opposition to the British colours, loyally

Letters from Bareilly of the 14th May, discharged its engagements to the state.

intimate that the tranquillity of the city Lieutenant Lucas, whose ability con

remained undisturbed , and that a com- ducted them , and whose bravery was their

mission had been appointed to try the example, must hare been doubly gratified

prisoners secured during the insurrection by seeing that it was as impracticable to

of the 21st April. The gentlemen of the shake their fidelity as their courage. Con

civil service resident at that station have, duct as truly noble, as this inflexible ad

with a most becoming feeling of liberality, herence of the two last-mentioned corps

raised a subscription to provide for the to their standards, will not fail to meet a

families of all who fell in the action, and flattering reward. The 'unconquerable

have resolved on presenting a sabre to steadiness with which the Golundauze

each of the officers engaged, as a faint stood to the canuon , gave them their full

mark of their gratitude for their distin- share in the honour of the day.
guished services ou that trying occasion . Jayapur Raja.-Akhbars from Holkar's

The following are the general orders of camp relate a number of trilling skir
the Commander in Chief, dated Fort mishes of the outposts of the contending

William , 27th May, 1816. parties, at Jypoor Maharaja ,Juget Singh ,

2
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ance :

and Amir Khan ; but from other sources draw to their own eńcampment, leaving

we are favoured with important intelli- four hundred men on the field . The other

gence from that quarter. divizion was led by Mahabut Khan , and

During the early part of that month , was beaten with equal gallantry by Man

Heer Khan put his threat of beleaguering jee Dass. The loss on the side of Jypoor
the city ofJypoor into execution ; and on amounted only to two hundred men . It

the morning of the 12th, the day in which is said , that the Muharaja having ascend

our private advices commence, we find ed the Rung Muhul, viewed the battle
him pushiug the siege with as much acti- from afar.-- Qur accounts close in the

vity astheunwieldiness ofhis means,and followingmanner, and we cannot help re
the unskilfulness of his engineers, would gretting that they should abruptly break
admit, He was, in co-operation with off at a moment of such critical import

Raja Bahadoor and Colonel Muhabut “ Umeer Khan has encampeul in

Khan, engaged during early the whole of the garden of Barejee Sahib, and intends

this day in superiutending the construc
to storm . Rao Chand Singh having re

tion of his batteries . In the evening these ported to Manjee Dass, that be required

chiefs advanced close to the walls of the a reinforcement, the latter went to his

city, and much firing from the artillery on battery and sent liim two guns and some

both sides took place . A second battery Naguhs. Munth Khan , a companion of

was opened near a place named Deenali Rao Chund Singh , is killed in action .”

Ram's Garden . The troops of Jypoor , Akhbars subsequently leave the Raja's

being much in arrears, were clamorous tent, surrounded by groups of disaffected

for pay , and obstinately refused to go to officers , who have again had recourse to

battlewithout a previous compliance with the process of setting Dhurma to extort a

their demands. " Manjee Dass assured scanty supply of money froin their im

them that measures would be immediately poverished master. Accustomed to ob

taken to satisfy them. Information was serve the extreme irregularity of the na

this day received that Jysing Raog- tive courts, in paying the salaries of their

ghurwalu , had captured the city of Sheo- retainers , we had no idea that this system

poor , and placed John Baptiste, its late could have been carried to suclr an ex

possessor, in close confinement. Sheo- tent , as in the case before us. The Rani

poor was formerly occupied by Jysing confesses that the whole of the army, offi

Raogo.-On the 14th, Raja Buhadoor and cers , and soldiers , are creditors for thirty

Jumshed Khan advanced to attack Rao seven months' pay, during which period

Chand Singh , the Jypoor commander in they have only received a few casual sums,

chief ; while Muhabut Khan engaged unwillingly doled out for the purpose of

Madjee Dass , the Buhkshee. Umer Khan quelling seditious movements . TheMah

remained at Dougree observing the action. ratta horse, indeed , having grants of

A heavy fire of artillery was maintained land , may not be in so great wait ; but

some time. The position of Rao Chand the Hindoostari troopers and Pindaree

Singh was three times furiously assaulted hordes, being soldiers of fortune, mainly

by the united divisions of Raja Buhadoor, depend upon their daily gains . Starvation

Jumshed Khan, and Mahubut Khan , who is found a most effectual disperser ofsuch

were successively repulsed with great loss . ill organized forces. Umeer Khan is in

Mahubut Khan's horse suffered very se the mean time endeavouring to subsist

verely. Meanwhile Jumshed Khan's ca- his followers by a precarious subsistence

valry gained possession of Manjee Dass' ravaged from the wasted province of Jy

garden , from which they were shortly poor. The district of Ujurdul was plun

driven with great slaughter by the Naguhs dered by his personal troops, whilst he

or naked fakeers, in the service of was negociating a treaty of offence and

Singh . Jumshed Khan having however defence with Lukmun Singh of Leekar.

come up with a reinforcement of 3000 Another division of the Afghan forces,

men and three pieces of cannon , succeeded commanded by Mahtab Khan , was sta

in retaking and keeping this long- disputed tioned more to the southward in the vi
post. The engagement lasted six hours, cinity of Hindoun ; and had defeated the

and the firing from the batteries was kept troops of the Raja of Kuroutee, and ob

up during the night . Next morning tained a ransom ofseven thousand rupees
Umeer Khan renewed the attack in two from that chief. Jumsher Khan again ,

divisions. One of these composed of after plundering Dhubra, part of the Jy
Jumshed Khan and Raja Buhadoor's poor Ranee's patrimony, had established

forces, he headed in person , and assaulted his head quarters at Sambhur, to the east

the post of Rao Chand Singh with great of the capital . The Raja remains cooped

impetuosity. There was much close fight- up in his palace, wasting his time in use
ing with swords, muskets, and daggers ; less exclamations against the unmerited

but owing to the great bravery of theRao cruelty of his fortune, and in devising
of the Naguhs, the Meer's troops could vain expedients for the expulsion of his

make no impression, and after four times numerous enemies. The few troops which

repeating the attack, were forced to with- he has left are in a starving condition , and
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desertion is become frequent amongst benevolence and justice, which at present
them . The negociations between Run- characterise the British nation .

jeet Sing and the Nabob of Mooltan were LONDON .

still on foot, when our letters were closed SeringapatamMedals. - Those medals,

at Umrutser on the 10th May - The which were voted by the Company to the

Mooltan envoy , on the part of his princi- troops employed at the capture of Serin

pal, had agreed to the payment of a fur gapatam , and which remain undistributed

ther sum of 60,000 rupoes ; and had gone in India , are to be sent home for the pur

with Runjeet's Deewan, Bhowanee Dass , pose of being delivered to those officers of

to the capital in order to press the matter. his Majesty's and the Company's army

Meanwhile Runjeet pushed the negocia- engaged in that important service, who

tions by warlike movements, and bold have since returned to England.

threats of every description . He had even We have much satisfaction in calling

proposed the siege of Mooltan to a mili- the attention of our readers belonging to

tary council ; but was deterred by the ad- the Company's military service, to the

vice of his officers, who dreaded the effect resolution of the Court of Directors, in

of the extreme heat on the army. A which they determined to grant medals

skirmiski ' had taken place, but without and badges for military services of dis

Runjeet's approbation , in which about tinguished merit . - We refer to the Debate

sixty men were killed and wounded . This at page 65 of this number, for particulars.

ambitious Prince appears determined that The Directors of the East India Com

he shall have peither rival nor equal in his pany, with a liberality according with

neighbourhood. Nosooner hadhe brought theirgeneral practice , with a laudable de

the disputes with Mooltan to a favourable sire to alleviate the pressure of the present

bearing, than he dispatched an officer to moment, have determined to retain in

claim tribute from Mohummed Khan, their employ, during the winter, upwards

Nabob of Bhukur. This spirited chief of five hundred extra labourers,who, but

replied , that he had never acknowledged for such humane consideration , would

any superior, and wouid not do so now , have been discharged . These men are

but that he was very willing to inter- in addition to above two thousand five

change presents for the purpose of esta- hundred labourers on the Company's

Vlishing friendship . Runjeetimmediately regular establishment .

Qrdered Dhokul Singh , and a division of In addition to this, we esteem it a jus

the army, to cross the Numoon and lay tice to add , that Messrs. Fox and Co. of

siege to his fort. Meanwhile, however, Wellington, have contracted to supply the

the Nabob died , and was replaced by liis East India Company with a quantity of

grandson Sher Khan. Runjeet then sent woollens, at a price producing but little

a messenger to condole with his successor, profit to themselves, but providing em

and present to him a caparisoned horse, ployment to the labouring poor of that

and several honorary robes ; at the same town till about the end of March .

time that he ordered him to deliver up a Capt . F. Buchanan , late Commander of

lac of rupees without delay—a refined the H. C.'s shipPerseverance, has been ap

species of barbarous policy, which the pointed by the Court ofDirectors, Marine

young manwill not fail to repay, if hehas Storekeeper at Bombay, on the death of

any portion of his grandfather's spirit, Mr. Lukey.

and his character correspond with his

pame.-- It was rumoured at Lahor, that LONDON GAZETTE .

the two brothers, Futtih Khan, Vizier of The Prince Regent has granted to Earl

Cabool, and Mohummud Useem Khan , Moira the diguities of Viscount Earl and

Governor of Cashmeer, had after a long Marquis of the United Kingdom , by the

feud been reconciled ; and that the latter titles of Viscount Loudon , Earl of Raw

was collecting the revenue of that delight- don , and Marquis of Hastings.

ful province, of which fifteen lacs would His Royal Highness the Prince Re

go to the Vizier, and ten lacs to Runjeet. gent has been pleased in the name and

The latter part of the story is not en- on the behalf of his Majesty, to appoint

titled to credit.
Major -General Sir DavidOchterlony,Bart.

BOMBAY and Knight Commander of the Most Ho

On the 7th July last, the church at nourable Military Order of the Bath , to

Bombay, which was constructed above a be a Knight Grand Cross of the said Most

century ago , was solemnly consecrated by Honourable Military Order.

the Lord Bishop ofCalcutta , and dedicated Lieut . Col. Burnett and Lieut . Col.

to St. Thomas. O'Halloran of the Hon . Company's Bengal
CEYLON.

Military Establishment, are appointed

The Dutch inhabitants of Columbo have companions of the Order of the Bath .

declared their intention of liberating the BREVET.-Capt. J. Salmond, of the H.

children of their slaves born on, or subse- E. India Company's service, to be Major

quent to, the last anniversary of the Prince in the East Indies only . Major J. Sal

Regent's birth -day - a most noble eulo- mond , of the H. E. India Comp's service,

gium and homage to the principles of to be Lieut. Col. in the East Indies only.
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EXPORTS FROM CALCUTTA. Imported from the interior of the country,

in March , 1816.

Statement shewing the quantities and Indigo, 354 Chests, 1

value ofGoods exported from Calcutta , Wg. Fv . Mds . 1,585 1954

by sea, in the month of March , 1816. Lac Lake, 45 Chests
67 20 0

Mds, Srs . C.
Wg. Bazaar Mds.

Indigo .. 20,493 18 84
Large quantities of Cotton , it is ex

Silk .. 619 7 5

pected , will be exported this year, from
Cotton , Calcutta to Canton . The following are

To London...... 936 23 0
said to be the vessels freighted for China ,

Ditto China .. 45,360 36 2
partly with this article .

Ditto Isle of France 216 0 0
Fame, with 5,000 bales.

Ditto Padang .... 204 20 9 Earl Kellie, 4,000

46,917 39 2 Blucher, 4,500

Piece Goods Pieces.
General Palmer , 3,000

To London.. 6,254
Pascoe, 5,500

Ditto Lisbon 55,962
Bombay Castle, 5,000

New York ......
52,918

Success, 3,000

Boston . 44,512
Ann , 3,000

Providence ... 43,210 Catherine, 3,000

Salem ... 21,352
General Brown, 2,200

-2,24,238
Resource ,.. 3,000

Hope, 5,000

Mds. Srs . C. Frances Charlotte, 4,000

Sugar
5,108 34 8 Forbes,.. 4,500

Salt petre 2,015 25 0 To this may be added, from Bombay,

Safflower .. 547 35 7 30,000 bales in the Honourable Company's

Lac Dye 25 19 14 ships ; and 25,000 in private ships ; mak
Shell Lac .. 727 22 0 ing the whole export this year, about

Seed Lac 484 30 0 134,500 bales, which may be valued at

Pepper.. 1270 6 7 nearly a crore of rupees.
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COLLEGE AT FORT WILLIAM.

We are enabled to give a list , according ments in translation were not inferior

to the latest report of the students at to those displayed in his conversation .

the College of Fort William , who were The version into Hindustani was exe

found qualified to enter upon public ser- cuted with extreme elegance, and with so

vice.- Messrs. Macnaughton, Dick , Ca- much accuracy, that we were not able to

vandish , Monckton, Dantze. B. Taylor, discovera single orthographical error in

D. C. Smyth, N. Smith Maddock , Glass, the whole composition . The translation

Dale, Nisbet, Murray, Walker , R. J. into English was equally credible to Mr.

Taylor, Lind, Boddam, Ward , Creighton . Young's abilities and exertions. We

• The following extracts from reports have, therefore, great satisfaction in de

of the Committee at the College at Fort livering our opinion that this gentleman

William , on the examination of Lieute- is eminently entitledto the usual hono

nant Smith, in Persian , and of Lieute- rary reward to which we beg leave to

nants Young and Rankin, and Ensign recommend him accordingly.”

Prescott, in the Hindustani language, have Report dated 22dMay.-- " In the more

been published in the Government Ga- * easy task of translating from the native

zette at Madras. into the English language, these three

“ Report dated 3d May, 1816:-- Lieu- gentlemen were equally successful - they

tenant Young speaks the (Hind stani ) translated the several tasks assigned them

language with great fluency ; and to with entire accuracy, and with a perfect

many of the questions put to him by the knowledge of the tenor of the original,

Munshi, he replied at considerable The translation ofLieutenentSmith, from

length , displaying in his answers a ready English into Persian, calls for a higher

command of words, and an accurate tribute of praise than can be awarded

knowledge of the idiom . His acquire to accuracy only. It was a most, elegant
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paraphrase of a very simple fable froin amination , Lieut. Rankin was sufficiently

Pilpay , and abounded in all those terms successful, and Ensign Prescott particu

of expression'to which the vatives affix Tarly so ; and adverting to the very short

a value when expressing themselves in period which has elapsed since the ar

the Persian language. Had the colloquial rival of the latter in the country, and

powers of Lieutenant Sinith been equal the still shorter term of his studies, ( only

to his skill in translation we should have nine months) we cannot forbear express

had no hesitation in placing him very ing our high sense of the talents and

high among the first of those who have assiduities, which have led to such ac

come before us. Lieutenant Smith's style quirements in a space oftime so compara

in conversation , however, is far from tively trifling. The result of our examina

defective, and his pronunciation is not tion is , that we consider these three

liable to any particular objection.” gentlemen particularly erititled to the

« The translations of Lieut . Rankin usual honorary reward, to which we beg

and Ensigu Prescott into Hindustani leave to recommend them accordingly ."

were executed ina very respectable style, The Governor in Council has conferred

which , without holding forth any claims on Lieut. Smith of 24th regiment Native

to distinguished elegance, possessed the Infantry, the further reward established

substantial merit of being extremely clear by the general order of 17th Nov. 1812 ,

and intelligibie . Mr. Prescott's transla- for his proficiency in the Persian lan

tion was without a fault , and Licut. guage, and the usual donation for the

Rankin's exhibited very few , and those acquirement of the Hindustani, on Lieu

of a trifling description . tenants R. Young and A. Rankin, and

“ In the colloquial part of the ex- Ensign F. A. Prescott.

CIVIL COLLEGE AT HAILEYBURY.

We have been favoured with the follow- individuals, in the various departments of

ing account of the proceedings at Hert- literature in which the students are in

ford College , on the 19th of December, structed .

when a deputation of the Court of Direc- The Oriental visitor also . bore testi

tors visited that institution, for the pur- mony to the very great proficiency which

pose of receiving the report of the College some of the students had made that term ,

Council as to the result of the general ex- in the Oriental languages.

amination of the students then recently The deputation hadthus the gratifica

concluded , and of presenting the prizes tion of learning, that the institution was

awarded to such of the students as had rewarding the enlightened liberality of its

distinguished tkemselves. founders , by forming habits of applica

The deputation on their arrival at the tion , and laying foundations of know

college proceeded to the council room , ledge, which could not but highly conduce

where the under -mentioned documents to the honour and prosperity of the Com

were laid before them . pany's service.

A report on the state of the discipline The deputation afterwards proceeded

and literature of the college. to the hall, where the students had pre

The several examination lists. viously been assembled , and the follow

A list of the students who had been ing proceedings took place :

awarded prizes, and had obtained other The clerk to the committee of college

honourable distinctions at the late ex- read the list of the students, to whom

amination, and
prizes and other honourable distinctions

A list of the twelve best Persian had been awarded, as well as a list of the

writers.
twelve best Persian writers, both ofwhich

A list of the students then leaving the lists are annexed to this account .

college for India, with the rank assigned Mr. Charles James Barnett, a student

to each by the college council, according in his second term , read an English Essay

to his industry, proficiency, and general of his own composition, the subject of

good behaviour.
which was as follows : - " The causes of

The report afforded the deputation very the superiority of Great Britain are no

great satisfactiou ; it appearing thereby less moral'than political ;' in which that
l

that the college exhibited a gratifying as- gentleman displayed a considerable share

pect of propriety and order, and that the of talent. :

term then on the point of conclusion had Reading and translating in the Sanscrit,

been remarkable for a praiseworthy spirit Bengalese, Arabic, Persian , and Hindu

of industry and emulation , the evidence stani languages took place, in which the

of which was found in the honourable several students, who, in consequence of

and distinguished attainments of many their merits were selected for that pur
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pose , acquitted themselves to the great Prizes and Honourable Distinctions
satisfaction of the deputation . awarded at the public Examination

Specimens of Oriental writing were at the East India College, December

exhibited .
1816.

Prizes were presented agreeably to the
FOURTH TERM .

list before -mentioned . 1. Mr. Andrew Robertson , medal ju

Theclerk read the rank of the students law, and with great credit in other de

leaving college this term , as settled by the partments.

'council, & c. 2. Mr. Daniel Eliott, medalin political

The business of the day terminated economy, and with great credit in other

with the Chairman (T. Reid , Esq.) ad departments.

dresssing the students to the following
3. Mr. Charles Fraser, prize in Benga

effect :
lese, and higăly distinguished in other de

He said, this was the second time he had
partments,

had the honourto address that respected highly distinguished ,and a prize awarded
4. Mr. Thomas Randall Wheatley ,

and interesting assemblage ---respected

from the character, the talents, and su
by special vote of council for his general

perintendance of the principal and pro
industry and proficiency .

fessors , and the Oriental visitor ; and
5. Mr. Lestock Robert Reid, medal in

interesting fromthe occupations, the pro- Persian, prizeofbooks in Hindustanni,

classics, medal iu mathematics, medal in

gress, and the prospects of the students.
first prize in drawing.

He stated , that it was with regret that 6. Mr. George Stanley Hooper, prize

be had to remark upon some irregularities for Persian writing, second prize in draw

on thepart of some of the students, in ing , and highly distinguished in other

not attending at chapel and elsewhere ;
departments.

bat with thatexception , which he trusted 7. Mr. John Collins Munro , medal in

would not be necessary to remarkupon Sanscrit, andhighly distinguished in other-
on any future occasion , it was a source of

departments.
great satisfaction to the other members

of the committee of directors and himself,
THIRD TERM.

to receive such favourable accounts of the Mr. Charles Crawford Parks, prize in

good order and morality which prevailed, classics, prize in French , and with great

and to learn , and to observe, that such credit in other departments.

great progress had been made in the gene- Mr. George James Morris, prize in

ral literature of the college ; but especially political economy, in history,in mathe

in theacquirementof thenativelanguages, matics , in Persian, and highly distin
which must prove in the future situation of guished in other departments.

the students of the utmost use and impor- Mr. Henry SmithBoulderson , prize in

tanee. He was particularly desirous of Bengalese, and highly distinguished in
marking his sense oftheattainments ofMr. other departments.

Boulderson and Mr. Morris in the Sanscrit,
Mr. George Clerk , prize in law .

aud lamented that the rules of the college Mr. Alexander Fairlie Bruce , prize in

did not permit prizes to be awarded to Hindustanni, and with great credit in

them on that point. They might be as- olher departments.

sured, however, of the essential use this

additional acquirement mightbe to them ,
SECOND TERM .

and he exhorted the other young gentle- Mr. John Seymour Kenric Biscoe, prize

men to follow their example. in history, prize in classics

To those who had yet some time to re- Mr. Charles James Barnett, medal for

main in the college, he auxiously and an English essay

earnestly recommended to continue more Mr.Henry Fetherston , prize in mathe

and more inthe pursuit of the advantages matics.

abich they had in part acquired , and in Mr. Sydenham Clarke, prize in law ,

that orderly and moral conduct on which prize in French , and with great credit

he had previously remarked . in other departments.

To those who were about to depart, Mr. Colin Lindsay, prize in Persian ,

many of whoją bail markedly distinguish- prize in Hindustanni, and with great

ed themselves, he advised in terms of credit in other departments.

energy the use and remembrance of the Mr. Brian Houghton Hodgson , prize in

excellent education they had received , Bengalese, and highly distinguished in

and as they were now to embark on the other departments.

wide oceau of life , he trusted they would

deserve, and he earnestly hoped they

FIRST TERM .

would receive, the countenanceand pro Mr. John Pollard Willoughby,prize in
Lection of a begeficent Providence. Persian, prize in Hindustangi.

Asiatic Journ . No. 13. · Vol . III. M
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Mr. George Robert Gosling, prize iu Messrs . Bruce , Clarke, Davison, Davis ,

classics . Grote, Hodgson, Reid, Shore, Smith,

Mr. William Raskes Clarke , prize in Temple , Willock.

Bengalese, Wird prizu in drawing, The foregoing account of the proceed

Mr. Jobufrotter, prize in mathematics, ings at Hertford College, on the 19th of

and highly ilistinguished. last month , seems of itself to furnish no

Mr. William , Parry ( kedon, prize in slight vindication of that Institution from

French . the reflections which have been cast upon

" . The following students were highly dis- it, by persons who represent it as an un

tinguished : interrupted scene of riot and disorder ,

Mr. John Campbell ,
and as pot answering any of the purposes

Mr. William Page,
for which it was founded .

Mr. Lestock Davies,
Having likewise been faroured with ile

Mr. William Gordon,
rank of the students now about to pro

ceed to India ; as fixed by the College

The following students passed the ex- Council, we beg leave to lay the same

amination with great credit : before our readers.

Mr. Richard Woodward,
Bengal Students. 1st Class :-- Mr.

Mr. Cornelius Cardew , Frazer .

Mr. Robert Barlow , 2.1 Class. - Mr. Campbell, Mr. Wood

Mr. Frederick Currie. ward, Mr. Turner,.

Mr. Maclean was first of his class in
3d Clas ?.- Mr. Townsend , Mr. Franco .

Sanscrit, and with great progress ; but
Madras Students 1st Class .-- Mr.

forfeited the prize for want of good pro
Munro, Mr. Wheatly, Mr. Elliott.

ficiency in other departments , according
2d Class . Mr.Robertson, Afr. Hooper,

to the regulations of the College .
Mr. Willock .

Mr. Dampier would have had great
34 Class.-- Mr. Gordon, Mr. Huddles

credit, but lost this distinction by giving ton , Mr. Grant, Mr. Davison, Mr. Cle

up the departments of Hindustanni and mentson) .

Bengalese.
Bombay Students . 1st Class. - Mr.

Lestock Robert Reid , Mr. George Giberne.
List of the best Persian Writers.

3d Class . - Mr. Richard Torin, Mr.
Mr. Hooper, John Forbes, Mr. Richard Mills , Mr.

Mr. Cardew. Charles Maitland Businby, Mr. Edward

The undermentioned students, being of Bridgman Mills .

equalmerit, are alphabetically arranged :

CIVIL AND MILITARY APPOINTMENTS.

CALCUTTA .

APPOINTMENTS, AT FORT WILLIAM . April 6 , 1816.-Mr. Benjamiu Taylor,

March 16, 1816 .-- The Honourable Ed

Assistant to the Secretary to the Board of

Trade in the Commercial Department.
ward Gardner, Resident at the court of

CEYLON .

the Rajah of Nipaul.
Mr. Gerald Wellesley, First Assis- W. Tolfrey , Esq . to be Chief Trau sla

tant to the Resident at the court of the tor to Governor, vice the Honourable J.

Rajah of Nipaul.
D'Oyly, resigued .

March 29th, 1816 .-- Mr W. 0. Sal- S. Sawers, Esq . to be Revenue Agent:

mon , a Member of the Board of Revenue.
for the loterior.

Mr. A. Wright, Collector of Shahjehan- S. D. Wilson , Esq . to be Third Assis.

pore.

tant to the Resident, and Judicial Agent

Sir F. Hamilton , Bart. ditto Benares . and Magistrate of Eandy.

Mr. W. Rennell, Deputy ditto of Go
vernment Customs and Town Duties at 17th Liglit Dragoons .-- Troop Quarter

. Benares. Master Thomas Nicholson , to be Cornet

Mr. C. W. Steer, Collector of Blaugul- without purchase, ( vice T.McKenzie, le

pore.
moved to the 21th Light Dragoons) 25th

Mr. A Campbell, ditto of Midnapore. March , 1816 .

Mr. M. Ricketts, ditto of Goruckpore. 24th Light Dragoons. Cornet R.J.Shaw,

Mr.H.G. Christian , ditto ofAgrah . ' to be Lieutenant witliout purchase, vice

Mr. R. Barlow , ditto of Government E. Picard , resigned . - Ist March, 1816 .

Customs and Town Duties atFurruckabad. 25th Liglit Dragoons.-- Cornet Charles

Mr. P. Y. Lindsay, Assistant to the Wetherall, from the 8th Light Dragoons,

Collector of Tirhoot. to be Lieutenant without purchase , vice

April 19, 1816.Mr.Benjamin Tucker, H. C. Amiel, removed to the 17ih Light:

Collector of Jessore. Dragoons.--20 January, 1816.
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17th Foot . - Ensign · M. Mulkern, to jesty, io make the following promotions

be Lieuteuant without purchase, vice R. and appoiutments.-

Lachlan , promoted . --Ist Feburary, 1816. 22d Light Dragoons - Alfred Davis ,

241h Foot . - Ensign John Norinan , to Geut. to be Cornet by purchase , vice

be Lieutenant without purchase , vice Boath , promoted -w21st September, 1815.

Russell , decease:l.-21st November, 1815. Royal Scots--Lieutenant CharlesThos.

59th Foot. - Ensign J. F. Macklean, to Grant to be Paymaster, 'vice Forlnum ,

be Lieutenant without purchase, rice E. who resigns - 3d May , 1815 .

Mitchell, deceased . - 2011 February , 1816 . Assistant Surgeon P. Jones , from the

84th Foot. Ensigu George Byne, to 520 Foot , to be Surgeon , vice Galliers,

be Lieutenant without purchase, vice H. promoted on the Staff - 7th September,

Scott, resigned . - 1st March , 1836. 1815.

Ensign H. W. Burn , to be Lieutenant 24th Foot.---Lieutenant George Sum

without purchase, vice James Hingstoli , boli, from half-pay of the regiment, to be

discharged by the sentence of a General Lieutenant, vice Frratt , who exchanges

Court Martial.-- 20 March , 1816 . --14th September, 1815 .

87th Foot. - Lieutenant J. Turner, to 30th Foot - Lieutenant Ricliard Hea

be Captain of a Company without pur- viside, to be Captain by purchase, vice

chase, vice W. King, deceased. - 20th Chambers, promoted - 15th June, 1815.

March , 1816. Eusign Edward Drake, to be ditto by

Eusign O'Grady, to be Lieutenant with- purchase, vice Heaviside - 15th ditto .

out purchase, vice S. Mainey, deceased . Lieutenant Henry Stepliens, from lialf

-31st January, 1816 .
pay of the 14th Foot, (with temporary

89th Foot.-Lieutenant R. Sheeby, to
rank) to be Ensign , vice King, who re

be Captain of a Company without pur tires upon hali pay as Ensign - 14th ditto.

chase, vice Oakes, promoted.- 1st Jan.
Lieutenaut Peter S. Barron to be ditto ,

vice Ellard, deceased— 21st September ,
1816.

Ensign J. Oughton , to be Lieutenant
1815 .

without purchase, vice R. Sheeby, pro
Ensign Francis Pope, to be Lieutenant,

muted .-ditto.
vice Davişou - 2211 June.

87th Foot.-N. B. For H. V. Lloyd , Ensign Henry Trewhitt, from the hall

Gent, to be Ensign without purchase, vicé pay of the Regiment, to be Ensign, vice

J. Carroll promoted ; read H. V. Lloyd,
Pope -- 220 June.

Geut. to be Ensign without purchase, from half pay ofthe regiment, to be47th Foot - Major Byse Molesworth ,

vice () 'Grady promoted.

Major - 25th May, 1815 .

Brevet Major William Sall , from half

Head Quarters, Calcutta, Aprill, 1816. pay of the Regiment , to be Captain -- 25th

The Right Honourable the Commander
ditto .

in Chief has been pleased to appoint As
Captain James Pickard from half pay

sistant Surgeon G.M.Callow , of the 8th of the Regiment, to be ditto - ditto.

Light Dragoons, to take charge of the
Captain George F. Saillier, from half

Medical Duties of the 24th Light Dra . pay ofilie Regiment to beditto - ditto .

goons, and to act as Surgeon to that
Lieutenant Anthony Mahon , from half

corps during the absence of Surgeon Rus- pay of tlie Regiment, to be Lieutenant

ditto .
tou , ou leave to Europe.

Lieut. T. N. Cochrane, from half pay

of the regiment, to be Lieutenant-26th

Heud Quarters, Calcutta , April 3 , 1816 . May, I $ 15 .

The Right Honourable the Commander Lieut. Robert Butler, from half pay of

in Chief has been pleased to make the the regiment, to be ditto — 27th ditto .

following promotions and appointments
Lieiit. Jolm R. Nason , from half pay of

until the pleasure of his Royal Highuess the regiment to be ditto — 28th ditto ,

the Prince Regent, in the name and on Lieutenant R. W. Macdonnell, from

the behalf of his Majesty, shall be known. half pay of the regiment to be ditto — 29th

22d Light Dragoous . Ensign M. C.
ditto .

Dighton , from the 24th Foot, to be Cor Lieutenant Jolin Liston , from half pay

net by purchase, vice Warrand promoted. of the regiment, to be ditto - 30thditto

- 1st April, 1816.
Ensign William Marriott , from half

G9th Foot. - Lieutenant H, D. Cour- pay of the regiment, to be Ensign - 25th

May, 1815.

tayne's commission is antedated to the
Eusign John Riddell, from half pay of

9th January, 1814 , that Officer will ac the regiment, to be dittom ditto .

cordingly rank immediately below Lieu .

tenant L.M. Prior of that regiment.
Ensign Robert Ridge, from half pay of

the regiment, to be ditto - ditto.

April 12 , 1816.- His Royal Highness 53d Foot --- James Gardner, gent . to be

the Prince Regent has been pleased, in Ensign by purchase, vice Scott, promotes

the uame and on the behalf of his Ma- in the 88th Foot — 27th July, 1815,

>

>

-

M2
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56th Foot..Ensign J. F. Nelson , to be 89th Foot - WilliamDrummond, Gent.

Lieutenant without purchase, vice Nu- " to be Ensign by purchase, vice Leslie ,

gent, deceased — 27th ditto . who retires - 8th June, 1815.

Ensign Richard Watts, from half pay of Ensign John Masters, from the 60th

the regiment, to be Ensign, vice Leslie, Foot, to be Ensign , vice Imlach , who ex
26th July , 1815. changes-- 220 June, 1815.

Ensign F. 0. Leighton , from half pay N. B. Lieutenant A. Morison of the

of the regiment, to be ditto, vice Nelson Royal Scots, promoted in the York Light
27th ditto .

Infantry Volunteer, without purchase
Assistant Surgeon Henry W. Radford ,' 21st September, 1815 .

from the 45th Foot, to be Assistant Sur.
Lieutenant William J. Rea, of the

geon, vice Jubson, who exchanges --10th RoyalScots, promoted in the 60th Foot,
August, 1815 .

without purchase 22d June.
59th Foot- Lieutenant William Gilles

Lieutenant A. Macdonnell of the Royal
pie, from half-pay of the 86th Foot to be Scots, appointed to the 3d Royal Veteran
Lieutenant, vice Steward, who exchanges Battalion - 28th August.

-15th June, 1815.
Lieutenant J. Fowler, of the Royal

Lieutenant Abraham Dent, to be Ad- Scuts , appointed to the 1st Royal Ve
jutant, vice Campbell, who resigns the

teran Battalion - 30th August.
Adjutancy only - 14th September.

Assistant Surgeon W. J. Parker, of the
66th Foot - Lieutenant James B. Rose ,

14th Foot, promoted in the 19th Foot
to be by purchase, vice William Baird, 3d ditto .

who retires-31st August , 1815.
Lieutenant and Adjutaut Hugh Fle

Ensigo Henry D. Dodgin , to be Lieu- ming of the24th Foot, appoiuted to the

tepant by purchase, vice Rose ditto .
2d Royal Veteran Battalion-22d ditto.

William Hartford , Gent. to be Ensign
Lieutenant J.R. Cochrane, of the 47th

by purchase, vice Brown, who retires Foot , has resigued his commission -- fth
22d June.

August, 1814 .
* Robert McDougall, Gent. to be ditto,

Major Forsteen of the 12th Foot, is
vice Dunn , promoted in the 2d Garrison promoted to be a Lieutenant Colonel'in
Battalion - 22d ditto.

that regiment - 31st August, 1815 .
Serjeant John Stevens to be Quarter Lieutenant M. Cairnes of the 56th Foot,

Master, vice King, promoted in the 2d
promoted in the 60th Foot without pur

Royal Veteran Battalion - 14th ditto .
chase -- 7th September, 1814. .

67th Foot-Lieut . George Mathers, to
Lieutenant W. B. Hook of the 67th

beCaptain, vice Walker, appointed to the 'Foot, appointed to the Staff Corps of

2d Royal Veteran Battalion - 14th Sept.

Lieutenant William Ronald , to be Cap
Caralry-- 10th August, 1815.

tain by purchase,vice Beck promoted 69th Foot, appointed to the 5th RoyalQuarter Master William Henry, of the

21st September .
Veteran Battalion-25th May.Ensign and Adjutant William Blair, to

have the rank of Lieutenant . - 15th ditto . Ensign W. Druminond of the 89th

J. Kernander, Gent. to be Ensign by Foot, pronoted in the 41st Foot by pur

purchase , vice Hannah, promoted - 22d chase-- 10th August.

May, 1813 . Troop Serjeant Major George Arm

Hugh Brady Gent. to be ditto, without strong , of the 8th Light Dragoons, is ap

purchase , vice Everet- 14th Sept. 1815 . pointed to an Ensigucy in the 5th Royal

69th Foot - Captain Peter Willatts, Veteran Battalion - 7th September, 1815

from the Bourbon regiment, to be Cap
BREVET .

tain , vice Carey, who retires upon half

pay of the Bourbon Regiment ~ 1st June, Colonel Henry P. Lawrence, to be Ma

1815 . jor General in the East Indies only 4th

Alexander Sinclair Roech , Gent. to be June 1815.

Ensign bypurchase, vice Cuyler, promot Captain Alexander Fair , to be Major

ed in the 95th Foot22d June, 1815. in the East Indies only — 4th June,1815,

Assistant Surgeon Gerald Fitzgerald , Captain James Basden, of the 89th

from the 27th Foot, to be Surgeon, vice Foot, tobe Major in the Army 24th Au

Banks, promoted on the Staff - 7th Sept. gust, 1815.
1815.

STAFF .

80th Foot - Brevet Major W.H. Tayn

ton, from the 60th Foot, to be Captain ter Stanhopeof the 17th Light Dragoons,
Major the Honourable Francis Leices .

vice Stepney, who exchangesst June,
to be Deputy Adjutant General to the1815.

King's Troops serving in the East Indies,
84th Foot. - Lieutenant John Allen, (with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel in

from half pay, to be Lieutenant, vice Skel- the Army,) vice Johnson who resigns
ton , who exchanges.-- 7thSeptember,1815. 29th June 1815.
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List of Officers removed from the 2d general order has been issued by Go

to the 1st Battalions of Regiments , in vernment in the testimony of the able '

consequence of vacancies occasioned in and upright services rendered to the
the latter.

Company by this distinguished officer,
Ensigns William Keown, J. M. Wood, “ Fort William , May 24, 1316. - His

ArthurOrmsby , James R. Smith, A. „ Excellency the Right Honourable the Go

Cooper, Joseph Bowlby, Assistant Sur
vernor General in Council has received

geon James.Trigge,of the 14th Regiment with sentiments of the deepest concern

of Foot, from the 2d to the 1st Battalion .
the melancholy intelligence of the decease

30th Foot, Captains Robert Douglas, at Berampore, on the 20th instant, of

John Powell, Robert Howard ; Lieu-
Lieutenant General Williain Palmer, of

tenants Andrew Baillie, George Teulon, the Honourable Company's service .

Robert Daniel, Park P. Nevill, John Roe ; “ The character and distinguished po

Easigns Joba Stewart,Wm. B. Fregell, litical services of Lieutenant - General.

Wm.Warren, Frederick Prosser,GeorgeL. Palmer have been repeatedly noticed by

Backliouse, Joseph Berridge, Charles the Supreme Government in terms of the

Lardner , Charles Liardert.
highest approbation and applause ; and

34th Foot, Captains Wm. Baker, Philip the loss must be felt with proportionate

G.Wroughton ; Lieutenants Henry Taunt,
regret. His Lordship in Council, as aThomas Thomson,Thos. Hearn ; Ensigns peculiar mark of the sense entertained by

Joseph Fletcher, Richard Chambers, Wm. Government of the merits of this able we ;

Lax , Francis Stanford ..
and upright public officer, and as a tes

47th Foot, Ensigns William Marriot, timony of respect due to his memory, is

John Riddell,
pleased to direct that seventy -six minute

53d Foot. Lieuts. William Harrison, guns , corresponding with the age of the

Joseph C. Heathcote, J. C. Brodie, Wm. deceased , be fired this evening from the

Baxter ; Ensigns Charles Williams, Jacob ramparts of Fort William ; the flag being

Stiver, James Stewart, John Ingleby, Ed- hoisted half -mast high.

ward Brown, Robert F. Davis, James Po
* C . W. GARDINER,ingdestre, James Sweeny.

Secretary to Govt. Milit. Dep. "56th Foot, Lieutenants Robert Robert

son , Benjamin Mason ; Ensigus Thomas

Mitchell, James E. Taylor. MARRIAGES, BIRTHS, & DEATHS

59th Foot, Lieutenants PeterMcLauch IN INDIA .

lan , Henry Hertford ; Ensign Robert
CALCUTTA .White.

66th Foot, Captain John Jordan ; Lieu MARRIAGES .

tenants John Usher, J. E. Waring ; En April 4th . Robert Charles Stevenson ,

signs.Charles Mitchell , William Rhynd, Esq. Captain in his Majesty's 59th regt. ,

WilliamMorton , John Clarke. to Alicia Maria, daughter ofthe late Capt.

67th Foot, Captain Colin Campbell ; Leeke.

Lieutenants William Jones, William Web- Philip Yorke Lindsay, Esq. Ofthe

ster, Herbert Vaughan , Francis Agar ; civil service, second sonto the Right Hor.

Ensigns A. K. Hurston , William Jones, and Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Kil

James Thompson . dare, to Helena Elizabeth , only daughter

of Charles Blaney,Esq.Norrannarnardaraan
16th. Mr. Thomas Christie, to Miss

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL PALMER . Sarah Noyes.

The following extract of a letter from Lately, at Rangpore, at the house of C.

a friend of the late Lieutenant General G. Blagrave, Esq . by the Rev. Mr. Eales,

Palmer, together with the General Order, Nathaniel John Halbed , Esq. of the civil

is copied from the Bombay Paper, 22d service, to Miss Caroline Terrameau .

June, 1816. - March 7th . At Madras, the Rev. Olas .

" In the death of Lieutenant General J.E. Rhenins, to Miss Anne Van Someren .

Palmer, which happened at Barampore, At Cannanore , Wm.Scot, Esq. Surgeon ,

on the 20th instant, we have to lament 2d regt. L. C. to Miss Helen Goldie, the

the loss of an officer, equallyrespected third daughter of Thomas Goldie, Esq .of

and beloved for his amiable character as Craignevie, Scotland .

a man , as distinguished for his eminent

talents as a public servant. During a long March 31st. The lady of James Kelly

period of years Lieut. -Gen . Palmer filled

many of the most important stations in The lady of R. H. Cabell, Esq. of a

India , with the highest honour to him- daughter.

self and advantage to his country, while April 3d. Mrs. Coverdale, ( the widow

the virtues of his private character en
of the late Mr. John Coverdale of Ked

deared him to allwho liad an opportunity geree), of a daughter.

of appreciating his worth, and are now 8th. Mrs. Moffat, widow of Mr. J.

left to lament his loss. The following Moffat, engraver, fately deceased , ofa son

BIRTHS,

sq . Of son .

a
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14th . The lady of Lieut. John Betham, 29th . Mr. John Petrin , of the Hon .

ofthe BombayMarine, of a daughter. Company's Marine, aged 23 ; leaving a

The lady ot' Lieutenant J. Hales, of the wife and child to lament his loss .

21st Native Iofautry, of a son. 31st. The infant daughter of Mr. R.

15th . The lady of G. P. Bagram , Esq. Sevestre , aged 18 months .

of a son. April 1st . On board the. Wellington ,

16th . Mrs. J. Silverton , of a son . just arrired from Bombay, and laying off

March 12ih . At Meerut, the lady of the Bankshall, Capt. Archibald Nathaniel

Major Luillow, of a son . Bertram , of the 1st battalion , 17th regi.

At Mirzapore, the lady of Major Rose, ment Madras Native Infantry, and lately

of the 14th Native Infantry , of a son. commanding the 1st battalion ofMadras

14th . At Keital, the lady of Licut. H. Pioneers.

C. Barnard, Adjutant and Interpreter, 5th. John Francis , the youngest son of

ist battalion 26th regiment Native Infan- Mr. A. Heberlet, junior, aged 1 year 4

try, of a son . months and 15 days .

17th. At Chinsurah , at the house of her 6th. Mr. David Jones, proprietor of the

father, D. A. Overbeck, Esq . the lady of rum distillery at the Old Powder Mills .

R. D. Knight, Esq. Assistant surgeon, 8th . Mr. William Grant Williams , aged

12th regt. Native Infantry , of a daugliter. 25 years.

21st . At Cawnpore, the lady of Captain 121h . Mr. William Turner, police con

C.J. Doveton, of the 19th Native Infantry , stable, aged 60 .

of a sou . Mrs. Anna De Silya, aged 116 years .

27th. At Tipperah, the lady of T. 13th. Susannah Sophia, the infant

Mainwaring,Esq. of twins,a boy anda girl. daugliter of Mr. T. M. Howe, aged two
30th. At Chandernagore, Mrs. Salmini- years one month and six days .

hac, junior, of a son . 25th. Mrs. Sarah Manners, aged 52,

31st. AtMozufferpore ,in Tirhcot, the years .

lady of G.Nevill Wyatt, Esq. civil sur- 18th. Mrs. Bebiana Potelho Baptist,

geon , of a daughter. aged 44 years.

April 2d . At Kurnaul, the Jarly ofMa Jan. 23d. At Cawnpore, the mother of

jor William Innes, 2d battalion , 19th regi. the unfortunate Alexius Browne, late of

ment, of a daughter. the Deputy Quarter Master General's de

7th. At Nocolla Factory, in Jessore, partment.

Mrs. A. Carlow, of a daughter . March 8th . At Furreidpore, S. Marsa

8th . At Colgong, Mrs, J. L. Turner , of ton , Esq.

12th . At Mirzapore, the infant son of

Nov. 18th. At the Cape, the lady of Major Rose, ofthe 14th Native Infantry.

Lieutenaut -colonel Warre, of a son . 17th. At Chinsural , the intant daughter

Dec. 22d. At the same place, the lady of R. D. Knight, Eşq.

of C. Hughes , Esq. of a son . 19th . At Sydpore, near Benares, Har

Feb. 28th . " At Madras, Mrs. Martin , riet, eldest daughter of Henry Babona ,

widow of the late Colonel Martin, of that Esq. Deputy Commissary of Ordnance ,

establishment, of a daughter. aged 13 years and six months.

· March 3d. At Bombay, the lady of L. 23d. At Bankipore, Mr. W.Tomlin .

Ashbourner, Esq. of a son. 28th . At Sultanpore, Oude, George

10th. At Bombay, in Prospect Lodge, Nugent, the infant son of Major A. Dun

the lady of Lieutenant-colonel Johnson , can, of the 2d Native Infantry, aged one

of the Engineers, of a son . year, four months, and sixteen days.

Ilth. AtMajor-generalInues's Garden, wwwrocanariaren

the lady of Lieutenant Henry S. Mathew ,

19th Native Infantry, of a daughter.
BIRTHS, MARRIAGES & DEATHS,

At Bellary, the lady of Captain Wilkin AT HOME.

son , of the Madras establishmeat, of a son . BIRTHS .

12th . At Madras, the lady of J. Gold- I ady Lowe, at St. Helena , of a son , on 2d Oct.

ingham , Esq . of a daughter.
Onihe 30th of November, the Viscountess Tor .

rington, of a son .

13th. At Goorgong, the lady of Cornet At Ringmer, Sussex, on the 6th Dec. the lady of

John Mackenzie , of a son. Lieui-Col. Downman, Royal Horse Artillery,
C. B. of a still burn child.

28th. At Madura, the lady of W. 0.
In Argyll.strect,the lady of Ottywell Robinson ,

Shakespear, Esq. of a son . Esq . of a daughter.

Lately, at Jacatra, the lady of Captain In George-streci, Hanover-square, the lady of
John Craufurd, Esq . of Aucliinames, of a son

T.R. Smith, Master Attendant of Batavia, and heir , and shortly afterwards of a still-born

of a daughter

On the 29th Nov. at Bognor, Sussex , the lady of
DEATHS. Dr. Woodman , of a son .

March 23d . Miss Harriet White. In Harley -street, the lady of Joseph Lautour ,

Esq . ut a son .

At Boitacouvah , Master Henry David On the 9th Nov, at West Town, Somerset, the

Wilson , aged 16 years. lady of Colthuist Bateman , jan. Esq , of a

25th . Miss Mary Spratt.

28th. Miss Mary Ann Foster.
Lately , the lady of T. Clutterbuck , Esq . of Wide

combe House, Rear Bath, of a daughter,

à son.

3

son .

+

son .
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son ,

a son .

a

Athis house in Sackville -street, the lady of the Al St. Marylebone Church, Thomas Webb Dyke,
Hon , Warwick Lake, of a son . Esq . of Upper George -street, Portman-square,

On the 27th Nov. at Passy, near Paris, the lady to Miss Harriet Hayter, only child of Mrs. Hill,

of John Talbot, Esq. of a son and heir . of Foley street .

At Torquay, the lady of William John Campion , The Rev. Thomas Pugh , of Kensworth , near Dun .

Esq. of Danny, in the connty of @ussex , of a stable, tu Miss Bayly, of Redbourne.

At Lambeth Church , William Walter Gretton ,

On the 29th Nov. at Havre de Grace , the lady of Esq . of the Lodge, South Lamberh, 10 Miss

of John Firebract, Esg. of a daughter . Wright, of Stuckwell place, Surrey .

In the Alpha Road, Mrs. Charles Tatham , of a Williain Comber Hood, jun . Esq . of Lewisham

daughter, and the tenth child . hill , to Frances Knox ,ofEarl-street, lackfriars ,

Dec. 3d . - At the Château D’Eskelsbecque, near At Howick Castle, Mr. Lambton tu Lady Louisa

Wonhont, Fas de Calais, the lady of Major: Grey, one of the daughters of Earl Grey .
General Sir C. Grant , of a danghter. At theChurch of St. Marylebone, Edward Elton,

7th .-- At Liverpool, the lady of William James, Esq. ofGloucester-place , New -ruad , to Esıher

Esq . of Barrack Lodge, Cumberland, of a son Godbold, second daughterof Natlaniel God.

and heir.
bold, Esq . Bernard-street, Russel square.

In Wimpole-street, the lady of Edward Majori. At Broadwater Church , Sussex, Edward Payne,

banks, Esq. of a daughter, Esq . of Broadwater, to Mrs. Inglis Hamilton,

Mrs. Stevens, of Old Windsor Lodge, Berks, of relict of Col. Inglis Hamilton , of the Scotcha
Greys .

9th . - The Marchioness of Sligo was safely de- At Prittlewell , Essex , W. Kingdon , of Stockwell

livered of a daughter, at Westport House. place, Surrey. Esq. to Anna, only daughter of

alth .-In Doughiy -street, the lady of John Gif. G. N, Prentice, Esq. of Earl's Hall, in the

ford , Esq. of a daughier.
former county .

On the oth Dec. ai Clifton, thelady of the Rer. At Plymsluck Church, Major H. B , Harris, second

H.Ridley, Piebendary of Bristol. of ason. son of John Harris, Esq . of Radford , in the

' In Montagne-square, the lady of R. Wilkinson, county of Devon , to Anne, eldest daughter of

· Esq. of a daughter. the late Thomas Hillersden Bulteel, Esq. of
Mrs.Osborne, of Clapham - road , of a son . Bellevue, in the same county .

On Dec, the 12th, the wife of the Rev. Ar. W. At St. Pancrass Church, by the Rev. Archdeacon

Goodenough, of Ealing, of a still-born child. Ble :bopp, Chaplain to his Excellency the Lord

Dec. 16111.- At Pimlico Lodge, Mrs. Elliot, of a Lieutenant of Ireland, C , W, Dance, Esq . Ma

daughter. jor of his Majesty's 2d Regiment of Life - uards,

In Montague-place , the lady of J. Cross Starkey, to Isabella Ann , youngest daughter of Allen

Esq. of Wrenbury Hall , Cheshire, of a son . Cooper, Esq . of Upyer Gower-street.

1711.-Thelady of Jolin Watson , Esq. of Upper At Marylebone Chuch . Wm. Grant, Esq . R. N,

Bedford -place, Russell -square, of a Janghier. to Louisa , only daughter of Mrs. Esgaile , of

At Archcliti Fort, Dover, the lady of Capt . H. Baker -etreet, Portman -square, and nicce of

Scout, Royal Artillery , of a daughter. General Glasgow , R. A.

The lady of Edward Shaw , Esq of Russell -place, At Marylebone Church , Abel Ram , Esq. eldest

Fitzroy-square , of a daughter. son of Stephen Ram, Esq . of Ramsſori, in the

Lately, at Hereford , the lady of the Rev. Henry coauty of Wexford , and of Portswood -lodge,

Gipps, of a daughter. Southampton , ! o Eleanor Sarah ,only daughier
On ihe 26th Nov. in the Island of Jersey , the of the late Jerome William Knapp, Esg, of
lady of Major Roberts, Royal Artillery , of a Bedford -row .

At Hammersmith , Mr. James Sencis , jun. of

Ou The 14th Dec , the lady of John Bacon , Esq . Fore-street , to Miss E. Springthorpe, second

of Frven House , Colney Hatch), of a xon . daughter of the late Daniel Springthorpe , Esq;

At Litile Berkhampstead , Heris, the lady of DEATHS .

Thomas Daniell , Esq . of a daughter, In the 69th year of his age , at his seat, Grange

At her house in UpperGrosvenor street, the lady Hali , near Rotherham , the Right Hon . Richari

of the Hon . Gerard Vanneck , of a daughter. Howard , Earl Effingham , F.S.A. Treasurer to

At the house of J.H. Tremayne , Esg , New -street, the Queen .

Spring gardens, the latiy vi George Hart Dyke, Barbadoes papers communicate the death of Sir

Esq. of a daughter. James Leith , the Governor of Barbadves. Ho
The lady of George Henry Fielding, Esq. of the was attacked on the 10th of October with a

General Post- office, of a son . fever , which proved fatal to him on the 16th .

Al Worshing, Sussex , the lady of John Charles Sir James was buried with military honours

Bristow , Esq. of a daughter . on the 17th of October ; the troops, inhabitanta ,
in Dublin , on the 9ih Dec. the lady of D. S. and every human creatare, being anxious to

Ranaldson Dickson , Esq . of Blair Hall , Perth- pay him ihis last sad tribuite of respect,
shire, of a son . Dec. 15, at his seat at Cherening, in Kent,

The lady of J. Curwood , Esq . Barrister at Law , Charles Stavhope, Earl Stanlope. His Lord

of a daughter . ship was born August 3, 1753 ; succeeded his

MARRIAGES. father Philip , the late Earl, March 7, 1786 ;
AtGittisham , Devon, Edmund Wm. Shuldham , and married , in December, 1774 ,Hester Pių ,

Esq . of the Hon . Easi India Company's Military eldest daughter of William , first Earl of Chat

Service, and eldest son of Arthur Shuldham , ham , sister of the present Earl and of the

Esq. of Deer Park , to Harriet, youngestdaughter late Right Hon, William Pitt, by whom he had

of the late Thomas Rundell, Esq . of Bath , issue Hester Lucy Griselda, married to John

At St. George's, Bloomsbury, Be, jamin G. Ba- Tickell, Esq . of Hambledon , Hants ; and Lucy

bington, Esq . of the Madras Civil Service, to Rachael, married to Thomas Taylor, Esq ., of
Anna Mary, youngest daughter of Benj . Fayle , Sevenoaks, Kent , since dead . His Lordship

Esg . of Bloomsbury.square. married, secondly , in 1791, Louisa, only dauglia

At Glasgow , on Monday, 21st of October, 1816, ter of Henry Grenville, Esq . late Governor of

Michael Connal, Esq, of the Hon . Last India Barbadoes, and uncle to George, first Marquis

Company's Service, to Eliza, daighter of the of Buckingham , by whom he had issue, Philip

late W.Wright, Esq . of Broom , sierlingshire . Henry, Viscount Mahon , now Earl Stanhope,

Ar Paris , in the Ambassador's Hotel, by the Rev, and iwo other sons, His luss will, onmany ac

Edinand Forster, Frederick Grey Cooper, Esq . counts , make a chasm in public life which will

late Lieutenant- colonel in the 1st . Grenadier not be easily supplied . The great and useful

Guards, ofWarlington, in the county of Suffolk , work for which he was peculiarly qualified ,and

to Josepha Sophia,relict of the late Col. Wheat, to which he had for a long time applied the

of Barion House, Somersetshire.
most earnest attention , will , we fear, now fall

On the 26th of October, at St. Ann's Church, to the ground ; we allude to a Digest of all the

Liverpool , Lieut. John Jackson , Royal Ma- Statutes a work of such stupendous labour as

rincs, to Miss Ann Jane Gret n , only child of well as information , that few persons can be

William Green, Esq . of Pool Hall, near Bury, expected to set about it with vigour, unless ,

I ancashire. like Lord Stanhope, they had acquired a sortof

At Souļbampton, John Morse Stephens, Esq . parentalfondness for the subject, by brooding

of the Royal Artillery , to Emily, second daugha
over it for years . He was in his6th year.

ter of the late Tbos . Malton, Esq . His Lordship had been long confined by a tiver

CaptainJames Green , R. N. ' to Miss Robb, of complaiot and dropsy, which based every ef

Depuford fort of medicine,

sun .



London Markets. Ship Letter Mails. [ JAN.
AtParis, of a decline, aged 16, Ellenor Sarah , willing to comply with . The East India Com .

daughter of Lord earrington . pany have declared a sale of Cotton on the 10th

Thomas Baskerfield , Esq .of Colchester, Essex ,
aged 65 .

proximo ; the quantity is expected to be very ex •

At Clapton, aged 89. Mrs. Olipliant, relict of
tersive ; from 5 to 6,000 bags of each description ;

the late Lancelot Oliphant, Esq . of Broadfield- 1,580 bags Bengal, and 1,126 Surats are already

house, in the countyof Cumberland . declared .

In his 76th year, John Morris, Esq. of Ampthill,
Bedfordshire. Sugar. - The export houses evince a disposition

At Lyrpsfield , Surrey, Robert Gale , Esq. aged 75. to secure guods at the present eurrency , but the

At Brighton , Nath. Bogle French , Esq. aged 58 . refiners decline the offers , except at a considera

Mrs. Eustace, wite of Lieutenant -Colonel Eusa
ble advance : there being no bonding allowed , and

• tace , only daughter of Colonel Talbot, M. P.

for the county of Dublin . the length of time that must elapse before the

At the Vicarage House, Walthamstow . deeply la . spring shipping commences, added to the further

mented, the Rev. Wm. Sparrow , M. A. aged delay in recovering the bounty , appear great ob

73 years .

At Loxley Park ,Staffordshire, Matilda, the eld ,
stacles to the arrangements between the trade and

est daughter ofThomas Sneyd Kynnersley, Esq. the extensive exporters ; goods for immediate de

AtKennington, Johu Fisher, Esq. late of Dept. livery can be purchased lower than parcels deli

ford , aged 79 .
verable in February and March next. In foreign

At her house in Middlesex- place, New -road, Mrs.
Sehweitzer, reliet of the late John Schweitzer, Sugars there is little variation , the prices nomi.

Esq. nat; last week 1,66+ bags East India descriptions

Aged72 years , Mr. Richard Mills of Clapham- were brought forward in Mincing Lane ;' the

road -place, formerly of Bedford - street, Bedi. prices were ys, a 35. lower . The India Companyfond -row ,

Athis house , in Queen Square, Bloomsbury ,
brought forward above 12,000 bags. The following

Colonel Jolin Hamilton , who was for 22 years are the particulars ;-Benares 3,900 bags, fine yel

his Britannis Majesty's Consul, residentat low 41s . to 41s. 6d.; low white 428 , to 455. od.;

Norfolk , in Virginia,

Aged 52, M
good white 46s . to 498. 6d .; nearly fine white 508 .

Gibson, wife of Mr. John Gibson ,

Wardrobe-place, Doctors' Commons. to 52s . 60 .-- Java 3,699 bags, soſt yellow 385. to

Aged 73, Mr. William Smith , of Coppice- row , 445. ; dry yellow and grey 468. to 47s. 6d.Buur

Clerkenwell. bon 5,131 bags, soft brown 328, to 375, ; dry

At her son's house, Rothamsted , county of Hert brown 385. to 405 ,; soft yellow 418. to 413. 60.;
ford , Mrs. Mary Lawes,in her 92d year.

At her house on Clapham Common, Anne, relict
dry 42s . tn 475 .

of John Bradney, Esq : Coffee . - There continues to be great fluctua

At Eladong's Hotel, in Oxford -street, in the 58th
tions in Coffee ; Java and other East India de

yearof his age, Aretas Akers , Esq, of Brightou .

Mrs. Katharine Duffin , relict of the late Wm .
scriptions , with the exception of Mocha, are 3s .

Duffin , Esq . of Brumley, in the county of Kent. to 45. higher ; Dutch Coffee remains without va

Aged 63, Mr. Henry Powell , of the Bear Inu , riation ; the ordinary qualities of Jamaica may be
Woodstock .

quoted at a decline of 23. per cwt, East India
At her son's estate, Mangrove, Barbadoes, Mrs.
Skeete, relict of the late John Brathwaite

descriptions sold in Mincing. Lane - 11% bags

Skeete, Esq . of that Island. Mocha (no drawback of 58. ver cwi, on exporta .

At Kentish Town, Middlesex, Richard Heald , tion allowed ) sold at 978. a 1025, aecording to

Esq. of Horncastle, in the county of Lincoln .
quality ; 522 bags Jaya, fine yellow 778 , 60. a 788 .

In the 83d year of her age, Sarah , widow of the

late Brook Allen Bridges, Esq . equal to 883. The East India Company brought

At her son's, in her 651h year, Mrs. Ann Kirk, forward nearly 3,000 bags , selling in the usual

late of Chase -side, Enfield .
manner , with the drawback of 5s . on exportation

At Cumwhilton , in his 99th year, Adam Dryden ,
-274 bales Mocha togs . a 110s . 6d . ; 2,634 bags

of that place , a distant relation of Dryden the
poet. of other descriptions ; yellow and dark brown

In London -street, Fitzrov -square, Mrs. Sarah Java 858. a 85s . 60.; Bourbon 788. a 855. ; Bour

Sydenham , Esq . in the both year of her age. bon and Cheribon mixed 796.; damaged Java 749.

Mrs. Medley, wife of William Medley, Esq. of
a 80s . 6d.; about a fourth of the Coffeewas nated

St. George's.row , Oxford rva i .

Mr. Wilson, many years wardrobe -keeper to
to be taken in for accouut of the proprietors.

Drury lane Theaire, suddenly dropped down,
Saltpetre . - By public sale last week, 1,255 bags

aud expired instantiy in the Theatre, while
Saltpetre, 405.6d. a 41s. 6d . ; a considerable pro .pursuing his business in preparing the dresses

for the revived spectacle of RamahDroog , portion taken in at the former rate.

In Stafford -place, Pimlico, aged 22 , Lonisa Fran
Spices. The enquiry after Spices has consj.

ces, the only daughter of the late Mr. George

Lyell , one of his Majesty's
derably increased , and there is every appearanec

essengers.

After a short illness, at his house in Stanhope- of a reviving trade.

street, Georgiana, the wife of Roger Kynaston ,

Esq .

At his house in Dorset-street, Portman -square,

Sir William Pepperell, Bart, aged 70,
SHIP -LETTER MAILS FOR INDIA.

Mr. Edward Tute , of Capel-court, aged 73, near

ly 50 years in the house of Down, Thornton ,
PRIVATE Ships.and Co.

At Arungabad , East Indies, Doctor Ebee . Yourg,
Cape of Good Hope.

of the Company'sService (from Berwickshire)
Ship's Names. Tons. Probable 'Time of Sailing

aged 27, lamenied by all who knew him .

Mary.. 300 Jan. 1

Jane 170 Dee . 2B

200 Dec. 28

Rapid 174 Dee , as

LONDON MARKETS. Bengal.

Kent. 440 Dec. 90

Tuesday, Dec, 24, 1816. Madras and Bengat.

Cotton.The advices from the United States Hibernia ...........
450 Dec. 28

mention , that no extensive shipments are ex- Sir S. Lushington , 600 waiting awind in Downs,

pected for some weeks ; the holders of Cotton
Speke .... 450 Der T

both ber and at Liverpool were in consequence
Cape and Isle of France ,

asking bigher prices, which the trade seem un- Lady Horringdon .. $ 20 Doc

Juue ...
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9th. - Came in , the Amphitrite frigate and Elk
sloop of war from the East Indies.

INDIA SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE . Portsmouth, Dec. 5th .-- Arrived his Majesty's

ships Alpheusfrom Bombay, Acbar from Halifax,

The following official nntification of the estab- and Hope from a cruise ; the Alpheus sailed from

lishment of lights at St. Michael's Isle, has been Bombay 28th May, Isle of France 14th August ,

received at the Admiralty : the Cape 27th September, and St. Helena 17th

“ Consul General's Office for the Azores, October ; in lat. 17. 49. long, 15. 22. spoke the

at St. Michacl's, Nov. 10, 1816. Mary Ann from Bengal and the Isle of France

“ Notice ishereby given to Navigators, that the
for London, all well. The Ocean sailed from St.

following Light Houses are now establishing on Helena for England 15th October. Capt. Camp

the south side of this Island , viz. on the top of bell, late of the Hesper, and Mr.Langford, late

the Cathedral Steeple of Ponta Delgada City , at
collector of the customs at the Mauritius, came

an elevation of onehundred an ten feet above the passengers in the Alpheus.

surface of the water , a Light House is completed ,
Dec. 6th...rrived ihe Alexander, London , and

and lighted up with eight glass lamps and reflectors. Oceantransports, from Deptford for theCape and

At the east point of the bay, called Ponta da Isle of France ; Dorothy, Foster, from the Downs

Galera , another Light House is begun, which
for Jamaica ; William from the Downs for Trin

bears s.E. by E. from the Cathedral Lights, dis.
nidad ; and Isabella, Downing, from North Yar .

tant about nine nautic miles , will be completed
moutli for the Mediterranean . Sailed , his Ma.

about the 10th of December : and a third Light jesty's ship Hope,ona cruize , and Sprightly,

House on a peak , situated at the S. W. quarter
Blair, for London :

of the island, near Pontade Ferreira , is expected
Dec. Sin.- Arrived, hisMajesty's ship Horatio ,

to be ready by the let of January , 1817 ; and, in
from the Cape of Good Hope ; spoke on the 15th

the event of the funds collected being sufficient, August, the Orpheus, Findlay, from London , for

it is in contemplationto erect a fourth Light at Bombay ; on the 19th October, the Surry , Beadle ,

the north -east point of the island .
from Batavia to London ; and on the 25th October,

“ The following rates are established for the the Sea Lion , Wall, from Batavia , for Boston.

maintenance thereof.-- Vessels under fifty tons
Passed by forthe river, the l'artridge, Anderson ,

burthen , half a dollar, or five hundred 'reis.
from Boinbay.

From fifty to one hundred tons, one dollar, or
Dec. 10th .--- Arrived his Majesty's ship Zebra ,

one thousand reis,-From an hundred tons, up .
from the Cape.

wards, one dollar and a half, or one thousand
Dec, ilch -Arrived the Albinia , Witherall, from

five hundred reis.The said lights will be shewn Java ; she is for London , but put in here , being

every night throughout the year,from halfan hour in want of water and provisions. Sailed 13th for

after sunset, to half an hour before sun -rise .”
London .

( Signed )
Dec. 12th .-- Arrived his Majesty's ship Camea

“ william Harding Read , Cunsul-General."
leon , froin the East Indies,

Dec. 13th .--The Shipley, for Botany Bay, ran

foul of the Ocean transport, and carried away

Bombay .-- Arrived, May 14th , Charlotte, Brown, her bowsprit, spritsail-yard , & c. The Milwood ,

from London . Bayly , from Canton , has arrived at Cowes, bound

15th . - Samarang, Capt. Glover, from England. to Amsterdain .

Passenger, Mr. Beck Dec. 16th . - Arrived his Majesty's ship Amphi.

Upton Castle, Beyts , from England. Passen- trite, from India ; Violet, Allen , from Buenos

gers, Mr.Wybrow, Surgeon of the 17th Dragoons, Ayres .

Mrs. Wybrow , two Misses Goodhew , B. Rowles, Deal, Dec.4th . - Sailed , the London , Ocean , and

Esg . and Assistant-Surgeon Hall, from the Cape. Alexandertransports, for the Cape of Good Hope
The hon , Company's ship. Cabalva, from and Isle of France.

England. Passengers, Mr. Reade and Mr. Stubbs, Dec. 6th . - Came down the river and remain ,
Writers; Mr. Pollock , Assistant Surgeon . Morley for New South Wales, Duke of Marla
The hon. Company's ship Cumberland, from

borough for Cape of Good Hope, and the Hype
England . Passengers, Capt. Byers, Mr. Rogers, rion for Bombay

Cadet; Mr. Whiteside, Free Mariner, Dec. 10th.-- Arrived and sailed to the river,

The hon. Company's ship Lady Melville . Ocean from Batavia, Orient from Bengal , Venus
Passengers, Mrs. Backhouse, Miss C. Baynes , from the South Scas. Came down the river and

Miss A. s . Anderson , Capt. M.Neil , Lieutenant remain , Cornwallis for the Cape, Admiral Gam.
Gravenor and Cornet Backhouse , Lieutenant bier for Ceylon .

Mahon , Ensigns Fenier, Watts , Newlouse , Dec. with .-The extra ship. James Sibbald ar.

Assistant-Surgeons M Gregor and Radford, Dr.
rived in the Downs on the Ilth inst. from Bengal

A. Bell , Assistant Surgeon ; J. Murdock, Mate and the Moluccas . She left Bengal the 6th Fe.

of the Buckinghamshire, J. Morris and J. Reed, bruary , Batavia the 20th March , Banda the 21st

Free Mariners . June, Amboyna the 16th July , and St. Helena
The hon . Company's ship Marquis of Huntly , the 10th October.

Passengers , Major Dunbar, Lieutenant Manson , Dec. 16th.- Arrived Thomas Grenville from

Messrs. Bell, Crawford and E. Elliott, Writers . China, Surry from Batavia . Came down the

Mr. S. Prescott, of the Buckinghamshire . river and remain , Lord Melville for Bengal,
The lion . Company's ship Castle Huntley. sailed 19th .

L'assengers, Major-lien . Browne, Capt. Browne, Dec. 17ch.- Arrived the Union from India, and

Capt. Mcal and lady, ( apt. Lewis and lady, Mr. sailed with the Thoinas Gren ville for the river.

Alderton , free Mariner,
Dec. 19th . - Came down the river, the Moffatt ,

Free Trader, Princess Charlotte , Lushman , for Madras and Bencoolen .

from England . Margate , Dec. 16th . - The Lord Melville out.

May 18th . - Bombay Anna, from England .
ward -bound East Indiaman , was supplied last

Home Ports. night with an anchor, having lost three in the late

gales ; she proceeded this morning for the Downs ;

Plymouth . Nov. 29th.- Arrived, the Revolu .
the James Sibbald , outward -bound East Indiaman,

tionnaire frigate, from the Cape of Good Hope. is riding in PanSand-hole, and has sent a-shore

Dec. 7th . - Came in tn -day, the Eliza, Ring, for a supply of provisions ; the ships in Pau
from the Isle of France in three months, bound Sand -hcle remain all well .

to London , with loss of rigging, sails, and boais,

and her cargo damaged ; in lat. 40 , lon . 20. spoke
The Conqueror, 74 , under the command of

Captain Davie, is fitting out at Sheerness for the

a Portuguese brig from Maranham to Oporto,
reception of the flag of Rear-Admiral Plampin,with loss of bouts and saill
lately appointed commander-in - chief at St.

8th . - Capt, King, of the Eliza , (arrived here
Helena.

from the Isle of France), reports , that on the 5th

September the ship Orion arrived at the Isle of : His Majesty's ship Cameleon is arrived from

France from Calcutta . On the 26th September India.--On the 4th July the Company's ship

spoke two whalers off the Cape of Good Hope, Surrey was aboutto proceed to Indramayo), from

one called the Reward, Richards, the nan.e of whence she was to return to Batavia , and after .

the other is unknown ; they informed him that wards to be dispatched to England . The Com.

the ship to leeward was the Union extra ship , pany's ship Europe was about to proceed from

forty days from Bombay, all well . Batavia to Bengal in July .
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Price Current of East - India Produce for December 1816.

L. s. d.

1 15 0

1 10 0

2 5 0

O
I
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I
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T

I!I
l
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5

6 10 0

8 100

086

0 7 4

I
I
I

L
I
T
T

T
i
l
l

O
O
o
o
o
a
o
o
O
O
O 511

5 6

0 5 4

0 5 0

0 4 8

9 10

6 4

5 0

4 4

4 0

оо

3 0 0

0

L. S. d. L. S. d.

Cochineal ..................Ib . 0 9 6 to 0 4 4

Coffee , Java ............ cwt. 4 6 0 4 10 0

Cheribun ...
4 0 0 4 4 0

Bourbon
4 0 0 4 5 0

Mocha 5 10 0 5 15 0

Enttou, Surat... Ib . 0 1 1 0 13

Extra fine...........
0 1 4 0 1 6

Bengal
0 011 0 1 1

Bourbon 0 1 11 0 2 6

Drugs, &c. for Dyeing.

Aloes, Epatica ....... (wt. 8
0 0 13 00

Anniseeds, Star ..... 4 10 0 4 15 0

Borax, Refined .... 4 15 0

Unrefined , or Tincal 4 10 0

Camphire unrefined ..... 11 0 0 -13 0 0

Cardemoms, Malabar..lb 03 0 0 5 0

-- Ceylon ......

Cassia Buds....... ..cwt. 21 0 0

Lignea...
9 0 0 -11 10 0

Castor Oil .............. lb, 0 1 3 O R.

China Root..........cwt. 1 15 0 200

Coculus Indicus........ 215 0 3 0 0

Columbo Root..
2 10 0 2 15 0

Dragon's Blood ....

Gum Ammoniac, lump..

-Arabic........ 3 10 0 5 0 0

Assafærida.....

Benjamin
7 00 60 0

Animi...........cwt. 5 10 0 10 0

Galbanum ... .....

Gambogium ....... 17 0 0 22 0

Myrrh ..... 8 0 0 10 0

Olibapum .. 5 0 0 8 0

Lac Lake......... 0 1 3 0 1

Dye.... 03 6 05

Shell, Block . 2 10 0 2 15 0

Shivtred 3 10 0 14 0

Stick ...... 3 10 0 8 0 0

Musk , China ...........02 . 0 14 6 0 18

Nux Vomica ......... cwt. 1 5 0
1 10

Oil Cassia..............oz . 02 0
0 29

('innam
on .......... 0 12 0

Cloves ....... ....... 0 26 0 2 10

Mace ....

Nutmegs o 13

Opium . ... lb.

Rhubarb 0 4 3 090

Sal Ammoniac ......cwt . 7 0 0

Senna ... p .. ]b. 0 1 6
0 2 6

L. S. d.

Turmerick, Java ....cwt . 1 10 0 to

Bengal
18 0

China 2 0 0

Zednary:

Galls, in Sorts ..
6 0 0

Blue..... 8 0 0

Indigo , Blue ... Ib.

Blue and Violet....... 07 6

Purple and Violet.... 0 6 4

Fine Violet .....

Good Ditto..
0 5 6

Fine Violet & Copper 0 5 2

Good Ditto....
0 5 0

Gond Copper.......
0 4 8

Middling Ditto
0 4 6

Ordinary Ditto
0 3 6

Fine Madras 5 9

Middling Ditto , .....
0 4 6

Ordinary Ditto
O 3 9

Rice... .........cwt. 2 2 0

Safilower.. ..... cwt . 4 10 0

Sago
... wt . 2 0 0

Saltpetre, Refined .....cwt. 2 90

Silk , Bengal Skein ......Ib . O 12 9

Novi 0 15 5

Ditto White ...........

China
1 0 1

Organzine.

I
l

O 15

111

6

Q

O
O

1 2 4

2 2 0

011 7

OS 9

0110

0 6 2

3 10 0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ד

ו

ד

ו

ו

ד

ו

ד

1
1

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

-

Goods declared for Sale at the East - India House .

On Friday, 10 January - Prompt 11 April.

Company's. - Cotton -wnol, 1,580 bales ,

Privilege. - Cotton -wool, 2,586 bales .

On Friday, 17 January - Prompt 11 April,

Company's.Coffee , 6,184 bags Sugar, 3,323

bags.

On Tuesday, 21 January - Prompt 18 April.

Company's . - China Raw -silk , 313 bales- Ben .

gal ditto , 1,154 bales.

1 17 0

Spices, Cinnamon . ... lb . 0 10 9

Cloves
03 8

09 0

Nutmegs 0 6 1

Ginger ..cwt ,
39 0

Pepper, Black Ib . 0 07

White .
0 0 11

Sugar, Yellow ......... cwl .
Iis 0

White 2 10 0

Brown
1 14 o

Tea , Bohea ..... Ib . 0 2 6

Congou 0 29

Souchong......... 0 3 10

Campoi. 0 29

Twankay
0 211

Pekoe .
04 0

Hyson Skin .......
0 2 10

Hyson
0 4 7

Gunpowder
0 5 4

Tortoiseshell
0 19 0

Woods, Saunders Red..tun 11 00

Mace.

0 1 0

2 4 0

3 10 0

1 190

0 2 8

03 5

0 4 6

03 9

0 4 3

0 5 6

O 4

0 6 0

0 5 8

1 60

11 10 0

.........

Privilege and Private Trade. -China Raw -silk ,

20 bales--Bengal ditto , 305 bales .

On Tuesday, 11 February -- Prompt 9 May .

Company's. Black and White Pepper - Cinna .

mon - Cloves - Mace - Nutmegs - Oil of Cinna

mon, Nutmegs, and Mace .

Property of Ceylon Goyernment.-- Oil of Cinna

mon .

Cargoes of East - India Company's Ships lately arrived .

Cargoes of the Thomas Grenville, Ocean, James Skins, Castor Oil, Indigo, Raw Silk, Nutmegs,

Sibbald , Surrey, and Union , from China, Ben- Mace , Piece Goods, Wrought Silks, Ladies

gal, Madras, Arnbuyna, &c . Dresses, Handkerchiefs, Rattans, Ground Rat ,

Company's Goods. - Tea , 770,162 lbs.Coffee, tans , Malacca Canes, Whanghees, Red Wood,

Sugar, Sapan Wood. Saltpetre, Mace, Nutmegs, Amboyna Wood , Kyapooty Oil , Sassafras Oil,

Cloves, Oil of Mace, distilled Oil of Nutmegs, Ebony,Sago , BancaTin, Cassia, Madeira Wine,
Fans, Birds of Paradise, Tortoiseshell, Kyabooko,

Arrack ,

Private - Trade and Privilege. — Teas, Nankeen Sherry Wine.

Clotb , China Ware, Lacquered Ware, soy , Hurse
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M E MO IR

OF THE LATE

1 MAJOR -GENERAL SIR GEORGE HOLMES, K.C.B.

The subject of our presentme to the besiegers, including guns,

moir was anative of Cumberland, treasure, and prisoners to a great

and left England at a very early amount. Among the latter were

age, in the military service of the the person and family of the be
East India Company, on the Bom- sieging General.

bay establishment In 1783, Lieutenant Holmes

After serving a short time as a served under GeneralMacleod

cadet, he, in 1780, got an ensigncy against Tippoo Sultan . He was at

in the Bombay European regiment, the storm and capture of Ca

and was soon after promoted and nanore ; soon after which the

removed to the tenth battalion of general peace in Europe led to

Native Infantry; With this corps similar tranquillity in India, which

Lieutenant Holmes was actively was not materially disturbed on
employed in the war then carrying the western side, until the con

on against the Mahrattas, and was federacy of the English, the Mah

present, among other affairs, at the rattas, and Nizam Ally Khan,

capture of Bellaporeand Panwell against Tippoo in 1791. In that

in 1780 and the following year. year and the following Lieutenant

In 1781 and 1782 he was at the Holmes served with that distin

defence of Tellicherry, so perse- guished corps, the Bombay grena

veringly besieged by the troops of dier battalion, in General Aber

HyderAlly under Serdar Khan. crombie's army, at the siege of

At the brilliant sally of the little Seringapatam ,and in the various

garrison, under their gallant com- services in Mysore and Malabar.

mander Major Abington, on the In 1794 he was promoted to the

7th of January 1782, Lieutenant rank of Captain in the Bombay

Holmes was severely wounded. European regiment; but we have

The lapse of years, and the no notice of his services from that

rapid succession ofmore important time till 1798, when he was em

events, have, of course, caused al- ployed in Colonel Little's detach

most a forgetfulness of such affairs ment, which co -operated with the

as the sally in question : it was, Mahratta army in the last war
however, very important at the against Tippoo Sultan. After

time; it critically terminated the the fall of Seringapatam in the fol-.

siege of a position of great military lowing year, many of Tippoo's

and politicalconsequence, discom- forts in Kanara refused to surren

fited a large army with vast loss der to the English, and Captain

Asiatic Journal.No. 14.
VOL. III O

-



94 Memoir of the late Major -General Sir George Holmes. Feb.

-

Holmes was selected to command army and of half the world is on

a force to reduce them. Several the deed, there are abundance of

of these forts resisted vigorously, stimuli to professional exertion :
but the service was very com- but in such a service as the reliefs

pletely executed, and Captain of Montana, carried on through
Holmes received on this occasion trackless forests, where guns

the particular thanks of Major- cannot move, in a pestiferous cli.
General Hartley, commanding offi- mate, at the worst season of the

cer in Malabar and Kanara. year, when, without seeing an

The acquisition of Malabar by enemy, your men drop everymo,

the English , however valuable, was ment by your side, and combating

a very troublesome one. Tippoo almost every imaginable difficulty,
and his father had sacrificed army except that stimulating one of a

after army in the fruitless attempt battle — there it is that the energy

to subjugate the Rajas of that and perseverance of the soldier,
warlike country. The military and the address of a commander

tribe of Nair is very numerous ; are tried,

and such was their high spirit, that These are the extracts to which

the idea of subjugation or depen- we have adverted :

dance of any sort, was indignantly “ Provincial Orders,

spurned. It is said , and we be Cananore, 8th August, 1800,

lieve justly, of this tribe, that no “ Colonel Sartorious requests

individual of it ever appears with- Major Holmes will accept his

out a drawn sword in his band, warmest thanks, for his zealous

and that, to avoid incumbrance, and active exertions in the relief

five men have only one wife among of Montana.

them . Thestruggles ofthesedes- “ The Commanding Officer's

perate people, evinced the military sincere thanks are also due to the

excellence ofthe materielof which whole of the officers and men em

they were composed. It was a ployed, for their gallant and steady

most harassing warfare ; from its conduct, as reported by Major

remoteness carried on without Holmes ; without which the ob

eclat, from its nature apparently stacles they had to encounter

without system , and from its re- could not have been overcome, in

sults, long without much appear- performing the services they have
ance of success. In this warfare effected .”

Captain Holmes, who now com

manded a battalion of Native In
“ From Brigade -Major Spens to

fantry, was foremost on all occa
Major Holmes.

sions. The Bombay army will “ Canunore, 1st October, 1800 .

long remember the spirit with “ Sir,-I am directed by Colo

which he at different times volun- nel Sartorious to acknowledge

teered that most desperate and an- the receiptof your letter of 29th

noying service, the reliefs ofMon- ultimo, and to conveyto you his

tana, and the perseverance and most warm thanks, for having with

vigour with whichhe effected it . We so much judgment, with the de

shall presently introduce extracts tachment under your command,

from some recorded documents to overcome every difficulty in exe

which we have had access, shew- cuting the arduous and severe ser

ing the sense entertained by his vice of the last relief of Montana.

immediate superiors of Major And he begs you will make known

Holmes's conduct in this trying in themost public manner to Cap

service, as it was justly termed : tains Baird and Howden ,and to all

premising, that where, as in the the officers and men of your de

contests at Seringapatam ,Badajoz, tachment, his sense of their per

Waterloo, &c. the eye of a whole severing exertions on this trying
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occasion, and which he will have is about to be more immediately

very great pleasure in reporting under your orders, I take the

to the Hon.Colonel Wellesley. liberty of recommending him to

“ I have the honour, & c . " your favourable notice.

“ I have the honour, &c.

From the Hon. Colonel Wellesley
( Signed ) “ ARTHURWELLESLEY."

( now Duke of Wellington ) to

Colonel Sartorious.
From the Adjutant-General of the

Camp, 10 miles south of Kopal,
Bombay Army ( date not noted )

15th November , 1800 . to Colonel Sartorious, command

“ I also request that you will ing the troops in Malabar.

communicate to Major Holmes “ Sir, - In reply to that para

that paragraph in the enclosed graph of your letter of the 24th

extract which relates to him . I ultimo, on the subject of the zeal
am concerned that his health

ous and active services of Major

should oblige him to go toBom- Holmes, which has been laid before

bay, and I request you will give Government, Iam directedby the

the enclosed letter to the Gover. Commanding Officer of the Forces
por in Council of that settlement." to acquaint you, that he embraces

Extract ( referred to above) from a ing tothatofficer,togetherwithhis

the earliest opportunity of signify

Letter from the Chief Secretaryto the Government of Madras own, the veryhighsense which the

Hon.the Governor in Council enter

to theHon. Colonel Wellesley, tains of MajorHolmes's meritorious

dated Fort St. George, 7th Nov. and gallantexertions in the ardu
1800 .

ous duties which he had to perform

“ I have had the honour of re- in the present Kotiote service, as

ceiving your letter of the 13th well as of the conduct and persever

ultimo, with its enclosures, and ing bravery of the officers and men

am directed to express to you who composed the detachment

the satisfaction of the Right Hon. under his command, in the different

the Governor in Council at thecon- operations which he was called onto
duct of Major Holmes, and of the execute. A declaration of well

troopsunderhis command, in the earned praise, which the Command

last relief of the post ofMontana. ” ing Officer ofthe Forces experi

From the Hon . Colonel Wellesley fallen to his lot to communicate ..
ences great pleasure that it has

to the Hon. the Governor in

“ The above you will be pleased
Council ofBombay, ( referredto
above ) datedCamp, 10 miles topromulgate in such way, asmay

south of Kopal, 15th November, make more generally known to the

troops under your command, this

1800 . public testimony of the merits of

“ Sir, As I understand from Major Holmes, and of the officers

Colonel Sartorious that Major and men who lately served under

Holmes is about to leave Malabar, him in the districtsof Kotiote.

and to join his corps at Surat, I have the honour, &c.

take this opportunity of expressing ( Signed) “ ROBERT GORDON ,

to you my high sense of the ser Adjutant General. "

vice which he has rendered to the

public during the time that he has This brings us nearly to the end

commanded the troops in the of the year 1800. In the two fol

Kotiote districts. I have already lowing years Major Holmes was

taken an opportunity of mention- employed under General Sir David

ing in favourable terms his ser- Baird in Egypt, in command of

vices to the Government of Fort the 2d battalion Ist Native regi

St. George ; but as Major Holmes ment. Few or no opportunities

02
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occurred in that quarter for the In 1803, Major Holmes com

Indian army to achieve any field manded a field force operating

laurels. Major Holmes' corps was against a rebellious member of the

always, as may be supposed from Gaikawar government, and distin

being under such an officer, who guished himself greatly on many

was never an hour absent from it, occasions. We have not space for

in the most efficient state.
the enumeration of all such ashave

Immediately after
the expulsion come within our knowledge, and

of the Frenchfrom Egypt, and the shall merely quote from the docu

return thence of the Indian Army, ments to which we have access,
Major Holmes' corps was sent the recorded testimonies of those

into Guzerat. Our recent acqui- most competent to appreciate his

sitions in that quarter demand- services on those occasions.

ed very active military measures ; From J. A. Grant, Esq . Secretary

and although scarcely heard of to the Government of Bombay,

in Europe amid the eclat of nearer to Lieut.- Colonel Henry Wood

warfare , a series of very ener- ington , commanding the Subsidi

getic service has almost ever since, ary Force at Baroda, dated Bom

that is since 1802, been displayed bay Castle, 14th February 1803 .

on that belligerent arena.
In that

year,amongother smartaffairs,Ma- Hon .the Governor in Council to
“ Sir ,-1. I am directed by the

jorHolmeswas present at the siege acknowledge the receipt ofyour
of Baroda . Among our docu

letter of the 8th instant, with its

ments we find the following order

issued by the officer commanding oftheattackon Canojee'scamp by
enclosure, detailing the particulars

the field force in Guzerat.
the detachment under the com

“ Field Morning Orders , mand of Major Holmes.

Baroda , 27th Dec. 1802 . “ 2. The Governor in Council

“ Whilst Lieut.-Col. Wooding- cannot advert to the energy, intre

ton lamentsthe loss of the gallant pidity , and extraordinary exertions

men who fell before Baroda, he manifested byMajorHolmes onthat

congratulates the troops on the occasion , without expressing his

successful termination of hostili- highest approbation of the merits

ties, by compelling our enemies of that officer, and at the same

to evacuate the fort of Baroda,and time acknowledging that to this

accept the terms prescribed to officer's professional exertions and
them by government. He en- personal intrepidity so conspicu

treats the officers and mento ac- ously evinced at the crisis of this

cept his unfeigned thanks for the very serious attack,must be chief

ready and willing support which ly ascribed the complete overthrow

he has received from them ; and of Canojee and his adherents,

although the enemy gave the army which government has no doubt,

in general, but few opportunities will , under your instructions, be

of distinguishing themselves, still uninterruptedly followed up till

they did not fail to avail them- this war be brought to a happy

selves of such as offered ; as was termination.

instanced in the attack and defeat “ I have the honour, &c."

of a considerable body of Arabsby a party of his Majesty's86th ( Private) From the Honourable Mr.

regiment under Captain Semple
Duncan, Governor of Bombay,

on the 22d instant; and also of
to Major Holmes, dated Bombays

Major Holmes, who with his bat- 14th Feb. 1803 .

talion repelled an attack of double “My dear Sir ,-Although the of

his number of Arabs on the same ficial acknowledgment of your gal

day.” lant conduct will reach you indue
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course through Colonel Wood - against Sindea , Holkar, and other

ington, yet I cannot refrain from chieftains. On one occasion Lieut.

separately expressing my own ad- Colonel Holmes's detachment es
miration of it. It seldom happens corted treasure to a large amount

that a commanding officer has an from Guzerat to the Bengal army

opportunity to such a degree as under Lord Lake besieging Bhurt

circumstances led to in your case, poor. On the march thither and

on the 6th , nor can any, I am per- returning, a line of about six hun

suaded, occur, where a betterand dred miles through a hostile coun

more glorious use can be made of try, his detachment was smartly

it : accept then of my sincerest attended by Holkar's active and

congratulations and thanks, which annoying cavalry : but notwith

I shall be happy, if the means standing the notoriety of the na

should
occur, of more substantial- ture of his charge, so inviting to

ly evincing my sense of, being the cupidity of the Mahrattas, he

with sincere esteem , your faithful effected the service with the com

and obedient servant, pletest success. Until 1807 Co

(Signed ) “ John Duncan . ” Ionel Holmes was almost constant

“ Extract from Field Orders, ly employed in the field in Guze

Campnear Baroda, 24th Feb. 1803. rat ; he then succeeded to the tem

“ Lieut-Colonel Woodington has porary charge of the force subsi

great pleasure in conveying to dized by the Gaikawar govern

Major Holmes the strongest ap- ment ! and in the following year

probation and thanks of Major- that respectable command was con

General Nicolls* for his intrepid ferred upon him by the government

conduct on the 6th instant, and of Bombay, in approbation of his

his thanks to the officers and men services, as appears by the two

of His Majesty's 86th regiment for following extracts.

their gallantry in supporting him

-also his thanks to His Majesty's Extract of a Letter from Major
Walker, Political Resident in

75th regiment for their soldierlike

conduct in immediately forming Guzerat, to Francis Warden,

after sustaining so severe a loss, Esq. Chief Secretary to the Go

and contributing by their exertions vernment of Bombay, dated 1st

March 1807.
to the successof the day ,

“ Lieut.-Colonel Woodington at Adverting to the absence of *

the same time requests Major Colonel Woodington from the im

Holmes, and the officers and men portant duties of his command, it

under his command will accept of will not I trust be deemed impro

his humble approbation of their per, if I respectfully recall the at

gallantry and successin storming tention of the Honourable theGo
the enemy's camp on the 6th inst. ” vernor in Council to the merits

and services ofLieutenant-Colonel
Major Holmes obtaineda Lieut.- Holmes.

Colonelcy in 1803, and continued 66 The nature of these it
may

be

during that and the two following unnecessary to detail ; but they

years in very active service, in are warm in the recollection of this
command of a field detachment.

government, + which would not on
He was at the siege and capture ly view with satisfaction, but con

of Pawanghur ; aservice of con- ceive it peculiarly agreeable and

siderable eclat at the time, as this acceptable, were these services

fortress was reckoned among the noticed by his being placed in Co

natives one of the most celebrated lonel Woodington's situation du

for strength in India. War was ring his absence.

at this time extensively carried on

Commander -in -Chief of the Bombay Army .
* On account of illness .

1 The Gaikawar Government of Guzerat .
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“ As an officer of great experi- on the service from which you

and reputation, Colonel have reported your return, and

Holmes ranks high in the estima- you will be advised of the senti

tion of every military man ; and ments of government thereon, as
the public service must continue soon as received .

to receive from his well-known " I have the honour, &c.

zeal, the same cordial co -opera- (Signed) “ ROBERT GORDON,"

tion and support, which is so ne Adjutant-General. "

cessary to it's success .'
From Mr. Secretary Warden to

From Mr. Secretary Warden, to Major-General Richard Jones,

Major Walker, dated Bombay, Commanding Officer of the Forces

13th March , 1807. at Bombay, dated 25th Sept.

" I am directed by the Honour- 1809.

able the Governorin Council, to ac- “ Sir , -- In acknowledging there

knowledgethe receipt of yourlet- ceipt of yourletter of the 14th of
ter of the 1st instant ; and to inti- this month, I have the honour to .

mate, that the eminent services intimate to you , that the Hon.

rendered by Colonel Holmes in the Governor in Council has been

the successful resistance which pleased to grant field allowances

that officer opposed to the inroads to Lieut.-Col. Holmes and the de

of Canoojee after his escape from tachment under his command ,,

confinement in 1802-3, and to the whilst employed on the present

party that adhered to him , give to service ; and to signify to you ,

that officer peculiar and appropri- that the Hon. the Governor in
ate claims to the commandof the Council concurs with you in opi

subsidiary force at Baroda, du- nion , and commends the ready

ringthe intended absence of Colo- zeal and promptitude with which

nel Woodington, and it is accord- Lieut.-Col. Holmes proceeded with

ingly the intention of the Honour- the detachment on this service, at

able the Governor in Council to aseason of the year the most in

nominate him thereto . " clement, with such equipments as
Thetwo following letters refer to were available , and which the aid

operations of a detachment from of the native government and their

the subsidiary force with which own exertionscould furnish them

Colonel Holmes moved from Ba- with .

roda ( the Gaikawar capital of Gu “ I have the honour, & c .

zerat,) in the rainy season of 1809, (Signed) “ F. WARDEN ,

to repel an invasion of the frontier Chief Secretary.'

of the Gaikawar territory. We have no particulars of Col.

From the Adjutant-Generalof the Holmes's services forseveralyears

Bombay Army, to Lieuto- Colonel after this period. He continued

Holmes, commanding in the in the command of the force in

Northern Division of Guzerat, Guzerat, which was reviewed, in

dated Bombay, 19th Sept. 1809. 1812, by General Abercrombie,

“ Sir,_Your letters of the3d and and we find the following testi

5th instant have been laid before monyto its state of efficiency and

the commanding Officer of the discipline.

Forces, who directs me to inform Extract of a Letter from His Ex

you that he has laid the subject cellency the Commander in Chief

of the first before the Honourable to the Hon . the Governor in Coun

the Governor in Council, who, he cil, dated 18th February , 1812.

doubts not will,with him, be equal- “ Par . 13 .-- It is gratifying to me

ly sensible of the zealousand ac- to be enabled to avail myself of

tive exertions of yourself and the this opportunity to report to you ,

detachment under your command Hon. Sir, the excellent discipline,
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general good order and system for two or three years preceding

which I found established amongst thisperiod.

the troops composing the Baroda The great satisfaction the ser

Subsidiary Force ; the merit of vices and conduct of Major-Gen.

which I attribute solely to the Holmes continued to the last toaf

attention, zeal, and professional ford the governments under which

abilities of Lieut.-Col.Holmes." he served, will be evinced by the

two following public documents.

" Disturbances in Guzerat and its

neighbourhood kept Col.Holmes's Extract ofa Letter from Mr. Chief

force in the field in 1813 and Secretary Warden to the Political

1814 ; but we have no particulars
Resident at Baroda, dated Bom

of any opportunities that may have
bay Castle, 23d March, 1815.

offered for distinguishing himself.
“ On the occasion ofMajor-Gen .

There were, webelieve, some sharp Holmes' retiring from the com

affairs before the fort of Pulhun- mand of the Subsidiary Force at

poor. Baroda, the Hon. Governor in
After the termination of one Council feels it due to the merits

ofthe operations of this period, ofthat gallant* to express his en

the following extract of a letter tire satisfaction with his conduct

from Mr.Secretary Warden, dated generally as an officer on this es
6th January , 1814 , to the political tablishment, and particularly du

resident at Baroda, was commu- ring the period of his having ex
ricated to Col. Holmes. ercised the functions of that im

“ Theregularity and good order portant situation : and these sen
with which the force under Col. timents the Governor in Council

Holmes has conducted itself, has will have great satisfaction in com

not escaped the attention of go- municating to the Honourable

vernment, and you will takean Court.” +
opportunity of conveying to that

officer the sense which the Hon. Translation of a Letter from His

the Governor in Council entertains Highness Futteh Sing Row Gai

of the conduct of the officers and kawarf ,to Major-GeneralGeorge

men under his command, during
Holmes, dated Baroda, 20th

the course of the service, which April, 1815.

has fortunately been brought to a
“ A. D.-It has been communi

termination without the necessity catedto me by Captain Carnac,

of having recourse to hostilities .
that in consequence of your ad

Early in 1815, it was deemed
vancement to a superior rank, the

expedienttoassemble a consider commandofthe Honourable Com

able army on the eastern frontier Gaikawar Government, will de

pany's troops, subsidized by the

of the Gaikawar territories, and volveon another officer. In ex

the command was conferredon pressing my congratulations on

Col. Holmes ; but in consequenceof his obtaining the brevet rank of your promotion, you mustallow

me to regret the unavoidable con

Major General,the retention ofthat
command was,it seems,incompa- sequences ofyour relinquishing the

tiblewith military etiquette;and his command which you have held

during many years.
health having materially suffered

by such an uninterrupted series of the eveofyour departure, that I

“ It is onlyan act ofjustice, on

service, and theseverity of much should render to you thosesenti

of it, he retired from the field .

Guzerat badbeen particularly
fa- ments which your conduct, during

tal, and destructive to the health

of both Europeans and natives, Sovereign of Guzerat.

# A word is here wanted ,

# of Directors of the East India Company .
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a period ofnearly thirteen years in ofrestoration, without a voyage to

the support chiefly of the interests Europe, and he reluctantlyresort

of my government, have been so ed to this measure, at a moment

well calculated to excite. when farther professional honours

“The important services perform- seemed to await him , in a rank

ed by you at the siege of Baroda, that promised also a chance of

when in the hands of an Arab making some provision for his fa

faction , and in the discomfiture of mily.

Canoojee Raw Gaikawar, during About this time the extension of

hisopen rebellion against this state, the honors of the Order of the

are fresh in my recollection . Bath , excited the hope of every

• The zeal , perseverance, and a- distinguished officer. “ One com

bility, with which the troops under mander's cross was destined for the

your command destroyed the for- Bombay army ; and could the wish

midable resources ofthatmisguided of every officer of that army have
man, and the personal gallantry been ascertained , we may, we be

displayed by you at themoment lieve, very safely say, that few , per
which ensured victory, must always hapsnot one, would have desired

render your name highly distin- the brilliant distinction to have

guished inthe estimation of my- been otherwise bestowed than up
self, and the government subject on Major -General Holmes. It is

to my authority.
almost needless to add, that the

" While I returnyou my unquali- honourwas so appropriated.

fied acknowledgements for your SirGeorge Holmes, confirmed in
Toward the end oftheyear 1815,

services on the occasion above

stated , and in numerous other in- alone could effect a restoration ofthe opinion that his native climate

stances whichthe limits ofaletter hishealth ,applied for a furlough,

will not allow me to specify, it is

with feelings also of considerable which was granted in General Ör

satisfactionthatI am enabled to ders, of which here follows an ex
tract :

add, that the attentions and conci

liatorydemeanor whichevery ser- “ G. O. By the Right Hon. the

vant ofmygovernment has experi- Governor in Council .- Bombay

enced from you in the progress of Castle, 19th January , 1816.

your long employment in Guzerat,

will always ensure from me and
“ Brevet Major -General and

them a lively interest in your future Lieutenant- Colonel Sir George
welfare and happiness. Holmes, K.C.B. is allowed a fur

“ Accept my own best wishes, lough to England on his private

that in
your native country every concerns. The Right Hon. the

honourdue to your well-earned Governor in Council will perform
reputation may attend you ; and a gratifying act of publicduty in

permit me tohope, thatyou will bringingtothe noticeoftheHon.

occasionally favour mewith a let- Court of Directors the many in

ter, which
may communicate glad

stances of meritorious conduct

tidings of yourself, and of those in which Major-General Holmes has

whom you may be interested .”
evinced during a period of thirty

six years' service in India ; the

A cessation of field labours gave value and importance of which

at first some hope that this gallant cannotbe more forcibly exempli

officer might recover sufficiently to fied, than by the distinguished

enable him to accept anomination honour recently conferred upon

on the General Staff of the Indian him by His Royal Highness the

army ; but his constitution was too Prince Regent."

much broken to allow of any hope Having thus connected theseveral

:

а

2
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documents that have fallen underly regretted that he persevered so

our observation touching the ser- long . But his services were want

vices of Major -General Sir George ed,and he did not allow himself a

Holmes, by a rapid notice of such choice. With the hope ofrepair .

points of them as havecome within ing his severely shattered constitu

our notice and recollection, we tion, he quitted India early in 1816 .
proceed to state , in conclusion , a He would have had the first vacant

few particulars of his professional regiment, which, with the

andprivate character. his rank, would have sufficed for a

When our illustrious Commander handsome maintenance to a man of

in Chief published to the British his moderate habits and viewş ; and

army a just eulogy on the character. he was not without hopes and ex

andservices of the late General pectations ofrecovering sufficient

Sir John Moore, his Royal High- ly to enable him to return to his

ness laid particular stress on his duty on the Staff of the Indian

being a “ regimental Officer ;" that army, in the farther prosecution of

is, one who was constantly with his his military career, and in the hope
regiment, especially in the earlier of making asuitable provision for

stages of his military career. This his family. But'it was otherwise

may be said of Sir George Holmes, ordained. His old ' friends who

to as full an extent, perhaps, as of saw him on his arrival in England,

any officer in the army. In thirty- scarcely recognized the person of

six years'service in India, he was theirformer Herculean associate ;
never, in all, absent from his corps and he survived but a few months.

more than six months on account He died at Cheltenham on the 29th

of his private concerns ; and, such ofOct.1816, being 52 years of age,

the vigour of his frame, that in respected and lamented by all who

all this length of servitude in such ' knew him - leaving ,indeed, no ene- ,

a climate, andat certain times, mybutthe enemies ofhis country.
particularly in Malabar and Guzer- It wouldbe gratifying to us to

at,in the most inclement seasons of be able to state, that his long and

sickly years, his total absence from zealous servitude had been equally
his corps, on account of illness , was rewarded in a pecuniary ,as in apro

only five months. As , a subaltern fessional, view :--but this we fear is

he served fifteen years ; as a Cap- not the case. We are indeed as

tain five; as a Field Officer six- sured that his widow and family of

teen . It may hence be readily con- five young children are left very

cluded, that from such a period of slenderly provided for. It is , how

service in India, where, how little ever, consoling to know, that such

soever may beheard orthought in cases are viewed with proper liber

England of their operations, the ality, both by our General Govern

troops are rarely idle, the subject ment, and by the Sovereigns of

of our memoir must have been a India. Prompt as many are to

finished soldier : he truly was ; cavil at the acts of either ; a want

and to the last acted with the fire of due feeling and attention to the

and zeal of a subaltern. His hardy interests andcomforts of thebereft

and robust frame enabled him to families of our departed soldiers,

bear up, until the last year or two, who have sacrificed or abridged
against every disadvantage of cli- their lives in the service of their

mate and privation. But no hu- country, has not yet found a place,

man stamina and zeal could sup- been applied to them , in the

port it longer ; and it is to be deep language of reproach .
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How we

places.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal,

SIR , Your correspondent, In- Mandib , danger, 'which the na

quirer,is not singular in his opinion, tives, who navigate these parts,

that theetymology of many Arabic consider themselves to be as soon
words wants revision , but with re- as they get round Bate, and fairly

gard to Bab el Mandel , Chora into the Gulf of Cutch . "

Mandel, and Oka Mandel, we came to substitute

must stick to the old orthography, Mandel for Mandib is not sorea "

and write them thus, dily answered, for it is singular

Bab el Mandib, The dangerous that such a transposition should

strait .

Chora Mandib, The danger past. ,

Akir Mandib , Out of danger. With regard to the mixture of

Indian and Arabic words in the

The first of these, Bab el Man- epithet Chora
Mandib ,we haveit

dib, is pure Arabic, though by no
at once in Taprobane, the ancient

means in common use ; the Arabs

know the island by the nameof be written Tap Rubanee, or the
name for Ceylon, which ought to

Perim , and distinguish the strait Holy Island , T'ap beingthe Indian
on each side by the terms great,

name for island, and Rubanee,

small; Chuta Bab, Bura Bab .

Secondly, ChoraMandib, from also inMal
, Diva, Mal beingthe

the Arabic term for Holy ; and

the Hindustani word, Chora, pass- Arabic term for ríches, andDiva

edby, and Mandib, danger ; to the Indian term for island.

illustrate this, it will be necessary

to add, that the Arabs as well tive of Morocco, Al ghayz, the
Algiers is pronounced by a na

as Indians, look upon Ceylon as a
jealous, which has ' a reference

dangerous place for ships, on ac

count of the strong currents, long , habitants than the nature of the
more to the disposition of the in

calms, and violent storms, some

timesexperienced in thevicinity translated by the epithet High
country, and might be better

of this otherwise much esteemed
minded.

island ; their having rounded it, There is an island in the Red

either on their voyage to Bengal Sea called Gebal Tor, which I

or other places, the constant repe- take to be the samepomenclature

tition of Chora, Mandib, became

in time affixed as the name of the hill.The term Toroften occurs
as our Gibraltar, signifying high

coastaverse exemplifyingthe in England,and has still the
samedread they feel on approaching signification ;it is a Celticword,

the coast of Ceylon is constantly but is nodoubt ofEastern 'origin .

repeated by all the tribes of Indian
I am , Sir,

and Arabiansailors.
Your's faithfully,

Caba Comaree mar Selan Tor Point, INDICATOR

Worstad mooalim a hiran. Dec. 7th , 1816 .

From Cape Comorin to Ceylon
N.B, Your correspondentGour ,

Puzzles both masters and pilots.
mand, will find the way to make

Thirdly, Akir Mandib, pure all the different kinds of Curry in

Arabie , from Akir, out of, and the Ayeen Akbary ,quarto edition.

a

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

SIR ,-The dialogue in your General Cayenne and his sister,

Journal for July between Major- on the subject of young ladies
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proceedingto India with the view sempstresses, even after a hand
of getting married, or rather as some fortune has been laid out in

the term obtains in England, of passage money and education . As

being well settled in life, does not good schools are now established

altogether coincide with my opi- at the several settlements in India,

nion ; for I can discern little dif- how much better would it be

ference between a short voyage to wholly to educate such childrene

India to visit relations, and that there, where they are not so likely

of ouryoung females going to to acquire English independence of

Bath, Cheltenham , or Brighton, to thinking, which upon a return

be introduced into public . I will from this country too often leads

say for what purpose, having them into habits of extravagance

far too much regard and respect and consequent unhappiness. Fot

for my fair countrywomen, than thesereasons,Mr. Editor, the more

to suppose such visits can be de- marriage is encouraged in India

signed for any other purpose than the better, even if it were only to

amusement or the restoration of put a stop to the further increase

health . ' .. ! of such unfortunate offspring. If

In regard to young ladiesgoing anofficerma ies a European ear

to India , I am of opinion the more ly in life, I hesitate not to affirm

embark for that country the better they have the bestmilitary service

it will be for the service, I mean in the world before them , and

the more marriage is encouraged, should any accident befal the fam

among the civiland militaryser- ther,the surviving parent with the

vants of the Company, themore children are very eligibly provided

their future happiness is likely for by the Orphanand Military

to be secured , and the more Fund ; or should good fortune andi

readily will a stop be put to the service, enable a married offi
that intercourse with the native cer to retire on his pay ; he finds

females of India, and the conse- himself the happy parent of chil

quent introduction of an offspring dren (if boys) eligible to be ad

to European Society , which in à mitted into a service, in which hea

few years from the rapid increase has devoted the best part of his

of such children, will become a se- life, and they return to their na

rious consideration , even in a po- tive country where they are no

litical point of view. Numbers of ticed according to their merits by

young men in the army in Bengal, the old friends of their parents.

are burthened with two or three In short, Mr. Editor, so fully am I.

of such children ; many have more, convinced of the impolicy of send

and the general sentiment of hu- ing over children by native mothers

manity and paternal affection so to this country, that I think the

prevalent there, towards such off- present discerning and respectable

spring, induces their being sentover Court of Directors could not pos

to Europe at a considerable ex- sibly 'confer a greater benefit upon

pense for education ; also, in the their servants , than by directing

vain hope of being able to provide that no 'more such illegitimate

for them in life more readily ; but, children shall be sent to this country

Mr. Editor, I know from sad exó, for education. I need hardly again

perience how fallacious this ex- observe how many civil and mili- '

pectation is, forwhen such chil- táry menof the Bengal establish

dren have been educated , and ment in particular, have sent over,

this we all do liberally, it is some two, three' and four children

next to impossible to place the at a vast expense, and expended

boys in any eligible situation, and large sums on their education,

in respect to the girls, nothing of which in the result has proved a

fer's beyond that of becoming bar (upon their retiring from the

a
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service) to forming any eligible lough, must have convinced many

connection by marriage, and all of their folly , and prevented many

this evil and disappointment abattered soldier fromretiring upon

may be ascribed to an apprehen- pay, the sole consequence of the

sion that marriage is burthensome, heavy load attendant upon an early

and retards a retirement from the but unfortunate connection. The

service; whereas, in fact, any Ze- hope that these observations, with

nanah is maintained at a greater thebenefit of my own painful ex

expence, than a union with a ra- perience, may prove useful tomany

tional well educated European ; of my old friends in Bengal, and

besidessaving their friends in Eng- guard them against persevering in
land many mortifications while in such ruinous prejudice against

charge of suchchildren, many of marriage, is my principal reason for

whom , it is well known, owe their addressing you. BeforeI conclude

existence to a favoured Khidmut- I beg leave to ubserve, that if your

gar or other menial. So fully satis- valuable Journal contained more

fied I am of the better policy of India intelligence, such as General

encouraging marriage inthe mili- Orders, and Civiland Military Ap
tary line, that I am fopinionwhere pointments, the more numerous

merit is nearly equal, the govern- would be your subscribers,among

ments in India should be instructed the retired servants from India,

to confer staff appointments upon who “ like the old coachman, still

married officers, aswas usualduring likes a smack of his whip ,” and

my early residence in India. This
eager

after Indian intelli

would also, in some degree, put a gence. Wishing you every success,

stop to the enormous increase of I remain , Sir,

illegitimate children ; and the ex Your devoted

perience which officers are now humble servant,

enabled to obtain whilst upon fur- A RETIRED BENGALOFFICER.

are all

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

SIR, -- The formidable Black sented, on entering, the appearance

Hole is now no more. Early in of an oven ; being long, dark, and

the year 1812 I visited it. It was narrow. One window (ifI recollect

situate in the old fort of Calcutta, right) was the utmost, and this

and was then on the eve of demo- secured by bars. · The escape of

lition . Since that time the fort even the small number who sur

has come down, and on its site have vived the horrid fate of the rest, is

been erected some extensive ware- surprising, and can only be ac

houses for the Company. I re- counted for by the accident of their

collect forming one of a party in being near the window , and the

Calcutta, for the purpose of pay. night air, which in Bengal is com

ing a last visit to this melancholy monly damp, allaying the fever

spot. It consisted of three mar-, which consumed the rest... Per .

ried ladies, two gentlemen , their haps, too , the pungent effluvia of

husbands, and myself. The ladies the dead bodies which on all sides

were successful, by noise and surrounded them,mayhavepossessa

laughter, in dissipating gloomy rem ed on the atmosphere, in some

collection ; but I had been better slight degree, the effects of vine

pleased had they suffered us to gar ; thus converting what at the

recal in some degree to our minds;l moment must have appeared the

those events connected with the most dreadful of evils , into a se ,

spot onwhich we stood. It pree curityforthosewhooutlived the

11
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night. To the right of the Wri- short a space of time, have suc

ters' Building a monument is erect .. ceeded this wanton act of power

ed, with an inscription commemor- -events which have secured to us

ating the barbarity of the Nuwab . an empire second in riches to none

It serves as the first attraction to in the world , and which have

a stranger arriving in Calcutta ; placed at our disposal the lives of

and he pauses with no little exul- millions offellow - creatures.

tation, to review in his mind the I am, Sir, &c.

astonishing events which , in so
ASIATICUS.

A VERBAL TRANSLATION

OF THE

SECTION OF THE TAHIO,

ATTRIBUTED TO CONFUCIUS.

By W. Huttmann .

The Ta hio, great Science ofConfucius, abridged translation from the preceding

is, perhaps, the best Chinese system of work.

moral and political philosophy, and one Meister has printed part of Tching tse's,

of their finest specimens of eloquence and Iutroduction to the Ta hio, with the pro

logic. It originally formed the 42nd nunciation in the most southern Chinese

chapter of the Ly Ky, Book of Ceremo- dialect, under the title, Das Sinaishe

nies, but is omitted in the modern ABC, the Chinese Alphabet. . Oriens

editions, because it is included in the talisch , Indianisch Kunst und Lust Gart

Sse chu , four books. The received text ner, Dresden 1692, 4to.

is that extracted from the Ly Ky, by Tching The Translation in Noel's Sinensis Im

tse, with brief notices by Tchu hy. perii Libri Classici sex , Prague 1711 , 4to .

The Ta hio, strictly speaking, is the although not sufficiently exact, and inter

section , entitled King , Classical Doctrine ; mingled with the commentary, is valua

the remainder is an explanation by Tseng ble for the prefaces, notes , &c . which are

tsé, in ten sections, including quotations omitted in the French edition by the Abbé

from the Chou King, Ancient History ; Chy Pluquet, Paris 1784. 7 tom . 18mo.

King, Ancient Poems, and in three or four Bayer las given the King Section in

instances, from writings of inferior au- nearly iHegible characters, with a good

thority. It is the subject of numerous literal and free translation and notes, in

commentaries, and has been translated the Museum Sinicum , toin . ii . 237-258 ,

into Alantchou Tartaric , since the Ta and extracts, 131-133 ; and in Thesauri

tsing dynasty subjugated China. Epistolici Lacroziani, 3-58 .

The earliest European translation was M. Le Clerc has also printed a transla

published at Nan King and Goa, by tion of the King Section , but deviating so

Intorcetta and De Costa, with the Chinese ' much from the original, as to entirely de-.

text. So few copies of this valuable book stroy the identity-Histoire de la Chine

arrived in Europe, that none of the public sous Yu le Grand et Confucius, .i. 124-128 ,

libraries in London I have visited, fur- Besançon 1777. 2 tom. 4to.

nish a specimen. This was succeeded Pere Cibot's translation , inserted in

by Intorcetta, Herdtrich , Rougemont the first volume of Mémoires concernant

and Couplets Confucius, Sinarum Philo- les Chinois, sacrifices correctness to rhe

sophus, Paris 1687 , folio ; which con- toric ; but the preface and notes are in

taining a literal translation, with ciphers teresting. Three of the odes from the

referring to the Chinese characters, and Chi King occurring in the Ta hio are very

an excellent paraphrase, is the most use- elegantly versified by Sir W.Jones, in his,

ful yet published. Works, vol. i . 368-371, and Asiatic Re

La Morale de Confucius, by P. Savou- searches, ii . 199-2010

ret , printed at Amsterdam -1688 , and re- The version furnished in the Rev. Mr.

printed at Paris 1783, 12mo. contains an Morrisson's interesting translations from
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3

16

20

1

the Popular Literature of the Chinese, Formerly he who desired to illustrate

London 1812, 8vo, is valuable for its
1 2

general correctness and literality.
reason in the empire, first governed his

The translation of Mr. Marshman, ap- province, desiriog to govern his province ;
-5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

pended to the Clavis Sinica, Serampore 14 15 17 18 19

1814 , 4to . being accompanied by the first regulated his family, desiring to

Chinese text , a praxis , and references to 21 22 23 24

the original authoritiesby Dr.Marshman, regulate his family.; first renovatedhis
25

will be highly appreciated by Chinese
26 27 28 29 30 31

stúdents .
person, desiring to renovate his person ;

32 33 34 35 36 37

The edition from which the annexed first rectified his heart, desiring to recti

translation was made is destitute of a com- 38 39 40 41 42 43

mentary , but contains a specification of fy his heart ; first verified his inclina

44 45 46 47 48

the erroneous and antiquated characters
49 50

by Tching chy and Tching tse ; those tions, desiring toverify liis inclinations ;
51 52 53 54 55

whose meaning is changed by changing first perfected his knowledge. Perfect

the pronunciation , those in the citations : 56 57 58 59 60

which differ from the originals, and the knowledge is completely understanding
61 62

synonyms of those whose signification is
63

not sufficiently definite .
things.

64

An edition similar to this was pre

sented to Earl Spencer by the late Earl Things are completely understood, and

Macartney '; one with Tchu 'hy's com- 1
2 13

mentary, and a copious paraphrase," is then knowledge is perfected ; kpow .
4 5 6

in the Royal Society's Library ; and
7

one or two copies arein the Bodleian ledge is perfected, and thenthe inclina
४ 10 11

Library, Oxford. tions are verified ; the inclinations are

12 13
KING SECTION OF THE TA HIO .

verified, and then the heart is rectified ;

The figures sheu the order of the 14 15 16 17

Chinese characters. theheart is rectified, and then the person

The great sciences principles, consist
19 20 21 22 23

2 3
is renovated ; the person is renovated ,

24

in illustrating reason, in renovating the
25 26

5 6 7 8 9 10 and then the family is regulated ; the
27 28 . 29

community, in dwelling insupreme good
30

11 12 13 14 15 family is regulated, and then the province

31 32 33 34

16 is governed ; the province is governed,

Know where to dwell, and then be de
36 · 37 38

3 4 5
and then the empive is tranquillized . '

39 40 41 42

termined ; be determined, and then you '
43

6 17 8 9

may be tranquil z be tranquil, and then
From heaven's son ( the Emperor) to

I 2
11 12

3

13 14

456

you may be fixed ; be fixed, and then you
the commonalty of men alike are all, in

7

15 16 17 18 19
8 9 10 11 12

may be contemplative ; be contemplative, renovating the person is the beginning.

13
21 22

1514
20 -

16 .

and then you may attainsupreme goodness

8324,7 i 25 i 26. ,
For his beginning to be disordered' and

1 2 3

Things have a beginning and an end's his end governed , is impossible. He that
1 : 3 1.5 6 7 8 9 10 11

transactions have a termination and a attachesimportance to what is unimpor
12 13 14

commencement; to know which pre- tant, and he that considers, unimportant
8 9 10 15 16 17 18

cedes and which follows, therefore ap- what is important, is not theGreat Sci
11 12 13 19 20 21

proximates to reason. ence's possessor...Hiti' ' }

: 14 15 16

1.1
8

.

1

35
ness .

"

( 10 .

6

| 22

23 24
sota la v .1
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OF PONTIANA.

OF TIIE DAYAK .

A SKETCH OF THEISLAND OF BORNEO.

By the late Dr. Leyden.

Concluded from page 16.)

but the climate is healthy, and the only

IN 1810 the imports at Pontiana on distemper from which they suffer is the

English ships amounted to 210,000 dollars small pos, which makes great havock.

of which there were 95 chests of opium , among them , as they are unacquainted

which averaged 1000 dollars per chest.
with either inoculation or vaccination .

The quantity of opium and piece goods Pontiana does not produce so much rice
imported by the Bugis, was probably or fruit as the settlements of the interior,

much greater, butas they never submit to , but this is only through the defect of cul

' besearched, it cannotbeaccurately known ., tivation. There is abundance of sea and

The Bugis at Bali and some other ports, river fish , and the Chinese raise great

are exempted from duties , and they are quantities of stock , especially hogs,which
always anxious to avoid them in every are both cheap and excellent in quality.

port. Formerly the ports in the straits of

Macasar, especially those on the Borneo THE Dayak are the most numerous

side, as Coti and Passir, were chiefly sup class of inhabitants on the island of Bor

plied with opium , piece goods, iron and neo , they occupy nearly the whole of the

steel, from Pontiana and Sambas ; a small interior, and areprobably the aborigines

quantity being supplied by Java and Riaw, of the island . They are divided into a

and the returns, which were very rich, great'variety of tribes, which are inde

consisting chiefly of gold, wax , and bird's pendent of each other , and vary in dia

bests, found their way into Pontiana, lect, but have a general resemblance in

These ports, however, have for some time language, custom and manners. In thedis .

been supplied from Pulu Penang, tricts south and west they are generally

The China junks come to Pontiana in denominated Dayak , in the north, Idaan ,

February , with China articles, and sail and in the east, Tirun or Tedong. Perhaps ,

about the end of June, taking in return however, on more minute investigation ,

gold , bird's nests, sea- slug, fine camphor,
some characteristic distinctions may be

wax, rattans, black-wood for making fura established between these races ; at present

niture, red -wood for dyeing, and some
we are warranted to consider them as the

times opium, tin and other articles. As
same original stock. The manners ofthe

they cannot take their full returu in rough' Dayak are characterized by somestrange

produce, they are obliged to take a large, peculiarities and uncommon features of

amount in gold, though they always pre- barbarism , but the spirit of these traits

fer produce , as there is a loss upon gold has never been elucidated ; nor the system

in China. of religious or superstitious opinion with

The Sultan of Pontiana has a regular which they are connected , examined.

disciplined force, but all the inhabitants Europeans have had very little opportu ,

are obliged to act as soldiers when neces- , nity of attending to the mappers or habits

sity requires. The Malays ayd Bugis are of the Dayak ; and the Malay, Bugis, or

always ready and willing to turn out for Arab traders, the only persons who are

battle, and the Chinese are obliged to in the habit of frequenting the interior of

assist likewise in case of any emergency , Borneo, can give little account of the

though the Malays place little or no con- country , beyond mentioning the distance

fidence in them . When an alarm has of one place from another in days' jour

been given , the whole force of the place nies , and the different articles of trade

has repeatedly, as Mr. Burp asserts, turn
which are to be procured at the different

ed out in half an hour or less, and the places. In the following sketch the au

activity displayed on such occasions forms thority ' followed with respect to the

astriking contrast to the usual listlessness southern tribes is that of Radermacher,

ness ofaMalay,town . They manufacture whose observations chiefly apply to the

their own powderand shot at Pontiana. tribe of Banjar, named Biajı. With rew

The soil of Pontiana is low and marshy, gard to the east and north, the chief au

1
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1

thorities are Dalrymple and Forrest, and
Borneo and also in Java . In the con

with regard to the west the authority of struction of their boats and some of their

Mr. Burn , who had not only the oppor- , utensils, the Dayak display considerable

tunity of consulting many traders of Pon- ingenuity. Few of them are acquainted

tiana, who were in the habit of visiting with the use of fire -arms, except in the

the interior, but had himself seen several vicinity of Banjar, and the Malays are

hundreds of the tribes of Mampawa and anxious to keep them in this ignorance.

Sango , several of whom could converse in In manners they are described asa

the Malay language. mild and simple people , and though their

In appearance the Dayak are fairer and superstitious opinions occasion great enor

handsomer than the Malays, they are mities among them, yet it is aclmitted

of a more slender make, with higher by the Moselms, that when any of them

foreheads and noses ; their hair is long, happen to be converted to 'that religion ,

straight, and coarse, generally cut short they become exemplary for the propriety

round their heads. The females are fair
of their conduct.

and handsome. Many of the Dayak bave
In government they are regulated in

rough scaly scurf on their skin, like the their own villages, like the jakong,by the

jakong of the Malay peninsula. This they advice of the elders. In some places,

consider as an ornament, and are said to however, they have their own chiefs, who

acquire it by rubbing the juice of some
possess a degree of authority analogous

plant on their skin . The female slaves of
to that the Malay Rajahs.

this race which are found among the Ma
In regard to letters , it does not appear

layshave no appearance of it. The Dayak
that they ever had any knowledge of them ."

wear no clothes but a small wrapper and in consequence ofthis, it is impos

round the loins, and many of them tattoo
sible to trace their origin . Their own

a variety of figures on their bodies. Their traditions on this head' are represented as

houses are formed of wood, dark , and excessively wild and incoherent, but it does

devoid of windows, but often of such size , not appear that they have ever been col

that several families live together in the lected. The Sulus have a 'notion , that

same house, sometimes amounting to the
the Idaau of the north are descended from

number of a hundred persons.
the Chinese, an opinion which seems

Though the Dayak are reckoned indo , merely to have originated from the fair.

lent by the Malays, it does not appear
ness of their complexion . ' Dalrymple

that the charge is well established. has mentioned one of the legends con-"

Wherever they are ' settled they cultivate
dected with this opinion ( Oriental Reper

a great quantity of rice ; they in many tory, vol. i . page 559), which runs thus,

places apply themselves assiduously to
“ The Emperor of China sent á great

collect gold-dust, though in this occupa
fleet for the stone of a snake, which had

tion they are greatly inferior to the Chi-. its residence at Keeney Balloo ; the num

nese ; and are generally found very useful
ber of people landed was so great as to

inworking the diamond mines. In some
form a continued chain from the sea, and

places too , they carry on a considerable
when the snake's stone was stolen, it was

trade in rattaus and damar, which they handed from one to another till it reach

collect from the forest ." In their diet the
ed the boat, which immediately, put off

Dayak are subject to few restrictions,
from the shore, and carried the prize to

eating hogs, and also many kinds of ver
the junks, which immediately sailing, left

min, as rats and snakes. The arms of all those who were ashore behind, though

the Dayak are the sumpit or blow -pipe, their dispatch was not enough to prevent

which has generally a small spear-head the snake's pursuit, who came up with

fixed at the top, and a large heavyirón knife
the junks and regained his treasure .

or parang, which they sling in a wooden This is not a tradition which can throw

scabbard . They are very dexterous in any light on the origin of the Dayak. It

throwing small poisoned arrows with the resembles a Malay fable about the snakes

sumpit, and are acquainted with the most of Nagas, which figure nearly as much

deadly poisons, especially one which is in the romances of the Malays as among

produced from the juice ofa tree * foundin those of the Hindus, among whom Naga'

• An account ofthiscelebrated vegetable poison

obviously signifies a mountaineer as well

will be found in Asiatic Journal, vol. li. p. 17 . as a snake,
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. In religion the Dayak acknowledge the and acquaintances, who frequently ac

supremacy of the maker of the world, company him , or send their slaves along

whom they term Devata or Dewatta , and with him . The head -hunter then pro

to whom they address prayers as it's pre- ceeds with his party in the most cautious

server . They hold particular kinds of manner to the vicinity of the villages of

birds in high veneration , and draw oniens another tribe, and lies in ambush till

from the sounds which they utter and they surprize some heedless unsuspecting

from their Aights . One of the principal wretch , who is instantly decapitated .

of these is a large species of white-headed Sometimes too they surprize a solitary

kite, which preys on fish , snakes, and fisherman in a river or on the shore ,

vermin . By some they are said to hold who instantly undergoes the same fate .

the sun and moon in particular venera- When the hunter returns the whole vil.

tion , and to worship them ; but when lage is filled with joy, and old and young,

Mr. Burn interrogated them on this point, men and women , hurry out to meet him,

they steadily denied it . In all their wars, and conduct him with the sound of bra ,

journies, and in short all matters of im- zen cymbals, daucing in long lines to the

portance , they pay the utmost attention house of the female he admires, whose

to the omens of birds, and sometimes too family likewise comes out to meet him

they endeavour to penetrate the secrets with dances, and provide him a seat, and

of futurity by cousulting the eutrails of give him meat and drink . He still holds

birds. Their ceremonies of a religious the bloody head in his hand , and puts

kind are few , but many of them are part of the food into its mouth , after

dreadfully barbarous.
which the females of the family come,

At the birth of a child , during the par- and receive the head from him , which

turition they summon a conjuror , who is they hang up to the ceiling over the door.

termed Balian , instead of a midwife, and The betrothing of the bride then takes

who, instead of lending any assistance to place, when the husband must presenther

the woman , beats a gindang, and sings to with one or more slaves , a couple of cloths,

it till the child is born . and an earthen urn or pitcher adorned

With regard to their funereal cere- with figures. On the day of the marriage

monies, the corpse is placed in a coftin , ceremony, the bride and the bridegroom

and remains in the house till the son, the are both dressed very fine in their manner ,

father, or the nearest of blood, can pro- and a feast is held in each of their houses,

cure or purchase a slave, who is heheaded The bridegroom comes in state to the

at the time thatthe corpse is burnt,in order house of the bride, where one of the

that he may become the slave of the de- friends receives him at the door, and

ceased in the next world. The ashes of streaks him with the blood of a cock ;

the deceased are then placed in an earthen and also streaks the bride with the blood

urd , on which various figures are exhibits of a hen . When the blood spreads too

ed , and the head of the slave is dried and wide, it is reckoned a bad omen. The

prepared in a peculiar manner with cam- parties then join their bloody hands, and

phor and drugs, and deposited near it . the ceremony concludes with another

It is said that this practice often induces feast.

them to purchase a slave guilty of some If a man's wife die, he is not permitted

capital crime, at five fold it's value, in order to make proposals of marriage to another,

that they may be able to put him to death till he has provided another head of a dife

on such occasions. ferent tribe , as if to revenge the death of

With respect to marriage, the most his deceased wife. The heads procured

brutal part of their customs is , that in this manner they preserve with great

nobody can be permitted to marry till he care, and sometimes consult in divination .

sau present a human head of some other The religious opinions connected with this

tribe to his proposed bride, iu which case practice are by no means correctly under

she is not permitted to refuse him . It is not, stood. Some assert that they believe that

kowever, necessary that this should be ob every person whom a man kills in this

taipedentirelybyhisown personal prowess. world , becomes his slave in thenext. The

When a person is determined to go a bead- kaan, it is said , think, that the entrance

huuting, as it is very often a very danger. into paradise is over a long tree which

eus service, he consults with his friends serves for a bridge, over which it is im .

Asiatic Journ.No. 14.
VOL. III. Q
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possible to pass without the assistance of When a married woman commits adul.

a slave slain in this world . Some ofthe tery, the husband wipes off his disgrace

Idaan of the north reckon paradise to be by murdering one, two, or three of his

situated at the top of Kinibelu , and guard- slaves, and sometimes chastises the un

ed by a fiery dog, that seizes on all vir : faithful wife with blows. When a man,

gins as they attempt to pass. of his own accord , wishes to separate

The Idaans are religious observers of from his wife, he resigns her clothes and

oaths. They have a religious form like- ornaments, and pays her besides a forfeit

wise, by which they adopt strangers into of 20 , 25, or 30 Spanish dollars, after

their tribes. They pronounce a certain which he maymarry another. The Dayak

form of words, and then cut a rattan ; the have some vestiges of ordeal amongst

person to be adopted does the same, after them. When charges of theft occur, they

which he and all his relations are con- take a pot and put into it some ashes of a

sidered as adopted. They generally mas- particular kind, and taking two copper

sacre all prisoners of war , the chief strik- pice, one in the name of the accuserand

ing the first stroke. When they take a the other of the accused , and placing them

hostile chief prisoner, they preserve his on a stick athwart the pot , after certain

whole body with camphor, with his arms incantations, they reverse them into the

extended , and place cowries in the sockets pot and decide the process in favour of

the party whose pice is most whitened .

The practice of stealing heads causes Before the Dayak engage in any. jour

frequent wars among the different tribes ney, war , head -hunting, or indeed any

of the Idaan. Many persons never can matter of importance, they endeavour to

obtain a head, in which case they are procure omens from the kites, and invite

generally despised by the warriors and them by screaming songs , and scattering

the women . To such a height it is car- rice before them. If these birds take their

ried , however, that a person who had ob- flight in the direction they wish to go , it

tained eleven heads, has been seen by Mr. is regarded as a favourable omen, if they

Burn, and he pointed out his son , à take another direction they reckon it is

joung lad, who had procured three . unfavourable , and delay the business till

The Dayak do not practise polygamy, the omens appear more favourable .

of his eyes.

OPINIONS OF BHASKARA,

RESPECTING

THE GLOBE AND THE ATTRACTION OF THE EARTH ,

Bhaskara Acharya * the most celebrated applied to Astronomy. The following

astronomer of the Hindus, was born in a extract from Dr. Taylor's translation of

city of the Dekan, in the year of Saliva- the Lilavati, published at Bombay, .ap

hana, 1036, which corresponds with the pears to contain a summary of the arga.

year 1114, of the christian era . He was ments used in the latter section in proof

the author of several treaties of which of the globular form of the earth and of

the Lilavati and the Bija Ganita , re- the doctrine of gravity. They will be

lating to arithmetic, geometry , and al- considered extremely curious as exhibit

gebra, and the Siromani, an astrono- ting the train of reasoning by which the
mical treatise , are accounted the most va- Hindu was brought to the conclusions of

luable authorities in those sciences which Sir Isaac Newton. Nor would the re

India possesses. The Siromani is deliver- researches of the antiquary be uninterest

ed in two sections, the Gola -Adhyaya , or ing which might determine whether these

the Lecture on the Globe, and the Ganita conceptions originated in the mind of

Adhyaya , or the Lecture on Numbers as Bhaskara ,, or whether we must carry our

attention back to the capacities of a .re .
Bhaskara Acharya (Sunteacher) is evidently

a title and may be translated teacher of astrono .
moterand, perhaps,undefiuable period.

" This globe,which is formed of earth ,

ito

. )
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air, water, space, and fire, and which is moons , two zodiacs, and that these rise at

surrounded by the planets, stands firm in alternate corners . That is, they suppose ,

the midst of space by its own power, and
that two suns , two moons, and 56 con

has no support. stellations move round Meru, which is

This globular shaped world has no sup
four cornered , these planets rising at al

port, but stands firm in space by its own ternate corners .

power. To this opinion I object, that if the

I shall now answer the objections which earth is continually falling downwards,an

have been brought from its being afirmed arrow , or any thing thrown into the air,

in the Puranas that the world has a sup- could never reach it again . Should it be

port. said that the descent of the earth is slow ,

If this world has .a material support, I reply , that this is not the case , for the

then that support must have something earth being the heaviest body, its descent

else to support it, and this second support would be more rapid than that of the

must also be supported , and so on ; but at arrow .

last something must be supposed to stand Neither can the earth be like a mirror,

by its own power ; and why should not as they suppose. Were it so , why is not

this power be ascribed to this world, the sun, which is one hundred thousand

which is one of the eight visible forms of yojan high , seen by men in the same man

the deity. ner as by the Gods ?* If the intervention

As the suu and fire in their own nature of Meru causes night, why is not Meru

possess heat, the moon coldness, water itself seen ? Besides, Meru lies north ,

fuidity, stones hardness, and the air mo- whereas the sun rises to the southward

tion , so is the earth in its own nature im- of east ; instead of which, if it rises when

moveable ; for different bodies possess it comes to the side of Meru , it ought to

different powers . risenorth of east.

The earth has an attractive power , by * The level appearance which the earth

which it draws towards itself any heavy presents to us is owing to its magnitude ,

body in the airand which body has then the for the 100th part of the circumference

appearance of falling ; butwherecould this appears level; therefore as the sight of

carth fall which is surrounded by space ? manextends only to a short distance, the

This attractive power ofthe earth shews earth appears to be a plain .

why things situated at the lower part, or : From Lunka, the commencement of

at the sides, do not fall from its surface. latitude, to Ujein , is the 16th part of the

The Boudhists observing the motion of earth's circumference.

the wheel of the constellations, concluded People always suppose that they are up

thattheearth could have no support ; but ' permost, and the others are below them ;

having never observed any heavy body sta- that those on the sides stand horizontally,

tionary in empty space , they suppose that and those þelow with their heads down

theearth is continually falling downwards, 'wards, as the shadow of a man is seen in

though this is not perceived , as the motion water.

of a ship is not perceived by the passengers. The earth's circumference is 4967

They imaginethat there are two suns, two yojanas ( 4 coss ) ; its diameter is 1581

ta ; the convex superficies 7853034
| 'That is, as seen at the north pole, where the

Gods are said to reside..
yojanas.

4

THE INGENIOUS TRIAL .

A TALE.

A jeweller,whocarried on an extensive and bad brought up more likean adopted

traffic ,' and supplied the deficiency of one child than a servant. They performed

country by the superfluities of another, their intended journey, and the merchant

leaving his homewith a valuable assort disposed of his commodities with great

ment of diamonds, for a distant region , advantage ; but while preparing to return ,

took withhim his son, and ayoung slave he was seized by a pestilential distemper,

whom he had purchased in his infancy, and died suddenly, in the metropolis of a

2 Q2
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foreign prince ; this accident inspired the judges, and he engager to ascertain the

ungrateful slave with a wish to possess ' real heir. The two claimants being sum

his master's treasures ; and relying on the moned before him, he ordered them to

total ignorance of strangers, and the stand behind a curtain , prepared for the

kindness every where shewn him by the occasion , and to project their heads

jeweller, he declared himself the son of through two openings : 'wben 'after bear .

the deceased , and took charge of his pro- ing their several arguments, he would cut

perty. The true heir, of course , denied off the head of him who should be proted

his pretensions, and solemnly avowed a slave. This they rearlily assented to ;

himself to be the only son of the defunct, the one from a reliance on his Jonesty ,

who had long beforepurchased his ' auta- the other from a confidence in the impos .

gonist as a slave. This contest produced sibility of detection . Accordingly, each

various opinions. It happened that the taking his place as ordered , thrust his

slave was a young man of comely person, head through a hole in the curtain . : An

and polished manners ; while the jewel- officer stood in front, with a drawn sci

Ier's son was ill- favoured by nature, and mitar in his hand, and the judge pro

still more injured in his education by the ceeded to the examinatiou . After a short

indulgence of his parents. This superi- debate , the judge cried - out, “ Enough ,

ority operated , in the minds of many, to enough , strike off the villain's head !"

support the claims of the former ; but and the officer, who watched the moment,

since no certain evidence could be pro- leaped between the two youths so sud

duced on either side, it becamevecessary denly , and unexpectedly, that the impos

to refer the dispute to a court of law . tor, startled at the brandished weapon ,

There, however , from a total want of hastily drew back his head , while the jew .

proofs, nothing could be done. The ma- eller's son , animated by conscious secu

gistrate declared his inability to decide on rity , stood unmoved . The judge immedi

unsupported assertions, ix which each ately decided for the latter, and ordered

party was equally positive. This caused the fraudulent slave to be taken into cub

& report of the case to be made to the - tody to receive the punishment due to his

prince, who , having heard the particulars, diabolical ingratitude ; while the court

Was also confounded , and at an utter loss resounded with shouts of applause at the

how to decide the question. Atlength , a ingenious trial.

happy thought occurred to the chief ofthe

AN ACCOUNT

7.OF

A RHINOCEROS HUNT IN INDIA .

RHINOCEROS hunting has I believe, sel yards was clothed with glorious jungle

dom been painted , though I have known or brushwood for every kind of savage

several sportsmen who have had good op- game ; forming a cover of nearly ten

portunities of doing so ; perhaps there. feet in beight. Wehad seven guns, chief

fore, an account of a day lately passed in ly double barrelled ; five of the latter four
this noble but dangerous diversion , may ounce rifles . Soon after our party ( four

afford some gratification to your sporting in number) had entered the jungle, the
readers. On the 25th ult. uur Shekarries piping of the elephants, and the prints of

( or huntsmen ) , whom we had sent for rhinoceros' feet, shewed our game to be
information , brought us intelligence of a near ; aud judeed in less than a few mi

herd of seven or eight rhinoceros having nutes we started two young ones about
taken

up their abode in a large swamp in the size of a full grown neel ghae (aspe

a village near Haragur, in the Nepal ter- eies of elk) and not unlike that animal in

ritory . on reaching the spot with our colour.: The first fire killed one , and

elephants, seven in number, and our wounded the other severely, which,-not

sbootingapparatus, we found that'either withstanding went off at a smartelk trot,

dide ofthe lake for about two hundred howling in amosthideousmanner. The3
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old ones were soon collected round us by young, for their hornswere scarcely per

the cries of their young, and three males ceptible, and no scales appeared in their

of monstrous size , and frightful appear. breasts or shoulders. It was now past

ance, charged our line with the utmost noon , and we had little hopes of finding

impetuosity - two of our elephants gave the others-- when , on rounding a point

way , receiving the charge ou their hinder of the lake, we roused them again , and

parts, and were instantly upset. Those after a chace of more than three hours,

thatstond sirm were not knocked down, killed two, a male and female-- they were

but stayvered several paces by the shock ; not so bold now as we had reason to ex

my elephant was one that gave way, and pect. They seemed to have lost their

mysituation was far from laughable. The courage with their leader to whom they

slephant often attempted to rise, but were very inferior,in size, but still their

was as often laid flat by his antagonist, dimensions astonished us not a little ; the

and at length with such force that I was largest of them was above six feet high ,

thrown several yards into the lake, in a and stronger in proportion than any ele «

state of utter stupefaction - luckily falling phant I ever saw ; the day was too far

on some willows I was saved from drown- spent to admit of our taking a sketch of

ing. I was not sorry , on recovery, to them , at which we were much vexed , for

find myself out of reach of the horn of hitherto I believe , they have been very

myfurious enemy, and of the shots of my unfaithfully represented. No elephants

friends, who , despairing of my escape, but males of superior courage should be

hred without ceremony. Their balls employed in this desperate sport. We

struck the monster's body in several have another wild animal in this neigh

places without producing any effect bourhood as little known as the rhinoce

though from four ounce rifles - at last a ros . . The natives consider it of the elk

lucky ove broke a large flake from his kind, but it has no characteristic of this

horn , and caused him tomake off, tnrn- or any of the species of deer I have seen

jog through the thickets with astonishing or read of - the horns of the male are re

strength and swiftness . We traced his markably thick and short - ip.every other

footsteps for sume miles, when being con respect they resemble more an English ,

vinced that he had taken to the forest, we brindled bull. They are exceedingly shy

returned to look after the others; deter . and solitary -- seldom seen but on a bare

mined to search for him on a future day. inaccessible rock .

On our way back, we found the young Camp, N.E. Frontier,

one we had wounded in the morning lay

ing. dead ; both must have been very

May, 1815.

܂.ܟܪܝܬ݂;ܕܳܝܪ DESCRIPTION

OF A

NEW AND SINGULAR PLANT.

Name. root intoseveral (3 to7) smooth stems, 3 to

The Bengal name is Baram Chandali. 4 feet high , and not thicker than a finger,

Genus. sending off alternaie , slender , virgate

It is similar in generic character to the branches, covered with green smooth

Hedysarụm of Linnæus, and may be rank- bark .

od under that genus .

LORE
Leaves.

Species . The leaves arise from the stems and

HedysarumMovens ! or an Aeschyno- branchesat one or two inchesdistance, al
mine Movens ?

ternate and ternate, with a hairy petiole .

Root. one or two inches long, and two erect

& The root is biennial, consisting of long lanceolate stipulae. The lobes are oval,
linear fibres withfew branches. smooth , pale green on the back , and the

Stem . middle surface covered with a pale bloom ,

Thia shrub generallydivides nigh the above.Themiddlelobisthreeorfourinches
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long and onebroad. The winged lobes are flected ; touching thestem or branch. The
about one inch long and narrow , with wings of the leaves are in continual mo .

short partial petioles. . The lobes have tion all day, either up and down, or in an

small stipulae at their bases. In the lower oval or circular direction , which theyper

leavesone or both winged lobes arefrequent form by twisting their petioles. The cir :

ly wanting. cuit of their motion is regularly performed

Flowers. in the space of two minutes : the motion

The flowers are of the papilionaceous downwards is quicker, and often by in

kind , small, yellow , standing by pairs, terrupted jirks, but the motion upwards

upon long axillary and terminating spikes : is uniform : the two wings are generally

the spikes and pods are covered with moving in opposite directions : - the motion
glutinous bullated hairs. is continued for some time after sun set,

Calyx . even when the branch is cut off, and if

The involucrum of the spike is an ovate, the branch is placed in water , a languid

acute , concave , deciduous leaf, each em- motion will continue for a day or more :

bracing two flowers. - The empalement if the motion of a lobe is stopped for some

from a green quadrifid , sub- bilabiate tube, time, it still resumes its former motion

becomes of a quadrangular, belleshape, whether up or down, whenever the obsta

purple, and diaphanous.. cle is removed . When the leaves are agi

Petals. tated by a strong wind, the motion of the

The standard is subrotund, scarce emar lobes ceases, which shows that one mo

ginated , with converging sides. The tion may be substituted for the other, and

wings are obovate, shorter than the keel. that free motionof the leaves of plants is
The keel is ' obovate, compressed , as necessary and salutary.

long as the standard , and open below . . Conjecture.

Filaments. Although this plant shews no irritabili

Nine united almost to the top, and one ty to the touch , yet it has a singular and

separate, five divisions short and ovate , striking analogy to animals, in labouring

five alternate, a little longer and cylindri- all day, and resting or sleepingall night .

cal. Theantheræ are oblong and large. That determinate motion after the branch

Pistil. is cut off, is similar to the motion of the

The germen is linear, compressed , and hearts of animals after they are cut out,

as long as the filaments. The style is su- and probably, the design of nature is the

bulate and ascending, The stigma obtuse same in both , to promote the circulation

and pubescent. or propulsion of the fluids ; when plants

Legume. lose their leaves, they seem to exist onlyin

The pod is about two inches long. com the same dormant state as the sleeping ani

pressed narrow , a little incurved, emargi- mals, without receiving increase : in this

nate at the joints in the inferior suture . plant the diurnal motion ceases as soon as

Seeds. 1 , the process of fructification is finished ,

Ten compressed, reniform , small, shin, and the plant gradually dies to the stems
ing black or grey , with large, winged , ca

or roots .

rinate , white eyes. Utility .

Place. It is no wonder that this strange plant

In the gardens of Dacca in Bengal. should become an object of superstition ,

Soil ,
among an illiterate people ; on their day

Wet, red clay. called Sunichur (Saturday) they cut off

Time. two lobes at the instant they approach to

The seeds scatter in November, and the gether , and beat them up with the tongue

plaạt flowers in September following. of an owl: with this composition " the

Motion and Sleep. lover touches his favourite mistress, to

In the day, the middle lobe of the leaf is make her comply with his wishes,

horizontallyextended. In thenight itis in

17
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THE CONGO EXPEDITION .

We have the painful duty to record the We subjoin a list of the gentlemen de

failure of the expedition to explore the ceased

river Congo, the death of Capt. Tuckey Captain Tuckey, commander of the ex

the commander ; of all the scientific pedition, 3d of October.

meu and others. The journals of Cap- Lieut. Hawkey, lieutenant of the Congo.

tain Tuckey and the gentlemen in the Mr. Professor Smith, botanist, from

scientific departments are , we under- Christiana, Norway.

stand, highly interesting and satisfactory, Mr. Tudor, Comparative Anatomist.

as far as they go ; and we believe they ex- Mr. Cranch , collector of objects of Na

tend considerably beyond the first rapids turalHistory.

or cataract. An anxious zeal and over- Mr. Galway, a friend of Capt. Tuckey,

eagerness to accomplish the objects of the who volunteered from pure love of science.

expedition, and to acquire all the informa- · Mr. Eyre, the Purser.

tion that could possibly be obtained, seem Mr. Fitzmaurice, formerly master,hav .

to have actuated every one, from the la- ing succeeded in consequence of the deaths

mented commander to the common sea- of the captain and lieutenant, has sailed

man and private marine, and led them to with the Congo and Dorothy to Bahia.

attempt more than the human constitu- We feel a mournful pleasure in com

tion was able to bear . municating the following letter, from

It appears that they arrived at the Captain Tuckey to a friend in London,

mouthof the Congo about the 3d of July, written whilst he was preparing to pro

andleaving the transport (which only ac ceed by land.

companied them an inconsiderable dis- “ Banga Cooloo Yollella , Aug. 20 , 1816 ,

tance) , they proceeded in the sloop (which (ten miles above Maxwell's Chart.)

was built purposely to draw little water) My dear Sir,

up the river, to the extent of one hundred " I have at least reached the obstruc

and twenty miles, when her progress, and tion that prevents the farther progress of

even that of her boats, was stopped by in- the boats, the river being filled with rocks,

superable difficulties, principally, we be- for upwards of fifteen miles, and the curs

lieve, by the rapids, which they describe rent running over them with a ( great)

as impassable. Determining still on the velocity, précludes all idea of getting a

further prosecution of the undertaking, course up it . The country is besides so

the men were landed , and it was not un
mountainous, that it is equally impracti

til they had marched one hundred and cable to convey a boat by land.

fifty miles (being one hundred and twenty “ I am therefore about to proceed with

more than any white person had been be- thirty men, as far as I can by land . I can

fore) over a barren and exceedingly moun- gain no information from the natives, of

tainous country, after experiencing the the course or nature of the river higher

greatest privations from the want ofwater, up , so thus I go feeling my way in the

and being entirely exhausted by fatigue, dark. ' Provisions are so scarce among
that they gave up the attempt. Hope en the natives that I carry every thing with

abled many of them to retrace their me, which is the greatest bar to my pro

route, and regain the vessel, bút alas ! gress. Our passage out was terribly long,

nature had been completely worn out in owing both to the lightness of the winds,

most of them , for 1 understand twenty- the current, and the bad sailing of the

dve out of fifty - five died twenty - four hours vessels. The diary of our route might be

after their return, comprehending all the useful to you, and I have no doubt of Cap

scientific part of the expedition; and I tain Hurd's willinghess to let you see it.
believe only eighton board are now in a “ I beg mybest compliments to your

state to work the vessel;' but as their chief lady and Mrs. Jolliffe, they would laugh

want seems to be nourishment, it is to be to see me like a captain of abanditti, in

hoped the others will soon be brought a cavern lighted by a candle, stuck in a

round. Suspicions are entertained that bayonet, and surrounded by musquets,

many died by poison administered by the and dirty soldiers and sailors, writing this

blacks, but this perhaps may beregarded scrawl on my hat, placed on my knee.
an idle notion ,

The climate is however so good , and the
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nights so pleasant, that we feel no incon- widow and four young children , the eldest

venience from our bivouac in the open air.. not ten years old , and the youngest born

“ I beg you to believe me, since his father's departure for Africa . .

“ My dear Sir, CaptainTuckey, ourreaders will scarcely

“ Yours veryrespectfully , need to be reminded , was an author of

" J. H. TUCKEY."
very considerable merit. We do not know

6. J. Horsburgh, Esq." that we could pointouta more useful,amus

In concluding this melancholy account, ing, and instructive workin its department

we must not fail to notice as a very em . of knowledge, than his compilation of Ma

phatic circumstance, that Captain Tuckey, ritime Geography, published a short while

who commanded the expedition , has left a before he left England to return no more.

PO E TR Y.

upon it,

32

To the Editor . and though it would scarcely be deemed a com .

SIR ,-Oblige me by inserting the ac
pliment, by a lover in Europe, to compare his

mistress's smiles to lightnings, yet they who
companying lines. The fair one for whose have witnesed the pale beautiful lightning of a

perusal they are intended , will know their tropical evening, willfeel the truth and delicacy

author under the signature of of the comparison . The simile of the lotus is not

ROMEO .
less just ; whose velvet leaf always Boats on the

surface of the water, secming scarcely 10 rest

Oh ! thou whose love inspiring air

Delights ! yet gives a thousand woes ;

My days decline in dark despair, AN HINDUSTANNI RECHTA, OR AMATORY

My nights have lost their soft repose .
EFFUSION IN ENGLISH VERSE.

Ah lovely let pity move Ah ! who hath from me torn my love ?

Thy heart to soothe the pangs I feel, Whose words so soft and sweetly flow ,

Still must I breathe my ardent love, Who fondly still my heart to move,

While others to thy beauties kneel. Io soothing ever shared my woe.

Though their's be now each pleasing art , To whom shall I in anguish mourn ?

With fortune's smiles unknown to me, Who now will hear my piteous sigla ?

I once might boast a simple heart Ah ! would the lovely youth return ,

In love with innocence and thee .
Whose form majestic glads the eye !

FROM BROUGHTON'S HINDOO POETRY . ,
Oh ! absence ! why inflict such smart ?

Pangs such as these I cannot bear ;
Hier forehead some fair moon , her brows

Oh ! though he come to pierce my heart,
a bow ,

His présence still that heartwould cheer.

Love's , pointed darts her piercing eye

beams glow ;
Who hath not seen the dark abyss ?

Her breath adds fragrance to the morning Then let him come and view thine eyes;

air, Or, mark how far, oh far from bliss,

Her well turned neck as polished ivory Whatclouds o'er all my nights arise .

fair ;
Thus ever , ever drown'd in tears ,

Her teeth , pomegranate seeds, her smiles Preserving, age, a pearly store ;

soft lightnings are . The world with all it's wealth appears

Her feet light leaves of lotus on the lake, To me a scene that charms no more.

When with the passing breeze they gently

shake ; FROM THE GULISTAN OF SADI .

Hermovements graceful as the swan's that A fellow distress'd with a pain in his eye,

laves Had recourse to a farrier some balm.to

His snowy plumage in the rippling waves; apply ;

Such , godlike youth ! I've seen , a maid But his skill to the four- footed being

confined ,

Than gold more bright, more sweet than The cure for a horse made this biped quite

dower -fed air .

In theabove little poem , an oldwoman is sup When upbraided , the farrier replied with

pared to describetoKunya ,(Krishna)thecharmsof a jeer,
i nymph , who like all her companions was a car

didate for his notice. The poet hasindulged his If you were not an ass, pray ovliy came

fracy in particularistng has several attractions ; you here ?

3

so fair,

blind ;
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Statements respecting the East In
The silence of the Court of Proprietors

dia College, with anAppeal to Facts , in
on this subject, the quiet and good order

Refutationof the Charges lately brought of the college during the last year, and a

against it, in the Court of Proprietors. great reluctance on my own part to ap

By the Rev. T. R.Malthus, Professor pear before the publicon such an occasion,

of History and Political Economy in the without a very strong necessity ,withheld

East - Fria College, Hertfordshire, and me from publishing. But it is impossible

Iare Fellow of Jesus College,Cambridge.
to be silent, under the uncontradicted im

&vo. Pp. 105. London . 1817.. putations brought forward in the Court of

Proprietors, on the 18th of December ,

This publication made its ap
when I know them to be unfounded . I

pearance in the interval between no longer hesitate , therefore, to send

the discussions which took place addition of a more specific refutation of
what I had written to the press , with the

at the East- India House on the the charges brought against the college,

18th Dec. and the 8th of January, in the Court of Proprietors and elsewhere,
relative to the Company's Civil at the present moment.

College in Hertfordshire. On a He then proceeds to observe,

subject of such deep importance as thatnostep should be taken to

the education of those who are to wards the alteration or the destruc ,

be entrusted withthe government tion of the existing establishment,

of British India, it is most desira without thoroughly well consider

ble that clear and impartial views ing every part of the subject, the
should be entertained . By means whole of which he resolves into the

of the daily prints, the widest cir- following questions ; and the ans

culation has been given to state : wers which he suggests to those

ments unfavourableto the institu- questions are intended to furnish

tion . Justice demands that the some materials for the determina

other side of the question should tion of the important points to

be patiently and dispassionately which they refer . ”

heard : and as we have in another 1. What are the qualitications at pre

part of the present number insert- sent necessary for the civil service of the

ed an accountofthe debates above East-India Company, inthe administra

alluded to, we feel it likewise to
tion of their Indian territories ?

be our duty to put the public in cations been actually experienced in such
II . Has any deficiency in those qualifi

possession of the arguments and a degree as to be injurious to the service

facts which have been advanced in in Ivdia ?

vindication of the college in the III . In order to securethe qualifications

veryable and luminous production required for theservice ofthe Company,

now before us. We shall accord
is an appropriate establishment neces

sary ?-ud -hould it be of the nature of

ingly laybefore our readers as full a school, or a college ?

an abstract of it as our limits will IV. Should such an establishment be

allow .
in England or in India ? or should there

be an establishment in both countries ?

The object of Mr. Malthus in V. Does it appear that the college age

coming beforethepublic is stated tually establishedin Hertfordshire is upon

in the Preface :
a plan calculated to supply that part of

the appropriate education of the civil

The following statements, with the ex- servants of the Company which ought to

ception of the last head, were written be completed in Europe ?

some time since, on account of a rumour VI . Are the disturbances which

then prevailing of chargesbeing melitated taken place in the East-India College to

in the Court of Proprietors, which I be attributed to any radical and necessary

thought were likely to be founded in an evils inherent in itsconstitution and dis

ignorance of thereal state of the college; cipline;or to adventitious andtemporary

of what it had done, and what it was causes, which are likely to be removed ?

doing towards the accomplishment ofthe VII . Are the more general charges

specific objects for which itwas fouiided. which have' lately been brought against

Asiatic Journal... No. 14. VOL. III. R
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have
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the college in the Court of Proprietors “ The state of the civil services of Ma

founded in truth? or are they capable of dras and Bombay is still more defective
a distinct refutation , by an appeal to facts ? than that of Bengal.”

The work itself is accordingly
The above statement is power

divided into seven sections, in fully confirmed by Mr. Edmon

which the above questions are, re- stone, who in his speech at the

spectively considered. public disputation held at the Col

The first section consists wholly lege of Fort William on the 27th
of a quotation from the “ Minute July 1815, strongly notices the

inCouncil” of the MarquisWel- former defects in the education of
the civil servants . The same en

lesley, dated August 18 , 1800 ,
containing the reasons whichin- lightened person likewise adverts

duced him to founda collegiate favour
ofthesufficiencyof the old

in his address, to the argument in

institution at Fort William. We

shall insert onlytheconcluding system , founded on the progres
sive power and prosperity of the

paragraph of this extract, which

exhibits a masterly view of the British dominion in India: an ar

duties to be discharged by the ci- gument the value of whichhe re

vil servants of the Company, in marks will be greatly diminished
the present state of India , and is by taking into calculation the ad.

quite decisive with regard to the vantages which have probably

qualifications required for that
been lost by the defective qualifi

service.
cations of the Company's servants

under that'formersystem . P. 20, 21 .

“ The civil servants of the East- India
To these statements and infe

Company, therefore, can no longer be
consideredas the agents of a commercial rences, another consideration of

concern : they are,in fact, the ministers the greatest importance and truth

andofficers of a powerful sovereign : they is added by Mr. Malthus himself ;
must now be viewed in that capacity with vizí that although circumstances
a reference not to their nominal, but to

their realoccupations. They are required rarely fail to generatethe qualifi

to discharge the functions of magistrates, cations requisite for the purposes

judges,ambassadors ,and governors of of militaryacquisition, and for the
provinces, in all the complicated and ex- very highest departments of go
tensive relations of those sacred trusts

and exalted stations, and under peculiar
vernment, they never can be ex

circumstances,which greatly enhancethe pected to produce a full and regue

solemnity of every public obligation , and lar supplyof such functionaries as

the difficulty of every public charge. are necessary for the internal good
Their duties are those of statesmen in

governmentof an immense popu
every other part of the world ; with no

other characteristic differences than the lation. Nothing but an improved

obstacles opposed byanunfavourable cli- system of education can provide,

mate, a foreign language, the peculiar in adequate abundance, the ac

usages and lawsofIndia, and the manners quired knowledge, the cultivated
of its inhabitants."

intellect, the habit of industry and

The second section contains fur application demanded for these

ther copious extracts from the great purposes : Such

same minute of August 18th , 1800. tion therefore, was by no means

The result is stated in the follow .
“ an imaginary and theoretical,

ing decisive language of the Mar- but a real and practical want ; a
quis Wellesley: want which, in someway or other

" Itmust be admitted that thegreat bo- required unquestionably to be sup

dyof the civil servants inBengal is not at plied .” P. 23.
present sufficiently qualified to discharge In the third section is discussed

the dutiesof the several arduousstations thequestion whether an appropri
in the administration of this empire ; and

that it is particularly deficientin theju, educationof the civil servants,ate seminary is required for the

dicial, fiscal, financial, and political

*branches of the government.
and whether it şhould be in the

an educa
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nature of a school or a college ? blishme?it, or from the common schools

As these are points on which the of the country,nothing is done towards

public opinion has been much di- removing ormitigating thedangers arising

from this cause.

vided, it will be proper that Mr. If to these considerations be added the

M. should be heard somewhat at objections which have been made to an
length on this part of the inquiry.. appropriate establishment for India, as

In the first place it is obvious tending to generate something like an In

that neither our public schools or

dian caste (objections which might have

universities could provide the re

some weight if the exclusive education

commenced as early as twelve or thirteen) ,

quisite instruction in the Asiatic it may safely be concluded thatany expen
languages. The specific wants of diture of the Company in an appropriate

theservice, therefore, evidently butwould probably be themeans of giving
school would not only be entirely wasted ,

pointed to some appropriate insti thein servants of less powerful minds, and

tution : and if so , Mr. Malthus inferior general abilities, than if they had

contends most powerfully for the been taken promiscuously from the com

propriety of its assuming a colle
hon schools of the country .

giate form .
To accomplish the particular object pro

At thetime that the establishment in posed some institution was required ,

Hertfordshire was founded, the planof standings of persons above the age of

which was adapted to form the under

general education projected by the Mar

quis Wellesley at the college in Calcutta

mere boys, where a more liberal system

of discipline might be introduced ; and

had been given up, and the lectures were

confined exclusively to the oriental lan

where, instead of being kept to their

studies solely by the fear of immediate ob

guages. It was necessary, therefore , with

a view to the qualifications acknowledged
servation and punishment, they might

learn to be influenced by the highermo

to be required in the service, to commence tives of the love of distinction and the

a plan ofmore general studyin England ; fear of disgrace, and to depend for suc
and for this purpose a school was unfit .

At a school which the boys would leave

cess upon their own diligence and self

control ; upon the power of regulating
at an early age, little more could be learnt their own time and attention ; and on

with advantage than at the usual semina
habits of systematic and persevering ap

ries of the country. If the age of pro- plication , when outof the presenceof
ceeding to Iudia was in general not later their teachers . Nothing but an institu

than sixteen, there would certainly be tion approaching in some degree to a col
ample time for the acquisition of the ori

ental languages in that country before a

lege, and possessing some degree of col

writer could be employed, or at least, be lege liberty, could either generate such

fore he oughtto be employed ,inany'otti- habits,or properly developthe different

cial situation beyond that of copying; in it ; and mark wlth sufficient precision

characters of the young persons educated

clerk ; and the advantage which he would the industrious and the indolent, the able

gain by commencing the orientallanguages
and the deficient, the well-disposed and

at school would be so trifling as not near the turbulent. Nothing, in short, but an

ly to counterbalance the time employed on institution at which the students would

them.It will hardlybe contended , that boys remain till eighteen or nineteen , could be
expected properly to prepare them for the

under the age of sixteen are fit to com

mence that course of general reading which had been stated from the best au
acquisition of those high qualifications,

whichmay be considered as appropriate thority to be necessary for a very large

to their future destination ; and an attempt to introduce such a system would portion of the civil servants of the Com

inevitably occasion the complete sacrifice pany, inorder to enable themto discharge

of classical studies, with scarcely a possi

their various'and important duties with

bility of substituting any thing in their

credit to themselves and advantage to the

stead but that mercantile education , so

service.

strongly reprobated by Lord Wellesley. It was to be expected that the

With regard to conduct, -the strictdis- jealousy of patronage, and the
cipline and constant superintendence of aschoolwould be but a bad preparation for dread of expense, would greatly

the entire independence, and complete weaken the effect of these obvious

freedom from all restraint, which would and forcible considerations, and

awaitthem on theirarrival atCalcutta ; would determine many to prefer à
and as long as they continue to proceed toIndia at the age of school-boys, whether school to a college, if it were ne

they are taken from an appropriate esta cessary to chuse between the two

R 2
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evils. The early conclusion of a « fewer difficulties with regard to

scholastic education, and the ear- discipline, and to personal dis

ly commencement of the career “ sipation and extravagance." -

in India, would remove much of P. 45.

the objection on the score of ex
The 5th section exhibits in de

pense, and parents would presume tail the whole system of discipline
thatthe terrors of the birch would and instruction at the existing col

enforce such discipline, that there
wouldbe butlittledangerofthe legein England. We should most
would be but little danger of the gladly present the whole of it to
loss of an appointment. « In this

however" (Mr.M.observes) “ they for insertion. With regard to thethe public if itwere not too long

would probably find themselves instruction , it appears that the

mistaken .”
lectures are conducted as

Birch supports discipline, only because to ' require previous preparation ,

it is itself supported by the fear of expul- and to encourage most effec

sion : remove this fear, and the effect of

the rod will soon cease . In almost all tually, habits of industry and ap

cases, the physical force is on the sideof plication. Theyembrace the sub

the governed ; and few youths of sixteen jects of Classical Literature, the
would submit to be flogged if they did not Oriental Languages, the Elements

know that immediate expulsion would be
of Mathematics and Natural Phi

the consequence of their refusal. If the

East- Ind a Company had an establishment losophy, the Laws of England,
for the education of boys from thirteen to General History, and Political

sixteen, there is great reason to believes (Economy. Public examinations

that without the usual gradation of ages take place twice a year in all these

from nine and ten upwards, and with any

hesitation in resorting to the punishmeut departments, at which emulation

of expulsion on all thensual occasions, it and industry are excited by the
would scarcely be possible to enforce pro- award ofmedals, prizes, and hono

perobedience ; and the rod itself wonld
rary distinctions. The result of

probably be one of the principal causes of

these arrangements may be fairlyresistance and rebellion ,

Aschool therefore, besides excluding estimated bythe following declara

at once the great object in view - an edu tion ofMr. M. which we presume

cation fitted for the higher offices of the nothing would have induced him

governmeni- seemed to present no one to hazard but the fullest confidence

intelligtble a.lvantage over a college, but
of its accuracy .that of diminishing, in a smaller degree,

the patronage of the directors. This ad There are four or five of the professors

vantage, to the honour of the court, was thoroughly conversant with university

not regarded , in comparison of the ad- examinations, who can take upon them

vantages which their Indian territories selves to affirm that they have never wit

might derire from the improved education nessed a greater proportion of various and

of their civil servants ; and a college was successful exertion in the course of their

determined upon .
academical experience than has appeared

Our limits will not allow us to at some of the examinations at the East

India college.
follow Mr. M. through the inquiry,

which he has conducted with such However, as the college has

consummate ability, in the fourth been established ten years, it will

section. It appears to us, how- naturally be asked , have the bene

ever, that he has succeeded most ficial effects of it been practically

fully in demonstrating, that, on perceived and acknowledged in

the whole,the present system of India ? On this point themostun
education in the two establish- exceptionable testimony is pro

ments, at Hertford and at Calçutta, duced relative to the conduct, cha

compared with a regular univer- racter, and attainments of those

sity course in India, is “ much whom the college has sent forth .
more economical, much more Thefollowing is the language of

“ efficient with regard to general Lord Minto, who, in 1810, after

knowledge, and exposed tomuch noticingparticularly somestudents
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a

who had greatly distinguished the students , proceeds to observe,

themselves, adds, “ this gratifying improvement

It is with peculiar pleasure that I do may perhaps be traced to sour

a further justice to the Hertford college , by ces beyond this establishment,"

remarking, that the official reports and evidently alluding to the acknow
returus of our college will shiew the ledged effects of the institution in
students who have been translated from

Hertford England. - P. 55.to Fort Willlam to stand

honourably distinguished for regular These public testimonies from the col

attendanc " , -for obedience to the sta . lege at Calcutta are contirmed by the ac

tutes and discipline of the college, - for counts of individuals who have returned

orderly and decorous demeanour, from India within the last six or seven

for moderation in expense , and conse- years , who agree in stating that what has

quently in the amount of their delt ;- been sometimes called the New School of

and , in a word , for those decencies of Writers at Calcutta is very superior in

conduct which denote wen well born , deed , both in conduct and attainments,

and characters well trained . I make to those who were sent out upon the old

this observation with the more satis
system .

faction , as I entertain an earnest wish

to find it proved that the preliminary We cannot insert the various

taition and general instruction afforded testimonies which are produced by
to the succeeding generations of the Mr. M. to prove the efficacy ofthe

Company's servants at Hertford will be English college in abridging the

found of more extensive (I should be dis- period ofOriental study in India.
posed to say , more valuable ) influence

even for India, thanagreater or smaller The public, however, shouldbe

degree of proficiency in a language or cautioned against the idea that the

two of the East can prove at that early design of the college embraced a
period.”

verydeep or extended cultivation

In 1912 the following passage of the Asiatic tongues in England,

occurs in a letter from the college And, accordingly, Lord Minto, at

council of Fort William to the Go. the public disputation of 1813,

vernor General in Council, dated afterspeaking of the limited knows
December 29. ledge of Oriental languages ac

“ We take the liberty of repeating in quired at the Hertford college,

this place the observations made by the observes,

right bonourable the visitor, in his “ It is not to be concluded from thence

speech, pronounced at the disputation, that the time allotted to attendance on
holden 22d September, 1810, that the that institution has been unprofitably.

improvement (a very great and general spent ; because most wisely , in my

one ) which we have thought ourselves opinion, the preliminary education of

warranted in asserting , has been very the Company's young servants is not

conspicuous in the conduct of the stu- confined to studies merely Oriental ;

depts who have passed through the col- but, together with the classical instruc

lege at Hertford . We trust and be- tion of the West (without which no

lieve that this is no accidental circum- English gentleman is on a level with his

stance ; but at all events, the fact is, fellows), I understand that a founda

in our opinion , certain , that, due re- tion of polite literature is laid , and chat

gard being paid to numbers, no similar the door is opened at least, and the pu .

institution can afford a greater propor- pil's mind attracted, to the elements of

tion of young men more distinguished useful science ; the seeds of which be

by the manners of gentlemen , and gene . ing sown, a taste for intellectual exer

ral correctness and propriety of deport- cise and enjoyment is implanted, which

ment, than the present students of the seldom fails to develop and maturethese

College of Fort William .” first germs of knowledge at the appoint

A similar testimony is contained ed season." .

in a letter from Captain Roebuck If, then , an elementary know .

to the College Council of Fort ledge of the Asiatic languages,

William , Nov. 10, 1812. withthe foundations of a soundand

At the public disputation, 1815, liberal European education, and

Mr. Edmonstone, then acting as the acquisition of habits of self

visitor, after adverting to a change management suited toan early in

for the better in the conductof traduction into theworld if these
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1

are the great objects for which the formity, decision, promptness, and

college was founded, it would seem impartiality, as are essentialto the

that these are testimonies as satis- administration of all discipline. It

factory as the short period of its would appear from Mr. Malthus ':

existence willallow , to shew that account of the early history of the

it is accomplishing the purposes college , that such a system wasnot

of its establishment. followed from the beginning.

The discipline of the college,

Mr. M. allows, (in sect. 6.) has not
In the original foundation ofthe college,

it was not thought expedient by its foun
been so successful as its literature :

ders to jutrust the power of expulsion

but he protests against the idea to the collegiate authorities. As expul

that indecorum or disorder is the sion involved the loss of a very valuable

usual condition ofthe college. He appointment,the directors wished to re
serve it in ti.eir own hands ; and, in all

even asserts, on his personal know
cases of great importance, the principal

ledge and experience, that, on the audprofessors weredirected to report to

contrary, in ordinary times it ex- the committee of college , and to wait their

Kibits å scene of exemplary pro decision . It was in consequence believed

priety and regularity. He pro- bymany students,that, unless theoffeuce

ceeds in this section , however, to
was peculiarly flagrant, they would run

little risk of losing their appointments,

consider the causes of its partial and that their powerful friends in the

failure in point of discipline. Some India-House would make common cause
of these he admits, may to a cer with them in defeating the decisions of the

tain extent'be inherent in the con have commenced early, and to have dif
college council. This opinion seems to

stitution of the establishment." fused itself pretty generally ; and there is

11. In the first place, the age of , little doubt that it contributed to facilitate

residence at the college, viz . from therise of that spirit ofinsubordination

fifteen or sixteen to eighteen or
which begau to manifest itself in the third

year after the college was established. It

nineteen, is notoriously the most must be obvious that no steady system of

difficult to govern ; and a system discipline could be maintained while the

of collegiate education must be at- principal andprofessors were, on every
tended with considerable embar important occasion , to appeal with uncer

rassments in its application to that dent hoped that his
personal interest would

tain effect to another body, where the stu

period of life.-P. 65 . prevent any serious inconvenience. Yet

2. A second permanent difficulty this continued to be the constitution of

may arise from the probable dis- the college for a period of sixyears , dur
inclination of some of the students ingwhich there were three considerable

disturbances . On these occasions, of
to the East -India service.-P. 66 .

course, the directors were called in ; and

3. The third cause of weakness although the more enlightened and disin

is one which at first sight might terested portion of them ,who sawthene
appear to be a source ofstrength, cessityof an improved educationfor their

namely, the great interest which disposed todo everything that was proper
servants in India, were , unquestionably ,

every to support the discipline ; yet , the pro

consequent severity of the punish- ceedings respecting the college were

ment of expulsion ; a severity so marked by an extraordinary want of ener

great that it never can be resorted gy, promptness, and decision, and indi

to without extreme hesitation and turbing effects of private and contending
cated in the most striking manner the dis

reluctance. This unwillingness is, interests. On occasion ofthe last of these

of course, readily perceived by the disturbances in particular (that of 1812),

studentsthemselves, and operates took entirely into theirownhands,the court
,

as a powerful encouragement to they detained a large body of students in
disobedience. 长

town for above a month ; and after entering

It is obvious that these natural into the most minute détails , and subject

disadvantages demandievery pos- ing all the partiesto repeated examina

sible support and ", assistance to
tions at the India -House, came to no final

counteract them , and to secure a
decision . The case was then referred

back again ' to the college council, who

system of such steadiness, uni- were desired to select for expulsionà cer
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tain number of those concerned , who best hopes might be entertained of the
should appear to them to have been the result . And if the college were so sup

most deeply engaged as ringleaders, and ported, as to enable it gradually to subdue

the least entitledto a mitigation of sen- the spirit of insubordination , by removing

tence on the score of character. When refractory and vicious characters without

this was done, and a sentence of expulsion clamour or cavil , and to exercise its dis

passed in consequence on five students, a cretionary powers in refusing certificates,

subsequent vote of the court restored them according to the letter and spirit of its

all to the service, and they were sent out statutes, and with a view to the real in

to India without even completing the terests of the service and the good of In

usual period of residence at the college !!! dia, there is the strongest reason to pre
sume, from the testimonies of what the

A spirit ofinsubordination, Mr. college has already done, and the further

M. remarks, is the natural growth goodeffects which might be confidently

of such circumstances as these,
expected from the results just adverted to ,

that it would answer, in no common de

and it is not surprising, that even gree , the important purpose for which it

the ample powers which have since was intended .

been legally vested in the princi- In section seven Mr. M. ad

pal and professors,shouldasyet verts more particularly to the
have been insufficient for the com

plete and radical correction of the ly circulated against the insti
charges which have been recent

.
evil: especially as he asserts, that tution. In answer tothose charges

the authoritiesof the college have he again appeals to the ample tes

still to contend against a spirit timonies from India , referred to

of hostility from without, which above ; and asserts that Mr.Hume,

practicallydefeats the exercise of instead of consulting competent

those powers , by regularly putting and disinterested judges,

the college, as it were, on its de

fence for a long period after any
Seems to have sought for the character of

the college from fathers irritated at the

severe sentence has been passed, merited punishment of their sons, and

and by undermining those feelings from someHertfordshirecountry,gentle

of respect among the governed,
men, tremblingly alive about their game,

-two of the most suspicious quarters

which are the best security for

obedience and subordination. Pp. obtained.
from which information could possibly be

—

73, 74 , 75 .
With regard to the individual

After some further observations
alluded to by Mr.Hume, as having

on the absolute necessity of the
become an outcast of society from

power of expulsion, both for the the contagionof the EastIndia
preservation of discipline and for
theprotection of the best interests College, Mr. M. challenges him to

produce the name of theperson in
ofthe service, Mr. M. concludes

question.
this part of the subject with the

following remarks :
Let his previous character be traced ;

and let it be seen, by an appeal to facts,

The collegiate authorities now legally whether he was not much more likely to

possess the power both of expelling, and corrupt others than to be corrupted him

of refusing certificates ; but, unfortunate. self. His example indeed could hardly have

ly, from the disposition shewn by the failed to produce a most pernicious effect,

founders and patrons of the college, and if the good sense and moral feelings ofthe

that part of the public connected with great majorityof the students had not in

India, in every case where the loss of an duced them , from the very first term of

appointment is in question , a full support his residence, to shun his society.

in the exercise of this power cannot be

depended upon ; although there can be
The appointment of the Prin

no doubt that every act of collegiate pu- cipal to be a Justice of the

nishment that is unopposed and unques- Peace is a subject which appears

tioned tends to render such acts in future to have been strangely misconceiv
less necessary ; and every act that is so ed. . “ Dr. Batten ," observes Mr.

opposedand questioned tends to increase M., “as a clergyman having acon
the probability of the recurrence of that

conduct which had called it forth . siderable benefice in Lincolnshire,

If this dificulty could be removed, the is as legally qualified to become a
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justice as any magistrate on the ging alone for the support of dis
bench .” The appointment was cipline, or the enforcement of

expressly recommended by Lord industry, since that, or any other

Buckinghamshire, then President subordinate punishment, must ul

of the India Board . It has never timately owe its efficacy to the

yet been used , and probably never power of expulsion. Headds,

will, in maintenance of discipline :
Those who yo out to India must and

and "with regard to thescandalous will be men the moment they reach the
and libellous insinuation ” in a para- country , at whatever age that may be ;

graph of the Times newspaper, and there they will be iminediately ex

( shamefully and falselyascribing nitude anddanger. To prepare themfor
posed to temptations of nocommon mag

the death of one ofthe students to
this ordeal, Mr. Jackson and the silly

his commitment for a criminal
writers in the limes recommend their

breach of thepeace within the being whipped till the last hour of their

walls ofthe College), Mr. M.says, getting into their ships. Jown it appears

“ Let every inquiry be made on
to me that the object is more likely to be

attained by a gradual initiation into a

the subject, and the more minute greater degree of liberty, and a greater

and accurate it is, the more agree- habit of depending upon themselves, than

able will it be to the College." is usual at schools, carried on for two or

P. 87, 88 , 89. three years previously, in some safer place

than Calcutta .

-It is quite needless to dwell on
Mr. M.'s reply to the complaints The objections to caps and gowns

of Mr. Randle Jackson , that a seem scarcely to deserve notice .

college education was too aspiring They form a badge extremelyuse

for persons destined for “weighing fulfor the purpose of discipline ;

tea, counting bales, and measuring and as for the supposed jealousy of

muslins." By the India Register the universities on this subject,

it appears that of 442 persons in
every rational man belonging to

the civil service, only seventy -two them must heartily laugh at the

have any connection with trade ; laudable zeal of the London citi

and even these, Lord Wellesley zens to inspire them with a becom

says, should have many of the ing dread of such horrible usurpa
qua

lifications of statesmen . “ Such tion, " P. 99 .

being the facts, is it not obvious
We shall conclude with an ex

thatthe education of the civil ser tract which exhibits concisely Mr.

vants should be fitted for the im- M.'s view of the difficulties with

portant stations filled by the great which the College has to contend ;

body ofthem , and thatthosewho Among these are the multiplicity of its

are comparatively unsuccessful in governors, consisting notonly ofthe Court

improvement should supplyde- ofDirectors, butof the Court ofProprie

partments in which less abilities them ,some being for a collegein England,
tors ;-the variety of opinions among

are required ? " P. 92. some for a college in Calcutta , some for

For the literary proficiency ofthe a school,and some for nothing atall;
students, Mr. Malthus appeals to the constant discussion arising from this

facts and documents , for thepur
variety of opinion, which keeps up a con

stant expectation of change ; —the interest

pose of establishing that in this res of individuals to send out their sons as

spectthe College answers its pur- early, and with as little expense of edu

pose, not with Utopianperfection, cation ,as possible, an interest too strong

butatleast in an equaldegree with for public spirit ; —the very minute and
circumstantial details , in all the proceed

any other knownseminary, either ings ofthe college whicharerequired,to
scholastic or collegiate.

be seen by all the ladies and gentlemen

In reply to Mr.Jackson's doc- who are proprietors of Inolia stock ; -the

trine, “that those who cannot un impossibility of sending a student away

derstand should bemade to feel,"
without creating a clamour from one end

Mr. M. shews, beyond al contro- and lengthened bythe power thusfur
of London to the other, greatly aggravated

versy, that it isidleto rely onftoga nisbed, of debating every step of the pro
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ance .

ceedings ; -the chances that the details
to it ought to be conducted with

above adverted to will enable some inge

nious lawyer to find a flaw in the pro
that calm , dispassionate, and im

ceedings, with a view to their reversal ;
partial spirit which becomes all in

the never-ending applications madeto the quiries ofmagnitude and difficulty.

college , when a student is sent away , for It is with a view to promote that

re-admission, assumingevery conceivable spirit that we have laid before the
form of flattery and menace ;--the opinion

necessarily formed, and keptupinthis public, almost without comment,

tvay among the students, that sentences,
so full an abstract ofMr. Malthus's

though passed, will not be final ;-- and, perspicuous and candid perform

above all , the knowledge they must have, Those, however, who are
from the avowed wish of many of the

proprietors of East India stock to destroy the full strengthof that side ofthe
desirous of being in possession of

the coilege, that a rebellion would be

agreeable to them . question , ought certainly to content

How is it possible to answer for the themselves with nothing short ofan
conduct of young men , under such power

ful excitements from without ? For my
attentive perusal of the work itself.

own part, I am only astonished that the

college has been able to get on at all , under

these overwirelming obstacles ; and that A View ofthe History, Literature,
it has got on , and done great good too, and Religion of the Hindoos. By the

(which I boldly assert it has) , is no com
Rev. W. Ward .

mon proof of its internal vigour, and its

capacity to answer its object. (Concluded from page 40.)

The above passage we consider
Ina

very
learned dissertation on

as extremely important, because if the “ Religious Ceremonies of the

the statement be accurate, it es Hindoos,” by Mr. Colebrooke, in

tablishes this point, at least, that, the fifth volume of Asiatic Re

though there may have been faults searches, the reader will find a

in the internal administration of considerable portion of the state

the college ; yet there have been ments in these voļumes confirmed

external causes at work, abundant . byextracts immediately taken from

ly sufficient to account for a still the puranas. That dissertation ex

more extensive failure than has hibits a wonderful display of super

actually taken place in the order stition in every varied form which

and discipline of the institution : the blindest bigotry can assume.

and if these causes should remain The prayers
which accompany

in undiminished force, it appears those ceremonious rites are nearly

that they must be equally injurious all addressed to elementary deities ;

either to a college or a school . particularly to the scLAR FIRE,

Whatever may be the fate of the the generator of all things, and to

question which has been raised on WATER, the genial nourisher and

this subject, and which it seems is sustainer of all things. In it will

not yet finally disposed of, every be found a very honourable attes

friend to the prosperityand honour tation to the truth of all that has

of the Company, must heartily de- been advanced by Mr. Ward in

precate the tone of intemperate those preliminary strictures in the

and sweeping accusation which in first volume, from which we have

various quarters has been levelled already given such ample extracts,

against the institution. Such Both productions incontestably

bitter and contemptuous language prove that the theology of India,

cannot but be productive of mis- at least, as generally understood

chief and injustice. If the college and practised , is a gross and physi

fails to answer the purpose of its cal theology ! Some refined spirits

foundation, let it be reformed or may , indeed, penetrate behind the

destroyed . But the question is veil, and behold and adore the
surely one ofno ordinary moment ; SUPREME DEITY who formed those

and all the discussions which relate elements ; but the gross ofthe peo

Asiatic Journ .-No. 14 .
VOL, III S
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ple are, to all intents and purposes, very near to that of the irrational ani
mals.

idolaters, ever prompt to vene
The husband almost invariably

lives in criminal intercourse during the

rate the objects ofsense, and ser pupilage of his infant wife ; and she, if

vilely obedient to the dictates of a she becomes a widow , cannot marry, and

tyrannical priesthood. Well may in consequence, being destitute ofapro
the virtuous indignation of our tector and of every moral principle , be

Serampore missionary be roused
cuines a willing prey to the lascivious.

Add to all this , the almost incredible
by the perpetration , almost before

number of human victims which annualle

his eyes at Jagannath, of the ne fall in this Aceldama. I have ventured

farious practices that accompany on an estimate of the number of Hindoos

those sanguinary sacrifices of both who apuually perish , the victims of the

bestial and human victims ; at the brahminical religion ; ( vol, ii. p . 127 ,)

tortures inflicted without remorse ;
and have supposed , that they cannot

amount to less than 10,500 ! Every addi

the anguish endured without a tional information I obtain , and the opi

groan ; at the legislator who could pions of the best informed persons with

command them , and the infernal whom I am acquainted, confirin me in

deity whocould alone be pacified that the havock is far greater, however
the opinion, that this estimate is too low ,

by them .
difficult it may be to bring the mind to

It is not, however,merely theun- contemplate a scene of horror which out

equalled cruelty of these bloody sa- does all that has ever been perpetrated in

crifices that inflames his resentment,
the name of religion by all the savage na

the utterwant of decency displayed in gether with ihe contempt which theBin
tions put together. These cruelties, to

theirfestivals ; the lascivious dance, doos feelfor the body as a mere tempo

and the obscene song, which at the rary shell , castoff at pleasure, and the
DURGA festival, where he was a disorganizing effects of the cast, render

visitor, and of which the reader has them exceedingly unfeeling and cruel : of

which their want of every national pro
seen his interesting account--these vision for the destitute ; their leaving

evince in the degenerate Hindu, multitudes to perish before their own

such a deep taintof sensual guilt, doors, unpitiedand even unnoticed ; the

surpasses
the enormities that inhuman mauner in which they burn the

bodies of their deceased relations, and
prevailed in the ancient Bacchic

festivals. On this subject there is
their savage triumph when spectators of

a widow burning in the flames of the fu

one passage in Mr. Ward's work, neral pile, are awful examples .

which was accidentally neglected But to know the Hindoo idolatry AS IT

to be inserted in our preceding is, a person must wade through the filth
article ; but which is of too impor- of the thirty-six pnoranus andother po
tant anature to be wholly omitted, pular books, he must read and hear the

modern popular poems and songs — he

and, therefore, before we finally must follow the brahmun through his

close the first volume , shall be here midnight orgies , before the image of Ka

presented to the reader, as'a point- lee, and other goddesses ; or hemustac

ed comment upon the atrocities company him to the nightly revels, the

there exhibited to his astonished jatras, and listen to the filthy dialogues

which are rehearsed respecting Krishnu

view. The concludingsentiment of and the daughters of the milkmen ;or

this extract is equally judicious hemustwatch him , at nridnight, chok
and pious. ing, with the mud and waters of the

Ganges, a wealthy rich relation, wbile

In short, the characters of the gods, in the delirium of a fever ; or , at the
and the licentiousness which prevails at same hour, while murdering an unfaith

their festivals , and abounds in their po- ful wife, or a supposed domestic enemy ;

pular works , with the enervating nature burning the body before it is cold , and

of the climate, have made the Hindoos washing the blood from his hands in the

the most effeminate and corrupt people sacred stream ofthe Ganges ; or he must

on earth . I have, in the courseof this look at the bramhun , liurry.ng the trem .

work,exhibitedso many proofs of this bling half-dead widow round the funeral

fact, that I will not again disgust the pile, and throwing her, likea log of wood ,

reader by going into the subject. Suffice by the sideof the dead body of her hus
it to that fidelity to marriage rows is band, tying her, and then holding her

almost unknown among the Hindoos ; down with bamboo levers till the firehas

the intercouise of the sexes approaches deprived her of the power of rising and

as far

2

say ,
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con

men

running away. After he has followed the After the descriptions of the

bramhun through all these horrors, he
TEMPLES, and their endowments,

will only have approached the threshold
the IMAGES with which they areof this temple ofMoloch , and he will be

gin to be convinced, that to know the respectively decorated are

Hindoo idolatry, AS IT is, a man must sideredat some length, as well as

become a Hindoo - rather, he must be the different materials of which

come a branhun ;fora poor shoodru, they are composed, as gold, silver,
by the very circumstances of his degrada
tion, is restrained frommany sbomina- brass, iron, stone, wood, &c, &c.

tions which brainhuns alone are privileged Those of the Lingam are most nu

to commit. Andwhen he has done this, merous, are generally ofstone, and
let him meditate on this system in its ef

fectsonthe mind of the afflicted or dying is mentioned as set up at Benares
some are of a very large size. One

Hindon, as described in vol. ij . pp . 163,
164 , and '176 ; on reading which descrip- of such vast dimensions that six

tion he will perceive, that in distress the can hardly grasp it . The

Hindoo utters the loudest murmurs a-, Hindu tribe of potters are the

gainst the gods, anddies in the greatest principal god makers, and they,
perplexity and agitation of mind .

like the ancient fabricators of the

The state of things serves to explain shrines of the great Diana, find it
the mysterious dispensations of Provi

to be a very profitable employdence , in permitting the Hindoos to re

main so long in darkness, and in causing
ment. The Priests, and the dif

them to suffer so much formerly under ferent modes of Worship are next
their Mahometan oppressors. The mur- discussed. Then follows an ac

der of so many nyriads of victims has

armed heaven against them. Let us hope and the enumeration of the festi
count of the periods of worship ,

that now, in the midst of judgment, a

gracious Providence has rememberedmer VALS, which are almost innumera

cy ,and placed them under the fostering ble. They fall mostly on the days

care of the British government, that they of the new moon, or when she is at

may enjoy a happiness to which they have

been hitherto strangers. the full ; and at the times of the

increase and decrease of her

We now proceed to the exami- changeful orb . Mr. Ward ob

nation of the second volume of this serves it as being rather a singular

singular work, which opens
with a circumstance, that both in the Eu

description of the TEMPLES of the ropean and Hindumythology, the

Hindus, varying in form and de- two first days of the week should

coration, but most of them won- be denominated after the same dei

derful structures for such an ap- ties ; Surya -vara, or Sunday, and

parently feeble race to have erect- Soma-vara, or Monday. Those

ed. Some of these are square days also arevenerated when Surya ,

buildings, which are in general the sun , that primary object of all,

devoted to the obscene worship of their devotions enters into a new

the LINGAM. Others, again, as sign ; in short, astronomy enters

those sacred to Jagannath, rise in largely into all their rites and cere
a gradual slope like a sugar loaf. monies, andit is thus demonstrat

Those to Vishnu have generally a ed, that if their books be allowed

lofty dome with pinnacles or tur- in any degree the antiquity to
rets ; some more and some less . which they lay claim, the Brah

The number of them in every city mans must in the remotestperiods

is very great, and much of the have been very attentive observers,
wealth of the ancient Hindu mo- at least, of the motions of the hea

narchs and great rajahs has been venly luminaries. It would be a

expended in the erection of them . task equally tedious and disgusting

All have a train of officiating to enter into all the minutiæ of the

brahmans attached to them with superstitious and endless ceremo

proportionate salaries : the reve- nies in which the Hindu is absorb ,

nues of someare very ample: those ed from the rising to the setting

of Jagannath are estimated by our sun : the varieties of prayer offered

author at 100,000 rupees. up to the deities respectively ador

S 2
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ed by them, and the multitude of ing of widows is so unfeeling, that those
their ablutions in rivers and lakes who have represented themtothe world as

the mildest and most amiable of men, need

accounted sacred. Those who are
only attend on one of these occasions to

particularly curious in the investi- convince them , that they have greatly im

gation of these matters we must posed on mankind. Where a family of

refer to the volume itself, where Brambuns suppose that the burning of a

their curiosity will be abundantly mother, or their brother's or uncle's wife,
or any other female of the family, is ne

gratified, and the profoundest sub
cessary to support the credit of the fami

ject for reflection will be supplied ly, the womanknows she must go, and

by every chapter. We must con. that her death is expected . She is aware

fine ourselves to the contemplation also , that ifshe did notburn, she will be

ofthegreatfeatures of their singu- continuallyreproached,ashavingentailed
treated with the greatest cruelty , and

lar superstition, among which the disgrace on the family. The bramhun

burning of womenonthe funeral who hasgreatly assisted me in this work ,
pile of their deceased husbands, a has very seriously assured me, that he be

voluntary devotion to death in va
lieved violence was seldom used to com

pel a woman to ascend the pile ; nay ,
rious ways, infanticide to an enorm

that after she has declared her resolution ,

ous extent , and tortures and pils her friends use various arguments to dis

grimages of the fakirs or devotees, cover whether she be likely to persevere

stand the most prominent . The or not ; (for if she go to the water side,

information here afforded us is
and there refuse to burn , they consider it

pro
an indelible disgrace on the family ; ) that

portionably more valuable, as it is not uncommon for them to demaud

being the result of ocular inspec- a proof of her resolution , by obliging her

tion , and a diligent perusal of the to hold her finger in the fire ; if she be

puranas themselves. With respect
able to endure this , they conclude they

to the first of these facts Mr. Ward
are safe , and that she will not alter her

resolution . If, however, she should

has indulged us with the following Alinch at the sight of the pile, & c. they re
observations : main deaf to whatever she says ; they

hurry her through the preparatory cere
The desire of Hindoo women to die monies, aitend closely upon her, and go

with their husbands, and the calmness of through the work of murder in the most

many in going through the ceremonies determined manner.

which precede this terrible death , are cir- Some years ago , two attempts were

cumstances almost, if not altogether, un- made, under the immediate superintend

paralleled. It is another proof of the ance of Dr. Carey, to ascertain the num

amazing power which this superstition ber of widows burnt alive within a given

has over the minds of its votaries. time. The first attempt was intended to

Among other circumstances which urge ascertain the number thus burnt within

them to this dreadful deed, we may rank thirty miles of Calcutta, during one year,

the following :-First , the védus, and viz . in 1803 . Persons , selected for the

other shastrus, recommend it, and pro- purpose, were sent froin place to place

mise the widow that she shall deliver her through that extent, to enquire of the

husband from hell, and enjoy a long hap- peop of each town or village how

piness with him inheaven ; secondly, long many had been burnt within the year.

custom has familiarized their minds to The return made a total of four hundred

the deed ; thirdly, by this act they escape and thirty -eight . Yet very few places

the disgrace of widowhood, and their east or west of the river Hoogly were vi

names are recorded among the honour- sited . To ascertain this matter with

able of their families ; fourthly, they greater exactness, ten persons were, in

avoid being starved and ill treated by their the year 1804, stationed in the different

relations , and lastly, the Hindoos treat;
places within the above -mentioned ex

the idea of death with comparative in- tent of country ; each person's station was

difference, as being only changing one marked out , and he continued on the

body for another, as the snake changes watch for six months , taking account of

his skin. If they considered death as in- every instance of a widow's being burnt

troducing a person into an unalterable which came underhis observation , Month

state of existence, and God, the judge, ly reports were sent in ; and the result,

as requiring purity of heart, no doubt though less than the preceding years re

these ideas would make them weigh well port ,made the number between two and

a step pregnant with such momentous con- three hundred for the year !- If within so

sequences. small a space several hundred widows
Theconduct of thebrahmuns at the burn- were burut alive in one year, howmany
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thousands of these rridowsmust be mur- that he was destitute of friends, and was

dered in a year-in so extensive a coun- about to renounce his life in the Ganges.

try as Hindoost'han ! So that, in fact, Kasee-nat’hu urged him not to delay then ,

the funeral pile devours more than war it- if he was come to die ; --- but the man

self ! How truly shocking ! Nothing seemed to hesitate, and replied, that it

equal to it exists in the whole work of hu- was very cold . The bramhun ( hinting to

man cruelty ! What a tragic history his companion that he wished to see the

would a complete detail of these burnings sport before he returned home) reproach

make !
ed the poor trembling wretch for his

cowardice, and seizing his hand, dragged
In respect to voluntary suicide, him tothe edge of the bank ; where he

it is practised in a thousand dif- made him sit down , rubbed over him the

ferent modes, by those who aspire purifying clay of the river, and ordered
to be united to the SUPREME him to repeat the proper incantations.

BRAHMA, from whom the soul repeating these forms, he slippeddown,
While he was thus, with his eyes closed,

originally emanated ; who rush and sunk into the water, which was very

on death as a refuge from the deep, and perished !

storms of a miserable existence in About the year 1790, a young man of

the order of dundees took up his abode at
terrestrial bondage, under the tor

Kakshalee, a village near Nudeeya, for a
ture of disease, and the pangs of

few months, and began to grow verycor

despair. Let us hear our author pulent. Reflecting that a person of his

on this dreadful subject. order was bound to a life of mortification ,

and feeling his passions grow stronger and

When a person is afflicted with a sup
stronger , he resolved to renounce his life

posed incurable distemper, or is in dis
in the Ganges. He requested his friends

tress, or despised , it is common for him to assist him in this act of self-murder,

to form the resolution of parting with life and they supplied him with a boat , some

in the Ganges ; or the crime is committed
cord, and two water pans. He then pro

after a vow , at the time of making which ceeded on the boat into the middle of the

the person prayed for some favour in the
stream, and , filling the pans with water ,

next birth , as riches, freedom from sorrow , fastened one to his neck , and the other

& c. Sick persons sometimes abstain from round his loins , and in this manner de

food for several days while sitting near the scended into the water to rise no more !

river , that life may thus depart from them in the presence of a great multitude of

in sight of the holystream : but the greater applauding spectators . A few years after

number drown themselves in the pre
this another dundee, while suffering under

sence of relations ; and instances are
a fever, renounced his life in the Ganges

mentioned , in which persons in the act of
at Nudeeya ; and nearly at the same time,

self -murder have been forcibly pushed
a dundee at Ariyaduh, about four miles

back into the stream by their own off
from Calcutta, in a state of indisposition ,

spring ! There are different places of the refusing all medical aid , (in which indeed

Ganges where it is considered as most de he acted according to the rules of his or

sirable for persons thus to murder thema der,) cast himself into the river from a

selves , and in some cases auspicious days boat, and thus renounced life.

are chusen on which to perform this work

of religious merit ; but a person's drown- Again, let us attend to his de.

ing himself in any part of the river is sup- scription ofwhat passes at JAGAN

posed to be followed with immediate

happiness. At Sagurk island it is account
NATH,in Orissa, at thegrand annual

ed an auspicioussign if the person is speed
festival, if festival it be called,may

ily seized by a shark , or an alligator ;
cator: where murder reigns paramount,

buthis future happiness is supposed to be and desolation rides triumphant in
very doubtful if he should remain long in her blood - stained CAR.

the water before he is drowned . The Bri

tish Government, for some years past , has Amongst the immense multitudes as

sent a guard of sepoys to prevent persons sembled at the drawing of this car, are

from murdering themselves and their numbers afllicted wifh diseases , and others

children at this junction of the Ganges involved in worldly troubles , or worn out

with the sea, at the annual festivals held with age and neglect . It often happens

in this place. after offering up a

Someyears ago , at Shivu-Shiromunee, prayer to the idol , that they may obtain

a bramhun was returning from bathing happiness or riches in the next birth , cast

with Kasee-nat'hu , another bramhun , at themselves under the wheels of the car,

Shantee -pooru ; they saw a poor old man and are instantly crushed to death . Great

sitting on the bankof the river, and asked numbers of these cars are to be seen in

him what hewas doingthere ? Hereplied, Bengal ; and every year in some place os

that such person
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other, persons thus destroy themselves. to dawn, when the child is most
At Jugunnat’hu-kshétru, in Orissa, seve- amiable, and the delighted parents

ral perish annually. Manyareaccidentally feelmost ardently the throb of af
thrown down by the pressure of the crowd,

and crushed to death. The victims whófection ;then it is that they perform

devote themselves to death in these forms the nefarious rite. The unthink

have an entire confidence that they shall, ing innocent is taken to the edge

by this meritorious act of self-murder, at
of the river on some public festi

tain to happiness .

val, appointed for bathing in that
I beg leave here to insert the following hallowed stream, and there devot-.

extract of a letter from an officer to a

friend, to confirm thefacts related in this ed to the goddess. The child is

and the two preceding sections: ' I have allured to go farther and farther

known a woman, whose courage failed her into the water, till it is at length ,

on the pile, bludgeoned by her own dear carried away by the rapidity ofthe

kindred . This I have told the author of current ; or, if it is reluctant to
( The Vindication of the Hindoos .'- I

have taken a Gentoo out of the Ganges . become its own destroyer, it is

I perceived him at night,and called out pushed on withoutremorse by the

to the boat-men. — Sir, he is gone; he unfeeling parents into the middle
belongs to God . ' ' Yes , but takehim up,

and God will get him hereafter.' We ed from destruction bysome com
of the stream , where, if not rescu

got him up at the last gasp : I gave him

some brandy , and calledit physic. O passionate stranger, it is infallibly
Sir, my cast is gone !' No, it is physic .' ingulphed. The compassionate

It is not that, Sir ! but my family will stranger, however, if he is success
never receive me. I am an outcast ! '

ful in his humane efforts to pre
What ! for saving your life !' Yes, '

Never mind such a family .'- I let above serve it , must keep it for his pains :

one huodred men out of limbo at Jagan- at the moment of its floating on
nath : there were a thousand dead and the water it is for ever renounced

dying ;-all in limbo starving, to extort by the parents; the infernal vow
money from them.

is completed ; heaven is appeased,

In respect to that other horrid and its vengeance satiated.

enormity practised in India, the
Fearful that these details of hor

murder, and exposure of infants, rorwould appear incredible to his

though it abounds more among European readers, Mr. Ward ap:

the Rajaput or royal-tribe, who peals for the truth of the facts re

very generally thus sacrifice their ported, to the testimony of his

daughters, as being a burden to a brother missionaries in India in the
military race; yet instances of that following passage :

crime very frequently occur even

in Bengal and Orissa, especially The following shocking custom appears

in those districts that border on to prevail principally in the northern dis

the Ganges, in whose devouring mother's breast, anddecline in health , it
tricts of Bengal. If an infant refuse the

wave somany annual victims of is said to be under the influenceof some

various sexand age are inhumanly malignant spirit. Such a child is some

plunged. The principle (what a times put into a basket , and hung up in a

dreadful perversion of the word !) treewhere this evil spirit is supposed to
reside. It is generally destroyed by ants,

upon which the infatuated parents
or birds of prey ; but sometimes perishes

act, is this : a married pair having by neglect, though fed and clothed daily.

been long united , and having no If it should not be dead at the expiration

children, join in making a vow to of three days, the mother receives it home

GANGA, that, if she will bestow again, and nurses it : but this seldom
happens. The late Mr. Thomas, a misupon them the blessing of offspring,
sionary, once saved and restored to its

they will devote the first-born, as mother , an infant which had fallen out of

the dearest and most prized, to a basket, at Bholahatu , near Malda , at

her. Firm and faithful to the the moment a shackal was running away

deathful compact, if their with it. As this gentleman and Mr. Carey
request

be granted, at three orfour years tree, they found a basket hanging in the
were afterwards passing under the same

of age, when the intellect begins branches, containing the skeleton of ano
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ther infant, which had been devoured by pestilential blasts. To gain aba

ants. The custom is unknown in many sorption in deity , that is, to return

places, but, it is to be feared, is too com purified after a shousand ordeals

mon in others .In the north western parts of Hindoost- to the divine essence from which

hanu, the horrid practice of sacrificing vagrant.spirit first emanated , some

female children as soon as born , has been

known from time immemorial. The Hin- books as hanging for hundreds of

are represented in their sacred

doos ascribe this custom to a prophecy delivered by a Bramhun to Dweepu-singhu, years, with the head downwards ;

a raju-pootu king, that his race would others, as living on leaves ; others,

lose the sovereignty through one of his on air ; others, as residing in the

female posterity. Another opinion is , that center of four fires, in fact, roast

this shocking practice has arisen out ofthe law of marriage. which obligesthe ing themselves to death ;others ,

bride's father to pay almost divine honours
asstanding up to the neck in water,

to the bridegroom : * hence persons of or imbedded ineternal snow. These

high cast , unwilling thus to humble them- trials of a more tremendous nature

selves for the sake of a daughter, destroy

the infant . In the Punjab , and neighbour

are said to have been undergone

ing districts , to a great extent, a cast of

more usually in ancient, than in

Sikhs, andthe Raju-pootus, as well as these modern degenerate times !
,

many of the Bramhiunsand other casts , Sannyasis of the present dayshrink

murder their female children as soon as from such excruciating tortures,

born . I have made particular enquiry

into the extent of these murders ; but as

yet many of extreme violence are

the crimeis perpetrated in secret, have still endured by them with invinci.

not been able to procure very exactinfor- ble fortitude. A few instances

mation. A gentleman , whose information within the limits of our author's

ouIndiancustoms is verycorrect,informs enquiry shall now be adduced.
me, that this practice was , if it is not at
present, universal among all the raju- Sannyasis. These mendicant worship

poots, who, he supposes , destroy all their pers of Shivu are very numerous in Ben

daughters: he expresses his fears,that gal , but are not much honoured by their
notwithstanding their promises to the countrymen . They smear their bodies

Government of Bombay, made in conse
with the ashes of cow -dung, wear a nar

quence of the very benevolent exertions of row cloth tied with a rope round their

Mr. Duncan, the practice is almost gene

loins , and throw a cloth, died red , over

rally continued . He adds, the custom

their bodies . The artificial hair worn by

prevails in the Punjab , in Malwa, in Joud- some of these persons , reaches down to

pooru , Jesselmere, Guzerat, Kutch , and

their feet, and is often clotted with dirt

perhaps Sind, if not in other provinces .
till it adheres together like a rope . Some

tie the teeth of swine, as ornaments,on

We now come to the last sub- their arms, and otherstravel naked . The

ject which we promised more par. respectablesunyasees profess to live ina

tieularly to consider, a subject as

state of celibacy, eating neither flesh nor

dreadful as it is comprehensive ;

fish , nor anointing their bodies with oil.

Ramatu . — This class of mendicants,

we mean the tortures endured , and worshippers of Ramu, is formed of per

the pilgrimages undertaken by the sons born in the western provinces of

Indian sannyasis or devotees, who, Hindoost'hanu. With a rope or an iron

in their romantic notions of gain- round their loins ; rub their bodieswith

chain they tie a shred of cloth very close

ingheaven by voluntary inflictions, the ashes ofcow -dung, and wander to

and toils , to which the labours of holy places in large companies, many of

Herculesare puerile, brave equal- them armedwithspears , swords, & c.
ly the burning tropical beam ,and Theydonot individually beg, butquarter

themselves in a body on rich men. The

the extreme rigors of the polar cir- Ramatus make fires in the night, and

cle. Sometimes they perish, the sleep near them in the open air. They

prey of the wild beasts of the smoke intoxicating herbs to great excess.

desart, through which they are Again, we read, at page 196,

fearlessly travelling; at other times concerning the sect that assumes

they are buried in the drifted the appellation of

sands, or suffocated by the fiery Purum Hungsu . A few persons are to

* Atthe time of marriage the girl's father, taking

hold of theknee of theboy , worships him, by

be seen at holy places who call themselves

presenting offerings of rice,'nowers, paint,& c. by this name, but they do not comeup to

and promising to give him his daughter . the description of the shastru . They pre
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were seen no more .

tend to be destitute of all regard to visible ber of tricks with him, but without

objects ; but they go naked ; have no ap- making the least impression on him.

parent intercourse with human beings; The teacher was soon tired of his guest,

remain speechless ; ask for nothing, and and sent him to Benares. On the way,

yet subsist on alms ; eat any thing given when the boat one evening lay to for the

them ; disregard all outward purifica- night, this yogee went on shore, and,

tions ; and wear their beard and the hair while he was walking by the side of the

of their head , unless some one take com- river, another religious mendicant, with

passion on them , and pay the barber. à smiling countenance, met him : they

These persons affirm , that they have at- embraced cach other , and — as is said )

tained to that state of perfection which

the shastrus require, viz . that their minds

do not wander after worldly things, and
Thus have we faithfully given a

that they live in a state of pleasure : but general view of the contents of this

this abstraction
and joyarise ouly from singular publication, in which , if

the fumes of drugs or spirits, by which the virtuous indignation of our

all the other passions are overcome. I

have seen such persons at Kalee -ghati , missionary has induced him to draw

uear Calcutta. Instead of dwelling in the character of the Hindoos in

forests according to the directions of the colours too dark and dreadful,

shastru, they remain at these places, in
more increased and expanded inorder to attract notice , and to obtain vo

luntary alms. The pundit with whom I
formation will not fail in time to

wrote this, acknowledged that pride was correct the error. But he himself,

the reigning principle in these modern in various places, positively affirms
purum -hungsus. that, so far fromhaving exaggera

The most wonderful instance, ted their enormities, he has not

however, ofthis species of abstrac- drawnthe picture dark enough from

tion from all objects of sense, is to fear of offending the delicacy of

be found at a subsequent page, his readers, and in the apparent

where it by no means appears to confidence of undissembled truth ,
be the effect of intoxicating drugs. uses the remarkably strong ex

The following story is universally cre pressions concerning the authen

dited amongthe Hindoosin the neigh- ticity of his statements, occurring
bourhood of Calcutta :-Some years ago , at page 129 of his second volume;

a European, with his Hindoo clerk , Vae with quoting which we shall con
ranusheeghoshu, of Calcutta , and other clude these extended strictures.

servants , passed through the Sunder ,

bunds. One day, as this European was I must leave it to the pen of the future

walking in the forest, he saw something historian and poet to give these scenes

which appeared to be a human being, that just colouring which will harrow
standing in a hole in the earth . He asked up the soul of future generations : I must

the clerk what this could be ? who affirm- leave to them the description of these le .,

ed that it was a man . ' The European gitimate murders, perpetrated at the com

went up, and beat this lump of animated mand and in the presence of the high ,

clay till the blood came ; but it did not priests of idolatry ; who , by the magic

appear that the person was conscious of spell of superstition, have been able to

the least pain-he uttered no cries , nor draw men to quit their homes, and travel

manifested the least sensibility . The Eu- on foot a thousand miles , for the sake of

ropean was overwhelmed with astonish- beholding an idol cut out of the trunk of a

ment, and asked what it could mean ? neighbouring tree, or dug from an adjoin

The clerk said , he had learnt from his ing quarry ; -— to prevail on men to com

shastrus, that there existed such men , mit murders to supply human victims for
called yogees, who were destitute of pas- the altars of religion ;-on mothers to

sions, and were incapable of pain. After butcher their own children ; --on friends
hearing this account, the European or- to force diseased relations into the arms

dered his clerk to take the man home of death , while struggling to extricate

He did so, and kept him some time at themselves ;-on children to apply the

his house : when fed , he would eat, and , lighted torch to the pile that is to devour

at proper times , would sleep , and attend the living mother, who has fedthem from

to thenecessary functions of life ; but he her breasts, and dandled them on her
took no interest in any thing. At length , knees. To crown the whole, these priests

the clerk, wearied with keeping him , ofidolatry have persuaded men to wor

sent him to the house of his spiritual ship them as gods, to lick the dust of
teacher, at Khurdu . Here some lewd their feet, andeven to cut off lumps of

fellows put fire into his hands ; placed a theirown fieslı, their own heads, as offer

prostitutc by his side, and played a num- ings to the gods.

+
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Calcutta . - Lieutenant J. N. Jackson 2. That the admission of students, con

has been directed to recommence thesistently with the above primary object,

survey of the boundaries of Zillahs Hugh- be left to the discretion of the managers
ly , Burdwar, Midnapore , and the Jungle of the Institution .

Mehals. 3. That persons who are not students

be allowed to attend any literary or scien

Lieut. Hugh Morrieson , of the 29th re. tific lectures , in the English Department,

giment Bengal N. Infantry, has been di- with the consent of the committee of

irected by the government at Fort- William managers.

to proceed to ihe Sunderbunds, for the 4. That the terms on which students

purpose of continuing the survey.origi- shall be admitted to receive instruction in

nally entrusted to him ; a considerable pro- the college , be fixed , from time to time,

gress has been made in this geographic by the managers of the institution .

examination , which was undertaken, we 5. That a fund be raised by voluntary

understand , with the express intention of contributions for the purchase of a suffi

gradually converting an exuberant tract of cient quantity of ground in a convenient

woods and creeks into a cultivated coun- situation , within the limits of the city of

try. Several spots have already been Calcutta, and for erecting a suitable col

cleared, particularly at the extremity of lege, with other requisite buildings, there
Sagor Island, where the festival is annu- upon.

ally held . 6. That a book of Subscription for this

purpose be kept open for a period of one

May 30.-On Saturday nightaviolent year ; and that all persons who have al

storm commenced from the N. W.about ready contributed , or may contribute dur

half past seven , and continued till ten . ing the present year, to the funds of the

At midnight it recommenced with greater institution , be considered original bene

fury, the wind blowing from the S. The factors and founders of the college ..

thunder was tremendous, and the light- 7. That the names and contributions

ning from the quarter whence the wind of such original benefactors and founders

blew presented a continual blaze , much be recorded in the annals of the college ;

damage was done to the huts of the na- and be also engraven on a tablet of marble,

tives ; we have not heard of any other to be affixed in some conspicuous part of

casualties. the principal edifice .

8. That the names of all future bene

At a meeting of the Asiatic Society, factors to the funds of the college, be also

held on the 7th of June last , a paper was registered as such ; with the amount and

read relating to the use of ' Pomegranate date of their respective contributions.

root in Tenia and Akund , of a species of 9. That if at any time it be found ne

Asclepias in the Juzam or leprosy of cessary to limit the number of students to

Bengal. receive instruction in the college, a pre

ference be given to the sons and relations

Hindu College at Calcutta . - A sè- of those who have been recorded as foun

cond meeting, for the purpose of form- ders and benefactors, or registered as

ing an ' institution for the education of benefactors of the college.

the children of Hindus, assembled at It was also resolved , that William Coates

Sir Edward East's, when the following Blacquiere, Esq. Ram Gopal Mulik , Gopee
arrangements were adopted . - President, Mohun Deb, and Huree Mohun Thakoor,

Sir E. East ; Vice- President, J. Harring- be constituted a committee for taking

ton, Esq. Committee, D. Heming, Esq . measures towards providing a proper si

W. C. Blacquiere, Esq. J. W. Croft, Esq. tuation for the seminary, and that the

H. H.Wilson, Esq. Captain Taylor,Cap- native part of the committee reconsider

tain Roebuck, Lieutenant- Price, Dr. Wal- and report on the means of providing

lic ; Lieutenant Irvin , Secretary ; Mr. funds.

Barretto , Treasurer.. The committee were of opinion that

The following is the general plan , under the Indian method of instruction , with

which it is proposed to form this useful the British improvements, should be
establishment. adopted in the college, and resolved that

1. That the primary object of this in- the secretaries be desired to ascertain and

stitution be the tuition of the sons of res- report what teachers will be necessary ,

pectable Hindus, in the English and In- and can be procured for the Bengalee and

dian languages, and in the literature and English departments of the college, as

science of Europe. suming the dumber of studentsto be 200.

Asiatic Journ . - No. 14. VOL. III, T
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1

The amount subscribed for the estab- make what observations may occur on

lishment of theHindu college, was only meteorology and other departments ofna

59,300 rupees on the 6th . tural philosophy.

The Horticultural Society has proposed, The power of the recently invented

that each member shall pay an immediate grand blowpipe, acting by a condensed

contribution of 250 SR . monthly for the mixture of oxygene and hydrogene gases ,

carrying into effect the preliminary ar- has been exhibited by the lecturer at the

rangements, and a monthly contribution Surry Institution . Chemistry would in

0$ 82,SR . deed appear to have obtained analytic as

sistance ofindefinite capacity. Platinum ,

Nautical Surveys .-- Captain Charles and palladium which exists in it, were

Court, the Hon. East India Company's instantly fused . Magnesia, alumina, & c .
Marine Surveyor in India , has transmitted burnt with indescribable brilliancy, and
to the Court of Directors ( through the a splendour rivalled only by the sun. A

Supreme Government of Bengal) two large steel watch spring was fused, and even
charts, one of which comprehends a sur- boiled . Part of a tobacco pipe was con

vey of the river Hooghly from Saugor verted into glass . The diamond readily
Island to Chinsurah , on a large plane burnt.

scale projection of 40 parts to an inch,

and 1010 of those parts , or fathoms, to a Among the effects specified in the will
nautic mile . The other chart contains a

of the late Sir Roger Curtis, is mentioned

survey of the Reef, extending from Point
a beautiful table, supposed to be made of

Palmiras and the adjacent coast , on the the root of the nutmeg tree,

same projection, but only half the scale of

the former, or 505 of its parts to a mile.
A working smith and farrier, of the

Lieutenants Ross and Maughan , of the
name of Thomas, at Newport, in Mon

Bombay Marine, employed on a survey of mouthshire, has invented and completeda
the China sea , have lately sent home a

Survey ofCanton River from Lan-geet clock, upon an entirely new principle ;it

Island to the Second Bar, which has been
goes for the space of 384 days by once

engraved for the use of the Company's ing seconds ; the plates and wheels are
winding up ; it has a pendant and vibrat

ships.
ofbrass, and the pinions are of cast steel ;

The 3d class of the Royal Institute of
the dial plate shews the minutes and se

Science, Literature, and
conds. This ingeniouspiece of mechanism

Fine Arts at

has hitherto performedits operations with
Amsterdam , haschosen asa correspondent the utmost correctness .

A. Hamilton , Esq. Professor of Hindu

Literature at Haileybury.

The Pamphleteer, No. 17, January 1817,

Large enharmonic Organ . Messrs.
contains the following papers.-- 1. De

Flight and Robson , of St. Martin's Lane, fence of Economy, against the late Mr.

have completed a large and fine organ for Burke,byJeremyBentham , Esq.forigi

the EastIndies , with
compoundstops, the nal.)- 2. A Treatiseon Greyhounds,with

first of such which has yet been made on
observations on the Treatment and Dis .

the Rev. H. Liston's patent plan ; in which
orders of them . BySir R. Clayton, Bart.

instrument separate pipesare provided 3. Hintsfor the Cultivation of the PeatBogs

for every sound (nearly sixty in each oc
in Ireland , with a View to the Increase

tave),in all theupper parts ofthe soale and ofPopulation ,Security,and PublicHappi

shaders for producing two orthree sounds, ness, especially in that part of the United

( differing by commamajor) from the same
Kingdom , in a letter to the Rev, T. Mal

pipe are only used in the larger ranges of thus, (original.)—4.TPITOTENEA ;

pipes, both for saving of room , and because or a brief outline of the Universal System ,

it has been found by experience that in by G. Field, Esq. ( original.) - 5. Further
such lower parts of the scale the shaders Observations on the State of the Nation

act the best. In a short time Mr. Liston -The means of Employment of Labour

proposes to commence a course of lectures The Sinking Fund and its Application

on the musical scale, as now in use by - Puuperism - Protection requisite to the

singers, violinists, &c. illustrated by ex- Landed and Agricultural Interests. By

periments on all the chords in use, and R. Preston, Esq. M , P.- 6. Observations

by performances on this large organ . on theGameLaws, with proposed altera

tions for the Protection and Increase of

Captain Freycinet,of the Frenchnavy , Game and theDecrease ofCrimes .By

is on thepointof embarking at Toulon in J. Chitty, Esq. Temple, Barrister at Law .

the corvette Uranie, on a scientific voy- -7. ASecond Letter to a friend in dem

age; the principal object ofwhich is the vonshire, on the present Situation of the
determination of the form of the southern Country. By A H. Holdsworth - Esq.

hemisphere of the earth . He will also M. P .-- . A Plan suggested for mature

.
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consideration , for superseding the neces- the Rev. T. R. Malthus, Professor of His

sity of the Poor Rates, by means of Cot- tory and Political Economy in the East.

tage Acres and Farms , termed Leaven · India College, Hertfordshire, and late
Farms; thus denominated from the in- Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge. In

tended benefits likely to 'result from its 8vo . Price 3s . 6d .

pervading the whole mass, (original.)— A complete Course of Instruction in

9. Constitutional Aids - Progress of Tax- the Elements of Fortification ; originally

ation , with a New Plan of Finance. By intended for the Use of the Royal En

Stephen Pellet,M.D. (original . )—10 . In gineer Department. By Lieut. Col. C. W.

quiry into the Causes and Remedies of the Pasley, R.E. F. R. S. Author of an Essay

late and present scarcity and high price on the Military Policy of Great Britain .

of Provisions, iu a letter to Lord Spencer, Illustrated by Five Copper-plates, and

dated the 8th of November , 1800 , with Five Hundred Engravings in Wood. In

Observations on the distresses of Agric 2 vol. 8vo.

culture and Commerce which have pre

vailed for the last three years. By Sir during the Campaign of 1815, and of a
„Narrative of a Residence in Belgium ,

Gilbert Blane, Bart . F. R. S. Physician to

the Prince Regent, (2d edition, printed Englishwoman .In 8vo . 10s . 6d . boards,
Visit to the Field of Waterloo. Byan

exclusively in the Pamphleteer.)
The Journal of Science and the Arts ,

edited at the Royal Institution . Number

The second Class of the Royal Institute IV , Price 7s. 6d.

of the Netherlands has elected associates

of this Class, Mr. Grim, at Cassel ;Mr. days of theChurch of England : with
Scriptural Essays," adapted to the Holi.

Stoch , President ofthe Imperial Academy, Meditations on the prescribed Services.

St. Petersburgh ; Mr. C.Pougens, at Paris ; 2 vol. 12mo. 12s. boards.--- Likewise

Mr. R. Southey, London ; Mr. Wernick,

a clergyman in London , one of its corre

may be had, written also by Mrs.

spondents. The third Class (all in the Man, on his First Entrance into Life.

West,-1. Letters addressed to a Young

Netherlands) has chosen among other cor
In 3 vol. 12mo. Fifth Edition, 11 , 1s.

respondents, Mr. W. Hamilton, professor boards.-- 2 . Letters to aYoung Lady. i

of Oriental Literature at Hertford Col
In 3 vol. 12mo. Fourth Edition , ll . ls .

lege ; Professors Langles and Boissonade, boards. By the Author of Letters to a '
at Paris ; and Creutzer, at Heidelberg.

The fourth Class has chosen for its foreign
Young Man , &c .

correspondents, Messrs . F. G. Weitsch, at
A Tour through Belgium, Holland,

Berlin ; J. F. Thiebault, at Paris ; and
along the Rhine, and through the North

Iwan Muller, at London .
of France, in the Summer of 1816. In

which is given an account of the Civil and

Ecclesiastical Polity, and of the System

NEW LONDON PUBLICATIONS . of Education of the Kingdom of the Ne

Embellished with a portrait of the
therlands ; with Remarks on the Fine

Author , from a painting by Northcote, Arts, Commerce , and Manufactures. By

and 12 engravings of remarkable scenery,
James Mitchell, M. A. 8vo. 12s . boards.

A Narrative of a Residence in Ireland , Practical Observations in Surgery and

during the Summer of 1814 and that of Morbid Anatomy. With Cases, Dissec

1815. By Anne Plumtre, 4to . 21. 10s . lions, and Engravings. By John How

boards. ship, Member of the Royal College of Sur

Letters from the Earl of Chesterfield to geons in London , Member of the Medico

Arthur Charles Stanhope, Esq. relative to chirugical Society, and Author of Prac

the Education of his Godson , the late
tical Observations on the Diseases of the

Earl of Chesterfield . 12mo. 78. boards. Urinary Organs. The extensive series

Volume II, Part I, illustrated by En
of Illustrations for this work , selected

gravings, of the Supplement to the Ency
from the contents of Mr. Heaviside's

clopædia Britannica. Edited by Macvey
invaluable Museum, are comprised in

Napier, Esq. F. R. S. E. This part is
eight large octavo plates , 8vo. 18s. boards.

enrichedwithaPreliminary Dissertation on No. 1, to be continued every Two

the History of the Mathematical and Phy- Months, of theCorrespondent: consisting

sical Sciences, by Professor Playfair, and ofLetters, Moral, Political, and Literary,
with Contribucions, by John Barrow , Esq. between eminent Writers in France and

Francis Jeffrey, Esq. Prof. Leslie, James England. The English Articles collected

Mill, Esq. Dr. Roget, Dr. Thomas Thom- and arranged by Dr. Stodhart. 8vo .

son , and other well-known writers . 4to . price 5s .

11. 55. hoards.
The Elements of Couchology, or Na

Statements respecting the East -India tural History of Shells, according to the

College ; with an Appealto Facts in Re- Linnean System , with Observations on

futation of the Charges lately brought Modern Arrangements. By Thomas

against itin the Court ofProprietors. By Brown, Esq. Capt. Forfar Regt. Fellow of

T2
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theLinnean Society, Member ofthe Wer- shippers, its Founders, in Metallurgic

herian Natural History Society , &c & c. Science, in Architectural Design, in Geo

8vo. 88. boards ; or, with the Plates of metry, in Mechanics, in Hydraulics, in the

the Genera coloured, 10s. or, with all the art of Engraving, Colouring, &c. together

Plates full coloured, 12s . with Strictures on the Babylonian Bricks,

Histories of the Colleges and Public
and their Inscriptions, preserved in the

Schools. Illustrated by 48 coloured En
British Museum - On the Ruins of Perse

gravings, Fac-similes of Drawings by the polis, or Chelminar; including a Disser

first Artists, and printed uniform with
tation on a lately discovered Persepolitan

Ackerman's Histories of Oxford and Cam- monument, of high importance to Astro

bridge, imperial 4to . 71. 7s . boards. nomers, and supposed to contain a Por

The Second Edition of Philosophical On the presumed Antiquity ofthe Arch ,
tion of the ancient Babylonian Sphere.

Essays. By Dugald Stewart, Esq. F.R. no where to be found amid these Ruins

$ S . L. & E. formerly Professor of Moral

Philosophy in the University of Edin
On the Origin of Alphabetic Writing, and

burgh , 8vo. 14s. boards.

various other subjects connected with An

The Second Edition of VolumeII, of in a more particular manner marking the

cient History, Sacred and Profane ; but

Elements of the Philosophy of the Human gradual and complete accomplishment of

Mind . By Dugald Stewart, Esq . F.R. the Scripture Prophecies that predicted

SS. L. & É . formerly Professor of Moral the downfall and utter destruction of that

Philosophy in the University of Edin . vast City and widely -extended Empire.

burgh ; 8vo . 14s . boards.
With Illustrative Engravings. By the

The second edition of Tales of My Rev. Thomas Maurice, A. M. Assistant

Landlord, collected and arranged by Jede- Librarian at the British Museum , and

diah Cleishbotham , Schoolmaster and . Author of Indian Antiquities .

Parish Clerk of Gandercleuglı, 4 vols.

12mo. 1 ) . 8s , boards.

Mr.James White, Author of Veterinary

Medicine, is preparing for publication, a

A View of the Agricultural, Com

mercial, and Financial Interests of Cey- Art.

Compendious Dictionary of the Veterinary

10n ; with an Appendix, containing some

of the principal Laws and Usages of the
Mr. Adam Stark is engaged on a His

Candians ,Port andCustom HouseRegu- tory of Gainsborough, withan Accountof

lations, Tables of Esports and Imports, Neighbourhood ; to be illustrated by a.
the Roman and Danish Antiquities in the

Public Revenue and Expenditure, &c. By
AnthonyBertolacci, Esq .late Comptroller map and severalother engravings.

General of Customs, and Acting Auditor Mr. Nichols has nearly completed at

Generalof Civil Accounts in that Colony ; press two volumes of Illustrations of Liter

with a Map of the Island , compiled at ature, consisting of Memoirs and Letters

Columbo , from the latest Surveys , in the of eminent Persons who fourished in the

year 1813, by Capt. Schneider, Ceylon Eighteenth Century ; intended as a Sequel

Engineer. In one large. Volume, 8vo . to the Literary Anecdotes; also , a third

price 18s, boards.
quarto volume of the Biographical Me

A View of the History, Literature, and
moirs of Hogarth, with illustrative Essays

Religion of the Hindoos, including a Mi.
and fitty Plates.

nute Description of their Manners and * Mr. W.Plees, many years resident in

Customs; and Translations from their Jersey , will soon publish an Account of

principal Works. By the Rev. W. Ward , the Island of Jersey, with a map and four

one of the Baptist Missionaries at Se other engravings .

rampore. The third edition, carefully , George Price, Esq . barrister, is prepar

abridged and greatly improved . In 2 vol. ing a Treatise on the Law of Extents.

8yo , price 18s. boards. The Miscellaneous Works of Charles

Itinerary ofthe Morea, being a Descrip- Butler, Esq. of Lincoln's Inn, are printing

tion of the Routes of that Peninsula, by in five octavo volumes .

Sir William Gell , M. A. F. R. S. F.S. A.

One volume, small 8vo. 10s. 6d, boards.
Dr. Burrows, of Gower -street, is pre

paring for publication , Commentaries on

IN THE PRESS . Mental Derangement.

Early in the Spring will be published ,
A volume of Sermons, by the late Dr.

Observations on the Ruins of Babylon , as
Vincent, with an account of his Life, by

recently visited and described by Claudius Archdeacon Nares, will soon appear.

James Rich , Esq. Resident for the East- T. Forster , jun . Esq . will soon publish ,

India Company at Bagdad ; proving that Catullus, with English notes, in a duode

the famed Tower of Babel was a Temple cimo volume.
to the Sun , and the whole of that vast The Rev. James Raine, of Durham , has

City was constructed upon an Astrono . undertaken the History and Antiquities

mical Plan - Shewing, also, thehigh ads of North Darham , as subdivided into the

vance of the ancient race of Fire:Wor- districts of Norhamshire,Islandsluire, and
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Bedlingtonshire; it will be published uni- tion of the Town and Island of Bombay,

formly with Mr. Surtee's History of the in the Persian language, giving a succinct

County, of which it may be considered as account of every remarkable place, both

constituting a portion . public and private ; and every thing con

Wm . Haslewood, Esq . barrister, is pre- nected with its topographical nature.

paring a Treatise on the Office of Re- The work will be written in a pure and

ceiver ; also a Treatise ou Jujunctions. easy style, and while it gives geographical

H. N. Tomlins, Esq . has in the press ,
knowledge, will assist the Persian student ;

the Practice of the Quarter Sessions.
and it is presumed , will not be deemed in

Mr. Ackermann is printing in an im

that respect unworthy the attention of

the learned .-- The price of subscription
perial quarto volume, a Series of Cos

will be only five rupees.

tumes of the Netherlands, with descrip

tions in French and English .

Æsop modernised and moralised , in a

series of instructive Tales, as reading les
Mr. Booth , trcasurer to the Childwall

Provident Institution , will soon publishi, several Tales, with leading questions and

sons for youth, followed by skeletons of

a Systein of Book -keeping, adapted solely hints, & c.
for the use of Provident Institutions, or

Saving Banks
Mr. Bliss is proceeding with his new

and greatly enlarged edition of the Athena

A Historical and Descriptive View of Oxonienses, of which the third volume

the Parishes of Monk Wearmouth and
will be ready in the ensuing spring.

Bishop Wearmouth, and of the Port and
The tenth number of Portraits of illus

Borough of Sunderland, is preparing for

publication.

trious Personages of Great Britain, with

Richard Preston , Esq . has in the press,

Biographical Memoirs, by Mr. Lodge, will

be published in February,
a Treatise of Estates ; also an edition of

Shepparıl's Precedent of Precedents, and
The Eighth Part of Dugdale's Monas

Sheppard's Touchstone of Common Assu
ticon Anglicanum , with considerable ad

rances, with potes .

ditions , by Messrs. Coley , Ellis, and Ban

dinel, will be delivered to the subscribers

J. J. Park , Esq. is preparing a Treatise
in the ensuing month.

on the Law of Dower . The Hundred of Broxton, forming the

Mr. J. Cherpilloud has in the press , a

Book of Versions, intended as a guide to

third portion of the History of Cheshire,

by George Ormerod , Esq. will be issued

French translation and construction .
from the press in a few weeks.

The fifth volume of Hutchins' History The Fifth Part of Sir William Dugdale's

of Dorsetshire, edited by Mr. Drew , is History of St. Paul's Cathedral, with im

in the press ; the last half of it will con

taiv a complete parochial history of the

portant additions, by H. Ellis , Esq. keeper

of the MSS. in the British Museum , has

county. been delayed beyond the promised time of

Sermons by the Rev. John Martin, publication , for the purpose of admittiug
above forty years Pastor of the Baptist a number of additional copper plates,

church now meeting in Reppel-street, which are now nearly finished .
taken in short hand by Mr. T. Palmer, Lady Morgan has been for some time

are printing in two octavo volumes. a resident in France for the purpose of

Miss Mant, Author of Caroline Lis- writing a work which is to have for its

more, &c, has in the press, Montague subject the present state ofFrench Society

Newburg, a tale , in two volumes. in its most general point of view .

An Inquiry into the Effects of Spiritu To be published in a few days, Apicius
ous Liquors upon the physical and moral

Faculties of Man, and their influence up

Redivivus ; or , the Cook's Oracle ; con

taining the Art of composing Soups,
on the happiness of Society , will soon Sauces, and Flavouring Essences, which

appear. is made so clear and easy by the quantity

The Rev. F. A. Cox will soon publish of each article being accurately statedby

a work on Female Scripture Biography; weight and measure,thatevery onemay
withan Essay,showing whatCliristianity

soon learn to dress a dinner,as well as the

has done for Women : also a second edi most experienced cook , displayed in 600

tion, with considerable alterations, of his receipts, theresult of actual experiments

Life of Melancthon . instituted in the kitchen of a pliysician,

Mr. Gifford's new. edition of Juvenal
for the purpose of composing a culinary

will form two octavo volumes , and is ex- code for the rational epicure, andaugment

pected to appear early in March . ing the alimentary enjoyment of private

MahomedGhyas-Ud-Deen; a respectable families ; combining economy with ete

andlearned inliabitantofBombay,has now gậnce ; saving expense to housekeepers,

in the press, by:subscription, a Descripа and trouble to servants.

a
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Interesting and important Letter of gious exercises are either a mere routine ,
L'AbbéDubois. or are practised out of a kind of human

respect, or notto be exposed bytoo mark

(Concluded from page 74.) ed a negligence to the animadversions of

Besides , in order to make true con- their spiritual guides, rather than out of

verts among the Natives, it should be re- a consciousness of duty towards God.

quired, before all, to extirpate to its last In order to give you an idea of the reli

roots, from the code of the Christian Re- gious dispositions of the Indians ; and as a

ligion,the great leading preceptof Cha- striking instance of what I have asserted

rity ; for, try to persuade an Indian Con- above, that there was to be found among

vert that the Christian Religion places all them but afaint phantom of Christianity ,

men on an equal footing in the sight of without any real or practical faith, I will,

God , our common Father ; that the be- with shame, cite the following examples .

ing born in a high tribe, does authorize When the late Tippoo Sultan sought to

nobody to look with indifference or con- extend his own religion over his domi

tempt upon the persons of a lower caste ; nions, and make by little and little all the

that even the exalted Brahmin , after be- inhabitants of Mysore converts to Isla

coming a large Christian, ought to look mism , he wished to begin this fanatical

upon the humble Pariah as his brother , undertaking by the Native Christians liv

and be ready to bestow upon him all the ing in this country, as the most odious to

marks of kindness and love in his power, him on account of their religion . ' In con

and afford him every aid and assistance sequence, in the year 1784 , he gave secret

within his reach ;-try to persuade even orders to his officers in the several parts

the vile Pariah, that, after becoming a of the country, to have all the Christian

Christian, he ought to renounce the child Families living in it seized on the same

ish distinction of Right and Left Hand, day, and conducted , under strong escort

on which he puts so much stress , and to Seringapatam . This order was punc

which he considers as the characteristic tually carried into execution . Very fév

of his tribe ; endeavour to persuade him Christians escaped : and I know, from

this vain distinction of Right and Left good authority, that the number of per
Hand , proving anincessant source of quar- sons of this description , so seized and

rels, fighting, and animosities, becomes carried to Seringapatam , amounted to

on this account incompatible with the nearly sixty thousand men, women , and

duties imposed on him by the Christian children .

Religion, and ought to be disregarded and Some time after their arrival, Tippoo

entirely laid aside; -try to prevail upon ordered the whole to undergo the ceremo

an Indian to forgive an often - imaginary in- ny of circumcision, and be made converts

jury, such as should be that of being pub- to Mahomedanism . The Christians were

licly apbraided with violating any of their put together, during the several days that
vain usages ;- your endeavours, your this ceremony lasted ; and - oh shame !

sermons, your lectures , your instructions oh scandal ! will it be believed in the

on such subjects will be of no avail : 00- Christian World ? no one, not a single

body will listen to them ; and your con- man, had courage enough to confess his

verts will continue to be the slaves of their faith , in this trying circumstance, and be

antichristian prejudices. a martyr to his religion ! The

When their religious instructors be- whole apostatized in mass , and underwent

come too troublesome to them, by their the operation of circumcision . No one,

importunate advionitions on such sub- amongso many thousands, had faith and

jects, they often set themselves in a state resolution enoughto protest against it-

of insurrection against them , and bid to say, “ I am a Christian ! I will die,

them defiance by threats of apostacy. rather than forsake my religion.” So ge

Some among them are tolerably well in- neral a defection , so dastardly an apos

formed , and are acquainted with the du tacy, is , I believe, unexampledin the an

ties of a Christian ; but the by far greater nals of Chistianity.

number live in the grossest ignorance ; After the fall of Tippoo, most of these

and the religion of all reduces itself into apostates came to be reconciled, and abjure

some external practices , the recital of Mahomedanism ; saying , that their apos
some forms of prayer, without any inter- tacy had only been external,and thatthey

nal or practical spiritof religion. Their alwayskept the truefaith to Christ in their
Sundaysare not,or are very badly,observa“ hearts. About 2000 of them fell in my
ed by them : and, indeed , all theirreli- way. More than 20,000 went back to the

come
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Mangalore district, from whence they had resource ; and are reduced to the sad ne

been carried away thirty years back , and cessity of being fostered at home, under
rebuilt there their former places of wor- the tuition ofa Heathen or a Pariah Con ,

ship . cubine, and servants of the same descrip

lu the meanwhile, God preserve them tion ; who instil into the minds of these
in future from being exposed to the same children all the vices peculiar to them , and

trial ! for, should it happen , there is every leave their rising passions without restraint
reason , notwithstanding their last protes- or controul.

tations, to apprehend the same results ; After this , we must cease to be surm

that is to say, a tame submission, and a ge- prised at the baseness and dissoluteness
neral apostacy. which prevail among this class of Indians.

I have yet said nothing of that class of They would not improperly be termed ,

Christians in India, generally known under the European Pariahs ; for, by the loose

the denomination of Portuguese ,and com- ness of their manners and low behaviour ,

posed of half-castes, the illegitimate off- they show themselves, among the Euro

spring of Europeans. Topas, Metis, na- peans, what the Pariahs are among the

tire Pariahs, who put on a hat and Euro . Indians. They, in general, live in dis

pean dress ; &c . & c. As this class of in- tressing circumstances, andmostof them

dividuals is within your reach, as well as considerably in debt. The causes of their

within my own , you will be able to judge poverty are, the vices above mentioned ;

of its merits from your own observa- to which must be added , a want of fore

tions, sight , a love of show, and a spirit of pro
In my humble opinion , and so far as fusion common to all.

I can judge from my personal observa- With persons of such dispositions, I am

tions , this class of Christians, composed at a loss , indeed , to suggest any practicable .
both of Catholics and Protestants, is, in means for improving their morals, and in .

general, the worst of all in ludia ; and, stilling into their minds religious princi

in their religious concerns, in their mo- ples . I should be happy to contribute my

rals and manners, still below the Native share in your truly praise -worthy design ,
Christians : for the latter exhibit at least in having circulated among those within

some external marks of Christianity , and my range the Bibles which you would be

keep a certain external Christian decorum , so good as to send me for the purpose ;

almost entirely disregarded by the former. but, at the same time, I could not an

It has been remarked, I apprehend with swer that such books would prove accept

truth , by many impartial observers , able to persons very little disposed to per

that this class of people possessed all the ruse them, and still less qualified to under

vices and bad qualities both of Europeans stand them ; and the greater number of
and Natives, without any of the good qua- whom would give half a dozen of Bibles

lities of either ; and that, amply stored for a bottle of Pariah Arrack .

with the laziness, apathy, and indo- By the way, I beg leave to observe,

lence of the Natives, they, on the other that among the Indian Christians, either

hand, were quite destitute of that spirit of Portuguese, Half-Castes, or Natives, who
temperance and sobriety, of that self-com- all generally liveinthe grossest ignorance

mand, of that dignity and independence of of religion, and the greater number of
mind, and other virtues, which charac- whom are not acquainted, or but imper

terize the Europeans. They appear to fectly, even with the fundamental truths of

have adopted the looseness of manners, Christianity, it is not so muchBibles, as ele

and the disregard of every sense of honour mentary workson religion , that are want

common to the Indian Pariahs, on the ing ; such as , Catechisms, short familiar

one side ; and all the lewdness, intem- instructions,plain explanations oftheCreed
perance, ribaldry, riot , revelling, and and of the Ten Commandments, simple

other vices of thelowest ranks among the lecturesupon ChristianDuties, upon the

Europeans, on the other. principal virtues, upon charity, upon tem

The source of sucha depravity among perance, &c. &c . &c . After having pre

this class of subjects is, a bad education, pared their minds by such elementary re

and bad company. In fact, most of them ligious Tracts circulated among them, the

are born of Pagan , a Moor, or a Pariah reading of the Bible should be recom

woman, or of a common prostitute ; una mended, would become intelligible, and
der whose fostering care they are left to could not fail to become advantageous to

the age of twelve or fifteen years . If a them ; but if, without previous preparation

smallproportion of them are sent to any you begin all at once to exhibit to their un

of the Schools under the protection of couth and ignorant minds the naked text

government, where care is taken to give of the Bible, you will, in my humble

them a religious education, a great many opinion , derive very little advantagefrom

go to theseSchools after their morals have doing so ; no more, indeed,thanbyshew

been already corrupted by the early educa- ing lightto a dim -sighted person, before

onofPariah Parents or Heathen Servants. you remove the causes which prevent his

But the greater number cannot have this visual organs from seeing clear.
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1

means.

them ;

In fact, by what I have already stated , encourage its diffusion , by all practicable

you will perceive that all classes of Iné

dians must be dealt with as mere chil- I am still farther from admitting the

dren in matters of religion . They must bold opinion of many prejudiced or very

be fed with milk of the lightest kind. If ill-informed Europeans, who contend that

yon hazard to give them at once solid the Native Chtistians are the worst of all
food , their weak stomach , unable to di. Indians. Such an assertion seems to me

gest it, will vomit the whole ; and their to savour somewhat of blasphemy; since,

constitution, instead of being improved should it be the fact, it would tend to

by this means, will , on the contrary, be nothing less than to prove that the Chris

deteriorated, and entirely ruined by the tian religion, so far from improving the

often -repeated experiment. condition of men , renders them worse
When I have said that that class of In- than Pagans. That, on account of the

dian Christians designated under the gene- particular prejudices under which all the

ral name of Portuguese, were the worst natives of India labour , it has but a very

of all, I wish it to be understood, that I inadequate influence on their morals,

am only speaking of the majority among manners, and general behaviour, will ap

and this censure admits of a great pear by what I have already stated : but

manyexceptions. Indeed, a great many that it renders them worse than the wor

are to be found among them , whosemind shippers of idols , is , in my opinion , an

has been early cultivated by a good educa- untenable paradox, contradicted by ex

tion, and who distinguish themselves very perience ; and will be , I trust , disowned

advantageously in society from the others, by every candid and impart
observer on

by their morals, their manners, and their the subject. That the by fargreater num
general deportment ; some by their gen- ber have nothing of a Christian but the

tleman - like behaviour. But, even in name, and that if not worse are yet not

these, you will always discover something much better than Pagans, I am reluctant

Indian : they can never entirely divest ly forced to admit : but , at the same time,

themselves of that apathy, that indolence, I must say , in justice to truth , that I am

which seem to be the lot of all the people acquainted with many among them , who ,

born under a vertical sun ; and, in spite of though not quite free from the Indian
the endeavoursto imitate theEuropeans in prejudices, are, in their morals, manners,

every point, something is always seen in probity , and general behavionr, irreproach

them , by discovering their origin , and jus- able men , and enjoy the confidence even

tifies the saying of Horace : of the Indian pagans; and into whose

Naturam expellas furcâ , tamen usque recurret.
hands I should not hesitate to entrustmy

own interests .

You will see , by the picture just drawn
I will refrain entering into details on

of the low state of christianity in India, the low state of Christianity among the

how trying must be the profession of a
Europeans living in this country. This

missionary in this country ; and to how
part of the subject is your province, ra

many dangers he is exposed,in the exercise
ther than mine. I will content myself

of his professional duties among such a
with saying, that , if their public and na

people : and you will also ,I believe, agree tional virtues are a subject of praise and

withme, that, of all professions, this is admiration to all the castes of Indians,

the most disgusting and most unprofit- their domestic vices and manners are a

able ; and that it requires more than an subject of the greatest contempt and dis

ordinary share of resolution and courage, gust. On the other hand , the barefaced

to persevere in it to the last.
immorality and bad examples openly ex

The short sketch which I havedrawn will hibited by many among them , are not

besufficient, I think , to enable you to judge, the least of the many obstacles that op

not only of thelow state of christianity in pose the diffusion oftheir religion in In

this country , but also of its inadequate dia, by increasing the prejudices of the
influence on the minds of those who pro- natives against it , and rendering it parti

fess.it. I am nevertheless far from think- cularly odious to them, when they see its

ing, that, in such circumstances and with precepts so badly observed by those who
persons of such dispositions, christianity were educated in its bosom .

is of no avail at all . Should it produce Unfortunately, the same causes power

noother effect than thatofaltogether de- fully operate on the minds of the Chris

taching so many thousand natives from tian natives themselves ; and, by stagger

the worship of idols , and the abominable ing their wavering faith, daily occasion

kindofidolatry prevailing all over India, theapostacy of a great number.
to inculcate into their minds even the I have the honour to remain with re

merely barren knowledge of only onetrue gard , mydear Sir,

God, and that of his Son our blessed Your's very obediently ,

Lord and common Redeemer ; this alone J. A. DUBOIS, Missionary.

ought, in my opinion, to be more than Mysore Country,

suficient to ' lead us to wish for, 'andto 15th Dec. 1815 .
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East India House, Dec. 18, 1816 . school again , if, when applied as he had

A quarterly general court of pro
stated, it did not mean every dividend

prietors of East India Stock was this day due to him . He would take his oath ,

held at the Company's House, in Leaden
that he had always thus expressed himself ;

hall Street, for the purpose of declaring a
ane , having done so , he thought it was

dividend from Midsummer to Christmas
most dishonourable to have retained the

next, and for the consideration of vari dividend so long. Many persons, it should

ous special matters.
be recollected , could not demand their

The minutes of the last general court,
dividends for a considerable time, because

( comprising the resolution of the court of it was not in their power to come from

directors relative to the grant of medals the country. What did the Company pay

and badges of honour to thearmy lately
clerks for , unless to give proper informam

engaged in the Nepal war) having been
tion to the proprietors, and to hand over

read
to them that which was their due ? A more

Mr. Jackson rose to say , that after the
dishonourable act had not been done by

orders of the day were disposed of, he
the Company for many years, than this

should give notice ofa motion respecting withholding of the unclaimed dividends.
the paper just read , on the subject of the Who, he asked, was the gentlenian that

honours intended to be conferred on the fingered the interest of them ? Was he

army now in India ,
one of the Company, or one of those over

The Chairman ( Thos. Reid, Esq . ) said,
grown servants, who could build palaces

the executive body were anxious, on a fu
and ride in his coach - and - six , while the

ture day, to learn the sentiments of the poor proprietorswere obliged to go on foot ?

court of proprietors on that subject.
When; some years ago , they were said to

be on the eve of bankruptcy, he had not

HALF YEAR'S DIVIDEND. heard of any proposition to make use of

The Chairman then stated, that the this fund . No, it was left for individuals

court of directors had agreed toa dividend
to fatten on . It was a disgrace that the

on the capital stoek of the Company, for
servants oftheCompany should be allowed

the half-year commenciug on the 5th of
to riot on the little meaus of the widow

July last, and ending on the 5th of Janu- and the orphan . He was sure, that, for

ary next . The resolution agreed to by the one male proprietor, there were threa

Court of Directors was read by the proper female ; and , were they to suffer any of

officer, as follows:
their servants to take the money from the

" At a court of directors, held on
pocket of the helpless widow ? " ( again ,"

Tuesday, the 17th of December, 1816, it

said Mr. Lowndes, “ ask of the Chair

was resolved unanimously, in pursuance
man , who receives the benefit of the un

claimed dividends ? "

of the Act of the 33d of His Majesty , cap.
The Chairman .- " in answer to the

55. that a dividend of 5£ per cent. should hou. proprietor's question , ! inust say,
be declared on the capital stock of the

Company, for the half-year commencing Company's officers from the unclaimed
that no advantage is derived by any of tho

ou the 5th of July last , and ending on the

5th of January next ."
dividends. They remain in the coffers of

the Company, and are so far useful to

The Chairman moved " That the their funds ; but there is always a large

court do approve and confirm the said reserve, to meet any demanils that may be

resolution ." made on them . No advantage accrues , on

Mr. Lowndes begged leave to ask , can accrue from them , to any individual.”

whether the interest of the unclaimed Mr. Lowndes rejoined.-- In that case,

dividends was used in support of the ways he contended , a great temptation was

and means ofthat house, to pay the regu-, held out to theCompany to act dishonestly;

lar dividends ? Because, if that were the and he trusted , if an act of oblivion was

cose , a strong temptation was held out to passed , as to what had been done, that

defraud widows and orphans, whohad not they would , in future, hear of no more

an opportunity of claiming their arrears unclaiined dividends ; or, if there were

themselves, and whose interests might be , any , that a list of them should be pub

confided to dishonest representatives In lished regularly, for the information of

an instance that occurred to himself twelve the public, and particularly of individu
years and a half had elapsed before he re-, als who resided in Scotland and Ireland.

ceived his dividend . Though, when he Whenhe made these remarks, he meant

came to the ludia House, he invariably not to speak merely ofthis Company,but
asked for all the dividends belonging to of every company. He knew nothing that

him . What could possibly be more ex . could be more dishonourable, than the

plicit than the wordall ? He must go to keeping from him and others that which

Asiatic Journal. - No. 14 . Vol. III , i U
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they were entitled to , and , at the same two or three hours , in these terms , “ 0,

time, the giving enormous salaries to over- Sir, there is a dividend due to you, which

grown servants . He sliould say no more you have not claimed for five or six years ,”

on the present occasion ; but, before he he thought he looked for too much . But
sat down, he called on the Chairman to he was perfectly convinced , if any indi

give his promise, that a list of the un- vidual or his representative, could prove a
claimed dividends should , hereafter, be title to a dividend , which they had not

published every year or two, for the bene- received for three or four years , they

fit of the proprietors. would have a right to demand it , and ,

The Chairman.- “ I cannot make such without doubt, their demand would be

a promise. No advantage is derived by complied with . The unclaimed dividends

any individual from the unclaimed divi. were in the Company's coffers, but they

dends, though the hon . proprietor seems were not in a state of sequestration .

to dwell very strongly on that point. I Mr. Loundes observed, that in twelve

must‘again state distinctly, that none of years and a half, in ordinary times , the

the Company's officers receive benefits of interest of money would almost equal the

the nature he has alluded to . Perhaps it principal . But, considering the extreme

would be better if questions of this kind scarcity of money during the last twelve

were not taken up so hastily ." years and a half, and its consequent in

Mr. Lowndes could see no reasou why crease in value, it was not too much to

even the general body should derive any say, that a sum of money, put out at in

benefit from the property of individuals . terest, would have nearly doubled itself.

What, he demanded , was theamount of Could the learned gentleman say, that the

the unclaimed dividends ? If the pro- Company were right — that theyacted cor

prietors knew that, they could then judge rectly -- when they had been so many

of the advantage which the Company had years without declaring the unclaimed

received from those dividends. Did they dividends ? If they were not declared

amount to half a million of money ?. “ I during a period of twelve years and a half,

ask you , Sir , what is the amount of the was. it not a dishonest act ? Did they

unclaimed dividends ?-You surely must not get almost the amount of the princi

know what it is .” pal money, in interest ? The existing

The Chairman .- “ The hon. proprietor list went back to the year 1792. Since

has no right to ask me particular ques- that time, the Companyhad received more

tions. If a motion be made on the sub- than the principal, by the accumulating

ject , and acceded to by the proprietors, interest of the money . It was highly de

of course every information will be given . ” sirable, that the proprietors should know

Mr. Lowndes.- " Then I shall move , in what was due to them . They did not all

due order, for the amount of the unclaim- reside in London ; and, every three or four

ed dividends. I say it is a fraudulent years at most, a list ought to be published .
transaction . I asked for all my dividends Mr. R. Jackson said , the character of

when I came to the East India House, but this question ought to be understood ; for,

I did not get them . One dividend was go- if it made its way into the public papers,

ing on for twelve years and a half before it might seem that some fraud was com
I received it." mitted, unless an explanation accon

Mr. R. Jackson said , he should be ex- panied it . He now understood the hon .

tremely sorry , if any undue impression proprietor to say , the Company ought not

should go abroad on this subject . He did only to paytheunclaimed dividend standing

dot object to the hon . proprietor's mak- in his name, and which he forgot to claim

ing an inquiry relative to the unclaimed some years since , but that he should also

dividends. He thought the act in itself receive intermediate interest upon his negra

was highly meritorious ; and, he con- lected claim. Now he (Mr. R. Jackson )

ceived, that the publication of a list was of opinion, that those who neglected

would be useful, as it would enable to claim their dividends, ought to lose the

individuals to recɔver what belonged interest, as one of thepains and penalties

to them . While dividends remained of their neglect. What right had any

unclaimed , however , he could see no im- man to say to the Company, “ You must

propriety in using them , in aid of their allow me interest on my dividends , "

funds. But, he was sure, if the repre. when no bargain , no compact, was ever

sentative of any person could shew , that, entered into between the parties to that

through some error a dividend had not effect ?

been called for during a considerable time, · Mr. Lowndes wished to convince the

and that £50 or £100 were due from the learned gentleman, that if the Company

Company's fupds,proper attention would retained the interest of the unclaimed

be paid totheir statement, and they would dividends for several years, it wasmostup

bave a right to demand the sum . If, just ; and therefore a list should be pube

however, the hon. proprietor expected lished every three or four years.

that every geatleman who called at the The motion for the dividend was then

India House was to be admonished by the agreed to.

clerk , after looking over the books for The Chairman , - " I beg to acquaint
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ary next.”

a

the court, and particularlythe hon. pro- (Mr. Smith) understood the answer given

prietor who has last spoken, that the to his application was, that hehad been

dividends will be paid on the 7th of Janu- too long in England. That was the reason

assigned for refusing him permission to

return. Yet that permission was granted
ACCOUNT OF THE COMPANY'S AFFAIRS.

to Mr. Templer, whose absence from

The Chairman laid before the court the India was much longer.

account of the Company's affairs, made up Mr. Lowndes was surprised at this dis

to the 30th of April last. tinction. He could not conceive why

Mr. Hume inquired whether the account such a difference should be “ 'twist

was made up, both in England and India, tweedle-dum and tweedle -dee.” It cer

to that period ? tainly struck him , that, if no other rea
The Chairman._ . It could not be

son or impediment operated against his
made up to the 30th of April in India." return , his having twenty children, so far
Mr. Hume.- " Was it not intended ,

from militating against his claim, was a
that it should be made up to the same strong argument in his favour.

time in both countries ? " Mr. Hume said , he was very glad the

The Chairman.- " It is drawn up mere- hon. proprietor had put the question he

ly in compliance with the form specified had done to the Chairman , He (Mr.
in the by-law .”

Hume) intended to put two or three

Mr. Bosanquet (a director).- " The others, for the purpose of learning some

account is made up to the 1st of May, important particulars connected with Mr.

1815, in India.” Templer's case . He had never heard that

MR. GEORGE TEMPLER . gentleman's name, till a few days before,

The Chairman acquainted the court, history. Whathe wanted to know was
and was totally unacquainted with his

that the court of directors had agreed to
-how long he had served in India ? -to

a resolution , permitting Mr. George Tem

pler, late of the Bengal civil establish
what establishment he belonged ? -- how

long he had returned to England ?-and
ment, to return with his rank to India.

The resolution was then read as fol
how old he now was ? When these questions

lows:
were answered, it would enable the court

to come to a just deterinination. They

" At a court of directors, held on Wed- would then be able to judge what his

nesday the 9th October, 1816 . elaims on the service were ; whether he

“ On reading a report from the com- was going out to India as a mere pensioner,

mittee of correspondence, dated the 2d or as an efficient servant . It was not per

and 9th instant , viz . haps,, generally known, that every gen

“ Resolved, That for thereasons therein tleman who went out to India, whatever

stated, Mr. George Templer, late a seni. his rank might be in the civil service, re

or merchant on the Bengal establishment, ceived , on landing, a certain annuity,

be recommended to the general court for whether he was employed or not. He

their concurrence in his return to Bengal, therefore wished it to be known whether

with his rank in the Company's service , Mr. Templer's age, his knowledgeof the

agreeably to the provisions of the act of Company's affairs,and a variety of other

the 33d Geo.3d, cap . 52, sec . 70, also the circumstances, would admit of the Com

act ofthe 53d Geo. 3d, cap. 155, which pany's employing him , if he were allowed

provides that no civil servant returning to return to India. By the provisions of
to India , shall take any higher rank thai the last act of Parliament, he could only

he held when he left that country.” take rank next to those who had been

The Chairman moved, “That thecourt the same number of years as himself in

do approve and confirm the said resolu- India. He might, therefore, be placed
tion ," under the control of those who were

Mr. K. Smith asked, how long Mr. mere boys compared with him and that

Templer had been at home ? circumstance alone would probably pre

The Chairman answered , that he had vent his being employed. If the inten

been thirty years in England. tion were to pension Mr. Templer, by

Mr. K. Smith called the attention of the sending him out to India, he recommend
court to the case of another gentleman , ed the court to make a provision for him

who had applied for leave to return to in this country, instead of burdening

India, and was refused . That gentleman their establishments abroad.
had a wife and twenty children (alaugh), The Chairman- " I beg leave to ob

it was a very serious subject. The gen , serve that I do not know Mr. Templer
tleman had remained for twenty -two years myself. He is, as I understand fromthe

in England - and he then asked leave of best authority , a man of very high cha

the court of directors to return, with his racter, and has been visited by a series of

wife and twenty children, to India ; his unforeseen and unmerited misfortunes.
fortune not being sufficient to enablehim His services are stated in the report of

to live comtortably in this country. He the committee of correspondenco, on
U 2
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which the resolution of the court of di- go out to India , the case of an individual

rectors is founded. ” who had been only twenty-two years in

The clerk then read the following ex- this country, and who had twenty chil

tract from the report : dren alive , ought to receive some consi

“ Mr. Templer went to India in 1773 , deration from the court .

and returned to England in 1786. His Mr. R. Jackson said , this was a ques

services were highly meritorious, particu- tion of very great importance; and the
larly when he acted as a member of the present was one of the many times in

grain committee, in 1784-a period when which he had expressed his opinion , that

the country was suffering under the strong- concessions of this kind should be allow

est apprehensions of famine. For his ex- ed only in extreme cases . It was quite

ertions on that important occasion , he impossible for any man to return to India,

received the thanks of the Governor-gene- after a long residence in this country ,

' ral , the right hon . Warren Hastings . He without, in somedegree or other, affect

came to England on account of the health ing the interest of those who had remain

of his father , and domestic circumstances ed there for a series of years, in the due

prevented his return to India . He here course of employment, and who had ,

embarked a property of £50,000 in a therefore, a right to expect promotion.

·banking -house , which was unfortunate If, by seniority, persons who thus went

malthough not a single creditor of the out could not immediately arrive at high

house was injured , every demand having situations, yet would not the idea that

been honourably discharged . The court they liad favour, and regard , and patro

should have a strong case made out, be- nage , in this country, recommend them

fore they permitted an individual to re- to offices, which individuals long resident

turn to India, after such a lapse of time; in India , but perhaps, wanting such inte

but the committee were of opinion that rest , did not possess the means of obtain

the present was worthy of recommenda- ing ? Such permissions should , therefore ,

tion to the court of proprietors.” be granted with great caution, and only

Mr. Hume.-- " Am I to understand that in extreme cases . His hon . friend (Mr.

Mr. Templer went out in 1773 and re- Elphinstone) had not removed one of his

turned in 1786 ? " objections He had only said , that he

The Chairman— " Yes , Sir." listened to the dictates, and obeyed the

Mr. Hume- " What is Mr. Templer's impulse of liis feelings , as a proprietor,

and not as a director. Now , the court

The Chairman- " I am told 61." expected counsel and assistance from the

The hon. W. F. Elphinstone said , the executive body --they expected to hear
executive body brought the case of Mr. them sanction reconmendations like the

Templer before the proprietors , deeply present, on the ground that such sanc

impressed with his merits, and sympathi- tion arose from a view of all the circum
ning sincerely in his misfortunes , He stances of the case . He , therefore , ob

willingly put his hand to the report ; and , jected to any director standing up , and

us a proprietor, he would cheerfully affix saying, ( though possessed of complete

his signature to it again , if it were neces- and perfect knowledge on the subject)

sary . Mr. Templer had been very unfor- “ I will not give you counsel, but you

tunate ; and his misfortunes were to be may take my sympathies ." He looked

commiserated the more, because through for sound counsel, not for an expression

life he had acted with undeviating honour of feeling . In this instance , he did not

and integrity . He did not think any man doubt but there was great reason for

had a strouger claim on the protection sending out Mr. Templer. He did not

and approbation of the court, than he had. know that gentleman ; but he understood

Mr. K. Smith said , the other gentleman from thosewho did, that he was a most

had memorialized the court of directors for respectable and honourable individual.

leave to return to India. He had himself This , doubtless, weighed much with the

* read that memorial. Now what was the court of directors ; - but he agreed in the

conduct pursued towards him ? He was sentiment of his hon . friend (Mr. Hume)

told , that having been at home for twenty- that it would be better for them to in

two years , he could not be suffered to re- dulge their sympathies, by granting him

turn - although he sought to go out , in a provision here, instead of sending him

order to provide for his numerous family. to India , at an advanced period of life.

Why then should an individual, who had With respect to the other case, mention

been thirty years in England , receive the ed by the hon. proprietor, it was not be

sanction of the directors, and have his fore the court. Very good reasons might

case recommended to the court of pro- have existed , for refusing permission to

prietors ? He had no objection, however, that gentleman to proceed to India, al

to Mr. Templer's going to India . He though they did not now appear. Many

would vote for it. But he thought, when circumstances were to be considered,

a gentleman, who had been so many years when applications of this kind were made.

in England, was about to be permitted to The extent of the individual's services

age ? ",
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verses .

the character he had maintained in India staid thirty years from India, he received

--the character he had supported here- a stipend for every one ofthose years.

the cause of his misfortunes - whether Mr. Hume- " No, no ."

produced by his own misconduct , or by Mr. Lowndes- " I understood you to

the inevitable and awful decree of provi- say so ."

dence, which frequently deprived the most Mr. Hume- " The moment a gentle

virtuous of the means of subsistence . man leaves India, he resigns his pension .”

Under every view of the subject , he strong- The hon . W.F. Elphinstone said , the

ly recommended , that only in extreme learned gentleman had censured him , be

cases gentlemen should be permitted to cause he failed in giving counsel to the

return . At the same time God forbid
court . If the subject required counsel

that he should shut the door on sympathe- he would have offered it - he would have

tic feeling ; or that he should be supposed given the best advice in his power to ena

to harbour such a desire . Far were such ble them to decide correctly. But no

sordid and reprehensible ideas from his counsel was called for in this case . The

breast . He had always, and ever should , whole of the circumstances were before

cherish sentiments of a more humane the court--and men's feeling , rather than

and liberal description . With respect to their judgment, must prompt them , when

the gentleman mentioned by his hon . an honest man , suffering under severe

friend, in his opinion , the best thing he misfortune, called on them for relief. It

could do would be, to solicit the interest was an appeal that came home to the

of the ladies, who might petition the feelings and bosoms of all men . The

court of directors, that he, his wife , and most rlourishing , the most prosperous

his twenty children , should be permitted amongst them could not guard against re .

to go out to India .- ( A laugh . ) - The Those who now had the bright

directors, he was sure, were tow gallant est views, the most pleasing prospects ,

to refuse any request coming from the did not know but they might meet the

fair sex . The question would then go to same change of fortune. Those who

a ballot , at which none but ladies should were at present the most happy amongst

be suffered to vote.- ( A laugh .) — If this them , who looked forward to years of

course were pursued , it could not be ease, comfort, and affluence , might,

doubted, that the gentleman would be by a sudden turn of the wheel, be hurled

placed in a state of comfort and affluence from their eminence, and reduced to the

for the remainder of his life. same state in which Mr. Templer was

Mr. Lowndes said , the learned gentle- placed. No counsel was to be expected

man who hail last spoken , very properly in such a case . A plain statement was

noticed the statement of the hon . direc- laid before the proprietors, and , he con

tor, who had got up and inforined the ceived, nothingmore was necessary.

court that he acted from a principle of Mr. Hume stated , that notwithstanding

sympathy . Now it astonished him, that the observations which had been made, and

the sympathy of the hon , director had the explanations that had been given , still

not been awakened by the case of a man the doubts that struck his mind respecta

who had a wife and twenty children to ing this case were not removed . By the

provide for . It seemed to him , that the act of the legislature, it was most clear,

court of directors acted like overseers of that some degree of restraint, some limit

the poor, in the case represented , and re- was intended , with reference to the power

fused to let him return to India, with his exercised by the court of directors, in re

twenty children , for fear of overburdening commending persons to return to India .

their parish. He was aware of the great It was not directly mentioned in the act

respectability and high honour of Mr. --but, at the time it was passed , he was

Templer — but, if it came to a question of convinced , if the legislature had imagined

sympathy, he thought the feelings ought that persons would be suffered to return

to be more strongly affected by the dis- to India, after an absence of so many

tresses of twenty -two people, than by the years as had elapsed in the present case,

misfortunes of one. Nor should it be for- a limited period beyond which individuals

gotten , that, of those twenty -two, many would be ineligible to go back , would

perhaps were too young to do any thing have been inserted in the statute. He re

for themselves. If, therefore, Mr. Teni- quested the proprietors would consider

pler were allowed to go out to India , it this case , and the consequences that

followed, as a matter of course , that the might arise from it , with that prudence

other gentleman should proceed with a and caution which it deserved . After al

prosperous gale after him . In many in- lowing this gentleman to go back, merely

stances, perhaps, it would be better to on account of sympathy, without any

grant a pension in this country, than to other reason being stated , no man could

send a gentleman to India . But here was ever in future hold up his hand in that

a proof of lavish expenditure , as he col- court against any application that might

lected from the speech of the hon . pro- be brought forward. It would at length

prietor (Mr. Hume). If a gentleman come to this, that, if an individual had
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interest behind the bar, he would be sure back -- because it would injure the Com

to succeed.- (Cries of no ! no !) An in- pany's servants, who had remained for

stance of that nature had just been stated , years in India -- and lastly , because no fu

which no person had contradicted. It ture applicant for permission to return ,

was the case of ah individual, suffering could , a principle of impartiality were

more perhaps thanMr.Templer, to whom acted on , be refused the boon.

permission had been refused. How then . Mr. Lowndes said , if they sent out this

could he vote for this motion, if he wish- gentleman , it was impossible to tell how

ed to act impartially, as that court always many applications would be made to them

oughtto do ? he reverenced sympathy for for similar indulgence. If they were called

the misfortunes of others, and he trusted on to give away their own money, they

also that he felt it, as much as any man in might proceed with as much liberality as

that court - but he would never suffer his they pleased — but it was a different thing

feelings to make him act unjustly or par- when they were asked to defend the pub

tially . What were they now called upon lic money, and to agree to a proposition

to do ? to restore a gentleman to his that might interfere with the promotion

rank in India, who was, perhaps, near of some meritorious servant in India . On

seventy years of age , and could not be ef- this occasion , as somuch sympathy ap

ficiently employed after his arrival there. peared to be excited for the misfortune of

If he went out to India at the usual peri- Mr.Templer, he thought it would be better

od of life - staid there thirteen years and to confer onhim a handsome pension here,

had been thirty years in this country - it rather than send him back to India .

brought him to an age, at which it was The Chairman . - In order to put the

hardly possible to expect that he would court in posession of allthe particulars we

be fitto perform duty ; and, if he were, know concerning the gentleman whose

he must be placed under a junior, which case is before the court, the report of the

could not be very agreeable to his feelings. committee ofcorrespondence shall be read .

The establishment abroad already bent This is not usual — it has not been custom

under its own weight. Many persons ary to makemany observations on propo

thought that the Company had already sitions of this nature, because, as the

more civil servants abroad than were ne- question must go to a ballot, the hon . pro

cessary. They were now, however, about prietor (Mr. Hume) or any other gentle

to add to the number by sending out a man who does not wish the individual to

person who already had had his share of go out toIndia , may vote iu conformity

the service. But, if they did send him to his feeling.

out, they must extend the like favour to The clerk then read the following re

A. B , and C ; in short to every man that port:

asked it. He, therefore, hoped , before “ At a committee of correspondence,

they passed this vote, which it would 2nd and 9th October 1816 .

give him considerable pain to oppose, “ Pursuant to reference of court of the

that they would seriously consider the 11th ultimo, the committee have consider

consequenceswhich must inevitablyfollow ed the memorial of Mr.George Templer,

from it. With respect to the circum- late a senior merchant on the Bengal esta

stances of Mr. Templer, he had not heard blishment, representing that hewent to

that he was burdened with a young fami- Bengal as a writer in 1773, and returned

ly. On that head , no claim to theircom- to England in 1786, with the approbation

miseration had been made. Now, before of the Governor General in Council of his

he gave his vote, he should be glad to conduct that in India he served the Com

know , why the application of another pany in various important offices , especi

gentleman with a family of twenty chil- ally in the year 1784, when the country

dren , was rejected ? he had no doubt was suffering under the dreadful sensation

that both were honourable men - and, in of apprehended famine; that upon this

his opinion , the recommendation of the occasion he was selected to be a member

court of directors which was given to of the grain committee , then appointed to

the one, should , in common justice, be adopt measures of provision against the

extended to theother. He however, de- apprehended distress,the success ofwhich

cidedly objected to the restoration of a called forth the highest approbation of

man to his rank in India, after an absence the government - representing, also, that

of thirty years — against an understood he was called to England by the death of

rule --and equally against the interest of his father, and was detained contrary to

those whowere in the Company'sservice his intention, and thereby prevented from

abroad. He, therefore, for one ( though returning to the service, in which he bad

he might be reproached as a person desti- acquired but a very moderate fortune

tute of sympathy and humanity) acting that his father's affairs turning out better

from the pure and unbiassed dictates of than expected, he received, as his share

his conscience, would vote against the re- of theestate, nearly £ 40,000,and the

turn of Mr. Templer, because no proper further sum of £ 8,000 on the death of his

reason hadbeen assignedfor sending him mother and younger brother-- that with
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those acquisitions he was induced to adopt" quitted himself with propriety, diligence,
the business of banking in England, which and integrity.

proving unfortunate , (though full justice “ Mr. Templer advised his arrival in

has been done to all his creditors) he is England in August 1785 ,

driven to the necessity of soliciting per- " In January 1787, he requested per

mission to return to the Company's ser- mission to remain in this country ano

vice in Bengal, with the reduced rank, ther year , and again in February 1789, to

according to act of parliament. remain till the next season to settle his

“ It appears that Mr. Templer proceed- affairs, which the court acceded to .

ed to Bengal as a writer in 1773, that he “ The committee having taken into con

arrived there in February 1774, and was sideration all the foregoing circumstances

appointed an assistant to the commissary are not unaware or inattentive to the

general. He subsequently furnished the great lapse of time that has occurred

Company with elephants for several years since Mr. Templer's retirement from the

by contract, which terminated in 1781 . service ; and that it will require a strong

“ In Octoher 1783, Mr. Templer was case to be made out, to justify the resto

nominated one of the members of a com- ration of a civil servant after so long an

mittee ,' appointed to assemble during a interval ; but looking to the particular in

period of severe famine, with complete stance now before them , they find that

authority to superintend and regulate the Mr. Templer always maintained a fair

sale, distribution , and price of grain , character in the service, and acquired

throughout the Company'sprovinces under great credit in the estimation of the right

the Bengal presidency, and to receive and hon . Warren Hastings, in a season of

examine into complaints from all parts of great public calamity, as a member of the

any infringements of the orders which grain committee ; that the misfortunes

might be issued on the subject ; the exer- which have subsequently involved Mr.

tions of this committee appear to have Templer in loss of fortune, have in no re

been productive of the best effects, and spect arisen from extravagant habits of

their conduct was repeatedly approved by life, from wild and unjustifiable specula

the supreme government.
tions, or from causes that can attach

“ With reference to Mr. Templer's ser- blame, discredit, or dishonour, to the

vices upon this occasion , the committee character of Mr. Templer ; on the con

find the following sentiments expressed in trary, it must redound to the credit of

à private letter to him , from Mr. Hast- himself and of every member of the

ings , dated the 1st of last month , which banking establishment to which he be

accompanied his memorial above -men- longed , that on the breaking up of this

tioned, viz . “ If you had attributed a extensive concern , the partners alone

“ larger share of merit to yourself and came outwith the sacrifice of fortune ;

your associates in the conduct of that and that the claims of every individual

“ measure, I should have been still more constituent of the house, have been fully

« pleased ; for, as far as I myselfam con- and amply satisfied ; and your committee,

“ cerned in it , I consider it as the first under the influence of these copsidera

" and most beneficial act of my public tions, submit to the court as their opi

“ life. I believe it was so considered by nion , that Mr. Templer may be recom

“ the natives at the time, and long after, mended to the general court for their con

“ as the memorial transmitted by them currence in his return to Bengal with his

" in my favour, after my acquittal, abun- rank in the Company's service, agreeably

“ dantly proves, though little credit has to the provisions of the act of the 33d .

“ been given to it at home ; and, if a of his present Majesty, cap. 52, sect. 70

“ reference was made to me upon the sub
-also the 85th section of the act of the

“ject, I should make my selection of the 53d of the King, cap . 155 , which enjoins

“ members who formed the committee, that no civil servant returning to India

“ an act in itself highly meritorious, as it shall take any higher rank than he pós

“ marks the high estimation in which they sessed when he left that country.”

“ were held by the government, and their The Chairman . " In addition to what is

complete success , which ' ordinary ca stated in that report, I beg leave to have

" pacities could not have relieved, fully a letter read, from a gentleman very much

" justified it." respected in this court (the right hon .

“ In December 1784, Mr. Templer ob- Warren Hastings), addressed to Mr.

tained permission to resign the service and Templer on this subject.”
return to England for theadjustment of his The clerk then read the letter .

private affairs. Upon this occasion the Mr. Mume said, that, even after the ex

Bengal governmentremarks to the court planation the court had heard, his objec

that they should decm it an injustice to
tions remained unshaken . Whathe wished

him notto state that he had regularly ob- to impress on the court was, the manner

served the most scrupulous attention to in which the present case was brought

his duty on all occasions where his ser Thesubstance of this letter is quoted in the

rices had been called forth, and had ac- above report ,
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before them . It appeared extraordinary carried this question behind the bar. Con
to him , that one case should be recom - sidering all the circumstances , he could

mended by the court of directors, and that not help feeling, that the unfortunate

another should not have been at all no- gentleman he alluded to, was not fairly

ticed . It struck him the more particularly, treated. He requested to know, whether

when he considered the trifling grounds en it would be regular to have that gentle

which the present recommendation was man's memorial read , the statement in

founded. He objected most decisively to which put forth a very strong claim to the

the system of granting such concessions , consideration of the court. The circum

because the application was supported by stance of Mr. Templer, who had been

great name or two. The court ought to thirty years in England, being recom

decide by the direct and unequivocal ser- mended to the proprietors as a person who

vices of the applicants. He could mention ought to be suffered to return , while he ,

many cases in which suffering and desery- who had been but twenty - two years at

ing individuals were refused permission to home, was refused , on account of length

proceed to India . That day week , a de- of absence, was most extraordinary. It
serving young man , who had been five was pretty evident , that the gentleman's

years in the Company's sea service, being without interest , occasioned the cool

(almost half the time that Mr. Templer reception of his application . He was, he

had been in Bengal) applied for leave to believed , an older servant of the Company

go out for two years to settle his affairs , than Mr. Templer ; and the permission

which had been left unsettled on his last ought, in his opinion, to be extended to

voyage to Bengal. , He (Mr. Hume) stated him . While in India, he performed his

that he knew the gentleman very well , and duty to the satisfaction of all those who

that he wished him to be permitted to re- had an opportunity of appreciating his
turn to India to attend to his affairs . He exertions.

had recommended him to petition the Mr. Pattison . - Before the memorial

court for permission , but the application is read , I put it to the hon . proprietor ,
was refused . He thought the conduct whether he would not act more discreetly

of the court in that case severe and extra- by abstaining from this discussion . It has

ordinary. He would not doubt but the been said , on many occasions of import

court of directors had reasons for acting ance , “ that an injudicious friend is worse

thus, but those reasons did not appear. than an avowed enemy ;" and themaxim

Neither was it shewn, why Mr. Templer appears to he strongly illustrated in the
should be suffered to proceed to India, present instance. As the protector of the

whilst another individual was peremp- gentleman concerned , I beg that the hon ,

torily refused , on the above ground, of the proprietor will consider seriously what he

length of time he had been in this country. is about to bring forward , and not place

The gentleman mentioned by the hon . these two cases in competition with each

proprietor (Mr. Smith) had been twenty other . I did withhold my assent from this
years at home, and his application for resolution as long as I could consistently

leave toreturn to India had been refused with my feeling, because I was anxious to

by the court of directors, on the plea of preserve our servants in India from any

length of timeelapsed ;whilst Mr. Templer injury that the return of gentlemen to
after having been thirty years at home, isal- that country might inflict on them . But

lowed to return without any reason being it was argued with me, and very power

assigned , but that of sympathy and com- fully argued , that there being a dernier ,

passion ! It was against this practical resort,was one of the finest andmostho
use of the authority committed to the nourable features ofthe Company's govern
court of directors that he raised his ment ; aud this gentleman , whose cha

voice - it was of that he complained. If racterstands as high as that of any man ,

Mr. Templer should ultimately receive the was considered a proper object for the re

sanction of the court to return , then , he commendation of the executive body . It
contended , that no individual who had is on record , that, in India, heconducted

acted fairly - whose conduct liad been up- himself entirely to the satisfaction of one

right - whose character was unimpeached of the ablest and most highly -gifted go

could , in future, be refused leave to go vernors -general that ever appeared in that

to India, no matter how long his stay here country ; and now, at an advanced period

had been , if be applied for it. If the pro- of life , hecomes forward, andrequeststhat,

prietors were to understand, that, here- in consideration of his services, he may

after, this general permission toreturn to be suffered to return . His services stand

India would be granted, then he would on the most irrefragable ground ; and his

not say another word on the subject ; distresses are , unfortunately, no less well

but he should always oppose any thing authenticated . Mr. Templer had failed
that savoured of partiality and favourite- in a great banking concern ,

in which he

ism . had embarked his property to a very large

Mr. K. Smith said, it appeared that amount ; and , when it is considered that

interest and sympathy together, had not an individual lost a shilling by this
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failure - when it is known that twenty at his advanced age, and with his confirma

shillings were paid in the pound - I should ed habits, it was more than probable that

think myself wanting in the discharge of he would rather remain at home ; and

my duty, and deficient in feeling, if I did certainly it could not please those who

not recommend his case to the proprie- were of opinion that such permission

tors. Having the privilege of voting, as a should be rarely conceded. He felt the

proprietor, for the resolution, I will do so most gratifying sensations when the ho .

with all my heart and soul . The pro- nourable and upright conduct of Mr,

priety of the recommendation stands on Templer was stated. He, it appeared, in

such strong grounds, that it cannot be spite of misfortune , had faithfully dis

impugned. With respect to the other charged the demands made upon him. At

gentleman , the circumstance of his having a time when many persons were contented

a family of eighteen children , appears with paying two shillings or eighteen

upon record ; and I humbly beg that credit pence in the pound, he, much to his credit,

may be given to the integrity of the feel. came forward with the whole twenty .

Sugs which actuated the executive body shillings. He would put down his £ 20

in refusing that application . We judged or his £ 50, not so much to assist Mr.

and decided for ourselves on the merits Templer, as to ' encourage the pure prin

of the applicant ; and if the case had been ciple of honesty. Amidst the discoveries

one that deserved the recommendation of made in the present day, none was of

the court of directors, I can assure the more importance than that of vaccine in

proprietors it would have received it. On oculation ; he wished that some meaus

the part of my brother directors and my- could be found out of inoculating for

self , I claim the contidence of the court of honesty , (a laugh ,) that would be an

proprietors with respect to the justice of invaluable discovery indeed. The want

our decision on that occasion , and re- of principle , the deficiency of integrity,

quest that the hon . gentleman will ask no were disgraceful to the present age. It

farther question on the subject. was there they failed . In all things else

Mr. K. Smith observed, that he felt no the world was infinitely improved ; and it

hostility towards Mr. Templer ; on the was high time that pains should be taken

contrary, he said , he would vote for him . to make mankind more honest and more

He did not mean to introduce the case of virtuous than they were. They had , since

the other gentleman with the idea of pre- the French revolution , made such an

venting Mr. Templer from going out . But alarming progress in roguery and villany,

certainly he was of opinion that the having that posterity would scarcely believe it .

been twenty-two years in this country Therefore the virtues of this gentleman ,

should not debar one from proceeding to surrounded as they were by so many foils,

India, when another who had been much appeared with redoubled lustre . So much

longer at home, was permitted to go out. was he delighted with his conduct, that

As to the memorial being read , he could he was almost disposed to send him out

dispense with it . His reason for wishing to India with this striking recommendas

it to be read was , that the case might be tion to the government there, - “ We

properly known, in order that it might send you this most honest and respectable

undergo farther consideration . gentleman, who , when others paid two

The Chairman .— “ After what has pass- or three shillings in the pound , stood for

ed, I believe nothing remains to be done, ward like a just and honourable man , and

but to fix the day for a ballot. I think paid twenty shillings. His example may

the 8th of January will be the most proper be of great use, therefore respect and es

day ; when the dividends will be about teem him ." By doing this , the court

to commence paying." supperted, as he hoped they would be, by

Mr. Loundes said, this was a matter of the Board of Controul, would shew that

more consequence than the court seemed they were determined to protecthonesty.

to be aware of, since it would open the With this present feature in his character,

door to innumerabie applications of this he could almost wish that Mr. Templer

nature. All parties seemed to agree upon should be suffered to return to India , (a

one poiut , namely, the high respectability soil not remarkable for the production of

of Mr. Templer; buthe and several others honesty) , if he were not afraid that the

were of opinion , that it would be much precedent might lead to unpleasant con.

better to grant him a handsome pension sequences. Still , however, he thought if

here, than to send him out to India. they sent him out, on account of his cha

They must feel the injustice and danger racter, with such a recommendation as he

ofpermitting him to return to ludia , to had mentioned, they would scarcely have

fill a situation that had , perhaps , been a second application for leave to return,

looked up to for years by some meritori- founded on similar grounds ; for there

ous servant who had never quitted his were not many, he believed , in these

post . This resolution did not give satis- times, who could challenge indulgence on

faction to any party. It could not be gra- the score of their honesty ( u laughi .

tifying to Mr. Templer's friends, because The question was then agreed to ,and

Asiatic Journ .--No. 14 .
VOL. III. х
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the ballot, for the final decision of the HERTFORD COLLEGE.

question, was fixed for the 8th ofJanuary. The Chairman .- " I have now to inform

MAJOR-GENERAL FAWCETT . the court, that the court of directors

have come to a resolution for appointing
The Chairman stated, that one part of

an additional European assistant in tho
the business, on account of which the

Oriental department of the East India
court had been made special, was to lay College, with a salary of£400 per annum ,

before the proprietors, for their approba- and an allowance of £ 100 per annum

tion, a resolution of the court of direc

for house rent, which shall now be laid
tors of the 30th of October, granting to before you for your approbation. "

Major-General Fawcett, of the Bengal The clerk then read the subjoined reso

establishment, an allowance of £ 500 per Jution :

anuum , for a limited term, on the grounds

there stated . The court of directors " At a court of directors held on Wed.

having, however, received private, not nesday, the 30th October, 1816 :
otficial, information, that events , the oc “ A report from the committee of col

currence of which would havedeprived lege, dated this day, being read, stating
him of certain advantages, in lieu ofwhich that they have had under consideration

the proposed allowance would have been the state of the Oriental literature at the

necessary, bad not taken place. The college, and that it appears there is a want
court of directors therefore would not of another European to assist the profes

trouble the proprietors with the resolu sor in the Muhammadan division in which

tion , which should be postponed for the the Arabic , Persian , and Hindustani lan

present . guages are taught, recommending, there

Mr.Humeinquired,whether any thing fore , that anotherEuropean be appointed
had been donefor Major -General Fawcett, to assist in the Orientaldepartment at the

who, he knew , hadsuffered much incon: college, with a salary of £ 400, an allow

venience ? If the question were put off, ance of £100 a year for house rent, and

sine die, the gallant General would be his commons, subject to the approbation

left in a state of uncertainty and suspense . of the general court and the board of

commissioners for the affairs of India ;

The Chairman._ " Theinformation con- . and that the person who may be appointed

nected with Major -General Fawcett's to this situation, shall begin to exercise

case will arrive, I hope, almost imme- its functions at the commencement of next

diately ; and, I trust , no inconvenience term , should the sanction of the measure

has been, or will be felt by him. If any by the proper authorities, be obtained by

proposition should be offered on the sub- that time.

ject, it will meet with proper attention “ Resolved , That this court approve

from the court. "
the said report.”

Mr. R. Jackson .- “ Will you allow the The Chairman.- “ I have to state to this

resolution of the court of directors to be court , that the court of directors have

read ? Such aproceeding will have this agreed to grant the sum specified to a gen

good effect ;-it will cause the gallant tłeman, qualified to act in the situation of

officer to feel some of their protection assistant, in the Oriental department

from that moment. It is very unpleasant they conceiving such an assistant to be

that the period of relief should be uncer- absolutely necessary. If the court of pro

tain . I am quite siire, when thenecessary prietors concur with them in their reso

papers are read , that there will be found lution , it will not increase the expense of

a great disposition, on this side of the the establishment beyond the original

bar, to concur with the court of directors amount, because an allowance of£500 per

in remunerating General Fawcett. And annum was allowed to Dr. Henley during

I am equally convinced, that the reading his life, and that gentleman having died,
of the resolution would carry home to the the salary, formerly paid to him , may be

feelings of the gallant General, and of balanced against that now proposed to

everyman who heard it read, acertainty be given to the additional oriental assist

that a liberafrecompense would be afforded art. With this explanation 1 beg leave
to him . lu my own humble judgment, to move, “ That the court of proprietors

the remuneration proposed is not so ample do approve and confirm the resolution of

as the circumstances warranted, and as the court of directors, of the 30th of Oc

the object of it merited. That gallant
tober last .' "

Officer and his connections knew very well The Deputy Chairman (J. Bebb , Esq .)

that he was placed in a situation which he seconded the motion.

could not avoid ; and that the circum- Mr. Hume said, in presenting himself

mancesarose from an errorin your govern . so early to the Chairman and the court,

stent, for which he was not accountable. on the present occasion, he did so , because

Hehas, therefore, a right to claim the ap
atwelvemonth before, he intended to have

probation oftheCompany , to theextent broughtthecircumstancesof the college
:: of every thing fair, just, and liberal. " under the considerationofthe proprietore.
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or

last year

He was pleased, at all times , to concur and he (Mr. Hume) wished , that some

with the court of directors in any resolu- person connected with the noble marquis,

tion they might propose,when, consistent- and more capable of eulogising his merits

ly with his duty, he could do so ; and, he than he was, would step forward, and

hoped , that they would not be offended support the justice of his prediction in this

when he spoke his sentiments honestly instance. The noble marquis stated, and

and conscientiously, however they might the event had proved the truth of his as

be opposed to theirviews . The measure sertion , that ifthey established a col

now proposed by the executire body, lege in England, and seminaries at each

though, in a pecuniary point of view , in- of thòir presidencies in India, the

volving only the sum of 5 or£ 600, sug- expense would be as great as that
gested to him a question as to the very ex- incurred by his liberal and extensive

istence of the college. The question which plan, while the advantages would be far

fairly presented itself for their considera- inferior. For the good of the service, he

tion was, whether the college had auswer- (Mr. Hume) sincerely regretted that the

ed the purpose for which it was in- experiment had ever been resorted to.
stituted ? He was extremely sorry to The expenses of the different establish

reiterate an opinion , already strongly and ments , in the last year, were

generally expressed in the country, that For the reduced seminary at

the arrangements made respecting the in- Calcutta 210,306 rupees, £ s . dhe

struction of their servants in Oriental 20,306 0 0

literature, had not turned out so well as Seminary at Madras, 18,928

had been expected, and as they might pagodas, or 7,571 00

have done if proper care had been taken . Hertford College, £17,623 .

The foundation of a college in this from which deduct 9,934

country, and the suppression of that which paid bytheStudents, leav- >7,699 0 0

was founded in India , had been, he re- ing to be defrayed by the

gretted to say, attended with most unfor- Company

tunate consequences . Here he begged

leave to notice the letter written by the Making the total expense of

court of directors in January 1802, calling 35,576 0 0

on Marquis Wellesley to annul the college

at Calcutta , which , he must say , was one This was the expense for the civil ser

of the noblest and most magnificent fea- vants, without any provision for those of

tures of his administration . The deter- Bombay - being only£5,676 less than Mar

mination to suppress that establishment quis Wellesley's large, general, and com

has been in its consequences most unfor- plete establishment would have been .

tunate. In the letter to which he had al- Then it became a matter of consideration ,

luded, the only reason assigned for putting whether the advantages derived from

an end to the college at Calcutta, was the the divided arrangement had been equal

great expence of that establishment. The to those which would have resulted from

noble marquis's answer , dated the 5th of the comprehensive plan of the noble mar

August in that year, and addressed to the quis ? He hesitated not to say , that they

Chairmav ,clearly shewed, that the expense had not. If, therefore, an establishment

mught not to be considered as an obstacle instituted in England for the purpose of

bya great and munificent body, like the instructing their servants in the oriental

East India Company; when they recollect languages, had not answered the end for

ed that it was incurred for the praise which it was instituted , (as , he contend

worthy purpose, of giving to their servants ed, was the case with respect to Hertford

instruction in the language and govern- College ,) the question immediately resolv

ment of the country, which was of so ed itself into this " Are we to continue

much importance to the correct manage- it ? " It was not the grant of a paltry

ment of their affairs . The noble marquis sum of 5 or £600 that could influence his

stated in his letter, " that for and after vote on this occasion . If they were to

that year, the whole expense of the col- continue the college, he agreedthat pro

lege would be three lacks and 30,000 ru- fessors must be appointed. He would

pees, or £41,250 sterling, and probably go to any reasonable extent in procuring

less. That, as the court of directors ad men of learning and ability, provided it

mitted the necessity of giving their young was deemed proper to support the esta

servants an improved education and a blishment . But it became a matter of

knowledge of Oriental literature, he was the most serious consideration, whether

satisfied that the servants of the three the college should or should not be longer

presidencies could not be well educated permitted to exist ? If he called the at

in separate and detached seminaries , as in tention of the proprietors to the resolu

the college at Calcutta ; and that the ex- tion of that court, of the 26th of February

penses would be equal, ifnotgreater , than 1805, at which period the establishment

those of the college." His lordship's of a college was agreed on, he felt a de

statement had been completely verified ; cided conviction, that not one of the gen
X 2
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tlemen who now heard him could say, that the college equally notorious in the coun

the advantages held out at that time had try ? Surely, the investigation was impe

been realized. He knew they had not. ratively called for. He did not wish , if,

Instead of young men being sent forth , consistently with the conscientious dis

improved in education and manners, charge of his duty, he could avoid it,

formedin character, and confirmed in those to give any opposition to the grant

principles which mostbecome the youth- now recommended and supported by

ful mind , the establishment produced the court of directors ; but still he con

many individuals, who were without the ceived it was a matter of most vital

principles of honour or honesty, without importance to the Company, to their ser

á knowledge of the essential parts of the vants, and to the public at large, that the

British constitution, whose liabits (of whole affairs of this college should be

course he spoke of virtuous habits ) were taken into consideration , without loss of

not fixed and settled , whose minds were time. He felt disinclined to detain the

not enlightened-in short, whocouldonly court much longer.-But, having shown

be considered as half Englishmen ! If that the expense of the present establish

the reports in general circulation were ment in England , and the other institu

correct, these were the advantages that tions for education in India in the last

had been derived from the institution !! year, had nearly equalled what would have

The expenses which his learned friend supported aproper college at Calcutta,

(Mr. Jackson ) stated , in 1805, compared which would have produced benefit, not

with the beneficial results that were ex- mischief— from which good , not evil ,would

pected from the establishment, could not have resulied-- he would leave it for the

be a matter of the first consideration ; proprietors to decide on what course it

although £55,000,thesum originally voted would be proper to pursue, with respect

for the erection of a college (and , it should to the college at Hertford . Were he to

be observed, that nearly double that sum read to the court the letters which had

had been expended ) was by no means an been written by persovs who had sons and

inconsiderable provision . Yet, to use the other relations in the college, there was

words of his learned friend, he looked not a gentleman present who would not

upon it as a drop of water in the ocean, hold up his hand , and exclaim , “ Reform

when placed in competition with the im- you must, or ruin will follow! " One of
mense advantages which would accrue to those letters which he held in his hand

British Iudia from having the minds of was written by a father, who, speaking of

their young servants properly formed , the his son , before he sent him to this college,

principles of virtue impriuted on their described him as a youth, perfect iu mo

hearts, and the love of honourable dis- rals, and esteemed and admired by all his
tinction closely interwoven with their relatives and friends—but who, from the

youthful feelings. Had the institution pro- vices he had imbibed at this institution,

duced such beneficial effects ? No man had become a disgrace to his family , and

could assent that it had . Very different was now lost to them for ever. He

indeed were the results , which he had to (Mr. Hume) did not pretend to say, that

submit to the attention of the court. the account of the father in this instance

Other colleges slept in peace . They went was strictly correct with respect to his

on quietly and well. But this college, son , or that all the evils complained of as

which was a disgrace to the Company and arising from the college, were to be

to the country, and to all those who be charged to the principal of the college

longed to it , had been the scene of riot , that they were to be attributed to this or

disorder, and irregularity .-- As the ques- that professor - or that they were to be

tion was now agitated, he should cousider imputed, as faults, to the committee of
himself lost to character, lost to every the college, appointed by the court of

principle of candour and of justice , if he directors . He was utterly at a loss to
did not state some of the farts which had accoun : for the disgraceful scenes that had

come to his knowledge — if he did not let taken place since the establishment of that

the court know what his wishes were on institution . He had seen the statutes for

the subject. He thought, before the court the governinent of the college He had

of directors had recommended this reso- gone over them , one by one, and although

lution, it might have been proper to have several of them werevery objectionable,

taken into consideration whether the col- he wondered on the whole tilat they had

lege ought or ought not to be continued ? not been productive of better effects. He

Had not the proprietors andpublic heard could notbelieve that they had been fairly

of repeated rustications and expulsions, put in forçe. In one point, however, the

ofcharges for felony eveu , together with a executive body had , he thought, gone be

long list of shameful offences, which had yond the intention of the court of pro

grown out of the proceedings at this col- prietors. They had in effect, in establish

lege ? Were not the students dreaded by ing a college with extreme privileges and

every honest and peaceable inhabitant of establishments, converted bays into men,

the neighbourhood ; Were not they and Theyhad imparted to them ideas of sų
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periority and independence, which were tion to their servants aswas necessary

at their ages completely incompatible with towards the correct performance of their

due subordination and beneficial study. duties in India, and which it was thought

Having done this, the controlover them they could not obtain so well at other

divided between the court of directors colleges.- Now , in all the reports from

andthe professors, was no longer of that the college committee which he had seen ,

efficient nature to compel them toa proper the young men there displayed qualifica

performance of their duties. He could tions of a rery different nature. Premi

assign no other reasons for those abuses ums which were granted to them for their

he knew nothing else that could have proficiency in French, in drawing, and in

produced such a series of unfortunate various other branches of education, might
occurrences . He was well acquainted be obtained at any other seminary in the

with individuals , who from the character country , and which were not of para

of the college, were afraid to permit their mountimportance with oriental literature.

sons to go there, lest they also should turn Instead of this , he expected to find the

out disorderly, avd become both disgrace- students displaying a considerable degree

ful to the institution, and dishonourable of proficiency in the Hindustani and
to their families. He held in his hand Persian languages, and a competentknow

the letter of a father, to which he had ledge of the jurisprudence of India. This,

hefore alluded , in which he attributed the and the oriental tongues, were to have

destruction of his son ; “ whose ruin ,” he formed the principal branches of educa

observed , “ is to be attı ibuted to the tion at the college. They were most im

vices he had imbibed at the college in portant to the due government of their

Hertford-which is ill legislated , and Iudian empire, and ought not to be neg

ought to be immediately abolished .” He lected for matters of a comparatively tri

certainly was of opinion that his son had vial value . The last report of the college

been ruined at that college , which was in- committee was something more favour.

stituted for the advancement of learning able than those which preceded it. The

and morality. In another letter , the un- committee admitted that the young men

happy father said, “ my son proceeded to were, in general , very lax in their studies

the East India College, praised and ad- —but they stated that oriental literature

mired by all who knew him . But , by the had been cultivated to a greater extent
system pursued at that ill-conducted es- than in the preceding year. Such a state

tablishment, he has been ruined , and he ment as this he was pleased to see , bu: it

is now an outcast from society.” Al- did not satisfy bim-he protested against

though the conduct of that youth , (from a disbursement of £ 35,000 a year , for the

what he had learned) might have been in purpose of giving education to their ser

some degree improper before he joined the vants, when oriental literature, of which

college, yet the course it had taken they ought to be as complete masters as

there, where it ought to have been cor- possible, was only attended to as a se

rected, wasdeplorable. He (Mr. Hume) condary object. — if they wanted educa

expected ,after he had stated this, that the tion ofa different description, they could

hon. Chairman , sitting in the high situa- get it, amongst men ofall ranks, at Ox

tion he did, would himself take up the ford, or Cambridge, where, by good ex

subject, if no other person stepped for- ample and a mixture with grave society ,
ward for that purpose. The expense any giddy or idle propensities might be

was not now a matter of the first con- corrected or entirely removed. But here,

sideration,-he had already stated that a number of boys were assembled toge

in the last year the gross expenseat Hailey- ther, for a specific object which

bury, exclusive of interest on the premi- thought could not be elsewhere attained,

ses, was£17,633, deducting from which and that very object, it appeared , had

£ 9,934 paid by the students, it left the been very much neglected . Therefore,

sum of £ 7,699 to be defrayed by the he again appealed to the gentlemen within

Company. This, in itself, was not a the bar, that this matter ought to be taken

heavy charge. But , when it was expended into their serious consideration ; and ,

for purposes of evil , instead of benefit though the act of parliament (which he

when the object of granting instruction in thought a very absurd one , for it appeared

oriental literature appeared, up to the to be very unnecessary, that the board

last year, to have been very little attended of control should have the power of inter

tomwhen a kuowledge of vice , instead of fering with the Company, as to the man

a proficiency in learning, seemed by con- ner in which they might think proper to

curring accounts to prevail - then , most educate their servants,) prevented them

assuredly, the smallest grant was too from getting rid of this college without

much . Instruction in oriental literature, applying to the legislature - yet, if the

which had been so much neglected before court of directors did , what he hoped

the time of Marquis Wellesley, was the they would , namely, lay before the pro

primary object of the institution — which prietors such a report as would justify

was also intended to impart such instruce them in calling on parliament to remove

was
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the evil, it might, he was confident, be Augustto theChairman ) would amply edu.
very easily done. He would not now cate all their servants in India on the

question the policy of establishing either most extensive scale and here they were

of the seminaries -- but, if he were to giving £ 35,000 annually to three estab

draw a comparison between the institu- lishments, not all for good purposes, but

tion at Hertford, and their military col- for a positive evil. Whilst he was on the

lege at Addiscombe, it would afford a very subject of oriental education, he could not

strong argument for abolishing the former help observing, that an individual, who
and extending the latter. He had not had laboured more to promote it than any

himself been at Addiscombe, but he had man who had ever been in India, had not

heard from unquestionable authority, that received the reward he merited. Much

the conduct of theyoung gentlemen there of the progress now made in oriental

was a model of perfect propriety , worthy literature was owing to his exertions

of general imitation ; and he doubted not what were the circumstances of his case ?

but that, at some future day, many of he should be sorry to assert, that the

them would, aswas frequently the case court of directors had acted partially or

amongst their military servants, take the unjustly -- but gentlemen would excuse

lead in political matters ; for, when diffi- him for a few minutes, while he stated

culties arose, great abilities improved by what had been their conduct towards one

early subordination and joined to a labo- of the most accomplished oriental scho

rious application to business, would al- lars, towards one of the best and most

ways be looked for by their governments tried friends of education the Company

abroad ,-and those qualities, he under- have ever had in the service, or that this

stood, were possessed, in a very eminent country had ever seen . The court would

degree, by their military students. He at once perceive that he meant Dr. John

had, therefore, no hesitation in prognos- Borthwick Gilchrist ; for to what other

ticating, that many of the young gentle- person could this description apply ? He,

men educated at their military establish- although a surgeon on the medical estab

ment at Addiscombe would reflect credit lishment, was desirous of bringing the

on that institution , and prove of great Hindustani language, as being at once

importance to the Indian empire ; whilst, the most general and useful in India, into

melancholy to relate, those who were general use amongst the servants of the

brought up at the college at Hertford, if Company - and, for that purpose after a

the accounts related respecting it were labour of twenty years he published ,

true to half their extent, would probably amongst other valuable works, a Hin

disgrace themselves there, and briug dustani grammar and dictionary, the
shame on the Company hereafter . The first of the kind that deserved the name,

interests of the public, the welfare of the which were held in universal esteem.

Company, and the repose of India, called Upon which , to this moment, little has
on thecourt of directors to look narrowly been added . His acquirements were highly

into this subject. We ought not to be estimated by the marquis Wellesley, who

left in doubt as to its useful or mischiev- spoke of him in the most flattering terms,

ous effects — it was a question of so much in his letter to the Chairman , dated the

consequence, that he would himself 5th of August, 1802. In paragraph 49,

submit a motion respecting it, but that the noble marquis spoke of “ the zeal,

his doingso would perhaps beconsidered ability, and diligence, of Mr. Gilchrist,
a reason for objecting to it.— (No I no !) as a teacher of the Hindoostannee ; and

He (Mr. Hume) felt, that any motion on of his eminent merits in forming a most

thissubject, should comefrom the court useful grammar and dictionary,” &c.

of directors, as the establishment of the Again in paragraph 50, the noblemarquis

college had originated with them - for, said , “ Mr. Gilchrist's laudable offer of

let them shut their eyes as they would, the aid of his services, on that occasion ,

they could not be blind to the disgraceful was not only prompt and zealous, but

scènes that had taken place ; and, unless was accompanied by circumstances highly

the gentlemen within the bar took the creditable to his liberality and public spi

state of the college into consideration ,- rit, to the moderation of his views ofpri

unless they devised means to prevent a vate interest, and to his just sense and

repetition of such scenes — and completely value of public fame." In paragraph 52,

remedied and rectified the disposition to the noble marquis designated Mr. Gil

riot and misconduct which had so long christ, as “ that able and indefatigable

prevailed - he should be most anxious to scholar, " &c. This gentleman , after

see the establishment dissolved . In that twenty -two yearsresidencein India, was

case , he should like the funds now ap- driven home by ill health brought on by

propriated to its support, to be trans- excessive study. He applied to thecourt

ferred to the establishment now existing of directors for assistance, as his publica

in India . Threelacks and 30,000 rupees, tions had expended part of his private

or £ 41,000 sterling, (on the estimate of fortune, which was very limited -- and

e marquis of Wellesley in his letter 5th of what was the result ? itwas to be found
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port it.

in the resolution of the court of directors, investigated, and, if found deserving, no
in answer to Dr. Gilchrist's request that man in court would more warmly sup

his past services should be taken into con

sideration -- and it was the most cold- Mr. Randle Jackson said , after the

blooded answer that was ever returnej to allusion which his honourable friend

any individual, who had performed such had made to him, as having, eleven
eminent services as he had done. The years before, moved , in that court, the

letter of the marquis Wellesley to Mr. adoption of the resolution , in consequence,

Henry Addington,then minister of this of which the college at Hertford was

country (which, if it were possible,.— but founded, the proprietors would readilybe
that , he thought, could not be, --spoke lieve, that he felt no common anxiety to

more highly of his merits than marquis obtain permission to express his senti

Wellesley had done in his dispatch to the ments on this subject. It was true that

Chairman ,) did not seem to have been at- he did assent to the abolition of the col

tended to . Compelled by indisposition lege at Calcutta ; but no man who knew
to relinquish the service in India , and him would imagine, that he did so from

with a very limited income, Dr. Gilchrist any one disparaging feeling lowards the
applied to the executive body, in 1805 , Marquis Wellesley, who was the governor

begging that they would take his circum- general, and under whose auspices that
stances into consideration, and grant him establishment had been raised. On the

such an addition to his incomeas would contrary , during the eleven years that had

enable him to pass the remainder of his elapsed since that period , and those which

life in comfort. He had offered his ser- had passed since the administration of the

vices as a teacher in the college at Hailey- noble marquis had terminated, every re

bury and officiated for some time there, collection that had presented itself to his

but was obliged to resign , as the arrange- mind, every pagehe had read on the sub

ments there appeared to him to promise ject of their policy in India, convinced
bad instead of good effects , and his prog- him that the administration of the noble

uostication has been woefully fulâned. marquis was one undeviating tissue of
The answer of the court of directors was brilliant achievements - Great as ever the

" having taken into consideration the wit of man devised, the talents of a states,

whole of Dr. Gilchrist's letter, we think man carried intoexecution , or the mind of

proper to grant him a pension of £150 a a genius gifted as he was, could conceive

year . ” He (Mr. Hume) was not certain for the benefit of the Company and of the

if he had received even that sum, or any empire in general, (&c. & c .) If ever

thing from the Company, except the pen- there was a consolidator of an empire, he

sion of his rank as a surgeon after twenty- was the man. If, at a subsequent period ,

two years service in India . This was all their affairs were less prosperous than they

the provision made for one gentleman, bad been under his administration,

whose life had been devoted to improve caused by a retrocession from his plans

oriental literature, and whose services by a deviation from his policy . If there

were beyond reward - whilst an indivi- was one thing for which he applauded the

dual whowas placed on the college estab- present governor-general, the Marquis of

lishment here as principal, got apension Hastings, more than another, it was be
of 5 or £600 a year, after a very few years cause he saw in his dispatches, because he

service, though he had never done as far marked in his conduct, a recognition of

as he (Mr. Hume) could learn, any thing that policy which the Marquis Wellesley

to promote either discipline or oriental had pursued. If the Marquis of Hastings
literature for it . — Much had been said, in should stay long enough in India and pro

the early part of the day, about humanity ceeded as he had commenced, he would
and sympathy. Those feelings ought to cure the evils which had been produced

be extended to Dr. Gilchrist, who had by that fanaticism ( for there was fana

been obliged, like Mr.Templer, to abridge ticism in politics as well as in religion)
those comforts which his situation de- which had attempted to throw down all

manded , in consequence of the failure of that the Marquis Wellesley had erected !

a banking concern , which had embarrassed Lord Hastings he trusted would put a

his fortune ; and yet to him who had stop to that post-haste abandonmentof
done so much to him who deserved so the Marquis Wellesley policy -- the de

much from them -- they doled out this parture from which had produced nothing

scanty pittance ; but to others who could but mischief. If any conclusive reason

boast of no service whatever, they were could be adduced for wishing the Marquis

ready to grant pensions, in prospect, as of Hastings to remain longer in his situa

well as directly. Was this encourage tion than others had done, it was , that he

ment to merit, or likely to promote the might have an opportunity of following

cause of learning ?-Thehon. proprietor up theprinciples of LordWellesley, and

concluded with an earnestentreaty,that, thus be enabled to leave their Indian em

before theresolution was agreed to, the pire, as that great statesman had done,

affairs ofthe college should beminutely without an enemy, foreign or domestic

was
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the French power being annihilated -- and ported the Calcutta establishment, pro

every native state either tributary or an posed that the young men should pass

ally ! This was a glorious state of things three years of their early life in a debili

-and, he doubtednot, if it pleased God tating climate, and surrounded by every

to spare the Marquis of Hastings , he incentive to vice ; for they all knew well,
wouldleave their Indian territories in that that there were not wanting persons in

same situation. With this feeling, the India , who, relying on the expectancies

noble Marquis Hastings possessed his con- of young gentlemen , would lend them

fidence and demanded his applause . He money, in the hope of receiving exorbi

differed notwithstanding from the Mar- tant interest, at a future day. He, on

quis Wellesley, on the subject of the col- the contrary , was anxious that this cri

lege at Calcutta, and on the occasion of tical period of life, when the seeds of

moving his resolution in the general court vice or of virtue were always sown, should

in 1805 ; he stated the grounds of that be spent in England , where the miod and

difference of opinion , and the proprietors the body would be invigorated and im

agreed with him in the proposition he proved, instead of sending the youths to
submitted to them . He opposed the a country, where the probability was that

college at Calcutta, because Lord Welles- both would be threatened, if not destroy

ley , instead of erecting a school for the ed . His honourable friend did him the

purpose of giving instruction in theorien- justice to admit, that, in opposing the

tal languages, created an university for Calcutta college, money was not the mo

all sorts of languages, and for every spe- tive by which he was actuated. Certain

ciesof learning . He disliked the idea of ly it was not. His opposition was not

sending out professors in every branch of founded on the desire of effecting a paltry

literature, with immense stipends, who, saving. No-the mind was far above all

on coming back to this country , upon a questions of money-and this was a ques

few years residence, would have expected tion of mind. He stated this at the time

large pensions, by which the funds of the and he stated farther, that he did not

Company must have been overburdened . wish to exchange one university for ano

He did not wonder that one of the most ther-that he did not want that fault to

elegant scholars of the agem - that a noble- be committed here, which he regretted

man of such talents should , in his had been committed in India . But , the

anxious desire to forward the interests of proprietors had no sooner countenanced a

learning, promote such an establishment. Seminary for 80 or 90 students, than the

He conceived, however, that it would not gentlemen behind the bar ran wild. In

answer the object sought to be obtained. stead of a school they immediately created

It was too much to expect, that young an university. As if the mania of India

gentlemen would descend from the ros- had reached the directors in England,

trum , --where they had been displaying they instantly appointed professorships of

their acquirements in philosophy, politi- all descriptions- of philosophy, ofthe

cal economy, jurisprudence, mathematics, ology, of humanity and philology , of civil

natural philosophy, the law of nations, jurisprudeuce, of the law of nations, of

and other high branches of human know- the political economy and finance of rhe

ledge,-to count bales and to measure toric, of mathematics, and of history.

muslins.— (Laughter.) He felt that it Instead of sending out writers qualified

was not right nor necessary to make all for the purposes of commerce, they pre

their young servants doctors and magis- pared to pervade India with an army of

trates,before they had gonethrough subor- young Grotiuses and Puffendorfs---whose

dinate situationswith credit, andobtained qualifications were too high forthe situa

that rigid integrity, that immoveable firm- tions they were intended to fill, whose

ness of character . which years only could minds could not descend to the drudgery of

supply - before they had learned, that, the counting -house, after they had been

which was most important to a great stimulated, by honours and rewards, to

commercial body, a perfect knowledge of become proficients in every species of lite

the Company's trade.- ( Hear ! Hear !) rary attainment . This was not the insti.

Surely, if they wished to form a good and tution that he had contemplated, although

active merchant, they would not com- he might be charged with favouring the

mence by making hima Doctor of Laus system . Happily, however , writing rew

or an expounder of philosophy. This mained when words were forgotten -- and

constituted one strong ground of objec- he now held in his hand , the resolutions

tion . Another was this :-He always moved by himself in 1805 , on which the

thought that their young servants ought institution at Hertford was founded. His

to be bred in the British land , under the views would clearly appear from that do

immediate eye of their parents and tutors , cuinent, which he begged leave to be

who, if they manifested any vicious pro- read::- “ Resolved , That this court doth

pensities, could at once place a salutary highly approve of an establishment in the

chock on them . While those who sup- country, for the education of youth de
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signed for the Company's civil service in tions, did not remonstrate against such an

India, and promises itself the happiest assumption. If any thing prevented them

consequences, from a system which , in- from seriously noticing it , it could only be

stead of sending out writers to India at too those lighter feelings which the exhibition

tender an age to admit of fised or settled must have created . The speech of his

principles, proposes previously to perfect honourable friend went to admonish the

them , as much as possible, in classical and court that they ought to proceed to the

liberal learning, and thoroughly to ground abolition of the college. Now, although

them in the religion, the constitution, he objected to the manner in which it was

and thelaws of their country ; so thatwhen conducted, he did not feel prepared for its

called upon to administer their functions abolition . He said , reform the establish

abroad , they may be mindful of the high ment. Let the court of directors retrace

moral obligations under which they act, their steps, and treat the students as boys,

and of themaximsof the British govern- instead of filling them with ideas of manly

ment, whose character for justice , free consequence and proud independence. He

dom , and benevolence, they will feel it would advise them to do by the young

their duty and their pride to support.” He writers as they had done by their cadets at

was quite satisfied , that such a seminary Addiscombe. He was present during the

as he then contemplated would have last examination at that establishment,

afforded the young gentlemen an educa- and, so gratifying was the scene, that it

tion perfectly suited to the situation in was hardly possible for any person to re

which they were to be placed . As many press the powerful feelings which it excit :

of them would, in time, arrive at the dig- ed. He could scarcely avoid giving way to

nity of residents and judges , he was enthusiasm of the most ardent kind ,

anxious that they should have such a libe- when he saw 60 youths, clothed in the

ral education as would enable them to dis- plainest manner, but still in costume, go

charge their functions with propriety. through their various exercises with the

Therefore, they were to be accomplished utmost correctness and propriety . He saw

in classical learning, and to be thoroughly them travel through different problems in

grounded in the eastern languages, which the mathematics, with the same ease as

must be their medium of communication an ordinary youth would repeat his

with those whom they goverved . During French dialogues. But, what most de

these three years theywould here learn lighted him was, the infinite modestyof their

those lessons of morality, which were too deportment, which rendered every thing

frequently neglected abroad ; and , wlien they did peculiarly interesting, and lent an

they went out to India, they would carry additional grace to their performances.

with them all those valuable precepts ( Hear ! heur !) He never beheld a morein

which they had imbibed at home - a deep teresting or a more excellent set of youths;

respect for religion - a knowledge of the and he never saw a band of boys more

great and leading principles of English accomplished , more polite to strangers, or

law - and a determination , founded on that more obedient to their tutors. This was

knowledge, to render the constitution of not a college, it was a school. Let them,

their country revered and admired , where- then, turn Hertford college into a school

ever it was administered . Such was his - let the students be treated as at the

view , when he proposed the establishment public schools like boys, who ought to be
of a school . But what had the court of made to feel if they would not learn - and
directors done ? Their first step (and he he was convinced that subordination and

heard it with shame and astonishment) regularity would soon take the place of

was , to clothe those boys in the costume of disorder and idleness. In a few years after
Oxford and Cambridge ! If any one cir- the institution of the college at Hertford ,

cumstance could contribute more than he found that every thing was going wrong.

another to create those difficulties and pro- He heard that the boys were growing
duce that insubordination which his ho- wild , and , instead of being informed that

nourable friend bad mentioned- it was the they were proceeding quietly with their

placing this dress on boys of 15 or16, and studies, nothing bui histories of conduct
thus nourishing sentiments of pride and the most extravagant and disgracefulreach

arrogance in their minds till they became ed his ears . So shameful were the circum

too strong to be managed , and set at de- stances related to him , that he concluded,

fiance the commands of those who were irregularity and audacity had been adver

placed over them . This was certainly the tised as the qualifications necessary to en

act best calculated to produce such effects. title them to appear as candidates for elec

He wondered that the colleges of Oxford tion into the college. He thought it his

and Cambridge could suffer such a mock- duty to interpose -- and he procured a new

ery in silence. He was surprised that some regulation to be adopted - namely, that
ofthose members of government who had annually there should be laid before the

once worn the academic gown, which must court an account of the number of youths

be dear to them, because it connected with in the college - their degree of proficiency

it somauy of the most pleasing recollec- in differentbranches oflearning --- reports
Asiatic Journ . - No, 14. Vol. III , Y
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of their progress in oriental literature- momentary extravagance , and has passed

together with a statement of the expenses away . You should notforget what great

of the institution . Here he must observe, and splendid characters have, in their

that the sum originally voted , did not, he early career of life, been marked by faults

believed , more than half build and furnish and even vices — who have nevertheless

the college . But he would not quarrel upon by their learning and their accomplish
that account. He would not find fault ments made ample atonement for their ju

with their magnificence. A great and so- venile errors. So , you will say, these young

vereign corporation ought to act fully up to men have done, when you see how deeply

their dignity, he therefore had not repined they are read in oriental and classical

at hearing that the directors had erected a learning — when you mark their great pro

splendid pile ; he had never seen it , but gress in the mathematics, in the study of

such was his information. It might indeed philosophy — and of every other species of

appear whimsical, but such was the fact, knowledge : when you refer to that re

that he, who , by his motion in that court , port which your standing order directs

had as far as respected the authority of the should be annually laid before you, you

proprietors, laid the corner stoneof the will see how they eclipse all their prede

institution , had never seen the outside of cessors and delighted with the account

the edifice at Hertford . This circumstance you will exclaim, “ let us continue the

did not create any feelings of acerbity in college with all its errors , provided we

his mind. But it was at least whimsical, can send out such prodigies of learning

that the individual who moved that there and ability !” But let the court check its

should be such an institution , had not a exultation ; let it look at the very last re

card to admit him to witness the laying of ports of the progress of education at the

the first stone of the building.- (Hear ! college , and they would find but little

hear !) But, though he had not viewed the room for pride. These reports were evi

edifice , he had kept a strict eye on the con- dently drawn up with all that tenderness

duct within-and he felt the utmost de- which usually characterized instruments

gree of shame and compunction athearing of this kind. He did not mean to con

that the students were in the frequent demn the feelings which influenced pre

commission of every species of offence . ceptors to lean as lightly as possible on

Not only rustications had taken place , the errors of their pupils. It was a good

but expulsion after expulsion was resorted and praiseworthy principle.

to , without effect. Some of the students, “ Be to their faults a little blind,

as stated by his honourable friend, had been “ Be to their virtues very kind,

dragged before the magistrates for outra “ And clap a padlock on the mind ; **

geous assaults, if not for something worse . it was the wise and proper medium by

lasurrections,and every kind ofdisorderand which the conduct of tutors ought to be

irregularity were continually occurring. regulated.

The young lads were not principally to He would now refer to the “ mi

blame. The executive body were account- nutes of the general court held in

able for this misrule-they who had in- September, for the purpose of receiving

vested them with robes and thus turned the report of the college council, as to the

their brains with vanity and folly. He had result of the general examination of the

ken with what feelings of pride it filled the students . ” He had , when that report

youthful breast, at the university , where, was laid before them in September last,

during the first year, the wearer of the gown professedly avoided entering into its con

would often sally forth in order to display sideration , but intimated that he should

it and where among much older subjects call the attention of the court to it on

than the youths at Hertford , the excess of some future occasion ; and he would in

self-importance wouldsometimes generate form the proprietors why, when the re

licentiousness.-- It would, Mr.Jackson said , port was introduced , more had not been

have been a great consolation to him , if said on it . About the period when it

the court of directors , in their places, was deemed necessary to hring this ques

making an honest report to the proprietors , tion forward , five or six young men were

had been able to say :- “ It is very true , under seutence of expulsion, and their

all those offences, all those irregularities, friends were at the feet of every gentle

all those errors, which you so justly re- man who was in the habit of 'stating his

probate, and which are so highly re- sentiments in that court, beseeching them

prehensible , have taken place — but see not to stir the question at that moment ,

what has been accomplished as to as they hoped to soften and propitiate the

learning. See what men we are about college council towards their misguided

to send out as the ornaments and up- relatives. His hon . friend (Mr. Hume)

holders of our Indian territories . Be though completely possessed of all the

hold whát proficients they are in the ori- materials necessary to place the matter

ental languages, in philosophy, in juris. fully before the court, would not, in con

prudence, in classics, in mathematics! sequence of this application, bring itfor:
Weadmit, they have been a little turbu- ward . “ Iwill not," said his hon. friend,

lent, but that was merely the effect of “ be the means of adding ove pang to
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those you already feel ; 'till the business learning. The next paragraph of the re
is settled and decided , I will not say a port was as follows:-- " the examination

word about it. ” He had scrupulously kept lists annexed to these minutes were then

his promise — but the time was now come, laid before the committee , and that of the

when it was necessary that every circum- students who have obtained medals, prizes,
stance connected with the subject should and other honourable distinctions, was

be stated . What then said the report of read to them by the principal, who re

Dec. 1815 ? “ the Chairman stated, he marked that, notwithstanding the lateun.

found that the determination of the court, fortunate proceedings, the great body of

on theapplication of thestudents, was to dis- the students had remained orderly- (or

pense with the test in favour of those who derly ! exclaimedMr. Jackson , the lads at

had failed in passing the oriental test ." the charter.house would have been flogged

This, observed Mr. Jackson, was a college to death for the flagitious conduct indulged

instituted for the express purpose of at- in at Hertford college !) — " and the litera

taining perfection in the oriental lan- ture of the college did not appear to have

guages - it was torender unnecessary the sustained any material injury ." This

establishments at Calcutta and Madras, in was pretty consolation indeed ! -Well, six

order that, through it , the eastern tongues months of reflection having been given to

should be studied at home-- and here, at the young gentlemen , he now came to the

at the very outset of the report there ap- last examination , which took place in May,

peared to be a failure in theprimary ob- 1816 : - " Minutes of the committee of

ject for the attainment of which it was in college, held on the 30th of May 1816, for

stituted. The eport proceeded thus- the purpose of receiving the report of the

“ the determination of the court, on the college council , as to the resultof the ge

recommendation of the oriental professors neral examination of the students . The

and visitor, had not been communicated council had consequently laid before the

to the college council. The number of stu- committee of college a report, which was

dents who had failed , and who conse- read in general court, containing a view of

quently applied to the court to dispense the literature of the college in the term

with the oriental test , was only five, and then on the point of expiration . By this

the court's determination was to comply report it appeared, that the Asiatic lan
with their application. The Chairman re- guages had seldom been cultivated with

marked, however, to them, that the court greater zeal and success than by a consi

had complied with the recommendation of derable proportion of the senior students ;

the said professors and visitor, to dispense that thecondition of the European lite

with the test, in favour of those students , rature was not quite so favourable, the

but that he should take care the minute importance of the classical and mathe

was so worded , as not to give any encou- matical brunches not appearing to be so

ragement to future remissness — it being highly appreciuted by the generality of the

impossible that the like indulgence could students , as it had been in some former

be again granted.” Thus the pro- periods." This was a pretty specimen of

prietors were paying £ 20,000 a year, subordination and docility . It was here

for the support of this college, includ- admitted that the students were the mas

ing interest on the money expended ters . They were to select the branches

in building, &c. in the expectationthat it of literature , which it was proper to study

would supersede all other establishments - they , not their tutors, were to appre

of a similar nature, and what was the re- ciate the value of different kinds of learn

sult ? the young men were unable to get ing ; and, when a young gentleman found

over this miserable test known to be a set the study of Greek and Latin to be a bore,

law-they applied to the court of direc- he had only to put on his cap and gown,
tors for indulgence, who immediately fur- and stroll into Hertford in search of so

nished them with certificates of ignorance ciety.- ( Laughter.) -- In his time, when

-and sent them out to India .- (Laugh- the youth walked about in this manner,

ter.) — But it might be said , “ the orien- they were accustomed to call it lounging,

tal languages are,weknow , difficult of pro- and many of them thought it much better

nunciation , and the characters are a little than learning --but, one timeor other they

cramp, so that a young man cannot imme- were undeceived . “ But," continued the

diately familiarise his tongue to the one , report, “ the council were willing to hope,

nor his optics to the other. . Well, well, that that state of feeling” (out of which ,

let us overlook this test in the eastern lan- said Mr. Jackson,) the students ought to

guages, which seem so very hard. Doubt- have been whipped )" would not become

less the young men are deeply skilled in permanent in the college, or prevail to
the dead languages , and one would not such a degree as to defeat those wise and

be too severe on such accomplished clas liberal views which embraced a sound Ex

sies.” He would , by and by, state to the ropean educalion , as one of the most es

court their proficiency in classical and ma- sential objects of the institution ; that

thematical knowledge, which appeared to the class last admitted had not shewni any

equal that, displayed by theminoriental disposition to withdraw themselves" (they
Y 2
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tlemen who now heard him could say, that the college equally notorious in the coun

the advantages held out at that time had try ? Surely , the investigation was impe

been realized. He knew they had not. ratively called for. He did not wish , if,

Instead of young men being sent forth , consistently with the conscientious dis

improved in education and manners, charge of his duty, he could avoid it,

formed in character, and confirmed in those to give any opposition to the grant

principles which mostbecome the youth- now recommended and supported by

ful mind, the establishment produced the court of directors ; but still he con

many individuals, who were without the ceived it was a matter of most vital

principles of honour or honesty, without importance to the Company, to their ser

a knowledge of the essential parts of the vants, and to the public at large, that the
British constitution, whose habits (of whole affairs of this college should be

course he spoke of virtuous habits) were taken into consideration , without loss of

not fixed and settled, whose minds · were time. He felt disinclined to detain the

pot enlightened - in short, who could only court much longer.-But, having shown

be considered as half Englishmen ! if that the expense of the present establish

the reports in general circulation were
ment in England, and the other institu

correct, these were the advantages that tions for education in India in the last

had been derived from the institution !!

year, had nearly equalled what would have
The expenses which his learned friend supported aproper college at Calcutta ,

(Mr. Jackson ) stated , in 1805, compared which would have produced benefit, not

with the beneficial results that were ex- mischief- from which good , not evil , would

pected from the establishment, could not have resulted - he would leave it for the

be a matter of the first consideration ; proprietors to decide on what course it

although £ 55,000, thesum originally voted would be proper to pursue, with respect

for the erection of a college (and , it should to the college at Hertford . Were he to

be observed, that nearly double that sum read to the court the letters which liad

had been expended) was by no means an been written by persons who had sons and

inconsiderable provision. Yet, to use the other relations in the college, there was

words of his learned friend, he looked
not a gentleman present who would not

upon it as a drop of water in the ocean , hold up his hand , and exclaim , “ Reform

wben placed in competition with the im- you must, or ruin will follow !" . One of

meuse advantages which would accrue to those letters which he held in his hand

British Iudia from having the minds of was written by a father, who, speaking of

their young servants properly formed, the his son , before he sent him to this college ,

principles of virtue imprinted on their described him as a youth, perfect in mo

hearts, and the love of honourable dis- rals, and esteemed and admired by all his

tinction closely interwoven with their relatives and friends—but who , from the

youthful feelings. — Had the institution pro- vices he had imbibed at this institution ,

duced such beneficial effects ? No man had become a disgrace to his family, and

could assent that it had . Very different was now lost to them for ever.
He

indeed were the results . which he had to
(Mr. Hume) did not pretend to say, that

submit to the attention of the court . the account of the father in this instance

Other colleges sleptin peace. They went was strictly correct with respect to his

on quietly and well . But this college, son , or thai all the evils complained of as

which was a disgrace to the Company and arising from the college, were to be

to the country , and to all those who be- charged to the principal of the college

longed to it , had been the scene of riot, that they were to be attributed to this or

disorder, and irregularity . - As the ques- that professor - or that they were to be

tion was now agitated, he should cousider imputed, as faults, to the committee of

himself lost to character, lost to every the college, appointed by the court of

principle of candour and of justice, if he directors. He was utterly at a loss to

did not state some of the farts which had
account for the disgraceful scenes that had

come to his knowledge - if he did not let taken place since the establishment of that

the court know what his wishes were on institution . He had seen the statutes for

the subject. He thought, before the court the government of the college He had

of directors had recommended this reso

gone over them , one by one, and although
lution , it mighthave been proper to have several of them were very objectionable,

taken into consideration whether the col- he wondered on the whole that they had

lege ought or ought not to be continued ?
notbeen productive of better effects . He

Had not the proprietors and public heard could not believe that they had been fairly

of repeated rustications and expulsions, put in force . In one point, however, the

of charges for felony eveu , together with a executive body had , he thought, gone be

long list of shameful offences, which had yond the intention of the court of pro

grown out of the proceedings at this col- prietors. They had in effect, in establish

lege ? Were not the students dreaded by ing a college with extreme privileges and

every honest and peaceable inhabitant of establishments, converted bays into men ,

the neighbourhood ? Were not they and They had imparted to them ideas of 84

>

!
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periority and independence, which were tion to their servants as was necessary
at their agescompletely incompatible with towards the corrert performance of their

due subordination and beneficial study. duties in India, and which it was thought

Haring done this, the control over them they could vot obtain so well at other

divided between the court of directors colleges. Now , in all the reports from

and the professors, was no longer of that the college committee which he had seen ,

efficient nature to compel them to a proper the young men there displayed qualifica

performance of their duties. He could tions of a rery different nature. Premi

assign no other reasons for those abuses ums which were granted to them for their

he knew nothing else that could have proficiency in French, in drawing, and in

produced such a series of unfortunate various other branches of education, might

occurrences. He was well acquainted be obtained at any other seminary in the

with individuals, who from the character country , and which were not of para

of the college , were afraid to permit their mount importance with oriental literature .

sous to go there, lest they also should turu Instead of this , he expected to find the

out disorderly , avd become both disgrace- students displaying a considerable degree

ful to the institution, and dishonourable of proficiency in the Hindustani and

to their families. He held in his hand Persian lauguages, and acompetent know .

the letter of a father , to which he had ledge of the jurisprudence of India. This,

before alluded , in which he attributed the and the oriental tongues, were to have

destruction of his son ; “ whose ruin ," he formed the priucipal branches of educa

observed , " is to be attributed to the tion at the college. They were most im

vices he had imbibed at the college in portant to the due government of their

Hertford—which is ill legislated , and Iudian empire, and ought not to be neg

ought to be immediately abolished." He lected for matters of a comparatively tri

certainly was of opinion that his son had vial value. The last report of the college

been ruined at that college , which wasin- committee was something more favour

stituted for the advancement of learning able than those wliich preceded it. The

and morality. In another letter, the un- committee admitted that the young men

happy fathersaid, “ my son proceeded to were, in general, very lax in their studies

the East India College , praised and ad- —but they stated that oriental literature

mired by all who knew him . But, by the had been cultivated to a greater extent
system pursued at that ill- conducted es- thau in the preceding year. Such a state

tablishment , he has been ruined, and he ment as this he was pleased to see , but it

is now an outcast from society.” Al did not satisfy him - he protested against

though the conduct of that youth, ( from a disbursement of £ 35,000 a year, for the

what he had learned ) might have been in purpose of giving education to their ser

some degree improper before he joined the vants, whenoriental literature, of which

college, yet the course it had taken they ought to be as complete masters as

there, where it ought to have been cor- possible, was onlyattended to as a se

rected, wasdeplorable. He (Mr. Hume) condary object. - If they wanted educa

expected , afterhe had stated this, that the tion of a different description , they could

hon. Chairman, sitting in the high situa- get it, amongst men of all rauks, at Ox

tion he did , would himself take up the ford, or Cambridge, where, by good ex

subject, if no other person stepped for ample and a mixture with grave society,
ward for that purpose. The expense any giddy or idle propensities might be

was not now a matter of the first con- corrected or entirely removed . But here,

sideration ,-he had already stated that a number of boys were assembled toge

in the last year thegross expenseat Hailey- ther, for a specific object which it was

bury, exclusive of interest on the premis thought could not be elsewhere attained ,

ses , was £17,633 , deducting from which and that very object, it appeared , had

£ 9,934 paid by the students, it left the been very much neglected . Therefore,

sum of £ 7,699 to be defrayed by the he again appealed to the gentlemen within

Company. This, in itself, was not a the bar, that this matter ought to be taken

heavy charge. But , when it was expended into their serious consideration ; and ,

for purposes of evil , instead of benefit though the act of parliament (which he

when the object of granting instruction in thought a very absurd one, for it appeared

oriental literature appeared, up to the to be very unnecessary, that the board

last year, to have been very little attended of control shouldhave the powerof inter

to - when a kuowledge of vice, instead offering with the Company, as to the man

a proficiency in learning, seemed by con- ner in which they might think proper to

curring accounts to prevail — then, most educate their servants,) prevented them

assuredly, the smallest grant was too from getting rid of this college without

much. Instruction in oriental literature, applying to the legislature - yet, if the

which had been so much neglected before court of directors did, what he hoped

the time of Marquis Wellesley, was the they would, namely , lay before the pro

primary object ofthe institution — which prietors such a report as would justify

was also intended to impart such instruc- them in calling on parliament to remove
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the evil, it might, he was confident, be August to theChairman) wouldamply edu.
very easily done. He would not now cate all their servants in India on the

question the policy of establishing either most extensive scale and here they were

of the seminaries — but, if he were to giving £35,000 annually to three estaba

draw a comparison between the institu- lishments, not all for good purposes, but

tion at Hertford , and their military col- for a positive evil. Whilst he was on the

lege at Addiscombe, it would afforda very subject of oriental education , he could not

strong argumentfor abolishing the former help observiug, that an individual, who
and extending the latter. He had not had laboured more to promote it than any

himself been at Addiscombe, but he had man who had ever been in India, had not

heard from unquestionable authority, that received the reward he merited . Much

the conduct of the young gentlemen there of the progress now made in oriental

was a model of perfect propriety , worthy literature was owing to his exertions
of general imitation ; and he doubted not what were the circumstances of his case ?

but that, at some future day, many of he should be sorry to assert, that the
them would, aswas frequently the case court of directors had acted partially or

amongst their military servants, take the unjustly -- but gentlemen would excuse

lead in political matters ; for, when diffi- him for a few minutes, while he stated

culties arose, great abilities improved by what had been their conduct towards one

early subordination and joined to a labo- of the most accomplished oriental scho

rious application to business, would al- lars, towards one of the best and most

ways be looked for by their governments tried friends of education the Company

abroad , -- and those qualities, he under- have ever had in the service, or that this
stood , were possessed, in a very eminent country had ever seen . The court would

degree, by their military students. He at once perceive that he meant Dr. John

had, therefore, no hesitation in prognos- Borthwick Gilchrist ; for to what other

ticating, that many of the young gentle- person could this description apply ? He,

men educated at their military establish- although a surgeon on the medical estab

ment at Addiscombe would reflect credit lishment, was desirous of bringing the

on that institution , and prove of great Hindustani language, as being at once

importance to the Indian empire ; whilst, the most general and useful in India, into

melancholy to relate , those who were general use amongst the servants of the

brought up at the college at Hertford, if Company - and, for that purpose after a
the accounts related respecting it were labour of twenty years he published,

true to half their extent, would probably amongst other valuable works, a Hin

disgrace themselves there, and briug dustani grammar and dictionary, the

shame on the Company hereafter. The first of the kind that deserved the name,

interests of the public, the welfare of the which were held in universal esteem .

Coinpany, and the repose of India, called Upon which, to this moment, little has
on thecourt of directors to look narrowly been added . His acquirements were highly

into this subject. We ought not to be estimated by the marquisWellesley, who
left in doubt as to its useful or mischiev- spoke of him in the most flattering terms,

ous effects — it was a question of so much in his letter to the Chairman, dated the

consequence, that he would himself 5th of August, 1802. In paragraph 49,
submit a motion respecting it, but that the noble marquis spoke of “ the zeal,

his doingso would perhaps beconsidered ability, and diligence, of Mr. Gilchrist,
a reason for objecting to it.- (No I no ! ) as a teacher of the Hindoostannee ; and

He (Mr. Hume) felt , that any motion on of his eminent merits in forming a most

this subject, shouldcomefrom the court useful grammar and dictionary ," &c.
of directors, as the establishment of the Againin paragraph 50, the noblemarquis

college had originated with them - for, said , “ Mr. Gilchrist's laudable offer of
let them shut their eyes as they would, the aid of his services, on that occasion ,

they could not be blind to the disgraceful was not only prompt and zealous, but

scènes that had taken place ; and, unless was accompanied by circumstances highly

the gentlemen within the bar took the creditable to his liberality and public spi

state of the college into consideration, rit, to the moderation of his views of pri

unless they devised means to prevent a vate interest, and to his just sense and

repetition of such scenes -- and completely value of public fame.” In paragraph 52,

remedied and rectified the disposition to the noble marquis designated Mr. Gil

riot and misconduct which had so long christ, as “ that able and indefatigable
prevailed - he should be most anxious to scholar, " &c. This gentleman , after

see the establishment dissolved . In that twenty-two years residence in India, was

case , he should like the funds now ap- driven home by ill health brought on by

propriated to its support, to be trans- excessive study. He applied to the court

ferred to the establishment now existing of directors for assistance, as his publica
in India. Three lacks and 30,000 rupees, tions had expended part of his private

or £ 41,000 sterling, (on the estimate of fortune, which was very limited - and

themarquis of Wellesley in his letter 5thof : what was the result itwas to be found
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port it.

ju the resolution of the court of directors, investigated , and, if found deserving, no

in answer to Dr. Gilchrist's request that man in court would wore warmly sup

his past services should be taken into con

sideration and it was the most cold . Mr. Randle Jackson said, after the

blooded answer that was ever returned to allusion which his honourable friend

any individual, who had performed such had made to him, as having, eleven

eminent services as he had done. The years before, moved, in that court, the

letter of the marquis Wellesley to Mr. adoption of the resolution, in consequence,

Henry Addington , then minister of this of which the college at Hertford was

country (which , if it were possible ,.- but. founded, the proprietors would readilybe

that , he thought, could not be , -- spoke lieve, that be felt no common anxiety to

more highly of his merits than marquis obtain permission to express his senti

Wellesley had done in his dispatch to the ments on this subject. It was true that

Chairman ,) did not seem to have been at- he did assent to the abolition of the col

tended to. Compelled by indisposition lege at Calcutta ; but no man who knew

to relinquish the service in India , and him would imagine, that he did so from

with a very limited income, Dr. Gilchrist any one disparaging feeling towards the

applied to the executive body, in 1805 , Marquis Wellesley, who was the governor

begging that they would take his circum- general, and under whose auspices that

stances into consideration , and grant him establishment had been raised. On the

such an addition to his income as would contrary, during the eleven years that had

enable him to pass the remainder of his elapsed since that period, and those which

life in comfort. He had offered his ser- had passed since the administration of the

vices as a teacher in the college at Hailey- noble marquis had terminated , every re

bury and officiated for some time there, collection that had presented itself to his

but was obliged to resign , as the arrange- mind, every page he had read on the sub

ments there appeared to him to promise ject of their policy in India, convinced

bad instead of good effects, and his prog- him that the administration of the noble

uostication has been woefully fulâlled. marquis was one undeviating tissue of

The answer of the court of directors was brilliant achievements - Great as ever the

" having taken into consideration the wit of man devised , the talents of a states,

whole of Dr. Gilchrist's letter, we think man carried into execution , or the mind of

proper to grant him a pension of £150 a a genius gifted as he was, could conceive

year .” He (Mr. Hume) was not certain for the benefit of the Company and of the

if he had received even that sum, or any empire in general, (&c. & c.) If ever
thing from the Company, except the pen there was a consolidator of an empire, he

sionof his rank as a surgeon after twenty was the man . If, at a subsequent period,

two years service in India . This was all their affairs were less prosperous than they

the provision made for one gentleman , had been under his administration, it was

whose life had been devoted to improve caused by a retrocession from his plans

oriental literature , and whose services by a deviation from his policy. If there

were beyond reward - whilst an indivi- was one thing for which he applauded the

dual whowas placed on the college estab- present governor-general, theMarquis of

lishment here as principal , got apension Hastings, more than another, it was be

of 5 or £600 a year, after a very few years cause he saw in his dispatches, because he

service, though he had never done as far marked in his conduct, a recognition of

as he (Mr. Hume) could learn , any thing that policy which the Marquis Wellesley

to promote either discipline or oriental had pursued. If the Marquisof Hastings

literature for it.--Much had been said, in should stay long enough in India and pro

the early part of the day, about humanity ceeded as he had commenced, he would

and sympathy. Those feelings ought to cure the evils which had been produced

be extended to Dr. Gilchrist, who had by that fanaticism (for there was fana

been obliged, like Mr.Templer, to abridge ticism in politics as well as in religion)

those comforts which his situation de- which had attempted to throw down all

manded, in consequence of the failure of that the Marquis Wellesley had erected !

abanking concern, which had embarrassed Lord Hastings he trusted would put a

his fortune ; and yet to him who had stop to that post-haste abandonment of

done so much-to him who deserved so the Marquis Wellesley policy- the de

much from them -- they doled out this parture from which had produced nothing
scanty pittance ; but io others who could but mischief. If any conclusive reason

boastof no service whatever, they were could be adduced for wishing the Marquis

ready to grant pensions, in prospect, as of Hastings to remain longer in his situar

well as directly. Was this encourage- tion than others had done, it was, that he

ment to merit, or likely to promote the might have an opportunity of following

cause of learning ?--The hon. proprietor upthe principles of LordWellesley, and

concluded with an earnest entreaty, that, thus be enabled to leave their Indian em

before the resolution was agreed to , the pire, as that great statesman had done,

affairs of the college should be minutely without an enemy, foreign or domestico
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the French power being annihilated -- and ported the Calcutta establishment, pro

every native state either tributary or an posed that the young men should pass

ally ! This was a gloriousstate of things three years of their early life in a debili

and, he doubtednot, ifit pleased God tating climate, and surrounded by every

to spare the Marquis of Hastings, he incentive to vice ; for they all knew well,
wouldleave their lodian territcries in that that there were not wanting persons in

same situation . With this feeling, the India, who, relying on the expectancies

noble Marquis Hastings possessed his con- of young gentlemen , would lend them

fidence and demanded his applause. He money, in the hope of receiving exorbi

differed notwithstanding from the Mar- tant interest, at a future day. He, on

quis Wellesley, on the subject of the col- the contrary, was anxious that this cri

lege at Calcutta, and on the occasion of tical period of life, when the seeds of

moving his resolution in the general court vice or of virtue were always sown, should

in 1805 ; he stated the grounds of that be spent in England, where the mind and

difference of opinion, and the proprietors the body would be invigorated and im

agreed with him in the proposition he proved, instead of sending the youths to
submitted to them . He opposed the a country, where the probability was that

college at Calcutta, because Lord Welles- both would be threatened , if not destroy

ley , instead of erecting a school forthe ed . His honourable friend did him the

purpose of giving instruction in the orien- justice to admit, that, in opposing the

tal languages, created an university for Calcutta college , money was not the mo

all sorts of languages, and for every spe- tive by which he was actuated. Certain

cies of learning. Hedisliked the idea of ly it was not. His opposition was not

sending out professors in every branch of founded on the desire of effecting a paltry

literature, with immense stipends, who, saving. No—the mind was far above all

on coming back to this country , upon a questions ofmoney -- and this was a ques

few years residence,would have expected tion of mind. He stated this at the time

large pensions, by which the funds of the -and he stated farther , that he did not

Company must have been overburdened. wish to exchange one university for ano

He did not wonder that one of the most ther-that he did not want that fault to

elegant scholars of the agem - that a noble- be committed here, which he regretted

man of such talents should , in his had been committed in India. But, the

anxious desire to forward the interests of proprietors had no sooner countenanced a

learning, promote such an establishment . seminary for 80 or 90 students, than the

He conceived, however, that it would not gentlemen behind the bar ran wild. In

answer the object sought to be obtained . stead of a school they immediately created

It was too much to expect, that young an university. As if the mania of India

gentlemen would descend from the ros- had reached the directors in England,

trum ,-where they had been displaying they instantly appointed professorships of

their acquirements in philosophy, politi- all descriptions-of philosophy, of the

cal economy, jurisprudence, mathematics, ology, of humanity and philology , of civil

natural philosophy, the law of nations, jurisprudeuce, of the law of nations, of

and other high branches of human know. the political economy and financeof rhe

ledge,-to count bales and to measure torie, of mathematics , and of history.

muslins.- (Laughter.) He felt that it Instead of sending out writers qualified

was not right nor necessary to make all for the purposes of commerce, they pre

their young servants doctors and magis- pared to pervade India with an army of

trates,before theyhad gonethrough subor- young Grotiuses and Puffendorfs , -- whosc

dipate situationswith credit, and obtained qualifications were too high forthe situa
that rigid integrity, that immoveable firm- tions they were intended to fill,-whose

ness of character .which years only could mindscoald not descend to the drudgery of

supply - before they had learned, that, the counting-house, after they had been

which was most important to a great stimulated , by honours and rewards, to

commercial body, a perfect knowledge of become proficientsin every species of lite
the Company's trade.- (Hear ! Hear !) rary attainment. This was not the instin

Surely , if they wished to form a good and tution that he had contemplated , although

active merchant, they would not com- he might be charged with favouring the

mence by making him a Doctor of Laus system. Happily, however, writing re

or an expounder of philosophy . This mained when words were forgotten and

constituted one strong ground of objec- he now held in his hand, the resolutiops

tion . Another was this :-He always moved by himself in 1805 , on which the

thought that their young servants ought institution at Hertford was founded . His

to be bred in the British land, under the views would clearly appear from that do.

immediate eye of their parents and tutors, cument, which he begged leave to be

who, if they manifested any vicious pro- read :- “ Resolved , That this court doth

pensities, could at once place a salutary highly approve of an establishment in the

check on them.While those who sup- country, for the education of youth de
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signed for the Company's civil service in tions, did not remonstrate against such an

Inulia, and promises itself the happiest assumption. If any thing prevented them

cousequences, from a system which , in- from seriously noticing it , it could only be

stead of sending out writers to India at too those lighter feelings which the exhibition

tender an age to admit of fised or settled must have created . The speech of his

principles, proposes previously to perfect honourable friend went to admonish the

then , as much as possible, in classical and court that they ought to proceed to the

liberal learning, aud thoroughly to ground abolition of the college . Now, although

them in the religion, the constitution , he objected to the manner in which it was

and thelaws of their country ; so that when conducted, he did not feel prepared for its

called upon to administer their functions abolition . He said , reform the establish

abroad , they may be mindful of the high ment. Let the court of directors retrace

moral obligations under which they act , their steps , and treat the students as boys,

anu of themaximsof the British govern- instead of tilling them with ideas of manly

ment, whose character for justice, free- consequence and proud independence. He
dom , and benevolence, they will feel it would advise them to do by the young

their duty and their pride to support.” He writers as they had done by their cadets at

was quite satisfied , that such a seminary Addiscombe. He was present during the

as he then contemplated would have last examination at that establishment,

afforded the young gentlemen an educa- and , so gratifying was the scene , that it

tion perfectly suited to the situation in was hardly possible for any person to re

which they were to be placed. As many press the powerful feelings which it excit:

of them would , in time, arrive at the dig- ed . He could scarcely avoid giving way to

nity of residents and judges, he was enthusiasm of the most ardent kind ,

anxious that they should have such a libe- when he saw 60 youths, clothed in the

ral education as would enable them to dis- plainest manner , but still in costume, go

charge their functions with propriety. through their various exercises with the

Therefore, they were to be accomplished utmost correctness and propriety. He saw

in classical learning, and to be thoroughly them travel through different problems in

grounded in the eastern languages, which the mathematics, with the same ease as

must be their medium of communication an ordinary youth would repeat his

with those whom they gorerved . During French dialogues. But, what most de

these three years they would here learn lighted him was,the infinite modestyof their

those lessons of morality, which were too deportment, which rendered every thing

frequently neglected abroad ; and , when they did peculiarly interesting, and lent an

they went out to India, they would carry additional grace to their performances.

with them all those valuable precepts (Hear ! heur !) He never beheld a more in

which they had imbibed at homo- a deep teresting or a more esecllent setof youths;

respect for religion--a knowledge of the and he never saw a band of boys more

great and leading principles of English accomplished, more polite to strangers, or

law - and a determination , founded on that more obedient to their tutors. This was

knowledge, to render the constitution of not a college , it was a school. Let them ,

their country revered and admired, where- then , turn Hertford college into a school

ever it was administered. Such was his let the students be treated as at the

view , when he proposed the establishment public schools like boys, who ought to be

of a school. But what had the court of made to feel if they would not learn and

directors done ? Their first step ( and he he was convinced that subordination and

heard it with shame and astonishment) regularity would soon take the place of

was, to clothe those boys inthe costumeof disorder and idleness. In a few years after

Oxford and Cambridge ! If any one cir- the institution of the college at Hertford ,

cumstance could contribute more than he found that every thing was going wrong.

another to create those difficulties and pro- He heard that the boys were growing

duce that insubordination which his ho- wild, and, instead of being informed that

nourable friend had mentioned- it was the they were proceeding quietly with their

placing this dress on boys of 15 or 16, and studies, nothing but histories of conduct

thus nourishing sentiments of pride and the most extravagant and disgraceful reach

arrogance in their minds till they became ed his ears . So shameful were the circum

too strong to be managed, and set at de- stances related to him , that he concluded ,

fiance the commands of those who were irregularity and audacity bad been adver

placed over them . This was certainly the tised as the qualitications necessary to en

act best calculated to produce such effects. title them to appear as candidates for elec

Hewondered that the colleges of Oxford tion into the college . He thought it his

and Cambridge could suffer such a mock- duty to interpose-- and lie procured a new

ery in silence. He was surprised that some regulation to be adopted - namely, that

of those members of government who had annually there should be laid before the

once worn the academic gown, which must court an account of the number of youths

be dear to them, because it connected with in the college - their degree of proficiency

it so many of the most pleasing recollec- in different branches of learning ---reports

Asiatic Journ. No. 14 . VOL. III . Y
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of their progress in oriental literature- momentary extravagance , and has passed

together with a statement of the expenses away. You should not forget what great

of the institution . Here he must observe , and splendid characters have, in their

that the sum originally voted , did not , he early career of life, been marked by faults

believed , more than half build and furnish and even vices - who have nevertheless

the college . But he would not quarrel upon by their learning and their accomplish

that account. He would not find fault ments made ample atonement for their ju

with their magnificence. A great and so- venile errors . So , you will say, these young

vereign corporation ought to act fully up to men have done, when you see how deeply

their dignity, he therefore had not repined they are read in oriental and classical

at hearing that the directors had erected a learning — when you mark their great pro

splendid pile ; he had never seen it , but gress in the mathematics, in the study of

such was his information . It might indeed philosophy — and of every other species of

appear whimsical, but such was the fact, knowledge : when you refer to that re
that he, who, by his motion in that court , port which your standing order directs

had as far as respected the authority of the should be annually laid before you, you

proprietors, laid the corner stone of the will see how they eclipse all their prede

institution , had never seen the outside of cessors - apd delighted with the account

the edifice at Hertford . This circumstance you will exclaim , “ let us continue the

did not create any feelings of acerbity in college with all its errors , provided we

his mind , But it was at least whimsical , can send out such prodigies of learning

that the individual who moved that there and ability !" But let the court check its

should be such an institution , had not a exultation ; let it look at the very last re

card to admit him to witness the laying of ports of the progress of education at the

the first stone of the building.- (Hear ! college , and they would find but little

hear !) But , though he had not viewed the room for pride . These reports were evi

edifice, he had kept a strict eye on the con- dently drawn up with all that tenderness

duct within -- and he felt the utmost de- which usually characterized instruments

gree of shame and compunction at hearing of this kind. He did not mean to con

that the students were in the frequent demn the feelings which influenced pre

commission of every species of offence. ceptors to lean as lightly as possible on

Not only rustications had taken place, the errors of their pupils. It was a good

but expulsion after expulsion was resorted and praiseworthy principle .

to , without effect. Some of the students, “ Be to their faults a little blind ,

as stated by his honourable friend , had been “ Be to their virtues very kind,

dragged before the magistrates for outra “ And clap a padlock on the mind ; **

geous assaults , if not for something worse. it was the wise and proper medium by

Insurrections, and every kind ofdisorderand which the conduct of tutors ought to be

irregularity were continually occurring regulated .

The young lads were not principally to He would now refer to the “ mi

blame. The executive body were account- nutes of the general court held in

able for this misrule- they who had in- September, for the purpose of receiving

vested them with robes and thus turned the report of the college council, as to the

their brains with vanity and folly. Hehad result of the general examination of the

seen with what feelings of pride it filled the students.” He had , when that report

youthful breast, at the university , where, was laid before them in September last,

during the first year, thewearer of the gown professedly avoided entering into its con

would often sally forth in order to display sideration, but intimated that he should

it - and where among much older subjects call the attention of the court to it on

than the youths at Hertford, the excess of some future occasion ; and he would in

self-importance would sometimes generate form the proprietors why, when the re

licentiousness .-- It would , Mr.Jackson said , port was introduced , more had not been

have been a great consolation to him , if said on it . About the period when it

the court of directors, in their places , was deemed necessary to hrivg this ques

making an honest report to the proprietors, tion forward, five or six young men were
had been able to say :- “ It is very true, under sentence of expulsion, and their

all those offences, all those irregularities, friends were at the feet of every gentle

all those errors, which you so justly re- man who was in the habit of 'stating his

probate, and which are so highly re- sentiments in that court, beseeching them

prehensible, have taken place — but see not to stir the question at that moment ,

what has been accomplished as to as they hoped to soften and propitiate the

Icarning. See what men we are about college council towards their misguided
to send out as the ornaments and up- relatives. His hon . friend (Mr. Hume)

holders of our Indian territories . Be though completely possessed of all the

hold whát proficients they are in the ori- materials necessary to place the matter

ental languages, in philosophy, in juris fully before the court, would not, in con

prudence, in classics, in mathematics ! sequence of this application, bring it for

We admit,they have been a little turbu- ward. “ I willnot," said his hon. friend ,
lent, but that was merely the effect of “ be the means of adding ove pang to
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those you already feel ; ' till the business learning. The next paragraph of the re

is settled and decided , I will not say a port was as follows:- " the examination

word about it.” He had scrupulously kept lists annexed to these minutes were then

his promise -- but the time was now come, laid before the committee, and that of the

when it was necessary that every circum- students who have obtained medals, prizes,

stance connected with the subject should and other honourable distinctions, was

be stated . What then said the report of read to them by the principal, who re

Dec. 1815 ? “ the Chairman stated, he marked that, notwithstanding the late un

found that the determination of the court, fortunate proceedings, the great body of

on the application of thestudents, was to dis- the students had remained orderly- (or

pense with the test in favour of those who derly ! exclaimedMr.Jackson , the lads at

had failed in passing the orirntul test." the charter.house would have been flogged

This, observed Mr. Jackson , was a college to death for the flagitious conduct indulged

instituted for the express purpose of at- in at Hertford college !) — " and the litera

taining perfection in the oriental lan- ture of the college did not appear to have

guages - it was to render unnecessary the sustained any material injury .” This

establishments at Calcutta and Madras, in was pretty consolation indeed !-Well, six

order that , through it , the eastern tongues months of reflection having been given to

should be studied at home--and here, at the young gentlemen , he now came to the

at the very outset of the report there ap- last examination, which took place in May ,

peared to be a failure in the primary ob- 1816 : 4 " Minutes of the committee of

ject for the attainment of which it was in- college , held on the 30th of May 1816 , for

stituted . The report proceeded thus- the purpose of receiving the report of the

“ the determination of the court, on the college council, as to the result of the ge

recommendation of the oriental professors neral examination of the students. The

and visitor , had not been communicated council had consequently laid before the

to the college council, The number of stu- committeeof college a report, which was

dents who had failed , and who conse- read in general court , containing a view of

quently applied to the court to dispense the literature of the college in the term

with the oriental test , was only five, and then on the point of expiration. By this

the court's determination wasto comply report it appeared, that the Asiatic lan
with their application. The Chairman re- guages had seldom been cultivated with

marked , however, to them , that the court greater zeal and success than by a consi

had complied with the recommendation of derable proportion of the senior students ;

the said professors and visitor , to dispense that the condition of the European lite

with the test , in favour of those students, rature was not quite so favourable, the

but that he should take care the minute importance of the classical and mathe

was so worded , as not to give any encou- matical branches not appearing to be so

ragement to future remissness - it being highly appreciated by the generality of the

impossible that the like indulgence could students , as it had been in some former

be again granted .” Thus the pro- periods." This was a pretty specimen of

prietors were paying £ 20,000 a year, subordination and docility. It was here

for the support of this college, includ- admitted that the students were the mas

ing interest on the money expended ters. They were to select the branches

in building, &c. in the expectation that it of literature , which it was proper to study

would supersede all other establishments - they , not their tutors, were to appre

of a similar nature , and what was the re- ciate the value of different kinds of learn

sult ? the young men were unable to get ing ; and, when a young gentleman found

over this miserable test known to be a set the study of Greek and Latin to be a bore,

law—they applied to the court of direc- he had only to put on his cap and gown ,

tors for indulgence, who immediately fur- and stroll into Hertford in search of so

nished them with certificates of ignorance ciety.- (Laughter .) — In his time, when

-and sent them out to India .-- (Laugh- the youth walked about in this manner,

ter.) --But it might be said , “ the orien- they were accustomed to call it lounging ,

tal languages are,weknow, difficult of pro- and many of them thought it much better

nunciation, and the characters are a little than learning — but, one timeor other they

cramp, so that a young man cannot imme- were undeceived . “ But," continued the

diately familiarise his tongue to the one, report, “ the council were willing to hope,

nor his opties to the other. Well, well, that that state of feeling" (out of which ,

let us overlook this test in the eastern lan- said Mr. Jackson ,) the students ought to

guages, which seem so very hard. Doubt- have been whipped ) " would not become

less the young men are deeply skilled in permanent in the college , or prevail to
the dead languages, and one would not such a degree as to defeat those wise and

be too severe on such accomplished clas- liberal views which embraced a sound Ex

sies." He would , by and by, state to the ropean education , as one of the most es

court their proficiency in classical and ma- sential objects of the institution ; that

thematical knowledge, which appeared to the class last admitted had not shewnany

equal that, displayed by themin oriental disposition to withdraw themselves" (they
Y 2
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might, then , he supposed, withdraw literury application were veryrare ! (Hear !
themselves if they pleased ! ) « from that Hear !) Let the proprietors then , when .

class of study ; that, with few EXCEP- things were so situated , throw themselves

TIONS , there had been throughout the at the feet of government, and ask for the

college a PRETTY GENERAL disposition to necessary powers--not to abolish the in

pursue, to a CERTAIN EXTENT, some stitution , (God forbid that any establish

branch of knowledge or other.” Indeed, ment, where learning might be advanced ,

remarked Mr. Jackson , the young gentle should be abolisheri )-but to reform and

men appear determined not to kill them- regulate it ! Let them beseech the legis

selves prematurely, by too severe an ap- lature, for the sake of their children , for

plication to study - they felt, it seemed , the honour of their country , for the secu

a pretty general disposition to pursue- rity and advantage of our Indiau empire,

some branch of knowledge or other.” to interfere, and correct acknowledged
They had made up their miuds, with a few abuse in this establishment ! Let it be re

exceptions , not to pass their time in a duced to its proper designatiou , a school

'state of entire and complete idleness.- for higher boys. Let that mummery ,
( Laughter. ) " And," continued the which had created so much evil, be strip

report, “ the instances had been very rare ped from their backs ! for it was mum

of an abandonment of all literary applicu- mery when assumed by an institution,

tion !” Now, was it possible, on reading which possessed no endowment, which

such a statement as this , for any man to could confer no degrees ! That robe ,

preserve his gravity ? Aud yet there were when regularly worn , in its proper place ,

very grave considerations connected with designated the rank and literary station of

this report. It was a grave consideration, the wearer . At Hertford , it only inspired

that this establisment , which costs £ 20,000 the young men with ideas of privileged

per ann . did uot answer the end proposed. independence, and had greatly contribut

It was a matter of very graveconsideration , ed to those disasters and irregularities

that the manner in which the college had which were ihe general subject of com

been conducted , was so repugnant to every plaint. It was, however, always wise and

principle of order and morality, as to pre- proper to retrace our steps , when they

vent individuals from sending their sons appeared to be manifestly wrong. Go

there . He knew a gentleman , who, from vernments, like individuals, were subject

his situation in life , could procure a to error. To acknowledge it , was not dis

writership whenever he pleased ; but he graceful in either case . The college was

rejected the gift , “ because,” observed intended for the best of purposes - it was

be, “ I cannot trust the morals of my meant, nobly and honourably — but it had

son amidst the jrregularities that have not fulfilled the expectations that were

notoriously existed at the East ludia Col- formed of it . Instead of a blessing it had

lege.” He had therefore given him an- become a misfortune and a bane. It gare

other destination in life, which cost him us vice , when we asked for learning !

a very considerable premium , because he licentiousness when we looked for good
did not dare to send him to Hertford . order and propriety ! -idleness and dis

That part of the report which stated , order , when we expected docility and

« that the instances had been very rare of subordination ! Still , he would say, an

an abandonment of all literary applica- nihilate it not, but reform it , and it

tion !" demanded peculiar notice . So, would ultimately answer its own purposes

after eleven years experience, the utmost and those of the Company ! - ( Hear !)

they could say for this college, on which His hon.friend seemed to allude to a passage

nearly three or four hundred thousand in the speech delivered by a noble baron,

pounds had been expended , was to be the chancellorofoneoftheuniversities, and

found in this report! The proprietors a genuine friend of learning. He (Mr. J.)

were now to congratulate themselves , be- conceived that he had embodied some of

cause the last report was so animated, so the noble lord's sentiments in the obser

consolatory and cheering, as to inform vations which he had made. His lord

them , that the young gentlemen were de- ship said , the youth that are designed

termined to act better than they had done forIndia,instead of being isolated , ought

that though some of them did rot ap- to be placed in a situatiou where their

preciate the mathematics very highly , and first lesson would be to value , as it ought

others thought classical learning of no to be valued , the honest independence of

great importance, yet they would apply British feeling—to venerate the constitu

themselves to something or other ; and tion of their country — and 10 revere its re

that out of all this band of students ligion ; for those who loved and respected

scarcely any one young gentleman could them would always abhor tyranny and

be named, who would not cultivate to a oppression ; and where could they learn

certain extent some branch of learning those moral and political lessons so well

and , finally ,they , the proprietors, the pay- as in a due mixture of society in this

masters of the institution, were told ,that country ? He himself used the same sen,

instances of an utter abandonment ofall timents eleven years ago and he hoped
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then , as he thought now, that those prin- (A laugh !) What would the world think

ciples might be cultivated at Hertford . of a college, sanctioned by the East India

But , when those who ought to have main- Company, in which two staircases were

tained their power over the institution, pulled down, and oneofthe Professors was

suffered their authority to be wrested from tired at through his window ? The stair

them , eren for a moment when due sub- cases were now so formed that only six

mission to college laws was derided , and conspirators could stand on each , instead

proper subordination to those who ad- of twelve. This was done to prevent theme

ministered them ceased to be observed , it from mustering in too much force . The
could vot be expected that the establish- building was a very simple one, without

ment should succeed ; and those who als any unnecessary ornament about it , and

lowed such a state of things, ceased to be it should have taught the young men sim

the friends, and became the worst ene- plicity of manners. Gentlemen of liberal

mies of those young gentlemen. If any education, and who had been taught how

proprietor, after reading the report, could to conduct themselves with mocłesty and

doubt of the insubordination and general propriety, were alone fit to be sent out ta

laxity of management that had existed , it India ; and, if they sevt young men from

would astonish him not a little - and, if this college, who had not a just sense of

the fact were admitted, he should be still subordination , to their Indian territories,

more surprised , if any gentleman should they would probably create as much'con

imagine that reform and regulation were fusion there, as they had done at Hertford .

unnecessary . What he had addressed to He understood, that, over every six young

the court, was dictated by the most dis- men in thc college, a captain was placed :

interested views for the welfare of the he was accountable for their conduct,

young gentlemen. He was not a father him- and was a sort of bail for their good be

self, though much identified with young haviour. Undoubtedly this was one re

people , and his sentiments towards them gulation , that a young man of sober ha

partook of the solicitude of a parent. He bits and modest demeanour should live

felt, that when he gave them morals , he on each staircase, and be accountable for

bestowed on them more than the wealth the rest of the students in that part of the

of worlds could purchase ; and, when he building. One would suppose, when he

gave them education , that he placed them stated this , that he was speaking of New

on a level with the most elevated charac- gate, or of some other prison for felons,

ters . No man was more exalted in this and not of a college. Now what was all

country than the man of education - no this owing to ? It was owing to the cosa

man was more honoured or esteemed tume in which the students had beer

than the man of moral worth.- (Loud clothed , to which the learned gentleman

applause.) had very justly referred , as filling them

Mr. Lowndes, having the advantage of with over -weening pride and arrogance !

the learned gentleman, who declared that The moment they were placed in their
he had not seen Hertford college, was caps and gowns, they conceived themselves

anxious to address the court . After to be an order of beings raised far above

hearing so brilliant a speech , and so very the level of other men ! It was the re

much to the purpose , little remained for fraining from such fopperies that made the

him to say ; he had , however, lately vi- college of cadets conduct themselves with

sited the college at Hertford , and he such signal propriety — it was giving way to

could assure the proprietors that every them , that caused the writers to act so in

thing the two preceding speakers had correctly. They considered that they were

said , was strictly true. He had heard the relations of directors , and that those

the same account at the college : - And, who had placed them in the college would

when he was told of the misconduct of protect them in everything they did.

the young men , he felt ashamed , lest Therefore, they were determined to act

he should be known as a proprietor of just as they pleased. At Eton , Winches

East India stock , and that the people ter, and other great schools, none of the

should hoot at him , as he went along, as young men gave themselves such intoler

one of those who supported such a profili- able airs. The reason was, because edu
gate establishment.- ( A laugh .) He cation was there looked upon as every

spoke with great sincerity on this subject, thing - and, if one young man appeared to
for what must he feel who was conscious be more learned than another, he was held

that he had contributed to uphold an in estimation accordingly. That was the

institution, whichwas the terror of the only distinction which prevailed. Now , if
neighbourhood ? When he looked to the the writers were, in many instances, the

conduct of the rioters, who had lately relations of men high in power in India,

alarmed the inhabitantsof this great city, they ought not, therefore, to give them

and compared it with the proceedingsof selves airs, since it was an adventitious

these youngmen,itappearedlike a far- circumstance, from which they could claim
thing rushlight placed in competition no merit. From what he had heard , he

with a candle of four to thepound.- thought it would be better, if, instead of
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permitting Mr. Templer to return to India, done at Hertford college, and there would

they would send him to Hertford college, be a second edition of the unfortunate bu
as professor of honesty , a few lectures on siness at Madras. Let the court consider

which obsolete quality would be very the example their servants ought to set,

useful there , and do quite as much good and take along with it the character those

as those delivered on jurisprudence.- young men would bring out with them,

( Laughter .) The reason he advised this and it was not difficult to foretell the issue.

was, because the students ran in debt with The letter which his hon. friend (Mr,
all the people in the neighbourhood, with- Hume) had read, affected him very deeply.
out any prospect of paying them . Their It was impossible to hear a father com

character had become so notorious , that plaining that his son's morals had been de

no person would trust them for a pint of stroyed — that he was lost to him and to

wine - the money was obliged to be put society, in consequence of his connection
down , before they would be served.- with the East India college - and not

(Laughier .) He mentioned this circum- be visited by painful reflections. Such

stance to one of the professors. What a letter harrowed up every feeling of

did he say ? He stated, that a bit of a the soul . What must be the sensations

fracas had taken place a few weeks be- of the father when he wrote thus of

fore - for the students, it appeared , instead a son, whose faults he would naturally

of paying their washerwoman had Aung mention with more delicacy than those of
missiles at her. He observed , that this an alien to his blood ? Yet look at the

was very extraordinary conduct in young picture he had drawn -- could it be more
men of fifteen or sixteen ; but the pro- highly coloured ? Could they have a stronger

fessor expressed a hope, that they would, proofof the immorality of the college than

in future , behave better than they had was to be found in the letter, in which a

done. One distinguishing feature between father detailed the destruction of his son ?

their college at Hertford and those of Win- What he wondered at was, the little pro

chester, Eton , and Westminster, was , that gress that had been made in the reformation

the youths in the latter great establish- of the establishment. That letter, if he un

ments aited up to the point of true ho- derstood correctly, was written two years

nour. They paid their debts, and behaved ago ; but long since that period disorder

themselves with strict decorum to all who and irregularity continued to prevail. He

approached them It was, therefore, but had been at Oxford, where no man could

just to infer, that their minds were better be educated under £ 300 a year. Now
regulated , and their habits more calculated those young men at Hertford received as

to procure esteem and respect, than those good an education for £ 100 a year, as cost

of the young men at the East India College. an Oxford man £ 300 ; and this considera

Indeed, from the supercilious conduct of tion, if there were no other, ought to fill

the latter, it might be supposed that they them with feelings of gratitude, and teach

had got into their heads the story of the them to prize very highly the benefits that

lady of quality, who described persons of were bestowed on them , instead of acting

rank as nature's china , and looked with in a way which proved they were unworthy

contempt on the rest of mankind as her of such blessings. They lived in a state of

common crockery.- (Luughter.) Now, the greatest luxury. When he visited
if those young gentlemen could be taught Hertford , he saw fourteen geese on the

that they were common crockery , it would table, and he imagined he beheld so many

be doing them a great deal of service. proprietors of East India stock.- (Laugh .

(Laughter .) He could not help thinking, ter.) It was a long time supposed that

that those youths lay in bed in college, the soldiers of Great Britain were not so

and ruminated on the probability of their brave as her sailors ; but that fallacy was
one day being very great men in India ; now exploded—they were found to be

and , perhaps, such waking dreams had cousins german - made of the same stuff

filled them with those high notions of im- formed ofprecisely the same stout materi.

portance, which had produced disorder als. The young men at Westminster, at
and insubordination.- (Cries of question !) Eton, &c . were, in like manner, composed

The hon . proprietor was sorry to find, of the same elements as those who were
that, when a subject of this nature was placed at Hertford College. Whence, then ,

touched on in an impressive manner- arose the difference in their conduct ? It

(much laughter ) —there generally were was evidently produced by the difference of

marks of impatience and disapprobation. education. At Hertford, a school had been

He had stated his authority for what he turned into an university, and the lads
had advanced . The court had heard what were sent there with gowns and caps, like

his hon , friends had said- and he com- grown - up gentlemen , their parents not

pletely agreed with them , that, unless the knowing what to do with them for the

court of directorsreformed the college, the threeyears which preceded their embarka

college would reform them ! For, if they tion for India.-(Cries of “ Question. " )

sent those wild young men out to India, The hon. proprietor trusted, as this was a

they would do the same there as they had question of importance, and concerned the
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characterof their servants , that the court lately threw the city into confusion. The

would suffer him to proceed. He was in- latter were ignorant, and might have been

formed that, at Hertford , a person was ap- led by designing men into the commission

pointed who acted as an espion , or spy, of crime ; but the former were persons to

between the masters and the boys. This, whom all the advantages of a good educa

he understood , was absolutely necessary. tion were afforded , and whose abuse of

The only way in which the spirit of insub- those advantages was inexcusable.-- (Loud

ordination could be kept down, was by cries of “ Question .” ) The hon . proprie

appointing an individualwho would state tor again adverted to the necessity of in.

to the professors any germ of discontent stilling principles of morality into the

that might appear in the minds of the mindsof their youthfulservants — and con

young men . This formed another, and a cluded with quoting Pope's well-known

very distinguishing feature ofthat college ; lines, (which he hopedwould be placed

for in no other seminary in England was a in large characters of gold in some conspi.

person employed to perform the duties of cuous part of the college ,)-

a spy between the professors and the stu
“ A wit's a feather, and a chief's a rod,

dents. Did not this most decisively shew
" An honest man's the noblest work

the necessity of reform ? He would not
ofGod.”

say that the professors did not do their

duty ; but he would assert, that the me
The Chairman.- “ J found it necessary

chanism of the college was defective, and , to place a check upon my mind , lest the

if they did not give it a different form , thé eloquence of the learned gentleman, who

machine would stop. Let the gown and recently addressed the court, should run

cap be immediatelytaken from the young away with me, as it appears to have done

men. The cap of liberty, or rather of li
with himself. The discussion which has

centiousness, ought to be immediately re
been entered into by the three last speakers

moved from the college. The students, would have been applicable, if a motion on

when they put it on, acted as if it were the the state of the college had been before the

bonnet rouge, and thought while they court . But, in my opinion, what has

wore it , they were privileged to do any thing passed embraced a great deal of matter

they pleased. What wasGreat Britain, in quite irrelevant to the motion I had the

extent or population, compared with the honour to propose. That motion merely

countries iheseyoung menwould be sent to goes to this proposition-" That it is the

govern ? They would beplaced inhigh situa- opinion of the court of directo.s, establish

tions in India ; and, as they were to be so ele- ed as this college is , that there should be

vâted ,it wouldbe the salvation ofoureastern an additional professor.” Such a propo

territories , if they were taught justice and sition cannot be rendered effectual without

forbearance , and moderation, before they the concurrence of this court, and that is

were sent out . They ought to learn the now applied for . All the matters intro

difficult task of governing themselves, be- duced in the eloquent and long speeches of

fore they attempted to govern others. It the gentlemen who preceded me, do not

was of far more importance that they bear on this question. They have all gone

should know how to administer the Com- to the general subject of the college , which

pany's affairs wisely and honestly, than is not before the court. When it is brought

that they should bedeeply skilled in the
under our consideration, many things may

Oriental languages, and Latin and Greek, be advanced in reply to what has fallen

though he by no means undervalued those from the hon . proprietors--many circum

studies. Let them be taught honesty ;- stances may be stated in justification of

let them learn to respect persons beneath the college. It is a new establishment,

them ;-let them no longer imbibe the and various difficultieswere to be contend

idea that , because individuals were worse ed against. Those difficulties were met

dressed than themselves, they had a right as well as they possibly could have been ;

to domineerover them. Those headstrong and if two or three instances have been

youths acted , at present, as if the country pointed out of persons who have acted im

all around was inhabited by a sort of si- properly, it should be recollected, that

berian peasantry , and that they held them there were those (and it does not appear

in a state of vassalage. Henever heard quite candid not to have noticed them )

such a character as they bore ; and, if the who had done themselves, and the college

proper authorities did not speedily reform the highest credit . It is the decided

the college, the thing would become in- opinion of the court of directors that an

curable . If they sent men to India with additional professor is necessary ; and,

such outlaw principles —with such an utter as no other motion has been made, Í

want of honourable character , the neces- think it would be proper to assent to the

sary consequence would be, that, in less resolution of the executive body.”

than twenty years , they would have Mr. Hume said , as he had originally

the peninsula in a complete state of riot called the attention of the court to this

and confusion. Their conduct was worse subject, he should now state his reason

than that of the misguided individuals who for not moving any resolution. In the

3
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course of his speech he distinctly observe stood . What he meant to say was, that,

ed, that he would abstain from such a without examination and subsequent re

proceerling, because lie felt that any reso- form , the college ought not to be suffered

lution relative to the college ought to to exist . He did not express ap opinion

come from the other side of the bar. He
unfavourable to education, though he had

did not act thus from liarbouring an idea stated bis anxiety for the promotion of

that no motion should be made, but be- virtue and good conduct. He was the firm

cause he entrusted that duty, in confi- advocate of education . To education he

dence, to the executive body. His only owed every thing he possessed. He started

auxiety was, that an inquiry should take in life almost without a friend , and indus

place. If it were decided that the col- try and education were the weapons with

lege ought to be carried on , then , un- which he had to carve his way. Since the

doubtedly, no person could oppose the ap- encouragement of education had become a

pointment of the necessary professors; prominent feature in the domestic politics

but he called on the court of directors not of this country, he had shewn himself a

to press the resolution now proposed , strenuous friend to the system , and had

lest, at a future time, this establishment become connected with many institutions

might be considered unfit to be continued . whose object was the general diffusion of

He trusted they would see the propriety knowledge. He did not oppose the East

of postponing this resolution , until they India College, as a seat of education , but

had taken into the fullest consideration , as a sink of immorality and vice, of dis

the whole of the affairs of the college, order and irregularity. Remove these

They might then come forward with such grounds of complaint, and with them his

a plan ofreform as appeared proper - for, objections would also be removed. He

it was most evident that some reform was hoped, therefore, this subject ( it was not

necessary. He should be most happy to a light one) would be taken up in the pro

support the establishment, if it were made per quarter. He would detain the court

to produce good, instead of mischief and only while he read a short extract from

ruin , to those whom the Company meant the letter to which he had before alluded .

to serve . He had not moved any resolu- The unhappy parent said , - " This world

tion , because he should be sorry that the seems a void to me. I have lost the ob

court should stultify itself by proceeding ject , for whom I nourished the most ten

to decide, before they had examined. He der affection , during nineteen years-who,

would venture to say, boldly and openly, I fondly hoped, would have distinguished

that no answer could be given to the state- himself by his talents and done credit to

ments relative to the college, which had his family and friends by a display of pure

that day been laid before the court . The integrity , and by the exertions of a mind

hon , chairman had observed, that many which I had endeavoured to fashion to the

things could he advanced in opposition to highest sense of honour.” This was the

those statements. He, however, would statement of a parent, who was stretched

assert, that they were facts which could upon a sick bed . With such facts as these

not be shaken . They were as open as beforethem - facts that could not be con

the noon day - clear andperceptible to all troverted — he thought, in justice to them ,

who were not wilfully blind . He, there- selves and to the Company, they ought not

fore, did hope , that, instead of agreeing to add to the difficulties which surrounded

to a resolution, by which an additional them by a new appointment. It ought to

expence would be created by the appoint- be postponed , until the entire affairs of the

ment of another professor, a pause would college had been taken into consideration ;;

be allowed for the purpose ofinvestigation . when such reform might be brought for-'

If alteration be necessary , if reform be ward as the necessity of the case appeared

called for, it ought to be proceeded in to demand . He did , therefore, hope and

without loss of time — and, unless ex- entreat, that the court of directors would

amination took place, how could they de- not press the motion until a proper inves

vise the proper remedy for any evil or ir- tigation had been completed .

regularity ? Surely , after what had been The Chairman.- " I do not know who

said, the executive body were called upon the gentleman may be, whose letter the hon .

to look into the state of the establishment. proprietor has quoted . But, whenhe laid

He considered the facts stated , to be per- all the blame of his son's misconduct on

fectly true, and he would maintain them . the college, was it perfectly clear to him

If, in the face of these facts, the court of that the young man would not have dis

directors pressed this resolution , his con- graced himself had he been placed else

fidence in them , with respect to the col- where ? - (Hear !) As we, behind the bar

lege, would be completely withdrawn, consider the business, (though it is certain

The executive body would, in that case , ly subject to the approbation ofthe court of

be increasing, instead of diminishing the proprietors) it is indispensably necessary

pvils which all honestmen must deplore. that another professor should immediately

In what he had previously offered to the be appointed, leaving the question ofthe

court,he appeared to have been misundere abolition of the college forconsideration
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EMBASSY TO CHINA.

at a future period. I shall therefore pro- ' collected the nature of the Nepal cam
pose “ that this court approve of the reso- paign , and compared it with that of 1804-5

lution of the court of directors.” (fought partiy under the duke of Welling

The resolution was then carried in the ton, and condueted entirely under the ad - 1

afirmative. ministration of the marquis Wellesley)

The Chairman. " It is necessary , be- not to perceive , that, if the Company con

fore this resolution can have the effect of ferred honours on those concerned in the

a law , that it be confirmed by another former war, and passed over, unnoticed ,

general court ; and , as we have fixed the those whowere engaged in the latter, to

8th ofJanuary for a ballot, in the case of wards the individuals thus neglected, tliey

Mr. Templer, it may be as well to convene would act unjustly ! He knew no man

a court on that day .” who was less likely to be offended with

what he was about to say , than the mar

quis of Hastings; for he was sure, if there

The Chairman.- " I have to mention was one man in the king's dominions

to the court, that we have heard , within slower than another to institute a com

these two or three days, of the arrival of parison between the Nepalese and Mah

lord Amherst at Macao . The informa- ratta wars,-between the campaigns of

tion received on this subject,not only with 1814-15 , and 1804-5 ,—the noble marquis

reference to the safety of his lordship and was that man ; and he was not the friend

those with him , but with respect to the of the noble marquis, nor of the Nepal

object of his mission, is very satisfactory.” army, who would touch on the two cam
paigns in the way of comparison. In the

HONORARY MEDALS.

course of the Nepal war , he was ready to

Mr. R. Jackson said , as the orders of allow, instances of individual valour- in

the day were now gone through, he rose to stances of heroic bravery - instances in

give formal notice of his intention to make
which great military genius appeared

a motion , if circumstances rendered it ne were frequently to be met with . But in the

cessary , relative to the honours proposed contest of 1804-5 the exertion was still

to be conferred on the army lately engaged greater ,—and, if they overlooked the milis

in the Nepal war . From the papers laid tary skill and the military prowess then

before the last court, and which were this displayed, would they not be ruining the

day read, it appeared that it wasintended , great purpose which they contemplated in

with the sanction of the Prince Regent, to granting marks of applause and approba

grant medals and badges of honour to the tion . If they were extravagant in their

Nepal army, with a view to reward their praise of the Nepal army, while they

valourous achievements, and that similar totally passed by the troopswho had been

distinctions were in future to be conferred concerned in the Mahratta war, to the

on their troops, in order to encourage latter the world would declare they had

deeds of gallantry and military daring. No acted with injustice. Could they forget

man could be more happy than himself in that the campaign of 1814-15 , though

giving every degree of encouragement to successfully terminated , was a mountain

their army. Those who viewed his con war, a war of skirmishes ? Could they

duct, for a long series of years , must have cease to remember that the contest of

perceived , that military gallantry -- that 1804-5 was distinguished by a series of

military merit of every species - always severely-fought pitched battles ? - (Hear !) .

found in him an ardent admirer and a In that war four pitched battles were

strenuous advocate. He felt more than fought, between five and six hundred

ordinarily solicitous that the army should pieces of cannon were taken in the field ,

be properly rewarded , because he knew nine fortified towns were captured, se- ;

that their Indian empire, more than any venty stands of colours fell into our hands,

other , depended on the faith and affection and , as to treasure , baggage, and ammu

of their military force. The indiscrimi- nition, the quantity taken was almost be

nate grant of rewards must, however, yond enumeration .-- (Hear !)
A cam

weaken their value; and, though he did paign so splendid in itselfhardly admitted
not mean to object to thecourse proposed of any additional glory, but it could not
to be pursued towards those who had been be forgotten that the names ofWELLESLEY.

engaged in the Nepalese war, still there and ofWELLINGTONwere closely connected

were persons who thought, that, instead of with it ! In the course of four months,

granting these honours generally ,as in the fifty thousand men , equipped and disci
case of the heroes of Waterloo , the object plined in the best manner, were brought :

would be moredecidedly attained , if they into the field . They were acting simul
sought out individual instances of merit, taneously, in every part of India. So wett

and marked them as worthy of particular arranged was the plan (the history of
honour. His reason, however , for rising the period would scarcely be credited in

was this -- to prevent the Company, if pos- after times) that, on the same day, on the

sible, from seeming to act with partiality. extreme opposite sides of India,two desme
It was impossible for any man , who re- perate battles were fought, and in each ,

Asiatic Journal. No. 14.
VOL. III . Z
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" our

instance, the British arms were crowned who conquered at Assye, or who shed.

with success . Were he to allude only to their blood at Delhi , or at Allyghur.

the battle of Assye, it would stamp the From that chair , the whole of the pro

campaign with a character of never -fading ceedings in the Mahrattą war had been

glory. But, beside that great action , described as glorious — from that chair,

there were also the battles of Delhi , of when an Ochterlony was rewarded , it was

Agra, and of Allyghur. The last men- stated , with sorrow, that other officers.

tioned victory placed them in possession had failed, in the course of the contest
of the key of the Mahratta dominions, with Nepal. Let the court, therefore,

and enabled them to penetrate into the take care, that they wer not too indiscri.

heart of the enemy's territory. At Assye, mivate in conferring honours. Let it not

the disparity of numbers was fearful. be said here , or elsewhere, that they acted

There, five thousand of the Company's from the impulse of the moment, and not

troops were opposed to a native army of from judgment and consideration . Let it

forty thousand men , led by chiefs of ap- pot be reported , that they compared a

proved courage and experience. There mere froutier war with a contest which

we conquered , though the victory cost us terminated in the complete consolidation

dear. One half of our countrymen were of an empire ! His notice 'now was , that ,

teft dead or wounded on the field of bat- should the Prince Regent signiíy his ap
tle ! - (Hear ! heur !) He said , probation of granting medals to the Ne

countrymen ” —because, though a part of palarmy, he would, on some future day ,
the force opposed to the enemy, were na- call the attention of those proprietors,

tives of India, he should ever consider , as who had , more than once, expressed their

worthy of the appellation of countrymen , high -sense of the events of the campaign

those who fought and fell in the defence against the Mahrattas, to the necessity of

of the British interest.-- (Hear, hear !) bestowing on the brave soldiers who bad

Great, undoubtedly, was the loss sus- been engaged in that contest, a proper
tained on this occasion ; but still the vic- mark of gratitude and admiration. That

tory was most brilliant : out of one hun- campaign was, in his opinion, splendid

dred pieces of cannou which the enemy beyond all that had ever occurred in

brought into the field , we took pinety- India-beyond all , perhaps, that the Euro

eight ; and the standards, magazines, and pean world could boast ! For, though

treasures which fell into our hands, were Alexander and Bonaparte might have

without end ! - (Hear, hear !) And though achieved as many conquests in the same

the enemy appeared, at first, to make a time , still , it must be admitted , that the
regular retreat, yet their discomfiture soon names of those warriors occasioned the

terminated in a complete rout. The effect surrender of as many places as were cap

of this battle was the cousolidation of the tured by their arins, whilst, in this in

Indian empire-it struck terror into the stance, every thing was gained by hard

hearts of the native powers- and, but for fighting,
the exertions made on that memorable

“ When Greek met Greek , then was
occasion , perhaps they would not have

been that day sitting and deliberating in
the tug of war."

the court. If, therefore , one gallant man Every battle was fought even to extremity

existed, who had fought at Assye , at
and the success which crowned our

Agra, or at Allyghur, that man should be arms, was attended with consequences
sought out and rewarded ! If he were uot the most important. A frontier had been

honoured , while those who had taken created - agreat accession of territory was

part in the late contest,were distiuguished gained and that power which had been
and rewarded, his feelings would be se- our constant and inveterate enemy, was

verely wounded . Could such a man , aunihilated ! Yes, the enemy's power

when he walked out, and met one of the was annihilated, while we consolidated

Nepal army, wearing the badge of va- our own ! All he asked was, that justice

lour, forbear placing his hand on his un- should be done to those who were instru

covered breast , and , recollecting his an- mental in achieving such glories . He

cient services, exclaiming, “ is this just ?" did not mean to impugn the generosity of

Let the Companygive nó man an oppor- the gentlemen behind the bar, in coming

tunity of saying that they acted partially to the determination of rewarding the

and unjustly. He did not find fault with Nepal army - but be called on them to

the determination to honour and reward extend the principle. He was very sure

the Nepal army. But he called on the that he saw some amongst them, at that

court not to let their feelings be so much moment , who had borne a part in the

excited by a recent event, as to render great battles he had attempted faintly to

them insensible to the great achievements describe, and who would be amongst the

to which he now called their attention . first to bear on their breasts the proud

If a badge of distinction were justly due memorial of services rendered at Assye ,

to the Nepal army, it could not be im- at Delhi, or at Allyghur. Let it not,

properly placed on the breasts of those therefore, be supposed that be doubted
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their generosity . But, as the resolution Hart came forward with his defence.

of the court of directors was partial and However awful the charge was, and though

prospective, he was anxious to put in his made in the most direct manner , and in

bumble claim that it should be made re- the plainest terms, he entreated , from the

trospective. proprietors and the public , to pausebefore

The Chairman observed, that, after they condemn an absent person - to for

what he had said in the early part of the hear forming an opinion , until the accu

day, the notice of the learned gentleman sed was able to come forward with his
did not appear to be necessary. The pro- defence.

ceeding in question was in an unfinished Mr. Lowndes observed , that, as they

state - and it would be found, in the event were about to confer medals on the arıny,

of its completion , that the court of direc- he conceived it would be a very good plan

tors had not been insensible to the merits if similar distinctions were bestowed

of their officers, in all situations, and un amongst the young men at Hertford Col

der all circumstances. lege . If an order of merit were institut

MAJOR HART'S CASE.
ed there it would have an excellent effect.

-- (Cries of “ adjourn." ) He did not

Mr. R. Jackson said , it was well known think it was decent, after what they had

thatcertain proprietors had pledged them- heard, to cut a proprietor short when he

selves to bring forward a question of great was proposing a plan which would, prima

importauce, for the consideration of the facie, prove an alleviation of those out

proprietors, namely, the recent transac- rages that had been complained of. The

tion between the Company and the Board extravagant conduct of the young meni

ofControul. Since that notice was given , would subside , if they were informed that

a gallant general (Macaulay) had sent i their writerships depended on the proprie

letter to Lord Harris, on the subject of the ty of their demeanour while in college.

claim of Major Hart, which claim had

occasioned the difference between the Com
The courtwasthen adjourned to the 8th

of January
pany and the Board of Controul ; and

Major Hart had , in consequence, also ad

dressed a letter to Lord Harris. Perhaps,

in justice to the parties , both these letters
East India- House, January 8, 1817. .

should be printed . He understood, that A special general court of proprietors of
the gallant general had sent a secoud let Fast - India stock was this day held at the

ter to the same quarter, in which, in very Company's house in Leadenhall-Street,

distinct and manly terms, he charged Ma- for the purpose of submitting, to the pro

jor Hart with peculation , and with con- prietors for their confirmation, the reso

verting the property of the Company to ition of the last general court, approv .

his own private use . He agreed that un- ing of the resolution of the court of direc

Tess Major Hart answered this statement, tors, of the 30th of October, 1816, for ap

he was not worthy of being supported. pointing another European to assist in the

But he was sure he would have the cor
oriental department of the East -India Cole

dial assent of the gallant general to this leye .

proposition, that the case of Major Hart
The minutes of the last court, com

ought not to be decided op ,until he had prising theresolutions relative to the orien

an opportunity of being heard in his de
tal professors having been read

fence. The charge was one which the

board of controul and the court of di- Mr. Lowndes immediately rose, for the

rectors had agreed to acquit him of, there purpose , he stated , of preventing his being

fore, legally speaking, he had no right to taken by surprise. Very often things of

notice it - but, public opinion was of that kind, (alluding to the resolution)

greater importance than that of a few were read over hastily, and disposed of.

individuals, however respectable -- and, Afterwards, when gentlemen rose to ' ad

if the charge were not answered, in dress the court, it was said , that theywere

the miod of every man of honour, too late . Now, as he meant to speak on

the character of Major Hart was gone the subject of the resolution , and as he

for ever . He understood that Major knew many of his honourable friends alsa

Hart had availed himself of the short re. wished to deliver their sentiments, he thus

pose which had been afforded to him in early protested against any sudden disposal

this part of the world, and was at pre- of the question .

sent with his family in a remote part of The Chairman.- "The honourable pro

Scotland. He there could not have heard prietor must know , that, before the reso

the charge, and consequently could not lution can be disposed of, it must be regu

auswer it . In taking up his case, there- larly put from the chair . ”

fore, all he requested from the court of Mr. Lowndes again signified his inten

directors, from theproprietors, and through tion of stating hissentiments to thecourt,

them , from the public, was, that they The Chairman . " Itnow lies with me

would suspend their judgment until Major to inform the court, that their resolution

Z2
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was sure

of the 18th ult. approving of the resolu- grant, until inquiry had been gone into :

tion of the court of directors of the 30th If, after that inquiry were completed , the

of October last, is now to be submitted to court of directors came and said , we have

them for their confirmation . I have, fully cousidered this subject, and it is our

therefore, to move, - " That this court ap- opinion that the institution should be con

proved and confirm the resolution of the tinued , certain alterations being made in

court of directors of the 30th of October it , he should , in all probability, give it his

last, for appointing another European to support. But it did not follow , that this

assist in the oriental department at the very professorship, for the maintenance of

East India college, with a salary of 4001 . which £500 a year was now demanded ,
per ann. and an allowance of 1001. per would not be one of those which it would

ann . for house rent, agreeably to the 18th be found expedient to lop off. If, in the

section of the 6th chapter of the Com- future plan of the establishment, the pro

pany's by -laws. I mean to move this per alterations being made, this profes.

as a substantive resolution ." sorship were found necessary thereto , he

The resolution having been seconded
an appeal for the sum requi

by the Deputy Chairman,
site for its support, would not be made in

vain to the proprietors. But it seemed to

Mr. Loundes, after a moment's paise , him preposterous, beyond calculation, to

again rose. Heobserved , that whatmany apply to the general court to sanction the
of his honourable friends could offer to grant of £500 a-year before it was known

the court was much better worth hearing whether it was necessary or not . When

than any thing he could say — but, if they he had the honour of addressing the pro

were not disposed to speak, he would pro- prietors on the last court day, his argu
ceed to state his sentiments . Observing, ment proceeded on the same principle as

however, that Mr. R. Jackson had risen , that he now laid down . He had not then,

the honourable proprietor gaveway tohim, however, considered every part of thecase.

expressing his readiness to act as junior Since that period he had a great oppor

counsel, when his learned friend was will- tunity of examining it farther . He had

ing to take the lead.
seen, in various publications, admissions

Mr. R. Jackson said, he was very much of such a nature, as left the course un

obliged to his honourable friend for con- doubted - that of inquiry and investiga

ceding to him the precedence on this oc- tion — which ought to be adopted. His

casion -- because he was very anxious to hononrable friend (Mr. Hume) laid be

have an opportunity of stating, in as few'fore them , the other day, the statement

words as possible, his opinion of the pro- of some distressed parent , whose son's .

position now submitted to the court. With morals had been ruined at this college.
all the respect which he entertained for He knew there were many parents , who,

whatever came from the quarter in which if they could do it without prejudice to

that proposition originated, he could not, their children , would go down on their

either with reference to the circumstances knees, and implore the Company to suffer

under which it was brought forward, or them to give their sons the education ne

consistently with the respect which he cessary for the due performance of their
owed to his character, vote for this reso- duties when sent out to India.

lution . He believed there was but one will, ” they would say , bring up our

voice as to the necessity of an investiga- sons in any manner the Company may di

tion into the affairs of this college . Con- . rect. Let us know what branches of

troversialists,on each side of the question , learning you wish them to be instructed
agreed that this was a case wbich de- in . What oriental literature they must

manded a minute examination. Seeing, acquire — what proficiency they are to

therefore, that investigation, in one shape make in general knowledge - let us know

or another , must take place - seeing that the test you require them to answerand

it was quite impossible to avoid it-it we pledge ourselves to give them the ne

would be most indiscreet, and most dis- cessary education . Let them be brought

creditable to the proprietors, if they up under our immediate care -- and do
agreed to this resolution, before such in- not compel us to send them to a place

vestigation was concluded. He could not where the contagion of bad examplemay

consent to fix an additional expense of vitiate their morals. "

£500 a year on the Company, for the sup- The Chairman. " It is not an easy

port of an institution, which , for any thing to discriminate what is in order,
thing he knew , might be found , in the and what is not in order, in discussing

end, altogether unnecessary. He there- a question of this sort . But I put it to

fore presented himself to the court, in or- the candour and discretion of the learned

der to procure a pause before they con. gentleman himself, whether he is not

curred in this resolution . If he were going to the general subject of thecollege,

supported , the operation of his proposi- and not to the particular question before
tion could be no more than to suspend the the court ? !!

« We

60
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Mr. S. Dexon hoped the subject would that it was not his intention to provoke a

this day be considered in the most exten- debate on this general points of the ques

sive point of view. tion , at present. He wished to have a

Mr. Lowndes contended , with all due day appointed for the discussion . It would

deference to the honourable Chairman, then be his bounden duty to state his rea

that the court could not look to the parti- sons for introducing the resolution he had

cular question without going into the ge- just read; always observing, that it was

peral subject. It was absolutely neces- impossible to object to an examination of

sary, in order to come to a correct deci- the affairs of the college, after what had

sion on the former, that the latter should passed at the last general court . This was

be fully considered . a question , which , unless it could bear

Mr. R. Juckson continued .—He felt the the light-unless it could challenge all con

propriety of the honourable Chairman's troversy—ought not to be tolerated. He

admonition, and was about to obey it. would say no more about its magnitude ;

He had , therefore, only to state to the they must allow that it was most serious

court , the proceedings which ought to -and, therefore, ample time should be

follow , when the present resolution was given to the proprietors for its considera
disposed of. He should do thls, because tion . He would , in the interim , pending

he could not, with decency, ask the pro- its discussion, vote against the motion now

prietors to oppose a proposition, without proposed .

stating to them what he intended to sub- Mr. Lowndes considered the present to

stitute. He meant, after the present
be a very important question, and, there

question was decided , to give notice of fore it ought not to be hurried over . They

the following motion : - " That the court
knew, however, ti at a baneful system pre

of directors be requested to take into their vailed in that court of hurrying over ques .

consideration the nature of the Com
tions that were not pleasing to some indi

pany's institution at Haileybury, and how viduals.- (Cries of lo , No !) He had

far it has answered, or is likely on its pre- been stated, in some of the papers, to have

sent plan to answer, the ends proposed by said, that he was ashamed ofbeing a pro

the resolution of the general court of the prietor of East India stock , for fear the

28th of February, 1805 ; and whether , in
boys should hoot at him . What he had

their opinion, any seminaryat the Com- said , and what he would repeat, was this ,

pany's expence in England be now advis that he was sometimes ashamed of being a

able for the civil service ; and if so , wlie- member of the Company, because he appre

ther an establishment more in the nature
hended it might be thought, that their

of a school, where masters should attend conduct in India resembled that of the

at stated hours, having proper authority young men in Hertford college.— ( Cries of
for the due enforcement of obedience, Order The hon. proprietor contended

learning and moral conduct, would not be that he was not out of order. The ques

preferable to an university orcollege? This
tion was of great importance to him , for

court, however , more especially requests
his family had a large property embarked

the court of directors to consider, whether
in the Company's concerns, although his

the expence at present incurred in main own dividend might be considered small.

taining the college might not , with great

propriety, be almost wholly saved it,
Mr. Perry interrupted the hon . gentle

instead of compelling parents to send man , who, he observed, was certainly not

their sons to a particular seminary, the
in order. Notice of a motion had heen

court of directors were to require of the given,which would bring on the considera

youths intended for their civil service in
tion of the general subject. If a day were

india , a certain degree of proficiency in
to be appointed for such a debate, surely

such languages and sciences as should be it would be better to postpone general ob

deemed necessary, to be certified by gentle
servations until that period arrived . He

men of known learning and ability , ap could not see the sense of bringing the

pointed for that purpose ? and whether, generalquestion before them at present.

in such case , it would not be highly expe
It could be discussed when the fair oppor

dient and economical to remove the inili
tunity arrived .

tary seminary from Addiscombe to the Mr. Lowndes, in continuation , stated,

more commodious and spacious building at that when he gave up his right of speaking

Haileybury ? And , that the court of di- to his hon . friend (Mr. R. Jackson) he

rectors be further requested to report their understood the question about to be dis
opinions on the different points herein re- cussed , was the propriety of appointing an

ferred to them as soon as convenient, and Oriental professor, with which his obser

call an early and special general court to vations were connected. Though he gave

receive and consider the same." The up to his friend, he had not precluded

learned gentleman then observed, that he himselffrom offering his sentiinents to
had already stated , why he could not vote the court. If the court of directors were

for this additional expence of£ 500 a - year , afraid of discussing the affairs of the col

and he had also pretty broadly intimated, lege, lest other unpleasant ciſcumstances
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should come to light, he could not help it. vations purposely, because he might be
He could state circumstances that would one hundred miles from London before

not reflect much credit on the gentlemen the general discussion came on . There

behind the bar. If they were afraid of fore , though he waived for a moment in

discussion-if they were jealous of any ob- favour ofhis friend, the right of addressing

servations that might fall from him , it the court, he hoped he would be now al

would shew that they dreaded lest he might lowed to speak. He never would agree to

touch upon sometender part thatwould not the appointment of an Oriental professor

bear to be examined . (Cries of Order ! ) when the college was, like Mahomet's

The Chairman.-“ I wish the hon . coffin , suspended between heaven and

proprietor would confine himself to the earth, and it was not known whether it

questiou immediately before us. When would be proper to continue it or not. He

the motion , of whieh somenotice has been was glad to hear that the military estab

given , is brought forward , the hon. pro- lishment went on so well . Ofthe two

prietor can go through the whole of the institutions , the military and the civil , he

subject. But at present I beg, for the was happy to learn that the military had

sake of consistencyand propriety, that he been themore civil ( a laugh .) He should

will contine himself to the question ." oppose the motion , because he could not

Mr. Lowndes then declared that he think of appointing a professor to a col

would stick to the Orientalprofessor.- lege , which three months hence might not

(Laughter ) What he said on the subject be in existence.

of the young men at Hertford having run The Hon . W.F. Elphinstone objected

in debt, had not been correctly reported. to the insinuations thrown out by the hon.

What he asserted was, that they could proprietor who had just sat down, with
not get credit for a pint of wine, or for respect to the conduct of the gentlemen

five shillings worth of sweetmeats. This behind the bar . He addressed that court

certainly was not an honourable feature in very often with such sort of language as

the character of a school. The West- no gentleman ought to use. As the hon .

minster boys, when they had money; proprietor was likely to be one hundred

would pay their debts, but it was not so miles distant when the next discussion

with those at Hertford college. He did came on, he (Mr. Elphinstone) called on

not know what the court might think ; him to bring forward his charges against

but, in his opinion, honest principles were the directors, at the present moment, and

far more valuable than a proficiency in they should be immediately refuted. No

Oriental literature. It was of more im- gentleman behind the bar would interrupt

portance to the well-being of their Eastern him while he spoke . Let him, therefore,

possessions, that those who were des- state his charges, for he had told the court,
tined to govern them should he honest that circumstances had come to his know

and honourable men, than that they ledge discreditable to the directors. He
should be conversant with every species of was very fond of making such observations

learning. With respect to the appoint- -and whetherhe spoke nonsenseor sense,

ment of an Oriental professor, it was ne- he was constantly throwingabuse on gen

cessary, before such a proposition was ac- tlemen who were undeserving of it . In

ceded to , that the affairs of the establish- the face of the court he challenged the

ment at Hertford should be examined, in hon . proprietor to bring forward his
order to decide whether it was to be con- charges in a fair and manly way, instead

tinued as a college , an university, or a of dealing in hints and insinuations.-

school- or whether it should be continued ( Hear ! hear ! )

at all.
Mr. Pattison said , he really must beg

Mr. Dixon hoped , that a respect for leave to call to the recollection of his hon.

moderation and good sense would induce friend , that all that had been stated by

the hon . proprietor to accede to thepro- the hon. proprietor, was neither worthy

position of his learned friend (Mr. Jack- of notice nor reply. It was such a furrago

son ). If that should be the case, and the of irrelevant and unconnected matter, that

wholesubject was taken into consideration the proprietary were disgraced in listening

on a future day, then the hon . proprietor, to it. The only consolation he had was,

and every other gentleman, would have a that the hon. proprietor had passed a sen

fair opportunity of going into the question tence of rustication on himself, and he

on all its parts. If, however, it was to be sincerely hoped it wouldbe a long one,

pressed on the present occasion , without unless he altered his mode of addressing

regard to the recommendation ofhis learn the court ( a laugh ). He felt a personal

ed friend, then he hopedthat himself,and respect for the hon, proprietor, but he

every othergentleman who thought proper could not consider the desultoryobserva

tospeak on the subject, would be allowed tions, with which he so frequently took

a fair opportunity for the delivery of their up thetime of the court, as consistent

sentiments.
with the decorum of a deliberate assem

Mr. Lowndes said,hemade those obser : bly, orwith thecorrect transaction oftheir

1
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importantaffairs. Having said so much , was too nearly connected with the general

he would now advert to the proceedingof merits of the case ; and, therefore, his

the learned gentleman (Mr. Jackson) who hon . friend was regular in the course, he

had stated his intention of opposing the had adopted. The argument was, why

appointment of an additional Oriental should you do that to-day , which you may
professor. Let him be as succesful as he be called on to undo to -morrow ? He

could imagine - let him and the hon. pro- strongly deprecated the idea of gentlemen

prietor (Mr. Hume,) whom he supported, rising to call proprietors to order, when

conceive, in theexuberance of their fancy, they were strictly regular. He considered

that they had fully succeeded, and were the present as a question on the propriety

about to take down, stone by stone, the of an appointment, which embraced this

edifice at Haileybury - still, before they consideration :- “ Shall I consent to in

could do this, sometime must elapse. cur an additional expense for this establish

They must apply to parliament to do away ment,when I do not know howlong it may

that institution which the legislature had be suffered to exist--when I cannot tellbut

considered good . Parliament had declared , it may be found necessary to abolish it ?"

that, without its permission , the college Though, in the idea of the hon. director ,

should not be annulled ; and before that his hon . friend might not have so much

permission couldbe obtained, some months good sense as others, still , as a proprietor,

would probably pass away . In the mean decency of language was due to him ; and

time the college at Haileybury suffered , he could not look upon the repeated at

being left destitute of the necessary pro- tacks that were made on him as consist

fessors. He, therefore, deprecated the ent with fairness and candour.

measure of putting down this appoint- Mr. Lowndes said , after the personal

ment ; and he hoped the good sense of the attack that had been made on him , it was

gentlemen he had alluded to , would induce necessary that he should vindicate him

them to withdraw their opposition , al- self. The hon . director challenged him

though the course they took on a former to state the circumstances which had come

day did not lead him to admire their good to his knowledge. His honour was per

sense on that occasion , or to expect much haps, too much coucerned to disclose

from it now. Their conduct, at that what he knew . But, if the hon . gentle .

time, he thought was opposed to good man provoked him to it , perhaps he

sense. The young men whom they had might say something which would shew,

so severely censured were, by their inflam- that he had had a peep behind the curtain

mable harangues, more likely to be driven as well as others . He had heard a cir

into acts of insubordination , than any cumstance very honourable to the gentle

thing else . The appointment of this pro- man who sat near him (Mr. Stewart) ;

fessor being an isolated object, they might for, it was owing to bis ideas of justice,

throw down the college after it had been that some young men were sent out to

effected , and of course the professorship India, who were not intended , by another

must fall with it . But, at present, a pro- quarter, to be sent there. No person had

fessor was wanted ; and he lioped , while a higher sense of the merits of some of

the institution was suffered to exist , the the young men than le had. He knew

necessary teachers would not be withheld Mr. Burgess, a great oriental scholar,

from it- ( Heur, hear !) who was now in India . He had been at

Mr. Hume said, he was sure the court Haileybury, but he received the elements,

must have heard, with the utmost aston- the rudiments of his oriental learning, at

ishment, what had fallen from the hon . Manchester . Before be went to the col

director , who, in calling another to oriler, lege, he was considered a great proficient

bad not himself set any great example of in oriental literature . When he was

regularity. He certainly bad not the charged with making accusations that he

ability of the hon . gentleman ; but if some could not prove, he would assert , in the

of them spoke nonsense, and others half faces of the directors, that he never had

sense , it was a misfortune rather than a mrade a charge which he could not sub

crime, and ought not to receive such a stantiate . He never trilled with the feel .

check as the hon . gentleman was pleased ings or the character of any nian. He

to bestow on it . Now although two wor- must be permitted to say , that he had

thy members, within the bar , had called now a thousand times a higher respect

his hon. friend (Mr. Lowndes) to order, for the court of directors than he had

he would venture to say , that he was not when he first became a proprietor ; for,

out of order at the time. The question he believed , (whether the change was ef

was now precisely as it was on the first fected by the exertions of few or of many,

day. It was to be considered as if it had he knew not), that the directors were now

never been before the court ; and, there- a more pure body of men than they were

fore , his hon . friend had a right to treat fifteen years ago. He thought, in order

it generally. But it was said, “ You must to keep them pure, the best mode was,

confine yourself to the dry question before to have some sturdy characters in that

edhe court. " That could not be done ; it court, who, like bimself, would state
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their opinions boldly. It was the mis- investigation was absolutely necessary ..
fortune of human nature that men cor- He was ready to declare, that unless the

rupted each other. Individually they court of directors and of proprietors were ,

were very good - but, when they came in in their judgments, convinced that the

contact, they corrupted one another, and kind of education dispensed at this col

against corruption every effort should be lege was best calculated to fit the young
directed . Reform was now the general men for taking situations in India - un

subject of conversation - and, when peo- less a thorough conviction was entertaiu-

ple talked about it, he would say , that ed that this institution led to that end

íbe two houses of parliament were too the impression on his mind was, that he

good and pure, considering the corrupt hoped he should live to see the whole es
state of the country . Those reformers tablishment done away. If, in the early

ought to begin with the electors, and not stage of life at which those youths went

with the elected . After saying what he to this college, they could not be compel

bad done, it was clear that he bore no led to submit to due subordination, they

malice against the directors. He stood must be very unfit persons to take respon

there an independent and honourable sible situations in India, and to command

man - and, whenever the directors did others . As a requisition (which he had

wrong he would tell them of it , but, consented to sign) would speedily be pre

where praise was their due, he would be sented, for calling a special courtto consi-

ready to give it to them . der the general question , he would vot now

The hon. W.F. Elphinstone said, he go into it; but he would recommend to an

must repeat, what he had before advanced , hon . gentleman in the intermediate space

that the hon . proprietorhad made a gross (Mr. Pattison) not to use such language,

accusation against the gentlemen behind in future, as he had that day indulged in.

the bar, whichhe ought to state in direct Though that hon, director might think an
terms. He would not retract what he had individual did not speak sense, yetit ill

said . He challenged the hon. proprietor became him to hold such a dictatorial
to specify his charge, conscious that it tone in that court. If it had been used to

would meet an instant refutation . Such him (Mr. Dixon) he would not have

vague assertions might look very well on thrown himself on the protection of the

paper, but they ought not to be tolerated court. He could have defended himself,

in that court. Hetalked of being an ho- with his own resources, little as they

nourable man . He (Mr. Elphinstone) did might be deemed . He trusted the hon.

not doubt the fact - but as an honourable proprietor would never make use of such

man , it was his duty to stand forward, language again .

and speak without reservation . Mr. Pattison said , he would not be in

Mr. P. Moore said , there was but one timidated from doing what he conceived

question before the court ; and that was, to be bis duty, from any fear of the ta

whether the institution at Haileybury Tents that were opposed to him. He

should be rendered efficient, while it was would not abstain from speaking his

in existence ? He knew of no other ques . sentiments, when the peace and good or

tion at present under consideration . Un- der of the proprietary were disturbed by

til-this institution were reformed , in some speeches wholly irrelevant to the question

way or other, he for oue, would contend , before them . If, however , he had said

that it ought to be made as efficient as it any thing uncivil or discourteous to bis

possibly could . When it was first found- hon . friend ( for so he took the liberty of

ed, he thought badly of it ; and he had calling him) he regretted it ; but, he was

learned nothing since, that could induce hurried into some warmth, because his

him to alter his opinion. Should an ap- hon , friend did sometimes break in , very

plication be made to parliament for doing unwarrantably , on the time of the pro

it away, he should be found in his place, prietors. He was ready to apologise to

and he would then state what had been his hon, friend, if he had said any thing,

done without the aid of that college offensive - but he could not avoid observ .

what had been achieved before it existed . ing, that it required very great patience,

In the mean time, however, he conceived to mark , in silence, the irrelevant matter

that the establishment should not be al- which he so often introduced , by which

lowed to suffer by withholding from it the the time of the court was consumed , and

necessary professors. its business retarded . If he had made

Mr. S. Dixon was extremely glad that use of improper expressions, he was sor

the question had been placed in so nar- ry for it , and certainly did not mean it.

row a compass. The matter for consider- (Hear ! hear !)

ation was— " are you to appoiut a new Mr. S. Dixon said , he alluded to what

professor to this college ? ” The only doubt had fallen from the hon. director with re

was, whether it would be wise to com- ference to the hon. gentlemen (Messrs.

plete the appointment now , or to suspend Hume and Jackson ) who sat near him .
it for a time, until the general question Mr. Patiison . With respect to the

was considered, it being understvod that observation alluded to, I answer, that I
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did say I appealed to the good sense of the thick - by all means let him proceed !"

two hon. gentlemen to withdraw their op- But, if a gentleman who professed dif

position ; and, when I mentioned good ferent sentiments arose , the observation

sense, I observed that their conduct at would be, “ this fellow will annoy me

the last court did not warrant me in ex- with some of his hard rubs, therefore I

pecting much from it, on this occasion . won't see him !” Such conduct however,

I stated my reasons for making this ob- should never deter him from speaking

servation . It was, because I thought the the truth , although it might be unplea

two inflammatory speeches of the hon . sant to those to whom it was directed .

gentlemen had occasioned much mischief What was said of kings and princes, that

in society ; I think so still , and therefore they never heard the voice of truth, and

I will not retract the expression , which became despots in consequence , would

referred only to one particular act, and equally apply to corporate bodies. If

did not go to impugu their general good the latter were never corrected by the

sense, which would have been ridiculous . voice of truth - if they were suffered to

I am aware that they possess good sense proceed, just as they pleased, without

-but strength ill applied is worse than check or control - good God, what cor

weakness, because it always produces evil rupt bodies they would be ! He was hap

consequences .” py to say that the Company had been

Mr. Lowndes said, his being frequently mending from year to year - but there

out of order, formerly, arose from the cir- was still great room for improvement.

cumstance of their having two of the They were betternow than they were fifty

most partial chairmen that ever presided years ago — but it was in their power to
in that or any other assembly. The pre- becomebetter still . When the question

sent Chairman he was proud to say, was of the renewal of the charter was agi

one of the most impartial he ever met tated , he stood forward, and defended

with. One of the individuals to whose the East India Company - because both

partiality he had alluded, when these pro- the directors and proprietors laboured

prietors gotup, one after the other, would under the unjust censure of a great por

single out the last, because the others tion of society. But, he would venture

were obnoxious to him—and he would to say , looking to the pure administra

cry out to him (Mr. Lowndes) when he tion of justice in their eastern territories

was claiming his right to speak , “ Sir, -considering the admirable manner in .
you are out of order. " It struck him, which they governed sixty millions of peo

that this Chairman's eye - sight was of a ple—that, although something improper

curious nature, and, therefore , he ob- might have occurred at Hertford College,

served to him, “ If you cannot see me, still there were fewer abuses committed

you shall hear me.-- (Laughter.) - My by the Company, than by any corporate

voice is very loud, and you cannot easily body, of similar magnitude, that existed

mistake it for that of another person .' now , or he believed , ever did exist. He,

When persons got up, and told him that however, wished to place them beyond

he was always talking nonsense , he could the reach of censure - he wished to make

assure them that their conduct should them perfectly pure — as pure as the chrys

have no effect on him . He did not choose tal stream, unpolluted by any sediment

to be put down in that manner. If gen- of corruption. In doing this, he was not

tlemen stood forward, whom he consider- actuated by any hope of individual ad

ed to possess far greater abilities than vantage. The only reward he hoped for,

himself, he chearfully gave way to them ; the only title he aspired to, was to be

but that was not a reason why he should considered an honest and independent man.

not afterwards speak to the question. The The Chairman.- " As other business

hon. director (Mr. Pattison ) had acted to. is , I understand, to be introduced by cer.

wards him in a very polite and gentle- tain proprietors , it will perhaps be pro

manly manner, and he gave him full cre- per to put an end to the present discus

dit for the urbanity of his behaviour. sion ; for that purpose , I shall proceed to

With respect to the charge of being out take the sense of the court on the reso ,

of order, that error was often occasioned lution ."

by the partiality which was shewn to par- The question was then put in the usual

ticular individuals. The gentlemen be- form , and carried in the afirmative.

hind thebar knew very well those who Mr. R. Jackson then moved “ that the

were willing to speak in their favour, and resolution of the general court, held on

those wlio were likely to oppose them- the 28th of Feb. 1805 , be now read ."

and a partial Chairman would say, when The resolution was read by the clerk as

he saw one of the former about to ad
follows :

dress the court— " O here is a friend, he “ At a general court, held on Thurs

will say something pleasant to me - he day the 28th February1805.

will latter my vanity he will lay his « Resolved, that this court doth highly

commendations onwitha trowel, an inch approve of an establishment in this couna

Asiatic Journ ,-No, 14 . VOL. III. 2 AC
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try for the education of youth designed meant to submit to them on a future

for the Company's civil service in India, day,

and promises itself the happiest conse- [Here Mr. Jackson read the resolution

quences from a system which instead of which he had laid before the court in the

sending out writers to India at too tender early part of the debate .]

an age to admit of fixed or settled princi- In continuation , the learned gentleman

ples, proposes previously to perfectthem observed , that, let this question come on
as much as possible in classical and libe- to be discussed when it might, he perceiv .

ral learning, and thoroughly to ground ed , amongst the other difficulties and em .

them in the religion , the constitution , and barrassments he would have to encounter ,

the laws of their country, so that when there would be that of coming up to the

called upon to administer their functions standard of his hon . friend's (Mr. Patti

abroad, they may be mindful of the high son's) idea of ability and good sense.. He

moral obligations under which they act, would , however, make the best atonement

and of the maxims of the British govern- he could for his deficiency in those quali

ment, whose character for justice, free- ties , by narrating to the court nothing but

dom , and benevolence , they will feel it principal facts, extracted from their own

, their duty and their pride to support.” records. He would begin with the prin

Mr. R. Jackson then said , his hon . ciples of that enlightened statesman, the

friends had suggested to him , as this bu- Marquis Wellesley - he would point out

siness ought to be discussed in the most what that noble marquis had considered

dispassionate manner, and, as every pos- necessary in the formation of a college

sible means of giving due notice to the he would quote the sentiments of the court

proprietors ought to be resorted to, that of directors themselves, who removed the

the most agreeable mode of proceeding establishment at Calcutta, because it was

would be, to call a special general court, on too great a scale - he would shew, step

in the requisition signed for which pur- by step , that, in proportion as the execu ,

pose, the exact proposition the proprie- tive body had departed from their own re

tors would be requested to support, should corded ideas of what was fit and proper in

be propounded. As far as respected him- formingan institution for the education of

self, and other gentlemen then in court, their young servants , they had failed in

he would take the liberty of again read- producing the beneficial results that were

ing what he meant to propose. If the to be expected . He pledged himself to

gentlemen behind the bar were placed in state nothing but simple facts, which, he

a situation to convene the court, they hoped , would make some amends for the

would , he conceived , admit the necessity vant that ability, with which , now and

of sending forth the proposition to the then, he and others were reproached.

proprietors at farge, in order that they The Chairman . I think , under all

might judge of the matter fully. The the circumstances of the case , the most

proprietors had now heard the resolution suitable mode of proceeding will be , for the

come to, by the general court , in February learned gentleman to make his application

1805 ; and he was sure, after hearing it to the court of directors in the usual way ,

read, they could not suppose, (to use the I mean by a requisition , signed by nine pro

coarse phraseology of some of the advo, prietors, when he shall have digested,

cates of the college) that the gentlemen with his particular friends, the precise pa

who felt it their duty to agitate this ture of the motion he intends to submit

question , wished to contract the system to the court. This, I think , will be the

of education . Perhaps that was not the most advisable course , for two reasons :

place to notice such observations ;-but First, because it accords with the regular

he wished it to be generally and distinct- course of proceeding adopted here and

ly known , that he and his hon. friends, secondly, on account of the feelings enter

though they would not wink at the abuse tained by the court of directors ; for, I

which existed in the college, were not believe, from my knowledge of the senti

anxious, as'had been asserted, to treat ments entertained by gentlemen behind the

the students as mere children ; and to bar, on the subject of this college , that it

send them , smarting from the application is very generally conceived by them that

of the rod, to hold situations of high the interference of the proprietors can do

trust and great responsibility in India . no good-but may possibly produce evil

He wished the resolution to be road , that consequences. Many beneficial altera

it might be re -echoed throughout the tions have been made in the government

country — and that it might clearly appear, of the college the information respeeting

from the present day, that they desired it has lately been most satisfactory - quar.

to have the young gentlemen elegantly terly visits are regularly paid and month ,
and efficiently educated . Having said ly reports of a minute and detailed nature ,

thus much on the charge made against are constantly received . We have every

him and his hon , friends , he should now reason to believe that the college is going

state to the court the proposition he ou very well under the checks thathave
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been provided ; impressed with that feel- court annually. But that report did not

ing , we are of opinion,that the agitation constitute one -tenth of the proceedings,

of this question would do a great deal of by a reference to which, the institution

mischief," niust stand or fall. He was surprised

Mr. S. Dixon said , this subject was when he heard the establishment defend

matter of very great interest to the pa- ed , not on the evidence to be found in the

rents and friends of the young gentlemen , documents relative to the college , but by

and ought to be taken up coolly and dispas- a recurrence to what had taken place

sionately. In bringing itforward, it was abroad . That was the line of argument

evident that his learned friend did not adopted, in opposition to the facts stated

mean to give offence to any individual in the court, with respect to what had

director, or to the general body. It was taken place at the college. If there were

a most important question, and he ap- no truth in the assertions, the court of di

proved of the proposition of his learned rectors could easily get rid of the matter

friend, to refer its consideration to the by a reference to the reports of the col

court of directors. He concurred in the lege council, instead of defending the

sentiment of the hon. Chairman , that the cause of the college by appealing to the

most proper mode of proceeding would be authorities abroad . His inotion, which

by requisition . would call on the court for the produc

Mr. R. Jackson assented to the sugges- tion of a great variety of documents, was

tion . couched in the following words :

Mr. Stewart, one of the professors of “ That there be laid before this court,

Hertford College, said , he rose merely to “ copies of all reports from the college

express a hope , as the proceedings of the council to the college committee ofdirec

college had ever been open to the most “ tors ; and ofallcommunications between

minute inquiry and consideration as the “ them relative to the college,and of allcom

reports were always made in the clearest " munications between the court of direc

manner that no opposition would be 6 tors and the college council and college

made to the fullest investigation on the “ committee, together with all proceedings

present occasion . He wished for nothing ofthe court of directors relative to the

so much - having no doubts or tears of “ college ; and also copies of all communi

the result. „ “ cations between the board of control

Mr. Hume said, as he understvod that 66 and the court of directors , respecting

his learned friend waived the considera- “ the College of Haileybury, since the 28th

tion of the question for the present, in- S of February, 1805 * .”

tending to call the attention of the court In alluding to that part of the motion

to it at a future time, and as the gentle which called for the production “ of all

man who had last spoken, whom he had the proceedings of the court ofdirectors,

never seen before, but who appeared to relative to the college," Mr. Hume ob

be connected with the college , had stated , served , that he had introduced this par

that all the proceedings relative to the in ticular passage, in justice to the directors

stitution were open to the proprietors, he themselves, because a paragraph had ap

should now endeavour to bring that fact peared , written by one ofthe professors
to the proof. He held in his hand a resolu- of the college , in which it was stated ,

tion , which , if agreed to, would place the that the executive body had taken the

proprietors in a situation to consider the examination of the students concerned in

question in its fullest extent. Having the late riots , (" which were a disgrace

heard it said , that the proprietors were to all persons in the college , and to every

in possession of all the facts necessary to individual who could tolerate such pro

enable them to come to a clear, fair, and ceedings,” ) into their own lands, andhad

candid decision , he begged leave to dissent reversed the sentence of expulsion with

from that statement; and, to use a home- which some of those misguided young

ly phrase, as he had never minced the men had been visited . As this statement

mutter, as he had never concealed his had appeared in the public papers, and

opinion , to contend , that the proprietors had been strongly commented on, he con

were ignorant of the proceedings in this ceived that they ought to receive correct

case , In consequence of the challenge information on the subject. If the court

that had just been given, he would tell of directors had taken from the proper

the hon. gentleman (Mr. Stewart) that he authorities the judgment of the cases of

(Mr.Hame) was, in common he believed

with the proprietors at large, ignorant of
* This is the motion as originally proposed ; it

the great facts of the case . The reports

was, in the course of the debate, amended, by

omitting that part which called for the production

sent by the college council to the court of of " all communications respecting the college ,

directorswerenot before the proprietors.

between the Board of Control and the Court of Din

rectòrs" -by circumscribing its operation to the

His learned friend (Mr. R. Jackson ), by 1stofJanuary, 1814 ," and by placing in the hands

the resolution which hemoved in 1808 , of the courtofdirectors a discretionary powerto

provided triat a report of the progress of

grant only such of the documents respecting the

college " as they might think expediens for the

the students should be submitted to the information of the proprietors ."

2 A 2
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those young men , against the established fact, obtruded itself on the attention of

laws of the college, did it not demand in- the public, in consequence of the miscon

vestigation ? It was decided, that all duct of some of those who were connected

those youths, he believed twenty -one in with it . He gave no credit whatever to

number, should be sent out to India, not- the assertion that the country gentlemen ,

withstanding the gross breach of thecol. in the neighbourhood of Hertford, were

lege laws . For ought he knew, there leagued against the college. It could not be

might have been twenty others treated be imagined, thatthe independentcountry

in the like manner. Inthe late disturb- gentlemen, the pride and glory ofEngland,

ances , perhaps young men who had fallen could enterintosucha combination . If,on

under the displeasure of some of the pro- examination , it was found that the reform ,

fessors, had received a similar indulgence which had taken place, had answered

-and,asoneproceeding had been brought every end, and that the establishment

before the public, he should be glad if the stood on the high and honourable ground

-wliole of them were made known . In befitting such an institution, he could

every thing he had done, with respect to have no objection to its continuance ;

this college, he acted as a sincere friend but, if it were found wanting in the ba

to education. As he had stated on a lance, its power to do mischief ought to

former day, he owed every thing to edu- be provided against. In justice to the

cation. He therefore well knew its value directors, and to the proprietors, who

-and no man was more ready to support defrayed the expense of the college, the

and extend it . His opposition was not fullest information ought to be sub

directed against the appointment of a mitted to them . He could not, as a pro

professor, or against a grant of 5 or£600, prietor, bear to hear it stated , as had

if it were necessarymbut he could not been done in a recent publication, that

suffer an expense to be incurred, when no they who paid for the institution , ought

benefit was likely to accrue from it . He, not to know what was going on. This

therefore, hoped that no dissenting voice was strange language to use to those who

would be heard on this occasion, but that supported the institution . He might be

all the proceedings connected with the told , that ladies (many of whom were

college, would be laid before them by proprietors) were incapable of forming a

general consent. He thought it was ab- judgment on such a subject. He did not

solutely necessary that those documents coincide in this observation he had a

should be produced, if the affairs of the higher idea of the mental powers of the

establishment were at all taken into con- fair sex - and he thought that such an

sideration , hey had been told , that assertion, when thrown out by any pro

only ten years had elapsed since the col- fessor, oughtnot to be permitted to pass

lege was foundedthat so short a period unnoticed. In order to enable the pro

- was not sufficient to enable them to form prietors to come to a fair determination,

a proper judgment of its utility - and that all the correspondence relative to the col

a trial of ten years more ought to be af- lege ought to be submitted to them - and ,

forded. He differed entirely from such a with that view, he should hand up the

sentiment. If, after ten years fair trial, motion which he had framed on the sub

the establishment was found to produce ject . If any verbal alteration were ne

no beneficial consequences, the fact was cessary , it could be immediately made .

conclusive against it. He denied that any Should it be thought to comprise too

party was found in that court against the much, he was ready to contract it ; or, if

college. Let those who asserted this, it was proper that any thing should be

look to the proceedings of the 25th of added to it, in order to put the court fully

February 1809, and mark how cordially inpossession of the question, he would

the proprietors seconded the resolution of willingly insert it . The utmost extentof

the court of directors let them look to information ought to be afforded for

the years 1808, 9, and 10, and, instead of this was not a question between the di

'hostility beingmanifested against the es- rectors and the proprietors, but between

tablishment, it would be seen that they the Company and the public.

had given it their warmest support. He Mr. Lowndes seconded the motion.

was sorry that he had not the resolution He begged leave to suggest an alteration.

moved by his learned friend (Mr. R. Jack- When he called for his dividends, he used

son) which would place this statement the word all, though he only received

beyond doubt or dispute. Every one of one ; and he wished the words “ all the

their proceedings shewed , that they felt papers” to be introduced in the motiou .

no indisposition to extend education as The word all was very comprehensive.

far as possible, although they now opposed ( A laugh.)

this college, where, it appeared , vice, and Mr. Humeam ** The motion embraces

not learning, was cultivated . The pro- all the papers."

prietors could not be blamed for having The motion was then read by the clerk ,

unnecessarily taken notice of the affairs in the regular form , as it had previously

of the institution ; the college had, in been stated to the court by Mr. Hume.

>
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The Chairman ' I beg leave to state the professor meant to object to any in

to the court of proprietors whathas been quiry, in that or any other court. What

done in conformity with their resolution that rev, and celebrated gentleman had

of the 7th of April, 1809, which resolu- said was this , (and the hon, proprietorhim

tion shall he first read .” ( The resolu- selfcoincided in the correctness ofthe pro

tion set forth , that, at least once in every position) that it was unfair to have partia!

year, there should be laid before the statements relative to the college dragged

court of proprietors , a report, specifying piece-meal before the court, which could

thenumber of youths in the college, their not be connected at the time, in the ab

proficiency in literature, their general sence of that evidence on which alone an

conduct, the expense of the institution, impartial, conclusive, and just judgment

&c.) “ Once in the year- ( continued could be formed . He, on the part of the

the Chairman ) -I think in the month of college, with a perfect understanding of

September in each year , an account is the feeling of that body, did, in the face

laid before the generalcourt, conformably of that court, and of the public, chal

with this resolution . But the motion in lenge the most comprehensive inquiry.

troduced by the hon . proprietor, contains The question could not resthere- itmust,

a great deal more than the resolution of after what had occurred , be investigated

1809 contemplated — and a great deal , in the fullest manner. Hechallenged the

which , I submit to the court, it would be most rigid inquiry-hę hailed the result

improper to communicate. Beside the for he could have no doubt of its na

annual reports, monthly reports are also ture ! The learned proprietor who intro

made. The latter describe the conduct of duced the discussion that day, had ab

every individual in the college, in order stained from at all breaking in on that

that the parents and friends of the stu- great and momentous question, which

dents should be acquainted with their be- was one day to come before the court.

haviour ; and that , if any thing appeared He thought it proper to follow the learn

amiss , it might be correo ted , so as to pro- ed gentleman's example, dissenting from

duce those habits of order and morality him, as he did , on every other part ofthe

which we are all so anxious should dis- question . With respect to the time at

tinguish the young gentlemen . Now, if which the subject should be brought for

this motion should be carried , it will oc- ward , he was perfectly easy. It was a

casion a disclosure of those observations, matter of complete indifference to him ,

which I consider purely confidential. It whether it should be discussed now, or

will also compel an exposure of other hereafter. But, if it were the sense of

matters, which ought not to be laid be- the proprietors that it should be taken

fore the general body of proprietors, and into consideration at a future time, he

never were intended to be submitted to acquiesced in that opinion . As, how

them.-(Hear ! hear !) I think, the ge- ever, the learned proprietor had stated ,

neral body will see, when their execu- frankly and candidly, what would be the

tive devote so much time and pains to this proposition he should lay before the court,

institution , that they deserve their confi- he (Mr. Grant) begged leave, without

dence - and theywill,I hope, refuse those breaking in on the discussion, to state

papers, which, if laid before the court, what course he would pursue, supposing,

would not produce a good effect , but must as he was led to suppose, that certain

be attended with great evil.” charges would be made against the insti

Mr. Hume. “ In order to prevent any tution . In doing this,he did not mean to

improper disclosure, I proposethat it may get at thecase which the learned proprie

be left to the discretion of the court of tor intended to bring before the court

directors, to communicate as much of but he would state his case , in what, to

these documents as they think can be use the language of the law, might be

done without interfering with confiden- considered a criminal charge against the

tial reports." college. Hè understood that several gene

Mr. R. Grant said, he did not rise for ral charges were made against the insti

the purpose of entering into the discus- tution . First, a charge of grievous ex

sion, but to state to the hon. gentleman , cesses , vices , and immoralities being

(Mr, Hume) that he had , in no respect or prevalent in the institution—not similar

degree, misconceived the extentof the to those that pervaded other extended

challenge given by the hon. proprietor, seminaries, and which , notwithstanding

(Mr. Stewart) he being also a professor the utmost care , might creep in -- but of

of the college. The hon . proprietor that peculiar character which reflected

courted every inquiry, howeverextensive, disgrace on the professors of that pecu

in whatever place, and before whatever liar nature, which must render it impera

tribunal. With respect to a passage to tive on parents not to trust the morals of

which the hon. gentleman had alluded, their sons in such a contaminated society.

and which was taken from a publication He understood it would be stated , second

made by one of the professors, he had ly , that the institution had failed , even

totally misconceived it, if he thought that in a literary point of view -- that it had
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not redeemed itself in that respect but It was thereforenecessary that those who

that its expense was worse than thrown attacked or defended the college, should

away. Thirdly , he understood it would state what proposition they meant to sup

be contended, not that partial instances port, and whatthey intended to deny. It

of insubordination had occurred (which , was material that the learned gentleman

they kuew other seminaries were liable who had given notice of a motion, who

to - but that, from beginning to end, the had spoken of serious disorders in the

college exhibited a scene of so muchtu- college, and who had thrown out an accu .

mult, riot , and disorder, as rendered it sation against thecourt ofdirectors , shonld

impossible that the purposes for which it state the dates of the different transac

had been founded could be carried into tions . The college, it should be observed ,

effect. had existed for many years ; and, at first ,

The Chairman . " Acting impartially, for the want of anefficient control, it was

as I ought to do, I think the hon, pro- well known that disorders had taken

prietor is anticipating a discussion that place. From the mere want of due and

will take place, with more propriety, necessary authority , the proper officers

when the subject is regularly brought for- were not able to govern the young men as

ward . He had, therefore, better favour they did at present. Now if the charges

us with his sentiments on a future occa- referred to the former state of the college

sion ." if they related to evils already corrected

Mr. R. Grunt, in continuation , observ- -he thought the court of proprietors

ed , that he only wished to shew his view would feel it not to be very discreet in

of the case . It was more candid to the them to interfere either with the college

proprietors in general, and to the learned or with the directors, whowere the acting

gentleman in particular, that he should governors of it. If the college had latterly

adopt this course, and state his general been going on well ; if proper subordina

feeling on the subject, rather than take tion had been preserved ,heconceived they

any person by surprise. He would not, would do very wrong in entertaining a

at present, in the least degree , examine question which had no facts to support it.

any of the grounds on which the charges He was not fortunate enough to be in the

proceeded. He would be content to say, court when the subject was introduced ,

and say only, with respect to the charges collaterally , as it appeared to him ; but

of vice and immorality , that, whenever he had read whatappeared in the public

such charges were made, as he had de- papers, and he had perused the pamphlet

scribed , of greater excesses being com- written by one of the learned professors.

mitted in this institution , than were In that pamphlet he pledged himself to

known in other establishments, he would, prove, that what had lately passed in the

on the part of the college, on the part of court, if it referred to recent transactions,

the professors, and on the part of the was “ founded in gross ignorance or in

students, whosecharacters had been un- wilful misrepresentation." How, then,

necessarily implicated in such charges, were they to come to the truth of the

till proofs were adduced , give them a case , but by a fair statement of facts , with

most positive denial. With respect to a their respective dates ? The dates he

deficiency in learning, he would deny that considered most essential to the proper

100 ; and, with respect to insubordina- understanding of the subject. If the

tion , he would shew that it arose from young men were, as they had been des

Causes totally different from those to cribed, a nuisance to the neighbourhood,

which it had been attributed . This was the sooner a reform was effected the

the view he would take of the case , and better ; for as to doing away with the

he doubted not but he should be able to institution , it was idle to talk of it . A

shew , there wasvery little foundation for proposition for abolishing the college

those charges . would be like a motion for breaking up

Mr. Impey said , it seemed to him exa the Company, and putting an end to the

tremely material that the court should British empire in India. He perfectly

understand, as early as possible, what agreed to the propriety of the sentiment

proposition would be laid before them res contained in the minute of the Marquis

specting this college ; and, on the other Wellesley, that these young men who

hand, he thought that the explanation of were sent out to govern India ( for govern

his learned friend (Mr. R. Grant) was it they did ) , should receive an education

equally important to be known. At pre- of the highest order . That they were

sent nothing appeared to him more wild bound to give them such an education be

or unsettledthan the state this question had no doubt. If such an education could

stood in . A weightly accusation was be acquired at the college, if it were going

aboutto bemadeagainst thecollege andthe onprosperously and quietly, if order and

court of directors,but it wasimpossible morality were observed,he conceived they
foranygentleman, who was not in poses . would be acting most imprudently to

sion ofthe facts to whichitrelated , to agitate any question relative to it . If, on

kaow the precise natureof thecharge the other handy there were any foundation

>
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for the charge made against the college records of the college stated the fact,

and its professors, it was advisable that it that there was an utter want of discipline

should be brought before the court as soon and improvement in the institution .

as possible. He was anxious for the facts These were the allegations-- the rest was

ou which the charge rested. If they were matter of fair inference, The learned

new , it would be necessary to go into gentleman (Mr. Impey) observed, that if

them ; but if they were old stale transac- charges were made, facts ought to be laid

tions, it would be highly inexpedient to before the court, and transactions, with

notice them . their dates, should be fairly stated .

Mr. R. Jackson observed , that perhaps His hon. friend (Mr. Hume) acted

very few instances had ever occurred , precisely in this spirit, when he called

where so many palpable misrepresenta- for the documents mentioned in the mox

tions had been crowded into so small a tion now before the court . He was happy

compass, as in the pamphlet to which the to witness the frank and liberal manner,

learned gentleman had alluded . He ad- in which an inquiry into the state of the

mitted that charges were made against college, a measure so necessary to the ho

the professors, and that inflammation ap- nour of all parties, had been challenged

peared amongst the students ; but that by the two learned gentlemen- (Messrs.

inflammation manifested itself against Grant and Stewart) ; and he hoped he

their own constituted authorities , who should recognise some of that honourable

were treated with haughtiness and con- pride, and lofty independence, which bem

tumely . He was happy that the learned longed to learning, and to professional

gentleman (Mr. Grant) and the learned eminence, in their opposing a steady re

professor near him , cuncurred with him sistance to any importunities by which

and his hon , friends in thinking that the they might be assailed , and in their stre

whole affair of the college ought to be nuous endeavours to procure the necessary

fully considered . He believed, when they examination . He had been accused of

were examined into , that much would be inconsistency ; but it did not follow , be

discovered highly meritorious on the part cause he went hand in hand with every

of the professors . But they ought to re- man who contended, that they ought to

collect (those who publish pamphlets give an enlarged education to their young

on thesubject should particularly recollect) servants—that they ought to ornament

who were the persons from whom the and decorate every youth with the choicest

censure emanated. He would presently gems of learning that, therefore , he

call on the Chairman to state, whether might not, most consistently, differ from

that which was termed " an invidious those persons , as to the mode and manner

charge," was not founded on a public do- of education, and as to the degree of ex

cument ? If it were not a public docu- pense that should attend it. He had a

ment, he was blamable in laying it before right to stand up in his place in that court,

the court . He alluded to the two reports and say, in the name of weeping parents

from the college itself, purporting to be we will carry our children to any ex

drawu up by the college council, which it tent of education the Company may pro

was impossible to read without coming to pose — we will give them all the know

this conclusion, that the establishmentpre- ledge you require — but do not compel us,

sented a most extraordinary instance of by sending them to this college, to be

non -improvement, and of the wilful per- guilty of a moral immolation . ” Many of

version of every thing that should distin- them thought, perhaps theythought erro

guish a public institution. He and his neously, that this would be the case - but,

hon . friends were not the libellers. They even if they were in error, their feelings

derived their information from the college ought to be respected by the court, when

itself ; and he called on the Chairman to they exclaimed'e do not distress and

say , whether the paper he alluded to was, agonize us ! During the two or three

or was not, a public document ? If it years probation of our sons, lay down

were, it disclosed the most shameful want whatever course of education you deem

of improvement in the pupils that could necessary. Insist on their being qualified

be imagined . Such an admission , after to'answer the oriental test , from which

the Company had put themselves to an you have departed, in order to cultivate

expense of £ 100,000, besides £ 16,000 general literature . They shall be in

per annum for the support of the estab- structed as you desire - but it will be un

lishment, was unparalleled in the history der the eye of their parents. Surely you

of scholastic institutions in this kingdom will not force us to send them to a place,

The second allegation ( for there were only where, at least, vice is familiarly talked
two, all the rest was fair inference ) re- of, to say nothing more which is not

lated to the disorders which existed in the exactly the case in our families, in which

college. Would any man deny the alle- good order and morality are observed, and

gation, that great, that serious, that la- where private tutors may give the ne

mentable insubordination prevailed ? He eessary instruction." Suppose a gentle

and his hon . friends alleged , because the man in Scotland had procured a writer

»
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ship , would it be unfair, if, instead of After a short pause

sending his son to Hertford college, he Mr. R. Grant said, that his reason for

requested that he might be allowed to
not answering " yes ” immediately to

educate him at Edinburgh or Glasgow the proposal of the learned gentleman,

or to provide private tutors for him in was , because it was a matter of perfect

his own house ? indifference to him , whether thediscussion

Mr. Impey put it to his learned friend, came on , on that day, or on that day fort
whether, in the present state ofthe ques- night . He knew so well the ground lie

tion, it was right to proceed in so ex- occupied, and the satisfactory manner in

tended a line of argument ?
which he could meet the charges, that the

Mr. R. Jackson._ “ I quite submit to period to be fixed for the debate was im

the propriety of my learned friend's sug- material to him . He wished to know the

gestion . ”
specific motion for papers which the hon.

Mr. Impey .- " I ask for the dates of proprietor had introduced.

the disturbance, and also for the period ,
The Chairman.- " There have been,

at which the conduct of the directors,
on both sides , some aberrations from re .

now . alluded to as reprehensible, took gularity, and I wish to bring the court to

place ? "
the question immediately before us, there

Mr. R. Jackson said, when he rose to
fore let the motion be again read .”

address the court, he was conscious that
Mr. Hume's motion was accordingly.

two gentlemen , who preceded him, had

committed a breach of the rule laid down
read by the clerk .

for the conduct of the discussion on the Mr. Hume said , he had neglected to in

present occasion ; but, he had hardly let
troduce one word in his motion, which

the reflection pass in his mind , before he appeared to him to be essential. Hecould

fell into the sameerror himself, though wish the motion to read thus “college

certainly without intention . His learned council, and principals.” He had omit
friend asked for dates and the resolu ted to insert the last word, “ principals,

tion before the court would produce them , but heunderstood that many of the re
and every other species of information, ports, necessary to explain , and show the
which his learned friend and the learned state in which the college was , came

professor called for. through them.

Mr. Impey was anxious that his learned Mr. Lowndes said, he could at once

friend should perfectly understand him . save the time and trouble of the court .

It was alleged, that great disturbances He had discovered a certain cure for the

had taken place in the college, and that evils which they wished to remedy, and

the court of directors , in some particular which they all deplored. In future, let

instances, had behaved exceedingly ill the writerships be given to the young

with respect to the government of the men according to their good conduct, and

institution - now , he wanted to know not the moment they entered the college.

the dates of those commotions and of There lay the seat of the disease. The

this misconduct, as grounds for the pro- Company, in conferring those writerships

duction of papers. immediately, did what was never before

Mr. R. Jackson said , in selecting the done by any corporate body- they re

papers , care would be taken that dates warded persons who had not, by their

were not wanted . His learned friend good conduct, proved that they were

(Mr. Grant) and the learned professor, worthy of favour. What could be ex

had very honourably and candidly invited pected but insubordination, when they

discussion. The former had most truly gave to youths, whose pulses beat at the

said that the question could not rest here. rate of one hundred andtwenty a minute ,

Certainly it could not, it ought not to writerships worth £4000 ? Yes, the

stop here. If his learned friend , there. Company put £4000 in their pockets,

fore, would name a day (that day fort and they became intoxicated with vanity.

night for instance) he would be ready to “ Herewe are,” they exclaimed ,

bring the subject before the court. By the point of going out to India . We are

that time, the whole of the proprietors provided for, and may do what we

would be in possession of what he meant please .” They conceived they were petty

todo ; and , in the same manly spirit with kings, and they looked with contempt on

which his learned friend defied inquiry, all who approached them . He did not

he (Mr. R. Jackson) challenged contro- know , until he went to the college, that

versy - feeling, as his learned friend did, the writerships were given them when

in his honourable mind , that examination they entered — and he could not suffi

was imperatively called for, if the college ciently reprobate such a system . Young

was to go on hereafter without opposi- men went to Oxford and Cambridge,to

tion. Gentlemen being acquainted with procure fellowships and livings. But

the specific motion be meant to bring they received those rewards in conse

forward would have fourteendays to con- quence of their exemplary conduct,and
sider of it,

their academic acquirements. Theywere

66
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not complimented with situations as soon He had no wish to state these circum

as they became members of the uuiver- stances, having left it with the hon . Chair

sity. Why should not the Company imi- man and the court of directors to select

tate the system adopted at these great such documents as appeared most likely

seats of learning, and, instead of giving to elucidate the subject. He could give

the young men writerships the moment dates if he were called upon - but, as the

they became students , make them wait a court seemed anxious to entrust the se

few years, and hold out this provision as lection of documents to the executive

an incentive to good conduct ? --( Crics of body, he would abstain from such a
question , and coughing .) The lion , pro- course . Before the question was put, he

prietor did not know whether this was begged leave to state one circumstance

meant for applause or disapprobation that must come bome to the feelings of
but lie would not occupy himself in beat- every man , and must shew that disorder

ing about tne bush . They had been a and jusubordination had existed to an

long time beating about the bush ---but alarming extent . The learned prófessor
he had at length found the hare sitting, who stood forward before the court, to

and he hoped the Company would protit defend the proceedings of the institution ,

by the riscovery. As long as they gave had said , “ I am only astonished that the

away those writerships, without having college has gone on at all !” These were
any insight into the couduct of those who the words given to the public, in a pamph

received them , they were doing that let, the day before yesterday ; and surely ,

which they ought not to do--they were after this stateinent, those who saw the

holding out temptations to inisconduct, characters of the professors and of the

when the young men were assured that institution at stake, could not refuse the

they would be sent out to ludia, whether most minute inquiry. He should be most

they behaved well or ill . It was most happy, if, on investigation , the college

important that the proprietors should was able to rescue itself from the charges

turn this point in their consideration , brought against it . By inquiry alone,

because the great evils of the college could it be ascertained what was calum
might easily be traced to it . nious assertion , and what was well

Mr. Impºy , to order .---He really wished founded statement. For his part, he

that the hon . proprietor would not speak sought for nothing but cool and dispas

so much out of time, and so irrelevantly. sionate consideration . He was anxious

There was a particular question before the for an inquiry founder on facts , and on

court, ou wwich his obserrations did not nothing but facts . To them he would

bear in the remotest degree. apply himself—and by them he pledged
Mr. Lowndes, (in a tone of the utmost himself to stand or fall .

surprise)-“ Not bear on the question ! Mr. Bosanquet thought it was essential
With all due deference to the learned that the court should not labour under a

gentleman, they do bear on the question misunderstanding (and it was
--but they bear on a very tender part, common one) with respect to persous be

and, therefore, are not relished behind ing sent out to India, who were not duly
the bar!” - (laughter and coughing .) qua ified . He would put this point beyond

The Chairman.- " The hon . proprietor all question, and beyond all doubt, by

is completely misinformed on the subject reading the clause relating to this subject,
he has jutroduced . The stay of the young in the last act of parliament ; when he

men at Haileybury is a period of proba- had done this, it would appear that the

tion ; both the time and attainments are hon . proprietor, who introduced the

specified. If they do not pass the test , topic, was not correct in his statement.

they are not sent out to India at all ; and The clause (the 156th ) in the act of 1813,

when they are sent out, they are classed was as follows:- " And be it further

according to their merits." enacted , that it shall not be lawful for

Mr. Loundes.-- " That must be a new the said court of directors to nominate ,

regulation, for I heard that the writer appoint, or send , to the presidencies of

ahip was given without any condition Fort William , Fort St. George, or Bom

whatever.” bay, any person in the capacity of a

Mr. Hume said , it was a matter of very writer, unless such person shall have

great importance that what had fallen been duly entered at such college, and

from the hon , Chairman should be sub- have resided there four terins, according

stantiated . The proprietors aud the pub- to the rules and regulations thereof ; and

lic were told , in 1812, ihat writers were shall also produce to the said court of di.

sent out to ludia , who had not completed rectors, a certificate , under the hand of

their course at Hertford College. With the principal of the said college, testify

respect to the insubordination which pre- ing that he has, for the space of four,

vailed there , he could state , that, in the terms, been a member of, and duly con

two first years, two extensive riots had formed himself to, the rules and regula .

occurred — and in the past year, a very tions of the said college.” “ Beyond this,

disastrous commotion had taken place. (continuedMr. Bosanquet) there was, in
Asiatic Journ.-No. 14. VOL. III. 2 B

a very

.
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the státutes enacted for the government draw from his motion that provision,
this college , a clause, which was as bind- which gave to the court of directors the

ing as law , because it had received the power of selecting the documents. He

approbation of the board of commis- trusted the hon . gentleman would make

sioners. It was this, that the professors his motion general, and, by that means,

should not be under the necessity of abstain from throwing any responsibility

granting this certificate , unless they felt on the gentlemen behind the bar. Here.

that it was reasonable and proper : Mr. quested him to do this, because, if such

Bosanquet, after a moment's consultation a distinction were made, it might be said

with one of his brother directors , said he hereafter, that certain papers, necessary

begged leave to correct himself. He did to the elucidation of the subject, had been

not wish to mislead the court on this oc- kept back , from sinister motives, by the

casion , and, he understood , there was no court of directors . If, therefore, a clear

provision in the college statutes , ou the and distinct view of this delicate question

point he had last mentioned. But, he were determined on , he was of opiuion

apprehended, what he had read from the that the motion should be made general,

act of 1813 , was a complete bar to the in order to the production of all the do

sending any person out to India who was cuments connected with it. Still , howe

not qualified. It did not, as had been ver, it appeared to him , that the motion

stated , follow as a matter of course, that, ought to be negatived altogether- and for

because young men were sent to the col- this reason , because the evils were gone

lege at Hertford, they must, therefore, by, of which so much complaint had been

proceed to India . made. The dates would shew that the

Mr. Hume said, in consequence of a evils , so feelingly described by the learn

question he had , on a former occasion , ed gentleman , in his eloquent and pithy

put to the chair, an answer was given , manner, had ceased fifteen months ago.

which was now contradicted --namely, The disorders had all been set to rights

that individuals had gone out to India, the refractory students had been punished

without the required certificate. That -- thatpunishment had produced the most

was before the passing of the last act , salutary effects -- and the college was, at

and took place in 1812 or 1813. By the the present moment, in a more perfect

act, froin which the hon . director had state of discipline , than it could boast for

read a clause, it was impossible, without a great length of time. When the storm

a breach of the law , for any person to be was over, when the vessel might be said

sent out to India , who had not qualified to have righted herself, and was proceed

himself by a residence at the college. He ing smoothly to her destination , then

did not mean now to enter on this subject , these two gentlemen got up in a coruer of

but be had , on a former occasion , in his the room , and, like the conjuror in the

place in that court, called the attention of Tempest, endeavoured to create a storm

the proprietors to it . He now held in his of their own.- (Heai ! hear 1) -Here

hand a letter , which he had brought were they involved in a storm produced

down to the court by accident, in which by the mere ipsi dixerunt of those gen

it was stated , that a Mr. Parker, a Mr. tlemen . He would not admit that the al

Phillips, and a Mr. Thomas, gentlemen legations so boldly made against the col

who were recommended by very bigh au- lege were supported by proof. So far as

thority, had been sent out to India , regarded the proficiency in science ofthe

though they had not been at the college at young men, (which thelearned gentleman

all. This was directly in the teeth of the had thought fit to arraign ,) he, in his

act of parliament ; and if the court of place, would pointedly and positively de

directors could , in their wisdom , dispense clare, that it did exist,and in a very high

with sending the youths to college, als degree. Instances might, perhaps, be

though itwaspositively provided for by the found, where some of the young men

act, the law became a mere dead letter. evinced a less degree of proficieucy than

[ It was here intimated from behind the many of their fellow -students. But was

bar, that those appointments were made this extraordinary ? When the hon. gen
before the passing of the act.] tleman (Mr. Hume) was at school or at

Mr. Pattison said , as far as respected college- (he knew not at what school the

himself, he was wholly indifferent about hon . gentleman might have received his
the present motion . He considered it to talents, or rather improved them, for

be aquestion of general policy ; how far talents were the gift of heaven ) were

it might be proper to produce documents, there not some dunces at that school or

involving, in various ways , the disclosure college - were there not, at that school

of mariy confidential statements ? It re- or college, some depraved characters , on

mained forthe court of proprietors to de- whom discipline and iustruction produced

cide that question . But, if the subject nó good effect ? Could it be expected that

were to be discussed and he could not Hertford College alone should be com

perceive the necessity of such a discussion) pletely exempted from dull or turbulent

he hoped the hon . gentleman wouldwith Boys ? But, with respect to the improve
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ment of the youths educated there, he (and , when themoments of warmthwere.

should be borne out by facts , at least as passed , he did possess candour) whe

strong and conclusive as any that could ther this was proper phraseology to be

be adduced on the other side. The latest used to gentlemeu ? He was sure the

accounts from Bengal proved the utility hon, director would , in fairness, angwer...

of the course of education at Haileybury. that it was not. While lie and his hon .
There were , in the conduct of the young friends treated the court with due re

men who had been sent out, evident and spect — while they acted with that sin

irrefragable proofs, that they were fitted , gleness of heart, which detied the

at that institution , to hold high situations world to find out an improper mo- ,

in India - to hold them with advantage tive for their conduct - such language

to the Company, and with honour to (which was not suited to the dignity

themselves. And now, when the storm of the court) would not lower , them

was overblown, when the halcyon was in the opinion of those proprietors , for
on the water, when all was at peace, whose interests they had fought for ne

they were called on to interrupt this calm inconsiderable number of years and for

and unruffled state of things ! He again whose interests he would continue strenu.

entreated, that the motion might be so ously to fight , without, however, losing

worded , as not to leave the court of din sight of the feelings and urbanity of a gen

rectors at liberty, if it should be carried , tleman ! - (Hear ! Hear !) He would not

to withhold a single paper, assent to the expunging of a passage from

Mr. R. Jackson said , he did not per- the motion, which went to make it ac

fectly comprehend the course adopted by ceptable to all. They had annual reports

the hon . director who had last spoken. from the college, and they also had month,
He had first observed , that it was a mat- ly reports . The latter entered into very

ter of perfect indifference to him, whe- minute details. They spoke, perhaps, of

ther the resolution were carried or not disorders which had occurred in one

and then he advised his hon. friend (Mr. month, but were happily put an end to
Hume) to remove that cautionary provi- in the next. Therefore, he would not

sion from his motion , which was calcu- call for these confidential communications,

lated to render it acceptable to every in , Butmuch information , not of this private

genuous mind-which was intended to kind , was necessary ; and could there, he

make it palatable to all sides of the court. asked , be a motion better framed for

If the motion were stripped of this cau- eliciting it ? Could a proposition be laid

tionary provision , the hon, director well before the court, more entitled to unapi

kpew , it would go to the production of mous consent, than one which requested

private matters, and would of course , be- the court of directors , as this motion did,

come so obnoxious to all parties, that it to produce all those papers that appeared

must necessarily be lost . This, he pre- to them essential to the merits of the case,

sumed , was the policy of the hon. direc- but to withhold every thing that could

tor, but he trusted the good sense of his tend to the disclosure of confidential com ,

honourable friend would defeat it . With munications ? If the papers were refused ,

respect to the system of his honourable how would those persons look , who,

friend's education (and his exertions when he and his hon, friends stated that

in that court proved that he had received instances of insubordination were notori

an excellent one) or to the place where ous , met the statement, not by referring .

he had imbibed the first principles of to documents, but by a mere contradic ,

knowledge, he would not assume the li- tion ? He hoped not a dissentient voice

berty of making observations. Nei- would be heard on this occasion . He

ther would he stop to enquire, whether was sure that the shrewdness of his hon .

his hon , friend or the hon. director was friend, perceived , at the first glance , the

the conjuror who had raised the storm on object of the hon , director. He called on

this occasion . But he, for one, would him to avoid the gifts tendered by the

feel great pleasure if some competent hon. director - to persevere in his propor

power would exorcise that spirit of re- sition, with its cautionary provision and

mark, of reproof, and of personal allusion, not, by agreeing to make it palatable to
which they had witnessed that day, one person , render it obnoxious and un

Those at whom it was levelled were not pleasing to all the rest. It was a propor
quite used to it and the hon . director sition on which he ought to receive sup

would do well to recollect, that they port from all sides of the court, because
were, generally, gentlemen of some de- ihe want ofinforination was generally ad

gree of mark and station in life, and mitted . He knew no body of gentlemen

well -known beyond the precincts of that who should be more anxious for inquiry

court. Was it decorous to speak of than the learned professors themselves,

“ two gentlemen , getting up in a corner whom he sincerely wished to serve . He

of that room ,to disturb the general had not the least doubt, as far as they
peace and tranquillity which prevailed ? ** were concerned , that they would come

He put it to the hon. director's candour out pure and unsullied from the ordeal ;

2 B 2
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but, certainly, there were no persons con- prietor to get up every two or three

nected with the college whose honour minutes, and throw the whole court into

more imperatively demanded the inquiry confusion by irrelevaot statements.

* Mr.S.Diconobserved that, in the course Mr. P. Moore would , as briefly as pos .

ofwhat had been said, it was admitted , sible , state 'his view of the question , on
that heretofore much insubordinatiou had which, he thought, too much had been

prevailed at the college ; but it was also said . was agreed, in the early part of

stated, that judicious alterations had been the day, that nothing should be offered in

made, which were productive of very anticipation of the general debate, 'and ,
beneficial effects . Now, he conceived , it he was sorry , the recommendation had

would be an act of injustice to the college , not been strictly attended to . They

and to all who were connected with it , if started with something of a notice for dis

those alterations, by which progressive cussing the affairs of this institutinn on is

improvement had been effected , were not future day-- and he expressed his readi

made known to the public. This could ness , when the subject was brought for..

only be done through the medium of an ward , to state his sentiments at length.

inquiry -- but he submitted whether it was He now thought it necessary to say , that

necessary to go so far back as the year he wanted to have nothing to do with the

1805 ? (Mr. R. Jackson whispered, practical part of the question, as it was

46 That is in the discretion of the direc- called , because his objectious went far

tors. " )—Mr. Dixon thought, as the ino- beyond any thing that the practice of the

tion wasworded, it was peremptory. He college presented . There were two points

should advise a more reasonable period ; into which this question divided itself

for instance , the two last years , to be se- first , the principle on which the college

lected as the criterion . He was desirous was founded ; and secondly, the practice

that a full investigation should take place . which prevailed there . Now what did

The college avd 'the court of directors the motion go to ?. It did appear to him ,

might then stand justified before the pub- when he considered the subject, that there

lic - which could not be the case , without was something en masque-something a

inquiry.
little below the surface that could not

Mr.Pattison felt himself called on to be immediately seen . The learned gen- .

rise , in consequence of the personal at- tleman and his hon . friends seemed to

tack which the learned proprietor (Mr. arraign individual conduct. Against this

R. Jackson ) had made on him in the he protested — and on what principle ?

course of his speech . That learned gen- Because that which he alluded to had

tleman had ai con mand a number of been adjudicated , already, in some way

high - sounding words, which captivated or other. Now he would state, from his

the attention , and ; no doubt, made a deep own kuowledge, what had occurred at a

impression on the minds of many gentle- celebrated public institution . · He once

men . He, however, called on the learn had a great many sons at Westminster

ed gentleman to prove a single instance, school. The more conveniently to super

where he (Mr. Pattison bad attacked intend their education , he took a house in

him or his friends unfairly. When he had Westminster. He made use of West

attacked them , he had done it on princi- minster school as a dlay school, where he

ple - he had done it to their face- sent bis sons to learn their Greek and

thus shewing that he was not intimi. Latin , and he taught them everything

dated by their talents or attainments, else himself. No less than five rebellions,

and that he did not regard the influence as they were termed , broke out in the

they had obtained over many of the pro- school , while his sons were there . It

prietors . If the learned gentleman had was found necessary to make alterations

spoken of those only who were present, in the system-and , at present, in conse

and could answer for themselves, he (Mr. quence of those alterations, a degree of

Pattison) would not have made the ob- discipline was obtained which was never

servations that appeared to have excited before known there. This, he under

such warm feelings . But the learned stood, was the case at Hertford college.

gentleman , in his speech the other day , That good order and due subordination

had condemned the whole conduct of the prevailed there now, was , he believed, in

college council - hehad heaped indiscrimi- disputable. He could put his finger on
natecensure on them - couched in terms, some points contained in the minute of

he was almost about to say, of coarse the marquis Wellesley, in which he was

phraseology. This it was which had in- completely at issue with some of his ad
duced him to offer his sentiments.. mirers ; aud, when the question was

Mr. Lowndes said, he was at the col- brought forward, he would state them .
lege three months ago, and, so far from When it was clear that good order had

sabordination beingrestored , a disturb- been restored , what necessity was there

ance had then very recently taken place.- for all those proofs of insubordination ?

(Order ! Order ! ) Why was a history of evils , which had

Mr. Martin, to order. It was really , alreadybeen removed,soearnestly called

heobserved, very indecent forthehon.pro- for ?It appeared to him that three points
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were sought to be effected by their pro- cific charges until some ground of impu

ceeding :-First, to censure the court of tation was made out upon the authority.

directors for misconduct. Second, to of documents in the possession of the di .

charge the professors with negligence of rectory. The whole extentof his learned

their duty . " And third , to describe the friend's present object was inquiry , and

boys who were sent out to India , as not the circumstances which induced a belief

being properly educated . Whenever the that inquiry was necessary, were too no

question was introduced , he should con- torious to require the form of detail. The

sider the principle of the institution , and court might inquire without having speci

consequently he should not want the evi- fic charges laid before it.

dence now demanded . His objection Mr. Lowndes asked what other grounds

went to points of a nature very different were there necessary to justify inquiry

from those on which other gentlemen than the notorious state of insubordination

proceeded. With respect to the motion which had very recently been manifested

before the court, the hon . gentleman had by the young gentlemen in the college ?

qualified it in a very peculiar way. The He (Mr.L.) was at the college about three

motion contained five alls , and then months since , and he was told , that the in

came the discretion vested in the directors subordination was then so great, that a

to grant what papers they thought proper, row was expected on the 5th of November,

which might be denominated the save-all truly because the professors would not

-laughter) --for, under it , the directors allow the young gentlemen to have squibs

were at liberty not to produce a single do- and crackers to celebrate the anniversary

cument. Looking at the question as he of the gun -powder plot. Surely that in

did , it struck him as being an inquisition stauce was sufficiently recent to justify

into the conduct of the court of directors ; some inquiry, although a temporary calın

and, therefore , the executive body must might at present exist. But is there was

wish that the cautionary provision should a latentdisposition to riot and misconduct,

be omitted. It placed them in a very in- it was fit that it should be eradicated by

vidious situation - because, if any docu- the wliolesome interposition of the court ,

ment were refused (if, for instance the in order to bring these young gentlemen

court of directors did not chose to pro- to their senses, and teach them that those

duce a paper , that tended to criminate who are to govern and superintend the

private individuals, who had nothing to future destinies of India , are not to carry

do with the dispute) it might be alleged, with them the seeds of rebellion and dis

that it was kept back for an unfair pur- order ; that they are not to set an ex

pose . Now, he wished the resolution to ample directly contrary to the principles

be read with all its alls — for there were of good government and subordination ,

so many that he could make nothing of which it would probably fall to their lot

it . ( The resolution having bee ! again one day or other to inculcate . Subordina

read by the clerk .) Mr. Moore observed, tion and a due respect for the constituted

that the hon . gentleman might get all he authorities, were the very first principles

wanted , without difficulty, if he did not of duty which these youngmen were to

mean to criminate individuals, and would learn and practise in the whole tenour of

look to the principle of the institution. their conduct. A departure from these

If he were inclined to do this , he had orly manifested not only a proof of disqualiti

to move, “ that all papers relative to the cation for the high honour of a writership,

origin of the college, the principle on but what was more unpardonable, it

which it was founded , and the success shewed a total want of gratitude for the

that had attended it , should be laid be- benefits best wed upon these young men.

fore the court." The Company not only put breail in their

Mr. R. Grant conceived the motion for mouths, and education in their heads ,

papers to be founded upon this idea , but they gave them the certain prospect of

that the practice in the college was dis- receiving, in the first instance, a noble

tinguishable from the principle. All he income, perhaps of 3 or £4000 per an

had to say was, that he considered the The least returns which their

charges which had been suggested to the generous patrons had a right to receive

prejudice of the institution, were not for these great benefits, were a grateful

merely confined to the principle, but to sense of the obligations conferred , and a

both principle and practice ; and this being modest, an humble, and a respectful subm

so, he conld not agree to a motion for mission to the orders and regulations of

papers , by which the court were only to the college, during their probationary

acquit the principle, and not the practice, career With respect to the gentlemen

of the college. wlio discharged the important duties of

Mr. Dixon was notaware of any formal the professorships, it was impossible to

charges being exhibited upon the subject. find a more learned, a more correct, or a

Theobject of his learned friend was merely more honourable body of men, even in

to shew that there was some ground of in- the universities of Oxford and Cambridge.

quiry. He did not mean to make any spe. It was unnecessary to mention particular

nuin .
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names to justify this observation, for the members of society ; and any disap

merits of these gentlemen were well pointment in this respect was really a

known, and he had no doubt they would misfortune. What favourable judgment

be duly appreciated . The very characters could be formed of the miuds of young

and abilities of the gentlemenwho super- men, who in the very outset of life, be .

intended the education of the pupils, ren- trayed a total ignorance of their duty in

dered the conduct of the latter the more themost important article of their poli

inexcusable, and their ingratitude the tical creed ; and what opinion must be

more flagrant and unpardonable. The formed of those hearts which could at

ingratitude of their conduct , was far less the same time evince a total insensibility ,

justifiable, than any irregularities of to the first impulses even of the brute crea

which they could be guilty . Subordiva- tion - namely gratitude for kindness.
tiou ought to be the first, whilst it was . Great allowance ought certainly to be

the least, acknowledgment they couldre- made for the intemperance and volatility

turn for the important advantages they of youth — but in a seminary where subor

derived under their benefactors auspicious dination was the primary and most essen- ,

- protection . If they had any proper feel- tial duty, less consideration should be

jugs they must be conscious that they shewu for a departure in so capital an

owed every thing to the East- India Com- article . None of these young men could

pany. Should any of them ever make a be so ignorant of their duty, or so stupid

figure upon the theatre of the world , their as to the common rules of society, as vot

prosperity and success must be placed to to know that it was a most serious of

the credit of the Company, and to that fence to fly in the face of superior au

auspicious patronage under which their thority . They had no apology of this

rising genius and hopes were cherished. kind to plead, and therefore their conduct

Their situation was far more fortunate was the more criminal . Probably he

and promising than that of the great ma- (Mr. L. ) might be again told that he was

jority of the youth even in the higher talking nonsense, and again call for inter

classes of society ; for they did not merely ruption from behind the bar ; but whe

receive a good education, but in fact they ther he himself practised sound morality

received rewards for services, which re- or not, he trusted he was at least

mained yet to be performed . The tickets speaking sound morality. He charged

which they had in the lottery of life , were the grossest ivgratitude upon these young

sure to be prizes -- they were born , (to men—and he imputed to them the most

make use of a quaint piirase) with silver shameful insubordination -- a criine which

spoons in their mouths. Surely under struck at the very root of the college, and

these circumstances the Company had a which if not checked in time by salutary

rigăt to expect some show of gratitude for coercion , would speedily terminate its ex

such blessings- some sense of obligation istence. Insubordination prodnced the

worthy of the honours aud advantages French revolution , and had indeed been

which awaited their debut in life. The the proximate cause of destruction to the
Crinne ut iugratitude in them was the more most flourishing kingdoms of the world.

shocking when it was recollected on what Mr. Hume said , that, the question

footing they were placed. Receiving, as having been put from the chair , he sub

they did , the treatment of gentlemen, mitted that the motion could not now be

endued with an education , which placed altered. However, if therewas any thing

them above the fortunes of millions of objectionable in the form of it, he would

their fellow -creatures , ingratitude in them most willingly meet the wishes of the

was indeed a high misdemeanour. Un- court. His only object was to get such

happily for the lower orders, the state of informatiou as should enable the proprie

society was sucb , that they must oftenbe tors to discuss the subject fully, fairly and

ruled with a rod of iron . Defects ofedu- dispassionately .

cation , or an ignorance of the political l'he Chairman still held the opinion

misfortunes resulting from insubordiuam that this question ought not to be brouglıt

tion , rendered it uecessary to adopt a forward. Nothing which could be said on

different course of government towards the subject wouldmake it palatable to his

the great mass of mankind, than what mind . The alteration proposed did not

would be justiñable towards the intelli- at all remove his objections to the motion ;

gent and informed ; because from good for he still thought that the agitation of

education, and the improvement of the the subject would producemuch harm and

reflecting faculties , the legislature na- no good. He wished the proprietors,

turally looked for a sense of honor, however, to understand this to be only

proper respect for the constituted authorin his individual opinion . Having had no

tips and a due subordination to the ordi, opportunity of consulting withthe body
nances of the constitution . These were of the court of directors, he was upable

the effects which one would naturally to say what their sentiments were. He

look for, as resulting from the course os was totally ignorant of their opinions;

education adopted towards these chosen but from the best view he himself
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were

;

could take of the subject, he had an moment, if the reasons and arguments by

anxious desire that it should not be made which it was originally recommended stilt

matter of public discussion ; for he really , subsisted , and if the facts stated were
and conscientiously beliered it would do really true. The criterion of the institu

a great deal of harin, without the slightest tion now was that five or six young inen
particle of good. With this conviction came out of the college fit for iininediate

on his mind, he should give his opposi- employment, at the end of six months,

tion to the motion , and he sincerely whereas in former times the students

wished for a majority of the court to de- not qualified sufficiently at the

eide against it . end of a year. Some were capable of

Mr. Inglis thought that the act of par going to India without being subjected to

liament which had been produced by this ordeal at all ; and others there were

an hon , director (Mr. Bosanquet) was an whose dispositions were such that no in

unanswerable objection to the unlimited
struction whatever would sutliciently qua

motion of the honourable gentleman . At- lify them ; but in such instances their

tending to the provisions of that act of parents had no right to turn round to the

parliament, he (Mr. Inglis ) was clearly of professors, and say “you have not done

opinion , that , in all events, the motion justice to iny son .” The obvious answer

should be limited to the date of the act , to such a complaint would be, " he is not

because it would be unreasonabe to call capable of the same instruetion with the

for papers relating to by-gone grievances , same opportunity as other young men

or abuses which had been long since reme- are.” But he put it seriously to the court

died . In reason, the motion ought to be of proprietors, whether this was the mode
restricted to returns of recent date, and in which the principle of the institution

ought not to have reference to the begin- was to be got rid of ? The court were

ning of the institution ; for in such cases, not to listen to the complaints, frivolous or

it would be only bringing back the recoló not, of parents , but they were to look to

lection of errors and miscoudact, which the general principle and general effect

had been decided upon . Many of such of the institution. He (Mr. Inglis) there

returns would relateto abuses which the fore for one must serionsly object to this

act of parliament was passed to remedy, motion as perfectly unnecessary; but as
and therefore it would answer no useful all events he objected to its applying to a

purpose to extend the motion beyond the period earlier than the dateof theact of

date of that act . He was quite persuad- paritament, because the state of things
ed that the court of directors and the pro- now in the college was quite different from

fessors of the college had no wish to with- what it had been heretofore. It had been

hold any information from the court . Un placed since that period on quite auother

doubtedly, he was frec to confess that he footing ; new regulations lad been acted

was not one of those who at first favoured upon from that time. It was a true ob

the institution --on the contrary he held servation , that sometimes it happened in
a different opinion of its success . But establishing new institutions of this kind ,

the college having been established , and that sutilicient authority was not put into
he having witnessed the good effects it had the hands of the superiors , to provide for

produced, and was still likely to produce its internal management and economy.
to the Company's service in India, he In this particular case the truth of the

thought it an institution which ought to observation had been discovered from cir

be maintained. To be satisfied of the cumstances, already notorious, that the re

good effects of the college it was only ne- gulations provided for the internal mama

cessary to look to the result of one year. nagement of the college, did not support
It appeared last year that of the nine that authority of the professors, which was

young gentlemen who entered into the essential to the well-being of theinstitution .
service, tive or six of them came out of However, it was not necessary that the

the college, and most of them had only court of proprietors should know what dis
been in for six months. Such a fact as ciplinewas exercised by the professors. The

this spoke most forcibly as to the merits power which had heretofore been exerted

of the institution . These youngmenafter by the directors upon the subject of disci

only six months continuance in the college , pline was now gone out of their hands ;

came out perfectly qnalified for the public and if there was not a sufficient case madé

service, and acquitted themselves with out to shew that the professors had abused

great credit. It was his opinion that the their power in this particular, he (Mr.

efficiency of the students in so small a Inglis) should be one of the last to inter

space of time, was the best possible proof fere with the existing discipline of the

of the utility. An honourable genrleman college. He was not present when the
on the other side of the bar, seemed to subject was disenssed ,-and he had only

consider it a good expedient to do away. to express his sorrow that such a discas.

with the college altogether. Such a pro- sion had taken place. If he had been at
positiva could not be entertained for a its comiucncement, with the feeble power's
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of which he was possessed, he should have negative the motion altogether , would , in

stood up and resisted it in limine. As his opinion , be doing a very great mis .

for the publications which had taken place chief ; for the public would naturally

upon the subject ju pamphlets and news- think that the court of directors were

papers, he should say nothing more than afraid to meet the question ; whereas, if

he was sorry such publications had ap- a full and complete discussion was given

peared, because they portended no good to to the subject, the public would naturally

the institution. Undoubtedly it was com- form that conclusion alone, wlrich result

petent for proprietor to make inquiries ed from such a discussion . Whether for

at the college , touching the state of its ma- tunate or unfortunate to the college,

nagement, and from bis own judgment he, for one, thought that the court, under

of what he observed ; but as to the ex- present circumstances, were bound by

pediency of his publishing his observations every motive of justice, of good sense ,

and opinions, he thoughtotherwise. The and of principle, to go into thediscussion ,

mischief of such publications, as he allud- and decide the case accoriling to its me.

ed to, was really very great ; and what rits . Rather than have the motion re

was more serious, it was impossible to jected upon a point of form , he should

say when it would be repaired ; as long certainly restrict it to the Ist of January ,

asnewspapers, pampilets, and other pub 1814 , in order to meet the wisztes of the

lications of such a natnre , might be read court. It was necessary, before he sat

by every mau and every boy in the king- down, to notice what had been stated by

dom . Such productions tended to mis- the hon . gentleman who spoke last, touch ,

lead the public opivion, and when it was ing the proficiency of the students at

récollected that there was no subject upon Hertford college. If the facts stated by

which the public were so apt to be misled that-worthy director were correct , he was

as the college at Hertford, he must say certainly right in drawing the conclusion

that the present discussion was most im- he did from them . Now he (Mr. H.),

properly entertained , because most, if not had the papers in his possession contain :

all, the heated expressions and strong ani- ing the state of proficiency made by the

inadversions which bad occurred , had young men lately arrived in ndia . He

only for their foundation past grievances would agree thatthe state of things atthe

which hau long since been remedied. He college there, was much improved to what

must say therefore, that inquiry into the formerly took place. Judging from au.

conduct of the college at a period of me average, it should seem that the college in ,

when faults might have existed, but which India had gone on in a progressive state

no longer did exist , could tend to no pus- of prosperity and improvement ; but he

sible good , and must do a great deal of must say that the college reports did not

harm . Besides the inconvenience of pro . reach this country very regularly - for this

ducing before the court matter which was the first time he could lay his hands

could lead to vo asetul conclusion , it on them . The result of the college docu

would necessarily bring forward circum- nient for the year 1811, appeared cer

stances of a private and personal nature, tainly , to he very favourable to the college

touching perhaps the youthful indiscre- in India. It appeared , that in 1811, there

tions of persons who had long since suf- were twenty youths who left the college at

fered for and regretted their errors, It Calcutta, capable of being employed in the
was for the reasonable part of the court various appointments given them in the

to judge of the propriety of a motion service . Of these youths, twelve were

huilt upon such foundations - a motion young men whohad been sent from Hert

which had for its object, to obtrude the ford college, and the remaining eight were

conduct of parties , who had no longer any young men not of Hertford college. Look

thing to do with the college, and who ing then, at the period of residence in the
were not under its controul. If the course Calcutta college , of these two classes of

attempted could really lead to any one young men respectively, it appeared that

satisfactory conclusion, he (Mr. Inglis) ihe result was in favour of the young

would be the first to encourage and pro- men's proficiency who had never been at

mote such an object; but viewing the Hertford college. The result was, that

subject as he did , he must say that there the twelve young men who had left the

was no pretence for such a motion. Hertford college, after an average of

Mr. Hume said he was willing to agree twelve, or at the least, of ten months re

to any alteration in the motion that sidence, which , added to their two years

should be agreeable to the court. He residence in Calcutta , made two years and

was perfectly satisfied that the mischief ten months. The other eight, who had

to be dreaded from misleading the public not taken the benefit of the college in

mipd upon this subject, could only be England , were three years , one month ,

avoided by a full, fair, and impartial dis- and seven days, in the Calcutta college, in

cussion ; and such a discussion would order sufficiently to qualify them for em

probably arise upon the papers produced ployment: so that in that year therewas
by the motion in its restricted form . To an exeess of three months allowed to
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thosewho hadnever been in the Hertford expense,and, consequently, in the amount
college. But at that time it would be re- of their debts ; and , in a word, for those

collected a determination was made, that decencies of conduct which denote men

young men should not go out so regularly well born , and characters well trained .”

as usualfrom this country to India. It must The hon. Chairman thought it butdue to

be admitted, however, that a period of justice to read the opinion of a noble lord

three monthswas no great deal in favor of now gone, who had the means of forming

Hertfordcollege. What then was there- his judgment, upon the good effects of the

sult of the year 1815 ?-It appeared that system of education , by being on the

eighteen young men were sent out from spot. He (the hon . Chairman ) did not

England -- all of them students of this mean to compliment the noble lord the

Hertford college - and all of them having more, in having formed his judgment upon

acquired their education of these learned the spot, because the high opinion ex

professors, whose numberswere about to pressed by his lordship, ofthe college in

be increased, with the addition ofa large this country, was, perhaps, a sort of dis

salary. Six of these young men lived at paragement of the institution which was

the college for six months - two for ten under his own immediate observation in

months_elght for eighteen months - one India. But, undoubtedly, the high enco

for four - and one for five months. Now mium he had passed upon the Hertford

havinggiventhe principle of thecalculation, college, was a proof of that liberal jus

it was very easy to estimate the advantage tice by which his heart and mind were

of the system ofeducation adopted at this always distinguished .

highly praised college. Taking the whole Mr. Inglis , in explanation of what he

eighteen young men , this calculation gave had before said, observed, that his allu

to each of them , three years , four months sions were directed to the last examina

and a half - being three monthseducation tion of the college. He did not mean to

more than thosewho had never been at carry the comparison any further.

the college at all. He (Mr. H. ) only Mr. Dixon was quite persuaded that

wished to state facts, and havingdone so, the motion would meet the approbation of
the court would judge for themselves. a majority of the court, if his hon , friend

The Chairman observed , that as some did not insist upon embracing theperiod

thing had been said by an hon. proprietor, commencing with the year 1805. Forhis

as to the conduct and efficiencyof the own parthe thought the purpose would be

young men sent from Hertford college to sufficiently answered by limiting it to the

India, he thought it right to read a short 1st January 1814 ; andcertainly the pub

extract from a report of the late Lord lication of the papers from that period

Minto, who was a visitor of the Calcutta could do no possible harm , and might do

college, dated September 15th, 1810, much good.

uponthis very subject. The extract was Mr.Elphinstone had no objection to

in these words. the motion in the amended form , although

“ Under these disadvantages, inherent he thought it could answer no useful pur

in the nature of the case, and yet greater pose. But he decidedly objected to the

at this early period than theymay bere practice which had obtained in the court

after be, it must be satisfactory to those of making general and sweepingcharges

who founded, or who now favor that of misconductand corruption , withoutthe

establishment, that I am enabled, in the slightesttangible evidence to sustain them ,

absence of more ample grounds for a Mr. Hume then moved to alter the

judgement on the subject, to say, from date of the motion to the 1st January

myown observation , that we have already 1814.

derived some of our most distinguished The Chairman repeated that no altera

ornaments from Hertford college. I do tion of date in the motion would remove

notspeak of the merit to which I now his objection to its principle, because he

allude, in comparison only with that of was convinced of the mischief which was

cotemporaries of the present year, but I likely to arise from the agitation of the

would place it confidently in parallel subject.

with the best and brightestperiodof our Mr. Hume- " I only ask to alter the

college. date of the motion ."

“ It is with peculiar pleasure that I do The Chairman-_ “Yon have altered it ,

a further justice to Hertfordcollege, by re- but I object to it with any alteration ."

marking, that the official reports and re- Mr. Jackson submitted thatin all events

turns ofour own college, will shew the it was competentfor the hon . mover

students whohavebeen translated from alterhis motion before it was put fr

Hertford to Fort William , to stand ho- the chair.

nourably distinguished for regular attend- Mr. Impey thought the alteratior

ance, for obediepen to the statutes and too late after the debate was ove

discipline of for orderly and the sense of the court being again

decorous moderation in Mr. Lowndes did not consir

Asia VOL. III. 2 C
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bate as being over . It was competent for sations of misconduct against the cours

his hon . friend to alter his motion so as to of directors upon this subject ; -he ap

meet the objection which had been sug- pealed to their candourwhether that was

gested to it. For his own part he would not so; he appealed to the hon . Chairman

take the liberty of advising the court of himself, whether there wae not some im

directors, for their own sakes, to acquiesce putation of misconduct against the court

ið the motion, as altered to the date of of directors, to be apprehended from the

the -Ist' January 1814 ; for although it discussion of this measure. The opposi,

was more easy to cut than untie the gor- tion from behind the bar spokealanguage

dian knot, yet that would not satisfy the too intelligible to be misunderstood. What

public, who would naturally think that motive could the directors have for blink

the directors wished to blink rather than ing the question , but the dread of some,

meet the question . The public wished to thing coming ont which was not palatable

see the gordian knot unties , and not cut to their own feelings ?

in two by the scissars . It seemed to him The Chairman then put the question

(Mr. L.) that there was an anxious desire as amended , with the insertion of thedate

on the part of the directors to smother of 1st January 1814 ; and the shew of

the question altogether . Instead of going hands appearing to be against the motion ,

through the unsavory labour of unraveling the hon. Chairman , by mistake , declared

the knot , they preferred the short cut of it to be carried in the affirmative,

the scissars. That, however, was neither This mistake produced some triumph

a proofof their sound policy , nor of their amongst the minority, some of whom , in

good government. The public mind must a desultory discussion, insisted that, as

he satisfied upon this important subject ;' the motion had been declared to becarried
and it would vot do with them to decide in their favour, it was not competent in

the question by the book of numbers. the Chairman to put the question again .,

There wasnot a sound reason to be urged . However, the sense of the court being

against the motion if it was restricted to otherwise, the question was agaiu put and

papers and documents since the 1st Janu- carried INTHE NEGATIVE, without a divis

ary 1814. The fact could not now be sion . - Adjourned.

disputed that there had been some accu

INDIA HOME INTELLIGENCE .

1
From the London Gazette tions of British Resident at the court of

M'hitehall,Jan. 14th .-His RoyalHigh- Delhi ,combined with his great energy and

ness the Prince Regent, in the name and animated personal exertions, to which was

on the behalf of his Majesty, taking iuto chiefly attributed the safety of that capital

consideration the highlydistinguished ser- and of the person of Shah Alum , at a

vices rendered by Sir David Ochterlony, time when the loss of either might have

· Bart, a Major-General in the army, in proved highly prejudicial to the public

the East- Indies, and Knight Grand Cross interests in Hindostan ; and further, the

of the most Honourable Military Order of unremitting zeal, foresight, and decision,

the Bath, on divers important occasions, manifested by the said Major General,

during a period of 39 years, particularly under circumstances of great difficulty ,

in thecourse of those arduous operations during the late contest with the state of

of the Mahratta war, which conduced to Nepaul, especially in that series of com

the decisive victory gained by the British bined movements, during the nights of

forces under the command of the late Ge- the 14th and 15th of April, 1815 ,

fieral Viscount Lake, in the memorable against the fortified positions of the

conflict before Delli, on the 11th of Sep- Goorkah arıny, on the heights of Ma.

tember, 1803, to the consequent surren- lown, which led to the establishment of

der of that capital, and to the restoration the British troops on that range of moun

of his Majesty Shah Alum to the throne tains, theretofore deemed to be impregua

of his ancestors; as also the proofs of ble, to the evacuation by tbe enemy of the

wisdom and military talent afforded by fortresses of Malown and Jytuck, to the

this officer during the subsequent defence defeat and surrender of Umir Single

of the said city against the whole force of Thappa, the chief commander of the

Jeswont Rao Holkar,his prudent arrange- hostile force, and to the successful and

ments and disposition of the comparative- glorious termination of that campaign .;

ly few troops underhis orders, his judi" and, lastly, the judgment , perseverance,

ciousconduct at so difficult a crisis,in the and vigour displayed by the said Major

discharge of the bigh and important hue. General, as commander of the British
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forces, upon the renewal of the contest The following cause, in some degree

with the aforesaid state , the happy and interesting to the East-India trade; was

triumphant results of which have been tried, 24th Deceniber, in the Court of

consolidated by a treaty of peace between Chancery.

the East India Company and the Rajah of

Nepal, highly beneficial to the interests
Bridge v, Wayne. The plaintiff was

of the British Empire in India; -his captain of the East-India ship the Princess

Royal Highness , desirous, in addition to
Amelia , with whom the defendant, a cloth

commemoratingthe faithfuland important fourteenbalesof scarlet cuttings,at5s.24 .

othermarks of his royal approbation, of seller in the Minories, enteredintoan
engagement, in 1815 , thie supply of

Services of the said Major -General, by

granting unto him certain honourable ar
per lb. The defendant undertook that the

morial augmentations, has been pleased chantable , whereas they turned out to be
scarlet cuttings should be good and incr:

to give and grant liis Majesty's royal li
bad and unmerchantable .

cepse and permission , that he the said
The Attorney- General, in stating the

Sir David Ochterlony, and his descend
ants, may bear to thearmorialensignsof plaintiff's case, observed, that it was not

Ochterlody thehonourableaugmentations generallyknown that a considerable trade

following, viz. " On an embattled chief
was " annually carried on with China in

twohanners in saltier , the oneof the Mahi- cuttings of scarlet cloth. The plaintifi
what were called scarlet cuttings, or the

ratta States, inscribed Delhi, the other of

the States of Nepaul, inscribed Nepaul,the
being first officer of the Princess Amelia,

staves broken and encircled by a wreath of
which was about to proceed to Canton ,

Jaurel,” with this motto to the arms , viz .
was desirous that part of his investment

* Prudentia et Aniino ; " and the crest
should be composed of scarlet cuttings ,

of honoarable augmentations following,
which being sold in the markets of China,

vit. " Outof aneastern crown, inscribed produced moneywith which he made his

Nepaul,an arm issuant;thehandgrasping purchasesfor another investmenton hiş

a batón of command entwined in an olive
return voyage. The success of this ad

branch ;" provided the said armorial en
venture had , however, been interferell

signsbe first duly exemplified according to
with most importantly by the defendant,

the laws of arms , otherwise the said
who had agreed to supply him with a

commodity fit for the purpose ; and in
royal licence to be void and of none effect.

stead of fulfilliug his engagement, had fur

nished an article of about half the value.

We are concerned to announce that In contracts of thiskind, every thingde

Richard Twining, Esq. has, after a zeal- pended on the good faith of the seller ;
ous and able discharge, for several years, for he was to procure them to be packed

of the duties of that important station , into bales by strong pressure, that they

been necessitated , through ill health, to miglat occupy as little room as possible,

Tesign the East- India Direction ; he was and if they were afterwards opened by

chosen at the general election in 1810 . the purchaser for the purpose of ascer

: A large number of the Hon. East- India taining the quality , that object would be

Company's troops, together with numer- defeated . The fourteen bales having been

ous detachments of King's troops, be shipped, the plaintiff proceeded to China ,

longing to the several regiments of foot, where they were landed ; but upon ex

serving in India, were embarked at posing them for sale among other goods of

Gravesend, a few days back , under the the same kind conveyed by other ships, he

superintendance of Col. Midgely, embark- found to his astonishment, that instead of

ing officer at Tilbury . scarlet cuttings, consisting ofpieces of clothi

A strongreinforcement of the 47th applicable to the purposes of the natives,

and 65th réigments are ordered for India , the defendant had packed up for him mere

and for that purpose have marched to shreds and patches, strings and clippings,

Gravesend for embarkation . fit for no use whatever, intermixed with

On Wednesday the 29th January a bal- large quantities of list, and even mawy

lot was held at the East-Indiahouse, for pieces of serge to makeup the quantity:

the election of a Director in the room of The consequence was , that for a piccol (a

R. Twining, Esq. retiring on account of Chinese weight of 133 one -third lb. Eng

ill health . On opening the glasses the lish ), the plaintiff only obtained eighty

vumbers appeared to be, for dollars, while his competitors received
Mr. Lumsden ... 890 exactlydouble that price. . The loss the
Mr. Raikes . 585

plaintiff had suffered amounted to £ 526 ;
Captain Timbrell 139

but the jury would also take into account

and Mr. Lumsden was accordingly de- the special damage he had sustained in the

clared to bedulyelected. the disappointmentof his homeadventure ,

ThewillofHyacintheGabrielle, late in consequence of not procuring an ade
Marchioness Wefesley, has been proved quate sum for the scarlet Cittings. The

in Doctors' Commons; her property was amount he had paid to the defendant was

sworn to be under £ 40,000, £ 904 33.2d.

.. ..

2 C 2
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Several pursersyof East -Iodiaships:
were theu sure of our prey ; we struck a

who had been present at the opening of light with a tinder -box, which Giddons

some of the bales, deposed to the bad always carried about him for such occa

quality of the searlet cuttings, and 10 sions ; looked about the hold , and found

the low price, they obtained at Can- a chest of Bandava silk handkerchiefs .

ton . Some samples of similar quality, We put them in three bags, and got them

but not of the identical goods, were pre- up the hatchway ; we then put the

sented to the jury. The witnesses proved , hatches on as cleanly as we had taken

that the words scarlet cuttings, meant them off, and came away. Having left

cuttings of cloth , without list, of reason- , the ladder on the wall, we were secure of

able dimepsions, and not cuttings ofserge, getting away without trouble. As soon

many of which were mixed in the bales as we got to the safe side, we took the

made up by the defendant . ladder, together with our newly acquired

A Mr. Spiller, a press packer, confess- property, and used it in crossing the

ed that he did not examine theinterior ; marshes, which were difficult to be passed.
and the specimens being handed to him , Upon going home we lotted the handker

he picked out manypieces thathethought chiefs into three parcels, eachof which
didnot come properly under the denomi- contained sixty or serenty pieces. I must
nation of scarlet cuttings. not forget to mention, that the person

Lord Ellenborough recommeuded, that who gave us the information wasM- , a

in order to ascertain the precise amount labourer in the docks. He cameto usin

of damage the parties should be examined September, and bid us brighten up, for

apon oath : and he also expressed an thewatch had been taken off the inside,

opinion, that by reference more satisfac- and a ship of teas, was at work , He

tory justice might be obtained : but, after however, said , if wedid pot gothat night

some discussion , the parties could not there would be no chance, as the ship

agree, and a verdict was found for the would be cleared out nextday : we pre

plaintiff, £ 350 . pared for the business, but upon going to

pur potatoe-field , we found that it had

been dag up, and that our ladder had

Robbery of the East- India Docks. - Two been stolen ; we soon supplied itsplace

men, Curtis and Giddons, who were ap- with another ; went to the dock wall, and

prehended on various charges of felony, got into the yard as before, and got on

being reciprocally afraid of each other, board the tea ship, which had been mark

and anxious to be admitted king's evi- ed by our informant ;, got, down the

dence, have within these few weeks con- hatches, struck a light, and found the

fessed a list of depredations, including chests of tea we so much desired ;,we

extensive robberies in the East and West emptied three boxes into our three bags,

India , Docks ; the gang, which , with the and returned , leaving every thing in the

receivers, consisted of several, and had neatest order behind us ; . my share

·long been established, are all incustody. amounting to about seventy-six or seven ,

The following parts of the evidence of ty-seven pounds of tea . But our profits,

Curtis , will shew the system with which (continued Curtis) amounted, generally,

the plans of these wretches were con- to more than can be easily conceived . I

ducted :- “ Giddons and Hatton , and I was concerned in getting hold of some

(said he) were concerned in stealing a gold, silver, and muslins, about three or

quantity of silk handkerchiefs, on board four years ago, in the East Indiadocks,

ship in the East- India docks, in the and every body but ourselves was in the

month of July last. We agreed to meet dark about it . We met at the Cherry

at the end of Cut -throat- lane, which tree at Bromley, one day, and agreed to

leads to the docks ; we were punctually go over the dock wall, to see whatcould

at the placeappointed at twelve o'clock at be got. We opened up a ship , in which

night ; we went into a potatoe- field ad- we found, to our great delight, gold bars,

joining Elder-hedge -lane. Giddons and silver, and muslins. We lasheda chest of

Hatton said they had a ladder, we found the muslins, and took them , together

it, and immediately proceeded across the with the pieces of gold and silver, to a
marshes, towards the East -India dock house, where we divided the spoil equally .

wall. We put the ladder up, and got I took my gold to a man residing near the

upon the wall; we then pulled the ladder Bricklayers' Arms, who gavemeupwards

over , and went down into the dock , in of £140 for it."

which a ship lay , to which we directed Curtis being 'admitted evidence, Gid

our steps as silently as possible. We dons has confessed that he was concerned

went on board, raised up the two hatch- with the prisoner, Hatton, and others,
bars of the main hatchway, with pieces in the murder of Lieut. Johnson, of the

of woodcalled gluts, by which means we royal navy, on the road to Deptford,

were enabled to take off thehatches, and about eightyears ago. They willbe tried

by that means, to go into the hold. We atthe ensuing OldBailey sessions.

:

3
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CALCUTTA . of August, 1815 , having performed the

Military Clothing Board . - Fort Wil- duties prescribed by the Honourable the

liam , March 29, 1816. - The Right Court of Directors, and by Government, is

Honourable ' the Governor General in dissolved : the appointment of secretary

Council is pleased to constitute a Clothing
to the committeewill ofcourse cease from

Board, from the 1st of May next, which
this date.

is to be composed of the General Officer

commandingat the Presidency, the Com- His Excellency Monsieur Dayot, Go

mandant of Artillery, and the Military vernor of the French settlements on the

Auditor General. The Senior Officer to side of India, has arrived in Calcutta ,

preside.

6th July: - This day, the 'one -twelfth

Compensation for Wounds.- April 5 , part of the donation (2,106 rupees ), left

1816.- The Right Honourable the Go- by the late Mr. Matrons, a respectable

vernor General in Council is pleased to ex- Armenian Gentleman , was applied to the

tend to all officers, not residing at or in release of poor prisoners confined in the

the immediate vicinity of the Presidency, gaolof the Court of Requests. Onehun

applying for compensation for the loss of dredạnd eightpersonsobtainedtheir libera

an eye ,or for permanentinjury equivalent tion .

to the loss of an eye or a limb, sustained

*from wounds received in action , the indul
7th July .- Two notifications appeared

gence granted in General Orders of thelst
in the Government Gazette this day ,

ultimo, to officers who have actually suf
the one preventing the exportation by sea

fered amputation . of Saltpetie from any of the ports subject

to the Presidency of Fort William, on vès
A new assessment of all the houses in

Calcutta has been completed ; the annual jects ; and for prohibiting theimportation
sels not being the property of British sub

amount is computed at 2,37,300 Sicca
of that article from the interior into any

rupees. of the foreign settlements ; and the other

for the establishment of a Custom House

June10.A general order by his Ex
at Cox's Bazar, for the collection of go

cellency the Governor Generalin Council, vernment customs.

announces that a treaty of perpetual and

general defensive alliance, and subsidy has

been concluded between the Honourable
17th July.-A fire broke out this day

Company and Maharaja Persojee Bhosla,
at the Nothur Bhagan, near Hathkhola .

of Naghore.
Six or eight houses and two granaries con

taiving about 10,000 maunds of rice were

consumed. On the following day about
An attempt was made on the 16th June

to burn the Indian oak . The suspected
100 huts were burnt at Tawaree's Bhugan ,

offenders are in custody.
near the Boilakhana.

General Orders, April 26.-Timber
At a meeting of the Horticultural So

Agency . — The timber ageucy under the ciety held at Calcutta 19th July, it was

management of Mr. Rutherford, is direct
resolved ,

ed by his Lordship in Council to be im- “ That the following gentlemen be no

mediately abolished, and the timbers re- minated a committee, for the purpose of

quired for military purposes are tobe in selecting and purchasing, or renting a

future supplied by the Commissariat De : proper piece of ground in the neighbour

partment.
hood of Calcutta, and generally for forin

ing the preliminary arrangements con
Genéral Orders , May 3. — His Lord- nected with the objectsof this institution,

ship in Council considers it proper to no
viz . Commodore Hayes , J. W. Fulton , J.

tify in General Orders, theresolution pas
Palmer , H. Alexander, E. Brightman , and

sed by government onthe 12th of January N. Wallich , Esq."

Jast, permitting invalid officers appointed
to the superintendence of Tainahs, to At a general meeting of the several re

retain the half battă of their rank , in ad- presentatives oftheInsurance Offices ofCal .

dition to their other allowances. cutta, on the 24th July, it was resolved to

reimburse and judemnify the owner ofthe
. The special Off -reckoning Fund dis- vessel for the actual expences of

solved . - May 3, 1816.— The special off- from the date of the meeting of

'reckoning committee appointed by Gene- her quitting the pilot,and to make com

ral Orders of the Honourable the Vicé pensation to the Freighters by an allow

President in Council, under date the 12th ance at the rate of 12 per cent. per annum ,

shipo se
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upon the value of the policies for theperiod officers nominated to officiate as Deputy
of her detention . It was also resolved to Judge Advocates to Regimental General

indemnify the owners for the expeuses of Courts Martial, shall be permitted to draw

the prosecution . a staff allowance at therate of sonaut ru

pees 4 per diem , for the number of days
During June, specie and bullion in . the court may actually sit .

ported in Calcutta, were Fort William , June 10, 1816.- Capt.
Dollars 5,80,833 or Sa. Rs. 11,97,981 1 Fogo of the 9th regiment Native Infantry,

Persian Rupees, do. 80,953 having solicited to be transferred to the
Arcot do......... do. 1,400 Pension Establishment instead of appear

Pagodas, 1,000 or do. 3,500 ing before the court martial ordered to as

Silver, value do. 58,166 semble for his trịal, and the Right Hon .

Gold , do. 6,227 3 the Governor General in Council, in con

Do.Venitian 1,000 ordo. 4,312 8 sideration of the period he has been in the

Treasure , .. value do.. 94,580 3 Hon . Company's service, and the wounds

he has received on service, having been

value do. 14,47,106 15 pleased, as an act of indulgence , to comply

Gold Gubbers, Ps. 1012 with his request, Captain Fogo is trans

ferred to the Pension Establishment front

The Imaum of Muscat bas detained all the 5th of June, 1816.

the Bahrum boats that had arrived there

this season , and was fitting out an expe . The following officers have been added

dition to go against Bahrun . to the Knights Companions of the Bath :

The force consisted of five ships, one Lieutenant-Colonel James Colebrooke,

of forty , another of thirty guns, the other
-Lieutenant-Colonel William A. Thomp

oftwelve guns ; l boat of 14 , besidesseveral son , 3d Native Infantry , Bengal. - Major

boats mounting 6 and 8 guns . The Imaum John Robert Ludlow , 6th Native Infantry ,

with three ships left Muscat on the evening Bengal . - Major Robert Paton, 5 th Native

of the 22d May, for Burka , where they are Infantry, Bengal.--- Major William Innis ,

to rendezvous. It is said he will take 19th Native Infantry, Bengal. - Major

13,000 men with him . Thomas Lowrey, 7th Native Infantry ,

Bengal.

A new six per cent. general loan was MILITARY PROMOTIONS

opened at Calcutta on the 5th August last,
Regiment of Artillery. Senior Lieute

to receive subscriptions at the three Pre
nant Fireworker Kenneth Cruickshank , tosidencies until 30th June, 1817.
be Lieutenant.

Calcutta Loan . Senior Cadet Lewis Burroughs, to be
Lieutenant Fireworker .

An advertisement has been issued to the 6th Regiment Native Cavalry.-- Captain

several Presidencies by the Governor Ge- Lieutenant William Brydges Western to

neral, informing the public that the sub- be Captain of a Troop, from the 15th

treasurers at Fort William , Fort St. April 1816 , vice Fry, deceased .

George, aud Bombay, the residents at na- 'Senior Lieutenant and Brevet Captain
tive courts , and several collectors of land Harry Thomson to be Captain Lieutenant,

revenue, have been authorized to receive from the same date, vice Western , pro

any sums of money in even hundreds, not moted .

being less than sicca rupees 1000, which Cornet Robert Wood Smith to be Liet

may betendered on loan to the Honourable tenant from the 7th December 1816, vice

Company at an interest of six per cent. Roxburgh , deceased .

per anbum . Accepted bills of exchange Cornet John Bennet Hearsey to be

drawn upon the governments of Fort Lieutenaut, from the 15th April 1816,

William, Fort St. George, and Bombay, vice Thomson , promoted .
demands payable by the army paymasters, 14th Regiment Native Infantry.- Capt.
bills for arrears of salary, and generally all Lieutenant Woodward Bidwell to be

authorized public demands, will be res Captain of a Company, vice Colt, deceased .

ceived in payment. The accounts of this Lieutenant Thomas Woolocomb to be

loan will be closed on the 30th June 1817. Captain Lieutenant, vice Bidwell, pro

The undermentioned are the rates of ex- moted.

change authorized on this occasion :-Sic- Ensign Cristopher Dixon Wilkinson to

ca rupee of Furrickabad , Lucknow , and be Lieutenant , vice Woulocomb, promoted.

Benares equal to Calcutta S. R. - Fort St. 3d Regiment Native Infantry.Senior

George, 100 star pagodas per 172 Calcutta Ensign Arthur Wortham to be Lieutenant,
rupees. Bombay, 108 Bombay rupees vice Small, resigned, with rank from the
per 100 C. S. R.

15th April 1816, vice Wymer, promoted : **

27th Regiment Native Infantry.- Capt .The Right Han , the Governor General Lietebant Mills Thomas to be Captain

in Council has been pleasedto resolve, that of aCompany.
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Senior Lieutenant and Brevet Captain Captain Lieutenant George Warden .

Henry Francis Denty to be Captain Lieu- Lientenant Richard Tapley, (deceased ) .'

tenant. Lieutenant Francis Squire Donnelly .

Ensign William Heysliam to be Lieu- Captain Joliu Carning.

tenant. Captain Lieutenant Mills Thomas.

Infantry.- Senior Lieutenant Colonel Lieutenant John Kerr.

and Brevet Colouel Robert Haldane, to Lieutenant William Barnett to rank

be Colonel from the 4th March 1816, vice from the 26th April 1815 , vice Papley,
Russell, transferred to the Senior List. killed in action .

Senior Major Littlejohn, to be Lieute- Lieutenant Charles Penrose to rank

uant Colonel from the same date , viceHals from the 30th April 1815 , vice; Welsh, de

dane, promoted. ceased .

8th Regiment Native Cavalry .- Capt. ' Lieutenant Thomas Carey to rank from

Lieut. Stephen Reid to be Captain of a the 17th May 1815 , vice Kirk, deceased .

Troop. Major Malcolm Mc. Leod of the Hon .

Senior Lieut. and Brevet Capt. William Company's service, to be an Honorary

George Augustus Fielding to be Captain ' Aide-de-Camp to his Lordship .

Lieutenant. 23d Regiment Native Infantry .---Capt.

Senior Cornet George Douglas Stoddart Lieutenant Charles William Brooke to be
to be Lieutenant. + Captain of a Company.

Hon . Company's European Regiment.- Senior Lieutenant and Brevet Captain

Senior Capt. and Brevet Major Thomas Thomas Worsleyto be Captain Lieutenant.

Duer Broughton to be Major: Senior Ensign Claude Martin Wade to

Capt. Lieut , Alexander Brown to be be Lieutenant.

Captain of a Company: 30th Regiment Native Infantry. - Senior

Senior Lieut. Thomas Kerchoffer to be Ensign Clements Brown Mc. Kenley to

Captain Lieutenant. be Lieutenant from the 27th April 1816,

Senior Ensign Thomas Hayes Coles to vice Carruthers, ſesigned .

be Lieutenant. Mr. Assistant Surgeon Simon Nicolson

19th Regiment Native Infantry .- Senior having resigned his situation of Surgeon to

Ensign William Brown to be Lieutenant the Lower Orphan School , ' Mr. Assistant

from the 17th May 1816 , vice Sandford, Adam Napier is appointed to perform the

deceased . Medical duties of the Lower Orphan

22d Regiment Native Infantry .-- Senior School at Barasut.

Lieut. and Brevet Capt . Edward Cave Mr. Assistant Surgeon Alexander Har

Brown to be Captain Lieutenant, and ley to be Full Surgeon , vice Mercer , re

Senior Ensign Gabriel Murray Home to tired , with rank from the 12th December

bę Lieutenant. 1816, vice Gibb, promoted.

Cadets of Cavalry promoted to be Cor- Mr. Assistant Surgeon Colin Campbell

uets.--Mr. Wm. Chichley Hestor, Mr. to be Full Surgeon, vice Nésbett, retired,

Thomas Wilkinson . with rank from the 15th January 1816,

9th Regiment Native Infantry.-Lieut . vice Cheese, deceased .

Howe Dauiel Showers to be Captain Lieu- Mr. A. F. Ramsay to be Surgeon to the

tenaut, in succession to Ainslie promoted , Residency of Katmandhoo.
with rank froin the 1st October 1814 ,

vice Maling, promoted .

Capt . Lieut . Howe Daniel Showers to Account of the description , quality and

be Captain of a Company.
average sale prices of theBritish Stu

Senior Lieut. and Brevet Capt. Edward ple Goods, disposed of at the Monthly

Robert Broughton, to be Capt . Lieutenant.
Public Auctions, held at the Honorable

Senior Ensign John Rodway Stock to
Company's Import Warehouse, on the

bę Lieutenant .
1st and 2d of June, 1816.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
Manufactured Copper . Rs .As. Ps.

' Sheathing, 22 oz .

Senior Assistant Surgeon William Tho .
52 0

* Ditto , 24 ditto per

mas to be full Surgeon , from the 26th
Ditto, 26 ditto,

May 1816 ,vice Reilly , deceased . Ditto , 28 ditto, 490

Mr. William Gerard having produced
Thick , 481

the counterpart covenant of his appoint,
Ditto , 73 ditto ,

48 0 9

ment as an Assistant Surgeon on this es
Ditto , 80 ditto ,

4900

tablishment, hearing date the 12th May

1816 ,
admitted to the Service accord Copper Bolts, 4 inch,

Lead in Pigs , 13 0 0

ingly. Iron,

ALTERATION OF RANK . Swedish Flat Bars,..
5 80

3d Regiment Native lufantry.-Lieut. Round Rod , in bundles, 6 0 0

James Charles Cusack . Square Rod , in bundles, 6

27th Regiment Native Infantry . - Capt.
Window Glass,

Samuel Arden . " * '10 by 8.por chest,

Má:3 ...

:
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..

per do .

per do.

per do.

....

..

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

10 0

per do.

per do.

..

7

per do.

per do.

per do ,

per do.

per do.
per 100 .

..

...

..

Broad Cloth superfine medley, Rs.As.Ps.
EXPORTS .

Drab per yard ,
9

E O Patchery Rice,Bansul, per maund, 2 12

Town Scarlet,....
14 0 0

Ditto Patna , Salla , .. per do . 2 10

Broad Cloth Aurora , 4 6 0 Moogy Rice, Ist sort, per do .

Broad Cloth ordinary , Ballaum , Ist sort,
1 4

Blue ,
3 10 0

Ditto, unchatta,
12

Emerald Green,
4 0 0

Gram , Patna ,...
1 3

Ladies' Cloth , Wheat, Dooda, new, per do . 18

Black , 9 ° 0 3 Ditto ditto, old , . 1 4

Blue,
9 8 0

Ditto, Gungajally,
0 3

Corbeau, 7 8 0 Ditto, Jamally,
1 2

Narrow Purpets, fine, Turmerick , .
3 0

Scarlet, per piece,
37 4 0

Sugar, Benares ,Ist sort,perdo . 10 12

RATES OF EXCHANGE. - July , 1816. Ditto ditto, ad ditto , per do.

9To Madras 335 Sa. Rs. for 100 Star Ditto ditto, 3d ditto, per do .

Pagodas,
Ghee, Ist sort,

27 &

26 8

Bombay 100 Sa. Rs. for 118 Bombay Ditto , 2d sort ,
8

Raw Silk , Ist sort,.. per seer, .
8

Rupees, 8 0

England, 2s. 7d. and at six month's Ditto, 2d ditto ,

Ditlo, 3d ditto ,
7 8

sight, 8 0
Dollars in quantity, at 204 Rs. 12 As. Ditto , Radnagore,

Gunvies,
5 12

5 12
A Guinea to purchase in the Bazar is at Gunny Bags,

9 Rupees 12 Annas.
Opium, Patna, per chest, 2,200 0

Ditto , Benares, c ... per do. . , 2,100 0

PRICE CURRENT. Patchack , per maund , 8 0

13 0

IMPORTS .
Rs. As. Cotton,Jalonescrewed , per do.

Ditto, Bhomorghur, per do . 12 4

Vermillion , ... per chest, 140 0
Ditto , Cutchowra, 12 0

Quick Silver , per seer ,
4 4

Red Wood,
2 12

Camphor, per maund, 65 0
Black Wood,

0 0

Pepper,
14 0

Dry Ginger, 6 4 ,

Tin , new ,
28 8

Long Pepper,
-27 0

30 0
Ditto, old , Cummin Seed ,

4.8 -

Beetlenut, Malacca, per do.
3 0

Sheet Lead ,
14 0

Ditto, Pediur,
2 12

Tutenagué,
35 0 Current Value of Government Securities.

Malay Dammer, ΒυY .
SELL.

HalfBoiled ,
4 8

Rs.As. Rs.As..

Raw Dammer,
2 12

Rattan , Malacca, per hundred, 0 11 5 4 June ) . New Six per Cts. Dis. 5 12

5Iron, Swedish flat ,.. per fy. md . 5 4 Odo. 10. New Sis per Cis. Dis. 5 8

Ditto, square, ..
5 4 4 4 do. 30. New Six per Cts. Dis . 4 8

Ditto, English flat ,.. per do . 4 6

Ditto , Bar,
5 0 BIRTHS.

Allum , ..
5

April 18th , The Lady of Roderick Robertson ,

Mace,
14 0 Esq. of a son .

Nutmeg,
6 0

19th. At Benares, the Lady of Major-General

J. S, Wood. of a daugliter.

Coir Maldava , (best ,) per maund, 14 0 18th . Mrs. H. Ham of a daughter.

Ditto Ceylon , fine ,.. per do . 6 8 20th . At Coolbarial Indigo Factory, the Lady of

Ditto ditto , coarse,.. per do. 5 0

J. A. Savi, Esq. of a son .

18th . At Cawnpore, the Lady of Lieut. Hawkes,

Ditto Nagore Devia, per do. 80 of the 5th regiment Native Cavalry, of a

Satin , Flowered ,.. per piece, 31 0 daughter.

Ditto , Plain ,

April 3d . At Meerut, the Lady of Major W.W.
37 0 Coultman , of His Majesty's 53d foot, of a

Ditto , Single, 18 0 daughter .

Velvet,......
58 0

6th , Mrs. Charlotte Bruce, of a daughter.

71h. Mrs. L. F. Pereira , of a daughter.

Gauze Curtain ,
12 0 Mrs. W. D. Ochme of a soll.

Nankeen ,
per corge, 42 8 At Eenares the lady of Robert Barlow , Esq. Civil

service, of a son.

Copper, 22 to 24 oz. per fy. md . 50 0 April9th . AtColombo, the Lady of Lieutenant

Ditto , 16 to 20 oz. in
50 8 Colonel Hook, Commandant of Point-de-Galle ,

White Lead ,
18 0 of a daughter.

Brimstone,
9 8 May 2: The Lady of A. Smelt, Esq. of the Civil

Service , of a son .

Tea, Hyson Green ,.. per box, 100 0 Mrs. l.. M. Delanongerede of a son ,

Mrs. T. Bartlett of a sor ,

Sugar Candy, (China), per tub,

per do.

per do .

per do .

per do.

per do.

per do .

per do.

per do,

per do.

per do.

..

......

.......
per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

nom.

per do.

...
per lo .

per do.

per do.

per do.

..

..
..

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

1

per do .

per do.

per do.

..

19 May 15.

Mrs. J. Imlay of a son .

Almond, per maund, 13 0 Mrs. J. MNIs of a daughter.

Raisin ,...vi's ......
9 0 Mrs. A Grosc ofa daughter.

Cloves, .. per seer, ..

3 4 May 16th. At Chowrioghee,the Lady of John
Shakespear, Esq . of theCivil Service, of

Cardamums, best, 3 12 dangbter.

per do .

....

per do.
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son .

a son,

iseST Council House Street , the lady of John

23 . Mrs. Fallen , wife of Mr. Fallen , of the Pin June 3. At the Cathedral, by the Rev. Mr. Shep

lot Service, of a stillborn daughter .
herd , Alexander Macdonald Ritchie , Esq. of the

May 24. The lady of Henry Alexander, Esq. of firm of Messrs. Hogue, Davidson and Robert .

a daughter . " son , to Miss Blaxland .

19. At Chittagong, the lady of R. Hunter, Esq . 1 . At theCathedral, by the Rev.Mr. Shepherd,

of the Civil Service, of a son . Mr. William Lansdown, to Miss Elizabeth
16. At Dacca, the lady of C , Campbell, Esq . of a Madec.

daughter. 3 , Captain John Norton, fale commander of the
19. Åt Dinapore , the lady of A. Napier, Esg. of ' brig Mentor, tu Miss Uvedale.

the Medical Service, of a daughter. 4. At the Cathedral, by the Rev. Henry Shep

16. At Cawnpore, the lady of Major Wm . More, herd, Mr. James Bell, indigo planter, to Miss

of His Majesty's 14th foot, of a daughter. Clara Ewan.

1. At her mother's house, in Serampore, the lady 7.Atthe Cathedral, by theRev. H , Shepherd ,
of Captain T. G. Alder, of the 30ih Native In. Mr. James Raily , tu Miss Charlotte Wilson ,

fantry , stationed at Barrackpore, of a still-born 7 At St. John's Cathedral , by the Rev. Mr. J.

Parson , Mr. Alexander Griffiths Balfour, to

19. At Cawnpore, the lady of Captain James, Miss Louisa Ilge .

Aid -de-camp to Major-General Marshall , of a May 29 , Mr. William Reid , to Mrs. Mary Lo

*daughter. vell, widow of the late Mr. Robert Lovella

15. At Bareilly the Lady of Captain Cunningham, 19. Mr. Thomas Chasson, to Miss Any Henry .

commanding the 20 Rohilla cavalry, of a son. June 15. By the Rev. Dr. Bruce, at the house of

27 . At Cawnpore, the lady of Captain James Mr , Calman, Clive Street, Mr. Alexander Burn,

Kennedy, of the 5th Native Cavalry, of a Architect, to Mary Ann, daughter of the late

daughter, Captain Sparrom .

April 2. At Kurnaul, the lady of Major William At theRoman Catholic Church, Mr.A.Lawrence,

Innes, commanding that station of a daughter , toMiss Mary Battass, daughter of the late Mr.

June 3. On board the Lord Hungerford, on her
John Battass , of Midnapore.

passage up to town, the lady of Capt. Wilkin . 11. At the Cathedral, by the Rev. Mr. Parson ,

son, or the 59th foot , of a daughter. the Rev.Joshua Rowe, of Diggah , near Patna ,

26. At Muttra, the lady of Lieut . Adam Dufrin , to Mrs. White, late from America.

of the 7th Native Cavalry , of a son . 10. By the Rev. Mr. Parson , Mr. James Black ,
5. At Meerut, the lady of Major Beck , of the to Miss Elizabeth Stevens ,

67th foot, of a still -born child.
24. At the Cathedral Church of St. John by the

Lately, at Macassar, ihe lady of Captain Wood , Rev. Mr. Parson , Lieutenant James McArthut,
comunanding the Bengal European regiment, of of H.M, 14th foot, to Miss Anna Maria Field .

DEATHS.

Donovan Verner , Esq. of a son .

17. At the house of George Mercer, Esq. the April 14th . At Çawnpore, Capt . R. Fry, of the

ladyof RichardBlunt, Esq.of adaughter.
6th regiment Native Cavalry.

16. The lady of William Neville Mahon , Esq . of At sea, in the primeoflife,on his passage from

a daughter. Bombay to this port, Capt. Andrew McQuaker,

8 . At Ğ ruckpore, the lady of Major Comyn , late commander of the ship Hannah, free tra

commanding, of a son . der, from London to Bombay, a gentleman of

24. The lady of H. Shank , Esq.of a daughter. much private worth and reputation, and in his

June 19. At the Presidency, the lady of Daniel
professional capacity a seaman and a navigator ;

Harding, Esq . Assistant Surgeon, of a son .
as he was respected while living, so is , his un

28. The lady of J. B. Inglis,Esq. of a daughter.
timely death lamented .

12th . At his Factory in the district of Dacca , Mr.
14 . At Mongheer, the lady of J. C.C.Suther Garrett Cornelius Possman, Indigo Planter .

land, Esq . of the Civil Service, of a daughter. gth . At Pacca , Mr. James Christie, Indigo Plan

12 . At Syihet, the lady of Lieut. H. Davidson , ter, aged 28 years .

of 5th Native Infantry, of a søn .
18th . At Kilpauk, aged 40years , Mrs. Blytli, wife

17. At Rungpore, the lady of C. G, Blagrave, of Mr. Thomas Blyth , Deputy Sheriff, after a

Esq. of a son .

15. At Dinapore, the lady of Major Harriot, of
very long and painful illness .

the 12th Native Infantry, of a son . 3d . At camp, north bank of Tomboodrah, Capt.

25. At Bareilly, the lady of Capt. G. Warden , Thomas Thompson Stevenson , of the ist bat

of the 27th Native Infantry, of a son. talion 3d regiment N. I.

29th . At Juggerpett, Lieut. O'Reilly , of the 1st
battalion 18th regiment .

MARRIAGES.

Feb.12th. Atsea ,A.F. Tytler, Esq. of the Ci.

May 17th . At St. John's Cathedral, by the Rev.
vil Establishment of Bengal, a gentleman whose

Nr.Shepherd, Henry Tyler, Esq. Accountant
talents and virtues render him a loss equally to

to the Bank of Bengal, to Miss Janie Elizabeth Society and the public service,

Anderson , June 4. Miss Sarah Ann Marechaux, aged 18

May 14th . At the Cathedral, Mr. Charles Han- years ; the second daughter of the late Joseph

nan Chick, Quarter Master, 24th Light Dra- Marechaux, Esg , of the Bengal Medical Esta
blishment .

goons, to Miss Rebecca Maria Doring .

On the same day, at the Cathedral, Mr. N. De 16 , At Kurnaul, suddenly , by the rupture of a

Cruz , to Miss Sarah Recardo, daughter of Mr. blood vessel, Lieut. John Frederick Sandford , of

Francis Recardo. the 19th Native Infantry , aged 27 years .

11th . At St. John's Cathedral, by the Rev. Mr. 25. At Futtyghur, B. Reiley, Esq . Civil Surgeon

Parsons, Mr. Francis Derozio, to Miss Anna at that station, most deeply and deservedly re
Maria Rivers . gretted .

sth . Mr. Anthony Elloy, to Miss T. Phillips. 19. At sea, on board the Lark, between Coringa
1st. At Cawnpore, by the Rev.Mr.Vincent, Mr. and Madras,Alexander Woodcock , Esq . Master

Mr. P. Carey , Conduetor of Ordnance, to Mrs.
Attendant of Coringa.

Mary Anne Bradford . 8. At Plain Wilhems, Lieutenant John Little, of

At the same place, and on the same day, Mr. the Honourable Company's Military Service ,

George Gimson , to Miss Harrower. and Assistant Adjutant Generał on the Madras

May 23d. At St. Jobn's Cathedral, by the Rev.
establishment.

Mr. Shepherd, Captain. David Proudfoot, to · June 9. At the house of Mr. Harvey , Durrum
Miss Eliza Ryan . tollah, after an illness of only twenty four bours

16th . At Chandernagore, Peter Deverinne, Esq . duration , and at the early age of 23, Mr. Sa.

of the firm of Messrs . Deverinne Freres, to muel Price, late Purser of the Indian Oak,

Miss Amelia Coulon, daughter of the late Peter which arrived from England a few months ago .

Coulon, Esq . of Madras. 10. On his way down to Chinsurah,whither he

April soth . At Dacca, by the Rev. Mr. Taylor, had proceeded forthe recovery of his health ,

Mr.Wm. Collett, to Miss C.C. Nast . Mr. James Moore Hunter, son of the late Rich

April 15th . By the Rev. Mr. Thomas Robertson , kard Hunter,Esq. oftheBençoolen CivilSer.

Mr. James Stark , 10 Miss Mary Wilson vice , aged 21 years .

Asiatic Journ . - No. 14 . 2 Vol . Ill. 2 D
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4. Mrs. Sarah Brown Higgins, daughter of Mr.
ciation of Lieutenant Garnault is exceed

John Fritz , after a lingering illness of one year,
which she bore with resignation to thedivine ingly good. "

will , aged 22 years.

R. At Barackpore, Captaiu John Bellet Sealy, of The Right Honourable the Governor in

the 20th Native Infantry , and late commanding Council has great satisfaction in confer
the 8th Grenadier battalion .With the field force,Kaltwat, after a short ill . riug on Lieutenant Garnault of the25th

ness ofthirty six hours, Capt.Jamaa Keith,of regiment, native infantry, the additional

H.M.65th regimeni, most sincere y regretted distinction for the acquirement of the Per
by a numerous circle of friends.

sian language, established by the General
3. 'At Dinapoor, Lieut. Whitney, H. M. 661h

regiment. Order of 17th November, 1812.
May 28. At Lucknow , died almost suddenly , at

the residence of Joseph Queires , Esq . the in BIRTHS ,

• fant daughter of Lieui. R. Wredenhal Pagson ,

Interpreter and Quarter Master, 2d battalin, At Arcot, 04th May, the lady of Mr. E. W. Pen

24th regiment N. 1. man of a son ,

09. In the 63d year of his age , M.Jean Jussan, 28th . The lady of Major C. H. Powell of a son .

a French gentleman of respectability, greatly At Salem , 26th April, the lady of Claud Currie,

and sincerely regretted by his numerous friends
Exq. Assistant Sargeon , of a son .

and relations.
At Cannanore, 191h May, the lady of Lieut- Cola

8. By a stroke of the sun , Mr. Mins. Mouat, of a son ,

9. Mr. Major Humc. 4th Juue, Mrs. J. Perriman of a daughter .
10. Mrs. Maria Passos , aged 65, after an illness

31st May. The lady of lient. Thompson, 2411
of nine hours .

regiment N. ! . of a daughter,
AtMuttra, Lieutenant John Cunningham , acting 14th June. Lady of Lieulo. Colonel Conway, Adjt.
Deputy Paymaster at that station . General of the army , of a daughter.

May4. ' Maria , daughter of George Reddie, Esq.
7th June. The lady of Lieut. C.W. Macintosh

Surgeon of the 7th Native Cavalry , aged 2 years, of a son .

3 months and 4 days . 10th June, The lady of W. F. Newlyn , Esq . of
At Zenibar, on the 21st March last, Mr. John

a daughter.
Wiseman, formerly chief officer in the country 12. The lady of Captain Pruen , of the Hon.
service .

Company's Marineof a son .

At Benconlen , on the 8th April, Major Charles
224 May . The lady of T , Allsop , Esq . of a

Porteuns, of the 20th Bengal Native Infantry, daughter.
much regretted .

20. The lady of Captain Crewe, brigadier Major
AtIntally , Mr. Charles Bennet, indigo planter.

to the Mysore division of the army of a son.
1. At Berhampore, in consequence of the bursl 29th June, The lady of Captain Peregrine Davie
ing of an abscess in her liver, the lady of Lieut. of a son .

W. White, Adjutant provincial battalion of

Moorshedabad , aged 18 years and 10 months. 12th July. The lady of Captain Outlaw , N, C.
a son .

14. The lady ofMajor-Gen . Taylor of a daughter.

MADRAS. 21. The lady of Captain Macraith , cominanding

1st battalion Pioneers of a daughter.

College at Madras, January 20 , 1816 . 12. The lady of J. A. Casamajor, Esg. of a
daughter

General Orders. --The Right Honour 23. The lady of Lieut. P. Whannel , Assistant

able the Governor in Council is pleased to Military Auditor Generad of a son .

grant the usualreward for the acquirement
25. Lady of K. Macauley, Esq. Surgeon , of a
daughier .

of the Hindostance language , respectively $1. The lady of Lieut . J. W. Cleveland , 19th

to Lieutenant Joseph Garnault, of the regiinent,N1, of a daughter.
Mrs. J. S. Alberton of a son ,

25th , and Lientenant John Gibbins of the
6th Aug. The lady of W. Prichard , Esq. Gas ,

18th native regiments, who are reported rison Surgeon ofa danghter,

by the committee to have executed the

tasks assigned to them “ with such a de
MARRIAGES.

gree of accuracy, as reflects great credit 10th June. At Pulicat. by Rev. J. P, Rottler,

on their attainments." -- The committee
Mr. P. Vellum , to Miss Sophia Jansz .

22 . Mr. R. A. Ashton , to Miss Richardson .

add , “ In neither of their exercies was 230 June . Barun Christian Von Geyer to Miss

any material error discoverable, although
Juhanna Wilhelmina Vans Pall.

we have in this, as we have had on al
1st July . Major-General James Hare, 16 Miss
Hackett .

most all former occasions , to notice some 91h July . Mr I. E Pepell , to Mrs. M. A. Oraves .

slight defect in the pronunciation . - But, 13. Mr. H. A. Uhthoft.Quarter MasterGeneral's

we conceive that both these candidates are
Department to Mr*. Susanna Herbert,

27. Mr. Benjamin Johnson , to Miss Martha
eminently entitled to the usual reward.” Durand .

“ 0. G, 15 June, 1816.-.-The acquire
DEATHS

ments of Lieutenant Garnault, in the 4th May, At the Residency, Hydrabad , J. W.

Persian language, thougb very respectable the infantson of G , Mickle, Esq, aged 2 months

are of an order entirely different from
17th . At Bellany , Lielit . Richard Seward, 134a
regiment, N.7."

that of Lieutenant Isacke lhe transla- 19. On board the brig Lark, on passage, Alexr.

tions of the former gentlemen are as re
Woodcock, Esq. Master Aitendant ai Coringa ,

28. Lady of Colonel Daly a ! Aleppa .
markable for closeness of perspicuity, as 5th June. Al Bellary , A. Rae, 'Esq . Assistant

those of the latter for elegance and idiom . Surgeon , 7th regiment, N. I.

We consider however, that it is no small
7 . Ai Cannanore. the infant son of Captain V.

Pick , H. M. 89th regiment:

praise to Lieutenant Garbault, to have ac- 13th July . Fanny, the infant daughter of J. A.

quired so excellent a practical style of lan
Casamajor, Esq.

28. Mr. Thomas Gray ,
guage, in a period of less than five months,

29. At Bangalore, Mrs. Charlotte R. Heyne, wife

during which, alone, it appears that his of B. Heyne, Esq. Surgeon on this establishmeni.

attention has been exclusively directed to Atsea , on hispassage to England, Major Hanna,
H.M. 56th regiment..

the acquisition of the Persian : the pronun- 4th Aug. Mr. Joseph Lynn.:
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SESSIONS.

3

1

BOMBAY drove on shore, oft Tenette River, two

We are informed that the Minister and war prows, mounting four rantaks each

Kirk Sessions of the Scots churches of and full of men, on which service Acting

Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, have una
Lieutenant Kinchant, a very promising

nimously elected the Rev. J. Bryce, D.D. officer, was killed .

and Charles Forbes, Esq. of Auchmeddan, On the 7th of June, Captain Eatwell,

M. P. to be their representatives in the at the request of the Resident, landed a

General Assembly of the Church of Scot body of seainen and marines from the

Land for the year 1817 . cruizers Teignmouth and Benares , con

Accounts have reached this Presidency then to Maros ; thelatter vesselbeing
sisting of 115 men , and proceeded with

ofthe safe arrival of his Majesty's 74th left asa guard-ship at Macassar, all the

regiment of foot at Surat.
disposable force having been withdrawn

from the fort. The Teignmouth was sta .

On Monday morning, July 21 , the fol- tioned off Maros River, and the Ternate
lowing jurymen were sworn in to com- off Tinoritty, to alarm the coast, and de

pose the jury for the trial of Lieutenant- ter the chief from reinforcing the enemy

Colonel T. C. Harris , deputy commissary near Maros.

to the subsidiary force in the Deckan , and The position occupied by the enemy

a native named Pooneakhoty. They were was about eight miles from Maros, at the

indicted for a conspiracy to defraud the entrance of a strong pass leading to the

Honourable East India Company : hill , where they were intrenched in fif

Augustus Pelly, Esq , Foreman . teen strong redoubts ; onthe morning of

Mr. John Yates , John Mack , Esq . the 8th our force proceded to the attack ,

James Jeakes,Esq. W.P.Ashburner,Esq. according to the disposition made byMa
Mr. R. F. Hereford , Mr. Daniel West , jor Dalton, the resident the seamen

B. Noton, Esq. Capt. John Blayd, being attached to the battering guns, and

Mr. Thomas Boyce, Mr. John Hart. the marines incorporated with the troops :
Fred . Bouchier, Esq. the attack commenced at day- light, and

After a splendid and eloquent speech continued until four in the afternoon, when

from the Advocate -General for the prose the enemy, after a most desperate resist

cution , the court was occupied for three ance, was driven with great loss from the

successive days in taking and hearing the
whole of his entrenchments. Our loss on

evidence which was brought forward in this occasion is very considerable, being

support of it. On Thursday morning Mr. seventy -four killed and wounded .

Woodhouse, on behalf of Colonel Harris, : The conduct of every officer and man

having made an able and impressive ad
landed from the cruizers has been most

dress tothejury, concluded by declaring exemplary. Theexertions of Lieutenant

that he should call no wityesses or pro Guy, Mr. Munday, master's mate, and

duce any evidence for the defence ; Mr. Mr. Moresby, midshipman , attached to

Staveley spoke also, with much eloquence,
to the guns, are highly spoken of. The

on behalf of Pooneakloty Moodelier,and detachment of the marines from Benares

the Advocate -General having, under the particularly distinguished themselves.

direction of the court, waived his right to
The enemy's force was estimated at

reply, the Recorder commenced his sum
2,000 men, while that of Major Dalton

ming up to the jury about half past four, only amounted to 350 rank and file , ex

P.M. which took up about fourhour's clusive of the seamen and marines.

and a half . At about half past ten the
The Commander - in - Chief of the Boni's

jury returned into the court with a forces, Dajoc Chita, with two other .

verdict of Not guilty , as to both the de
chiefs were killed , and their loss is com

fendants. puted at 500 men killed and wounded .

The courtwas uniformly crowded, from

morning till night, during the continu , the following from the Bombay Courier ;
Pestonjee BomanjeeWe have copied

ance of this trial.
the deceased was, we learn , a man of the

Aug. 15.- The Lord Bishop of Cal- greatest opulence and influence among the

cutta licensed the Rev. Nicholas Wade, native subjects of the British Government

A.M. and the Rev. Robert Baynes, L.L.B. at Bombay . - On the 21st instant, at half

tobe Senior and Junior Ministers at St. past two o'clock in themorning,Peston

Thomas's Church at this Presidency, jee Bomanjee, the well known and very

The Rev. H. Davies to Colaba and Tan- respectable parsee merchant, paidthe

uah, and the Rev. Thomas Carr , A.B. to great debt ofnature, after having just com

Surat.
pleted his fifty- eighth year.

He had, for some time, lingered under a

By intellignce received of the operations very painful and depressing iilness, which

of the Company's cruizers to the eastward, he bore with great fortitude, cheering his

it appears that on the 5th of April the family and friends withthe hopes of his

boats of Ternate cruizer attacked, and recovery to the last . A few hours, how .

>

MARINE

2 D2
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ever , before his dissolution , he became wealth . As the representative of success

sensible of the near approach of death ; ful industry, wealth indeed cannot be too

and, in the full possession of his faculties, much respected; but how many accom

prepared his surrounding relatives for the plishments and how many virtues are res

awful separation that was about to take quired , to refine it into that respectability ,

place, with a composure and resiguation which can only result from a proper use

worthy of the most enlightened philoso- of the power which it bestows.

phy, exalted and refined by themost per- He was possessed of a very noble figure,

fect reliance on the wisdom and goodness an admirable address, and a copious flow

of God. of language. No man could possibly pre

He addressed them with great affection , sent himself in a more dignified or pre

and with all that strength , clearness, and possessing manner ; and the impressione
precision of language, for which he was he made from such natural advautages,

held in so much estimation through life. was uniformly supported by the resources

He told them that he felt his hour was of a sound judgment, and a great variety

come, and that as such was the will of and extent of information .

the high Providence that watched over From the time his fortune first enabled

them, he submitted himself to his gra .. him to lay out money on building,even to his

cious dispensations. That death was the lașt illness, he continued to beautify the

last tribute to be paid in this world — the town and island of Bombay, with houses

universal lot of human naturez- and that and gardens , and he may be truly said to

as it must be paid sooner or later, when have created that taste for an ornamental

God determined thetime, it is the duty of disposure of their wealth , by which the

man to submit without further struggle, natives of this country have contributed

and to prepare himself for an event which so much to the comforts of the European

he cannot delay. That as he felt all hopes population . The gentlemen who have in

of recovery were vain , he gave up , as far habited his numerous and stately houses ,

as man can be supposed to do , the very will bear ample testimony to the liberality

wish to live ; and conjured his friends to with whichhe uniformly met their wishes,

imitate him in that resignation which was and adopted their suggestionsof improve

now his greatest comfort. He desired ment, or even alteration ; and the greater

them to look back on the part he had so part of a very considerable fortune is ac

long played in life ; that if they were sa- tually vested in this manner .

tisfied he had conducted himself well, The day before his death, we under

his memory would remain to them as a stand, he made and published his last

consolation after he was gone, and that will and testament, in which he displayed

instead of lamenting, they ought rather lis usual good sense; and left his affairs

to give thanks to the Almighty for the in the most orderly arrangement. He

prosperitywith which he had been crown- adopted his eldest grandson, Dadabhoy,

ed , and for the powerful friends by whom as his own son, according to the custom

he and they were supported both in India of his nation ; but left his very handsome

and in England. That thesame line of fortune to be enjoyed equally by both his

conduct which first obtained those bless, grandsons, the children of a beloved

ings, would preserve them ; and that he daughter , whose early loss he lamented

had nothing left to wish for in this as the greatest misfortune he had met

world , but a long continuance of that with in life. She married Nowrojee , the

prosperity, which God had been pleased eldest son of Jamsetjee Bomanjee, our

to shew his family, before he took him to venerable naval architect, and head of the

himself.

Wadia family - a family , which, whether

Such was the piety, such the resigna- we consider them ' as British subjects,

tion , and such the dignified morality of British merchants, or British architects,

this dying believer in the religion of Zoro-' have largely contributed totheprosperity

aster." His loss has not been confined to and strength of the British Empire in

his family and friends ; it is felt by the India.

natives of every description . His wealth

and his knowledge gave him great power ;
PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

and he was liberal of both without osten- 220 June.Sub- Conductor Pope to be

tation. From the earliest period of his Conductor of Commissary of Stores Der.

life, he was trained up in mercantile pur- partment.

suits ; and , of all the Asiatics we have Captain -Lieutenant N. Betts to be Cap .

ever known, he was eminently the best tain .
acquainted with our language, our cus Lieutenant G. P. Seward tobe Captain

toms, and our laws. This enabled him Lieutenant.

to adjust many disputes among the rich, Ensign J. Perrin tobe Lieutenant.

which might have involved them in ruin ; 27th June .-- Lieutenant A. Frazer , of

and to relieve many of the poor from that 2d Battalion 4th Regiment, N. I. to be

pride of oppression, whichis so generally Hindustani Linguist to that corps.
connected with the aristocrascy of mere Ist Jwy. - Captain G. Moore, H. M,
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Strlaymench Annual}

} 129,575 6 4

1

Subsistence of Con-}..

34th Regiment, is appointed Private Secre- Fines 616 2 4

tary to the RightHonourable the Governor.
3,0000

6th July .-- Lieutenant R. W. Fleming

to be Adjutant Ist Battalion .
Rent of a Mill.... 107 3 0

Wine Taster 5,616 2 0
SURGEONS .

Fees of Office.. 54,934 13

Assistant -Surgeon W. Aikin to the es- Tolls 18,214 5

tablishment at Poorbunder. Caffer Commands Tax .. 61,000 0.0

Assistant-Surgeon Thomas Robeson to
Store Rent, 1,400 0

succeed Assistant-Surgeon Aikin at Mocka .

Assistant-Surgeon Lechmere Hathway 1,076,698 6 1

to the medical duties of the Hon . Com.

pany's cruizer Psyche, Colonial Revenues have

Resignation .--Mr. William Smith , Mi. increased

litary Paymaster -General at this Presi EXPENDITURE .

dency , bas resigned the service ; the offices
ORDINARIES , Rix ds. sc. st,

of Military Paymaster-General and Ac ,
Salaries and Pensions.. 663,483 6 45

countant -Generalhave been inconsequence

consolidated, and are now held by Mr.
.

7,425 5 2

John Kaye ,
Expences of Offices.... 26,498 6 1

Furloughs to England .--Lieutenant J. Cape Regiment.... 186,608 3 55

W.Graham ,6th Regiment, N. I. ; Lieut. Roads,Water Courses ,
J. C. Baynes, 4th Regiment ; Lieut . J. Bridges, &c. - 6,900.00

Cocke , 2d Regiment, N.'I .; Surgeon R, Bibleand SchoolCom

B. Perrin ; Major J. F. Dyson ; Lieut. mission
1,787 4 3

A. W. Browne ; Brevet-Major and Capt.

G. B. Butter ; Lieut . S. T. Wamby; En 892,704 2 31

sign J. Addison, 9th Regiment N. I. " EXTRAORDINARIES,

BIRTHS , Buildings 27,868 5 0

5th July. Mrs. M, Joseph of a son .
Sundries 67,597 3 2

20 July: Lady of W. Ashburner, of a daughter. Pay ofarmed Inhabitants 14,634 0 0
10th . Lady of Captain W. W. Valgar, of a Timber...

daughter
225,769 1

18. Lady of Captain W. Morison of Bancoot of Bills on Colonial Agent 34,976 2 5

Lands bought by Go
Mrs. King of a son .

3,6000 0

Ist Aug. At Baroda residency, lady of Captain
vernment

Carnac of a son . New Road to Symon's }
AtMagazon, the lady of Major Molėsworth of a

Townt
32,917 2 1

daughter.

19th June, Lady of Lieut, C. A. Elderton ofa son .

1,098,067 1 14DEATHS.

toth Aug. Henry, son of H. Stewart, Esq. Naval
Ordinary Expenccs.Master Attendant.

16. Richard, infant son of Capt. Ballard . have increased
134,004 5 25

1st Sept. John Hungerford, Esq. one of the At.
Extraordinary ditto .... 110,134 6 4

tornies of the Recorder's Court, and acting so.

licitor to the Hop. East - India Company .
3. Master J. Dunuwaar .

At Belvidere, Henry, infant son ofH. Shank, Esq,
NEW SOUTH WALES.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.
The Sydney Gazette, among other ar

Colonial Revenues and Expenditure ticles, contains a narrative of a tour

made by Mr. Evans, under the direction
for 1812.

of the Governor, in the lately explored
REVENUES .

*Rix de. se . st.
country to the westward of the Blue
Mountains :

Loan Bank 119,975 2 3
On the 15th May, 1815 , he commenced

Customs..
265,466 4 5. his tour, and on the 2d of June, finding

Transfer Duties,
172,392 6 1 his provisions would not enable him to

Tythes, &c.
proceed further, he began to retrace his

Duty on Public Sales 126,764 50
steps back to Bathurst, where he arrived

Land Revenues .. 123,191 6. 4
on the 12th June, having been absent

Stamp Duty
93,260 4. O thirty-one'days. At a distance of about

Insolvent Estates 5,070 11
sixty miles from Bathurst, Mr. Evans

Printing Office 11,200 0
discovered a number of hills, the points

Port Office .. 8,106 00
of which end in perpendicular heads,

Postage 6,381 2 0
from thirty to forty feet high , of pure

• The Rix Dollar is a paper currency which
lime-stone, of a misty grey colour. At

rises in value according to the real or supposed this place,and also throughout the gene ,
scarcity of cash , the discount varying from fifteen

to thirty five per cent,
+ In extent about eighteen miles.

a son .

38 .

Colonial Expenditure } 224,138 6.

} .
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ral course of the journey, kangaroos, tioned at the hatchway, kept them off

emues, ducks, &c. were seen in great with their muskets. Their numbers in

numbers, and the new river, to which creased , and a rush was momentarily ex

Mr. Evans gave the nameof the Lachlan , pected. A constant fire was kept up from

abounds with fish . The natives appeared below, and the natives crowded all on the

more numerous than at Bathurst ; bụt so quarter-deck to keep clear of the firing up

very wild, and apparently so much alarm- the hatchway. Thecabin sky- light afford

ed at the sight of white men, that he ed an opportunity of firingupon them there;

could not induce them to come near, or the occasion was embraced, and two dis

to hold any intercourse whatever with charges drove them off the quarter-deck .

him. At the terinination of the tour, They were astonished and confounded at

Mr. Evans saw a good level country, of a the unexpected attack through the sky

most interesting appearance, and a very light , which was fatal to several; they

rich soil ; and he conceives that there is ran forward , still determined , however,

no barrier to prevent the travelling further to persist in their attempt of capturing the

westward to almost any extent that could vessel. Iu passing forward they were

be desired. The distance travelled by again fired at from the hatchway, but at

him on this occasion was 142 measured this critical moment arrived Jacky War .

niles out ; which , with digressions to the ry , a native who had before belonged

southward, made the total distance 155 to the Trial, and by his direction to cut

miles from Bathurst. He adds, at the the cables of the two vessels , the crews

same time, that having taken a more di- were reduced to the last extremity. They

l'ect line back to Bathurst than that by soon drifted ashore , and the assailants, to

which he left it, he made the distance avoid the firing, crowded in and about the

then only 115 miles ; and he observes, long boat. A steady charge of seven mus

that a good road may be made all that kets at one vorley , drove them overboard,

length without any considerable difficulty, and thus the crew regained the deck, of

there not being more than three hills which the enemy hadhad possession four

which may not be avoided . hours. They now saw the Brothers with

in half a cable's length, also aground,

NEW ZEALAND ..
with upwards of 100 natives on the deck .

The Brothers has brought to Sydney an The Trial's swivels were now employed

account of a desperate, but unsuccessful in aid of her musketry , and soon cleared

attempt by the natives at Trial Harbour, her Mr. Burnet and his people regained

New Zealand, to get possession of that the deckof the Brothers, from whence
ship and the Trial. Trial Harbour is esti- they also had been driven , and a joint tire

mated to be distant 150 miles S. E. of the was kept up as long as the natives were

Missionary station at the Bay of Islands, within its reach, which did considerable

between the River Thames and Mercury execution . Mr. Burnet's report of the

Bay. affair states, that at half past twelve

Mr. Howell states, that at half past o'clock , be heard a shout from the Trial,

twelve, A. M. le observed a number of and immediately his own decks were
canoes alongside both vessels, but that crow ded with natives who had been pre

from the friendly terms he was on with viously alongside his vessel ; that he was

the chiefs and other natives, he had no instantly aware of the intended assault,

suspicion of any design against the vessels, and seizing a musket, shot one of the

both of whichwereprovided with board- most forward . Mr. John O'Neal, mate

ing nets , through the interstices of which of the vessel, and a native of New South

they bartered their commodities with the Wales, for some time defended Mr. Bur .

islanders. The Trial's people were down net against the attacks of several adver

at dinner : Mr. Howell was on the quar- saries, with an empty musket ; he was

ter-deck , folding a mat, with a friendly himself attacked , and fell, overpowered
chief, Narruroo, near to whom was ano- by numbers, Thomas Hayes was thrown

ther chief ; the latter on some signal sup- wounded into a canoe, and killed on

posed to have been given by the former, shore. Joseph Marsden and John Hallo

sprung upon Mr. Howell with his club, gan, the former wounded, jumped over .

and struck him upon the back of the head ; board, and were protected by a chief's

be reeled , half stumbled ; a second blow wife ; the latter rejoined the vessel, and
was aimed at him, which he avoided by supposes Marsden , who did not return, to

rushing forward and precipitatinghimself þe still alive. William Morgan ,a boy,
down the forecastle hatchway. The as- was wounded, as, was also Mr. Burnet ,

sailants now crowded on the upper deck, though not badly ; and the next morning

of which they obtained complete posses- the two seamenwho hadbeen unfortunately

sion , while several who had intruded killed on board the Brothers, were interim

themselves between decks, were opposed red. On board the Brothers were killed
by the people and killed. Those above Matthew Jackson , an European, and

tried to ship the main katch , in order to Tetia, a Fomatoo native ; andChristopher

shut the crew below , but two men sta- Harper, wounded .>
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a son

PERSIAN GULF.
maroon and

Discovery of Eight Islands.
BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, & DEATHS,

We publish for general information, the

following observations received from the AT HOME.

Honourable James Ashley Maude, Cap
BIRTHS.

tain of his Majesty's ship Favourite , in
In Langham Place, the lady of Sir J. Langham ,

regard to the situation and appearance of Bart, of a daughter.

eight islands discovered by him on the At the Grove, Mitcham , the lady of Sir T. D.

Acland, Bart. of a daughter.

13th , 14th and 15th , of July 1816, in the
At Cambridge, Lady Mortlock, of a daughter.

Persian Gulph during a cruize for general In Hertford -street, the Countess of Clonmell, of

a son and heir .
protection of the trade.

At Farley, near Reading, the Lady Lucy Stephens.
The situation and appearance of eight son , of a son .

islands on the Arabian side in the Gulph In Wimpole-street, the lady of the Hon. J. T.
Leslie Melville, of a son .

of Persia not laid down in any of the
AtKemseyLodge, Worcester, the lady of Major

charts ; the names of which are Arabic Gen. Sir R. Hale Sheaffe, Bart. of a daughter.

and the latitudes and longiturles of each In Devonshire-place, the lady of Rear -Admiral

Scott, of a daughter .
taken from cross bearings, the latter by In Portland -place, the lady of Henry Bonham ,

chronometer ; seen by his Majesty's ship Esq. of a son ,

Favourite, the honourable James Ashley in Manchester street, the lady of Capt. Lake, 9d
Guards, of a son .

Maude, Captain , during a cruize for the The lady of James Paterson, Esq . of Wimpole

general protection of trade in the Gulph , street, of a daughter .

The lady of William E. Lees, Esq. of a son .

on the 13th 14th and 15th of July 1816, The lady of Thomas Lees, Esq.of a son .

Dauss.-In latitude 25 ' 10 N. longitude The lady of Jolin C. Lees , Esq. of a son .

per chronometer 52° 45 ' E. bearing SE.
The lady of Sir H.Lees, Bart. of a son and heir .

In Green - street, Grosvenor square , the lady of

distance 4 leagues, appears of a moderate Colonel Christie, of a son .

height with a few sinall hummocks and At Lavington, Petworth, the lady of Wm . Jenney ,

Esq . of a son .
south western extremity a low sandy

In Great Cumberland-place, the lady of R. Ro
point six or seven miles in length , no trees, bertson , Esq. of a son .

and soil a metallic appearance ; in pass At Critchill House, Mrs. Frederick Ricketts, of

ing it , distance off shore four or five lea The lady of John Delafield , Esq . of Woburn -place ,

gues, we had from 13 to 18 fathoms, coarse Russell square, of a daughter.

sand with a few overfalls . At Kilrenna, county of Cork , the lady of James

Hanning, Esq. of a son , and the lady of Thos.
Jarnain Island . --South easterly direc- Studdart, Esq. of a son and heir .

tion found Dauss is in latitude 25° 8' N, At Spring-mount, county of Kerry , the lady of

Maurice Fitzmaurice, Esq. of a sonandheir.longitudeper chronometer 52° 551 E, At Edinburgh, the lady of Wm . Stothert , Esq.

bearing SE . by S'5 or 6 leagues, has three of a son .

high hummocks nearly of an equal height,
In Brunswick -square,Mrs. Mieville,ofa daughter .

In Gower -street, the lady of J. A. F. Simpkinson ,

two on the northern extremity and one Esq . of ason .

more'to the southward. The haze of the The lady of Dr. Dennison , of Upper Guildford .

street, of a son .

atmosphere was too great to observe whe
In Gower-street, the lady of Walter Skirrow , Esq .

ther the extremities were low , apparently of a daughter.

po vegetation , hills formed of a metallic In Chai ham -place, the lady of J. Ritchie , Esq, of

substance .
The lady of N. G. Ingram , Esq. of a son .

Arzenie Island . - West south westerly In Northampton -square, the lady of Frederick

direction from Jarnain in latitude 24° 56 Wm . Pott , Esq . of a son .

The lady of Ms. R. B. Withy, of James -street,
N. longitude per chronometer 52° 33 E. Adelphi, of a son .

bearing SSW. 9. miles, is rather high , a InWimpole-street, the lady of the Hon, J. Ta
Leslie Melville, of a son .

rugged appearance. About a cable’s length In Harley-street, the lady of Capt. Beaufort, R. N.
off the eastern aud western extremities

there are two rocks a little above water; In Gower-street, Mrs. John Smith , ofa daughter

Thelady of R. Westmacott, Esq . R. A. of a son .
and on the north east side a shoal extends

In Montague-place , Russell-square, Mrs. Edward

nearly a mile from the shore, composed of Denne, of a daughter,

rocks and coral sand . The Favourite an
The lady of Dr. E.'T . Monro, of Gower-street, of

chored under this island , with the centre At Croom's Hill, Greenwich , the lady of the Rev.

of the island bearing S. by E E. 5 or 6 C. Parr Burney, of a son .

At Antwerp, the lady of A. Ellerman , Esq.of a son ,miles in 124 fathoms, fine cora. sand and
The lady of J. L. Anderdon , Esg . of a son .

shells. In Portland-place, the lady of Lieut. Gen. Reg

I could not discover any fresh water
nolds , of a son .

The lady of J. P. Lockhart, Esq. Tavistock -square ,
on this island , but from ravines occasioned ofa daughter,

from the heavy rains, I have no doubt by At Hollycombe, Sussex, the lady of Charles W.

sinking wells, water might be procured . Taylor, Esq. M. P. of a sonand heir,

AtKensington , the lady of E. E. Vidal, Esq . R.
The soil consists of metallic substance ;

N.ofa daughter.

no trees and only a few herbs, the south At Maidenhead, Berks, the lady of Paynton Pi

gott, Esq . of a son ,
ern side exceedingly rugged , and in breadth At Ramsgale, the lady ofJohn Bainbridge, jun.

1 imagine twoor three miles, and seven Esq. of Harley.street, of a daughter.

milesin length, which terminates to the The lady of A.G.Hesilrige, Esq . Nosely Hall,

Leicestershire, of a daughter .

WSW . in a low sandy point.
- In Montague-square, the lady of Richard Brown,

(To be concluded in our next.)
Esq. ofa daughter.

At Brixton , Mrs. J, W. Weston , of a son ,

a son .

ot a son .

a son .
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MARRIAGES . At Yarmouth , Colonel Gustavus Belford .

In St. James's square , Lieut.-Col. Maurice Fitz- At West Ham, Essex , in consequence of a fall

harding Powell, Aid.de.Camp to his Royal from his gig, George Anderson , Esq . F.L.S.

Highness the Prince Regent, to Lady Eleanor AtWells, Somersetshire,Majör Thomas Clerk, of

Dunbarton . West Holme House, Shepion Mallet, and late

The Rt. Hon . Lord Huntingfield , to Miss Blois, nf the East-India Company's Service.

daughter of Sir Charles Blois, Bart, In Somerset-street, Portman square, Philip Pin
At Beverley, Lieut.-Colonel Beresford, to Mary, noek , Esq . of the Island of Jamaica.

daughter of the Rev. John Gilby, At Penzance, Mrs. Halliday , wife of Captain

Henry Derbishire, Esq . of Little Maddox -street, Halliday , R. N.

to Mary Stuart, niece to the late Lieut .-Gen . In Paris,Augusta , third daughter of George

Sir John Stuart , Count of Maida. Grant, Esq .
Robert Marquis, Esq, late of Bengal, to Miss Ma. At Millbatik.street, Harriott, wife of Charles

sy Forsyth Rannie, daughter ofThomas Rannie , Boynton Wood, Esq . of Haves , Middlesex .

Esq. of Bird's Park , Cullen . Mrs. Fitz John , sen . of Baldock , Herts.

At Little Parndon, Essex, John Carter,Esq. M. P. At Kensington,Mrs. Thornton , widow of the late

for Portsmouth, to Joanna Maria , daughter of Robert Thornton, Esq,

Wm . Smith, Esq. M. P. At Kensington Palace, Anne Cecil Strode.

At Newport, Essex, Mr, William Holt, to Ame- At Doonass Giebe, near Limerick , M 15. Massey ,

lia , daughter of the late Rev. Edward Bryant. wife of the Rev. Charles Massy . .
At Leominster, James Henry Levin , Esg. of At Greyfort, Charlotte, daughter of Thomas

Broad-street, to Mary Ann, daughter of Edward Stoney, of Aran -hill, county of Tipperary .

Woodhouse, Esq . Thomas Lowther Allen , Esq . of Thomond Lodge ,

The Rev. John Brereton, Head Master of Bedford county of Meath , late Lieut. Col. 18th Hussars .

School, to Miss Laura Abbot Harris, of Leigh AtNice, Mary, wife of Rear -Admiral Foote, and

Linton . daughter of the late Admiral Philip Patton.

AtMarylebone Church , Captain Grey , of the 10th At Fifield , Wilts, Edward Penruddocke, Esq. son

Hussars, to Catherine Maria, daughter of the of the late c. Penruddocke, Esq. M. P. fur

late R. Grindall, Esq. Wiltshire .

William Curzon , of Melton, to Maria , only daugh
minter of Colonel Hunlock .

At St. Andrew's , Holborn , Mr. John Andrew, of

Braintree, to Mrs. Caroline Bowers, of the same LONDON MARKETS.

place.

AtPittodrie, Aberdeenshire, Alex . Forbes Irvine,
Tuesday, Jan , 28, 1817.

Esq. of Schivas , 10 Margaret, daughter of the Cotton . - The purchases of Cotton , both by

late James Hamilton, Esq . of Edinburgh . public sale and private contract, have been very

At Plumstead , Lieut. Fred . Wright, Royal Horse considerable ; the demand almost exclusively tos

Artillery , to Mary, daughter of the late Wha, the manufactures of the country , which are re

Hall, Esq. Captain of the Royal Artillery . ported brisk, anticipating an extensive spring

AtBishopsi horpe, William John Law , Esq. to trade. The sale by the East India Company went

Charlotte Mary, daughter of R. Sympson , Esq. off with much briskness; the prices were irregu .

At Hitchin , Robert Lindow Carr, of Wavertree , lar, but generally a shade higher than the pre

Esq. to Fauny, daughter of the late Rev. Henry vious sale; it consisted of 5,602 bales, subjeet to

Ward , of Langley . id. per Ib .' if taken for home consumption,
At Whitchurch,Mr. Percival Norton Johnson , of Sugar.--The deinand for Muscovades was limit.

Doctors' Commons, is Eliz , Lydia, daughter of ed last week ; the few sales effected were at prices

the late T. Smith , Esq. a shade lower ; so great was the speculation in

At St. Paul's, Covent- garden , John Kinnear, Esq , Sugars two monthsago, that a considerable pro

to Miss Georgiana Boileau . portion of the stock is in the hands of specu

At Bath, E. Tovey, Esq . to Mrs. Duncan , widow lators .

of John Duncan, Esg . of the Island ofJamaica. Coffee - There were two public sales of Coffee

In Monkstown church , near Dublin , Henry Kvle, last week, consisting of 623 casks aud 1,052 bags ,

Esq. of the Commercial-buildings, to Miss Mil- a great proportion Dutch descriptions, the sales

Jer , daughter of the late Rev. Oliver Miller. went off heavily , and a very considerable propor

At Cork, Thomas Warner, Esq . to Maria, daugh- tion was taken in for the proprietors: the prices

ter of G. Wakely, Esq. of that city . generally may be stated at a father decline of 2s.

At Castlebridge, county of Wexford , £ . Rogers per cwt. - The late parcels sold at the India Honse

Cookman, Esq .ofBessmount,toMariaLouisa,
realized a small advance of is . a 2s . in several in

daughter of Col. Hewson, of Mount Anna. stances, but the Company again dec.aring an ex .

AtEdinburgh , J. l'olwarth , Esq. to Miss Adams, tensive quantity for the 21st proximo, the advance
daughter ofthe late Henry Adams, Esq. of Lin- cannot now be obtained .

coln's Inn . Spices . There has been very little alteration in

At Bath , Capt. William Curzon, of Melton , to theprices of Spice for some weeks past ; the quo.

Maria,daughter of Col. Hunlock , of Worcester . tations will remain nearly nominal ull the exien

Mr. George Irvin , of the Crescent, Minories , to sive sale declared by the East India Company

Frances, only daughter of Chas . Stutfield , Esq. takes place . They have advertised for ut

of St. George's, Middlesex . proximo large parcels of Cinnamon , Cloves , Mace,

At Marylebone Church , George Augustus West. Nutmegs, Pepper, &c .

phal , Esq. Capt. R. N. 10 Mrs. Chambers, of Indigo.-- The demand continues extensive ; an

Upper Berkeley -street, advance of gd , and 10d . per lb, has been realized

At Marylebone Church , Henry John Conyers, on the late sale prices at the India House ; the

Esq . of Copt Hall, in Essex, to Harriet, daugh . * holders are now asking 18. with every probability

terof the Rt. Hon . Thomas Steele , Esq . of realizing the improvement , the stock is re .

At St. George the Martyr, Wm. Waison, Esq. ported under 10,000 chests, and the quantity ex

of Queen-square, to Miss Gale, of the Villa , pected this season is reported trivial ; thelatelow
near Maidenhead. prices in Europe having prevented any atiention

DEATHS.
being paidto this articlebytheimporters,

In Abercromby place, the Rt. Hon. Countess Siik .--The sale at the India House has closed ;

Dowager of Aboyne, widow of Charles Hally . a considerable proportion ofthe China Silk has

burton, Earl of Aboyne, and daughter of James, been refused ; the inferior and coarse Silks have
Earl of Morton . sold at a depression of two and a half per cent.

At Stourbridge, Lieut.-Gen, Alexander Wood . from the late sale prices ; the fine seven and a

At Seymour-terrace,Thomas Turner, Esq. Come

modore of the Hon . East - India Company's

half per cent. bigher, and 4 Moss China at an

Marine at Bombay .
advance of about 10 per cent. The following are

the particulars ;

At Wisbech, Eliza , youngest danghter ofColonel Chinas No. i .
29s , id.

Hardwicke, Acting Commandant of the Ben No, 8. ' 21s . 1d .

gal Artillery . No. 3 . 208 , 7d . © 20s . 9d .

In London . Sir Martin Stapylton , Bart, of My 4 Moss No. 1 . 255 , 4d . 4 266. id.

ton , near Boroughbridge, Yorkshire . Organzine
373. a 46s.

At Bath , Thomas Stanley , of Cross Hall, in Lan Bengal Skein 129. d. d 145. itd .

cashire, Esq . Novi
158. sd , a als.
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Deal, Dec. 20. - Came down from the river

yesterday, and sailed , the Tortoise store-ship, and

Sarah Christiana, for St. Helena.
INDIA SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

25th . - Came down from the river and remain,

the Sir S. Luslrington , Charles Giant, Inglis, and
Home Ports .

General Harris , for India.

Gravesend , Dec. 29.-- Sailed the Inglis, General 27th. - Camedown from theriver, the Marquis

Harris, Lowther Castle, Charles Grant, and Van- of Cainden and Lowther Castle , for India,

siltart for India .
Five o'clock . -The Marquis of Camden East - In .

Jan. 12 , 1816. - Sailed , Minstrel, Bristow for diaman has lost an anchor and about 40 fathom

India . of cable in bringing the ship up.

15th . --Arrived the Egfred, Kirby, from Calcut- Dover, Jan. 9.-Passed this

ta ; British Army, Manton , fiom Bengal; Em- terday, the Emperor Alexander : Chapinan, and

peror Alexander , Chapman , from Batavia . the William , both from Batavia for London .

Derl, Dec. 26.- Arrived , the City of Edinburgh * Portsmouth , Dec. 20, 1816.-Sajled the Shipley
East-Indiaman, Capt. Loch , from Bengal ; she for New South Wales .

sailed the 15th August . Remain in the Downs Jan. 2, 1817.- Arrived the Harriet, Moore,
the Charles Grant, Inglis, and General Harris from Batavia, left 3d Sept ; she left ready for sea

East-India men, the Sir Stephen Lushington , and the Mary Ann, Quinton ; the Woolford , Bridy ;

the rest of the outward -bound , all well. and Emperor Alexander, Chapman, all " for Eng.
29th . The whole of last night it blew a tre. land. The Ganges, Danby, was also loading for

mendous gale from the S. and W., during which England , and would be ready suon after the Har .

several ships in the Downs drove consiilerably. fiet sailed . The Dutch had taken possession of

The following remain all well - Charles Grant, Batavia just before the departure of Capt . Moore.

General Harris, Inglis, Lowther Castle, Marquis 8th . - The following outward -bound East India .

of Camden , and Sirs. Lushington, for India ; Pi.
men passed by this inorning to the westward .

lot, for Botany Bay . Marguis Camden, General Harris, Bombay,

soth .-- The General Harris and Marquis of Cam . Charles Grant, Inglis, Vansitiart, and Lotther

den Indiamen , attempted to get away this morn . Castle : they are for Bombay and China.

ing, but blowing strong they could not get their from henee , the Admiral Gambier for the Cape

anchors, and most likely they will not attempt and Ceylon ; and the Agnes for the Cape ofGood

again till day . lightto-morrow morning, the S.E. Hope.

wind being very bad to get out of the Dowuswith . 12th . - Sailed the Governor Strong, Scott, for

The Lowther Castle, Charles Grant, and Inglis, China.

wait the arrival of the Vansittari and Bombay
15th. - Arrived Hibernia, fro.n the Downs, forfrom Gravesend.

Madras and Bengal .
Jan. 1 , 1817.-Came down from the river last

Lymington, Jan. 9.-Arrived the Asia , Greig ,
evening the Vansittart, Bombay, and Richmond,
for India ; Canada for Botany Bay.

from Bombay and the Cape,

3d.Arrived , and remains, the Egfrid, Kirby, 'Torbay , Dec. 20.--Arrived the ship London of

from Calcutta į sailed the 13th August ..
London , with King's Stores for the Cape of Good

Hope.
5th . - Sevsral ships have come in and brought

up in the Downs, the particulars at present
: Plymouth, Jan. 6. - The Moffat Indiaman drove

are unknown , as they have not yet had any
from her moorings this morning, but brought up

communication with the shore . We have
withonit damage.

made enquiry aming the sea-faring, people re
Falmouth, Jan. 7. - Sailed Drake, før Cork and

New South Wales .
specting the outward bound East and West In

diamen , &c . in the Downs, and do not hear 17th . – Arrived Jane, Berridge , from London ,

that any have suffered ; most of our intrepid for the Cape of Good Hope.,

buatmen are off amongst the ships, and have

been ever since day - light this morning beating
aaaaah

over the tremendous seas with not a dry thread

on them .
SHIP-LETTER MAILS FOR INDIA..

Came down the river last evening and remain ,
the Jane , for the Cape of Good Hope. Arrived

PRIVATE SHIPS .
aud remains all well , the Woodford , froin Batavia .

Arrived to -day , and will sail for the river this
Ship's Names . Tons. Probable Time of Sailing,

evening, the British Anne, from Calcutta ; sailed
17th August ; from Sand Head 20d ; and from the

Cape of GoodHope .
Cape of Good Hope 3d Nov. It blowed very

hard part of lastnight and this morning, during
Mary... 300 Jan. 28 .

Jane
170 Sailed from Deal Jw. 27 .

which the Woodford , for Batavia has lost anchors
150 Feb. 28 .

and cables : the Triton , for the Isle of France,
Brilliant............ 237 Feb. 28.has lost two anchors and cables.

8th . - Sailed the British Army, Egfred , and Har . Cape and Isle of France .
riet , Indiamen , with the rest of the homeward

bound for India ; remains Hibernia , for India . Lady Borringdon .. 390 Jan. 28 .

The Triton, for the Isle of France, has ' repaired Madras and Bengal.

her damage, and waits only for a wind ,
Hero ................. 414 Sailed from Deal Jan.97 .oth.--Sailed the Hibernia , for Madras ; Triton,

or the Isle of France .
Bombay.

13th .-- Came down from the river and remains
376 Sailed for Deal Jan. 27.

he Rapid , for the l'ape of Good Hope ; and Se
nga patam , for the South Seas , Bengal.

Itin . - Came down from the river, and remain Kent. 440 Sailed from Deal Jan. 27 .
the Glory , Kent, and Minstrel, for Calculla . Mary Ann ... 550 Feb. 9 .

Dear , Jan. 15 .--Came down from the river, Phoenix 500 Sailed from Deal Jan: 27 .

**the Partridge, for the Cape of Goud Hope.
Glory Ditto

Three o'clock: the wind is now due east , and the Speke ......... 450 Jan. 30.

outward-bound are preparing to sail . Four o'clock : Mary Ann ....... 4.50 Sailed from Deal Jan.2%.

the whole of the outward -bound are away , and
Caledonia .......... 360 Jan. 90 .

round to the South Foreland , except the Glory

private Indiaman , and Aid , West Indiamar , * The destination of the Speke being altered to

1911 .--Came down from the river, Jane, Cor . Bengal only , the letters for Madras, markedfor

neby; for ihe Cape of Good Hope . that ship , must be sent by some other.
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Price Current of East- India Produce for January 1817. 207

L. 8. do

Blue........

L. S. d. L. s. d.

Cochineal ................. lb . O $ 6 to 0 50
Cotfee, Java ........... cwt. 4 0 0 4 4 0

Cheribon ................. S 13 0 3 16 0

Bourbon 4 0 0 4 5 0

Mocha 5 100 5 15 0

Cotton , Surat ....... .lb. 0 1 1 0 1 3

Extra fine .....
0 14 0 1 5

Bengal
001 0 1 1

Bourbon .. O 1 10 0 9 4

Drugs, & c. for Dveing .

Aloes, Epatica........cwt. 5 O O 8 0 0

Anniseeds, Star ...........
+ 10 0 4 15 0

Borax , Refined .... 4 15 0 5 00

Unrefined , or Tincal 4 10 0 4 15 0

Camphire unrefined ..... 10 10 O -12 0 0

Cardemoms,Malabar..lb 03 0 050

Ceylon .....

Cassia Buds..........cwt. 16 0 0 21 0 0

Lignea................
9 5 - 1200

Castor Oil.............. Ib. o 1
04 0

China Root.......... cwt. 2 0 2 5 0

Coculus Indicus.......... 2 0 2 15 0

Columbo Root......... 2 10 0 2 15 0

Dragon's Bloud...

Gum Ammoniac, lump.. 5 10
8 0 0

Arabic.... 3 10 5 O

Assalæ ida........ 6 0 120

Benjamin 7 10 0 - 600

Animi........ cwt. 5 10
10 0 0

Galbanum ...

Gambogium 17 0 0 22 0 0

Myrrh . 80 0 10 0 0

Olibanum ... 5 0 0 8 0 0

Lac Lake.... 0 1 2 09

Dye.... 0 36 0 5 6

Shell , Block 2 10 0 9 150

Shivered ............ 3 10 0 - 14 0 0

Stick ................. 3 10 0 8 0 0

Musk, China..........Oz . 0 15 0 1 0 0

Nux Vomica .........cwt.

Oil Cassia..............Oz . 020 0 2 3

Cinnamon ........... 0 15

Cloves.............. 096 0 2 10

Mact.................

Nutmeg........... 0

Opium .............. lb.

Rhubarb 0 4 0 5 6

Sal Ammoniac ......cwt. 6 0

Senna.... ..lb . 01 096

O
O
M
O
O
O

L. 8. d.

Turmerick , Java ....cwt. I 10 O to i 15

Bengal 1 8 0 1 10

China
................

20 O 9 5

Zedoary

Galls, in Sorts............. 6 10 0 7 10 0

800 8 15 0

Indigo, Blue ............. Ib .

Blue and Violet...... 076

Pu ple and Violet.... 0 6 4 7 4
Fine Fiolet..........

Good Ditto........ O 5 6 0511

Fine Violet & Copper 0 5 2 O 5 6

Good Ditto .... o 5 0 0 5 4

Gond Cupper ........ 04 8 050

Middling Ditto ...... 04 6 0 4 8

Ordmary Ditto ....... 0.96 O. 10

Fine Madras .........
05 9 0 0 4

Middling Ditto ...... 04 0 0 5 0

Ordinary Ditto ... ... 0 9 9 0 4 4

Rice................
....

(wt. 2 0 O 2 2 0

Safflower ................cwt. 4 0 0 900

Sago ..... ( wt . 200 300

Saltpeire, Retined .....cwt. 27 0

Silk, Bengal Skeiu ...... Ib . 0 19 4 0 14 11
Novi 0 15 b IILO

Ditto Whiie

107 1 2 1

Organzine .. 1 17 0 2 6

Spices, Cinnamon .......Ib . 0 10 0 0 11 4

Cloves 0 37

Mace.. 0 86 0 10 6

Nutmegs. 0 5 10 0 60

Ginger ..... cwt . 9 10 0 ,S'15 * O

Pepper, Black .... Ib . 0 0 7

White 0011 0 1 0

Sugar, Yellow ......... cwt. 0 24 0

White .................. 2 100 3.10 0

Brown ............. 1 14 0 119 0

Tea, Bohea... ... Ib . 02 7 0 2 8

Cougou
02 9 0 35

Souchong 0 3 10 0:46

Campoi 0 2 9 0 3,9

Twankay 0 2 11 043

Pekoe 0 4 0 0 5 6

Hyson Skin 0 2 10 0 4 5

Hyson
04 7 -.0 60

Gunpowder 0 5 4 05

Tortoiseshell . 0 19 0 1 6 * ' O

Woods, Sauliders Red..ton 11 оо Il 11° 0

1
5

}1
1

ו

ו

ו

ו

ו

ו

ו

ו

ו

ו

ו

. ו
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ו
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-

O
O
O
O
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-

O
O
O
O
O

China ....

Iis

1
1

O
O
O

O
O
O

mon .

Goods declared for Sale at the East- India House.

On Tuesday, 4 February - Prompt 25 April. Gum Animi-Elephants' Teeth - Donitchie Dye

Privilege and Private. Trade. - Bandannoes Horse skins - salipetre - Goal Skins, undressed

Shawls - Choppas - Silks - Nankeens- Betellees- Kid Skins, dressed .

Longcloths - Bailampores - Blue Cloths - Madras
Property of Ceylon Government.-- Oil of Cinna

Handkerchiefs.

On Tuesday, 11 February - Prompt 9 May. On Friday, 21 February - Prompt 23 May .

Company's.- Black and White Pepper - Cinna- Company's.-- Sugar - Coffee.
mon-loves-Mace - Nutmegs Oil of Cinna.

mon , Nutmeg., and Mace- Saltpetre , 1,200 tons.
On Tuesday, 4 March - Prompt 30 May.

Private- Trade, Privilege , and Licensed . - Gall.
Tea Bohea, 500,000 bs --Congou and Campoi,

nuts -Red Saunders Wood - Rattans- Ebony
4,300,000.- Pekoe anu Souchong, 150,000 - Twan

Castor Oil - Olibanum - Cornelians- Ratians
kay , 850,000 - Hyson Skin , 100,000 Hyson,

Pepper - Benjamin - Oil of Mace - Tortoiseshell
250,000 — Total, including, Private - Tiade, 6,150,000
lbs .

Casior Oil and Turmerick-Lac Lake - Lac Dye

Sapan Woud - Black Wood - Sago- inger-Car . On Monday, 10 March - Prompt 6 June.

demoms- Shellac - Gum Arabic - Safflower - Soy Company's, -Na..keen Cloth , 284,803 pieces

-Fans- Cinnamon -Cassia Lignea- Camphire Bengal Piece Goods, viz .- Muslins,

(unrefined ) -Whanghees- Malacca Canes - seed- coes, 90,351 - Prohibited , 49,678 . - Coast Piece

lac - Barilla - Cassia Buds- Nutmegs - Mace . Goods, viz .-- Callicoes, 168,829— Muslins, 299

Caja Pootie Oil - Arrow Root- Allspice -- Aloes.- P.ohibited , 11,475 .

Sast Calli.

Indian Securities and Exchanges.

By accounts from Bengal, dated late in August,

it appears a considerable improvement had taken

place in the Company's 6 per cent. Loan Paper,

the discount thereon being but two and a half per

cent. and gradually improving.

The exchange onLondon remained at from

2s. 70, to 23. 8d . for Bills at 6 months sight or 13

months date, but there appeared a tendencyto a

decline,

G. MEDLEY .
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

Sir, -- Allow me through means branch free, or nearly free from

of your useful miscellany, to call duty. The Silk Trade was how

the attention of the public to a ever excepted ; on this it was

department of the mercantile in- thought proper, that heavy andcon

terests of the country , of undeni- tinually augmented duties should

able importance to the general be imposed; owing to the peculiar

prosperity. The lamentable de circumstances in which British

pression under which our com- commerce was placed by the late

merce and manufactures at present war, the ill effects of this excep

ļabour, is felt by no other branch tion were not brought into opera

in a greater, or perhaps in so great tion. The British merchant was

a degree as in the Silk Trade.The not only enabled to monopolise al

sales of British manufactured silk most exclusively the foreign mar

during the last twelvemonth, did ket , but the injurious introduction

not exceed one half of those of of foreign wrought goods to home

1814. There is no doubt, but that consumption, was prevented ; with

the complicated pressure operative such advantages the capital en

upon the general body of the peo- gaged in the organization of new

ple , tends in a considerable degree establishments, was continually re

to check the demand for Silk ceiving accessions to a degree

goods . But still I apprehend, the which promised the fairest results.

peculiar and unexampled difficul- The Silk Manufacture was rapidly

ties of this branch of commerce extending itself over the whole

may be elucidated, by an explana- kingdom , mills and machinery had

tion of their originating cause. risen up in almost every county,

Impressed with a wise convic- furnishing the means of healthful

tion of its vital connection, I might employment and comfortable sub

almost say identity with national sistence to many thousands, and

prosperity, it has alwaysbeen a bringing to the revenue large sums,

ruling principle with His Majesty's collected with little trouble, and

Governinent, to encourage the without a single attempt at fraud

industry of British manufacturers, or evasion ; thus was obtained for
by leaving the raw material in each the Silk Manufacture a national

Asiatic Journ.No.XV.
Vol . III. 2 F
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importance, similar to that of the and would again be applied to the

Cotton, Woollen or Linen Trade. purpose of furniture, & c .

Such were the prosperous cir- The trade in the raw silks of

cumstances of this branch of our · Bengal, is acknowledged to be of

industry, when the ports of Europe the first consequence to the East

were again set free from political India Company, and very import

restraints, and the continental ant to that settlement. It cannot

manufacturerwasagain enabled to be doubted, that the most benefi

meet his British rival, and to meet cial results would ensuefrom the re

him on terms so advantageous, as duction ofthepresenthigh duties, as

to leave him no judicious hope in any stimulus given to the silk ma

the competition. Can it be ex- nufacture here, would necessarily

pected that foreigners, fostered increase and improve the sales of

and encouraged by their govern- raw silk, by the increase and ex

ments, by an almost, if not alto- tension of sale consequent on the

gether, total exemption from im- adoption of such a concession ,

posts and duties, will find any which would evidently be made

difficulty in excluding our coun- without any real sacrifice of re

trymen, whose exertions are bur- venue, as the reduced duty thusex

thened with a government charge, tended in its operation , would yield

amounting to3s. 6d. per lb. on as large an aggregate amount.

raw silk , and 14s. 7d . on orga- Important as these considerations

nized silk , which is again further undoubtedlyare, in a national point

increased to 20 or 21 , by the addi- of view, the advantages which
tion of profit and commission, and would result to the East-India

the several duties on the various Company, from the adoption of

articlesrequired in dying, dressing, the measure herein recommended,

and other preparations for the may be made I apprehend not less

market ? What effectual relief is it apparent. During the discussions

possible for the bounties on expor- which took place on the last re

tation to afford the British trader, newal of their Charter, it was

who has to contend with the accu- stated , in the printed papers which

mulated pressure of these high were then circulated, that large

charges, direct and indirect ? The advances were necessarily made

demand for home consumption suf- from the Company's commercial

fers likewise in an equal degree funds in England, to defraycharges

from the same cause, for whilethe on account of the territory in

heavy duty offers a bounty to the India ; and by a clause in the 53d

smuggler, the consequent high of the King, provision is made

price of the article prevents, or at that a sum equal thereto, shall in

least diminishes the purchase of each and every year be issued in

British Silksby the middle classes, India, for the purpose of the Com

who alwaysin this country consti- pany's China and India investment.
tute the bulk of consumers. The participation of foreigners in

Were however the present du- the India trade, and thesuccessful

ties reduced, the benefit would be rivalry of similar manufactures in

great and immediate. May it not this country, necessarily interfere

be hoped, that the skill and capital with the demand for articles of

of the British manufacturer, would Indian produce and manufacture

in such case enable him to com- at the Company's sales, and par

pete successfully with his foreign ticularly with the formerly staple

rival ? while the cost of the article article of piece goods. Great

being also reduced to the home difficulty must thus attend the in

consumer, the use of different silk vesting annually the amount of

goods would be greatly extended, these territorial charges , in sale
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able commodity. If, therefore, portation of raw silk from India,

the beneficial consequences pre- a means of profitably investing

dicted from loweringthe duty on the territorial payments will be

Raw Silk should be realised, and provided,the proprietors' dividend

of which there appears to me no more effectually secured , and

reason to doubt, the advantages finally the prosperity of the Indian
to the Company must be most empire materially promoted.

important. By extending the im MERCATOR.

By the

a

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

SIR ,- The Asiatic Journal is a acts of the managers at Madras,

work which has long been a desi- who are composed of the Staff,

deratum in British literature, and and other officers generally resi

judging by the numbers that dent at the presidency.

have already appeared, promises 25th article of the Regulations, it

ultimately to succeed in all the ob- is expressly enacted, that “ all

jectsproposed in the prospectus, property belonging to the Madras

or ofwhich such a publication is Military Fund shall be vested in

capable. The domestic policy and the Hon. Company's Securities;"

events affecting our countrymen in and hitherto it has been strictly

India are more uncertain and un- adhered to, not only with the

known, than of those in any other of funds in India, but virtually, with

our foreign possessions, and this is to that part remitted for the payment

be attributed chiefly to the pruden- of pensions in England, amount

tial rules, which controul the public ing perhaps nearlyto eight or ten

press . Such a work as yours there- thousand pounds annually, by en
fore, certain of obtaining many trusting its disbursementto a re

promoters andmore readers.I am spectable officer of the East-India

induced to addressyou now on the House, approved and sanctioned

subject of the Madras Military by the Court of Directors; there

Fund, (of which I am a member) by, affording not an ideal, butreal
an institution of the greatest con- security and protection, and an

eern and interest to every military easy access for payment. The mo

servant on that establishment, and ney, I believe, was vested in the

matured after years of fruitless at- Bank of England, and to the cre

tempts by the joint zealous exer- dit ofMr. Rundall, it must be ad

tions of the lamented late Major- mitted, that he conducted the

Gep. Agnew and Colonel Wilkes. whole of the business, from the

The principal objects of it are, commencement, with the greatest

first, to obviate the almost daily regularity and correctness ;-what

recurrence of applications to our then can be the cause for the mo

private benevolence, in behalf of ney beingnow vested in a private

widows and families of deceased BankingHouse, and the payment

officers, left destitute, byensuring delegated to a private banker late

them a certain and ample provi- ly returned from Madras ? until

sion , and to assist officers, other- some valid reasons are given, (and

wise unprovided, with the means from my knowledge of parties at.

of returning to Europe for their Madras)I fear such are wanting,

health . Such objects, I need I canonly reflect on the evident

scarcelyadd, met the general sup- breach of the regulations, and the

port of the army, and have obtain- danger to be apprehended from

ed stability and permanency, if such a precedent. We all know,

not shaken, by the improvident and particularly the people in Ins
2 F 2
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dia, too well know, the frailty of acting under the control of the

Banking Houses - private persons Court of Directors, his appoint

may have inducements to resortto ment would not have createdalarm

them, but the trustees of a public and apprehension in the minds of

fund , can never be defended in the subscribers at large. The
such a measure . If it has been Hon. Company with its accustom .

found necessary to remove Mr ed liberality cherishes this fund ,

Rundall from this administration, by an annual donation of two

why was not a brother officer, a thousandpounds ; should however,

subscriber also, a man with a wife that munificent and important pa

and large family , who had been obli- tron signify displeasure at this un

ged to quit India, for his health , accountable act of the managers

who had canvassed and obtained by withdrawing such assistance ,

the votes of the whole army for the however much it would be felt and

succession, why, I say, was not regretted, still , if it tend to teach

this officer appointed ? Being a the managers how far they have

strictly honourable, deserving man, forgotten their duty to their con

and in every way competent; sure- stituents, it may prove an even
ly, the objects of the institution tual benefit.

would have been better met, whilst A MADRAS OFFICER,

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

in your

Sir , The Missionary Intelli- man, and many others, now in

gence last number, cannot the Direction, can be desirous

fail to be particularly acceptable of suffering eight hundred thou

to the generality of your readers, sand native Christians to con

as containing authentic intelligence tinue the vilest of all other classes,

from the highly respectable Mr by their horrid debaucheries, when

Corrie, on whose established zeal a few respectable missionaries might

and abilities, strict veracity, and lead them into the way of truth ,

local knowledge, every reliance righteousness, morality, and chear
may be placed ; as also in the very ful industry, in their respective

intelligent report from the Abbé callings.

Dubois to the Archdeacon of Bom- The Abbé Dubois states, that the

bay, in the second report of the native Christiansare in greatwantof

Bombay Auxiliary Bible Society, European missionaries, asfrom the

as illustrative of the manners, cus- long unsettled state of Europe, few

toms, and state of society among had arrived for many years ; and

the native Christians on the western the zeal of the Neophites (converts

side of British India. in the language of the Romish

If I am not greatly mistaken, the church ) was consequently much

territorial revenue received by the slackened for want of that pas

East India Company from British toral care and attention requisite

India , exceeds twelve millions in every country, but more par

sterling per annum, from which ticularly in British India, where

sum afew hundred pounds might precept, as well as example, is so

apparently be spared annually, to necessary to check the propensity

raise the Christian character in the to vice among this race , who have

eyes of the natives ; for I can hitherto been considered as the

hardly be brought to believe, that refuse of society.

gentlemen of such elevated Chris. Surely, therefore, the East- India

tian character as the late Chair- Company, with their usual liber ,
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a

a

ality, as rulers of sixty millions of A missionary in British India

British Asiatic subjects, ought not must expect nearly the same diffi

to object to pay one respectable culties as St. Paul experiencedwith

missionary for every district, where the Jews and Gentiles, the Mu

a Collector of Revenue resides. salmans being desirous of retaining

The good man (having previously the ceremonies of the Muhammad

studied the peculiar language of an law, and have an aversion to
the couutry) might be placed under the Hindus , while the latter are

the immediate superintendence of particularly attached to the super,
this civil servant, to prevent any stitious rites of their idolatrous

improper interferencewith the es- worship.
tablished customs ofthe other na- The learned Orientalist, Mr.

tives, when, by a modest and ap- Colebrooke, being in London,

propriate conductin the manage- might possibly beinduced tofavour

ment of a school for the instruc- the well-wishers to the missionary

tion of youth , he might gradually cause in this country, with his

effect a reform in their morals, and sentiments as to the establishment

thereby lay the foundation for of a particular cast of Protestant
the

pure doctrines of Christi . Christians, (as Gura Govind did

anity, of which the Neophites are for the Sikhs) , with a few primary

equally ignorant at present, as the rules for their good government,

inhabitants of New Zealand, before founded in the Levitical law , as

the arrival of missionaries in that analogous to Asiatic customs,
distant land. wherein expulsion from the cast

Bibles in every Asiatic language should be awarded against the

have certainly been distributedat drinkers of spirituous liquors and

an enormous expence throughout eaters of swine's flesh , for reasons

British India ; but for want of that which are obvious to every person

information which the respectable who has ever resided in British

Mr. Corrie could have granted, India.

and which he is so well calculated When a solid foundation is thus

to give, the sums hitherto ex- laid, under the auspices of those

pended have been of little avail ; who are thoroughly acquainted

for we cannot expectachild to un- with the subject, the missionary

derstand Horace, without being cause will prosper, and that it may

initiated in the rudiments of the do so, is the hearty prayer and

Latin grammar. wish of MODERATION.

SHORT ACCOUNT

OF THE

PRESENT MODE OF TEACHING ARITHMETIC

IN HINDU SCHOOLS.

(From Taylor's translation of the Lilavati, a work which however desirable such an

occurrence must be to the literati and mathematicians, we have not yet learned

is likely to be reprinted in Europe .)

ARITHMETICAL science , as taught in the elementary rules of addition, substraction ,

Lilavati, is confined exclusively to the multiplication, and division, together with

Jyotisis or astronomers. At school one or two examples of the rule of three,

children are taught little beyond the four and of interest. In the method of teach
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their names .

ing these rules, however , there is some- which he puts a reed pen into the scho

thing peculiar, an account of which may lar's hand, and directs it a few times over

be not altogether uninteresting to those the forms of the letters .

who are fond of observing the various Having performed these preliminary ce

modes of calculation practised in different remonies, which are supposed to have a

countries. mighty influence over his future progress ,

As the instruction received at Hindu the scholar proceeds to learn first the

Schools is almost entirely confined to vowels, then the consonants , and finally

arithmetic, a few additional remarks will the combinations of the vowels and con

be sufficient to convey a general and pret- sonants. Five or six vowels being writ

ty accurate idea of the education afforded ten down on the board , he retraces their

to Hindu children . The following ac- forms by drawing his pen over the charac

count being founded chiefly upon infor- ters which have been written in the sand,

mation received from natives of the Mah- until the forms of the letters given in the

ratta country and of Guzerat, and on oh- lesson have become so familiar that he can

servations made during visits to schools write them without a copy, and pronounce

kept by inhabitants of those countries,
In the next lesson five or

must be regarded in some measure as lo- six letters more are put down , which the

cal. At the same time, theconversations scholar learns to write in the same man

which I have had with people from differ- per as before ; and thus he proceeds until

ent and remote parts both of Hindustan, he have learned to write and read the

and the Peninsula, leave little doubt that, whole number of vowels and consonants,

in the general features, it will be found and the combinations of these letters, in

to correspond with the plan adopted the Devanagari alphabet, which , in this

throughout the whole of India. part of India, is called Balbodh.

On joining the school the young pupil After learning the letters of the alpha

performs the pati puja, or worship of the bet , the scholar proceeds to the numeral

writing board , in the following manner. figures. A copy of these being written

The board which is about twelveinhces long down on the board, together with their

and eight broad, is first covered with gu- names, he retraces their forms, and at the

lal ,* on which is drawn the figure of Sa- same time pronounces audibly the name

raswati the goddess of learning ; it is then of each figure, according as was done in

covered with perfume, rice , flowers, sugar , learning the letters of the alphabet . The

beetle-nut and leaf, cocoa -nut, & c . and lesson is thus put down on the board :

near it are placed a lighted taper of in

cense, and also a burning lamp scented 2 don two

with camphor, all of which are presented 3 tin three

to the master along with a small sum 4 char four

of money and turband, or some similar 5 panch five

present, suitable to the condition of 6 saha six

the parent or relation of the child . 7 sath

The rice , flowers, betel-nut, &c. are 8 ath . eight

distributed by the master among the 9 now nine

children of the school. Trifling presents 10 daha ten .

are also made to such brahmans as may After writing these figures, and repeat

attend upon the occasion . The scholar ing their names , until he is able to write

then prostrates himself before the writing them even when no written lesson is placed

board , which is supposed to represent the in his view, the scholar is then taught to

goddess Saraswati, and the master writes put down and read the figures as far as one

the words “ Sri Ganesayanama” hundred , in the following manner :

rence to Ganesa, the god of wisdom ; '- ll before one is eleven

“ Om ” -the mystic nameof god ; after 12 one before two is twelve, and so on .

* Gulal is fiour dyed of purple colour. The
This species of enumeration being ac

forms of the figures or letters are traced with a quired , the scholar proceeds to the multi

wooden style which displacingthe sand or colour- plication table called Pare. In the Mah
ed flour leaves exposed the white ground which

had previously been formed with a kind of pipe rata schools, this table consists in multi

clay. plying ten numbers as far as thirty, and

.

1 ek ...... one

seven

reve
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in Guzerati schools in multiplying ten mind of the scholar ; and in this way he

numbers as far as one hundred. acquires a facility in performing arithme

After this , the scholar is taught three tical operations offhand, which frequent

tables, in which fractional parts are mul- ly astonishes an European observer. For

tiplied by whole numbers . instance, I have often heard a series of

After learning to multiply in this man- pretty intricate questions, involving frac

ner, the scholar proceeds to the tables of tions and the Rule of Three, put to half a

weights and measures. dozen of boys, one question being put to

Having committed to memory the mul- the first boy, another to the second , and

tiplication tables, and also the tables of so on in succession ; and by the time that

weights and measures, which are the a question had been given to the last boy,

ground work of his future arithmetical the first boy would answer the one which

practice, the scholar nest proceeds to had been put to him, immediately after

what is termed miloune, which signifies which the second boy would answer his

adding. question ; and thus it went through the

It has been already remarked, that in whole ; so that in the course of two mi

going through all these operations the nutes, six different questions would be

scholar speaks in a loud singing tone . An put to as many boys, and answered by

European would naturally suppose that them with the utmost correctness.

this practice must produce great confu- The children learn to write and cipher

sion, and distract the mind of each scho- on a board covered with sand or brick

lar. In the Hindu schools, however, it dust, and the letters or figures are traced

does not seem to have this effect ; but, with a reed , or small wooden style, which

on the contrary, this audible repetition the scholar is permitted to hold in what

appears to keep up the scholar's attention, ever manner he finds most convenient.

and to fix his mind firmly on the subject In the more advanced stages , however,

about which he is employed . It also af- and when the arithmetical operations ex

fords the teacher means of observing when tend to some length, I have observed in

any one is idle and inattentive to his les- the schools here, that they paint the board

son ; and by connecting the sound with with a black ground, and then write upon

the thing signified , the calculator may it with a mixture of chalk and water.

perform the operation by a kind of mecha. This occupies much less room than in

nical process. Besides, it takes away the writing upon sand , is less liable to oblite

idea of mental exertion , and converts the ration, and at the same time shews the

exercises at school into a kind of play figures in a plain and distinct form .

and amusement. In the system of education thus briefly

Before the scholars are dismissed in the detailed, several very judicious arrange

evening, it is usual to repeat the different ments will be noticed , both in regard to

multiplication tables in the following economy, and as to saving of time.

First, by writing upon a board covered

All the scholars stand up, when one of with sand, there is saved tħe expense of

them , by directions of the master, takes paper, ink , and pens.

his station in front, and goes through the Secondly, writing and reading are taught

different tables with a loud voice, all the together, instead of being made different

other scholars repeating after him at once.
branches of instruction . While tracing

The boy who is the greatest proficient is the forms of the letters or figures, the

generally chosen to take the lead ; but at
scholar at the same time repeats their

other times the master selects one of the names, a practice which is followed also

younger boys, in order to ascertain whe- when he proceeds to ciphering.

ther he be able to go through the tables Thirdly, the scholar is taught the ef

with accuracy . This proves no sinall in- fect of placing one or more figures before

centive to each boy to make himself mas- another, and thus learns to distinguish

ter of these tables , as any failure in this between the nature of this position and

conspicuous situation is accompanied with the result of adding numbers together, a

great disgrace. distinction which often puzzles beginners

The multiplication tables being thus to whom it has not been carefully point

daily repeated are fixed indelibly on the ed out.

manner :
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But what chiefly distinguishes the Hin- not learn his lessons with sufficient promp

du schools is the plan of instruction by titude and exactness, his instructor re

the scholars themselves. When a boy ports him to the master, who enquires

joins the school , he is immediately put into the case, orders the pupil to repeat

under the tuition and care of one who is before him what he has learnt, and pu

more advanced iu knowledge , and whose nishes him if he has been idle or negli

duty it is to give lessons to his young pu- gent. As the master usually gives lessons

pil , to assist him in learning , and to re- to the older scholars only, he has sufficient

port his behaviour and progress to the leisure to exercise a vigilant superintend

master. The scholars are not classed as ance over the whole school, and by cast

with us, but are generally paired off, each ing his eyes about continually, or walking

pair consisting of an instructor and a pu- up and down , and enquiring into the pro

pil . These pairs are so arranged that a gress made by each pupil under his in

boy less advanced may sit next to oue structor, he maintains strict discipline,

who has made greater progress, and from and keeps every one upon the alert

whom he receives assistance and instruc- through expectation of being called up on

tion . When, however, several of the to repeat his lesson .

elder boys have made considerable and The arithmetical lessons are written

nearly equal progress , they are seated to- down at full length . Thus in giving a

gether in one line, and receive their in- case of addition , sübstraction , multipli

structions directly from the master. cation , division , or the rule of three, the

This plan of getting the older boys, and whole process is set down in figures ,

those who are more advanced, to assist and the scholar goes over it on another

those who are less advanced and younger, part of the board , repeating the different

greatly lessens the burden imposed upon steps in a loud voice as has been already

the master, whose duty, according to this noticed . After each lesson has been gone'

system , is not to furnish instruction to over till it be committed to memory, it is

each individual scholar, but to superin- rubbed out, and then written down by

tend the whole , and see that every one the scholar himselfwithout any assistance.

does his duty. If the younger boy does

HISTORY

OF

THE COCCUS LACCÆ, OR LAC INSECT.

By the late Dr. Kerr.

THE head and trunk of this insect form forming rectangles at tlic edge of the

one uniform , oval , compressed, red body, trunk ; the travsverse rings of the body

of the shape and magnitude of a very are capable of a little motion .

small louse, consisting of twelve trans- I have often observed the birth of those

verse rings ; the back is carinate, the sides insects, but could never see any with

are sharp and alate ; the belly is flat ; wings, nor could I find any distinction of

antennæ , two filiform , truncated, divery- sexes, unless that trivial difference of the

ing half the length of the body, each antennæ . Their connubial rites they

sending off two, often three delicate also kept a secret from 'me: nature and

diverging hairs, longer than the an- analogy seem to point out a deficievcy in

tennæ ; the mouth and eyes could not be my observations, possibly owing to the

seen with a common watch -maker's mag- minuteness of the object, and want of

nifier. proper glasses.

The tail is a little white point, sending The insect is produced by the parent

off two horizontal hairs as long as the in the months of November and Decem

body, ber ; they traverse the branches of the

Progression is performed by three pair trees upon which they were produced for

of limbs, half the length of the animal, some time, and then fix themselves upon
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are

the succulent extremities of the young gine only one in six can have room enough

branches, sometimes upon the petioles of to complete her cell ; the others die, and

the leaves , but never on the trunk , or eat up by various insects . The

large branches, probably on account of extreme branches appear as if they were

the rigidity of their cuticle, and deficiency covered with a red dust, and their sap

of juice. so much exhausted , that they generally

By the middle of January.they are all wither, produce no fruit, and the leaves

fixed in their proper situations ; they ap- drop, or turn to a dirty black colour .

pear as plui as before, but shew no The insects are transported, I imagine,

other signs of life. The limbs, antennæ , by birds ; if they perch upon these

and sitæ of the tail are no longer to be branches, they must carry off a num

seen around the edges ; they are environ- ber of those insects upon their feet, to

ed with a spified, sub- pellucid liquid, the next tree they rest upon. It is worth

which seems to glue them to the branch ; observing, that these fig-trees , when

it is the gradual accumulation of this wounded , drop a milky juice, which in

liquid which forms a strong and compleat stantly coagulates into a viscid , ropy sub

castle for each insect, and is what is called stance, which, hardened in the open air ,

gum lac, so useful to the arts of men , ' is similar to the cell of the coccus laccæ .

as well as the preservation of this valua- The natives boil this fig milk with oils

ble insect . into a birdlime which will hold peacocks

I had no opportunity of seeing the or the largest birds ; in the same manner

operations of this insect , from the 25th a red medicinal gum is produced from the

of January until the 16th of March , when wounded prass tree, so similar to the

the cells were completely formed over the gum lac, that it may readily be taken for

insect ; they had the appearance of an the same substance ; hence it is probable

oval, or rather subrotund, smooth red that those insects have little trouble

bag without life , about the size of a small in animalizing the sap of these plants in

cochineal insect , emarginated at the ob- the formation of their cells .

tuse end, full of a beautiful red liquid, The gum lac is said to be produced

seemingly contained in cellulæ , as in the from the ber or beyer tree, which is fre

albumen ovi . At this time the young in- quent in this country , it is the rhamnus

sects cannot be distinguished in the fluid . jujuba Linnæa, or jujube tree ; I will not

Here again there is a blank in my obser- deny the fact, but what has been shewn

rations ; I did not see the insect until to me as such , was a substance very

November, when the cells and insects different from the lac : there is a fung

were at their full size ; and we find a ous excrescence frequently grows from

rast number of little oblong red bodies , the small branches of this tree, the little

intermixed with the red fluid of the tender granulations of which are at first

mother ; these are the young offspring, covered with a red bloom , which soon

each enveloped in its proper membrane ; turns black , and neither contains insects ,

when all the red liquid is expended , they lac , nor colour, that ever I could find ,

throw off their membraneous coverings, even with the utmost care in my inqui

and pierce a hole through the side of the ries. This tree is much frequented by

mother, and superior part of the cell , and ants, flies, and various insects, which

walk off one by one to a distant part of destroy the flowers, leaves and fruit ;

the branch , leaving their exuviæ behind , this mistake has probably led Bontius,

which is that white substance found in the father Tachard, and their copiers into

empty cells of the sticklac.

Those insects are the parasitic inhabi- The lac of this country is principally

tants of three different trees, viz . found upon the uncultivated mountains

1st. Ficus Religiosa, Bengali Pipul, on both sides of the Ganges, where boun

Anglice Banian tree . -2d. Ficus Bengal- tiful nature has produced it in such prodi.

ensis, in Bengali Bhur, Anglice Banian gious abundance , that was the consump

tree.The third is a valuable tree called tion ten times greater the markets might

Pros or Pras by the natives . be supplied by this minute insect ! The

The insects tix themselves so close to- only trouble in procuring the lac , is in

gether, and in such numbers, that , I ima- breaking down the branches, and carrying

Asiatic Journ. -No. 14. VOL. III . 2 G

error.
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same manner . .

the sticks to market; the present price in wetted board, with three ounces of levi

Dacca is about twelve shillings the hun gated cionabar ; form it into cylindrical,

dred weight, and it is brought from the pieces, and to give them a polish , rub

distant country of Asam ! The best lac them while hot with a cotton cloth .

is of a deep red colour ; if it is pale and Japanning .-- Take a lump of shell lac ,

pierced at the top the value diminishes, prepared in the manner of sealing-wax ,

because the insects have left their cells, with whatever colour you please ; fix it

and consequently, they can be of no use upon the end of a stick ; heat the polished

as a dye or colour, but probably they are wood over a charcoal fire , and rub it over

better for varnishes . 'with half melted lac, and polish by rub

The insect and its cell , has gone under bing it even with a piece of folded plan

the various names of gum lac, lac tree , tain leaf held in the land , heating the

in Bengali, lac sand ; by the English it is lac, and adding more as occasion re

distinguished into ,-1. Stick lac ; which quires ; their figures are formed by lac

iš the natural state from which all the charged with various colours , in the

others are formed ;-2. seed lac, is the

cells separated from the sticks ;—3. Inmp In ornamenting their gods and religious

lac, is seed lac liqnified hy fire, and houses, &c. they make use of very thin

formed into cakes ; -4. Shell lac, is the beat lead , which they cover with various

cells liquified, strained, and formed into varnishes, made of lac charged with co

thin transparent laminæ in the following lours ; they prepare them , it is said , with
manner ;-- separate the cells from the allum and tamarinds ; the leaf of lead

branches, break them into small pieces, is laid upon a smooth iron heated by fire
throw them into a tub of water for one below , while the varnish is spreading upon

day ; wash off the red water and dry the it ; to imitate gold leaf they add turme

cells, and with them fill a cylindrical tube rick to the varnish . This art is only

of cotton cloth, two feet long and an inch known to the women of a few families.

and a half diameter, tie both ends, turn Cutler's Grindstones.-- Take of Ganges

the bag above á charcoal fire ; as the lac sand three parts, of seed lac washed one

liquifies twist the bag, and when a suffi- part ; mix them over the fire in an earthen

cient quantity has transuded the pores of pot, and form the mass into the shape of a

the cloth, lay it upon a smooth junk of grindstone, leaving a square hole in the

plantain tree (musa paradisiaca Linnæi) centre ; fix it on an axis, with liquified

and with a strip of the plantain leaf draw lac ; heat the stone moderately, and by

it into a thiri lamina, take it off while turning the axis you may easily form it

flexible, for in a minute it will be hard into an exact orbicular shape ; polishing

and brittle ; the value of shell lac is ac- grindstones are made only of such of the

cording to its transparency. sand as will pass easily through /muslin ,

This is one of the most useful insects in the proportion of two parts sand to

yet discovered, to Europeans or natives. one of lac . ' This sand is found at Raja

The natives consume a great quantity of mahal ; it is composed of small , regular,

shell lac in making ornamental rings, crystaline particles, tinged red with iron

painted and gilded in various tastes, to two parts, to one of the black magnetic

decorate the black arms of the ladies, sand described by Mirschenbrook.

and formed into beads, spiral and linked The stone -cutters make their grind

chains for necklaces, and other ornaments stones of a crystalline stone with black

for the hair. iron specks ( corund ) beat into pow

Sealing -wax .-- Take a stick and heat der, and mixed with lac, in the same

one end of it upon a charcoal firé , put proportions as with the sand ; the coarse

upon it a few leaves of the shell lac, for cutting, and the sifted powder for

softened above the fire ; keep alternately polishing. These grind -stones cut down

heating and adding inore shell lac, until iron very fast, and when they want to

you have got a mass of three or four increase its power , they throw sand upon

pounds of liquified shell lac * upon the it, and let it occasionally touch the edge

end of your stick ; knead this upon a of a vitrified brick . The same composi

tion is formed upon sticks for cutting
• In this manner lump lac is forined from seed

lac .
stones, shells, & c, by the hand .
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PRASS TREE .

Painting.-- Take one gallon of the red merely as materiæ medicæ, pictoriæ , &c,

liquid , from the first washing of shell is in my opinion highly injurious to the

lac , strain it through a cloth , boil it for a subject, trifling, unbecoming a natural

short time, then add half an ounce of historian, and is the cause of a great

soap earth ( fossil alkali) ; boil an hour evil.

more, and add three ounces powdered To be added. After the grind -stones ,

load ( a straw coloured bark ) ; boil a the gross remains after making shell laç

short time, let it stand one night, and is formed into balls , polished and painted

strain next day ; evaporate three quarts for boys and men to play with , as our

of milk without cream to two quarts, boys do with marbles . Perhaps in this

upon a slow fire, curdle it with sour consists the secret art of making the Eu .

milk , and let it stand for a day or two ; ropean marbles.

then mix it with the red liquid above Added after Dying . The dye is used

mentioned ; strain them through a cloth , in colouring that red powder, with which

add to the mixture an ounce and a half of the Hindus bespatter one another in their

allum , and the juice of eight or ten holy festival time.

lemons ; mix the whole, and throw it

into a cloth bag strainer. The blood of

the insect forms a coagulum with the Root and Trunk. — The root is large,

caseous part of the milk, and remains in branching, and spongy. There are three

the bag , while the limpid acid water varieties of this plant, which seem princi

drains from it ; the coagulum is dried in pally to depend on the circumstances of

the shade, and is used as a red colour in their situation ; that which grows the

painting and colouring. rich soil of Bengal is a tree of the first

Dyeing . – Take one gallon of the red magnitude, with a large erect long stem ;

liquid prepared as in the preceding page, what grows on the hills seldom rises

without milk ; to which add three ounces higher than twenty feet ; the other va

of allum ; boil three or four pounds of riety is found in the thick forests, climb

tamarinds in a gallon of water, and strain ing the highest trees, with a woody stem

the liquor . as thick as the arm .

Light Red . - Mix equal parts of the red Leaves. The leaves are alternate and

liquid water and tamarind water over a termate , with long petioles ; the lobes are

brisk fire ; in this mixture dip and wring ovate, oblique, obtuse, and venose, with

the silk alternately, until it has received a two short, and the middle petiole long.

proper quantity of the dye. To increase Flowers .-- The flowers are of the pa

the colour increase the proportion of the pilionacious kind, large, red, and pendu

red liquid , and let the silk boil a few lous, disposed in crowded , irregular, fasci.

minutes in the mixture. To make the culated spikes , terminating the young

silk hold the colour they boil a handful of branches ; the flowers appear before the

the bark, called Load, in water; strain the leaves .

decoction , and add cold water to it ; dip the Calyx . — The perianthium is a short

dyed silk into this liquor several times, urceolate gibbose, coriaccous, bi-labiate

and then dry the silk . Cotton cloths are tube ; the superior lip is ovate and entire,

dyed in this manner, but the dye is not the lower lip tridentate.

so lasting as in silk . Corolla . — The petals are above two

Spanish Wool. - The lac colour is pre- inches long, equal , and of a scarlet red

served by the natives upon flakes of cot- colour ; the standard is ovate, acute, and

ton dipped repeatedly into a strong solu- reflexed ; the wings are lanceolate, acute ,

tion of the lac ipsect in water, and dried . and lunulate ; the keel is broall , half or

Here I ought to have described the biculate , acute, shut above and bifid

utilities of this body, as practised by Eu below.

ropeans, but I am not master of the sub- Stamina . — The filaments are diadelph

ject , and shall be very glad to see it done ous, nine united to the point and one dis

by an abler hand . The properties of tinct ; the antheræ are simple and very

bodies should be as fully described as pos- small.

sible, for therein consists the principal
Pestillum . - The germun is compressed

utility of natural history. The present and tomentose, with a short pedicle, the

mode of 'describing natural productions style is subulate , longer than the fila

2 G 2
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ments ; the stigma is simple and ob- of eight or twelve inches long, bruised

tuse .
with wooden mallets , by which means

Pircepium . - The ligumen is about five they split into longitudinal fibres, like

or six inches long, and two inches broad , hemp, with which they caulk their boats ;

tomentose, gibbose, deciduous, thin , fex it answers this purpose very well, being

ible , and diaphanous every where but at very durable in fresh water. The greatest

the point, where it becomes ligneous, and part of the gum lac is produced upon

never contains more than one seed ! this tree by a small red coccus.

Semen .-- The seed is orbicular, thin , Since writing the above, I have been

compressed, of a red colour, and about favoured with a sight of the Hortus Ma

an inch in diameter . labaricus , where this plant is described

Use . — The petals , as they fall from the under the name of Plaso, vol . vi . p. 29 .

tree are collected , and are of great use in The Malabars ascribe properties to this

dying red colours. The natives wound plant very different from the natives of

the tree to procure a red astringent gum this country. The author says the wood

(called chunigum ) used in medicine ; the and leaves are used in their ceremonies ;

bark is tough and is in common use the fruit in powder expels worms, and

as rope and twine. The wood is of a red the bark , with dried ginger, is given in

colour, but of no particular excellence. morsu viperino.

The roots are dugup, and cut into junks

AN ACCOUNT

OF

THE BIDDERY (VIDRI) WARE IN INDIA.

By Benjamin Heyne, M.D. Naturalist to the Hon . East - India Company at Madras .

The Hindoos have since time imme- so blunted and insensible as their own .

morial not only excelled their neighbours In short , they are the regulators of time

in the management of metals for useful
and business over all India. The exact pro

and curious purposes, but they are even portion of the compound of which they

familiarly acquainted with alloys unknown are made I do not recollect , but I believe

to our practical chemists . it is somewhat variable , as the gurries are

Among those in general use that have prized according to the places where they

drawn the attention of Europeans living have been manufactured .

in India, are the alloys for the gurry, and The Biddery ware is used particularly

the Biddery ware . for hooka -bottoms, and dishes to hand

The gurry is a disk of a cubit and up- betel about to visitors, where more preci

wards in diameter, about half an inch in ous metals are not attainable . It is of a

thickness in the centre , but decreasing black colour, wbich never fades , and

towards the circumference , where it is which , if tarnished, may be easily restor

scarcely more than one -fourth of an inch. ed . To relieve the sable hue it is always

It is used to mark the divisions of time, more or less inlaid with silver . It is

by striking it with a wooden mallet. The called Biddery ware from the place where

sound is in general remarkably clear, full, it was originally, and I believe is still ex

and loud , when it is properly managed. clusively , made ; for though the people of

In common they are suspended on a trian- Bengal have utensils of this kind, I have

gular pyramid made of three bamboos tied no where seen any new ones for sale,

together at top. They are used in all
which would be the case were they manu

large cities , at the cutwal's choultry, at factured there .

the houses and cutcheris of great men , Biddery is a large city, about sixty miles

at the main guard of every battalion , and N.W. from Hyderabad , formerly the seat

head -quarters of every detachment of of mighty kings, and one of the largest,

troops. Some commanding officers have or best places of the Dekan, belouging to

them even near their doors, to the annoy- the Nizam. It is situated on the eastern

ance of their visitors, whose ears are not brink of a table -land, which is about 100
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feet above the level of the surrounding sudras, though they wear the brahminical

country , and from S. to N. six to eight string .

miles in diameter. The place is fortified At their first visit they brought nothing

has high walls and extensive outworks, but a lump of their compound used for

particularly to the northward ; but whe- casting their ware, and a few vessels

ther strong, or otherwise, I am not com- which they had just in hand , for inlaying

petent to judge. I found them very badly them with silver, an operation which

guarded ; as is generally the case in the they conceived would be of all the most

fortified places belonging to the native attractive to a curious fringi. As the

powers of India . metal in this state was divested of all but

As I had been always very desirous of its natural colour, I recognized it imme

learning the composition of the Biddery diately as a compound of which its greatest

ware, and could get no information of portion is tin . It contained of this metal

it at Hydrabad , I requested Captain twenty -four parts and one of copper , join

Sydenham , then resident at that court , to ed by fusion . I was herein not a little

favour me with a dustuk (order) to the disappointed, as I had always understood

governor of Biddery, (which place I was that it was made of a metallic substance

to pass on my way to join the detachment found on the table -land of Biddery , and

at Jaulna ), to assist me in getting the de- which , as I never had made any experi

sired knowledge. I must observe here, ment with a view of discovering its com

that it is not only extremely ditficult in position , I flattered myself might be a

general, for travellers , but almost impos- new mineral. . In coming along I really

sible, without much money, to acquire had found also a lithomarga, which resem

any information on a subject of the most bled the common Biddery ware colour

indifferent nature, without the concur- and appearance ; and it was probably this

rence and actual support of the head -man that had given rise to the account which

of the place. At Biddery the jealousy former travellers had given -of that sub

against Europeans of all classes is carried stance , as the mineral used for the ware

so far, that none are allowed to enter the manufactured at that place.

gates of the city , except such as are in the The business of their second visit was

service of the Nizam , and stationed in the to cast , or to make, before me a vessel of

fort. It happened fortunately that the their ware . The apparatus which they

chief of that place had some favours to brought with them on the occasion con

ask of Captain Sydenham , and Mr. Rus- sisted of a broken earthen pot , to serve as

sell , his assistant, whose kind assistance a furnace ; a piece of bamboo about a foot

in promoting my inquiries on this and all long as a bellows , or blow - pipe ; a form

other occasions I have gratefully to ac- made of clay , exactly resembling a com

knowledge : so that I received the dustuk mon hooka-bottom ; and some wax, which

without much delay, just as I ascended probably had been used by several genera

the table -land . On producing it at Bid- tions for the purpose for which it is yet

dery some of the manufacturers were im- 'employed .

mediately sent to me in the choultry, The first operation was to cover the

under a guard of peons, with the strictest form with wax on all sides, which was

orders that they should inform me of the done by winding a band , into which the

whole and every part of their mystery. I wax was reduced, as close as possible

wished to go to their houses ; but as this round it . A thin coat of clay was then

had not been mentioned in the order, and laid over the wax , and , to fasten the outer

as they lived in the city , I could not obtain to the inner clay form , some iron pins

permission . The men who attended me were driven through it in various direc

complained of'vant, in an employment tions. After this had been dried for some

which in former times had been the means time in the sun, the wax was liquified by

of subsisting a numerous class of their putting the form in a place sufficiently

own cast, and of enriching the place, but heated , and discharged throngh the hole,

which now scarcely yielded food for five by which the melted metal is poured

families that remained. They are of the in to occupy its place . It is scarcely

goldsmith cast , which , together with some necessary to say, that when the metal

of other handicrafts, is the lowest of all is sufficiently cooled the form is bro
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ken, and the vessel found of the desired silver leaf, and in this I have never seen

shape. them mistaken .

Colouring the ware with the standing They do their work very expeditiously ,

black, for which they are celebrated, is and will make any figure on copper with

the next, and in my opinion the most re- the greatest picety, according to the sam .

markable operation. It consists in tak- ple which is laid before them .

ing equal parts of muriate of ammonia Note.-Mr. Wilkins informed Dr.

and saltpetre earth , such as is found at Heyne that the Biddery ware is likewise

the bottom of old mud walls in old and manufactured in Benares, and he thinks

populous villages in India , mixing them that zinc is used as an alloy in that part

together with water , and rubbing the of India . I examined a piece of a metal

paste which is thus produced on the ves- statue, which Mr. Wilkins considered as

sel, which has been previously scraped Biddery ware: it was zinc alloyed with a

with a knife. The change of colour is very little copper . - T .

almost instantaneous, and , what is sur

prising to me, lasting.
ANALYSIS OF THE CHINESE GONG.

The saltpetre earth of this place has,

when dry, a reddish colour, like the soil By Thos. Thomson , M.D. F.R.S.

about Biddery. . It is very likely thatthe The Chinese gong is a large circular

carbonate, or oxide of iron, which it con- instrument, somewhat similar in shape to

tains, is essentially necessary for the pro- a tambourine, excepting that it is entirely

duction of the black colour. The muriate of metal, and that the face is not flat,

and nitrate of lime, which is in consider- like the face of a tambourine, but some

able proportion in all earth from which what convex . The metal of which it is

saltpetre is manufactured in India , may composed has exactly the appearance of

be perhaps not an useless ingredient in bronze. It varies in thickness in different

this respect. parts, from the one - fifteenth to the one

The hooka -bottoms of this ware hap- twentieth of an inch in thickness. The

pen sometimes to get tarnished , acquiring surface is irregular, and bears evident

a brownish, or shillering colour, which marks of the hammer ; yet the metal is

is easily removed, and the black restored , brittle, and very elastic . When broken it

by rubbing the whole surface with a little has a granular texture, and its colour is

oil or butter , rather whiter than any part of the suc

As nothing looks handsome in the eyes face exposed by means of a file.

of an Indian, but what is glittering with - This brittleness of the gong , although

gold or silver, it may be imagined that it had obviously been made under the

their hooka and betel dishes, which are hammer, naturally suggested the idea that
chiedy used on festive occasions, are not it would be found malleable at some tem

left destitute of these ornaments ; they perature between that of the atmosphere

are chiefly decorated with silver, in the and a red heat ; and I was going to under

form of festoons, fanciful flowers, and take a course of trials in order to deter

leaves. Sometimes I have seen a little mine the point : but Dr. Wollaston in

gold interspersed. formed me that he had already made the

The way of inlaying them is very simple ; experiment, and found the gong quite mal

but of course as tedious as can well be leable at a temperature considerably be

imagined, and could be only practised low that of a red heat. He had been in

where time is of little value. The parts duced to undertake his experiments in

of the projected figure are first cut out in consequence of a gong belonging to Sir

silver leaf, which are placed in a piece of Joseph Banks having cracked . Dr. Wol

broken earthenware before the artist, who laston determined the ov bposition of the

cuts with a pointed instrument the same metal , made a quantity of similar alloy,

figure on the vessel, applies the silver leaf, mended the crack , and restored the tone

piecé after piece, and gently hammers it of the instrument. The crack , however,

into its place. afterwards extended , as always happens

The greatest skill consists in tracing in brittle and very elastic bodies.

the pieces of the figure on the vessel ex- Every body, I presume, knows that the

actly of the same size as they are in the gong is used as a kind of substitute for a

a
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bell ; that the tone is at first low ; but proportion of copper was nearly the same

that, by skilful beating, it becomes higher as in the gong ; but the other constituent,

and higher, till it makes the whole house which in the gong is nothing but tin, I

shake with the loudness of its tones . found in the British bell-metal composed

One of the most remarkable circum- as follows:

stances belonging to the gong is its specific
Tin 10.1

gravity. I found it 9.953. Upon taking
Zinc 5.6

the specific gravity of a piece of British Lead

bell metal, I found it 8.368 . This, how

eyer, was a much more complicated alloy
20 0

than the Chinese gong . I found it com

posed of copper, tin , lead, and zinc. The

.

. .

4.3.

1

HISTORICAL REMARKS

ON THE

DEATH OF MUHAMMAD .

In addition to the account of the death with which it had ever pleased the hand

of Muhammad from the Der Mujalis, of Omnipotence to distinguish its peculiar

which we gave in ' June last, the fol- favorites.

lowing extracted from the Rozat uz Saffa The violent hot and cold fits accom

of Muhammad Ibn Khawanan Shah , by panied with head -ache, under which he

Major D. Price, and inserted with some alternately suffered , seemed to indicate

most judicious remarks, in his Chronolo- pretty clearly , that his disorder was of the

gical Retrospect of Muhammadan History, nature of a bilious fever. The idea which

must be considered of no light value as an prevailed among the people, however,

historical document. was , that he lay ill of a pleurisy. This

In tracing the circumstancesof Muhanı- notion when conveyed to his knowledge

mad's illness , we look in vain for any by the mother of Beshir, the son of

proofs of that meek and heroic firmness Berrâi, he seemed to disclaim, with con

which might be expected to dignify and siderable indignation ;-conceiving it in

embellish the last moments of the Apostle consistent with the goodness of the divine

of God . On some occasions he displayed being, to subject his messenger to the at

such want of fortitude, such marks of tacks of a disorder, which so strongly par

childish impatience, as are in general to took of the malignant influence of the

be found only in men of the most ordinary spirit of mischief. He declared on the

stamp, and such as extorted from his wife coutrary, that the complaint under which

Ayaishah in particular, the sarcastic re he suffered, was to be solely ascribed to

mark , that in herself or any of his family. the effect of that treacherous 'repast, of

a similar demeanour would long since which together with her son, he had par

have incurred his severe displeasure. This taken four years since at Kheybar **

was at any rate no great argument of What affinity a pleuretic fever could

tenderness on her part , as the observa more particularly bear to the author of

tion was made, when she beheld him evil , it is, at the same time not very easy

writhing from side to side on the bed of to explain ; in the epilepsy, some affinity

death . The reply which is ascribed to of the kind may, nevertheless, be sup

him on this occasion bespoke either the posed to exist.

most determined hypocrisy, or a very ex- That in the bosom of his family, he

traordinary degree of enthusiasm, if he continued to be haunted with suspicions

really conceived himself at the point of

dissolution . He said , that the acuteness

and violence of his sufferings, were neces

* His death , according to traditions of his

followers, was occasioned by poison given in mute

sarily in the proportion of those honors, ton by a Jewess.
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of foul play, the following circumstance, the creator of the universe . The second

which we may here venture to relate, was, to continue to the proselytes re- ;

affords no trifling presumption ; -Having cently arrived at Medinah the same at

sunk into a state of insensibility, during tention and encouragement as they had

one of the paroxysms of the complaint, to perienced from himself. The third be

which he was subject, a.mixture, com- quest it was not thought convenient by

posed of aloes and oil of olives, was ad- his companions to divulge. At the same

ministered to him , at the recommenda- time it has been acknowledged a misfor

tion of Essmah , the daughter of Anneiss , tune, that pone of his associates in im

one of his wives. On recovering from his posture had sufficient loyalty, or integrity,

fit, he demanded what it was they had to afford him what he sought for, an op

given him ? and when the matter was ex- portunity of recording his intentions.

plained, he remarked, with apparent in- During this crisis of affliction and un

difference , that peradventure it might certainty, Ali continued to watch over

have been a prescription used in Abys- the sick bed of bis father - in -law with un

sinia . But to remove all kind of doubt abated tenderness and attention , and with

on the subject, the whole of his women a total disregard to every selfish consi

were summoned to his chamber, where deration. A very few days previous to

they were all compelled in his presence to the prophet's demise , he was urged by

partake of the same draught ; not ex- his friends with repeated importunites,

cepting, adds our author, even Meymûnah , that they might be allowed , by some

though she pleaded the obligation of a means or other, to remind him of the

rigid devotional fast . necessity of making some positive ar

When he found that his disorder was rangement with regard to the succession ; '

seriously, gaining ground upon him , he but with a self -denial which never for

desired that pen and ink might be pro- sook him (the pride of conscious merit

vided for the purpose, as he said , of dic- perhaps), Ali to the last resisted their

tating , some hints, that might be of use solicitations , declaring he would rather

when he was no more, ' to prevent his fol- consent that the hopes of such succession '

lowers from being misled into error , The should be for ever lost to his family than '

crafty Omar, apprehending that this might that his benefactor should be harassed

have a tendency to traverse those views , with any importunities on the subject.

which it is not improbable he had already And thus the matter rested . At the same

formed on the succession , remarked to time, whatever might bave been the pri

the bystanders, that pain and anguish -had vate wishes of Muhammad in favour of

evidently produced the ordinary effect ; Ali , it is not pretended by the most zea

that the prophet's faculties were at last lous advocates of the latter, that he was

subdued. That his divine precepts were ever expressly named as the person pro- >

already sufficiently engraven on their me-' posed to succeed him . Neither can the

mories, had received their entire assent, motives which induced the prophet to

and that any thing further to guard them leave the point undecided be any thing

against the errors of humanity would be beyond conjecture . He appears to have

superfluous. Upon this, a difference foreseen that his death would be followed

of opinion arose ; and the parties becom- by violent dissentions, and perhaps rather

ing warm in argument, the tumultuous than lend his name to sanction the claims

clamour in his chamber awakened the of a vanquished or weaker party , lie chose

prophet's displeasure ; and he angrily di to consign the matter to the decision of

rected them to withdraw , without further chance.

offending the ears of God's messenger For the three days immediately preced

with these indecorous wranglings. How- ing his dissolution the strength of Mu- '

ever , when the clamour had subsided, hammad was so far exhausted , that ' he

he proceeded to say that he had three found himself no longer capable of dis

precepts to leave them. The first was, charging the public duties of his sacerdo

to extirpate from the Arabiau peninsula tal character, and it was, doubtless, a

the errors of polytheism , and those im- proof of the high esteem for the virtues of

pious doctrines which presumed to assign . Abu Bekker, that he was the person se

associates, or rather rivals in glory, to lected to supply his place in the pulpit of
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the Imamat on this occasion : though the to console and congratulate him at the

circumstance was subsequently consider- same time, on those glorious preparations

ed by the predominant party as suffici , in which the whole host of heaven were

entlydecisive of the individual whom he employed, for his reception into the

designed to succeed to his power as a realms of bliss. The prophet, with that

temporal prince. Yet that such was not cold indifference which sometimes marks

the immediate conclusion is manifest the hour of death, observed, that so far,

enough , otherwise, unless she was un- every thing accorded with his wislies ; )

naturally hostile to the exaltation of her yet there was some circumstance further

father, the pressing instances of Ayaishah required , to afford him that delight of

with her husband to supersede this selec- soul which he still panted to experience.

tion , are not easily to be accounted for. The archangel then added, that the enjoy-'

The reasons she assigned against it are ments of heaven were closed against the

however stated to have been , that the prophets and saints ,his predecessors, until

sensibility and tender disposition of Abu that happy period , when lie and his faith

Bekker would render lim unequal to the ful followers should make their entrance .

task . Muhammad still professed that there was

In concluding this subject with a state- something undescribed , without which his

ment, almost too preposterous for the happiness must continue imperfect and in

digestion of the grossest credulity, we can complete. Gabriel , with an indulgence

offer no apology, but that it is through- truly ethereal , for this unquenchable

out closely copied from the sense of the thirst after happiness in a mere mortal,

original . When Azrail , the angel of concluded the catalogue of glories which

death , after much preliminary ceremony, awaited him , by further announcing, that

had at last obtained admission to the whilst his Creator thus chose to signalize

chamber of the prophet, he introduced him with marks of his divine bounty so

himself with the customary salutation of transcendent, so far surpassing the lot of

the country ; and conveyed to him fur- all preceding prophets ; to his portion was

thermore, an “all hail ! ” from that Al- added the fountain of immortality in a

mighty Being, whose decrees he was ap- station of the most exalted glory. And

pointed to execute ; professing at the last of all to him was assigned the noblest

same time, that he was enjoined not to privilege, the richest meed of benevolence,

interfere with the soul of God's prophet, that ofinterceding before the mercy-seat

without an entire acquiescence on his' of Omnipotence, in behalf of those who

part. Muhammad intreated that he would believed in him ; so that, on the fearful

suspend the execution of his dreadful day of judgment, so vast would be the

office until the angel Gabriel should ap- ' number of his followers received to mercy ,
pear. At that instant the mandate of through his sole mediation , that he should

eternal beneficence reached the prince not fail to participate, to a transcendent

who rules over the powers of darkness, degree, in that pure and ineffable delight,

to extinguish the flames of hell, while the of which immortal spirits alone are ca

ministers of destiny were conveying the pable of the enjoyment. “ Then ," said

pure spirit of the favourite of Omvipo . Muhammad, “ my soul is satisfied - mine

tence to the mansions of immortality. eýeis have seen the light.”

The never- fading virgins of Paradise ; the He now addressed himself to the angel

ministring angels ; the heavenly choirs ; of death , desiring him to approach , and

the glorious inmates of interminable no longer delay the execution of that oflice

bliss arrayed in all their brightest splen- which he was destined to discharge . The

dour ; all unfolded in countless myriads grasp of dissolution immediately seized the

to celebrate the approach of Muhammad . springs of life. The rapid and alternate

Charged with intelligence so full of bliss changes in the prophet's countenance be

and consolation, the archangel, yet sor spoke that the agonies of death were upon

rowing for the miseries of humanity, ap-' him . At the same time in a basin of cold

proached the chamber of his expiring water placed before him, he dipped his

friend, who complained , in mild remons- hands, and with one and the other, by

trance, of his cruel dereliction at a crisis turns, wiped off the large drops of per

to him so awful. Gabriel, in reply, offered spiration which incessantly bedewed his

Asiatic Journ . - No. 15. VOL. III. 2 H
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forehead, until his pure spirit finally for posed to believe the correctness of the de .

sook its vile and frail inclosure. In his last sign in its full extent, may be permitted,

agonies he is said , fixing his eyes on the with greater levity and in plainer lan ,

ceiling of the chamber, to have raised his guage, to state, that on Monday, 12th of

hand, and exclaimed , “ Ah ! my compa- the 1st of Rabbeia, * of the Ilth year of the

nion, I attend thee to the realms above ; " Hijra , the 63d of liis age, and 23d of his

and gradually dropping his hand, thus pretended mission, the prophet oftheArabs

quietly expired . condescended to accompany the Angel of

Such, at any rate, is the colouring with Death to account for his multiplied impos

which his disciples have thought fit tº de- tures before the tribunal of Eternal Truth .

lineate the exit of their master. We, who
* This event is , however, by some writers , re

are however neither compelled nor dis- corded to have taken place ten days sooner .

ACCOUNT OF

THÉ PARSEES OF THE WESTERN PARTS OF INDIA,

FOLLOWERS OF THE DOCTRINES OF ZOROASTER (ZERATUSH ).

( From the Ardai Viraf Nameh, translated by Capt. Pope.)
+

WHEN the emigration of the Persians so general that not one in a thousand can

took place in the seventh century, soon speak any thing else .

after the conquest of their country by the The young men of good families are ,

Muhammadans, a number of these people however, taught to read and write Eng

found their way to India , and landing on lish , but few of them think of learning

the western coast, near Danoo and Cape Persian , or of paying much attention to

Sejan, commonly called St. John's, were their ancient history.

admitted by the Hindoo rajah , to sette in The opulent amongst them are mer

the adjacent country, and particularly at chants , brokers, ship -owners, and ex

the village of Urdwara, (which is still the tensive land -holders. The lower orders

chief residence of their priests, and the are shopkeepers, and follow most of the

depository of their sacred fire, brought by mechanic arts , except those connected

them from Persia. These people have with fire ; thus there are neither silver

now increased to about one hundred and smiths, vor any workers of the metals

fifty thousand families, dispersed in the among them ; nor are there any soldiers,

cities and villages on the coast of Western the use of fire- arms being abhorrent to

India, from Diu to Bombay, of which their principles ; nor are there any sail

about six thousand reside in Bombay ; the bulk of their population are

which, reckoning four to a family, makes weavers and husbandmen, and cultivators

the Parsee population of Bombay about of the date, palmira, and mowah, and

twenty - four thousand. Cultivating only the distillers and venders of their produce

the arts of peace, they may be said to be in the sea - ports ; many of them are ship

a distinct race from their ancestors ; and and house carpenters ; and in Bombay

though they have been settled for more many of them are in the service of Euro

than a thousand years, yet have hitherto peans as dubashs, and domestic servants.

refrained from intermeddling with poli- They follow as near as possible the te

tics'; consequently they are the best of nets of Zeratush , professing their belief

subjects, and demean themselves so as to in one God , considering fire only as an

give the governments under which they emblem of his purity, and the sun as the
reside the utmost satisfaction .

most perfect of his works ; they believe

With the Hindoo dress they adopted also in rewards and punishments in a

many of their customs, forgot their own future state , as related in the revelations

language, and adopted that of their wives, of Ardai Viraf.

(thelanguage of Guzerat), which is now Their charities are munificent and un

8,

ors ;
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bounded , relieving the poor and distressed the foremost of those who adopted the

of all tribes, and maintaining their own new computation, those who still adhere

poor in so liberal a manner that a Parsee to the old method are stiled Rusmee and

beggar is no where seen or heard of. Sher si , and still form the bulk of the po

Their women appear constantly abroad , pulation .

yet they do not admit of the possibility of Some of their ancient ceremonies have,

any deviation from chastity, or any im- however, been preserved inviolate ; and

proper connection with strangers : proś- particularly those concerning the rites of

titutes of this sect are, in consequence, sepulture, which are correctly described

unknown. Their early marriages, and in Lord's “ Account of the Parsees , " if

the great respect they have for the female we except his statement about the remo

honour of their own community, pro- val of the body. No person of a different

scribe them altogether. sect is allowed to approach , or any strana

With the Hindoo dress, language, and ger allowed to witness the obsequies ; but

written character, they may be said to it does not appear that the bodies should

have adopted all the Hindoo customs, ex- be exposed to any thing but the elements ;

cept their religion . The restrictions as a private sepulchre, built some few years

to diet, have the appearance of being ago, having an iron grate at top to pre

formed on the Hindoo model ; and their vent the ingress of birds of prey .

betrothings and marriages are also from They have a few plain and unornament

the same origiu .
ed churches, where they assemble for the

Anxious to know every thing respecting purpose of prayer ; they are crowded eve

the religion of their ancestors, the opulentry day by the clergy, but the laity only at

Parsees of Bombay and Surat, have from tend on certain days.

time to time sent persons into Persia to It has been already said , that there are
collect books and notices respecting it ;

no sailors amongst them ; but the Persi

and have also invited many of ihe sect ans were never a maritime nation ; they

from Persia, some few of whom reside profess, however, no abhorrence to a sea

occasionally in Bombay. life, for many of them embark as traders,

The Parsee population is divided into on the most distant and perilous voyages ,

clergy and laity (Mobed and Bedeen) . The and take part in all shipping speculations,

clergy and their descendants are very nu- and are bold and enterprising merchants,

merous, and are distinguished from the thoug ! few of them settle out of their own

laity by wearing of white turbans, but
country, (so they call the western part of

they follow all kinds of occupations, ex- India, from Diu to Bombay,) yet there is

cept those who are particularly selected not a place where they do not occasionally

for the service of the churches, though visit , and often reside in for years ; thus

they have no distinction of casts. A re- they are found in China, Bengal, Pulo,

cent innovation , respecting the commence- Pinang, Pegu, Madras, Ganjam , Ceylon,

ment of their new year, has formed them and at most places on the Malabar coast,

into two tribes, one celebrating the festi- but have no settlement to the south of

val of the new year a month before the Bombay.

other, which causes their religious cere Though they follow not the profession

monies and holidays to fall also on differ
of arms, yet they have no hesitation to

ent days. This at present is only subject follow the armies into the field , in qua

for merriment, but may in time cause dis. lity of sutlers, shopkeepers, and servants

sension and separation , as each party have to the officers .

an opulent family at their head.
To conclude, they are a highly interest

Those who adopted the new æra ( in ing people. The philosopher will contem

compliance, I believe, with Molua Fi- plate in them the descendants of a mighty

raun , the high priest of Bombay, who
nation , whose empire once extended from

has himself been in Persia ), are stiled the shores of the Mediterranean to the

Kudmee, and jocularly Chureegurs , i. e, frontiers of India, and 'rejoice to find

bangle makers, workers in ivory, and them neither deficient in virtue or mo

other materials for women's ornaments. rality.

The tribe of Chureegurs being amongst

2 H 2
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EXPLOITS

- OF A

LION SHOOTING PARTY OF ENGLISH GENTLEMEN ,

ATBARODA, 26th JUNE , 1816.

A REPORT was brought by a cultivator of the chace were lions of considerable

about eight o'clock yesterday morning, of size ! Some danger attended the death

two large tigers having taken up their of this animal, (which was a lioness) as

abode the preceding night in a garden , the other party were diametrically oppo

within amile of the west extremity of the site to the aloe plantation when she volley

* town. The gentlemen of the residency
was fired into it . The baHswhistled over

aftera hasty breakfast, anxiously prepar- their headsand around them, but happily
ed rifles, fuzees, aud musquets, and at- without bad consequences to any body.

tended by ten Sepoys of the Resident's The success which attended the first

escort, went forth in search of the ani- bunt, redoubled exertion, and with great

mals. The place in which they were said management the party scoured the bushes

to have taken shelter was covered by in search of the lioness's companion. Some

bushes of the mogri flower plant ex- time passed and a great deal of laborious

tremely thick, and standing about four exertion, before tbe animal was traced by

feet high , with narrow pathways, occa- his footsteps to one of the high hedges

sionally intersected by hedges of the which intersected the garden. The party

prickly milk bush, and low and thick ra- approached within eight yards, when by

mifications of the aloe tree. previous concert , two gentlemen and two

The party beat about the jungle (for it Sepoys fired, independently, with effect .

had this appearance, rather than that of a The animal moved offimmediately on the

garden ), when by great good fortune it other side of the hedge, and in ten minutes

hada glimpse of one of the animals making more, he was discovered laying under an

off with some rapidity. It was first taken other hedge, groaning with rage and pain .

for a large grown calf, a misconception Some pieces were instantly fired , which

very natural, as the sequel will shew, and exasperating him, he rushed out, and

as by the report of the morning, the party uobly charged his assailants, his tailbeing
expected to meet with tigers. The ap- curled over his back . In his advance, he

pearance of the animal, however, gave a was saluted with great coolness with sė.

stimulus to the exertions of the gentlemen, veral balls from all the gentlemen, and a

who moved forward in the low jungle, few Sepoys of the party who had come up ;

surveyingevery bush , and expecting each and though within a few yards of the ob

instant to hear a tremendous roar , or per- ject of his attack , he suddenly turned off,

haps to encounter the savage attacks of (it is supposed on account of being severely

the animals.' Little more search brought wounded ) and sprung upon a Sepoy, de

the two beasts in full view , when one of tached to the right, with whom he grap

them started off, receiving a ball from a pled , and afterwards by the violence of the

gentleman in the side. It went' rapidly exertion fell to the ground, beyond Illm .

past two others of the party, and was It was at this moment that the party

wounded by a single shot in the flank . gallantly, and for the humane purpose of

These wounds appeared to have produced saving a fellow -creature, rushed forward,

no decided effect, and a quarter of an hour and with the bayonet and swords put an

had elapsed before it was again discovered end to the monster. The Sepoy was

croaching in a thick plantation of aloe wounded in the left shoulder, but it was

trees. It was here that a few Sepoys and hoped that there is no danger of his losing
one of the gentlemen advancing within his life.

eight paces , brought the beast prostrate The complete success of the day was

on the ground ; when for the first time justly calculated to excite many pleasing

considering the indistinot view obtained reflections ; but after all was concluded,

in the low jungle, during the pursuit, it it appeared that a countryman , who at

was found that instead oftigers theobjects tendedat a distance unarmed , and for his
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own curiosity, was wounded in the thigh only having strayed from the ravines of

by a ball. This accident has of course the river Myhie to the enclosures round

damped the pleasure of the sport, though the town , within the last fifteen years , but

it is but just to remark , thatbefore the lions have never been seen . Indeed the

party entered into the garden, entreaties existence of this species in Iudia has been

were used to the curious bystanders to in, questioned , though since satisfactorily es

duce them to keep away from the scene of tablished. It is conjectured that the lions

action, and many were sent off by main killed yesterday, had wandered out of the

force, who afterwards returned in defiance deep defiles of the Myhie, about twelve

of every remonstrance. miles from Baroda, in the night which

The animal last killed was a lion , not was unusually dark , and attended through

quite full grown , but strong and powerful out in the neighbourhood of that river

in his make ; the liouess was in the same with torrents of rain . It was fortunate

proportion. that their retreat was immediately dis

On being brought to the Residency and covered , or from the number of peo

inspected, these animals were sent to his ple now employed in cultivation around

Highness Futteh Sing at his own request. this populous town , some would in all pro

The appearance of tigers in the immedi- bability have fallen victims to their vo

ate vicinity of Baroda is not common ; two racity.

→

NARRATIVE

OF

A VOYAGE TOCOCHIN CHINA, IN 1778 ,

By Mr. Chapman.

It may not be improper, before I at- he, it is not improbable , may mark them

tempt a description of the few occurrences with his own.

of this voyage , to preface it with an ac- In the month of February 1778, two

count of the circumstances which led to Mandarines * of Cochin China were

the undertaking, the reason urged for the brought to Calcutta in a country ship ,

prosecution of it, and the advantages ex- called the Rumbold , the novelty of this

pected to be derived from it . Having circumstance excited the curiosity of the

stated these leading points, I shall pro- whole settlement . It was reported to the

ceed with a brief and faithful detail of the Governor General by Messrs. Crofts and

transactions in which I was engaged , from Killican . These gentlemen , who, I be

the time of my arrival on the coast of lieve, were either the entire owners of the

Cochin China to that of my leaving it ; vessel, or partly concerned in it , likewise

interspersing and concluding it with some acquainted him that their visiting Bengal

observations on the country, its inhabi- was accidental, and had happened in the

tants , and produce. Desultory and in- following manner : the Rumbold being

complete as these observations will of destined on a voyage to China, her owners,

necessity be, I offer them with the ut- in consequence of some very favourable

most diffidence, and trust they will be accounts of Cochin China, had directed

received with candour. The interval in the commander to touch on that coast in

which I had to make them was short ; his way back . He went to the bay of

curiosity was attended with many per- Turon , and during his stay there applica

sonal dangers. Those which I have ex- tion was made to him by Senhor Loreiro ,

perienced I regret not, and only wish a Jesuit missionary, who had resided in

they may be productive of real benefit to the country between thirty and forty years ,

that respectable society, of which I am for a passage for himself to Bengal, and

proud of being a servant. The few politi- for two mandarines of distinction, related

cal events taken notice of, I derived from # Mandarine , it is now generally known, is a

a source on which they had made an im- Portugueseword. derived from the word Mandar,

pression too deep for me to doubt their to command . It is totally unknown amongst the

Chinese, Cochin Chinese, and Tonquinese. The
authenticity. The family of the relato word usedby each of these uations for a person in

bad often marked them with his blood ; authority is Quan .
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to the royal family, as far as Donai, the conversation naturally turned upon Cochin

most southern province, whither the king China ; in the course of it those gentle

had retired on account of an invasion of men expatiated on the advantages which

the northernprovinces by theTonquienese, might accrue to Bengal and to the Com :

and a rebellion which had broken out in pany , if a commercial intercourse were

several of the midland ones . The com- opened with that country ; enumerated

mander having heard that Senhor Loreiro the several valuable commodities it pro

was highly esteemed by the natives, and duced, and expressed their wishes that

behaved with great humanity to the offi- the present favourable occasion might not

cers and crew of the Admiral Pocock In- be neglected of forming a connection with

diaman, when driven into Turon Bay by the government of it . Ever possessed

stress of weather, in the year 1764, com , with a spirit of enterprise, and allured by

plied with his request in both instances . The hopes of distinguishing myself, I de

He soon after weighed anchor, intending clared that I would readily undertake the

to land the mandarines, agreeable to their voyage if the supreme council should

request, at Donai, but a strong current , think it proper to send me in a public ca

and a violent gale coming on, forced the pacity. Some subsequent conversations

ship so far to the southward of that pro- I had with these gentlemen , their com

vince, that he was unable to make it, municating to me some papers relative to

and obliged to bring all his passengers to the country , with the accounts given by

Bengal. the commander of the Rumbold, and as

The following morning the Mandarines surances of the Mandarines, all conspired

and Senhor Loreiro were introduced to
to stimulate me to the undertaking. At

the Governor General, by whom they were length, I made the proposal to the Gover

received with the greatest attention and por General, requesting that he would be

humanity. The Cochin Chinese were as- pleased to take some opportunity of speak

sured of his protection, and comforted ing to Messrs. Crofts and Killican on the

with those expressions of good will ne- subject.

cessary to remove the apprehensions of a The representations made to the Gover .

few defenceless and alarmed individuals, nor General and other gentlemen of the

unacquainted with our customs and dis- Supreme Council, had the effect I then

positions ; and to impress them with a earnestly desired ; and the Amazon , a

favourable opinion of the people they were small snow belonging to the Company

come amongst. They were accommo- was ordered to be made ready for the

dated with a house , servants, and other better accommodation of the Mandarines .

necessaries ; shewn every thing curious The companions of my voyage were Mr.

in the settlement, and in general treated Bayard, a gentleman of my own standing

in such a manner, that the time they in the Company's service, who was in

passed amongst us proved highly agreea- duced to accompany me from motives of

ble to them. friendship, and a curiosity to see the

The Mandarines remained in Bengal country ; Mr. Totty, a surgeon ; Captain

till the middle of April, in the interim, Maclennan , master of the Amazon ; and

Messrs . Crofts and Killican had equipped Captain Hutton , master of the Jenny.

a small vessel of between seventy and The end proposed by my appointment,

eighty tons burthen , to carry them back , was the establishment of a commercial

Some days before the time fixed for their intercourse between the Company's settle

departure, I was requested by Mr. Crofts ments in India and Cochin China, and

to suggest to the Governor General how the attainment of such privileges and

acceptable a small present from him advantages to our vessels importing thi

would be to the Mandarines. This I took ther, as we might find the government

the first convenient opportunity of doing, disposed to grant. The benefits hoped for

andhe was not only pleased to acquiesce from the traffic, were the extension of the

in it, but also signified his intention of sales of the commodities of Europe and

sending something handsome to their India to that country, and the importa

king, and desired that I would consult tions of its valuable productions in re

Messrs. Crofts and Killican upon the arti- turn . One incitement, added to the mo

cles pmper, and bring him a listof them . tive of humanity, for sending the Manda
While we were adjusting this matter our rines home in a more creditable manner
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than first intended , was to frustrate the absent) concerning the Company's esta

intrigues Mr. Chevalier, the French chief blishing a factory txere; and I heard on

at Chandanagore, had begun to set on my return to Malacca that there had been

foot with them , through Padre Loreiro, a letter (making the offer) written to the

who had retired to that settlement ; and SupremeCouncil. This complaisance ari

Mr. Moniz, a Portuguese merchant, who ses from the kiug's apprehensions of a

had also accompanied them from Cochin hostile visit from the king at Rio , and

China. from a desire of extending his territories

Having thus explained the inducements by meansofthe Company's assistance ; if

to this voyage, I shall proceed agreeably it were thought worth while to settle in

to what I promised , to a detail of the any part of the peninsula of Malay, a

transactions in the prosecution of it. more eligible situation might be found ,

* The Amazon having fallen down to
Some months in the year this is a danger

Bridge, I embarked the 16th of April with
ous lee shore, and inaccessible to ship

the principal of the two mandarines , and ping. For my own part, I do not think

five or six of his attendants. The other
that establishments are to be wade

hy his own desire , went on board the lit- amongst the Malays by us , with any great

tle vessel first prepared for them both . prospect of advantage, or a sufficient de

She sailed a few days before , and was to
gree of security .* At Tringano they pur

rejoin us the Straits of Malacca, and chase annually two hundred chests ofopi

to accompany us during the voyage. On um, some white goods, and a small quan

board were put small quantities of goods tity of iron and copper, with a few other

(as specimens of the commodities of Eu
articles of little note ; for which they

rope and India, ) in order to form a judg- give in exchange pepper, gold dust, and

ment of what would answer in the coun
tin . The latter article is not the produce

try we were bound to . Bad weather and of the place, but carried thither by Ma .

the want of a sloop did not permit us to
lay and Bnggis Prows.

dismiss our pilot until the 29th , when we
Our stay at Tringano being prolonged

were obliged to send him on shore at Bal
a day or two, that we might furnish our

lasore. Exactly a month after this, we
selves with a good store of refreshments ,

anchored at Malacca, and sailed from as we expected but scanty supplies in

thence, the 2d of June for Tringano, a
Cochin -China ; we did not weigh anchor

Malay port on the other side of the penin- till the 17th . The 20th we came in sight

sula, we reached it the 12th following, of Pullo Ubi , the next night we anchored

here Mr. Hutton, and the commander of close to it ; and the following day found

our little consort informed me of the death
ourselves in the latitude of 8° 35 ' north ,

of the mandarine his passenger, which which must have been nearly the latitude

happened a few days after leaving Ma
of the Point of Cambodia , as it then bore

Tacca . This accident gave me a good deal
west of us. It is laid down by our geo

of concern , as lie was a sensible, steady , graphers and hydrographers ten or fifteen

well behaved man , and I relied much on
miles more to the northwardi . Pullo Ubi

him for assistance amongst his country- is a small island, seen from a great dis

men : we found at this place thirty or
tance, and situated exactly on the eastern

forty natives of Cochin -China, whose ves
extremity of the Gulph of Siam. My in

sel had been driven off their own coast, tention in taking this route , was, that we

and wrecked near Tringano. Agreeably miglit have an opportunity of coasting the

to the policy of the Malays, they were be- southern shore of Cambodia, which is but

come the slaves, and their effects the pro little known ; of entering the western

perty of the Rajah , they gave our manda- branch of the great river, which separates

rine some information relative to the state that country from Cochin China, where I

of his country, posterior to his leaving it , expected certain accountsofthestate ofthe

but, ashe acquainted me, indistinct, and country, and ofprocuring an interview with

little to his satisfaction . I endeavoured to
the king, who was said to be in Donai,

procure the release of some of these poor
the southmost province.

( To be continued .)

people, and was not a little surprised at a

seeming backwardness in them to accept * It is only a few years since the Presidency of

it. During our stay here, I was spoken undertheconduct of the Hon.EdwardMoncton,
Port St. George attempted a settlement at Achem ,

to by the king's brother ( the king being but were obliged towithdraw it.
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POETRY.

:

3

TRANSLATION INSCRIPTION ON A HOOKAH ,
OF THE

VERSES ADDRESSED BY FIRDOUSI TO Dug up from the Ruins of an ancient build
SULTAN MAHMUD,

ing in the heart of the Sunderbunds,andAfter finishing the Sha Nama, the celebrated Epic

Poem , or rather, po - tical History of the Persians. translated from the Bengali with poo,

** [ Firdousi's expectations from the Sultan , by
etical licence, by a gentleman of thewhose orders he had written the Sha Nama, were

sanguine, and his confidence in the powers of his
Bengal civil service.

own genius, and in the merits of his work, corre

sponds with the proud assurance of true genius in

every age and nition , and bears no mean compari. HAPPY mortal he that knows,

son with Horace's celebrated ode on theeternity

of his own poet: y , or Ovid's prophetical conclu. Pleasures which a pipe bestows,
sion of his immortalMetimorphoses . The result

Circling eddies climb the room ,also proves that Firdousi's confidence in the

powers of his poesy was nut unfounded, though his Wafting round a mild perfume.
reliance on the gratitude or munifieence of man ,

was disappointed. ]

Hast thou, when thy heart did bure ,

I've sung the annals of departed times ,
Met a chilling cold return ?

Of ages long forgot in modern rhymes,
Fly to me, forget thy grief :

And traced the lights of deep recondite

Smoking instant gives relief,
lore,

And all the chronicles ofdays of yore ; Thou , with visage full of woe,

And now that age my sickly frame has Has unkindness laid thee low ?

worn , Child of sorrow , cease to sighi ,

This darling task shall yield its rich return , Kuow in me a friend is nigh .

Shall yield me honours and unmatched re

Art thou left to weep and moan ,
nown , (crown.

Cheerless, desolate, alone ?Grandeur, and pomp, and riches, and a

Solitude though ne'er so drear ,
The deeds of 'olden time forgotten lay,

Peopled is when I am near .
Wereobsolete , and longobscuredfrom day ;

I've blazoned them anew in lofty verse, Friend to either grave or gay ,

Which every generation shall rehearse : Either spends with me the day ;

Thus have I reared a fabric proud and high , Joyous minds in smoke delight,

Which shall both flood and storm for e'er Study walks with me by night.

defy ; ' (won ,

Th ' applauses of the great and good I've ,
Dullness lias in me a prize,

Aud baser tongues my honour'd name , Puffing lends a look so wise ;

' shall shun. Sneering fingers point in vain ,

At the solemn smoke-wrapp'd brain .'
' Tis true , my youth - the pride of all my

days, Youthful love can I inspire

Has passed in building these exalted lays ; With a brisker furious fire ;

But long as time his onwardcoursepursues, Can enliven drooping age,

The sons of science shall these strains
Tottering on to life's last stage.

peruse ; [they read,

The wise and learu'd shall bless me as Life is but a long disease ,

And praise the monarch who the task de- Certain pain and doubtful ease ;

creed [reign brow Try my virtues, soon you'll know ,

Great monarch of the world , whose sove- Ease preponderatęs o'er woe .

Alone sball bear a regal crown below,

And he, Firdousi, listens to the song

Pourthen–pour all thy raptur'd soul along ,

Yes ! sacred Poesy's exalted strains TO HIS MISTRESS ,

Are more than glittering gems or rich do .
WITH A MOLL ON HER NECK.

mains :

I've sungthe deeds of ages long gone by, From the Arabic.

In strains which never shall forgotten die, Tue mole upon thy neck display'd ,

Which shall be sung on earth's remotest Gives to its charms a double power ;

shore,
'Tis like the dusky bee when laid

Long after thou , Firdousi, art no more. Drunken on the lily lower
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A Charge delivered to the Clergy of ties , but scarcely able to contrast

the Diocese of Calcutta, at the Pri- them with the purity of the Gos

mary Visitation . By T. F. Middleton, pel, and the holy simplicity of

D.D. F.R.S. Lord Bishop of Calcutta , Christian worship ; could it create
1817 pp . 36. 38. 6d . Cadell, 1817 . surprise, that lukewarmness or in

This charge is most interesting fidelity with respect to true reli

in whatever view we take of it. A gion should arise in the minds of

Protestant bishop traversing a our countrymen in India ?

greater extent of country than has In the remedy now adopted ,

been thus visited since the time of Government and the Company

the Apostles, and proving that the have, in a degree, corrected the

British residents in India have neglect which they had so long

some regard to the importance of suffered to exist ; but, we trust,
religiousordinances, claims no lit- that much more is in their serious

tle degree of respect and attention. contemplation. The selection of

We hail the completion of an ec- their first bishop does honor to

clesiastical establishment in Bri- their judgment. We verily be

tish India as the commencement of lieve that had they searched all

a new era insound religion . The England for qualifications in every

regularity and decorum which dis- respect adapted to the particular

tinguish the service of our church and momentous station, which Dr.

wilī beplaced upon a sure and im- Middleton now fills (and which

moveable foundation ; its rites, and may he in health and happiness

ordinances, and sacraments will continue to fill), the Company could

be duly appreciated, and not have selected a divine more

many hitherto, perhaps unavoid worthy of their choice .

able, deviations from its rules will Possessed of various and solid

now be effectually prevented. The learning, experience in his profes

Fast- India Company, for reasons sional duties,and dignified demean-

scarcely to be comprehended, had our, and above all , impressed

for avery long period appeared to with a deep sense of the awful

be almost indifferent to the reli- charge entrusted to him ; bearing

gious state of their servants in In- in his bosom a strong desire to lay

dia. The paucity, of clergymen, the foundation of church discipline

and the consequent impossibility and order, of unity of faith and

of the most common, though very worship, in a vast region , where

important clerical duties being dis- hitherto such blessings were almost

charged, raised the astonishment unknown ; anticipating with steady

and grief of every thinking Chris- and tempered zeal, the extension

tian . The serious were offended ; of the word of God, and of the li

the light and thoughtless were ren- turgy and articles, the rites and

dered, we fear, but too often in- ordinances of that pure branch of

different to religion altogether. In Christ's church established in his

a land where few vestiges of the native land, this excellent man

religion of their forefathers ap- entered on his episcopal functions,

peared, or at least, were partially followed with the affectionate

scattered over a vast range of ter- wishes of his friends, andwith the

ritory, surrounded by false reli- cheering valedictions of all the true

gion, with all its display of horri- friends of the church. May the

ble cruelties or fantastic absurdi- blessing of his heavenly master

Asiatic Journ . - No.15 , VOL.III. 2 I
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us .

sanctify and bless his endeavours ; tion of whichhad been laid by the apostles,

and, when his great work shall be
was a subject of unremitting attention in

their immediate successors . Not only is

established, may he, in bodily this apparent from the writings of the

health and mental energy, return apostolic fathers, but still more so, if

to his native land, there to be possible , from the history of the early

placed amongst that holy order, councils , and the care to provide for every

of which he will be the welcomed emergencyin the government ofthe rising

church . Many of the canons decreed at

ornamentand pride. these councils refer to doctrine, and

The primary charge of this ac- scarcely fewer to discipline : and though

complished prelate is now before it is admitted, that the work whichhas

He commences with congra
come down to us, under the name of

“ Apostolic Constitutions," did not actu

tulating his clergy on the complete ally proceed from the apostles
, it has

establishment of the purest and beenshewn tobe of an antiquity little

most powerful of Protestant posterior to the apostolic age,and, in the
churches in a vast region of judgment of Bishop Beveridge, has merit

Asia .” Hepoints out to them the edtheappellation of the “*Codeofthe
Primitive Church." The truth appears to

difference which exists in those re
be, that the zeal of the early Christians went

gions between the condition of hand in hand with order andsubmission
Christianity and the order and sta, to authority ; andwhatevermay bealleged
bility which it has long attained in of the influence and splendour, which the

England. He informs them in stantine,itiscertain that the jurisdiction
church acquired by the conversion ofCon .

what light they are henceforth to of the Hierarchyhad heen fully recognized

consider themselves, and most ju- from the earliest times ; and that the

diciously lays before them for their great body of Christians evinced a con

pattern andimitation the office of scientious obedience to laws enforced

under no other penalty than that of spiri

aparochial incumbent in England. tual excommunication, and deriving no

: My letters patent (he adds) direct me support from the state.

to administer the ecclesiastical laws as It is difficult (adds the Bishop) to speak

they are received in the realm of England : or to think on thepresent subject, in this

and they evidently contemplate no other quarter of the globe, without connecting

discipline than that under which our it in some degree with the possible exten

church has been favoured with such ma- sionof the gospel. The prophetic Word

nifestations of the Divine blessing, and enjoins us to look to such an event, though

still continues, notwithstanding thecavils it has not defined the precise mode of its

of bigoted or ignorant men , to be the great accomplishment. 'In this view, then , the

depository of scriptural knowledge and church in India may be only in its infant

sacred truth , and , under Christ, the main state : it may be destined to receive gra

support of Christian piety throughout the dualyet continual accessions of strength ;

world . and it may ultimately, in the unseen me

thods of Providence, he made the means

The necessity of order and dis- of dispensing knowledge and consolation

cipline in the church is thus ably to the descendants ofmillions, who are
and unanswerably maintained : yet without its pale.

In considering the unreasonableness of
The propriety and value of ex

the prejudices against ecclesiastical dis- ternal and visible ordinances are

cipline, it wereunjust to rest its defence alsoclearly evinced. The pecu
upon abstract principles, or even upon the
constitution of the Church of Englavd. liar duties and studies incumbent

The primitive church, if we may rely on his clergy arenext adverted to

upon the recordsof its earliest proceed by the bishop, who thus concludes
ings, was not more remarkable for the

zeal and intrepidity of its preachers, than

for their strict conformity to order, and I have detained you at this our first

their care to inculcate respect for disci- meeting somewhat longer, probably, than

pline on the minds of their converts. To " can ever be requisite hereafter ; and

imagine that the first Christians bore any yet I am aware that many important.

resemblance to the wild fanatics, who act topics may still remain untouched .

as if it were a mark of piety to “ despige . It is to be supposed , that in so vast
dominion and to speak evil ofdignities," a charge I am yet only commencing

would indicate an utter ignorance ofthe " my inquiries ; and, in order to facili

history of our religion . It is well known "tate them, and to ascertain the pre

that the order and discipline, the founda- cise point, Ihave directed that a circular

his charge.
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letter should besent to all of my clergy, with the freedom of discussion , the

desiring distinct answers to the sereral discordance of creeds, and the

questions, proposed , as the only method bitterness of dispute, which too
of becoming at once, in some degree, ac

quaintedwith the condition of a diocese, often mar the faire face ofChristian

to the actual visitation of every part of beauty and charity. Truth has

which, within the compass of two or three indeed nothing to fear from the
years, no ordinary strength is equal . The

minutest investigation ; but truth
result of these our joint endeavours, I

trust, will be the establishment of chris- itself must be sought byminds

tian order and piety, whereverthe prin- previously imbued with many ac

ciplesofour faith areprofessedthrough quirements before the search will
the British empire in the East. Your be suceessful. In the mean time,

numbers, indeed , are at present inade

quate to the wants
ofthe people; and I let the inhabitants of India be pre

regret, that in a country, where the pro- pared by the simplicity and deco

fessors of other modes of worship offer a rum of our established worship ,

visible homage to their Maker in the for the reception of all the pecu

proudest monuments of native art, our

christian edifices are rarely such ,as to mark
liar and mysterious doctrines of

mars the gospel.
our zeal in the service of God , and are

Impatience in for

much fewer than the clergy . Still , how- warding the great work will only

ever, you are required tomake the best impede its progress. The instru

use of your present means, and so soon
ments, underProvidence, now dia

as I shall be enabled, from a full acquaint
ance with the state ofmy diocese , to re- recting it , will gradually disclose

present its wants, it cannot be doubted , to the vast niultitudes around, the

that a christian government will readily blessings of the gospel, and God
attend to the first of its christian duties.

will doubtless, give the increase.”

We have been tempted to make Let, however, the governing

larger extracts from this luminous powers at home aid the glorious

and truly pastoral address, but we undertaking. They must not stop

must leave room for some general here . Let a bishop be placed at

observations on its contents, and each of the other Presidenciés.

more especially on the subjects Let a cathedral church be erected

which the bishop has so judiciously in each , on a scale of grandeur

selected. We have heard it re- and magnificence worthy of the

marked, that his lordship has ab- Christian cause and the British

stained from discussing many of nation . Let other churches be

the peculiar doctrines of the gos- built in all necessary situations,

pel. That his charge is not dis- and proper clergymen placed in
tinguished by polemical divinity, them. Then will they, under

we claim for him the approbation God's blessing, confer the most

of every calm and dispassionate important benefits on the present
reader . His good sense has con- inhabitants of India , and transmit

vinced him , that the field in which them to generations yet unborn .

he is to exert his great talents is

far different from that on which we ...

tread. The vanity of man has
not there yet distorted the doc- An Account of the Natives of the

trines of the gospel to his own Tonga' Islands in the South Pacific

standard and fancy. If his Chris- Ocean, with an original Grammar and

tian brethren in India be not so Vocabulary of their Lauguage. Com

well grounded in the doctrines and piled and arranged from the extensive

duties of Christianity , as ere long

Conimunications of Mr. William Mari

we think they will be, still they

ner, sereral Years resident in those

fare greater strangers to contro
Islands, 2 vols . 8vo. By John Martin,

versy. The natives too have no M.D. pp. 1000. Price £ 48. Mur

need to be discouraged from em
bracing the tenets of our holy It was the opinion of the late

faith , by premature acquaintance learned Dr. Johnson that little or

2 1 2

ray , 1817.
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no improvement could be derived leave to extract the following from

from inquiring into the religion, Dr. Martin's clear and compreben
customs, or origin of uncivilized sive introduction .

nations ; and it is, undoubtedly,
His memory is very retentive, and his.

the opinion of many in the present account of things is exceedingly correct,

day, that the natives of such coun- and uniform : of this I have had numberless

tries have not, hitherto, received proofs, and one in particular I shall men

much benefit from the visits, of tion. I happened to mislay theEnglish
version which he had wriiten out at his

their civilized brethren. It is too leisure, of the speech of Finow the king

true, that horrid wars, dreadful on first coming into power : after the lapse

diseases, and domestic disturb- of a few weeks, vot finding it , I was

ances have universally followed under the necessityof requestinghimto

our attempts at civilization, and method as before,by calling to his mind
write another, which he did in the same

this must always be the case ; but theoriginal Tonga in which it was spoken.

it is not our present business to Sometime afterwards I found the first,

inquire whether man is capable of andwasmuch pleasedtu discover so lit

greater happiness in an educated tle differencebetween them ,that they ap
peared almost like copies , which suffi

or uneducated state ; one thing is ciently evinced the correctnesswith which

certain , whether a man is situated hé remembered the original Tonga , and

in the island of Tonga, or in the at the same time furnished an instance

island of Great Britain , his wants of the characteristic uniformity of his ex

are increased in proportion to his pression in his ownlanguage. Twoor
three months afterwards I reminded him

knowledge — we may therefore say of the propriety of writing down in the

with the poet “ where ignorance is Tonga langnage all that he knew of their

bliss, ' tis folly to bewise. ” But popular tales, speeches, songs, & c. while
we are not going to decry all hu- they were fresh in his memory ; hedid

so, and at a subsequent period when the
man knowledge, or, with the sul- dictionary of the language wasina state

lenness of misanthropy, shut our of forwardness, I translated them lite

eyes and our hearts against the rally with his occasional assistance, and

comforts and advantages of social had a new proof of the correctness, as
intercourse ; we allow them to be

to sense , of what he had before given me

of Finow's speech , the English copies of
incalculable, and although we have which I had all along keptin my posses

met, in the present publication , sion .

with numerous instances of the
The work commences with the

most noble sentiment and delicate departure from Gravesend of the
feeling, in the breast of a barba- Port au Prince, a private ship of

rian monarch , we have not been
war, belonging to Mr, Robert

led to wish that European manners Bent of London . This vessel had

could be introduced into his king- a two-fold commission ; if not

dom, but, rather, to blush that
the Christian religion and Euro very successful in her cruize for

prizes, within certain latitudes,
pean customs, have not been able she was to double Cape Horn,

to banish more of the brute from and proceed into the Pacific
our own nation .

Ocean, in search of whales, but

Our readers will readily con- as the professed object of the work

ceive the immense pains Dr. Mar- is to describe the natives of the

tin has bestowed on the present Tonga islands, we shall pass over

publication , when they are in- the first pages, and proceed di

formed that the whole of it was rectly toher arrival at Lefooga,

compiled from Mr. Mariner's me- one of the Haşsai islands, former

moranda, and repeated conversa- ly visited by Captain Cook . The

tions on the different subjects of day after her arrival at this place,

those desultory materials ; but for being Sunday, much dissatisfac

the satisfaction of the fastidious tion arose from Mr. Brown, the

and incredulous, we shall beg whaling-master, who had takep
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the commandin consequence of their enemiestogether. Bent upon the

the death of Captain Duck, hav- bold andheroic enterprise,* Mr.Mariner

ing ordered the crew to careen the repaired to the gun -room to procure flint

and steel, but was not able to get at the

vessel, several absolutely refused, musketswithout making too much noise,

and coming aft in a body request for the arm -chest lay beneath the board
ed permission to go on shore ; this ing pikes, which had carelessly been

thrown down the scuttle the preceding

being denied , one man sprung on evening : the noise occasioned by the clear :

the gangway with a Spanish sti. ing them away, as the uproar above began
letto in his hand, swearing he to cease ,'would undoubtedly have attract

would run the first man through ed the notice of the Indians ; he there

who attempted to stop him , then
fore returned to the magazine, where he

hailed acanoe, and proceeded on apprehension of his impending fate. Mr.

found the cooper in great distress from the

shore, his example was imme- Mariner next proposed that they should

diately followed by several others. go atonceupondeck,and be killed quickly,

In the afternoon a large number of while their enemieswere still hot with

the natives having assembledbe- slaughter, rather than by greater delay
subject themselves to the cruelties of

tween decks, armed with clubs cooler barbarity. After somehesitation,
and spears, apprehensions were the cooper consented to follow if Mr.

entertained that they meant to Mariner would lead the way. Mr. Mariner

seize the vessel; this indeed was
thereupon went up into the gun room , and

their intention, but accidentally andVaca-ta- Bola examining captain Duck's

lifting up the batch a little, say Tooi Tovi

frustrated for a time, however they sword and other arms that werein his
afterwards perpetrated their hor- bed -place. Their backs being turned, he
rid intentions,which Mr. Mari- lifted off the hatch entirely , and jumped

ner has described in the following up into thecabin : Tooi 'Tooi instantly
turning round, Mr. Mariner presented his

manner : hands open , to signify that he was un

armed and at their mercy : he then utter
The following fatal day, Monday, the ed aroghah ! (a word of friendly saluta

1st December, 1806, at eight o'clock in
tion among the Sandwich islanders) and

the morning, the natives began to assem
asked him partly'in Evglish, and partly in

ble on board, and soon increased to 300 his own language, if he meant to kill him ,

in different parts of the ship. About as he was quite ready to die : Tooi Tooi
nine o'clock Tooi Tooi, the Sandwich

replied in broken English, that he should

islander, before mentioned as having en not be hurt, as the chiefs were alreadyin

deavoured to inspire the ship's company possession of the ship . He then asked
with the good opinion of the friendly dis him how many persons there were below,
position of the natives, came on board, to which Mr. Mariner answered , that

and invited Mr. Brown to go on shore there was only one : he then called up the

and view the country : he immediately cooper, who had not followed him the

complied , and went unarmed, About half
whole way. Tooi Tooi led them upon

an hour aiter Mr. Brown had left the
deck towards one of the chiefs who had

ship , Mr. Mariner, who was in the steer the direction of the conspiracy. The first
age . went to the hatch for thie sake of the

object that struck Mr. Mariner's sight,

light, as he was about 10 mend a peu ; on coming upon deck , was enougli to
looking up he saw Mr. Dixon standing on

thrill the stoutest heart : there sat upon

a gun , endeavouring , by his signs, to pre the companion a short squab naked figure,

vent more of the natives coming on board : of about fifty years of age, 'with a sea
at this moment he heard a loud shout from

man's jacket , soaked with blood, thrown
the Indians, and saw one of them knock

Mr. Dixon down with a club : seeing now

over one shoulder, on the other rested his

too clearly what was the matter , he turn brains,—andwhat increased the frightful

iron-wood club, spattered with blood and

ed about to run towards the gun room ,

when an Indiau caught hold of him by blinking with one of his eyes, and a hor

uess of his appearance was a constant

the hand ; but luckily escaping from his rible convulsive motion with oilę side of

ġrasp, he ran down the scuttle ,and reach
his mouth . On another part of the deck

ed the gun -room , where he found the

cooper : but considering the magazine to

be the safest place, they ran immediately
* Lest this should be thought a rashi and pre

sumptuous co' duct, as sacrificing their own lives

there ; and having consulted what was unnecessarily , it should be considered that it

best to be done, they came to the reso- woulu be almost a certain preventive of such con

Jutiou of blowing up the vessel, and , like spiracies for the future, when those on shore
would witness the sudden and awful fate so uncx.

Sainson of old, to sacrifice tļiemselves and pectedlyaltending the perpetrators .

1.
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there lay twenty -two bodies perfectly “ form ceremonies, (as Finow expresses

naked , and arranged side by side in even “ it ). Matters went on vetv well for some

order . They were so dreadfully bruised - time : at length a quarrel ensued be

and battered about the head , that only “ tween Morgan and the other white men ,

two or three of them could be recognised. “ at first about an iron pot which be

At this time a man had just counted “ wanted to borrow of them , and then

them , and was reporting the number " about some pigs which they said he

to the chief, who sat in the hammoek- " had stolen from them : upon this they

nettings ; immediately after which they « informed the chiefs that this Morgan

began to throw them overboard . Mr. “ had been a bad man in his own coun

Mariner and the cooper were now brought try, and was under sentence of banish

into the presence of the chief, who looked “ ment for his crimes ; but froin tlre full

at them awhile and smiled, probably on “ execution of which he had escaped.”

account of their dirty appearance . Mr. (He had actually escaped from Botany

Mariner was then given charge to a petty Bay) . " The people then began to treat

chief to be taken on shore, but the cooper “ Morgan with every species of insult, so

was detained on board . " that his life was very uncomfortable,

Numerous hardships and fa
« and often in great danger. Morgan iu

6 his turn told the chiefs who they were ;

tigues were now endured for some
“ viz . that they were men sent out by the

time, he was at length taken into “ king of England, to bring a pestilence

the presence of Finow , the How upon the people of Tonga, and that they

or king of these islands, who, it “ accordingly shut themselves up in this

appears, had taken a peculiar lik
" bouse, to perform witchcraft, and make
“ incantations, which was the cause of

ing to him from seeing him on “ the pestilence that then raged : " (there

board the Port au Prince. All was an epidemic disease at the time,

his hardships and insults were now which was very fatal among the chiefs,

at an end, from this moment he two or three dying every day) “ and that

“ all their books were books of witch

became the bosom friend of the
“ craft. The chiefs began to take Mor

monarch, who though cruel and “ gau's statement into serious considera

ambitious to the last degree, was " tion ; there certainly was a great mor

yet a man of strong intellect and " tality among them: the white men

“ often assembled , and sang very loud ;
generous sentiments. Shortly after

“ besides which, they would not let the

his arrival, Finow (the king) in " Tonga people be present ; and to pre

sisted on his giving up his books vent them even from peeping through

and writing materials, with which " the crevices of the reed fencing of the

hehad occasionally amused him- “ house, they stopt them up with all kinds

self , the reason given for such an
“ of filth , knowing that the cleanliness of

“ the Tonga people would not then allow

extraordinary demand, was, that " them even to approach . And the chiefs

the king could not allow him to " said to themselves, if these people are

practise witchcraft, to the injury “ doing no harm , why do not they allow

of the Tonga people ; but when
us to be present ? we do not conceal

“ our ceremonies from thein , why do not

he afterwards understood the lan “ they expose theirs to us ? In the mean

guage, the king explained to him “ while Morgan said to the efs , You

his opinion of books and papers « sce the effect of their incautations ;

and gave his reasons for that
• several of you are dying every day ;

opinion in the following account,
by and by you will be all cut off, and

" " the king of England will take posses

“ Some years ago, on the arrival of an "ssion of your islands; for although

“ European vessel, one of the white men you have the remedy in your power ,

came to live among them by choice. you will not make use of it.-The

“ This man's name was Morgan . He chiefs took the alarm in time; they rushed

“ lived for a considerable time on terms of upon the wbite men , and “ killed all but
great friendship with the natives, and “ three, who were at that time under

“ was much respected by them ; some “ the protection of Veachi ; " a great
« time afterwards there came another chief , hereafter to be noticed .

“ European vessel," ( the Duff, captain Such was the cause of the fate of the

“ Wilson, with the missionaries, “ and missionaries, as related by the king to Mr.

“ from this ship also there came several Mariner, who often afterwards heard the

“ white men to live by choice among same relation from other chiefs. He en

" them . The white men that came last quired what became of the three that

“ built a house, in which they used often were under the protection of Veachi, and

“ to shut themselves up , to sing and per- learnt that they were killed during a civil
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war : they might indeed have made their ner whether he had a mother living ;

escape, along with some natives who in
upon his replying in the affirmative, he

vited them into a canoe, which was going appeared much grieved that he should

to another island, but they chose to re- be separated so far from her. It is a

main ; urging for their reason that they custom in the Tonga islands, for men ,

had not quarrelled with any of the Tonga (aud sometimes women , ) to adopt or
people, and that consequently they should choose a foster mother , even though they

not be hurt ; the others informed them , have their own natural inother living,
however, that it was the Tonga custom with a view of being better provided with

not only to kill an enemy, but also all bis all necessaries and conveniences , as cloth ,

friends and relations, if possible : the oil , food, & e . On this occasion the king
three missionaries then replied that as appointed one of his wives , Mafi Habe,

they had done 110 larm, and meant no to be Mr. Mariner's adopted mother, tell

harm , their God wouid protect them : at ing him , that if there was any thing he

this moment, a party of natives, who wanted to make his situation more com

were lying in wait in a neighbouring fortable , lie ireed only apply to Mafi Habe,
thicket, rushed out and killed them with and as she was a woman of consequence ,

their spears. The natives in the canoe it was in her power to procure him any

pushed off from the shore, and made their thing that in reason he might require.
escape . - How necessary it is to know the This woman had afterwards as much real

customs of the country ! how baneful it is esteem and parental affection for him as

to be presumptuous ! Our best intentions she could possibly have for her own son .
may be ruined by the ignorance of the one,

Certain regulations respecting
and influence of the other .

That books and writing should the commencement of hostilities,

be esteemed implements of witch- andsome kind of religious cere

craft in an unlettered country is
monies or invocations of a supe

by no means surprising, and we
rior being, previous to the first

attack of an enemy, are insisted
cannot avoid thinking the mission
aries unwarrantably thoughtless, upon by all nations; and although

in suffering such an opinion to pre- ticulars of religious worship, we
we shall hereafter notice the par

vail amongst them . As missiona

ries, sentto teach , we mustsup- lowing account of the ceremony
must beg leave to extract the fol

signs, language, and a variety of of Toogi, as performed by Finow

othermethods, such particulars before he attackedthe islandof

both relating to religious mat

ters ' and the principles of civi
Before morning, several presents were

lization in general, as they were
brought to Finow and his chiefs, by the

people living at a consecrated place on the
before ignorant of, and we hope island of Tonga ,called Mafanga. Ma

the history we have just related fanga is a piece of ground about lialf a
will put future missionaries more mile square, situated on the western part

upon their guard. Although Mr. of the island of 'Tonga. In this spot are
the graves where the greatest chiefs from

Mariner was obliged to surren
time immemorial have been buried , and the

der his books, & c. and had the place is therefore cousidered sacred ; it

mortification of seeing them burn- would be a sacrilege to fight here , and

ed , he continued in friendship nobody can be presented from landing ;

with the king, and on many oc
if themost inveterate enemies meet upon

this ground, they must look upon each
casions was of the greatest service other as friends, underpenalty of the

to him, being his constant atten- displeasure of the gods, and consequently

dant both in the field of battle and an untimely death, or some great misfor ,

There are several of these conse.
in parties of pleasure. Finow's

crated places on different islands,

anxiety for the comfort and wel.
Thefollowing morning, Finow and part

fare of Mr. M. is on no occasion of his forces lauded at Mafanga : he im

better exemplified than in the fol. mediately proceeded to hisfather's grave
lowing little anecdote when he was with several chiefs and matabooles, ( Mr.

Mariner being also with them ) to perform

preparing to accocompany him in an
the ceremony Toogi. All who went

expedition against a neighbouring for this purpose puton mats instead of
chief. their usual dress, and wreaths made of

One day , whilst these preparationswere
the leaves of the ifi tree* round their

going forward, the kingasked Mr. Mari * Inocarpus edulis,

Tonga .

tune.
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necks ( significantof respect and humility.) the priest is to be found : if it is ata house ,

They sat down cross -legged , (the usual the priest seats himself just within the

way of sitting ) before the grave ; Finow , eaves ; t if at a distance, he seats himself

as well as the rest, beating their cheeks on any convenient spot of ground, and the

with their fists for about lialfa minute, mataboolesseat themselves on eitherhand ,

without speaking a word . One of the so as would form a circle , or rather an

principal matabooles then addressed the ellipsis, if there was not a considerable

spirit of Finow's father to the following vacant space left opposite the priest. In
purpose : “ Behold the man (meauing this space, at the bottom of the circle ,

i . Finow ) who has come to Tonga to fight sits the man who prepares the cava, the

« his enemies ; be pleased with him , and roots being previously chewed by the

grant him thy protection ; he comes to cooks, attendants , and others, who sit

battle , hoping he is not doing wrong ; behind him : behind these again sit the

“ he has always held Tooitonga* in the chjefs indiscriminately among the people .

“ highest respect, and has attended to all The chiefs take this retired and humble

" religious ceremonies with exactness, station on account of the sacredness of the

One of the attendants then went to occasion , conceiving that sucli modest de

now, and received from him a piece of meanour must be acceptable to the gods,

cava root, which he laid down on the As soon as they are all seated , the priest

raised mount before the Fytoka (burying- is considered as inspired, the god being

place). Several others, who had pieces supposed to exist within him from that

of cava root in their bosoms, wentup to ' moment . He sits for a considerable time

the grave in like manner and deposited in silence, with his hands clasped before

them. The ceremony being thus finished, him ; his eyes are cast down, and he re
Finow and his friends returned to the mains perfectly still . During the time

beach , where a large root of cava was that the victuals are being shared out, and

brought to them as a présent, by the chief the cava being prepared, the matabooles

of the consecrated place, on which they re- sometimes begin to consult him ; some

galed . times he answers them , at other times

not ; in either case he remains with his

The act of bringing presents to eyes cast down . Frequently he will not

an hostile chief reminds us of Os- answer a word till the repast is finished ,

sian's description of Cuchullin in- and the cava too. When he speaks, he

yitingSwaranto his feast previous generally beginsin a low and veryaltered

to giving him battle ; indeed many nearly its naturalpitch,thoughsometimes
tone of voiee, which gradually rises to

of their customs, the reverence a little abore it . All that he says is sup

for their departed warriors, and posed to be thedeclaration of the god ,and

thenoble generosity oftheir sen he accordingly speaks in the first person as

timents, strongly remind us of the
if he were the god. All this is done ge .

nerally without any apparent inward
romantic enthusiasm of Ossian. emotion or outward agitation ; but some

The expedition having succeed- times his countenance becomes fierce,and

ed, Finow , after taking possession as it were, inflamed, and his whole frame

of the enemy'sposition, proceed- agitated with inward feeling; he is seized

ed to rebuild the fortress, which with universal trembling ; the perspira
tion breaks out on his forehead , and his..

was fenced with reeds ; this step lips, turning black , are convulsed ; at

was taken by the admonition of length tears start in floodsfrom his eyes,

the gods, who were consulted his breast heavés with greatemotion , and
through the medium of the priests hisutteravce is choked. These symptoms

gradually subside . Before this paroxysm
in the following manner. comes on , and after it is over , he often

The night previous to the consultation eats as much as four hungry men, under

of the oracle , the chief orders his cooks other circumstances, could devour. The

to kill and prepare a bog, and to procure
fit being vow gone off, lie remains' for

a basket of yams, and two bunches of some time calm, and then takes up a club

ripe plantains . These things being got that is placed by him for the purpose,

ready, the next morning they are carried turns it over and regards it attentively ;

to the place where the priest resides, or he then looks up earnestly, now to the

wherever he may be at that time: the right, now to the left,now again at the

priest is sometimes previously apprized of club ; afterwards he looks up again , and

the circumstance , at other times not. The about him in like manner, and thenagain

chiefs and matabooles clothe themselves fixes his eyes upon his club, and so on, for

in mats, and repair to the place where

Their liouses are built somewhat in form of a

Toritongais a greatchief, supposed to be de. shed ,open allround,and theeavescoming within

scended from a gud, about four feet of the ground .
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several times :atlength he suddenlyrais- tooktheletteragainandexaminedit,ed the club,and,after a moment's pause, but it afforded hiin noinformation . He
strikes the ground , orthe adjacent part of thought a little within himself ; but his

the house, with considerable force : im- thoughts reflected no light upon thesub

mediately the god leaves him , and he ject . Atlength he sent for Mr. Mariner,

rises upand retires to the back of the ring and desiredhimto write down something :

among the people. If the companynow the latter asked what he would chooseto

wish for any more cava , Finow, or the have written ; he replied , put downme:

greatest chief present, goes and sits at the he accordinglywrote, “ Feenow ," (spel
head of the ring

ling it according to the strict English
It mightbesupposed that this violent agi- orthography) ; the chief then sent for

tation on thepartofthe priest ismerely an another Englishman , who had not been

assumed appearance for the purpose of present, and commauding Mr. Mariner

populardeception ; but Mr. Mariner has no to turn his back , and look another way,

reason at allto think so . There can be little he gave the man the paper, and desired

doubt,however, but that the priest , on him to tellwhat that was: heaccordingly

such occasions,often summons into action pronounced aloud the nameof the king,

the deepest feelings of devotion of which upon which Finow snatched the paper

he is susceptible, and by a voluntary act from his hand, and, with astonishment,

disposes his mind, as much as possible, to looked at it , turned it round , and examin

be powerfully affected : till at length , whated it in all directions: at length heex

began by volition proceeds by involuntary claimed, “ This is neither like myselfnor
effort, and the whole mindand body be any body else ! where aremyeyes, where

come subjected to the over -ruling emo- is my head ? —where are my legs ?-How

tion. But there is nothing new in all can you possibly know it to be I ? " and

this : ancient times , as well as modern , then , without stopping for any attempt at

afford numerous instances of this nature; an explanation, he impatiently orderedMr.

and savage nations,as well as civilized, Mariner towritesomethingelse, and thus
display ample testimonythat false re- employed himfor three or four hours in
ligions, and false notions of religion , act putting down the names of different per

uponsome minds with such extraordinary sons, places, and things and making the

impulses, that they are mistaken for din othermanread them . This afforded ex
vine inspirations. traordinary diversion to Finow, and to all

This aceount strongly reminds
the men and women present, particularly

as he now and then whispered a little love
us of the oraclesofancienttimes, anecdote,whichwasstrictly written down,

and in all probability had its ori- and audibly read by theother, not a little

gin in theonce celebrated pagan tothe confusion of one or other of the
worship. We have before observ- ladies present : but it was all taken in

ed, that the art of writing was meutweretheprevailing passions .How
good humour, for curiosity and astonish

considered witchcraft, and Mr. their names and circumstances could be

Mariner has given us a most di- communicated through so mysterious a

vertingaccount of the astonish- channel, wasaltogetherpast their com

ment itoccasioned. Having un- prehension. Finow had long ago formed
his opinion of books and papers ,and this

derstood that European ships oc- as much resembled witchcraft as any

casionally touched at the island of thing he had ever seen or heard of, Mr.

Tonga, he wrote a letter, with Mariner in vain attempted to explain.

gunpowder dissolved in gum wa
He had yet too slender a knowledge of

their language to make himself clearly
ter, which he used as ink, des- understood : and, indeed, it would not

cribing his situation, and wish to havebeenan easymatterto have explain

return home ; this letter was ád- ed the composition of elementary sounds,

dressed to the captain of any ship and ofarbitrary signs expressive of them ,
whichmightarrive, and given to formedtoothermodesofthinking,and

to a people whose minds were already

the care of thechief of Manfanga whose language had fewexpressionsbut

(the consecrated place formerly whatconcerned the ordinary affairs of life.

mentioned ). Finow having heard The only rationalmode would have been ,
of this letter, demanded tosee it ; to have gone through the usual routine ofto have invented a system of spelling,and

but not being able to make any teaching it . Finow , at length , thought

thing of it , desired to beinformed he had got a notionofit,andexplained

what it meant, which was accord- to those about him that it was very pos

ingly done. sible to put downa mark or sign of some

thing that had been seen both by the
This mode of communicatingsentiments writerandreader, and which should be

was an inexplicable puzzle to Finow ; he mutually understood by them: but Mr.

Asiatic Journ.-No. 15. VOL. III. 2K
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Mariner immediately informed him , that the increased astonishment of every body.

he could write down any thing that he Mr. Mariner then told him that, in seve

had never seen : the king directly whis- ral parts of the world , messages were

pered to him to put Toogoo Ahoo ( the sent to great distances through the same

king of Tonga, whom he and Toobo mediun , and , being folded and fastened

Nieuha had assassinated many years up, the bearer could know nothing of the

before Mr. Mariner's arrival). This was contents ; and that the histories of whole

accordingly done, and the other read it; nations were thus handed down to pog.

when Finow was yet more astonished, terity, without spoiling by being kept (as

and declared it to be the most wonderful he chose to express himself ). Finow ac

thing hehad ever heard of. He then de- knowledged this to be a most noble in

sired him to write “ Tarky ," the chief of vention, but added , that it would not at

the garrison of Bea, whom Mr. Mariner all do for the Tongą islands ; that there

and his companions had not yet seèn ; (this would be nothing but disturbances and

chief was blind in one eye). When conspiracies, and he should not be sure

“ Tarky !' was read, Finow enquired of his life, perhaps, another month . He
whetherhe was blind or not ; this was confessed , however, that he should like

putting writing to an unfair test ! and to know it himself, and for all the women

Dir. Mariner told him that he had only to know it, that he might make love with

written down the sign standing for the less risk of discovery , and not so much

sound of his name, and not for the de- chance of getting his brains knocked out

scription of his person. He was then by their husbands.

ordered to write, “ Tarky, blind in his ( To be continued .)

left eye, " which was done, and read to

«

COLLEGE OF FORT WILLIAM, PUBLIC DISPUTATION .

CALCUTTA, JULY 17 , 1816 . Second Opponent, Mr. A. Reid .

On Monday the 15th instant, being the Moderator, Captaiu J. W. Taylor.

day appointed by His Excellency Lord BENGALI.

Moira, Visitor of the College of Fort Wil- cc

liam , for the Public Disputations in the
The Bengali language is better suit

Oriental Languages ; the President and
ed to historical, than to poetical or philo

Members of the College Council, the Offi- sophical composition .”
cers, Professors, and Študents of the Col. Respondent, Mr. T. Clerk .

- Jege, met at ten o'clock in the forenoon ,
First Opponent, Mr. W. Wilkinson .

Mr. T. G. Vibart.at the Government House , where the Second Opponent,

Honorable the Chief Justice, the Honor
Moderator, Rev. Dr. W. Carey .

able N. R. Edmonstone, the Honorable A. PERSIAN.

Scton, and the HonorableG.Dowdeswell, “ The cause of the Persian language

Members of the Supreme Council ; the baving so long flourished, where it is not

Honorable Sir Francis Macnaghten , one indigenous, arises from the encourage

of the Judges of the Supreme Court, with ment it has met from the several govern

many of the Civil and Military Oficers ments, which hare successively ruled the
of the Presidency, as well as several re . country . "
· Spectable Natives , were also assembled .

Lady Macnaghten,and many other ladies First Opponent,
Respondent, Mr. W. Wilkinson ,

Mr. W. A. Pringle.
of the settlement, likewise honored the

Second Oppouent, Mr. A. Reit .
college with their presence on the occa Moderator, Captain T. Roebuck .
gion.

Soon after ten o'clock , his Excellency
SANSKRITA .

the Visitor, attended by the President of “ . To acquire a perfect knowledge of the

the College Council, the Secretary to the Sanskrita language requiresa louger period

College, and the Officers of his Excellen- of diligence and exerciou, thau to attain

cy's suite, entered the room where the a similar degree of proficiency in any ver

disputations were to be held . When the nacular tongue

Visitor had taken his seat, the disputations Declamation by Mr, T. Clerk .

commenced in the following order :

When the disputations were concluded,
HINDUSTANI.

the president of the college council pre .
“ The satirical poetry of the Hindu- sented to his excellency the visitor the

stani equals that of any other Oriental several studepts of the college, who were

language.”
entitled 10 receive degrees of honor,

Respondent, Mr. W. A. Pringle. medals of merit , or other honorary

First Opponent, Mr. G. E. Law . rewards, adjudged to them at the pub
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lic examinations ofthe past year ; as well Preciation of the advantages of the insti-.
as the students who, at the examination tution at large , when he traced to you ,

held in June, had been found qualified to from his own experience and observation ,

enter upon the public service, by their the degree in which , by adding to the

knowledge of two languages, and had con- useful -- indeed necessary - acquirements of

sequently obtained permission to quit the those concerned in the administration of

college. The president read the certifi- affairs, its operation had been beneficial to

cates granted by the council of the cols the country; and when he shewed , by a

lege toeach student, in pursuance of the mention of only a few of themany valu
statutes, specifying the proficiency which able works produced by those connected

he had made in the prescribed studies of with the college, its extensive influence

the college, and the general tenor of his in promoting literary research amongst,

conduct. ourselves,

When the certificates had been read , * This is a theme, gentlemen , upon,

the Visitor presented to each student, en- which I myself love to dwell ; indeed I

titled to receive a degree of honor, the am satisfied that the literary spirit of this

usual diploma inscribed on vellum , and country must soon have dwindled away ,un ,

at the same time expressed the satisfac- til it became extinct, under a foreign rule ,

tion which he felt in conferring it. like that of our nation , had it not been ,

The prizes and medals, which had been for the new life instilled into scientific

awarded to the several students , were pursuits, through the many public testi
also distributed to them respectively, monies afforded by government of its dis

after which his Excellency the Visitor position to encourage and protect them to

read the following discourse : the utmost, -and amongst these the esta

* Gentlemen of the College of Fortblishment of this institution eminently
William - This is now the secondtime that holds the first place.

I have the pleasure to address you from “ This recurrence to the subject is ,

this chair : one annual examination has however, purely gratuitous and unneces

intervened since I had the honour to pre- sary , for at this time the benefits of the

side on a similar occasion ; -but although college are generally acknowledged, and
the calls of the public service placed me at the institution is in the enjoyment of so

that period at a distance from the institu- well deserved and universal a reputation ,
tion ; believeme,gentlemen ,I fully partici- that it needs no one to advocate its cause

patedin the gloriesofthat examination, for I before the public .

was notunobservant ofthevery conspicuous “ Gentlemen , I have before assured

honour acquired by many students of that you, that the sincerest affections and in

year, nor was I insensible to the increase terests of the heart bound me to this col

of credit and reputation which resulted to legiate establishment, from the moment

the institution from their successful la- ºf my first connection with it, and that

bours. my solicitude for its stability and welfare

" ! It would have been to me a source
was from the first more than a mere

of great personal gratification, to have feeling of course . I was confident, that

distributed with my own hands the re- I could in nothing so fully testify

wards of that day, and to have had the the attachment to the interests of the

opportunity of myself imparting to each college which I professed, as by exhibit .

successful candidate, the well earned tri- ing myself at all times ready to make

bute of my approbation and applause every effort to enforce its discipline, and

But although my absence took from me to provide to the utmost in my power for

the performance of this grateful duty ; I the efficiency of its internal government,

cannot regret the circumstance, and I am “ It was oue of the first actsof my ad

sure, gentlemen , you must have seen oc- ministration , to give to the Collegea new

casion to rejoice at it , for it brought into chapter of statutes , and to the operation

the situation to preside over the concerns of some of the rules which I then intro

of the institution , a gentleman, who duced , and more particularly to the unde

unites to the advantages of official cha- viating regularity with which they have

racter and distinguished talents, the re- been administered, I venture to attribute

putation of a very remarkable intimacy in a great measure the present more than

with the classic iterature of the country, ordinary efficiency of the institution , and

and the critical correctness of whose taste the prospect of its even further improve

in it , is allowed to stand unrivalled even ment.

amongst the learned here , “ The reports of theexaminationofthis

“ This circumstance cannot bắt bave year exhibit the singularly favourable re

given you , gentlemen, a higher degree of sult, that out of thirty-six students, who

confidence in the accuracyof the acting entered the hall to be examined , and who

visitor's discrimination of tlic sbades of formed the whole body of those under in ;

individual merit, than any tliat I could struction in the term , not less than tiventy

hare hoped to inspire ; and I am sure five have been reported qualified for the

you must have felt the justness of his ap- public service by a competeut proficiéney

2 K 2 .
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in two of the languages taught. In former them exhort and remonstrate . In vain

years, out of forty -five or fifty civil stu- may I, with the authority of this chair,

dents examined , it was thought extraor- mark such line of conduct with more

dinary , and made a matter of exultation, austere reprobation ; against such a fatal,

if eighteen or twenty were reported quali- propensity, be it your province to warn

fied . The examination of this year has their inexperience. Do not wait to be

however reduced the proportion of those consulted spontaneously, offer to them,

detained from the public service by the that plain statement of their real situation

regulations of the college, from a rate here, which cannot but be well received ,

amountingto three- fifths of the whole and will at a future period, if not immedi
number of the students attached to it, to ately, be acknowledged with gratitude.

á trifle more than two-sevenths, or less
“ It is chiefly from the hope that thethan half of the old proportion .

" In theestimate ofthe productive powo will be diffused from the present to the
disposition to study which now prevails,

ers of the year ,compared withformer coming students, until itis at last perma

periods, this is indeed a favourable cir
nently established as the ruling principle

cumstance ; but what is more, it is one

in which there is no room for the opera
of the college, that I congratulate the in

stitution most cordially on the favorabletion of chance. There can be but one
result of this year, in respect to the numcause to which it can be attributed : it is
ber ofstudents who have given their minds

impossible to entertain any other suppo
sition, than that there must have existed exclusivelyto the acquirement ofwhat is

amongst the students a moregeneraldis- taught in the college. I consider this to
be the commencement of a new æra , and

position to study, with a view to avail

themselves of the benefits of the institu
I hail the prevailing sentiment, which I

think this result shows to have taken
tion , than has ever before been expe- place amongst the students, as the dawn
rienced.

“ Gentlemen, you cannot but know how. ofa time when every one shall enter the
college with the sole object of passingextensive will be the influence of that ex

ample on the minds of those who succeed
through it rapidly, with a full availment

of all its advantages, and when an indivi
you. Each must recollect the time of his

dual actuated by different principles shall
own arrival, whenthrown abroad in the
midst of a new world , amongst new pur

be avoided by his fellow students, as an

suits, and in a society ofpeculiarhabits uicongenial spirit. From what I have

andfeelings, situations must have daily heard, therewas a time, when the ex
occurred , ofthenatureof which no ordi pression of such a hope would have been

considered as visionary. It is nowa san
nary prescience could have afforded an
adequate conception,andfor whichno in- guine anticipation, and I trusthy no means

an unreasonable one .
struction could have provided a rule of

conduct before hand. In such situations “ I have dwelt thus long upon the advan

from whomistheyounginexperienced tage possessed by the present year,in re
stranger to solicit advice ? To whom can spect to the number qualified , over any

he apply for assistance ? Those much other year , with the results of which I have

his seniors are too farremovedfromhis been made acquainted ; because I conceive

ownsphere to win his entire confidence,
this circumstance alone to outweigh every

and he stands so much in awe of appear otherconsideration, and to give a decided

ing unfavourably before them , that he is superiority to the result of this examina

withheld from opening his mind to them tion: The twenty-five students reported
with real co He will indeer na qualified by their proficiency in two lan

turally look to those of his own age,whom guarges to enter the public service , are

he finds in similar circumstances with 1. Thomas Clerk ,

himself, he will cling to the friendships 2. Henry Haringtou Thomas.
the sister institution of Hertford may 3. William Wilkinson .

have givenhim the opportunity to form . 4. William Alexander Pringle..

He will endeavour to doas those do whose 5. Charles Stuart.

character from previous habit he had been 6. George Ewan Law ..

accustomed to esteem. He will adopt 7. Andrew . Reid .

their sentiments, direct his efforts to the 8. John Frederick Ellerton.
attainment of what he sees to be the ob- 9. Henry Graham .

ject of their ambition , and in every re- 10. Charles Philips.

spect form himself on their model, Now 11. Edward Sheffield Montagu.

if this model befaulty ; if it hold forth the 12. Thomas Gowan Vibart..

example of a life of idleness and extrava- 13. Thomas Porter Bonel Biscoe. ,

gance ; 'if it lead them to suppose all that 14. Sir John Brooke Stophouse .

is estimable and praiseworthy to be con- 15. Henry Meredith Parker .
centered in such a course, in vain may 16. Sir Thomas Pelham Hayes.

their wiser seniorsendearour to dissuade, 17. Hon, Henry Arthur Anuesley .

in vain may those placed to superintend 18. John William Templer.
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19. Richard Milbanke Tilghman . times, we should rather seize the oppor

20. Lane Magniac. tunity to exult in the rarity of failure,and

21. Michael Bruce . to remark how extraordinary a circum

22. Hon. William Roduey.. ştance it is , and how inuch to the credit of

23. Walter Ritchie . the institution , that the unsuccessful in

24. John Henry Barlow . stances have been so few .

25. John Fleming Martin Reid . “ It would indeed be highlyunreasonable

“ A twenty - sixth student, Mr. Lindsay, to expect, that such individuals as those

in consequence of a disorder of theeyes I have alludeil to should be met with at

which prevented him from prosecuting his every examination that might be holden ,

studies, was permitted to quit college in when the very circumstance that makes

February last . us regard them with admiration is , that

“ And a twenty -seventh student, Mr, they are not men such as are metwith

Creighton, has also been permitted, under every day.

particular circumstances, to enter the “ Though , however, the attainments of

public service, although not qualified in this year are not of peculiarly brilliant

two languages , -a deviation from esta- stamp, I have nevertheless been assured

blished rule, for which he is indebted to that the number of those whose acquire .

the special recommendation of the college ments are above inediocrity , would chal

council, founded on his general assiduity lenge a comparison with the most fortu

and good conduct. nate periods, and that the aggregate of the

“ I come now to the consideration of knowledge possessed by the whole of the

what may be called the honors of the gentlemen now reported qualified, exceeds,

year, and in this respect, I must admit, in a very considerable degree, what would

that with the exception of a remarkably be found the aggregate of any former

successful cultivation of the Bengali lan- year. This in truth is the real criterion

guage, there is a manifest inferiority in of the usefulness and extent of the pro

the results of the present examination. ductive powers of the institution . The

I will r.ot indeed hazard a comparison glory of a single iudividual is principally

with either of those which have preceded for himself, and furnishes but the limited

it since the period when my coucern in contribution of his single , though superior

the affairs of the college had its com- application to the public service . But

mencement. This year has not produced when , as in the present instance , à large

any brilliant example of uncommon pow. amount of acquirement is diffused amongst

ers , directed with eminent success to the the whole, a very wide benefit is to flow

attaininent of high proficiency in many from the exertions of so many well-in

languages, nor has the examination exhib, structed individuals .

ited much of that extensive scale of ac- “ There are nevertheless extremely cre

quirement on which degrees of honor are ditable instances of merit, exhibited in

usually conferred . I have had the plea- the reports of this examination , and

sure to distribute but five on this occasion, amongst these Mr. Clerk undoubtedly

and the whole of this number have been holds the first place ; he has not been at

awarded for the acquirenient of the same tached to the college for a longer period

language. than ten months, and lie stauds first in

“ The institution is nothowever without the only distinguished language of the
its credit from the attainments of its stu- year, the Bengali, beside holding a re

dents in this year , even although we have spectable place in the Persian ; but what

had no Stirlings or Macnaghtens, to ex- particularly marks him to possess that

hibit the splendid success of their exer- thirst of knowledge, which cannot fail to

tions , aud give a name to the perioris they lead him to future eminence, and whichi

adorn , through the unrivalled preeminence would , without doubt , have left his name

of their achievements. If it be true, how- enrolled in a higher rank amongst the

erer, that there is no transcendant merit worthies of the college , had the period of

to which we shall hereafter delight to re- his study been of suflicient duration, is

çur , as a means of distinguishing this the hardihood with which he set his name

period in the annals of the college, in the down as a candidate for honor in that difi .

manner we at this day quote the æra of cult language 'the Sanskrita , notwith

the Sothebys and McKenzies , still there standing the shortness of the period he

is much modest merit; and perhaps for must have known would be left him

public purposes, the acquirements, from for the prosecution of the study. The
heing more generally diffused , may be success that has attended these his first

held as of equal value to government. efforts, has fully justified the favorable

Instead of feeling disappointment at not anticipation conceived from the attempt.

finding on this particular occasion any Messrs. Thomas , Wilkinson , and Stuart,

extraordinary genius, whose successful are also in a high degree eminent. Mr.

pursuit of extensive knowledge wight ex- Thomas holds the first place in Persian,

alt the attainments of the year into a ri- and the second in Hindustani, and his

valry with the merit of those boasted very creditable acquirements in both lan :

6
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guages are the exclusive produce of this at Hertford , first began to have operation

institution. Messrs. Wilkinson and Stuart on the studies of this institution . A

have each obtained the distinction of a higher degree of proficiency wouldappear

degree of honor in the Bengali language, to be generally brought out by the stu

and constitute with Mr. Thomas the first dents in this language, than in either the

class in the Persian . The attainments of Persian or Hindustani ; so that, inde

these three gentlemen haverendered them pendently of the taste for its prosecution,

distinguished among their fellow students which may also have been instilled, the

of the year, and by evincing the possession students will naturally on their first ar

of very considerable ability and powers of rival, when called upon to state what

application, afford the presage of a very languages they intend to study, not omit

honorable career in the public service, to set down one, the difficulties of which

which they are now about to enter. they feel they have already in some de

“ The other gentlemen to whom I have gree conquered.

had the pleasure to give degrees of honor, “ But I am diverging from the matter 1

besides Messrs. Clerk , Wilkinson , and had in hand, and departing from what I

Stuart, are Messrs . Vibart and Ellertou , have by no means yet completed, the de

Allof thesedegreeshave been obtained ,as I tail of the honors of the year ; many in

Liave before noticed , by proficiency in the dividuals, besides those Ihave above nam
useful language of Bengal. ed, have passed most creditable examina

“ It gives me real pleasure to observe the tions ; indeed the number of those who
success with which this vernacular dialect have claims to be mentioned on this ac

of an extensive province has been culti- count is such , that to mention more than

vated, and I have little doubt, that in your the names, would jusolve me in a detail

subsequent progress through the service, unsuited to the limits of this address.

you will find many occasions to rejoice at Messrs. Pringle, Law, Reid , Graham,

the opportunity you now hare had to Philips, and Montagu , are all deserving

master it, and to see in the frequency with of praise for the respectability of their at

which it will come to use , reason to be tainments in two languages. Mi. Pringle

satisfied , that it lias deserved your pre- stands first in the Hindustani, and the

ference . It is not , however, in itself suffi- attainments of all are considerably above

cient to enable you to pass through every mediocrity. Mr. Montagu , Sir J. B. Ston

department of the service with honor ; house, and Mr. Ellerton , have each obtain

indeed scarcely a day will occur that you ed rewards for that useful accomplish

will not fød a facility of reading and ment, the power of writing elegantly the

understanding Persian , and a colloquial native character. Mr. Montagu has re

knowledge of the Hindustani, indis- ceived medals for his mastery of the cha

pensable to the transaction of business ; racters of four languages, some of them

you may however entertain the notion, mucommonly difficult.
that in the first instance it is best to di- “ It would be an omission , ifin reckoning

rect your attention to the Bengali aud up the honors of this year, I neglected

Persian, in preference to Hiudustani the mention of those awarded at the half
and Persian ; as the Bengali , if not ac- yearly examination of December last ;

quired now , will be so with difficulty there was on that occasion real distinction

hereafter, while as it is only a colloquial acquired by two military students, the only
facility which is required in the Hindu- two who bad not been called away oy their

sian), that njust follow from your daily duties in the field, from the quiet ara

intercourse with vatives of every rank. demical pursuits in which they were en
Iu this, perhaps, you are rigbt, but I am gaged-Lieutenant Ruddell left the insti .

faç from wishing to incite you to neglect tution last December, with a degree of

the elegant lighter literature of Hindu- honour for his high proficiency in the Per
stan , than which there is nothing so cal- sian and Hindustani, and with a medal

culated to give you an iusight into the for considerable progress in the Arabic
temper and manners of the people, and language. Lieutenant Kuddell's attain

to exable you to enjoy and to imitate the ments are of a nature that will leave him

graces of their more polished conversation . classed with the most distinguished orna

Uuless your attention is directed to this, ments of the institution , and had the

while you may be attached to the college, period of his study been extended to the

the time when the taste might be formed recent examination of the past month , I

will have passed , and it will only be some should pot liave had to look beyond the

peculiar combinatiou of circumstances, college lists, to find that brilliancy of

that will be likely to direct you to the achievement which should characterize
study of it at a subsequeut period . and mark the period.

“ I have been able to trace the preference “ Lieutenant Isacke also left the college

which would appear lately to bave been in December, with a medal for very con

shown to the Bengali language, to the siderable progress in the Arabic language.

time when the previous acquirements of He had already attained the highest de

the ciril servants at the sisterinstitution gree of proficieney in the Persian and Hin
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dustani languages, at the annual exami- cannot fail to establish for theindividuals,

vation of last year, and was on that occa- a character of supereminence amongst

siou mentioned with honor by the acting those embarked in the same line of life.

visitor. In addition to the honors of the “ Messrs. Wynch and Macnagliten,

abore two gentlemen , several medals of having solicited to be examined in the

merit were awarded at the examination Sanskrita language, with a view to estab

of December for a rapid proficiency made lish their pretensions to the credit of

in the course of the antecedent term . The having mastered this difficult object ,

gentlemen who most distinguished them- and obtained a proficiency in the study of

selves in this respectwere, work's on Hindu law, a committee • was

** Mr. Thomas Clerk , in the Persian , appointed to examine them , and the fol

Bengali, and Sanskrit languages. lowing appears from their report to have

“ Mr. Henry Harington Thomas, in the been the result of their examination :

Persian and Hindustani languages. • The two gentlemen attended on the

“ Mr. Henry Graham , in the Persian morning of the 28th of May, when they

and Hindustani languages. performed the exercises assigned to

“ Mr. Charles Stuart, in the Persian them without any aid from teachers or

language.
books.

* Aud Mr. William Wilkinson in the • The manner in which Mr. Wyoch

Persian language. ' and Mr. Macnaghten have sustained this

“ I have now completed the enumeration of ' examination , is highly creditable to

those honors which are more immediately ' their talents and application ; they

connected with this collegiate institution . I ' have performed the translations from

mean those acquired at the examinations • Sanskrita into English , with almost per

which have occurred since the occasion " fect fidelity ; their conversion of English

when you were last addressed from this ' into Sanskrita, shews a very respectable

chair. You have seen thatalthough not par- acquaintance with the latter langnage;
ticularly brilliant, or to be compared with and they have displayed a familiarity

periods that we have occasionally witness- with the terms and points of Hindu

ed ,theyare still in themselves, in the highest • law , that indisputably proves a most at

degree respectable. Fortunately, how- ' tentive and successful study of the San

ever, the konors of the year are not • skrita writers on legal subjects. We

bounded by these precise limits ; by have no hesitation , therefore, in pro

travelling but a very little out of the line nouncing favorably on their examina

that might thus be required , I find even ' tion , and recommendivg that their mic

that brilliancy of achievement which is all rritorious exertions may be acknowledged

that is wanting to give a finishing stroke by the usual distinction which govern

to the meritorious efforts displayed in the ' ment has been pleased to assign to such

year, and to establish for it as illustrious eminent success ."

a character as any that has been earned in “ Messrs . Wynch and Macpaghten are

the most propitious period . The case of not the first individuals that have obtain

those junior servants, who, carrying with ed the honorable distinction afforded by

them into the departments of the service the successful issue of such a trial ; they

the same habits and pursuits , and the are , however, the first who have solicited

same thirst for the acquisition of know . it, since the government has ceased to

leilge , which raised them to distinction hold forth the prospect of a liberal pecu

amongst their fellow students at the col niary remuneration which it was hereto

lege , and who , even amidst the active du- fore the practice to award, chiefly as a re .

ties of an arduous profession , feeling still imbursement of the expence they might

alive to the gratifications of literary honor, Wave incurred in making the acquisition

enrol themselves as candidates for the of this difficult language. This has been

distinction promised by the government to apersonal sacrifice they have made for the

those who master the very difficult lan- distinction, and this is a peculiar circum

guages the Sanskrita and the Arabic, is stance in their case . Not that I believe

so closely analogous to the career that is the hope of obtaining pecuniary reward

run by those immediately attached to the bad influence in inducing the efforts be

institution , that I am justified in claim- fure made to master these diticult lan

ing as belonging to it , whatever hovor guages ; on the contrary, I am satisfier

may result from the successtul issue of the motives of preceding candidates were

their labours. the same as those by which Messrs.

“ Two very remarkable instances of Wynch and Macnaghten bave been influ

this description have fallen within the pe- enced, and that it was the anxiety evinced

riod I have now under review, and I wish by government for its servantsto apply

them to stand recorded , as achievements, themselves to the study of these lan

which cannot be sufficiently honored by guages, and the disposition shewn to see

the most auimated expressions of my ap

plause, aod which , while they couvey a • Dr. Carey, Mr, H , H. Wilson , and Licute

lustre on the time of their occurrence, Price ,
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knowledge and to affordencouragement to nor would you have heard me so lavish of

claims which might beestablished by suc- my applause.

cessfulefforts to meetthat anxiety, that « This, however, is not thecase with

elicited the frequent display of merit we either Mr. Wynch or Mr. Macnaghten .

have several times witnessedinthe suc- Both gentlemen are attached toperhaps

cessful cultivation of the Sanskrita 'and the most laborious oftice that a young

Arabic languages beyond the walls of the man can enter ; their merit and assiduity

college.
in the discharge of the duties assigned

" If ever a doubt could be entertained in them in that office, eren at the time they

this respect, it would be removed on were engaged in the acquisition of the

the bare mention of the fact , that Mr. Sanskrita language, has been the cause to

Wyveh , who in 1814 was a successful both of them , of a promotion, rapid al

claimantof the pecuniary reward allotted most to prematurity.

to proficiency in the Arabic language and “ Mr. Wynch, in the very midst of his

Moohummedan law , is now an equally studies , 'was deputed to 'carry into effect

successful candidate for Sanskrita honors, some measures of government in a re

at a time when honor is all that is to be mote division of our territory. The ob

acquired . He has done more too , forthe ject was soon affected by his exertions,

acquisition of the honor alone, wheu it is and he has accordingly received from the

to be acquired at a pecuniary sacrifice, authority of this government, a public and

than he had before done, when the two- honorable acknowledgement of their

fold reward was before his eyes, to stimu- high satisfaction at the mode in which

late his exertious.

this duty was performed . It was in the
“ I have been desirous that such very midst of such pursuits, that the difficul

distinguished merit as that exhibited in ties which surround the circle of the Hin

the result of the examination of Messrs. du sciences werc overcome by both these

Wynch and Macnaghten, should meetwith gentlemen , and a secure'footing establish

an ' acknowledgement as public as it is ed in ove of the most occult. Such trans

possible for me to bestow , and that the cendent merit gives to this year a substan

honorary rewards adjudged to these gen- tial claim to preference, over any that can

tlemen should be conferred upon them be brought into competition with it .

with every circumstance of increased " It is with pleasure I have heard that the

publicity and distinction with which my attendance of the students at the college

situation enables ine to grace the occa lectures has

sion . I have accordingly resolved to lar; indeed , the result of the examination

grant with my own hand , the degrees of is in itself a sufficient indication of it.

honour which these gentlemen bave so With theexception also ofone instance,

well earned, hy their proficiency in the which I shall presently mention, the high

Sanskrita language and Hindu'law, and est'testimony has been borne by the coun

to call them up to receive them , thus, in cil of the college to the general good con

the sight of the whole college, that those duct of the stadents, and it is stated that

now entering the service may see there no instance of considerable debt has come

are still before them means of distinc- to their knowledge. I seize the occasion

tion worthy of their ambition, that to add to this favorable report my per .

they may understand and imitate the ex- sonal testimony to the high ' estimation

ample.* which the students of the college have

" Gentlemen oftheCollege - If [ thought ever maintained in the society of this

that these honors had been acquired at place ; and after all , gentlemen, this I

the sacrifice of any public duty ; that the conceive to be the real index of worth ,

time which ought to have been devoted and the surest evidence that the principles

to the transaction of official business, had which influence your conduct are the most

been appropriated to this more favoured correct, and that you have availed your

pursuit ; if I had had occasion to observe, selfof the opportonities afforded you to

that those, having the talents to afford use- cultivate your understandings.

ful service in more arduous employments, • The single exception to the general re

bad purposely withheld from undertaking port of good conduct, to which I hare

such, and procured their appointment to above made allusion, is the case of Mr.

less important situations, for the sake of Monsell, whose course of irregularity and

the leisure afforded in them for study ; if inattention appears to have been uniform ,

I thought that this was necessary, and and with respect to whom no hope is en

that the hope of mastering the language tertained that longer continuance in the

must else begivenup, Ishould not have college wouldproduce a meliorationofhold attended
these two gentleinen for your imitation, tage. Circumstances also of a yetmore

disqualifying nature, are to begathered
from what he has occasionally urged jn

ingly,called, andreceived from his lordship their excuse forhis irregularities; so that I
of in suffering the rigor

en for the most part regu
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euce .

ous provisionin the chapter of statutes book of reference for the use of those en

enactod by my authority, to take its due gaged in the administration of the sys .

course with respect to this gentleman, tem , a mode of arrangement, aud citation,

who will accordingly be removed from the has been adopted , which cannot but make

institution , under the rules contained in this volume even more complete than the

the 33d statute . preceding.

“Gent. of the Council of the College,
“ A third volume is promised by Mr.

“ I beg of you to accept my personal his duties as chief jndge of the highest na .
Harington, if the very laborious nature of

thanks for thecareful superintendence you tive tribunal should enable him to perfect
have exercised over the concerns of the

institution during the last year : I beg have tlie whole systemof the government
it : when this may be completed, we shall

to congratulate you on the very material of thiscountry, judicial, territorial, and

improvement it has experienced in the in- commercial,laidbefore us in one con

creased disposition to study, which pre- nectedview . The study of the laws will

vails ; an improvement, in the introduc

tion of which, the effect of your superin- ment, but even interestiug and attractive :
then be rendered not only easy of attain

tendence must have had so large aninflu- for in these volumes there will be found

“ To the professors, assistant professors, the precision of the actual legislative en
matter to rivet the attention , and while

examiners, and ministerial officers of the
actments is not lost, there is a connection

college generally, I also returnmy siucere preserved,and an explanation given , which

thanksfor the able and satisfactory man
cannot fail to excite interest, and gratify

ner in which their several duties have been
curiosity.

performed : I congratulate the college on

ilie return of its learned Arabic and Per- “ To you , gentlemen , who are on the

sian professor, and ou his resumption of ere of leaving the college, indeed , to the

his charge with restored health , service generally, I particularly recom

“ Theliterary workswhich are in prepa mend the study of these voluines, for

ration or have issued from the press, since there are uove so experienced or well in

the last annual examination , are not nu formed , that they will not derive instruc

merous ; but at the head of the list , which tion from the perusal of what they con

will be annexed as an appendix to this
tain .

address on its publication , you will ob- “ Amongst the literary notices of this

serve the second volume of that useful year ,there is one, which although not edited

work of Mr. Harington , the iudefatiga- under the immediate auspices of this in .

ble and able president of the college stitution , or even of this government, is

council. The first volume of his Analysis nevertheless so great a literary curiosity,

of the Laws and Regulations passed for the that I cannot refrain from bringing it pro

administration of this governinent, was minently forward by public mention on

published about seven years ago , and the this occasiou : I allude to that interesting

assistance universally experienced from it workthe Dusateer, which had for some

by those employed in the internal admi- time been lost to the literary world until
nistration of the country has long made a copy was almost accidentally recovered

it the general wish that the work should by the learned chief priest of the Parsee

be continued . The first volume was ex- religion at Bombay. . A translation into

clusively occupied by the laws and regu- English and a glossary of the obsolete

lations connected with the judicial system , words has been prepared under the super.

and it was devoted to the explanation of intendence of the Moolla, and in this state

their scope and object as well as of the the work is now in the press at that pre

principles on which they were founded. sidency. The Dusateer, which purports

Whother as a book of reference for the use to be a collection of the works of the elder

of those living under the influence of the Persian prophets, will be peculiarly anob

laws and those employed in their active ject of curiosity with the learned ot Eu

administration, or as a treatise for the rope , as well as of this country, for it is

instruction of those , whom interest or unquestionably the only relic which exists

curiosity might lead to study the nature of the literature of that period of Persian

of our system , its value was incalculable. history, which is familiar to us from iis

The present voliime performs the same connection with the history of Greece.

part with the revenue system of the go- “ I perceive also from the list of publica

vernment, tracing its retrospective history tions that Mr. Wynch already holds forth

from the time of the first concern of our to the public the prospect of deriving ho

nation in the administration of the reve- nefit from his successful studies, and I

nues of this country , and explaining the have little doubt that the work he has

rules and principles finally established in selected for translation from the Sunskrit

1793, with every subsequent modification will be found of vot less general utility

and extension of ihem : It is brought than the mode of his execution of it will

down to so late a period as 1815, and as a be creditable and satisfactory .

Asiatic Jourx . -No. 15. Vol. III , 2 L
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“ Gentlemen of the College ; and Public Examiner in the College of

“ Should the course of political erents Fort William .

call me to the western provinces of our
5th . The Kuthi a Treatise on Logic ;

dominions , think not that the interest edited by Mulavis Jan Ali and Abd

which this institution has excited will Rahim , of the Arabic department of the

abate on being removed to a distance, or College of Fort William .

that I shall cease to regard its concerns

with the same tender solicitude that I In the Press .

have at all times sought to manifest . The A GRAMMAR of the KARNATA LAN

guardianship of this institution would GUAGE ; by the Rev. Dr. William Carey .

again fall into the hands of one, who does

not feel a less conscientious interest or a Ready for Press.

less fervent zeal for its prosperity , than The following work , entituled Vidya

that which I myself cherish , and I should Darpan, or the Mirror of Science , which

commit the trust into his hands with was particularly noticed in the Appendix
the most sincere and unbounded confi

to the discourse of liis Excellency the Vi.
dence ."

sitor in 1814 , is now ready for the press,

and will be printed for the use of the

APPENDIX , officers of the army engaged in the study

A List of Works, mentioned in the
of that dialect of the Hindi, usually

Appendix to the Discourse of His Ex
spoken by the Sepoys, in the event of the

cellency the Visitor at the Public Dis
oditor meeting with eucouragement suffi

cient to defray
putations oj 1814, which have since

mere expences attend ,

been printed.
ing its publication .

Ist . The 2d volume of Mr. HARRING

TON'S ANALYSIS of the Laws and Regu.
Preparing for the Press.

TIONS, enacted by the Governor General
A Translation of the original treatise in

in Council.
Sanskrita of Sri Krishna Tarkalankara ,

2d . A GRAMMAR of the CHINESE LAN
entituled Daya krama sangraha, or an

abstract of the Law of Inheritance , by
GUAGE, for the use of the Honourable

P. M. Wynch , Esq.
Company's servants át China, by the Rev.

Robert Morrison, Chinese Secretary to by Mr. Colebrookein the Preface to his
The above mentioned work is described

supercargoes at Canton .

3d. ATRANSLATION of the New Tes
Translation of the two Treatises on the

TAMENT into ARABIC ; originally com
Law of Inheritance to contain “ a good

menced by the late Rev. Henry Martyn,
compendium of the Law of Inheritance

since revised and completed by the Rev.
“ according to Jimuta Vahana's text

Thomas Thomason , and printed at the
“as expounded by Sri Krishna the

« Commentator on the Daya Bhaga of
expense of the British and Foreign Bible

Society .
“ Jimuta Vahana," the standard au

thority of the School of Bengal.
The

Translation of the work in question is in

The following OrientalWorks, mentioned tended principally for the use of those
in the Appendix to the Discourse of the members of the Judicial branch the

Honourable the Acting Visitor of the Civil Service in Bengal, who may not find

College of Fort William , at the Dispu- leisure for the study ofthe elaborate trea
tations of 1815, have since been pub- tise of Jimuta Vahana himself,

lished .

Ist. A K’huri Boli and ENGLISH VO

CABULARY ; by Lieut. William Price, COLLEGE OF FORT WILLIAM .

Assistant Professor of the Bengali and July, 1816 .

Sanskrita languages in the Collegeof Fort SIXTEENTH ANNUAL EXAMINATION ,
William ,

Holden in June, 1816.

2d. A Collection of ORIGINAL LETTERS,

in the Mahrata language ; published for
PERSIAN .

the use of Students, by the Rev. Dr. First Class .

William Carey , Professor of the Benga
Date of Admission ,

li , Sanskrita and Muhratta languages, in
1. Thomas Dec. 1814

2. Stuart . Dec. 1814

the College of Fort William. 3, Wilkinson Oct. 1814

3d . The 2d part of the Kamoos ; edited Second Class.

by Shikh Ahmad , a native of Yaman , in 4. Pringle Oct. 1811

Arabia.
5. A. Reid Feb. 1813

4th. The 2d edition of the Guli
6. Law Oct, 1814

7. Clerk
'Aug. 1815

Bikawala , for the use of the Students in 8. Montagu Aug. 1815

the Hindustani department of the Col
9. Graham Dec. 1814

10. Phillips Aug. 1815

lege ; by Capt. Thomas Roebuck, Acting 11. Ellerton Oct. 1814

Secretary to the Council of the College 19. SirJ.B, Stophouse Dec , 1 & 14

!

1

.

.

.

.
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Third Class. Fourth Class .

13. Hon . H. A. Annesley
• Aug. 1813 17. Turquand

Dec. 1815

14. Parker , Aug. 1814 18. Chase Oct. 1815

15. Sir T , P. Hayes Nov. 1813 19. Thompson Nov. 1815

16. Biscoe
Dec. 1814 20. Palmer Aug. 1815

11. Vibart Dec. 1813

18. Bruce Aug. 1814

19. Templer Dec. 1813 BENGALI,

20. Tilghman Oct. 1813

21. Ritchie . Oct. 1814 First Class.

22. Barlow . Oct. 1813 1. Clerk , a degree of honor, 1,000 rs .

23. Magniac
Dec. 1814 and a medal Aug. 1815

24. Hon. w. Rodney
. Nov. 1813 2. Wilkinson ,

ditto Oct. 1814

25. J. F. M.Reid . Sept. 1815 Vibart, ditto Dec, 1813

Fourth Class.
4. Ellerton, ditto Oct, 1814

5 , Stuart, ditto . Dec , 1814

26. Cockerell
Oct. 1814

27. 'Turquand
Dec , 1815 Second Class.

28. Hume . Oct. 1915 6. Biscoe Dec , 1814

29. H. Creighton
Aug. 1812 7. Magniac Dec , 1814

30. Fraser Dec, 1814
$, Templer

Dec. 1813

$ 1 . Chase
Oct. 1815 9. Hon. w , Rodney Nov. 1813

se. Dent Jan. 1816

33. Thompson Nov. 1815
Third Class .

34. Palmer Aug. 1815 10, H , Creighton Aug, 1819

11 , Cockerell Oct, 1814

Absent from Examination . 12 , Fraser Dec. 1814

35. Monsell Sept. 1813 13. Dent Jan , 1816

14, Hume
Oct, 1818

ARABIC. Absent from Examination.

1. Halhed ( Bencoolen Establishment,) Oct. 1815 15, Monsell Sept, 1513

.

.

.

2 .

.

. . .

SANSKRITA .

1 , Clerk Aug. 1819

.

Oct. 1811

Dec. 1814

. Oct. 1814

. Feb. 1813

PERSIAN WRITING.

1 , Montagu , ( a medal)

2. Bir J , B ,Stonhouse, (a medal)

3. Reid .

.
.

HINDUSTANI.

First Class.

1. Pringle

2. Thomas

9. Law .

4. A. Reid

Second Class .

5. Phillips

6. Graham

7. Tilghman

8. Montagu .

Third Class.

9. Sir T. P. Hayes
10. Parker

11. Hon . H. A. Annesley

19. Sir J , B. Sionhouse

13. Barlow

14. Ritchie

15. Bruce

16. J. F. M. Ried

Alig. 1815

Dec. 1814

Oct. 1813

Aug. 1815

ARABIC WRITING .

1, Montagu , (a medal)

2

.
.

NAGRI WRITING .

1. Montagu , (a medal)

Nov. 1813

Aug. 1814

Aug. 1813
Dec, 1814

Oct. 1813

Oct. 1814

Aug. 1814

Sept. 1815

BENGALI WRITING.

1. Ellerton , (a medal)

2. Montagu , (a medal)

.

DEBATE AT THE EAST INDIA HOUSE.

East India House, Thursday , Feb. 6, 1817 . tors of East India stock , and duly quali

A special general courtof proprietors called to consider ofthe enclosed propo
fied, request that a general court may be

of East India Ştock was this day held at

the Company's House, in Leadenhall
sition .

vs We have the honour to remain , gen
Street.

The minutes of the last court having

tlemen , your very obedient servants,

been read

Joseph Hume, Randle Jackson, J.

Brooks, W. Ranken , H. Howorth ,

The Chairman ( Thomas Reid , Esq .) Douglas Kinnaird, Michael Hoy ,

stated , that the present court was sum A. Macklew , Thomas Lowndes,

moned in consequence of a requisitiou Samuel Dixon, David King , Ro.

signed by more than nipe proprietors, bert Rich ."

which should be immediately laid before The following is the proposition refer

them. red to in the foregoing letter :

Tbe clerk then read the following re- “ That the Court of Directors be re

quisition , together with the proposition quested to take into their consideration

which it was intended should be taken the nature of the Company's institution

into consideration :
at Haileybury, and how far it bas answer

“ January 22 , 1817.' ed , or is likely, on its present plau, to

“ We the undersigned , being proprie answer the ends proposedby the resolu

2 L 2
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tions of the general court, of the 28th Mr. Parry) . I hope, as I was not aware

February, 1805 ; . and whether, in their of this difficulty till within a very short

opinion , any 'seminary at the Company's time, that the indulgence of the court

expense, in England , be now advisable will be extended to me." - (Hear! hear )

for the civil service ; and if so, whether Mr. Lowndes was anxious to make one

an establishment, more in the nature of observation on this subject. He trusted

a school, where masters should attend at that the whole court would shew that

stated hours, having proper authority for they felt, most sensibly, the scandalous

the due enforcement of obedience, learn- outrage committed on the Prince Regent.

ing and moral conduct, would not be pre- The executive body ought not to proceed

ferable to a university or college ? This to his royal highness, merely as a body

court, however, more especially requests of directors, but as representing the great

the court of directors to consider whether mass of proprietors. They ought not to

the expense at present incurred in main
go up as private individuals. If they did ,

taining the college, might not with great it would seem as if the feelings stated in

propriety be alınost wholly saved , if, in- the address arose from the directors

stead of compelling parents to send their only, and were not participated in by

sons to a particular seminary, the court the proprietors . It would bave a much .

of directors were to require of the youths better appearance, and be far more re
intended for their civil service in India, a spectful, if the address was backed and

certaiu degree of proficiency in such lan- supported by the proprietors at large
guages and sciences as should be deemed (Hear !) He was convinced , when he

necessary, the same to be certified by looked around him , and saw so many

gentlemen of knowu learning and ability respectable proprietors of India stock ,

a ppoiuted for that purpose ; and whether that they would gladly join in an address,

in such case it would not be highly expe- congratulating the Prince Regent on his

dient and economical to remove the mili- escape from so atrocious an attack.

tary sensinary from Addiscombe to the (Hear !) . There never was an occasion

mure commodious and spacious building that called niore strongly for the energetic

at Hailey bury ; and that the court of di- language of every independent man than

rectors be further requested to report the present. They were all men of edu

their opinions on the different points cation ; and, therefore, more capable of

herein referred to them as soon as conve- judging of the evil consequences of such

nient, and call an early and special gene- an outrage, than uneducated people .

ral court to receive and consider the Therefore, an address from so great and

enlightened a body, would be more re

* Randle Juckson, S. Brooks,Doug- spectful, and would be viewed with a

las Rinnaird, A ,Macklow ,Robert higherdegreeof interestby the public in

Rich, Thomas Lowndes, Joseph general, than one voted by illiterate or

Hume, W. Ranken , Michael Hoy , uneducated men .. At a meeting of this

David King, Sam. Dixon ." sort, by a shew of hands , the sentiments

of the proprietors would be atonce ma
ADDRESS TO THE PRINCE REGENT.

nifested - and 110 doubt could be enter

The Chairman.- " I have now to state tained that they would express their ap

to the court of proprietors a little diffi- probation of the measure proposed. If it

culty that attaches to myself, in conse- were put to the vote that moment, he

quence of an unforeseen event attached was convinced that every hand in the

to this day . The court of directors hav- court would be held up in favour of the

ing taken into their consideration the at- address. He sbould , therefore, propore ,

tack recently made on the Prince Regent, and he hoped the motion would be se

agreed yesterday to address his royal conded , “ That the court of proprietors

highness on the subject— (Hear!) — and do approve of the courtofdirectors going

it was also determined , that the Chair- up with anaddress to the Prince Regent."
man and Deputy Chairnian should present Mr. S. Diron rose to order . He con

the address. The court of directors have curred in much of what fallen from his

since been hououred with an intimation , hon . friend . But the time having been

that his royal highness will be graciously appointed for receiving the address of the

pleased to receive the address this day, court of directors , it was their houndeni

at half past one o'clock. I would , there. duty to 'wait on the Prince Regent, with

fore, propose, that two other members out delay, and to express their senti.

w the court of directors should take the ments on the late atrocious attack on his

chair and deputy -chair, during the neces- royal highness. He was sure that the

sary absence of me and my hon . col- conduct of the executive body must, on

- Icague; and I do not know any gentlemen this occasion , be approved of by every

whose experience in the business of the honest and loyal subject. The proprietary

court renders them more proper for those did not want to know the express words

situations , than myhon. friends on my in which the address was couched - but

right. ( The hon . W.F. Elphinstone and he thought, if the substance were stared

same .

+
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>to them , before the court broke up, which Mr. Parry- ( a director) - said , the

would not interfere with the time ap- usage , heretofore, was, for the court of

poiuted for receiving the address, it would directors, on similar occasions, to address

be satisfactory to the proprietors ; and the throne, as they now had done. But,'

would not, he conceived, at a time like in some instances, the court of proprie

the present, be at all improper. He was tors had also agreed to an address. Any

also of opinion, that a declaration of the gentlemen, therefore, might sign a requi

feelings of the proprietors of East ludia sition , requesting a court to be convened ,

Stock , on this event, might be drawn up for the purpose of an address, at which

and signed by those present, with much such proposition could immediately be

propriety, Still, however, he thought, made.

that the directors ought not, in any de- Mr. R. Jackson said , it undoubtedly

gree , to be prevented from going up with had been the custom , on severaloccasions,

an address expressive of their sentiments. for the directors, as a body of directors

He knew it would be done in fit and and private gentlemen , to go up and con

proper language ; and if, before the pro- gratulate the Sovereign on his escape

prietors separated, a declaration were under such extraordinary circumstances .

penned, setting forth their indignation But the court on his side of the bar, had

and regret at the attempt made on his felt, generally, an extreme degree of con

royal highness, he, for one, would sign it. cern , that so poor a compliment should

'The Chairman.- " I thank the proprie- have been paid to their loyalty , as not to

tors for the indulgence they have granted permit them to partake insuch measures

to me, and will take the liberty of with as the great body of the East- India Com-'

drawing, in order to attend at the levee. " pany.- (Hear, hear !) The only mode

The chair was then taken by the hon .
of repairing this, was that stated by the

W. F. Elphinstone. hon , director. He himself had been the

Mr. Lowndes observed , that the sug- humble instrument, on more occasions

gestion of his hon. friend (Mr. Dixon) than one, of convening that court, in order

seemed so proper , that he would make to convince the Sovereign and the people,
an addition to it-ra laugh )-in order to

that the proprietors of East- India stock

give it full effect. All parties were united felt the sentiments of loyalty as strongly

on this occasion . The members of oppo
as any other body of men-that they le

sition had joined the members of admi vered the Sovereign and his laws as highly

nistration in expressing their regret at · as their fellow -subjects - and that they

80 atrocious an outrage . There was in could endure any thing rather than the

deed but one opinion, except amongst supposition that they were actuated by a

those deluded people, in the lower classes different feeling. Perhaps the court of

of society, whose minds were irritated , directors would name a day on which

who were goaded on by the necessities of they would convené a special court, for

the times ; but whose hearts denied , and
the honourable purpose of considering of

whose feelings would not sanction , the an address to be presented to the Prince

outrage , themoment they had committed Regent.

it . Except amougst this description of
Mr. C. Grant was of opinion , that a

persons, no difference of opinion existed
--all reprobated the passionsthathad general, spontaneousappeal to the court,

would be more respectful than å mere cold
produced so daring and infamous au at

iack . He should , therefore , propose,
proceeding by réquisition.

that Mr. Randle Jackson, and his friend,
Mr. Lowndes said , if a requisition were

Mr. Hume, do draw up a resolution ex
agreed on , he hoped it would be signed by

pressive of thesentiments of the proprie. all the proprietors present . The present
should be distinguished from a common

tors ,

Mr. S. Dixon said , he felt himself, in
occasion . No doubt the address would

some degree, the innocent cause of the be voted unanimously , which was a cire

business which the court was summoned
cumstance of rare occurrence in that

to consider not being immediately pro
court ,

ceeded in . But a question of this nature Mr. R. Jackson then gave notice, that

having been ouce started , it would have a he would , before the proprietors separated,

very ill effect, if it were not followed up. move, “ That this court, at its rising, do

He understood it was not a new thing adjourn till to -morrow , to meet ihere, in

for the proprietors to express their septi- order to consider of an Address to his

ments on an occasion like the present. Royal Highness the Prince Regent, on the

And he was convinced he spoke the feels late wicked outrage , which was alike hos

ings of all those who heard him , when tile to the law of the land, the principles of

hesaid , that, if the directors gave them the constitution, and the security of the

an opportunity of stating their sentiments people.”

on this atrocious outrage, there would Mr. Lowndes approved of this, as the

not be,a dissențicut voice hcard in that most respectful mode ; and would cheer
coutati sfully second the motion .

3
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1

as complete and perfect erlucation as pos
HERTFORD COLLEGE .

sible, by every means that prudence and

Mr. R. Jackson said, the last question foresight could suggest. He did not here

having been dismissed, the proprietors Speak merely of a literary education -- his

were now at liberty to proceed to the views were equally directed to a moral

order of the day. It had been stated , and and political one. Considering the high

all persons who were conversant with duties their civil servants were called on

their affairs must be aware of the fact, to execute, it would be too much to hope

that the question now brought before the that they would perform them well, if

court, was one of the highest importance. they were not well educated, so as to an
Indeed it was almost impossible to con- swer those purposes which the constitu

ceive a question of greater magnitude - of tion of the Company contemplated . He

greater interest - or one with which the persuaded himself that it would facilitate

body to whom it was about to be sub- the means of forming a correct judgment ,

mitted, was more nearly connected, or and wonld save a considerable portion of

with which its honour was more identi- the time of the court, if he traced the

fied , than that which they were this day history of the institution to which the at

called on to consider. The nature of tention of the proprietors was this day

their constitution — the mode in which directed - an institution which they all

their eastern territories were governed- knew originated at a great distance from

must satisfy them that the subject was this country-in their Indian empire

one which affected their dearest interests. and certainly under auspices of the most

The administration of the Company had brilliant and illustrious kind ! In doing

so far satisfied the Legislature, as to in- this , he should confine himself to public

duce it, now for a long time past, to documents and public records. He would

sanction an anomaly in government-an give no room , if he could avoid it , for any

anomaly which was the admiration and man to assert , that he was an exaggerator

surprise of the world-and which had or an accuser ! He meant not to accuse

now become venerable and hallowed by or to criminate any person, it was a sys

the lapse of time, and by undeviating tem which he impeached. They were

success !—that Company, who, in the eye assembled that day, he trusted , without

of the law, were a body of merchants, any mixture of party feeling. They were

bad now, throughout a series of succes- met, he hoped, to discharge a portionof

sive ages, acted as the delegated sovereigns that constitutional duty, which the legis

of a great and mighty empire ; an empire lature had assigned to them - namely, the

always important, but now grown to execution of delegated authority . It

such an extent, increased so much in thence became necessary to examine into

wealth , and so immense as to population , the system of education adopted for their

as must excite the astonishment of histo- youth ; because they who provided minis

rians hereafter, as it elicited the admira ters to whom they committed the execu

tion of every contemporaneous writer. tion of their laws in the east, were bonnd

Possessed , then, of such extensive terri- to attend to the fitness of their function

tory, if any obligation could be imagined, aries, and every part of their instruction .

with reference to it more sacred than Before he proceeded to the subject which

another, it was, that the education of they were specially assembled to consider ,

those young menwho were destined to go there was one document (a public one,

out to India as the administrators of though it did not appear on their table )

the Company's high authority - as the which he felt it would be important to

protectors, rulers , guides , and masters notice, and for that purpose he should deu :

of an immense population - should be at- tain the court for a few minutes . The

tended to with the most anxious care ! It document he alluded to he held in his

was, at all times , an interesting question hand. It was a pamphlet, bearing the

how their youth should be educated-and name of one of the professors at Hailey

how they couldbe best instructed in those bury - a gentleman of too much learning

upright principles , without which , no and respectability — a gentleman too well

man, however splendid his acquirements, known, and too highly estimated in the

could proceed through life with credit. literary world - to publish any opinion
But, when they considered the important thatwould not, in consequence of his name

functionsto which their writers were des- and character, carry considerable weight

tined - when they recollected the situa- with it. But, inasmuch as some obser

tions they were hereafter to fill in the vations had found their way into that

eastern hemisphere - how great was the work , which affected in a great degree ,

responsibility which attached to the Com- the character of the gentleinen both be

pany, with whom it rested to require that hind and before the bar, he felt it neces

they should be instructed suitably to the sary to make a few passing remarks on it.

stations which they would be appointed to The pamphlethemeant was the work of

fill . ' It was for the Company then, thus the Rev.Mr. Malthus ; in the preface to

situated , toinsureto their young servants which the proprietors would find it stated ,

1
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were

>

that the first six sections were written saw the world scowling, as if he were no

some years back , and were, in truth, the thing. This was a course very different

transcript of a letter sent to lord Gren- from that attributed to him in the pam

ville, after that nobleman had made a phlet. And he appealed to all those who

most luminous speech, on the subject of were present on the occasion alluded

Indian affairs in the House of Lords. The to by Mr. Malthus, whether his words

seventh section, Mr. Malthus admitted, not : - When he commented on

was composed since the subject of the the report of the college committee,

college had come under the consideration (which he would again bring before the
of the court. Therewas a great differ- court this day, ) and learned from it, that

ence of style and of argument in the the youths assumed a right to judge of

Jast section , compared with those which what it was proper for them to learn , and

preceded it. It was not difficult to what not - when he found the result an

account for this diversity of sentiment. admission that they were going backward ,

When Mr. Malthus wrote his first six instead of advancing -- that those who re

sections, he was -evidently the master of fused to learn, when such eininent advan

his time and of his temper ; when he tages were afforded to them by the Coin .

wrote his seventh , it was equally evident pany, should be mude to feel ! These

that time and temper had become masters were his words ; and , if they were incon

of bim. He should, therefore , appeal sistent with candour and good sense, if

from Mr. Malthus in haste to Mr. Malthus they were at variance with the dictates of

at leisure from Mr. Malthus in anger to justice and humanity, or revolting to the

Mr. Malthus when he was cool - from generous mind, hemust suffer the obloquy

Philip druuk to Philip sober -- from the which attached to the expression - since

pamphleteer to the philosopher; in which he again avowed the sentiment to be his .

last character, he should look for all the In another passage , Mr. Malthus had no .

candour that really belonged to Mr. ticed, more particularly, the subject of

Malthus, and which, he trusted , he caps and gowns. His (Mr. Jackson's)

should ultimately find . 'i here was one observation on this assumption of dress,

observation however in this pamphlet, so was , that, in the first place, it did much

extremely personal to themselves, that, mischief; because, when that robe of

he was convinced, the court would allow manhood was placed on mere children, it

him particularly to refer to it — and, when filled them with ideas of independence

they had heard it , he was equally well as- that did not comport with their situation ;

sured , they would declare that it was and , that it was ridiculous to adopt a cos

founded in mistake and error, Mr, Mal- tume, which had never in any other in +

thus had said, condescending to speak of stance been used , except where endow

him Mr. J. “ But, to return to Mr. ments existed , and degrees could be con .

Randle Jackson , The great weight and ferred , and was calculated to excite sen

force of his eloquence seem to have been timents of contempt. But he was inclined

directed to show the use and advantage of to think, that Mr. Malthus himself had

flogging , and the disadvantage of caps put the propriety of continuing this cos.

and gowns. He is reported to have pro- tume almost out of the question ; and ,

nounced , with very great energy , the fol- after what that gentlemau had written ,

lowing filthy maxim:-" Thatthose who he should be much disappointed with

did not understand should be made to respect to the high spirit of these young

feel ; ' and the sentiment seems to have gentlemen, if they were not found amongst

been received by repeated and long conti- the first of the petitioners for its abulition .

pued cheers.” Now, if he had used this What had Mr. Malthus said ? Not that

expression, or if the court had applauded this robe designated here, as in other

it , such conduct would have been dero- places, the various grades and rank of

gatory to the characterand credit of both . learning, and, thence inspiring respect

- (Hear ! heur !) What ! could it be and honour. No-the great use of it at

imagined that his mind could give birth Hertford was , it appeared, to furnish the

to such a sentiment ! Was his disposi- means of detecting the wearer , when he

tion so insensible to the various degrees did, or was about to do, any thing im .

of capacity , with which heaven had en- proper out of college . On this point,

dowed the human mind, that he should Mr. Malthus spoke thus explicitly:

say, that those who were not blessed with “ With regard to caps and gowns, they

a quick apprehension , were fit subjects are evidently useful in discipline, by rcn

for the lash ? Far different had ever been dering concealment more difficult ; aad

his conduct. How often had he, when pointing out the individuals, who may

he had met with an obtuse genius, en- occasionally be seen without them , as

deavoured , with patient industry to infuse bound upon some expedition, contrary to

information into that mind! How often the regulations of the college." If this

had he attempted , to repair, as it were, were the mode of detecting offenders at

the wrongsof nature !and sought to raise Hertford , he could easily imagine with

that being jato something on whom lie what comfortable sensations the cap and

;
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gown would be worn there in future ! untowardness of the times, had prevented

But when, on a former day, he offered those recommendations frombeing attend

some observations on this subject, did he ed to, though all those concerned felt the

commit any trespass on the feelings of the necessity of carrying them into effect. At

executive body, did he advance that which length the Marquis Wellesley turned his

could fairly excite their resentment, for great mind to thepromotion of this sala

thus imputing to them an error in judg- tary object. The distinguishing features of

ment ? ' He knew that he did not, as on his plan were to be seen in a memorial,

a former occasion they had shown their which, before he had the pleasureofperu .

candour and good sense in revoking an sing it, he had heard spoken of, amongst

order respecting dress in a department of men of letters, as one of the finest produc

their service , as was the case sume years tions that ever fell from the pen ofa states

ago, with respect to the dress of their man - containing a view of themomentous

maritime officers. In the year 1803, they subject, so general, so comprehensive, and

assumed , as a distinction, a particular 60 enlightened , that, if no other means of

uniform , which was so like thatworn in judging of the transcendant talents of the

the royal navy, that it gave offence to noble Marquis existed , it would be enough

the King's officers, and the Lords of the to read this masterly exposition, in order

Admiralty, who applied, in consequence, to learn the character of the Governor

to the court of directors, and they, dis- general then administering the affairs of

daining to offend any body of gentlemen , India. The dispatch in question consisted

by an affectation of their distinguishing of 116 sections as paragraphs, to two of

uniform , immediately ordered the dress which he was about particularly to refer.

to be wholly changed. Que of the great features ofthe institution

He should now, with the leave of the was, that it was evidently calculated for

conrt, call their attention to the first step the benefit of the civil servants of the

in the history of this institution. The Company. And so long as the civil ser .

proprietors would anticipate , that it ori- vice shall remair to be the civil service of

ginated with the Marquis Wellesley ; and the East - India Company, it would be

whatever he might sayon other occasions, quite impossible for themto forget the mo

of that distinguished statesman, he would tive which influenced his Lordship to in

content himselfat presentwith as abridged stitute a college, for such it undoubtedly

a reference as possibleto his acts with re- was. The noble Marquis observed , that

spect to the system of education he had the Marquis Cornwallis had been under

founded in Calcutta. Su the year 1800, the necessity of employing persons, not

the noble Marquis, after noticing the de- regularly inthe service of the Company,
ficiency with respect to the necessary edu- because their servants had not accom

cation, whilch was observable among the plished themselves sufficiently in the

servants of the East -India Company ; and Easteru tougues . To render it impossible,

after stating how long this deficiency had therefore , that any such excuse should in

been a serious subject ofregretminstituted future be advanced, for employing other

un establishment which , he conceived , than the Company's servants, let the

would afford the means of remedying the Company accomplish them themselves.

evil ; and several gentlemen , who now Succeeding Governors would then be left

sat around the hon . Chairman , had dis- without any fair ostensible motive, for

tinctly stated their opinion , that whatever making use ofthe services of individuals,
benefit the Company might have derived vot regularly in the civil service of the

from an institution in this country, it Company. The other great feature of his

would not have been conferred on them , plan was that he provided in words, per

had not the Marquis Wellesley placed, in haps, as strong as language could furnish ,

the clearest point of view , in his original for the complete authority of the court of

plan, the necessity of their servants being directors over the whole of his institu

liberally educated. The want of which, tion . When the court contrasted that.

particularly in the Orientallanguages,had passage of the noble Marquis's regulations,

been a subject of remark : Twenty , or five with the miserable state, in that respect,

and twenty years before the Marquis in which the laws of the present college

of Wellesley went out to India , MrWar- placed them , they would look back, with

ren Hastings, a gentleman yielding to feiv fond adıniration, on the man who was so

in literary attainments, and to still fewer anxious to preserve their dignity, and

in historical rank in their service, ex- they would ask each other where the

pressed his sentiments on this point, and genius of the Company slept, when they

recommeuded that the Company should parted with every atom of their dignity

institute, not a college, but, touse his own and their authority to the college council

words, an academy . Another gentleman, of Hertford ? The regulations in the plan

Governor Vansittart, thirty years before of the noble Marquis, to which he bere

the Marquis Wellesley's administration, alluded, were these ; and the latter pro

made a similar proposition . But excess vided most effectually for the superintend

of business, it must be presumed, or the ing coutrol of the court of directors ;

.
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sure . ”

:

Regulation IV . - The Governor-genc- progressively advanced and their popu.

ral shall be the patron and visitor of the lation liad approached towards sixty, mil

collège. lions of subjects, who owned their power,

" Regulation XII. Every proceeding and looked up to them for protection.

and act of the patron and visitor shall Yet so little had the legislative sovereigns

be submitted to the hon. court of direc- of this mighty empire departed from the

tors, and shall be subjected to their plea- path of rectitude, that those who had

most studied their affairs, were unani .

While, under the existing system , the mous in declaring (whatever propositions

Company had been shorn of its authority, they might entertain for rendering their

succeeding ministers, including among government more perfect)that the justice
them the most eminent statesmen , for and efficiency of their administration were

one hundred years past , had in vain en- worthy of the highest panegyric , and must

deavoured to effect -- namely , the subver- ever lue the theme of admiration amongst

sion of the Company's political authority those who were best acquainted with the

- was at last accomplished bya knot of theory and practice of government! The
schoolmen and clergymen . If the di- court should hear a summary of these

ractors felt the truth of this statement, facts in the extract which he should now

and , sympathised in the feelings of their read , taken from the preface to the regu

constituents, theywould exert themselves lations which accompanied the plan of

to regaiur the authority they had lost- if, the Marquis Wellesley's institution , and

on the other hand , they could be insensi- which refers to the reasons which induced

ble to their fallen state, he should retiré him to found the college at Fort William :

from their presence, orerwhelmed with “ Whereas (said his lordship) it hath

disappointment, but still conscious of the pleased divine Providence to favour the

rectitude of the course he had pursued. counsels and arms of Great Britain , in

He now besought the indulgence of the India , with a contiuued course of pros

court, whilst he read a few extracts from perity and glory ; and whereas, by the

the plan recommended by the Marquis victorious issue of several successive wars,

Wellesley. In doing this, he felt that it and by the happy result of a just, wise,

would be more pleasing to the court to and moderate system of policy , extensive

hear the language of others, particularly territories in Hindustan , and in the Dec

of so exalted an authority , than to be de- can , have been subjected to the dominion

tained by liis own . If he had not this ad- of Great Britain , and under the govern

mirable document in his hand, he would ment of the hon . the English East -India

have been obliged to remind the court, at Company, in process of time, a greatand

some length, of the immense extent of powerful empire has been founded , com

their Indian empire-of the prodigions prehending many populous and opulent

increase of their territory of the asto- provivces , and various nations , differing

nishing growth and progress of wealth in religious persuasions , in language,

and population in those countries which manners, and habits, and respectively

the sword of a Clive had opened to accustomed to be governed according to

them ; and which the wisdom and coun- peculiar usages, doctrines, and laws ; and
sel of a Hastings had secured . " After whereas the sacred duty, true interest,

the Company became possessed of the honour, and policy of the British nation

Dewannee they arrived at a pitch of require that effectual provision should be
greatness and power, that imposed on made at all times for the good government

them the most awful responsibility. of the British empire in India, and for the

From that time, until the administra- prosperity and happiness of the people in

tration of the Marquis Wellesley , in 1800 , habiting the same; and many wise and

to what a prodigious extent had not their salutary regulations have accordingly been
empire been carried ! The mind was enacted , from time to time, by the Gover

almost confounded by the contemplation nor - general in council , with the benevo

of such a subject . If he were not posses- lent intent and purpose of administering

sed of the noble marquis's memorial, he to the said people their own laws, usages,

would not , perhaps, have been able to and customs, in the mild and benignant

forbear from repeating those enlogies spirit of the British constitution ; and

which the common voice of the country whereas it is indispensibly necessary,

had pronounced on the successful admin with a view to secure the due execution
nistration of their sovereign character, and and adıninistration of the said wisc, salu

from referring to the speeches delivered tary, and benevolent regulations, in all

in parliament by great and able states- time to come, as well as of such regula

men , who had declared , “ that the manner tions and laws as may hereafier be enact

in which they, a company of merchants, ed by the Governor- general in council,

had governed their Indian empire, had been that the CIVIL SERVANTS of the hon , the

the theme of admiration throughout the English East- India Company, exercising

world ! " Their territorieshad increased in high and important functions in the go .

extent-- the wealth ofthose territories had vernment of India , should be properly

Asiatic Journ .-- No. 15 . Vol. III, 2 M
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qualified to discharge the arduous duties consequence of which public credit is
of their respective offices and stations, depressed, and the investments have
should be sufficiently instructed in the either been reduced, or wholly sus

general principles of literature andscience, pended-we cannot, consistently with

and should possess a competent knowledge our duty, sanction by our approbation
as well of the laws , goverument, and con- the immediate establishment of an insti

stitution of Great Britain , as of the seve- tuition , however we may approve ofsome

ral native languages of Hindustan and the parts of it , which must involve the Com
Deccan , and of the laws, usages, and cus- pany in an expense of considerable and

tonis of the provinces which the said civil unknown amount, and which might be

servants respectively may be appointed to applied to purposes more beneficial for the
govern.” Company's interests .

Such (observed Mr. Jackson) were the “ Without entering into a particular dis

sentiments which governed his lordship’scussion of the Governor-general's plan ,

mind, when , in a manner the most so- we cannot avoid remarking, that it em

lemnthat could be imagined - in the pre- braces, in our opinion, more than the

sence of the chief officers of the goveru- situation and circumstances of the Com

ment - of the whole of the magistracy of pany can at present justify.

Calcutta of the great public functionaries “ As it is our intention , by the re - esta

-in the face of his country and ofall Asia- blishment of Mr. Gilchrist's seminary, to

he instituted the most sublime intellectual supersede, for the present, the new col.

fabric the eastern world had seen . The LEGIATE institution proposed by Marquis

poble marquis informed the court of di- Wellesley, all expenses hitherto incurred
rectors of his proceedings, and of the esta- on that account will, of course, imme .

blishment of this new institution -- and diately cease , and the students from the

the answer of the executive body was a other presidencies be returned thither by

very short one indeed ! His lordship pre- the first convenient opportunities that may

sumed that the motives which dictated it offer, after the receipt of this letter.“

were good , although he felt that his terms
In his lordship's answer to this letter,

were harsh — at least he seemed to inti- dated the 5th of August, 1802, they might

mate so much in his reply. The court of perceive all the agony of the disappointed

directors , in this letter, approved of the scholar, but conveyed in terms su digni

principle of the institution , and agreed in fied and temperate, that it wasimpossible

the propriety ofeducating their servants to read the reply without feeling a wish

liberally ; but alleged that the Company, that these letters should be preserved, as

in their present circumstances, with an a most able production , worthy of a place

increased debt, a declining credit, a di- in every library. He had perused with

minished revenue, and a non- capacity for much atteution the original communica

investment, must resist the establishment tion of the Marquis Wellesley to the court

of such an institution . This was one of directors, their answer, and his lordi

great ground assigned for commanding the ship's admirable rejoinder. In that letter

abolition of the college. Another was, he met all the pecuniary objections of the

that the institution was on a scule much directors, andrefuted them entirely and

larger than the nature of their service most triumphantly. “ It is true," he

l'equired ; they intimated , that those says , “ your Indian debt has increased ,
who went out to India might fairly be but your revenue has also increased from

presumed , from their rank in life, to bave eight to fifteen millions, seven mil

roceived such an European education, as lions of which have become yours in

would furnish a sufficient foundation for perpetuity, since my administration of

future kuowledge, and that the Oriental your affairs. Publiccredit is now higher

tongues could be readily acquired, if in- than in any year since 1798, and progres

stead of a college, proper schools were in- sively improving, and so far from there

stituted , or the existing one enlarged for being any non - capacity for investment,

that purpose. From that letter of the the coutrary is the fact. There will be ,

directors , he should now read an ex- in this year, investments to the amount

tract:
of one million . So much from Cal

“ Wehave (said they) long had under cutta, so much from Bombay, so much

our consideration the plan and reasons of from Madras . Indeed, you have the op

Marquis Wellesley for the establishment portunity of carrying your investments as

of a college at Fort William . Although we far as the rules of sound discretion will

feel and acknowledge the just merit ofthe permit you :--but, if I am to address a

marquis in the conception of the plan, body of sovereigus, who calculate huw

which breathes a liberal and enlightened much it will cost to govern their people

spirit, and is enforced with greatability, well- if I must argue the question in the

yet , in the present situationofthe Com- shape of pounds, shillings, and pence,

pany's affairs, with a debt in India beyond and consider what expense the state will

all former'amount, and a scarcity ofmoney incur in enlightening theindividuals who
there beyond all former experience, in are destined to govern your immense

1
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the

territories, and sixty millions of people, cuniary objections of the executive body,

who will be called ou , by and by, to dis- -and pointed out the iniprovement which

tinguish by their conduct the representa- the Company's young servants had evin

tives of the just prince from the despot, ced since the college had been founded
the moral and religious functionary from and emphatically traced the evils which

pagan and the atheist-if these high would be produced by its abolition, he

consideratious must be estimated by the prepared to obey thecommands ofthe court

rules of arithmetic ! I submit to your in- ofdirectors. is If I had been disposed ,

terrogatories, and my answer is , that the said he, “ to assume those statements

college will cost younothing ! How ? Be- which I have laid before you as a ground

cause the great body of your civil ser- for delaying obedience to your commands

vants will, with that liberal spirit which until you had farther considered the sub

has ever characterised them, submit to ject , I might have done it-but I chose

an impost to be laid on their salaries, in rather to set an example of implicit obe

orderto defray the whole expense of an dience to your authority.” Certainly the

institution in which all feel acommon in- noble marquis, thus strong in reason and

terest. This proposition , so honourable refutation ,might have delayed obedience

to those who consented to it, I doubt! if to their commands. The executive body,

consistent with your dignity toaccept ;
1 who were so well versed in the history of

shall therefore do without availing myself the Company's affairs, must he aware,

of such a resource, and yet the institution that great and good governors, when they

shall cost you nothing. I have looked to had adopted measures which the directors

certain existing taxes, which are adminis- did not approve, had frequently delayed

tered and collected so negligently , that obedience to their commands for rescind

their increased produce , when properlying them until they could hear again from
attended to, will meet the necessary ex- England. This re -hearing generally con

pense. Thus your pecuniary objections sumed three or four years. In that time,
are done away. The additional pro a new order of directors had sprang up,

duce of particular taxes in Bengal will fluctuations of authority had taken place,

actually provide for the whole outgoing the subject had gradually been forgotten
of the college ! " - Such was the substance and thus, in two out of three instances,

of the sentiments expressed by the noble the measures originally objected to , were

marquis in the letter alluded to . His ultimately established . But marquis

lordship then went on to shew , that the Wellesley did not avail himself of this

projected schools at Madras , Bombay, practice , “ I have,” said he, “ founded
and Calcutta , would , in fact, cost the this institution , subject to the authority of

Company more than the plan proposed my honourable masters - and shall I , who
by himself. He would now , Mr.Jackson am by law the servaut of the Company,

sáid , call the attention of the court to a dispute their commands ? No, however

part of his lordship’s reply, which record- painful the task may be - however assu .

ed an act,in comparison with which he red I am that the college would be highly

thought all the other acts of his govern useful still I will abolish it . Because I

ment faded away in point of splendour. feel, that disobedience in me, their servant ,

It was a proceeding of so high and digni- would be productive of ill consequences

fied a kind , that , in achieving it , he had which the benefit that might be derived

furnished an imperishable page in the from twenty colleges would not atone for .

annals of the Company well worthy the As the first in rank, I will also be the

contemplation of every future Governor- tirst in this act of implicit submission to

general. However exalted his rank might the decree of those by whom I was en

be however high in court favour, distin- trusted with this high and reponsible si

guished by the smiles and affection of his tuation . The noble marquis then sum ·

prince — there was no man who might, in moned the constituted authorities, who,

future, be sent out to govern India, to with so much satisfaction had witnessed

whose advantage the Company might not the foundation , and had aided and mark

open that instructive passage, and pointed the progress of this intellectual edifice,

out to him a lesson , drawn from the ex- and then in the face of lamenting Asia,

ample of one of the most illustrious , suc- in the face , he would almost say, of la

cessful, and enlightened statesmen that menting Europe, his lordship had by a

had ever planted his foot on the soil of solemn act of government proclaimed the

India - yes, they might show that eminent decree of the court of directors ! He thus

person in the performance of an act of notified that event , in his dispatch to the

public devotion to the Company's autho- executive body:"
rity as profound as it was known to be “ Possessed, therefore, of the court's

painful to him !-After the noble marquis approbation of the general principle and
had re - stated all his former reasons now objects of the institution ,” - (for, observ

strengthenedby experience and complete ed Mr. Jackson , the court of directors

success, for the continuance of the college affected to approve of the principle, and

afterhaving refuted and exposed the pe- to applaud the object, while they pulled
2 M 2
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downthe edifice ), “ having actually experi. ordereil, said his Lordship, that the

enced and ascertained its beneficialeffects; college shall be superseded by Dr. Gil .

being satisfied that its expenses can be de- christ’s plan , and that it shall be convert

frayed without inconvenience to any ed into a school. You have also directed

branch of the Company's affairs , and with that the young men shall be sent home to

out any degree of pressure on the finances their different stations that all the ex

of the Compauy in India ; being further penses of the establishment shall cease

couvinced , that the plan of instruction from this moment, and that all the native

proposed by the court, in supercession of professors, and the various learned ad

the college , would exceed the expense juncts , whom you through your govern

which the court had condemued, and ex- ment have seduced into yourservice, shall

pose to hazard the principle which the be dismissed !-Be it so ; but let these

court had approved, I might have deemed young men, I entreat, remain a few

it to be my duty, under such circumstances, mouths longer, in order to finish their

to suspend the execution of the commands scheme ' of education Many of them

of the court for the abolition of the col- have come not only from a great distance,

lege , to refer the question to the further but are at a great expence for that pur

pleasure of the court, and to request that pose , and , I think, may fairly claim this

the court would be pleased to reuew the iudulgence at least . With respect to those

consideration of orders, the declared foun- learned natives who have been allured to

'dution of which has been entirely removed Calcutia , let them not entirely dis

by the happy change effected in the finan- appointed and senthome without sonie

cial situation ofthe Company in India. indemnification againt your unexpected

“ But, although the first view of my decree . I call on you, in regard for your

duty nright have suggested the propriety own dignity , to be liberal to the tutors

of such reference, the peculiar character and kind to the scholars. If you grant

and spirit of the couri's commands , on the time I require, at its expiration I

this unhappy occasion, and the nature of shall be able to announce to you in person ,

the institution( intimately blended with having thought it expedient to resign your

the general subordination of the service) service, that this offending institution is

seemed to me to require that I should completely and definitively abolished .

proceed immediately to the public aholi- But, even now, if you choose to say, inr

tion of this iustitutiou, as an act of ne- peratively , that the scholars and tutors

cessory submission to the controlling au- shall not be thus considered , I know what

thority of the court of directors , and as obedience is , and I will carry your com

a testimony of the obedience due to the mand into execution. The proprietors, at

superior power, placed by law in the go- the time, only knew of these facts, (for

vernment at home ; I therefore passed an the papers had not then been laid before

order, on the 24th of June, directing that them ) from the current history of the day,

all expense incurred on account of the and he feared through very perverted and

college of Fort William , should cease, and unfriendly mediums. Three years after

that the institution should be abolished. wards, in 1805 , the Directors called

At the same time,I repealed the regula- the proprietors together, and informed
Lions enacted for the foundation and ma- them, that they had drawn up the

Tiagement of the college , together with all plan of a seminary, which was to be

statutes and orders, enacted or passed by founded in this country. Of that pro

the Governor-general in Council, or by posed institution , he need only shortly

the visitor, for its discipline and govern- observe, that, undoubtedly , it was an en

ment !" -- Thus the high functiovary lightened and able plan - butthatpothing

obeyed , while the scholar and the states- more than a seminary of the higher order

man mourned the decree which he felt

was contemplated by it ; for a heud-masbound to execute .

ter, assistants, and allthe teachers that
Theonly qualification which the noble were necessary for a school, or seminary,

marquis interceded for, was relative to were mentioned by those titles in the

theyoung gentlemen who had come from prospectus. Manyreasons, admirable in
various parts of India to the college. For their kind, were adduced , for erecting a

them he desired leave to plead , that they seminary, emphatically so termed , and

"Inight not become sufferers by this abrupt not a college. Every line and page of that

abolition, but that, baving been drawn plan , first submitted to them in manu

froin Madras, from Bombay, and from script, and a printed copy of which he

various distant parts of India-many of held in his hand, clearly showed that a

whom, with that spirit which had ever school was intended, ofa superior kind

distinguished their servants, had given indeed, but still a school to all intents

up situations of a lucrative nature, in or- and purposes. By the plan laid before

der to qualify themselves, at Calcutta, for thecourt, it was ordained -- Regulation the

more general employment -- they should 2d, “ that the head master and all the

be allowed to conclude their terms, rather other teachers of the institution (uo pro

thau be suddenly dismissed. You have fessors, said Mr. Jackson, were then
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thought of)be appointed and paid hy the supposed that he had said a very good

court of directors." How stood the thing, to show him that he had uttered a

authority of the executive body now ? very bad one . Mr. Malthus had spoken,

At this moment, neither the head -master sneeringly, of the “ ladies and gentlemen

por the principal could be appointed with- proprietors.” He (Mr. Jackson ) exulted,
out the approbation of the board of con- asmuch as any man could, in seeing their

troul. Byanother regulation it was pro- fair countrywomen more and more ap

vided— " that these situations (namely, preciate the value of intellect in their

those of head -master and teachers) may being sensible how much more compa

be forfeited by misconduct, of which the nionable they became to man when they

court of directors shall be the judge !" cultivated their mental powers.
He

But this power was now wrested from hoped they would come again and again

them ; and the present principal and pro- to witness the proceedings of the proprie

fessors might continue to deride the direc- tors. It would give him the highest plea

tors in pamphlets; they might , aswassaid sure to see them , and Mr. Malthus might

to have been the case lately, insult them continue, if he pleased, to deride their

in taunting letters with impunity. The assemblage, as " the ladies and gentle

directors might writhe under the affront men of the general court !" It had hitherto

— they might bite their lips , in anger- been rather a figurative expression - but

but they could not assert their dignity by this day he had the satisfaction of ob

the removal of those who thus offended serving, for the first time, it was fact ; *

them . The directors had no longer the a fact which , he trusted, would fre

power of dismissing a professor. Such quently occur.- (Hear ! hear!) Bat

was now the law, that, whatever feelings another point appeared to excite the mer
of displeasure they might entertain , how- riment of Mr. Malthus still more. It

ever they might find themselves derided was this — that they, “ the good citizens

and ridiculed by those whom they paid , of London,” should take it into their

they could not dispense with one of their heads to guess at the feelings of the uni

services , but with the concurrence of their versities with regard to the assumption

brother-clergyman , the Lord Bishop of of their dress, while the universities

London (who , with all due reverence be were, in fact, laughing at their presump

it spoken, might not enter into the tion ! How far himself and brother pro

wounded feelings of the directors.) – prietors, the
“ citizens of London , "

(Hear ! hear !) There was also another might provoke the risibility of the uni

important deviation from the original versities, was not for him to say, but he
scheme, which, he conceived worthy the believed he (Mr. Jackson ) could tell the

attention of the court . In the plan of learneil professor, from pretty good au

1805 it was stated , “ that, so far from thority, what the universities really did

there being any reason for not compre- laugh at. They lauglied atthe mimickry
hending in such plan, the servants of the of their habiliments and their titles ; at

China establishment, severalreasons could caps and gowns, principals and profes

be adduced , which positively recommend- sors ! Itmightbe proper here to observe,
ed their inclusion." But, according to that the resolution of the general court ,

the present system , though this favourite in answer to the seminary plan of 1805,
establishment must compulsively he re- showed the whole of Mr. Malthus's hy

sorted to by every person going out to any pothesis to be false. It proceeded on an

part of India , yet China , not being vamed assumed fact, that the proprietors were ene

in the act as distinct from India , writers mies to any system of education for their

for China, who were always the sons of writers. It had been said that they wanted

the directors, did not now go to the col . to send out raw boys, at thirteen or four

lege . So little store did the directors
teen years of age, to India-and that they

themselves set by the present institution , wished to have them whipped until the

that, since the act of 1813 , which they moment they went on shipboard , He

regarded as leaving them at liberty, but should answer this , as he would every

one director had sent his own son there , other disparaging insinuation, by refer

and he remained but a few months. This ing to their record , which shewed their

fact needed no comment! it was of itself opinion, and even demand, as to a tho

couclusive ! He, therefore, called on the rough good education ; but he would first
general court , to look to what they were notice another passage in Mr. Malthus's

really committed -and to say how far they production , which imputed to him pro

had agreed to the institution in its exist found ignorance for having argued in a
ing shape, and subject to its present sta- former debate , as if any of their writers

tutes and regulations ? In noticing Mr. were to be employed otherwise than 'as

Malthus's pamphlet, Mr. Jackson said the statesmen ; he, (Mr. Jackson) believed

proprietors would perceive that he had his words were, that “ it was too much

not touched on the more trilling parts of to expect from human nature, that these

it . He interfered with no man's jokes.It would be a pity, when a gentleman * There were several ladies in court ,
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young men , after being educated in the may , we conceive, be obtained by the

highest walks of learning - after having adoption of a planof instruction, upon a
received every species of intellectual ac- much smaller scale such a one as we

complishment, after declaiming from shall point out in a subsequent para.

their rostrums on the most sublime sub- graph.” With these extracts, and with

jects, moral, philosophical, and political, theplan in his hand, which he had just

should descend from these proud heights read, pointing out the necessary qualifica

of mental dignity, to count bales and tions for their young men, and with a

measure muslins." Mr. Malthus asserted strong feeling that trade was the great

that he (Mr. Jackson ) must be profoundly support and character of the Company

ignorant, or he would not have stated was it, he would ask , extravagant to say,

this because all the young men were in- that their servants ought not to be

tended for statesmen , not even excepting primarily made magistrates and states

those who might be intended for the men - doctors and philosophers ? Was it

commercial department. Mr. Jackson a proof of utter ignorance in him to as

said he would reply to this charge also , sert, that their attention ought not to be

by quoting the seminary plan of 1805, entirely withdrawn from mercantile con

which , after stating the duties they would cerns ? Ought they not early to imbibe

have to perform , described the necessary some knowlege of the principles and prac

qualifications for them in the following tice of commerce to be acquainted with

terms: - " It proceeded to set forth the maxims of liberal and enlightened

that, A good acquaintance with arith- merchants, a class of society from which so

metic and mathematics will also be many great characters had sprung in every

indispensable. - In almost every situation age ? Let the court remember , that the

in which a man can be placed in India, a Companyhad turned out eminentmen ,whern

ready use of figures will be found of no institution , exclusively appropriated to

greater value than those who maybe apt to the education of their youth, existed

regard this as merely a vulgar attainment when mercantile instructions superseded

would suppose. Mercantile accounts are almost every other. It was hard, there

not here particularly intended , though fore, it was unjust; for Mr. Malthus to

such a notion of them as is to be acquired say, that, up to this time the servants of

from theorywould be useful to the general the Company had been in a comparative

'scholar, and young men designed for the state of barbarism , and had known little

commercial line of the service might de- or nothing. If this were the case, how

rive advantage from an insight into the did it happen that succeeding statesmen ,

business of a counting house , but it Mr. Burke, lord Grenville, and others,

would be far ipore material to them to had unanimously expressed their astonish

be instructed in the general principles of ment at the mass of talent possessed by

commerce . The pupils of every descrip- the Company's servants - which , to use

tion should not only be rendered expert their own words, was unequalled in the

in all the common rules of arithmetic, history of the world. Surely a Saunders,

integral and fractional, but led up higher a lord Pigot, an Orme, a Dalrymple, a

to the knowledge of the principles on Vansittart, a Verelst, and a Hastings,

which those rules depend .” - Was it too those eminent civilians, who were brought

much to suppose that the accomplish- up in the service of the Company, were

ments here described were meant for samples of excellence not to be passed un

commercial operations in their proper de noticed ? Had the proprietors forgotten

partments, even though they should com- those great names,towhich history would

prise the superintending theweighing of be faithful, however modern publications

indigo, the countipg of bales, or the might endeavour to undervalue their me

measuring of muslins? To shew further rits ! With those examples before themi,

the then ideas of the directors, as to the it would, therefore, be unjust to the civil

scale to which the proposed seminary service to say that it had not, in former

should be confined, they ordered, on that times, matured great and eminent men.

occasion , the following paragraph of their He, however, wished to place this matter

letter to marquis Wellesley to be laid be- on a more solid foundation , and raise it

fore the general court, together with the above accident or chance . He was desir

plan in question : -viz. “ Without enter- ous of insuring to their young servants à

ing into a particular discussion of the certain degree of education . Though he

Governor -general's plan , we caunot avoid knew many military and civil servants of

remarking, that it embraces, in our the highest character , who had not been

opinion , more than the occasion necessa- required to produce credentials of that

rilyrequires, and more than could pro- early and appropriate instruction which
bably be realized , or than would comport he was anxious should be extended tô

with the situation and circumstances of their writers, it did not follow that others

the Company. The most material bene- would become equally conspicuous unless

fits which are wanted in the education of the Company took care that they received

the young men received into our service, up to a certain degree, that education
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which the just performance of their fu- the real interests of our Indian empice

ture duties rendered necessary. Had the and adminisser justice , in its true spirit,

general court beea indifferent to this cir- to innocent and defeneless millions, who

cumstance ? As an answer to that ques. were now become the subjects of the

tion, let them hear the resolution of the Company ! This was the foundation

28th of February, 1805 ~ and he hoped which was laid by the proceedings of

he would be excused in requesting the the general courto--this was the base

particular attention of the proprietors to of the institution which they contem

it . That resolution was the banner plated ---this the rock upon which they

which protected the general court - it rested their character, and whenever
was the shield and buckler under which any man , whether he were a scholar

they must fight against those who rudely or a simple subject, asserted that the

asserted that, to save money, or from proprietors were not as anxious, even

whatever other paltry motive he knew as the marquis Wellesley, for the ex

not, they were enemies to education, and tension of due education to their young

wished to send out raw boys, smarting servants, he would hold up this resolution,

under the iufliction of the rod, to fill situ- and gainsay the person who should maliga

ations of great public importance in them by such an unfounded aspersion ."

India. Now let the , proprietors mark That resolution contained a complete and

$he resolution , and let the public judge of triumphant refutation of the caluwny.

the candour of their opponents : That resolntion was proposed five years '

“ At a general court, held on Thursday after marquis Wellesley's institution was

the 28th of February, 1805 founded , and three years after its aboļi

“ It was resolved - That this Court tion -- consequently the debate of that day

doth highly approve of an establish- could have no share in that decree . In

ment in this country for the education that debate, however, he had stated two

“ of youth designed for the Company's objections to the inarquis Wellesley's

“ civil service in India, and promises plan , because he felt it to be his duty not

« itself the happiest consequences from a to blink any question connected with the

“ system , which , instead of sending out subject of education. He should have

56 writers to India at too tender an age to . urged the same objections in 1802, had

« admit of fixed or settled principles, pro- the matter been brought before the gene

poses toperfect them as much as possi- ral court, when orders were given to an

“ ble in classical and liberal learning nul the establishment. It was not untit

« and thoroughly to ground them in the three years after that abolition , that a

“ religion, the constitution, and the plan of education was, for the first time,

“ laws of their country ; so that when proposed to the general court; he thought

“ called upon to administer their func- it right, on that occasion to show the

* tions abroad, they may be mindful of the benefits which he thought would ac

" the high moral obligation under which crue from the seminary which he meaut

“ theyact, and ofthemaxims of the British to support, and in so doing, to state his

• Government, whose character for jus- two objections to the marquis Wellesley's

* tice , freedom , and benevolence, they will institution. Looking to these ohjections,

“ feel it their duty and their pride to the court would do him the justice to say

** support.” that they were not founded on a pounds,

Having read this resolution, he de- shillings, and pence view of the question

manded whether it contained any thing à consideration which, for the first

that could justify a sneer at “ the ladies time, was stated to influence the proprie-'

and geutlemen proprietors of India stock ," tors, in the pamphlet of Mr. Malthus .

as enemies to education ? It was impos . His first objection was, that it was most

sible fairly to accuse " the London citi. dangerous to send youths out to india

zens," as Mr. Professor had complaisant- at the age of sixteen ; a period when

ly termed the general court, “ with an neither the mind nor body were fitted for

intention of sending out raw boys to In- such a change. When the body was not

dia, when the first stipulation of the pro- able to resist the debilitating effects of

prietors was, that the tender age, from that enervating climate, and the mind

sixteen to nineteen , should be passed was incapableof repelling the approaches

in this country ; where their youth of pleasure, in its most seductive and

should be “ perfected as much as pos- alluring forms. At such a critical period,

sible in classical and liberal learning, and he thought it was much better that young

thoroughly grounded in the laws, consti- men should be suffered to remain in this

tution , and religion of their country ," country , under the immediate eye of

in order that they might, being impressed their parents or friends.- (Her ! hear !)

with reverence for the institutions of their He thought it was preferable that they

native land, perform the important func- should receive, in this country , a liberal

tjons which they would be called on to education , under proper instructors, pro

execute with firmness and magnanimity vided by the Company for that purpose,

that they might watch over and protect than that they should run the risk which
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30 early a residence in India would in- nity, when hereturned with independence,

evitably expose them to: Here, lie felt, of proving the steadiness of his friend

parents would be assured of the morals of ship , or the unabated ardor of his lore :

their children , because they would be that he minht assist with his wealth his

formed by themselves — they would feel long -tried and affectionate friend ; or,

assured of their propriety of conduct, addressing himself to the deserved and

since their conversation would be fashion- beloved object, of whom , during his ab

ed by themselves --they would feel assur- sence , he had never ceased to think, he

ed of a proper education , since it would might exclaim- “ Behold the unvarying

take place immediately under their own nature ofmyattachment! my honorable,

abservation . This was one of his great my undeviating constancy ! For you I

objections to the Marquis Wellesley's have toiled -- it is you alone that can re

plan. He paid that homage which every ward my exertions !" . Such feelings Mr.

liberal man must pay , to the establish- Jackson would therefore, on this ground,

ment of the noble marquis, but in this confine to England ; -— and he had sought

point he conceived it was defective - be- to supersede the practice of sending their

cause, in his opinion , the age from six youth to India at too early an age - be

teen to nineteen should be passed in this lieving that the consequence would be,

country; but let it be remembered , in jus- such an attachment to their native soil,

tice to the noble marquis, that at that pe- as would urge on their honorable course

riod no particular course of education abroad, in the hope of a final and felicit

was enjoined by the directors , and the ous return to Europe. But if, on the

sending the writers out at the tender age contrary, these affectious were transport

of sixteen was a practice rather encou- ed to another soil , colonization , which

raged than otherwise ; it was therefore, the company had always objected to,

under the then existing circuipstances , would soon
take place — and, in the

that the representative of sovereignty in course of a generation or two, the off

India had acted upon the great scale of spring of the young men who were sent

paternal duty, and at once provided , by this tv India , would only be acquainted with

splendid literary asylum , for the safety of England by tradition . It could not be de

their bodies and the culture of their nied, that the independence of America

minds. When he (Mr. Jackson ) argued was hastened , perhaps a century or two,

the case in 1805 , the case was totally dif- by the colleges and seminaries that were

ferent ; a plan of British education was spread over the surface of that country.

then befure them , and he was bound to as- Partialities and affectionate feelings to

sign his reasons for giving it the preference, wards the adopted country took place of
His second objection was this -- tbat, those , which , under different circumstan

until they had looked the question of ces , would have been cherished for Great

colonization fairly in the face, they ought Britain - and the consequence was, an

not to take a step that would produce early effort to obtain complete indepen
it . While the constituted authorities were dence. When he stated this, he begged

deprecating colonization in their various expressly to be understood as vot com

acts and publications, he considered it in- mitting himself upon the great question of

politic to adopt a plan that must necessa- colonization ; · even that question must

rily lead to it. Wherever youth received its depend upou cireumstances. Perhaps it

education , at the age of from sixteen to would be well, at the present moment, to

manhoorl, there the feelings of the heart encourage the removal of 100,000 families

would be expanded, and no time could re- from this country to a more genial climate ,

mujve those early impressions. There the where they might be enabled to support

intimacies of juvenile life would take theinselves with a greater degree of ease

root, and ripeu iuto friendship - and by and comfort, and from being incumbents
the latter period attachments of a warmer here become customers there . This,

and more sublime nature would frequent- however, he would maintain , that it

ly be formed - where the first sentiments could not be judicious to sanction a mea

of love or friendship were imbibed, there sure , which was eminently calculated to

the heart would remain ; it would linger produce colonization , until they had met

around the scenes of youth, hallowed and that question in the fullest manner. But,

endeared by the tenderest recollections. to return to his history :--the resolution

The body might be sent from pole to pole, of 1805 having been carried , the subject

it might traverse civilized or barbarous was dismissed from that court, and the

regions, but still the heart would be at proprietors left it to the directors, their

home, it would remain attached to the soil delegated authorities, to carry their reso
where its affectious had first been awaken . lution into effect. In a few months it was

ed , and where its noblest passions had first intiinated to the general court , that a

been excited. When a young man went very different plan from tbat contemplated

forth to raise a fortune, he cherished the by them was about to be set on foot.

fond and flattering hope, visionary as it They were told , that that which was in

might seem, thatheshouidhave an opportu-. tended for a school or seminary, was about
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to be converted into a college. A report as having been furnished by the late Dr.

was laid before the proprietors, stating Henley, and other learned persons, at

the grounds on which it was thought pre- their desire . · Accompanying the reasons

ferable, that the school, originally meant given in the report of the committee, for

to be established , should be formed into preferring a college to a school , were the

a collegiate institution . A principal and following words :-- " From all these rea

professors were proposed to be appointed, sons (given directly in the words of the

with various duties--and the whole system gentleman who communicated them) it is

very much imitated that which had been evident, that the proposed institution

exploded at Calcutta. He was not here should be divided into two parts-one, a

blaming any person . He had no such in- preparatory school , the other a college."

tention. But the fact was, that those And again it said , “ The general course

who had pulled down the university at of study has been already sketched in the

Calcutta , on account of its great expense , first outline of the plan , - (referring to

had erected an university in this country, the plan laid before the general court, on

with halt a dozen professors in various the 28th of February, 1805 )_and with

branches of learning, precisely on the the assistance of Dr. Henley, the princi

plan , and in fact, all things considereil, pal, a more correct scheme has been made,

at an infinitely greater expense than the of which the following is an abstract,

institution which had been overturned . describing the task to be assigned to each

In appointing those professors, it was professor.” Then came the duties to be

necessary that the general court should discharged by a series of professors in the

be applied to , for the purpose of confirm- following variousbranches : " Academi

ing their salaries , as a money question, “ cal and moral conduct - Theology, in

and in that way the subject came before “ cluding natural and revealed religion,

the proprietors. He could not charge his “ its evidences, doctrines, and duties

memory with every thing that took place “ Classical and general literature

on that occasion - but he believed the Philology , history, political economy

papers were fairly laid before the general " - Mathematics-- Oriental languages

court , though no debate, as he be- “ Civil policy, the law of nations," &c :

lieved , ensued . No man had a right, &c. He (Mr. Jackson ) was quite ready

therefore, on that account, to get upand to admit Dr. Henley into the honourable '

charge the directors with a breach of their class of scholars and learned men ; and it

duty towards the proprietors , since the was by no means unnatural for that gen

question was regularly brought under tleman to say , as he did, when he was

their consideration. He must solemnly asked to assist in framing a farther plan

acquitted every director who was at that for a new institution— " Why, with re .

time concerned in changing the institution gard to the foundation of classical learn . !

from a school to a college, from having ing, and ofother branches of study, I think

entertained any motive but what was just it would be better if the young men were

and honourable. They believed the altera- pretty' well advanced in them before they

tion would be better for the students, came to us . Therefore, if, instead of

better for the service , and better for the “ head master," the situation intended

country ; and they could have had no idea by the plan of 1805 , you convert me into

of the mistortunes which it afterwards the principal and the teachers into profes

created . One gentleman (Mr. Grant) sors , and the seminary into a college, I

whom he then had in his eye , and whose think your object will be fully answered . "

character for every thing honourable, just, They all knew what a laborious task it

and upright, was acknowledged even by was to train up youth toa certain point

those whose sentiments, on particular of classical education. They must all be

points , varied fror : his , had recommended aware of the arduous duty which was im

the alteration . That hon. gent. would , he posed on Dr. Vincent, when at the head

was well assured , have been the last man of Westminster - school ; a similar duty

to propose this change, could he have fore- was performed by Mr. Russell , at the

seen the lamentable effects that were after- Charter-louse, by Mr. Cherry, at Mer- '

wards produced by it - could he have fan- , chant- Tailors — and by Dr. Sleath , at St.

cied that such insurrections would have Paul's . Such meu the country could not

taken place , as he would shew , had dise sufficiently reward for their merito

graced the institution ; could he have an- rious exertions. They ought to be ranked

ticipated those moral perversions, from and regarded among its public benefactors

which all must wish now to extricate their , -for nothing could be more useful or

youthful servants . On the 12th July , 1005 , more honourable, though at the same time

the change was effected , and professors of nothing could be more laborious than the

various descriptions were appointed. And bringing of young people up to that point

here it was worthy of remark, that the of learning, to which Dr. Henley com

ground on which the directors stated the pletely gave the go-by, when he became

change to have taken place, they did not a principal and recommended a college

introduce as coming from themselves, but andprofessors! Now, he understood, that

Asiatic Journ.No. 15. VOL. III. 2 N
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the duty ofthese gentlemen did not travel was abandoned. For, notwithstanding

much farther than this : - they received all the turbulence, and hostility , andre

£ 500 a -year-- they were accommodated bellious feeling, which gentlemen behind

with pleasant and commodious dwellings the bar now and then imputed to those

they were supplied with a bountiful who resisted their measures, they must

table--and, for which, as he had been in. confess that his friends and himself seldom

formed,they gave twolectures a week,each fefused what thecourt of directors seemed

of which occupied two hours ! (Hear ! to set their heart upon . (Hear ! Heur ! A

Hear !) He had reason to suppose that laugh .) In this case their affections were

this was the fact. Butnoman had'a right set upon a freehold , and à fine building ,

to charge him with a 'wilful mis-state- with expensive áppérfdagęs ; and the pro

ment, if he were not correct iu some prietors indulged their inclination-al

trifling point, since the papers on which though, instead of £ 57,000 , it had cost

be and his friends intended to found their the Company,including etceteras, upwards

argument, had been withheld from them of £ 100,000 !-Hewould not ask whe
- (Hear ! Hear !) Still, however, he ther the college had answered the expec

believed the report which he had stated tätions which had been formed from it, or

to be perfectly veritable, especially as it not ; all he wished to do was, to lay be

seemed to receive countenance from a re- fore the court a proper ground for in

cent statute . And certainly it appeared quiry into that fact, in order that they

to him , that whoever had raised the gen- might have a fair opportunity of consider

tlemen from school-masters to professors, ing whether or not it ought to be suffered

had done a most pleasant thing for them to remaiu on its present principle. In

- ( A laughl. It appeared, that, for the 1806, the proposition of the court of di
first eight or ten years ofthe institution rectors having been agreed to, the college

they could not have been overworked , was in due time launched , with all its dig

since amongst the regulations so recent as nified appurtenances, its principal, its

August 1815, the following was to be professors, its caps and gowns: and all

found, which doubtless was intended to the externals of a university ! But

give the professors a little more employ- the bones, the sinews , the blood , the

meit : viz . “ Regulations - Section 1. marrow theheart, soul, and spirit of a

« supplementary to Statute 7.Clause4. university were wanting ! Andten years

“ Duties ofProfessors - All the professors ofexperience had proved that it was radi

“ whether laymen or clergymen , and cally wrong.

of whether resident in the college or out It was not until 1809, three years after

“ of it, shall, in future, take an active wards, that their executive body said ano

part in the daily routine of business." ther word to the proprietors on this sub

Well, the court of proprietors consented ject. But, though they were silent du

to the proposed change :-- and another ring this long period, history was not. It

court was held , in a few months after- was known, that about the year 1808, an

wards, in consequence of a wish enter- insurrection had broke out in the college,

tained by the directors, to remove the so general, so alarming, and desperate,

college from Hertford -castle, where the that it was the commontopic of conver

institution was originally fixed. Here the sation. Such was the atrocious cliaracter

proprietors would do well to pause, and of that disturbance, that the professors

mark bow imperceptibly these things tra- called it outrageous insubordin :1tion - and

vélled on - how , by degrees, expense was towards thempersonally, he understood

accumulated , and economy was forgotten. that rutrage was used. This insurrec

When the private gentleman was made tion arose as he understood from the or.

a kiight he required a larger house than dination of a law, which , he hoped , the

he before occupied - and, when the knight court never would cease from exposing,

became a lord, his lordship's dignity de- until they procured its repeal . That ob

manded a still larger mansion. At the noxious and unjust law demanded that

time to which he referred , the Company the young gentlemen should condescend

had a lease, for 21 years, of Hertford to turn what was vulgarly called king's

Castle, which was considered a very fit evidence, and betray each other ! It was

place for the purpose of a seminary. But, a vain expectation to suppose that they

no sooner had Dr. Henley persuaded the would ever so degrade themselves.

court of directors , and they had persuaded (Hear ! hear !) - The insurrection occa

the court of proprietors, that a college sioned by this law, in 1808, was so ge

should be founded , than it was stated, that neral, so universal, that the court of di

it would be muchbetter, if, instead, of a rectors thought it right to repair , en

paltry leasehold , they were to have a free- corps, to the spot. They did so — they

hold of their own , on which they might examined into all the circuinstances ofthe

erect a building worthy of the new esta- disturbance, and delivered speeches and
blishment-and , for this purpose, it was admonitions to the students, which would

estimated that only £ 57,000 would be ne- do them honour, ás 'tine compositions,

cessary. The court acceded to the pro- and which ,' doubtless were to be found on

posal, and the Hertford family mansion the college rolls of 1808. Until 1809, no
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an

opportunity occurred to the general court rious stories which had reached his ears,

of saying one word more on the subject respecting the college at Hertford, he

of educating their youth, though he (Mr. took that opportunity ofmoving a reso

Jackson ) had conversed with an hon . din lution, in the following words :

rector regarded as its patron on the affairs « Resolved , that this court requests

of the college, and deplored , as that hon. that the court of directors will lay be

director did, the instances of insubordina- fore them , from time to time, at least,

tion that had happened. He himself said once in each year, an account of the

upon that occasion , “ can we, in future, “ different seminaries in England, parti

“ with any proper justification of our- cularly stating the number of youths,

“ selves, compel parents to send their “ the expense occasioned thereby, and

“ children to this institution, where such “ their general state , as to improvement

“ scenies have been acted ? Let us leave it “ in the various branches of learning."

to those who are less anxious or less Now, it had happened from one of

“ timid with respect to the morals of those causes which would always be

“ their offspring, to have them educated found to arise in cases where there was

« there - but let us not force others, extreme jealousy of power, that,

6+ whose sentiments with regard to mo- though the resolution which he had

“ rals are of a more refined and delicate moved, expressly called for an account of

s nature, to send their sons to a place, “ their different seminaries ," the court of

“ the whole historyof which has present directors construed it as having nothing

“ ed according to all report , a continued at all to do with the conduct of the young

series of offences against discipline and men , or their moral government. They

“ subordination ." The hon. director supposed, that all that the report was re

said, “ much as I lament these distur- quired to contain , was , an account of the

“ bances, I hope they will be rectified , and expense which the Company incurred ,

“ that the institution will goon well." Yes, the number of students, and a statement

the ion, director hoped then , as he (Mr. of the degree of their proficiency. This

Jackson) hoped - and as all the proprie construction appeared to him a most ex

tors hoped - that the abuses might be re- traordinary one, and he had no doubt,

moved . But he now found how vain it but that when it came to be considered

was to hope for radical reform where the by their committee of bye laws (who

foundation was radically wrong. The were men of known ability and honour)

subject of the education of their youth that they would think the proprietors had

was, however, brought before the court, a right to be informed how their youth

incidentally in 1809, when they had to were going on in general conduct as well

discuss a question relative to the esta- as learning. ( Hear ! hear !) The next

blishment of a military institution at Ad- documentwhich he should call their con

discombe - an institution, for the recom- sideration to , was the report of the fol

mendation of which the proprietors and lowing year, 1810 , made in consequence

the public, werebound to hail with gra- of the resolution which he had just read ,

titude the executive body. On that occa- He was the more anxious, Mr. Jackson

sion , some of the directors who had by said , to request the attention of the pro

this time seen the error of such appoint- prietors to this report, because upon it he

ments bad the firmness to dispute with had moved a vote of approbation , and

principals and professors, and the assump- upon which motion had been founded a

tion of caps and gowns. They were con- charge of inconsistency against himself.

tent with a head -master - who, he knew, This report was of the most satisfactory,

filled one of the most laborious offices ever nay, flattering nature, especially as to

entrusted to man ; and who had so filled the proficiency of several of the stu

it, that the court could not praise him dents ; ought it then to be made matter

( Dr. Andrews) with sufficient warmth, of reproach to him, that with no other

or estimate too highly, his meritorious means of judging than his reliance on the

exertions.- (Hear! hear !)-He had done representation of the directors, he was

that which the whole council of school- anxious that the general court should

men had failed to perform in another likewise declare their satisfaction , and
place. Good order and due attention to even put upon record the names of the

study were so firmly established at Addis- students who had distinguished them

combe, that no fair complaint could be ur- selves, he had moved accordingly ? He

ged against that establishment. When (Mr. Jackson ) mentioned this circum,

the proposal for the establishment of a stance , because Mr. Malthus had stated,

military institution was submitted to that the general court had always been

them , he expressed a wish (and he ho- abusing the institution — that every ex.

ped his suggestion would be soon put pulsion had been debated and opposed in

in practice) that it might be so ex- that place ; and indeed , had presumed to

tended as to embrace all their military say , that, “ from the avowed wish of

servants -- a planfrom which great benefit many of the proprietors of East- India

would be derived . In consequence of va.. stock to destroythe college, a rebellion

2 N 2
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1

would be agreeable to them .” The pro- the court required moral conduct and due

fessor further intimating that a grand row, subordination ;-its terms were as fol

or what was called a blow up , was hoped low :- " That this court doth hear , with

for, in the last autumn , which , had it great satisfaction, the account given by

taken place, would have been hailed by the court of directors , respecting the state

the court of the proprietors , as the hap- of their college at Haileybury, and the

piest omen of success. Against such ob- considerable progress made by the stu

servations, he begged leave to oppose this dents in general, in the various branches

fact :-that, from the first establishment of learning ;' and, by way of admoni

of the institution, in 1805 and 1806 , tion , he introduced the following words :

until his motion in 1810 , not a word was - " . Thatthis court trusts , that the stu

said about the institution ; and, at this dents, in both their institutions, will con

last period how was it noticed ? By a tinue to aspire to those literary attain

resolution of high approbation . (Hear ! ments which the munificence of the East .

hear !) That resolution, he admitted , India Company affords them such ample

would not have been moved by him , if he means ofacquiring ; and by their moral und

had known of the real state of the col becoming conduct, on all occasions, still

lege, and of the repeated insurrections farther recommend themselves to the

which had taken place . They , however, friendship of this court.” This brought

could only found a resolution on the ac- them , Mr. Jackson said , up to the last

count which the directors laid before report, and papers , which had been laid

them , and which now it sexined sup- before the quarterly court held in Septem

pressed , no doubt from kind motives, ber. But previously to his noticing them,

these painful facts. He had moved the it would be necessary for him to advert to

approbation of this court , of certain the complete and total revolution which

young gentlemen by name, who had so took place in the constitution of the col

highly deserved that distinction ; it being lege , by the act of parliament which was

very justly observed, that nothing could passed in August 1813 , for the renewal of

tend more to encourage an adherence to their charter . That was undoubtedly the

such conduct, than placing on their jour- most important period in the history of

nals the names of those youths who had the institution , when , in 1813 , the legis

só meritoriously conducted themselves. lature interfered with it . The act in

This resolution ofapprovalwas sent to each question, the 53d of Geo. III . ch . 155 , pro

of the seminaries and read to the students ; vided , that the Company's , college and

so marked a compliment, he conceived, military seminary should be farther con

would travel with the young gentlemen tinued and maintained, and that proper

out to India, and would conciliate ' the rules andregulationsshould be constituted

respect and esteem of their seniors. It and established, by authority of law , for

must produce a feeling of honest exulta- the good government of the said college

tion , to reflect, that they were the persons and military seminary respectively . It

selected, as having merited the approba- was not with the act itself that he (Mr.

tion of their patrons, and distinguished Jackson)quarrelled ,butwith its incautiouş
themselves in ' so honourable a manner. and unwise application. The rules and

He had thus shown, in answer to the im- regulations for the due government of the

puted ill will and opposition of the Gene- college and seminary, were to be framed

ral Court , that the only matter on record, by the court of directors, subject to the

relative to the institution, was a resolu- approbation of the board of control, who

tion expressive of their approbation . He are empowered to make such alterations

admitted , that in 1810, when he moved therein, and additions thereto, as they

that resolution , he had previously heard might think fit. Now , hecontended, un
of instances of insubordinatiou. But, less the directors got back that political

though he moved that resolution of praise authority which had been somehow with

and encouragementto particular scholars, drawn from them by these rules and regu

he did not lose sight of the disorders lations, all hope of carrying on the college

which had prevailed. He mentioned this, advantageously to the real interests of the

in refutation ofthe assertion, thatnothing Company, was at an end. After the board

had been said on this subject till the other of control should approve of the regula

day, when those who called for inquiry tions drawn up by the directors, they

were accused with having “ broken out were to become law ; but if that board,

suddenly in reprobation of the college. " should chose to add to , or subtract from ,

Now the fact was, that in 1810 , he de- the rules as submitted to them, they might

plored those disgraceful excesses in the do it to any extent they pleased . Against

most unequivocal terms; and added, that which alterations, the directors might

if they were continued, he should, in the have the honour of making their repre

general court, move for the expulsion of sentation , but there their power ended.

the offender, let him be whose son he Whether any statutes had, in consequence,

might, or be connected how he may ; and been forced on the court of directors, he

he stated distinctly in his resolution, that knewnot ; but certainly the law stood as,

1
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he had stated it. By this act the Bishop stated times . ' So ' that, supposing a stų

of London was appointed visitor of the col- dent to be the son of a gentleman of the

lege, but he was completely bound hand and established church of Scotland ; or of a

foot . No discretionary power 'whatever conscientious dissenter , with some sects

was vested in him . He was obliged to of whom extemporaneous prayer was al

act according to the established rules and inost a tenet , and, having neglected to

regulations of the college. He begged attend chapel, he should be expelled for

the court to examine the alteration that it ; the confederated strength of the court

had been effected in their constitution , of directors could not restore him . Nei

in consequence of the authority of the ther the executive body, nor the court of

executive body having been thus taken proprietors , could reinstate the unfortu

away. Formerly, if the professors ex- náte youth . Though , by the plan of 1805 ,

pelled a scholar , the directors had a right as well as by lordWellesley's plan , all power

to consider the case, and to revise it . of examination and revision was rested in

This was said to be a reason for the col- the directors , the case was now yery

lege not being efficiently governed, since different. That branch of high authority,

a power of interfering with the decisions the appellant jurisdiction , was removed

yf the professors lessened their weight from them . They could not extend

with the students . If the establishment mercy in any case to their own young

of a college were a primary object with servant, however well the case inight

the Company ; perhaps, despotic power deserve their favourable consideration .

might be necessarily vested in the hands Mercy was not merely an amiable attri

of the professors. He thought the dignity bute ! a subject for poets to descant on

of the directors an object, the political it was the staff and pillar , the very essence

consequence of which outweighed twenty of sovereign authority.- (Hear ! hear !)

.colleges ! The appellant jurisdiction , for- It would be an incongruity, a solecism,

merly exercised by the directors - which to say, that sovereigu authority could

enabled them to extend mercy where cir- exist without the power of extending

cumstances warranted it ,-was most use- mercy . It was the correlative of sore

ful . But, at present, the college council reign power - it was its heart, its soul,

might expel a youth , without the possi . its spirit—and , when it was withdrawn ,

bility of his being reinstated . He might, sovereignty fell to the ground . It was

indeed, appeal to the bishop of London , " mightiest in the mightiest !" and, where

by way of arrest of judgment (as lawyers it existed in its greatest plenitude, there

would term it) ; but his lordship could also authority was to be found in its most

only decide on the naked ground of law- unimpaired state . And he would venture

but with the merits of the case , with the to lay it down as an incontrovertible pro

reasons which caused the expulsion , he position, that, when the right of granting

had no more to do than he (Mr. J. ) had ; mercy was taken from the directors their

and, unfortunately, the directors had as legal sovereignty became proportionately

little. However trivial the reasons for impaired ! He meant not to blame, nor

expulsion might be, however worthily to attack any person ; but he deeply la

they might be pleaded in mitigation of mented, that, without calling the pro

punishment, the bishop of London could prietors together, the executive body, in

not consider them ; his authority was con- whom the legislature for wise purposes

tined to the mere legal construction of had invested sovereign authority, and to

the college statutes , as would be seen whom the proprietors had delegated the

from the following words of statute one, care of their political children , should

section third : have parted with their high and invaluable

“ Provided always , that the appeal so jurisdiction. The directors were now so

preferred by such expelled student, shall much at the mercy of the professors , that,

specify, on the face of it, the statute or every hour and moment, those gentlemen

regulation, the violation or misconstruc- might address them in language, such as

tion of which is complained of by the was never before used to them , and they

party appealing. Provided also, that had no efficient means of redress . They

when a sentence of expulsion has been might ,jas he had before observed, conti

passed on any student by the college coun- nue to taunt them in letters . They might

cil , he shall not be allowed to plead, in deride the directors in pamphlets—they

arrest of his immediate removal from the might speak of them in such offensive

college, either the fact of his having ap- terms , as would cause the immediate dis- ,

pealed to the visitor against such sentence, missal of a governor- general, if be ven

or his intention to prefer such appeal.” tured to make use of them .- (Hear !

For what, continued the learned gen . hear ! ) They must submit ; the power of

tleman , were students liable to be ex- asserting their dignity was gone, and

pelled ? For any act or offence, forbid- that by an act of felo de se ! -Many who

den by the college statutes . For not now heard him were old enough to re

attending at chapel - for not appearing at member, that, formerly, when a young

prayers -- for absepce from the hall, at man was nominated as a writer , from
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that hour, until he went on ship -board, determine bis fate as to public life ! Their

there was no idea in his mind so greatas authority, which thedirectors had abro

that which he formed of an East-India gated , was a paramount, a transcendant

director. He considered him as the foun- consideration , for the loss of which no

tain of all favour — the possessor of all collegiate advantages, could atone . In

authority - the disposer of all benefits ! consequence, however, of that event, they

He already termed bim his “ honourable were now sending out forty or fifty young

master”-he reverenced him as the $0- men annually to India, with strong im

vereign of millions -- and he exulted in the pressions of the impotence of those in

idea that he was selected tu act under whose service they were to embark ! The

him as a minister and public servant. professors talked to their pupils as they

What was the case now ? The authority wrote . If they derided the directors in

in which this respect originated was gone. conversation as they did in lettersand pam

The moment theyoung men looked to the phlets, in which they treated them as men

college statutes, they saw that the direc, too.confined in their ideas, and too limited

tors possessed no power to protect them , in their education, to judge of collegiate
and their veneration vanished accord- matters — and of whom they asserted ,

ingly, They might thank the directors, that, if there were a shred or particle of

as far as they understood the nature of patronagein the way , every other consi

the obligation ,for having nominated them ; deration faded before it. If such were

bụt beyond that they saw no ground for the sentiments with which their young

reverence or gratitude. The whole court writers were imbued , and such the max

of directors could not reverse a decree of ims they were taught, he left it to every

expulsion, or abridge a sentence of rusti- man of sense to judgewhat must in a few

cation . That which was the great bond years be the effect upon the Company's

of authority was annulled that the exe- political authority in India . The next

cutive body of the East-India Company statute to which he begged the attention

could not assist him ,howeverhardly or un- of the court, was also highly objection

justly he might think himself treated ; he able, and formed a most extraordinary

therefore looked upon these his future so- contrast to the doctrines necessarily laid

vereigns with feelings of indifference , ifnot down by Mr. Professor Christian , in his

contempt. He beheld a body of men , of lectures on the law of England. By this

whose power and authorityhe had heard so statute it was ordained , that if a young

much , incompetent to entertain the appeal man , when interrogated , after a disturb

or petition of the expelled, howeverhigh ance hadtaken place, maintained an ob

they might think of his talents and general stinate silence, that is , refused to cou

conduct, or however in their opinion victhimself, or accuse others -- then, the.

small the offence ! Yet such was the law professors might, if they pleased, select

not an ancient law, not a law too obso- such of the students, as they conceived

lete to act upon -- but a law of recent most likely to be concerned. They were

enactment, in full strength and vigour ! not calledon to judge, nor as was the case

Under its provisions, a youth once ex- a few days since, when persons were ar

pelled , was utterly destroyed : no door rested for the outrage on the Prince Re

was open to his return his best hopes · gent, of the probable guilt of the parties

in life were blasted ! bis ruin irretrievable! selected, by their having been close to the

for this Jaw was inseparably connected real offender, or apparently implicated in

with another, as awful and as desolating in the general transaction ; no such circum

its consequences as could be imagined. stance as this was required ; but it was
By the fourth statute of the coll it was quite sufficient for the expulsion of a

ordained , “ That no student, expelled youth, dreadful as were the consequences,

“ the college, shall be admitted into any if, fron, his former habits, the professors

department of the Company's service !” thought him likely to be the offender ;

Thus was every department of the service that was all the statute declared to be ne

shut against him for ever ! So that, if a cessary to conviction, and they might

young man were expelled from the col- proceed on this to the last extremity of

lege, for not attending chapel, or for not their law ; might shut the entrance to the

appearing in the hall, although the direc- Company's army against the presumed de
tors should see in him the dawnings of a linquent, or bar the door to honor or dig

Wellington , they could not admit him nity against the embryo statesman . In

into the army-if they perceived in him short, they might prevent, for ever, the

the germs of the state talents of a Wels suspected student from being employed in

lesley, they could not train him for their any capacity whatever, by his master and

councils-- if he discovered great promise their master, the East - India Company!

as a mathematician, or an arithmetician, (Hear ! hear !) From whence did this

they could not employ him in their finance statute come? Surely it could not be the

department, or place him in their account- emanation of a British heart- or the off

ant's office at homel- Whatever might be spring of British feeling ? ( Hear !) He

the genius expelled, five clergymen might could assimilate the principle on which
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it was founded to nothing but the de- for granted that he will be received into

cimating practice of the Romans-whose your house." The proprietors having

generals, half hero and half savage, found heard a great deal about rustication , it

sentence a shorter process than trial ; would not be improper to tell them what

that it was easier to puta man to death, it was, as some ofthem might not per

than to prove him guilty ; to decapitate fectly understand the term . Suppose a

than to do justice. (Hear ! hear !) He youth in a state of progressive improve

knew there was nothing like this statute ment, who had acquired considerable

at Oxford . Unwilling to trust to his own classical learning, and had gained a com

recollection or research , he had applied for petent knowledge of the oriental lan

information to high authorities , and was guages, and of the general literature of

assured that such a statute was unknown the college, but had been guilty of some

to them . He did not wish assertion , re- foolish neglect ; the college council might

lative to this obnoxious law , however observe to hiin , “ it is very true, you have

strong, to be received as proof by the made great progress in classical and ori .

proprietors ; it was one of those docu- ental , and other learning ; but you have
ments which must be read to be believed ! been absent from the hall, you must ,

It wås the third supplemental statute, therefore, berusticated fora term or two."

section 1 : What effect had this sentence of rustica

“ In cases of improper behaviour, tion ? It removed the person against

where, from a number of students being whom it was pronounced, for twelve

present,whether at lectures, hall, chapel, months perhaps, from the regular line of

or elsewhere, the offenders cannot be de- improvement in which he had been pro
tected , a selection shall be made of those ceeding; back to some boarding school,

most likely to be concerned - who, on where he speedily forgot all that he had

their inability to clear themselves, (which previously learned at Hertford. It pro

inability, observed Mr. Jackson, might ceeded further ; it compelled the offender

arise from various causes, not within the immediately to depart and go home, no

control of the accused party ), and de- matter with what feelings , or how far

clining to give up the delinquent, shall fearful of encountering the displeasure of

be subject to punishment, according to the an angry father, go he must . He him .

nature of the offence.” And by section 2 self, was assured of an instance , by the

it was enacted, viz . “ In case of any gross parent of one of three youths, who being

act of insubordination being committed, rusticated, were placed in a post- chaise,

the author or authors of which cannot be and sent to London . One of them, when

discovered the council shall select from they arrived in the metropolis, went to

the body of the students, amongst whom some female relations, who kindly pro

the act took piace, those who, from their tected him . The others proceeded to a

general habits , are most likely to be con- hotel, in Covent-Garden , where they re

cerned, separating them from those whose mained three days before their parents

general habits do not bring them under discovered them . It was in vain to ex

suspicion, and of those , so selected , à cer- pect that extreme severity would subdue

tain portion , according to circumstances, the ordinary feelings of early youth .

shall be immediately rusticated , with the They could not , with a magician's wand,

loss of a term , or expelled the college.” instantly convert boys into men and if,

(Hear, hear !) by harsh measures, they attempted to ef

Such were the statutes as last published , fect such a metamorphosis, in lads of six..

adding thereto that melancholy and teen years of age, they would fail, as was

desolating provision, “ that no student, ever the case in private life , and only reap

who had been thus selected, at hap-ha- disappointment themselves, and perhaps

zard, for expulsion , should ever be admit- ruin the victim of this speculation. Hav

ted into any line of the Company's ser- ing stated the nature of some of the sta

vice ." - (Hear! hear !) -Let it not be said, tutes, he should contrast the principle by

that this was so severe a law, that it which they were characterised , with the

would not be carried into effect, and was lessons which the young men were taught.

therefore less horrible. He had in his The Company employed Mr. Christian to

pocket an official letter from Mr. Bridges, instruct them in the interesting outline of

the registrar of the college, addressed to the British constitution -- to point out to

a parent in nearly these terms :: - " It is them the humane punctilios of our crimi

my painful duty to inform you officially, nal law-to make them acquainted with

that the council not being able to detect all the fences and safeguards, by wbich

the persons concerned in the outrage of the life, the liberty, and the property of

Thursday evening, have been under the the subject , are protected. Couldany in

necessity of having recourse to the sta- dividuals, however cold their temper, hear

tutes, which enables them to select certain the principles of our British laws detail

persons, whom they conceive most likely ed and expounded by able men , without
to be concerned. Mr. is 'unhappily lifting up theirhearts to Providence, in

anongst that number, and I have taken humble thankfulness for the blessings
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which the founders and defenders of those the 20th of May, 1816. The first of these

laws had conferred on their country ? admitted, that many of the young gen- :

But if the student on leaving Mr. profes- tlemen were incapable of passing the

sor Christian after one of these glowing Oriental test ; which was well known to

lectures , should open the statute book of consist, according to sectiou 9 , in " reads

the college presented to him on his intro- ing, translating, and parsing an easy pas

duction, he would then see infringed the sage in Persian and Hindustani ; ” and it

very first principle of those laws, and find recorded, that the directors dispensed

himself made liable to the punishment of with this humble test, and let the stu - si

expulsion , if he did not do that which dents proceed to India , notwithstanding

was exploded by British jurisprudence, their indolence and ignorance, although

namely criminate himself. Where an in- that branch of learning had -formed one

dividual was even disposed to plead guil- , important object of the institution, when i

ty , the court took every means to induce. it was first established, the plan for which

him to withdraw that plea . He had seen in 1805 observes , “ it could not but seeni

judges almost leave their seats to per- preposterous to exclude from a system of

suade an obstinate or despairing prisoner education for India the elementary study

not to plead guilty . He had heard meu of Oriental languages. ” It is every where

high in legal rank explain to prisouers, treated as of great importance, that those

that the law cousidered them innocent who are hereafter to govern India, should

till they were found guilty , and exhort be conversant with the Indian languages ;

them not to accuse themselves. But the yet it appeared that after the college land

college statutes recognised a different been established ten years, and cost the

principle — they called on the youug men , Company £200,000, several of the young

to accuse themselves ; and , should an in- men were thus reported as not having

dividual say , “ I decline to criminate passed the Oriental test , humble as it

myself ;” or acting from a nobler senti was , in a language, which above all

ment , should he exclaim , “ I will not be- others , should have been carefully culti«,

tray my friend and companion ;" he be- vated .- ( Hear ! Hear !) The report of

came immediately subject to expulsion December noticed the unhappy insurrec

and consequent ruin ! Now, though in tion of 1815 ; which had taken place

point of law , the evidence of an accom- since the enactment of the severe statutes

plice may be received, it comes in that which had been read ; and since the pro-,

case under circumstances so jufamous mulgation of those laws that were to

that unless supported by other evidence effect every good object, by the extraora,

of unquestionable reputation, and thus dinary powers which tuey gave to the col

strongly corroborated, the judge al- lege council . The second part of the re
ways summed up for an acquittal ! port thus laid before the court in Septem ...

There was not a judge upon the bench , ber last, was dated in the preceding May ; .

por had there been one for a hundred it observed that “ the Asiatic languages

years, who would do otherwise-- how bad seldom been cultivated with greater

shocking then did it seem , to drive those zeal and success than by a considerable

in whom elevation of sentiment should portion of the senior students ; but the

be encouraged to the cruel alternative of condition of the European literature was
punishment or treachery,of the blasting of not quite so fayourable.” In truth, said Mr.

their future, or betraying of their friend ! Jackson, in that branch of education they

He had now (Mr. Jackson said) endea had gone back . The council say, “ the
voured to explain the legal effect and con- “ importance of the classical and mathe- ,

sequences of the act of 1813 ; under the “ matical branches did not appear to be

authority of which , these obnoxious so highly appreciated by the generality of

statutes have been framed , and how vast “ the students, as they had been in some

an alteration they had made in the rank “ former periods . " Thereport then states ,

of the directors , and the whole constitu- that “ the class last admitted.” pamely,

tion of the college ; it was not now in the boys of sixteen, “ had not shewn .

fact the same institution that the proprie- any disposition to withdraw themselves

tors had consented to in 1806 or approved “ from that live of study which was ne

of in 1810 ; it was scarcely to be called cessary to a sound European educa ..

the Company's college , who had now “ tion ; " that, “ with few exceptions,

little more to do with it, thạn pay the “ there had been a pretty general dispo

bills ! “ sition to pursue, to a certuin extent"

They came now, Mr. Jackson , said to (not the study ofmathematics, of Oriental

the last document with which he should literature, or of philosophy) but they

trouble them ; namely, the last report indicated “ a pretty general disposition to
which had been laid before the court. to pursue to a certain extent some

This report consisted of two parts “ branch of knowledge or other !” and

-The report of the college council, the council congratulated the directors

of the 19th of December, 1815 ; and and the proprietors, “ that the instances

the report of the same council, dated “ had been very rare of an abandonmout,

66
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“ of ALL study !!" Was this such a re- dren , but grievous outrages had certainly

port as those who were paying large sums been committed . He allowed that they

of money for the supportof this establish- were the acts of raw lads , for the sense

ment had a right to expect ?-(Hear ! ofmen would prevent them from so mis

hear ! ) - It was true he had avoided conducting themselves ; but it proved a

speaking much about money ; but the pro- Jamentable want of subordination , and

prietors could not forget, that, when the demanded an inquiry into the cause . In

institution was first proposed, as a school, 1815 another disturbance, more consi

and afterwards converted into a college, derable and daring than any former one,

they were told , that no other expense had broken out, in the course of which

would be incurred than what the build- two of the college servants were beaten

ing would necessarily create , and that with great severity by the students—and

after allowing for the interest of that , the the whole college council, he had been '

college woulil clear itself. But it had informed , had thought it much better to

notwithstanding cost them 8 or £9,000 lock themselves up than go out and ex

per aunum , or, according to Mr. Malthus, postulate with these refractory youths !

“ independently of the building, between With respect to education, had he not de

“ 9 and £10,000 per annum ;" so that monstrated its imperfect state , by reading

the total sum paid by the Company, in- their own professors acknowledgment, so

cluding the usual estimated interest on recently as May 1816 , that their pupils

money sunk,was from 18 to £20,000 had gone backwards, instead of advanc

annually for the support of this institu- ing ? -- Had he not shewn that they were

tion . He did not complain of this ; but not subordinate to their teachers, but al

he thought so large a sum ought to be laid lowed to study what they pleased ? Had

out for something—they had a right to ex- he not proved, that certain important

pect a very different account of the pro- branches of education were neglected , be

gress of the pupils ! Having now , Mr. cause the students had not appreciated

Jackson said , brought such facts before the them as they formerly did , although

court as were attainable to the proprie- they were the studies which the Company
tors , he begged of them to consider, had particularly enjoined ? ( Hear !

whether they had not dne and sufficient hear !)-Had he not shewn their laws to

grounds for inquiry, and for requesting be subversive of the honour and political
the court of directors to examine and re- authority of the directors, and in them

port on the different points contained in selves ruthless and unnatural ? All that

the motion which he had the honour to he demanded was, that the state of the

submit to them . These points were :- / st . college should be inquired into. Could
whether this institution had answered the any man say that it had answered its pro .

ends proposed by the resolution of Fe- posed end ? If such a man were to be found,

bruary, 1805 ? 2..whether it was likely he would refer him to the pamphlet of
to answer those ends , on its presentplan ? Mr. Malthus, who himself deplored that

The fact, he submitted, which proved it had not,observing, that " the principal
that it had not answered its ends, was , “ and professors were called upon to

thegreat degree of outrageous insubordi- correct and rectify a system of govern

nation that had continually appeared in ment, which it is at length acknowledg

the college -- and which, he thought, was ed has been essentially defective for many

imputable to the indiscreet and rash at- years." Here he wished to do justice

tempt to convert children of sixteen on to the professors , who were, he believed ,

the sudden into men . Mr. Malthus him- men of learning, ability, and honour. It

self admitted that to be the great difficul- was natural for them to say , “ if a col

ty the college had to contend with and “ lege be your object, we cannot carry

no man could read his pamphlet, without “ it into effect without extraordinary

perceiving that he despaired of overcom- powers - we must be vested with the

ing it. The necessary papers, from which “ authority of expulsion ! ” That autho

the disturbances in the college, at diffe- rity was given them , but it was joined

rent times, would have appeared, were with a coudition of the most reprehensi

refused to the proprietors -- but Mr. Mal- ble nature, against the cruel effects of

thus himself gave them some information which many arguments might be adduced

on that point . He deplored the distur- beyond what he had stated . From the

bances which had occurred. In the third sentence of expulsion the student had no

year of the institution, he said , a consider- appeal. He might, indeed, state his case

able disturbance had broken out-and in to the Bishop of London -- but his lordship

the course of six years , he admits that could only say " shew me the statute,

three ofthese considerable disturbances had young gentleman , which the council

disgraced the college ; subsequent to which, “ have infringed or misconstrued . I am

about 1813, another insurrection , it was “ sorry you have not gone to chapel.

said , had taken place , transcending the your fault may be slight - but it is not

preceding ones in violence . He should be “ in my power to assist you - your ap

sorry to speak with severity of their chil- “ peal, to be effectual, must be founded

Asiatic Journ .-- No. 15. Vol . III . 2 0
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on an infraction of some of the college belief, that my son , by going out to India,

“ statutes on the part of the college coun- would become the support of my house

“ cil!.” Had this system answered ? or - that he would raise it with himself

could it answer ? If you say yes,” to independence - that he would prop

, then you differ from Mr. Malthus, the my feeble fortune as well as my declin

advocate of the college , who observes, in ing years ; but unless I can
substance, “ though we now exist in all subdue my best feeliugs as to send him to

" that plenitude of power,which for years a place, where the young students “

we contended for -- though we have the not so much addicted to the general

" absolute and final power of expulsion « vices which relate to wine, women , gam

-yet I despair of its effecting the ob- “ ing, riding , shooting, and driving, as

“ ject meant to be attained .” And he “ theundergraduates of the universities ,”

might continue to despair of effecting that we must bid adieu to our long cherished

object, unless an utter alteration were hopes, and return his writership!-(Heur!

made in the opinions and the feelings of hear !)-Here Mr. Jackson hoped he

the directors, of the proprietors , and of should be excused if he said a few words

the public, as to the prudence and wis- relative to one of those universities. He

dom of attempting to convert boys of six. had passed four years at Oxford , at a

teen into men, by investing them with the period of life when he was capable of

privileges and consequence of manhood ! reflection , and very often had his admi

When he, Mr. Jackson, was asked to ration been excited by the regularity and

prove those instances of immorality self-discipline which he had observed.

aud insubordinatiou which he had allud- Of the hundreds ofgownsmen who walked

ed to , if he had no other evidence of the the streets during the evening, scarcely

fact, if he had not the confessions of all one was to be seen so amusing himself

the parties, he would quote the defence after dusk , when they had resolved

of Mr. Malthus as a complete and deci- themselves into order and retired And

sive proof of the existence of the evil ! yet he believed the expulsions at the two

The defence was , to be sure, one of com- universities, during fifty years , were not

parison , but he, Mr. Jackson , called on so numerous as those that had occurred

every parent who had the welfare of his at the college of Hertford in six or seven,

child at heart, to attend to it : - " of the neither had be remarked that propensity

“ general conduct of the students," said to gaming, or strong addiction to the

Mr. Malthus, “ I can affirm , from my other criminal pursuits, which were enu

owu knowledge, that they are, beyond merated in the pamphlet of Mr. Malthus.

“ all comparison , more free from the He was acquainted with many men of

“ general vices that relate to wine, wo- learning and virtue who were educated

“ men , gaming , extravagance, riding, there, and who had never been so taint

“ shooting, and driving, than the under- ed . Mr. Jackson said , he observed that

“ graduates at our universities.” This, Mr. Malthus assigued, as a reasou why

then , was the consolation , this was the the institution had not, and why it could

confidence by wbich the mind of a parent 110t go on successfully, notwithstanding ,

was to be satisfied when he sent his the absolute and despotic power with

much loved son to this moral seminary ! which the principal and professors were

Hear it, ye fathers ( exclaimed Mr. Jack- now invested , that a great portion of the

son ), the children of sixteen years of age , proprietors were averse to it from the

at Hertford college, are not so much given first , though their resolutions show the

to “ wine, women, gaming, riding, direct 'reverse, and were equally hostile
“ shooting, and driving, " as the under- to it now. He contends that the parents

graduates at the universities, who average are opposed to the institution , and sent

perhaps from twenty -two to twenty- five their children to the college so much

years ofage! (Hear ! heur !) Taking this imbued with principles of dislike to it ,

to be true, supposing the universities tobe that it could not proceed with regularity.

as bad as Mr. Malthus seemed to make The professor's language was strong and

them out, did not the learned professor decisive, and evidently shewed that he,

see that there was a direct answer to his with the best opportunities of judging,

argument ? “ We are not compelled to really despaired of the renovaiion of the

“ send our children to these universities, college ; he says, referring to the difficul

“ but we are compelled to send them to ties of “ extirpating the spirit of insub

" Hertford !-We must blight their pros- “ ordination, which by long unskilful

pects we must give up their hopes of “ treatment has infested the institution :

“ independence - we must destroy their -And this is to be done, not only with

expectations of fortune and preferment out the cordial co - operation of all the

we must give up their nominations, “ natural patrons and protectors of the

“ unless we send them to the Company's “ college, but with a spirit of direct hos

“ institution !" - (Hear ! hear !) - Myself “ tility in a considerable body of the direc
and family, (might an afflicted parent “ tors and proprietors , and a disposition

exclaim ) had talked ourselves into a “ in the public to take part with those

66
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“ from whom they hear most of the col- Mr. Warren Hastings both spoke of

lege , with little or no inquiry into the a school and the first proposition agreed

6 real merits of the case , the practical ef- to in that court was for the establish

« fect of this hostility is nearly thesame as ment of a school, with its “ head master

« if the authorities in the college did not “ and assistants ." But if they asked his

" yet possess full powers in the manage- opinion on the subject as it now stood ,

ment of the discipline." In another after ten years trial , and much reflection

passage the professor declares his hope. upon the causes of their disappointment,

lessness of the institution, unless the lie would say it was this - that no parent

directors shall be still further degraded, should be compelled to send his child to
to whom he uniformly imputes the most any special or particular seminary for his

sordid teelings, whenever the question education .- (Hear ! hear !) No youth

turns upon appointments. “ The colle- should, however, go out to India , unless

“ giate authorities now ( this was written properly educated. The resolution of

“ abont two years back ) legally possess 1805 shewed the feeling of the proprietors

“ the power both of erpelling, and of re- on that point. It proved that they were

fusing certificates, but unfortunately, anxious for the instruction of their ser

“ from the disposition shewn by the vants in every branch of learning - in clas.

founders, and pulrons, of the college, sics — in Oriental literature-- in mathema

" and that part of the public connected tics—in the law, constitution, and religion,

" with Ivdia , in every case where the of the country ! He would , at the risk of

“ loss of an appointment is in question , a their writerships , insiston their being thus

“ full support in the exercise of this highly educated . But if he were Scotch

power cannot be depended ou ! ” The gentleman he would , perhaps, prefer

proprietors were further accused of per- Edinburgh , Aberdeen , or Glasgow, as

petually squabbling about the affairs of the place of education for his son ,

the college ; and when an expulsion where he might watch , with parental

took place , they were described solicitude, over the progress of the young

“ raising a clamour about it from one end candidate for office, until he received al

" of London to the other ." Who that most his last embrace. It was said , that

read this, said Mr. Jackson, would be- this would be little more than private tui

lieve that , from the year 1806 to the year tion , which was not suited to prepare a

1817 , a word had not been said in the gene- man for public life - and his hon . triend

ral court about the college , except in the (Mr. Kinnaird) had exclaimed , when con

years 1809 and 1810 , when it was men- versing with him on that subject— " . I do

tioned in terms of kindness and approba- not approveof a system of private tui

tion ! The ladies and gentlemen of the ge- « tion for public men ; I wish the young

neral court, and the “ good citizens of men destined for the toils of govern

“ London ," were however , it seemed , to ment to mix , at our public schools

be sneered at , because they took some " and universities, with embryo states

interest in the morals of their chil- men , with young lawyers, and the

dren , and presumed to inquire into “ children of our senators, to hear from

the appropriation of their own money. “ them their youthful expositions of

But facts, such as he had establish- " British law aud British government.

ed , were not to be put down by sneers , " I wish him to learn something of men

or overpowered by vague assertion ! as well as books, and to converse

The general court had a right to de- “ with those of my introducing, with

inand inquiry into the state of an esta- men of learning-with all those from

blishment which annually cost them so " whom instruction may be gleaned ;

much money , and which Mr. Malthus " with such , in short, of all ages and de

himself despaired of succeeding, until so grees, as form the society of public

entire an alteration in general feeling $ 6 universities. " But his hon. friend

should be wrought, that all hearts which seemed to forget the obvious answer to

he now described as set against the insti such remarks. The parent might say, I

tution , should change and become for it ! perfectly agree with you, it is precisely

His (Mr. Jackson's ) next proposition was , the courseI would pursue, it is the wish

whether, if any seminary were necessary of my soul , to be permitted to mark

in England, an establishment more in the the outline of education for my own

nature of a school would not be prefer- son , to teach him a little of the world

able to a college ? Supposing, after ten before he embarks in it , and introduce

years of experience, that one of the two him to such enlightened and liberal so

were deemed necessary , he thought a ciety as you describe , but unfortunately

seminary of the higher order decidedly I have no choice ; the directors tell me

preferable to a university . When the that unless I send my son to Hertford

directors pulled down the marquis of College, revolting as it is to my feelings

Wellesley's sublime institution, they em- and my judgment, I must lose his wri

phatically directed it to be superseded by tership , and mar his fortune If he

school ! -- Governor Vansittart and had a son (Mr. Jackson said) destined

6
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for India, he would keep him at a public manent, they ought to be indemnified .
school until he was sixteen - he would “ Be not narrow in your conduct ! ” said

then give him a year to ground him in Mr. Jackson, “ be wise and liberal! Be

Oriental learning, during which he might merciful to parents - be kind and affec

be otherwise improving himself-mand, at tionate to your political children ,for such !

the expiration of that time, give him will always call them ! but actwith jus
two or three years at one of our univer- tice and uprightness to all ! " An in

sities ; he would then hope to send him stant opportunity now occurred to save

out an accomplished man, well matured this considerable sum of money in ques

inmind and body, and at least with the tion, which might be appropriateil most

groundwork for attaining to that degree usefully to a different and immediate pur

of wisdom, without which no man ought pose . Let parents educate their children

to be entrusted with the fate of others ! and let those persons who now acted

But to compel parents to have their chil, as professors examine them , and certify

dren educated at this objectionable semi- their fitness or unfitness to proceed to

nary, against which so mucb had been India. Let not the court suppose that

proved , not loosely or vaguely, but sup- such test would be inefficient. The

ported by authentic documents, appear Company had already adopted the prin

ed to him as absurd as it was cruel and ciple of examinations throughout their

unjust. Mr. Jackson said, he had sub- proceedings. That class of men who
mitted, in one of his propositions, whe- lad ofteuexcited their praise and admi

ther they might not save almost the ration , were subject to particular and

whole of the money expended annually repeated examinations as to their profi

on this college, which , with the interest ciency, upon which depended their ad

included , amounted to about £ 18,000 mission and continuance in the Compa

per annum . He thought they might, ny's service . He spoke of their marine

with propriety, retain their Oriental pro- servants, to whom they entrusted mil

fessors; the immense progress which had lions of merchandize ; they were examin

been made in the study of the Oriental ed by competent judges, and their know

languages, since the Marquis Wellesley ledge of nautical affairs was that which

had so much encouraged them, shewed determined their employment. He be

what might be done. Ever since that lieved, that first, second , third , and even

period, a more general wish prevailed to fourth officers, underwent this examina

become acquainted with eastern litera- tion before each voyage. Again , they

ture. No comparison could be made entrusted the health and safety of their

between the extent of knowledge, in that vast army- (every individual of which

branch of learning, which existed twenty ought to be as dear to them as their own
or thirty years ago , and that which was life blood, if they considered what they

pow the just subject of exultation . The had done, and what they might here

parents of the young men would natu after achieve )-- together with their whole

rally want Oriental tutors for their sons- European population in India, to surgeons

but when they had found out proper who were examined by their own skilful

persons, they perhaps might demand ex- examiners. This was their test- they

orbitant terms. Therefore he recom- had no other --- they were not compelled

mended that the Oriental professors to receive instruction at any particular

should still be retained , so that all their school or college. In many instances

young servants might know where to this principle was recognised by theCom

apply for the necessary instruction in pany to a great extent. At their semi

Oriental literature. In case of the direc
nary at Addiscombe, they had a practical

tors agreeing to his suggested proposition , and a fortunate proof of the efficacy of

that parents should be left at liberty to this plan. Colonel Mudge was only the

send their sons where they pleased, it examining professor, and attended occa

would be necessary for the Company to sionally , yet the youths felt so strongly

retaia individuals of known talent and the necessity of being prepared for the

learning to examine them, in order to scrutiny of this firm and upright officer,

ascertain their literary qualifications ; that, with the indefatigable assistance of

and, he believed , persons more compe- the head master, wonders had been done

tent to the task, or whose firmness and in mathematical learving - if this were

integrity might be more safely relied on, the fact, and if 15 or £ 16,000 per annum

could not be found, than those who could be saved by the judicious suppres

were now engaged by the Company as sion of the college, there was now an

the professors ar Hertford ; their sti- opportunity of making the utmost ad

peuds should therefore be continued vantage of so cousiderable an income.
to them . There was another point, The seminary at Addiscombe was about

connected with this part of the subject, to be enlarged, in order that it might be

well worthy their notice. If the Com- capable of receiving a considerably greater

pany had induced men of learning from number of cadets than it would at pre
their academical walks, in the hope that sent contain , This alteration , it was

theinstitution at Hertford would be per- estimated, would require £10,000. Now
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suppose, including its various appendages, try. If there be aman (said Mr. Jack
furniture, &c. it would amount to son , addressing himself to the proprie

£ 20,000, the means of saving the whole tors) who, more than another , can feel

of this sum were placed within the reach that an apology is due, for having, (un

of the Company, without any difficulty. willingly, detained the court so long, I

He deprecatedtreating this as a question believe I am that individual ! - (Hear !

of pounds, shillings, and pencem although hear!) But this I can truly say , that I

hewould say to Mr. Malthus, that now, have vo other feeling -00 other desire

and at all times , it was right to save but, as far as an individual can, to dis

public money, if it could be done with a charge, honestly and conscientiously ,

due regard to justice and sound policy. that portion of public duty, which , as a
Fifteen thousand pouods a year was a proprietor, devolves on me. It was ne

large sum of money. It would more cessary for yourconvenience that I should

than cover the interest of the amount of trace events, and refer to records down

the sinecure places and pensions which to the present inoment ; I have endea

had created such a fever through the voured to do so . All the rest I leave to

land .—If he were wrong in all that he your kindnessand indulgence.-- (Hear !

had stated - jf his positions were false, hear !) Mr. Jackson concluded by mov

and his statements unfounded - let the ing the proposition for inquiry , which

directors, after due inquiry , report to has already been stated at the commence

that effeet. If (said Mr. Jackson) with ment of the proceedings of the court.

your own professor's pamphlet in your Mr. Dixon said, he reserved to him

hand , you can declare that what he says self the privilege of forming his final

has occurred repeatedly during several opinion upon this important subject

years never did happen if that which until the result of the proposed inquiry

is stated by reasonablemen to be wrong should be known. As themotion went

you can prove to be right, come forward simply to pledge the court of directors

and do so. If you think a school prefer- to inquire into the propriety and wisdom

abie to a college, state your sentiments. of continuing the institution upon its

For my part, I contend that parents present plan , it met with his cordial ap

ought to be free in the moral culture of probation. When the inquiry.took place,
their children ; if they bring them up tol

he hoped and trusted it would receive

that standard of education which you that degree of attention which the impor

enjoin as requisite, I should think it suffi- tance of the question required ; because

cient ; but whatever your opinion may be, he was persuaded , and every man who

do not shrink from the responsibility of heard him must be satisfied of this truth

declaring it. Do not resort, in a -that in proportion to the degree of edu

proceeding of such importance, to the cation , and more especially in a moral

practice of that maxim , which , I ain point of view , which was received by the

sure, has been falsely imputed to you— young men destined to go from hence to

that you would rather theCompany should India, to take upon themselves high and

go on wrong without the interference of responsible situations there, in that pro

the general court, than right with it . portion must they be considered as quali

But do that which the charter of the fied for the trust so reposed in them . It

Company invites you to, and almost im- must also be admitted, that unless they

poses upon you. Come forward with
went from this country with a due sense

your opinions manfully. If any of you of the importance and necessity of subor

find yourselves outnumbered , though not dination, they would be but ill qualified

outreasoned, by the friends of this ob- to take upon themselves those commands

jectionable" institution , recollect that in India to which their education and

every one of you has a right, specially prospects instructed them to believe they

provided for, to enter his minutes on the would be promoted. With this impres -

journals of the court by way of protest. sion upon his own 'mind, and the motion

I have lived long enough in connection going simply to recognise the expediency

with this Company to know , that some- of inquiry, and pledging the directors

. times the minutes of five or six direc- publicly to make known their opinions

tors have had such weight, and were so upon the subject, and determining only

influential, as to overpower the opinion to make up his own mind when the final

of the other seventeen or eighteen . All result of the inquiry should be disclosed

we ask of you, and we have a right to -which determination should be formed

ask it, is , your unbiassed opinion. I upon the couviction of his own judgment,

know the power of intimations and he should not farther trespass upon the

hints coming from such high authority as patience of the court, than by second

the chair -but I fatter myself that such ing his hon , and learned friend's motion .

will not be made use of this day. No ,

sir, I trust the directors will meet the From unavoidable circumstances, we are

wishes of the public and the court that under the fecessity of postponing the

they will agree to this inquiry - and state report of the remainder of this Debate

their opinion, in the face of their coun- till our next number .

.
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LITERARY, PHILOSOPHICAL, AND

COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE.

LETTERS from Almora announce that of the Almanacks notice the now return

Captain Webb, surveyor ju Humaoon, ing direction of the magnetic needle to

had crossed the snowy mountains and pe- wards the North . In the year 1657 it

netrated into part of Tartary. He met pointed due north , but it has been ove

with a Tartar chief, and hoped to conti. hundred and sixty years increasing in

nue his researches uninterrupted. declination westward ; last year it at

tained a declension of twenty -five, and

The Rajah of Burdwan has generously then became stationary, and it is now re

contributed 12,000 rupees to the esta- ceding back again to the north.

blishment of the Hindu College . The

business of this institution proceeds with- The General Committee on Lord Nel

out interruption , and is likely to be at- son's Monument having finally determin

tended with success . ed that it shall be placed on Yarmouth

Denes, it will be erected according to Mr.

11th July , the shock of an earthquake Wilkins' plan and model.

was distinctly felt in Calcutta and its vi

cinity . We hear that his Royal Highness the

Prince Regent has purchased the fine col

State of the Thermometer in the Shade, lection ofpictures belonging to the late

at Calcutta, for July 1816. Field -Marshal Count Walmoden Gim

Ist .-85 deg. at 9 A.M. 87 at 5 P.M. born. A professor, Jately arrived from

15th .-84 deg. at 9 A. M. 86 at 5 P.M. England, has been commissioned to choose

25th.--84 deg . at 9 A.M. 86 at 5 P.M. out the finest of these paintings, to be

sent to London. The others are to be

Newman's Oxi-hydrogen Blowpipe.- afterwards sold.Hanover.

Dr. Clarke has discovered that this in

strument is perfectly secured from explo- The casts from the antique and the mo

sion by theuse of oil in the reservoir ; we dern works of art, sent from the Pope

subjoin a further recitation of its pow- to the Prince Regent, and presented by

erful action , evinced in its effects on his Royal Highness to the Royal Academy,

some of the most stubborn of Oriental are now arranging in the hall, and in

stones , under the hands of Mr.J. Murray; other convenient situations in different

Petunze (a constituent of China porce- parts of the Royal Academy.

lain , a feldspar) exhibited a most splendid

light and fused . An Oriental topaz rapid- We learn from Rome, that Canova

ly fused, with a beautiful light. Red coral has finished a large model of a groupe ,

exhibited a painfully intense light, and fell representing Mars appeased by Venus,

into a white powder, exhaling a marine which it is said will be one of the chefs

odour. Diamond powder with olive oil , d'æuvre of modern sculpture. It is des

was flung off in brilliant stars . The jacinch tined for the Prince Regent of England .

from Ceylon was instantly fused . Opal

decrepitated violently. An artist at Rome wlto lately published

a work in two volumes, dedicated the first

The altitude of Table Mountain , at the to St. Peter, and the second to the Duch

Cape of GoodHope, above the level of ess of Devonshire, who appears to be

the sea , is 1087 yards . amongst the artists what St. Peter is

among the monks, giving employment to

Among the jewels of Madame Murat almost the whole body .

is a single row of black pearls, which the

Emperor of Austria, it is said, will have The system of magnetism makes rapid

bought for the Treasury (Museum ) at Vi- progress in the Prussian states . It has

enna, at the price of 5,000 ducats. been proposed to create, in the universi

ties of the Prussian Monarchy, particular

In addition to the scientific pursuits of professorships for the cultivation of mag

the intended French voyage of southern netism , but the medical faculty of Berlin

Discovery, we are informed , that the has prevented it. Several professors, in

commander has a charge to investigate the mean time, give lectures on magnetism .

what situation will be most commodious

for the reception of transported convicts. One ofour fellow -citizens, M. Von Syn

ghel, has employed nine years of intense

It is a singular eircumstance, that noue study for thepurpose of finding out some

-
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method of simplifying arithmetical calcu- inferior to the corresponding explanations

lations, and has succeeded, in the most in the Rev. Mr. Morrison's Dictionary.

complicated rules, in decomposing, pro- An History of Muhammadanism ; com

ducing, and reducing in one minute, and prising the Life and Character of the

by means of a dozen figures , operations Arabian Prophet, and succinct accounts

wliich required hours and whole columns of the Empires founded by the Muham

of almost unintelligible fractions. - His madan Arms ; an Inquiry into the Theo

method is applicable to money of all logical, Moral, and Juridical Codes of

kinds .-Ghent, the Muselmaus, and the Literature and

Sciences of the Saracens and Turks ; with

Lausanne, Jan. 17 .-- We are happy to a View of the present Extent and loflu

announce , that the fears which were en- ence of the Muhammadan Religion . By

tertained for the safety of the monastery Charles Mills , Esq. In one vol . 8vo. price

upon Mount St. Bernard are now dispel- 12s . in boards .

led . This useful and generous establish- Now first published in London, the

ment is out of all danger . There are still Third Edition , carefully abridged and

in the monastery threeyoung dogs, which greatly improved, of a View of the His

will serve to replace those that were late- tory, Literature, and Religion of the Hin

ly lost in the snow. doos ; including a Minute Description of

their Manners and Customs, and Trans

On Wednesday, the 15th Jan. at half lations from their principal Works. By

past seven in the evening, a terrible shock the Rev. W. Ward, one of the Baptist

was felt at Payerne and several neigh- Missionaries at Serampore. 2 vol. 8vo .

bouring villages. It is not known whe- 18s . boards .

thier it was subterraneous, but it was A View of the Agricultural, Com -

dreadful. All the inhabitants were thrown mercial , and Financial Interests of Cey

into consternation . lon . With an Appendix ; containing some

of the principal Laws and Usages of the

LITERARY Query . Candians; Port and Custom-house Regu

Inquiry relutive to the Trinities of lations; Tables of Esports and Imports,

Buddha . Public Revenue and Expenditure, &c. &c.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.
By Anthony Bertolacci, Esq . late Comp

Sir -- I should be gratified by one of Auditor- general of Civil Accounts in that
troller -general of Customs, and acting

your mythological readers accounting for
Colony. With a Map of the Island , com

the various modes of representing Buddha
piled at Columbo, from the latest sur

-the Cingalese and Siamese represent veys, in the year 1813, by Capt . Schneider,
ing him as an unity , the Chinese as a Tri

Engineer. 8vo . 18s , boards .

nity, the Japanese, Tibetians , and Tartars
Major Rennel has published , in a quarto

as a Trinity in unity --and the gratifica- volume,Illustrationsof the History of the

tion will be encreased by their furnishing Expedition of the Younger Cyrus, and

the history and reasons ofthesevariances, Retreat of the Ten Thousand Greeks,

and discriminating the Tibetian triune with explanatory maps.

representatiou from Brahma, Vishnu, and The Second Number of the new and

Siva. W. H.
improved edition of Stephens' Greek

Thesaurus is just published . Price to

NEW LONDON PUBLICATIONS.
Subscribers, small paper 11. ls . large 21. 2s.

The present number has been delayed a

M. Klaproth lately published at Paris considerable time by a treaty with Pro

le Grand execution d'Automne-- Stric- fessor Schæfer of Leipsic, for his valuable

tures on the Chinese publications of the MSS. which the Editors have at length

Rev. Mr. Weston , and the Manchou pub- procured ; but they trust that their pre

lications of Mr. Langles, written in the sent arrangements will enable them to

stile of his Leichenstein auf dem Grabe publish the future Numbers regularly.

der Chinesisck en gelehrsamkect des The two first Numbers will be fonnd to

Herrn , Joseph Hager. Printed at Berlin, contain about 2,000 words omitted by

1811 , Stephens. A few copies belonging to

Some sheets of Dr. Remusat's Supple- deceased subscribers may behad, at 11.3s .

ment to the Chinese Latin Dictionary of small , and 21. 10s . large paper; the price

P. Basile of Glemona, published by M. de to be hereafter raised again from time to

Guignes , have arrived in London. They time.

contain a severe though just critique on A Description of the People of India ;

that splended but imperfect work, and with particular Reference to their Separa

a specimen of Dr. R's. Latin Supple- tion into Casts ; the Influence of their

ment . - The characters given as a speci- Civil Policy and Domestic Superinten

men are more numerous, and much more dence ; their Idolatry and Religious Cere

accurately and fully explained than in the monies ; and the various Singularities of

original - but being destitute of Chinese Customs , Habits, and Observances, which

characters in the illustrative phrases, are distinguish them from all other Nations :
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taken from a diligent Observation and Anecdotes illustrative of the Moral State

Study of the People, during a Residence of the Slaves, and of the Operationsof

of many years amongst their various Missions. By R. Watson , one of the

Tribes , in unrestrained Intercourse and Secretaries to the Committee for the Ma

Conformity with their Habits and Man- nagement of the Wesleyan Methodist

ner of Life. By the Abbe J. A. Dubois, Missions. P. 160 , price 3s. 6d,

Missionary in the Mysore. In 4to. Prayers and Meditations, extracted

Ethical Questions; or, Speculations on from the Jourual of the late Mrs. Trim

the Principal Subjects in Moral Philosophy. In 12mo. 3s . bound , or 11. 135. a

By T. Cogan , M. D. 8vo . 10s . 6d . boards. dozen. A few Copies are printed on a

By the same Author ,-1. A Philosophical fine paper, price 4s. in boards. Also ,

Treatise on the Passions . 8vo . 98.2 An lately published , a second edition of some

Ethical Treatise on the Passions , 2 vol . Account of the Life and Writings of Mrs.

8vo . 185.-3 . TheologicalDisquisitions on Trimmer, with original Letters, and Me

the Characteristic Excellencies of the ditations and Prayers , selected from her

Jewish and Christian Dispensations . 2 vol . Journal. In 2 vol . 8vo . with a Portrait,

Evo, 11. 5s . price 18s .

The Pastor's Fire-Side , a Novel . By The Dangers with which Great Britain

Miss Jane Porter. In 4 vols . 12mo. 11. and Ireland are now menaced , by the De

Ils. 6d . boards . Also may be had , by the mands of the Roman Catholics, shewn,

same Author, new editions of Thaddeus and approved, from Authentic Documents.

of Warsaw, 4 vol . 188.-Scottish Chiefs , In 8vo . price 3s .

5 vol . 11. 15s.--- And by Miss A. M. Porter, Illustrated by twenty beautiful Engrav

Recluse of Norway , 4 vol. 11. 145. — Hun- ings (including a Map of China) from

garian Brothers, 3 vol . 16s . 6d .—Don original Drawings by Syme, P.Nicholson ,

Sebastian , 4 vol. 11. Is . Farey, &c . Volume XI, Part 1 , of the

Eccentricities forEdinburgh ; contain Edinburgh Encyclopædia; or , Dictionary
ing Poems, entitled , A Lamentation to of Arts , Sciences, and Miscellaneous Li

Scotch Booksellers -- Fire ; or, the Sun terature . Conducted by David Brewster,

Poker - Mr. Champernoune- TheLumi- LL.D. Fellow of the Royal Societies of

nous Historian ; or, Learning in Love London and Ediuburgh , and the Society

London Rurality; or, Miss Bunn and Mrs. of Antiquaries of Scotland, and Honorary

Bunt. By George Colman, the Younger. Member of theLiterary and Philosophical

Foolscap 8vo. 5s . boards . Society of New York, and of the Royal ;

Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Physical Society. Vol . XI, Part I , 11. Is.

the late Dr. Lettsom , with a Selection boards .

from his Correspondence with the princi- The Quarterly Review , No. XXXI.

pal Literati and foreign countries. By price 6s .
T. J. Pettigrew, F.L.S. Surgeon Extra- Armata, a Fragment . 8vo . 8s . 6d . boards.

ordinary to the Dukes of Kent and Sussex, On the Present State of Public Affairs,

&c. &c. 3 vol. 8vo . 11. 16s . boards. 8vo. 3s . 6d .

Annals of the Fine Arts, Number III . Cursory Hints on the Application of

containing, among other interesting mat- Public Subscriptions in providing Em

ter, a Letter to Mr. Nash , on his Archi- ployment and Relief for the Labouring

tectural Improvements near Carlton- Classes, in a Letter to the Editor of “ The

House ; a Review of New Books, Prints, Times. ” By a Member of the University

&c. Biographical Account of the late of Oxford . 8vo. Is .

Henry Monro, Wm. Alexander, and Tho-' The Official Navy List, for February

mas Tomkins, Esqrs . Transactions of 1817 , published by Authority ; contain,

the British Institution, the Royal Aca- ing the Destination of each Ship, the New

demy, &c. a Descriptive and Critical Ca- Rates of Pay, &c . Is . 6d .

talogue of the Pictures in the New Gallery A third volume of the Curiosities of Li- ,

at Dulwich College ; numerous Announce- terature, 8vo . 125. boards.

ments of Works of Art in hånd, and other The Search , and other Poems. By J.

Intelligence relative to Fine Arts- Ori- Edmeston, Jun . In 12mo. 43. boards.

ginal Poetry - Account of the Sale of the Sermons, preached in the Parish Church

Cavalier Seratti's distinguished Collection of Kilmallie. By the Rev. John Ross,

of Prints - Names, Additions, Residences, A. M. 8vo. 58. boards,

and Professions of all the principal Artists A new and complete edition (being the

residing or practising in the Metropolis, second) of the Letters of Junius ; includ

with the Line of Art they profess , & c. ing Letters by the same Writer under vaas

8vo . 58. 6d , rious Signatures, now first collected . To

A Defence of the Wesleyan Methodist which are added , his confidential Corres

Missions in the West-Indies, including a povdence with Mr. Wilkes, and his Pri..

Refutation of theCharges in Mr. Marryat's vate Letters, addressed to Mr. H. S.

Pamphlet, entitled, “ Thoughts on the Woodfall, with a preliminary Essay and

Abolition ofthe Slave Trade, & c . ” and Notes, the new matter forming at least,

in other publications; with Facts and two -thirds of the work ; illustrated by
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Fac-similies of the Handwritings of Ju- edition of the Memoirs of Buchanan ;

nius , Mr. Burke , Mr. Wilkes, Mr. Horne, with an appendix, which will contain a

Mr. Dunning, Mr. W. G. Hamilton, &c. great number of original papers.

from the Originals,now in the possession We expect the early completion of the

of his son , Mr. G. Woodfall. 3 vol . 8vo. Historical and Statistical Account of Java ,

21. 2s . boards. A few copies may be had by T. Stamford Raffles, Esq. late Lieut.

onroyal paper, price 31. 3s . boards . Governor of Java. It will be comprised

MyLandlady's Gown, a Farce, in two in one 4to volume, and will contain nu

acts, by W. C. Oulton. merous engravings, illustrative of the

The Peerage of the United King- present state of Society, and oftheancient

dom of Great Britain and Ireland, history of the Country .

with the extinct and forfeited Peer- John Shakespear, Esq. Professor of

ages, a List of their Family Names , se- Oriental Languages at the East- India

cond Titles, &c. and a Translation of Company's Military Seminary, will soon

their Mottos. Also, à List of Knights publish a Dictionary Hindustani and Eng

Grand Crosses, Knights Commanders,and lish , in a large 4to volume.

Commanders of the Bath , alphabetically A Journal of a Tour in Germauy, Swe

arranged , and of British Subjects holding den , Russia, Poland, &c. By J. T. James,

Foreign Orders of Knighthood . By John Esq . Christ Church, Oxford . The second

Debrett, Editor of the New Baronetage of edition , 2 vol . 8vo. with plates.

England. An Abridgment of Universal History ,

commencing with the Creation , and car
IN THE PRESS .

ried down to the Peace of Paris, in 1763,

We hear with pleasure, that in a few in which the Descent of all Nations from

days we may expect an addition to our their common Ancestor is traced , the
accurate knowledge of the ancient state Course of Colonization is marked , the

ofscience among the Hindus, by the Trans. Progress of the Arts and Sciences noticed,

lation of the Lílávatí · and Vijagavita, and the whole Story of Mankind is re

Treatises of Arithmetic and Algebra , viewed, as connected with the moralGo

by Bháscara , and an Extract from the vernment of the World and the revealed

Course of Astronomy of Brahmegupta, Dispensation . By the Rev. E. W. White

comprising his Arithmetic and Algebra ; aker, Rector of St. Mildred's, Canterbury.
translated from the Sanscrit by H. T. In 4 vol . 4to. 81. 88 .

Colebrooke, Esq. and published, with a Letters from the late Mrs. Elizabeth

preliminary Dissertation on the Origin of Carter to the late Mrs. Montagu, chiefly
Algebra. Bháscara is a writer of the upon Literary and Moral Subjects. Pub

twelfth century ; Brahmegupta of the lished from the Originals , in thepossession

sixth of the Christian era. of the Rev. Montagu Pennington, M.A.

Muhammad Ghyas-ud-Din , a respect- her Nephew and Executor. In 2 vol. 8vo .

ableand learned inhabitant ofBombay, has Annual Biography and Obituary, with

now in the press,bysubscription, a Descrip- Silhouette Portraits. Containing, I. Me

tion of the Town and Island of Bombay, moirs of those celebrated Men who have

in the Persian Language, giving a succinct died within the Year 1816.-II. Neglected

account of every remarkable place, both Biography, with Biographical Notices and

public and private, and of every thing con- Anecdotes , and Original Letters . — III.

nected with its topographical nature, Analyses of recentBiographical Works.

The work will be written in a pure and IV. An Alphabetical List of Persons who

easy style , and while it gives geographical have died within the British Dominions,

knowledge, will assist the Persian stu. so as to form a Work for Reference , both

dent, and, it is presumed , will not be now and hereafter .

deemed in that respect unworthy the at- The Second Volume of the History of

tention of the learned. The price of Brazil . By Robert Southey, Esq. Poet

snbscription will be only five rupees. Laureate , Member of the Royal Spanish

The merit of this curious and interest- Academy. In 4to .

jng work might justly demand a higher The Round Table , a Collection of Es

valuation , were the Editor actuated by says, on Literature, Men, and Manners.
othermotives ; but he is solely induced to By William Hazlitt. In 2 vol . 12mo.

publish this, through the desire of contri- Mr. J. M. Kinnier is preparing a Jour

buting his small share of labour to the ney through Asia Minor, Armenia, and

service of the public , and to disseminate Kurdistan, in 1813 and 1814 , with re

knowledge in general -- a duty incumbent marks on the marches of Alexander, andes

on everyone within his respective sphere. the retreat of the Ten Thousand .

Memoirs of the Life and Writings ofthe Capt. Beaufort has a Description ofthe

Rev. Claudius Buchanan, D.D. late Vice- "Remains ofAntiquity on the South Coast

provost of the College of Fort William in of Asia Miuor, with plates, and charts,

Bengal. By the Rev. Hugh Pearson, nearly ready for publication .

M.A. of St. John's College, Oxford. Mr. Isaac Blackburn , ship - builder 'at

Dr. Irving is preparing an enlarged Plymouth , has ready for the press, a Trea

Asiatic Journ ,--No. 15. VOL. III. 2 P
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tise on the Science of Ship-building, il- Shortly will be published, an Histori

lustrated by more than 120 figures and cal Account of the Rise and Progress of

tables, and will form a 4to. volume. Short-Hand , extracted from Lectures de

Mr. Newman, of Şoho -square, has in livered at different periods by the Author,

the press , an Essay on the Analogy and comprehending an impartial and critical

Harmony of Colours, with a new theory Examination of the various Systems

of their relations and arrangement. down to the present Time illustrated with

Miss Edgeworth has a volume of Comic numerous Examples of their comparative

Dramas in the press. Excellence and Defects : also the true date

The Rev. Dr. Symmons' translation of and title of each System, and fourteen

the Æneid of Virgil is nearly ready for plates exhibiting the various Alphabets.

publication , in a 4to , volume. By James Henry Lewis. Price Il . Is .

The late Prof. Robison's System of Me- In a short time will be published ,

chanical Philosophy, with notes and illus- Placide, a translation from M. de Genlis

trations by Dr. Brewster, is printing in interesting work , “ Les Battuéças, " by
four octavo volumes, with numerous Mr. Jamieson,

plates.

.

INDIA HOME INTELLIGENCE.

The Court of Directors have appointed Arms and Motto , encircled by the collar

the followingGentlemen to seats in the of the Order of the Garter, surmounted
Council in British India . with the Crown ,

James Stuart, and Charles Milner
On the shillings and sixpences is his

Rickets, Esqrs. to seats in the Supreme Majesty's head, with thewords Geor. III.
Council of Bengal.

D. G. Britt . Rex. F. D. 1816. The arms

John Adam , Esq. Provisional Coun on the reverse are encircled with the

sellor for Bengal.
Garter, surmounted with the Crown. The

JohnHodgson, Esq. Provisional Coun- raised rim will protect the impressions,

sellor for Fort St. George.
and each coin has a milled edge.

Alexander Bell, and George Lenox Pen

dergast, Esq. to seats in the Council of A letter from Madrid, dated Dec. 13th ,

Bombay. says : - " The Directors of the Royal Phi-.

Francis Warden , Esq. Provisional Coun- lipine Company have represented to the
sellorfor Bombay. King, that notwithstanding the exclusive

Capt. John Evelyn Gascoigne has been privilege granted them to trade to Asia ,
appointedby the Hon. Court of Directors foreigners continually introduce consider

Deputy Master Attendant and Boat Pay, under pretence of permission granted
able quantities of goods into the kingdom ,

master at Madras, &c. in the room of

Mr. James Bird, who retires from the Spain foreign cottons. In order to pre
them to iinport in the Peninsula and New

situation on accountof ill health .
vent these abuses, they have petitioned his

Lieut. Charles Boyce, late commander

of H. C. brig of war Nautilus, has pre
Majesty to declare, that such permission

or licenses do not afford the right of in
sented a memorial to the Court of Di

rectors, in which the particulars of his troducing thesaid cottons from Asia,and
that the privilege granted the Philipine

* sufferings are detailed .
Company remains in full force.”

Mr. Ponsonby has proposed the con- An advertisement, dated Copenhagen,

cession of part of his pension as ex -chan- January 11th, positively contradicts the
-cellor.

assertion , that the English Government

The Marquis Camden has also signified had granted an indemnity to the Danish

a consentaneous intention to give up so
East-India Company for the ships and

merchandise taken in the last war ,
much of his emoluments as Teller of the

and

Exchequer, as would reduce his salary to
says, that the English Government has

£2,700a year. His lordship had derived merely taken off the sequestration laid

nearly £ 20,000 annually from that office. upon some deposit money belonging to

the Company in Bengal. But as France
The new coins consist of crowns, half- sets the example of indemnifying corpo

crowns, shillings, and sixpences . On the rate bodies in peace for their losses in war,
crowns andhalf-crowns is the head ofhis it is to be supposed that the English will

"Majesty, with the words Georgius III.
also admit this principle, and give the

Dei Gratia, 1816. Ou the reverse,Rex. Danish Company an indemnity , propor

Fid. Def, Britanniarum , with the Royal tioned to its great loss.

1
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Capt. Robert O'Brien, late of his Ma- go the judicious arrangements of the

jesty's ship Cornwallis, who was dismis- Governor-general, seconded by the bravery
sed from the service in the East Indies, and perseverance of his Majesty's forces

for some informalities in assuming the and of those of the East - India Company,

command of that station, on the decease brought the campaign to a speedy and suc

of Rear- Admiral Sir George Burlton, is cessful issue ; and peace has been finally
reinstated in his rank . established , upon the just and honourable

terms of the original treaty .
The Conqueror, 74 , is arrived at Ports

mouth, from Sheerness , completely fitted
“ Gentlemen of the House of Com

and stored for St. Helena, to wait the mons, have directed the estimates

arrival of Rear-Admiral Plampin , with
for the current year to be laid before you.

hisfinalinstructionsfrom the Admiralty: consideration ofall thepresent circum“ They have been formed upon a full

The Rear -Admiral, we understand, is daily

expected at Portsmouth , to re - hoist
stances of the country, with an anxious de

his flag , and proceed. Sir Pulteney
sire to make every reduction in our esta

Malcolin will return home in the New
blishments which the safety of the empire

and sound policy allow .
castle. Admiral Plampin will continue

on the station three years. John Elliot, income and expenditure to your early“ I recommend the state of the public

Esq. ( brother of Captain Elliot , of his
and serious attention .

Majesty's ship Scamander) has been ap

pointed his Secretary.
“ I regret to be under the necessity of

informing you, that there has been a de-'

IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT. ficiency in the produce of the revenue in

the last year, but I trust it is to be
House of Lords, Tuesday , Jan. 8th .

ascribed to temporary causes ; and I have

At an early hour this day the Sessjon was
the consolation to believe that you will

opened by a Speech from his Royal High- find it practicable to provide for ile pub
ness the Prince Regent. At a few mi

lic service of the year, without making
nutes past two o'clock , his Royal Highness, attended by the usual state officers, any addition to the burtlens of the

ascended the throne, and delivered the People, and without adopting anymea

following speech : ---
sure injurious to that system by which

the public credit of the country has been

“ My Lords and Gentlemen , hitherto sustained .

“ It is with deep regret that I am again, “ My Lords and Gentlemen ,

obliged to announce to you , that no alte- “ I have the satisfaction of informing

ration has occurred in the state of his you that the arrangements which were

Majesty's lamented indisposition . made in the last session of Parliament,

“ I continue to receive from Foreign with a view to a new silver coinage,

Powers the strongest assurances of their have been completed with unprecedented

friendly disposition towards this country, expedition.

and oftheirearnest desire to maintain the “ I have given directions for the imme

general tranquillity. diate issue of the new coin , and I trust

“ The hostilities to which I was com- that this measure will be productive of

pelled to resort, in vindication of the considerable advantages to the trade and

honour of the couutry, against the Go- internal transactions of the country.

vernment of Algiers, have been attended “ The distresses consequent upon the

with the most complete success . termination of a war of such unusual ex

“ The splendid achievement of his tent and duration , have been felt, with

Majesty's feet, in conjunction with the greater or less sererity, throughout all

squadron of the King of the Netherlands, the nations of Europe ; and have been

under the gallant and able conduct of considerably aggravated by the unfavour

Admiral Viscount Exmouth , led to the able state of the season .

immediate and unconditional liberation “ Deeply as I lament the pressure of

of all Christian captives then within the these evils upon this country , I am sensi

territories of Algiers , and to the renuncia- ble that they are of a nature not to admit

tion by its government of the practice of of an immediate remedy ; but whilst I
Christian slavery. observe, with peculiar satisfaction , the for

“ I am persuaded that you will be duly titude with which so many privations

sensible of the importance of an arrange- have been borne, and the active benevo

ment so interesting to humanity, and re- lence which has been employed to mitigate

flecting , from themanuer in which it has them, I am persnaded that the great

been accomplished, such signal honour on sources of our national prosperity are

the British nation . essentially unimpaired , and I entertain a

“ In India , the refusal of the Govern- confident expectation that the native

ment of Nepal to' ratify a treaty of energy of the country will at no distant

peace, which had been signed by its ple- period surmount all the difficulties in

nipotentiaries, occasioned a renewal of which we are iuvolved .

military operations. “ Iur considering our internal situation,

2 P 2
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you will, I doubt not, feel a just indigņa- Thanks tothe MarquisofHastings,

tion at the attempts that have been made & c.- In the House of Lords, February 6 ,
to take advantage of the distresses of the the Earl of Liverpool said ,' that in ri.

country, for the purpose of exciting å sing to call their Lordships' attention

spirit of sedition and violence . to the subject of which he had given noć

I am too well convinced of the loyal. tice, the motion was not intended to

ty and good sense of the great body of his commit the House in any opinion as to

Majesty's subjects, to believe them capable the justice and expediency of the Nepal

of being perverted by the arts which are war ; but he thought it right to observe,

employed to seduce them ; but I am de- that there was no differenceof opiuion in

termined to omit no precautions for pre- India as to the justice and necessity of

serving the public peace, and for counter- the steps taken against that government ;

acting the designs of the disaffected : and and the East -India Company at home

I rely with the utmost confidence on your thought, that if the encroachments of that

cordial support and co operation, in up- power went on, nothing but war could

holding asystem of law and government be the consequence. It was not one en

from which we have derived inestimable croachment or one grievance that led to

advantages, which has enabled us to con- the war, but a series of encroachments

clude, with unexampled glory, a contest and grievances. The evil of her aggres

whereou depended the best interests of sions, it was true, pressed not upon Great

mankind, which has been hitherto felt by Britain, but upon her allies. Great Bri

ourselves, and it is acknowledged by other tain , however, was bound to succour

nations, to be the most perfect that has them . The contest was severe , and from

ever fallen to the lot of any people.” its nature called forth the exercise of judg

ment, stability, and spirit. By the per
On the return of the Regent, the popu- severance of British arms all difficulties

lace , having increased in number, broke
were overcome, and a treaty of peace was

out into acts of tumult , and assailed both signed by the plenipotentiaries of both

the Prince andmilitary with the most foul countries, which the Nepal government

and scurrilous language. Stones, and
refused to ratify. In this situation there

other missiles were flung at the royal was no alternative but the renewal of hos

carriages, and the glass of the door ofthe tilities ,which, being adopted, led to the
state carriage was smashed at three seve

conclusion of peace upon the same terms
ral vollies.

as before . His Lordship then moved

“ That the thanks of this House should be

Feb.4 . - Viscount Sidmouth announced given to theMarquis of Hastings, Major

in the House of Lords, a message from the General Sir David Ochterlony, and the

Prince Regent, which was read by the officers and men engaged in the Nepal

Lord Chancellor as follows : War. "

“ G. P. R.-His Royal Highness the The motion was carried nem . Jis .

Prince Regent, acting in the name and on

behalf of his Majesty, has given orders Mr. Canning, in the HouseofCommons,

that there, be laid before the House of rose to call the attention of Parliament to

Lords, papers and documents , containing the samesubject.

information of certain meetings , practices, We are sorry that our limits preclude

and combinations, in the metropolis, and our copying the arguments of the Presi

different parts of the kingdom , tending dent ofthe India Board in his exposition

to alienate the affections of his Majesty's of the justiceof the British cause, his

subjects, to endanger thepublic tranquil- historical details of the rise of the Gorkha

lity, to bring into hatred and contempt power, of the immense sweep and increase

theGovernment of the country, and to of its usurpations, andits daring, and hi

overturn the whole system of our laws therto successful insults to the British

and constitution. And his Royal High- Government.

yess recommends to the House of Lords, He concluded · by moving “ That the

that the House should take these papers thanks of this House be given to General

into their immediate and serious con- the Marquis of Hastings , K. G. Governor

sideration ." General of India, for his judicious arrange

Viscount Sidmouth in the House of ments of the military exertions against

Lords, and Lord Castlereaghin the House the State of Nepal , by which the war

of Commons, severally insisted on the was brought to a happy conclusion , and

alarming allegations contained in the mes- peace established upon secure and honour

sage ; but inconsequence of the delicacy able foundations”-which was carried
necessary to be observed in instituting an nem . con.

inquiry respecting them, declined enter- A vote of thanks to Sir David Ochter

inginto any explanation of the proofs, and lony, and the troops engaged underhis

Parliament conceding in their opinion, the immediate command, was also moved by

papers were orderedin each house to be Mr. Caouing, and carried nem . con .

referred to a Committee of Secresy. Also a resolution, generally approving

.
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war.

the bravery, conduct, and discipline of the
London Gazette,

troops, both British and native, engaged Whitehall, Feb. 3d , 1817.-His Royal

in the Nepalese war. Highness the Prince Regent has been

The Speaker was requested to commu- pleased , in the name and on the behalf of

nicate the above resolutions to the noble his Majesty, to nominate and appoint

Marquis, Sir David Ochterlony, and the the under -mentioned officers, in the ser

officers and soldiers engaged in the said vice of the East-India Company, on the

Bengal establishment, to be respectively

Knight Commander and Companions of

In the House of Lords, February 12, the most honourable military Order of

Mr. Brogden and others brought up
the Bath.

from the Commons the Cape of Good To be Knight Commander. - Lieute

Hope trade bill.
nant-General Richard Jones, vice Major

General Sir George Holmes, deceased .

In the House of Commons, Feb. 14,

Mr. Parkhurst brought up the 12th Re- To be Companions. - Colonel John Ar

port of the Committee appointed to ma
nold , of the 19th native infantry ; Lieut.

nage the debts of the Nabob of the Car- Colonel William Heury Cooper, of the

natic to the Honourable the East -India Ist native infantry ; Lieut . Colonel Alex

Company. The Report was ordered to be ander Caldwell, artillery ; Lieui . Colonel

printed .

Robert Houston , of the 6th native caval

Mr. T. Courtenay gave notice, that he ry ; Lieut. Colonel John Shapland, of the

would , on Monday se’nnight, submit a Ist, native infantry ; Major George Ma

motion to the House connected with the son , artillery ; Major Alexander Macleod,

subject of the Report.
artillery.

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

AT THE

COLLEGE OF MADRAS, FOR 1815.

To the Right Honorable Hugh Elliot, ment on the subject of such Oriental

Governor in Council .
works as have been referred for our re

Sir ,, We have the honor to submit, for port, inthecourse of the year ;and,
ander the last head, we shall take a con

transmission to the Honorable Courtof cise review of the charges attending the

Directors, a general Report of ourpro- institutionduring the year lately expired.
ceedings in conducting the affairs of the

JUNIOR CIVIL SERVANTS .

College of Fort St. George, for the year

1815 .
On the 15th of June last we had the

We shall divide our Report under the honor to submit to the government the

following heads : - 1st. « Junior Civil result of the first examination, for the

Servants ;” 2d . “ Head Native Masters, year 1815 , ofthe students at the college.

Teachers, and Students ;" 3d. “ Judicial Our general course of examination hav

Establishment ;" 4th . “ State the Col- ing been fully explained in former reports ,

lege Press ;" and, 5th . “ Actual Charges we merely stated on this occasion ,

for 1815.” Under the first head we that we had shortened considerably the

shall state the result of the several exercises for translation , from a convic

examinations held at the college, for the tion, that the oral examination in read

purpose of ascertaiuing the progress of the ing, construing , and conversing, and in

junior civil servants in the acquirement the grammar and construction oftheseve

of a knowledge of the native languages, ral native languages, would best enable us

and of the laws enacted for the civil go- to ascertain the extent of each student's

vernment of these provinces ; under the acquirements , and the particular branches

second head, we shall notice any altera- of study in which he had been mostsuc

tions that may have taken place in the cessful. We added , that in the Tamil

native establishment attached to the in- examinations we directed the conversa

stitution ; under the third head we shall tion of the students to a variety of sub

report the progress of the new establish- jects, either connected with the revenne

ment, entertained for the purpose of pre- and judicialsystems of administration in

paring law officers and pleaders for the India, or having reference to common

several courts of judicature under this dealings and familiar intercourse with the

presidency ; under the fourth head, will · natives.

be found our correspondence with govern- The result, in the classification of the
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as

students, according to their relative pro- observed , so far surpassed all the other

ficiency in the differentlanguages towhich students, that they formed a class of

they had applied , was subjoined in the themselves ; the name of Mr. Chamier

following lists :
wasplaced the first, because he had arrived

TAMIL . at the same stage of excellence as Mr.

Viveash in a shorter time than that gen
First Class.

tleman .

Study when commenced .

Mr. Chamier, we observed ,
Mr. H. Chamier, pos21st July , 1813 .

sessed a well-grounded knowledge of theMr. H. Viveash , 15th July, 1812.
grammatical construction of the Tamil,

Second Class.
especially of its difficult and most impor

Mr. C. M. Whish , 20 September, 1813 . tant parts , the permutation aud elision of

Mr. J. Dent, 21st July, ditto . letters , and the use and formation of the

Mr. A. Sinclair, 20September, ditto. irregular and auxiliary verbs. His trans

Mr. E. Uhthoff, 21st July, ditto . lations both from and into Tamil, were

Mr. J.D.Newbolt, 30th June, ditto . of the highest order. He read a very dif

Mr. J. T. Anstey, 20 September, ditto. ficult and ill- written paper on official busi

Mr. H. T. Bushby, 2dSeptember, ditto. ness without hesitation , and rendered its

Mr. G. Phillips, 6th October, 1812. meaning throughout, with accuracy and

Mr. J. G. Mason , 14th August, ditto . fluency . In conversation his style was

Mr. N. S. Cameron . 20 September ,1813. elegant and idiomatic ; he had a great

command of technical terms, as well as
Third Class.

of words in more general use ; and his
Mr. E. B. Wrey, 19th July, 1812.

pronunciation was so accurate, as scarcely
Mr. W. Mason , 21st July , 1813.

to be distinguished from that of a native.
Mr.N.W.Kendersley, 14th October, 1814 . In Teloogoo, in Tamil , the

Mr. A.F.Hudleston, 21st Sept. ditto. name of Mr. Chamier was first upon the

Mr. W. French , 11th January, 1815. list . He read, translated, and spoke that

Mr. D. Mierre, , 27th July, 1814 . language with e.:se and correctness , and

Mr. B. Horne, 6th October, ditto . possessed a knowledge of it , considerably

Mr. J. Hutt, 23d March , ditto . above what is required for the general

Mr. G. M. Ogilvie, 20 September, 1813. transaction of official business.

Mr.H.Montgoinerie , 21st July , ditto. We considered it as not the least

Mr. J. Thomas, 8th March , 1815 .
part of Mr. Chamier's merit that he had

Mr. W. Adamson , 22d July , 1813 . attained this honorable pre-eminence, both

Mr. H. M.Elliot, 4th October, 1814. in the Tamil and Teloogoo class, within

Mr. A. Crawley, 27th July , 1813.
two years from the commencement of

Mr. B. Droz, 6th January, ditto. his studies.

TELOOGOO. In making our report to the Goverń -

ment on Mr. Chamier's admission into
First Cluss.

the College, we had stated that his pro
Mr. H. Chamier, 1st August, 1814 . ficiency in the Persian language was con

Second Class. siderable. This language, we remarked ,

had never formed a part of Mr. Chamier'sMr. A. Sinclair, Ist May , 1814 .

regular studies in the College; but the
Mr. E. L'hthoff, 14th July, ditto.

laudable industry which had led him to
Mr.J. D. Newbolt, (4th August, ditto.'

Mr. J. T. Anstey, 1st August, ditto .
cultivate his acquaintance with it at his

leisure hours, had , we observed , been
Mr. J. Hutt, 20 September, 1813 .

rewarded by very material improvement,
Mr. J. Thomas, 21st ditto , 1814 .

Mr. J. D. Gleig , 21st ditto ditto . both in the colloquial use of the language

and in the facility and correctness of
Mr. G. Phillips, 29th January, ditto.

translation ; he was examined at his own
Mr. J. G. Mason , 4th August, ditto.

Third Class. request, and we were happy to state our

conviction, grounded on the result of the
Mr. F. DeMierre, 8th March , 1815.

examination, that a few months of study

Mr. W.Mason , 31st January . ditto . would raise Mr. Chamjer, as a Persian

Mr. H. Montgomerie , 8th March , ditto . scholar, to the same degree of eminence

Mr. H. T. Bushby, 31st January, ditto. as that which he had attained by his

Mr. E. B. Wrey, 14th Sept. ditto. knowledge of the Tamil and Teloogoo

languages .MAHRATTA .

Mr: Viveash , remarked , was
Mr. H. Viveash, Ist July , 1814 .

thoroughly acquainted with every part of
Mr. N. S. Cameron, 31st January, 1815 .. the Tamil grammar ; with its terms and

its minúte peculiarities. His translationMALIYALEM .

into Tamilwe thought perhaps the bestMr. C. M. Whish , 7t!: May, 1814 .

Mr. J. Dent, 8th May, ditto . composition of the kind that had come

under our review since the establishment
In the knowledge of the Tamil lan- of the College. He read official papers

guage Mr. Chamier and Mr. Viveash , we with ease, and rendered their meaning

11

we
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correctly. His knowledge of the language Mr. Dent's studies, we remarked , had

being rather from study than -from prac- likewise been directed to the Tamil and

tice, he was in conversation occasionally the Maliyalem , and that gentleman me
at a loss for technical or idiomatic ex- rited high commendation for the pro .

pressions , but on general subjects he gresshe had made in each ; we were well

spoke with great propriety and correct
satisfied with his exercises in Tamil trans

ness ; and possessed as Mr. Viveash was lation . He read with ease and fluency

of a systematic knowledge of the lan- the most difficult cutcherry paper, and

guiage, which can be attained only by shewed a very good comprehension of its
study, he would, we thought, readily ac- contents . He possessed a considerable

quire and confidently avail himself of knowledge of the grammar, especially of

idiomatic terms, which the intercourse such parts as are of more general appli

of official business would be daily adding cation. His conversation was fluent and

to his stores . idiomatic, his accentuation proper, and

We had great satisfaction in pre- his pronunciation good.

senting Mr. Viveash to the particular Mr. Dent's knowledge of the Maliyalem

notice of the Right Honourable the Go- we stated to be very satisfactory, and quite

vernor in Council, as the first student at sufficient to enable him to conduct public

the College who had attemped and made business in that dialect . “ Although it was
a most laudable proficiency in the study not a lánguage spoken by the people among

of the Mahratta language: of the utility whom he had been resident since his arri

of this language, we deemed it sufficient val in India, be had acquired a facility in
to state , that in many of the collecto- conversing, and readily comprehended

rates under this Presidency it is the com- whatever was addressed to him .

mon medium of communication with the The acquirements of Mr. Sinclair, Mr.

native servants in the revenue department, Uhthoff, Mr. Newbolt, and Mr. Anstey ,

and the language in which the accounts both in Tamil and in Teloogoo , were

of the principal cutcherries are kept . Not- upon the whole so equal, that we consi

withstanding the want of elementary dered it most just to their respective me

works, and other serious difficulties with rits , to bracket their names in the list

which he had to contend, Mr. Viveash , their acquaintance with the general con

we observed , had acquired a knowledge struction and ordinary style of those

of Mahratta little inferior to that which languages was, we observed, considera

he possessed of the Tamil. ' He translated able, but we added that further study

correctly both from and into this lan- was required to enable them to acquire

guage, he read and explained official a co :npetent knowledge of their nice pe

papers with facility, and conversed with culiarities , both of etymology and syntax .

great fluency. Of the four gentlemen above -men

We considered Mr. Chamier and Mr. tioned , Mr. Sinclair, we remarked , ex

Viveash as having, by their superior at- celled in grammatical knowledge. Mr.

tainments in Tamil , fully established their Uhthoff and Mr. Newbolt in reading and

claim to the honorary medal , to be grant- explaining petitions, and such other pa

ed , under the orders of Government of pers 'as aregenerally presented on official

the 7th of December 1813 , for eminent business . Mr. Anstey and Mr. Newbolt

proficiency in any of the native languages ; in the colloquial use of the two lan ,

and we accordingly begged leave to re- guages .

commend that the Right Honourable the In full confidence that these gentlemen,

Governor in Council might be pleased to would continue to exert their best in

confer upon each of those gentlemen dustry and talents for the attainment of

that honourable mark of distinction . the eminence within their reach , we beg

Mr. Whish was examined in Tamil and ged leave to recommend that the highest

Maliyalem ; in the former language his rate of college allowance might be grant

translations were highly creditable. He ed to each of them.

possessed an extensive knowledge of It gave us sincere pleasure to state,

the grammar , he read with conside- that considerable progress in Tamil and ,

rable fluency the most difficult of the in Teloogoo had been made by Mr. Philo

official papers which were selected for the lips and Mr. J. G. Mason since the last

examination , and rendered correctly its examination ; Mr. Phillips ' application to

general import. In conversation, he un- study , we observed, had been attended

derstood and replied well to questions on with very creditable success , and although

all common subjects, but we found him Mr. J. G. Mason was labouring under

occasionally deficient in technical terms severe indisposition when he passed his

and idiomatic expressions. examination, we considered his various

Although Mr. Whish in the kuowledge performances as entitled to commenda
of Maliyalem was not quite so far ad- iion ; we had the honour to report that

vanced as in Tamil, he was, we observ- each of these gentlemen was qualified for

ed, fully competent to the transaction of the transaction of public business in
public business in that language also , Tamil, and we hoped that , by continuing
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their studies, they would render them . time that they had been attached to the

selves equally competent in Teloogoo. college, and we begged Teave to recom

Mr. Hutt's name appeared in the list mend that each of these gentlemen might

below several of his brother students , obtain the lowest of the increased allow

both in Tamil and Teloogoo, to whom ances, as an encouragement of which we

he stood superior at the last examina- doubted not they would prove themselves

tion ; but we trusted that by diligent ap : well deserving, by á continuance oftheir

plication to the grammar of the Tamil honourable assiduity.

language, in which he was more particu- It was with concern that we found our

Yarly defective, and by an assiduous cul- selves compelled to place Mr. Ogilvie's

tivation of the knowledge he already pos- name below those of many gentlemen

sessed of the Teloogoo he would regain who had recently arrived in the country

the rank which he had lost.
but as severe indisposition had materially

Mr. Bushby, for his progress in Tamil , impeded his studies during the last term,

and Mr. Thomas, for his acquirements we trusted that he would soon occupy a

in Teloogoo, merited commendation. higher place.

The former gentleman , we observed , had In the hope that the four gentlemen ,
just commenced the study of thelatter as whose names were entered laston the list

a second language, and Mr. Thomas had of Tamil students, would evable us , at

acquired thegeneral rudiments of Tamil. the next examination, to report favour

Mr. Cameron and Mr. W. Mason had ably on their progress, we refrained from

improved their knowledge of Tamil, and any particular mention of them.

we had pleasure in observing that Mr. in closing this part of bur report, we

Cameron had made some progress in thought it right to observe, that we found

Mahratta also . the students, in general, to'be least per

Mr. De Mierre, we remarked , since fect in the grammatical exercises ; appa

the last examination, had commenced the reutly froma mistaken notion adopted by

study of the Teloogoo. To acquire the some of them , that because these form a

first rudiments of a new , although a principal partof the earliest examinations,

kindred language, the attention of the their knowledge of them would not bein ,

student, we observed, must necessarily quired into at the more advanced stages ,

be diverted from that to which he had we recorded our desire to impress on the

previously applied : but we trusted that minds of the students that, as grammar is

in prosecuting conjointly his studies in the frame of language, the desultory

the Tamil and Teloogoo, Mr. De Mierre knowledge which they might acquire
would find that each rendered aid to without its aid would be dependent on

the other , and that at the nextexamina- chance, or at best on practice, for its

tion we should have to report favourably preservation ; whereas, after a solid

of his advancement in both . grammatical foundation had been once

We had great satisfaction in bearing laid, the superstructure, even when im

testimony to the attention paid by Mr. paired by long disuse, might at any time

Montgomerie to the study of Tamil and be restored with little comparative labour.

Teloogoo, during the last term , and we A knowledge of the leading principles

trusted the continuance of his laudable of the laws enacted for the administration

application would hereafter enable us to of justice , and for the realization of the

report favorably of his success. revenues in these territories, being essen

Mr. Wrey, we observed, understood tially necessary to the members of the

Tamil sufficiently to give the general im- civil service about to be engaged in the

port,of official papers of ordinary difficul- discharge of those important duties, we

ty, and could understand easy sentences stated that we had directed the attention

addressed to him in that language, but of the students to the code of regulations,

was not able to carry on a general conver- as part of the course to be pursued at the

sation . Mr. Wrey informed us that in- institution under our superintendence.

disposition had prevented the prosecution Of the gentlemen examined in the re

of his studies in Teloogoo, in which he gulations, we found Mr. Chamier to have

declined examination. an iutimate knowledge of both the judicial

The list of those whose attention had and revenue system , as well in their lead

been directed to the study of two lan- ing principles as in the mode of their ad

guages closed bere ; but we thought that ministration.

the right honourable the governor in coun- Mr. Viveash , Mr. Whish , Mr. Dent,

cilwould be well pleased to learn ,that seve- and Mr. Uhthoff also merited praise for

ral of the students who had recently joined their acquirements in this branch of

the college had particularly distinguished study.

themselves at the late examination. . The Mr. De Meirre, Mr. Thomas, Mr. New,

progress of Mr. Gleig in Teloogoo , and of bolt, and Mr. Hutt gave evidence of hav.

Mr. Kindersley, Mr. Hudleston, Mr. ing paid attention to the code of regula;

French, and Mr. Horne in Tamil, was, tions ; and this part of their studies had

we remarked, very satisfactory for the not been neglected by Mr. J. G. Mason ,

.
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Mr. Phillips, and Mr. Sinclair. None of est honors aud rewards which it hold ,
the other gentlemen made muchprogress out to eminent acquirement.

in this study. Mr. Phillips and Mr. J. G , Mason had

Viewing the general result of the ex- very nearly completed three years resi

amination, we observed that it exhibited , deuce at the college, and as they had

ja two instances, aequirements of the very both acquired a knowledge sufficient for

highest order ; in many a successful ap- the transaction of ordinary business in

plicatiou to study , which persevered in one of the native languages , and had

must lead to early and distinguished ex- made some progress iu a second , wecon

cellence : aud in the great inajority a pro- sidered them eligible to the general duties

ficiency in the native language highly of the service, and begged leave to recom

creditable to the junior branch of the ser- mend them to the favorable consideration

vice. of the Right Honorable the Governor in

We had also the satisfaction of stating Council.

that the general conduct of the gentlemen It did not appear tous that Mr. Wrey's

attached to the institution had been un- further continuance at the college would

exceptionable: and although we had be of advantage , either to that gentleman

learned from the inquiries which it bad or to the public interests ; and as he had

been our duty to make, that debt had completeli a residence in India of three

been contracted at an earlier period than years, it only remained for us to recom

had come under our observation on any mend that he might be permitted to quit

former occasion , there was, we reinark
the institution .

ed , no caşe which called for the notice of In concluding our report, we begged

government - we stated, however, that leave to submit a descriptive list of the

we dad deemed it our duty to direct the several works printed or printing at the

attention of the junior civil servants to college press, and of such also as had

the very great importance attaching to receivedor had been offered to the patron

freedom from pecuniary embarrassment, age of government; which we begged

and we doubted not that the appeal we leave to recommend might be published

had made to their good sense and honour- for general information . A copy of this

able feelings would have the desired ef- list will be found in the present report,

fect. under the head “ State of the Press."

It only remained for us to enumerate, Soon after our report above recited,

for the information of the right hovour- was forwarded to the government, Mr.

able the governor in council, those among Chamier, Mr. Viveash , Mr. Whish, Mr.
the students at the institution whom we Dent, Mr. J. G. Mason , Mr. Phillips, and

considered to be eligible to the active du- Mr. Wrey were employed in the public

ties of the service. service , but no communication on the

The high attainments of Mr. Chamier subject was made to us .

in two of the vernacular, languages of the On the 7th of September following,

peninsula, aud his very considerable we had the honor to report that two of
knowledge of the Persian, and the ex- the gentlemen of whose proficiency we

tensive acquirements of Mr. Viveash in were unable to make favorable mention
Tamil and Mahratta, had qualified them in our address above mentioned , were

to be eminently useful as public servants, that day examined at their own request ;

and as these gentlemen had made good and we had much pleasure in stating that

their claiin tothe honorary medal,had their progress since the last examination

received the highest rate of college allow- had been satisfactory.

ance, had passed a satisfactory examina- Mr. Crawley and Mr. Elliot, we're

tion in the regulations, and had distin- marked, had very materially improved

guished themselves for general propriety their knowledge of Tamil grammar; and

of conduct while attached to the institu- they were 'now , we observed, tolerably
tion, we begged leave to recommend that well versed in the elements of this lan

the honorary reward of 1000 pagodas guage ; but their command of words, we

should be granted to each of them on remarked , was yet very limited , and con

quittingthe college. sequently , their translations of even the

Mr. Whish and Mr. Dent, we observed , most easy papers very incorrect and

had fully qualified themselves for promo- defective, and their means of colloquial

tion ; and, should their services be re- intercourse with the natives restricted to

quired , we had no doubt that they would the most common and simple questions.

prove highly useful in whatever depart. The laudable attention , bowever, which

ment it might be the pleasure of the Right these gentlemen had lately evinced to

Honourable the Governor in Council to study, and the success which had attende

employ them . Iu justice, however, to ed their assiduity and application , in

those gentlemen, we thought it our duty duced us to recommend that the Right

to observe, that if permitted to avail Honorable the Governor in Council might

themselves for .some time longer of the be pleased to confer upon each of them the

advantages which the college affords, increased allowance of seventy - five pan

theywould be enabled to secure the high- godas per mensem ,which we trasted

Asiatic Journ . - No. 15. 2 Q
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would not fail to encourage them to fur- press at the college, which was received
ther exertion . along with our first report, in order that

That the success of the establislıment the honorable Court might decide as to

placed under our superintendence depend the extent of encouragement that the re

ed entirely on a continuance of the en
spectiveauthors might receive.

couragement and inducements to study, The Right Honorable the Governor in

which the liberality of the government of Council having been pleased to signify his

late so constantly afforded to their junior opinion, that the reward of 1000 pagodlas

civil servants, was, we observed, a truth could not be granted in any future in

that required from us no illustration ; stance , we remarked , in a reply, that we
and we trusted that our anxiety to main- were unwilling to occupy the time ofthe

tain unimpaired the same emulation which Governor in Council on this subject (our

had hitherto so happily animatedthestudies sentiments thereon having beeu so fully

of the gentlemen attached to the.college, stated in our letter bearing date 20th No

would render it unnecessary for us to vember , 1813, recited in our general re

offer any apology for respectfully remark• port for the year 1813) further than to

ing, that our report of the 15th of June express our extreme regret that it should

last, in which the merits of the students have appeared necessary to come to this

were brought under the observation of resolution, and to solicit permission to

the Right Honorable the Governor in delay the communication of the orders of

Council, conțivued ,, iu the month ofSep- government in this respect 'until after the

tember following, unnoticed by the go- periodical examination , which , we ob

vernment. served, commences on the 6th of the fol

To our two addresses here recited , we lowing month ; and as the immediate in

were not fayored with the orders of go forcement of the resolution for discon

verpment until the 3d of Novemberlast, tinuing the honorary reward, would have

when we were informed that the Right a retrospective effect against the claims of

Honorable the Governor in Council was any gentleman who might, during the

pleased to graut, from the 7th of June then present term , have been qualifying

preceding, the established increase of himselfto receive it, under the rules of

allowances to the several gentlemen we the institution , as they had hitherto 'ob

had recommended in our first report fortained ; we hoped to be permitted to

that mark of approbation ayd reward. recommend to thie favorableconsideration

The Governor in Council also granted the of the Right Honorable the Governor in

reward of 1000 pagodas, for which we Council any student who , at the ensuing

recommended Mr. Charmier and Mr. examination , might prove to have attain

Viveash , respectively ; but having ad- ed to such proficiency as, in the opinion

verted to the orders of the honorable of the board , wouli entitle him to the

the Court of Directors on the subject, as highest rewards.

well as to a reference to those orders The Right Honorable the Governor in

made in a recent dispatch from the hono Council having declined to sanction the

rable Court to the supreme government, increase of allowances to Mr. Elliot and

the Governor in Council was of opinion Mr. Crawley , as recommended by us,

that the reward of 1000 pagodas could under date the 7th of September, and

not be granted in any future instances haviug declared that determination to be

and desired that a communicaiion to that founded on “ the marked distinction be

effect might be made to the gentlemen at “ twixt the terms in which we recom

present attached to the college. , 56 mended these gentlemen for the in

In reply to our report already noticed , « creased allowance of seventy - five pago

under date of the 7th of September, we s das per mensein , and those in which a

were informed that under the marked « similar recommendation was submitted

distinction betwixt the terms in which we “ in favorofothers in our general report,"

had recommended Mr. Elliot and My. we perceived, with much concern , that our

Crawley, for the increased allowance of recommendation was deemed to be not
seventy-five pagodas per mensem, aud borte outby the report on which had

those in which a similar recommendation been founded .

was submitted in favour of others in our Although , in announcing this deter

previous report of the 15th of June, the mination, the Right Honorable the Go
Governor in Council declined sanctioning veruor in Council had been pleased to

the proposed mark of approbation and re- withhold all expression of disapproba

ward to those two gentlemen ; but trust . tion , yet the public act of government,

od that, by their assiduity and progress, withdrawing in a particular instauce a

they might be entitled , at a future exami- general trust reposed in a public body, by
uation, to a favorable report expressed a resolution published under its authority,
in less qualified terms. was, we thought, in itself a declaration

It was added that it was the inteution that, in that particular instance at least,

of the Governor in Council to transmit to the confidence of the government in the

the Court of Directors the list of books proceedings of that body had been im

printed , printing, or preparing for the paired.
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It was therefore , we conceived, our proposed mark ofapprobationandreward
duty , not less to the government than to to Mr. Elliot and Mr. Crawley, was à

ourselves, to offer such respectful expla- distinction in the style only of the report,

uation to the consideration of the Right and did not involve åny deviation from
Honorable the Governor in Council, as the principle by which we had always

would appear calculated to remove the beenguided in this respect.

impressions under which his confidence Webegged leave to advert to the differ

has been withdrawn ; we deemed it also ence between the terms on which the

our duty to the geutlemen to whom the higher and the lower rates of increased al

recommended increase of salary had been lowance were proposed to be given in our

denied to offer such explanation, in the letter of the 20th November, 1& 13 , which

hope that they might yet be permitted to letter we observed had received the ap

benefit by our recommendatioil, made probation and sanction of thie Right Hon.

under the discretion vested in us by the the Governor in Council, recorded in the

resolutions of government, under date the mimutes of consultation under date the

7th December, 1813. We trusted that '7th December, 1813. The highest allow

we should be able to remove all unfavour- ances it was there declared, should be grant

able impression from the mind of the ed for such proficiency in two languages

Right Honourable the Goveruor in Coun- * as , on the recommendation of the board

cil, by explaining the construction which of superintendence ,night appear to merit

had hitherto been given to the orders for tliis increased reward . In the spirit of

the grant of the increased allowances, this resolution weexplained , that we had
and by shewing, that in submitting our endeavoured , as far as the nature of the

recommendation in favour of Mr. Elliot subject would permit, to fix a standard to

and Mr. Crawley, we strictly adhered to "which it should be necessary for the stu
the principle laid down for our guid- " dent to attain before he would be recom

ance, the principle which we understood mended as deserving of this reward , and

to have been sanctioned by the orders of the sumof knowledge acquired , and not

government of the 7th December, 1813 , the rapidity or tardiness of its acquisition ,
and that the distinction adverted to by had , we observed , been made themeasure

the Right Honorable the Governor in by which the title of the student to the

Council, in consequence of which he had ' superior increased allowance had been

been pleased to decline sanctioning the ascertained . ( To be continued .)

ASIATIC INTELLIGENCE.

.

CALCUTTA .
pose of paying adoration to the remains of

Letters from Khatmandoo bave been the late Juswunt Rao Holkur. The ex

received , which mention that the British treme severity of the rains, which fre

residency had at last removed from Than- quently inundated the camp and killed

kote tothe capital . Itwas received with manyhorses and cattle,had for some time

every mark of respect by the Nepal autho- retarded the holy expedition. We are
rities. told that Juggu Babu had led from the

Intelligence from Jypoor has been re- rageof his troops, and concealed himself

ceived to the 26th of June, by which it ap- in the obscurity of a private dwelling ;

pears, that that city still held out, al- and that Balarain Seeth , the old and con

though Umeer Khan continued to push fidential adviser of his master, had been

the siege with great vigour. He had been accused by Deewan Kumput Rao of taking

joined by a reinforcement of four thousand large bribes from the army, and there

troops ; and havingmade every preparation upon enhancing their claims. We read of

for a generalassault , intendedimmediately warlike operations inJypoor. Theheads
to attempt to carry the city by storm . It of the Rajpoot and Malirattaand Pindaree

was expected that the assault would be forces, exhausted by their late struggle,
made the vightafter the accounts came have now no other enemy to oppose, thau

away , The Raja in the mean time has their own factious and discontented sol.

called for assistance from the British diery. It is difficult to say which of the

power, which application lineer Khan two is in the most pitiable situation .

affects to treat with indifference, and says, Meer Khan, although now master of forty

it shall not deter him from the accomplish- thousand men , and dreaded throughout
inent ofhis purpose. the Dukuin, is so fettered, that he cannot
Holkar, -- We find by our cative pa move a foot without the previous assent

pers of themiddle of last inonth , the of the meanest of his followers. Finding
family of Holkar preparing to leave that he could obtain no further supplies in

Dubooreeu ,their old place of encampment, the vicinity of Madhoorajpoor, he lately

and to proceed to Bhanponru for the pur intimated his intention to march to Na .

2 Q 2
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waee. He was, howerer, soon informed that in its hand it held a sword and

by his refractory bands, that until he had buckler. This curiosity surprized and

discharged the whole of their arrears delighted the spectators.The Houour

they would resist every attempt even to able Edward Gardner was at Lucknow in

change ground. An offer of two Jacks of the middle of last month - Major Gene

‘ rupees was insufficient to change their re- ral Ochterlouy had not arrived : ut pri

solution , or gain them over to obedience. vate letters , of later date inform us that

In the Jypoor lines the iroops took means hewas a few days afterwards very mag

still less ceremonious of extorting their nificently entertained by the Nabob.

pay. They surrounded the liousc of Rao

Chand Singh, and planting batteries near
The following singular circumstance is

its walls, threatened the owner with im
said to have occurred during the late cam

mediate destruction , it he did not at ouce
paign in the Nepal monntains. An ar

comply with their demands. With great tillery-man having deserted from the
difficulty Rao Manjhee Dass prevailed on

them to wave their pretensions fora few to Muckwanpore, and on reaching the
British camp was carried by the enemy

days. The Jypoor papers have now dropt heights whichcommand that fort, sud

all' mention ofvegociation between their denly exclaimed , “ is this your boasted

government and any other power:--- An ac- fort of Muckwanpore ? Why " raising
' tion is stated to have been foughtbetween his stick to his shoulder, and looking

a body of troops from Joudpoor, and a along it so as to embrace the whole of

body of Mahrattas at Nurdown , which the works with his eye, 6. I can fire

after considerable slaughter, terminated
into every part of it ; the English will

in the defeat and expulsion of the latter
take it without a moment's delay." It hap

from the contested position . — There is no

thing new from Lahore. Runjeet yet re
pened that the Nepalese Havildar in charge

of this deserter, sometime afterwards
niains in that city, oppressing all around

hiin ,and seeking new means ofamassing ingmentioned the foregoing circumstance,
came over to the British camp ; and hav

treasure, and of gaining fresh cessions of
was asked, if he could recognize the

territory. He still keeps Uhmud Khan
spot whence the artillery -man pointed on

the Raja of Jhuk , and Raja Sooltan Khan
using the exclamation ? This he readily

in confinement ; and so will probably do

until he has squeezed from them every approachof the army, led the officers to
agreed to do ; and accordingly on the

rupee in their possession. Thinking how

ever that he sins enough for bimself and
a rising ground which completely over

topped the fortress, and was judged to
his people, he by no means estends mercy

be the best position for our batteries.
10 those who, imitatinghis example, forget

the rules of religion and good faith . Bho

op Chund and Milap Chund, two bro- Major General Sir David Ochterlony

thers of the venerable house of Baboo Nan- left Delhi for Kurnaul on the 2d of July, .

uk , having quarrelled, determined to settle and on the same day Major-Ger eral Mar

their disputes by the sword . Aided by shall set out from Cawnpore for Agra.

their followers, they several times fought July 15.-A meeting was held at the

with various success . The story came to town hall for the purpose of taking into

Runjeet's ears . Horror struck at the un- consideration the propriety of establish

natural conduct of relations so closely con- ing an Annuity Fund, to provide for the

nected, he iminediately ordered them to families and dependants of subscribers

cease, and decreed that both parties should in case of their death , and to secure the

pay a large fine to the state , as the only - means of subsistence to contributors at

meansof appeasing the insulted manes of advanced periods of life. A plan of re

their divine ancestor. gulations was proposed, which will be

Calcutta , June 6. - The Lucknow pa- submitted to the consideration of a gene

pers intimate that the treasure of the ral meeting, to be convened at no distant

late Begum of Fyzabad, was escorted by period.

a guard under command of Captain Ro- We are informed that the following

bertson , of the 11th regiment native in- gentlemen have kindly consented to un

fantry , into the Nabob's treasury, on the dertake the duties of the Committee, for

18th . It amounted to eighty - four lacs the present :-J. Palmer, G. Cruttenden ,

and fifty thousand rupees. — These papers A. Colvin , junior, A. Hogue, R. Ro

state that during one of the Nabob's · bertson, and J. Bentley, Esqrs.

visits to the Resident, mention having Letters from Moorshedabad state, that

beeu 'made of the great pearl now for the rising of the river has done much

sale at Calcutta, His Highness produced - damage to the crop of indigo in the low

another of nearly a similar description , grounds of that vicinity. ” Jepore and

with the body of pearl, and the head, Rungpore have also considerably suffered

arms, and tail of gold and enamel . with from the same cause ; while in Oude,
this difference only, that it was unbored , and other northern provinces, a heary
What its face was that of a man , and drought was complained of,

+

1

!
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city .

T.R.Dent was sworn in , on the 24th other usual consequences of deep wounds ;
of July last, coronerof Calcutta . but we are happy to state, that our latest

TheAsia, of 550tons, was launched, accounts from Meerut pronounce him to
on the 11th of July , from Smith's Yard. be free from all danger . The villages be

SAdetachment of H.M.59thregiment tween Saharunpore andMeerut arehaunt

marched from the upper provinces in the ed by gangs of Goojurs. Mewateesand
middle of June. other desperadoes, who are always on the

The last accounts from Jayopur men- watch for the unwary traveller, and so

tion the retreat ofAmir Khan , and the soon as they have committed any deadly

abandonment of his designs against that crime, flee from vengeance to fastnesses

abounding in a district, yet but ill reduced

The Calcutta Lottery commenced draw- within the controul of thecivil power.It

ing on the first of July. is , however, to be hoped that the known

vigilance of the Magistrates in that quar
The Governor-General having reason

to think that proper attention hasnot, establishing the guilt of the perpetrators
ter will be successful in apprehending and

in some instances which recently came of this horrible outrage.
under his observation , been given to the

thorough repair and cleanness of the hos The second annual meeting of the pro

pitals for the native corps, and deeming
the utmostcarein that respect of indis prietorsof theChowringhee Theatre, was

held lately at the town -hall, and the re
- pensible importance to the comfort, and
seonducive to the recoveryof thepatients, port oftheproceedingsof thelast yearwas

lihas prohibited the passing of any
billfor read. It commenced by adverting to the

state of the society's funds at the close of
the maintenance of the buildings orme

> dical pay abstractfor the charge of the thefirst year, whenasubscriptionof 200

sick , unless accompanied by certificates rupees on each single share , andof 100

from officers commanding, of thesound rupeesoneachshare exceedingone,beld

repair and cleanness of the hospitals defray the expenses of thetheatre. The
by the same proprietor , was required to

Su and kitchens.
report then proceeded in enumerating the

no On July the 1st was held the first an- different itemsof expenditure, and the

anal meeting oftheCalcutta Tontine, receipts of the theatre, up to thepresent
when the secretary laid before them a time; from which it appeared (notwith

statement of the Society's Funds. The re- standing the great expense which has been

ceipts amounted to,–S.R. 139,441 5 19 incurred in completing the repairs and
making the value of a share 470 T 8 improvements of the theatre, the addition

-halfshare 235 0 10 to the scenery, and considerable augmet)

quarter do. 117 8 5 tation of the wardrobe) that the theatre

had been fully adequate to its ordinary

We are sorry to learn by letters received expenses, and that no claim was made

a few daysago from the Upper Provinces, uponthe proprietors, except for their at

that the Reverend Mr. Fisher, whilst pro- tention and indulgence.
ceeding fromMeerut to Saharanpore,ongueThe unanimous thanks of the meeting

duty, was beset during the night by a were in a special manner votedtoMr.

dedesperate gang of decoits, and severely Wilson, for the invaluable support he

wounded. The reverend gentleman had had given to the theatre from the period

sagot only a little way from the former sta- of its first institution, and to the amateurs

dation , when his attention was roused by a and managers in general, for their un

noise near his palanquin . On opening the wearied and successful exertionsincon

doors, he observed a body of armed men , ducting the business ofthe theatre. The

aboutthirty in number ,and fearingtheir managerswere again unanimously elected.
sedesigns, jumped ont. One of theruffians

s instantly raised his sword, and evidently TRIALS AT THE SUPREME COURT.

with an intention of severing his head June 28th, & c. - Among manyothers

ga fromhis body, hit him a dreadful blow . ofnativeculprits we notice the following

Luckily missing the soft part ofthe neck , with European names, whether natives of

in itfelluponthe lower and back portionof Britain or country borncast,we have no
the head . Mr. Fisher staggered from the means of ascertaining :

violence ofthe stroke, andreceived a se- J. H.Jones, for stealing shawls to a

cond cut on the back . The villains were considerable amount,-guilty ; J. Ross,

proceeding to finish their bloody work , and J. Williams, for enticing to deser
when one amongst them , apparently of tion,-acquitted ; Thomas Carter, for

ou

, Jagat ,
not

him ." On this they ceased, and were

contented with rifling his person and pa : COURT MARTIAL .

lankeen, and taking thence his watch and Head Quarters , Calcutta, 21st Juino,

every other valuable. Mr. Fisher hassuf- 1816. Lieut. William James French ,

fered much from loss of blood, and the ofthe 21st Native Infantry , was tried by
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the European General Court Martial as- By order of Major-General Sir G.

sembled at Dinapore, 4th Juve, 1816, on Wood, Commanding.

thig following charges : -Ist. For conduct (Signed ) H. S. Montagu, Fort Adjutant.

unworthy of a gentjeman, in having, Fort William , 3d July, 1816 .

"without any provocation , written a note Sentence. The Court having delibe

to Cornet Fitzroy, of the Rohilla Cavalry, rately weighed the evidence which has

with the obvious intention of irritating been adduced in support of the charges,

him, on or about the 28th of January, together with what the prisoner has urged
1816. in his defence, find the prisoner Patrick

2dly. For scandalous and infamous McDonough, guilty of the first' charge

conduct, unworthy of an officer and á gen- preferred against him. The Court find

"tleman, in baving, on or about the 28th the prisoner guilty of the first part of the

of January, 1816, after havingwritten the 2d charge, namely. * For resistance to

above-mentioned note, proceeded to the and wresting the bayonet froin the hands
quarters, abused and struck him . of Corporal Smith , but acquit him of the

When the court, having duly weighed remaining part of the charge, namely,
and considered the evidence in support of and attempting violence on him when in

the prosecution,and what the prisoner, the execution of his duty in taking him

Lieut. William James French has urged to the guard on the 2d instant. The

'in Iris defence, are of opinion , that the Court find the prisoner guilty of the third

first charge preferredagainst bim has not charge. The Court sentence the prisoner
been proved, and do therefore acquit him . tosolitary confinement for three months.

With respect to the second charge, the (Signed) R.Haldane, Colonel, President.

court are of opinion that he is guilty of (Signed ) J. Bryant, Captain , officiating

the same, which being in breach of the Judge Advocate General,

Articles of War, they do sentence him to Approved andconfirmed ,

be cashiered . (Signed) MOIRA.

The Governor General has approved (True extract.)

and confirmed the sentence. (Signed) C. J. Doyle, Military Secretary.

· COURT MARTIAL. General Orders, 12th July, 1816. - The

General Orders, by the Commander in Bazar in the garrison of Fort William

* Chief. Head Quarters, Calcutta, 8th shall, from the 1st of August, be trans

August 1816. — Extract from the proceed- ferred from the civil to the military power,

ings of an European General Court Mar- and placed under the management and

tial, assembled at Fort-William , in obe coutrol of the Town and Fort Major of

dietice to General Orders of the 23d Fort William ,

'instant, and held by virtue of a warrant The following bazar establishment is

from his Excellency the Earl of Moira, authorized to be entertained fromthat

K. G. Commanderin Chief in India, &c.
date :

*Fort William , Monday , 29th July , 1816 . I Bazar Serjeant 30 S.R. per men .

President- Colonel Haldane, 30th Re 1 Sircar 20 do. do.

giment Native Infantry.
1 Regulator of weights 6 do . do .

JudgeAdvocate -- Captain Bryant, offi- Every other description ofpeople, Cat
ciating Judge Advocate General. wals, Peons, &c. are to be discontinued .

Calcutta , General Orders, June 21 ,
Charges. - Private Patrick McDonough , 1816. - Regiment of Artillery. - Senior

of the 4th Company ofthe Honorable Captain and Brevet MajorG.Penniugton ,

Company's Europeau Regiment, confined to be Major Captain Lieatenant J. P.

by me on the following charges, viz.- Boileau.

Ist. For unsoldier - like condnct , in using Lieutenant H.L. Playfair, to be Capt.

abusive and threatening language, towards Lieutenant.

Serjeant Major Nield , in the orderly Lieutenant Fireworker C. Smith , to be

room , on the afternoon of the 2d instant. Lieutenant.

2d. For resistance to , and wresting the Cadet Ch. R. Whitfield , to be Lieute .
bayonet from the hands of Corporal Smith, nant Fireworker.

and attempting violence on him , when iá 20 Regiment Nativé Cavalry...Cornet

the execution of his duty in taking hith ' C. J. A. Dashwood; Liedtenant.

to the guard on the ed instant.- 3 . For
Captain Lieutenant Kellenah Swetten

making use of threatening words, when lam , to be Captain .
in the guard room on the 2d instant, to- Lieutenatit atid Brevet Captain Benja

wards Lieutenant Wray, Serjeant Major thinMather, to be Captain Lieutenant.

Nield , and Corporal Sintth , in saynig, Cotnet Hubert de Burgh, to be Lieate

• the first ball ammunition he could get, matit.

he would take away the life of the first of 17th Hegitheut Native Infantry.--EN

these he could meet with .'
sigu P. W. Grant, to be Lieutenant.

( Signed) George Wray, Lieutenant; 21st Regiment Native Infántry - Capt.
oficer for the day. J. Cork , to be Major.
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Captain Lieutenant M. Menzies, to be Statement of the Proportion ofOff-reckon

Captain . : ings in advance on 1st July 1816, to

Lieutenant Russel, to be Captain Lieu- Colonels of Regiments,& c. for the year
tenant. 1815, for which an Order on the Go

Ensign J, B. Neufville , to be Lieutenant. uernnent Treasury has been issueda,

June 21.- Captain J. H. Cave, 21st Lieutenant-Generals . S. R.

RegimentNative Infantry, is appointed Sir J. Mc Donald
6,000

Superintendant of Field Transport under
William Palmer ..

Commissiary, or Deputy Commissiary
6,000

General.

Hugh Stafford 6,000

James Morris

June 28. - Captain Matthews, to otti
6,000

ciate as Régulating Officer of the Invalid
Major -Generals.

Tanvahs, ai Chittagong.
Sir Robert Blair .. ; 6,600

Artillery Regiment.--- LieutenantJ. N. Bennet Marley 6,000

Forrester , to be Captain'Lieutenant. Dyson Marshall.. 6,000

Lieutenant Fireworker T. D. Fordyce ,
Sir G. Wood . .6,000

to be Lieutenant . John Horseford.. 6,000

Cadet J. T. Smoult, to be Lieutenant
John Gordon . 6,000

Fireworker.
Sir G. Martindell 6,000

22d Regiment Native Infantry.-Capt. Charles Stuart 6,000

Lieutenant E. C. Brown, to be Captain . St. George Ashe 6,000

Lieutenant T. C. Cowslade, Captain Lieut erant- Colonel.

Lieutenant. P. Littlejohn ....... 1,000

Ensign M. Hughes, to be Lieutenant. Major.

Captain R. Bainbridge, ofInvalids, to be W. Dick 3,000

Fort Adjutant at Busar. Colonel .

5th July .-- Colonel Hardwicke, Com John Williams 3,000

mandant of Artillery , a Member of the

Military Board .
Majors.

Captain J. B. Sealy , (decd .) to be Major.
E. Roughsedge 2,500

Captain Lieutenant W. Vincent, to be John' Rose... ' 2,500

Captain . Captains.

Lieutenant G. H. Alley, to be Captain P. Hay 2,500

Lieutenant. R. B. Latter 2,500

Ensign R, A. Durham , to be Lieutenant. J. Swinton ,. 2,300

Captain J. Mc. Innis, to be Major. Major.

Captain Lieutenant G. H. Alley, to be S. S. Hay 2,000

Captain .

Lieutenant T. Travers, to be Captain
VOLUNTEERS.

Lieutenant. Lieutenant - Colonel,

Ensign A. Faithful, to be Lieutenant. James Dewar.. 1,645 7.2

Cornet Alsop, H. M. 24 Light Dragoons, Captain .

Supernumerary Aide-de-Camp to the Go- William Colt .... 2,200 de

vernor -General.
Major.

July 12. - Cadets of Cavalry.- J. C. Hugh Griffiths 2,2004Archive

Lambrie, J. S. Williams, R. Roxburgh , Captain ,
Cornets .

Charles Poole 2,200. * :
Captain Matthews, to command of

Bhaugulpore-hillRangers .
Majors,

2,200
Captain c. Parker, Commissary of D. H. Dalton ....

Ordnance åt Agra.
L. O'Brien .. 638 14 6

Lieutenant W. Burroughs, to be Bar

rack Master at Cawnpore.
Total, Sicca Rupees .. 116,384 6 2

Lieutenant H. A. Montgomery, (pro

tempore), Sub Assistant Commissary Ge

peral. Mr. E. Lee Warner, Register of the

Messrs. J. T. Somerville, Cadet of In Zillah Court at Dacca Jelalpore.

fantry, and Thomas Charles, Assistant Mr, H. M.Pigou , Register of the Zillah

Surgeon , are admitted to the Service. Court, at Bakkergungie.

Mr. Somerville, to be Ensign.' Mr. W. Smith , Assistantto the Magis

Surgeons.G. Mc Gowen, Assistant trate of the City Court at Patna.

Garrison Surgeon in Fort William ,

Invalided. - Capt. Langslow , 22d Regi

TERRITORIAL DEPARTMENT

ment, Native Infantry.
Mr. R. Mitford , Collector of Dacca .

· Resigned.Cadet of Cavalry, C. W. J. W. Laing, ditto Shahabad .

Heriot,
H. Newnham , Secretary to the Board

Furloughs to Europe .- Cornet J. Chal- of Commissioners.

mers, Lieutenant Sanderson, Cornet T. M. Moore, Sub -Secretary and Ac

Sanderson ,
countant to ditto .

IC
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JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS.
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per do.

per do.

..

..

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

..

per do.

per do.

per do.

..per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do,

A. Campbell, Collector of Midnapore.
Rs.As.

W. H. Oakes, Assistant to the Civil Tutenague, per do... 35 o
Auditor and Accountant to the Board of Malay Dammer, per do. 4 8

Revente. Half Boiled ........

C. T. Glase, Assistant to the Account Raw Damper, 2 8

ant to the Military Department. Rattaps, Malacca , per liundred, o 13

Mr. D. Scott, Jun. Commissioner in Iron , Swedish flar, per fy. md. 5 8

the Sunderbubds. Ditto , square, 5 12

Ditto English flat, 4 8

ADMINISTRATIONS TO ESTATES .
Ditto Bar , 5 6

July , 1816.
Allum, .. 4 12

Bernard Reilly , Esq. - Administrator, Cloves ...
Brimstone, 98

per seer ,.. 3 6
D. Heroing, Esq. Registrar.

Cardamum , best, 4 0

Captain Allan Graham .-- Executor, d. Mace, 14 0
Palmer, Esq.

Nutmeg, 10 0
Mr. James Musgrove ,-Executor, Mr.

Coir Maldara, (best,) per do. 110
William Wallis .

Ditto Ceylon , fine , .. per do. .. 7 0
Robert Lawson , Esq . - Executor, G.

Ditto ditto coarse, .. per do. 4 0
Cruttenden , Esq.

Ditto Nagore Devia , per do. 10 0
Lient. Gen. William Palmer - Execu .

Satin , Flowered ,
tor, John Palmer, Esq.

per piece, 31 0

Ditto , Plain , 36 0
Mr. Lewis Vass. - Executor, Mr. Alex

Ditto, Single, 14 0
ander B'Moyrah .

Velvet,... 58 0
Mr. William Webster. - Administrator,

Gauze Curtain , 13 0

D. Heming, Esq .
Nankeen,large, per corge , 42 8

Captain William Home. -Executor,
Copper, 22 to 24 oz . per fy. md. 51 0

Eneas Mackintosh , Esq.
Ditto, 16 to 25 oz . .. per do. 51 0

Captain kobert Fry.-- Administrator, White Lead , 18 0
D. Heming, Esq .

Tea , Hyson Green ,.. per box ,.. 1000

James Lloyd Lucan . - Executor, James
Sugar candy, (China ), per tub, 19

Lloyd Lucan
Raisins ,

Serjeant Edmund Kennedy .- Adminis
per maund, 35 0

trator, D. Heming, Esq.
Exports.

William Kirk, Lyons, Esq.-- Admini

strator , D. Heiniog, Esq . PatcheryRice ,Banstul,per maund, 2 2

Ditto Patna, Salla, .. per do .
RATES OF EXCHANGE. - July, 1816..

Moogy Rice, 1st sort, per do.
To Madras 335 Sa. Rs. for 100 Star Ballaum, 1st sort,

1 4

Pagodas . Ditto , upchatta, . I 1

Bombay 100 Sa. Rs. for 109 Bombay Ghee, 1st sort,
24 0

Rupees.
Ditto, 2d sort, 23 0

England 23. ed . and at six months'
(Gram , Patna, 14

sight .
Wheat, Dooda, I 5

Dollars in quantity, at 204 Rs. 12 As . Ditto , Gungajally, 1 4

per 100.
Ditto, Jamally, per do. .. 1 2

A Guinea to purchase in the Bazar is Turmerick,
3 0

at 10 Rupees 4 Anvas . SugarBenares, Ist sort per do. 10 8

Current Value of Government Securities.
Ditto ditto, 2d ditto , per do. 98

Ditto ditto, 3d ditto, per do.
Buy, Sell.

8 8

Raw Silk , 1st sort,
Rs. As.

8.8
Rs.As.

per seer ,

4 4 July 1. New Six per Cts. Dis . 4 10 Ditto, 3d ditto ,
Ditto, 2d ditto , 7 8

70

4 4 Do.10. New Six per. Cts . Dis. 4 8

4 4 Do.30 . New Six per. Cts . Dis . 4 10
Ditto Radpagore, 8 0

Gunuies, .. per hundred,, 6.4

Gunny Bags, 6 6

PRICE CURRENT. Opium , Benares, per chest, 2100 0

Ditto, Patna, 22000

Imports. Rs.As.
Patchack , per maund , 80

Vermillion , per chest, 148 0 Cotton ,Jalonescrewed per do. 14 0

Quicksilver, per seer, 3 14 Ditto, Bhomorghur, per do. 13 8

Camphor, per maund , 65 0 Ditto, Cutchowra ,.. per do .... 13 0

Pepper, 15 8 Red Wood , 20

Tin , new , 29 0 Black Wood, 2,8

Ditto, old , 30 4 Dry Ginger,. 58

Beetleput, Malacca , per do. 3 3 Long Pepper, 28 0

Ditto , Pedier, per do.... 4 18
Cummin Seed 5 8

Coffee, Bourbong, r .. per clo. 11 8
Sheet Lead 13 0

Ditto Mocha, per does 300 Stick Lac, per do.. 100

..

.. per do .

per do .

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do .

... per do .

per do.

per do .

..

per do.

per do .

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

..
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* CALCUTTA SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE ,
June 26 At the cathedral, by the Rev. Mr. Par .

sons, Mr. Rd. Stout, mariner, to Miss Clarissa
Manuel .

Arrirals .

29. Mr. Charles Cornelius, junior, to MissCor.

Aug. 4.Brig Howley Laxemey, Desnieu, from delia Matilda Leclerc .

Calicut, May 7 .-- do . 5, Yacht Phænix , Lieut. J.
July 5. At Serampore, by the Rev. H. Shepherd ,

Criddle , from Madras, July 30.-do. Charlotte, Captain A. T. Meredyth, 10 Mrs. 'Ernesson .
James , from Port Louis, June 29.-do. 7. H. C.

5. By the Rev. H. Shepherd, Lizut . Wogam , of
ship Warren Hastings, Larkins, from Madras,

H. M. 66th regt, to Miss Harriet Sennen .
July 31.-do. H , M. Ship Ipliigenia , Reynolds,

July 9. Mr. T. Praser to Mrs. Harriett Greene.
from Madras, Aug. 1: - August 1, shipBombay s . At the cathedral, Calcutta , by the Rev. Mr.
Merchant , J. Grant, from the Isle of France the

Parson , Mr. John Harrison , of the Pilot Ser

20th July, and Madras the 14th Aug.- Passenger :
vice, to Miss Agnes Tibbetts.

J. Grierson Esm of the Royal Navy : -Ship Man.
29. Ar Baugulpore, Lieut, Peter Young, Adj. to

darine, W.Deller, frum Batavia 28th July .-- Ame the 3d bat. 12th regt . Nat . Inf. to Maria, eldest
rican ship Hamilton , J. Greenough , from Ports

daughter of Lie:11. -Col. Littlejohn .
mouth , (America, ) the 28th April.-- Ship Mauri

29. Lieul. Ivie Campbell, Adj. of the Hill Ran .
tius, J. Greig, put back from sea . ,

gers, !o Eliza, second daughter of Lieut . - Col .

Littlejohn.
Departures.

At Agra, by the Rev. Mr. Evans, Mr.J. C. Mur.

Aug. 4. - Regent, Barwick , for England .- Do. 6. phy, Riding-Master, ist Cavalry, to Miss Anne

Caroline , Street , for China. -Helen , Crawford , Goulding .

for do.--Do. 7 , Barossa , Hawkey, to complete her
July : 9 . At St. John's cathedral , by the Rev. H.

lading for China. - Aug 21. Brig Dolphin, J. Ro
Sliepherd, Ringsted Plantagenet Field ,Esq . Capt .

on the BengalMilitaryEstablishment, eldest

Jumean, for Bombay.- 25 . H. M.ship Iphige
son of the late T. Field, Esq . Gov. of Sundown

nia , J. Reynolds , for Marras.--27. Brig Jupiter,
Fort , Isle of Wight, and of the county ofMeath,

to Mrs. Any Smilie , near relation of Maj.Gen.J. Fergusson, for Port Jackson .
Sir D. Ochterlony, K. G. B. and sister - in -law

of Lieut..Col. Nelly of this establishment.

June 12. At Agra, Serj..Maj. Mark Buckley, of
CALCUTTA BIRTHS, MARRIAGES , AND

the 7th N. Cavalry, to Mrs. Sydmore.
DEATHS . July 18 . At St. John's Cathedral, Jolin William

Templer, Esq. of the H.C. Civil Service, 2d son

Births, of George Templer, Esq . Banker, Pall Mall, in

Charlouie, daughter of James Wintle, Esq . First

duly 4. The lady of Robert Campbell , Esq . of a Judge of the Provincial Courts of Appeal and

daughter. Circuit for the Division of Calcutta .

May 12. Mrs. Saunders, wife of Mr. Saunders, 20. At the house ofRubert Leslie, Esq . by the

merchant, of a son . Rev. Mr. Bryce, William Scott, Esg . Attorney

June 21. At Cuttack , Mrs. Sophia Slater, of a son . at Law , to Charlotte, eldest daughter of the

30. At Bouglah , near Furredpore, Mrs , Thomp late Matthew Leslie, Esg .

By the Rev. H.Shepherd , William Graham , Esq .son , of a son .

to Miss Charlotte Knipe.

27. At Lucknow , the lady of Lieut. Paterson , of
11. At Cawnpore, by the Rev. Mr. Vincent, Alex ,

a daughter . Orr , Jun. Esq . in Miss Jeannette Portier, 24

Lately, at Dinapore , Mrs. W. Claxton , of twins, daughter of the late J. B. Forlier , Esq.

girls . 4. At the sameplace, by the Rev. Mr. Vincent,

June 26 . The lady of John Angus, Esq . of a Ensign John Shipp, of the 87th regt . to Miss

daughter. Ann tomphreys.

24. Mrs. Samuel Sweeting, of a daughter. June 12 . Ai Madura, by the Rev. Mr. Vaughan ,

Lately , at Kurnaul, the lady of Capt . Charles Sen. Chaplain , Mr. R , A. Ashton , to Miss Rich :

• Wm. Hamilton , 7th regt . ofa daughter.
ardson .

12. At Kurnaul, the lady of the late Lieut. Sand- Ang . 9. John Frederick EllerionEsq. of the e .
c.s, to Miss Monat Keith , eldest daughter of

ford , 2d bat . 19th regt. of a daughter.
Capt , Sir George Mouat Keith , Bart. R.N.

July 10. Mis . Desbruslais, of a daughter. May 14. At Macao, Bartholomew Barretto, Esq.
14 . Mrs. Samuel Jones, of a son .

of that place, of the firm of Antonio Lourenco,

4. Mrs. Stacey, wife ofMr. Wm. Stacey, As. Barettoand Co. to Miss A. Frances Gonsalves
sistant in the Military Department , of a son .

Pereira, of Macao .

The lady of C.pt. Peter Turnbull,of a daughter .

14. The lady of the " Rev. A. W. Taylor, of a

daughter .
Deaths.

At Allahabad, the lady of Lieut. Col. Fe.
June 29. Mrs. John Valente, aged 19 years ,

therston , of is daughter.
July 12 . Robert Lawson , Esq :

26, The lady of Capt. Gilbert , of a son . 5. Mr. Lewis Smith , aged 30 years and 2 months.

25. At Dum Dum, the lady of Jas. Robertson ,

Esq. Surg . on the gal Establishment, of a
4. Mr. Anthony Joao D'Souza, sexion of the old

Portugueze Church , aged 54 years .
daughter,

May 23. At Amowah, the lady of Major Green , June28. AtBerhampcre,1-rances, the only daugh .

H. M. 24th foot, of a daughter.
ter of the lale Ms. F. Calancy, conductor of
Ordnance.

July 23. A Chandernagore, Mrs. Capt. E. T.
July' 1. At Moorshedabad, after a few days ill.

Mahé , of a daughter.
ness, in the 17th year of her age, Miss Henri

The lady of James Atkinson , Esq. of a son .
etta Brooke, daughter of Thos. Brooke, Esq . of

21. At the house of D. Verger, Esq . the lady that place.

of ) , C ventry, Esq . of a daughter.
9. Atthe same place, Miss Brooke, daughter of

29. Mrs. J. R. Douglass, of a son.
Thos. Brooke, Esq . Senior Judge at thai place .

6. At Rungporc, ļhe lady of Norman Macicod ,

Esq . of a doghter.
May 29 . At Chittledroog. Lieut. W. J. Now.

5. At Chunar, ihe lady of Capt. Jolan Swinton ,
land , 2d bat. 16th regt . N. I.

of a daughter. 12. James Scott , Esq . of the firm of James Scutt
June 10. At Cawnpure, the lady of Lieut . W. and Co.

Ward , 5th Native Cavalry, of a daughter. 12. Capt . Wm . Webster, of the country service .

July 9. On board her pinnace, off Shah -Jehan .
Marriages.

pore ,on her way to alcutta, forthe benefit of
June 28 . At Patna, Joshua Carter, Esq. of the H. her health , Mrs. William Gee, of Futteh Gurh.

C. Civil Service, to Miss Campbell , eldest daugh 3. At Patna , on his way to Calcutta, Mr. Joseph

ter of Duncan Campbell, Esq . Opium Agent in Davidson Pennington , aged 21 years .
, Behar.

Aug. 17 : At Chandpaul Ghant, George Tyler

July 3. At the cathedral of St. John, by the junior, Esq . aged 30 years .

ker. Dr. Sncpheid, Mr. Thomas Smith, "to *15. T. Templeton, Esq . many years a Solicitor in

MissEliza De Costa.
the Supreme Court at this Pres dency.
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MADRAS. Major -General Pates has presented to

the hon. Company an elegant and com
On Tuesday, the 20th August, about

modious chapel at Masulipatam , built at
eleven o'clock, his highness the Nawab

his sole expence. We have much plea
Delawer Jung Bahadar (who resides at

sure in recording this act of munificence

Chitpore), accompanied by his eldest son

the Nawab Soalut Jung, and his grande handdown his namewith honor to a
on the part of an individual, which wili

son , the late Nawab Moshir Jung'sson, grateful posterity .
The cost of the build

with a grand retinue,proceeded from his ingamountedto 40,000 pagodas.
house to pay a visit ofceremony and res
pect to lis excellency the right honorable

the Earl of Moira, at the government
Head Quarters : Choultry Plain ,

house . When his highness's carriage 27th Aug. 1816.

entered tne north area of the government G. O. By the Commander - in -Chief.

house , he was saluted by the guard , and The Commander - in -Chief adverting to a

immediately after Mr. Molony, acting mistaken idea which appears to exist,

Persian secretary to government, and that Field Officers holdingStaff Appoint

three aides-de-camp, descended the grand ments, are entitled to the distinction of

staircase and proceeded to receive the two Epaulettes with their Staff Uniforms,

Nawab and his children, and conveyed without reference to the particular regu

them to the presence of the right hon . lations for uniforms of this sort, is pleas

the governor-general, who advanced from ed to publish for general information , the

his seat somepaces to meet and embrace uniforms established for Staff Officers,

each of them in his turn, after which are intended to mark the situation they

ceremony his lordship directed them to hold on the Staff, and not the rank which

be seated near him. His lordsluip ex- they may have in the Army, and it is

pressed himself in terms suitable to the therefore to be understood, that no devia

occasion, which appeared to be highly tjons from the ruies laid down, can bead

gratifying to hisrespectablevisitors. Some mitted , whatever the rank of an Officer

time after the Nawab and his children may be.

had taken their seats , his lordship deco

rated ' the Nawab with a rich turban,
Aug. 6, 1816.-A rery considerable

quantity of rain has fallen during the last

jewels, and a necklace , ornamented with
week, which has had the most beneficial

diamonds, pearls, & c. ' and ordered the

intended khilaut to be laid before his
effect. The weather has become delight

highness. Hislordship also presented fully cool and pleasant, and thethermo

him with a fine male elephant, sword,
meter at times has been as low as seven,

ty -nine.

target, and a superb nalkee, such as

eastern noblemen ride in . When bis

highness the Nawab had received these Madras College, Aug. 1816.-Messrs.

marks of the govervor-general's favour Bushby, Mason ,Cameron, Montgomerie,

and esteem , he appeared highly gratified ; Ogilvie, Adamson, and Droz, have been

a similar ceremony was observed on con
permitted to leave the institution , for the

ferring a rich turban, jewels, and neck- purpose of being employed in the public

lace , ornamented with diamonds and
service.

pearls, on the Nawab Soulut Jung, who

was also presented with a khilaut. His From the Government Gazette,

highness's grandson received a pearl tassel Sept. 5. 1816.

with gold hook to his turband ; after har

ing been honoured by these flattering

marksof the governor -general's favour, Zillah Court at Guntoar.

Mr. John Vaughan, Register of the

his highness signified a desire to return Mr. J. Dalzell, Register of the Zillah
with his children , which being granted , Court at Bellary .

his lordship gave Ottur aud Paun to the

Nawah and his chilaren . Ou taking leave
MILITARY PROMOTION .

of the right honorable the governor- Sept. 12. - The Governor in Council is

general,lis highness washanded tothe pleased to appointMajor-GeneralThomas

superb valkeeby Mr. Molopy, and several Browne, to command the forces in the

aides-de-camp, and immediately returned, Ceded Districts .

with his retinue, to his house at Chitpore.
FURLOUGHS TO EUROPE,

Sept. 10.- On Wednesday last, his
excellency the commander-in - chief paid a Sept. 12.- Lieutenant W. Hude, of the

visit of congratulation to his bigłyess the 25th Regiment Native Infantry, is per

Nabob of the Carnatic ,at Chepauk l'alace, mitted to proceed to Europe on furlough ,

and was received with the accustomed
for three years.

honours . His bighness returned the visit Lieutenant C. H. Gibb , of the 12th

at the Ameer Baug on the following day. Regiment Native Infantry, is permitted to

The usual salutes were fired . proceed to Europe, on sick certificate.

CIVIL APPOINTMENTS.
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MADRAS SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE. The Elk was to be dispatched from Trincoma

Arrivals.
lee , for England , on the 26th ult .

The H. C , ship Larkins, Captain Dambleton ,

July:-Dutch ship Twee Vrienden , P.J. Pieters, was expected to sail before Sunday. The Private
from Indramayo 10th July - cargo,coffee . - Sarne shipGrant, about the sametime,

day , Ship Venus, R. Bood, from Mauritius 10th On Wednesday H.M.ship Iphigenia , Captain

May, and Sourabaya 8th July .- 13. - Ship Jami- Reynolds, from Calcutta , anchored in the roads,
ma , R. Brown , from London 14th Feb , and Fal She again sailed last night for Trincomalee ,

mouth 22d March .- 14. - Brig Susanna Barbera, We hear that H, M , ship Icarus, Capt, Devon ,

E. S. Badendyk , from Tagal 10th July , cargo, is likely to call at this port on her way down

rice- passengers, Messrs. P. M. Bossotiel and the bay ,

Arons. - Same day, Brig. Maria, R. Devos, from On Thursday , the long expected free trader

Şamarang 11th July . - 16. - Brig Margaret, ab- George, Captain Arle, anchored in the Roads.
dul Laut,from Bantam 7th July . - Same day , She sailed fromEngland on the23d of April . She

Brig Johanna Maria, W. Van Leuwen, from do . brought a small Ship Letter Packer, containing
do . - Do. - Schooner_Louisa

, Sarai, from Indra- about fifty -four le ters for this Presidency, The

mayo 13th July.-Do. Dutch ship Aurora, C. following is a list of her Passengers : Lieut, and

Brandlight, from Amsterdam 26th Nov.-Aug. 1 . Mrs. Wood, Mrs.Bellingham , Dr, and Miss Jor
H.C. Ship Wexford, Capt. Charles Barnard, from dan, Mr. Hay and Mr. Stromborn,
London 36th Feb.-- 4th . American Ship Fawn , of The Frederica Maria and Alexander arestill due .

Boston, from Bombay the 21st July ,and Trinco

malee the ed inst . - Passenger , Mr. Kelly, of the MADRAS BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND
country service , -- Sept. 8th . Schooner William ,

DEATHS.

Capt. Chick, from Coringa 230 Augs- do. Brig

Cyclops, Capt. Z. De Egville, from Calcutta ist Births.

May and Vizagapatam 13th Aug:-9th . Ship Hero, AtRoyaporam , the relict of the late Capt. Edward

Capt. Stephenson, from London 4th May and Malton , of the 13th regt. of N , 1. of a daughter .

Madeira sd June . - 11th. H.M. Ship Iphigenia, At St. Thomé, the ladyof Henry Warner Ken

Capt. J. Reynolds, from SaugorRoads 26th Aug. sington , Esq. H.C. Civil Service, of a son .

19th . Ship Genrge, Captain :B . M. Arle from At thehouse of Major Showers, St. Thomas's
London 230 April. Mount, the lady of Charles Roberts, Esq. of a

Departures.
daughter.

At St. Thomé,the lady of Lieut. W. O'Reilly, of
July 13.-H. C. C. Thetis, Capt. L. A. Rey .

a daughter.
nolds,from Bombay .- 14 . Ship Harriet, S. Moore,

for Indramayo, cargo coffee .----Chinese Junk Teka
Marriages.

shin lo Goko, for Amoy . - 16. Ship Albinia , R.
George Sinclair, Esq. eldest son of the Rt. Hon .

Sir John Sinclair , Bart. to Camilla , secondWetherall, for London, cargo , coffee . - Same day .

Ship Brothers , R. Stamp, for London - passen .
daughter of Sir Wm. Manners, Bart . nephew
of the Barl of Dysart .

gers , Ensign V. H. Maires, H. M. 78th regt. and

Mr.T. Hughes, Assistant Surgeon H. M. 78th 14th Sept. By the Rev. Mr.Morgan Davis,John

regiment . - Do. H. M. ship Volage, Capt. J. Dru.
Stephenson , Esq. H. M. 22d regt. Lighat Drag .

w , on a cruize.-H . C. C. Nautilus, Lieut . G.
to Miss Jane Maggs.

Hepburn , for Amboyna.-- Do. Portuguese Brig
7th . By the Rev. Mr. Wetherherd , Serjeant

Emily, J. France , for Macao - passengers,Messrs. GeorgeWray, of H. M. 84thregt . to Miss Ca.

F. A. Lodi, and N. Grenovius. - 18. America ship
roline Hall, daughter of the late Serjeant Hall,
of Fort St. George.

Ophelia, s . Hill, for Canton . - Same day. Ameri.

can ship Alexander Mansfield , B. Church , for
4th . AtKurnool,byLieut.-Col. Thompson, Sar

New York - cargu sigar, & c . - Same day. Ship
muel Hopkinson, Corporal in a detachment of

Venus, R. Buon , for Rangoon . - D .). Brig Chris .
the 1st bat. Artillery , to Mrs. Anna Dixon.

tina Charlotte, D.Valentya, for Cheribon . - Do.
Deaths.

Schooner Dheiken, J. J. Overton, for Paccalon- July 30 . At Cannanore, the lady of Lieut. and

gan . - 19. American ship . Juno, S. William , for - Adj. Lethbridge ; aged 20 years and 9 months.

Boston.-July 28th . Brig Madras Packet, Captain Sept. 7. At l'ondicherry , Mrs. De Bergeon, the

Boulbar, for Bengal.-- 29th . Brig Anna Catharina, Tady of Capt . N. J. De Bergeon, late of H. M.

Capt . Peter Barbet, for Trincomalee.-- do. ship Meuron regt.

Ciara, Capt . W.Gibson, for Sumatra.-- do . Brig 9th . At Cannanore, the lady of Major Blair of

Shannon , Capt . R. Adams , for Trincomalee.do . the Artillery .

H. C. Packet Phoenix , Lieut. J. Criddle, for Ben- Aug. 30. AtSeringapatam , the lady of Major A.

gal -do. Ship Charlotte, Captain G. James, for Jones of the M. N. v . B.

Bengal. - 31st. H.C. ship Regent, Capt. T. Ripley ,

for China,-do, H.C, ship Fort William , Capt.

J. Innis , for China .-do. H. C. ship Warren CHINA. PA, payd;"
Hastings, Capt . T. Larkins, for Bengal. - Aug. I.

H. M. ship Iphigenia, on a cruize.-- Sept. 4. Cui . The commercial advices received from

ter Gertruyda, Capt. E. Daviot, for Colombo.- Macao , (at Madras, Aug. 21) by the Good

Do. Ship Reliance, Capt. M. Pike, lor Trincoina .

Iee - Do.H.M , Ship Magicienne, Capt, J. B- Pur
Success, give å tolerablé favourablerepor

vis, for Trincomalee. - H . M. ship Conway, Capt. of the China markets . Opium had some

Tancock , for Trincomalee.-- Sept. Joh. - Ship what advanced in price ; and is quoted at

Aberdeen , Captain Joseph Fenwick , for Masuli.

patam and bengal-15th . Ship Prince of Orange,
from one thousand four hundred and

Captain Thomas şilk , for Bengal . twenty to one thousand four hundred and

The Free Traders Thalia, Mary , Fanny , Prince thirty dollars. The accounts, by the
Regent and Indus started from Calcutta on thelr

homeward voyage on the 29th August . Juliana, which left Macao fourteen days

A The fleet of Hon . Company's ships which left before the Good Success, only gave it

these Roads on the27th ult .,had arrived at the from one thousand three hundred and

new anchorage, but were unable to proceed fur
ther up the river, in consequence of the prepalence eighty to one thousand four hundred and

of northerly winds. twenty dollars . A small quantity of Tur
Sept. 17. - Thewhole of the Indiamen of the

season, destined for Madras, are now arrived .
key opium had been brought to market,

The H. C. chip Warren Hastings continued which realized from eight hundred and

her voyage to Bengal on Wednesdaylast. fifty nine hundred dollars per pecul.
TheRegent and Fort William sailed in prose

cution of their voyage to Penang and China .
Cotton had fallen from four to six mace

The Elphinstone is expected to sail for the same since last accounts , and is set down at

destination about Snoday next, and the Wexford one thousand three hundred and twelve.

will follow about the end of the ensuing week .

The remainder of the Indiamen are expected to
Tutenague, fifteen tales per pecul, and

sail for Bengal in the course of the weeki scarce, Sycee at a discount of five per

H.M.ship Iphigenia, Captain Reynolds, sailed cent. The Company it was believed would

for Bengal on Thursday morning. She conveys

the treasure, which is very considerable, brought
not open their treasury at a higher ex

out on the Magicienne. change than forty -two or forty -three.

1
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3

ason .

MAURITIUS. the Comoro's, to obtain a pledge for the

On the 10th Sept. the two brothers of definitive relinquishment of that predato .
Radam , king of Ova, accompanied by two ry warfare. The territory surrounding

of his ministers and several representa- Lucquez, and numerous herds of the fin

tives of the principal nations of the coast est cattle, have been guaranteed to the

of Madagascar, were landed from His Ma- agent by all the Princes of the North-the

jesty's ship Tyne, Captain Curran , wilo first in right of the ancient purchase, the

conveyed them to this island. His Ex- latter , agreeably to their customs, as an
cellency the Governor received them un- atonement for the crime which was com

der a salute from the batteries , and with mitted there . — Mauritius Gazette.

all due honours, at the government house
We have with the deepest concern to

as a mark of the high sense he entertain
intimate the occurrence of a most deplo

ed of the confidence with which Radam ,

the most powerful prince of Madagascar, 25th and 26th of September last. We
rable conflagration at Port Louis, on the

had consigned the heir apparent of his
have not been able to discover in the

kingdom and his brother to the protec
Mauritius Gazette any, account of its

tion of the British Government for their
origin , its progress , or extent but from

education : these young princes , Marouta

fique and Rhaovi, are of the age of ten
the proclamation of His Excellency R. T.

andelevenyears, and from their intelli- mander in Chief, it would appear to have
Farquhar, Esq. the Governor and Com

genceappear capable of acquiring every taken a mostmelancholy range, and to
requisite principle of morals and religion,
aswell as a knowledge of those artsand have happened at theinost critical andin

convenient Shelters in cabins

sciences which must essentially contri
and boats, with old clothes , were adver

bute to the happiness of the people whom
tised for the sufferers the next day . We

the eldest is destined to govern .

make an extract from the proclamation ofAn event of this nature has ever been
the 1st of October.

considered as most desirable by those per

sons who are best acquainted with the “ Whereas the late extensive conflagra

interests of this colony — as contributing tion reduced to ashes the chief part of this

essentially to the safety of the different city--that part inhabited by the most

merchants and European inhabitants set- crowded population, containing the great

tled in Madagascar , -and as assuring that est part of the commercial property and

friendly communication , on which so riches , and especially the mass of provi

much depends for the provisioning of sions and merchandize destined for the

these colonies. consumption of the inhabitants, together

It may also be considered as one of the with the warehouses, stores , yards, and

primary steps for the advance in civiliza- shops, in which those articles were daily

tion of that vast and fertile island , bythe sold , wholesale and retail , thereby cutting

introduction of European arts and indus- off, at the source, whatever gives support

try under such powerful protection there.
and activity to the existence and to the

llauritius Gazette:
interior and exterior commerce of this

We have much satisfaction in stating island.

to the colony, the return of Captain “ And whereas, in consequence, a great

Lesage, who arrived on the 16th Sept. number of families hitherto in affluence

after having successfully accomplished and in independent circumstances , the

the object of his mission to the north result of their industry and economy du

of Madagascar. The murderers of the ring a long residence in this colony, are

government agent and his assistants at thus reduced to extreme indigence, and

Lucquez fled from that part, immediately left without a home.

after having committed the crime, aud “ And whereas in thisfisland, which is ex

have in vain sought an asylum with the clusively commercial, and where the pro

neighbouring princes. - Chichipi, the most perties and interests of all individuals are

active author of the assassination, has necessarily interwoven , it is indispensable

been apprehended, tried by the laws of to take the most expeditious and effica .

his country and his countrymen, and al- cious means to prevent the total rnin of

though nearly related to some of the sur- public credit, both at home and abroad,

rounding chiefs has suffered death , and general bankruptcy, and all its concomi

been gibbetted on the spot where he com- tant miseries .

mitted the murder. His two accomplices, " And whereas thedistance at which this

Semireci and Cæsar are still fugitives — the island is situated from the mother coun

wlio!e of the country is in pursuit of them , try and the surrounding governments,

and pledge to do equal justice on them throws every hope of resource to an in

when apprehended . definite distance, and obliges us in this

The station of Lucquez has been resun)- moment of urgent necessity to depend

ed by the agent, who is now in firm alli- solely on ourselves :-Considering the ex

ance with all the native princes.:-His in- perience of former calamitous junctures in

Aluence has been so great as to prevent these islands, the near approach of the

the naval annual attack upon Aujuan and lurricane season, the unfavourable mouc
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soon already set in , and almost the whole JAVA.

crop of Madagascar warehoused in this We are happy to he enabled to publish

island being destroyed by the flames . the following official account of the de

" And whereas the total failure of the feat of the Rajah of Boni, on the 8th

public revenue of this colony, both from July.

the destruction of the great source of in- Batavia, July 3d . — The ' honourable

ternal taxation , and the restrictions of the Lieutenant Governor in Council is

commerce , would throw the whole ex- pleased to direct that the following dis

pense of the adminstration upon the patch from Major Dalton, Resident and

mother country .
Commandant at Macassar, be published

in orders.

“ And whereas it appears that the greatest

part of those evils , may be averted , or as

To Major Nixon , Act. Dept- Adjt.-Gene

ral, Java.

suaged, by adopting such extraordinary

measures as the extraordinary andimperi- for the information of the commander of
Sir-I have the honour to state to you,

ousnature of the conjuncture indispensa. the forces,that we yesterday attacked and
bly requires — by acceding to the universal

and anxious desire of the inhabitants, to
carried by assault the entrenched position

remove, until the pleasure of His Royal
of the enemy. at the fort of the Baliangan

Pass.

Highness the Prince Regent shall be Our force for the attack consisted of

known , every possible restriction upon Bengal artillery -men sutficient for a bri
their industry ; the restrictions of the

18th May, upon this island, are suspended thehon.Company's European regiment,
gade of guns ,—three huydred and forty of

for the present.”
and 4th volunteer battalion - about fifty

Proclamation of the 26th September seamen and marines from the cruizers on

(the morning after the fire) ordains, that this station ,

all judiciary and extrajudiciary proceed- On the 7th , in the afternoon , we moved

ings should be suspended, even those of to our advanced post, two miles distant

promoting influence. from the enemy's position ; this intrench.

Proclamation of 28th September decrees
ment was very strong and planned with

that, “ From the 1st of October next to
great skill , forming a chain of redoubts

the 31st December following , no prosecu which described an area of a circle, with

tion shall take place , nor any sentence or
salient and runtering angles to an extend

judgmentbe pronounced for the paymented line of about 600 paces, appuyed on

of any note of hand , negociable bill , bond,
each Aank by rocks, which are high , near

or any act of engagement whatsoever ly perpendicular, and containing caverns

which may be already expired , or may which answered as places of refuge against

expire hereafter ; and no judical formali our fire ; one of the caverns in a principal

ties, protests, orother measures taken by redoubt served as magazine, and a fort

creditors or bearers of such notes of hand , or casemate capable of containing about

negociable bills , or other acts , shall be
a thousand men . This redoubt, with the

necessary to preserve all their rights and one on its right, formed the key of the

privileges, both towards the drawers and position, being within the distance of a

those who are bound with them , and to few hundred yards of the point, when in

wards all debtors or bond , securities, and going through the pass the defile is very

endorsers .

Proclamation of the 9th October directs ,
For attack the troops were formed into

that none of the persons educated at the
two columns, and a reserve commanded

Colonial College, shall be removed for by Captain Wood and Lieut. Davisou , of

want of pecuniary means of payment for
the Bengal European regiment ; a detach

their education.
ment with a small howitzer, under the

command of Capt. Rawlins, 4th bat

The proclamation of the 23d October talion, was sent to the enemy's left to en
appoints a Special Committee to ascertain deavour to turn his position , and another

amount of loss and damage. These gen- party under Lieut . Watson, European re

tlemen are,Major Barry, President, Cap- giment , was sent to his right,to drive them
tain Dick , Theodore Hook, Esq . Sir Robt. from the straggling rocks , and at all events

Barclay, Bart . M. Virieux , Proc. Gén . M. to push him into the range of fire from

Maure, Agent-de-Change, M. Saulnier, our battery, this consisted of two iron 18

Négt. M. Amic, Négt. M.LaurentBarbe, pounders, and two medium howitzers ;
Négt. M. D'Unienville, Secrétaire de la we had a 6 pounder disposable . The

Commission . battery opened a little after six in the

morning, and although extremely well

We learn, by private intelligence from served , the positions appeared to be too

France, some further particulars. It is extensive and well constructed to receide

stated , that 560 houses were burnt, and from our guns any quick and decided im

that the loss was estimated at thirty mil. pression ; the enemy was supposed to be

lions of francs . about two thousand strong, he had not any

narrow .
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tish troops.

.

large guns, but musketry and swivels in With sentiments of the strongest feel

abundance, ing , I have also to report the very atten

The attack on the enemy'sleft, afterthe tive and humane treatment towards the

most spirited and persevering exertion, wounded of Mr. Assistant Surgeon Law

was checked by obstacles which were not son and Patterson : amongst the wounded

to be surmounted . there are only two or three bad cases ;

That on his right had obtained some the greatest number of the wounded offi

partial success, and which I endea- cers and men will in the course of a short

voured with a reinforcementimmediately time be sufficiently well to return to their

tu improve ; it was led on with prompti- duty.

tude and effect by Lieut. Ashe, assisted by The enemy ought now to be convinced ,

Lieut . Goding. We now completely suc- however superior in numbers he may be,

ceeded in turning the position of the thatneither in the open field nor within

enemy, and obtaining thecommand of the the strongest entrenchments he can with

pass from whence he withdrew his sup. stand thefirmness and enterprise of Brie

plies ; but at the moment of this success

the officers of the party were unfortunate I have the honour to transmit to you

ly wounded , the men were drawn off and enclosed a return of the killed and wound

screened from the fire of the redoubts, ed of the detachment engaged on the 8th

but at the same time enabled to keep a fire instant.

on them ; we got a six pounder up, which
I have the honor to be, Sir,

fired occasionally ; the battery continued
Your obedient servant,

to play, but the enemy still appeared reso
D. H. DALTON , Major,

lute, nor did he waver till about four in
Commandant .

the afternoon ; it was instantly perceived ,
the assault in the most intrepid manner Fort Rotterdam , June 9, 1816 .

followed, and the two principal redoubts The return of killed and wounded at

were in a few seconds in our posses the attack on the enemy's benting, on the

sion .

8th of June, 1816, states, eleven killed ,
The enemy's chieftain , Datoo Cheeta, and sixty -three wounded,of whom eight

resisted to the last , and is reported to
are since dead. Oficers wounded.

have been killed iythe assault ; the royal Lieutenant S. Watson, AdjutantEuropean

flag of Boni wasfound byhis side. Regiment, slightly . Lieutenant B. Ashe,
After carryingthe principal redoubtswe EuropeanRegiment, severely. Lieutenant

experienced no further resistance ; the J. Goding, ditto ditto.

enemy fled in most directions, and in a

close intricate country was immediately

concealed from our view. The loss of the August 1 had been fixed upon for the

enemy was considerable. transfer of Java and its dependencies to

I have sincerely to lament that our loss the Dutch authorities. The honourable

in men is severe ibut when the nature of Company's cruizer Nautilus,had conveyed

theattack is considered, and the obstinate instructions to LieutenantGovernor Fen
defence made by the enemy, our loss in dall, which occasioned this immediate

numbers may be deemed perhaps mode- cession . Eight free traders, which were

lying in Batavia roads, had been taken up

I request to submit to the Commander to convey the civil and military authori

of the forces the long and numerous ser- ties, together with the troops, to Bengal.

vices on this island of Lieut. Farrington , Part ofthe European Regiment has al

of the Bengal artillery . ready reached Calcutta in the Mandarine.

Forthe presentachievement I am en- The Dutch troops in Cornelis are re

tirely indebted to the cordial assistavce of ported to be very unhealthy.

the officers and men in the performance of The Moluccas, it is said, are to remain

my duty, and the determined bravery with for some time in our possession, in cou .

which they completed its intent. sequence of the Dutch not having suffi

Captain Eatwell, and his first officer cient troops for their protection .

Lieut. Gry, ' with their usual zeal and ala- Great damage had been done to the

crity ably assisted on the occasion . spice plantations at Amboyna by à trè

To Captain Wood I am indebted for his mendous storm .

advice ; and to Lieut. Bolstori, Fort Adju- We are sorry to find that the ship

tant, and to Lieut Brook Watson, Acting Creole , belong to Calcutta, had been lost
Field -Quarter Master, for their alacrity on the islandof Gilion. The captaiu and

and'intelligence during the action . crew were saved.

Exclusively of the valuable services of The honourable Company's ship Eu

Captain Rawlins in the field, I am under rope, it appears, got on shoreis going to

great obligations to him for the correct in- Batavia, and was to proceed to Calcutta

formation he obtained for me respecting to be repaired. The Surrey was on the

eve of sailing for Europe.

rate.

the enemy.
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kept an academy

:

ST. HELENA, is a clever, artful

man ; his son, who accompanied him,

An officerof the Orontes, recently arrived is likewise remarkably shrewd and intel

from St. Helena, has addressed a letter ligent. As he was embarking from St.

Helena, Gen.Bertrand
to the Editor ofthe Hampshire Tele

came down to him

from Longwood, with a messagefrom

graph, from which the following is an Bonaparte, demanding the sum of £ 6000

extract: which Bertrand said he had promised the

Emperor, as they still call him .- Las

* The dispatches brought by this ship Cases remonstrated , saying, it was all the
from Sir Hudson Lowe must have disco- money he had in the world ; but he at

vered to our government something like'a length complied . There is a mystery in

new era in the lifeof Buonaparte. When this circumstance which time must eluci
Sir Hudson took the command at the is-º date. Bonaparte is so fully persuaded of
land, Buonaparte gave himself
one was- he refused to see any airs of the impossibility of his ever making his

any visitors ; escape from St. Helena, that he has been

another he would not take any out-door heard in gusts of passion to express him

exercise . It would appear, that, as he self to this effect to Bertrand . ' Three of

could not obtain the smallest relaxation his domestics came to England in this

of the regulations established for his safe-' ship, on their way to France ; ofie of them

ty, he hereby intended to render them was his principal valet : they left him on

practically inoperative. Pursuing this account of his diminished allowance ren

course, the want of exercise in the open dering economy necessary. Poniatowski

air became apowerfulauxiliarytohis ( the Pole) hassolicited permission to go

perturbed state of mind in sapping the toAmerica : heturns out to be merely an
foundation ofhis health : so that now his adventurer. Thougtı he has been always
body discovers strong symptoins of weak- called either colonel or captain , he has
ness and emaciation , andhis mind of sullen no right whatever to any military rank .

despair . He does nothing with regularity Bonaparte disowned any particular know

thatdepends upon himself; he will dine, ledge of him from the commencement :

in the course of a week ,'atalmost every both when he was sent to the Cape, and

hour of the day and night - from twelve when he took him from that place to St.
atnoonuntil midnight. He is necessitat. Helena, the question wasaskedof Bonas,

ed , the moment he rises in the morning, parte and his suite of what rauk he was ,

to go into a warm bath ;"and there stay that he might be suitably treated ; but
until he feels his sluggish functions invi- tlie reply was— " he is a poor devil ofa

gorated - the failure of which would fellow ; if it will do him any good , call

quickly threaten his life . him captain , but he has no more right to

cheerless, and unsocial manners,as may it than this servant ” -turning to one of

be easily imagined , have produced in his Bonaparte's domestics." It appears that

follower's something like a distaste for Poniatowski's regimental coats, of which

the company of abanished Emperor.-- lie has variety enough for any military
Las Cases has,indeed , plainly manifested a beau, arethe only credentials tie possesses
defection .- It is expected thathe is playing of his high rauk.

the game of a genuine Frenchman of the

Bonapartean school. Soon after Bona,
it . " , ff **** PERSIAN GULF .

parte arrived there, Las Cases commenced,

as is known, cnoployment in collecting Discovery o Eighi Islands,

materials for writing the life of his mas

ter ; and that he might , in his work , ré ( Concluded from page 203.)

present every circumstance in the most Dalmy island. - South westerly direc

imposing light, and give proper colouring tion from Arzenie in latitude 24 • 36'N

to his imputed faults, under the semblance longitudeper chronometer 52° 24 ' E. bear

of a high wrought feeling of honour for ing SW.5.4 leagues , appears rather higli;

his historical fame, he wrung from Bona- darker colour than the former island ; has,

parte even what was the secret spring of to the northward a round hill,below which

all the principal actions of his devious and the boundary is bluff but not high ; the,

active life. Buonaparte, it is said by all , northern extremity terminates in a low

never unbosomed himself so freely to any sand, off which a shoal extends nearly two

personbefore. This great mass of docu- miles, and ought not to be approached un

ments Las Cases took away with him to der 7 fathoms, as the overfalls are sud

the Cape of Good Hope, from whence heden ; to the south eastwarsl the island
hopes, in a few pionths, to come to Eng- is nearly of 'an equal height, two or three

Jand, and publish the work. He former- hummocks above a very low sandy point

ly resided several years in England, and from north to south , and is about 6 iniles

These new,

17

?
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in length, beyond which the pilot informed high in the centre gradually decreasing at
me a shoal extends to a considerable dis- each extremity; no trees and no appear

tance ; and it is recommended not to go to ance of vegetation ; the water deep close

the southward of this island, as the too .

overfalls are sudden , and several small is- The above described islands appear

lands and sand -banks extend from the
formed of the same metallic substance as

Main which is said to be very low and
the Islands of Polior, the Tombs, & c. &c.

distant twenty miles to the southward of off the Persian side of the Gulf, of a

this islanı .
brownish colour, their base being formed

The channel between Arzenie and of coral. They are said not to produce

Dalmyis perfectly clear of shoals, but the any good fresh water, but by digging wells ,

overfalls are sudden from 15 to 21 and
I have every reason to imagine from the

12 to 7 fathoms, fine coral sand . appearance of the soil and what I witness

Seer Beni Yass Island . — South easterlyed on the island of Arzenie, the rain hav

direction from Dalmy , in latitude 24 ° 34' ing formed high banks by the rapidity of

N. longitude per chronometer .52° 40'E . its torrents, good water might be procured.

bearing S. E. by S. 5 leagues, rather high
I do not imagine any of these islands are

inthe centreand very rugged appearance equal to much cultivation without the aid

terminating to the north western extre
of considerable industry, but their situa

mity in a low sandy point, apparently 7 or tion appears particularly convenient, as

8 miles in length . they are placed nearly in the centre of a

The pilot informed me the point nearly very extensive pearl fishery on which the

joins the main land leaving anarrow chan
finest earls in the world are produced,

nel only navigable for small pearl boats . the season for the fishery from April to

The whole coast to the westward, being September; the extent of the bank is

very low, off which there are several small 200 miles in length , East and West and

islands and they are considerent dangerous North and South 70 miles.

to approach . The channel between Arze- The exact position of these islands I

nie and Seer Beni Yass is deemed safe by am afraid will not be found quite accurate

the pilot . as their positions are stated merely from

· Danie Island . - North westerly direc cross bearings and the strongly heated at

tion from Dalmy in latitude 250 [ N. lon- mosphere had considerably affected the

gitude per chronometer 52° 20 ' E. is very rate of my chronometer ; and the sun and

low nearly on a level with the sea , about moon not being within distance together ,

2 miles in length and very narrow , the with occasionally hazy weather, caused

colour of the sand so nearly resembles the
some difficulty to be surmounted with re

horizon in hazy weather, that great cau- spect to judging of the imaginary distance

tion and a good look out are requisite when off shore, but I hope their situations are

approaching it . sufficiently accurate to render the stran

Sherarou Island . — To the north westerly
gers to this side of the Gulf some assista

ance in navigating their vessels .

direction of Danie in latitude 25° 13'N.

longitude'per chronometer 52° 18'E . bear
Dauss

Lat. 25° 10 ' N.

ing N. N. W. 12 miles, appears low with Long. per chro . 52? 45 ' E.

two small hummocks on each extremity
s Lat . 25° 8'N.

and off the northern point at half a mile Jaramain

a small rock projects above water , and a
I Long. per chro. 52° 55 '.

few smaller rocks off some white sandy SLat.24° 56'N.
Arzenie

bays at the 'foot of the hummocks, which
Long, per chro. 52° 33 ' Va

riation .

appear formed of dark metallic substance :

the island is narrow and about 3 or 4 ,
' Lat . 24 ° 56 ' N.

miles in length : in a north western direc. Dalmy Long per chro. 52° 42 ' July

tion from this isle , the coast ought to be 13th 4° 47'W.

approached with care as it is very low but
Lat. 24 ° 34 ' N.

Seer Beni

said to be clear of shoals . Long, per chro. 52° 40'July

The channel between Danie and She.
14th 4 ° 39'W .

rarou is clear of shoals , but the overfalls " Lat . 25 ° l'N.

arerather sudden ; but we had not less than Danie Long, per chro.52 ° 20'July

3 fathoms, sand and a mixture of white 15th 3° 59 ' W.

coral .

Sherarow
s Lat. 52° 13 ' N.

Hawloot Island .--North easterly direc
2 Long. per. chro . 52 18 ',

tion of Sherarou in latitude 25° 41 ' N. Hawlool S Lat. 25 ° 41'N .

longitude per chronometer 52° 23'E. bear Long. per chro . 52° 23 '.

ing N.N. W. distance 10 miles, appears
J. A. MAUDE , Captain .

Yass
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own.

NEW SOUTH WALES. were near him , and fixing one round the

neck of his son, and the other round his

Another dreadfulMassacre by the Natives own , called to the chief next in com
of the Marquesas Islands. mand, who immediately approached him .

(From the Sydney Gazette, Nov. 8, 1815.) His conference was short and decisive

By the Governor Macquarrie are arrived ,
he first pointed to the cord that encircled

the neck of his son , and then to the
Captain Fowler, and part of the crew of
the Judian brig Matilda, which sailed from other, which he hadentwinedround his

“ These strangers are doomed to
this colony in August, 1813, bound on a

voyageto the Derwent and Eastern is death,” saidhe, “ by my chiefs and my

lands, and from thence to China ; but was
people , and it is not fit that I , who am

their King, should live to see so vile a
cut off and plundered, on the night of the

10th of April last, while lying at anchor
deed perpetrated. Let my child and my

inDuft'sBay,atthe island ofRooapoah, and then it neverwill be saidthat weself be strangled before it is performed :

oneof theMarquesas, on a sandal-wood sanctioned,even with our eye-sight,the

voyage. Five of the crew (Poomootoo

men )had previously deserted, and join- destruction of these unoffending people."

ing with some of the Rooapoah natives, The magnanimity of such a conduct

took the opportunity of a dark night, and
could not do less than produce, even in

the wind blowing fresh right on the land,
the mind of the unenlightened savage , a

to cut the vessel adrift ; by which means paroxysm of surprise, mingled with a

she drove ashore, through a heavy surf, sentiment of admiration , in which the

and was soon bilged and filled with water. untaught man may possibly excel liis

Whenthe cannibal natives saw that it fellow -creature whose conceptions are

was impracticable to get the vessel afloat,
moulded by tenets calculated to guard him

they concurred universally in the design from the extremes of passion . For a

of putting the whole of her crew to death ;
moment the people looked wildly upon

which appears to have been a constant
their King, whose person they adored ,

practice among the different natives to- because that his principles were good

wards one another, when their canoes and his government just and mild. They

happen to fall upon a strange shore , saw the obedient chief, to whom the

through stress of weather, or from any order of strangulation had been imparted,

other accident. staring with horror and amazement at

Capt. Fowler had formed an intimacy the change which a few moments had

with their chief, or king,Nooahetu, produced; the mandate, which had pro
whopresided atthe horrible tribunal that ceeded from the King's own lips , must be
had devoted the unfortunate mariners to obeyed ; and commanded to perform the

instant slaughter. He withheld his assent dreadful office, he proceeded to obey
to the murder ; but had no hesitation in when a sudden shout from the multitude

permitting the plunder of the vessel . awed him to forbearance. “ The King !

The crew were informed , by such expres the King !" from every lip burst forth

sions as they could understand, as well as
“ What ! kill the King ! No, no, let all the

by gesticulations that accompanied their strangers livemno man shall kill the

vehement debate on theoccasion, that King !” Thus were theirlives preserved,

their lives were dependent on theissue; and the vessel plundered of everything

the good chief was opposed by many other
on board her .

chiefs, who , though somewhat inferior The floor of the Greenwich , which was

in rank , were veryfar superior in num- burnt at Nooaheva, still remains, and is

ber, supported by the common usages of dry at low water. All her iron and cop

the island, from which the exhibition of per have been taken out by the natives,

clemency appeared an insufferable devia- who have a thorough knowledge of the

tion . He was seated, with his son by use of these materials. That they are

his side, on a mat in his own dwelling ; cannibals is well ascertained . Theyform

he had been called to the supremacy of distinct factions, and make war upon the

the island by the general wish of the peo- ruling chief ; the rebels are denominated
ple, as it was not an hereditary right the Typees , and the opposite parties are

but an elective dignity. His people pres- horribly sanguinary towards each. Six

sed their solicitations earnestly , and at of the adverse party were killed and

length peremptorily demanded his assent devoured by the rebels while Captain

to the sacrifice, which he for a length of Fowler was among them, and the follow

time opposed by the force of words, ing detestable circumstance occurred on

which not seeming likely to prevail, he the occasion :- native man belonging
adopted a method which silenced the to Port Anna Maria , who was not tat

whole in an instant, and saved the lives toned , and in consequence prohibited
of Captain Fowler and his crew . Finding from the eatingof human flesh on pain

that all his expostulations were defeated of death , impatient of the restraint, fell

upon the principle of undeviating custom , upon one of the murdered bodies, and

he deliberately took up two ropes that darting his teeth into it in all the madness

Asiatic Journal. No. 15.
VOL. III. 2 S
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of a voracious fury, exhaled the crimson following were the prices - Bengal good white 50s

moisture, which had not yet coagulated.
a 548 ; middling 428 6d a 468 ; ordinary brown

The chief of Port Anna Maria, who
395 a 39s 6d , Java brown 368 6d a 399 6d ; yellow

418 a 445 60 ; Bourbon brown 988 a 985 60 ; soft
is very friendly to Europeans, is named

34s 6d .

Ke-atta -nooe ; the first part of the name
Coffee.The holders of West India Coffee look

implying the outrigger of a canoe , and with confidence to a revival in the demand, and

ande che latter signifying great. The dress
the advance of the prices yesterday at the India

of the men consists merely of a wrapper House holds out the probability of the immediate

about the waist ; the women are covered revival of the market . On Friday the Company

from the shoulders downwards to the brought forward above 24,000 bags , about 10,000

ancles, and are generally fairer than the were sold on that day, at the following prices,

Taheitan ,women . The chiefs have no
-Yellow Chcribon 755 a 76s ; Pale Cheribon 70s 6d

distinguishing mark or ornament, but in
a 72s ; Brown and pale damaged 62s 60 a 718 ;

the mode of wearing their hair ; which
Mocha ordinary 90s 60 a 1018 ; good 1093 6d a 1105

60 ; damaged 958 a 96s . At the adjourned sale on

the common orders wear tied up in a
Monday the following prices were realized - Che .

large knot on each side of the head , a ribon 758 6d a 16s 6d , and 725 a 79$ ; being an

stripe of which , extending from the advance of is a 2s on the currency of Friday .

forehead to the hollow of the neck , is Bourbou 72s a 76s ; the Java withdrawn 80s a 83s .

kept shorn , which practice the chiefs do Spices - The prices of Cinnamon have advanced.

not adopt. Captain Fowler supposes the The Ginger sold by the East India Company alsn

worms to be more prevalent and destructive cominands a small premium - Peper remains

to ships' bottoms there than he has any
steady , Company's old 70. - Other Spices are to

where witnessed : and to this causę attri
be purchastd at nearly the sale prices, This

butes the caution of the natives in draw
forenoun , 595 bags Pimento by public sale , the

sound went off at 7d a sd .

ing up their largest canoes , some of
Salpetre . - By public sale, 2,661 bags, 375

which contain from 80 to 100 warriors .
37s 6d .

They are anxious after every kind of pro

perty carried among them for barter,

and this is supposed their chief induce
BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, & DEATHS,

ment for attacking vessels, when they

can do so with a probability of accom
AT HOME.

plishing their object. They have no know BIRTHS,

ledge of the use of muskets, and have From the London Gazetle of Jan. 28 ,

none among them except a few at Port St. James's Palace, Jun.27 . - Her Royal Highness

Anna Maria. A gentleman , at this time the Duchess ofCumberland was this day de

in Sydney, who resided among them
livered of a still born female child . His Grace

the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Chan.

about 15 years ago , in a missionary capa . cellor , and several Lords of His Majesty's Most

city , describes them as a people constant Honourable Privy Council, were present,

ly employing their thoughtson plunder,

and devising schemes for taking advantage In Wimpole street, the lady of the Right Hon .

Lord Bridport , of a daughter.

of strangers. Their population is very Al Salion Hall, North Britain , the Right Hon ,

numerous ; which he remarked to some Lady E. Balfour, of a daughter,

At Powerscourt House, Cheltenham , the lady of
of them, to whom he gave a description

Sir H, Hoskyns, Bart, of Harewood House, in

of Otaheite ; observing, at the same time, the county of Hereford, of a son ,

that its inhabitants were less numerous.
At the East- trdia Huse, onihe 23d of January ,

the lady of J , Dari, E q , of a sol).

“ Cannot we go and take them ? what InAug. last, at Topslam , inDevon, the lady of
is to hinder us ?" was immediately de- the late Capt. A. R, Hughes, of the Madras

manded . This anecdote we notice as a
N , I. of a daughter.

In York.place, Pori inan -square, the wife of J.

specimen of their natural inclination to Hume, Esq. of a daughter.

hostility, in which all accounts respecting AtKemsey Lodge, Worcester , the lady of Maj..

Gen , Sir R , H. Sheaffe, kart, fa dålighter .

them correspond. A: Earsham Hall , Norfolk, the Hon. Mrs.Meade,

lady of Lieut .-Gen Meade, of a daughter.
nowowinnaarine In Welbeck street , Caverdi h squar ', Mrs. Bur

don , wife of W.Birdon, Esq. ufa son .

LONDON MARKETS.
Al the Rookery , Dedham , tne lady of W. B.

Goodrich , Esq . of a daughter.

Tuesday, February 25, 1817. At Seaham , in ihe county of Durham , the lady

of H. Tower , Esq . of a daughter.

Cotton. The sales since our last are limited, AtElysium . Waterford, the lady of J. Alcock,

Owing to the decline in the prices of the country Esq. treasuresof that city, of a son .

markets ; the purchases here are limited to a few The wife of Major Chambers, of the 41st reg . of

East -India descriptions, at various prices : small
a daughter.

The lidy of Dr. Darwin , of Lichfield, of a daugh
parcelsofPernams at es id ; Bahias 2s ; Surinams

28 a 2s 1d . - The East-India Company have de. The rady of G. Meynell, E -q . of Langley , Derby

clared for sale, 7th proximo, above 5,500 bales
shire ,of a daughier .

Bengals, and the general opinion is , that the
The lady ft Cholmondzley, Eq of Vale Roy

al , Cheshire , of a son ,

quantity will be increased to nearly 8,000 bags . In North -streei , Ves!minter , Mrs. Power, wife

Sugar ,-in foreign Sugars there has been little of D. Power, Esq . of a son .

business effected, though the enquiries after them At her father's house, in Harley -street, the lady

have been considerable . - The East - India Com
of Capt. Beaufort, R. N. of a son .

AtDunberrin Glebe, King's County, the lady of
pany last week brought forward 10,114 bags . The theVery Rev.the Dean ofClonfert, of a şon,

ter ,
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In New Norfolk - street, Park -lane, the lady of A , Thoyts, daughter ofWm . Thoyts, of South

W. Robarts, Esq. of a daughter , ampstead -house, Reading.

At Colehill, in Kent, the seatofH1 , Darell, Esq, B. Whitelock , Esq . of Great Charlotte-street , to

thelady3fe, Darell, Esq. of a son and heir: Eliza, daughter of Wm. Lane, Esq . of Judd.
At Edinburgh , the lady of G , M. Grant , Esq . street, Brunswick- square.
M. P. of a daughter ,

At Brighton, Mr. C. Wright, to Miss P. Ove.

rington, daughter of the late Mr.W. Overing

MARRIED. ton, Collector of Taxes, at Arundel .

At Mary le bone, Mr.Underwood, of Fleet-street,Feb. 22.-At the New Church , Marylebone, T.

to Mary Easton , daughter of the Rev. Dr.

$, Raffles, Esg, late Deputy Governor of the Waugh.
Island of Java , to Miss S. Hull, eldest daugh

At Melford , Suffolk , the Rev. t. E. Stewart ,
tor of J , W, Hull , Esq . late of Great Badduw,

Rector ofRode, in ihat county , and of WakesEssex .

Colne, in Essex, to Miss Basseit, of Melforil .
By special license, at the Earl of Beauchamp's, in

At Killydisart Church, in Ireland, Capt. H.Worcestershire , by the Rev. R , Pyndar, the
Ellis, of the 93d Highlanders, son of Alderman

Earl ofLongford, to Lady G. Lygon, daughter
Ellis, of York , to Jane, daughter of W. Ros.

of the late and sister of the present Earl of
slewen , Esq .ofCornfields, county Clare ,

Beauchamp.
At Fethard Church , Wm. Bradshaw , Esq. of

At Kilmurray Church , Limerick, by the Rev , I ,
Corbally , to Mary Anne, daughter ofA. Wade,

Ingram , JIN Smith, Esq . Culonel in the Ben.
Esq. of Fethard

gal Military Establishment , to Miss E.Dodd, At the Friends' Meeting-house, Limerick , Jas .
of Richmond Place,

Fisher, Esq . of the house of Mark , Fisher, and
At Ugbrooke Park, Devonshire, the Hon . Mr. Mark , of that city , to Miss Harvey, daughter of
Lonsdale, of Houghton, Yorkshire, to the

J. M.Harvey, Esq . both of the Sncie: y of
Hon . Miss Char, Clifford, daughter of Lord Friends.

Clifford ,
At Gretna Green , Mr. John Hewetson , of Little

At St,George's Church , Hanover- square, Sir W,
Orton , near Carlisle, to Miss Duggan , of Belle

W, Wynn , Bart. to Lady H , A, Clive, eldest Vue. This gallant spark is near seventy years
daughter of the Earl and Countess of Pow ?s.

of age, and the fair one ( a native of Hibernia )
By special license , at si, George's Church , Ha. about seventeen .

nover-square, by the Right Rev, the Lord Bi At Clonmel , in Ireland, Capt. G. Browne , of his
shop of London , Lieut, Col , SirG , Campbell ,

Majesty's 34th Regiinent of Foot, to Harriet
Bart, eldest son of the late Lieut, Gen. c .

Anne, daughter of M. Whish, Esq. Commis.
Campbell, to F, Elizabeth , eldest daughter and sioner of Excise,

coheiressof M , Burgoyne, Esq . of Mark Hall,

in Essex,

DEATHS .
By the Rev. Dr, Satterthwaite, J, Beckett, Esq.

Under Secretary of State for the Home De. At her house in Grosvenor -place, Caroline,

partment, eldest son of Sir J. Beckett, Bart, of Dowager Countess of Buckinghamshire. Her

Gledhow , near Leeds , and of Somerby Park, ladyship was the sister of the late T. Conolly ,

Lincolnshire, to ladv Anne Lowther, third the wealthy Irish com moner, anddaughter of

daughter of the Earl of Lonsdale , K.G , W. Conolly , of Stratton Hall , Staffordshire, by
At Torr Chuich , Devon , by the Rev. T. C. Anne Weniworth , daughter of Thomas, third

Cowan, the Rev. T. Clarke, Vicar of Mitchel- Earl of Strafford . Her lady ship had three sons,

dever, Hants , to Anne Maria , youngest daugh- all now dead, and one daughter, viz . Amelia, .

ter of the late Hon . J , Grey , the present Viscountess Castlereagh . The late

At St. George's, Hanover- square, by the Rev , Countess requested in her will that none of trer

W, Money, G. Money, Esq. of Lincoln's-ion , family should wear mourning for her,

to Mademoiselle de Bourbel, the only daughter At Pisa, the Earl of Guildford. His lordship

of Marquis de Bourbel , of Monpinçon, in was born Dec. 25, 1761, succeeded his brother

Normandy, in 1802 , andmarried the 19th July1810 , Maria
In St , Peter's Church, Dublin , by the Archdeacon daughter of the late T. Bryalt, of Rudge Hall ,

of Dublin, H. P. Maziere , Esq, to Cornelia, Shropshire,

eldest daughter of the late B , Shaw , Esq . Col. Suddenly , Geo. Wm. Evelyn , Earl of Rothes,

lectorof Cork , and nicce to R. Shaw ,Esq , M.P. one of the sixteen Peers of Scotland, and Col,

In Cork , the Rev. J. Bennet, nephew to the ofthe Surrey Yeomanry.

Lord Bishop of Cloyne,to Louisa, eldestdaugh. At Florence Court, in the county of Fermanagh ,

ter of R, Olway, Esq. of Cork, the Countess of Enniskillen . She was daughter

At Mullaghmore,near Dungannon, the Rev. W , ' to the Earl of Uxbridge, and sister to the pre

Smith. to Miss Monck, daughter of the Rev, sent Marquis of Anglesea.

T, S , Monck ,
At Topsham , in Devonshire, Capt. Alex. R.

At Launceston , by the Rev. C. Lethbridge, P. P. Huglies, of the 5th regt, Madras N. I.

King, R. N. only son of the late P. G. King, At Connaught Place, the infant daughter of R.

Esq . Governor of New South Wales , to Har. Wigram , Esq . M.P.

riet, daughterof Mr.Lethbridge, of Launceston . AtCoichester, after a short illness , Lieut .- Col.

At Ealing, Middlesex , by her uncle, the Rev. 'T', Norris, of the Engineers , in the Hon . the

R , Wrench, Rector of St. Michael's, Cornhill, East-India Company's service, on the Madras

Miss E, Clarke, to Lieut. E. W, Pitt , R. N, establishment .

At St.Mary - le- bone Church, D. N. Donnellan, At Finedon , in the county of Northampton ,W.

of Ravensdale Park , county Kildare , Ireland, S. Dolben, Esq . son of Sir J. E. Dolben , Bart.

Esq . to Elizabeth, daughter of the Hon. J. Al his seat in the county of Lancaster, the lady
Leeson .

of Sir T. D. Hesketh , Bart. in childbed of a

At Walthamstow Church , by the Rev. J. T. daughter.

Lawton , A.M. E.Warner, Esq. of Waltham . In Bridge-street, Cambridge, Sir Isaac Penning

stow , to Miss Pearson , of the same place. ton , Knt. M.D. Regius Professor of Physic,
At St. Thomas, near Exeter, T. Snow, jun . Esq . Senior Fellow of St.John's College, and Senior

only son uft. Snow, Esq. of Belmont, to Char- Physician of Audenbrooke's Hospital.
lotte, eldest daughter of W. Maitland ,Esq. Aged 85, General Carleton , Col. of the ed Batt ,

At Walsoken , near Wisbech, Mr. T. Clarke, of 60th Foot, and great uncle to the present Lord ,

Wiggenhall St. Mary, near Lynn, to Miss S. Dorchester.

Sharpe, daughter of Mr. S.Sharpe, of Wal. At the George Inn , in Winchester, Henry Bo.

soken . Atthe same time , Mr. C. Oldham , of sanquet, Esq . of Clanville Lodge, near Ando..

Tyd St. Mary, in Lincolnshire, to Miss M.M, ver, and late High Sheriff for the county.

Sharpe, daughter ofthe same gentleman . At Pont de Beauvoisin, on his road to Pisa, for

At Chiswick, G. R.Rodd, Esq. of Hampstead , the benefit of a milder climate, Lieut,-Col . H.

to Maria Fyler, of the former place. Gonner, Major in his Majesty's 6th Regiment

At Mary -le -bone Church, H. J. Conyers, Esq. of Infantry .

lale of the Coldstream Guards, to Harriet, At Castle Malwood -cuttage, in Hants, George

daughter of the Right Hon, T. Steele . . Hamilton , youngest son of the Hon . Charles
J. Parrott, Esq . of Mitcham, to Mrs. Phillips, of Murray, aged six years .

Phipps Bridge , near Morton, Surrey . At St. Andrews, theRev. Dr, Robertson , Profes .

Capt. S. G. Pechell, R.N. son of Sir T. Pechell, sor ofOriental Languages.

Bart, of Aldwick- place, Sussex, to Miss c . At Garryhunden, Sir R. Butler, Bart, many years

2 S 2
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representative in Parliament for the county of At Aslockton , near Bingham , Nottinghamshire,

Carlow .
Mr. H. Porter, farmer ,

At Bath , G. Lovibond, Esq. of Manchester- At Southill Park , the seat of lier father, the

square, London , Earl of Limerick, Lady Mary Pery .

F. M. Stoney, wife of R. J. Stoney , Esq. of Martha, the wife of T. Bent , Esq; of Upper

Greyfurt, county Tipperary .
Norton street, and Hillingdon,Middlesex .

At a very advanced age, at her residence in Car . Aged 27 ,Hannadı,the wife ofC :Thorpe, Esq.
marthen , the Hon. Mrs. Lloyd , relict of T. of Buckland, Bucks, and Idest daughter of J.

Lloyd , Esq . of Abertrinant, in the county of
Adams. Esq. one of the Magistrates of Oxford .

Cardigan, and only sister of the late Earl of At Ramsgate, J. Towally, Esq . of Towally House ,

Lisburne ,
in the 71st year of his age .

At Snowhill , county Kilkenny, N. Power, Esq . At Hatfield , Herts , T. Stevenson, Esq .

Th . Walker,Esq ofLongford , near Manchester. At Edinburgh, Mr. Moss, after a lingering

At Knaresborough , Elizabeth , wife of R. Dent, disease of nearly three years duration .

Esq, after a few days illness, occasioned hy her J. France, Esq. of Rawcliffe Hall, and of Lan .

extremeanguish for the loss of her niece , Miss caster , in that county , In the 91st year of his

Anne Wilson , who died of a rapid decline, aged age .

17. They were both interred in one grave .
In the 73d year of his age, Mr. J. Moon, teacher

At an advanced age, Mrs. Denny, mother of of the mathematics in Salisbury , and author of

John Denny, Esq. of Ipswich .
the well known Western Almanack .

In Duke-street, Portland -place, Mrs. Sharp, wife
In Ravenstonedale , Westmoreland , Mrs. Bowmass ,

of M.Wm. Sharp, Esq. an eminent portiait aged 82, widow of the Rev. J. Bownass, many

painter.
years minister of that parish ; Mrs. Bousfield.

At his house, West Ham , Essex, in consequence aged 88, widow of the late A. Boustield ; and

of a fall from his gig, Geo. Anderson, Esq . Mary Hewetson , aged 93.

F.L.S. son of the late Dr. Jas . Anderson , au . At Wells, Thomas Clerk , Esq . of Westholme

thor of " E :says on Agriculture" - " The Bee" , House, near that city . He was descended from

--and other works .
a branch of the ancient and well known

In York-street, St. James's-square , Georgiana So- family of his name of Pennyenik -House, near

phia , aged eight years and tenmonth
s, young- Edinburgh .

est daughter ofH.H. Hoare, Esq.
At Stonehouse, Plymonth , Margaret Clark, at

At Peebles, Mr. Wm. Brunton, in the 93d year of the great age of 106 years . Till within a few

his age , 56 years Surveyor of Taxes for that months of her decease, she was in the full

county :
enjoyment of her faculties ; indeed, till late in

Atthe Vineyard, Peterborough , s . Wells, Esq. the year 1814 , she was in the habit of going

in the 67th year of his age . He was one of the regularly to Plymouth market for such little

Conservators of the Bedford Level. necessaries as were requisite to her subsistence.

At Hackney, Mrs. S. Thornton , widow of the Since the year 1812, a gentleman of Plymouth ,

late Thus.Thornton, Esq . of Burnham , Bucks . in considération of her age and extreme good

Nr. Alexander, of the Strand . character, has, by a contribution amongst his

At Clifton , near Bristol, aged 24 , E. M. A , Rid. family and friends, supplied her with a weekly

ley , wife of the Rev, 11.J.Ridley, Prebendary
stipend in addition to the parish allowance.

of Bristol Cathedral. She was dauah ter of J. The account she gave of herself on the 7th

Ellis, Esq . of Jamaica (descended from an January , 1812, was, that she was born at

ancient family in Wales , and his wife A. Par- Dundee ; that she was married at the New

ker, daughterof Admiral Sir Pet. Parker, Bart. Church there, by the Rev. Mr. Dawson, about

At Corsham -house, Wilts, the infant daughter of 80 years since (before the rebellion ) to Philip

P. Methuen , Esq. M.P.
Clark , by whom she had fifteen sons and three

At Market Deeping, Mr. R. Fue, formerly, a re . daughters, two only of whom are now living

spectable farmer in Deeping Fen, but who had a son and daughter ; the former being Drum

retired from business for many years. Major in the East Devon Militia.

In John- street, Fitzroy -square, Mrs. Peckhain,

wife of the late Mr. W. Peckliam , jun . of

Gray's-inn -passage . INDIA SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE .

A ! Ludlow , Ernst, youngest son of E, Rogers, Esq .

Awfully sudden , the Rey. R. Kyffin , Rector of
Home Ports .

Llanddoget, in the county of Denbigh . He Gravesend, Jan. 15.- Arrived the Egfrid , Kirby ,

was taken ill while riding to perform morning from Calcutta ; British Army, Munton , from Ben .

servicein his own parish church, and had just gal ; Emperor Alexander, Chapman, from Bata

strength enough to alight off his horse, when via ; Comet, Coster, from Vienna .

he turnedinto a small cottage , and expired in Jan. 24.- Arrived the Salamanca, . Bate, frum

about half an hour after entering the same. Antwerp ; and Lord Boringdon , Uting, from Pa.
At Acton , Middlesex , in the 68th year of his age, lamos.

G. S. Wegg, Esq . Jan. 26.- Arrived the Thetis, Danly ;, Beres

At Milltown, near Shanes.Castle, county of An. ford, Gardner ; and Unanimity, Richards, from

trim , Mr. H. Mulholland . Lisbon ; Marquis of Anglesey, Brown, from Os .

lu Maitland-street, Edinburgh , Mrs. M , Scott, tend ; Hope, Hughes, from Dort ; Letitia Tenant,

widow of the late R , Scoti , Esq . of Coudhouse, Mongomery , from Belfast; Eliza, Ford, from

Roxburghshire,and sisterofthelate Chisholme, Bilboa ; and Criterion, Avery, from New York .

of Chisholme, Roxburghshire.
Jan. 29.- Arrived the Rover, King ; Perseve

At the house of the Right Hon. W. C. Plunkett, rance, Maughan ; and Jane and Mary, Coates ,

Stephen's-green , Dublin , in her 84th year , fromHamburgh .

Mrs. M'Capsland, widow of the late John Feb. 9.-- Arrived the Ann, Diamond, from Wa

M'Causland, of the county Donegal, Esq. terford ; Recovery, Ouse , from Cork ; Pleasant

In Thomas-street, Dublin, Š . Costigan , Esq . Hill , Catt, from Oporto ; Thalia, Herbert, from

In Tipperary , in the 44th year of her age, the Calcutta ; Castlereagh , Ranligh , & c.

Jady of the late P. O'Brien Butler, Esq . of Jan. 20. - Sailed the Apollo , Tarbutt, for Bom

Dunboyne Castie, in the county of Meath . bay ; Perseverance, M'Nab, for Belfast ; Indus

At Mitchelstown, Ireland, aged '90 years, Rich . try , Roberts, for Limerick ; and Three Brothers

Thornhill, sen . Esq. Savage, for Antwerp.

In Lower Thornhaugh -street, B. Fowler, Esq. of Jun. 24.- Sailed the Mary Ann , Clure, for Fort

the Foreign Post Office, aged 35. William ; Cadmus, Dent, for the Isle of France ;

Athis rooms in Trinity College , Cambridge, the Jane, Barri, for Jamaica ; Pursuit, M.Pherson ,

Rev. John Davies, B. D. one of the Senior for Naples ; Classina Margaretta, Schippers, for

Fellows of that Society, Rector of Orwell, in Antwerp

that county , and Librarian of the University. Jan. 29. - Sailed the Lady Boringdon , Leth

Mr. Davieswas also Secretary to the Chan- bridge, for the Isle of France"; Verturnus, Sims,

cellor, and Receiver of the Rents of Wors's for Trinidad ,

Charity Estates. He proceeded to the Degrees Sailed the Bridgewater, Hughes, for India.

of B.A. 1765, M.A. 1768 , aad B.D. 1790 . The licensed ship Fanny arrived in the Downs

In Lower Mount-street , Dublin , Mrs.Walstein , the soth ult .-- Sailed from Calcutta the 5th of Sep

mother to the celebrated actress of thatname, tember, in company with the licensed ships Tha .

and sister to the late Dr, Douglas, Roinan lia , Indus, and Prince Regent, leaving there the

Catholic Bishop of London . Warren Hastings.
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The Mary Anne, from Batavia , with a Com. Portsmouth, Jan. 15. - Arrived the Diana, Hay,

pany's cargo , arrived in the Downs the 31st ult, from Quebec ; Hibernia , from the Downs for

Deal, Jan. 14.--Came down from the river and Madras and Bengal ; Ann , from the Downs for

remain, the Glory, Kent, and Minstrel, for Cal . St. Domingo ; and Caroline, from London for

cutta ; Boddington , George III, and Venelia , for Falmouth .

Jamaica ; and Carlbrough, for Bermuda.
Jan. 21. – Arrived the Rapid , from the Downs,

Jan , 15.-Came down from the river the Par- for the Cape; and Ben Jonson, Watson, from

tridge, for the Cape of Good Hope ; Industry, Berbice, last from Cowes .

for Naples ; Brothers, for Cadiz ; and Francis , Jan. 29.- Arrived the Mary Ann, Quinton, from

for Madeira .
Batavia – sailed 17th of September, when the

Three o'clock . - The wind is now due east, and Ganges was loading, and would be ready for sea

the outward -bound are preparing to sail .
inabout fourteen days .

Four o'clock . - The whole of the outward bound Jan. 30.-The Edward and the Mercurius, the

are away , and round to the South Foreland , ex- former for Bombay, and the latter for Bahia,
cept the Glory private Indiaman ; III , have arrived here from the Downs.

and Aid , Sailed the Mary Ann , Quinten, for London ;

Jan. 16.–Sailed last night and put back this and Partridge, for the Cape.

afternoun the Aid for Jamaica , and remain in the Sailed the Britomart, for Deptford , Prome

Downs with theGanymede ; Glory for Calcutta ; ' theus, on a cruise ; and the Edward, Johnson,

and George III for Jamaica . for Bombay.
Jan. 20.Remain the whole of the outward . All the outward-bound ships detained at Ports

bound as before, and the Kent, Ireland, for Cal . mouth , sailed last week fromthat port, including

Gutta , the Hibernia and Minstrel, for Bengal : the Ed

Jan. 21. - The Kent, for Calcutta, parted yes.
ward, forBombay ; and the Partridge and Rapid,

terday in consequence of the ring of her anchor for the Cape. The Admiral Gambier, Capiain

breaking Braish , with Government stores for Ceylon , must

Jan. 22.-- Came down from the river and re- unload ; the dainages she sustained in the Bay of

main , the Dove, for Tenerifle ; Ajax, for Jamaica ; Biscay are considerable,
Shannon , for New York ; and Effort, for Malta . Feb. 19.- Arrived the Emily, from London for

Arrived the Bee, Rees, from Cork , with loss of Baltimore ; and Swift, from London to St. Mi.

anchor and cable ; Lee, sloop of war, with the
chael's ; also the following vessels from the

body of Sir James Leith on board , from Barba- Downs ; Stokesly , Morland , Renewal, and Gene
does; and Edward , Jolinson, from New York , rous Planter, for West Indies ; Sprightly , for

for Bombay .
St. Domingo ; Venus , for Trieste ; and Charles

Jan , 24 , --Came down from the river and re
and Wildman , for the South Seas .

main , the Apollo, for Bombay ; Hero, for Ma. Plymouth, Jan.28 .-- Arrived the Mary , of Sa

dras ; Sovereign, for Jamaica ; Mary, for Barba
lem , from Canton , for Amsterdam - sailed 27th

does ; Platoff, for St. Michael's ; Shakspeare, for of July ; and Vesta, Wallett, from Newfound

the West Indies ; and Conqueror, line -of- battle land, in 15 days ,

ship , for St.Helena. Feb. 3. - Came in the Lady Boringdon, Leth

Jan , 26.- Arrived and sailed for the river the bridge, from London, bound to the Cape .

Admiral Colpoys, Toldrig, from the South Seas,
Feb. 29.- Sailed the Endraght, Vandewer, for

full of Elephant oil. Also the Vigilant , from Curaçoa ; Betsy , Donkin , for the Cape of Gond

Oporto , and Norval , from Altea . Hope ; William , Milne, for Buenos Ayres , and

Came down from the river and remain , the Prudent, Duplant, for Brest.

Julius Cæsar, for Demerara ; Mary Ann , for Fort On Saturday the dispatches were finally closed

William ; Medway. for Tóbago ; Ruckers, for at the East-India House, and delivered to the

Grenada: Friends, for Jamaica; Cadmus, for the pursers of the following ships , viz.

Isle of France ; Jane, for Jamaica ; Britannia, General Kyd, Captain A. Nairne, and Atlas ,
for Trinidad ;and Mathilda, for St. Croix. Captain C. O. Mayne - for Bengal and China ,

The Cornwall , for the Isle of France , has been Passengers per General Kyd

run foul of by another vessel in the Gulls, and
ForBengal-Mr.J. Campbell , Writer ; Captain

sustained some damage - she has bore up again . and Mrs. Stuart ; Mr. Mrs. and Miss Watsons;

Jan. 29. - Came down from the river and sailed ,
Messrs. Donglas ; Miss Macleod ; and Messrs,

the Lord Wellington, for Bombay ; Little Sally , Wright and Elliot.

for Venice ; Charm , for St. Michael's ; and sa- Passengers perAtlas

muel, for Charante . For Bengal - Thomas Sisson . Esq . jun. 'mer.

Came down from the river and remain , the
chant, and family ; Major Bellingham ; Messrs.

Wyton, for Bombay ; Vittoria , for Barbadnes ; Langstaff and Cathcart, surgeons ; Messrs . Free .

Mark, for Jamaica ; and Europe, for St. Chris- men and Richards, free -mariners ; Mrs. Hodg.

topher's, son; MissesYoung, Macnaghten , Maean, Tay

Jan. 30.-Arrived and remains the Larkins from
lor, and Bladen ,

Madras , Arrived the Larkins, Capt . Dumbleton , from

Came down from the river the Lady Boringdon , Bengal.- Passengers SirT. Strange and family,

for the Isle of France ; and Vertumnus, Sims, Mrs. C. Farran ,Mrs. Casamajor, Mr. Godfrey,

for Trinidad . Capt. Wood, L. H , Simpson , Capt. Ogilvie. Lt.

Five O'Clock. - Several of the outward -bound Gibb, Ensiga Welland, Mr. Lewin ,Capt. Pater

have sailed and are now coming back again . son , Masters Levoyer, Webber, Pownell, and

Feb. 3.-Came down from the river and remain Robin, Mr. Trill. - Colonel de Morgan died during

the Leda, Lacy , for Jamaica ; and the Hereford. the passage.

shire , Money , for India . The Thalia, Capt. Herbert, from Bengal; Lieut.

Feb. 4, five o' Clock . - The Bridgewater East- Col. Buckland, H, M. 53d regt .

Indiaman is now working through the Gulls , and

will be in the Downs to-night.

Feb. 5.- Arrived and remain the Alert, sloop of
SHIP -LETTER MAILS FOR INDIA,

war, from Sheerness ; Thalia , Herbert, from PRIVATE SHIPS .

Calcutta ; and Castlereagh, Rawleigh, from
Charleston , Ship's Names. Tons. Probable Time of Sailing ,

Came down from the river the Bridgewater , for Isle of France.

India . In consequence of its blowing fresh from Earl of Morley .... 360 Feb. 28.

theW.N.W. she bore up for Margate Roads . Cornwall from Gravesend Feb. 20 .

Feb. 7 .-- Arrived and sailed for the river, with Isle of France, Madras, and Calcutta ,

the whole of the homeward -bound, the Prince Layton ........ 500 Mar. 14.

Regent and Indus, from Calculta ; and Good In Cape of Good Hope.

tent, Roberts, from Demerara , Minstrel...... 150 Mar. 1 ,

Came down from the river and remain , the Brilliant ........ 237 Feb. 25 .

Wildham, for the South Seas ; Emily , fos Balti. Bengal.

more ; Venus, for Pernambuco . Mary Ann 550 from Gravesend Feb. 2 $ .
Feb. 9 , -- Came down from the river the Lord Speke 450 Feb. 25 .

Wellington for Calcutta , Equity for Trieste ; Caledonia .......... 360 from Deal Feb. 23.

Marthafor New Orleans, and Elizabeth for the St. Helena ,

East Indies . Baring............ 842 from Gravesend Feb. 13 .

Dover, Feb. 10.- Arrived off here the Jemima, Calcutta ,

Brown , from Batavia , in 16 weeks and 4 days, Hadlow 390 Mar, 1,
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Cochineal ................... Ib . 09 6 to 0 5 0 Turmerick , China ..cwt. 2 0 0 to 25 0

Collce, Java ...........cwt. 4 2 0 4 4 0 Zedoary

Cheribon
3 12 0 3 13 0 Galls, in Sorts................ 7 0 0

Bourbon 3 14 0 3 15 0 Blue .... 900

Mocha 0 o 5 10 0 Indigo, * Blue .ib .

Cotton , Surat... ..lb 0 1 1 0 1 5 Blue and Violet...... 0 7 6
0 8 6

Extra fine.. 16 0 1 7 Purple and Violet 0 6 4 0 7 4

Bengal 011 0 1 1 Fine Violet............

Bourbon 1 10 0 2 8 Good Ditto ... 5 6 0 5 11

Drugs, & c. for Dyeing . Fine Violet & Copper 0 5 2 0 5.6

Aloes , Epatica ....... cwt. 6 O -14 0 0 Good Ditto..... 5 0 O 5 4

Anniseeds, Star ...
4 10 0 4 15 0 Good Copper ...

4 8 O 50

Burax , Refined.... 4 15
5 0 Middling Ditto . 4 6 O 4 8

- Unrefined , or Tincal 4 10 4 15 Ordinary Ditto ....... O 3 6 0 3 10

Camphire unrefined ..... 10 10 -13 0 Fine Madras ..... 0 5 9 0 6 4

Cardemoms, Malabar..lb 0 3 0 50 Middling Ditto
4 6 0 5 0

Cevlon .. Ordinary Ditto
0 3 9 0 4 4

Cassia Buds..........cwt. 20 0 -21 00 Rice...... ..............cwt. I 18 0 I 190

Lignea .....
10 0 13 0 O Saftower. ..... cwt . 4 0 0 6 0 0

Castor Oil ...... ..... lb . 0 1
0 4 0 Sago .....cwt. 1 15 0 2 0 0

China Root .......... cwt . 0 2 5 0 Saltpetre, Refined .....cwt. 2 5 0 2 6 0

Cocilus Indicus...
0 0 2 15 0 • Silk , Bengal Skein ...... Ib. 0 12 4 0 14 11

Columbo Root... 2 10 2 15 0 Novi 0 15 5 111

Dragon's Blood ... Ditto White

Gum Ammoniac, lump.. 5 10 0 8 0 0 China 1 0 7 16 1

Arabic .... 3 10 0 5 0 O Organzine.... 1 17 0 2 6 0

Assalce ida.......... 6 0 0 12 00 Spices, Cinnamon .......lb . 08 9 0 19 0

Benjamin ...... 7 10 0 - 65 0.0 OS 7 03

Animi...........cwt. 5 0 0 7 0 0 Mace............. 070 0 10 0

Galbanim ... Nutmegs......
58 0 5 9

Gambogium 17 0 22 0 0 Ginger .cwt . 3 10 0 3 15 0

Myrrh .... 0 - 10 оо Pepper, Black .... Ib . 0 0 8

Olibanum ....... 0 8 0 0 White O 01

Lac Lake........ 1
0 19 Sugar, Yellow ......... cwl .

IIS 0 24 0

Dye ........... 03 0 5 6 White .............. 2 10 0 3 100

Sbell, Block 2 10 0 2 15 0 Brown ........... 1 14 0

Shired 3 10 0 14 0 0 Tea, Bohea ........... ..b . ' 0 2 7 0 2 8

Stick .... 3 10 0 8 0 0 ongou
0 2 9 035

Musk , China..........oz . O 15 0 1 o 0 Sonchong..
0 3 10 0

Nux Vomica.........cwt. I 10 1 15 0 Campoi 0 2 9 0 39

Oil Cassia ..............oz . 2 0 2 3
Twan kay

0 2 11 0 4 3

Cinnamon ..... 0 15 0
Pekoe 0 4 0 0 5 6

Cloves ....... 02 0 2 10 Hyson Skin 02 10 O 4 5

Mac...... Hyson
0 4 7 0 6 0

Nutmegs ...... 0 14 Gunpowder ....... 0 5 +
0 5 8

Opium ............... .Ib . Tortoiseshell .. 1 2 0 1 8 0

Rhubarb 0 + 2 0 5 6 Woods , Saunders Red..ton 11 оо 11 11 0

Sal Ammoniac ......cwt . 6 0 0

Senna ..... .lb. 0 1 6 0 2 6

Turmerick , Java .... cwt . 110 0 1 15 0 * Parcels of the late sale at the India -House

Bengai
1 8 0 1 10 0 bear a premium of 10d a ls per lb.
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Goods declared for Sale at the East - India House .

coes, 90,351 - Prohibiict, 42,678 . - Coast Piece

Goods, viz .-Callicoes, 168.829 - Muslins , 229–

Prohibited , 11,475 Sundry Musters of Coast and

Surat Goods .

On Tuesday, 4 March - Prompi 30 May.

Tea Bohea, 500,000 lbs : -Congou and Campoi,

4,300,000 - Pexoe and Souchong, 150,000 — Twan

kay , 850,000 - Hyson Skin , 100,000 – Hyson,

250,000 — Total, including Private -Tiade, 6,150,000

lbs .

On Friday, 7 March - Prompt 6 June .

Privilege .-Cotton Wool, 7,887 bales.

On Monday, 10 March - Prompt 6 June .

Company's. - Nankeen Cloth , 284,303 pieces

Bengal Piece Goods , viz . - Muslins, 7,364-Calli

On Friday, 21 March — Prompe 20 June,

Compuny's . - Madeira Wine 54 pipes .

Privilege.- Madeira Wine 14 pipes.

On Wednesday, 16 April - Prompt 25 July .

Licensed and Private - Trade. - Indigo, 10,005
chests ,

Cargoes of East- India Company's Ships lately arrived .

Cargoes of the Harriet, Emperor Alexander, Mary

Ann, and Larkins, from Batavia, Madras, &c.

Company's Goods.-- Saltpetre - Sugar. Coffee

Sapan Wood - Raitang - Piece Goods,

Private Trade (per Larkins ).- Piece Goods

Shawls - Indigo - Red Wood - Pearlo - Precious

Stones - Garnets - Coral- Wine.

Indian Securities and Exchanges.

No alteration since our last.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

SIR , - In the Memoir of the Knights Commanders was first ap

late Major-General Sir George portioned to each army ; and that

Holmes, K. C K. published in the the dignity was subsequently con

number of the Asiatic Journal, ferred on that fixed numberof offi

for February 1817 , I observe the cers at each Presidency : There
following paragraph. fore, to do away such an erroneous

“ About this time the extension idea, and to obviate any impression

of the honors of the Order of the unfavorable to the just preten- ,

Bath excited the hope of every sions and high reputation of the

distinguished officer . One Com- Bombay army, which such a no
mander's cross was destined for tion is calculated to produce, I

the Bombay army ; and could the beg leave to state, that no such

wish of every officer of that army regulation was adopted , that no

have been ascertained , we may, particular proportion of the esta

we believe, very safely say, that blished number of fifteen Knights
few , perhaps not one, would have Commanders for the officers of the

denied the brilliant distinction to Company's army was specially al

have been otherwise bestowed than lotted to either of the three esta

upon Major - General Holmes. blishments ; but that the dignity

It is almost needless to add, that was conferred on those fifteen offi

the honor was so appropriated." cers in the service of the East

The tenor of this paragraph, if India Company, who were con

permitted to pass without remark , sidered to have most distinguished

may lead to a general conclusion themselves since the year 1802,

and belief, thata certain portion of without any consideration as to the

the number of Knights Command. Presidency to which they were

ers of the Bath ordained for the immediately attached .

officers in the service of the East- Had it been in contemplation to

India Company, has been perma- award to each of the three armies

nently allotted to each ofthearmies a due proportion of the limited

servingunder the three Presiden- number of fifteen Knights Com

cies ofBengal, Madras, and Bom- manders, whether in reference to

bay , that a specific number of the number of corps, or to that
Asiatic Journal. No. 16. , VOL. III . 2 T
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• .

of general officers and colonels he was the only officer belonging

in each army, the just division of to it, whose services renderedhim

the honorabie distinction would . eligible, according to the established

have been as follows ; regulations and restrictions, to be

Bengal army 7 raised to the dignity.

To the Madras army . 6 With respectto the wishes ofthe

Bombay army 2 officers of the Bombay army, I be

lieve, I may very safely say, with
15

out any disparagement to the pro

fessional character and meritorious

Unfortunately for the Bombay services of the late Major-General

army, there were only three officers Sir George Holmes, (and I sin.
belonging to it who had enjoyed cerely disclaim all intention to de

the opportunityof distinguishing tract therefrom ) that, could such

themselves, within the limited pe- wishes have been accomplished ,

riod of service, so as to give them the brilliant distinction would like

a claim to the dignity of Knight wise have been bestowed upon

Commander. ColonelWoodington some of Sir George's brother offi

died previous to the institutionof cers, whose pretensions to the ho

the ordinance. GeneralJones (who nor were as valid as his, though

has recently had the honor con . their achievements were not of so

ferred on him ) was, in the first in recent a date.

stance, deemed ineligible to it, in I trust you will believe that in

consequence of his having been re- offering these remarks, I am ac

moved from the effective to the ' tuated by no other motive than a

retired list ofthe army. General sincere desire to uphold the honor

Holmes was the only officer in the of the Bombay army,

Bombay army created a Knight I am , Sir,

Commander, not because there was Your most obedient servant,

only “ one Commander's cross des ASIATICUS.

tined for that army ," but because London, 21st Feb. 1817.

1

-

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

S1R,—In a late number I no- months, landed also at Garden

ticed an article entitled “ Fe- Reach. My friends received me

male Miseries in India," in which with joy ; and I was soon intro

the writer certainly draws no very duced at all the fashionable parties

flatteringpicture offemale emigra- of Calcutta. Like your former.

tion to the East ; but, sir, there correspondent I also was young ;

are few other subjects, in the but cannot say I have ever “ been

discussion of which it is more ne- called handsome". 66 adınired for

cessary to hear both sides of the my figure" -or “ thatmy accom

question. And if my account plishments are above mediocrity."

should tally but little with that of Nevertheless I contrived to make

your late correspondent, I never- myself agreeable ; had always on

theless rely on your candour to the course some young equestrians

give it equal publicity: Not hav- at my carriage windows; and have

ing had the opportunity “ of re- never known what it was to nurse

fusing several excellent offersfrom the benches at a ball, and never

men of rank and fortune in Eng- set foot to ground. I had scarcely

land ," I felt less reluctance to un- passed eight delightful months in

dertake a voyage to India , and this gay capital, beforeI had re

after a very pleasant one of five fused two, what were ternied by

11
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many, excellent offers . But my ofthe adyantages to be derived from

friends were not eager to get rid of marriage than of the institution it

me, and I was at liberty to exer- self ; and by her adverting to the
cise my own discretion. I confess civil fund, and the solitude of

I : was either sufficiently wise, or judges and collectors, evinces the

imprudent, to indulge but slender probability that her trip to the

hopesof happiness with a man old East was, after all , “ only to gain

enough to be my grandfather, who a fortune." Your correspondent,
had been forty years resident in Mr. Editor, must have visited Cal
India, though rich as Cresus ; or cutta when the exuberance of her

with a wild boy of a writer, en- youth was repressed by some two

gulphed in debt, and almost ruined or three and thirty years ; or she

by his excess. I refused them both , must have been too much occupied

Mr. Editor, without hesitation ; with her own attainments to have

and wassoon after rewarded with consulted the wishes of others ;

the hand of my present husband, the former she may term young,

who though nota Nabob, is ayoung the latter considerable ; but, un

man of somerank in the army, and fortunately for her, female age

blessed with independence. Such, or conceit are never overlooked

sir, has been my good fortune in in India. 'Tis true the days of

India ; and let me add, that I as- chivalry are past ; but in London

cribe it chiefly to an evenness of as in Calcutta, the wild horse (of

temper with which Providence has whose appearance, by the bye, in
blessed me. I can safely say that the very centre of the town I have

I have never felt hurt at the pre- read with the utmost astonish

cedency of others, or at being ment) , would equally have inter

handed the last to table by any ested few in favour of a person,

straggler the house afforded. I who expecting every attention

endeavoured to make myself equal- from others, is not prepared to

ly agreeable to all, and hadthe make a sacrifice in return.

happiness of finding my efforts
I am, Sir, &c.

generally successful. I fear your NUBILIA .

former correspondentthought more

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

-

MR. EDITOR, - In the last Edin. Kaimes, who published it in hils Sketches

burgh Review, p. 243, on the arti- of the History of Mair.”

cle of Dugald Stewart's Introduc
About twenty years ago, I sent

tion to the Encyclopædia Britan
nica, is the following note ;

to the Asiatic Society at Calcutta ,

apaper on the coincidences of the

“ At theconclusion of Bishop Taylor's European and oriental classics an .

Liberty of Prophesying is a Jewish story, cient and modern, partof which

told in the manner of a chapter of Genesis,

in which God is represented as rebuking furnished the editor of the Asiatic
my friend General Kirkpatrick

Abraham for having driven an idolater out

of his tent. This story , the Bishop says,
Register with a copy of, in which

it

is somewhere to be found in the Rabinical
appeared ; but what I now send

books : but till the original is -liscovered, you has never been in print. In
we may ascribe thebeautyoftheimita- Europe we have of late beenmuch

tation , if not the invention of the inci- amused by stories of Muhammadan

dents, to the Bishop himself. ” Intolerance ; but it has been by

“ Dr. Benjamin Franklingave the same writers , who were either ignorant
story , with someslight variations, to Lord of the Musulman tenets, orwilful.

2 T2
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ly misrepresented them . In the mons, adds : - " that any fellow creature ,

Koran we are told that : who believes in God after his own fashion

، Jews, Christians and Sabians, and
and heart, and thus accomplishes good

indeed whoever believeth in God and the works, may expect a favourable reception

last day, and doeth that which is right, and final sentence on the last day, ngt

shall have his reward with the Al withstanding bis failure in ritual duty :

mighty, and no fear shall conie upon him ,
that there is salvation for a virtuous infi

neither needeth he to grieve . ” And Sadi, del, but none for a vicious believer : he

moreover adds :
in quoting that passage in one of his ser

ابعيفرفاكمكو ابتيفنمومم
Many a believer is arrayed in vain glo. ration can I offer than the follow

ry, and many an infidel wears the garb of ing two Apologues from the Bus

humility .” tan of Sadi ?

But what finer examples of tole

دوبهتسبنایمتمدخاريتبال دوبهتسبناهجيوربرديغم

شیپدروآشبعصيتلاحاضق*شیکهدیهوکننآلاسدنچزاسپ

ریدكاخربهراچیبدیطلغب* ريخدیمابردناتبياپب

منتربنکمحرمدمآناجب* منصياريكتسدماهدنامردهک

اهراکدشنناماسبشچیههک* اهرابشتمدخرددیرازب

سگمندنارشیوخزادناوتنهک* سکتامہمدرآربنوچيتب

لاسدنچتمدیتسرپلطابب* لالضدنبياپياكتفشارب

راگدرورپزمهاوخبهنركو* راربمرادشیپردهکيمهم

كاپنادزیدروآربشماکهک* اخبشیورهدولآغمنآزونه

دشهریتوربيفاصتقومه* دشهریخنیرديسانشقیاقح

تسمہناختبرمخزارسشزونه* تسرپشتآنودهتشکرسہک

تسجهکيماکدروآربشیادخ*تسشنتنایخزاتسدورفکزالد

شلډشوكبدمآيماغیپهک* شلکشمنیردرطاختفرورف

لوبقدماینشلوقوتفک لوقعصقانریپمنصشیپهک

دمصاتمنصزاقرفهچهکنآ درزیندوشامهکردزارک

تسههک رهمنصزاتسارتزجاعمک*تسبتسودياديابدمصردنالد

يهتتجاحتسدتدیآزابهک*يهنردندبرسرگاتسالاحم

3

يسب*

سپ*

A Mogh , or fire-worshipper, had se- “ done, take meoh ! my idol ! by the hand ,

cluded himself from the world , and de- “ I am afflicted to thesoul, have compas

yoted his whole time to the service of an “ sion on my body.” Oftentinies would

idol : some years afterwards that profes- he be thus ferventin devotional duty , for

sor of a rejected faith happened to fall in- his affairs wile not in the train of being

to distressed circumstances : confident of settled : but how shall an image forward

relief, he threw himself at the feet of his any man's concern , which cannot drive a

idol , and lay prostrate and helpless on the fly from settling on its own body ? The

floor of it's temple ; saying, “ I am un- poor Mogh waxed warm , and added in
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his passion ; “ Oh ! slave of error ! how cupied in trying to resolve this difficulty ,

long have I worshipped thee to a vain when a message from heaven was reveal

purpose ! accomplish for me at once the ed into the ear of his soul, intimating to

object of my heart, otherwise I must him ; “ this old and perverted sinner of

“ ask it of Providence, or the Lord God “ ten implored his idol, and his prayers

paramount !” That contaminated Mogh were disregarded ; but were he to quit.

still lay with his face in the dust, now ،، the threshold of my tribunal disappoint

that the pure spirit of the Almighty had “ ed, then where would be the difference.

complied with his prayer . One of the ،، between a dumb and perishable idol,

true faith , whose sincere adoration had ،، and the Lord God Eternal ? Put your

been ever clouded with calamity, expres- trust, oh ! my dearly beloved friends ! in

sed himself astonished at what had come Providence, for nothing is more helpless

to pass, and said ; " here is a despicable than a stock or a stone idol : it were la

" and obstinate worshipper of the fire, mentable, when you might lay your heads

“ whose mind is still intoxicated with the on this threshold , if you should come to

W wine of his temple ; his heart full of in- leave it disappointed of your object.

* fidelity , and hand soiled with perfidy, Sadi's second Apologue is as

“ yet has God fulfilled the object of his

" wish !" This holy man's mind was oc

follows:م

مسب*

لیلذریپ
تزعب*

ليلخيارسنامهمدماین* ليبسلانباهتفهکیهکمدینش

هارزدیآردياونيبركم* هاکپيدروخنيئوخهدنخرفز

دیدودركهكنيداوفارطاب* دیرگنبيبناجرهوتفرنورب

دیفسيریپفربزاشیومورس* دیبوچنابایبرديکياهنتب

تفكبيئالصنامیرک تفكبيئابحرمشیرادلدب

كمنونانبنکيمدرميکی* مدرمارمياهمشچياهک

مالسلاهيلعشقلختسنادهک*ماکتشادربوتسجربوتفكمعن
دندناشن

ليلخيارسنامهمنابیقر

نانکمهفرطرهربدنتسشن* ناوخدندرکبیترتدومرفب

عمسبيثيدحدماینشریپز* مسبوج

زوسوقدصتمنیبیمنناریپوچ وچ* زورہنیردریپیاشتفگنینچ

دنربيزوردنواوخمانهک*دنروخيزورهکيتقوتسطرشهن

تسرپرذآریپزامدینشنهک* تسدبمریکنيقيرطاتفكي

لاحهدوببتریپتسربکهک* لافکینربمغیپتسنادب

دیلپناکاپشیپدوبرکنمےک دیدہناکیبوچشدناربيراوخب

ليلخياكنانکتمالم تبیہب لیلجراکدرکزادمآشورس

نامزككیوزادمآترفنارت* ناجويزورلاسدصهدادشنم

فوجتسديربيمارچسپاووت* دوجسشتآيوسدربيموارک

عمجدندرکزاغآهللا

I have heard that no son of the road , or of his heart, he could never partake of his

traveller, had approached the hospitable morning repast, till some weary stranger

abode of that friend of God Abraham for had entered his dwelling : He took him

a whole week : from the natural goodness self forth, and explored every quarter , he
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:

viewed the valley to its uttermost border, educated in the idolatries of his

and descried from afar, a man solitary as father, who though descended from

a willow , whose head and heard were
the prophets, had followed the mul .

whitened with the snow of years : in or- titude of those days to do evil, and

der to administer comfort he went up and became on their account a maker

gave him a hearty welcome, and after the of images in the city of Bamian

custom of the generous, thus kindly en- Balkh. But Abraham, being re

treated him, saying ; “ Oh ! precious ap- called to the true faith , went

“ ple of mine eye ! be courteously pleased while yet a youth into his father's

“ to become my guest !" _ The old man

consented , and getting up stept briskly diculed such as came to buy them ;
shop, and breaking the images ri

forward, for he well knew the beneficent when his father took him for chas

disposition of Abraham (on whom be tisement before Nimrod ; who, in

God's blessing). The domestic compa
nions of that beloved friend ofGod seated stead of punishing him , was di

with reverence the poor old man : orders
verted by his miracles and wit .

were issued, and the tablespread, and the After this he removed to the

family took their respective stations around eastern border of the Persian em

it : when the company began to ask God's pire, and was famed for his love

blessing before meat, nobody could hear and piety to the deity,and justice

the stranger utter a word. ' Then did and hospitality to his fellow crea

Abraham say to him ; “ Oh ! sage of an- tures ; for which last purpose he

“ tient times ! thou seemest not to be ho- often pitched his tents on the edge

“ ly and devout as is usual with the aged : of the wilderness near the cityof

“ is it not their duty, when they break Haran, that he might, as the above

“ his bread, to call upon that Provi- apologue informs us, entertain'tra

“ dence, who has graciously bestow- vellers passing towards that place.

“ ed it ?" The old man replied , “ I fol- Oriental scholars, who are aware

“ low no religious rite, that has not had of the peculiar and fierce preju

“ the sanction of my priest of the fire ! ” dices, that the Musulmans enter

The well-omened prophet was now made tained against the Guebres, cannot

aware, that this depraved old wretch had sufficiently admire the benevolent

been bred a Guebre ; ,as an alien to his spirit displayed by Sadi in these

faith, he thrust him furth with scorn, for and many of his apologues, where
the pure abhor the contamination of the he has occasion to notice different

vile. From glorious Omnipotence an an
religious sects ; and many well

gel came down, and in the harshness of
meaning Christians might learn

rebuke called aloud, “ Ol ! Abraham, for^ acentury ofyears I bestowed onhim good manners on this head by study
ing such parts of his works. We

“ life and food , whom thou hast taken to

abominate on an hour's acquaintance ; moral of such parables to our own
may all read, and equallyapply the

“ for though he is offering adoration to conduct, so as to enable us to set

" the fire, why art thou to withhold the

aside all narrowand violent preju* band of toleration from him ? "

dices, and imbibe in their room
We are told byoriental writers,

for the Persians claim Abraham as
proper and liberal notions of tole

one of their forefathers , that the rancein religious matters ;particu

larly towards such as differ from
Almighty often communed with
him thus, and was pleased to im- us perhaps in little else than what
him thus,and was pleased to im- isceremonial ; recollecting to this

part to him the secret counsels

and purposes of his Providence, purpose that excellentmaxim of

whence he was stiled the lds labs not ; for he that is not against
our own gospel :- " Forbid him

Khalil Khodā, or beloved friend of us in the propagation ofthe know . "

God ; see Isaiah xli. 8. He was ledge of one only and true God,)

the second son , according to them , is on our part." — Were indeed the

of Azar ; and had in his youth been Socrateses, the Plinys, the Fene

>
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m

nor

lons, the Addisons, and the Sadis translation and refutation of the

ofdistant ages and nations thus be- Koran (Sale's is only a copy of

nevolently to talk over the subject part of it) is an able work ; but
ofreligion and morality, that spleen thenhe was a Papist, and had the

of the soul, superstition, might be worship of images and other ob

cured of its gloomy brooding ; jectionable tenets to defend, which

and that bane of humanity, fanati- neither Musulman Hindu

cismi, reduced to sobriety and rea- could be ever reconciled to. The,

son ; and the soundness and inte- plain faith and simple doctrine of

grity of our simple , as it is supe- the gospel , according to the accep
rior, Christian doctrines, might all tation of our best and ablest di

the sooner gain, what every consi- vines, may be compared to our

derate man among us would wish system of British government,

and hope to see , that ultimate vic- which required only a thorough

tory over all other faiths. To the and impartial discussion to distin

avoiding evilinclinations and prac- guish the licentiousness, which

tices, and to improvement in senti- wild theorists and hot-headed en

ments and habits of pietyand virtue thusiasts have at different times in

we cannot be indifferent, certainly culcated from true liberty ; and a

without being criminal; yet we memorable example of this has in

may assuredly toleratewithout im- the temporary madness of the
patience oranimosity, the errors, French revolution passed in re
whether of our own dissenting view before the eyes of mankind,

sects of faith, or those of Muham- and may deter other governments

madans and idolaters, so long as for some time from meddling with

their peculiar tenets are not active their constitutions.

in sapping the foundations of our
Nihil dictum , quod non dictum

own special belief; and we ought
to combat their errors only by prius :there isnothing new under

sun, if we believe our own
reason, argument and truth , and
not as some of us have latelydone Scripture,and the reproof given

by abuse, falsehood and misrepre- of Sadi, is so similar to what No
to Abraham in the above apologue

sentation . If in the course of such

discussions the opposite parties havereceived on alike occasion,
ses is said, by oriental writers, to

should have opportunities of pro- that I may safely trace him to his

mulgating some errors, that with

out this provocation mighthave scarcely be believed, that Parnell
. it ,

remained within their own narrow

er sphere, as this would neverthe- hermit through a Risallah or ser
borrowed the beautifulstory of his

less lead to a freer and more open

inquiry, so it were the most likely I was first madeaware of by pro
mon of Sadi from the Koran, which

and bestmeans of combatingthe posing tomy Munshi, many

obstinate part of them with suc

cess, and ofconverting the reason- Persian language, as a fine speci
years ago, to translate it into the

able . In our own now extensive

.settlements in theEast-Indies,( and men of our English apologue. The

oriental writers tell us, that :
where can we fix a limit to those

settlements, and the liberality of
“ Karunyli, (the Korah of our

our governments there ?) we have Scriptures,Numb.xiv.) was notorious for

readier means of making converts
his riches and stinginess ; and there is a

than any other Christian nation ;
and from the liberality of the Bri- dla Hadis or tradition of the pro

tish
press , abler vindications of the phet (Muhammad ), that Moses the cou.

Old and New Testaments have sin of Karun had the divine permission

been published in England than in to punish this wickedness. Accordingly,

all the world beside. Maracci's in the midst of his kindred and wealth ,

:

;
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Moses ordered theearth to open and swal- to sit down ; but observing that the old

low him up. This it did gradually, for man eat and prayed not, nor begged for a

ke at first sunk no deeper than the knees, blessing on his meat, he asked him why

then to the waist, after that to the shoul- he did not worship the God of beaven ?

ders , and lastly to the chin ; and he after The old man told him ; he worshipped

each pause called aloud ; “ have mercy the fire only, and acknowledged no

on me, oh ! Moses !” — but Moses felt other God : at which answer , Abra

no compassion, and the earth finally swala ham grew so zealously angry , that he

lowed him up. Upon which God appear thrust the old man out of his tent , and ex

ed to Moses and said ; -- " thou hadst no posed him to all the evils of the night,

mercy on thy own cousin Karun, not. and an unguarded condition . When the

withstanding he asked thy forgiveness old man was gone, God called to Abra-,

“ four sundry times, whereas had he re- ham, and asked him, where the stranger

pented and asked me but once, how- was ? He replied, “ I thrust him away ,

" ever iniquitous he had been , I night “ because he did not worship thee.” God

“ have compassioned him .” answered him and said, “ I have suffered

Yet if Sadi was in this instance “ him these hundred years, although he

a plagiary, men of no contempti
“ dishonored me ; and could'st thou not

ble literature have
" endure him for one night, when he

ourselvesamong

ade free with his storyofAbraham .
gave thee no trouble ?" Upon which ,

One indeed restores it to the Jew
saith the story, Abraham fetched him

back again , and gave him hospitable en

ish Talmud, from which Muham
tertainment and wise instruction ,” The

mad had no doubt taken it ; for the
worthy Bishop adds : - " Go and do thou

historical part of his Koran is chief
likewise, and thy charity shall be reward

ly borrowed from that, our Scrip
ed by the God of Abraham !"

tures, and the twenty -one Nosks

or canons of Zartasht; and the Dr. Franklin's imitation of Sa

conscionsness of his theft made his di's apologue I shall not here

immediate followers so savagewith quote, as it is to be met with in

the Guebres, Jews and Christians : so many late periodical works. In

Sadi's other debtor for this apo- his well-known story of the Whis- .

logue claimed it as his own, after tle, the Doctor has also copied

having amused himself for years verbatim another apologue of Sa
by imposing it on his clerical di's Bustan ix. 13 ; but as that

friends as aportion of Scripture . book has not to my knowledge

The first is that excellent Bishop been translated into any language

of Down and Conner, Jeremy of Europe, I cannot fancy through

Taylor, who had he needed the what channel he got them . A

lesson himself, lived in an age of comparison may be drawn between

calamity of Church and State, all the three apologues of Abra

sufficient to have taught humility ham's intolerance , and notwith

to the proudest dignitary among standing its priorityofdate, and the :
us ; and died in 1667. lameness of my verbal translation,

He says at the conclusion of a I cannot doubt to which the man

chapter of his Liberty of Prophe- of taste will give his preference.

sying : - In all the three, Abraham is repre

I end with a story I find in the Jewish
sented as comfortable in his domes

Books : - " When Abraham sat at the tic circle, grateful for the benefits

door of his tent, according to his custom, of Providence, and hospitable to

waiting to entertain strangers, he espied strangers ; but from an ignorant

an old man , stooping and bearing on his zeal he is also represented as in- .

staff, weary with age and travel, coming stigated to an act of intolerance,

towards him , who was a hundred years which the deity notices and re

of age. He received him kindly , washed proves. So far the parable is com

lais fcet, provided supper and caused hiin plete, having a beginning, a mid
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dle and an end ; 'and I cannot but " lieved, that though he travelled un

admire both the Bishop's and Doc- der the patronage ofour Charles the

tor's oriental phraseology and hap- IId. we have not to this date a

py imitation of the narrative sim- complete translation of his travels

plicity of the original ; but actuat- into English, but a valuable edi

ed by our Europeantaste of ampli- tion of the original was lately pub

fying their subject, the Bishop pro- lished in France .

ceeds in the detail of bringing the Sadi in his Risallah ii . Sermon

oldmanback, and the Doctor adds 4, for like our Saviour he intro

to it the particulars of Abraham's duces many of hismost beautiful

punishment ; and thus both de- apologues as parables; in his theo

stroy the unity and integrity of logical discourses, tells us that :

the fable and plot, which toge

ther constitute the chief beauty of
“ One day Ibrahim Adham, let the

a real Persian apologue. Many had seated himself in the porch of his
glory of God encircle his majestic state,

think, that the stories, like the

manners of the east, must undergo him in attendance ; when, behold ! a
palace with all his retinue standing around

an ordeal .to adapt them to the poor Dervise with a patched cloak about

ideas of modern Europe ; butthey his shoulders, a scrip in one hand , and a

will find, that the point of the epi- pilgrim's staff in the other, presented

gram isblunted, and that they are himself before him , and was making his

thus refined into a vitiated and spi- way into the inner hall of the palace. The

ritless imbecility. The abstrac servants called to him and said, “ Oh !

tion of modern European philoso- “ reverend Sir ! where are you going ?”

phy, that fashion of a day, enters He replied ; “ I am going into this pub

too much into all our translations “ lic inn .” The servants said ; “ this is

from the Persian language; and “ the palace of the king of Balkh.” Ibra .

the simplicity of sentimentand for- him commanded that they would bring

'cible diction of the original is frit- him forward : he now said ; " oh ! Der

tered
away ; and thusthe highly “ vise ! this is my palace and no Inn."

expressive is sacrificed to the neat, The Dervise asked him saying ; " oh !

the pathetic to the brilliant , the “ Ibrahim , whose house was this origi

the

strong to the frivolous, and the “ nally ? " He replied ; “ it was

energetic to the clear. “ house of my grandfather.” The Der

A writer in narrating a story ex
vise said , “ when he departed this life,

presses it either in the sentiments
“ whose house was it ? ” He replied ;

of another man, or in his own : the
“ it was my father's :” he said ; “ and

first mode is the simple narrative,
“ when thy father also died, whose

and that generally is adopted in
“ house did it become ?” he replied ; “ it

Europe ; the second the dramatic,
“ became mine :" he said ; “ and when

which is most consistent with the
“ thou departest, to whom will it be

oriental idiom , and particularly
“ long ? " he replied ; “ it will then be

with that of the Persian language. the Dervise say, “ Oh! Ibrahim ! a house,
“ long to the Prince my son !" Then did

With his usual fine taste, Addison “ which one man is after this manner en

caught the real oriental knack of “ tering and another quitting, may be an

telling a story and has often avail « Iun , but is the palace or fixt habitation

ed himself of it in giving an Eng- “ of no man !”

lish dress to the many oriental pa
In No. 289 of the Spectator may

rables, with which he has decora

ted thepages ofthe Spectator;and be seen Addison's admirable imi

I shall finish with quoting two of tation of this parable.
his stories, and giving literal trans- One other apologue is that of

lations of them out of Sadi's works Bustan iv. 2, containing in five

from which hedrew them through columns of the original , that most

that best of oriental travellers Sir poetical and beautiful sentiment of

John Chardin ; and would it be be humility, which the man of classi

Asiatic Journ .-No. 16.
VOL . III, 2 U
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cal taste has only to read and ad- try is not something better than

mire, and no longer be led astray verbiage ! Addison's elegant imi

by the vulgar European notion , tation may be read in No. 293

that the language of Persian poe- Spectator:

يکپ
دیدبايردياهنپوچدشلجخ* دیکچيربازنارابيرطقیکی

متسیچنم اقحتسهوارک*متسیکنمتسایردہک ایردہکيئاجهک

دیرورپناجشرانکردفدص* دیدبتراقحمشچباردوخوج

راوهاشيئولولروماندشهک* راکدیناسرياجبشرهپس

دشتسهاتتفوکيتسینرد*دشتسپوکتفاینآزايدنلب

A solitary drop of water, as it was fal- rose into dignified eminence , because its

ling from a cloud, blushed when it saw walk was humble , and knock'd at the

the huge extent of the sea : saying , gate of annihilation , till it was ushered

" Where the ocean exists, what place is into an illustrious existence.

* left for me to occupy, if that immense

* body of water be present, my God !
In my next I shall offer some ex

« what an inconsiderable atom of matter

tracts from the Persian poets to
I ? " While it was after this mau

show how handsomely the Mu
der reviewing itself with an eye of humi
lity, an oyster took it into the bosom of sulmans speak of ourblessed Savi.

its shell , and nourished it with its whole our, andwith what charity also

soul : the revolution of fortune raised it even of Popish Christians, whom
into an exalted station, for it ripened into they must of course consider as

a precious pearl, and became thechief idolaters: being, & c.

jewel of the imperial diadem of Persia : it GULCHIN

am

NARRATIVE

OF

A VOYAGE TO COCHIN CHINA, IN 1778 .

By Mr. Chapman.- (Continued from p. 231.)

On our leaving Tringano, I request- river, is covered with underwood and ex .

ed Captain Maclennan , the commander ceedingly low. The water is so shallow ,

of the Amazon , to be as particular in that, at the distance of five or six miles

his observations upon the coast, its from the shore, it is rarely more than four

forts, and harbours, as our stay and fathoms. The small vessel, our consort,

situation might admit of ; and to form
in repeated attempts, made by the com

charts of the most remarkable parts. mander, could never approach the shore

I was induced to do this, from the nearer than within two or three miles ;

general utility of such observations, and few inhabitants appeared , and only two

from a conviction of the ability of the boats near the entrance of the river. Our

person I applied to, being a man of science boat was sent to speak with them ; but

and mathematical knowledge in his pro the people, proving to be poor Chinese

fession ; but a severe disorder, which in a fishermen, were not able to understand

sh time deprived him of his life, frus
our Cochin Chinese linguist.

trated my wishes. We were but a little The 24th of June we cast anchor in

more than two days from Pullo Ubi to sight of the mouth of the west channel of

Cambodia river . The point of Cambodia Cambodia river, * between three and four

as well as the whole coast from thence to

the mouth of the western branch of the may sec PuloCondore,which lies in Lat.f89. 40'N.

s0 N.from hence in a clear day you.م.Lat•
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o'clock in the afternoon , in barely three suffered the preceding night, we were

fathom water, a strong ebb tide setting most of us happy to devote this day the

out. The tide to the westward had been 25th to repose .

observed the preceding evening to rise The 26th I went on board the Jenný,

two fathoms and a half ; it therefore cer- which lay at a considerable distance from

tainly behoved us to have been ou our our vessel near the mouth of the river.

guard against its falling as much ; the The commander acquainted me he had

captain was apprised of this by his officer, sent his boat into the river for intelligence,

but he making light of it, we were sub- and proposed to me to stand in and meet it.

jected to the following disagreeable con- Having no objection , he weighed his au

sequences. By six o'clock the tide left chor ; as soon as we opened the first reach

the vessel fast aground ; but as we lay in we perceived a vessel at anchor and the

soft mud, our situation was by no means boat making towards us ; we continued our

daugerous, and the sequel convinced us course in a good channel of three and four

that we had better have remained in it fathoms water, as far as the tide would

until the morning ; we should then las permit us. By the officer sent in the boat,

the tide turned at twenty minutes after we learnt, that the vessel in sight was a

nine, have had the water rising till near Portuguese snow from Macao ; that there

day break, and might easily have gone out was another higher up at a village called

with the ebb, or searched for a deeper Bathai , and that a ship had left the river,

and securer anchoring place . The captain seven or eight days before ; Mr. Moniz,

made sail as soon as the vessel floated, in a Portuguese gentleman, I before men

a dark night uncertain whither a rapid tide tioned to have accompanied the Manda

might drive us ; the consequence was, rine to Bengal, (who went on board the

she grounded a second time ; and when the Portuguese vessel ; ) acquainted me that

flowing tide relieved her from this, still a he heard from the commander, that the

third time. Here or on some other part of rebel Ignaak had carried every thing before

the shoal, I expected we must have left the him in Cochin China : that the king hav

vessel ; her head was only in a fathom and ing fled to Pulo Condore, had been taken

a half water ; and her stern was thump- there and put to death , and that his bro

ing upon a sand, as hard as a rock . The ther had fallen into the hands of the

boat with the chief officer, and most of usurper who obliged him to marry his

the Europeans was now sent to sound ; daughter. I afterwards found that his

during their absence, the water rose to brother was the elder of two sons left by

two fathoms and a quarter . The Ama- the late king, but that Queck Foe, the

zon drew twelve feet ; the flood tide was prime minister, who had acquired an un

fully made. Anxious for our boat, we bounded influence in the latter part of

made signal after sigual for it to return ; the reign , had married his daughter to the

when the officer came, his report was far younger prince, and contrived upon the

from satisfactory, having met with shoals death of the old king to place his son-in

all round us. Get under way we must, law upon the throne. This, with the

and trust to fortune for the rest ; there minister's unpopular measure of imposing

was now a threateniug sky and the appear- a poll tax, of about a Spanish dollar upon

ance of a hard squall coming on ; at first all the native inhabitants of whatsoever

the water deepened a little ; this gave us age , sex , or condition , was the cause of

a gleam of hope, but a momentary one ; the troubles which broke out in the in

the man with the sounding line warned us terior provinces , and furnished a pretext

there was but a few inches more than the for the Touquinese to invade the country .

vessel drew, every instant we expected to For, when their army entered the Nor

feel the shock of the vessel striking for thern provinces, they declared their de

the last time ; and it being the top of high signs to be solely bent against the person

water of a spring tide, we had uo prospect of the minister, whose maladministration

of further relief; happily however we again had involved his country in a civil war ;

increased the depth , and the squall coming and promised, upon his being delivered

on presently drove us, to our great joy, up to them , to assist the king in subduing

into five fathoms where we dropt our all his enemies, the young king instigated

anchor. by the enemies of this minister, blindly

After the fatigue and anxiety, which we fell into the spare ; and thereby proved

9 U %
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ease .

a

to have acted as politically as the sheep James, about a degree and an half distant

who delivered their dog to the wolves. from the west channel of Cambodia river ;

Queck Foe though abad man , was allowed this was the first high land on the conti

to be a man of abilities ; and by the dis- nent we met with . Here again we were

cerning esteemed the only one capable of all at a stand ; nobody being able to point

making head against the dangers that now out the road to Donai. The Mandarine

threatened on all sides . Sensible of this, and his people never having been there,

the Tonquinese, as soon as he was deli- could give us no information . Vexed at

vered into their hands, treated him with my disappointment , 1 mined to go

the utmost deference , and made use of on shore myself in our pinnace and to

his knowledge to possess themselves of endeavour to gain some intelligence ; Mr.;

the country ; they immediately laid siege Bayard and the second officer were so
to Heú , the capital, and took it . The obliging as to accompany me ; I took two

king fled to Donai; from thence to Pulo of the Mandarine's servants as linguists.

Condore, where he was taken and put to When we reached the beach I' sent thein

death ; the minister was carried to Ton on shore, keeping every body else in the

quin , where he was allowed to enjoy an boat . After some time they came back

honorable retreat. leading two or three of the most miser

The next day I returned on board the able objects 1 ever beheld , upon the very

Amazon to prepare a few necessaries to point of perishing with hunger and dis

go up to Bathai , in the Jenny, and de
The linguists telling us we might

sired Captain Hutton to wait for me land in security , we did so . These poor

where he was. Early in the morning I set wretches then acquainted me that they

out accompanied by Mr. Bayard and Mr. belonged to a village hard by, in which

Totty ; on approaching the mouth of the
were left about fifty more, much in the

river, I perceived the Jenny running out same condition as themselves ; that a fleet

with the Portuguese snow ; expressingmy of Ignaak , in its way to Donai , which it

surprise at this I found Captain Hutton was now blockading, had two months

had received intelligence that some per- before, paid them a visit , and plundered

sons he had left at Turon the year before, them of the scanty remains left by a horrid

had been put to death by Ignaak , and famine, supposed in the preceding years

that twenty or thirty of his gallies were to have carried off more than one half of

then cruizing in a branch ofthe river two the whole inhabitants of Cochin China ,

days sail from Bathai . Unacquainted and that they had nothing to eat now but

with the force of these gallies, aud having a root thrown up by the surf on the

too much reason from the information , to beach , which caused them to break out

suspect their hostile disposition towards in blotches all over their bodies ; it was

us, especially if they were apprized of our shaped something like a sweet potatoe ,

having a relation of the late king on board, but longer. I was now no longer at a

and the Amazon being deemed to draw loss to account for the indifference, the

too much water, and built too sharp to be wretches I saw at Tringano 'showed to

brought into the river ; I thought it most my offer of procuring their release . They

prudent entirely to drop my designs of were not possessed of sufficient patriotism

proceeding to Bathai . Understanding to prefer liberty with so scanty a fare in

however that there was still a party of their own country, to slavery with a full

' the king's people making head against belly in a foreign one. There is no slavery

Ignaak in Donai, it was determined to in China. On perceiving the mouths of

proceed thither ; in order to place our two or three rivers to the N. W. and

Mandarine and his people amongst their asking their names, they told me one of
friends. Captain Hutton having received them ledto Donai . Several more of these

what instructions the Portuguese Captain objects were now gathering round me ;

could give him respecting the passage (no distressed at this scene of misery not in

pilot being to be had) was to lead the my power to relieve, I hastened on board

way ; we were to follow . These points my boat, and took with me an old man

adjusted I returned on board my own who appeared the most intelligent, to in

vessel, and the next morning we sailed . form our Mandarine of all he knew , and

The first of July we anchored under a to enable us to determine what was next

proipontory supposed to be Cape St. to be done,
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A comfortable meal having cheered up Yet before the boat reached the shore ,

the old man's spirits , he had a long con- our Mandarine was seized with a panic

versation with his countrymen ; the result which I never could learn the real cause

of it was , that a village called Huttein a of, and desired me, in a little broken Por

few hours sail from where we then were, tuguese, to put about and return to the

having resisted the attack of Ignaak's fleet, vessel. Unable to conceive his motives,

the Mandarine was desirous of going to his own servants assuring me there was

it, hoping to get some satisfactory intelli- no cause of apprehension, we continued

gence of his friends. Thither we bent our course, till the pinnace came into

our course, the old man serving as a pilot. shallow water , and could proceed no fur

The next morning we anchored a breast ther. Here we were preparing to get into

of it. A number of fishing boats hovered a country boat, when the Mandarine

about the vessel, but kept aloof till two caught hold of my clothes , earnestly in

of the Mandarine's servants were sent to treating me to desist, crying out “ Ty

them in a small prow ; they then came to son ! Tyson !" which is the name the ad

the number of fourteen or fifteen . Our herents of Iguaak go by in the country.

Mandarine sent a message to the chief of Mr. Moniz seeing this , offered to go on

the village by them . The people in these shore to learn who the people really were ;

boats were stout personable men, and had Mr. Bayard accompanied him. They

not the least appearauce of want amongst soon came back with the principal Man

them. Every boat was well furnished darine of the village. He came into our

with bows and arrows, swords and lances. boat, and invited our Mandarine on shore,

In the afternoon the Mandarine of the the soldier offering to remain as an hos

village sent his compliments to our Man- tage, and to forfeit his head if any harm

darine, with a present of fish and betel, befel him . All was insufficient to remove

and apologised for not waiting upon him his fears ; he still cried out louder than

in person , on account of his being much ever to put back . Finding his timidity

indisposed. Our Mandarine appeared so not to be overcome, I asked the Manda

well satisfied that he resolved to go on rine of the village to go with us to see

shore next morning ; myself and the our ressel : he did not hesitate . After he

other gentlemen promising to attend him. had been on board a short time, he com

Having sent the Mandarine of the village plained of being very sick , and he really

notice of our intentions, early in the looked so. I therefore dismissed him ,

morning some boats came from the shore first making him a small present.

to conduct us to the landing placé. Our What to do or whither to go, I was

Mandarine's servants, who went on shore now at a loss . If I determined to avoid

the evening before, and staid all night, every place in the hands of the enemies,

came with them , and gave their master a or suspected enemies of our Mandarine, I

favourable account of the inhabitants. was at once excluded from the whole

They also brought on board with them a country, and nothing remained but to re

man who had formerly served as a soldier turn without further loss of time to Cal

under the - Mandarine's command ; he cutta. Unwilling, however, or rather in

seemed transported with joy on recog- deed ashamed , to leave Cochin China al

nizing his old master . After breakfast most as totally uninformed as when I

we set ont, the soldier sitting at the Man- sailed from Bengal, I resolved , at all

darine's feet, and during our passage to- events, to prosecute my voyage as far as

wards the shore, he recounted to his mas- the bay of Turon , and, eventually , even

ter the particulars of Ignaak's successes , to make a visit to the court of Ignaak .

the king's death , and how the people of I was the more induced to this on account

this district had repulsed the rebel fleet . of the dispute which had arisen between

He acquainted him that the king's bro- some of his people and those of an English

ther, whom they called Antoine, dissatis- ship, the year before, in Turon harbour ,

fied with his wife and the restraint he the particulars of which I was well

was kept under, had found means to es- informed of when I left Bengal.

cape from Ignaak , and was gone in arms ( To be continued .?

with a considerable force into Benthoan ,

>
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

OF

FO THOU TCHHING.

By Dr. J. P. Abel de Remusat, Professor of Chinese and Muntchou Tartar,

at Paris , & c.

FO THOU TCHHING , a celebrated Same- on the throne, under the naine of the

nean , who contributed powerfully to the posterior Tchao, having sent his troops

establishment of the religion of Buddha against Lo yang, who pillaged and ravaged

in China, was born in the country that the city, Fo thou tchbing retired to a de

the Chinese call Kian Tchou , that is, Hip- sert place to devote himself to exercises

dostan, and his family was named Pe. of piety in peace, and observe what oc

He devoted himself early to study, and curred without risk . He did not deem it

made a great progress in the occult sci- prudent to present himself to Chi le, be

ences . In the year 310 he established cause this new sovereign had been very

himself in Lo yang, now called Ho nan , badly disposed towards the Chamen or

one of the capitals of the province of that Samaneans, killing all he encountered ,

name. This city was then the residence and had destroyed a great number.

of the prior Tchao kings, princes of. Hi- However, Fo thou tchhing thought he

oung vou origin , who reigned in the might trust himself to the generalissimo

north and west of China , from 308 to of Chi le's armies, Kouo he lio , who gave

329. It was at the court of these Tartar him an asylum in bis house . The influ .

princes Fo thou tchling made the first ence of the advice with which Fo thon

essays of the power that he pretended to tchhing repaid the general's protection

exercise over nature, but which , in effect, was immediately perceived by those with

he had over simple and wjuformed men, out , he foresaw exactly the success of

He commenced by assertiug that he every battle, and caused suitable arrange

had lived more than a hundred years, ments to be previously made. Chi le who

that he nourished himself by air, and perceived this increase of prudence and abi

could pass many days without taking lity, conceived somesuspicions, and in their

other aliment. The Chinese name that removal learnt from Kouo he lio that aCha

he adopted, significative, like all Chinese men versed in the art of magic , or to

names , and probably translated from speak more accurately a spirit, resided

that he bore in India, means Buddha, with him , and that he had ouly profited

purity . He presumed on maintaining a by his lessons . The prince desired that

commerce with spirits, and acquiring by the Samanean might be brought before

enchantment the power of holding at his him to judge of his knowledge. Fo thou

disposal the good and bad genii. It is tchhing, whose fortune depended on this

related that he had an opening at the side examination , redoubled his attention to

of his robe which was closed by silk make it terminate to his honour. He

cords during the day ; but when he took a brass vase full of water, and hav

disposed himself to study at night, he ing burnt perfumes and pronounced ma

opened his robe, and a stream of light gical words, a blue lotas brilliant as the

issued from his bosom which illuminated day sprung forth. He did not content

all the house. On the days devoted

himself with this illusion , but desired to

to fasting and purification he visited the merit the favour he was ambitious of ob

bunk of a river, and, taking out his heart taining by real services. The inhabitants

and entrails through the aperture, care- of the city of Fang theou north of the

fully washed and replaced them. He had
Hoang ho had formed the project of mas

a singular talent for explaining the sound sacreing Kouo he'lio's army in the night;

of bells, and drew from them prognostics he informed the general, who owed the

of fortunate or unfortunate events, which preservation of his troops to the precau

the occurrences never falsified . Che li, a
tions this advice occasioned , Chi le ;

Tartar prince who overturued the prior however, would still examine Fo thou

Tchao dynasty and placed his own family tchhing ; but after several attempts, from
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which he always retired with success, he and horses , and among them a man of

set no limits to his confidence , and sought great stature with a cord of scartet -silk

to engage the talents of this extraordinary ronnd the arm . The Samanean said , it is

man . The spring that furnished water to Lieou yao himself ; Chi le encouraged by

the streams of the city of Siang Koue Fo thou tchhing's promises headed ' his

suddenly ceased flowing ; Fo thou tchhing troops, attacked Lieou yao, took him,

was intreated to remedy this evil ; he possessed himself of Lo yang, and thus

went, therefore, to the fountain , situated terminated the first Tchao dynasty. Fo

half a league north west of the city , be- thou telihing clothed with new honours,

ing followed by a multitude of people, coutinued residing at his court and ac

and particularly by a number of Tao Sse, knowledged his benefits by important

a species of Chinese sectaries, eternal services. There was one of Chi le's gene

rivals of the Buddhists, who hoped to rals who was of the same Tartar family as

detect him in error. Before them all , Fo that prince who was surnamed Thsoung,

thou tchhing had cushions brought, seated this word means garlic in Chinese. Chi

himself above the fountain , burnt Persian thsoung being on the point of revolting ,

perfumes, and recited many long prayers. Fo thou tchhing who knew his projects,

He performed these ceremonies during advertised Chi le in a circuitous manner .

three hours ; and at the end of that time This year he said there will be a worm

the water began to flow in abundance, in the garlic which will kill those who

and filled the city trenches. A small dra- eat it ; the people must be prohibited the

gon , five or six inches long, was seen to use of garlic. At this prohibition Chi

sally from the fountain , which permitted thsoung thought himself discovered , and

itself to be carried by the stream , and on fled . Chi le had 'a son whom he tenderly

seeing it all the Tao Sse precipitately fled . loved , this young man named Pin was

The Sian pi, a nation of oriental Tartars, attacked by a severe illness , and died in a

coming with their chief, Kuan mo po, to few days ; they were ready to bury him ,

attack Chi le , that prince went to consult when Chi le had to thou tchhing called,

Fo thou tchhing, who, replied , “ the and shedding torrents of tears , said to

sound of the bells has taught me, that, at him , I have heard that formerly Phian

the hour of repast to -morrow Thouan mo Thsio, restored the hereditary prince of

po will be taken .” Chi le ascended on the Koue to life . Is such a miracle above

ramparts, but seeing no troops between your power ? Fo thou tchling immedi

him and the enemy's army, feared that he ately had a branch of Arbutus brought,

was deceived , and sent again to consult impregnated it with water, employed it

the Samanean. At this time he said , in sprinkling and holding out his band to

“ The enemy is captured .” In fact, the Pin , said , rise . The young prince was im ,

soldiers, who unknown to Chi le, were mediately resuscitated , and in a few days

ambuscaded north of the city, sallied and entirely recovered his health . Such a pro

captured all the Sian pi army. Lieou yao, digy could not fail of attracting a multitude

king of the prior Tchao, determining on a of disciples to Fo thou tchhing , among

last effort against Chi le, marched to meet which were found even the children of

him with the remnant of his faithful troops . Chi le . But the happiness they enjoyed

Chi le had recourse again to his oracle, who at the court of this prince was soon in

replied. The sounds of the bells combine to terrupted. One day when the weather

express the following words which are in was quite serene and the airperfectly

a foreign language, Sieou tche, Ti li tranquil, one of the bells on the tower of

Kang, pou kou-khiu tho tang, The first the monastery, where the Samanean and

is the army, the second means shall sally, his disciples dwelt, sounded suddenly : tw

thethird denotesthe foreign throne of Sieou sound, said Fo thou tchhing to the

yao, and the fourth is, shall be taken , who surrounded him, announces that

which means thatour army shall conquer kingdom will havegreat cause for me

and take Lieou yoa. He afterwards order- ning this year. Chi le in fact dir

ed a young virgin to purify herself seven the course of the year, and Khi

days and then anoint her body with paint took possession of the throne.

mixed with hemp oil ; but scarcely had removed his court to Ye, and

she taken this paint in her hand when she Fo thou tchhing to come there

perceived a great ** d cried in terror , he heaped more honors on

I see au in udc of men had been bestowed by his
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sor . It is in this reign that the epoch of I therefore submit to the laws of trans

the progress of the Buddhic religion may migration before seeing such misfortunes.

be placed - a progress that the Taosse He died in the monastery of Ye koung.

and the literati endeavoured in vain to The Chinese history* that has furnished

arrest ;-the first by rivaling them in de- the preceding details, does not mark the

ceptions and impostures, and the other year of his death ; but it appears certain

in making representations conformable to that it happened in 349. Some time after

right reason and the soundest policy. The a Chamen, who came to Young tcheou to

people ran in multitudes to the monas
honour him and visit his tomb, Khi loung

teries of Fo thou tchhing ; many there ordered the opening of his tomb, when

embraced a religious and contemplative they found a stone instead of Fo thou

life, and their number became so great, tchhing's body. Khi loung said, referring

that Khi-loung was obliged to listen to the to the name of his family Chi stone,

remonstrances of the literati on a subject “ This stone is me ;-you may bury me,

that so powerfully affected Chinese man- for I shall soon die . " He fell sick , and

ners. That created some coolness be- died the following year. His death was

tween Fo thou tchhing and him . Another the signal of great troubles, and the

event increased the dissatisfaction overthrow of his family, conformably to

Prince Soui Khi-loung's son lost one of Fou -thou -thchhing's prediction. What

his children, in opposition to the promises ever opinion the vulgar might form of

which an able physician and aTao Sse who the latter, they could not avoid seeing in

attended, had made of his recovery. Fo him an extraordinary man—at least in the

thou tchhing had predicted this occur- talent he displayed in preserving an un

rence, but was unable or unwilling spotted reputation , though surrounded by

to employ the power he exercised for rivals and enemies, and in choosing ap

*Chi le's Son , and from that time Soui in- propriately the time, place , and specta

dulged such violent hatred against him as tors , of the deceptions by which he sus

obliged the philosopher to remain at a tained his doctrines . The philosophy

'distance from the court. They were, that he professed, born in the ancient

however, obliged to have recourse to him schools of India, and sister to that of

in an extraordinary drought that desolated Pythagoras, did not disdain the means

the empire . The ceremonies usually per- disallowed by strict morality, but allowed

formed in China, under these circum- by policy in countries and ages where they

stances, having produced no effect, Fo may be employed successfully. Those

thou tchhing was entreated to remove who know the important services rendered

this scourge ; -scarcely had he commenced to humanity by the sect of Buddha, in

his conjurations, when a white dragon, civilizing the Tartars, and restoring re

with two heads, descended on the altar, pose and peace to many of the regions of

and the same day au abundant rain de- higher Asia, will not blame Fo thou

scended to fertilize many hundred leagues tchhing for having employed means for its

of territory. They continued afterwards establishment, that the most severe phi

to consult him on different occasions, to losophers of antiquity have often used with

explain dreams, deliver predictions, and less noble views, or according to an in

give the key to those natural phenomena ferior plan . It may be remarked , in con

to which the Chinese have always at- cluding, that the prodigies performed by

tached superstitious ideas. But at last Fo thou tchhing are reported by contem

there was a great difference between him porary authors as being of public no

and the prince relative to some pictures toriety, and having nations for witnesses.

and portraits of celebrated men , executed This is another coincidence between him

for a newly built temple. Khi loung was and Alexander of Tyana , t who was sup

so much dissatisfied with the execution of posed , like this Samauean, to predict

these paintings, that he would not speak future events, explain omens, know im

again to Fo thou tchbing. Upon seeing mediately distant events, and even raise

that he had lost the esteem of his master, the dead.

he had a tomh excavated west of the city I. P. Abel de REMUSAT.

Ye, and said to his disciples, the year of
History of the Tsen dynasty , 2nd part

the cycle Meou chen (360) , many troubles Biography, ch, 95, p. 13, & e.

will appear, and the year I yeou (361) , + See Du Pin's History of Apollonius Tyaneus,

the Chi family will be entirely destroyed . and Philostratas de Vita Apollonii.
the Abbé Hautville's View of Deistical Writers,
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ACCOUNT

of

A PASSAGE IN AN OPEN BOAT ACROSS THE BAY OF BENGAL,

By the Captain and Boat's Crew of the Daphne, in 1808 .

The Daphne brig, Edward Harman , every thing was now at stake. We reach

Master, quitted the town of Rangoon on ed the rocks as speedily as possible, and

the 28th of October 1808. About supset with a great deal of trouble got her off,

on Nov. the 4th, we saw Diamond Island but alas almost too late, she was nearly

bearing N.W. & W. , and at two P. M. on beaten to pieces. We remained with her

the following day came to an anchor in until high water, when we mazle her fast,

five and a half fathoms mud . I attended went back to the house and slept till day

the Captain and six hands to the shore light. Our first thoughts now were to

in search of turtle . At the north end of repair our boat in the best manner possi

the island we found a small hut, inhabit. ble ; and this we effected by pulling a nail

ed by five Bhurmans (natives of Pegu) out of one place, and putting it into ano

who had been sent here to collect the tur. ther, cutting up some rope for oakum and

tles ' eggs for the king of Ava. They caulking her as well as we could . We

were very hospitable to us, and shewed were forced to cut up our shirts to assist

every inclination to oblige us . On re in caulking her as we had not oakum

turning to the part of the shore on which enough. Our tools consisted of a knife,

we landed , we found from the squalliness a large stone for a hammer, and a piece

of the weather, and the height of the surf of wood for a caulking iron . By the time

that we could not reach our boat , then at we had completed our job, the rain had

anchor under the care of one of the men . ceased , and the face of the heavens began

We made a fire under a large tree , and to assume a different appearance. We

obtained some rice and fish from the went to the Bhurmans house to dine. Af- '

Bhurmans, ou which we made a good ter dinner tlie Bhurmans pressed us much

supper. The weather continued bad to go on board and get them a bag or two

through the night, and to add to ourmis- of rice, as during our stay on the island

fortune we only caught one turtle . At we had almost eaten up their stock .

day -break next morning, the appearance They said , if we would give them a little

of the weather indicated an increase of the rice, they would help to catch turtle for

storm , and we were then soaked to the We could not object to their propo

skin by the rain . The Daphne still rode sal , as we had been living on their pro

it out very easy . The Bhurmans sup- visions so long. We could get no turtles

plied us with food . The weather becom- till night, and the weather seeming fine ;

ing still worse soon after middle day our in the evening about half an hour before

boat began to drive, and we were obliged sunset we launched our boat and pulled

to order the man on board to cut the for the brig : but so much had she suffer

painter, and let her come on shore . He ed on the rocks , that we were forced to

did so, and with the assistance of the . have one man constantly at work to bale

Bhurmans we got her secured high and out the water which came in very rapidly .

dry on the beach. We dined with the At sunset we were in the brig's wake,

Bhurmaus, and at dusk , leaving one man pulling for her. We observed the people

to take care of the boat the rest retired to on board veering a buoy astern to us, but

sleep - In the middle of the night we had the mortification to see ourselves go

were all turned out , as the tide had risen astern as fast as the buoy did . They

so high , that our boat had flooded, and could give us no assistance from on board ,

was driveu among the rocks. It was an for they had no boat, and had two anchors

awful and tremendous night ; the gale down. If they had cut, they certainly

was furious, accompanied by heavy rain , must have been on the rocks before they

with a foaming sea all round , and our could have been able to manage the ves

poor boat was seen on the rocks beating sel . About an hour after dark we saw

to pieces ; there was no time to think : two lights ; one we supposed to be the

Asiatic Journ.- No. 16. VOL. III. 2 X

us.

.
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vessel's, the other from its largeness, we in all probability would have overwhelma

imagined to be on shore. We pulled to- ed us, and put us out of our misery. Just

wards the one we took for the brig's . In before sunset we had the high consolation

about half an hour we were extremely of observing a vessel bearing N.W.; there

alarmed by losing both the liglsts. We being little wind we pulled right for her,

knew not which way to pull ; to lay-to and by her movements I believe she saw

was impossible, and we had no hope but us, for soon after she came down towards

in Providence who is ever attentive to the us, with studding sails set, low and aloft.

exertions of unhappy men . We kept pula This sight rejoieed us, and infused into

ling and baling all night ; once or twice us such a degree of temporary strengtå as

we heard breakers very loud, and we anx- made us pull with double vigour. We

iously waited for the morning to know thought our troubles at an end,but, alas !

our situation , particularly as the night Providence ordained that greater misfor

was cloudy and squally. tunes were still to be endured by us.

At day-light on the 8th we were much Captain Harman thinking we did not

surprised to be just in sight of high land near the vessel fast enough , ordered our

to the northward. We judged it to be the sail to be taken in, supposing that it im

northward by the sun's rising, for we had peded our going through the water as we

no compass in the boat . The wind we were pulling in the wind's eye. No soon

found to be northerly - we in with our er was that done, than the vessel took in

oars , up with the foremast, and set the her studding sails and hauled her wind 10

only sail we had -- we stood to the east- the eastward . We hoisted our sail again ,

ward all day, and at sunset put about, but to no purpose, she still kept to the

and stood to the westward - we still saw eastward ,which was aheart-breaking sight

the land, but it appeared further off- to us all . The temporary strength which

about midnight finding ourselves in rol- the sight of her had excited , now forsook

lers we tacked and stood to the eastward us : our spirits sunk, and we could no

--it blew fresh and rather squally, and we longer pull . As night approached we

were obliged to reef the sail. stood as nearly as we could judge to the

When day broke on the 9th , to our W.N.W. When the vessel hauled her

mortification there was no land in sight. wind to the eastward, we could plainly

The Captain and I consulted what was
make out that she was a brig ; we saw

best to be done, and expecting that we her top sails, and part of her courses,

should have the wind fresh from the E. and main sail , &c.

N.E. judged it best to make a fair wind Sunday the 13th. This day our thirst

of it, and run for the Coromandel coast. was great indeed ; we had undergone such

At noon we up helm , and went with a fatigue, and were so much weakened , that
flowing sheet to the westward in hopes we expected every hour to be our last.

of crossing the bay in five days, or else of The water thrown over our bodies did not

falling in with some ship. During the allay our thirst as at first, and being re

day a flying fish dropped into the boat , duced to the last extremity, we were for
when all hands jumped at it . Fortune ced to drink our urine , which I must say

favouring my exertions , I gained the prize revived and consoled us exceedingly.

and soon devoured it .
Monday and Tuesday nothing happened

Thursday the 10th and Friday the 11th .to break in upou our state of painful sus

we had fine fresh breezes, chiefly from the pence. We had the wind light from the

eastward ,' with clear weather. On the northward with a very heavy swell from

12th we found ourselves so very thirsty the N.W.; we still kept bathiug every

that water was much in request by all. morning and evening, and drinking as be

Every morning and evening, we bathed fore-mentioned .

ourselves, and during the day kept throw- Wednesday the people began to be very

ing water over our heads ; this allayed dull. Some of them found their thirst so

our thirst very much , which had now be- intolerable that they drank a great quan

come our greatest enemy. This day we tity of salt water, although the Captain

had very light airs from the N.W. with a and I advised them not to do so. About

heavy swell ; we expected a gale of wind ten o'clock at night, we were all roused

from that quarter, which if it had come, by hearing the cry of fresh water aloæg
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side. One of the people being excessively water , which the natives would not give

dry, in drinking the water alongside real- us, but supplied us plentifully with hot

ly thought it had been fresh ; we all be- congy. Just as we were sitting down on

gan to drink immediately, and it was some the straw , we were informed that one of

time befure we found out our mistake, so our people was dead . It was the poor

much was our taste injured. On the man who had been so bad in the morning .

17th at sunset we thought we saw very The name of the place at which we ar

high land right ahead, but having been rived , is Poondy. It is situated about six

often disappointed by mistaking clouds ty miles to the southward of Ganjam ,

for high land, we paid but little attention and thirty to the northward of Calinga

to it . During the night the heavy swell patam . On the 25th Captain Harman

from the N.W. went down , when a cross went to Calingapatam to procure a sup

sea took its place, and a fine breeze sprung ply of money and clothes from the Beach

up from the eastward . master at that place. He returned on the

On Friday at day- light the water was 28th , and ou the 29th, after furnishing

much discoloured, a general sign of being the men with money enough to carry them

near land , but still uone could be seen . to Bengal, the Captain and myself started

One of the men was now so senseless , and in Doolis carried by four men . We fol

so weak , that he could not sit upright. As lowed the coast and travelled almost

the sun arose , and cleared away the without intermission night and day. On

clouds, we had the heartfelt satisfaction the 15th of December we reached Tom

of seeing high land. What a joyful sight buke, when we took a boat for Calcutta,

was this to poor creatures nearly sinking and on going up the river, to our very

under fatigue and want of food . As we great astonishment saw our brig at an

neared the land, we saw a number of chor waiting for the tlood tide to carry

huts and the natives walking on shore. her up. We went alongside, and every

About poon we ran the boat on the beach, soul on board was thunderstruck to see

but were in a condition too weak to walk . us , having given us up as dead. They

The natives assisted us, and as soon as waited four days at Diamond Island , ex

they knew our situation , fetched us hot pecting our return . In running across

congy ( the water in which rice is boiled) the bay they had bad weather, and on

and gave it us to drink , of which we took seeing any drifts went down to them , ex

a great quantity. Each man was led be- pecting they might be the boat . We

tween two people to the hut appointed to weighed on the flood and arrived at Kud.

us , and we were furnished with every dupore on the 16th of December , and on

thing we wished for, except cold water. the 23d our poor fellow sufferers arrived,

We had no desire to eat, but craved cold looking very well after so long a march .

CONCERNING THE MINES OF SIAM,

(From AI. de la Loubere's Historicul Relation of the Kingdom of Siam ; 1687-8 . )

No country has greater reputation of naces , thought to have been abandoned

being rich in mines than the country of during the ancient wars of Pegu.

Siam , and the great quantity of idols and Nevertheless the king that now reigns

other cast works which are there seen, has not been able to find any vein of gold

evinces that they have been better culti- or silver, that is worth the pains he has

vated in former times than they row are . therein employed, although he has appli.

It is believed, likewise , that they thence ed to this work some Europeans ; anong

extracted that great quantity of gold the rest a Spaniard from Mexico, who

wherewith their superstition has adorned , found , if not a fortune, at least his sub

not only their almost innumerable idols, sistence for twenty years, even to his

but the wainscot and roofs of their tem- death, by flattering the avarice of the

ples. They discover daily pits anciently prince with imaginary promises of infinite

dug, and the remains of a great many fur- treasures. After having dug and mined

2 X 2
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:

in several places they light only on some mines, and though not very skilful, yet

very mean copper mines, but intermixed they cease not to raise a considerable

with a little gold and silver , five hundred revenue by it. This tin , or calin , is sold

weight of ore scarce yielding an ounce of thronghout all India ; it is soft and badly

metal ; neither understood they how to purified ; a specimen may be seen in thel

make the separation of metals. But the common tea boxes or canisters from this

king of Siam , to make this mixture more country. To render it harder and white,

precious, caused some gold to be added like the metal of the finer tea boxes, they
to it : this is called tambac. It is said mix it with cadmiat, a sort of mine

that the mines of Borneo do naturally ral , easily reducible to powder, which

produce it very rich ; the scarcity of it aug- being melted with the copper makes it;

ments its price, as formerly that of the yellow : but it renders both these metals
Corinthian brass : but the quantity of more brittle, and it is this white tin which

gold may be believed to make its true they call toutinague .

value ; for when the king ordered cruci In the neighbourhood of the city of

fixes to be made to present to the chris Louvo they have a mountain of loadstone .

tians , the most noble and smallest part, They have also another near Jonsalan

which is the Christ, was of gold , the cross (Junksilan ), a city seated in an island of

alone of tambac. Vincent le Blanc re the gulph of Bengal, which is not above

lates , that the Peguers have a mixture of the distance of a man's voice from the

lead and copper, called ganze, or ganza , coast of Siam ; but the loadstone dug at

of which they make statues, and a small Junksilan loses its virtue in two or three

money , which is not stamped with the months. I know not whether it is not

royal mark , but which every one has a the same in that of Louvo. In the moun

right to make. taius they find very curious agate ; and

From Siam we brought away Mr. Vin Mr. Vincent has seen, he tells mę, in

cent, who had come from France with
the hands of the Talapoins, some sam

the bishop of Babylon to go into Persia : ples of sapphire and diamond from the
understanding the mathematics and che mine .

mistry, the king of Siam had retained him I have already said, that the city of

some time to work in his mines. Campeng -pell is famous for mines of ex

He informed me that he had rectified
cellent iron . The inhabitants forge arms

the labours of the Siamese in some things , of them after their fashion , as sabres,

so as to render 'them more profitable. poinards , and knives. The knife they

He shewed them a mine of very good iron call pen is used by all, and is not

at the top of a mountain . He discovered
looked upon as arms, although it may

to them one of crystal, one of antimony, serve upon occasion : the blade is three

one of emeril (emery ) , and some others, or four fingers broad , and about a foot

with a quarry of white marble. Besides lung.

this he found out a gold mine, which to They know how to melt the iron of

him appeared very rich , but he has not their mines, but have very little of it , and

shewed it them . Several Siamese, most are besides bad forgemen . For their gal

ly Talapoins *, came secretly to consult lies they have wooden anchors, and to the

him about the art of purifying and sepa- end that these anchors may sink they

rating metals, and brought divers speci- fasten stones to them . They have neither

mens of very rich ore : from some he ex pins nor needles, nor nails, chisels, nor

tracted a very good quantity of fine silver, saws. They use pins of bambu in build

and from others a compound of several ing their houses, even as our ancestors

metals. used thorns.

As for tin and lead , the Siamese have

long since obtained it from very plentiful + Cadmia is the name given by the Latins to

brass ore, but brass is itself a compound of copper

• Talapoin is a name given to the priests or
and zinc, the latter metal is therefore most pro

Rahaans . - Editor ,
bably that intended . - Editor.
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NOTICE

OF THE

CHINESE CIVIL KALENDAR AND IMPERIAL REVENUES.

By W. Huttmann .

Tartary

-

-

-

A Civil and a Military Kalendar are pended in salaries, &c. part retained in

printed quarterly in China. The Civil the provincial treasuries , and the re

Kalendar for the Autumn of 1814 , was mainder remitted to Peking:

lately presented to the East India Com Leang

pany's library by Mr. Reeves, assistant Ching King in Land tax -
38,708

inspector of teas at Canton . It is en

Landtitled Ta tsing tsin chin tsuen chu , and Tchy ly taxes • 2,334,475

consists of four small octavo volumes. Coal , 32,520

MiscellaneousEditions are published in a larger form , 42,093

Salt
and more elegantly printed .

437,949

The preface is succeeded by the titles
Chun tien fou,

of the nine orders of Mandarines, each or Peking - 154,173

divided into two classes, their distinc- Customs Tsonguen gate,

tive badges, which are described by De
Peking 102,480

Chang hayGuigues, Voyage à Peking, tom . 2. 470 28,200

474, and salaries independent of appoint Tchangkia keou 10,000

Tien tsin
ments, descending from 180 leang, at 40,460

68. 8d , each , and 1800 ho of grain to Kiang Nan - composed of Kiang

33 000leang and 30 ho. Kang hys Dic
Sou and Ngan Ouey.

Taxes Salt 2,085,282
tionary states the ho at 10 bushels , but

Customs 789,584two systems of arithmetic state that

Taxes - land 3,116,826now it contains only 5, and sometimes Kiang Sou

Miscellaneous 72,422
only 2 .

Vegetables 38,584The number of Mandarines of each

1,718,824denomination, distinguishing the Man- Nigan Quey taxes Land

Miscellaneous 59,895
tchous, Mongals, Tartarised Chinese , and

Vegetables 59,895
Chinese, in the supreme council and su

Kiang sy taxes Land 1,878,682

perior tribunals . - An imperfect and un
Miscellaneous 38,593derrated statement of their numbers was

Salt
5,150published by Père Amyot, in the sixth

Customs Kieou kiang
tome of Mémoires concernant les Chinois,

and Ta kou

280-282.

tang 173,880Edicts , prescribing the modes of saluta
Kan tcheou -

tion , &c . among the Mandarines, and 46,471

Tche Kiang taxes Landmiscellaneous regulations. - 2,914,946

Miscellaneous 49,087
Tables of distances between the court

Salt
501,034

aud capitals of provinces, &c.
Customs Pe Sin 122,660

The number of Kuu jin licentiates elect
Nan Sin 26,500

ed triennially in each province, amount
32,030ing to 1241.-See Semedo’s History of Fo kien taxes Land - 1,074,489

China, 41-45.
Salt

85,470The names and titles of the Officers

Miscellaneous
52,625

composing the principal tribunals.See
Customs Fo kien 73,549

Magaillan's Nouvelle Relation de la Chine,
Houpe taxes Land -1,174,110

190-243 .
Miscellaneous 81,334

Extent and boundaries of the provinces, Provisions
* 32,640

number ofcities, establishment of Officers

*18,140
and revenues .

Customs King tcheou 9,644

The following table exhibits the gross
The first of these items is scarcely logible ;

amount of taxes, part of which is ex- the second entirely illegible .

-

Ning po
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to have acted as politically as the sheep James, about a degree and an half distanta

who delivered their dog to the wolves, from the west channel of Cambodia river ;

Queek Poe though a bad man , was allowed this was the first high land on the conti

to be a man of abilities , and by the dis- nent we met with . Here again we were

cerning esteemed the only one capable of all at a stand ; nobody being able to point

making head against the dangers that now out the road to Donai. The Mandarine

threatened on all sides. Sensible of this, and his people never having been there,

the Tonquincse, as soon as he was deli- could give us no information. Vexed at

vered into their hands, treated him with my disappointment, 1 determined to go

the utmost deference , and made use of on shore myself in our pinnace and to

his knowledge to possess themselves of endeavour to gain some intelligence ; Mr.

the country ; they immediately laid siege Bayard and the second officer were so

to Heú , the capital, and took it . The obliging as to accompany me ; I took two
king fled to Donal ; from thence to Pulo of the Mandarine's servants as linguists.

Condore, where he was taken and put to When we reached the beach I'sent thein

death ; the minister was carried to Ton
on shorc, keeping every body else in the

quin , where he was allowed to enjoy an boat . After some time they came back

honorable retreat. leading two or three of the most miser

The next day I returned on board the able objects I ever beheld, upon the very

Amazon to prepare a few necessaries to point of perishing with hunger and dis
go up to Bathai, in the Jenny, and de ease . The linguists telling us we might

' sired Captain Hutton to wait for me land in security , we did so . These poor

where he was, Early in the morning I set wretches then acquainted me that they

out accompanied by Mr. Bayard and Mr. belonged to a village hard by, in which
Totty ; on approaching the mouth of the were left about fifty more, much in the

river , I perceived the Jenny running out same condition as themselves; that a fleet

with the Portuguese snow ; expressing my of Ignaak, in its way to Donai, which it
surprise at this I found Captain Hutton was vow blockading, had two months

had received intelligence that some per- before, paid them a visit , and plundered
sons he had left at Turon the year before , them of the scanty remains left by a horrid

had been put to death by Ignaak , and famine, supposed in the preceding years

that twenty or thirty of his gallies were
to have carried off more than one half of

then cruizing in a branch of the river two the whole inhabitants of Cochin China,

days sail from Bathai. Unacquainted and that they had nothing to eat now but
with the force of these gallies, and having a root thrown up by the surf on the

too much reason from the information, to beach , which caused them to break out

suspert their hostile disposition towards in blotches all over their bodies ; it was

us, especially if they were apprized of our shaped something like a sweet potatoe ,

having a relation of the late king on board , but longer. I was now no longer at a

and the Amazon being deemed to draw loss to account for the indifference , the

too much water, and built too sharp to be wretches I saw at Tringano showed to

brought into the river ; I thought it most my ofter of procuring their release . They

prudent eutirely to drop my desigus of were not possessed of sufficient patriotism

proceeding to Bathai. l'nderstanding to prefer liberty with so scanty a fare in

however that there was still a party of their own country, to slarery with a full

the king's people making head against belly in a foreign oue. There is no slavery

Iguaak in Donai, it was determined to in China. On perceiving the mouths of

pexmex thither ; in onder to plaer our two or three rivers to the X. W. and

Mandarine and his people amouen their asking their names , they told me one of

friends. (sprau Putroa baring rereived them kexito Donai. Several more of these

what instruations the Portuguese Captain objects were now gathering round me ;

eould give him referring the past 20 distressed at this scene of misery noc in

pilno bring to be headed ' was to lead the my power to reliere , I hastened on board

wali we were to follow . These points my bear, and tooś with me an old man

adiused I repared on board my praa whe appeared the most intelligent, to in

Veksey, and the tex® moruing we sailed Am our Mandarine of all be ther ,and

The first of July we au horiunder a tenable us to determine what was sent

parapetory supposed to be Cape St. Polove
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A comfortable meal having cheered up Yet before the boat reached the shore,

the old man's spirits , he had a long con- our Mandarine was seized with a panic

versation with his countrymen ; the result which I never could learn the real cause

of it was, that a village called Huttein a of, and desired me, in a little broken Por

few hours sail from where we then were, tuguese, to put about and return to the

having resisted the attack of Ignaak's feet, vessel . Unable to conceive his motives,

the Mandarine was desirous of going to his own servants assuring me there was

it, hoping to get some satisfactory intelli- no cause of apprehension , we continued

gence of his friends. Thither we bent our course , till the pinnace came into

our course, the old man serving as a pilot. shallow water, and could proceed no fur

The next morning we anchored a breast ther. Here we were preparing to get into

of it. A number of fishing boats hovered a country boat, when the Mandarine

about the vessel, but kept aloof till two caught hold of my clothes, earnestly in

of the Mandarine's servants were sent to treating me to desist, crying out “ Ty

them in a small prow ; they then came to son ! Tyson !" which is the name the ad

the number of fourteen or fifteen . Our herents of Ignaak go by in the country.

Mandarine sent a message to the chief of Mr. Moniz seeing this, offered to go on

the village by them . The people in these shore to learn who the people really were ;

boats were stout personable men, and had Mr. Bayard accompanied him . They

not the least appearance of want amongst soon came back with the principal Man

them . Every boat was well furnished darine of the village. He came into our

with bows and arrows, swords and lances . boat, and invited our Mandarine on shore,

In the afternoon the Mandarine of the the soldier offering to remain as an hos

village sent his compliments to our Man- tage, and to forfeit his head if any harm

darine, with a present of fish and betel, befel him. All was insufficient to remove

and apologised for not waiting upon him his fears ; he still cried out louder than

in person , on account of his being much ever to put back . Finding his timidity

indisposed. Our Mandarine appeared so not to be overcome, I asked the Manda

well satisfied that he resolved to go on rine of the village to go with us to see

shore next morning ; myself and the our ressel : he did not hesitate. After he

other gentlemen promising to attend him . had been on board a short time, he com

Having sent the Mandarine of the village plained of being very sick , and he really

notice of our intentions, early in the looked so . I therefore dismissed him,

morning some boats came from the shore first making him a small present.

to conduct us to the landing place . Our What to do or whither to go, I was

Mandarine's servants , who went on shore now at a loss . If I determined to avoid

the evening before, and staid all night, every place in the hands of the enemies,

came with them , and gave their master a or suspected enemies of our Mandarine, I

favourable account of the inhabitants. was at once excluded from the whole

They also brought on board with them a country, and nothing remained but to re

man who had formerly served as a soldier turn without further loss of time to Cal

under the Mandarine's command ; he cutta. Unwilling, however, or rather in

seemed transported with joy on recog- deed ashamed , to leave Cochin China al

nizing his old master. After breakfast most as totally uninformed as when I

we set out, the soldier sitting at the Man- sailed from Bengal, I resolved , at all

darine's feet, and during our passage to- events, to prosecute my voyage as far as

wards the shore, he recounted to hismas- the bay of Turon , and , eventually , even

ter the particulars of Ignaak's successes , to make a visit to the court of Ignaak .

the king's death , and how the people of I was the more induced to this on account

this district had repulsed the rebel fleet . of the dispute which had arisen between

He acquainted him that the king's bro- some of his people and those of an English

ther, whom they called Antoine, dissatis- ship, the year before, in Turon harbour ,

fied with his wife and the restraint he the particulars of which I was not well

was kept under, had found means to es- informed of when I left Bengal.

cape from Ignaak, and was gone in arms ( To be continued .)
with a considerable force into Benthoan,
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sor .

.

It is in this reign that theepoch of I therefore submit to the laws of trans

the progress of the Buddhic religion may migration before seeing such misfortunes .

be placed — a progress that the Taosse He died in the monastery of Ye koung.

and the literati endeavoured in vain to The Chinese history * that has furnished

arrest ;-the first by rivaling them in de- the preceding details, does not mark the

ceptions and impostures, and the other year of his death ; but it appears certain

in making representations conformable to that it happened in 349. Some time after

right reason and the soundest policy. The a Chamen, who came to Young tcheou to

people ran in multitudes to the monas- honour hini and visit his tomb, Khi loung

teries of Fo thou tchhing ; many there ordered the opening of his tomb, when

embraced a religious and contemplative they found a stone instead of Fo thou

life, and their number became so great, tchhing's body. Khi loung said, referring

that Khi-loung was obliged to listen to the to the name of his family Chi stone,

remonstrances of the literati on a subject " This stone is me ;-you may bury me,

that so powerfully affected Chinese man- for I shall soon die .” He fell sick , and

'ners . That created some coolness be- died the following year. His death was

tween Fo thou tchhing and him . Another the signal of great troubles, and of the

' event increased the dissatisfaction : overthrow of his family, conformably to

Prince Soui Klii-loung's son lost one of Fou -thou -thchhing's prediction. What

his children , in opposition to the promises ever opinion the vulgar might form of

which an able physician and a Tao Sse who the latter, they could not avoid seeing in

attended , had made of his recovery . Fo him an extraordinary man — at least in the

thou tchhing had predicted this occur- talent he displayed in preserving an un

rence, but was unable or unwilling spotted reputation , though surrounded by

to employ the power he exercised for rivals and enemies , and in choosing ap

Chi le's Son , and from that time Soui in- propriately the time, place, and specta

dulged such violent hatred against him as tors , of the deceptions by which he sus

'obliged the philosopher to remain at a tained his doctrines. The philosophy

'distance from the court. They were, that he professed, born in the ancient

however, obliged to have recourse to him schools of India , and sister to that of

in an extraordinary drought that desolated Pythagoras, did not disdain the means

the empire. The ceremonies usually per- disallowed by strict morality, but allowed

formed in China, under these circum- by policy in countries and ages where they

stances , having produced no effect, Fo may be employed successfully. Those

thou tchhing was entreated to remove who know the important services rendered

this scourge ;-scarcely had he commenced to humanity by the sect of Buddha, in

his conjurations , when a white dragon , civilizing the Tartars, and restoring re

with two heads, descended on the altar, pose and peace to many of the regions of

and the same day an abundant rain de- higher Asia, will not blame fo thou

scended to fertilize many hundred leagues tchhing for having employed means for its

of territory. They continued afterwards establishment, that the most severe phi

to consult him on different occasions, to losophers of antiquity have often used with

explain dreams, deliver predictions, and less noble views, or according to an in

give the key to those natural phenomena ferior plan . It may be remarked , in con

to which the Chinese have always at- cluding, that the prodigies performed by

tached superstitious ideas. But at last Fo thou tchbing are reported by contem

there was a great difference between him porary authors as being of public no

and the prince relative to some pictures toriety, and having nations for witnesses.

and portraits of celebrated men , executed This is another coincidence between him

for a newly built temple. Khi loung was and Alexander of Tyana, t who was siip

so much dissatisfied with the execution of posed , like this Samauean , to predict

these paintings, that he would not speak future events , explain omens, know im

again to Fo thou tchbing. Upon seeing mediately distant events, and even raise

that he had lost the esteem of his master, the dead.

he had a tomb escavated west of the city I. P. ABEL DE REMUSAT.

Ye, and said to his disciples, the year of • History of the Tsen dynasty , 2nd part –

the cycle Meou chen ( 360 ), many troubles Biography, ch, 95, p. 13 , &e.

will appear, and the year I yeou (361 ) ,
† See Du Pin's History of Apollonius Tyaneus,

the Abbé Hantville's View of Deistical Writers,
the Chi family will be entirely destroyed .

and Philostratas de Vita Apollonii .

a
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ACCOUNT

OF

A PASSAGE IN AN OPEN BOAT ACROSS THE BAY OF BENGAL,

By the Captain and Boat's Crew of the Daphne, in 1808 .

The Daphne brig, Edward Harman , every thing was now at stake. We reach

Master, quitted the town of Rangoou ou ed the rocks as speedily as possible, and

the 28th of October 1808. About sunset with a great deal of trouble got her off,

on Nov, the 4th , we saw Diamond Island but alas almost too late , she was nearly

bearing N.W. I W. , and at two P. M. on beaten to pieces . We remained with her

the following day came to an anchor in until high water , when we made her fast,

five and a half fathoms mud. I attended went back to the house and slept till day

the Captain and six hands to the shore light. Our first thoughts now were to

in search of turtle. At the north end of repair our boat in the best manner possi

the island we found a small hut, inhabit. ble ; and this we effected by pulling a nail

ed by five Bhurmans (natives of Pegu) out of one place , and putting it into ano

who had been sent here to collect the tur . ther, cutting up some rope for oakum and

tles ' eggs for the king of Ava. They caulking her as well as we could. We

were very hospitable to us , and shewed were forced to cut up our shirts to assist

every inclination to oblige us . On re- in caulking her as we had not oakum

turning to the part of the shore on which enough . Our tools consisted of a knife,

we landed , we found from the squalliness a large stone for a hammer, and a piece

of the weather, and the height of the surf of wood for a caulking iron . By the time

that we could not reach our boat , then at we had completed our job, the raiu had

anchor under the care of one of the men . ceased , and the face of the heavens began

We made a fire under a large tree, and to assume a different appearance. We

obtained some rice and fish from the went to the Bhurmans house to dine. Af

Bhumans, on which we made a good ter dinner tlie Bhurmans pressed us much

supper . The weather continued bad to go on board and get them a bag or two

through the night, and to add to our mis- of rice , as during our stay on the island

fortune we only caught one turtle . At we had almost eaten up their ' stock.

day-break next morning, the appearance They said , if we would give them a little

of the weather indicated an increase of the rice, they would help to catch turtle for

storm , and we were then soaked to the We could not object to their propo

skin by the rain . The Daphne still rode sal , as we had been living on their pro

it out very easy. The Bhurmans sup- visions so long. We could get no curtles

plied us with food . The weather becom- till night, and the weather seeming fine ;

ing still worse soon after middle day our in the evening about half an hour before

boat gan to drive, and we were obliged sunset we launched our bont and pulled

to order the man on board to cut the for the brig : but so much had she suffer

painter, and let her come on shore. He ed on the rocks , that we were forced to

did so , and with the assistance of the . have one man constantly at work to bale

Blurmans we got her secured high and out the water which came in very rapidly.

dry on the beach . We dined with the At sunset we were in the bray's wake,

Bhurmans, and at dusk , leaving one man pulling for her. We observed the people

to take care of the boat the rest retired to on board veering a buoy astern to us , but

sleep - In the middle of the night we had the mortification to see ourselves go

were all turned out, as the tide had risen astern as fast as the buoy did . They

so high , that our boat had flooded , and could give us no assistance from on board ,

was driven among the rocks. It was an for they had no boat, and had two anchors

awful and tremendous night ; the gale down . If they had cut , they certainly

was furious, accompanied by heavy rain , must have been on the rocks before they

with a foaming sea all round , and our could have been able to manage the ves

poor boat was seen on the rocks beating sel . About an hour after dark we saw

to pieces ; there was no time to think : two lights ; one we supposed to be the

Asiatic Journ . — No. 16 . Vol. III. 2 X

us .
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vessel's , the other from its largeness , we in all probability would have overwhelma

imagined to be on shore. We pulled to- ed us, and put us out of our misery. Just

wards the one we took for the brig's. In before sunset we had the high consolation

about half an hour we were extremely of observing a vessel bearing N.W.; there

alarmed by losing both the biglits. We being little wind we pulled right for her,

knew not which way to pull ; to lay - to and by her movements I believe she saw

was impossible, and we had no hope but us, for soon after she came down towards

in Providence who is ever attentive to the us , with studding sails set , low and aloft .

exertions of unhappy men . We kept pul. This sight rejoiced us , and infused into

ling and baling all night ; once or twice us such a degree of temporary strength as

we heard breakers very loud , and we aos- made us pull with double vigour. We

iously waited for the morning to know thought our troubles at an end, but, alas !

our situation , particularly as the night Providence ordained that greater misfor

was cluudy and squally . tunes were still to be endured by us.

At day- light on the 8th we were much Captain Harman thinking we did not

surprised to be just in sight of high land near the vessel fast enough, ordered our

to the northward . We judged it to be the sail to be taken in , supposing that it im

northward by the sun's rising, for we had peded our going through the water as we

no compass in the boat. The wind we were pulling in the wind's eye . No soon

found to be northerly - we in with our er was that done, than the vessel took in

oars , up with the foremast, and set the her studding sails and hauled her wind 10

only sail we had — we stood to the east- the eastward. We hoisted our sail again ,

ward all day, and at suuset put about , but to no purpose, she still kept to the

and stood to the westward - we still saw eastward , which was a heart -breaking sight

the land , but it appeared further off— to us all . The temporary strength which

about midnight finding ourselves in role the sight of her had excited , now forsook

lers we tacked and stood to the eastward us : our spirits sunk , and we could no

-it blew fresh and rather squally, and we longer pull . As night approached we

were obliged to reef the sail . stood as nearly as we could judge to the

When day broke on the 9th , to our
W.N.W. When the vessel hauled her

mortification there was no land in sight. wind to the eastward, we could plainly

The Captain and I consulted what was make out that she was a brig ; we saw

best to be done, and expecting that we her top sails , and part of her courses ,

should have the wind fresh from the E. and main sail , &c.

N.E. judged it best to make a fair wind Sunday the 13th. This day our thirst

of it , and run for the Coromandel coast. was great indeed ; we had undergone such

At noon we up helm , and went with a fatigue , and were so much weakened , that

Aowing sheet to the westward in hopes we expected every hour to be our last.

of crossing the bay in five days, or else of The water thrown over our bodies did not

falling in with some ship. During the allay our thirst as at first , and being re

day a flying fish dropped into the boat, duced to the last extremity, we were for

when all hands jumped at it . Fortune ced to drink our urine, which I must say

favouring my exertions, I gained the prize revived and consoled us exceedingly.

and soon devoured it . Monday and Tuesday nothing happened

Thursday the 10th and Friday the 11th to break in upou our state of painful sus

we had fine fresh breezes, chiefly from the pence. We had the wind light from the

eastward ,' with clear weather. On the northward with a very heavy swell from

12th we found ourselves so very thirsty the N.W.; we still kept bathing every

that water was much in request by all. morning and evening, and drinking as be

Every morning and evening , we bathed fore -mentioned .

ourselves , and during the day kept throw- Wednesday the people began to be very

ing water over our heads ; this allayed dull . Some of them found their thirst so

our thirst very much, which liad now be- intolerable that they drank a great quan

come our greatest enemy. This day we tity of salt water, although the Captain

had very light airs from the N.W. with a and I advised them not to do so. About

hcavy swell ; we expected a gale of wind ten o'clock at night , we were all roused

from that quarter, which if it had come, by hearing the cry of fresh water aloxg

3
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side. One of the people being excessively water, which the natives would not give

dry , in drinking the water alongside real- us , bat supplied us plentifully with hot

ly thought it had been fresh ; we all be- congy. Just as we were sitting down on

gan to drink immediately, and it was some the straw , we were informed that one of

time befure we found out our mistake, so our people was dead . It was the poor

much was our taste injured. On the man who had been so bad in the morning.

17th at sunset we thought we saw very The name of the place at which we ar

high land right ahead , but having been rived , is Poondy. It is situated about six

often disappointed by mistaking clouds ty miles to the southward of Ganjam ,

for high land, we paid but little attention and thirty to the northward of Calinga

to it . During the night the heavy swell patam . Ou the 25th Captain Harman

from the N.W. went down , when a cross went to Calingapatam to procure a sup

sea took its place, and a fine breeze sprung ply of money and clothes from the Beach

up from the eastward .
master at that place. He returned on the

On Friday at day -light the water was 28th , and on the 29th , after furnishing

much discoloured , a general sign of being the men with money enough to carry them

near land , but still none could be seen. to Bengal, the Captain and myself started

One of the men was now so senseless, and in Doolis carried by four men . We fol

so weak , that he could not sit upright. As lowed the coast and travelled almost

the sun arose, and cleared away the without intermission night and day. On

clouds, we had the heartfelt satisfaction the 15th of December we reached Tom

of seeing high land . What a joyful sight buke, when we took a boat for Calcutta ,

was this to poor creatures nearly sinking and on going up the river, to our very

under fatigue and want of food . As we great astonishment saw our brig at an

neared the land, we saw a number of chor waiting for the flood tide to carry

huts and the natives walking on shore. her up. We went alongside, and every

About noon we ran the boat on the beach , soul on board was thunderstruck to see

but were in a condition too weak to walk . us , having given us up as dead. They

The natives assisted us, and as soon as waited four days at Diamond Island , ex

they knew our situation , fetched us hot pecting our return . In running across

cougy (the water in which rice is boiled ) the bay they had bad weather, and on

and gave it us to drink , of which we took seeing any drifts went down to them , ex .

a great quantity. Each man was led be- pecting they might be the boat . We

tween two people to the hut appointed to weighed on the flood and arrived at Kud

us, and we were furnished with every dupore on the 16th of December, and on

thing we wished for, except cold water. the 23d our poor fellow sufferers arrived,

We had no desire to eat, but craved cold looking very well after so long a march .

>

CONCERNING THE MINES OF SIAM,

(From M. de la Loubere's Historicul Relation of the Kingdom of Siam ; 1687-8 .)

No country has greater reputation of naces, thought to have been abandoned

being rich in mines than the country of during the ancient wars of Pegu.

Siam , and the great quantity of idols and Nevertheless the king that now reigns

other cast works which are there seen, has not been able to find any vein of gold

evinces that they have been better culti- or silver, that is worth the pains he has

vated in former times than they now are . therein employed, although he has appli

It is believed , likewise , that they thence ed to this work some Europeans ; among

extracted that great quantity of gold the rest a Spaniard from Mexico, who

wherewith their superstition has adorned, found , if not a fortune, at least his sub

not only their almost innumerable idols, sistence for twenty years , even to his

but the wainscot and roofs of their tem- death, by flattering the avarice of the

ples. They discover daily pits anciently prince with imaginary promises of infinite

dug, and the remains of a great many fur- treasures. After having dug and mined

2 X 2
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in several places they light only on some mines , and though not very skilful, yet

very mean copper mines, but intermixed they cease not to raise a considerable

with a little gold and silver, five hundred revenue by it . This tin , or calin , is sold

weight of ore scarce yielding an ounce of throughout all India ; it is soft and badly

metal ; neither understood they how to purified ; a specimen may be seen in the
make the separation of metals . But the common tea boxes or canisters from this

king of Siam , to make this mixture more country. To render it harder and white,

precious, caused some gold to be added like the metal of the finer tea boxes , they

to it : this is called tambac. It is said mix it with cadmiat, a sort of mine

that the mines of Borneo do naturally ral , easily reducible to powder, which

produce it very rich ; the scarcity of it aug- being melted with the copper makes it

ments its price, as formerly that of the yellow : but it renders both these metals
Corinthian brass : but the quantity of more brittle , and it is this white tin which

gold may be believed to make its true they call toutinague.

value ; for when the king ordered cruci In the neighbourhood of the city of

fixes to be made to present to the chris Louvo they have a mountain of loadstone.

tians, the most noble and smallest part , They have also another near Jonsalan

which is the Christ , was of gold , the cross (Junksilan ), a city seated in an island of

alone of tambac . Vincent le Blanc re the gulph of Bengal, which is not above

lates , that the Peguers have a mixture of the distance of man's voice from the

lead and copper, called gauze, or ganza , coast of Siam ; but the loadstone dug at

of which they make statues , and a spall Junksilan loses its virtue in two or three

money, which is not stamped with the monthis . I know not whether it is not

royal mark , but which every one has a the same in that of Louvo. In the moun

right to make. taius they find very curious agate ; and

From Siam we brought away Mr. Vin Mr. Vincent has seen, he tells mę, in

cent, who had come from France with
the hands of the Talapoins, some sam

the bishop of Babylon to go into Persia : ples of sapphire and diamond from the

understanding the mathematics and che mine.

mistry, the king of Siam had retained him
I have already said, that the city of

some time to work in his mines . Campeng-pell is famous for mines of ex

He informed me that he had rectified cellent iron . The inhabitants forge arms

the labours of the Siamese in some things, of them after their fashion , as sabres,

so as to render them more profitable . poinards, and knives. The knife they

He shewed them a mine of very good iron call pen is used by all, and is not

at the top of a mountain . He discovered looked upon as arms, although it may

to them one of crystal, one of antimony, serve upon occasion : the blade is three

one of emeril ( emery ) , and some others, or four fingers broad , and about a foot

with a quarry of white marble. Besides
lung .

this he found out a gold mine, which to 'They know how to melt the iron of

him appeared very rich , but he has not their mines , but have very little of it , and

shewed it them . Several Siamese, most are besides bad forgemen. For their gal

ly Talapoins , came secretly to consult lies they have wooden anchors, and to the

him about the art of purifying and sepa- end that these anchors may sink they

rating metals, and brought divers speci- fasten stones to them . They have neither

mens of very rich ore : from some he ex pins nor needles, nor nails , chisels, nor

tracted a very good quantity of five silver, saws. They use pius of bambu in build

and from others a compound of several ing their houses, even as our ancestors

metals. used thorns .

As for tin and lead , the Siamese bave

long since obtained it from very plentiful † Cadmia is the name given by the Latins to

brass ore, but brass is itself a compound of copper

• Talapoin is a name given to the priests or
and zinc, the latter metal is therefore most pro

Rahaans.-Editor,
bably that intended . - Editor.
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NOTICE

OF THE

CHINESE CIVIL KALENDAR AND IMPERIAL REVENUES.

By W. Huttmann .

-

-

33,114

-

A Civil and a Military Kalendar are pended iu salaries, &c. part retained in

printed quarterly in China, The Civil the provincial treasuries, and the re

Kalendar for the Autumn of 1814 , was mainder remitted to Peking:

lately presented to the East India Com Leang

pany's library by Mr. Reeves, assistant Ching King in Land tax 38,708

inspector of teas at Canton. It is en
Tartary

Land -titled Ta tsing tsin chin tsuen chu, and Tchy ly taxes 2,334,475

Coalconsists of four small octavo volumes . - 32,520

Miscellaneous
Editions are published in a larger form , 42,093

Salt
and more elegantly printed .

437,949

The preface is succeeded by the titles
Chun tien fou ,

of the nine orders of Mandarines, each or Peking - 154,173

divided into two classes , their distinc
Customs Tsonguen gate,

tive badges, which are described by De
Peking 102,480

Chang hayGuigues, Voyage à Peking , tom . 2. 470 28,200

474 , and salaries independent of appoint Tchang kia keou 10,000

Tien tsin
ments, descending from 180 leang, at 40,460

6s. 8d , each , and 1800 ho of grain to
Kiang Nan - composed of Kiang

Sou and Ngan Quey .
370or leang and 30 ho. Kang hys Dic

Taxes Salt 2,085,282
tionary states the ho at 10 bushels, but

Customs - 789,584
two systems of arithmetic state that

Taxes — land 3,116,826now it contains only 5, and sometimes Kiang Sou
Miscellaneous 72,422

only 2 .

Vegetables - 38,584
The number of Mandarines of each

Nigan Quey taxes Land 1,718,824
denomination , distinguishing the Man

Miscellaneous 59,895
tchous, Mongals, Tartarised Chinese, and

Vegetables 59,895
Chinese, in the supreme council and su

Kiang sy taxes Land 1,878,682
perior tribunals.- An imperfect and un

Miscellaneous
derrated statement of their numbers was 38,593

Salt 5,150published by Père Amyot, in the sixth
Customs Kieou kiang

tome of Memoires concernant les Chinois,
and Ta kou

280-282.

tang 173,880
Edicts , prescribing the modes of saluta

Kan tcheou - 46,471

tion , &c . among the Mandarines, and
Tche Kiang taxes Land

miscellaneous regulations. - 2,914,946

Miscellaneous
Tables of distances between the court 49,087

Salt 501,034and capitals of provinces, &c.
Customs Pe Sin

122,660
The number of Kuu jin licentiates elect

Nan Sin 26,500

ed triennially in each province, amount

ing to 1241.-See Semedo's History of Fo kieu taxes
32,030

Land -1,074,489
China, 41-45 .

Salt
85,470

The names and titles of the Officers
Miscellaneous 52,625

composing the principal tribunals. - See Customs Fo kien
Magaillan's Nouvelle Relation de la Chine, Houpe taxes 73,549

Land -1,174,110
190-243.

Miscellaneous 81,334

Extent and boundaries of the provinces,
Provisions

* 32,640
number of cities, establishment of Officers

*18,140
and revenues .

Customs King tcheou 9,644

The following table exhibits the gross
* The first of these items is scarcely legible ;

amount of taxes , part of which is ex- the second entirely illegible ,

-

-

-

Ning po

-
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-

Ho pan

Chan tong -

Salt'

Kiang sy

Hou nan taxes Land 882,745 Miscellaneous 34,256

Miscellaneous 45,343 Koue y Tcheou Land 101,628

Provisions *20,350 Miscellaneous 27,432

*13,880 Salt 6,230

Land -3,164,758 Amounting to 36,061,225 leang, or

Miscellaneous 44,950 £.12,020,408 6s . 8d. The Kalendar also

Land -3,376,165 furnishes an account of the grain , &c.

120,720 transmitted to Peking.

Miscellaneous 73,561 Ching king Chy 58,583

Custom's Lin Tsing Tcheou 29680 Do. for the Magazines at Ning

Chan sy Taxes Land · 2,990,675 Kouta , &c. 63,091

Miscellaneous 82,944 Kiang nan 1,431,273

Salt
507,028 795,063

Customs Cha hou Keou 10,919 Tche Kiang 678,320

Chen sy Taxes Land 1,658,700 96,934

Miscellaneous 40,623 Hou nan 96,214

Kan só Land 280,652 Ho nan 221,342

Miscellaneous 100,237 Chang tong 353,963

Sse Tchouen ' Land ' . - 631,094 Kan so 218,550

Miscellaneous 31,661 Yun nan 227,626

Kouang tong Land
1,264,304

Miscellaneous 65,520 4,240,959

Salt 47510

Customs Youe hay 43,750 The Chy is a measure of ten bushels,

Tay ping bridge and a weight of 124 kin. 21£ English

at Chao Tcheou 53,670 onnces , or 16 Chinese leang each .

Kouang sy The Geographical Section of the Louy

Taxes Land 416,399 chu san tsay tou hoey, an Encyclopedia

Miscellaneous 52,660 published in 1606, specifies several ad

Salt 47,150 ditional articles of tribute, which will be

Yun nan Land 209,582 detailed in the next number,

Hou pe

LIST OF MINERALS

OBSERVED AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

(Communicated by Dr. Heyne, of Madras. )

1. GRANITE of the principal rock of 7. Drusic quartz crystallizations on

the Table Mountain . sandstone, found in many places of the

2. Granite found in large masses, de Table Mountain , on and near the top of it.

tached at the foot of the mountains, or in 8. Quartz crystallization found on the

the slate rock of the Lion's Back ; during Lion's Head .

the rains 'it is quite soft. 9. Bluish grey clay slate, found in

3. Granite with a considerable quantity quarries at the foot of the Lion's Heid .

of hornblende found west of the Lion's 10. Cellular quartz , found near the foot

Head. of the Lion's head .

4. Sandstone, on the Table Mount. 11. Quartz and greywacke slate, in the

It caps in large layers , horizontally and valley of the Table Mountain, in large

rertically divided , the granite of that depositions .

mountain , and forms tremendous mural 12. Greywacke slate , in the Table

precipices. Valley near the Lion's Head , in small de

5. Coarse red sandstone, on the top positions.

of the Table Mount. 13. Quartz, at the foot of the Table

6. Red sandstone, on the higher parts Mount.

of the Lion's Head , 14. Ferrugịuous greywacke slate, be
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tween the Table Mount and the Lion's 20. Wack amygdaloa with nodules

Head . of zeolite, from the bed of the Orange

15. Conglomerated ironstone, in large River.

layers, at the foot of the Table Mount, 21. Egyptian jasper , from the bed of

called “ Yzer klip." the Orange River .

16. Slate traversed by veins of quartz, 22. Serpentine (pypsteen of the Dutch )

from the rocky reefs near Green Point . from the Namaqua country.

17. Coarse pipe clay with pieces of 23. Calspar, from the inland country.

lithomarge, used as mortar at the Cape, 24. Amianth , between layers of grey

found in large depositions near the sea. wacke slate, from an inland Cape coun

18. Corroded or cellular calcedony, try.

from the bed of the Orange River. 25. Galena, from an inland district of

19. Striped calcedony, from ditto . the Cape.

TA LE

OF

THE FOUR SIMPLE BRAHMANS.

(From l'Abbé Dubois' Description ofthe People of India .)

In a certain district , proclamation had Each maintained his argument obsti

been made of a Samaradanam being about nately ; and, as none of them would

to be held . This is one of the public fes- yield , the dispute had nearly come to

tivals given by pious people, and some blows, when the least stupid of the four,

times by those in power, to the Brah- seeing what was likely to happen , put an

mans ; who, on such occasions, assemble end to the brawl by the following advice :

in great numbers from all quarters . Four “ How foolish it is in us,” says he, “ thus

individuals of the cast, from different to put ourselves in a passion ! After we

villages , all going thither, fell in upon the have said all the ill of one another that

road ; and, finding that they were all we can invent, nay after going stoutly to

upon the same errand, they agreed to fisticuffs, like Sudra rabble , should we be

walk in company. A soldier happening to at all nearer to the decision of our diffe

meet them , saluted them in the usual way rence ? The fittest person to determine

by touching hands and pronouncing the the controversy, I think , would be the

words, always applied on such occasions man who occasioned it. The soldier, who

to Brahmans, ofdandam arya , or health to chose to salute one or the other of us ,

my lord . The four travellers made the cannot be yet far off. Let us therefore

usual return, each of them pronouncing run after him as quickly as we can , and

the customary benediction of asirvadam ; we shall soon know for which of us he

and , going on , they came to a well, where intended his salutation .”

they quenched their thirst, and reposed The advice appeared wise to them all,

themselves in the shade of some trees . and was immediately adopted. The

Sitting there, and finding no better sub- whole of them set off in pursuit of the sol.

ject of conversacion , one of them asked dier ; and at last overtook him , after run

the rest , whether they did not remark ning a league, and all out of breath . As

how particularly the soldier had distin- soon as they came in sight of him , they

guished him , by his polite salutation . cried out to him to stop ; and , before they

“ You,” says another , “ it was not you had well approached him , they had put

that he saluted, but me." “ You are
him in full possession of the nature of

both mistaken ,” says a third, for you their dispute, and prayed him to termi

may remember that, when the soldier said nate it by saying, to which of them he

dandam -arya , he cast his eyes upon me." had directed his salutation . The soldier

“ Not at all," replied the fourth , “ it was instantly perceiving the naiure of the

me only he saluted ; otherwise should I people he had to do with , and being

have answered him as I did , by saying willing to amuse himself a little at their

asirvadam ? " . expence , coolly replied, that he intendeel
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his salutation for the greatest fool of all ing an incident. But he put on a grave

the four ; and then, turning on his heel, face , and laid it down, as the peculiarity

he continued his journey. of the cause , that it could not be deter

The Brahmans, confounded at this an- mined on the testimony of witnesses, and

swer, turned back in silence. But all of that in fact there was no other way of sa

them had deeply at heart the distinction tisfying the minds of the judges, than by

of the salutation of the soldier, and the each , in his turn, relating some particu

dispute was gradually renewed . Even lar occurrence of his life, on which he

the awkward decision of the warrior could could best establish his claim to superior

not prevent each of them from arrogating folly. He clearly shewed that there could

to himself the pre -eminence of being no- be no other means of determining to

ticed by him, to the exclusion of the which of them the salutation of the sol

others. The contention therefore now be- dier could with justice be awarded. The

came, which of the four was the stupid- Brahmans assented , and upon a sign be

est ; and, strange as it was, it grew as ing made to one of them to begin , and to

warm as ever, and inust have come to the rest to keep silence, the first thus

blows, had not the person who gave the commenced his oration ,

former advice , to follow the soldier, in- am poorly provided with clothing

terposed again with his wisdom , and as you see ; and it is not to day only that

spoken as follows. I have been covered with rags. A rich

“ I think myself the greatest fool of and very charitable Brahman merchant

yo u all . Each of you thinks the same once made me a present of two pieces of

thing of himself. And , after a fight, shall cloth to attire me ; the finest that had

we be a bit nearer the decision of the ever been seen in our Agragrama. * I

question ? Let us therefore have a little shewed them to the other Brahmans of

patience. We are within a short distance the village, who all congratulated me on

of Dharmapuri, where there is a choultry, so fortunate an acquisition. They told

at which all little causes are tried by the me it must be the fruit of some good deeds

heads of the village ; and let ours be judg- that I had done in a preceding genera

ed among the rest.” tion . Before I put them on, I washed

All agreed in the soundness of the ad- them, according to the custom , in order

vice ; and having arrived at the village, to purify them from the soil of the wea

they eagerly entered the choultry, to have ver's touch ; and hung them up to dry ,

their business settled by the arbitrators. with the ends fastened to two branches of

They could not have come at a better a tree , A dog then happening to come

season . The chiefs of the district , Brah- that way , run under them, and I could

mans and others, had already met in the not discern whether he was high enough

choultry ; and no other cause offering it- to touch the clothes or not . I asked my

self, they proeeeded immediately to that children , who were present ; but they said

of the Brahmans. All the four advanced they were not quite certain . How then

into the middle of the court, and stated , was I to discover the fact ? I put myself

that a sharp contest having arisen among upon all fours, so as to be of the height

them , they were come to have it decided of the dog ; and , in that posture, I crawl

with fairness and impartiality. The court ed under the clothing. • Did I touch it ? '

desired them to proceed and explain the said I to the childreu who were observing

grounds of their controversy. me. They answered No : ' and I was

Upon this, one of them stood forward , filled with joy at the news. But after re

and related to the assembly all that had flecting awhile, 1 recollected that the dog

happened, from their meeting with the had a turned up tail ; and that, by ele

soldier to the present state of the quarrel ; vating it above the rest of his body, it

which rested on the superior degree of might well have reached my cloth . To

stupidity of some one of them over the ascertain that, I fixed a leaf to my rump,

others.
turning upwards ; and then, creeping again

The detail created an universal shout of
on all fours, 1 passed a second time underI

laughter. The president, who was of a the clothing. The children inmediately

gay disposition, was delighted beyond

measure to have fallen in with so divert * Village inhabited by Brakmans.
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cried out that the point of the leaf on my hearing the proposal, and seeing the bar

back hail touched the cloth . This proved ber in earnest, tried to make her escape

to me that the point of the dog's tail by light . I took hold of her and forced

must have done so too, and that my gar- her to sit down, while he shaved her poll

ment was therefore polluted . In my rage, in the same manner as they serve widows.

I pulled down the beautiful raiment, and During the operation, she cried out bit

tore it in a thousand pieces , loading with terly ; but I was inexorable, thinking it

curses both the dog and his 'master. less hard that my wife should be close

“ When this foolish act was known, I sharen than that my penty should be

became the laughing stock of all the given away for nothing . When the bar

world ; axid I was universally treated as a ber had finished, I let her go, and she re

madınan . Even if the dog, ' they all tired immediately to a place of conceal

said : had touched the cloth , and so ment, pouring down curses on me and the

brought defilement upon it , might not you barber. He took his departure; and meet ;

have washed it a second time, and so ing my mother in his way, told her what

have removed the stain : Ormight you not he had done; which made her lasten to

have given it to some poor Sudra rather the house, to inquire into the outrage ; and

than tear it in pieces ? After such egre- when she saw with her own eyes that it

gions folly, who will give you clothes ano- was all true, she also loaded me with in

ther time ? ' This was all true ; for ever vectives.

since, wheu I have begged clothing of any “ The barber published every where

one, the constant answer has been , that what had happened at our house ; and the

no doubt I wanted a piece of cloth to pull villain added to the story, that I had

to pieces. " caught her with another man , which was

· He was going on, when a bystander the cause of my having her shaved ; and

interrupted him by remarking that he people were no doubt expecting, according

seemed to understand going on all fours . to our custom in such a case, to see

“ Exceedingly well," says he , “ as you her mounted on the ass , with her face

shall see ;" and off he shuffled in that turned towards the tail . They came run

posture, arridst the unbounded laughter ning to my dwelling from all quarters, and

of the spectators. actually brought an ass to make the usual

“ Enough , enough ! " said the presi. exhibition in the streets. The report

dent. “ What we have both heard and soon reached my father -in -law , who lived

scen gocs a great way in his faror. But at a distance of ten or twelve leagues,

let us now hear what the next of you has and he, with his wife, came also to inquire

to say for himself, in proof of his stupidi- into the affair . Seeing their poor daugh

ty." The second accordingly began , by ter in that degraded, state , and being ap

expressing his confidence, that, if what prised of the only reason ; they reproach

they had just heard appeared to them to ed me most bitterly ; which I patiently

be deserving of the salutation of the sol- endured , being conscions that I was in the

dier, what he had to say would change wrong. They persisted, however, to take

that opinion . her with them, and kept hercarefully con

“ Having got my hair and beard shaven cealed from every eye for four whole

one day," he continued , “ in order to years ; when at length they restored her to

appear decent at a public festival of the

Brahmans (the Samaradanam ), which had " This little accident ma le me lase the

been proclained through all the district, Samaradanam , for which I had been pre..

I desired iny wife to give the barver a paring by a fast of three days ; and it was

penny for his trouble. She heedlessly a great mortification to me to be excludert

gave him a couple. I asked of him to give from it , as I understood that it was a

we one of ther back ; but he refused . most splendid entertainment. Another

Upon that we quarrelled, and began to Samaradanam was announced to be held

abuse each other; but the barber at length ten days afterwards, at which I expected

pacified me, by offering, in consideration to make up for my loss . But I was re

of the double fée, to shave my wife also . ceived with the hisses of six hundred

I thought this a' fair way of settling the Brahmans, who seized my person, and

difference between us. But my wife , insisted onmy giving up the accomplice of

Asiatic Journ. No. 16. VOL. III. 2 Y

me.
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my wife, that he might be prosecuted and Either this man , they said , must be a liar ,

punished , according to the severe rules of or he is the greatest fool on the face of the

the cast. earth ! Such I dare say , gentlemen , you

“ I solemnly attested her innocence, will think me ; and I am sure you will

and told the real cause of the shaving of consider my folly,” (looking bere with

her hair ; when an universal burst of sur- great disdain on the first speaker )

prise took place ; every one exclajming, being far superior to that of the render

how monstrous it was that a married of body clothing."

woman should be so degraded , without ( To be concluded in our next.)

having committed the crime of adultery !

as

EMBASSIES TO CHINA .

Ar the present period , when the public ed the commerce of the Portuguese , to

is so much occupied by the recent intelli- the exclusion of all other natious , was bio

gence from China, a brief account of the giving notice, a little before his departure ,

manner in which the principal European that at such a time he meant to sail, and

nations established a commerce there, that if any had demandy upon bim , or any

and the enibassies that have been dis- of those belonging to him , they might

patched by them to the Chinese capital, apply and receive satisfaction . This was

may not be deemed uniuteresting. an instance of probity new to the Chi

The great Albuquerque first formed the nese, but so agreeable that they made

design of opening a communication with him great professions of friendship, and

China. He had met with Chinese vessels assured him that they would willingly

at Malacca , and conceived a high opinion trade with his nation , in hopes of meet

of a nation whose seamen had more po- ing always with the like usage ; but so

liteness and decorum than were at that fair a prospect did not long continue, and

period to be found among the European even the first had very nearly proved the

mobility . He invited them to continue last voyage of the Portuguese to China,

their commerce with Malacca, and he The commanders of the ships that were

procured from them a particular account left at the mouth of the river, lauded and

of the strength , riches, and manners of began a trade with the natives ; but,

their extensive einpire , which information presuming on their power in India , treat

he transmitted to the court of Lisbon . ed the Chinese with great insolence and

In consequence of this intelligence, a iniquity. They brought on shore several

squadron was fitted out in 1517 , under pieces of cannon , and then took what

the commmand of Ferdinand Andrada, they pleased at their own rates , and

having on board Thomas Ferena as am- treated with the pirates for such as they

bassador. Their reception at China is had taken prisoners, of whom they made
thus described in Milburne's Oriental slaves. The Viceroy of the province

Commerce, Vol. II . p. 462.-- quickly assenubled a great naval force,

“ On their arrival at the entrance of with which he surrounded the Portuguese

the river of Canton , the fleet was stopped , squadron , and would infallibly have taken

and only two vessels permitted to pass up thein if a storm had not arisen , which

the river : on board of one was the Am
scattered the Chinese feet , and enabled

bassador and Commodore. Andrada was the Portuguese to return to Malacca witla

a man of strict honor, so that he soon more profit than honor. The ambassa

gained on the Chinese, notwithstanding dor proved the victim of this misconducti,

their natural aversion to strangers . By he was confined in prison , where he after

his exactness and probity he drew them wards dicd.

to trade, and brought them to have great “ It was many years before the Chi

confidence in him ; but wliat had the
nese would admit the Portuguese to trade

greatest effect , and might have establish- with them , but at length , they allowed
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them to send some ships to the island of complaint that they were not admitted to

Sanuam , where they were permitted to trade on so advantageous a footing as the

erect tents on shore for a short space of Portuguese, and it snited their conveni

time, in which they disposed of their ence, as well as tended to promote their

merchandize. At length , towards the views , to consider the Chinese as enemies,

close of the sixteenth century, à favora- and as the allies of the Portuguese. On

ble opportunity offered , not only of re- their departure from Macao , they sailed

storing their commerce , but of procuring for the Ponghou or the Pescadore Islands,

a permanent establishment in China . and anchored at Pehou the priucipal of

The piratęs committed great ravages on the group. The Chinese had no foree

the coast, and having acquired a large on the island capable of resisting thein ,

force, wade themselves masters of the they therefore took possession, and im

port of Macão , and from thence, not only mediately began to establish themselves

blocked up the port of Canton , but also by building a fort.
besieged the city. The Mandarines in The establishment of the Dutch åt Per

their distress, had recourse to the Portu . hou was a great annoyance to their Euro

guese , whose ships were then at the pean enemies, as well as to the Chinese.

Island of Sanuam . They readily offered It equally incommoded and rendered dan

their assistance , and not only forced the gerous the commerce between Manilla and

pirates to raise the siege, but pursued China, and that of the Portuguese between

them to Macao , which they took , and Macao and Japan , whilst to the trade of

where the chief of the pirates was killed . the Chinese it was an incessant and in

The Viceroy having made a report to the tolerable grievance. With the latter the

Emperor of this extraordinary service, Dutch wished at all times to have peace,

he, out of gratitude , published an edict provided they could impose their own

by which the Portuguese were to have terms ; and shortly after taking posses

the Island of Macao , with the power of sion of Pehou the Dutch admiral sent a

forming a settlemeut, which they gladly deputation to Amoy to make proposalş.

accepted. They aucordingly built a towe, for accommodating all differences. The

and fortified it after the European man- Emperor sent an ambassador to treat with

ner ; but the Chinese have effectually pro- the Dutch admiral ; but it was required

vided for their own security, by not allow- as a preliminary step, that the Dutch

ing them any provisions but what they should withdraw from thePonghou islanda,

receive through their means . "
which being part of the emperor's do

: This settlement they retain to this pre- ininious , he could not , consistently with

sent time .

his dignity, treat of commerce with those

The Dutch , soon after the forination who, in defiance of his anthority, kept

of their East India Company in 1602, be- possession of them . At the same time

gan to contest with the Portuguese for the he added, that if the Dutch would quit

China trade. They endeavoured to enter the Ponghou islands, they should be at

into treaties of commerce with the Chi- liberty to fortify themselves in Formosa ,

nese, inaking the indulgence granted to of which no notice would be taken . With

the Portuguese the ground of their de- this offer, a declaration was made to the

mand. The Portuguese successfully op- Dutch deputies, that for obtaining liber

posed their desigus ; and this obstruction ty of commerce with China, it was indis.

was the source of much long protracted densably necessary they should abandon

negociation between the Dutch and Chin the islands ; that if this was refused , an

nese . In 1622 the Dutch collected a large enel would be put to all communication

force for the siege of Macao , proposing with them' : for on no account, either

thereby, to obtain the twofold advantage then , or ever after, would the Dutch be

of removing an enemy, and of gaiping an permitted to hold commerce with China.

- establishment for themselves ; the Portu- The Dutch admiral not being autliorized to

guese, succeeded in repelling the attack , abandon the islands without instructions

and after the siege were permitted by the from Batavia , the conference broke off

Chinese to encompass and fortify Macao without producing any agreement.

with regular works.
The Chinese emperor, not trusting to

The Duteh thought it ai just cause of negociation for the removal of thc Dutch ,

2 Y 2
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sent, in 1624 , a body of troops to Pehon, Holland, an embassy was sent from Ba

where they built a fort within two leagues tavia to China. The ambassadors were

of that of the Dutch , which they daily Peter de Goyer and Jacob de Keyser. The

augmented . Still they held out propo- purport of the embassy was , to con

sals for peace ; and the Dutch seeing them gratulate the emperor on his accession to

so much in earnest to regain possession the throne of China, and to obtain a free

of the disputed islands, thought it pru- trade throughout his dominions. Nieuoff,

dentto consent to the terms offered ; to- who was one of the train, describes their

wards the end of the year a peace was reception as follows :

concluded , agreeably to the conditions of On their arrival at Canton they were

which they evacuated Pehou , and took visited by several mandarines, and under

possession of Taywan on the western part went a long examination ; As to their

of Formosa. By this treaty the Dutch names and employments ? If the Empe

obtained the liberty of commerce de ror's letter was not written on better

manded with China.

paper than the viceroy's ? How their

In 1596 the English First turned their prince and king was called ? They seem

thoughts towards China, and one or ed to be displeased at the slight fashion

two ships were afterwards equipped to of the credentials, and asked whether the

open a trade there ; Queen Elizabeth prince and government of Holland had no

wrote letters to the emperor, recommend- seal or chop for their letters ? To the re

ingthe merchants, vouching for the pro- quest of the ambassadors, that they

bity of their dealings, and expressing her might have audience of the viceroy , and

desire to be informed through them of leave to go to Pekin, it was answered ,

those institutions by which the empire of that they could not have audience of any

China had become so celebrated for the one in Canton till an answer to the letter

encouragement of trade ; and in return came from court.

offered the fullest protection to the sub After four or five months delay, came
jects of China, should they be disposed to the Emperor's answer , permitting the

open a trade to any of the ports of her ambassador with a few followers only,
dominious. This expedition proved un- and four interpreters, to repair to court

fortunate , the ships having been lost in to treat aboutcommerce ; and by another

their outward bound royage.
letter be granted them a free trade, and

It does not appear that any further at- expected the ambassadors to come and

tempt was made at a trade with China, give him thanks for it.

to which the Portuguese claimed an ex
The morning after they arrived at Pe

clusive privilege of resorting, till 1634, kin, several members of the imperial

when a truce , and permission for a free council came to welcome the ambassadors

trade to China, and all places where the in the nameof the Emperor , to enquire

Portuguese were settled in India, was . after their health , the number of their

agreed to between the viceroy of Goa followers, and quality of their presents,

and the president at Surat. This induc- as well as the person who sent them , and

ed some merchants in London , to whom the place they came from . They likewise

King Charles the First had granted a li enquired their uses, and having highly

cence , to fit out several ships, under the extolled them , fell to ask other questions

command ofCaptainWeddell, whothought concerning their voyage, country, and go

it sufficient, in consequence of the agrer- vernment, such as were put to them at

ment made at Goa , to take letters for the Canton. They could not bepersuaded tobear

governor of Macao, in order to be effectu- lieve that the Dutch had any settlement,

ally assisted in his projected intercourse upon the continent, but dwelt on the sea .

with the Chinese at Canton .
After considerable delay a daywas fixed

The conduct of the Portuguese in for an audience of the Emperor' ; they

frustrating the object of their voyage , and were obliged to sil all night on the bare

the adverse circumstances under which stones and in the open air, in expectation

the English first visited China, are de- of his majesty's appearance, early in the

tailed at length in Milburne's Oriental morning, on his throne. At day break

Commerce , vol. ii. page 466 .
they were conducted into the hall where

In 1655 , in consequence of orders from stood the Imperialthrone,where a herald

.
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commanded them to bow their heads three without bartering them atsea before Can

times to the ground, which they perform- ton . This I have thought good to pro

ed . The Emperor soon after made his pose for your interest and safety, and I

appearance , and after sitting in state hope it will be well liked by you : and

about a quarter of an hour he withdrew thus much I thought fit to make known

without speaking to the ambassadors. unto you .

Some small presents were afterwards “ In the 13th year, 8th month , and

given to each of them, which they took 29th day of the reign of Song-Te."

kneeling, and they received notice to The ambassadors, on their return to

repair to the court of ceremonies to their lodgings , were urged to depart; al

receive the Emperor's letter to the ledging, that by the usage of the empire,

governor general. They were , at the they could not coutinue two hours in the

appointed time, conducted into the anti- city after having received this dispatch , if

room, where one of the council took the they would avoid falling into any incon

letter and opening it, declared its con- venience ; -- so that they were necessitated
tents , then making it up again , he de- to quit the place at noon , after taking

livered it to the ambassadors, who receive leave of the grandees.

ed it kneeling. It was afterwards taken On their return to Canton , they were

and bound to the back of one ofthe inter- subjected to greater extortion from the

preters , who went along with it before Viceroy and other officers ofgovernment,

the ambassadors through the middle gate were insulted by the populace , and one of

of the court. This ceremony was per- their interpreters murdered in his own

formed in great silence, neither was the house.

least mention made of the Dutch negocia . Nieuhoff, from whose journal the above

tion .
is extracted , states it as his opinion , that

The Emperor's letter to John Mael- had the Dutch offered to assist the Em

zukes, governor general of Batavia , was peror with their ships against Coxiuga the

as follows : pirate, they would have obtained per

“ Our territories being as far asunder as mission for a free trade.

the east from the west, it is with great A narrative of the success of this en

difficulty that we can approach each other ; bassy was published by a Jesuit residing

and fron the beginning till the present the in China. He states, that the Emperor

Hollanders never came to visit us : but referred their letter to the court of Lipon,

those who sent Peter de Goyer and Jacob or Ceremonies ; and that their remont

de Keyser to me, are a brave and wise strance to the Emperor on the subject

people, who in your name have appeared was as follows :

before me, and brought me several pre- “ In the 13th year of the reign of the

sents . Your country is ten thousand Emperor Khan Chi, on the 18th day of

miles distant from mine, but you shew the sixth month, there was brought to

your noble mind in remembering me ; for this court the copy of a petition from the

this reason my heart doth very much in Hollanders, who came here to tender their

cline to you, therefore I send to you homage and vassalage to your Majesty ;

[ Here the presents are enumerated .] wherefore, according to our duty , we

“ You have asked leave to come and have considered thereon , and although

trade in my country , by importing and ex . the truth be, that the fame of your Majes

porting commodities, which will redound ty's greatness and power be extended

very much to the advantage ofmy subjects ; unto the utmost parts of the habitable

but in regard your country isso far dis- earth , yet upon our strictestexamination
tant, and the winds on these coasts 80 andsearch into thelaws and ancientrecords

boisterous, as to endanger your ships, the of the empire for this purpose, we cannot

loss of which would very much trouble find in any age past, that the Hollanders
me ; therefore if you think fit to send have ever sent to pay tribute ; therefore,

hither, I desire it may be but once every seeing we have no precedent or established

eight years, and no more than one hun rule to follow in this business, the result

dred men in a company, twenty of whom of our present judgment is, that your

may come up to the place where I keep Majesty may do well to continue the fol

my court, and then you may bring your lowing decrce :

merchandize ashore into your lodge, « « That considering thevoyage frona
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the Hollander's country hither is bothi " Thenltimate Decree of the Emperor . "

tedious and perilous, your Majesty doth “ . To the kingdom of Holland, health

grant them leave once every year to come and peace , which out of its cordial love to

and pay their tribute unto this court, and justice has subjected itself to us, and sent

not oftener ; and this your Majesty does ambassadurs through the wide seas to

to shew the whole world your willingness pay us tribute, we nevertl :eless weighing

to receive into your bosom the remotest in our mind the length of the voyage with

strangers. As to the way they are to take the dangers incident thereto , do heartily

in coming hither, it is fit to be by the pro- grant them leave to come once every eight

vince of Canton , and no otherwise. And years to pay their tribute unto this court ;

for what relateth to granting a licence for and this we do to make known to the

their commerce within your Majesty's do- universe our affection to the people at the

minions, there is already a clear declara- remoter parts . In all other things we

tion published for your Majesty's dislike give our loyal consent and approbation to

thereof, so that more needs not be said of the remonstrance of our Court of Re

that matter, Yet notwithstanding , after quest . '

their appearance before your Majesty, At the time the Dutch were at Pekin

they may buy and sell somecertain things, an ambassador was there from Muscový ;

provided they have regard always to such his treatment is thas described :-" On

constitutions as are made concerning all my arrival on the 3d March 1651 within

strangers within this realm , and exactly a mile of Cambulu (Pekin) I was desired

conform themselves in the manners of to alight from ny horse and to pay my

buying and selling to the laws and ordi- respects to their king , upon my knees ,

nances established in that behalf : and upon which he replied , that it was not

hereupon let all vigilancy be had , and our custom to salute even nur Czar upon

all appointed penalties severely exécnted our knees but only with a very low bow ,

upon default. As often as they shall come and warehcaded : upon which they gave

to pay their tribute , their whole number, no farther answer , but that the Dutch ne

both of masters and servants, not to ex- ver refused it , and therefore I ought not.

ceed one hundred persons, of these only When arrived at the place prepared for

twenty shall repair unto the court ; and our reception , certain persons sent by the

of these twenty let them observe to bring Chinese king, came to demand the pre

two chiefs, whereof one may be a man of sents I had brought with me from the

learning, the other a soldier. Let the Czar ; I told them it was not customary

Mandarines provide strong guards to ac- at our court to deliver the presents till we

company them to the court , and to take had been admitted to the audience of the

care at their return that they keep to- king, and delivered our credentials , unto

gether, without straggling out of their which they replied , “ one king ought not

way, and upon their arrival at Canton , to prescribe laws to another, our customs

that they immediately repair to their are different from yours , our king has sent

own country , their delays about the us to deniand the presents, but if you

coast and seas of Canton appearing in- come to sell them , let us know your price. "

convenient. I replied , that I was not sent by the Czar

“ • This is the opinion of your Majesty's to merchandize, but to establish a friend

Court of Request. But not daring to take ly concurrence betwixt the two kings , and

upon itself any determination of what is to offer him some presents : they then

fit or not fit, therefore I , the President
told me, that since I ownod I was sent

thereof, do in all humble reverence offer with presents to their king, they would

this remonstrance to your Majesty, be- take hy force what our Czar had sent, and

seeching your loyal decree for a final de- as for my credentials care should be taken

termination hereon . of them hereafter ; and thus actually took

« « « Given in the 13th year of His In
the presents by force,

“ The 6th of March word was sent mo

perial Majesty Kanchi, & c.' "
to bring my credentials to the Secretary's

“ A few days after the date of this re- office, which I refused to coniplý with,

strauce , the following Decree was pub- telling the messenger that Iwas sent with

lished. these credentials to the king, and not la

.
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his ministers. August 21st, they sent ful subject, ” and asked how those words

again upon the same errand , but I refus- came to be omitted . The ambassador re

ing the same, they told me that since I plied that it was not the custom of Europe

had disobeyed their king's command , they do. This was represented to the

had orders to punish me , I gave them no emperor, who ordered him to coine to

other auswer, but, if they cut me limb court, where the omission of the letter

by limb I would not part with them till I should be examined into. The Chinese

had been admitted to the king's presence . called the ambassador a mandarin who was

The 31st August, all the presents were going to do homage, and pay tribute from

brought back by a certain officer, who the petty king of Portugal, and on his boat

told me that it was done by special com- was hoisted a flag or banner with Chinese

nand from the king, because I had refus . characters, importing, “ this man comes

ed to deliver my credentials into the Se. to do homage."

cretary's office , and one among them told This embassy was ' advised by the Je

me, .no Foreign Minister, tell him , suits , in consequence of the expulsion

come from what country be will , is ad- of the Missionaries to Macoa, but failed

mitted into the presence of our king, but in its object of obtaining the revocation

only of his minister.' ” of the emperor's edict.

In 1662, the Dutch were compelled to The Russians had towards the end of

evacuate the island of Formosa to the the 16th century, penetrated through Sibe

Chinese under Coxinga , after thirty-eight ria to the confines of China, at which the

years undisturbed possession. This event Chinese took umbrage, and erected forts

compelled them to make further attempts to defend their boundaries. The dispntes

to open a friendly intercourse with China, which arose in consequence, were settled

and an embassy was sent in that year, by treaty in August 1689. Raynal re

but met with no better success than the marks, that it was the first treaty the

former. Chinese had ever been concerned in since

In 1664, a more magnificent embassy the foundation of their empire. By this

was sentto the Emperor Kanghi. The treaty the Russians obtained a regular and

Lord Peter Vanstooin, Privy Counsellor permanent commerce with China, which

aud Treasurer of India was chosen am- they had long desired ; but in return they
1

bassador. His reception , and the forms yielded up a large extent of territory, be

observed in the negociations with the Chi- sides the navigation of the river Amour,

aese ministers, were nearly the same as The advantages arising from this trade

those before described, and did not in- were found to be so considerable, that a

duce the Chinese to relax in any one point design of enlarging it was formed by Peter

In 1666, the Portuguese government at the Great . Isbrand Ides, a uative of Hol

Goa sent an embassy to China, as from stein , was sent as ambassador to Pekin in

the king of Portugal. The following ac- 1692, he appears to have been treated

count of its reception was published by with more respect than the Dutch ambas

Navarette, a Spanislı Dominican friar. sador had beon, and the ceremony of

The ambassador was brought sick into waiting all night for the emperor's ap

Canton, and meanly treated, his secre- pearauce on the throne, in the morning,

tary , a companion and a chaplain had an was in this instance dispensed with.

audieuce of the governor, who command- After having delivered his credentials ,

ed them on both knees to touch the ground the ambassador was invited by the empe

with their foreheads, which was a great ror to eat with him, and that prince car

affront . disputes arose between the am- ried his complaisance so far as to send him

bassador and the governor, which lasted from his own hand, a cup of Tartarian

till the death of the latter, in January liquor. Every civility was shewn him dur

1667. Soon afterwards orders arrived jng his residence at the capital, and the

from the emperor, for him to repair to ceremony of his departure was attended

court ; previous to his setting out, the with greatmarks of attention. This em

king of Portugal's letter was read before bassy obtained permission to carry on the

the new governor and the viceroy, they trade in Caravano instead of confining it

noticed , that before signing, he did not to individuals.

subscribe himself or Your Majesty's faith ( To be continued .)

>
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MUHAMMAD AND THE LEGS OF MUTTON , OR, A MIRACLE SPOILED

FOR WANT OF FAITH .

It is related in the Mishcat ul Misabih, and requested hospitality ; a leg was hand

(a compilation of all the traditions ofMu: ed to his highness, which he eat. The

hammad, which couldeither be recovered second followed in thesame course ; give

or invented , of the highest authority with me another," said the holy man . A sheep

a numeroussect) that his majestythepro- has but two legs, o prophet of the true

phet beingone day wearied with walking believers!" replied the Arab. I know

under the burning sky of the desert, en- that," rejoined the prophet, “but I swear,

tered the tent of an Arab. A sheep had just that if you had continued to put the

been slaughtered, and part was then prepar. fork in ,you would have taken legs af
ing for the family. Muliammad took his seat mutton out without end ."

POETRY.

THE RAINS. Forgetting past offence and recent strife,

Close to her husband clings the trembling wlfe ; ,
( From the Seasons of Kali-dasa .) Or sh uld her lord be absent from her arms,

FRIEND of desire - the Sovereign of the Rain For him she feels a thousand fond alarins :

Approaches ! Dearest with his stately train , Heedless of dress, a prey 10 tenderest fears ,

Like mighty elephants the clouds on high Breathless and sad she sits, while silent tears

Advance, and lightnings wave along the sky Fast from her lotus eyes in torrents flow ,

His dickering banners ; while the Monarch's fame
And stain those lips that like the Bimba glow

Deep rolling thunders as lois drums proclaim .
Borne with the falling current, blades of gtass

Now spreads o'er all a dark but changing hue ;
With dust distained and insects speckled, pase ,

Here like the water lily's deepest blue,
And whirling tortunusly down the stream ,

And there like Surmah's fracture rints display
To frightened frogs like snakes terrific seem.

Metallic lustre through the lowering day ;
The bee with busy and delighted song,

The thirsty Chataka impatient eyes, To seek the blooming lotus speeds along ;
The promised waters of the laboring skies,

But wandering giddily arrests his sail

Where heavy cloads with low melodious sung ,
Where the pleased peacock spreads his gaudy taita :

In slow procession murmuring move alung.
Wild roars the elephant inflamed with love,

As soothing shades imagined bliss inspire, And the deep sound reverberates from above ;

The lonely lover burns with vain desire ;
His tusk the bees in gathering clusters trace

For like the tyrant of the youthful breast
And sip the moisture trickling o'er his face .

The air of Indra's radiant bow passest ,

Strings itwithlightning - points the rain dropt Sprung from new sourcesdecurate the hills,Now dancing peacocks and descending rills ,

dart,

And aims unerring at the heedless heart. And bending clouds their tardy progress stop ,

Now like a smiling fair whose shapely neck
To kiss the lotus on the monntain top .

Encircling rows of radiantjewels deck ,
Who does not love the sweetly breathing breeze

The earth with coral buds and blossoms gleams,
With odours shaken from the trembling trees,

Aud wears the glowwork's diamond -shining
Rich with the perfume of new budding flowers ,

beams ; Aud cooled with gelid drops and gentle showers .

la amorous sport the peacock train advance , The kindly season , with a husband's pride,

To frame with spreading tails the joyous dance, Adorns the earth , his fresh and blooming bride ;

Whose graceful frolics pleasing thoughts impart, For her each perfume and each tint combines,

And whisper luve to every youthful heart. Weaves the bright band , or varied garland twines

Fast flow the turbid torrents as they sweep , Around her neck the fowery knot is laced ,

The shelving vallies to rejoin the deep ; And budding zones wind soft around her waiat ;

And like the fair one prodigal of charms, Each charm's soft down refreshing moisture

Who hastes to yield them to her lover's arms ; knows,

Bound n'er cach obstacle with headlong force, And Heaven's bright mantle graceful round ber

And banks and trees demolish in their course . dows.

On every side the eye delighted sees Cooled by soft rains, along the shaded skies,

New shoots and foliage - verdant shrubs and trees ; Diffusing peace andjoy the zephyr flies :

And o'er the renovated grass appear The clouds that fertilizing dews distend,

The favourite blossoms of the brouzing deer ; Their course tu Vind'hya's lofty summit bend .

And who can mark, unconscious of delight, ' Twas there they gather'd many a wat’ry store,

The wavy forest freshening on the sight ; And there again their watery wealth they pour ;

Or wandering fearlessly through grove and lawn, With timely succour grateful showers distil,

The soft and lotus -eyed and half.contiding fawn . And quench the damesthat parch the friendlyhim. '

Thick murky cloudo the cope of heaven pervade, Such is the season whose reviving glow

And spread o'er earth impenetrable shade ; Can brighter beauty on our fair bestow's

Alone thelightning's momentary ray Whose care the blossom and Leie branch protecte,

Conducts the dauntless lover on his way : And winding creepers to support directs ;

Aroused from slumber by i he awful sound Who sooths the'frame, reanimates themind ,

When midnight thunders hoarsely roll around ; And sheds new lifenew vigor, onmankind .
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REVIEW OF BOOKS.

A Dictionary, Hindustani and been published by the natives.

English. By John Shakespear, Orien- Poets only may be said to have

talº Professor at the Hon. East India existed asauthors in the language

Company's Military Seminary. In one
vol.quarto,price £ 5 158.6d . pp. 850. Þefore the foundationofthe col

Black , Parbury, and Allen, lege of Fort William ; which in .

The Hindustani is a verymo stitution afforded , to the inde

dern dialect, formed like the Per- fatigable exertions of Dr. Gil

sian, Turkish, and many other christ, the means of directing the

languages of Asia, as well indeed endeavours of learned natives to

as most of the living tongues of prose compositions. To that gen

Europe, by the intercourse of in- tleman, too , we are indebted for

vaders with the invaded ; and, as the first methodical attempt at de

is the case generally, or perhaps fining the rules of this intricate

universally, with languages thus and widely extended dialect, as

produced, words are in it borrown well as for the first general collec

ed almost at pleasure from the tion of words, which he publish

strangers with whoin communica- ed at Calcutta in 1787, in his

tion isheld , and frequently alter- “ Dictionary, English and Hindu

ed in form to suit the idiom of the stani : " and, though the contribu

borrowers. Hence, not only the tor to the public good generally

number of words in such a mixed passes scantily if not wholly unre

dialect becomes great, and liable warded, whilst the selfish and time

to continual increase, but the server ask and have, yet we take

shape and sound of them is often the liberty of remarking here that,

much corrupted. This corrup- powerful as the influence of lan

tion , too, most especially and strik- guage is in the formation of indi

ingly prevails, when thecharacters vidual and popular. opinion - im

of the language, from which the portant a medium as it should

words are taken , differ in form and always be considered in the guid

power from those into which the ance of societies andthe govern

words are adopted : thus, in the ment of states, Dr. Gilchrist's la

Hindustani, words taken from the bours on this common dialect of

Sanskrita or other Hindu dialects, India are likely in the event to be.

are often very difficult to be re- come of greatpublic benefit, and

cognised when described in Arabic are consequently of a truly meri

characters; or Arabic, Persian, torious kind. Nothing, perhaps,

and the like foreign words, if writ- is more conducive to the consoli

ten in Devanagari: and, where the dation of empire than a language

sounds of letters are not common common , or at least known , to all

to both the language which bor- parts of it -- no dialect is now so

rows and that from which the common to high and low in India,

words are borrowed, the pronun-" so widely extended, or so well

ciation will evidently become adapted to the general means of

changed in many instances, as communication between Hindu,

well as the orthography, Musulman, and European , as the

For these reasons it is very dif- Hindustani—and, if to exclude
ficult form a collection ofwords from our courts of justice in Eng

in Hindustani, adequate to gene- land theuse of the foreign dialect
ral use, to refer them to their of our Norman invaders, and to

true originals, and to explain them ' substitute plain English in its

correctly : and , nothing like a stead, was a measure of sound

dictionary of this dialect has yet policy, on the like principle it

Asiatic Journ . - No. 16 . VOL . III. 2 z
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Shakespear's Dictionary, Hindustani and English . CAPRIL,

seems that, in India, the language After Dr. Gilchrist, Capt. Jo

of the Muhammadan invaders of seph Taylor and Dr. William Hun

that country ought to be madeto ter evinced their well-directed

give place to the more generally attention to this dialect in the

understood dialect, which the mix . “ Dictionary, Hindoostanee and

ture of various people of various English ,” which the latter gentle

tongues has produced ; unless, con- man published at Calcutta in 1808.

trary to the usage of our courts at This work has, indeed, great merit,

home, obscurity be preferred to from the well digested plan on

publicity ; and , unless the Persian which it is formed, as well as from

of India, the knowledge of which the general accuracy of it as far

is confined almost solely to learned as it goes ; and the demand for.it

Muhammadans, and to foreigners, has been such as to render it long

can be proved to be better fitted since difficult to be obtained. The

to exhibit our boasted jurispru- publication before us has there

dence in a favourable light to the fore , not only been compiled on

great mass of the people, than a Dr. Hunter's plan , but such parts

language comprehended by both of his work as there appeared

low and high , illiterate and literate, not good reason to alter, or for

really is * the sake of abridgment, to

* It seemsextraordinary that no one of omit, are here transcribed? and

some thousands of words, many
our many rulers and politicians for India

should yet have extended theirviewsfar of which are of very common use,

enough to embrace this striking point of are introduced overand above the.

jurisprudence, on which the security of collection published by that gen

the governed and ofthegovernmentin tleman. The pronunciation of cer
that country very essentially depends.

The nominal Persian of the judicial court tain words, too, and the gender of

in India is itself a mere jargon, continued some nouns are here altered, and

by a race of iuvaders whose dynasty is

passed, but who, not forgetful of their either to adopt the Hindustani, which is

former power , are at heart alike inimical known alike to all Muhammadans and

to those whom they once domineered many Hiudus, and which is a dialect

oyer, and to those by whom they are now better fitted for the admission of foreign

held in subjection . Their dialect is in terms than Persian ; or even to jutroduce

pronunciation, idiom , and even in many the English at once into the courts ; since

words used, very different from pare Per- the translation of the depositions might

sian , and ridiculous to the people of be questioned on the spot so as to obviate

Persia . But, waving all regard to that inaccuracy at the taking of them , might

particular, it seems highly impolitic and be committed to faithful guardians of

inconsistent that we shouid continue to them in English , and be then rightly

pay so much deference and respect to the comprehended by the English judgebim

foreigners whose power wehave sought self whose province it might be to decide

to abolish , as to allow their dialect, on them . And we may further l'emark ,

which is understood but by few of the tbat either of these latter expedients, if

originalnatives,and understood aright adopted , might open adoor to the fit em
butby fewer still of the English judges ployment of that modern race of men ,
and rulers of India , to maintain its whose present outcast existence is owing

ground in the courts , where its prevalence to Europeans, and who surely ought to

actually throws the judicial power into be looked on by them with as much re

the hands of these by whom it is inter- " gard asMuhammadans : these men univer

preted . The depositions of witnesses sally understand both Hipdustani and
are 'recorded in Persian and intrusted to English as their native dialects, and

the guardianship of Muhammadans almost would be rightly qualified agents to be

universally : thus giving to these people, come the inferior officers of the courts

who of all are the most notorious for of justice , were either Hindustani or

taking bribes, the most tempting and English made the language ofthose courts.

most convenient opportunities to indulge - In this remark we allude to the mixed off

their habitual propensity, by altering the spring of Europeans in India , who feel

depositions and thus perverting the course proud of their natural descent and are de

of justice in favour of the party which voted to the government, though both

hribes highest, whilst there is no effectual their fathers and the government alike

check upon them from either Englishmen treat, them with unfeeling neglect and

or Hindus . It would surely be safer disdain.

.
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perhaps corrected ; for we cannot particular. In the derivation of

decide on these two points, re- words, especially from the San

specting which, much ambiguity skrita, perhaps more has been at

and doubt seem still to exist in the tempted than could satisfactorily
Hindustani ; and in the very ex- be accomplished; and, in a veryfew

tended use of this language, which instances, we think that we have

is not yet defined by written rules discoveredsomething like mistakes,

generally promulgated, uniformity both as tothe proper reading and

can hardly be expected in every meaning of words : thus,

fats (fa and r. Injure) biraddh, adj. Unjust, un

lawful," should, we suspect, be

farg (fa and r. 5 Confine) biruddh, adj. Opposed to

against.

mogle bhagarvat, s . f. Name of a book, ” should probably be

2797 bhagavat, fortunate, possessing bliss, the Deity . "

5.؟درب

9.هدرب r

S.
a

S.

Seeناوگھب.

s . Bawafa ibaidik, s. m . A physician ,” should undoubtedly be

either वैदिक Baidik, Possessing faith in the Veda , or वैद्यक

66

baidak or vaidyaka, The profession or duty of a physician.

ş. ya jiyaut,” should perhaps be ș, ya jiwat.

These mistakes may possibly After noticing apparent defects

have been occasioned bythe cir- such as thoseabove described, and

cumstance of finding only a soli- which (considering the difficulties,

tary use of the words in the Arabic truly inconceivable to those who

characters ; from which it is often have not obtained considerable ac

impossible to discover the exact quaintance with this language, of

word intended, and to ascertain performingwith tolerable correct

the pronunciation , ness the task here undertaken , ) oc .

The correctness of the letters cur but rarely, and may with rea

prefixed to point out the language son be excused, we turn with

from which the word about to be pleasure to the advantages this

explained is derived, seems in some compendious volume offers to the

instances doubtful : many of the Hindustani student. Notwithstand

words marked with H. to denote a ing the great merit and the public

Hindi original, may yet , deformed approbation of Dr. Hunter's work ,
and corrupted as they are, be rea- it was still so deficient in even

sonably traced to the Sanskrita ; words of common use, that a stu

and the appropriate use of the up- dent was unable to proceed in the

right S and slanting Sto distinguish translation of what may be called

the pure from the corrupt Sanskrita easy Hindustani by its aid alone ;

words, is not always strictly ob- and, though much remains yet to

served. These, however, are de- be done to make a complete dic

fects or inconsistencies ofbut little tionary of this vast , rather we may

moment, as they regard nice dis- say unlimited and unexplored,dia

tinctions which can rarely concern lect, still this work increases much

learners, and which those who are the facilities of acquiring the lan

best conversant in the language guage, and extends greatly our

are at a loss to make satisfactorily acquaintance with it. The matter

in many cases . is brought into as narrow a com

2 Z 2
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pass as circumstances would ad- other, wrapped herself ap in it, and lay

mit, so as to make the work easy ing her head upon thewooden pillow,

ofacquirement, when compared went,or pretended to go, fast asleep.No

with other dictionaries of thesame
sooner was this done than Tooitonga rose

up, and taking his bride by her hand , led

or similar nature, and more conve- her into the house , and seated her on his

nient for use than a more dilated left hand. Twenty baked hogs were now

andcompilation would have been ; and brought into the circle of the marly,
a number of expert cooks came with

the impression is well executed .
knives (procured from European ships :

formerly they used bamboo) to try their

An Account of the Natives of the skill in carving with speedand dexterity,

Tonga Islands in the South Pacific
which is considered a great recommenda

tion . A considerable part was shared

Ocean.

out to the chiefs, each taking his portion

(Concluded from page 242.)
and putting it in his bosomt. The ra

The next thing wehave to no- mainder of the pork was then heaped up

tice is a description of the solem- and scrambled for at an appointed signal.
nization of matrimony ; this, as in The woman who bad laid herself down,

covered over with gnatoo, now rose up

all other countries, is héré some and went away, taking with her the gna

what of a religious ceremony. The too, andthe basketcontaining the bottles

bride was the eldest daughter of of oil , as her perquisites. Tooitonga then

Finow , about eighteen years of took his bride by her left hand , and led
age ; the bridegroom was Tooi- her to his dwelling, followed by the little

Lònga, or the divine' chief of the girl andthe other four attendants . The
people now dispersed each to his hoine .

Tonga Islands, aged about forty. Tooitongabeing arrived with hisbride at

The young larly having been profusely his residence, accompanied her into the

anointed with cocoa -put oil , scented with house appropriated for hert, where he

sandal wood, was dressed in the choicest left her to hare her mats taken off, and
mats of the Navigator's Islands, of the her usual dress put on ; after which she
fiuest texture, and as soft as silk ; so amused herself in conversation with the

many of these costly mats were wrapped
In the mean time a feast was

round her, perhaps more than forty yards, prepared for the evening, of pigs, fowls,

that her arms stuck out from her body in yams, &c. and cava : this was got ready

a ludicrous manner ; and she could not, on the marly, where, about dusk , Tooi

strictly speaking, sit down , but was oblig- tonga presiding, the company sat down to

cd to bend in a sort of half - sitting pos- receive their portions, which the gene

turc , leaning upon her feinale attendants, rality reserved to take home with them ;

who were under the necessity of again the lower orders , indeed , who had but a

raising herwhen she required it . A young small quantity, consumed theirs on the

girl , abont five years of age, was also spot. After this the cava was shared out

dressed out in a similar manner, to be her and drunk .. The musicians (if so they

immediate and particular attendant. Four can be called) next sat down at the bot

other young virgins, about sixteen years tom of the ring, opposite to Tooitonga ,

of age,were also her attendants, and were in the middle of a circle of flambeais,

dressed in a manner nearly similar, but held by men who also held baskets of

not with quite so many mats. The lady and sand to receive the ashes. The musical

her five attendants being all ready, pro · instruments consisted of seven or eight

ceeded to the marly of Tooitonga , who bamboos of different lengths and sizes,

was there, waiting for their arrival , to- ( from three to six feet long) so as to pro

gether with a number of other chiefs , two duce, held by the middle, and one end

matabooles sitting before him . The lady being struck on the ground , different notes

and her attendants being arrived , seated according to the intended tune ( all the

themselves on the green before Tooitonga. knots being cut out of the bamboo, and

After the lapse of a little time a woman

entered the circle with her face covered + It is a peculiarity in this ceremony that the

up with white gnatoo ; she went into the chieſs should put their pork in their bosoms, for

they never eat it themselves ; and as it is ta .

house of the marly , and proceeded towards booed by touching them , no other native of the

the upper end, where there sat another Tonga islands may cat it: so that it generallyfalls

woman waiting with a large roll of gnatoo ,
ultimately to the lot of the natives of the Feegee

islands, or other foreigners present, who are not
a wooden pillow *,and a basket containing subjectto the tabou of Tonga.

bottles of oil . The woman , whose face # It must be noticed that every great chief has

was veiled , took the gnatoo from the within his fencing several houses, one or more of

which always belongs to his wives . He seldom

A pillow to sleep on in these islands consists goes to their house to sleep : he generally sends

merely ofa rod of wood about an inch in diameter , for one tosleep with him; at least, this is always

and afoot and a half long, and raised about half the case with Tooitonga, for bobody can eat,

a foot by two diverging pieces at each end : the drink , or sleep in the same house with him with

hape of the neck rests upon this . out being tabooed .

women .
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one end pluggeil up with soft wood ). The reign enemy, to preserve order

only other instrument was a piece of split amongst theirownbrethren at a

bamboo, on which a man struck with
time of general festivity.two sticks, one in each hand, to regulate

the time. The music was an accompani The very high sense of honor

ment to dancing, which was kept up a entertained by these people is no
considerable time. The dancing being where better exemplified than in

over, one of theoldmataboolesaddressed the following account, which oc
the company, making a moral dis

course on the subject of chastity ,-advis
curred during the engagement

ing the young men to respect , in all cases , with a neighbouring chief : a few
the wives of their neighbours, and never of the warriors danced before the

to take libertieseven with an unmarried main body of the army, byway.
woman against her free consent. The

company then rose , and dispersed to their of showing their contempt of the

respective homes. The bride was not enemy.
present at this entertainment. Tooi- Mr. Mariner requested Finow to order

tonga being arrived at his house, sent for these men in , that a cannonade might be

the bride, who immediately obeyed the opened upon the enemy ; but the king

summons. The moment they retired to- objected, stating that as the enemy ven

gether the lights were extinguished , and a tured forward in an open body he would

masi , appointed at the door for the pur- receive their attack , and fight them upon

pose , anuounced it to the people by three equal terms ; that these guns gave him

hideous yells , (similar to the war whoop,) too great an advantage over them , such as

which he followed up immediately by the he scorned to take ; that it was more

loud and repeated sound of the conch . honourable to fight them man toman thai

In the account of thisceremony, fitted for thehostilities of spirits than
to use against them arms that were rather

and, indeed, upon all their public ofmen*: at the same time he returned

occasions, we have to admire the his thanks for the advantages formerly de

order and respectful behaviour of rived from the use of these weapons,
the people ; here we see an im- which he thought well calculated for the

destruction of forts.

mense quantity of provisions col

lectedtogether, and to be scram
Finding honor to be the na

bled for , by the lower order of tional characteristic of this peo

society, at an appointedsignal, ple, we are inclined to believe
and all this conducted without them truly brave ; and Mr. Mari

confusion and without a quarrel .
ner asserts :

Would this have been the case in
It is a thing very remarkable in the cha

racter of the people of Tonga, that they
any part of England ? No - we

never exult in any feats of bravery they

should have had drunkenness and may have performed, but, on the con

abuses of various descriptions, in trary, take every opportunity of praising
spite of the endeavours of the ci- their adversaries ; and this a man will do,

vil and military powers to keep coward ,and willmakeanexcuse for him ,
although his adversary mav be plainly a

the refractory within the bounds such as the unfavourableness of the op

of decency ;and yet we call our- portunity, or great fatigue, or ill state of
selves a civilized nation ! We ear- health, or badness of his ground, & c . In

nestly hope that our countrymen the same principle, never to speak ill oftheir games of wrestling they act up to

will not only generally read, but their antagonist afterwards, but always

generally profit by the numerous to praise him . As an illustration of this

accounts of public ceremonies, all character it may be remarked, thatthe

conducted with the most delight- man who called himself Fanna Fonnooa,
ful harmony; and whendrawnto- (a great gun ,) who ventured his life in liis

hazardous approach to Mr. Mariner, and

gether upon any public occasion, threw his spear at the muzzleof his car
let them imagine that it is not im- ronade, never afterwards boasted it ;

possible but an inhabitant of Ton- nor appeared to think he had done any

ga may be observing their con
thing extraordinary, or at least worthy of

after -notice. Their notions of true bra

duct, and that he may report to

bis brother barbarians the interfe- The use ofartillery miglit convey to the ima.

gination of Finow the same idea of tremendong

rence of those men , whose proper warfare as is inspired by the expression of our

business is to combat with a fe " Batile dangerous to less than gods."

3

great poct

$
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1 )

very appear to be very correct, and the value on it ; but as it was, he saw none ::

light in which they viewed this act of Fan- if a man," he added , “ has more yams

na Founooa serves for an example : they than he wants , let him exchange some of

considered it in short a rash action, and them away for pork or gnatoo ; certainly

unworthy a great and brave mind, that money was much handier, and more con

never risks any danger but with a moral venient , but then as it would not spoil by

oertainty, or at least reasonable expecta- being kept, people would store it up, in

tion , of doing some service to his cause. stead of sharing it out, as a chief ought to

In these respects they accuse Europeans of do , and thus become selfish ; whereas, if

a great dealof vanity and selfishness , and , provision was the principal property of a

unfortunately, with too much appearance man , and it ought to be, as being both

of justice. It must be remarked , how- the most useful and the most necessary ,

ever, that these noble sentiments belong he could not store it up , for it would spoil,

to chiefs, matabooles, and professed war- and so he would be obliged either to ex

riors ; not much to the lowest orders, change it away for something else useful ,

many of whom will knock a dead man or share it out to his neighbours, and in

about the head with a club till they have ferior chiefs and dependents, for nothing. "

notched and blooded it a good deal , and He concluded by saying, “ I understand

pretend it was done in the battle against a now very well what it is that makes the

living foe ; bot such things are always Papalangis ( English) so selfish ;-it is this
suspected, and held in ridicule. money ! "

Having said thus much of their that dollars were money, hewas greatly
When Mr. Mariner informed Finow

character, it will be expected we surprised, having always taken them for

should notice something of their playing counters, and things of little va

intellectual faculties ; and this we lue ; and he was exceedingly sorry he had

cannot better do than by extract
not secured all the dollars out of the Port

au Prince, before he had ordered her to

ing the following discourse con be burnt : “ I had always thought,” said

cerning money, whichtook place he, “ that your ship belonged to some

between Mr. Mariner, Finow , and poor fellow, perhaps to King George's

a chief named Filimóëátoo. cook * ; for Captain Cook's ship, which be ,

longed to the king, had plenty of beads,

Mr. Mariner was then going on to shew axes , and looking glasses on board, whilst

theconvenience of money as a medium of yours had nothing but iron hoops, oil ,

exchange, when Filimoeatoo interrupted skins, and twelve thousand playing coun

him , saying to Finow, I understand how ters, as I thought them : but if every one

it is ; money is less cumbersome than of these were noney, your shipmust have

goods, and it is very convenient for a man belonged to a very great chief indeed .”

to exchange away his goods for money ;
Popular traditions are common

which , at any other time, he could ex
change again forthe same or any other to all countries, and these tradi

goods that he might want ;whereas the tions always have their origin in

goods themselves might have spoilt by truth, but the love of romance

keeping (particularly if provisions) butthe and the disposition to embellish a
money he supposed would not spoil : and

beingscarceand difficult to be gotwith- decreasing its probability seem ta

although it was of no truevalue itself ,yet story , and increase its extent by

out giving something useful and really be implanted in the breasts of all

valuable for it, it wasimaginedto be of nations, and that the inhabitants
value ; and if every body considered it so, of these islands possess it in no

and would readily give their goods for it , he
didnot see butwhatit was ofa sort of real small degree will be proved by

value to all who possessed it, as long as the following very romantic little

their neiglibours choseto take it in the same history.
way. Mr. Mariner found he could not Outhis island there is a peculiar cavern ,

give a better explanation , he therefore situated on the western coast, the entrance
told Filimóeâtoo that his notion of the

to which is at least a fathom beneath the
nature of money was a just one. After a surface of the sea at low 'water; andwas

pause of some length , Finow replied that first discovered by a young chief, whilst

the explanation did not satisfy him : he diving after a turtle. The nature of this
still thought it a foolish thing that people cavern will be better understood if we

should place a value on money, when they imagine a hollow rock rising sixty feet or .

either could not or would not apply it to more above the surface of the water ;

any usciüt plysical purpose : . if," said the cavity of which there is no known en

he, “ it were made of iron , and could be trance but one, and that is on the side of

converted into kuives, axes, and chisels,

there would be some sense in placing a
• At these islands a cook is considered one of

the lowest of mankind in point of rank ,

:

a

a
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the rock , as low down as six feet under with stalactites in a very curious way , re

the water , which flows into it ; and con- sembling upon a cursory view, the gothic

sequently the base of the cavern may be arches and ornaments of an old church .

said to be the sea itself. Finow and his After having examined the place , they

friends, being on this part of the island, drank cava , and passed away the time

proposed one afternoon on a sudden in conversation upon different subjects.

thought, to go into this cavern, and drink Among other things, an old matahoole,

cava . Mr. Mariner was not with them at after having mentioned how the cavern

the time this proposal was made ; but was discovered, viz . by a young chief in

happening to come down a little while the act of diving after a turtle , related an

after to the shore , and seeing some of the interesting account of the use which this

young chiefs diving into the water, one chief made of the accidental discovery.

after another, and not rise again , he was The circumstances are as follow :

a little surprised, and enquired of the last , In former times there lived a tooi (go

who was just preparing to take the same vernor) of Vavaoo , who exercised a very

step , what they were about ?. “ Follow tyrannical deportnuent towards his people ;

me,” said he, " and I will take you where at length, when it was no longer to be

you have never been betore ; and where borne, a certain chief meditated a plan of

Finow , and his chiefs and matabooles , are insurrection, and was resolved to free his

now assembled .” Mr. Mariner, supposa countrymen from such odious slavery , or to

ing it to be the famous cavern of which be sacrificed himself in the attempt : being

he had heard some account, without however treacherously deceived by one of

any further besitation , prepared * him- his own party, the tyrant became ac

self to follow his companion, who dived quainted with his plan , and immediately

into the water, and he after him , and , had him arrested . He was condemned to

guided by the light reflected from his be taken out to sea and drowned , and all

heels , entered the opening in the rock, his family and relations were ordered to
and rose into the cavern . He was no be massacred , that rione of his race might

sooner above the surface of the water remain . One of his daughters , a beauti

than , sure enough , he heard the voices of ful girl , young and interesting, had been

the king and his friends : being directed reserved to be the wife of a chief of con

by his guide, he climbed upon a jutting siderable rank, and she too would have

portion of rock, and sat down. All the sunk, the victim of the merciless destroy

light that came into this place was reflect- er , bad it not been for the generous exer

ed from the bottom , and was sufficient, tions of another young chief, who a short

after remaining about five minutes, to
time before had discovered the cavern of

show objects with some little distinctness; Hoonga. This discovery he had kept

at least he could discover, being directed within his breast a profound secret, re

by the voice , Finow and the rest of the serving it as a place of retreat for liimself

company, seated like himself, round the in case he should be unsuccessful in a

cavern . Nevertheless, as it was desirable plan ot' revolt which he also had in view.

to have a stronger illumination, Mr. Mari
He had long been enamoured of this

ner dived out again , and procuring his beautiful young maiden , but had never

pistol , primed it well , tied plenty of gnatoo dared to make her acquainied with the

tight round it , and wrapped the whole up
soft emotions of his heart , knowing that

in a plantain leaf : he directed an attend- she was betrothed to a chiet of higher

ant to bring a torch in the same way. rauk and greater power. But now the dread

Thus prepared, he re -entered the cavern
ful moment arrived when she was about to

as speedily as possible , unwrapped the be crnelly sacrificed to the rancour of a

gnatoo ,a great portion of which was per man , to whom he was a most deadly ene

fectly dry, fired it by the flash of the my. No time was to be lost ; be flew to

powder, and lighted the torch . The her abode, communicatell in a jew short

place was now illuminated tolerably well , words the recree of the tyrant, declared

for the first time , perhaps, since its exis
himself her deliverer if she would trust to

tence. It appeared ( by gness ) to be about
his honour, and with eyes speaking the

forty feet wide in tlie main part, but which most tender affections, he waited with

branched off, on one side , in two narrower 'breathless expec tation for an answer.

portions . The medium height seemed
Soon ber consenting haud was clar ped in

also about forty feet. The roof was hung his : the shades of evening favoureil their

escape ; whilst the wood, the covert , or

the grove , afforded her concealment, till
* It is proper to mention that in pres nice of a

superior chiei, it is considered very disrespectful her lover had brought a small canoeto a
to be undrest : under such circumstances as the lovely part of the beach . In this they
present, therefore every one retires a little, andas soon as hehasdivested himselfol'liis usual dress speedilyembarked, and as he padulled her
slips on an apron made of the leaves of the chi across the smooth wave, he related his

tree, or of matting called gie : the same respect is discovery of the cavern destined to be her
shewn if it is necessary to undress near a chief's
grave; because some Hotooa or god maybe asylum till an opportunity offered ofcon

veying her to the Fiji islands. She, whopresento
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had entrusted her personal safety entirely booles, that it was his intention to go to

to his . care, hesitated not to consent to the Fiji islands , and he wished them to

whatever plan he might think promotive accompany him with their wives and fe

of her ultimate escape ; her heart being male attendants, but he desired them on

full of gratitude, love and confidence found no account to niention to the latter the

an easy access . They soon arrived at the place of their destination, lest they should

roek, he leaped into the water, and she, inadvertently betray their intention, and

instructed by him , followed close after : the governing chief prevent their depar

they rose into the cavern , and rested from ture . A large capoe was soon got ready,

their fears and their fatigue, partaking of and every necessary preparation made for

some refreshment which he had brought their voyage. As they were onthe point

there for himself, little thinking at the of their departure, they asked him if he

time, of the happiness that was in store would nottake a Tonga wife with him .

for him . Early in the morning he return- He replied , no ! but he should probably

ed to Vavoo to avoid suspicion : but did find one by the way : thisthey thought a

not fail in the course of the day to repair joke, but in obedience to his orders they

again to the place which held all that was said no more, and, every body being on

dear to him : he brought her mats to lie board, they put to sea. As they approach

on, the finest gnatoo for a change of dress , ed the shores of Hoonga, le directed them

the best food for her support ,sandal wood , to steer to such a point, and haviug ap

oil, cocoa nuts , and every thing he could proached close to a rock, according to his

think of to render her life as comfortable orders, he got up , and desired them to

as possible. He gave her as much of his wait there while he went into the sea to

cou pany a prudence would allow , and at fetch his wife ; and without staying to be;

the appropriate times, lest the prying eye asked any questions, he sprang into the
of curiosity should find out liis retreat. water from that side of the canoe farthest

He pleaded his tale of love with the most from the rock , swam under the canoe , and

empassioned eloquence, half of which proceeded forward into the sanctuary
would have been sufficient to have won which had so well concealed his greatest

her warmest affections, for she owed her and dearest treasure . Every body on board

life to his prompt and generous exertions was greatly surprised at his strange con

at the risk of his own : and how was he duct, and began to think him insane :and

delighted when he heard the confession after a little lapse of time, not seeing him

from her own lips , that she had long re- come up , they were greatly alarmed for his

garded him with a favourable eye , but a safety, imagining a shark must have seized
sense of duty had caused her to smother him . Whilst they were all in the greatest

the growing fondness, till the late sad concern , debating wbat was best to be
misfortune of her family, and the circum- done, whether they ought to dive down

stances attending her escape, had revived after him , or wait according to his orders
all her latent affections , to bestow them for that perhaps he had ouly swam round

wholly upon a mau to whom they were so and was come up in some nicheof the rock ,

justly due. How happy were they in this intending to surprise them ;-their wor

solitary retreat! tyrauric power now 110 der was increased beyond all powers of ex

longer reached them : shut out from the pression ,when they saw him rise to the sur

world and all its cares and perplexities ; face of the water, aud come into the canoe,

secure from all the eventful changes attend- with a beautiful female, At first they mis

iug upon greatness, cruelty, and ambition ; took her for a goddess, and their astonish

-themselves were the ouly powers they ment was not lessened when they recogniza

served, and they were infinitely delighted ed her countenance , and found her to bea

with this simple form of government. But person whom they had no doubt was killed

although this asylum was their great se- in the general massacre of her family :

curity in their happiest moments , they and this they thought must be her appa

could not always enjoy each other's com- rition . But how agreeably was their

pany ; it was equally necessary to their wonder softened down into the most in

safety that he should be often absent from teresting feelings, when the young chief

her, and frequently for a length of time related to them the discovery of the cavern

together, lest his conduct should be watch and the whole circumstances of her escape.

ed . The young chief therefore pauted for All the young men on board could not re

an opportunity to convey her to happier frain envying him his happiness in the

scenes, where his ardent imagination possession of so lovely and interesting a

pictured to him the means of procuring creature. They arrived safe at one of the

for her every enjoyment and comfort, Fiji islands, and resided with a certain

which her amiable qualifications so well chief for two years : at the end of which

entitled her to : nor was it a great while time, hearing of the deatlı of the tyrant of

before, an opportunity offering, he de. Vivaoo, the young chief returned with his

vised the means of restoring her with wife to the last mentioned island , and

safety to the cheerful light of day. He lived long in peace and happiness.

signified to his inferior cliefs and mata- Such, as to matter of fact, is the sub
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stance of the account given by theold poetical effusions, but most com
mataboole. There was one thing, how

ever, which he stated , rather jo oppo- tions.
monly scenery and moral reflec .

The following issition to probability, viz. that the chief 's

often
very

daughter remained in the cavern two or sung or rather recited, as in the

three months, before her lover found an Tonga language, it has neither

opportunity of taking her to the Fiji rhyme or regular measure , though

islands : if this be true , there must have

been some other concealed opening in the
some of their songs have both .

cavern to have axorded a fresh supply of

air. With a view to ascertain this Mr. Whilst we were talking of Vavâoo toos

Mariner swam with the torch in his hand Lico, the women said tous , let us repair
up both the avenues before spoken of, but to the back of the island to contemplate

without discovering any opening ; he also the setting sun : there let us listen to the

climbed every accessible place, with as warbling of the birds and the cooing of

little success. If the story be true, and, the woud -pigeon. We will gather flowers

however romantic it may be considered, it from the burying place at Matäwto, and

is still very possible, in all likelihood the partake of refreshments prepared for
duration of her stay in the cavern was not us at Lico O'ne ; we will then bathe in

much more than one fourth of the time the sea, and rince ourselves in the Vioo

mentioned ; and if we take the cube of A'ca ; we will anoint our skins in the

forty, which is about the number of feet suo with sweet-scented oil, and will plait

the place extended either in height, length , in wreaths the flowers gathered at Mataw
or breadth , we shall have about a sufficient to . And now as we staud motionless on

number of cubic feet of air to serve for the eminence over Anoo Manoo, the

the subsistence of one individual about a whistling of the wind anong the branches

mouth , allowing a cubic foot of air for of the lofty toa shall fill uswith a pleas

every minute's natural respiration ; and ing melancholy ; or our minds shall be

if the frequent visits of the young chief be seized with astonishment as webehold the

taken into account, there was air enough roaring surf below, endeavouring, but in

to last them about fortuight or tlıree vain to tear away the firm rocks. Oh !

weeks. But setting calculations aside , how much happier shall we be thus em

there is one ascertained fact, viz . that the ployed , than when engaged in the trouble
air was rery pure at the time Mr. Mariner some and insipid affairs of life !

was there, and none of the company made Now, as night comes on, we must re

any complaint relating to this matter, turn to the Maoa :-but hark ! -hear you

after breathing the air for the space of not the sound of the mats ! -- they are

two hours . After all there maybe other practising a bo -oola * to be performed to

openings which are not accessible, and night onthe marly at Tanea ; let usalso
which do not admit the light , not being go there. How will that scene of rejoic

sufficiently straight and regular ; and ing call to our minds the many festivals
though these openings may be but small, held there, before Vavaoo was toru to

they may still be sufficient to reuew the pieces by war. Alas ! how destructive is

whole air of the cavern in no great space war !-Behold ! how it has rendered the

of time, seeing that the rise and fall of land productive of weeds, and opened un
the tide in the lower part of it would timely graves for departed heroes! Our
act as hellows without a valve, produeing chiefs can now no longer enjoy the sweet

the same effect, by expiration and inspi- pleasure of wandering alone by moonlight
ration, as the action of the diaphragm of in search of their mistresses : but let us

animals :-if, on the contrary, there be no banish sorrow from our hearts : since we

other opening, then the rise and fall of are at war, we must think and act like

the tide in the cavern ought not to be so the natives of Fiji , who first taught us

great as out of it , because the pressure of this destructive art. Let us therefore en

the internal air would impede its rise , and joy the present time, for to -morrow , per

in the same proportion it would have less haps, or the next day, we may die. We
extent to falt. It did not occur to Mr. will dress ourselves with chi coola, and

Mariner to ascertain whether this was the put bands of white tappa round our

fact. He believes that this place is very waists : we will plait thick wreaths of
seldom visited by the natives.

jiale for our heads, and prepare strings

Amongst a people so addicted of hooni for ournecks, that their white
ness may shew off the colour ofour skins ,

to tradıtionary legends, the love Mark how the uncultivated spectators are

will easily be imagined to profuse of their applause!Butnow the
be universal, but Mr. Mariner dance is orer: let us remain here to-night,

relates, that love and war, the prin- and feast and be cheerful, and to-morrow
we will depart for the Mooa . How

cipal incitements in other nations,

seldom form the subjects of their + A kind ofdance performed by torch -light.

Asiatic Journ.No. 16.
Vol . III . 3 A

of song
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troublesome are the young men, begging had to say , in subjects of minor impor-

for our wreaths of towers ; wbile they tance he was very quick in reply ; his

say in their fattery, " See how charm- voice was loud, notharsh butmellow, and,
ing these young girls look coming from his pronunciation remarkably distinct.

Licool-how beautiful are their skins, When he laughed, which was not on trifi- ;

diffusing round a fragrance like the How- ' ing occasions, it was so loud , as to be

ery precipice of Mutaloco ;" - Let us also heard at an incredible distance ; and with
visit Licoo ;-:-we will depart to -morrow . a very strangt noise preceding it, as if he

During the residence of Mr. off,andthe same kind ofnoise as heal
werehallooing after somebody along way

Mariner amongst these people hap- ways made when in a passion : and this

pened the death of Finow , and he was peculiar to him . When in his house,
gives us a very clear and circum- however, giving orders abouthis domestici

stantial account of the funeral, arrangements, his voice was uncommonly
mild , and very low.

but far too long for insertion in this In regard to his sentiments of religion

place; however, we cannot re- and policy , they may be pretty well

frain from giving the following gathered from sundry passages in the nar

extract descriptive of his person ticular, it is difficult to saywhetherhehad
rative :-with respect to his religion in par..

and character.
any : it is certain thathe disheliered most

Finow , the sole and arbitrary monarch
of the doctrines taught by the priests ; for

of Vavaoo, and the Hapai islands, was in although hebelievedthat they were really

stature six feet two inches ; in bulk and inspired, when they pretended to be so,

strength , stout and muscular; his head yet lie thought that frequently a great deal

erect and hold ; his shoulders'broad and of what tney declared to be the sentis

well made ; his limbs well set , strong,
ments of the god , was their own inven

and graceful in action ; his body not cor- tion ; and this particularly in regard to what

pulent, but muscular ; his hair of a jet did not suit hisowu sentiments. He never,

black, and curly, yet agreeably so, with however, declared his opinion of these

out being woolly ; his forehead remark . things in public ; thougli ' he expressed

ably high ; his brow bold and intelligent, then very decidedly to Mr. Mariner, and

with a little austerity; his eye large and
some of his intimate friends. He used to

penetrating , yet joined to an expression of say that the gods would always favour

mildness ;his nose aquiline and large, his that party in war in which there were

lips well made and expressive; his teeth the greatest chiefs and warriors. He did

remarkably large, white, aud regular ; his not believe that the gods paid much atten

lower jaw rather prominent; his cheek tion in other respects to the affairs of

bones also rather prominent ,compared mankind ; vor did he think they could

with those of Europeans.--All his fea- have any reason for doing so,-no more

tures were well developed , anddeclared a
than man could bave any reason or in

strong and energetic mind , with that sort terest in attending to the affairs of the

of intellectual expression which belongs gods. He believed in the doctrine of a

not so much to the sage as to the warlike future state , agreeably to the notions en

chieftain : ambition sat high on his front, tertained by his countrymco ; that is ,

and guided all his energies : his deep and that chiefs and matabooles, having souls ,

penetrating eye, and his firm and mascu
exist hereafter in Bolotoo, according to

line deportment, while they inspired his their rank in this world ; but that the

ádherents with confideuce, struck awe to common people, having no souls, or those

the minds of conspirators :-his actions only that die with their bodies, are with

were, for the most part, steady and de
out any hope of future existence .

termined , and directed to some well We now proceed to the second

studied purpose : his resolve wasfate, volume, and the first thing to be
and those who obeyed him with reluc- noticed here is the escape of Mr.
tauče trembled , not without reason . He

appeared almost constantly in deep Mariner, which was effected with

thought, and did not often smile ;-when considerable difficulty owing to
he spoke,in matters of some importance, the chiefs being very'unwilling to
it was not without first holding up the
balance in hismind,to weigh wellwhat part with him ; happening, how
be had to say: persuasion hungupon his ever, whilst ona fishing excursion

lip , and the flow of his eloquence was to perceive asail at some distance,

such , that many of his enemies were he compelled his men to pull to
afraid to listen tohim , lest they should wards it : she proved to be a brig,
be led to view the subject in a light pre- the Favourite, Captain Fisk ,from
judicial to their interests.

Although , in matters of consequence, Port Jackson, having on board

he always seemed to weight well what lié mother-o'-pearl shellsfrom the So

2
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ciety Islands ; she intended to own wants, or they are the muti
make her

voyage with sandal lated remains of practicesandceai

wood from the Figi Islands, and remonies used by more polished

thence to proceed to China ; hav, nations , which from carelessness,

ing procured a few presents for local inconvenience, or more pro

his boatmen, he sent them on bably a negligent observance of

shore with a message to Finow, religious duties, have become a

the successor of the late king, heterogenous compound totally

desiring him to come on board inexplicable by the inhabitants
which he did about the middle of themselves such a farago could

the day, with manyothersof the be of no service to acivilizedpeos

natives to theno small gratification ple : and if a man should attempt

of the captain and his officers- to carry the Europeanceremonies

so charmed was Finow with every and customs into the islands of

thing he saw , that he expressed a Tonga, the consequence would be

great desire to accompany Mr. not only fatal to himself, butin
Mariner to England, but the cap- volvingthe countryin unnecessary

tain refused acceding to a wish, and perpetual warfare; the busin

which seemed to promise no future ness of civilization is and ought to

good to an individual in Finow's be a work oftime, and that time

circumstances, arriving in a strange will always be lengthened in a

country without protection and country, where the memory of

without patronage ;upon this sub- their forefathers is held in such

ject Dr. Martin enlarges in the profound respect as in the island

following manner. of Tonga.

It would be very interesting to know The Favourite having laid in
what would be the result of removing an her store of sandal wood, resumed

individual of Finow'sdispositionand in- her voyage and in aboutfive weeks
tellectual powers, from the state of so

arrived at Macao, at which place
ciety in which he had been brought up,

into a 'civilized country ;intoasceneso he (Mr. Mariner) remained, till an
widely different from every thing he hadhad opportunity offered of returning to

been accustomed to, where every circum England. The remainder of the

stancewould be new , and everyobject , work is occupied bya very inter,
calculated to draw forth the powers of his

natural understanding, to judgeof their esting account ofthose manners

propriety , absurdity, or excellence. Fi- and customs , which have not been

pow's intellect, as we shallby and, by sufficiently particularized in the

more clearly see, when wetake a survey first volume, and lastly, with a

of his character, was far , very far above

the common : there was interwoven in grammar of the language ; and

the very texture of his mind a spirit of justice demands us to say, that

philosophical inquiry, directed by the best Dr. Martin has throughout the

of all motives — the desire of human im- whole work displayed very consi

provement ; -not the offspring of com- derable abilities ; from a few de

mon curiosity, but that noble inpulse,

which goadsthe mind on in the pursuit sultory memoranda and the oral

of knowledge, at whatever risk , and with communications of Mr. Mariner,

whatsoever suffering. he has contrived to fill two octavo

It would, indeed, be curious to volumes witha great varietyof in

watch the effects of civilization formation, which cannot but prove

upon a man ofFinow's disposition ; interesting to readers of every

but merely curious, for we cannot description. Of the grammar we
- imagine that any good could possi- shall say but little, being of opi

blybe the result,either to himself nion that however curious, it will

or to the people whom he would only be acceptable to a very small

visit the customsand habits of a portion of those who willperuse

barbarous nation either take their the work ; but it very sufficiently
origin from themeans pointed out displays the talent of its 'learned

by nature for the supply of her author, whose perseverance in

SA 2
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forming it cannot be too much ad- rank in this world, and then they have

mired;that it is possible to reduce power similar to the original gods, but

to a systematic arrangement,the less. The matabooles also go to Bolotoo
after death , where they exist as mata

words of any language, however boolesor ministers tothe gods, but they

barbarous, we never doubted, and have not the power of inspiring priests :

if instead of the Tonga language, the mooas, according to thebelief of some,
Dr. Martin had undertaken the also go to Bolotoo, but this is a matter of

great doubt. But the tooas, or lower

incoherent jargon which a Somer class of people, have no souls, or such

setshire collier uses to his horses, only as dissolve with the body after death,
we doubt not but he would have which consequently ends their sentient

succeeded , and we hope we shall
existence .

not be accused of ill nature, if we
9. That the human soul during life is

not a distinct essence from the body, but

say, that in our opinion, both gram- only the more ctherial part of it, and

mars would be equally useful. which exists in Boloton, in the formand
Speaking ofthe religion of these likeness of the boily, the moment after

death .

people, Mr. Marinerhas given us

the following particulars of the
10. That the primitivegods and deceas

ed nobles sometimes appear ( visibly) to

points of their belief. mankind, to warn or to afford comfort and

1. That there are Hotooas , gods , or su advice : that the primitive gods also some

perior beings, who have the power of dis- times come into the living bodies of liza

pensing good and evil to mankind, ac.
ards, porpoises, and a species of water

cording to their merit, but of whose origin snake ,hence these animals are much re

they form no idea, rather supposing them spected ; their coming into porpoises is

to be eternal. supposed to be for the purpose of taking

2. That there are other Hotooas or care of vessels, &c.

gods, viz . the souls of all deceased nobles 11. That the two personages at the

and matabooles, who have a like power Tonga islands,known by the name of

of dispensing good and evil , but in an in- Tooitouga avd Veacki, are descendants in
ferior degree . a right line from two chief gods , and that

3. That there are besides several Ho- all respect and veneration is therefore due

tona Pow, or mischievous gods , whose at- to them .

tribote is never to dispepse good , but 12. That some persons are faroured

petty evils and troubles, not as a punish- with the inspiration of the gods, by an

ment, but indiscriminately to whoinsoever actual existence of the god for the time

it may be, from a pure mischievous dis, being, in the person (the priest) so in
position . spired , who is then capable of prophesying.

4. That all these superior beings, al- 13. That human merit or virtue con

though they may perhaps have had a be
sists chiefly in payivg respect to the gods,

ginning, will haye no end.
nobles, and aged persons ; in defending

5. That the world also is of doubtful one's hereditary rights ; honour, justice,
origin , and co-existent with the gods ;

the solid sky, the heavenly bodies, and the ty , fidelity of married women , parental
patriotism , friendship , meekness, modesa

ocean , being pre- existent to the habitable and filial love, observance of all religious

earth , which was afterwards drawn out
ceremonies, patience in suffering, forbear .

of the water by the god Tougaloa, whilst
auce of temper, &c.

fishing with a line and hook . 14. That all rewards for virtue or pu

6. That mankind, according to a partial nishments for vice happen to men in this

tradition, first
from Bolotoo, world only , and come immediately from

the residence of the gods, an island to the the gods.

porth -westward, and resided at the Touga 15. That several acts acknowledged by

islands, by command of Tongaloa : they all civilized nations as crimes, are under

consisted of two brothers, with their many circumstances considered by them

wives and attendants, whose original they as matters of indifference, such as revenge,

pretend to know nothing about. killing a servant who has given provoca

7, That all human evil is inflicted by tion , or any body else, provided it be not

the gods upoạ mankind, on account of a very superior chief or noble ; rape , pro

some neglect of religious duty , either in vided it be not upon a married woman, or

the person or persons who suffer the in one to whom respect is due, on the score
flictions, or in the egi or chief whom they of superior rank, from the perpetrator ;

perve ;and the contrary of good.

8. That all egi or nobles have souls,
theft, except it be cousecrated property .

which exist hereafter in Bolotoo, not ac
16. Omens are considered direct indi

cations of the gods to mankind : charms

fording to their moral merit, but their orsuperstitiousceremonies to bring evil

a

came
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upon any one are considered for the most struct the inhabitants, except the

part infallible, as being generally effect
account we quoted in the early,

ive means to dispose the gods to accord
with thecurse or evil wish of themalevo- part of our paper may be considera

lent invoker ; to perform these charms is
ed as such , and we have no doubt

considered cowardly and uumanly, but but even the missionaries them

does not coustitute a crime. selves will readily agree, that such

That these particulars of reli- circumstances as are there describ

gious belief are the remains of ed cannot fail to injure the cause

some more perfect system of reli- the mission was intended to pro

gious worship, we have but little mote.

doubt, but they have no idols, We shall now conclude our ac

neither have they any idea of ad- count by saying, that we have

dressing or supplicating a supreme. been highly gratified with the pee:

being, orof reward or punishment rusal of the work, and can ven

after death . We have no account ture to promise our readers an in

in the work before us , of any at- crease of amusement in almost

tempts of the missionaries to in- every page.

REPORT OF EXAMINATION

AT THE

COLLEGE OF MADRAS, FOR 1815.

(Concluded from page 291. )

The lower of the increased allowances , We stated that on that occasion we had

75 pagodas, it was declared , should be found ourselves obliged to refrain from

given (as had been authorised by a former any particular mention of four of the gen

resolution of government under date the tlemen who had been examined ; two of

Ilth August, 1812) for any instance of those four gentlemen, however, greatly to

general or particular merit, which on the their credit , availed themselves of the

recommendation of the board might ap- earliest opportunity afforded them by the

pear to be deserving of such reward. The college rules, of shewing that they had

use of the term general merit ,we remark- adopted the determination of steadily ap

ed , was understood to exclude all notion pying the facilities which the college had

of a fixed stavdard of acquirement - ad- provided , to the acquisition of a know

verting to the various degrees of aptness ledge of the native languages. This laud

to acquire new languages which inust able exertion on their parts, attended as

necessarily be found in so large a body as it had been with satisfactory success, was

the students of the college of Fort St. an instance of “ general merit” such as

George, it was, we thought, obvious that we contemplated in recommending the

a different degree of knowledge might be terms on which the increased allowance

the result of equally meritorious applica- of 75 pagodas a month should be granted ;

tion ; hence we had always considered and , in strict adherence therefore to the

the lower of the increased allowances as principle which had hitherto guided our

a reward for diligence, rather than for a decision on this point, we felt it our duty

specific degree of attainment, and as an to recommend its being granted to Mr.

encouragement to a continuance of such Elliot and Mr. Crawley ,

diligence and application . It only remained for us to submit a

In conformity with this understanding few observations in explanation of the

of the orders relative to the grant of in- difference in the mode of framing the re

creased allowances, in our report under ports concerning the gentlemen recom

date the 15th of June last, we recoin- mended for the lower rate of increased

mended that the lowest of those allow- allowances in our general report of 15th

ances should be grayted to five gentle. June, and in the special one of the 7th of

men , whose progress had been very satis- September ; it rarely , we observed , hap

factory for the time that they had been pened that a student examined as to his

attached to the college, “ as an encourage- knowledge of a language in its various

“ meut of which we doubted not that branches was equally successful in all

“ they would prove themselves well the general result of his examination was

$ deserving hy a continuance of their the ground on which its character was

" honorable assiduity,". given. In the geueral report on the whole
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body of students as their relative pro- Our principal intention , we explained ,

ficiency was shewn , it was, we observ- was to shew , at one view , what publica

ed , thonght suficient to state what actual tions conuected with the objects of the

acquirements each had attained , without Institution, had already issued from its

noticing the particular points in wbich press , and what were in course of publi

each had failed ; but in the report on the cation or of preparation for the press ; and

two gentlemen who were examined by as it had been determined , that of all the

themselves we were equally desirous that works edited by the college, à certain

the Right Honorable the Governor in number of copies should be sold at the

Council should have the fullest informa Military Male Orphan Asylum , for the

tion, which in such case could ouly be benerit of that charity, it was, we re

giveu by describing the acquirements they marked , suggested by us, with the view

had made, and those to which they had of aiding the sale of the books, that the

not attained . summary account which we had given of

We ventured to hope that this explana-' the subject of each should be published

tion would satisfy the mind of the Right for general information .

Honorable the Governor in Council that We were informed in reply, that, for

the claims of Mr. Elliot and Mr. Crawley the reasons on which the resolution

rested on similar grounds to those on already communicated to us was founded,

which our recommendations for that al- the Right Honorable the Governor in

lowance had been hitherto founded , and Council considered himself precluded from

ou which they had been hitherto granted sanctioning any further grant of 1000pa

by government; and that if a distinction godas forproficiency ju the native lan
were observable between the terms in guages, without express authority to that

which these gentlemen had been recom- effect, from the Honorable the Court of

mended, and those used in submitting Directors; but that it would be very satis

recommendations for the same rate of al- factory to the Governor in Council to

lowances in our report of 15th June, such bring to the notice of the Honorable

distinctions had resulted from the circum- Court such instances of distinguished ac

stance of the examination being special, quirements as might be deemed deserving
instead of general. We likewise trusted of that reward .

that this explanation would be deemed With respect to the case of the two

sufficient to enable the Right Honorable gentlemen recommended for an increase of

the Governor in Council to grant the al- allowances in our letter of the 7th of Sep

lowance to Mr. Elliot andMr. Crawley, tember, it was stated that the Governor

from the period recommended ; and that in Council retained the sentiments which

integrity of intention on our part would had already been made known to us.

be permitted to apologize for again bring- On the 15th ultimo, we reported , for

ing the subject under his consideration. the information of the Right Honorable

Should the Right Honorable the Go- the Governor in Council, the result of the

vernor in Councilbe pleased to determine second general examination for the year

that henceforward the claim of the stu- 1815 of the junior civil servants attached

depts to the inferior, as well as to the supe- to the college.

rior rateof increased allowances, should be In the following list , we remarked that

ascertained by a fixed standard of acquire we had ranked the students according to

ment, it would, we remarked , be oor our opinion of their respective merits ;

duty implicitly to obey the instructions and a reference to this classification, we

we might be honored with on this point, observed , would at one view, put'the Go

and to modify accordingly, the notices vernment in possession of our sentiments

circulated to the students ; at the same respecting their relative proficiency.
time, we felt ourselves called upon re

TAMIL .

spectfully to state, that the system under

which the inferior rate of increased al
First Class .

lowance had hitherto been given, appear
Students when commenced.

ed to us most successful in drawing forth
Mr. Newbolt 30th June 1813.

and stimulating the exertions of the stu
Mr. Uhthoff . 21st July.

dents.
Mr. Anstey 2d Sept.

With reference to the last paragraph of
Second Class.

the orders of Government to which we
Mr. Hudleston 21st Sept. 1814 .

replied , we begged leave to explain that
Mr. Kindersley 14th Oct.

our objects in submitting the list of books
Mr. Hutt 23d March .

there adverted to, were altogether uncon
Mr. Bushby 2d Sept. 1813 .

nected with any application for reward or
Mr. De Mierre 27th July 1814 .

encouragement on behalf of the respec
Mr. Thomas 8th March 1815 .

tive authors. Indeed , no work , we ob
Mr. Cameron 20 Sept. 1813.

served , was included in that list on which Third Class.

the orders of the government had not al- Mr. Harington . . . 19th July, 1815 .

ready been communicated to us. Mr. Anderson

• .

.

.

.

.

.

. .
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Mr. Horne 6th Oct. 1814 . Council might be pleased to confer upon

Mr. W. Mason 21st July 1813. 1 him .

Mr. French
11th Jan. 1815. 3 Mr. Anstey's progress since the last ex

Mr. Ogilvie 22d July. amination , although not quite such as

Mr. Droz 6th Jan. 1814. might have been expected from him , was ,

Fourth Class.

we thought, very creditable to his talents.

The proficiency of Mr. Hutt in Teloogoo ,

Mr. Crawley 27th July 1814 . and Mr. Anstey in Tamil, we stated to be

Mr. Elliot 4th Oct.
of a superior order ; their knowledge of

Mr. Lewin 2d Aug. 1815 . a second language, although not so great,

Mr. Montgomerie . 21st July 1813. was, we thought , sufficientto qualifythem

Mr. Tremamoudo 2d Aug. 1815 . for the transaction of public business . It

Mr. Cotton would, we conceived , be advantageous to

Mr. Lascelles both of these gentlemen to be allowed to

Mr. Davis perfect their studies at the college ; but if

TeloogOO. the public service called for their employ

ment, we thought that they might be per

First Class. mitted to leave the institution .

Mr. Newbolt 4th Aug. 1814 . We had much pleasure in recommend

Mr. Uhthoff 14th July 1814 . ing to the favorable notice of the Right

Mr. Hutt : 2d Sept. 1813 . Honorable the Governor in Council the

Mr. Austey
Ist Aug. 1814 . meritorious exertions of Mr. De Mierre .

Mr. Kindersley, Mr. Cameron , Mr. Tho

Second Class.
nas, and Mr. Hudleston , each of whom ,

Mr. Thomas 21st Sept. 1814: was,we remarked ,entitled to high approba

Mr. De Mierre 8th March , 1815 . tion . With theexception of Mr. Hudleston .

Mr. Paternoster 9th Aug. 1815 . who particularly distinguished himself in

Mr. Boileau Tamil, all of the gentlemen were en

Mr. Bannerman . 19th July . gaged in the acquirement of two languages,

Third Class .
and their progress in each , since the last

Mr. Montgomerie 8th March 1815 .

exainination, bad , we observed , been of

Mr. Kindersley Ist Oct. 1815 .
so satisfactory a nature, as to lead us to

Mr. Bushby 31st Jan. 1815 .

anticipate the most successful termination

of their studies.
Mr. W. Mason

Mr. Ogilvie 15th June.
Mr. Bushby's progress in Tamil since

Mr.
the last examination was very creditable

rr 21st Aug.
to him , and his knowledge of that lan

MAHRATA . guage was highly respectable. His pro

Mr. Cameron . 31st Jan. 1815 . ficiency in Teloogoo was but small .

We stated that in the course of the late

HINDUSTANI. examination our attention was particular

Mr. Bannernian . 19th July 1815 .
ly attracted by the rapid advancement of

some of the junior civil servants , who had

We stated that Mr. Newbolt and Mr.

lately joined the institution - Mr. Haring
Uhthoff, by their superior attainments

ton and Mr. Anderson in Tamil, and Mr.

both in Tamil and Teloogoo, had qualified Paternoster , Mr. Boileau, and Mr. Ban

themselves to enter with advantage into nerman in Teloogoo, exhibited a know

any branch of the public service, and en .
ledge of these languages which held out

titled themselves to our recommendation
the fairest promise ofultimate excellence ;

for the highest reward ; and under the

orders of government, just recited , we
and we had much pleasure in reporting

submitted that the distinguished acquire- blished theirclaim to the increased allow
that they had most satisfactorily esta

ments of these two gentlemen , and their

claim to the honorary donation of one

ance of seventy - five pagodas per mensem .

thousand pagodas , should be brought to
Mr. Bannerman, we observed , was also

examined in Hindustani, at his own re
the notice of the Hon . Court of Directors.

We at the same time had much pleasure Government theknowledge which he po
quest. We had already reported to the

iu bearing testimony to the general merits sessed of this language when he entered
of these two gentlemen , whose conduct

the college , and we were well pleased to
during the time they had been uuder our

observe that his acquaintance with it had
superintendence, deserved our cordial ap since been very materially improved .
probation . We were satisfied with the result of the

Mr. Hutt, we observed , evidently ap- examination of Mr. Montgomerie, Mr.

plicd to study , during the late term with Horne , and Mr. French ; and we added ,

much assiduity, and fully established his that we should be glad to be enabled in

claim to the highest of the increased al our next report to make favorable men

lowauces, which we accordingly recom- tion of Mr.W. Mason and Mr. Ogilvie.

mended the Right Hon , the Governor in Mr. Adamson aud Mr. Droz, we re

. o

.

.
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marked , had long been attached to the large ; and we proposed , in certain in

college , and it afforded us the most sin- stances of great apparent indiscretion , to

cere gratification to observe in the result communicate with the gentlemen them

of their examination the evidence of such selves on the subject, in the hope that our

meritorious exertion , since the last ge- communication would prevent those gen

neral examination, as fully to entitle tlemen from adding to their embarrass

then , under the rules of the college, to ments, we refrained from bringing them

the increased allowance of seveuty -five to the notice of Government on the pre

pagodas per mensem, which we according- sent occasion .

ly recommended might be granted to them . The Riglit Honorable the Gorernor,

It was with extreme regret that we and two of the Members of the Council,

were obliged to omit from the foregoing honored us with their presence at two of
list the pame of Mr. Sinclair , who was our meetings during the examination

prevented from attending the examination above mentioned, and our report thereon ,

by indisposition, of which we had the which we have here recited , is under the

honor to inclose a medical certificate, consideration of the Government.

Adverting, however, to the assiduity and

distinguished success which marked Mr.
HEAD NATIVE MASTERS , TEACHERS, AND

STUDENTS .

Sinclair's progress in the study both of the

Tamil and Teloogoo, and to the high On the 26th April list we reported to

rank which he held in each of these lan- the Government, that at the first half

guages at the last general examination, yearly examination of the natives at

we begged leave to refer it for the con- tached to the institution for the year 1815 ,

sideration of the Right Honorable the three of the native teachers had established

Governor in Council, whether it were ex- their claim to a certificate of proficiency,

pedient that Mr. Sinclair should remain and were consequently entitled to the full

longer attached to the college. allowance of fifteen .pagodas per meusem .

We had no doubt of Mr. Sinclair's devot- We also proposed to raise the pay of

ing his leisure hours to study , as his health four of the students from four to six pa

might permit ; and, in the event of the godas per mensem , and to increase the al

Right Honorable the Governor in Council lowance of another student from six to ten

being pleased to employ him in the public pagodas per mensem :

service, although he could not be required We further requested authority to fill

to undergo a further exanimatiou , yet , if up two vacancies in the class of paidh stu

he sbould be desirous of having his pro- dents, (occasioned by the promotion of

gress specifically reported on , we stated, two persons in that class to the situation

that we should be happy to attend to an of teachers) by entertaining two of the

application from him for this purpose. volunteer students on the lowest rate of

Mr. Gleig and Mr. Blackburne, we ob- salary, four pagodas per meusem.

served , were not present at the late ex- The several alterations above proposed

amination - Mr. Gleig having proceeded were recommended in conformity to the

to Bombay, and Mr. Blackburne to Tan- rules of the institution , for the sanction

jore, with the permission of Government. ofthe Right Hon.the Governor in Council.
We had the satisfaction to add, that We also took that occasion to state to

Mr. Hutt, Mr. Newbolt, Mr. Uhthof, and the government that, with a view of oh

Mr. Hudleston, were well acquainted with viating the difficulties which at present

the regulationsregardingboth theadminis- oppose the acquisition of the Carnataca or

tration ofjustice,and the realization of the Canarese tongue , in consequence of the

revenue. Mr. Cameron , Mr. De Mierre, want of competent teachers, we bad for

Mr. Kindersley , Mr. Thomas, and Mr. some time past employed one of the

French, possessed a fair knowledge of the teachers named Rungacharlor on a salary
judicial regulations ; but, with the excep- of Pagodas, 15 per meusem , to instruct a

tion of Mr. Cameron , none of these gen- number of vative pupils in the elements

tlemen were suficiently conversant with of that language. From his superior

the revenue laws. Mr. Anstey, Mr. knowledge of the Canarese and Sanskrit,

Bushby, and Mr. W. Mason, did not ap- and from his acquaintance with Teloogoo,

pear to have attended sufficiently to this Tamil, and Mahrata, this man we ob

branch of study ; and Mr. Horne, Mr. served was particularly well fitted for the

Montgomerie, and Mr. Ogilvie, seemed to office , and as he had executed it much to

have neglected it altogether. We staterl , our satisfaction, and his duties were of a

thatweshould endeavour to impress these nature above those generally required from

gentlemen with a due sense of the impor- teachers , we begged leave to recommend

tanceofmaking themselves acquainted with that an allowance of pagodas, 20 permen

the general principles of the regulations . might be granted to him .

In closing our address under notice, we These alterationsin the native establish

were concerned to state , that some of the ment were sanctioned by the Right Honor

students attached to the college had in- able the Governor in Council under the
curred debts to an amount unusually 6th of May last.

sem ,
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On the 8th November last, we report- The examinations, we observed , conti

ed to the government, that at the second nued for three days, and were conducted

periodical examinationofthe teachers and partlyby written exercises, and partly by

students attached to the institution, for oral disputations, on various questions in
the year 1815 , five teachers were found the sciences abovementioned , in which

qualified to obtain certificates, which had many of the candidates particularly dis

been issued accordingly. tinguished themselves. The head native

masters, in conjunction with the law offi.
JUDICIAL ESTABLISHMENT .

cers of the Suder Adawlut, were then , we

On the 17th of March last, we had the remarked , directed to class the students

honor to acknowledge the receipt of the accordingto their respective proficiency.
letier, addressed to us by the secretary to We requested that the above establishi .

government in the public department, re- ment, amounting to one hundred and

cited in our last general report , authoriz- thirty-six pagodas per mensem might bo

ing us to entertain an establishment of sanctioned from the 1st February, and de

native students, to be educated in the bited as already determined , to the Judi

Hindu and Musulman law, for the pur- cial Department. We observed , that in

pose of filling the situations oflaw officers one case only had full pay been granted

and pleaders, in the several courts of ju- to those in the second class ; and that in

dicature under this presidency. consequence the amount for which sanc

Anxious to secure for this branch of tion was requested , was considerably less

the institution , the services of the most than that already approved, and to be

able and best informed persons to be eventually jucurred on this account.

found in these provinces, we immediately These classes , we remarked, would for

on the receipt of these orders , circulated the present be conducted on the plan ex

extracts froin our correspondence with plained in our letters to government un

the Government on this subject, for the der date the 23d February, and 12th May

information of the several Zillah courts , 1814 , recited in our last report ; in which

requesting that they would publish , for it was proposed that none except those

general inforınation, the terms, upon who might þe included in the first class,

which admission into the law classes at present vacant, should be eligible to

might be obtained , and that they would the situation of Law Officer, and as we

encourage all those who were willing to deemed it particularly desirable that the

become candidates for these new situa persons appointed to so responsible a si

tions to proceed to the Presidency, in tuation should not only be learned men ,

order that they might undergo an exami- but persons of ability and of respectable

nation , which was to be held for ascer- character, we intimated our intention to

caining the proficiency of each person proceed with caution , and great circum

who aspired to a place in the law classes spection, in admitting any into this class

at the college. -it would in cousequence , we observed,

In acknowledging our obligations gene- necessarily require some time before it

rally, to the several officers in the inte- could be formed ; during this period the

rior, to whom this communication was effect of the establishment would be seen,

inade, we deemed it our duty to state , and all necessary alterations noticed — and

that we considered ourselves particularly we'stated our intention therefore to dr .

indebted to Mr. Newnham , the Judge at lay the preparation of the regulation

Cudapalı, Mr. Wright, the Judge at mentioned in the ninth paragragh of our

Chitoor, Mr. Lord , the Judge at Nel- Jetter, dated the 12th May, 1814, until

lore , Mr. Powney , the Judge at Comba- this class should be so far established , as

conum , Mr. Saunders, the Register at to offer to the selection of the Suder

Nellore, and Mr. Dickinson , the Register Adawlut a sufficient number of persons to

at Chitoor, for the support which we till up the vacancies among the law offi.

had received from each respectively, in cers as they might occur .

aid of our exertions to obtain respectable At present , we proposed generally , that

and learned persons to fill the situations pone should be admitted into the first

in question. class until theyshould have passed through

In consequence of the good offices of the second ; and as this arrangement

these gentlemen , and of the general pub- would prevent any, except the most able

licity which was given to the terms of ad . and learned from finding their way into

mission into the law classes, botlı in the the first class, we intended that they

interior and at the Presidency, a great should not be liable to degradation into

concourse of natives attended at the col- the inferior classes . This arrangement,

lege on the day fixed for the exanjination . however, we remarked , would not apply

Assisted by the head native masters, the to the several inferior classes of students ;

Kazi ul Kazat, and the Muftis and Pan- by rendering those in the second class not

dits of the Suder Adawlut, we examined liable to degradation into the third, and

each person iu law, logic, and grammar. those in the third into the fourth class of

Asiatic Journ :-- No. 16 . VOL. III. 3 B
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students without pay, so often as others Council, in reply, highly approved our

were found superior to the existing in- , proceedings in the formation of the dif

cumbents : we proposed to excite a gene- ferent classes of native law students, and

ralemulation, andto secure the services sanctioned the expense of one hundred

of the best informed only.. and thirty six pagodas per mensem which

With reference to the second para- would be incurred on their account.

graph of the letter from govern- The Governor in Council, we were in

ment, to which we replied , we begged formed , learnt with much satisfaction that

leave to remark that, although we pro- the public officers in the interior , and par

posed to make a certificate of qualification ticularly those mentioned by us had af.

a necessary preliminary to the appoint- forded us their best assistance ou the pre
ment of a pleader, we did not intend to sent occasion,

confine this office , like that of a law oii- An application it was observed would

cer, to those who qualified themselves at be made to the Government at Fort

the college. In compliance with the orders William for the books specified in the list

of goveroment, we proposed to leave it which accompanied our letter.

open to all , as at present, merely requir
STATE OF THE COLLEGE PRESS.

ing that their competency should be as

certained by an examination at Madras. Before we proceed to recite our corres

A l'eference, however , to the list of stu- pondence with the government, on the

deuts already adinitied into the college, subject of the several oriental works .

as given in the previous part of our letter brought under our review during the last

under notice , would we thought satisfac- year , we beg leave to subjoin a list of the

torily demonstrate, that the natives of books printed , printing, or preparing for

Madras and its neighbourhood were not the press , at the College.

likely to predominate in the law classes,
TAMIL WORKS.

for out of twenty - four persons whose

names were there specified, only five were
Printed.-A Latin Grammar of the low

inliabitants of the presidency. Tamil, entitled Grammatica Latino- Ta

We stated that we should proceed in- mulica , in qui de Vulgari Tamulicæ Liu

mediately to form the class of law - stu- guæ Idiomate fusius tractatur.

dents in the vernacular languages accord- This is a complete Grammar of the law ,

ing to the plan laid down in the 12th and and an excellent key to the high dialect

the following paragraphs of our letter it contains moreover in a supplementary

dated the 12th of May last, from which chapter, “ De variis quotidiano usui

the pleaders in the several courts were præcipue necessariis," a varicty of infor:

hereafter to be selected , but until we could mation of the greatest practical atility to

report that a sufficient number had ren- those who , by their situation, are com

dered themselves competent to discharge pelled to daily intercourse with the Tamil

the duties of that office , we proposed to natives . This Grammar was printed for

defer the proposal of permanent regula the first and , we believe the last time, at

tions for this class, or for the mode in the Protestant Missionary Press at Traue

which the appointment of pleaders from quebar in the year 1738 ; the college edi .

it should take place . In this regulation , tion has been formed partly from this, and

when submitted, we stated that we should partly from manuscripts written about

iutroduce such provisions as might be con the time of the author .

sidered necessary for regulating the con- Preparing for the Press .-A Latin

ditions under which natives of the pro- Grammar of the high Tamil, entitled

vinces, who had not studied at Madras ,
Grammatica Latino - Tamulica ubi de ele

should be admitted as pleaders, and for gantiore Linguæ Tamulicæ dialecto trac ·

determining the examination they should tatur ; cui adduntur Tamulicæ Prose

undergo , and the nature and form of the Rudimenta.” This is not an entire and

certificate they should be required to ob independent Grammar of the high dialect,
tain .

but rather a supplement to the preceding
We took this occasion to submit a list

work ; the two form together a complete

of books for the use of theMuhammadan
Grammar of the two dialects, for, when

law students attached to the college , and the student has mastered the former, the

as these books were not procurable at this latter contains all that is requisite for the

place, we recommended that it mightbe perfect understanding of thebigh dialect ;

forwarded to Bengal, and that the Su- though without this previous study, it

preme Government might be requested to would be scarcely intelligible, the two in
superintendance of the Muham

fact are the inseparable partsof an excel
madan college in Calcutta to procure the lent system of Grammar.

books in question , and to forward them at

an early period to this presidency. Printing .-- A Tamil and Latin Dictionary.

The Right Houourable the Governor in Thisworkis complete asfar asrespectsthe

low dialect, and , like the two Grammars

*

ause
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before mentioned, forms with the Sadur abstruse style ; they are consequently dif

Agaradi , aperfect Dictionary of thewhole ficult to comprehend ,' and the difficulty is

language, the illustration of the different by no means removed bythe mumerons

mcanings of words by appropriate phrases , commentators on them , all of whom 'difa

and the explanation of peculiar observe fer from each other, and often from theme

auces , manners, and opinions, dispersed selves ; the originals also often disagree

throughout it , are not the least of its ex- in doctrine. To reconcile the differences,

cellencies. whether of the texts or of the commenta

Printing: — The Sadur Agaradi , a Dic- ries, and to render the knowledge of Ta
tionary of thesuperior Tamil dialect, com- mil Grammar an acquirement easy to all ;
poseil entirely in that language. This this treatise has been written in easy

work in fact consists of four distinct dic- prose ; it is not intended to supersede the
tionaries ; the first , Pryer, shews the use of the Sutras, but to facilitate the

several meanings of every word -- the se- comprehension of them after they have,

cond , Porul, the several words bearing as usual, been committed to memory by

the same meaning — the third , Togei, the student.

shews the subordinate species of the tech- Prepared for the press.-- A translation

nical and general terms of science and li- into Tamil from the Sanskrit of the Viva.

terature -and the fourth , Top”, is a rhim . hará Khandam of Rita Mitakshara ; by

ing dictionary. It is compiled from the the late Purur. Vadyar ; completed and

various dictionaries of the high Tamil revised by his brother Sidambala Vadyar,

of which there exists a great number, and the head Tamil master at the college . The

is the only one which is entirely arranged original of this work is the commentary

in alphabetical order ; the words in the of Vighnaswara, on the text of Yagnya

others (a few seccions excepted in which valkya , and may be considered a general

the alphabetical form is used from neces- treatise on Hindu law-it is already

sity) being collected into general classes known to the European world by the

and resenibling therefore, vocabularies ra- translation made of that part of it which

ther than dictionaries, except that they relates to the law of inheritance, Daya

are more copious - Like the former, this bliaga, by H.'T.Colebrooke, Esq.In the Ta

work , as far as we are alvare , has never mil translation, the texts of Yagnyaval

been printed ; , the manuscript copies of it kya, and those quoted from othersmritis ,

are , however, very numerous, and its per- are, as in the original , in verse , accompa

spicuous arrangement gives it a prefer- nied by the usual explanatory gloss ; but
euce over all other Tamil dictionaries. the commentary is in easy prose, thus ena

The author of the whole of the fore . bling the students to commit the precepts

going Tamil works, which form a most of the law readily to memory, and facilita

complete set of elementary books on that ting the general comprehension of them!

language, was the Rev. J. C. Beschie, an
TELUGU WORKS.

Italian Jesuit, attached to the Mission at

Madura, who arrived in India about the Printing.“A Grammar of the Telugu

commencement of the 18th century, and language, commonly termed Gentvo ,)

is particularly celebrated in this part of peculiar to the Hindus inhabiting the

India for the great knowledge he acquired northern provinces of the peninsula, by

of the Tamil language. A. D. Campbell, Esq . of the Hun. East In

Printeil.-A translation from Sanskrit dia Company's Civil Service on the Ma

into Tamil of the l'ttara Khandam of the dras establishment, Member of the Board

Ramayana of Valmiki, by Sidambala Va- of Superintendence for the College of Fort

dyar, the head Tamil master at the college. St. George.

This is a class book for the use of the This very laborious and most useful

Junior civil servants attached to the col- work supplies a want that has long been

lege , and contains an account of the trans- felt, both by the Civil and Military ser

actions (previously to the commencement vants of the East - India Company on the

of the fable of the prem ) of Rarana and his coast, and by others , in habits of constant

relations, Hanuman and other personages intercourse with the inhabitants of those

of note, inentioned therein . In addition extensive provjuices, in which the Telu

to the original, the author has introduced gu is the only medium of communication

an abstract of the story of the Ramayana, wiili the great body of the people.

from the period of Rama's quitting The author, although he has collected

Ayodhya, until his return to it after the the substance of the original pative Gram

defeat and death of Ravana . wars, to which he has had recourse, has

Printing :-A treatise on Tamil Gram- very judiciously deviated from the form

mar for the of the earlier native stu- observed in those treatises, the arrange

dents at the college, by Sidambala Vadyar,
ment of the work being similar to that

head Tamil master at the college. The generally observed by European Gramma

rules of the Tamil Grammar are compris- rians : it is divided into six chapters .

ed in short verses , called Sutras, writ- The first treats of the Telugu Alpha

len in the superior dialect, in a brief and bet ; the second of the elision, insertion ,

3 B2
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By J.

CARNATACA WORKS.

and permutation of letters ; the third of courage the composition of similar books

substantive nouns and pronouns, their by learned natives, the copyright has been

concomitants, and declension ; the fourth purchased by the government at a very li

of adjective nouns and pronouns; the beral price.

fifth of verbs ; the sixth of syntax . Preparing for the Press. - A vocabula

To this is added an Appendix contain- ry English and Telugu, the words of

ing various information highly useful to the common being distinguished from

allthose wliose occupations require a con- those of the classical , dialect.

stant intercourse with the inhabitants of M‘Kirrell , Esq . of the Hon . East-India,

the northern provinces of the peninsula . Company's Civil Service on this establish

This plan embraces the whole system ment, Telugu Translator to Gorera .

of Grammar, and the excellence of the ment, and “ ex -officio " member of the

execution of the work is marked by the Board of Superintendence.

care with which derivatives from the two

great sources of the modern language,

the Utsu Telugu , and the Sanskrit , are Preparing forthe Press.-1st . A Gram

discriminated ; by the diligent collection mar of theCarpataca language commonly

of all irregular forms of words, by exhi- called the Canarese, founded upon an ap

biting the regular forms as delivered by proved treatise, in the classical dialect.

the grammarian, and as used by the vul- 2d. A Vocabulary , English and Carnataca,

gar, thereby enabling the student , in ad- to which is added , alist of Carnataca books.

dition to a knowledge of the medium of by J. M‘Kerrell, Esq . of the Hon. East

diurnal intercourse, to become acquainted India Company's Civil Service on the Ma
with the writers who have cultivated this dras Establishinent, Telugu Translator

language in its purity , by the judicious in- toGovernment, and “ex officio ” Member

vestigation of the themes, and an arrange- of the Board of Superiutendence.

ment of the verbs as deduced therefrom , The above -mentioned valuable works on

which gives a clear and comprehensive the Carnataca language, peculiar to the

view of this most difficult part of speech , Hindus inhabiting the middle provinces

not confined to the Telugu solely , but of the peninsula, are, perhaps, the first in
extending to its cognate dialects ; and any European language that treat of the

lastly , under the head of syntax, by an elements of this useful tongue ; and , when

intelligent exposition of the use of the completed, will prove a great acquisition

various species of connectives , the regi- to the college, as constituting a set of ele

men ofcases and tenses, and the forma- mentary works on one of the three grand

„ tion and use of nominal derivatives and dialects of the peninsula, at present less

yerbal auxiliaries. known than either of the other two.

This work , of which the copyright has So soon as a fount of Carpataca types

been purchased by the government, may shall have been formed , it is expected that

be expected to appear at an early period, the Caruataca Grammar and Vocabulary

as the fount of Telugu types casting for will be ready for publication .

it in the college is nearly finished . An

accident which deprived the college of a

considerable number of these types is the Preparing for the press. — Dissertations

sole cause of its publication having been on the several modes of computing time

so long delayed. observed by the inhabitants of the Indian

Prepared for the Press.- A very volu- peninsula, and on the method of convert

mivous and excellent Dictionary of the ing time, computed according to any of
* Telugu language, by Maumadi Veniya, : these modes into European time,and vice
a learned komtee inhabitant ofMasulipa- versa. By Captain John Warren , of H.

tam . In this work, from thirty 10 forty M. 56th Regiment of Foot. - The copy

thousand words are rauged in alphabeti- right to this work has lately been pur

* cal order, cach accompanied by a short ex- chased by the Goveroment. The modes

planation of its merning in Telugu . of computing time generally prevalent in

It will prove of most essential assistance the peninsula are, Ist , the computation

to the student, after he has overcome the among the Musulmans by the lunar year ,

first difficulties of the language, and will , dating from the epoch of the Hejira, or
in some degree at least, supply the want flight of Muhammad from Mecca.- 2nd ,

of a Telugu and English Dictionary, the The computation among the Hindus by

compilation ofwhich , if ever undertaken, the solar year, by which civil time is ad
must be a work of great labor and time. justed to the true beginning ofeach month

The work of Maumadi Veniya is rather and year, accordiug to the course of the
deficient in pure Telugu words, the co- sun ; aud the use of leap-years is conse

lumbsof the Dictionary being filled chief- quently precluded . This system dates
ly by those of Sanskrit origin , and the il- from the Saka, or epoch of Sáliváhana ,

· lustration of the meaning of each word is which period is divided into cycles of

also rather too concise ; but the work is sixty years each . It prevails generally

on the whole highly valuable , and to en- throughout the southern provinces under

ENGLISH WORKS.
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A

the presidency of Madras, and whererer Golius in their celebrated Lexicons of the

the Tamil language is spoken. 3d, The Greek and Arabic.

computation amongst the Hindus by the Primitives are accompanied as far as

lani-solar year, of which the months are practicable with the roots from wbieh

reckoned according to the course of the they are considered to spring, or to which

moon ; but the years adjusted to thecourse they seem to approach, by striking affinia

of the sun , by the intercalation of months ties and analogies, each expressed in the

at particular periods. This system dates proper character of its own language ,

also from the epoch of Sáliváhana, divided whether of the Hebrew , Sanskrit, Tamil,

into cycles of sixty , and prevails generally Telugu, Arabic , Persian , Greek, Latin ,
throughout the northern provinces under &c. &c.

the presidency of Madras, and wherever The different interpretations of each

the Telugu language is spoken. word will be given in English , and gene

The first of Captain Warren's disserta- rally in Latin also , which will enable the

tions contains rules and tables for convert- learned author to define and fix the

ing any given year , past or future, of the meanings, and shades of meaning of

Hejira, into the corresponding year of the words , with additional precision and ac

Christian æra ; and the Christian year curacy ,and wil ! render this work of utility

being given for finding the corresponding to Europeans of every nation,

one of the Hejira, various examples of the To the Lexion three Indexes are sub

application of these rules are added .

The second dissertation contains a

joined :-Ist, A general Hindustani In

dex, including every term and phrase in
translation of a tract by the Rev. J. C.

Beschie, on the Hindu computation of -2d,Asnmmary Latiu Index.3, A de.
the Lexicon, referred to its proper root.

time by the solar year, according to the
tailed English Index, which may be con

respective methods of the Vakya and the
sidered as the reversed portion of the

Siddhanta, the two most reputed treatises
work abridged .

in Tamil on astronomy, and various rules ,
Dr. Harris's Lexicon is confined to that

tables, and examples , treating of the
modeofconverting suchtime, at any particular dialect of theHindustani which

period, past or future, into European
has currency in the British possessions

time, or European time into the solar
under the Presidency of Fort St. George.

time of the Hindus.
The author, therefore, has rejected a very

The third dissertation, not yet finished , considerable number of words, which,
is to treat in a similarmanner of the luni- although to be found in every dictionary

solar time of the Hindus.
of the Hindustani language that has

To these dissertations the Board of Su
hitherto appeared in Bengal, are totally

perintendence propose to add such infor
unknown in the peninsula. At the same

mation on the general subject, as will
time many primitives, and considerably

bring under one view all that relates to
more compounds and phrases, than the

these several methods of computing time, andindeedessentialto the dialect of thenumber of words, thus excluded , peculiar

thus affording to the public officer, and to

the literary inquirer ,a manual calculated
south of India, are introduced into the

to shorten their labors, and to assist
columns of this Lexicon .

their pursuits.
The great experience of the learned au

thor eminently qualifies him for the la

borious and important task which hehas

In concluding this list, we cannot omit undertaken to execute. This work is

the mention of a work which, although already very far advanced, and the zeal,

not preparing for the college press, is perseverance , talents , and research by

about to be published in communication which he is distinguished render it proba

with the college, and under the immediate ble that the Lexicon will be ready for the

patronage of the Government;-we al- press within fifteen months from the

lude to a LEXICON OF THAT PECULIAR
present date ,

DIALECT OF THE HINDUSTANI LANGUAGE

WHICH PREVAILS IN THE DEKHAN, GR We had the honor, on the 2d of Novem

SOUTH OF INDIA ; by H. Harris, M. D. ber last , to submit a detailed report on

Second Member of the Medical Board at the merits of the Telugu grammar

this Presidency. composed by Mr. A. D. Campbell,the first

In this very extensive, laborious, and of the Telugu works enumerated in the

valuable work which Dr. Harris will soon , foregoing list. Various circumstances,

we hope, have it in his power to lay we observed , had combined to delay

before the public, every derivative, com- this report beyond the period at which

pound , and phrase , in general use or ac- we hoped originally 10 have submit

ceptation, that occurs in this useful and ted it ; but this delay, we remarked ,

popular language, is carefully referred to had afforded us an opportunity of en

its proper theme or root; and the whole, tering into a more minute examina

thus analysed and distributed , are ranged tion of the work, and we trusted that

: in classes, after the manner of Scapula and the result of our labours, as contained in

HINDUSTANI LEXICON
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onr report,would meet the approbation ranged alphabetically, andconfined to the

ofthe Right Hon , the Governor in Coun-, common dialect of the latter language ;

cil, the meaning, or meanings of the several

In forwarding our report, we had been words were simply given , without expla-,

directed to state whether we would re- nation of their general or particular use ,

commend the immediate printing of this aud without examples of any kind : this

work ; a perusal of our report , we ob- plan , though possessing the advantage of

served, would shew the opinion we enter- brevity, might, we thought, in some cases

tamed ofits merits ; the suggestions which be productive of inconveuience ; for when

we had made for its improvement, might, two or more meanings of a word occur

we thought, be fairly left to the discretion red , the student, without the assistauce

of Mr. Campbell ; we felt confident that of a teacher, could not know which to

they would not be rejected without due 'select. The execution of the work was,

consideration , and however we might we added , in general correct ; there were

differ from the author in minor points , some mistakes in orthography, arising

our opinion of the general execution of from too strict an adherence to common

the work was such, as enabled us to re- practice, and syuonymous terms might

commend that it should be immediately often be multiplied with advantage ; but

printed at the college.
the defect of the greatest importance,

As our remarks on Mr. Campbell's was one which was, we remarked , inse

grammar are too voluminous to be ad- parable from first productions of this

mitted into the body of this address, we
kind ; we meant the difficulty of render

subjoin a copy of them as an appendix to ing with precision abstract terms, or the

thepresentgeneral report .

vames of objects or attributes familiar

The Right Honorable the Governor in
in one tongue, but unknown , or of un

Council was pleased on the 8th of No

frequent occurrence in the other .

vember, 1814, to transnit for our consi
Such defects, we observed , were pot,

deration and report, a copyofa letter however, more frequent than mightbeex

from Mr. M'Kerrell, Telugu translator pected in a compilation in which little or

no assistance could be derived from the

to Government, with a Telugu vocabu

Jary which accompanied it.

labors of preceding writers ; and there

were none which might uot be easily re

In reply to this communication,we ob- mored. As a whole ,weconsidered the

served, that in our present anuual report work calculated to afford assistance to

we should state particularly the progress the Telugu student, especially if it

we had made in preparing elementary should receive that improvement of which
works for the use of the students in the some parts were susceptible, and we re

college ; ' in the mean time we confined commended , therefore , that it should be

our observations to the Telugu, voca- printed for ihe use of the college.

"bulary composed by Mr. M'Kerrell. On the 15th of February we had the

The very considerable acquirements of honor to lay before the Right Honorable

Mr. M :Kerrell in Telugu and its cog- the Governor in Councila letter from Cap

nate dialect the Carrarese, and the desire tain Warren, of His Majesly's 56th regi

manifested by this gentleman to apply ment of foot, a gentleman well kuown

these acquirements to objects of public by his scientific acquirements and pro

utility, were, we observed, already too ductions, forwarding to us a dissertation

well known to require particular remark ; ou the solar computation of time , as prac

the present we considered auother in tised through the whole of the southern

stance of laudable zeal in promoting one provinces under this presidency , and in

of the great objects for which the college other parts of India, containing rules and

was established ; and which , under that tables for the ready couversion of Euro

encouragement which Government had pean time into Indian solar time, and

always shewn themselves so willing to vice versa ; also another dissertation on the

afford in similar cases, would , we trusted, fuvar time observed by the Mubam madan

be often imitated , when the talents of pations, containing rules and tables for

many who had benefitted by the institu- sascertaining the commencement of the

tion should have attained greater må- year of the Hijira at any period , and for

turity , and elementary books should byde- the reciprocal conversionofEuropean and

grees be provided for all the languages of Muhammadan time.

Southern India.
On the great utility of these rules and

"We thought that the following remarks tables to the service in general, and to the

on Mr. M'kerrell's work , would convey students on the establishment under our

to the Right Honorable the Governor in charge in particular, we deemed it un

Council a knowledgeof the plan on which necessary to enlarge , it was, we observed ,

it was written , and the manner in which clear that it was a point of the first neces

it was executed, and thereby enable him sity , that the executive officers under this

to form a judgment of its value to the goverument should have a distinct know

public. The'work, we observed, was a ledge of the several methods of comput
vocabulary, ' English and Telugu, ar- .- ing time in useamongthe inhabitants of
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the districts in which they preside, and the northern provinces subject to this go

that public business must be greatly facili- "vernment, which we hoped circumstances

tated by the possession of distinct and would enable him to complete '; and we

easy rules and tables for the conversion of proposed , if approved by the Right Honor

time, as expressed by those methods, into able the Governor in Council, to publish

European time and the reverse - as lite- these papers* , together with such other

rary productions, these dissertations were valuable writings, theoretical and practi

on a subject, which we believed, had not cal , on the modes of computing time in

beeri practically investigated with a view use in India, as we might be able to ob

to practical application by any previous tain , forming together a work, which

writer, except by the Rev. C. J. Beschie, would probably contain all that was neces

whose very valuable work had been tran- sary to be known on the subject, and

slated andillustrated by Captain Warren , which we doubted not would be produc

and formed part of the paper first men. tive of considerable utilityt .

tioned .

The Right Honorable the Governor in

With these observations we begged leave Council in reply ipforined us, that in

to recommend , under Section XX, Title consideration of the merits of the works

First of the College Regulations, that composed by Captain Warren , and under

these dissertations should be printed for the uncertainty of his returuing to India,

the use of the institution and of the ser- he had determined to purchase the copy

vice, and that the Right Hovorable the right of those works .

Governor in Council should confer on the
ACTUAL CHARGES FOR 1815.

author such mark of approbation as liis Excluding the allowances of the junior

labors might be considered to merit. civil servants, we have the honor to sub

We begged leave to add , that Captain mit an abstract statement of the actual

Warren had , at our suggestion , under- expenditure on account of the College of

taken to compose a similar dissertation Fort St. George, during the year 1815,

on the mode of computing luvar time, compared with that of the preceding year

followed by the Hindu inhabitants of 1814 .

Expensefor the year 1814 .
Expense for the year 1815. Difference.

Secretary's allowance 1,901 10 56 1,799 44 79
101 10 51

Head Nalive Masters...... 2,400 ....2,325 0 0 .... 75 0

Native Teachers ..... 6,001 39 7 .... ....7,214 19 48.... ........ 1,219 25 44

Native Students 925 25 62....

Office Establislument and

Printing Office, &c ..... 870 0 0....
903 300.... S3 306

10,095 17 55 11,368 30 30

Saderwared ..

Contingent charges
* 94 40 56 47 28 55

Furniture

House -rent 1,200 00 * ...... 1,200 0 0

Purchase of Books, and

Types .........
215 28 10 ........................ 1,219 33 54 ........ 997 5 14

13,627 741
16,011 43 35 2,561 1 45

Deduct decrease 176 10 51

0....

823 23 48....
102 214

120 0 0 120 00

142 24 92

168 00 168 00

Actual increase 2,384 33 74

The onlyremaining items of increase are

pagodas 1,212 25 41 , under the head of

« native teachers, ” and 102 2 14 , under

that of " native students.” The great

variety of languages now studied by the

junior civil servants has obliged us in

crease this branch of our establishment,

which now consists of 53 teachers, and

15 native students, and the increase of

pay granted to some of them , under the

college rules, as noticed in the present re

port, has also tended to add to the ex

pense on this account. We are willing,

however, to believe that the total charge

for the native establishment has nearly

reached its ultimate standard , and that no

farther material increase of expense is

Row likely to attend the institution.

Mr. John Babington, the Tamil trans

lator to the Government, having been pro

moted to an office in the commercial de

"partment at a distance from the residency,

Mr. Richard Clarke was nominated to

susceed him , andon the Ith April last , be

came “ ex -oilcio" a member of our board.

We have the honor to be, Sir , your

most obedient and humble servants .

(Sigued) Edw . C. Greenway ,

John Mousley ,

W. Oliver ,

R. Clarke ,

J. W. Kerrell ,

A. D. Cam pbell.

College,

January 1st, 1816.

N. B. The Rev , the Archdeacon Mousley

deems it proper to notice that he was

not present during the whole of the

year 1814 alluded to in the concluding

part of this report.

Mr. Gilchrist's paper in Hindustani Hero

metory, and the other papers in the Asiatic Re.

searches, we remarked , contained much useful

information .

† We sincerely rejoice that such a work is in

process of publicatioii. Could our voice be heard ,

we would earnestly recommend that every jota of

this sort of information should be diligently col

lected and published .
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DEBATE AT THE EAST-INDIA HOUSE .

(Continued from page 277.)

East - India House, Feh . 6 , 1817. brought forward by the hon. and learned

Mr. Grant rose and said - The atten- gentleman , referring it to the inquiry of

tion aud patience of the court of proprie- the directors, the object does not seem

tors having been occupied by one speech so much to be inquiry, as to throw blame ,

for nearly three hours, I feel unfeigned upon that body, by implied unfounded ac

reluctance after such an ordeal , and at so cusations — (Cries of no ! no !) - 1 am

late av hour of the day, in offering my- sorry to observe that the business of this

self to your notice. Indeed I am less in. day is not the beginning of so ungenerous

clined to the task , feeling almost exhaust and uncandid a mode of proceeding.'

ed by the close attention which I have Other avocations occasioned my absence

paid to the hon , and learned gentleman ; from the court on a former day when this

and , not a little am I discouraged by the subjectwas brought forward ; but I have

consciousness, that the time during which seen reports of the proceedings, which ,

I must trouble the court, will not afford are now in the hands of the public, which

scope for that justice which the import- the public will read as they have been ac

ance of the subject requires. If however customed to do , and which are uncontra

the court is disposed at this hour to hear dicted : if, uncontradicted as they are, I

my sentiments upon the question , ex- way judge from them , the proceedings of

hausted and fatigued as I am , I shall , be1 the former day were tjuctured through

cause unwilling that the learned gentle- out with injustice, error, and perversion.

man's speech should pass without receiv
If this business had commenced merely

ing some immediate reply from me, rea- by a temperate proposition for inqui.

dily avail myself of the opportunity . If ry , for the production of papers, ita

the question were to be decided this day, order to a candid, liberal, and com

whatever reluctance I might feel in being plete discussion, I should, ii then pre
precluded the opportunity of rebutting sent, have been , from my former decla

the charges and statements of the learned rations, from my coufidence in the cause

gentleman, yet.I certainly should not ar- of the college , and froni the desire of rens

rogate to myself the occupation of the dering justice to a much injured institu- ,

whole of the remaining part of the day ; tion, in favour of such a proposition.
but, as it must be admitted that candour But how was this business introduced ?

and justice require an impartial hearing without any previous notice ; without the

of those who may be disposed to offer knowledge of those who would have

their sentiments on the other side of the thought it their duty to defend the col.

question, and that another day must there- ' lege in the absence ofpersons known to
fore be appointed for that purpose, I in take a particular interest in that subject,

dulge the hope of being allowed to take occasion was seized upon a mere collate

thisoccasion of stating as far as I may be ral point to make a formal attack upon

able,my opinions on the subject before us . the college, its constitution, its character ,

In the outset of wbat I have to offer, I and its effects, all which were furiously

must profess myself decidedly hostile to arraigned in terms of gross unmannered

the motion submitted to the court by the invective and abuse upon surmises, ru

learned gentleman . My opposition is mours and misrepresentatious of interest

grounded upon a long and thorough con- ed parties ; without the evidence of one,

sideration of the subject , and upon a firm proved fact, beyond the reports of the

persuasion that the matter and the course college professors themselves, which were ,

ofproceeding proposed by the motion are unfairly strained and distorted , in order to

alike unadvisable, with reference to pre- make them answer a purpose which their

sent circumstances, and inexpedient with natural genuine import could not serve.

respect to the true iuterests of the Com- Such at least is the account of that de

pany. bate of the 18th December given in the

Before I go into any detail of my rea- public papers. Of the general nature and

sons for entertaining this opinion , let me course of thatdebate I presume, from the

take the liberty of observing, that the concurrence of all authorities , there can be

true merits of this case cannot be justly no doubt. Whether the particular ex .

appreciated nor thoroughly understood pressions ascribed to the hon. mover and

without a candid , a liberal, and a com seconder of the motion of that day are ac

plate discussion of all the topics which curately stated , I cannot say , having my :

way be urged ou both sides the question. self been, fromdistant avocations, necessa

But, I own, according to my view of the rily absent; but as they have been çircu .

wamer in which this subject is now lated throughout the kingdom and remain
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without a disavowal, they are fair objects being correct. The tendencyand obvious

of animadversion and of contradiction and desigu of the whole of that historyis to

censure, as far as truth may warrant. A inculpate the court of directors, first on

proceeding such as has been described was theground of their having departedfrom

obviously not a temperate proposal for pa- the original plan of the institution , and

pers which might afford materials for in- thereby given occasion to all the evils

quiry. It was beginning with accusation alleged to have since happened ; next,

and condemnation ,firstpassing sentence, for having putdown the splendid institu

and then insisting on papers, evidently tion of lord Wellesley at Calcutta. The

withan expectation and desire that they learned gentleman is said in the report of
should confirm the sentence . The gen- his first speech to have begun by stating,

tlemen became both accusers and judges, that the Hertford collegewas instituted

the other parties not even being heard ; upon the suppression of thatat Calcutta,

and then they profess to call for inquiry. to which suppression the report goes on

Could any thing be more opposite to the to say, he agreed , because itwasan uni

common principles of justice, than , first versity , not a school. Now in the first

to condemn,and then to propose an exa-, place ,there never had been a question be

mination into the grounds of the con fore the general court about suppressing

demnation ? -- they would first execute the Calcutta college ; the learned gentle

the accused, and then examine into the man therefore has, if his speech is truly

justice of his sentence. I do not wonder given, gratuitously acknowledged his ap

therefore, that the court of directors probation of a measure on which his opi

thought fit upon the motion for papers to nion was never asked. In the next place,

oppose that motion, for how could they what wasdone by the court of directors

consent after a proceeding which, in the in abrogating lord Wellesley's institution

first instance, precluded all hope of a can took place in the year 1802. At that

did discussion on the subject ? According period they certainly did order the
to the reports therefore, which I have suspension of the Calcutta establishment,

seen of the proceedings at the last court, but in a short timeafter it was restored

if they are to be credited, I must repeat upon a reduced scale, and on that footing
in the mostunqualified manner, that the ithadquietly existed nearly two years,be
agitation and management of the question , fore the formation of an establishment at

as it was then conducted , was onetissue home was submitted to the general court. su

of injustice, of error , and unfounded ac- It was every way therefore a completemis

cusation. Such were the proceedings of statement to represent this last instituer

the former day. And , I cannot but feel tion as founded upon the ruins of the

the present proceedings to be exactly of other. The hon. and learned gentleman

the same description. The hon, and has thought fit to launch forth into am

learned gentleman has brought forward a plified superlative commendations of the

string ofpropositions, allof which are collegiate establishment ofthe Marquis

more or less, charged with crimination Wellesley ; I have little disposition to fol

and accusation against the college, and he low himinto that subject, as I conceive 10

las concluded , by proposing a resolution, he haswandered into afield of expatia
requiring the courtofdirectorsto give their tion, respecting both the Calcutta institu

opinion upon each of them . If the gene- tion and other matters wholly irrelevant

ral court could be persuaded to pass such to the point under consideration. But

resolutions,whatwould be the conse- of his object I may take notice ; it seems
quence ? they woulddo the utmost injas- to be to form a contrast between the

tice to the courtof directors, and to the grandeur and magnificenceof lord Wel

in besending the college to trial his conduct relative to it, and the little

with an halter about its neck. The mo- ness and narrowness of the ideas and pro

tion carried crimination in every proposi- ceedings of the court of directors. The

tion of it ; and it seemed as if the hon. learned gentleman has wholly omitted to

members who brought it forward ,having state the grounds and principles on which

failed of obtaining papers by which they the court acted, but he has himself, in

might endeavour to support their former mentioning his own inducements for not

charges, were determined to accuse at all approving the Calcutta college , advanced

events. strong reasons against it, and it is for

In the newspaper report of the speech him after having concurred in the suppres

of the hon . and learned gentleman on the sion ofit, and statedthegroundson which

former occasion , a historyis given of the he justifies himself for so doing , to shew

institution of the college, which is mate- the consistency of his presentstrain of

rially erroneous. He has again gone to- argument with his conduct and his opi

day into a similar but more diffuse his- nions. The learned gentleman has la

torical detail - possibly with a view to boured to shew that the leading motive of

softendownsome ofthe errors in the pre- the courtofdirectors in disapproving of
ceding one, but it is still far enough from the plan oflord Wellesley was to save ex

Asiatic Journ . No, 16.
VOL. III . 3 с
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pense. This indeed appears a prominenting principle in the collegiate institu-,
reason in the dispatch of the court in the tion which they framed in 1804. The

year 1802, but it is well known that this learned gentleman is pleased to assert

dispatch was altered by the board of con- that the plan of this institution was

troul who expunged much the greater part borrowed from ford Wellesley's . AII

of what the court of directors had writ. I shall say upon that head is , that even

ten , and in particular the following pas- before lord Wellesley went to India the

sage, stating their objection to the prin- want of an appropriate institution in this

ciple of the institution . country for the instruction of young men

" The most material benefits which are destined for the service of the Company

“ wanted in the education of young men
abroad was felt , and the outlines of a

“ received into our service may we con
plan of education proper for that purpose ;

“ ceive be obtained by the adoption of a
neariy such a plan was afterwards adopt..

“ plan of instruction upon a much smal- ed , suggested by some members of the

“ ler scale , such a ove as we shall point court among their friends, of which there

is written evidence still in existence.
« out in a subsequent paragraph .'

The learned gentleman has asserted that
“ Whatever European education is

the directors originally intended merely to

“ deemed proper for our servants, we are
establish a school. The report of the first

“ decidedly of opinion , they should re- debate makes him say that he proposed

ceive in Europe, and that their applica- the Hertford establishment ; that hispro

« tion in India should be confined chief- positionof a school wasapproved within
“ ly to the study of subjects properly In the bar ; but that his idea was not follow

« dian ; we have therefore in contempla- ed by the directors, who by their inju

« tion to establish such regulations at
dicious mode destroyed the object - that

“ home as shall afford the means of their

the resolution he proposed pledged in no
« acquiring,with classical andmathema- specific establishment, but to the erection
“ tical instruction , the elements of those of a school . ( Apparently, by the way , a
“ branches of science most useful in our

contradiction in terms) .
• service abroad .”

I deny the statement in toto . The idea.

Such was the opinion of the court of of a school never entered into the ininds

directors expressed at that time. The of the directors . I challenge the hon ,

great objection they had to lord Welles- gentleman to produce a single passage

ley's plan,was, that it proposed a general from any paper or document wherein the

course of European literature and science, term or the notion of a school appears ..

in a countịy where these were exotics , The very first prospectus which was pro

and could not be taught with near so ma- duced by the committee of correspondence ,

ny advantages and with so much efficiency to whom the consideration of the subject

aš in England. It proposed that young was originally referred, a document dated

men , after they had been launched out in .
in October 1804 , described an institution

to the world , should again enter upon a in its nature collegiate; and certainly in

long course of scholastic education, under no part of that prospectus was there a

the discipline and restraints of a collegiate single word which could give rise to the

life ; and in order to accomplish this plan , notion that a school establishment merely ,

without too long retarding the commence- was intended . If reference was had to

ment of their actual service, it was re- that document, it would be seen from the

quired that the writers should be sent out plan of education described , that it was

to India at the early age of fifteen . The utterly incompatible with the idea of a

court of directors thought that at this age school. It set out with this general ob

the judgment must be immature, the servation :

principles unformed ; and that it would
“ As the Company's civil servants are

be every way better that whatever Euro
to be employed in all the different

pcan learning was proper for their ser
branches of the administration of extend

vants should be given in England , and ed dominions, it will be readily admitted ,

whatever time was to be allotted to
that, as far as may consist with an early

education , exceptiug only education pure- entrance upon the duties of active life

Iy oriental, should be passed at home ; by (also very necessary in their case ) , they

which means their pripciples, religious should receive an education , comprehend .

and moral, their knowledge of their own ing not only the usual course of classical

country , its constitution, policy, and learning, but the elements of such other

laws, their habits, manners, and whole parts of knowledge, as may be more pecu

character, would be more fixed , and they liarly applicable to thestations theyhave
would enter on foreign scenes, dangerous to fill. Independent of the improvements

to youth , with less bazard and greater ad- which they may receive from establish

vantage. This was the grand considera .
ments in India in studies properly oriental

tion that weiglied with the court of direc- (improvements which cannot commence

tors , and surely it must approve itself to till some years of youth are already past )

Every British mind. This was the lead . there is a nost important period of life to
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be filled up, before they leave their native and the elements of one or two Eastern

country . In that period their principles Languages. For these various branches

of everykind are to be formed, and their it was proposed there should be proper

minds cultivated : it is the only period teachers. Does all this suggest the idea

their destination will allow for tlre acqui- of a school ? Where does there exist any

sition of European literature and science ; school establishment of this nature ? Is

and in a word, on the use which is made it not evident that the whole scope and

of it must depend, in a very material de- design of the report which has been quot

gree, their future character and services. ed, a report fully adopted by the court of

It is not , then, to be doubted , that they directors , point to a more liberal institu

should not be left to such chance of ac- tion, to such a course of learning as in

quisition, as the routine of public or coun- only to be found in collegiate establish

try schools may, under all the varieties of ments ?

situation , tutorage, example, and other But the learned gentleman has imagin

circumstances incident to persons collect- ed , that it was after the appointment of

ed from every part of the United King- Dr. Henley to be principalmaster that the

dom, afford them . There ought to be notion of a college was first thought of

one course and standard of appropriate It is true that the term college does not

education for them ; and to this end, one occur in the report above quoted ; that

place of instruction. There they should report was an outline. When the general

be trained with care , and required to give court approved of it in February 1805, a

proofs of real proficiency ; in order to committee was appointed to follow up

which they should be subjected to the test the plan into its details, and in June fola

of strict and impartial examination, a lowing they presented a report, proposing

test hardly to be looked for in all the those details in which the institution was

differing modes and degrees of their pre- expressly named a college, and contra

seut education. Nor ought it to be the distinguished from a preparatory school,
only object of such a system , to form which that committee recommended to be

good serrants for the Company : the also established . It was in the same

system should aim also at making report that Dr. Henley was designated

them good subjects , and enlightened pa- principal, and teachers for the institution

triots . They are to leave their native proposed ; but in all this there was nothing

country at an early age , to pass many incongruous to the scope and tenor of the

years of life among a people every way first report - it rather naturally emanated

dissimilar to their own ; their sphere of from that report, the whole plan and oh

action is placed at a remote distance from ject of which remained unchanged. Nor

the parent state ; they are to manage in- does it at all follow , that because the first

terests of the highest value to that state ; report, which uses the term college, is

and our vast acquisitions there, with the that dated in June 1805, the term had

continually increasing number of Eu- not been adopted before.

ropeans in those territories , tend to The committee, as already observed ,

strengthen their attachment to that quar- was formed immediately after the general

ter. It is therefore of importance, that court had, in February 1805 , sanctioned

the young men , before their departure, the plan laid before them ; it was a com

should be imbued with reverence and love mittee, with the exception of one person,

for the religion, the constitution and laws composed of as competent and efficient

of their own country ; and hence the men as had often appeared in that house,

plan of their studies should comprehend of which the court will be sensible if I

some elementary instruction in those merely mention their names. The Chair

most essential branches of knowledge. man (Hon. W.F. Elphinstone ), Sir Francis

Those branches will also be best learnt, Baring, Bart. Sir Hugh Inglis, Bart. Sir

before the young men have launched out William Bensley , Bart . Sir Theophilus

into the world ; which , without such in- Metcalfe, Bart. Charles Mills, Esq . John

struction, they would do, unfortified Hudleston, Esq . John Inglis, Esq. and

against erroneous and dangerous opi- the Deputy Chairman (Charles Grant,
nions . " Esq .)

Then the report goes on to enunierate The report of this committee, dated

the different branches of education which the 12th June 1805 , was approved by the

would be necessary-Classical Learning- court of directors on the 26th of the same

Composition, Arithmetic, integral and month , and laidbefore the general court

fractional - Algebra - Mathematics — Ele- on the 12th of July , 1805 , by whom the

ments of General Law, of the Law of details proposed in it , and the appoint

England , of the British Constitution , of ment of a principal and professors of the

Politics , Finance, and Commerce - some institution, under the express designation

acquairtance with Natural Philosophy of a college, were then also sanctioned .

French and English --the Evidences of All this, it will be observed, was before

Christianity — the principles, obligations the institution had any actual commence

and sanctions of Religion and Morals-- ment or being ; although, from the learn ,

3 C2
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ed gentleman'e mode of expressing him- them in the religion , the constitution and

self, persons unacquaintedwith the his . the Jaws of their country ," naturally

tory of the transaction , might be led to point to an institution of a higher order ?

suppose that the court of directors first Is there any school where such a course

actually began with a school, and after- of education is administered ? Could the

wards turned that school into a college. enunciation of such a scheme suggest to

But did the learned gentleman ever pro- any bearer the idea of a school ? Certainly

pose a school, as he is stated to have as . neither the learned gentleman , nor any

serted ? Did he, when he found that his other proprietor, did at that time advert

idea was not followed , that the directors to any such idea . But if, notwithstanding

by their injudicious mode destroyed the all these things , the learned gentleman

object, namely, of a school institution , still conceived that a school was the thing

did he testify his disappointment and dis- intended , he must have been completely

approbation in any way ? Did he ever by undeceived, when on the 12th July 1805

anymeansmake it onceknown that he the committee'sreport,already mentioned,

really was disappointed ? Let facts answer was brought before the general court, an

these questions. When the proposal of announcing expressly the designation of a

appropriate institution was first brought college, and the appointment of professors

before the court of proprietors, in Febru- with salaries. What then was his conduct

ary 1805, founded upon the report of the ou that ' occasion ? Did he discover any

committee of correspondence of October surprise or disappointment ? Did he re

1804, already quoted , in which , as has monstrate against the change which he

been shewn,there was not the least men- has since asserted aud arraigned ? Nothing

tion of a school, but a delineation was of all this. Hewas, as I find from some

given of a plan widely different, did the notes of the proceedings, present at the ge

learned gentleman, or any other gentle- neral court, and the committee's report no

man, on that oecasion, ever broach the tifying the appointment of a principal and
idea of a school ? The term was never certain professors of the college, and pro

uttered. But the learned gentleman gives posing salaries to them , was then approved,
it to be understood that he meant a school; without the least opposition from any

nay, if his words are correctly reported, quarter ! A confirmation of this proceed

that the Company were, by a resolution ing took place in the following general

which he moved , pledged to a school. Let court of the 19th July. I cannot posi

that resolution speak for itselfand for the tively state whether the learned gentle
learned gentleman . It was the resolu- man was then also present, but being a

tion which he proposed to the general very constant attendant, it is quite pro

court, when , as just noticed , the measure bable that he was ; ayd certainly there

of an appropriate institution was first was not upon that occasion, any more than

submitted to the proprietors in February on the preceding one, when the learned

1805—and it was in the following terms gentleman undoubtedly was in his place,

-terms for which I give the learned the smallest indication of objection.

gentleman credit : But the learned gentleman , after allthis

“ Resolved , That this court doth high- proceeding, is, in speaking ofa subsequent

ly approve of an establishment in this period, stated to have said , “ They (the

country for the education ofyouth, de- directors) should have erected a school,

signedfor the Company's civil service in but they erected a university , anden

India, and promises itself the happiest dowed professorships of all kinds.” This

consequences from a system which , in- statement has gone forth to the public .

stead of sending out writers to India at The appointment of professorships, and

too tender an age to admit of fixed or the designation of a college, it has been

settled principles , proposes previously to just seen,wereacquiesced in by the learned

perfect them as much as possible in cla3- gentleman . Theerection ofa suitableedifice

sical and liberal learning, and thoroughly for a collegiate establishment was not in
to ground them in the religion, the con- consequence ofany change in the plan of the

stitution, and the laws of their country ; institution , but in furtherance of it. The

so that when calledupon to administer place first engaged for it was the castle

their functions abroad, they may be mind- of Hertford. That place was found too

ful of the high moral obligations under small for the accommodation of the pupils

which they act, and of the maxims of the and professors, and its situation in a

British Government, whose character for large town was productive of serious in

justice, freedom , and benevolence, they convenience. No other suitable place

will feel it their duty and their pride to offered, and a small treehold estate being

support." on sale in that neighhourhood, the direc

Is there in any part of this resolution tors thought it advisable to purchase that

the least inention of, the least allusion to estate, and to make it the scite of a col

a school ? Do not such comprehensive legiate structure, to be founded by the

expressions as these, “ to perfect them East-India Company, for the benefit of

as much as possible in classical and liber- their young servants.

al learning , aud thoroughly to ground Tlic expense of such an edifice, though
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certainly considerable, could be no con- The college had been sometime open ,

clusive objection , where the ends to be at- and in operation at Hertford Castle before

tained were of such high importance. it was proposed to erect an edifice on

Concerning these ends, the learned gentle- purpose for it. The principal and pro
man seems now to entertain ideas which fessors were in their places, and the stu

were not to be collected from his first sen . dents were habited in the academical

timents, and which certainly do not accord costume of caps and gowns, a circum

with those that guided the court of di- stance which the learned gentleman treats

rectors in forining their plan of education . as an enormous and portentous evil , the

He does not now expect that younggen- immediate and fatal cause of all the

tlemen educated in philosophy, political mischiefs that have happened there.

economy, mathematics, &c. will descend With all these evils of a college and

to count bales and measure muslins. He professors, and philosophy, and juris

thinks it a mania to send out writers thus prudence , and other high qualifica

educated-an army of young Grotiuses tions, and caps and gowns fully before

and Puffendorfs, as he happily expresses the learned gentlenia.., and with a propo

it, whose qualifications are too high for sition to erect a handsome building in

the situations they are intended to fill, order to make them permauent, what

who cannot descend to the drudgery of might be expected to be the conduct of

the counting -house, instead of sending out that learned gentleman when such a pro

writers qualified for the purposes of com- position was offered to be adopted ? His

merce , And he seems to think that the actual conduct was, that he himself, in

thing most important in the servants the general court, moved a vote of appro

of a great coinmercial body isa perfect bation of that erection as recommended

knowledge of the Company's trade. If the by the court of directors ! It is for the

court of directors had entertained such learned gentleman to reconcile his present

notions, they would not have thought it statements with the series of facts now

necessary to propose any place or plan of recited - it is for him to reconcile his

appropriate education ; and it will be in past conduct with these statements. I

vain to look for the learned gentleman's am quite at a loss how either can be done.

present system in his motion of 1805. I hope I shall be pardoned if I dwell with

Equally incompatible is it with the nature some minuteness on these points and

of the functions to be performed by the others which are to follow . The course

Company's civil servants . Is commercenow pursued by the learned gentleman in this

the great feature of the Company's Indian business may not, in itself , be of such

administratiou ? Are all the seivants em- importance as to claim any detailed in

ployed in that line ? Not one sixth of vestigation , but it is important to vindi

them ! The rest, that is the great body, cate the conduct of the court of directors

are employed in the judicial, the revenue, and the nature of the institution . It is

the political departments, or in the various also material to shew the learned gentle

public oflices of government. All these man's liability to inaccuracy, and if he be

require the elements of such a liberal inaccurate in relating things in which he

course of learving as is pursued at Hert- was himself concerned - how much more

ford college ; and even the commerce of may he be liable to mistake in making

the Company requireswell educated young use of information derived from others ? ;

men. Indeed the education of young per This will be exemplified in proceeding

sons brought up for commerce at home, next to advert to the internal state and

is not now confined to the counting-house conduct of the college. Here it is, that

and warehouse. Liberal instruction fits the learned gentleman has made his most

them the better for their sphere . Still furious attack, and on the ground of oc

less is a contracted laborious application casional disturbances, from which no

to the mechanical parts of trade, though large place of education is free, he has,

well in its place, suitable to India. There by the most aggravated and sweeping

the commerce of the Company is upon a charges, accused the discipline, the learn

great scale ;-it will be best conducted by ing , the morals of the place, and involved

men whoseminds are opened and enlarged professors, students, and even directors,

by knowledge, even when they hare also to in one general condemnation. The ori

attend as they ought to the details of ac- ginal report of the debate states him to

counts and the qualities of goods.' And have said , that " In a short time (that

there is this further material reason for is after the establishment of the college

giving the same course of learning to all the and the baneful fopperies of caps and

Company's servants, because their lives in gowns) he saw that every thing was going

India are, generally speaking, and very wrong ; he never heard of such audacity

properly, interchangeable, SO
that a and disorder insurrections, assaults

man now employed in commerce may and expulsion - every species of vio

hereafter become a revenue or political lence, confusion , and disorder.” This

servant.
“ little time" was a space of rather more
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than three years . The college was in ac- of the place , and for the misconduct of the

tivity in the autumn of 1805 , and it was smaller part of the students that society

the latter end of 1808 before any disturb- in general was involved in obloquy. I
ance happened there . What then took must enter my protest against this indis

place was not followed by any serious criminate censure , easily indeed thrown

consequences. A year after another riot out , but most unjustly applied . The great

occurred which proved more serious. It majority of the young men who were in

excited attention at the time; for, besides college during the period it is alleged to

the infliction of several minor punish- have been in a state of turbulence and dis

ents , six stadents were expelled. This order, had gone through the course of their

restored subordination. In the year 1810 studies with much advantage and credit .

all was quiet and prosperous. Conform- But by such sweeping invectives and mis

ably to a motion passed in the general representations, as the lionourable gentle

court in April 1809, a report of the state men had so largely contributed to disse

of the college in that year was laid before minate the whole body of the students

the generalcourt in the month of Decem- who had gone to Indlia, many of them of

ber 1810 , and it was so satisfactory, that distinguished character and proficiency,

the following resolution was in conse- were libelled and calumniated . And this,

quence then passed : after they had entered upon the field of

“ That this court has heard with great their labours in India with fair promise of

satisfaction the account given them by an honourable career ; after a part of them

the court of directors, respecting the state had already acquired high credit.

of their college at Haileybury, and the How farthey have been from deserving

considerable progress made by the stu- such treatment may further appear from

dents in general in the various branches the general result or return which , leaving

of learning , and has peculiar pleasure in a more particular defence of the institu

recording the vames of the followiug gen- tion to others , I shall now exhibit of the

tlemen , who are reported by the college number of students entered there, and the

committee to have " highly distinguished number who have been expelled for mis

" themselves." conduct. Since the commencement of the

Who was the mover of this resolution ? college to the end of the year 1816, the

No other than the learned gentleman him- mumber of students which have been ad

self. But if he “ saw ,” or “ heard ," or sus- mitted into it amounts to ...... 427

pected only a small part of the enormities Of these there were from vari

he has recently charged to the college, as ous causes withdrawn .... 16

existing at or before the period in question , Appointment annulled ..

Row could he possibly propose such a reso
Died

lution , and without the smallest advertence Did not proceed

or allusion to any kind of disorder ? The Refused certificate..

report of the college committee might af

ford occasion for observation , but it oblig 24

ed to no such testimony of approbation . Expelled , in 1809....

The learned gentleman, however, did not 1811-12

think even this testimony enongh , for in 1814 .

themonth of March 1811 , he proposed an 1815-16, finally ... 5

ather resolution , extending that appro

bation to many more students . If the 17

learned gentleman thought it right, with Of these the students ex

all the knowledge he then possessed on pelled in 1811-12, were

the subject, which might easily be all that afterwards pardoned , but

existed , for there had been but one seri- one did notproceed 5

ous riot, and that above a year before - if

he thought it right spontaneously to pro- The total number finally ex

pose and to repeat a vote of approbation, pelled....
12

how does such a proceeding agree with 36

the extreme ill opinion he now states him

self to have had of the college even from a Remained ...... 391

very early period after its commencement ? Of which, gone to India ........ 338

With the learned gentleman rests the dif

ficult task of reconciling things that ap- In the College of those entered
53

pear só contradictory, But one thingis to the end of 1816... .....

certain , that in the first four years of the Thus , after all that liad been so recent

college only one disturbancehad happened , ly urged respecting the disorders of the

and this was confined to a few students, college, there had been out of 420 , stu
though the whole were blamed . dents only 17 expelled ; of which 5 had

Thus it had happened in other instances. afterwards been restored ; but allowing
Occasional excesses and disorders were the number to be 17 , it did not amount to

represented as the permauent character 4 per cent, and reckoning according to

...

-

}
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mentime, these having been the expulsions in well born , and characters well

Il years will make only about three in trained .

two years ; a proportion which probably The Calcutta college council, in a let

will not appear at all extraordinary to ter to the governor- general in council, of

persons acquainted with the history of 29th November 1812, repeat an observa

other seminaries of education , Of the tion made in the visitor's ( Lord Minto's )

333 young men who had gone to india, by speech of 1810 -- That very great and

far the greater number had carried with generul improvement in the college has

them respectability of character, not only been very conspicuous in the conduct of

for conduct but for proficiency in those the students who huve passed through

studies wbich were to fit them for their Hertford college.

destination , Aud many of them were Captain Roebuck , Examiner in the Cal

now serving the Company in India in the cutta college, says-he believes it is gene

highest stations theycould hold consistent- rully ailmilted as a fact, that students How

lywith the parliamentary regulations which in college are much steudier in every re

established a certain proportion between spect than they were in formeryeurs, and

rank and emolument. It also deserved to that this is perhaps owing to their previous

be remarked that, as could be shewn by a education iit Hertford college.

louy emumeration of particulars , those The Marquis of Hastings also , in his

young men who had been mostdistinguish- Discourse to the Calcutta college in 1814,

ed at Hertford , had been in like manner takes favourable notice of the proficiency

distinguished in India by the promotion in the oriental languages of several of

they received. And these are circum- the students arrived from Hertfori college.

stances which cannot but be grateful to I wish these candid and honorable tes

the friends of the institution , which the timonies from such higli authorities, these

liberality of the Company has founded in real documents and real facts, to be con

this country. They are proofs that the trasted with the virulent, indiscriminate

institution has in a great degree answered accusations which the court have heardi

the views with which it was formed . And this day and ou a former occasion . Such

this conclusion is strengthened by the authentic testimonies ought to be opposed
testimonials which the bighest authori- to all the bold assertions and anonymous

ties in India have given to the character calumnies which have been so industrious

of the young men educated at that esta- ly circulated throughout the kingdom , and

ment. Of these, I shall beg leave to read which are , in truth , utterly unworthy of

an extract from the Discourse of Lord credit .

Minto , the Governor-General, to the Col- These testimonies are a sufficient refu

lege of Calcutta in the year 1810 . tation of the violent, vague, unsupported

Mr. Lowndes liere interrupted the hou . accusations of the honorable gentlemen
gentleman , and asked whether the five or who have brought forward the presentmo

sis young men who had been mentioned , tion. Tliey may also serve as an evidence

were included in the twelve that had been that the college has in a high degree

expelled :-(Calls oj Order ! order ! no answered the purposes of its institution .

interruption !) Whether it has answered those purposes is

Mr. Grant resumed , and said, I have the first point proposed for inqniry in the
listened with the greatest attention for motion before the court, I coutend that

three hours to the speech of the learned no just ground has been sbewn - that

gentleman, who has been heard without there is no just ground for moving

the slightest interruption from any part of such an inquiry ; that the proofs which

the court ; I therefore trust that I may have been given in Eugland of the profici

be heard with patience by those on the ency of the students, and the evidences
other side of the question .- ( Ilear ! heur ! which have come from India of their

heur !) I was going (proceeded Mr. character, are suflicient to afford reason

Grant) to quote the testimonial of Lord able satisfaction, and to obviate a pro
Minto in 1810. It is in substance as fol- ceeding which would be not only unneces .

lows : - That he is enabled to state from sary , but plainly hostile and detrimental.

his own observation , that the college of In pointing out some of the errors of the

Calcuttu had derived some of its most learned gentleman in his historical detail,

distinguished ornaments from llertford I llave already mentioned , in opposition

college ; and that the official reports will to the statement with which he set out ,

show that students who have been trans- that the original idea and design of the

lated from Hertford to Fort William , institution was not a school, but an es

stand honoratly distinguished for regular tablishment of a more enlarged and liberal

attendance, for obedience to the statutes , nature , and that the plan which has been
and the discipline of the college ; for or- since followed is in consonance with the

derly and drcorous demeanou , for mode.. original intention . Regarding the con- ;

ration in cxpense, and consequently in trary assertions as quite unwarranter ,

amount of their debts, and in a word for and the point itself asone of importance,
those descucits of conduct which derote I must beg leave iu recur to it. The
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whole tenor of the papers to which I have gested establishment would still treat the

referred , I think, clearly shew that the de- students as school boys, liable to school

sign contemplated by the court of direc- punishments, whereas one object of the

tors lookedto a higher and more liberal existing institution was froin the begin

institution than a school of any kind. I ning to treat those who had actually re

never heard until the learned gentleman , ceived a destination to the honorable

to my great surprise, advanced the notion, situation of civil servants of the Company,

that they had been at all supposed to have as young men , entered into the first step

departed from their first purpose. I am of manly studies and the manly character

persuaded the honorable person who a character which it is of importance

happens at present to fill the chair in this they should be able tosupport on launch

court (Mr. Elphinstone), and who was ing out into the world , instead of enter

Chairman of the court of directors when ing on that untried and dangerous scene,

the establishment was set ou foot, never as school boys.

conceived that he was then proposing a Another idea suggested in the course of

school. That it was to be an establish- these discussions is, that the education of

ment of a higher and more comprehensive the youth intended for the Company's

nature was the universal understanding service should be left to the parents or
of the directors of that time , as well as comections, only subjecting the pupils to

of the committee to whom they delegated a strict test of examination as to pro

the consideration of a plan of education, ficiency in learuing, when they came to

in which committee were men not likely pass for writers, This mode of educa .

implicitly to act upou the ideas of others. tion was adverted to in the original

For myownpart, I never had the slightest prospectus of the existing system .

conception that aschool was the thing to “ It is not to be doubted,say the Com

be formed ; and indeed when the object “ mittee of correspondence in their first

in view was considered , it was quite ob- report of October 1804, that they (the

vious that nothing but a collegiate insti. “ youth destined to the civil service)
tution could effect it. What was the ob- " should not be left to such chance of ac

ject ? No other than such a course of “ quisition as the routine of public or

liberal learning as is pursued at the uni- “ country schools may, under all the va .

versities ; only that the time to be given " rieties of situation, tutorage, example,

was less ,therefore the application to par- “ 'and other circumstances, incident to

ticular branches of study must be propor- “ persons collected from every part of

tionably abridged. The young men ,
in “ United Kingdom , afford them . There

short, were to be imbued with the ele . ought to be one course and standard of

ments of a liberal education, so far as appropriate education for them ; and

was compatible with tlieir early entrance « ' to this end , one place of instruction .

on their Indian career , and in such a de- “ There they should be trained with care

gree as might evable them afterwards to « and required to give proofs of real pro

improve and build upon the foundation “ ficiency ; in order to which they should

that had been laid . No school upon any “ be subjected to the test of strict and im

existing plan, nothing formed upon the partial examination-a test hardly to

principle of a school , properly so called , “ be looked for in all the (liffering modes .

could have answered this purpose. The “ and degrees of their present education .

ends to be attained naturally pointed to “ Nor ought it to be the only object of

something more in the nature of a col- “ such a system to form good servants

legiate establishment. “ for the Company ; the system should

One word to the learned gentleman on “ aim also at making them good subjects

the suggestion of an establishment more " and enlightend patriots . It is there

< * in the nature of a school-where mas- “ fore of importance that the young men

" ters should attend at stated hours, hav- “ before their departure should be imbu

“ ing proper authority for the enforce- “ed with reverence and love for the re

“ ment ofobedience, learning, and moral “ ligion , the constitution, and laws of

“ conduct." , The question immediately “ their owncountry, and hence the plan of

occurs, how could masters, attending only “ their studies should comprehend some

at stated hours , enforce obedience and “ elementary instruction in those most es -

inoral conduct at those times they did not “ sential branches of knowledge. It must

attend ? What authority would be suf- “ evidently prove advantageous to initiate

ficient in this case , eren if the masters " all the civil servants of the Company suc

were to act in a body ? but coming, as “ cessively in one uniform system of right

they probably would , in a sort of rotation , principles ; and it is likewise obvious,

what efficiency could one or two possess ? " that the large acquaintance which by

Would not a settler establishment, where “ concentrating their education at one

the teachers would be always present, and place , will be established in early youth

devote their whole time to this one ob- among contemporaries, who are after

ject, he far more operative both as to in- “ wards to fill the various departments of

struction and discipline ? Then the sug- “ the service, at all the presidencies in

the

66
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" India, may have very beneficial effects country could not supply European litera

upon the conduct of affairs." ture and science. These must be acquir

I am now called upon to notice another ed in Europe, and the time allotted for the

most material error contained in the state- acquisition was sufficiently short.

ments of the learned gentleman and his The hon . gentlemen who have brought

hon . associate . They have asserted that forward this motion appear to entertain

the leading object of this institution , or an idea , that the education of the young

a main object of it ; was to instruct the men destined for the Company's service ,

young men in Oriental learning. Nothing might be left to the care of their parents

can bemore contrary to the fact. The and connections , prescribing to them a

main design of the institution, its grand standard of acquirements inthe different

object and fundamental principle was to branches of learning, and subjecting thein ,

give to the youth destined to the service of before they were permitted to go abroad ,

the Company, a course of European litera- to a strict examination, by gentlemen

ture and European science. An institu- of knowo learning and ability. This

tion that should concentrate these objects scheme, the last article of it excepted ,

within itself in a way adapted and appro will appear, from the original prospectus

priate to the service of the Company, was of the court of directors , as already quot

the desideratum which had been long felt, ed , to have been adverted to by thena . I

and which the college was intended to am thoroughly convinced that it would

supply. An institution for European prove utterly insufficient for the attainment

learning was the dictate of common sense , of the great olijects the Company oughtever

To liave taken lads of fifteen or sixteen to have in view . Where, in the first place,

away from the prosecution of that species in all the various , and especially theremote

of learning, for which there were no in- parts of the United Kingdom , into which

stitutions nor favourable means in India ; Indian Patronage occasionally extends,

and to havedevoted the precious portion would teachers in the higher branches of

of tke time they had to remain in England learning be found ? for instance , in Politic '

chiefly to the study of Oriental languages, cal Economy, in the Law of England, and

which might with so many more helps, in the Oriental Languages ? How unequal

advantages, and facilities, be followed up might be the abilities — the methods of

in India, where there was an institution the teachers in the other branches ? And

expressly for the purpose , and where the where the intended objects of patronage

languages are liviog languages, would have fathers or near male relatives living,

have been entirely preposterous.
The (which is not always the case) how in

original prospectus of the court of Direc- competent are they often to superintend

tors already referred to, will completely a course of education of a higher kind ?

shew that they went upon quite a contrary how apt are both teachers and students'

idea . The whole scope of that document in small private schools or seminaries to

manifestly proves that their principal ob- overrate the degree of proficiency found in

ject was European learning. The differ them , for want of the larger field of com

ent branches of literature and science parison , and the higher standard of at

which were to constitute the studies of tainment, which public and collegiate ip

the place, are first enumerated , and it is stitutions afford by the eminence of

after all these are detailed, that towards
their instructors and the number of their

the end, the idea is introduced ofafford- pupils ? What wide differences might be

ing the means of acquiring the elements expected in the knowledge of young men

of one or two Oriental languages, as an brought up by teachers of very different

useful preparative for the easier prosecu. degrees of learning and care ? How diffi

tion of that branch of study afterentering cult would it be to subject young men ac

upon the Indian scene, where only a customed to differing books and methods,

great degree of proficiency in the dialects of to one system of examination ! and above

the East could be acquired. But all this, all, is it reasonably to be expected, with

and the appointment in consequence of an regard to such an examiuation, on which

Oriental professor, was only a graft upon
is to depend the young man's fate in life,

the original plan , and entirely subsidiary whether he shali obtain the service or be

to its main design. The honorable geni rejected - is it to be expected that such

tlemen thereforehave very strangely mis
an examination would long be performed

stated the whole of this article. European with the requisite strictness, fidelity, and

learning was the principal, the essential impartiality ? that even good nature and

object. Some initiation into the Eastern compassion, supposing po other improper

lauguages was an accessory — a supple- motive to operate, would not relax into

mentary thing ; and though this depart- indulgence ? But if wecould suppose all

ment has been since enlarged, it is un- these objections to be obviated, and ad

doubtedly still but one of many, and the mit that the Company were to appoint a

only one the studies of which can be pro
board of examination , in conformity to .

secutedwith incomparably greater advan-' the idea suggested in the motion , by what

tage in India. Forthe institution in that magical process could the examiners, in

Asiatic Journ -No. 16.
VOL . III. 3 D
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the course of one short investigation, say had , in sliort, been better acquaiuted with

of two or three hours, ascertain the gene- various things important tomen whoare

ral character and conduct, the moral and employed in the administration of public

religious principles, of the young man sub- affairs, many errors and mistakes would

mitted to this test of inquiry ? or could have been avoided , the Company would

the Company place any sure reliance upon have been more efficiently served , and in

the testimony of character, given by the dividuals still more distinguished. I be

parents or friends of the young men ? The lieve there is no political society in the

fact is , that the only way for the Com- world, where it is not , in a greater or less

pany to obtain certainty upon these im- degree , a received principle that the func

portant points, is to have the youth tions of government shall be assigned to

intended for their service , educated in an men qualified by knowledge and ability

institution of their own , subject to their for the discharge of them ; and if this

own inspection and superintendance, by principle is generally acted upon, why

which means they will be enabled , not should itnot be applied to our Eastern do .

only to ensure a good course of scholastic minions ? With respect to them, it be ,

educatiou , and to ascertain the proficiency comes peculiarly necessary that the supply

wade in it, but to acquire a knowledge of of proper functionaries should not be left

the moral demeanour and habits of those to chance, but that they should be care,

destined to the important functions of the fully trained on purpose. On this princi

Indian administration. ple the college at Hertford , is founded .

It has been held by some persons, that Undoubtedly , the system thus adopted by

there was no occasion for any particular the Company went in a material degree

institution for the education of the ser- to alter the nature of the patronage pos.

vants of the Company -- that the service sessed by the court of directors. Instead

had, from a very early period, always pro- of continuing to exercise the power of

duced men of great talents, and might be sending out at once any youths who were

expected to continue to do so ; the occa- within the prescribed limits of age, and

sions and circunstances in which persons qualified in writing and accouuts, as be

are placed, raising them to a fitnessfor the fore required , they subjected their proté

duties theyrequire. I admit that the service gés to a long ordeal, both as to education

has at different periods produced men of and conduct, and to a final test of profi

eminence, who, in very arduous situations ciency ; so that a destination to the col.

and emergencies, have displayed great abi- lege did not ensure a nomination into the

lity and wisdom . I am far from wishing to service, and a disappointment might en

detract from the merits of those charac- sue in a case of the nearest interest. By

ters who have acted a distinguished part this change, the parents or connections of

on the Iudian scene , and by their talents those protégés, and the youths themselves,

and their energy have performed import- were also placed in a different situation,

ant services to the Company and the na- more exposed to the loss of the intended

tion ; but it will not, therefore, follow appointment, and obliged to a more care

that the Company ought always to trust fulconduct in order to secureit. On this to

to adventitious supplies of this sort, or pic of patronage, as itis ratherof a personal
that their servants will not be still better nature, I am not disposed to say much ;

qualified if they are carefully trajned with but I may observe, that this restriction of

a view to their future employments , Be- it was the spontaneous proposal of the

sides, the qualities suitable to the earlier court of directors, and a sacrifice which

stages of our political power in India , I conceive should not be quite overlooked

when we had to struggle for existence, in a general consideration of the subject.

and for military and politicalascendancy, It was a sacrifice of individual interest

maynot be sufficientfor all the details of for the sake of a great public object, that
the administration of a great Empire, now of securing to the Company, in all future

established and consolidated. Many of time, a well educated and well qualified

the duties to be performed in this state of set of functionaries for the administra

things require more knowledge, more củl- tion of the affairs of the Indian empire.

tivation ofmind, in short,more ofan edu- It was also beneficial to the young men in

cation of that nature which fits men for holding out to them the necessity of a

government offices and affairs of state in course of proper conduct to render them .

Europe, I have known India a good many selves deserving of such a service ; and it

years , I maybe supposed to have the pre- imposed upon the pareuts a greater de

dilections of early life for the service to gree ofattention andvigilance in the early

which I belonge I well know that there formation of their children ; ends all clear

were many men of talent in the service, ly important, and therefore jastly , but
hut after all, it was my remark then , and likewise liberally preferred to private

I do not hesitate to avow it now , as convenience and advantage.

speaking, I am sure , from my own expe- It is true that such a system is trying

rience, that if the servants had possessed to the feelings of parents, it places them

a greater stock of general knowledge, iy an anxious situation both with respect
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to the success , and the reputation of their but because misconduct or imprudence

children , but is not the great object of se- is more rigorously observed and pu

curing good public servants the para- nished .

mount one, and should not all private con- With respect to the conduct of the

siderations be subordinate to it ? Of this, Professors , i must beg leave to make an

parents could not but be aware, as well observation ,which I trust will not lead the

as of the obligation on the part of those court to suppose that I intend to go into the

who chose to benefit by the Indian patron . whole of that question . That the Protes

age ofconforming to the conditions under sors may never havefallen into any error ' I

which it was dispensed . They had no am far from meaning to contend. They

right to complain of hardship, where the are men , and partake of the common

acceptance of the patronage was a matter fallibility of man. I will acknowledge

of option . And it was necessary to further, though I now desire to speak with

maintain the system in practice, other- all tenderness on such a point, that per

wise the end would be lost . There is no- haps the Company were not so happy as

thiug more claimed in this institution , might have been 'wished in the selection

than is required in erery institution for of the first principal , who proved , partly

education - a conformity to the rules on from easiness of temper, to be somewhat

which it is founded. It is indeed true, wanting in the talent of commanding

that the rules may havebeen more strictly others. Butof the whole professorial body,

enforced at Hertford college than at other from the beginning, I mustsay, that if froin

places, and I have no doubt this is the fact. a mean self-interest they had aimed at no

Weare told that there are more expulsions higher object than to go on smoothly,

at Hertford than at any other seminary to be popular with parents and students,

in the three kingdoms. I see no reason to content themselves with a lax perform

to believe this , but if it were so, I am ance of their duties , to connive at irregu

convinced it does not proceed from a larities and deficiencies, their task might

want of discipline, but from the strictness have been a much easier one, and they

of it. Hence it is that so many expul- might have escaped severe trials. But

sions have occurred at the Company's they acted like houest and conscientious

college. If the same strictness were ex- men , though this required the exercise of

ercised at the universities, it is probable, self-denial and the endurance of many

the proportion of expulsions would be painful feelings. They ought to discharge

much greater. But the degrees of inspec . the trust reposed in them . Could they

sion and controul at the one and the other possibly otherwise have any interest in

were very different . At Hertford the being unpopular either with students,

young men were day and night close un. their connections, or the public ; in

der the eye of the professors ; and their falling at any time under suspicion with

whole conduct in so circumscribed a place their patrons and employers ? The con

W:S'more open to observation , their trary is most evident ; and their con

hours of recreation regulated , their return duct is unaccountable , unless it proceed

| into college before night insisted on, their ed from a sense of duty. I firmly be

attention to study enforced , their exami- lieve they have been, in the general tenor

nations frequent. I believe, therefore, of their course, actuated by that principle,

the students at Hertford are on the whole andindeed the result is with meno slight

more obedient, more attentive to their proof of it . Whilst some censure themi

studies than at other similar establish- for a want of good government, others

ments and the reason is to be found in probably are still more afraid of the strict

the difference of discipline. At the ness of their discipline. If there are pa

universities there is no such course rents and connections who are alarmed

of strictness. There , except during the by the ill reports industriously circulated

hours prescribed for study and attendance, of the character of the college, there

the conduct of the young men comes very are probably a greater number , includ

little under the notice of their superiors. ing expectants, who dread what they

In the rest of the twenty -four hours they conceive to be the severe discipline

have a much greater degree of latitude ; and tests of the place - flot simply as

they are, in fact, their own masters--and discipline and tests, but because all
many things may pass which are not at these beget a fear of the student's falling

all matter of cognizance or inquiry. It is short, and so endangering the loss of the

hence easy to account for a paucity of appointment. Then it is not to be denied
expulsions there , and the apparently nu- that thisinstitution is exposed to reflection

merous acts of severity at Heriford, from another source , the wounded feel.

though, as we have seen , all the expulsions ings of those whose connections there

in eleven years amount only to seventeen, fall under censure or discredit. Such

which is not four per cent of the whole instances must happen in themost perfect

number of students admitted into the institution , auil it is natural enough that

college. It is not, however, that there those nearest concerned should be im

is a greater degree of vice at Hertford, pressed by the accounts of the young med

3 D 2
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themselves aud disposed to ascribe the ginating of statutes and regulations be

faults imputed to them to the ill exam- longs to the court of directors, though to

ples or theimproper government of the be valid they must have the coucurrence

place. Sufferings reallyto be regretted of thatboard.

and sympathized with may thus occur; The learned gentleman has taken occa

but if in a body of young men theré sion to say, that Marquis Cornwallis har

be, in the nature of things, a liability found such a wånt of competency for par

to occasional misconduct , and if dis. ticular employments in the servants of the

cipline is necessary, what can be said Company, that he had been obliged to

farther on this point than that the public have recourse to persons out of the ser

interest should be preferred to private ? I vice. I was in India most of the time his

apprehend this is the principle on which Lordship was there, and for part of it Irad

the Professors have in general acted, the honour of being pretty near to him , but

when they have given offence, and I do not recollect any thing which can

that thesource of whatever unpopularity warrant this assertion .

they have incurred , may be found not in a The learned gentleman has gone upon a

mean sacrifice or compromise of their different key, when he refers to the high

duty, but in an adherence to what they ulogium passed in Parliament at the re

conceived to be its dictates iņ very diffi- enewal of the charter, upon thelndian go

cult circumstances. I do not mean , how- vernment administered by the servants of

ever asI have already said , to take into the Company. It will be recollected that

myhands this part of the subject. this was in 1813, when the college had

The learned gentleman, next contends, been in operation some years — but I am

that by giving the Professors the power far from meaning to lessen the merits of

which they now possess, of final expulsion the servants before that period . I have

from the college, the court ofdirectorshave taken occasion formerly to do some jus

yielded up all controul and authority over tice to them . The encomjums. however,

the institution. But this is a very errone- passed in Parliament, necessarily compre

ous representation. They have indeed, hended the whole of the Company's ado

for wise reasons, put that power of ex- ministration , and a large share of its

pulsion into the hands of the Principal happy results must be ascribed to the au

and Professors, and this is an additional thorities athome. They did not all ema
sacrifice of their own patronage, which , nate from the Indian government. The

honourably for themselves, they have instructions which Lord Cornwallis car

made to the good of the institution. They ried with him to India from the court of

saw reason to believe , that as long as the directors, in 1786 , contained some of the

power of finally deciding upon the fate first principles of those great improve

of the students remained in the hands ments which he introduced into the In

of the Directors, the young men never dian system , and which since followert

could be thorouglıly persuaded that their up by other eminent persons, and under
patrons would exercise it to deprive them the auspices and support of the same

of appointmentswhich they themselves had court, have given deserved celebrity to the
bestowed ; and to this persuasion wight Company's administration .

be traced much of their insubordination The learned gentleman has thought fit

to the authority of the Professors. The to assume that the disturbances which

court of directors, therefore, to extinguish have happened in the college , are to be

such a delusive notion, havemost properly attributed to the use of caps and gowns

armed the college council with this neces- the costume of an university ! The idea

sary power ; a power possessed by the rul. deserves not a serious refutation . ' Never

ers of every college and school, without was there so disproportionate a stress laid

which they could never maintain their au- upon a circumstance so triding. The

thority for any time. And it was but just same costume prevails in various places

that if the Professors were made respon- of liberal learning besides the Universities,

sible for the government of the college, If any intoxicating effect were to be pro

they should be invested with the same duced by caps and gowns, it might have

poweras other institutions possessed to been expected at first ; but though the use

enforce due obedience. But this does not of that dress commenced with the estab

comprebend all authority and controul lishment itself, the college had subsisted

over the college. It is governed accord- four years before any disturbance hap

ing to a budy of statutes ; these statutes pened. I do not ascribe the irregularities

form its constitution, and the power of ofwhich some of the students have been

enacting and of varying themresidesin guilty, to any such cause . The learned

the court of directors. This superior gentleman seems to argue upon a supposi

power, which comprehends all others, is tion that the students were mere boys.

the essential one, and it is still possessed This was not the case ; they were, in gerie

by that colirt, subject indeed now by ral , from between fifteen and sixteen to

law in its exercise , to the controul of nineteen years of age. But if they were not

the board of commissioners ; but the ori. rendered insubordinate by those articles
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of dress, it may be considered how far to suppose that in indulging refractory

the observatiousof the learned gentleman habits , they rather wished than feared a

had a tendency to excite such a spirit . removal from the college. And this ten

His speech threw out encouragement to per did not rest with themselves. They

the students to petition against the use of infected others , drew them into these ha

that academical habit which had been bits, and combination increased boldness.

enjoined, to them ; and if they were to In some other instances young menwho

adopt his hints, we might soon witness a had been out in the world , in the Navy

new species of disorder. for instance , were sent to college. They

But thereweremanycircumstances which could ill brook the restraints of a scholas.

undoubtedly had contributed to preveut tic life, and became tempters of their fel

all the good effects from this institution, low students to insubordination .
which might have been expected, and After the passing of the last charter, in

which had been much more likely to pro- which it is enacted that no writers shall
-duce disorders, than the causes assign- be sent to India without going through

ed for them by the learned gentleman. the college, the students got an absurd

Some of these I will mention . The age, idea that the court would be obliged

as has been observed, at which pupils to send them to India, at all events ;
came to the college, created a diffi- quite ,forgetting that though the wri

culty which it was hardly practicable ters must indeed go through the col

to obviate. Many of them were then lege, any student who misbehaved there,

not merely boys, nor fully young men. might be removed, and another be sub

This arose from the very nature of stituted in his place. A further cause

the Company's system , which required of disorder, was the imprudence of paw
that the servants should enter early upon rents and relatives in often giving, con

their Indian career, in order that they trary to the express regulations of the

might become naturalized, as it were, to college, to the repeated warnings and ex

the country , and people of India, which hortations of the directors, profuse sums
would not so well follow if they were de- of money to the students . This was in
tained in England to a maturer age. fact nothing more vor less than putting

Hence the age of admission into the col temptationin their way , it incited them

Hege was at first fixed as low as fifteen, to employ their time in spending money,

and afterwardsat sixteeu . The punishment instead of applying to their studies, and

of expulsion, though it was necessary to proved greatly subversive of regularity and

denounce the heaviest infliction against good conduct. I shall mention but onemore

the highest species of offenders, bore so cause, and it is the absurd length to which

severely upon parents as well as children, the students too generally have carried a

that there was naturally a reluctauce to false point of honour . Not contented when

proceed to it, and this left more scope to disorders happened , and they knew the

the ill-disposed . It has been said that parties concerned with refusing to disclose

pecuniary fiues might have been substi- any such knowledge, they would not even

tuted for expulsion. . I see no reason for when innocent themselves, assert their in

this opinion. Again , the students for a nocence, lest by so doing, they should

long time seem to have entertained a lead to a discovery of the guilty. Nothing

rooted persuasion that they stood at the can be more extravagant than this. The

college on the ground of patronage more first principle on which it rests , that of

than on that of personal conduct. Having refusing to assist in the detection of

been sent there by Directors in order to crimes is wrong, though custoin has per .

proceed afterwards to ludia, they could not haps among youth, established a prejudice.

well conceive that they should tailof attain- in favour of it ; but to strain it so far as

ing that destination , and hence became to refuse to do justice to one's self, and

less afraid of the threatened punishments, to favour the side of guilt against law and

and less respectful to the authority of the order, is incompatible with the well-being

Professors. Perhaps, indeed , there was of society . It was to correct this abuse ,

at first generally rather too much leuience that the college statute was enacted on

shewn ,and it was natural enough, at the which the learned gentleman has descant

commencement, rather to incline to that ed, and the object of which he entirely
side . It was only after some violeut mistakes, invidiously contrasting with it,

eruptions ofdisorder that severe discipline doctrines and principles of English law

was resorted to ; and among the circum- which are wholly irrelevant. There is

stances that made it necessary was, that no college regulation which requires a stu

next to be mentioned. Some ofthe young dent to criminate himself ; nothing of

men were sent to the collegé contrary to that kind, or that can be construed to

their inclination. They did not wish to favour such a principle. What the stu

go to India . , Instances of that kind have dent is expected to do, is in the case of a

uccurred, and in such cases those young flagrant offence, where the authors are

persons were regardless of discipline and undiscovered, to declare his own inno

of giving satisfaction. There is even reason cence, wheu he can do so truly but if he
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obstinately refuses to speak, and by such Respecting, however, this article ofex

conduct on the part of all, the ends of pense , I may just observe, that one cause

justice would be eluded and defeated , why it has so much exceeded the original

then a course is prescribed, the most like- estimate, is , that the first intention of

ly to lead to the discovery of the guilty, keeping the students three years at col

still without requiring that he should lege, was changed , and the usual period

criminate himself. of residence is now two years. It was

With regard to the notion of not com- also expected, that forty students would

pelling parents to send their sons, iutend- have been sent there every year , and then

ed for the service, to the college, I will the complement of students at the col

venture to say , that if the institution lege at one time, would have been 120 ,

were the best that ever existed , very few which at £100 each would have amounted

parents would voluntarily place their sons to £12,000 per annum - but the averageof

there subject to the ordeal they must un- annual admissions has been less than the

dergo in respect to learning, conduct, and estimated number, and the annual in

general discipline; and exposed, in case of come from the studeuts hardly amounts

misbehaviour, to the loss of their object. to £8,000 . This circumstance, however, I

- (Hear ! Hear ! Hear !) I have not hope, will have little influence with the

an idea, that if the college were of the court of proprietors. The great question

best description which could be devised is, whether the institution has answered

by human ingenuity, parents in general the important purpose intended by it ? I
would send their sovs to it of their own maintain , in opposition to all the reports

accord ; they would , I conceive, rather trust and declamations which have been uttered

to theeducation that could be procured by against it, that , in a very great degree, it has

other means, and then to a final examina- answered that purpose ; indeed, all that

tion, thinking there would be less hazard uuder the cxtraordinary difficulties it bas

of failure in that way, than in a constant had to encounter, could reasonably be ex

course of strict inspection during two pected from it ; and that if it is suffered to

years at the college, and an examination remain in quiet, it will accomplish still

also at the close. If left to themselves, more. I, therefore, for one, strenuously

it was impossible to believe that parents object to the present motion in limine .

would not generally take the course that it is brought forward when the college is

appeared to subject their sons to the least in a state of perfect tranquillity , and every

scrutiny, and as a consequence , the least thing is going on well . There has been

danger of losing the service . This is my no disturbance for more than a yearpast,

fixed opinion. I cannot doubt of the and no good reason can be assigned wliy

justness of it. Parents could not prefer former transactions should now be again in

exposing their sons to the greater chauce vidiously raked up, and new inquiries in

of being rejected . But upon the necessity stituted. The power ofexpulsion given to

of maintaining such a system of study, of the professors, may very probably have

vigilant superintendance and disciplineas contributed to this state of quiet, which

' is now established at Hertford , in order being now attained , there can be no ground

to do justicetothe interests of the Com- fur agitating the questions at present ad

pany, and of the great empire they ad- vanced. The agitation of them can do

minister, I firmly stand. no good, and must do harm ; because

The learned gentleman has dwelt much every discussion of this sort must tend to

upon the topic of saving money , and this unhinge young minds, and disturb that

object seems to be a leading onewith him order so necessary to the well being of the

inthe proposition to which I havejust ad- institution . It is high time that these

verted, of leaving the youngmen to private violent and injurious proceedings should

education . By adopting this plan he as- cease . Without, therefore, wishing to

sumes that almost the wholeof the ex- tresspass further upon the time of the

pense incurred for the college might be court, I must, in the strongest and most

saved . Undoubtedly the saving of money . emphatic terms, enter my protest against

ought at all times to be a consideration the continued agitation of this subject,

with the Company ; but it is equally true and declare my most decided opposition

that this is not a case, in which a rigid to the whole principle and object of the

parsimony should be a governing motive. presentmotion .

This ought to be the last thing taken into Mr. Dixon rose upon a question which

view in deciding upon the great question lre thought took precedence of every

of an education for the admipistration of thing. When he looked to what the

the Indian Empire. To obtain the best fate of India might be, upon the decision

education forthat end no expense should of a question of thismagnitude, he could

be spared . If the present system is not a not help thinking that there must be a

proper one, it should, independant of the great number of gentlemen who wished

consideration of expense, be laid aside to give their opinions, whether for or

- if it is a proper one, theexpense should against the question. But asthe day
form no objection to its continuance . was now so far advanced, it would be
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impossible for them to obtain a proper court could go into a full discussion of the

hearing on the present occasion , he sub- subject this day, and therefore it was ab

mitted the propriety of adjourning the solutely necessary that there should be an

further consideration of the question to a adjournment of the debate to a future

future day. It would be for the hon . period. He should propose that the de

gent , within the bar, to fix a day when bate be adjourned until this day week .

it would be most convenient for them to
The Chairman suggested , that as the

call the general court together to resume adjourned debate would in all probabili
the debate .

ty take up the whole of another day ;

Mr. Lowndes interrupted the court, by
and as there was some other business

suggesting the propriety of not going until which would make it necessary to call

five o'clock , it being then only half past
the court together next week , it would be

four.
more convenient to adjouru the present

Mr Impey said , that if the hon. debate until the following week The

gent. who spoke last but one, had not
court of directors would endeavour in all

anticipated him , he should have risen to
events to fix as early a day as possible for

propose a motion of adjournment . The
the further discussion .

court had shewn that day a very liberal
At the Chairman's suggestion the court

and patient attention to the long speech
agreed to postpone the debate until this

of the hon . and learned gentleman , and
day fortnight.

to that also of his hon , friend who suc

ceeded him. They had not been disturbed ADDRESS TO THE PRINCE REGENT.

by any of that poise and confusion, which Mr. Lowndes wished to know what day

he (Mr. I. ) was sorry to say, some times, it would be convenient to meet for the

upon the most important occasions , dis purpose of agreeing to an Address to the
graced the court. This was a good omen Prince Regent, upon his escape from the

that the court would come to a wise
Jate outrage committed upon his carriage.

and dispassionate decision . His lear
It ought to be quickly brought forward ,

ned friend, in opeuing this question had for “ bis dat qui cito dat."

said that it was not his wish to accuse After some desultory conversation upon

any one. ( Cries of Adjourn ! Adjourn !) this point, it was agreed that the court

He (Mr. Impey) was speaking to the ad- should meet to -morrow , to consider of

journment , and he was only stating a the Address to His Royal Highness the

reason why the adjournment ought to Prince Regent.- Adjourned .

take place. As the court of proprietors

had heard what the hon . and learned gen

tlemen had said, he put it to their can East- India House, Feb. 7.

dour to say, whether thewhole tenor of
ADDRESS TO THE PRINCE REGENT.

his speech was not from the beginning to

the end a tissue of accusation . ( Cries of The proprietors of East - India stock

No! no ! purticularly from Mr. this day assembled in general court, for

Lowndes .) the purpose of taking into consideration

Mr. Lovendes interrupted-The hon . an Address to His Royal Highness the

and learned gentleman must not be suffer- Prince Regent, - (on the subject of the

ed to conclude his speech , after the busi- outrage offered to his Royal Highness on

ness of the day is over, with such a state. his return from opening the session of

ment. parliament ,-conformably to the deter

Mr. Impey resumed . Therefore con- mination of the courton the preceding day.

sidering the hour, and learned gentleman's The clerk proceeded to read the mi

speech to be a tissue of accusation from nutes of the last court - but was inter

beginning to the end , he put it to the can- rupted by

dour and good sense of the proprietors , Mr. Lowndes, who observing that few

whether it was not fit that every one of of the directors had entered the court,

those parties who had been so distinctly said " Don't you think it would be more

and separately accused , hat who had no respectful, sir, if the directors came into

opportunity of contradicting the facts sta- court before the business is proceeded

ted, or of countervailing the arguments of in ? This is no trifling occasion . We

the hou , and learned gentlemen, should come here to shew respect to the Prince

have an opportunity of being heard in Regent, and the manner in which the bu

their turn . Notice had been given by his siness is going to be hurried over, tends

hon. and learned friend vow in his eye to destroy its effect. You know , sir,

(Mr. R. Grant ) that it was his intention
that the intrinsic worth of a present is

to offer some obervervations on the part not so much looked to as the mode in

of the professors, who on their parts, as which it is conferred . It is the manner

well as the students, had been accused. in which a gift is bestowed that renders

The courtof directors and other proprie- it truly valuable. ”

tors had also different views of the ques. Mr. S. Dixon rose to order. He did

tion. But it was impossible that the not conceive it to be necessary , that all
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the directors should be in court whilst could be but one opinion ; but it was im

the minutes were reading. possible to reflect on the circumstances of

The Chairman ( Thos. Reid ,Esq.) said , the case, without the occurrence of an

the business was going on regularly, and idea of great importance in the considera

he was anxious it should so proceed. tion of the subject-namely , the occasion

However, if the hon . proprietor had any which was seized for making this traitor

objection to urge, perhaps the more pre- ous attempt. When was it made ? At the

ferable mode would be to hear him . very instant in which His Royal Highness

Mr. Lowndes (the great body of direc- was discharging one of the most solemn

tors having taken their seats) observed , duties of state - when he was either going

that his reason for rising was, to prevent to , or coming from (he was sorry to say,

the court, if possible , from proceeding he believed on both occasions) the House

with public business of so delicate a na- of Peers. It was hardly safe to trust the

ture, until the directors had arrived. His mind with the consideration of such a

ohjection was now removed . subjectma subject that aroused so many

The clerk baving finished the minutes indignant feelings. Let the court imagine

The Chairman said , “ vow , gentlemen , the chief of our free state about to per

I have to acquaint you, that the court bas form that public function, which had il.

met, this day, on the subject which was led admiring Europe, through sticceeding

yesterday adverted to, at the commence centuries , with astonishment, as one of

ment and close of the debate. The pro- the grandest sublimities of the British con

prietors are assembled to consider of an stitution ; yes , let them imagine the

address to His Royal Highness the Prince Prince Regent proceeding in person to in

Regent, on the late atrocious attempt on vite the representatives of the people to

liis royal person . Some member, I sup- the exercise of the high privilege of de

pose , is ready to submita proposition to bate—a privilege exercised with a freerom

the court on this subject.” unknown in any other part ofthe world .

Mr. R. Jackson immediately proceeded Let them suppose. His Royal Highness

to address the court. He was satisfied, contemplating the important scene upon

he said , that the few hours wliich had which he was about to enter - revolving

elapsed, since they last met in that place, in his mind the history ofhis country, a

had notoccasioned the least regret in the perfect knowledge of which he wasknown

min :l of any gentleman, on either side of to possess - comparing its admitted great-,

thubar, that they hadnot then obeyed ness, and its practical freedom ,with the
the impulse of the moment, and , in an best days of Greece and Rome-- compar

address immediately proposed , offered the ing its commanding attitude with that of

spontaneous feelings of their hearts. No other nations, and exulting in the high

doubt could be entertained , but that the post which Providence had assigned to

motion he was about to submit would him in it ; when he was thus about to

have passed , not merely with the unani- meet, and give motion , and faculty, and

Inous voice ofthe proprietors, butby ac- legal operation, to two of the most en

damation.- (Hear ! hear !) - Still, the lightened assemblies on the face of the

gravity necessary to be maintained in the earth : -let them imagine their prince

proceedings of great corporations, like forming to himself an animated picture
their own — the dignity of the high per- of the most perfect and sublime institu

sonage about to be addressedand the ex- tion of which history affords any trace ,

traordinary interest of the occasion - ren- and accompanying the idea with the re

.dered it , perhaps, particularly proper, Aection, that Providence bad placed him

that the warmth of 'their feelings should at its head, contemplating its awful du

have been checked for so short a period, ties, its grand solemnities, its mighty

that they might, at a special court, ex obligations :-and let them recollect that

press their sentiments, notwith less force, such was the moment seized upon to

but under circumstances of more solemui- blast the highest of the three estates, and

ty and deliberation . Although it could to break that chain, of which no link :

not be necessary for him to detain the could be injured, without destroying the

court on such asubject, by a lengthened strength and beautyof the whole ! Howe

address ; still , on one so closely connected ver sensible and moderate men might con

with the highest constitutional interests, demn the phraseology, as well as the

it would not be improper to touch a little principles of the French revolution , it.
on the nature of that constitution - to po- could not be denied that one of the terms

tice its component parts , were it only to to which it gave rise, might be applied

shew their harmonious dependence on with the happiest propriety to the Bri

each other, and how much cause English- tish constitution, it was “ one and indi

men had to exult in the possession of so visible.” For, though consisting of three

invaluable a safeguard — and how strong- grand parts, whichwere only in appear

ly they ought to deprecate and abhor any ance separated, when requiredito ade

action that tended toweaken or impair minister different blessings to the people

it . With respect to the abstract proposi. --but, with reference to national great

Lion of His Royal Highness's safety, there ness, happiness, strength and glory, they
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becameone confederated and consolidated stained from introducing any thing like a

mass, in short, one and indivisible ; and political proposition in theaddress, which
he was not an Englishman , he did not might operate to prevent general unani

possess an English heart, who maintain- mity. In a country, free and enlightened
ed , that one branch of the constitution like England, many diversities of opinion,
could be attacked without a proportionate religious and political, of course prevailed .

injuryto the others. Itwas quite im. With these he thought it would be impru
possible, and he defied the acutest rea- dent to interfere on the present occasion ,

soner to shew, that any effort could be and he trusted, that on this day gentle
made against one part without aiming at men would follow his example , and re

all. How, then , could they express their frain from making allusions which might
sentinients on such an event, without con- provoke remark and opposition. It was

sidering it in this constitutional point of that which disturbed unanimity, and it

view without looking to its danger, and ought now to be avoided . They should

magnitude as an attack upon the nation. endeavour to shew their loyalty - to re

He was most happy that the people gret the circumstance and occasion that

throughout the country were coming for- called for the expression of it - ánd, as far
wärd to declare to Europe and the world , as was in their power, tell to their coun

that they felt but one sentiment- (Hear ! trymen, throughout the land , that they

hear !) -- that they said with one voice, shared with them in their abhorrence of

no matter what part of our constitution the late attack, and with them rejoiced

you attack , we will not separate its con- that its consequences had not more seri.

sideration from the others we will stand ously affected the sacred person of their

or fall in resisting any, and every attempt prince ! - (Hear ! hear !)--- He should now

against it.” “ The ruffian that aims a maye , that the address now read , be

blow at myking,” (said Mr. Jackson ,) the address of the general court."

“ aims it at me, because I possess an in- Mr. S. Dixon suggested, that it would

herent, an inalienable share in that con- be necessary first to move “ that an ad

stitution of wuich he is one of the great dress be presented .”

ingredients. And, however obscure the Mr. Jackson said , he would lay the

individual may bewho states this propo- address on the table, by way of notice ,

sition-however sublimated and small and move, " That an address be pre

the particle may be which I possess in sented to his Royal Highness the Prince
the constitution , yet it is mine, and is Regent, on the subject of the late atro
most dear to me ! I cherish it as ife, and, cious attack on his Royal Person ."

at the risk oflife I will defendit.” - (Hear ! TheChairman.- " That isunnecessary.

hear !) –These sentiments , he knew , were It does stand on the minutes of the ge

felt by all ; but there were occasionswhen neral court of yesterday, that an address

it waswiseto come forward , and avow shall be presented .” .

to their country, and to the world , that Mr. Jackson.- " Then, Sir, I move

they made no distinction between the that this be the address"

different parts of the constitution—that Mr. S. Dixon said , he did, with all his

they hold that violence could not be of heart, second the motion -- and he was

fered to one member of it without its ready to bear testimony to the good sense

being extended to all - and that, in such of the learned gentleman , whohad taken

cases, all classes of society were called care, in addressing the high personage

upon to rally round its sacred base ! Hay. who administered the government of the

ing said thus much , he should take the li- country, to give no offence to the political

berty of suggesting something like the or religious opinions numerous and

following, as the address of the general different as they were ) of any man or

court, or, properly speaking, of the Unic body of men in the state. It might be

ted Cowpany of Merchants of Englaud said (and hebelieved it was the fact) thát
trading to the East - Indies : his Royal Highness's life was not endan

“ We, the United Company of Mer- gered by the firing of a pistol--but still,

chants of England trading to the East- it was so plainlyadmitted by many per

Iudies, beg leave to approach your Royal sons that stones of a large size were

Highness with the expression of our ab- thrown at him (which constituted one of

horience of the late atrocious attack on the highest breaches of the law ), that it

the person of your RoyalHighness, whilst became their duty, asgood and loyal sub

discharging one of the most solemn func- jects, to address the Prince Regent on the

tions of your high office in the empire. occasion . He was sure, from the way in

We beg leave toassure your Royal High which the motion was brought forward,

ness of our unshaken loyalty and attach- with all due temper and solemnity, that

ment - and that we shall ever regard any there was not a man who prized his own

violence offered to your royal person , as welfare or that' of his country, who

aimed at the constitution , the law, and wished the constitution of that country

the best feelings of the country . " to exist as it had been handled down to us

The court would scè that he had ab- by our ancestors -- that would not, with

Asiatic Journal, No. 16.
VOL , III. 3 E
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one heart and voice , agree to it. It more than one out of every ten criminals,

would be easy to enlarge very much on sentenced to death, was selected for exe

this subject---but the question was 80 cution , - (Cries of Question !) What

plain , and there was so much good sense he stated was the fact - out of thirty cri

in the proposition , that he conceived it to minals who had been sentenced to death ,

be unnecessary. He could not anticipate notmorethan three were hanged. Now,

the possibilityof more than one opinion having said this of the Prince Regent, he

being entertained on the subject -- and hoped they would permit him to add,

where every man's conscience and good that there never was a country on the

sense concurred in a particnlar measure, face of the earth more distinguished by

it could not need any argument to enforce that bright gem, humanity , than the

its justice and propriety. He, therefore, British nation . Could those, then , who

should content himself with seconding gloried in that virtue, who knew that it

the motion , which he did with the high- was generally cherished, suffer, without

est satisfaction . contradiction, a parcel of designing men

Mr. Lowndes declared that he could to call the wealthy part of the commu

not give a silent vote on this occasion . nity mere despots and tyrants — to abuse

He, as well as his learned friend, bad those who did every thing in their power
had the honor to study the constitution. to alleviate the distresses of the lower

He valued the blessings he enjoyed under orders of society ? If any persons denied

it -- he reverenced it as the perfection of that exertions were made for the relief

human wisdom-and he abhorred every of the necessitous , let them look at the

attempt to destroy it, by open force or poor's, rates, amounting to £8,000,000

secret machinations. It was to the con- per year. Would not this convince every

stitution he looked as the great landmark honest man that the interest of the poor of

by which the vessel of state was to be this country lived in the hearts ofthe rich ?

guided in the tempestuous period of dis- His learned friend had very justly noticed

tress and difficulty - and those who at- the time when this gross outrage was con

tempted to overthrow it deserved to be mitted , which formed a peculiar feature

visited with the severest punishment in the case. He was happy to hear it

With a knowledge of what was called said , that no pistol had been fired on the

patriotism in the present day, he often occasion - because, instead of being a trai

could not help exclaiming to himself- torous attempt, it could only be consi

“ Good God ! how patriotism is changed !" dered as an outrage arising from irrita

Formerly, whenever private interest clash- tion of mind, occasioned by distress and

ed with public duty , theformer was given misery. " Butº let the court mark the

up - but modern patriots reversed the time when it was committed . The mo

practice. The principle of self -devotion ment immediately after the Prince Re

to which he had alluded, was, formerly, gent had delivered to the two houses of
the true touchstone of patriotism - it parliament, one of the most noble

was the touchstone by which a worthy speeches ever addressed to them, was

deceased friend of his had been tried, selected for this base purpose. It

and by which his purity was proved ; but was a speech congratulating parliament

it appeared to be forgotten in the present on the abolition of Christian slavery. For

day --and perhaps, to that circumstance centuries, to the disgrace of civilized

much of the distresses and difficulties of Europe, that system had been suffered to

the country might be traced. He should exist ; and he wondered, when nations

now say a few words relative to the good had become so enlightened, that

qualities of the Prince Regent — a subject federacy had not long ago been formed

which, he was sorry to observe , those against it. But instead of being, over

who took the liberty of descanting on throwu by a general confederacy, was

his conduct, generally contrived to leave the Prince Regent and his council that

unnoticed . A man might, most unde- had, under Providence, been the means

servedly, be borne down and trampled of putting down that execrable tyranny,

under foot by the force of prejudice and When the Prince Regent was returuing

the court must have observed, that, for a from congratulating his people, through

long time, the public had heard nothing their representatives, on the success of the

but abuse of the Prince Regent-not a British arms, exerted in the noble cause

syllable was said of his great and noble of þumanity , that moment, the most im

qualities -- qualities which he possessed proper that could be imagined, was se

in a very entinent degree. Charity, it lected to insult and reproach him . At that

was said , covered a multitude of sins. moment, when he also called on parlia

ef that were the case, what did not ment to take into consideration the state

humanity cover ? With that heavenly of the country, and to do whatever could

attribute the Prince Regent was highly be done to alleviate the distresses of the

gifted . As a proof of this, let them people - was that a time tohoot and hiss
look to the criminal calendar ! It would one of the most noble -minded men (with

appear, from that document, that not all his faults and whowas faultless ? ).

con
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theattack wasp

in the country ? The attack was marked was in thatpoint of viewthat he looked

by a degree of malevolence which one at the question ; and considering that an
;

could scarcely expect to find amongsta free attack on the Prince Regent was,in effect,

and enlightened people. But a systema- an attack on the constitution , he offered

tic plan ofabuse appeared to be adopted his most cordial support to the address,

with respect to the Prince Regent. He But when he did this, he must express

was bornedown by the force of prejudice. his decided opinion, that this attempt,

If they did not live in this country - if whatever it might have been in danger,

they were not inhabitants of England - was not coupled with any plot or con

wouldnot addresses, on all sides , have been spiracy, but arose from the accidental

poured in after the glorious battle of irritation of the moment. He thought it

Waterloo ? - (Cries of Question !) Why was a libel on the country to suppose that

had not addresses been presented on that was premeditated , or was

occasion ? Because those who should have connected with any preconcerted plan
proposed them , said , “ If we praise the

to interrupt the Prince Regent as he
brave soldiers and their gallant com- was returning from the discharge of
mander, we must also praise the Prince of his high functions. This being his

Regent,who decided on carrying on the opinion, he thought it proper to state

war with energy and effect." -- (Criesof it, and he hoped the court at large would

Question ! He could not account for agree with him in its propriety. He could
the impatience of gentlemen , because he not help expressing his regret on this oc

conceived the observation he made was casion, that any want of confidence should

a very fair one. Not an address was appear to exist between the two parties

moved onthe occasion of that great battle , of whom the court was composed. The
which all men agreed in describing to directors, in not venturing to call this
have been the most illustrious ever fought. court together , that they might have

(Question ! Question ! He did not mean gone up with the address, as onebody,

to trespass much longer on the time of had manifested a want of confidence

the court, but he wished to observe, that, in their constituents.- (Cries of No !
in his opinion, the address ought to speak No !) If it were thought that their going
of the great humanity of the Prince. Such up as one company would have added

a passage would have this good effect - it any weight to the proposition, they ought.
would shew that the Prince felt more for to have been convened for that purpose.

the sufferings of the lower orders of so- In stating this he was aware that prece

ciety than they imagined ; and a know- dents might be adduced in support of the

ledge of this fact would be attended with mode that had been adopted. But he

the bestconsequences. He wassurprised , considered that precedent, or any prece

therefore, that none of the addresses he dent of such a nature, as extremely bad,

had seen touched upon this point, as he and therefore one that ought not to be

was sure the brightest feature in the followed. If the act committed against

Prince Regent's reign was his pardoning the person and dignity of the PrinceRe

so many criminals condemned to death, gent, called for a complimentary or con

and commuting their sentence to trans- gratulatory address to his Royal Highness,

portation. On this occasion, he hoped, it would have been more respectful, both
there would be but one heart and one to the proprietors and the Prince Regent,

voice — that the proprietorswould appear, for the general body tohave gone up to

like Briareus , with a hundred hands and gether, instead of having the directors

but onebody.- (Laughter.) Every man presenting a separate address, asif they

would feel on this occasion , as true and feared to call on the proprietors to express
bonest Englishmen must feel, that when their opinion , lest their sentimentsshould

anattempt was made against their Prince, be found adverse to the proceeding -

it was an insult to every individual who ( Cries of No ! No ! It might not be so ,

loved the constitution , and prized the and he hoped it was not — but he wished
blessings he enjoyed under it. the directors to place such confidence in

Mr. Hume was desirous of offering one the court of proprietors, as, on all occa

or two observations on the subject now sions of importance andmoment, to trust

before the court . When he stated that to them for support and assistance. In a

he should rote for the address, he begged case like the present, no doubt could be

it to be understood , that he would not entertained of their hearty concurrence.

do so on the ground laid down by his hon. With these observations, he should sup

friend who had last spoken , but on that port the address, and hehoped nota dis

which had been advanced by the learned sentient voice would be heard on this oc

mover of the proposition. His learned casion .

friend had described the Prince Regent TheChairman.- " I beg leave to say a

not as an individual, but as one ofthe few words in answer to what has fallen

component parts of the constitution, in- from the hon. proprietoron the subject of

terrupted whilst performing one of the the courseadopted by the court of direc

highest functions of his great office. It tors in voting an address to the Prince

3 E 2
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Regent. I have in my hand a statement who did not know that the court had met

of what took place on an occasion similar this day. With respect to the address

to the present, when an attack wasmade presented by the directors, he conceived

on the person of the Sovereign. There that an address more insulting to the

had been two addresses from the court of Prince Regent never had been laid before

directors, and three from the court of his Royal Highness.- (Cries of Order ! )

proprietors. The last address was in It was an address agreed upon by the ser.'

consequenceof the attempt made on the vants without consulting the masters .

life of His Majesty, iu May 1800. In the Order ! Order !) We, the proprietors,

month of June following the court of di- are the masters, I maintain . Don't we

rectors went up with an address. That elect the directors ? And if we do, are

being the last precedent on record, the they not our servants ? (Order ! Order ! )

directors acted in conformity with it . We I say, it is improper for a servant to

were anxious that the address should be place himself above his master. You,

presented as early as possible, leaving it gentlemen, who call out “ order, " may

to the court of proprietors to act after- do as you please - but I will not give up

wards as they might think proper . The my post here. I am a master.- (Laugh

Jast precedent was strictly pursued ; and ter. ) I agree with my worthy friend,

the court of directors felt that the pro- that nothing like difference of opinion

prietors would follow up their address as should prevail on this occasion . But for

had before been done. Here I must dis- the directors to tell us , that we should

avow , most decidedly and unequivocally, have no share in their expression of loy

the existence of any feeling in the court of alty, was insulting our feelings as loyal

directors of the nature alluded to by the men . What will be thought of us , if it

hon. proprietor.— (Hear ! Hear !) We appears in the public papers, that an ad

never harboured an idea, that any differ- dress was presented by the directors,

euce of opinion prevailed amongst the without their having consulted thepro

proprietors on this subject.- (Hear ! prietors, their lords and masters ? ” .
Hear !) We were, on the contrary, (Laughter .)

quite confident, that their sentiments The Chairman rose to order .- " I am

were precisely the same with our own.- ready, " said he, “ to own the superiority

(Hear ! Hear !) The proceeding of the of the hon. proprietor. But, being

court of directors, as I have already ob- placed as a servant here, doubtless, the

served, was founded on precedent ; and hon . proprietor will see that I domyduty

the address was voted immediately, in -and; if I am deficient, he, of course,
order to shew to the great personage will censure me. Now , my first duty is

against whom the outrage had been com- to preserve order in this court- (Hear !

mitted the highest possible respect. hear !)-and, I hope the hon.proprietor

With regard to the motion now before the will assistmein maintaining it. (Hear !

court, it is needless for me take up the hear ! For that purpose, I request he

time of the proprietors by making obser- will not speak again on this occasion, un

vations on it . The address presented less it be to ask a question ." ( Hear !

yesterday, which manifested the senti hear :)

ments of the gentlemen on this side the Mr. Lowndes. " I wish, Sir , that all

har, was carried unanimously - and that preceding chairmen were as impartial as
nowbefore the court , though different in you are. Your conduct is very different

words, is, in fact, precisely the same in from that of some gentlemen I have seen
spirit. It is, therefore, hardly necessary fill the chair. I recollect two in particu

to say , that I concur in it mostlar, who followed the principle of par
heartily .” tiality in a most extraordinary degree,

Mr. Lowndes. " I think the address and who were, indeed , the most partial

ought to be signed by the proprietors now chairmen I ever saw .” (Order ! Order ! )

in court, and ought also to be left for the Mr. R. Jackson wished that the day

signatures of those not now present.” should pass without the manifestation of

The Chairman.- " I take the libert.y anything like angry feeling . (Hear !

of suggesting, if the proposition be not hear !) When the address had been

made by some gentleman ou the other agreed to, it would become a matter of

side of the bar , that, in order to give future consideration, whether the Com

more solemuity to this proceeding, the pany's common seal should be affixed to

Company's seal be affixed to the address. it , or what other mode should be adopted

This will fully meet the intention of the to add to its solemnity . Afterwards they

hon. proprietor (Mr. Lowndes ), because would have to decide on the manner in

the address, when the Company's seal is which it should be presented.

impressed on it, will become a corporate The address was then read by the Clerk ,

and agreed to unâ voce.

Mr. Lowndes was auxious that the ad- Mr. R. Jackson then moved , “ That

dress should be left open for signatures, the seal of the Corporationbe attixed to

since there were a great many gentlemen this address," A question ( he observed)

>

for me

)

act."
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if it were made one , would arise, after- manner, an invitation might be given to .

wards, with respect to whom the address such proprietors as chose to accompany

should be presented by. Though he was the Chairman and Deputy -chairman in pre

himself quite indifferent as to that point, senting the address, and thusthe question

he never could abandon what appeared to of privilegewould be waived .

him to be the right of the proprietors. The Chairman—"The first question

The hon . Chairman was perfectly correct will be, whether the Company's seal shall

in stating, that three addresses had been be affixed to the address , that being mov

voted by the proprietors , and two by the ed and seconded, I shall put it to the

directors — and that the latter preceded vote."

the former, He recollected the grounds Mr. Hume thought it was unnecessa
ry

,

on which the addresses had proceeded as it was already the act of the court.

from the proprietors. He had himself Dr. R.Jackson observed , that the gene

moved one of them , in a special court , ral court having resolved the act , it re

and for this special reason, that the pro- mained for thedirectors to make it valid ,

prietors did feel (whether they were right by aftixing the Company's seal to it.

or wrong he would not stop to inquire ) The Chairman- " Then it is under

that the directors were throwing a stood that the seal shall be affixed to the

slur on their sentiments, that they address ."

were impeaching their loyalty when Mr. Lowndes—“ Who is to go up with

they went up to the throne with an ad- it ? "

dress, having neglected to give the proprie- The Chairman- " That is what I want

tors an opportunity of expressing their to observe upon. As a great many other

zeal, loyalty , and attachment to the king addresses will probably be presented on

and constitution . It was therefore by the same day, it would , I think, from

way of protest against this conduct, more whiat I saw yesterday, be a convenient

than any thing else , that a court of pro- thing, that the number of proprietors

prietors was called in order that they, who went up, should not be very extend

of their own proper motion , and in the ed . Six or eight, in my opinion, would

exercise of their own undoubted right, be sufficient."

might, without choosing the form of Mr. Hume— “ On the subject of carrying

words adopted by the court of directors, up the address, I think po individual so

express their sentiments, they being , in proper as yourself. I feel the force of

fact, the East India Company. The very your observations, with respect to the

act of putting the seal of the Company to number of proprietors that should attend,

the address, which was now about to be but I certainly would feel it inviduous to

performed, shewed distinctly what they name, or to be named , on such an occa

were. Now, with respect to the mode sion . Why should we depart from the

of presenting the address, when the ques- course adopted by other public bodies ?

tion was formerly agitated, it was said, We have heard of seventy, of a hundred,

that the addresses agreed to by the proprie- of even a greater number of persons hava

tors were exclusively presented by thecourt ing attended with an address. Therefore,

of directors. He thought itwas an inde- I think, Sir, that you should be requested

cent thing then , and he retained the same to present the address, accompanied by :

opinion now ;-he thought it was a tacit as many proprietors as please to attend,

violation of their privileges then and he -the time of presenting it being notified

had not abandoned that sentiment since. by you."

As the question respected himself, the Mr. Lowndes " I agree with my hon.

mode of presenting the address was quite friend in the truth of his observations. ,

immaterial . Many years had elapsed When the University of Oxford or Cam- .

since he was presented to his sovereign ; bridge vote an address, it is not uncom

and, since that time he had but seldom mon for two or three hundred persons to

breathed the atmosphere of the court , he go up with it. We are all well-educated ,

liked that of his cottage better. But, he men, and therefore, if we go up in a body,

never would, when the proprietors' inte- it will appear more respectful. ” (Laugh

rests and honour were at stake, look ter ) .

silently on . He would , on such occasions, Mr. S. Dixon said , the object of thehon,

with all the humility that became him , Chairmau's observation could not but be

take leave and license to express what he well understood. At thepresent moment,

thought. On one occasion it was propos- but one sentiment filled the minds of ali

ed that a committee of proprietors should well-disposed persons in this country ;

present the address of the court. In the and forseveral weeks to come, hehoped

county of Surry, to which he belonged, and believed,that great numbers of per
the county members were requested to , sons would attend the levees for the same

present the address ; and this was gene- purpose as the hon. Chairman' would be

rally followed by an invitation to such called on to do. Therefore, to throwout

gentlemen as pleased to attend, to accom- an idea that he should go up with as

pany their representatives. In the same many proprietors as pleased to attend ,
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would be very inconvenient. It was, in any of the loaves and fishes. I shall make

fact, throwing out a tub to the whale, and my appearance as a thoroughly indepen

ought to be .
dentman .

og list Lorem avoidedLet us have no secret Jackson said , there was no

committees
." danger of the hon. director's being over

Mr. S. Dixon " No man who knows bürthened or incommoded by the number

me can say, that, during a long life, I ever of proprietors who were likely to attend

recommended , or concurred in forming on this occasion . The Sovereign did not

secret committees. My conduct open receive any address upon thethroneex
to the world , and, however humble I cept from the City of London, the two

may be, I hope I may offer an opinion of Universities, the convocation of the cler,
my own, without offence to any person. gy , and another public body or two.

I think six or eight proprietors will be Wholecounties, however, frequently ad

enough. sib say six or eight, because I dressed him ; and, as in the case of the

should be sorry if we were at sixes or county of Surry, the county representa

seyens.us tives, attended by some freeholders of

Mr. Lowndes . It will be more re- note and figure, presented the address.

spectful to the Prince Regent to go up as a He imagined very few of the proprietors

body corporate. I verily believe not would be anxions to attend , for he be

above fifty or a hundred would accompany lieved the formal habits of the court were .

the Chairman ."? not congenial with those to which they

Mr. Jackson We should desire , that were accustomed ; and he did not think

the petition be presented by the Chair- that many more than half a dozen of the

man , Deputy -chairman, court ofdirectors, proprietors would come forward , if the

and suchproprietors as may be pleased to proposition for a general attendance were

attend. I believe, Sir, you will be quite agreed to .

safe from being over-numbered ." Mr. Lowndesim ! A great many of the

The Chairman- " It strikes me, that persons who attend the levee on such oc

the mover and seconder should be named, casions, are only looking for places under

as part of the deputation -- and if some government. One wants to be a bishop,

few others could be selected , it would be -another wants to be a deau - and others

better,-for this reason , because it will want situations of different descriptions ;

be impossible for us to give notice to the but we are not seeking for any thing we

proprietors, except by a public advertise- are only executing a public duty, and I

ment, which would not be a very expe think we ought to go up in a body.”

dient mode.” Mr. R. Jackson moved, that the Chairs

Mr. S. Dixon " The mover and se man, and Deputy - chairman , the court of .

conder , and four others.” directors, together with the morer and

Mr. Pattison_“ Ithink the Chairman, seconder of the address,and such proprie
tors as chuse to attend, present the same.Deputy -chairman, mover and seconder,

ought to attend together with such proprie
Mr. Lowndes seconded the motion

which was carried in the affirmative.
tors as may please to accompany them—I

should prefer doing this to naming a cer
Mr. Lowndes " I beg Sir, it may be

tain number of individuals, which would
recorded, that , for once, we have all been

unanimous-and on an occasion of veryappear invidious.”

great importauce.” — Adjourned .
The Hon . W.F. Elphinstone " If the

hop . director who spoke last would have
ERRATA .

the goodness to shew us how a larger

number of proprietors can be accommo
In page 368, of Mr. Grant's speech ,

dated , I should be obliged to him. When
second column, line 41, read unmeasured

instead of unmannered.

we talk of fifty or ahundred going up with
the address, I should be glad to know Inpage 373, first column, line 34, af

where theyare to stand ? The room was ter Company's civil servants, add, func->

tions which have become more important
so full yesterday, that individuals could

scarcely move. Itis clear, therefore, that as the territories of the Company haven

been extended .
wemust have a selection. ”

Same page, same column, line 55, after
Mr, Lowndes- " I should like the ho..

nour of going up with the address. Have great scale, add, it occasionally leads to
intercourse with natives of the higher

ing beentheperson who first mentioned ranks,and, &c.
it , I think I lave a right to go up."

lu line 62 of the same column, for lives
The Hon . W. F. Elphinstone. " I read lipes.

hope the hon . proprietor willnot go up , In our Journal for February, East

I suppose, if he does, he will treat the India Debate, p. 155, second column,

Prince Regent with a speech or two." ! line 35 of Mr. Jackson's speech , whed

Mr. Lowndes “ If I should go up, I speaking of Marquis Wellesley for [ & c

can assure the hon, director, I donotwant & c.] read ( Hear I hear 11

1
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LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL INTELLI

GENCE.
1

i do . -

The 'go

Hindu College at Calcutta. State of the thermometer at Calcutta ,

The committee and subscribers to the
during September 1816, in the shade .

1st 88 - at 9 a , m. 88 5 m.

Vidyalaya, or Hindu college, met on 28th 15th 85 - 80 do.

of August, and unanimously adopted a 30th 81 do. 84 do ,

set of rules which had been prepared for

the regulation of this society. The primary In the western parts of Bengal very :
object of this institution is the tuition ofthe sons of respectable Hindus in the greatdroughts have prevailedfor some

time past ; the rivers have become so dry

English and Hindu languages, and in the
as to deny a passage to the sugar boats ;

literature and science of Europe and Asia ;
and an alarming scarcity in the rice crop

the admission of pupils to be left to the
is anticipated.

discretion of the managers.

vernment of the college is to be vested in

a committee of managers, consisting of arrived from Java, hasbrought with hiſ
We understand, that a gentleman lately

heritable governors, governors for life,

andannualdirectors, or their respective Hindu sculpture. They will no doubt
several very fine specimens of ancient

deputies. afford considerable gratification to the ad

mirers of the art, and the studentsof the

A gentleman of Bombay has com
antiquities and inythology of the East.

pleteda plan for telegraphic communica. They furnish an indubitable proof of the

tion between that Presidency and Fort amazing extent to which Hinduism was

William : he proposes, wind and weather
diffused over the Eastern Islands, as wells

permitting, to convey a sentence in six
as of the high degree of scientific skill .

minutes and a half through the northern
and general civilization to which the inham

sircars and across thecentre of the penin - bitants (at least those of Java) hadat

sula, in lat. 16. or 17 N. The greater part
tained . The collection consists of figures

of the route is highly favorable forthe of. Siva Ganesa,Durga, Buddha, & c. ob .

transmission of signals, but in the pro- tained from various parts of the island,

vince of Bengal the expense and difficulty but chiefly from Brambana and itsvicinity.
will be much greater than through other . The ruins of this latterplace , andthose

tracts . He has computed that 70 or 80 of the temple of Boro Buddha, situated in

stations will suffice for the chain;and the the centre of the Cadu district, about

whole expense is for such an undertaking thirty miles distant from the former,we

very moderate ; the machinery is simple, are led to believe contain some of the

being an enormous black triangle, moved
most remarkable Hindu antiquities extant,

on a pivot,and the secret is wholly in the The merit ofthe discoveryof theseand

cypher to be used . Major Young is now
other temples is to be attributed, almost

superintending some experiments madeto exclusively, to the persevering industry

prove the value of the invention .
manifested in British researches, whilst

that lovely and interesting island was in

our possession .

The latest intelligence from Amboyna, The materials for constructing the iron

mentions a most destructive hurricane bridge across the Gumti, with the excep

which visited that island in April last, Up- tion of some which were lost by an acci

wards of a thousand nutmeg trees, and dent, have safely arrived at Lucknow .
twenty thousand clove trees, have been de

stroyed ; all the ships in the harbour were A most successful trial of Congreve's .

driven from their anchors. Many of the rockets has been made at the -mount near

small craft were sunk, but weunderstand Madras, before his Excellency the Com
that no large vessels sustained any mate mander in Chief, and other officers of

rial damage. rank . The rockets from six to thirty

two pounders, reached India in a high
Captain Lockett, the secretary to the state of preservation. They were dis

college of Fort William, being in Europe, charged, some from the different frames,

has already by permission of the court of others from the ground chamber,' and

directors, procured upwards of two thou- some on the ground , and at various ele

sand volumes, comprising the best conti. vations as high as fifty - five degrees. At

nental productions, for the college li. thelatterelevation they went 2925 yards,

brary,
their utmost range,

>

2
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care

Governor Macquarie , with that lauda- Mr. Maclean an English, and M. Valle,

ble anxiety for the good of the public ser- an Italianphysician , having conceived the

vice which has evermarked his adminis. hardyidea of inoculating themselveswith
tration , has recently encouraged the pro- the plague, as persons 'inoculated for
jection and rewarded the completion of a the small pox, made the experiment

meritorious undertaking for
the more

among those afflicted with the disease at

perfect discovery of thecoasts of Van Constantinople, and have experienced the

Diemen's land. Mr. Birch , a merchant of success which a devotedness so generous

Hobart's Town, fitted out at a considera- merited . ' Their example has been fol

ble expense, a vessel for this expresspur- lowedby a German physician, M.de Ro

pose. She set out on the expedition senfeld ,who,in December last, inoculated

about the end of 1815, and in 39 days himself with the plague, in a vapour bath ,

completed the circumnavigation of that in an hospital at Constantinople ; since

interesting and hitherto little known that timehe fearlessly braves the pesti

islands She discovered some harbours lence . He has handled the infected in

previously unknown ; particularly one the presence of a physician, and exposed

which the commander named Port Davey, himself to the greatest risks , without be

in latitude 43. 28. $. and longitude 146. ing at all affected.

E. and anothernamed by him Macquarie

harbour , situated in latitude 12. 12 , S.
At Udina, a poor man was bitten bya

longitude 145. 28. E.- Both of these are
mad dog ; vinegar was given to him inad

represented as peculiarly well adapted for vertently instead ofa potion ordered by a
the reception and shelter of shipping. physician. The man recovered from the

Theyhave each a river of fresh water, the frightful malady. A physician of Padua

banksabounding in valuable timber. As being apprised of the circumstance , tried
a remuneration for his patriotic exertions ,

Mr. Birch has obtained the exclusive pri- the hydrophobia, who was in the hospital
the remedy upon a person affected with

vilege oftrading for a year to the newly of the town , by making him swallowa
discovered shores.- New South Wales.

pound of vinegar in the morning, another

at noon , and a similar dose at night.

A chemical fact which appears to have The sick man recovered rapidly and per

remained unnoticed for some time, has fectly. We invite our physicians to make

been re -discovered at Geneva : - The trial of a remedy which appears to have

benzoic acid, and more particularly the the power of vanquishing one of the most

alkaline benzoates, äre valuable tests of dreadful maladies.-- (Giornale del Regno

thepresence of iron, which is immediate- delle Due Sicilie .)

ly precipitated by their addition to any

solutioncontaining it, whilst manganese Great zeal was manifested in France,

remains unaffected .
during 1815, by the propagators of vacci

nation . In seventy -six departments, of

The collection of small medals of sil- which the accounts have beenreceived,

ver, bronze, and copper, forming the out of 626,641 children : born in 1815 ,

chronological history of the monarchs of 251,116 were vaccinated..

France, is completed. The date of the

birth , accession, and death of the mo
We copy from a foreign paper , the fol

narch whose likeness, and the most me
lowing tale of wonder :-A very remark

morable events of whose reign they re
able animal, à tiger" ox has lately

present, are engraved on the reverse of been exhibited here; in colour it is

each medal. A collection in copper and exactly like a tiger, but for the rest

bronze , composed of seventy medals, costs
like an ox . The animal weighed 3,000

fifty-three francs, including, the boxes, lbs. was above six feet high,andtwelve

and in silver 283 francs.
long, and four feet across the chest.

(Frankfort Gazette, January 17th.)

The quantity of ice on the coast of

Newfoundland has scarcely ever been
Congo EXPEDITION.

known to equal that which has appeared

the present season . His Majesty's ship Congo, and the

transport Dorothy, have arrived at Ports

mouth from Bahia, under charge of act

The population of the Russian empire, ing commander Fitzmaurice, late master

exclusive of the kingdom of Poland, was, of the Congo . These vessels, as must

during the last year, 42,000,000. This be well known, were sent out to the

population will in seventeen years amount coast of Africa , for the purpose of ascer

to 50,000,000, and in seventy -two years, taining the direction of the river Congo ,

to 100,000,000, should each annual in- and whether that river had any connec

crease be proportionate to that ofthe last tion with the Niger. The progress of the

list. schooner Congo up the river, in thepro
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secution of this task, was soon stopped : Calmnucks; he observed a singular ffag,

the bottom , in all its parts, being found which bore an iņscription in characters

composed of hard rockysubstances,whilst held saered. A copywas procured , which

the currents ranwith so much rapidity, is now deposited in the Bodleian Library
that no anchorage could be obtained. at Oxford.

After landing they passed four cataracts . No person, says Dr. C. was able to give

The journal of Captain Tuckey, which information in what language or character

was continued until his death , does not, the mysterious sentence was inscribed .

we understand, hold out the least encou- In the vote he adds, it is now discover

ragement to prosecute the research fur . ed to be Sanskrit.

ther. Beyond that of determining a geo- Can any of your correspondents, Mr.

graphical problem , there is not a single Editor, give me information whether this

benefit to be derived. The country does sačred motto of the faith of such a nu

not produce any thing of advantage to a meróis family of the human race has yet

European merchant ; the inhabitants, been published in England, or any ex

who are represented as of the lowest planation produced ? In the Petersburgh
scale of human beings, may be in want , Transactions, you will récollect, is pub

and will accept of every thing, but they lished a collection of such inscriptions

have nothing to offer in exchange. It is on the ensigns of the Tartar tribes ; can

very thinly peopled ; and they are cow- any gentleman at the university point out

ardly, cruel, and indolent : the small the similarity or identity which probably

quantity of grain produced , and which is exists between them ? May it not , instead

not more than sufficient for one half their of Sanskrit, be in the Tibetian language

consumption, is obtained through the pá- and character ?

tient industry of the wonten . The soil Manaroroonanananananananan

is hard and sterile ; thirty miles from the

shore, to the extremity of the progress
NEW LONDON PUBLICATIONS.

made, it was observedthe ravines only Laou -seng -urh ; or, an Heir in his Old

were covered with a thick mould, forined Age; a Chinese Comedy : being the Se

by the decomposition of the leaves and cond Drama ever translated from the ori,

other vegetable substances : the rest of ginal Chinese into any Language. Byj .

the gronnd was rocky and full of stones. F. Davis, Esq. of Canton : with an intro

The conjecture formed was , that there is ductory Essay on the Chinese Drama,
a junction of the two rivers ; though even small 8vo , 7s .

such a continuity would not be useful to A Relation of the Treatment experien

any of the purposes of navigation, from ced by Napoléon in the Island of St. He

the number of cataracts and rapids which lena, with the authentic Copy of an Offi

occur in the course of the Congo . The cial Memoir from Napoleon to Sir Hnd

scientific gentlemen employed in this ex. son Lowe. By M. Santini.

pedition, we are informed, felt no inte An Account of the Management of the

rest in exploring this desert region, be- Poor in Hamburgh. In a Letter to some

yond what it can be imagined would be Friends of the Poor in Great Britain . By

produced by the circumstance of knowing Baron Von Voght . Price Is . 6d .

that they were treading upon ground yet The True Test of Religion in the Soul ;

unexplored by any European . being a Serinon preacheibefore the Uni

versity of Cambridge. By the Rev. Chi
LITERARY QUERIES. Simeon, M. A. Fellow of King's College,

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal. Cambridge.

March 7 , 1817.
Dr. Jolin Bunnell Davis, Senior Physi.

cian of the London Dispensary , has just

SIR ,-Scheuchzer, in his introduction
piiblished an interestiug Pamphilet on the

. to Kæmpfer's Japan, gives a list of Japan- principal Causes of Mortality amongCl.
ese books, and books relating to Japan ,

dren in this Metropolis, in the course of
then in Sir Hans Sloane's library. This which he has taken an able R - view of the

library was purchased for the British
principal Causes of this Mortality, and

Museum, but the collection of Japanese

books is not in that institution . Not
suggested some striking Means of Improve

ing theHealth , Morals, and Happiness of
knowing that there is another Japanese

the Rising Generation .

library in England , I should be peculiarly
A Morning's Walk from London to

gratified by any of your readers who are

acquainted with its present depository, rical, andPhilosophical Observations on
Kew ; containing Moral, Political , Histo

communicating that intelligence.

W. H. the Condition, Manners, Literature, Opi

nions, and Errors of the English People.

By Sir Richard Phillips. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.
Postscript to a Letter to the Right Hon .

SIR , Dr. Clark , in his travels in Rus- N. Vansittart, in which some popular Ohs

sia , mentions having visited à party of jeetions to the Repeal of the Salt Duties

Anatis Journ.No. 16. VOL . III. 3 F
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are considered. „By Sir Thoş, Bernard, Persons into whose hands it is supposed
Bart. 8vo. Is. siiccessively to have fallen ; interspersed'

Illustrations of Literary: History , con . with various Observations and Reflec
sisting of Autheutic Demoirsand Origi- tions; intended to impress upon the

nal LettersofEminentPersous;and in reader the value of the Holy Scriptures,

tended as a Sequel to the Literary Auec and the Nature of real Religion. By the

dotes of the Eighteenth Century . By Rev. Robert Cox, A.M. Price 3s,boards.

Johu Nichols, F.S.A. With fourteen Pors JoannisScapulæ Lexicon GræcoLati.

traits. 2 vols, 8vo . 21. 14s, boards.Weed num , ex Probatis Auctoribuslocupleta.
Private Menoirs, Written originally tum , cuin Indicibus, et Græca et Latino,

with a Pencil, and preserved by Stealth ; anctis et correctis. Additum auctarium

by MadameRoyale, pow Duchess of An- Dialectorum , in Tabulas compendiose re

gouleme. Translated from the French, dactarum . Accedunt Lexicon Etymolo .

with Notes by the Translator. Neatly gicum , cum Thematibus Investigata Dif .

printed in a small Volume, 5ș . 6d . fcilioribus et Anomalis. Et Joaquis

The Round Table,à Collection of Es Meursii Glossariuin , contractum bactenus

says, ou Literature, Men, and Manners. desideratum . In two large yolumes, 4to.

By William Hazlitt. In 2 vols . 12mo, & price 71. 7s, boards.

The Second Volume of the History of

Brazil. By Robert Southey, Esg . Poet IN THE PRESS.

Laureate, Member of the Royal Spanish
Speedily will be published, Lalla Rookha

Academy. 4to. 21. 10s , boards.

Liberty, Civil andReligious. By the Esq. At the sametimewill
an Oriental Romance. By Thos. Moore ,

" publishRev. Thos. Bowdler, A. M. Price 33 .

ed, Illustrations to the Poem , from
Wat Tyler : a Dramatic Poem.

Paintings by R. Westall, R.A. wlrich will
Come,listen to a Tale of Times of Old!

be delivered in the Order they are subs

Come,for ye knowme I am hewho sung scribed for ,

The Maid of,Arc , and I am he who framed Journal of the late Captain Tockey, on
Of Thalaba, the wild and wondrous song.

a Voyage of Discovery in the Interior of
Southey .! Africa,to explore theSource oftheZaire,

And I was once like this
or Congo ; with a Survey of that River

Twenty years beyond the Cataracts. In 4to . uniformly

Have wroughtstrange alteration. 4 with Park and Adams' Travels . Pube

Southey !!! lished by authority .

Two Sketches ofFrance , Belgium , and An Authentic Narrative of the Loss of

Spa , in Tours during the Summersoof ! the American Brig Commerce, wrecked

1774 and 1816 ; with a Portrait of Na
on theWestern Coast of Africa , in the

poleon's Guideat Waterloo - By theAur > month of August; 1815 ; with an Account

ther of Letters from Parisin 1802-3.2 8vo. * of theSufferingsandCaptivityof her surs
78. boards.

** viving Officers and Cvew , on the Great
Compositions in Outline from Hesiod's. - African Desért. By James Riley, lata

Theogony, Works and Days, and the Master and Supercargo. To which isad
Days . Engraved by J. Blake, from De- ded , some Particulars of theCities of

signs by John Flaxınan, R. A. Professor Tombnctoo andWassanah,the latter is

of Sculpture to the Royal Academy.
tuate on the banks of the Niger, fifty days.

Printed to correspond with the Outlines Joiurney to the south -east of theformer.
from Homer, & c. fol. 21. 128.6d.boards. Byan Arab Traveller, who had visited

Tables of Exchange, Universal Inte- both ofthese cities,and gave the details

rest,& c.showingthevalue ofForeign ofhis Adventures and'Observations to tho

Moniesconverted into Sterling, and the Author, in the presence of William Will

còntrary, at the established Pars, or Ar- shire, Esq. by whose generosity the Au

myRates, applying to Ireland , the West thor was relieved from Slavery . Printed

Indies, Canada, Gibraltar, Malta, Ceylon , in4to.uniformly with Park, Adams, and
and other Stations. Tables of Exchange Tuckey's Travels.

between this Country and Ireland, France,

Spain , Holland, and
bitte

andKoordistan, in the years 1813 and
Journey through Asia Minor, Armenia ,

ous Rates . Universal
1814. With Remarks onthe Marches of

and Compound. By J. G. Pohlmau, of Alexander, and the Retreat of theTen
the Audit Ofice,

TheUnedited Antiquities of Attica, neir . 4to.Thogsand. By John Macdonald Kia .

comprising the Architectural Remains of

Eleusis, Rhamnus, Sunium, and Thori. Thie Pamphleteer , No. 18, which con

cus. By the Dilettanti Society. Haard. tains the following Pamphlets.

somely príuted in imperial Folio, with Ist. A Vindication of the Political con

eighty -four engravings. Price 101. 10s. duct of General Savary, Duke of Rovigo :

The History of an Old Pocket Bible, as in a Letter from himself to the Editor,

reated byitself ; containiug faithful Cha. This importantdocument, from the rem

Facters, takeu frow real Life, of different spectability of the Publication in which

at
>
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it appears, we venture to pronounce ge
11. On National Prejudices,their good

nuine, ļ and bad Effects. By John Burrows, Esq.

28. The Source of the Evil , addressed ChristChurch, Oxford . Original,

to the United Parliament and Peopleof Outlines of Geology: "Being the Sub.
Great Britain , on the League formed be- stance of a Course of Leetures delivered

tiveen the Irish Lay Separatists andIrishRoman Catholic Bishops,andthe by the Royal Institation of Great Britain,
by W. T. Brande,Sec. R.S. F.R.S.E.Prof.

measure of Emancipátion . By Anglo Hi- Chem . R'I. 8vo.

beruus.-This Pamphlet is original, and The Fourth and concluding Volume of

is said to be written by the Bishop of Capt. Burney's History of Voyages and

Meath :
Discoveries in the South Seas. With a

3. Reform without Tonovation ; or Cur- ' copious Index. 4to.

sory Thoughts on the only practicable Re- ThePlays and Poems ofJames Slirley ,

form of Parliament , consistent with the now first collected airt chronologically ar

existing Laws and the Spirit of the Con-" ranged, and the Text carefully collated ?

ştitution ." By J. Symmons, Esq. and restored . With occasional Notes,

4. The National Debt in its true Co- and a Biographical and
Handsomely

Essay

Jours, with Plans for its Extinction by ho .' By William Gifforit, Esq .

nest Means. By W. Frend, Esq . M. A. printed ' by Bulmer, in 6 vols. 8vo, uni.

5. A Letter to the Right Hon. Viscount formly with Massinger and Ben Jonson.

Sidmouth , shewing the extreme Injustice Mrs. and Miss Taylor, authors of seve

to Individuals, and Injury to the l'ublic, tal esteemed works, will jointly prorluce

in the present system of Public House Li- , in the course of this month , Boarding

censing, and proposing a Constitutional School Correspondence, or a Series of

Remedy for its numerous Evils . By J.T. Letters between a Mother and her Daugh

Barker Beaumont, Esq . F.A.S. ter at School:

6. On the State of the Country , in Dec.? 4 Descriptive Catalogue of Recent

1816. By Sir Johp Sinclair , Bart. Shells ; arranged according to the Lin

-7 . Statements respecting the East- India nean Method, with particular Attention to

College, with an Appeal to Facts, io re- the Synonymy. By Lewis Weston Dillo

futation of the Charges lately brought wyn, F.R.S. F.L.S. In 2 vols. 8vo .

agaiust it in the Court of Proprietors. Oweniana ; a Selection from the

By the Rev. T. R. Malthus. - This is a Works of Dr. Owen , By Arthur Young;

new edition , with considerable alterations Esq. Editor of Baxteriana.

and additions, and must prove most in- Letters on some of the Events of the

teresting to our Asiatic readers, Revolutionary War.

8. Substance of a Speech addressed to Lady Morgan , has been for some time

the House of Commons, on the 28th a resideut in France, for the purpose oof

April, 1814 , by Pascoe Grenfell, Esq.M.P. writing a work , which is to have for its :

on the subject of applying the Sinking subject The Present State of French Som

Fund towards any Loans raised for the ciety, in its most general point ofview ..)

Public Service.

9. Plan of a Reform for the Election of Dr. Montucci is preparing for publica

the House of Commons, adopted by the tion the Plau of a Chinese Dictionary for

Society of the Friends of the People in beginners, and a Review of the Rev.Mr.

1795. With a New Introduction and Morrison's Chinese Dictiouary. It will. T

other Documents. By Sir Philip Francis, probably contain , as av appendix , the ?

K.B.
Chinesetext of the San tse King, withan

10. Practical Observations on the Ma- English translation . The whole to form »

nagement of the Poor, and the Laws rela- an elegantly printed 410. volume ofabout,

ting to them. By the Rev. Thomas Jee . 200 pages .

Original

#

$ * It is
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east- India House. Resolution of the sion , describing the nature of
of toe applied

Court of Directors respecting leave of cant's complaint, and staring it to be their

absence to Oficers. Wednesday , 4th opinion , that the circuinstance
s
of the

December 1816.- Resolved, That it be case render a compliance with his request

required of all officers , whenever they absolutely necessary ; also that, previously

shall find it necessar
y
, on account of sick to an extension of furlough being granted ,

ness , to solicit a further leave of absence , such further proof of the statement made

to transmit with their letter of applica- by the party , in supportof his application ,

tion a certificate , signed by at least two shall be adducedby personal examination ,

gentlemeneminent in the niedical profesor by such other evidence as shall bedeem

3 F 2
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cd fully satisfactory to the Committee of aviewto promote the viewsofso laud

Correspondence. ThatallOfficers abroad, able and national an institution as the

inany part of Europe, applying for per- Marine Society, hare lately resolved unani

mission to remain a further time absent mously

from their duty, on account of sickness, " That six marine boys be employed on

be required to furnish a certificate, signed board each of the Company's own ships,

by at least two eminent physicians ; also to be apprenticed for two voyages.
the attestation of a magistrate, in support " That the boys be allowed wages, at

of the fact that the persons who have the rate of 20s . per month, and the com
signed the certificate are physicians. mauders and officers required to pay par

Colonel Alexander Bannerman retired ticular attention to the care and manage

on the 12th March from the direction of ment of the youths , who are on no account

the Hon . Company's affairs, after having whatever to be employed as servants .

for nine years discharged the arduous “ That they be attached to the petty

duties of that station . He withdraws officers' messes, not exceeding two in

with the view of shortly proceeding to each mess, and placed under the care and

Prince of Wales's Island, to take upon superintendence of such petty officer, or

himself the government ofthatpresidency, other steady person,with an especial in ,

A ballot was in consequence held at the junction to instruct them in all practical
India House on the 26th, for the election duties And

of a pew director . Two gentlemen stood as " That all such expenses as shall be in

candidates. At the closing of the glasses curred on their account be not considered

the numbers appeared for as a charge upon the ships, but considered

Mr. Raikes . 996 as a contribution from the Company in

Mr.Campbell 620 aid of the Marine Society .

Majority for Mr. Raikes 376, who was ** The Court have also resolved that

accordingly declared elected to the vacant one hundred guineas be presented to the

seat. Society, in aid of the funds of that noble

Dir. Carstairs , Capt. Prescott, Capt. and humane institution . "
Loch, and Mr. Money, retired from the It will be recollected that during the

coutest, as did also Mr. J. G. Ravenshaw , distress of the last winter, the Court of

þut who declared his determination of Directors resolved that the whole ofthe

making a stand atthe next vacancy. labourers, amountingto 2,989 , should be

26. --A Court of Directors was held at kept in employment till the 1st of March.

the India House, when J. A.Baunerman , It is with infinite pleasure we have now
Esq. took the usual oaths on being ap . to state, that, by a further resolution , the

pointed Governor of Prince of Wales' whole of these deserving individuals,who
island , who will sail about the 1st June. have conducted themselves in a most ex :

Feb. 27. - Yesterday a Court of Direc. emplary manner, are to be continued in

ters was held at the East India House, their employ.

whenthe following commanderstook their 27. - Thedispatches were finally closed

final leave of the Court, previous to de- at the East- India House, and delivered to

parting for their respective desoinations, the pursers of the following ships, viz.

viz . Captain J. Birch , Waterloo, and Cap- The Marquis of Wellington , Captain A.

taiu W. Adamson , Winchelsea - for Prince Johnson , and Minerva, Captain G, Rich

of Wales Island, and China. Capt. James ardson, for Madras and Bengal,

Ludovich Grant was appointed to succeed Passengers per Marquis ofWellington ,

eventually to the office of Master Attend- - For Bengal — William Parker, Esq. sen .

ant at Fort St. George , merchant, and family ; Mr. Baixbridge.

March 26. - The foilowing commanders Mrs. Tyler, and Miss Hawkins.

tool leave previous to departure for For Madras. - Mrs. Kinchant and Mrs.

their respective destinations :-Captain Harris.

C. Graham , William Pitt ; Captain N. Per Minerva.-For Bengal - Captain

Turner , Dorsetshire ; Captain J. Blau- and Mrs. Swiney, Miss Hickey, Mr.

shard , Carnatic ; Captain C. S. Timmins, Matthew, Mr. Chennery, and Miss Murro.

Royal George For Madras. - Mr. A. Willock, wri

The following have also taken leave : ter ; Mrs. Maclean , and Mrs. Cazalet and

Captain J. Dale, Streatham ; Captain

T. M'Taggart, Rose; and Captain C. B. Arrivals at Osborn's Hotel, Adelphi,

Gribble, Princess Charlotte of Wales from Bengal. - Mrs. Napier, Charles Da

for Madras and Bengal , vidson, Esq. of the Hon . East-India Com

Captain W.Mitchellwas sworn into the pany's service, and family ; and Mr.

command of the ship Northumberland, Sproul, from Madras .

consigned to Madeira, Bengal and Ben- Mr.John Lloyd, many years in the Serre

çoolen . tary's office, and Clerk to the Committees

28. The Court of Directors of the of College andHouse, retires from the

East-India Company, in consequence of service upon a pension, in consequence of

the limited demand of the navy, and witħ ill health.

son ,
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The Grand Duke Nicholas during his ment Native Infantry, on the Bengal es

stay in the British capital, visited the tablishment, has been appointed , by the
East-India House and Warehouses. A Hon . Court of Directors, Assistant in the

collection of beautiful shawls and mus . Oriental Department of Hertford College.

lins was presented to His Imperial High-"
ness with the usual munificence of the Calcutta Papers to the middle of Oc

Company, u pon every occasion desirous tober have reached town. Meer Khan

of displaying to our illustrious visitors the had abandoned the siege of Jeypoor, and

characteristic liberality of this nation. proceeded toSikhawal to levy contribu

Bengal Writers. The following gen- tions. Intelligence was subsequently re

tlemen having resided four terms at Hert- ceived at the Jeypoor court , communicat

ford College , proceed to India the presenting that Jumshere Khan and Rajah Lal

season :-Charles Fraser, John Cainpbell, Sing, baving united their respective forces ,

Richard Woodward, Thomas Jacob Tur- had attacked Beekanere, where, being op

ner, Frederick Townsend, George F. posed by the troops under Soorut Siug, a

Franco . desperate battle ensued, in which a great

The appointment of Dr. Wallick as number were killed on both sides ; 5um

Superintendant of the Botanical Garden at shere's army was quite disorganised , and

Calcutta, is confirmed by the Court of his camp and baggage plundered by the

Directors, victors . Runjeet Sing had sent a com

The undermentioned officers on the plimentary letter to Sir D. Ochterlony,

Bengal Establishment have retired from accompanied with many valuable presents.
the service : -Lieutenant-ColonelS.Wood , Deewan Ram Sing, why had been con

Lieutenant-Colonel James Plumer, Capt. fined by Runjeet, and released on paying
W. Forrest , Lieutenant R. Norris . five lacks of rupees , was again imprisoned .

The undermentioned officers have been Umer Sing, the celebrated Goorka Chief

struck off the list of the Bengal army, taiu , had died in exile, having been dis

having protracted their stay on furlough graced in consequence of the unsuccesful

beyond the period prescribed by the act : issue of the late contest with the British ,

Lieut. A. S , Barlow , 3d Cavalry.
We regret to leain that, according to

A. G. Wavell , eth Nat. Infantry . the latest advices which had reached that

C. Lloyd, 20th do . place from Cawnpore, and other north

The following officers of the Madras ern stations , the epidemic sickness ,which

Establishment, for a similar breach of the had broke out in that gnarter of India,
regulation , are ordered to be struck off the was by no means on the decline. At Cawn

strength of thearmy : pore , eight or nine Europeans were

Lieut. J. O'Reilly, 3d Native Cavalry . buried daily ; and all the corps cantoned

J. G. Curry, 10th Nat. Tufantry. there, but especially his Majesty's 66th

J. Stiggall , 15th do . and 87th foot, suffered exceedingly." The
W. Story, 18th do . long ' drought experienced in the upper

Alex. Hay, 22d do. provinces have been succeeded by very

E. J. Hancock , 22d do. heavy falls of rain , which occasioned ex

Invalids, J.J. Utterson . tensive inundations. There had also been

The undermentioned Madras officers heavy rains in Bengal, in consequence of

have been permitted to retire from the which the Adljee suddenly rose so as to

service :-Major S. Luterridge, Capt. C. overflow banks, in some places thirty feet

Cuningham , Capt, W. Harris, Lieut . C. high. From the same cause, joined to

Kincey. unusually high tides and boisterous gales,

March 19, a Court of Directors was held many of the vessels in the Hoogley had

at the East- India House , when the fol- been driven from their anchorage ; but it

lowing captains were sworn into the com- does not appear that any lives were lost ,

mand of their respective ships , viz . or that the shipping sustained very serious

- Captain J, E. Johnson, to the Union , for damage.

Madeira, Bengal, and Beycoolen ; and The latest advices from Persia spoke of

Captain J. Ross, to the Carmarthen , for a war between that country and Russia as

Bombay direct. inevitable, in consequence of the rejec

'The destination of the extra ship Car, tion of certain propositsons made by the

marthen has been altered from Madeira, Persian ambassador at St. Petersburgh.

Madras, and Bengal, to Bombay direct , It was reported that theex-kingofCabul ,
and that of the Union from Bombay to so long persecuted by Ranjeet Sing, had

Madeira , Bengal , and Bencoolen. arrived at Ludhiana, having, after en

Lieutenant Hodgson, oftheMadras Mi countering many dangers, and making

litary Establishment, has been appoiuted mauy hair -breadth escapes, finally eluded

by the Hon. Court of Direetors to succeed the vigilance of his pursuers under the

to theoffice of Paymaster at the Company's disguise of apedlar. Runjeet had, how

Depôt for Recruits at Chatham , vacant by ever, obtained two boxes of jewels,valued

the retirement of Solomon Earle, Esq. at half a lack of rupees, once the property

Licutenant G , C.Haughton , of 2d Regi- of the ex -king. We extract the following

a
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tors .

1

* .. ;

paragraph from the Calcutta Gazette of owners , and especially interested in the
tho 3d of October :-" The following facts prayer of the petition then agreed to .

have been handed to us as no bad exem- . Mr. Canning had no objection to this

plifications of the very opposite practical' petition being received. As to the cir

results ofthe Private Trade Intercourse, cumstances of the discussion ,he had only
and new Post -Office Acts. An order for heard, that, in the cuurse of last year it

Queen's ware, dated the 19th December had been most amply cauvassed at a meet-,

last, sent home by the Zenobia , was exe- ing er meetings of the Court of Proprie .

cuted in Stuffordshire, so as to admit of

the articles required , arriving in the river Mr. Brougham " Was the discussion

on the 16th ult. by the Caledonia, the allurled to of a final nature

commissiou being completed in little less Mr. " Canning understood it to have

than nine months. By one of the vessels been so, and that a Bill was actually pre
arrived from England within the last ten pared on the occasion .

days, a parcel of letters written and sent The Speaker, ou looking over the pei

for dispatch in May, 1815, has come to tition , observed that it ended with a

hand. The contrast is striking . " prayer, but had no prayer in the body.

Madras Papers have been received to The petition was brought up and laid

the beginning of October, which contain on the table.

an article from Bombay, announcing the Cape of Good Hope. -Mr. Baringmor.
surrender of Moldavia and Wallachia 10 ed for an account of the qaaptity of winc

Russia. We sometimes receive news imported and exported to and from the

from the East -Indies through America, Cape of Good Hope, for five years, ending.

but intelligence respecting these two Eu the 1stof January, 1817 ; also an account as
ropean provinces might be expected to of the duties payable thereon .

reach us through a less circuitous channel For an account of the value of all im

than the East Indies. Fromthis circum- portsandexports to and from the Cape
stance alone it may be considered as of Good Hope, during the same period,

coming in rather a questionable shape. specifying the several articles. - Orderedo »
The same article adds, that a war is likely New South Wales. - Mr. Bennett rose, 3

to break out between Russia and Persia. pursuant to notice, to present a petition

Should this prove to be the fact, the seat complaining of the conduct of Mr. Mac

of war is happily too far removed to give quarie, the present governor of New
Das mach trouble or concern. South Wales . He had taken some trouble

to ascertain the characters of the persons

whohad signed the petition, and he had
IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT."

learned that several of them were very se

House of Lords, Friday, March 14. respectable individuals, He did notis
Mr. Brogden and others from the Com- mean persons who were sent out there as a

mons, brought upthe Annual Indemnity convicts, and who hąd reformed - but

Bill, and the Silk Bounty Bill . bona fide settlers, of property and charac

The Earl of Shaftesbury brought up the ter. The first charge contained in the

Report of the Committee on the East- petition was one of a general nature. ic

India Judicature. complained of the partial, unjust, harsh ,

House of Commons, Feb. 21..- East, and oppressive conduct of the governor.

India Shipping :-Mr. Canning rose to Of course he personally knew nothing of: ,,

more, that the petition already presented the facts , which he stated on the ad . ::

to the House from the East- India Com- thority of others -- and, considering the

pany, praying for leave to bring in a Bill person against whom the complaintwas
to enable then to grant compensation to made, and the length of time whichwill

certain ship -owners, for contracts into must elapse before the matter could be }

which they had entered, under particular investigated, he should advance then 2.4

circumstances, be referred to a Commit- with great diffidence. The petitioners ek

tee . lu moving for this Committee, he complained that their agricultural pur

begged to be understood as not pledging suits were much impeded , in consequence

himself to any particular case , when the of a regulation imposed by the governor,
subject came under discussion . corp was suffered to be importThe motion was agreed to, and the

ani
a price much lower than what the

Committee appointed . colonists could afford to grow it for ,

Mr. Brougham held in his hand a pe- They next complained, that they were pot

tition from certain Proprietors of East- allowed to distil avý spirituous liquors,

India Stock, pray ng that the House which washighly disadvantageous to the

would not aceede to the prayer of the pe . Settlers. The petition then went on to

tition that had been just referred to a state, that advantages were giyep .. to
Committee,and which had been agreed to American vessels in their commerce with

at aCourt of Proprietors, convened at the island, which were refused to British

twenty -four hours notice, and attended ships. The subject of the transportation

by parties four -fifths ofwhom were ship- of felons was theu touched upon ; and it

1

17

1

+
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was represented asa matter of severe Company's 6 per cent. paper was at less
grievance, thatno provision wasmade for than one rupee per cent. at the date of

bringiug back to this country those con- the most recent advices from Bengal.

victs who had regularly served our their The exchange on London was 23. 78.

allotted period. To this point the Hon . per sicca rupee from Bengal, and from
Member was extremely anxious to call the Madras 8s. per pagoda.

attention of the House, which he would The current rate for bills on Bengal.

do, by a specific motiou in the course of may bequoted at from 25. 3d. to 25,31.
the session . It appeared , that out of to 23. 31d. per sicca rupee.

2,758. convicts transported in the last

eightyears, there were 700 for the period
COURT OF KING'S BENCH ,

ofseven years i but for their retarn to

Guildhall, March 5th .- Sittings at
this country no provision was made. It

would be proper that provision should be
Nisi Prius, before Mr. Justice Bailey

and a Special Jury.-- Young v. the East
made, especially for the return of women ,

The House would learn with that disgust that this was an action oftrover, to reIndia Company. --Mr. Scarlett stated ,

whichi became them , that the female con
cover from the defendants a quantitýof

victs, who had undergone the sentence of
thelaw , had no othermode of returning saltwhich had been sold by the defend

ants'
to this country, but that of prostitution.

agents at Boinbayto the plaintiff.

The petition was then brought up.
The question between the parties was,

wliether the plaintiff had purchased by

March 11.Seditious Assemblies Bill, estimate or by admeasurement. It ap

-Sir James Mackintosh proposed , that peared the sun paid by the plaintiff for

the exemption extend to lectures in the the salt, in the year 1805 , was16,037

Uuiversities, the luns of Court, and Gre- rupees, to be delivered in barrels, and

sham College, should be Xtended to the before they left the defendant's ware

East I.idia Cellege , places for lecturcs in house, they were measured by their siccar,

Medicine, Surgery, Chemistry, & c . which who said the adineasurement was right,

wasagreed to as far as relating to the India but when it came to the plaintiff's store .

College. house, it was found to be much short of

Barch 13. - The Silk Bounty Bill , and
the measure contracted for, although he

had paid the full valde. He (the learned
the Indemnity Bill , were read the third

council) had nothing to ask from the
time, and passed .

Court or jury ; they would hear the pa
role and oral evidence of the witnesses,

Stockholm .- The new East India Com- and it was for them to determine what

pany which was cliartered after the bank damages the plaintiff was entitled to
ruptcy ofthe first Swedish East India Coin Mr.Gurney, council for the defendants ,

paly, is now dissolved , and the capital contended,that the plaintiff purchased in in
stock ofthe shares,with the last dividend, the year 1805, in bulk, for which reason

paid back ; so that the trade to India will
he had not a right to admeasurement.

be, ' for the future, perfectly free home.
Under these considerations, he trusted

that the Jury would give a verdict for his

12 client.

A letter from Como gives the following Mr. JusticeBailey summed up the cvi

details :-+-Great preparations are making dence, and left it to them to say, whether

at the palace of her Royal Highness the the quantity of salt contracted for by the

Princess of Wales for a long journey. plaintiff was delivered by thedefendants.

Her Royal Highness intends to visit Per. If it was not, it was forthem to say what

sia, aud make a long stay at Ispahan . damages the plaintiff was entitled to.eus

Draftsmen , naturalists , poets, and sa- The Jury returned a verdict for the

vans, will make part of the cararan'which plaintiff to the amount of £ 300 and 40%.

accompauies this august Princess.

*3 !

costs ,
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vices against pirates and rebels, which

Occurrencesof the Embassy.-Previous were occasionally required , to support the

to the embassyof Earl Macartney ,it has imbecilearmsofanauthority which may
been assertedthat the Euglish nation was , be said to govern by ceremonies, and apa
not known at the court of China as the pears to possess scarcely sufficient vigour

avowed subjects of any government ; the to repress the outrages of a few village

otherpeopleof Europe,whohad been in- desperadoes . TheDutchhaddestroyed
duced to frequent theports of that em- a pirate too powerful to attend either to

pire, had scized opportunities of intro- the imperial edicts or the imperial arms,

ducing themselves to notice by petty ser- and were allowed to return to erect com .
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mercial establishments. The Portuguese therefore, of more circumstantial details,
also , for similar services, were rewarded we present to our readers the following ex

with the grant of the peninsula of Macao . tracts from letters received from our cor

The only means which our countrymen respondents in China, the authenticity of
had employed in introducing themselves to which may be securely relied on.

the noticeof the government, it has been 6th Nov. 1816.- My last letter was

said , consisted of their broad cloths, and by the Grenville, which ship left us tak

the boldness with which they forced the ing in water at Hong -kong, pear Macao ,

passage to Cauton, in spite of China forts in company with Lord Amherst and suite,

and junks. preparatory to our voyage to the Yellow

The more solid advantages which were Sea ; the following day (July 13) we de

hoped for from Lord Macartney'sembassy, parted and arrived off the Peyho river ( at

were indeed not obtained ; the demand the bottom of the gulph of Pee-che-lee)

for British manufactures which it wasex- July 28th ; after experiencing a delight

pected might have been diffused through- ful passage to that place - our arrival

out the northern regions of the Chiuese seemed to have been earlier than the court

territories, and have equalled in Pekin of Pekin expected, as Lord Awherst was

alone that ofthesouthernprovinces , could necessitated to remain about twelve days

not be realized. The ever wary, but we on board ship, until the preparations

presume impolitic government, would not were completed for his disembarkation ,

permit the British commerce in the gulph when, on the 9th of August, it took place

of Pe -tche-lee. as follows : -- the baggage being consider

- Important results were however pro- able, and shipped in large country boats

duced by this mission . The English cha- by 11 A. M. H. M. ship the Alceste

racter, which had been so much misrepre- hoisted the royal standard at the main ,

sented to a deluded court, became in some Hon . Company's Ensign at the fore , and

degree known . The British residents at St. George's Ensign at the mizen , aud all

Canton, instead of the indignant treat- the ships manued their yards. At noong

ment formerly usual, obtained a much the Ambassador, with Sir George Staun

greater degree of respect. They have ton , and Mr. Ellis lhe Secretary, put off

been permitted to address the viceroy in in the barge from the Alceste, under a

person with their complaints or remon- salute of tifteen guns, which was repeated

strancès ; = -many trilling impediments by each ship , accompanied by three hearty

were also removed , and an amicable cor- cheers ; tivo boats from each ship follow .;

respondence commenced between his Ma- ed, containing theAmbassador's suite,
jesty and the Emperor, Nor must it be and the captains. We having joined the

forgotten that it also turned the attention baggage boats, the whole stood for the en

of our countrymen most efficiently to the trance of the Peyho river , distant ten

extraordinary language of that empire ; miles ; the day was delightful, and what

and that we have derived from our voyage little wind wehad being fair , the tout en

in the Yellow Sea an important accession semble consequently washighly gratifying.

to our nautical information. Such were As we approached the river, the proces .

the silent but effectual benefits, increasing sion was arranged as follows :-first, the

with the lapse of every year, which Earl Ambassador's barge leading, having a

Macartney's mission had set on foot, line of boats extending on two lines from

when the circumstances of European and his rear, and the train was closed by his

American politics and commerce rendered Lordship's band playing ; the black drum
expedient the embassy of Lord Amherst. mer of which, perched in the bow of the

The affairs of this important country, boat, astonished the spectators by his an

we are aware, occupy, at the present ticks and motions; thus we proceeded

period , the most serious attention of the until we reached the village of Tacoo ,

public , not only as they regard the com- about 5 P. M., where the accommodation

mercial interests of the Company, but as boats destined to convey the embassy to

affording a most fruitful source of revenue Tiensing were laying ; which boats were

to the crown , which , in the eventof a rup- not large, but contained several snjall

ture with the Chinese, would be most apartinents highly painted, each boat bear

materially injured , if not destroyed als ing a flag with characters expressive of

together. foreigners bringing presents to the empe

• Various reports are afloat as to the fate At a military station , at the en

of our splendid embassy , and also respect- trance of Peyho river, the embassy were

ing a misunderstanding, of a serious na- saluted by three guns, (the usual number

ture, which some fear may arise from fired by the Chinese ), and about three

the couduct of one of our naval command- hunured troops in full uniforins were

ers. It does not become us at present to drawu out iu å line, with their swords,

remark upou either of these circumstances ; hangers, and music . At the town of Ta.

for we believe we may assert, that no cer- coo the troops and dismounted cavalry

rain intelligence has yet been received at forined three sides of a square, in houor
the East India House. lu the absence, of the Ambassador, and there was like,

ror .
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wise a salute of tlıree gans ; after' allow - discontent was in consequence of the ships

ing his Excellency lialf an hour to com- leaving Tien Sing without orders ; and
pose himself, he was visited by the Le. considerable displeasure was evinced in

gåte, a mandariu of high rank , (who is an imperial edict issued upon that occa
married to a relation of the présent en- sion . The officers of government appoint

peror, Kia -king appointed to attend the ed to the provinces on the coast were di

embassy to Pekin , also two other manda- rected not to permit the ships to anclior,
rins of rank , joined Lord Amherst here , or a single man to land , but to desire

theybeing directed to accompany his ex- them iustantly to proceed to Canton ,

cellency similarly to those with Lord Ma- there to wait the Ambassador and pre

cartney . Mandarins of various classe's sents . It was also insinuated that their

visited the Ambassador, and appeared at- sudden removal front Tien Sing was for

tached to the troops ; at sunset we all some bad purpose, and to spy along the

sat down to dinner with his Lordship for ' coast . In the mean time the embassy

the last time, and the following morning proceeded to Pekin . ' Ou their arrival at

we returned to our ships ; in the course Tien Sing, an entertainment was provid .

of the day , we weighed and departed for ed, agreeably to the accustomed ceremo
the coast of Leotong, saw the great wall nies of the country , and from the subse

of China at some distance , extending to quent disgrace of the mandarins entrust

the sea coast , over mountains. The pro- ed with the charge of the embassy, we

vince of Leotong is a part of Chinese Tar- learn that the Emperor was highly incens

tary ; the inhabitants appear miserable ed at their conduct in not informing him

near the shore ; the formation of the land , of the refusal of the Ambassador to com

where we visited , was picturesque to a " ply with the genuflections and prostra
degree-the hills were covered with the tions invariably required upon such occa

most singular and beautiful flowers . We sions . The next edict , issued on the

quitted the coast of Leotong , and went to 28th August , announces the arrival of an

Ki -san-seu bay , on the coast of Shan- embassy at Pekin , with tribute from the

tung, where we found much difficulty in king of England ; the conclusion of the

procuring refreshinents. The only fruits mission - its return - and rome through

we tasted during our stay in the Yellow the provinces ; which route is the same

Sea, were apples , peaches, plums, and a as that of the former embassy. A consi

few bad melons. The emperor sent us a 'derable military escort was appointed to

dozen bullocks , twenty sheep ,' and a few accompany them ; and the orders issued

fowls, though we have reason to believe seemed to indicate inuch weakness, pusil

the mandarins wilfully defrauded us of lanimity, and suspicion, on the partof the
the greater qnantity of what was order- " government. Another edict was issued
cd by his majesty for the ships . The cli- the following day , announcing that “ this

wate of the Yellow Sea was delightful, was the day appointed to receive Lord

the thermometer being from 72° to 789 “ Amherst, the Ambassador from the

The Ambassador seems to be a man of “ king of England ; but when he came

' amiable and benevolent manners , and I “ to the interior palace, he was suddenly

should hope he will succeed in his inis- “ taken ill , and could neither " walk'nor
sion, though the Chinese are the most dif- “ stir ." " The second was affected in the

ficult people to negociate with . On the same manner : -- " they have therefore

3d of Sept. we quitted the Yellow Sea, “ not had the happiness of receiving the

touched at the entrance of Chusan for in- grace and presents of the celestial em

telligence, and arrived at Macao the 16th It orders them to leave the

of September .” court the same day ; and observes that the

Canton, 7th Nov. 1816.— “ I wish I had letter and presents brought by them have
any thing favorable to say of the embas- not been received by the Emperor. In

sy. No certain accounts have yet been another edict , without date, it appears

received , but the current reports among that certain entertainments were appoint

the Chinese certainly indicate a total failure ed ; and certain places to be visited , which

of this mission , No interview appears to were to occupy three or four days ; but I

have taken place , though presents have been cannot ascertain whether these ceremonies

exchangerl. The Emperor has written to took place or not . The Ambassador, how

the Prince Regent, buthasnot received the ever, did not leave Pekin onthe 29th Aug.

Prince's letter to him . The reason as- On the 6th Sept. another edict was pub

signed for this unfriendly proceeding, is lished ; and on the 7th it is generally be

the sickness of the Ambassador, and con- lieved they set out on their journey. The
sequent nonconformity to the ceremonies edict was to this effect ; it begins by

of the court, which renders the personal speaking of the banquet given at Tien

presentation of a letter indispensably ne- Sing , of the refusal of the Ambassador

cessary. The real cause of failure is no to comply with the prostrations, &c. &c.
doubt to be ascribed to a refusal to com- and then of his being conducted to one

ply with theprostrations and genuflections of the Emperor's palaces , where observes

of the country. The first appearance of the Emperor) “ I was just about 20 de

Asialic Journ.No. 16 . VOL. IIÍ. 3 G

pire . "
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“cond the throne to receive them, when a week since. I am sorry to say the ac

" they were taken ill , and could not see counts of the embassy are unfavorable.

“ me, in consequence of which I ordered No interview has taken place, but a few

" them instantly to return to their coun- presents have been exchanged ; and the

“ try ; for it then occurred to me, they Emperor has written to thePrince ,though

“ had declined to comply with the cere- he has not received the Prince's letter.

" movies of the country. With respect The apparent cause of failure of this mis

“ to the king who had sent them a long sion is the ambassador's refusal to comply

voyage across the vast ocean to present with the ceremonies of the country. But

“ a letter, and to offer presents , certain- there is some reason to think , the real

ly it was his intention to venerate us , cause may be ascribed to the intrigues of

“ and to be obedient , which (submis- the mandarines about the court . It is

“ sion ) we cannot entirely reject with said that the present Viceroy of Canton ,

“ out failure of one of the fundamen- named Ciong, (the person who occasiored

“ tal rules of our empire, that of afford all our troubles two years ago) made an

“ ing protection to petty kingdoms. For unfavorable report, whilst on his journey

“ which reason we have selected the from Pekin to resume his governnıent of

“ most trilling and least valuable of his this province, Another unfavorable one

presents ; viz. four maps ; two pic- was also made by Pack , the Viceroy who

tures , and ninety-five engravings, which procured Gnew qua's banishment.Whether
" we receive in order to copfer some these rumours, which are whispered about

“ mark of our grace and favor. We al- with much secrecy, have any foundation,
“ so give presents to the king ; viz . Ju ' I cannot say ; but it is obvious these May

“ Ye, or Ju Ee, (an ornament commonly darins were much interested in its failure.

« used as a token of regard and remem- It could not fail of appearing to them, by

“ brance , ) four large purses, and eight the appointment of Mr. Elphinstone and
“ small ones, to be conveyed to the said Sir George Staunton , that the embassy

“ king. This is in conformity to the ac- was not of an amicable nature. It is sup

“ customed rules of the empire, of mak . posed the embassy left Pekin early in

"" ing rich gifts* in return for things of September ; but weare kept much in the'

“ little value. The Ambassadors, upon dark concerning their arrival here. From

“ the receipt of these presents, were the preparations that are making, we con

“ much delighted, and shewed evident ceive it must take place some time in the

6 marks of surprise and wonder.” It present month .

then proceeds to desire the Viceroy of “ Unpleasant discussions arose some lit

Canton, to give an entertainment to the tle timeback concerning the Hewitt,which

Ambassador, andcontains the speech he is have since been happily settled , and the

to make upon that occasion , whichis near- . ship permitted to load . The committee

ly a repetition ofthe former part. TheEm- acted with much resolution-more so than

perorconcludes with saying, “ should the would, perhaps, have been approved by

* ambassadors again entreat the other the court had the affair terminated un

presents to be received . You will merely pleasantly :-bụt the result seems to have

say, « we have an express decree from justified their opinions.

“ the Emperor, and we dare not again of- “ A still more unpleasant affair took

“ fend his ears,' and with these words re- place three nights ago, with the ' frigate

ject their supplications." Alceste. I do not know the particulars ,

An cdict from the Viceroy, sent a few nor the precise reasons for Captain

days since to the President, informs him Maxwell'sconduct ; but it appears, that

that he has received aletter from the Empe-, in consequence ofbeing rudely surrounded

ror to the king of England, which is tobe by war boats, and cut off from supplies

entrusted to thecharge of the Ambassador. ( except such as were procured by stealth)

We are kept sadly in the dark about the and otherwise ill treated whilsi lyingat

movements of the embassy. Obscure ru- Linton, he was induced to come up the

mours are spread of their being close at river, where he is now lying at the

hand , and I understand that the Ngan second bar. As he approached Chun Pee,

Cha Ćzu (the chief Judge) has already set the war boats fired first with powder,

out ou his journey to meet them . So and then with shot. Captain M. , not

that I conclude we shall see them before wishing to injure a set of what he deemed

the 20th . helpless people,whom hecould easily have

Canton , 171h Nov. 1816.--" I havewrit- destroyed, first fired powder al30 , and

tenyou recently by way of America, and then sent a single shot over the Admiral's

again by the Cornwall, dispatched about boat. This conduct immediately produced

the desired effect . The Admiral made a

TheJu Ye, that rich gift, consists generally, signal, the boats ceased firing, and stood
if notalways, of two orthree pieces of whatM

veralogists callngarestone,avarietyof the Jade, off. Shortly after the frigatecame to an

and one of theleast valuable of all fossils which anchor, and waited until the evening, ex .

employ the skill of the engraver . These are put

together in a fantastic manner, and are evidently pecting some sort of communication from

atfirst sight of neither use nor value , the Governor, and not receiving any,

<
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Capt. M. weighed again , to stand through it was generally understood there, that

the Bogue. The boats, which still re- the Emperor ofChina had deelined to ac

mained watching his movements, then cept the presents sent out with Lord Am

began to fire rockets and making other herst, and that his lordship and suite

signals, which were answered in the like were on their way to Canton, to embark

manner from the forts in the Bogue. As in the Alceste and return home. The

he advanced , all the different forts ex• Alceste had come down the Yellow Sea,

hibited an immense blaze of light ; and, and was lying at Canton. The Emperor

from the number of lanterns, appeared received the embassy with every degree of

crowded with people . All at once they courtly civility ; but apprehending, it is

opened a tremendous cross fire at the imagined, that the acceptance of such

ship , but not more than three or ' four presents would be followed by our de

shot struck her, which still remain in the manding commercial advantages greater

hull. Unfortunately the wind was scant, than other nations enjoy, and that we

and headed the vessel just in the narrow had other designs by so much expense

part ofthe Bogue, so that she was obliged and trouble, besides those of merelymain

to make a tack. This, however, Captain taining relations of mutual good-will, a

M. observes, he did not regret, as it jealousy not, it was thought, to be sub

brought him nearer the principal fort, dued, was conceived by the Emperor

which he imagined mounted at least forty and his court upon the subject; and

guns . He soon came within pistol-shot under that feeling, he had come to the de

of this fort, when he went about, clued termination of refusing the presents.

up his courses, took in his top -gallant The embassy was to return from Pekin

sails, and deliberately poured a broadside, through the country to Canton; a journey

first into the fort on his right, and next of vast magnitude and toil, it being twelve

into the one on his left. He then gave hundred miles.

them three cheers, and fired a second The embassy to China , it was known

.broadside in the same manner. Instantly, at Canton , could not arrive at Pekin

or rather immediately after the first before the 3d of December; therefore the

broadside, not a lightwas seen or a gun Cornwall, which left China the 13th No

fired from their fort. Capt. M. says, the vember, could not bring any authentic
noise was tremendous, and adds, that the account of Lord Amherst's reception by

romantic appearance of the scenery, varied the Emperor.

with rocks and mountains the innume- Letters from Canton, by an American

rable lanterns ashore on the forts and on ship arrived at Gibraltar, state, that the

the hills -- the working of the ship amidst embassy to China, under Lord Amherst,

a heavy cannonading -- the awful thunder disembarked at Tien Sing, in the Gulf of

of his broadside the dreadful crash of the Pe -che-Lee, on the 26th July, after a

shot striking against the forts and rocks, remarkably quick passage up the Yellow

louder than even the report of the guns. Sea . In September they were still in

the cheering of liis imen , and the loud Pekin . And we are credibly informed,

echoes from the mountains, followed by that no progress had been made towards

total darkness and the stillness of a calm the opening of the Noble Lord's impor

evening - altogether formed the grandest tant mission. Symptomsof jealousy, and

and sublim estspectacle he had ever 'wit- of an indisposition to receive the embassy,

nessed. Now ,my dear sir, you will con- had appeared under pretextofsome breach

clude there is a cessation of all busi. ' of etiquette. The most serious appre

ness, and that war has commenced with hensions are entertained that the whole

the Chinese. On the contrary, we are object of the voyage will fail. The cause

given to understand no notice will be of the apparent reluctance of the govern

taken ofthis affair ; and that the Viceroy ment toreceive the Noble Lord , or to en
grants permission to the ship to enter the ter on the subject of his negociation , is

river. Fortunately,theysay, no lives the jealousy entertained ofour views ou

were lost, (which is not easily to be account of the late expedition to the Ne

credited, and indeed we hear that some pal territory. They have such a dread

men havebeen killed ), and that it was all of British enterprise, that they will not

a mistake. Whether any serious notice suffer our approach even to the neigh

will be taken of this affair is not, perhaps, bourhood oftheir capital.
quite certain . But from all I hear , I Advices have been received from Carl

Judge it will be passed over." ton of so recent a date as the 17th of No

In addition to the above original in. vember. We regret to learn that Lord

formation, we deem it fit to subjoin ex- Amherst was on his return to Canton,

tracts of letters, which have appeared without 'accomplishing the object of his

elsewhere, that our readers may have as mission . - Jn addition to the above intel

complete a collection of all that isknown ligence, the letters from Canton contain

respecting theembassy as we can procure. theparticulars ofan unpleasant affair in
The Cornwall East Indiaman, only 112 which the Alceste was involved. It ap

days from Canton, brings intelligence that pears that the Chinese had taken some

1

3

3 G 2
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mercer

offence against Captain Maxwell, in con- is most singular, up to the 17th of No

sequence of which a number of war boats vember, not the slightest notice had been

were stationed round the Alceste, and at- taken of the affair by the Governor of

tempts were made to intercept her sup- Canton. He neither gave nor demanded

plies from the shore. No answer having an explanation , but continued to graut

been madeto his endeavours to procure permission for the British vessels to enter

an explanation of the cause of hishaving the river, as if nothing had occurred to

been placed, under this insulting sort of interrupt the harmony between the two..

quarantine , Captain Maxwell resolved nations. It remained to be ascertained

upon changing his anchorage, with the in what light he may have represented the

intention of more clearly ascertaining the affair to the court of Pekin . We are

views of the Chinese, before he should happy to learn that there were none killed

resort to extremities. or wounded on board the Alceste. Se- ,

The Alceste accordingly weighed an- veral of the natives have been bambooed

chor, and proceeded up the river to the for coming on board contrary to the order

second bar. The war -boats, however, of the Viceroy. One young man was

soon followed ; and as the frigate ap- very attentive to us at the second bar,

proached Chun -Pee they fired at ber, first and got every thing for us we wanted ,

with blank cartridge, and next with shot . unknown to the Mandarin ; as soon as the

Captain Maxwell returned their fire , in ship arrived at Whampoa, he was bam

the first instance with powder only, but booed in a most shocking mauner, and is

finding that hadnot the effect of prevent- not expected to live ; he is a great silk

ing them from following him , he sent a
at Canton, and his name is

single shot over the Admiral's boat, mere- Comton ,

ly to intimidate them . This had the de- We gather from the journal of a

sired effect. Upon a signal from the gentleman attached to the embassy,

Chinese Admiral, the flotilla ceased firing , that the Alceste sailed 13th of July ,

and stood off . At this period Captain from Hong Kong, near Macao, for the

Maxwell brought the Alceste to an an- White Sea, on the announciation of the

chor, in expectation of some communica- embassy having been favorably received ;

tion from the governor ; but having wait- on the 28th , reached Pei Ho, in the

ed, without receiving any , until the even . Gulplı of Pe-che-le ; from this place, his

jug, he weighed again , and stood towards excellency, the ambassador, dispatched a

the Bogue. The boats, which followed letter in the Chinese character to the

him at a respectful distance , now began viceroy, enclosing a list of the presents

to throw up rockets, and to make other and the persons in his suite,

signals, which were promptly answered ried by Mr. Toone, who delivered it to

from the forts on the Bogue. As the fri- two Mandarins, the viceroy being at

gate advanced, lanternscontinued to be Pekin .-- August 1st, four officers arrived

hoisted at the different forts until they from Kiran Tajin the legate . A gentle-

became an entire blaze of light, and the man from the embassy was senton shore

ramparts were seen crowded with people . to see the legate who received him in the

Two forts , one on the right, the other presence of four other officers -- the inter

on the left, suddenly opened a tremendous view was short, the legate is represented
cross - fire on the Alceste, without, how- as a cheerful man of pleasant address and

ever, any other damage than that of re- manners, two of the officers Kwang Tajin

ceiving three or fourshots in the hull , and Yin Tajin were appointed to attend
where they stuck . The wind heading the the mission as Chou and Van did Earl

frigate in the varrow part of the Bogue, Macartney. The 4th of August they

Captain Maxwell was obliged to make a came ou board and were received with :
tack , which brought him within pistol- considereble, state . The commissioners

shot of the principal fort, mounting forty , and the secretary only were present at the
guns. He resolved to avail himself of conference, the legate objected to the pum-,

this circumstance, in order to chastise the ber of persons attached to the mission,
insolence of the Chinese. He took a sta- which is seventy -five, he wished to limit.

tion which enabled bim to bring his guns it to fifty. It was urged in reply that the

tobear on both forts, and gave orders for addition of twenty or thirty persons would.
action . His command was received withi not be of much importance to so great an '

three cheers by the crew , who, with a ra- empire, and that the embassy should be

pidity which overwhelmed the Chinese received on liberal principles. Tuh Chung
with astonishment, discharged two suc- tang a Tartar minister deputed from Per

cessive broadsides , starboard and lar- kin to receive the embassy and ascertain
board . The fire of the forts instantly its objects had come down to Tiey Sing

ceased, the innumerable lanterns disap-. to receive it . The preparation of some

peared as if by magic, and all was sud- intrigue appeared already probable ; for

denly involved in total darkness and si- Na-yen-chin the viceroy of Pe-che-lee, it
lence. The Alceste was quietlysuffered is observed has beendisplaced he had

to proceed to her destination ; and, what been ordered to attend theembassy. Ou

was car
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8th of August, the legate sent his com- tors have applied for the interference of

pliments and requested Lord Amherst to Bapoji Sindia, and the sons have called

come on shore, which, on account of the Amir Khan to their aid.

weather, could not be complied with . It Jumshir Khan and Raja Lol Singh were

is added there has been much discussion levying contributions at Bikanir, when

respecting the ceremony called Ko-tou , the the Raja of that place , Surat Singh, gave
nine prostrations. How it may termi- them battle, and after much loss on each

nate I know not ; our people do not like side , Jumshir was compelled to retire

it, and plead precedent for its omission . with the loss of all his baggage. (See al

-9th of August : not having made our ap- so p . 397.)

pearanceon shore so soon as was expected ,

Tuh Chung-tang has returned to court.
Extractfrom a Letter, dated Benares

Soo 'Tajin now fills his place at Teen -tsin .
24th Aug. 1816.- have just been con

It is remarked that the people here appear templating a distressing sight ; the dead

poorer than in the southern provinces.
bodies of four Europeans, two men , a

At Tung-koo our party was lodged for
woman, and child, with a dog, apparently

the night in a temple, where a curious cir
of the bull dog breed, floating near. I

cumstance was observed. A European
have ordered the bodies to be buried , and

picture of Christ crowned with thorns and
from the report of the natives who exa

the roed in his hand is exhibited in the mined them more minutely than I was

temple. It was presented by the empe
able from their being in a state of putre

ror Kang -he ; it is neither called Jesus uor
faction, they appeared to be people of

Christ : the priest shewed our people a
rank . It is singular how the unfortunate

lesson to be read before this pro -sa, a sufferers could have met such a fate, as

usual title for the gods in China. The
we have had no remarkably blowing wea

lesson is couched in mystical language, :
ther here for some time past.

the object of wbich is to express, that the

perfections and character of this Pou-sa
Eighty thousand mauns are estimated

are incomprehensible.
as the probable extent of the indigo crop

Since writing the above we learn , from
for the season, 1816. In Purniya it has

a source to be relied on with the most per- crop.Theplanters of that district have
been considerably more than an average

fect security ,

That the Factory know nothing of Lord . formed a club, and have unanimously en

Amherst. gaged to purchase“ seed from European

That he is supposed to be either at or
dealers only, thus preventing the frauds

returning from Pekin.
of native servants. In Oude, and the up

That he was expected at Canton the lst perProvinces, the produce is expectedto

or 2d week in December last .
be very short.

That either bis Lordship is prevented

from writing, or that he cannot trust the
The ship Lord Hungerford, Capt. Na.

Chinese post. pier, bound to England, while lying, at

That all is uncertainty at Canton.
Fulta , was discovered to be on fire ; on

It is emphaticallyadded that all remains taking off the main hatches, the flames is

perfectly tranquil at Canton, and mer. the officersandthepilot determined to cut;
sued forth to such an alarmjug degree, that

cantile transactions proceed as if the late from the anchors, and run the shipon

warlike efforts had been merely a dream .

The Providence, Lynn , which ship was shore, the cable was accordingly cut : but

sent out to convey home the curiosities fortunately before the ship took the

and naturalists' specimens expected to be ground, the firewas extinguished by the

collectedbythesuite,had passed Banda, prompt exertionsoftheofficers ,pilot, and

on her way to Canton, in the early part of
crew; a top-sail was found to be entire

November. The Cornwall touched only ly consumed,which had apparep.ly been

at St. Helena ; and left that island on the
“ set fire to .”

238 January. She left at Canton, the Al- The crew of the Hungerford has been

ceste , frigate ; General Hewitt, extra taken out of her for the purpose of exa

ship , and the regular ships , Windham , mination before the police. It is expect

SuratCastle, Hugh Inglis, Lord Lynedock , ed that this is an expiring effort ofthe

Marchioness of Exeter, Coldstream , Lady Ghaut Serang system ; but if the New

Castlereagh , Cambridge,Regerit, Marquis Marine Registry Office has produced the

ofEly, Fort William , Scaleby Castle , Earl beneficial effects we are taught to believe,

of Balcarras, Buckinghamshire, Marquis it is certainly extraordinary, that out of

of Huntly, Castle Huntly, Lady Melville, seventy registered lascars, they should

Cabalva, and Cumberland. have found six tools for twice attempting

CALCUTTA .
their diabolical designs.

We learn that a dispute has arisen be- The European troops at Cawnpore and

tween the sons and executors (as they are Allahabad are very sickly. At Delhi and

termed ) of the Joudpur Raja the execu- its vicinity, the native troops suffer in a
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. per 100 .

similar way ; the cause is ascribed to the 23d Regt. N. 1. - Ensigu R. Mansone,

want ofrain in the upper provinces . to be Lieutenant.

Aug. 30.- Surgeons. - Mr. B. M‘Leod ,

Sir Anthony Buller, appointed Puisne to be assist. Surgeon to the residency at

Judge of the Supreme Court, landed on Lucknow .

Tuesday the 10th September, and on the Assist . Surgeon Elijah Impey.

following Tuesday took the oaths and his Aug. 30. - Furloughs to Europe.

seat accordingly. Capt. C. Bowyer.

It is confidently stated , that the extra Mr. Surgeon Alex. Haig.

military establishments which were re . Lieut. J. Incell, 14th N.I. to the Cape,

cently in preparation for field service have and eventually to Europe.

been dismissed , at Cawnpore, Agra Mu- Lieut . R. H. Hodges , 22d N. I.

tra, and the other principal-stations where Invalids.-- Lieut.W. Clarke, 23d regt.

troops were assembled. Major-General N. I.

Sir David Ochterlony was at Kurnal on Current Value of Government Securities ,

the 25th ult . ; and Major -General Mar
Sept. 16.

shal was about to proceed from Mutra to. Buy . SELL .

Cawnpore. Rs. As.
Rs. As.

Sept. 13, 1816. - The Governor -Gene

ral in Council has been pleased to deter

2 0 Sept. 1. New Six per Cts .Dis. 226

18Do. 10 . do.
1 14

mine on the formation of a troop of rock 10Do.30 . do. I 4

et Artillery, to be composed of Europeans,

who are to be mounted either on horses
RATES OF EXCHANGE.--Sept, 1816 .

From Calcutta to Madras 335 S. Rs. for

or camels, as may be found most advisa
100 Star Pagodas.

ble . Messrs. Allau and Wavell have been

seut out by the Hon. Court of Directors

To Bombay 100 S. R. for 108 Bombay

to teach the use of Cougreve's rockets.
rupees .

To England, 2d, 8th, and at six months

CIVIL APPOINTMENTS , JUDICIAL
sight, dollars in quantity at 206 rupees

DEPARTMENT.

Aug. 23 , 1816.-Mr. R. M. Bird, ad- A Guinea to purchase in the Bazar is

ditional register of the Zilla Court of Ju at 10 rupees.

.ranpore . BIRTHS.

Mr. S. M, Duntze, additional register Aug. adth . Mrs. R. Kerr, of a daughter .

of the city court at Benares. 171h . At Mynpooree, the lady of Capt, J. Dryz

Aug. 30.-Mr. J. F. Ellerton, assist . to
dale, 25th N 1. of a daughter .

the magistrate of the 24 Pergunnas.
May 23d. Al Amowah , the lady of Maj . Green ,

H. M , 94th foot, of a daughter.

Mr. L. Magniac, assist. to the magis- Sept. 8th, "Lady of Lieut. 4. Maddock, Assist:

trate of the city of Murshedabad .
Secretary to the Military Board , of a daughter,

6th , At Chowringhee the lady of W. S. Greene,

MILITARY PROMOTIONS, Esq . of a son .

Aug. 23 , 1816 ,-Lieut. - Col. T. Haw

7th . 'Mrs. W. Collins, of a daughter.

10th . Lady of MajorMc Gregor, Dep. Milit. Aud.

kins to be Colonel. Gen,, of a sun .

Major J. Shapland, to be Lieut. -Col. Aug. 31. Mrs, Kidd , of a daughter.

26th .

Major Thos. Featherstone, to be Lieut.

At Bareilly, the lady of W. Leicester, Esq .

Colonel. 25th , At Hindee Ghaut, Mrs. H. Jones, of a son ,

28th .

Major Wm. Casement, to be Lieut. Col.

At Dinapore, Mrs. Louisa Wise, of a

daugbier .
· 4th Regt. N. I. Capt. A. Campbell, to 4th. At the same place, lady of Capt. P. Comyn ,

be Major ; Capt. Lieut. F. S. White to be 2d Batt. 9th Reg. of a son .

Captain ; Lieut. W.Costley to be Capt. ;

Sept. 5th . Mrs, H , Glazbrooke , of a son .

Lieut. Geo. W. Buttanshaw to be Lieut.

7th. At Midnapore, the lady of G. Skipton, Esq .

of a daughter.

12th Regt. N.I.- Capt. P. L. Grant to
14th . The lady of 1. P. Larkins, Esq. of the

Civil Service, of a son .

be Major ; Capt. Lieut. C. D'Acre, to be 15th . Lady of A. Ogilvie, Esq. of the Civil Eer

Captain ; Lieut. J. L. Gale, to be Capt . vice, of a son .

3d .

Lieut. ; Eusign A. Wright to be Lieut.

At Cawnpore, the lady of T. Jackson . Esq .

Surgeon of H. M. 14th foot, of a son .

25ih Regt. N. I.-Capt . M. Boyd, to 18th . At Chowringhee, the lady of Capt. R. G.

be Major;Lieut . J. Drysdale, to be Capt.;
Stirling, 7th N. Cav. of a son.

Ensign J. Morton, to be Lieut .

20th . At Benares,the lady of Sir F, Hamilton ,

of a son .

Ensigns J. Douglas, W. Conway, and 28th . The lady of D. Mc Donald, Esg . of a son :

J. T. Somerville, to rank from 5th, 6th , same day lady of Capt. Harram , of a daughter ,

and 7th of May respectively.

Mrs. T.Philpot, of a son .

At Jessore, Mrs. Roquet, of a daughter.

Aug. 30.- Artillery .-- Senior Cadet T. 27th . At Cutac, lady of E.Impey , Esq . of a son :

Nicholl, to be Lieut. fireworker,
26th. Lady of Major G.H.Gall, of a son, (still

born ).

Sept. 13.-Lieut. J. A. Schalch , 14th 23d . Mrs. M. Lyons, of a son .

N. I. to be assistant to the Surveyor of 241h, Mrs. c. Hard, of a daughter.

the Sunderbunds.
25th. Lady of Capt. J. W.Taylor, Professor of

Hindust .in theCol. of Ft. Wm ., of a daughter,

Rocket Corps.-- Allen , Dep.Comm . Wife of Mr. J. Lawrence, conductor of Ordn.

Wavell, Conductor of
of a son .

Ordnance.
Path . At Dacca, lady ofJ. Pattenson, Esq. of

the Civil Service, of a son.

of a son,

ܐܠܪ

of Ordnance ;
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4

regt.

MARRIAGES. 20th . J. H. Hutchinson , Esq :

Miss Anu Frank ,daughter of Mr, C. 'Frank ,
Sept. 11th. W. Paterson, Esq. of H, C. Military Sept. 21 . Mr W. Bartlett, jun .

service, to Miss C. F. Smoult.
27th . Mr. C. Frank , Schoolmaster.

Aug. 15th . At Benares, Lieut . J. Hall , Inter

preter and QuarterMaster ist Batt . 3d Reg.
Lately at Cawnpore, Lieut. J. Gunn , H. M , 66th

regt.
N. 1. , to Miss Ann Frewin,

Same station , Capt. Innes, H. M. 66th
31st . At Nellapilly, Capt , C. F. Davies, of the

Sept. 26th , At Juggernath , Charlotte, lady of C.
BrigLapwing, of Coringa, to Miss M.M.Dirksz ,

of Nellapilly .
Becher, Esq. Salt Agentat Cutac.

Oct. 5th . On hisway from Kedgeree in his boat,
Sept. 14th. At the cathedral, Capt . C. Wilson , Mr. H. Sims, Private Assist , to Capt. Tucker,
of H. M. 14th foot to Miss Watts, eldest daugh

ter of Edward Watts, Esq .
Deputy Postmaster of that place.

,! . Forsyth , Esq . Acting Coll. of 24 Perg. , to
Sept. 14. At sea, the lady ofCapt. V.Pick, H.M.

89th regt.Miss Farmer.

26th . At the cathedral, Mr, M. Sommers, to 27th . Mr. T. Langton, 4th officer of H. C. ship.

Miss Isabella Walker.
Lord Keith .

soth , At the cathedral. by the Rev. Mr. Parson ,
Same day , Mrs. Mary Wright,

Mr. Pat.Moran , to Miss Eliz , D'Rozario,
28th . On board his boat, Capt . Woollett, 12th

Oct. 1st. Mr. W. Ewin , to Miss FrancisManley.
regt . N. I.

Ra . Nr. Norman Kerr, to Miss Marg, Nairne.
23d . Mr. J. Smith , a master in the Pilot Service ;

his death was occasioned by leaping from a
sth . At the Cathedral, by the Rev. the Arch

deacon, J. Eliot, Esq. tó Miss Thackery .
chaise to prevent its being dashed against a
corner.

94th . J. Lambert Heatley, Esq . 10 Miss Sophia
The infant son of Mr. M, De Rozario,

Gould.
241h . The infant daughter of Mr. J. Wychyre,

Roth. Lewis Baretto , Esq. to Senhora Maria
builder.

Manuella Ramon .

281h . Mr. G. S. Dick , to Miss M , Cassady ,
25th . Sarah Louisa, infant daughter of Mr. J.

Higgins.

DEATHS, Lately at Diggah , near Patna, Mr. G. Bryant.
25th . Mrs, L. Pauel .

Aug 30. C. Desborough , Esq. Surgeon on Bengal
27th . Mrs. M. Wright.

Medical Service.

14th. At Meerut, Major J. Lumsdaine, Dep .
Sist . At Kidderpoor, Mr, J. Mearing, Com . Gen.

23d. Mr. Michael Powsey .

20th . At Serampoor, the infant daughter of Mr.
G, Gibson .

29d. Sameplace,infant son of Mr.G. Gibson . BOMBAY

16th , At Keitah , in Bundelkhund , the infant

danghter of Capt. Lieut. H. Thomson, 6th regt . Extract of a letter dated Mootheer,
Native Cavalry,

5th July , 1816. - After much difficulty in

sth . At Gazipoor, Emily,infantssdanighter of procuring carts forourbaggage, we left
, H. M. 53d .

30th . Major W. R. Williams, H.M.86th regt. Mundebar on the 19th May, and proceed

At Chunar, in July last, Col. J. Williams, Com . ed to Kukarmunda , 13 miles off , on the
mander 2d batt . of Nat, Invalids at that station .

28th . At Sultanpoor, Benares, aged 2 years and
banks of the Tapi. The Bheels, who we

10 months, w: St. Leger Lumsdaine Wood, heard had assembled at this place to pre

only son of Major Gen. J. S. Wood, command
vent our progress , had very wisely taken to

ing the district,

March 141h . At Macao, T. H. Rabinel, Esq. their heels, and without any opposition

first Super- cargo and Chief of the Netherland we crossed the river the next morning,
factory in China .

28th . At sea, on board the Hon . Company's and marched to Ranipura, about 16 miles

ship William Pitt, Eliza, eldest daughter of north . After this long march we came in

Lieut. Speller, Sub. Assist. Com . Gen.
at 10 o'clock for breakfast, and after that

Aug. 3d.At Berhampore, Capt . P. Morrill, ist
batt. 10th regt . N. l . had the agreeable hot winds in perfection .

15th . Mr. Assist. Surg. Sibbald . The village is pretty large, and situated
ist , At Benares, Mary Theodosia, daughter of.

Şir Frederic and Lady Hamilton .
alone, under the Santpur mountains.

July 9th . At Ganjam , Mr. Assist . Surgeon . J. Having gained every information concern
Barclay. ing the passes, or rather footpaths, which

On board the Sir Stephen Lushington ,at sea, Capt.

E. P. Dana, 23d regt. N. 1,
lead up the mountains, the following

Sept, 3d . Lady of J. S. Adams, Esq . morning we left it , and made a march
Master J. Stranack Ruwe .

1st. Master R. Tucker, son of Capt . Tucker.
first to the southward, then to the north

Sept. 1oth, Capt . J. Lowe, Secretary tu the ward, tacking about like a ship in a con
Marine Board .

trary wind, skirting the mountains as close
9th. Mrs. Eliza Fay , aged 60.

5th . The infant daughter of Capt . J. Kidd . as the ground would permit, till having tra

4th , Lieut. S. F. Ward , H. M.53d regt . of foot, velled about seventy miles through Holkar's
Miss Emina Collins, aged 4 years .

territory,we arrived at his town of Sirpur
7th . At Chowringhee , J. Donavon Verner, Esq .

late of His Majesty's Service .
on the 28th of May. It is a large popu

gth . Mr. J. Gordon .
lous place , about two or three miles from

18th . Master J. Barretto , the infant son of J.

- Barretto , jun .Esq.
the Tapi, and forty east of Nunderbar.

17th. Mr. t. Chamberlain , of Allahabad . We had hitherto met with ditficulty in our
The infant son of Mr. M. Portner .

progress through Holkar's country, having
gth. Mr. R. Barham , Conductor of Ordnance ,

after serving theHon. Company 33 years . no passport ; at this place they refused to

14th . E. W.E. Trower, son of c.Trower, Esq. permit us to pitch our tents , told us we
of the Civil Service ,

should have no supplies from the town,
19th . Miss Ann Francis .

18th , Miss Mary Coverdale, eldest daughter of and insisted on our leaving it the next

Mr. J.Coverdale, of Kedgeree , morning. This insolence we were oblig
Aug. 24th . At Cutac , R. A. Ward Esq . of the
Civil Service . ed to put up with, and left the place ac

22d. At Chunar, Mrs. J. Grant, wife of Lieut. cordingly the next morning for Thalneer,
Col. L. Grant.

another large town on the north bank of
24th . At Garden Reach , the lady ofT. Hendry,

Esq . Surgeon ontheMadras Establishment.
the Tapi. Here we were treated, if pos

Sept. 16th , Mr. R. Elliot, of the H. C. Marine, sible, worse. They refused us carts for our

.

1
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baggage, we were therefore obliged to di- visit to the famous city of Burhanpur,
minish it again, although we had brouglit two long marches to the eastward of

nothing but what was indispensably ne- Lowda. On the first day we had a severe

cessary ; and my tent being the least va. hurricane from the south -east, attended

luable of the three, was thrown away. with some rain : it was the commence

Finding it useless to attempt proceeding meut of the monsoon . Burhanpur is an

further through Holkar's towns , we cross- extensive city , surrounded by a good wall,

ed the river and went through the Peish- two miles in circumference ; it stands on

wah's country, where we met with a little a fine plain on the west bank of the Tapi .

better treatment. Having gone about twen . As the town is Holkar's, they would not

ty -five miles , wemadeanother push for the open the gates ; but there are, we were

Santpur mountains, and re-crossing the told , somre very splendid musjids inside,

Tapi, after a long march ofsixteen or seven- the minarets of which we could plainly

teen miles andera fatiguing heat,wearrived perceive from our encampment, This

at Holkar's largetown of Chopra, and came city with its suburbs, in its flourishing

in for our breakfast about 2 o'clock . Here , state , extended about ten miles ; as is well

as usual , we met with every kind of inci- evidenced by the numerous ruins scattar .

vility and ill treatment , and were obliged er in every direction. There are the re

to pitch our tents in a dry nulla , annoyed mains of a large garden, called the Lal

with heat and dust , and hardly able to Baug, which extends two or three miles.

procure provisions for the party. Hence It then contained fruit trees and shrubs of

we pushed on eastward, through Holkar's every description , was watered in every
country, eating where we could get a direction by aqueducts, and is said to lrave

meal and starving where we could get been a perfect paradise ; the Mahrattas
none, till we arrived at Lowda, a detach- took the city from the Muhammadans

ed Pergunna of the Peishwah's . Wereach- about fifty years ago , since then this once

ed it , after a march of eighteen miles, on splendid place has been gradually decay

the morning of the 6th of June. Lowda is ing. We returned to Lowda on the 12th .

about five or six miles north of the Tapi , As the season and other things entirely

and 150 miles east of Nunderbar ; by our prevented us from doing any thing more

route we came 180. The Lowda Per- regarding the Santpur mountains, we

gunna , like all others to the north of the left Lowda , crossed the Tapi, took a

Tapi, is subject to continual annoyance westerly route through the Peishwa's

from Bheels and Pindarees . About eiglat country, and passing through the towns

days ago 4,000 of the latter crossed the of Nusirrabad, Arundool, and Doolea ,

Tapi, and plundered the Peishwah's Per- having travelled 120 miles, arrived , at
gunna of Edilabad . A few visited this Gaulna the 27th June. Here is a large

Pergunna, and one horseman was taken. hill fort, which belongs to Holkar. It was

He is now a prisoner in the fort , and taken in the war about twelve or fifteen

confessed to this purport, that the leader years ago. The place we breached and

of the party is called Bukhus, he is in stormed weplainly perceived : they have

league with a Bheel chief, who resides rebuilt the wall . The country around is

in the hills near Dholcote. Candeish , the truly beautiful and picturesque, the hill

country we have hitherto been passing finely varied and covered with jungle.

through , is bounded on the north by the As the rain subsided for a couple of days

Santpur mountains, on the south by the our stay was delightfully pleasant . Set

Tapi, and on the west by hiils and ting off from Gaulna, we arrived here after

jungles inhabited byBheels , through which four stages. We have many times been

there are no roads or passes . It was for- most completely drenched ou our marches,

merly a very fine well peopled and flou- but yesterday beat every thing ; the rain

rishing tract, but at present, from the tell the whole time in torrents , the mud

devastations of the Pindaris, and the con . in the road prevented the perambulator

stant annoyance from the Bheels, together from turning ; ourtents, &c. were on

with oppressive measures of Holkar's go before , and forward we were obliged to

verument, it is overgrown with jungles, go , surveying as wewent . We expected

the towns are in ruins, the villages de- to see Mootleer a fine large town , some

serted , the soil , though remarkably fine, thing similar to Burhanpur, but we were

uncultivated , the roads cut up, and the miserably disappointed ; it is a wretched

whole country almost depopulated . The towu . I forgot to tell you, that on our

people in many places expressed their dis- road back from Burhanpur our haggage,

content, by wishing that the country was which preceded us a few lours, was stop

in our hands, as they would theu enjoy ped by about fifty Pindaris . There is

some protection and peace. The country plenty of shooting here, black partridges

round Lowda is a well cultivated plain, and hares in abundance ; lots of ante

interspersed with fine mango groves, and lopes, also hyenas and tigers. We passed

very different from Holkar's country to the a place on the road , yesterday, where about

westward. Taking one tent with us , and fourteen persons had been killed by these

a few light things, we set out to pay a destructive animals !
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" JAVA . MARRIAGES .

Restoration of Java.-This day (the May26.- At Batavia, Lieut. R. K : Er.

19th August) the island of Java and its skine 16 Beng. N. I. to Miss Martha

dependencies has been formally delivered
Thornton .

over to their Excellencies the Commis DEATHS.

sioners General of H. M. the King of the June 12.--Capt. Elijah Moore, late com

Netherlands, in pursuance of the con

vention concluded between Great Britain
mander of the American ship Fair

American .
and the Netherlands to that effect,

July 22.-At Weltevreden, Dr. C. Ainslie,
At half past seven A. M. the Hono- of the Madras establishment.

rable the Lieutenant Governor, and the

Membersof Council, met their Excellencies

the Commissioners General at the Stadt- PRINCE OF WALES' ISLAND ,

house of Batavia. The proclamation de

claring the restitution of the colony hav
A regulation for modifying the provi

ing been read, the British flag at the
sions in force for the collection of cus

wharf was replaced by the Netherlands toms, at Prince of Wales' Island, was

flag, under a royal salute to each , which issued on the 8th July.

was accompanied by an exchange of sa
Sir Edmund Stanley will leave Penang,

lutes between theships of the two nations
and take his seat on the Madras bench ,

in the roads. The commision of their
as soon as his successor, Sir George

Excellencies and the proclamation esta
Cooper, shall arrive at Penang.

blishing the government of H. M. the Translation of a Letter to Major Far

King of the Netherlands was then pub- quhar, dated Malacca , 19th Shabana

licly read , and the ceremonial closed. A 1231– 15th July 1816.

guard of honor of British and Nether

lands troops were stationed in the Stadt
(After many compliments) “ I have

house square , and saluted the respective
the pleasure to acquaint you that all is

well here. On the 15th of this month a

authorities on their arrival and depar
letter reached me from Soorabaya , sta

ture .

ting that the town of Bomgeel had been

After the ceremony was concluded , visited with a tremendous tempest from

their Excellencies the Commissioners Ge- the north east, by which thirty houses

neral breakfasted with the Lieutenant were blown into the sea, and the same

Governor , at the Harmonic , were the number of prows, large and small, like

principal British and Dutch inhabitants wise flew into the ocean . The num

were assembled on the occasion . The
ber of lives lost on this occasion is men

party was numerous, and broke up after tioned at about two hundred . It is fur

a toast proposed by the Lieutenant Go ther stated , that in the Madura sea, near
vernor “ Success to His Netherlands'

Tambool, a large and hitherto unknown

“ . Majesty's Government on the island
rock has made its appearance, extending

" of Java . " in length sixty fathoms by six fathoms

It is stated , on the authority of private broad , and measuring above the water

letters from Jara, that the total cession of at ebb two fathoms.

that island to the Dutch caunot be accom Major Farquhar has quitted the presi

plished before the month of November. dency, and embarked for Malacca, on

Some detachments of Dutch troops have board the H. C. C. Penang.

however proceeded to occupy Macassar ,

Madura, and the other provinces of Java.

It appears that the Dutch soldiers were MAURITIUS.

suffering severely from the climate, and

that the hospitals were crowded . We find by the Bourbon Gazette, that

the governor of that island , M. Bouvet

BIRTHS. de Lozier, has protested against the an

19. June-Mrs . W. Young, of a daughter.
nexation of Madagascar to the British

22 , -- The lady of Lieut , T. Ward, of the crown, as one of the dependencies of the

Hussars, of a son .

Mauritius, because he does not consider

that the island was ceded to Great Britain

27.-At Tjileboet, Mrs. C. R. Wiese, of a

daughter.

by the treaty of peace of 30th May 1814.

In the sameparagraph it is acknowledged

28.-At Goonong Sahri, Mrs. Janssens that France possessed no claim to the so

Rees, of a daughter. vereignty of Madagascar ; how then could

20 : July - At Weltevreden , the lady of she have the right or power to make the

Lieut. Tullock, Civil Paymaster, of cession ? it is evident by this admission ,

twin daughters. founded on the terms of the treaty, that

3kAt the same place, the Lady of Capt. the French government has no preten ,

Nixon, H. M. 17th foot, Dep. Adj. Gep. sious whatever to the island , and conse

of a daughter.
quently, whether the governor of Bourbon

Asiatic Journ.No. 16 . Vol. III. 3 H
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considers it an independent territory or pursue his discoveries as much farther

otherwise, does not affect the question westward as his means of carrying provi

involved by the proclamation of the go- sions, the nature of the country through

vernor of the Mauritius. Mr. Farquhar which he should pass, and the unforeseen

has not taken possession of it in violation occurrences to which , as a traveller in an

of the letter or spirit of any treaty . And unexplored country, be might be exposed ,

as the eighth article of the treaty of Paris would permit , and Mr. Evans having re

of 1814, and its ratification in the eleventh turned with the persons who attended

article of the treaty of 1815 , cited by M. him , all safe, his Excellency desires to

Bouvet de Lozier, prove nothing to the lay the following brief account, extracted

purpose , it is difficult to discover the jnst from his journal and report of this tour,

grounds of theprotestation ; excepting so before the public :

far as the private intercourse between On the 13th of May, Mr. Evans com

Madagascar and Bourbon might be more menced his tour of discovery, and on the

advantageous, were the independence of 2d of June, finding his provisions would

the former preserved . not enable him to proceed farther, he be

We are informed , by letters from the
gan to retrace his course back to Bathurst,

Mauritius, of the arrival of the French
where he arrived on the 12th ultimo, hav.

frigates L'Amphitrite and La Licorne, ing been absent thirty -one days. In the

with Count du Puy, a peer of France,
course of this tour Mr. Evans has been so

and Governor General of the French set
fortunate as to travel over a vast number

tlement in India. All the civil and
of rich and fertile vallies, with succes

military officers of the different French
sions of hills , well covered with good and

settlements have arrived with the Gover
useful timber, chiefly the stringy bark

nor General. M. Joseph Dayot, has the
and the pine, and the whole country

appointment of intendant general. abounding with ponds and gullies of fine

water ; he also fell in with a large river ,

DEATH .
which he conceives would become naviga

Nov. 24. - At Flacg , C. H. Steele, Esq. ble for boats at the'distance of a few days

Resident of Manna, on the Bencoolen travelling along its banks. From its

establishment. course he conjectures that it must join

its waters with those of the Macquarie

River ; and little doubt can be enter

BOURBON. tained, that their joint streams must

The Baron de Bassayn de Richmont,
form a navigable river of very considera

intendant or governor of the Isle of ble size .

Bourbon , lately arrived in London, prin
At a distance of about 60 miles from

cipally with the view of facilitating trade Bathurst, Mr. Evans discovered a num

between that island and the Isle of France , þer of hills, the points of which ended

in which object he has completely suc
in perpendicular heads, from 30 to 40

ceeded . In future British vessels may go
feet high , of pure limestone of a misty

to the Isle of Bonrbon , first landing and
grey colour. At this place, and also

re -loading their cargoes at the Isle of throughout the general course ofthe jour

France, on payment of eight per cent. at
ney, kangaroos, emus, ducks, &c. were

Bourbon , in addition to the French duties seen in great numbers, and the new river,

already existing there. The same ar to which Mr. Evans gave the name of the

rangemeut, mutatismutandis, is to extend Lachlan, abounds with fish ; although,

to French vessels trading with the Isle of from the coolness of the season, he was

France. The Baron and suite have left uot able to catch any of them. In the

town for Plymouth, from which they will course of this tour, Mr. Evans also disco

shortly
sail, on their return to India, vered a very unusualand extraordinary

in the Elephant.
production, the proper or scientific name

of which cannot at present be assigned

to it. It possesses much of the sweetness

NEW SOUTH WALES. and flavour of manna , but is totally dif

ferent in its appearance , being very white,
A more full Account of Travels for ex . and having a roundish irregular surface,

ploring the Interior.
not unlike the rough outside of confec

Government- House , Sydney , July 8 , tioner's comfits, and of the size of the

1815. - An anxious desire to render the largest hail - stones. Mr. Evans does not

discoveries in the lately explored country, consider it to be the production of any

ta the westward of the Blue Mountains, insect, tree, or vegetable of the country ;

as complete and important to the mother and from hence the most probable conjec

country and the present colony as the ture appears to be, that it is a production

means within his power would enable of the same nature with that which is

him , having induced his Excellency the found in Arabia, and there called “ wild

Governor, while at Bathurst, to instruct honey," or the“ Almighty's sugar plums,"

Mr. Evans to proceed from theuce, and and there supposed to be a dew..Where
a
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this substance was found most plenti- blished custom amongstthem , or merely

ful, Mr. Evans saw the kangaroo in im- accidental ; the probability is , however,

mense flocks, and wild fowl equally that it is intentional, whatever might be

abundant. the cause . A native who attended the

The natives appeared more numerous Governor from this side of the mountains

than at Bathurst ; but so very wild, and was much alarmed at the appearance of

apparently so much alarmed at the sight the stranger natives ; but afterwards,

of white men, that he could not induce perceiving that they did not attempt to

them to come near, or to hold any inter- injure him , he endeavoured to hold a con
course whatever with him . versation with them ; their languages,

At the termination of the tour Mr. however, appeared totally different, nei

Evans saw a good level country, of a ther party seeming to understand a single

most interesting appearance, and a very word spoken by the other.

rich soil ; and he conceives that there is Those men were covered by skins of

no barrier to preveut the travelling father different animals , neatly sewed together,

westward to almost any extent that could and wore the fur side inwards ; on the

be desired. He states that the distance outer, or skin side, they had curious de

travelled by him on this occasion was vices wrought. The Governor observed ,

142 measured miles out ; which , with on one of these dresses or cloaks, as re

digressions to the southward, made the gularly formed a St. George's cross as

total distance 155 miles from Bathurst ;- could be made, though he could not con

he adds, at the same time, that having nect that circumstance with any other

taken a more direct line back to Ba- which might lead to the assigning it to a

thurst, than that by which he left it, religious ceremony. The manner of form

he made the distance then only 115 ing these figures must be by the throwing
miles ; and he, observes, that a good up a slight part of the skin with a sharp

road may be made all that length with instrument, round the outlines of the fi

out any considerable difficulty, there not gure. They appeared, judging from the

being more than three hills which may neatuess of the sewing and work on these

not be avoided . cloaks , to have made some little advance

From the entire tenor of Mr. Evans's to civilization and comfort beyond what

narrative of this tour , it appears that the the natives of this part of the country

country over which he passed has even have done. In other respects they seem

exceeded the country leading to and sur- to be perfectly harmless and inoffensive,

rounding Bathurst, in richness, fertility, and by no means warlike or savage, few

and all the other valuable objects for of them having any weapons , whatever

the sustenance of a numerous popula- with them , but merely it stone axe ,

tion. which they use for cutting steps for

Before closing the present account, the themselves to climb up trees by, in pur

Governor desires to observe, that having suit of the little animals which they live

accidently omitted some particulars in his upon.
own tour, which he had meant to remark These natives never brought any of

on , he avails himself of the present occa- their females with them on their visits to

sion to notice them . Bathurst, and the Governor had only ac

When the Governor arrived at Bathurst, cidentally, in the course of one of his ex
on the 4th of May, he found there three cursions from thence, an opportunity of

native men and six children standing seeing one of them . She was blind ofthe

with the working party ; they appeared left eye, wanted all her teeth, and was

much alarmed , particularlyat the horses— altogether one of the most wretched-look

but this soon ceased, and they became ing old creatures that could be possibly
quite familiar, eating whatever food was imagined, composed of merely skin and

offered them , and appearing very proud bone.
of some little articles of dress whichwere The Governor, on his return over the

given them. Frequently, during the Go- King's Table Land, had much gratifica

vernor's stay at Bathurst, small parties tion in beholding a cataract of immense

of men and boys came in , and they al- height, which falls over a precipice little
ways got meat and some articles of slop short of 1,090 feet down into the Prince

clothing, and tomahawks ;which latter Regent's Glen , forming one of the most
seemed to be highly prized by them . stupendous and grand sights that perhaps
These natives are in appearance very like the world can afford. This cataract hav .

those of Sydney, though rather better ing been discovered byfour gentlemen of

looking and stronger made ; some of them the Governor's party, his Excellency has

were blind of one eye, though not always been pleased to give it the name of one of

on the same side. Their language being them , by calling it " The Campbell Ca
altogether dissimilar to thatof the na- taract."

tives of this part of the country , it was By command of his Excellency the

impossible to leam whether their being Governor,

thus blinded was the result of any esta (Signed) J. T. CAMPBELL, Sec .

3 H 2
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M On the 4th of January, at Montreal, the Coun

tess of Selkirk, of a daughter .

LONDON MARKETS, MARRIED ,

Tuesday, March 25, 1817 . Jan. 31. - At Marylebone Church , by the Rev, -

Colton . - The sales of Cotton since our last Altwood , B , D. William Charsley, Esq . of the

Exchequer, to Miss Smitli, daughter ofSamuel
chiefly consist of East India descriptions ; the Smith , Esg. of Charlotte Street, Portland

prices of Bengals and Surats are rather higher ; the Place

greater proportion of the former are reported for Capt. Ord, of the Royal Artillery , second son of

shipping . The trade pay much attention to Su Craven Ord , Esq. of Greensted Hall, Essex , to

Miss Blagrave, niece to the late LadyCullum , of
rats ; the shipping houses have lately taken the

Hardwick House, Suffolk ,

Bengals extensively for export, It is expected At Gilston House, by the Rev. Dr. Lowrie, Sir

the next sale at the India House will be about the John Anstruther, Bart. M, P. of Anstruther,

18th April, when 9,000 Bengals, 700 Surats, and
to Jessie, third daughter of Major General De.
wan, of Gilston .

500 bales Madras Cotton , are expected to be At Blyth , Nottinghamshire, Lieut, Gen , the Hon .
brought forward . Sir Williain Lumley, K. C. B. to Louisa Marga

Sugar . - The demand for Muscovades conti. ret Cotton, widow of the late Major Cotion ,

brother of Lord Combermere .

nued limited during the whole of last week ; to
At Pancras church , Stratford Robinson , Esq. of

wards the close several parcels were taken , at
Gray's -Inn - place , to Miss Cartwrighi, eldest

prices a shade lower ; this forenoon every des- daughter of R. Cartwright, Esg . of Hunter

cription of Muscovades , with the exception of Street, Brunswick Square .

strong Sugars, may be purchased is. lower than
DEATHS.

last week . There has been a good demand for

refined goods, the orders from the Continent Capt. Timbrell, the late candidate for the East

continue extensive, but very limited as to price ;
India Direction .

generally below the currency of this market , A melancholy and fatal accident happened on the

27th of September last, in the Bay of Bengal,
Molasses have been in steady request . The de

to Francis, the second son of Major General
mand for Foreign Sugar has not been so extensive ; Wilder, M.P. In descending from the Astell

the prices are little varied . East-Indiaman , into a barge alongside, his

Coffee.-- At the public sales last week , a great foot slipped, he missed his hold , and fell be

proportion was taken in for the proprietors ; the
tween the ship and craft, and although every

exertion was made to save him (particularly by
quantity oold went off at prices a shade lower,

one of the quarter masters, who immediately
particularly Jamaica. The continental markets jumped overboard at the risk of his own life),

are still reported much below the London , and the rapidity of the current was such , that he

the extensive orders in town continue limited to
sunk and was seen no more . He thus perished

in the 14th year of his age .
prices inuch under the present currency .

Coffee Bill . - The Act of Parliament , dated
The Countess of Uxbridge, at her house in Bola

to n -row Her Ladyship was mother to the

March 17 , 1817, continues until the 5th of April, Marquis of Anglesea. She was in her 75th

1820, an Act of the 52d year of his present Ma. year .

jes ty , to regulate the separation of damaged The Gazet le de France announces the death of

from sound Coffre, and to permit dealers to send
Lieutenant-General Abercromby, at Marseilles,

out any quantity of Coffee not exceeding eight
in the 43d year of his age . He was member of

Parliament for Clacmannanshire, and second
pounds weight without permit, son of Sir Ralph Abercromby.

Tea . - The prices are little varied since the The Right Hon . Lady Glenbervie.

sale ; the news from China has no effect what Lady Halton , wife of Sir Wm . Halton , Bast.

ever on the market currency .
At Nice , Dorothea, eldest daughter of William

Grant, Esq. of Congalton,
Rice.-There is little variation in the prices of

AtEdinburgh, the lady of Sir Alex. Don, Bart.
Rice ; very little East India at market, the prices M. P. of Newton Don .

nomipal . At Hainfield, in Styria, in the 18th year of his

Spices. -Nutmegs have been in request at our
age, Godfrey Wenceslaus, Count of Purgstall,
Count of the Holy Roman Empire, only son of

quotations ; other Spices without variation ; the the late Wenceslaus, Count of Purgstall, & c.

demand languid . and of Jane Anne, second daughter of the late

Hon . George Cranstoun.

At the house of Charles Brooke, Esq. M. P. Long

Ditton , Surrey , the Right Hon , Lady Amelia

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, & DEATHS, Leslie, second daughter of the late Earl of
Rothes .

AT HOME . At Lichfield , in the 88th year of her_age, Mrs.

Mary Jervis, first cousin to the Earl of St.
BIRTHS, Vincent.

Jan. 22d - At the house of the Countess of At his seat at Carlton, Northamptonshire, Sir

Castlestewart, Glocester-place, Lady Caroline
John Palmer, Bart . many years a representative

Bathurst, of a son ,
in Parliament for the county of Leicester, and

At Dowles Lodge, Hants, the lady of Sir Simeon
one of the Governors of Christ's Hospital,

Stuart, Bart. of a daughter.
London , aged 82 years.

At Kippax Park , the Honourable Mrs. Bland, of At Brighton , after a fortnight's illness, in the 74th

yearof her age, Theodosia Countess of Clan

At Bayswater, the lady of Lieut. Colonel Napier,
william , relict of John, Earl of Clanwilliam .

3d Guards, of a son .
At his house, in Eccles.street, Dublin , in the

At Brussels , the lady of Harcourt Wynne Aubrey, 70th year of his age, Wm . Forbes, Esq. late

of a daughter ,
an eminent merchant in that city .

Mrs. Ritherdon, wife of Mr. Ritherdon , formerly
AtCastlemartyr, the Right Hon, the Countess of of Aldgate, goldsmith .

Shannon , of a daughter, Aged five months, the inſant son and heir of G ,

The lady of the Hon . Graham Toler, of a son . R. Dawson, Esy . M. P. of

Berkeley-square.is

.

At the Rectory, Haywarden, Lady Charlotte Ne. In his 84th year, G. P. Towry, Esq.
ville, of a son and heir.

sioner oftheVíctualling-office, father ofLady
At his Lordship's house, in Margaret -street, the Ellenborough

Viscountess. Duncannon was delivered of a

daughter .
ofarapid decline, W , Jackson, Esq . of Barbican ,
spice merchant.

a son .
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sea .

ber , and the Cape of Good Hope the bth Ja

nuary

INDIA SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE .
Jan 20. - The East India ship Hibernia , for

Madras and Bengal , with twenty other outward

bound merchant ships, have put into Spithead
Home Ports, with foul winds .

Gravesend, Feb. 26.- Sailed the Ellergill, Luke,
The Admiral Gambier, for Ceylon , and Essex ,

for Madeira and Batavia. for Jamaica, put back to Portsmouth Saturday

afternoon ; the furmer had been a fortnight at
March 5.-Arrived the Providence, Green , from

Bombay.

Sailed the Alcyon, Thompson, for the Cape of
Portsmouth , March 11.- Arrived the Marquis of

Good Hope. Wellington ,' Minerva, Herefordshlre, and Bridge

water, from the Downs, for India ; and Venus,
March 7. - Arrived the Java, Hodges, from Cal. from the Downs, for the Sonth Seas .

cutta,

Sailed the William Pitt, Living, and Stratton ,
March 14 .-- Arrived the Ranger from the Downs,

for the South Seas,
Dale, for India.

Deal, Feb. 20. - Came down from the river and
Sailed i he following East-Indiamen : Hereford

shire, Bridgewater, General Kyd, Atlas, Marquis
remain, theMary Ann, for Bengal ; and Regent, Wellington, Minerva, Victory , Mary Ann, Oswell ,
for Fort William ,

and Marsbal Wellington . Also, Brothers for St.

March 3.-Put back tlie Caledonia , for Fort St. Helena ; Mary , for the Cape of Good Hope;

George ; Elizabeth , for Ceylon ; and Marshal
Charles Wildman , and Venus, for the South

Wellington, for Bengal .
Seas ; and Admiral Gambier, fur Ceylon,

Fire O'Clock - Bluws hard . The ships appear March 16. - Salled to day the Ranger, Garbutt ,

to ride -- all well .
for the South Seas , and yesterday the Conqueror

March 4. - Arrived and remain , the Garland , and Hardy for St. Helena; and the Henry and

Brown , from the Cape of Good Hope.
Elizabeth , Jansen , for Batavia .

The Dutch ship Columbus, from Amster. Plymouth , March 15. – No arrivels of conse

dam to Batavia , lost an anchor and cable last quence. Sailedyesterday the L’Élephant, French

night . frigate, for the Isle of Bourbon .

March 5. - Remain in the Downs the following
Rear-Admirals Plampin and Sir David Milne

East-Indiamen , together with a great many other
are still prevented from sailing to their respective

outward bound vessels :-Herefordshire, Bridge .
destinations, by contrary winds . It is rather a

water, General Kyd , Atlas, Marquis of Welling :
remarkable circumstance, that, during the last
four months , the wind has blown. toward the east

ton, Minerva , Cerberus, Mary Ann, Marshal

Wellington, Brothers, Barton , Henrietta Eliza- only twenty -seven days, and not four days in

beth , Columbia, Waterloo, Bombay Merchant,
succession .

Caledonia, Martha, Baring, Lord 'Wellington , Rear - Admiral Plampin sailed onSaturday after

Regret, Speke, Eliza, London, Abeona, Regalia , noon from Portsmouth for St. Helena, in the

Lloyd's, Experiment, Ellergill , Astrea , andMac Conqueror, 74, Captain Davie.

ria . The foreign stations, weare informed , are to

March 7.- Arrived and sailed for the river, the
be reduced ; and that the following ships are to

Cornwall, from China ; and Lord Hungerford ,
return ho.ne, to be paid off ; Orontes (arrived ) , Fal
mouth and Spey, from St. Helena.- The Favourite ,

from Calcutta.
Volage, and Icarus are yet to be paid off from the

Came down from the river and remain , thePrin- war establishment: they are on their passage

cess Charlotte, for Bombay, from the East - Indies.

March 11.-- Put back, the Speke, for Bengal ; The Phæton, Capt. Stanfell, is coming home

Ranger, for the South Seas , Elizabeth , for Čey- from St. Helena ; and the Pique, Capt. Tait, from

lon ; and William Pitt, for Bombay. Jamaica .

Came down from the river, the Streatham , for

Madrasand Bengal ; and Faith , for Madeira and

St. Christopher's .

March 14 .-- This morning the wind shifted to
SHIP -LETTER MAILS FOR INDIA.the N. E, and the whole of the outward -bound

got under weigh and proceeded down Channel,
PRIVATE SHIPS.except the Streatham , Rose, Waterlon , and Prin

cess Charlotte of Wales, East- Indiamen , which

wait for their Pursers. Ship's Names. Tons. Probable Time of Sailing .

Five o'Clock - TheWinchelsea,Scott, for China,
Isle of France.

is just come in sight, and will be in the Downs in

the course of anhour . All the Pursers are ar Paragon ........ 390 from Deal Mar. 19.

rived , and will sail this evening. Polton ...........*** 400 Mar. 20 .

Herald , 400 Mar. 28 ,

March 16.-Sailed on the 14th , the Waterloo

and Winchelsea , for China ; and Rose, Princess Isle of France , Madras, and Calcutta,

Charlotte of Wales, and Streatham , for Madras
Layton ................

500 Mar. 23

and Bengal.

Sailed yesterday, the John, Fairbourn , for the Isle of France, Madras, and Bengal.

Cape of Good Hope. Sappho ...... 400 Apr. 10.

Dover, Jan. 17.- TheEleanora from Sumatra is
Cape of Good Hope and Isle of France ,

arrived .

Earl of Morley .... 360 Mar. 18.

The Company's ship Cornwall, from China, is

arrived off the Isle of Wight, she left China on Columbo .

the 13th November, and St. Helena on the 23d Prince Regent 400 Apr. 22.

January . The under-mentioned ships were left at

Canton, viz :-General Hewett, Wyndham , Surat Cape of Good Hope.

Castle, Hugh Inglis, Lord Lyndoch , Marchioness Garland 180 Apr. 5 .

of Exeter,Coldstream , Lady Castlereagh , Cam Thomas ........... 193 Apr. 2.

bridge, Regent, Marquis of "Ely , Fort William ,

Scaleby Castle , Earl of Balcarras, Buckingham Madras, and Bengal.

shire, Marquis of Huntly, Castle Huntly, Lady Contest 380 Apr. 5 .

Melville, Cabalya, and Cumberland .

Bombay .
The private ship Hungerford arrived in the

Downs the 6th March ; left Bengal the 21st Octo. Asią ................ 450 Apr. 7.
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sea .

cutta,

ber, and the Cape of Good Hope the 5th Ja

nuary

INDIA SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE .
Jan 20. - The East India ship Hibernia, for

Madras and Bengal, with twenty other outward

bound merchant ships, have put into Spithead
Home Ports,

with foul winds.

Gravesend, Feb. 26.- Sailed the Ellergill, Luke,
The Admiral Gambier, for Ceylon , and Essex ,

for Madeira and Batavia. for Jamaica , put back to Portsmouth Saturday

afternoon ; the furmer had been a fortnight at
March 5. - Arrived the Providence , Green , from

Bombay.

Sailed the Alcyon , Thompson, for the Cape of
Portsmouth , March 11. - Arrived the Marquis of

Good Hope. Wellington, Minerva, Herefordshire, and Bridge

water, from the Downs, for India ; and Venus,

March 7. - Arrived the Java , Hodges, from Cal. from the Downs, for the Sonth Seas .

Sailed the William Pitt, Living, and Stratton ,
March 14. - Arrived the Ranger from the Downs ,

for the South Seas ,
Dale, for India.

Sailed the following East -Indiamen : Hereford
Deal, Feb. 20 .-- Came down from the river and shire, Bridgewater, General Kyd, Atlas, Marquis

remain , the Mary Ann, for Bengal; and Regent, Wellington , Minerva , Victory, Mary Ann, Oswell,
for Fort William .

and Marsbal Wellington . Also , Brothers for St.

March 3. - Put back the Caledonia, for Fort St. Helena ; Mary , for the Cape of Good Hope;

George ; Elizabeth , for Ceylon ; and Marshal
Charles Wildman , and Venus, for the South

Wellington, for Bengal .
Seas ; and Admiral Gambier, for Ceylon,

Five o'clock.-Blows hard . — The ships appear March 16.-Salled to day the Ranger, Garbutt,
to ride -- all well .

for the South Seas , and yesterday the Conqueror

March 4. - Arrived and remain , the Garland, and Hardy for St. Helena; and the Henry and

Brown , from the Cape of Good Hope .
Elizabeth , Jansen , for Batavia .

The Dutch ship Columbus, from Amster . Plymouth , March 15. - No arrivils of conse

dam to Batavia , lost an anchor and cable last quence. Sailed yesterday the L'Elephant, French

night. frigate, for the Isle of' Bourbon .

March 5.-Remain in the Downs the following
Rear-Admirals Plampin and Sir David Milne

East Indiamen , together with a greatmany other
are still prevented from sailing to their respective

outwardbound vessels :-Herefordshire, Bridge
destinations, by colitrary winds . It is rather a

water, General Kyd, Atlas, Marquis of Welling .
remarkable circumstance, that, during the last

four months, the wind has blown toward the east

ton , Minerva , Cerberus, MaryAnn , Marshal

Wellington , Brothers, Barton , Henrietta Eliza- onlytwenty - seven days, and not four days in

beth , Columbia, Waterino, Bombay Merchant,
Succession .

Caledonia, Martha, Baring, Lord 'Wellington , Rear -Admiral Plampin sailed on Saturday after.

Regret, Speke, Eliza, London, Abeona, Regalia, noon from Portsmouth for St. Helena, in the

Lloyd's, Experiment, Ellergill , Astrea , and Ma- Conqueror, 74, Captain Davie .

ria . The foreign stations, weare informed , are to

March 7 ,-Arrived and sailed for the river, the
be reduced ;and that the following ships are to

Cornwall , from China ; and Lord Hungerford ,
return ho.ne, to be paid off ; Orontes (arrived ), Fal

from Calcutta.
mouth and Spey, from St. Helena.-TheFavourite,

Volage, and Icarus are yet to be paid off from the
Came down from the river and remain , thePrin- war establishment: they are on their passage

cess Charlotte, for Bombay , from the East - Indies.

March 11. - Put back , the Speke, for Bengal; The Phæton, Capt. Stanfell, is coming home

Ranger, for the South Seas , Elizabeth, for Čey- from St. Helena ; and the Pique, Capt. Tait, from

lon ; and William Pitt, for Bombay. Jamaica .

Came down from the river, the Streatham , for

Madras and Bengal ; and Faith , for Madeira and

St. Christopher's .

March 14. - This morning the wind shifted to
SHIP - LETTER MAILS FOR INDIA.the N. E, and the whole of the outward -bound

got under weigh and proceeded down Channel,
PRIVATE SHIPS.

except the Streatham , Rose , Waterlon , and Prin

cess Charlotte of Wales, East- Indiamen , which

wait for their Pursers. Ship's Names. Tons. Probable Time of Sailing .

Five o'clock . - TheWinchelsea,Scott, for China,
Isle of France,

is just come in sight, and will be in the Downs in

the course of anhour. All the Pursers are ar- Paragon ............. 390 from Deal Mar. 19.

rived , and will sail this evening.
Potton ...... 400 Mar. 20 .

Herald , 400 Mar. 28 ,

March 16. - Sailed on the 14th, the Waterloo

and Winchelsea, for China ; and Rose, Princess Isle of France, Madras, and Calcutta ,

Charlotte of Wales, and Streatham , for Madras

Layton .........
and Bengal,

500 Mar. 23 .

Sailed yesterday, the John, Fairbourn , for the Isle of France, Madras, and Bengal.

Cape of Good Hope. Sappho ...... 400 Apr. 10.

Dover, Jan. 17. - The Eleanora from Sumatra is
Cape of Good Hope and Isle of France,

arrived .

Earl of Morley .... 360 Mar. 18 .

The Company's ship Cornwall, from China, is

arrivedoff the Isle of Wight , she left China on
Columbo .

the 13th November, and st. Helena on the 23d Prince Regent 400 Apr. 22.
January . The under-mentioned ships were left at

Canton, viz :-General Hewett , Wyndham , Surat Cape of Good Hope .

Castle, Hugh Inglis, Lord Lyndoch, Marchioness Garland 180 Apr. 5 .

of Exeter, Coldstream , Lady Castlereagh , Cam Thomas 193 Apr, 2.

bridge, Regent, Marquis ofEly, Fort William ,

Scaleby Castle , Earl of Balcarras, Buckingham Madras, and Bengal.

shire, Marquis of Huntly, Castle Huntly, Lady
Contest 380 Apr. 5 .

Melville, Cabalva, and Cumberland .

Bombay .
The private ship Hungerford arrived in the

Downs the 6th March ; left Bengal the gist Octo Asią
450 Apr. 7 .

....
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MAY 1817.

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

SIR , -- As a Proprietor of East- confess, I never saw the expedi

India Stock, but residing at a con- ency of such an establishment in

siderable distance, I am prevented thiscountry in addition to that at
from knowing what is going on at Calcutta ; but a vast expense have
the IndiaHouse, excepting through ing been incurred, and able pro
the medium of your useful Miscel- fessors provided, it ought not to

lany; for our papers, with a stu- be hastily abandoned to certain loss.
died obstinacy whichcannot be ac- While gentlemen are thus tracing

counted for, withhold all commu- motives for complaint against the

nications regarding our settle- College and Courtof Directors (at
ments in Asia, asif our very value present very respectable), I could

able possessions in that quarter of wish to call their attention to ob
the globe were even unworthy jects of far greater import; I al

public attention ; on this account lude to the lamentable deficit of
I take in your interesting publica- Officers in our Native Regiments

tion, but I cannot help observing, in India ; for by the last India list

that rather too manyof its pages I perceive that upwards of 400

are occupied by the speeches of. Ensigns are actually now required

my eloquent brother proprietors, to complete the several corps in

in a controversy concerning the Bengal, Madras, and Bombay ;
College at Haileybury ; but as it is this deficiency, it strikes me, ought

-wholly impossible to decide who to arouse inquiry on the part of our
are right,or who are wrong, and active Proprietors, especially when

as the College has been erectedat we calculate how many officers are

a considerable expense , and the upon furlough , how many in com

establishment has the sanction of mand of local corps, and how
Parliament, and is yet in its infan- manymore arenecessarilyemployed

cy, I conceive it would be most on the General, Brigade, Garrison,

unwise to set it aside, merely be- and Cantonment Staff. When these

cause the late Principal was not are provided for, it is most clear

sufficiently rigid in his control, or thatmany corpsmust be deficient

because boys therein had thereby in officers; so that many Ensigns

become unruly in their conduct; are wanted for regimental duties,

but these are only trifling evils and it is notorious that sudden cir
arising from want of discipline, cumstances often arise, ( especially

and may be easily corrected. I in the upper part ofIndia ) to excite
Asiatic Journal. - No. 17.

VOL. III. 3 I
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cers.

considerable cause for alarm . It valuable possessions, which, in the

would be well, therefore, for Mr. prophetic languageofa late distin-a

Hume, who, I perceive, well knows guished Governor-General, we re

the nature of the service in India, tain, in a great measure,by opinion .'

together with other vigilant Pro. One defeat may bring ona succes

prietors, to lendsome attention to sion ofmisfortunes not to be repair

this alarming deficiency of officers ed ; and even the recent desperate

in our Native Corps, for as the affair at Bareilly is a convincing
Staff is so numerous, no corps proof that such posts should be

should be left without its full com- well provided with European offi

plement of Ensigns. For had our unequal force
The Corps of Cavalry appear to there, been defeated by the thou

medeficientin Officers,particularly sands which were suddenly col.
in Captains ; twomore with two Lieu lected, before the regulars arrived

tenants, should beadded to each to their support, there is no calcu

regiment, and the Lieut. Colonels lating upon the extent of the evil

and Majors be without troops, as is which might have resulted there

the rule in his Majesty's service ; from. We have worthy Proprie

this addition would make up for tors all eager for their dividends,

officers on furlough, and others and some, perhaps, like our oppo

serving upon the General Staff, sition and patriots of the day,
Parsimony should never interfere ready to find fault with our Direc

80 as to prevent , our native corps tors , and ardent in recommending

of all descriptions being complete economy in every branch of ex

with officers, nay, it would be bet- penditure, without reflecting that

ter to have a few supernumeraries as India has been conquered by

at the upper stations, thanto have the sword , and the most consum
such corps incomplete. We are mate wisdom in our councils

actually in possession of a country abroad, aided by the distinguished

extending from CapeComorin to gallantry of our officers and troops,

the banks of the Sutlej, and, so on the other hand, we should

if I augur rightly , the Bengal go- be stedfastly eager not to lose
I

vernment will soon be compelledto them by too tenacious thriftiness ,
protect the Raja of Jaypoor, as or to suffer our corps which are

it has recently the Bousalla of always ready equipped for field
Nagpoor ; these two new military service, to remain longer so la

points require a considerable aug- mentably inefficient. This is a

mentation to our forces in Bengal matter offar more importance

and Madras, in which the Bombay than a rebellion at Haileybury, but,

Establishment, in justice, should most unaccountably, has not been

participate. Our Court of Direc- deemed worthy of notice. If Ca

tors andProprietors must no longer dets to the number wanted are go

act upon the delusive motives of ing out, then I shall be satisfied

economy which too generally go- that some of my observations are

vern our debates; for it is as clear premature.

as any problem in Euclid, that as I am , Sir,

we extend our vast territories, so
Your most obedient servant,

we oughtto increase our military
strength, in order to preserve such A Proprietor of East- India Stoch ,

а

a

To the Editor ofthe Asiatic Journal.

SIR,-One of your correspon- quired for the etymology ofsome
dents, in a former number , in- names of places on the coast of
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"

the Indian Ocean : allow me to name of Algiers , Al-jezdyir, or

óffer an answer to some of his que- « the Peninsulas;" therefore, we

ries, whichwill , perhaps, be as sa- may suppose the Moor spoke-

tisfactory,though somewhat differ- distinctly who seemed to call it

ent from that of Indicator (Asiatic Alghayz.

Journ. v. 3, p. 102.), who “ takes

Gebal Tor to be the same no- the name of a district and town
5. Túr,job on the Red Sea, is

menclature as our Gibraltar. ”

1. Bab- el-mandel is pure Ara
rather than a single mountain ; and

Jebel Tár (as the Moghrebins now
bic, and though, perhaps, no

vulgarly call it) is invariably writ

longer in use among the Arab sea ten Jebel Tarik for the best of rea
men, must be well known to the
learned . Chura Bab and Burá sons, if the Arabian historians are

Bab, are a jumbleof Arabic and to be believed : -viz : because it

is named from Tarik , who first led
Hindustani, which, I will venture the victorious Mussalmans to the

to say , are quite unintelligible to
coast of Spain.

any but Nákhudás and Sik'hanís.

2. Oka mandel, andChoraman- ries, let mepropose one or two in
Having thus answered some que

del are genuine Indian names,

derived, at least in part, from

Sanskrit, in which mandale meáns
1. Where is any account of Col.

district” or “ region "and,if Dowe, the translator of Ferishtah,« ; ,

Fra . Paolino is to be relied on,
2. What Arabic Lexicon con

Chora is a corruption of Chola,

“ Barley, " so thatthe coast of Co- tains the word bes and how is it

romandel, like the Javaya -dwipa, pointed ? The word occurs in Dr.

was named from one of its most Wilkins' edition of Richardson ,

useful productions. but without points.

3. The Malaya dwipa or Maldi- 3. Are the Fakirs in India mem

vas, were as likely to form their bers of distinct religious orders,

name from the neighbouring con- or only Anchorets ?

tinent of Malayala, as from an If any ofyour learned corrég

Arabic epithet which does not ap- pondents will answer any of these

pear in any age to have been ap- queries, they will greatly.oblige,

plicable to them .
Sir,

4. The Turks and Arabs (and I

may add, the Algerines themselves,
Yours, &c.

if their coin be allowed to have
ARABICUS.

any authority) invariably write the March 24th, 1817.

my turn,

To the Editor ofthe Asiatic Journal.

S18 - I am one of those who there is every human reason to

have been accustomed to contem-, suppose is now about to commence

plate the connection of my coun- among the Hindu population, than

try with the East, rather in pro- in all thesplendors of the page of

spect of its probable consequences the British annals, which ourwar

on the circumstances of future riors have toiled out on their plains;
ages, than in the more immediate or the comm ial treasures which

view.which the present days pre- load our fleets and warehouses,

sent. I must confess that I see and gratify the Exchequer. Our

more cause for congratulation and victories will assuredly be record

triumph in the amelioration in ed to the end oftimeby rival na

knowledge, virtue, and happiness, tions, as acts of most unjust op
SI 2
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pression ; for, however aside from tical influence of the state, and the

the truth of history, they will take augmentation of the supports of

truc care to turn our glory into the hierarchy which our empire in

shame. The commerce also aswell the East has lately experienced,
as the empire of the East has been may appear with some shadow of

held by those now fallen into con- reason, and,if I recollect right, it

tempt and weakness ; it remains was publicly avowed to have origi

for succeeding ages to inquire nated from a politic foresight of

what intellectual ormoralimprove- the evil consequences supposed

mentwere they the means of effect- likelyto result from such a num

ing ? How were the conquered ber ofour countrymen , occupying

people benefited by theirintru- such influential stationsin society,

sion? The Portuguese, after the being left, during their absence

fashion of that day, commenced from the mother-country, unpro

their career of discovery, com- vided with the means of instruc

merce, and conquest, avowedly tion in thenational religion. Sepa

with the intent of diffusing the rated from the generalbody ofthe

knowledge of christianity ; what people by peculiar sentiments, the

they considered as the superior labours ofthe missionaries, how
civilization of Europe was to fol- ever useful and honorable to chris

low in the train. Unhappily the tian truth,could not be deemed to
instruction which the Italian hier- emanate from the character and

archywas willing to impart, was feelings of the British people ; in

not of that daylight sort of which several instances, 1 allow, had fa

the valueis best perceived when it mine or other accidents called

answers the purposes of individual forth a temporary commiseration ,

convenienceand national prosperi- but an enlightened and permanent

ty. Noverygreat illumination was to attempt to deliver our native sub

be expected from the Aurora Pa- jects from the bondage of pervert

parum , the fires ofthe inquisition . ed ignorance, to provide the means

Little also might be hoped from of knowledge, and place within

the Dutch, the French, or any the reach of their attainment the

other nation were they dominant. happiness of a higher degree in the

Of my countrymen I have long ex. scale of comparative civilization ,

pected that such an effort would was before wanting. “ Thirteen

be made by them , as I rejoice to times," said Montesquieu,“ has Asia

find by some of your late numbers been conquered ;” and I cannot, as

is already founded and arranged in an Englishman, forbear calling the

the Hindu College at Calcutta. I attention of the public declaimers

am not disappointed - they have against the servants of the British

done their duty - here is a vindi- government in India, to a compari
cation of the national conduct, a son of their conduct in this point of

consonance with the enlightened view, with that of any others.

and humane feelings character- I have been very frequently

istic of Britain in the present pained, Mr. Editor, at finding the

day. It can no longer be assert- exercise of a noble philanthropy

edas it once was by Mr. Burke, misrepresented, as expecting that

that " were we to be driven the beneficial effects of such ef

out of India this day, nothing forts would instantaneously ap

would remain to tell that it had pear ; there appears no reason

been possessed during the inglori- why the present attemptshould not

ous period of our dominion, by any be regarded in the same light ; but

thing better than the vurang -ou- I conceive this would be a wide

tang or the tiger ." mistake, were I asked how long I

The extension of the ecclesias- conceived it might be ere a hap
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pier condition were induced on the mind is under the most terrible
population professing Hinduism, I conjurations not to think. No

suppose the more reasonable an- man , I say, having reflected a few

swer would be in a few hundreds moments on these impediments,

of years. I shall not endeavour to will be over hasty in his expecta

prove that the native character is tions. Here and there one or two

now sunk into the most frightful may, by judicious application of

state of ignorance, vice, and con- European science, or any other

comitant wretchedness ; it is argu- influential causes, be able to rise

ed by those who contradict this superior to the general darkness ;

position, that the difference from and by degrees, after some gene

our ideas is too vast, and the tran- rations, it is very probable , that

șition too difficult to be effected ; every commercial art and mystery

indeed, if we consider the power may be used and understood, all

of educational prejudices, the per- that is useful in higher learning

verted modes of reasoning, which may be enjoyed, and that christian

in matters of religious belief are light diffused with co-equal beam,

obstinately adhered to by most, shall purify and bless the general

and the great difficulty of erecting massof the Hindu people.

to a severer discipline of thought Allow me, before I conclude, to

the mind habituated from youthto say, that it appears to me rather
the stimulant and delirious reve . unaccountable, that no attempt has

ries of fairy visions and fairy before been made, that we can

loves ; which has been accustom- learn , to furnish the natives with

ed to reverence the divine attri- books of natural history, treatises

butes and energies as pictured of European science, especially
to the idea by monstrosities, by medicine, surgery , botany, and

the combination of bodies, brute others ; history might, indeed, ap

with man, swine's heads and hu- pear to some as what should be

man limbs ; which associates the cautiously put into the hands of

rule and conduct of the fair frame the subject natives ; but medicine

of nature and the course of all and such sections of knowledge,

things around us, with powers could have no possible ill effect. I
which have no existence , the fan- will not occupy any greater length

tastical imagery conjured up by at present, but proposeon a future
the hierarchy for the enslaving of occasion to add a few further

perverted reason ; and when, if I thoughts.

may be allowed the expression, the Civis .

NARRATIVE

OF

A VOYAGE TO COCHIN CHINA IN 1778.

(By Mr. Chapman.- Continued from p. 325.)

WITH these resolutions I left the village habitants civilly slowed us the only well

of Huttain , desiring the captain to stop at they had . The water being brackish , we

any remarkable places on the coast . were told that better might be procured

We continued our course along shore six at Quinion , with every other kind of fresh

or seven days, till we anchored at a fish- provision . One of the fishermen offering

ing village near Pulla Cambir de Terre, to pilot us, we got under weigh for that

to inquire for water and other refresh- place. No sooner did our Mandarine learn

wents which we began to want. The in- that we designed to touch at Quinion , thau
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he rushed out from his cabin, andthrew served me as a writer, on shore with my

Himself upon the ground apparently in the compliments to the Mandarine in charge

mnost violent agony. When this subsided , of the port, to acquaint him that the ves-

and he became calm enough to tell me the sel belonged to the English government of

reason of his being so much affected, I Bengal, and that our business in Cochin

learned that Quinion was the province in China was to settle a friendly intercourse

which Ignaac resided, and that the har- and commerce between the two countries.

bour we were going to , known by the In the evening he returned with a very

same name, was the rendezvous of his civil answer from the Mandarine, pur

fleet ; upon inquiring ofour pilot, I found porting that he should immediately send

this true ; it did not, however, hinder me notice of our arrival to the king (Ignaac),

from proceeding. We wanted water and and that in the mean time we were wela

other refreshments, and this was the only come to furnish ourselves with water,

place likely to provide any good. Besides and all other refreshments the place af

I knew that the greatest part of Ignaac's forded . The next day the Mandarine him

force was to the southward at Donai, and self came on board, and brought me a

I was informed that there were some present of a hog. Ever after this while

Maccao vessels at Quinion * , I therefore we staid, he was no unfrequent guest , but,

pacified the Mandarine as well as I could, came almost daily and took a cheerful

and assured him that he was perfectly glass of wine, which he was so polite as

safe while he staid in the vessel, which to allow was better than any he could pro

must be taken sword in hand before I cure in Cochin China. He was a jolly old

would suffer any injury to be done to him. man of between fifty and sixty . By his

We continued our course, and 13th of desire, I sent my writer on shore to go

July we anchored in the bay. The with him to the king's brother, who lived

coast, in many places highly cultivated, near, to whom I sent a present of a piece

had now a most delightful appearance, of muslin, two pieces of chintz, and some

the lowlands planted with paddy, and the bottles of liquor. On his return, he ac

hills with pepper to their very tops . quainted me that he had been graciously

Here we found two Portuguese snows, received, and assured me that the king

and the supercargo of oneof them coming was exceedingly well disposed towards

on board, a little before we anchored, I un . the English, and would not fail to treat

derstood from him that we had nothing to me with the most honorable distinction,

fear ; on the contrary that Ignaac himself He said also, that the king's son-in -law,

was exceedingly alarıned at our arrival, who was his prime minister, would come

and would be well satisfied to find that we down to see me in a few days .

had no hostile design against him, which He accordingly arrived on the 16th , and

he was in dread of from what had hap- the next morning, having receired an in

pened last year at Turon . This disputel vitation, I landed to make him a visit.

found arose from the rebels attacking and We were met on the beach by the Man

taking a boat conveying military stores darine of the port, who conducteri us to a

from an English ship to the roya! party. large straw shed, which , he informed me,

I also learut that the king's party having was bis house, where his highness was

received a signal defeat while the ship lay waiting to receive us . On each side of

in the harbour, the Mandarines fled on the entrance were drawn up twelve of his

board for protection , and induced the com- guards, dressed in blue linen, and a kind

mander to undertake to carry them to of helmet upon their heads, made either of

Donai, by promising to indemnify him for leather or of paper lacquered over, and or

this loss when he arrived there. How namented with flowers and devices ofblock

they came to be disappointed and brought tin, as were the hilts and scabbards of

to Bengal I have before related . As soon their swords, so that they made a regular

as we anchored I sent a young man, who if not a martial appearance. On our en

Quinion or Chincton Bay is an excellent trance we found a young man of a pleasing
harbour, where vessels may be perfectly sheltered

aspect, seated cross -legged upon a bench,
from every wind. The entrance is very narrow , or rather a low table. He rose on our

and the want of a sufficient depth must oblige approach, and pointed to some chairs
ships of large burthen to wait till high water to

gn in. It is situated in lat, 188, 59m , north . which were placed on each side ofhim for
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our accommodation. After a few ordinary would be to receive some token of ac

questions on his side, as, Whence we kņowledgement for their trouble. Having

came ?-What had brought us to Cochin treated them with a dessert of wine and

China !-How long we had been on our sweetmeats, I dismissed them satisfied ,

passage ? &c. I acquainted him I was a first settling with the Port Mandarine to

servant to the English government in Ben- be on shore next evening, sleep at his

gal, to which the vessel I came in be- house, and set off the following morning

longed , and yet it was not a merchant for the royal residence, Me engaged to

vessel. That my business in Cochin China have a palanki ready for me, horses for

was to settle a friendly intercourse and the two gentlemen and my writer , who

commerce between the two countries , were to be of the party, and kulis to

which I made no doubt would be for the carry the king's present and our own

advantage of both . I then desired to necessaries.

know whether he was authorized to in- When this invitation was explained to

form me uponwhat conditions such com- me, I was much surprised to find his ma

merce could be carried on to the ports in jesty should think it incumbent on him to

their possession ? Instead of answering account to me how he became possessed

me, he desired to know what presents I of his present dignity. It began by setting

had brought for the king, and whether I forth , “ that the late king of Cochin

intended to go to court ? I told him I China and his ministers having by their

would go if the king sent me an invita- oppressions starved the people, it has

tion , and carry, such presents with me as pleased God to make him the instrument

I hoped would be acceptable. I presented of their deliverance, and to raise him to
him with a pair of neat pistols and some the throne,” . &c. &c. Our poor unfortu

pieces of cloth , &c. I could now get him nate Mandarine, who was now on board

to talk of nothing but presents. Before incog ., the better to conceal himself, was

we parted I applied to him for the use of dressed in an Euglish dress, his beard

& straw hut near the watering place. He shared, his teeth cleaned, and , what dis

told me he was not authorized to grant it. tressed him most of all, his nails reduced

He then informed me he should return to three or four inches. Desiring to see the

court the next day, and invited me to ac- paper , he told me, with tears in his eyes ,

company him . I begged to be excused, as I that the seal affixed was the ancient seal

wished before I set out to receive an invis of the kings of Cochin China , which the

tation from the king. He appeared rather villainous possessor had stolen : that the

hurt at this , fearing I suspected he had not reasons he assigned for seizing the go

authority to invite me. I observed that vernment were false , for that he alone

bis refusal of so mere a trifle as a hut to was the sole author of the calamities his

live in, which I offered to pay for, was country had and still experienced. He

almost sufficient to make me doubt it. conjured me not to trust myself in his
Soon after I took my leave, when he a3- power, for I should never return . Indeed

sured me he would desire his father to there was reason to believe , from what I

send me an invitation without delay ; and heard afterwards, we should not have got

as for a house, I might take any one I away so easily as we did , if he had known
chose in the place . we had a relation of the royal family or

Three days after I received a formal board.

written invitation and safe conduct from Pursuant to my agreement however

Iguaac. It was brought on board with with the Mandarine, we went on shore

great ceremony by several Mandarines. the 22d July in the evening. He, together

They desired tlie colours might be hoisted with several others, received us upon the

on the occasion , an umbrella exalted tº beach, and couducted us to his house.

open it under, and that I would stand up When it grew dark we were entertained

to receive it. All these requisitions being with a set of dancing women. These

most respectfully complied with , it was ladies differed little in their performance

opened , read , and presented to me. The from those of Hindustan, excepting that

Mandarines did not fail hinting to me they had rather less action. The music

how exceedingly happy the bearers of this consisted of a kind of pipe and tabor, cas

distinguishing mark of the royal faror tanets , and a humble imitation of the

:
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noon

violin or of that we have in India. At the the road , were public houses, where

commencement of this entertainment the country tea (most vile),fruits, and other

Mandarine brought us a few bundles of refreshments, are sold to travellers. At

sapacias, and told us whenever we ap- we alighted at one of them ,

proved any of the songs , to throw them where a dinner was prepared for theMan

to the performers. This was to excite us darines who accompanied us. We partook

to a liberality in which, I shrewdly con- of it , and paid for it . It consisted of fowls

jecture, he himself was to come in for a cut ia small pieces, dressed up with a little

principal share. It had the effect, and greens and salt , some fish , &c. We left

drew from us to the amount of eighteen this village about four in the afternoon ,

or twenty dollars. About ten we retired and in the dusk of the eveuing reached

to supper upon our own provisions, for another, which we were told was within

the Cochin Chinese are no longer inclined, an hour's ride of the king's residence ,

or rather no longer able, to treat in that But the Mandarines recommended to us

hospitable manner for which they are so to stay here for the night, as we should

celebrated in the writings of some travel- be too late to get admittance into the furt.

lers I have read . Mats and cots were Our servants and baggage not being come

provided for our repose ; upon them wé up, we readily consented. A cold fowl

spread our beds, and after supper I en- and a piece of salt beef we had brought

joyed a comfortable sleep. We arose with us, with the addition of some fruit,

about four in the morning, hoping to begin made a comfortable supper. But a fire

our march before sunrise, but it was not breaking out near us, the cracking of the

till half past eight that our horses and bamboes, and cries of the people, endean

kulis were ready to depart. Fortunately vouring to extinguish it , proved quite un

for my companions who rode, the whole favorable to our repose.

day proved cloudy. As for inyself, I tra- Early in the morning we pursued our

velled much at my ease ili a silken net, journey along a bad road througlı paddy

extended at each end by a piece of ivory fields, and passed several ill - constructed

about twenty inches long , through several bridges . About eight o'clock we came

small holes in which passed the threads it in sight of the fort his Majesty resided

was woven with, which being collected in . The cast front, by a gate of which

together, formed a loop by which it was we entered , extended about three quarters

suspended to a pole, in the form of a ham of a mile , and was merely a straight wall

mock. Over the 'pole was a pinjari of of stone, in many places much out of re .

fine mats, covered with painted paper. I pair, without guns, einbrasures, flanking

really experienced this to be a very com- towers, or any other requisite to make a

modious way of travelling, preferable, in place of strength . It is sufficient however

some respects, even to a palanki. It for the purposes of its possessor. I was

required but two bearers, for with that informed it was a square , and that the

number I compute I was carried fifteen other sides correspond with the one we

miles in the day without changing. It was entered at . When we came to the gate

much cooler than the bed used in a pal- we were made to wait half an hour iu a

anki ; and the net affording an equal hovel. The gate and wall were eutirely

support to every part of the body, in without guards, and the ground within

whatsoever position you lie, prevents that laid out in paddy fields. Our conductors

weariness you are liable to in the other. were at somc trouble to persuade me to

Our road at first lay along the banks of alight from my palanki , and the gentle

a considerable river, till we entered a well men with me from the horses ; but un

cultivated valley, which appeared encom- derstanding we had some distance to go ,

passed on all sides with higlı mountains. we insisted on retaining them , and we prem

In this valley we passed through tlirec or vailed.

tour pretty villages pleasant'y situated , in ( To be continuod.)

which , as well as on other parts of

9
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DUSHWANTA AND SAKUNTALÁ.

( An Episode from Mahábhdrata. )

:

(The Maha- Bhárata , the imputed work all those countries , which have the sea

of Krishna Dwaipáyana Vyása , is a stu- for their boundary , extending as far as the

peudous epic poem , consisting of one hun borders of the Mlechch'ha tribes (infidels

dred thousand distichs or metrical verses, and barbarians) : countries terminated by

distributed into eighteen books. If we the ocean , which is the source of precious

admit the premises of Sir W. Jones, and gems, and inhabited by a people , divided

credit the assertion of Herodotus, that into four distinct classes, priesthood ; no

Homer flourished about four hundred bility ; merchants and cultivators ; mecha

years before his time, we shall compute nics and servauts.

that Vyása lived about twenty -nine years During his reign, there was no one,

prior to the Grecian bard . This may have who, by improper connection with those

been the case , or it may not, it is much of another degree, confounded the tribes ;

more certain , that the translations wehave no one who worked at the plough, or in the

been able to procure open to our observa . mines ; (because the earth yielded her

tion a composition not more remarkable riches spontaneously ) nor any one who

for the notices of ancient manners, and offended against the law. As the people ,

habits of feeling it affords, than for while he reigned over those countries , de

the grandeur of conception, and the spirit lighted in justice, so they obtained jus

of poetry, which notwithstanding much tice, and the object of their wishes . As
bad tast2 , are manifest throughout. long as he was sovereignof those regions,

The main subject of the poem , relates there was no fear of thieves, no dread of

the contentious for sovereignty of the poverty, no apprehension of disease. The

Kurus and the Pándus, two branches of several tribes were satisfied with their re

the royal house of Bharata , an ancient spective callings, and they put not their

king, from whom India received the name trust in works of divination ; for, their

of Bharata -varsha, the only one by which whole dependance being upon their prince,

it is designated at this day in the lan- they had nothing to fear . The clouds

guages of the Hindus. A number of rained in due season, the fruits were full

beautiful episodes are interwoven , and of juice, and the earth abounded with

what the Pandits say of the Sanskrita herds and flocks, and every precious

language in which it is preserved, may be thing. The priesthood delightedin their

said of the Malá -bhárata, “ it is a deep proper îunctions, and hypocrisy was not

and noble forest abounding in delicious to be found among them .

fruits and fragraut flowers, shady and wa-, The young king (who possessed extra

tered by perennial springs.” We lament ordinary courage, and was so stout of

that the pen which favoured the public body, that it seemed as if he could have

with the versions of the Bhagavata Gita, raised the mountain Mandara,t and

the Churningofthe Ocean , and the follow- carried it, with all its woods and forests,

ing beautiful little piece has not been in- in his arms, was thoroughly experienced

duced to proceed to larger communica ' in the four modes of fighting with the

tions.)
mace , as well as in the use of other arms,

either on horseback , or mounted on his

One of the progenitors of the house of elephant. In might he resembled Vish

Purú, a valiant prince, by name Dushi-" “u (the preserving power of the deity) ,

wanta, was protector of the earth;vvliose and in glory he was like Bháskara, (the
limits are four': he was a lord of the hu- God of light). He was as undaunted as

man race who enjoyed the whole four di- the ocean , and as patient as the earth,
visions of the world* ; for he was a The conduct of the prince being approved

conqueror'who had possessed himself of by town and by country, so he reigned

The Hindoo Poets sometimes divide the carth + Probably an allegorical mountain , it having

into cast, west, north , and south , and bound each been uses in churnipg the occan , for the water of

quarter by an ocean .
immortality . See Gita , p. 146, seq .
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over a people made happy by numerous Those citizens followed him far on his

acts , founded on religion and justice. way, but at length , being dismissed, they

One day it happened that the king, returned to the city ; while the king pro

whose troops and attendants were very ceeded , seeming to cover the earth with

numerous, went to a deep forest to hunt, his chariot, the resemblance of Suparnat

accompanied by thousands of horsemen (the bird of Vishnu) ; and to fill the hea

and elephants. He departed under the vens with its noise . As he advanced, he

escort of a numerous army, composed of spied the forest at a distance : it appear

horse and foot, of elephants and chariots . ed to him like the delightful garden of

He was surrounded by soldiers bearing Indra, called Nandanaş ; and it abounded

swords and spears , by heroes armed with in such trees as the Bilwall , the Arkaj,

clubs and maces, by a nuinerous band of the Khadira** , the Kapittha, and the Da

warriors with hatchets and battle axes in va ; it was ineven ,and, as it were , choaked

their hands, and by others variously arm- up by fragments of rocks, which had slid

ed and accoutred ; and he marched along den from the mountains ; without water,

amidst the shouts of the soldiers resem- without any inhabitants of the human

bling the roaring of lions, the clangour of species, and many Yojanast + in extent ;

the shell * and trumpet, the rattling of infested by lions, and a variety of other

chariot wheels, the roaring of stately ele- dreadful beasts of prey, which hauut such

phants, mixed with the neighing of steeds, wilds . The king, with his army, bis

and a variety of confused and indistinct servants , and followers, routed the whole

sounds. forest, killing a variety of animals which

As the king was passing , there was a
had become the marks of their arrows.

buzz of applause. The women , anxious Dushwanta himself wounded many tigers

to behold their prince in all the exalted
with his shafts . Such animals as were at

splendour of majesty, stood upon the tops a distance, he shot with arrows, while

of lofty terraces ; and, as they gazed upon those that were near , he cut down with

him, they seemed to regard him as the his sword , or pierced them with his spear .

God who holdeth the thunderbolt in his The king, who was of incouceivable

hand ; for, like Indra (the God of the courage, and experienced in the circling

firmament), he was a hero who establish- motion of the mace , hunted about and

ed his own fame, defeated his rivals, and advanced, killing both birdsit and beasts,

opposed those who would oppose him. with swords and with battle axes, and

“ This miglity man, said they, for great with the shocks of his club and mace.

exploits in baitle, is like Vasut ; as At length, the vast forest being routed by

those who experience the strength of his the valiant prince, and his soldiers, fid

arm, can no longer be his enemies." In vourites of war, those of its noble inha

this manner did the women, out of affec- bitants, which had escaped death , began

tion , speak of their king ; and as they to abandon it. There were seen fleeing,

spoke, they shouted for joy ; and a shower

of flowers was sprinkled down upon his
* Suparna. One of the names of the bird of

Vishnu ; in a vulgar sense it means a sort of eagle,

head, while, here and there, troops of the but as a mythological being, tbe offspring of Ve .

priesthood stood chanting his praise. nata by the patriarch Kasyapa ,

Thus did he march forth , with great de- Nandana signifies delighting ; the situation

is fabled to be Mouut Meru , the North Pole, ima.

light, towards the forest, anxious for the
gined to be an exceeding high mountain .

chase.
| Bilwa. This tree bears a large fruit, which

The priests, the nobles, the merchants, the English of Bengal call Bail- fruit. The reader

will find it described in the Asiatic Researches ,
and the mechanics, desirous to behold

vol. ii, p. 349, article Bilva .

that emblem of the prince of Gods, mount
Arka . This is a large shrub , very common

ed on the neck of his proud elephant, in Bengal, whose leaves and flowers are covered

followed shouting his praise with bles- with a white farina like the auricula ; the leaves

sings, and the cry of victory.
and stalks yield a milk 1 ke juice, which is a

very powerful caustic,

The conch or chank , vide B. Gita, p. 29. ** Khadira , Kapitha, Daya. Unknown to the

+ Vasu . The name of a very ancient king ,
Translator.

whose country was called Chedi. He was sur. tt Yojana. A land-measure of about 6 or 8

namedUparichara, from his possessing a celestial English miles.
chariot.

# According to the Original.

?

1
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herds which had lost their chiefs, and birds filled the air of this delightful place

whole troops of animals, crying out with with their songs ; it was highly decorated

the fatigue of extreme exertions, and with flowers, and clothed with trees ,

which having, in their despair of water, whose boughs, covered with the blossoms

gone to the rivers , although the streams of every season , afforded a refreshing

were dry, fell senseless upon the ground, shelter. There were trees with Aowery

with hearts bruken by excess of toil : of branches, which being gently agitated by

such as had been overcome by want and the wind, were constantly shedding down

fatigue, some were devoured by the hun- ' showers of variegated blossoms. There

gry chiefs ; and fires having been kindled , were others arrayed in robes of painted

others were dressed and eaten , having flowers, whose sky- touching heads were

been first minced according to custom . filled with choirs of sweetly -singing birds,

Many of the wild elephants, which had and on whose tender stalks, bending

been wounded , being greatly terrified , down with loads of blossoms, were swarms,

were seen running swiftly away , with of six footed loney sipperst sweetly hum

their tender trunks drawn up ; and in ming ; and there were many places spread

their flight they trampled numbers of the with an abundance of flowers, the sight

huntsmen to death . The forest now ap- of which afforded the king great pleasure .

peared desolate, strewed with the show- That forest too abounded in trees with

ers of arrows, which had fallen from the lofty trunks, resembling the standard of

cloud - like army, and covered with the the mighty Indra, and whose Aowery

dead carcases of the noble beasts slain by branches mutually embraced . It was

the king. haunted by troops ofgood and evil spirits,

The prince and his attendants, having by tribes of Gandharvas and Apsaráss ,

thusdestroyed thousands of wild beasts and by vumbers of wanton Vávaras and

in that forest, went in search of another. Kinnarasll. The air, which was cool,

At the extremity of the former, they en- pleasant, fragrant, and laden with the

tered upon a desert, which having crossed , sweet scented dust of the flowers, in

they came to another great forest, where moving about the forest, passed among the

there was a famous hermitage : this forest trees, as if it would sport with them .

was an object which the eye desired to Such was the forest which the king be

behold , and which seemed to create in the held. It was pleasantly situated, highly

mind extreme delight. It was refreshed raised on the bank of a river, appearing ,

by cool breezes ; it abounded with trees, as it were, like a lofty standard.

covered with blossoms; it was extensive, As he was viewing the forest , cheered

and withal exceedingly pleasant . It re- by the notes of birds, the prince espied a

sounded with the humming of bees, spacious consecrated grove and hermitage,

and the singing of birds ; with the voice ( composed of a variety of trees , and glow

of the male Kokila*, and the songs of ing with holy fires) which he approached

flocks of Jhilikast, . It abounded with with due reverence and respect. It was

ancient trees, having thick branches yield- filled with groups of Yatisſ and Vala

ing a pleasant shade, and with twining khilyas**, and was the resort of the Mu

creepers encompassed by swarms of bees : nistt. There were innumerable places in

and it was endowed with all the greatest which was preserved the holy fire : and

beauties of nature . the ground was spread with ' a carpet of

There was not, in all that forest, a flowers, and shaded by numbers of large

tree without fruit, or flowers ; nor was
and lofty trees. The situation was near

there one that bore thorns, or whose #Bees.

branches were not covered with bees. The Gandharvas and Apsarás, celestial singers and

dancers .

'* Kokila . A black bird , very common in India , | Vanaras and Kinnaras, a sort of Satyrs, in com

which sings in the night, and whose notes are as mon discourse apes and monkeys. Both these

various as the Nightingale's, but much louder. It
terms imply something like men.

is vulgarly called Koil ; it sings delightfully in the

Spring, and is said to lay its eggs in a foreign
( Yatis . Men devoted to the severest acts of

penance .

† Jhilikas. Cannot specify them . Qu. What
#* Valakhilyas. A race of pigmy Brahmans.

* e commonly called Amadabats ? which are seen
fabled to be no bigger than one's thumb ,

in hoeks .
tt Munis. Saints'and Prophets.

nest .

3 K2
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the Málivit , a sacred river of pleasant the banks of this river, stood the great and

water, whose surface was covered with delightful recluse abode of the reverend

foeks of birds of various species, and descendant of the illustrious Kasyapa,
which was the delight of those by whom which is respected by the tribes of saints

the niortification of the flesh is counted and prophets.

gain . The king was also greatly enter- The king having examined the river

tained by the many beautiful animals adjoining the sacred grove ,and perceiving

which there ran wild .: the hermitage itself, formed the reso

He proceeds towards the consecrated lution to proceed : '80 he began to enter

grove, resembling the regions of the ce- the mighty grove, rendered beautiful by
lestials , and, in all respects, formed to af- the Málini with her many islands and de

fect the minds of good men , and surveys lightful banks, appearing like the abode

the river of holy water, which appeared of Nárayának by the river Gangáq. 80

embracing the hallowed spot there, like having ascended into that emblem of Chi

the mother of all naturet in the midst of traratha ( the garden of the God of Riches )

her offsprings'; bearing on its bosom that he might behold that mighty saint,

troops of Chakravakasi and floating flow- Kanwate, the offspring of Kasyapa,of in

erss '; haunted by apes and monkeys, and describable glory and vast abilities ;he

infested with bears, the wild elephant, ti- caused his chariots, the horse and foot,

gers, and monstrous serpents'; crowded together with the elephants, to halt at the

with pilgrims, ' while the air resounded entrance of the grove, addressing the

with the voices ofpiousmen repeating their troops in the following words : “ I am

respective portions of sacred books. On going to visit the hermit Kanwa of the
race of Kasyapa, a koly man, free from

Málini. The exact situation not known ,
+ Mother of all thingswhich have life. Nature. worldly sin ; tarry here till I return."

There isa little obscurity in the original, | Kasyapa. One of their first Patriarchs.
* Chakravakas. A species of Geese, so called

from their making a nqiqe like the creaking of a.
I The place of Nara-narayana ; on the Ganges,

cart-wheel. , The Hindooş use neither iron nor,
not far from Haradwara, called Bhadrasrama.

grease, ** Ganga. The river we improperly call the

Floating flowers ,' The Hindóos, in ' perform Ganges.

ing their ablutions, sprinkle a few blossoms of It Kanwa. In Sir William Jones's translation of

certain flowers into the river. The surface of a the beautiful drama formed upon this (story, he

river, particalarly at Banaris, is often seen cover . is called Kanna, which is probably a mistake of

ed with them . the press.

PART OF THE FIRST CHAPTER

OF THE

SÚRY A SIDDHANTA.

(The Súrya Siddhanta pur readers will re the soul of quality ; whose image compre

collect is the celebrated work on Astro- hends the whole universe.

nomy, which by the plausible assump- In the Krita - Yooga , * a Įittle remain

tion of an immensely remote antiquity, ing, a great Asurat by name Mayai,

has occasioned much curiosity, inves- desirous of ļearniug in full the most

tigation, and coytroversy: See Asiatic sublime mystery , the highest degree of

Researches, vols. ii. vi. and xiii. We knowledge, and foremost branch of

are enabled through the kindness of one science, the cause of the motion of the

of the very limited number capable of heavenly bodies, inflicted upon himself

producing it , to present a version from very severe acts of penance, in worship

the origiual Sanskrita, which is assert- ping the sun. The prolific God, gratified

ed to be the work of Varáha Mihira .)

† An evil spirit .

Book FRST.
Maya is frequently mentioned as an artist

Reuerence to Gunesa ! Om Om ! . skilled in supernatural works ; in a note there is

Reverence to Brahma, the inconceiva- this addition : "ata place in Salmali Dwipa situ
aled four hundred and twenty Yojanus to the easi

ble, imperceptible form ; without quality , part from Lanka, Maya, & c. ”

. First age:
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:

a

by those acts of penance, was pleased with due order, consist of four, three, two ,

him , and of himself bestowed upon the and one- tenth of the sum of the whole.

votary Maya, the history of the planets. The sixth partof the Krita, &c. Yuga,

The glorious sun said :- “ Invoked with in due order, is its proper Sandhi. Se

acts of penance, I know thy wish ; and I venty -one of the Yugas, &c. is here called

will give thee that knowledge which has the period of a Manu. At the end of it

time for its foundation, the great history there is a Sandbi of the number of years

of the planets. No one being able to bear constituting the Krita Yooga, viz. onemil

myglare, I have not an instantto speak. lion seven hundred and twenty-eight thou .

This man, a portion of myself, shall re- sand years, called Jalotbhavaf. Of the

peat it to thee, without remainder:" .
above Manus there are fourteen in a Kal

The God having said this, and fully in
pa, including Sandhis. At the beginning

structedthe portionof himself, disappear, of a Kalpa, there is a Sandhi of fifteen

ed. That man spoke thus unto Maya , as
times the measure of the Krita Yuga.

he stood with joined hands bowing ::
Thus a Kalpa, which brings about the con

" Hear with an attentive mind that sų,
fusion of all things, is formed of a thou

preme knowledge which heretofore the sand Yugas. The day of Brahma is so

sun himself, in each of the Yugas, reveal- called . His night is of the same dura

ed unto the Maharshis * . This, verily, tion . His utmostage, according to that

is that first Sastra the author of light for- reckoning of day and night, is one hun.

merly pronounced .”
dred . One half of his age is gone ; with

“ In this work the division of time is
the other half commenced this Kalpa ;

by the revolution of Yugas only. There

and of this Kalpa have passed six Manus

is a Time the destroyer of all thingst. Sandliis included ; and of Vivaswata Ma

There is another Time for the purpose of nu, have passed three times nine Yugas;

calculation . That species of time is two

and of this the 28th Yuga, this , the Krita ,

fold , from its gross and subtle natures,

is passed. In the Yuga are one million

called Múrtta and Amúrtta The Múrtta
seven hundred and twenty -eight thousand

From this** , for the purpose
is distinguished by the terms Pránat, years.

&c. Th tta by the term $
of calculating time, one may collect the

The sum of four
Six Pránas make one Vinári ; sixty Vi- numbers into one sun .

náris one Nári ; sixty Náris one day and
hundred and seventy -four divine years

night of the stars, and of such days multiplied by one hundred, passed while

and nights, thirty constitute one month ;
Brahma was creating the planets, the

by sun -risings called Sávana, by Tithis, stars, the Dewus and Daityas, the mor

or Lunar days, Lurar ; by the Sang- ing and the motionless things of this

kránti Solar. Of twelve months is form
world ,

ed one year : it is called a celestial day . The planets move constantly westward

The Suras and the Asuras have their with the stars, with very great speed ; and

respective day and night, the reverse of the victorious remain alike even in their

each other. Of such days three hundred respective paths. There is an east move

and sixty make ą celestial year ; and also ment, hence they have a progress daily

à year of the Asuras. Of those years by or through theft zodiac. Being free

twelve thousand constitute the period of from the influence of the Parináhait,

the four Yugas, Phe sum of the fourYu- from that power they devour the stars .

gas, including their Sandhish and Sand- They move quick , too, with a little

hyangsas, is 4,320,000 solar years.
time, and with a great deal their mo

The duration of the Krita , &c. Yugas,

tion is small. The stars are also said to

is in proportion to the number of Dhar
be nourished by their revolution .

mu's feet remaining. The four Yugas, in
60 " Vikalas make 1 Kala, or minute.

60' Kalas 1 ° Bhága, or degree.

* Literally great saints ,

† Meaning time personified in Siva or fate . Rising of the waters .

# Breathings.

The term is notlegible in the original.

>

If Literally - star -numbers, by or through the

# The literal meaning of Sandhya or Sandhi
is junction or union ; and of Sandhyangsa - por- * : This seems tu mcan a grand sphere contain

ivg all the fixed stars by whose notion they move.

** After this.

stars of the zodiac,

tion of Sandhi.
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>

3

Venus.....

30 ° Bhágas ... , 1 Rási, or sign . The lunar months are the difference be

12 Rási 1 Bliagana, orzodiac. tween Bhaganas ( revolutions through the

The numbers of the revolutions * of zodiac) of the sun and moong.

the Sun, Mercury and Venus ; of Mars, The solar months being deducted the

Saturn, and Jupiter, Sighrat, moving, remainder will be the number of Adhi

east, iu a Yuga : máşakasll.

Ofthe Sun ........ 4,320,000 Having deducted the Sávana days from

Moon .... 57,753,336 the lunar days, the remainder will be the

Mars.. 2,296,832 Tithikshayas**.

Mercury. 17,937,060 By multiplying these numbers of Adhi

Jupiter 364,220 masas, Unarátristf sidereal, lunar, and

7,022,376 Sávana -days in a Yuga, by one thou

Saturn
146,568 sand, is found their respective numbers

The number of revolutions of the in a Kalpa.

Moon's Uchch'a " ( Apogee) I in à Yu- The number of the sun's mandags

ga , is ...... 488,203 ( slow ) revolutions, moving east in a Kalpa

Vámam - pátaş
232,238 is 387

Of terrestrial Savana days, from sub
Of Mars's.. 204

rise to sun -rise, in a Yuga, the num- Of Mercury's. 368

ber is..... 1,577,917,828 Of Jupiter's. 900

Of sidereal days .. 1,582,237,828 Of Venus's 535

Of Lunar days.... 1,603,000,080 39

Of Adhima-sakas.... 1,593,336 Of their Pátas to the left|||| as fol

Of Tithikshayas..... 25,082,252 lows :

Of solar months.. 51,840,000 OfMars's . 214

The number of star-risings reduced by Means left or back - fall.-- Node.

the number of the sun's Bhaganas (or re lll 57,753,336-4,320,000-53,433,336 .

volutions through the zodiac) is the num
53,433,336-51.840,000-1,599,338 . 11,

** 1,605,000,080-1,577,917,698-25,089,452.
ber of terrestrialdays.

99 Seems to be the same as Tithikshaya..

iſ Manda"meansslow - theApogeeseems to
• Bhaganas. † Sighra means quick. be implied.

Oochilae means high Apogee. II Or back ,

.

Of Saturn's ....

۔اید

Chy of

0

CHINESE REVENUE S.

(Continued from page 334.)

Additional Revenues extracted from the Geographical Section of the Louy chu san

Isay tou hoey , an Encyclopedia , published in 1607.

Pieces of Pieces of Kin of Kin of Trusses of

Provinces . Tsien..
Grain. Silk . Linen. Cotton , Silk . Fodder,

Pe tchy ly 601,152 45,135 103,748 8,737,284 45,000

Nan tchy ly;} 5,995,034 39,452 2,077 109,910 5,804,217 43,850,000
or Keangnam

Chan tong 2,851,119 54,990 52,449 2,111 3,814,290
Chan sy 2,274,022 4,777 5,000 3,544,850

1,929,057 9,218 588,990 17,272 306 18,436,700

Ho nan 2,414,477 9,959 342 22,103 2,288,754

Tche Kiang 2,510,299

Kiang sy 2,616,415 11,516 1,341 8,203 49,895,000

Hou Kouang 2,167,559 27,977 750 875,000

SSe tchouen 1,206,660 72,851 6,333

Fo kyen 883,115 600 194 *53,895,000

Kouang tong 1,017,772

Kouang sy 431,359 520,000

Yun nan 140,588

Kouey tcheou 148,948 259 680,234,388

Lea tong 460,763 2,405,211

27,648,339 203,624 593,417 246,662 154,160 45,031,306 829,314,388

Chen sy

-

The Tsien is a copper corn , weighing one-tenth of a leang,
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I

Chen sy .. 51,384 Kin . would considerably increase the amount

Ssctchouen 489,885
of taxes .

Magaillans, 268,271, states from the

541,269 U hio pien, the sum deposited in the Im

perial Treasury at £ 3,403,993 13s. 4d.

Salt -tax Chen sy ........ 464,523 leang" and the articles deposited in the Imperi

Value of Fo kyen 8,878 al magazines as follows :

Kouang tong 37,280 43,328,834 sacks of rice .

1,315,937- cakes of salt, 50 lbs. each .

510,681 258 lbs. of fine vermilion .

94,737 of varnish .

Salt, Sse-tchouen 109,177 Yn®. 38,550 of dried fruits.

Yun nan .... 56,965 1,655,432 of silk , &c.

476,270 pieces of hight silke.

166,142 272,903 lbs . of raw silk.

396,480 pieces of cotton .

Fo kyen, long hemp, 65 Kin 464,217 lbs , of do .

Kouey tcheou Silver 29 ht leang 56,280 pieces of linen .
Leao tong .. 185,024 21,470 sacks of beans.

2,598,583 trusses of straw , 15 lbs.

185,053 443 each ,

Besides these revenues , he mentions the

The Ouan pao tsuen chu, a collection of excise. Some millions of livres arising

10,000 valuables, published in 1607, states from imperial loans -- ship - loads of silk ,

the amount differently
&c. for the imperial family — provisions

Grain 16,085,916 chy and the rents and produce of crown lands,

Do, sent to Peking.. 4,010,000 do: & c , estimated by De Guignes , yol, jii . p .

Salt . 2,995,131 do. 95, at £4,166,666 13s. 4d . +

Do, sent to Peking .. 1,776,515 Yn .

Do. commutation It appears from the Rev. Mr. Morri.

for 46,158 leang. son's Translations of Imperial Edicts that

Taffety 205,598 pieces , the Emperor's expenditure exceeds his

Silk 230,870 do. receipts. An edict published the 9th of

Linen 3,336 do. February, 1814 , asserts that the imperial

Silk 208,073 kin. works both within and without Peking

Cotton 246,562 do. have been put a stop to for some time,

Long hemp 65 do. Various expenses about the palace are ,

Tsien 405,920,000 do. greatly diminished, and that economy is .

Fodder 14,695,991 trusses, necessary, 21-22. The higher officers of

11,163,642 kin . government, mercantile companies, and

wealthy country gentlenien are required

The third geographical volume of the to come forward with voluntary contribn

Encyclopedia contains the revenues of the tions to the state, p. 26.

ninefortified districts near the great wall

those of Leao tong are included in the pre
ERRATA .

ceding table ; but as the part of the reve .
Page 333, line 18, ( a) for 1800 , read

180.

nues of the remaining districts included in

the returns from the provinces where they Page 334 , line 27, (b) for 1606, read

are situated cannot be exactly ascertain- 1607.

ed , I have omitted them , although they
+ These statements although not recent, will

convey some idea of the nature of Chinese con..

• The Yn contains two hundred Kin . tributions.

>

> 9
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DESCRIPTION

OF THE

PRINCIPAL FRUITS OF SIA M.

Dess .

( From Loubere's Siam .)

The Figs of India , which the Siamese The Jacks, in Siamesc Ca -noun , are

docall Chouey-ngonan tchang, Elephants' shaped like a great melon ill rounded .

trunks, have not the taste of our figs, Under a greyish skin fashioned like a

and in' my mind are not so good , Thus chagrin , they have a very great number of

the melons of Sianı are not true melons, kernels or stones ; stones if we consider

but the fruit of a tree known in the Isles their magnitude, which is almost that of

of America by the name of Papayer ; I a pigeon's egg ; kernels by the thin and

have not eaten of this fruit. But to re- smooth wood which incloses them . These

turn to the hig, it is of the size and shape stones, therefore , or kernels being boiled or

of a sausage. Its green skin , which broiled , differ not from our chesnuts either

waxes yellow and spotted with black in in taste or consistence, excepting that they

its maturity, is easily separated from the are, in my opinion, more delicate. At

soft and clammy pulp, and it is that which one end they stick to a pulp which enve

has given it the name of fig ; but in the lopes them all , and separates them one

midst of its pulp there is no vacuity nor from the other . It is easily torn off ac

any of those kernels which do make, as it cording to the course of its fibres ; it is

were , a little gravel in our figs when a yellow , clammy, and glutinous, of a sweet

little dried . Its taste is strong, and has taste and strong sinell. It is not possible

something both of sharpness and sweet- to chew it, they only suck it .

They gave us a fruit like to 'plums,

The Bananas, which the Siamese call and we at the first appearance were de

Clouey - ligaa- tchang, or Elephant's tooth, ceived . It had the pulp and taste of a

is almost the same as the fig, save that it medlar, and sometinies two, sometimes

is greener and longer, and has angles and three stones, but bigger, fatter, and

facu's or flat sides, which are reunited smoother than the medlar" has them ..

pointwise at both ends. These fruits do This fruit is called Mousida in Siam.

hang like nosegays, or rather like great The Ox-heart, so named by reason of

bunches of grapes from the top of the its size and shape ; the skin thereof is

trunks of tlie trees which bear them . thin , and the fruit soft, the inside being

The figs harden in the fire ; the bananas, only a kind of white cream and of a very

which are not altogether so delicate when agreeable taste . The Siamese call it

raw , wax soft again, lose their sweetness, Man - cout.

and acquire the taste of our pippins ripen- The Durion , in Siamese Tourrion ,

ed on the apple-tree . which is a fruit very much esteenied in

The Goyaye, in Siamese,Louc-Kiac, is the Indies , appeared insupportable to me

about the size of a middling apple ; the for its ill'smell . This fruit is of the size

skin is a greyish - green like certain of our melons, covered with a prickly

pears ; under this skin is a pulp of the coat like our chesnuts ; it has also , like

consistence of that of the citron, but not the jack , several stones, but as big as

so white. When it is put into the mouth eggs, in which is contained what they

its savours of the strawberry, but this eat, in the inside of which there is , also,

strawberry taste is soon lost by its becom- another stone. The fewer of these stones

ing too strong . The pulp exceeds not the the more pleasant the fruit. Tliere are

thickness of a crown piece, and contains never less than threc.

& liquid like broth , but greyish , and The Mango, in Siamese Ma-mouan ,

which would not be less pleasavtto eat participates at first of the taste of the

than the pulp, if it were not mixed with peach and the apricot, towards the end this

an innumerable number of small kernels, taste waxes stronger and less agreeable.

so hard that it would be difficult to chew The mangoes are highlyesteemed ; I have

then . seen some as big as achild's hand (head ?) ,
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they are flat and oval, but pointed at the the meat white, of the taste of a peach .

two ends almost like our almonds. Their The meat is mixed with a little wood,

skin is of the consistence of that of our not a wood which separates as that of our

peaches, the colour inclining to yellow. nuts , but which adheres and is ouly the

The meat is only a pulp which must be meat hardened , it begins to grow hard at

sucked , and which clings to a great flat the centre. The anana is believed to be

stone it envelopes. unwholesome because its juice corrodes

I have not seen the Mangostin , which iron . It is yellow when ripe, and before

is said to be much better than the mango. opened has the scent of a roasted apple .

The Siamese have some sharp fruits Its figure is like a great pine apple, it has

which quench the thirst, and which on little rinds curiously ranged. The plant

this account appeared to me the most which produces it bears it at the top of

agreeable of all. They are small as the stalk which is not three feet high .

plums, and have a stone encompassed Sometimes from the body of this fruit and

with a white pulp which easily melts in at the sides, there grow like wens, one or

the mouth . two other small ananas having also their

The Tamarind is also sharp ; it is a tufts . Now every tuft cut and put into

fruit inclosed in a shell like an almond, the ground may produce other ananas,

several included in a podex . The syrup but each plant bears only one and bears

is pleasant, but degrees it lost its only once .

sharpness, and there remained only the The Coco , in Siamese Ma-praou , is a

taste of the pimpernel. The tree which kind of filbert, but much bigger indeed

bears it, andis very large, has the leaf of than a filbert, as may be seen by the cups

pimpernel. of coco they sell us. It is the wood

I speak not of the sugar canes with thereof which is naturally covered like

which Siam abounds, nor of the pepper, that of our nuts, with a brou or green

because I saw none. The King of Siam , bark an inch thick and full of fibres,

they say, has caused an hundred thousand whereof cordages may be made. In the

to be planted. It is a plant which needs wood of the coco is a very pleasant lie

props like the vine, and the pepper hangs quor which congeals near the wood as it
on it by little bunches like currants. ripens, and forms a nut very white and of

The Ananas, in Siamese Saparot, has a very good taste .

DISCOURSE

ON THE

VALUE, BEAUTY , AND COPIOUSNESS OF THE SANSKRITA LANGUAGE

AND ON THE ADVANTAGES AND PLEASURE TO BE DERIVED

FROM THE STUDY OF IT.

Pronounced in the Royal College of France,Jan.16 , 1815, at the opening of a Course

of Lectures on the Sanskrita Language and Literature by Mr. A. L. Chezy ,

Professor , &c.

GENTLEMEN It has for a long time courage, no Frenchman has yet answered

been the wish of manyofthe most respec to the call of science . More inclined to that

table men of letters among the French , at sort of study, or perhaps endowed with

the head ofwhom I conceive it my duty to more patience, I have undertaken gent

place the venerable Anquetil Duperron, ly to uplift the veil which conceals

and the celebrated Silvestre de Sacy, the from our view the mysterious sanctuary

glory and the honor of oriental literature, as I proceeded in the explication of the

that some learned man of our nation folds, and any ray of light caught my eye,

would devote himself to the study of my curiosity received fresh vigour ; and

Sanskrita ;that ancient stock from which like the initiated, who are not permitted

as younger branches all the dialects used to approach the Deity until they have sub

in India have arisen ; but whether from mitted to the most severe trials, I had the

carelessness, or as it may be for want of happiness, after a thousand toils, of pene

Asiatic Journ :-No. 17. VOL . III. 3L
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trating into the awful fane, where are de- elegance and harmony ; one might say in

posited the sciences of one of the most an- deed that Saraswati ( the goddess of elo

ciently civilized nations in the world . quence) had taken a pleasure to dispose

What pleasure did I not receive, when I and measure every sound herself, so deli.

found myself capable of deciphering those ciously do they strike the ear. Do not

antique palm leaves so long unintelligible suppose , gentlemen, that I am here employ

to me, as were once the leaves of the ing hyperbole ; for it is certain there does

Sybil, and when I recognized engraveu on not exist in the world a language for

their frail texture the profoundest concep- which , in order to avoid all kind of hiatus

tions of philosophy, in a beautiful charac- and of harsh and discordant sounds arising

er, ancient as the world, and which must from the collocation of vowels and of par

as long endure. ticular consonants, a more delicate and

But it was not only to satisfy my indi. better investigated system of orthography

vidual curiosity that I have been at such has been devised . But this is not the only

pains, the wish of rendering myself at quality which this fine language has to re

some time useful to my countrymen, and commend itselfto you ; another attraction

of facilitating to them the means of tra even much more powerful will not fail

versing this novel track ; this was the early to awaken your curiosity and render

powerful motive by which my resolution you less sensible of the dryness insepara

was sustained, which I confess without ble from the study of languages in gene

this consideration, would more than once ral : I speak of the striking resem

have abandoned me. But howcould I hope blances you will have occasion to remark
to arrive at such an honorable consum between that ancient dialect and the

mation ? it was only a few months ago that Greek and Latin languages, and that not

this project appeared to my mind merely only in insulated words but in their most
as a vain chimera , when the return of our intimate structure ; of that spirit of aua

beloved monarch suddenly enabled me to logy which appears to have regulated its

regard it as a reality. formation in such a manner that by the

Relying fully on the favor of a sove- knowledge of one radical alone, one finds

reign who has at all times made literature himself capable of forming a prodigious

his special delight, and confiding in the multitude of derivatives, which recalling

support of a minister whose constant an idea to the mind, impress themselves

cares tend unceasingly to enrich the do- without an effort in an indelible manner ;

mains of science and learning, I dared to such , if I may so express myself, are the

beseech his exalted patronage to convey resting positions which occur on our toil
my petition to the foot of the throne. soine march — but had we none, and were

Not only did the king deign to receive it , we obliged to traverse forthwith , the per

but in selecting the college of France for fectly arid desert, the view of the enchant

the establishment of a professor's chair ing Oasis which awaits you in the midst

for the Sanskrita lauguage and literature, of the ocean'of sand , will it not suffice to

and by associating me by mçaus of it with keep up your resolution ? Or to speak

such illustrious colleagues, that august witliout a figure , what labor ought to

monarch has by one act elevated me to a weigh against the innumerable pleasures

dignity I was far from pretending to, and our mind will receive from the acquisition

of which only the zeal wherewith I shall of a literature altogether novel, and so

fulfil the gracious intentions of his majes- ample that we should find ourselves em

ty can render me worthy. barrassed in our choice !

We come then , gentlemen, to teach for Philosophy, Metaphysics, Grammar,

the first time in France a language of Theology, Astronomy, Mathematics, Ju

which to this day the English alone can risprudence, Ethics, Poetry ; treatises on

boast that they possess the key, the ce- all the sciences cultivated amoug the Hin

lebrated dialect, that according to the dus in the ages when all Europe lay plang

remark of one of our most profound wri- ed in the deep shades of ignorance ; offer

ters is perhaps no other than the language themselves in a body to your eager regard ;

of the gods , spoken of by Homer. If to give birth , by your means, to the most

it is not, it is at least worthy to be so , as erudite rescarches-and who, gentlemen ,

well on account of its copiousness as its knows if it may not appertain to some one
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ofyou , to evince that subtle and observing rahle academician deposited on the altar

mind,which by ingenious comparisons may of the sciences , or even better from the ex

throw the strongest light on the history cellent analysis of that work made by oue

of man, and narrate to us the origin of of his illustrious compeers, now holding a

our knowledge .
most honorable station in the state , and

The philosopher eager to study the whose talents are only eclipsed by the no

creeds and religious dogmas of various na- bleness of his character.

tions, will find in the Veda, an immense Of the numerous philosophical works,

field open to his researches . Among all among others, the Nyaya, the Mimansa,

the monuments of ancient Indian learn the Vedanta, a branch of it, the Sankhya

ing, these sacred books form , without con- Sastra, will afford the metaphysician an

tradiction , the work which should most opportunity of comparing them with the

powerfully excite our curiosity, as well on systems formerly taught in the schools of

account of its remote antiquity, as for Greece and Italy ; and the resemblances he

the subject treated of,and whichleing tho- will discover between their doctrine and

roughly examined, may produce the most that of the Peripatetics , of the school of

valuable instructions not only on Hindu Plato, and the Italic sect, will effect a con

theology, but perhaps onthe religious cus- viction of the relations which anciently

toms of the Egyptians , Greeks, and eren of must of necessity have existed between

some modern nations. the nations who present such a coinci

The Hindus believe that the original dence of ideas .

Veda was revealed by Brahmá himself, Let us proceed to consider the gram-

and was for a long time preserved simply matical works ; our most skilful philolo

by tradition , until a sage divided it into gists would not read without a very lively

four portions, the same as extant at the iuterest the celebrated Sutras or Apho

present day , the Rich , the Yajur, the risms of Panini , the Siddhanta Kaumudi,

Sama, and the Atharvana ; from this act the Saraswati- prakriya , the Mugdha

the sage obtained the name of Vyasa, or bo :lha , and other treatises in which the

Veda Vyasa, which siguifies the distribu- theory of language is analysed with as

ter of the Veda. The Hindus attribute much truth as ingenuity, and very possi.

their most ancient composures to the bly they would discover that they could

same person, as the Puranas, and the Ma- derive some new ideas from materials so

ha-bharata, a celebrated epic poem describ- interesting, arising from the constitution

ing the wars of the Kurus and the Pandus, of man , and that spirit of analogy so na
two branches of the family of Bharata , tural to him .

one of the very ancient monarchs of In- But how inexhaustible the treasure pre

dia, who gave his name to that country. sented by these voluminous and ancient

But the extent of those works, and the Puranas, these venerable depots, where,

perceptible differences which have been under the veil of allegory and fable , a

remarked in the style, abundantly evidence large portion of the ancient history of

that it was impossible for them to have India remains buried .

issued from the same pen , and the Hindus, Already has a commencement been

to all appearance, may have been gratified made in the explanation of the sentiments

by attrihuting to Vyasa the compositions of of abstract mythology contained in them .

various sages whose names are lost in M. Moor, by collecting and classing in his

antiquity, and by constituting him , if the elegant work the Hindu Pautheon, the

expression be allowed , their literary Her- principal divinities with their different at

cules . tributes, has effected a work eminently

You have already, gentlemen , been able useful, and well adapted to facilitate the.

to obtain some idea of these mysterious understanding the poets. Si: W. Jones,

books, either from the learned memoir of in a discourse inserted in the 12th vor

Mr. Colebrooke, inserted in the 7th vol, lume of the Asiatic Researches, has made

of the Asiatic Researches, where that cele- a very ingenious comparison between

brated Hindu scholar has given a very sa- some of the Hindu deities and those of

tisfactory analysis from the Oupnekhat Greece and Italy ; but on the ancienthis

of Anquetil, the valuable and last presen- tory and geography of India, nothing has

tation , which with a dying hand,the venee yet appeared but some very unsatisfactory
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essays. At the same time, there is no doubt experience every species of emotion of

but that, in proportion as our knowledge which the soul is susceptible. In epic

of the Sanskrita language shall become poetry especially it appears to win the palma
more familiar, an increase of light will be from all others : and among the Hindu
thrown on those subjects : and often one

poets, the great Valmiki , in his Ramayana ,

discovery, one happy conception, suffices to
would appear to have best understood the

enable the human mind to make the vastest art of eliciting all its beauties ; under his

progress.
magic pencil we see it yield all its styles

With respect to Astronomyand Mathe and all its colours. Is he describing scenes

matics, the lovers of the sciences of de sweet and moving ? that beauteous lan

monstration, may obtain in the memoir of guage, sonorous and copious, supplies him

Mr. Davis on the Surya Siddhanta, a very with expressions most harmonious, and

favourable opinion of the flourishing state like a peaceful stream winding softly

of those sciences among the Hindus, at a among mossy flower-banks, glides away

period when the nations of Europe had with our enraptured thought, carried with

abandoned themselves to all the chimeras delight into enchanted regions ; but where

of astrology ; and they will perceive, with the subject requires energy and streugth ,

the greatest admiration , in a treatise on in the descriptions of combat, his style be

Algebra, composed in Sanskrita, that many comes rapid and animated as the action

propositions had been taught in the schools of the warriors. We hear the rolling and

of Banaris, a long time before they were in the bounding chariots, the crash of furious

succession discovered in Europe, by Fer elephants charging with their enormous

mat , Euler , avd Lagrange. tusks, the hoofs of the neighing steeds

In mentioning the code of laws of Manu,
beating the sounding plain , the rattle of

the coinposition of which treatise Sir W.
the clubs and the whistle and snapping of

Jones has by plausible reasonings carried the javelius : death is busy all around :

back to the 1280th year before the Christian: the reader is transported into the midst of
cra, it is abundantly qualified to excite the the horrid fight.

lively curiosity of the lawyer, and to en Many other grand poems, as the Ma.

gage our consideration to a work the most ha-bharata, in which the adventures and

likely to conviuee us of the antiquity of the wars of the Kurus and Pandus are

the people for whom it was compiled , by described ; tliat entitled Sisupala Vadha or

the picture it presents to us both of their the death of Sisupala, the Raghu Vangsa ,

high civilization and their deep corruption, sparkle with superior beauties, and fre

at a period already so remote . quently treat, in episodes, of subjects of

The Hitopadesa will not be the less prized the highest interest. Such is the Bhagavat

by the moralist because it affords him the Gita, an admirable dialogue between

inestimable original of the most ancient Krishna and Arjuna relative to the Deity

collection of apologues extant. This in and to the immortality of the soul, of

finitely curious book, more generally which we have a faithful and elegant trans

known by the title of Fables of Pilpay, has lation, extracted from the Maha-bharata

not only been translated into all the lan
by the learned pen of the earliest of Hindu

guages of Asia, but into nearly all those scholars, the celebrated Charles Wilkins,

of Europe. who was lately nominated a foreign asso

Do not suppose, gentlemen, that this
ciate of the third class of the Royal In

fine ( portion of) literature contains only stitute of France.
treasures of science, and the severer exer

Observe also, gentlemen , that these an

cises of intellect. No ! Living imagina. cient composures, like the more early ones

tion bere has also an ample portion, and of Greece, are replete with materials for

among.no people of the world has splen- the genius of the dramatic poets , who

did poetry exhibited more magnificent ap- have drawn from thence the subject of
pearances, or been accompanied by a more the greater part of their pieces ; for I

bland and fascinating retinue . should not leave you ignorant that the

From the stately epic to the modest Hindus, like all civilized natious, capable

pastoral, the very various productions of of the brilliant illusions of the stage, pos

genius will present themselves to your sess a theatre as rich as any other in the

enchanted attention , and you will by turns world ; a theatre very defective, no doubt,
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were you to judge it by the severe rules entirely mystical work, expresses nothing

laid down by Aristotle, but which perhaps but the effusions of thesoulwhich searches

does not yield to our own in the expres to unite itself to the Deity ; and under

sion of sentinient, the interest of events , that point of view it affords a striking re

and the depicting of characters . What semblance to the delightful allegory of

beauties, what nature , what sweetness Psyche and Cupid.

in Sakuntala ! that delightful piece which To conclude, from the madrigal to the

Sir W. Jones has translated with so much keen epigram, there is no poesy which

elegance into English ; and concerning has not been handled with success by the

which one of the finest geniuses of Ger- bards of the Ganges ; and many small

many has said, that did Sanskrita litera- pieces of this kind have fallen under my

ture possess but that sole production , the observation calculated to give the most

wish to read it in its original ought to advantageous idea of the beauty and ele

suffice to inflame the mind and excite it to gance of their talents.

the study of the divine language in which But from apprehension, gentlemen , of

it is written . exposing myself to your ill will , should I

But thanks to the fertility of the Hindu prolong a discourse you already perhaps

muses, we are far from being reduced to accuse of prolixity , I conceive that I had

this sole masterpiece ; and besides the better here terminate this light sketch

greater composures , in every species of which a more skilful.pencil will no doubt

poetry we fiud among the Hindus equally delineate in a more fascinating manner.

enchanting works. Still imperfect as it is , it may be suffi

There exist, for instance, in our Euro- cient to give you an idea of the rich gal

pean literature, few pieces to be compared lery which by degrees opens to your at

with the Megha Duta (the Cloud Messen- tention and to inspire you with a desire

ger). in seutiment and beauty ; and in to study and understand the masterpieces.

erotic poetry the voiuptuous laya Deva, in The task is difficult I allow , but is not im

his little poem on the loves of Madhava possible ; and already if I may judge from
and Radha , far surpasses all elegiac poets the noble ardour mauifested by many of

known : never were the fires of love and you , I have no doubt but that we shall

its soft languors depicted with colours so cause that fine and important branch of

lively and enchanting as in the Gita Go literature to flourish in France , and that

vinda. At the same time, according to our efforts will be crowned with the most

the Pandits or Hindu men of learniug , this happy success .

TALE

or

THE FOUR SIMPLE BRAHMANS.

>

(Concluded from Page 338.)

The court agreed that the speaker had a month ; when , going to bed one even

put in a very strong case ; but justice re-, ing, I happened to say, carelessly I be

quired that the other two should also believe, that all women were prattlers.

heard . The third claimant was indeed She retorted , that she knew men who

burniug with impatience for his turn ; were not less prattlers than women . I

and as soon as he had permission , he thus perceived at once that she alluded to my

begun. self ; and being somewhat piqued at the

“ My name was originally Anantya. sharpness of her retort, I said , “ Now let

Now , all the world call me Betel Anan- us see which of us shall speak first ."

tya ; and I will tell you how this nick- Agreed ,' quoth she ; ' but what shall

name arose . the loser forfeit ? ' ' A leaf of betel,' said

“ My wife, having been long detained I ; and our wager being thus agreed , we

at her father's house, on account of her both addressed ourselves to sleep without

youth , had cohabited with me tut about speaking another words
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“ Next morning, as we did not appcar one of our friends who was present,

at our usual hour, after some interval, maintained, in opposition to the opinion

they called us, but got no answer. They of the magician and his assistants, that

again ' called, and then roared stoutly at our malady was not at all the effect of

the door ; but with no success . The witchcraft, but arose from some simple

alarm began to spread in the house. and ordinary cause ; of which he had

They began to'fear that we had died sud- seen several instances ; and he undertook

đenly. The carpenter ' was called with to cure us without any expense.

his tools. The door of our room was " He took a chafing dish filled with

forced open ; and , when they got in , they burning charcoal, and heated a small bar

were not a little surprised to find botli of of gold very hot . This he took up with

us broad awake, in good health , and at pincers, and applied to the soles of my feet,

our 'ease, though without the faculty of then to my elbows, and the crown of my

speech . ‘Mymother was greatly alarmed, head. I endured these cruel operations,

and gave loud vent to her grief.' All the without shewing the least symptom of

Brahmans in the village, of both sexes , pain , or making any complaint ; being de

assembled, to the number of one hun- termined to bear any thing, and to die, if

dred ; and , after close examination , every vecessary, rather than lose the wager I had
one drew his own conclusion on the acci . laid .

dent which was supposed to have befallen " " Let us try the effect on thewoman,'

us. The greater number were of opinion said the doctor, astonished at my resolu

that it could have 'arisen only from the tion and apparent insensibility. And in

malevolence of some enemy who had mediately taking the bit of gold , well

availed himself of magical' incantations heated, he applied it to the sole of her

to injure us. For this reason a famous foot. She was not able to endure the pain

magician was called , to counteract the for a moment, but instantly screamed out :

effects of the witchcraft, and to remove ' Appa, enough ! and , turning to me,

it . As soon as he came, after stedfastly I have lostmywager ,' she said ;; there

contemplating us for some tinie, he began is your leaf of betel. ' ' Did I not tell you,'

to try our pulses , by putting his finger on said I , taking the leaf, ' that you would be

our wrists , on our temples, on the heart, the first to speak out, and that you would

and on various other parts of the body ; prove by your own conduct that I was right

and after a great variety of grimaces, the in saving yesterday, when we went to bed,

remembrance of which excites my laugh- that women are babhlers ? '

ter, as often as I think of him , he de- “ Every one was surprised at the whole

cided that our malady arose wholly from proceeding ; nor could any of them com

the effect of malevolence. He even gave prehend the meaning of what

the name of the particular devil that pos- passing between my wife and me ; until

sessed my wife and me, and rendered us I explained the kind of wager we had

dumb. He added that this.devil was very made overnight, before going to sleep.

stubborn and ditficult to lay ; and that it • What !' they exclaimed, - was it for a

would cost threc or four pagodas, for the leaf of betel that you have spread this

expense of the offerings necessary for alarm through your own house , and the

compelling him to fly. whole village ? for a leaf -of betel, that

My relations, who were not very you shewed such constancy , and suffered

opulent, were astonished at the grievous burning from the feet to the head up

imposition which the magician had laid wards ? Never in the world was there

on. Yet, rather than we should continue seen such folly !' And from that time I

dumb, they consented to give him what- have been constantly known by the name

soever should be necessary for the expense of Betel Anantya.”

of his sacrifice ; and they farther pro- The narrative being finished , the court

mised, that they would reward him for were of opinion that so transcendant a

his trouble, as soon as the demon by piece of folly gave him high pretensions in

whom we were possessed should be ex- the depending suit ; but it was necessary ,

pelled . first, to hear the fourth and last of the

“ He was on the point of commencing suitors ; who thus addressed them :

his magical operatious, when a Brahnian, “ The maiden to whom I was betroth

6

was

©
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ed , laring remained six or seven years at hot a sun , without being exposed to cer

her father's house , on account of her tain death . Rather than that I should see

youth , we were at last apprized that she her perish , and run the hazard of being

was become marriageable ; and her pa- suspected of having killed her myself, and

rents informed mine that she was in a be held guilty of one of the five crimes

situation to fulfil all the duties of a wife, which the Brahmans esteem the most

and might therefore join her husband. My heinous, he advised me to give her to him ,

mother, being at that time sick, and the and then he would mount her on one of his

house of my father - in -law being at the dis cattle, and take hier along with him . That

tance of five or six leagues from ours, she I should be a loser, he admitted ; but all

was not able to undertake : the journey. things considered , it was better to lose her,

She therefore committed to myself the with the merit of having saved her life ,

duty of bringing home my wife, and than equally to lose her, under the suspi

counselled me so to conduct myself, in cion of being her murderer. • Her trin

words and actions, that they might not kets, ' he said , ' may be worth fifteen pa

see that I was only a brute. . Knowing godas.. Take these twenty and give me

thee as I do ,' said my mother as I took your wife .'

leave of her , I am very distrustful of “ The merchant's arguments appeared

thee.' But I promised to be on my good unanswerable : so I yielded to them , and

behaviour ; and so I departed . delivered to him my wife, whom be placed

I was well received by my father- in- on one of his best oxen , and continued

law, who gave a great feast to all the his journey without delay. I continued

Brahmans of the village on the occasion . mine, also, and got home in the evening ,

He made me stay three days, during which exhausted with hunger and fatigue, and

there was nothing but festivity. At length , with my feet almost roasted with the

the time of our departure having arrived, burning sand, over which I had walked

he suffered my wife and myself to leave the greater part of the day.

him , after pouring out blessings on us -“ Frightened to see me alone, ' Where

both, and wishing us a long and happy is your wife ?' cried my mother. I gave

life, enriched with a numerous posterity. her a full account of every thing that had

When we took leave of him, he shed abun- happened from the time I left her. I spoke

dance of tears , as if he had foreseen the of the agreeable and courteous manner in

misery that awaited us . which my father - in -law had received me,

“ It was then the summer solstice , and and how, by some delay, we had been

the day was excessively hot . We had to overtaken by the scorching heat of the

cross a sandy plain of more than two sun at noon , so that my wife must have

leagues ; and the sand, being heated by been suffocated, and myself suspected of

the burning sun, scorched the feet of my her murder, had we proceeded ; and that

young wife, who being brought up too I had preferred to sell her to a merchant

tenderly in her father's house, was not ac- who met us, for twenty pagodas. And I

customed to such severe trials. She fell shewed my mother the money.

a crying, being unable to go on , she “ When I had done, my mother fell

lay down on the ground , saying she wished into an ecstacy of fury . She lifted up her

to die there. voice against me with cries of rage, and

“ I was in dreadful trouble, and knew overwhelmed me with imprecations and

not what step to take ; when a merchant awful curses. Having given way to these

came up, travelling the contrary way. He first emotions of despair, she sunk into a

had a train of fifty bullocks, loaded with more moderate tone. " What hast thou

various merchandize. I ran to meet him , done ! sold thy wife , hast thou ! delivered

and told him the cause of my anxiety with her to another man ! A Brahmanari is

tears in my eyes ; and entreated him to become the concubine of a vile merchant !

aid me with his good advice, in the dis . ' Ah ! What will her kindred and ours say,

tressing circumstances in which I was when they hear the tale of this brutish

placed . He immediately answered , that stupidity, of folly so unexampled and de

a young and delicate woman , such as my grading !

wife was, could neitber remain where she “ The relations of my wife were soon

lay, nor proceed in her journey, under so informed of the sad adventure that had bee

a

<
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fallen their unhappy girl. They came over men of the many follies of my life, I

to attack me, and would certainly have hope you will not consider me as beneath

murdered me and my innocent mother, those who have spoken before me ; nor

if we had not both made a sudden escape. my pretensions altogether undeserving of

Having no direct object to wreak their the salutation of the soldier .”

vengeance upon , they brought the matter The heads of the assembly, several of

before the chiefs of the cast, who unani- whom were convulsed with laughter while

mously fined me in two hundred pagodas, the Brahmans were tellingtheir bistories ,

as a reparation to my father- in - law , and decided , after hearing them all, that each

issued a prohibition against so great a had given such absolute proofs of folly as

fool being ever allowed to take another to be entitled , in justice , to a superiority

wife ; denouncing the penalty ofexpulsion in his own way ; that each of them ,

from the cast , against any one who should therefore, should be at liberty to call him

assist me in . such an attempt. I was self the greatest fool of all, and to attri

therefore condemned to remain a widower bute to himself the salutation of the sole

all my life , and to pay dear for my folly. dier. Each of them having thus gained his

Indeed, I should have been excluded for suit, it was recommended to them all to

ever from my cast, but for the high con- continue their journey, if it were possible ,

sideration in which the memory of my in amity. The delighted Brahmans rush

late father is still held, he having lived ed out of court, each exclaiming that he

respected by all the world . had gained his cause .

“ Now that you have heard one speci

AN INSCRIPTION

FROM THE

KAWI, OR ANCIENT JAVANESE LANGUAGE .

Takenfrom a Stone found in the District of Surabaya on Java, translated into the

modern Idiom by Natu Kusuma, Panambahan of Sumanap (Madura ) , rendered

dinto English by Mr. Crawfurd . *

894. plished in this spirit art full of difficulty .

Prosperity ! !-- Attend to what is relat- It is unbecoming of men to shed tears,

ed, and which gives excellence in this which are enemies to valour ; in every

world . Wisdom is banished by death ; situation let them behave with meekness,

and worth of every kind is terminated by which resembles the stream of water that

it . Make pot light of these matters , but falls from the mountain and refreshes

learn what is fitting, and enlighten your every object around . Attend to these

mind, for this life is of no account, it is things, and you will thereby acquire an

attended with uncertainty, and death is accession of wisdom ; do not alter your

its end .
copy, and thus the excellence of your nar

For this reason the intelligent have rative will be displayed. Observe well this

composed this narrative, renowned in as instruction in your conduct .

semblies, scented like scattered flowers. It is related of Raja Kunakua that he

If you understand what is here related, was a prince renowned for his penetration,

you attain excellence. of gentle conversation , a lover of religion

The efforts of tyranny are as thetears. and a confirmed Sugata. His love for his

of the virgin in the embraces of old age. people was great. The whole country

The assailart burns with desire, the as was loud in his praise. He was skilled

sailed shews nu'return . Affairs accom in directing the labour of his people, and

a strict observer of his word ; the coun

In submitting this translatio to the public, try prospered under him. The king di
it is necessary to observe that the translator found rected this stone to be written upon, that

the original in many parts very obscure, that the
men might behold what was inscribed ,translation is of necessity very free, and rather to

be considered as approximating to the ser.sc of which is replete with wisdom , and that

the original, than a yerbal translation .
they might improve thereby. When the
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king fabricated this monument he took of high birth . Be it related . When the.

the advice of his chiefs and nobles on the king ordered his forces to be assembled

excellent things inscribed upon it . All to proceed quickly to the city to espel the

this has been divulged that the ignorant wicked , he proceeded forthwith , and ar .

may be informed . Learn you to judge of rived at the gate of the king of demons,

things from their appearance., for you and made offerings to the gods.

have been instructed . Adorn the places The armies fought, and the forces of

of excellence, the temples of the gods, by the demon king were destroyed by the

which you will diminish the number of charge of their enemies. Some had their

your enemies, who will bow to and serve necks twisted off : those who escaped ran

you . away, terrified at the flight of missile

The king has acquired strength from weapons falling like rair. The fewwho

the valour of his sons, Sri Makuja Wasa had courage to make a stand were dis

and Wardana, beautiful in person , and patched at once . The flight ofweapons
mild in disposition. Should you search was countless . The defeated forces hid

the world round you would not find the themselves in the ditches and hollow ways,

equals of the two princes, their valour is pursued unremittingly by the weapons of.

equally conspicuous ; and their knowledge their enemies. The king, Sri Jalalaga

of the Sastras so complete that to under. Dewa, was killed . There was no one to

stand them demanded no study. Their contend with the army of men, no one

whole conduct and demeanour cooled and firm to his station. Those who were

refreshed all around them . All women seized yielded at once and begged for

felt the intoxication of love for them , and mercy,surrendering to the conquerortheir

wished themselves united to them , say- wives and children . Thus the battle end

ing in their hearts, how skilled to give de- ed , which had continued for half the dura

dight, they wish us in their arms, and their tion of a man .

fame is renowned throughout the earth . Let the story of the destruction of

For this reason do thou learn the wis- the conquered country be related. He

dom which is thus renowned. ' All the replaced their nobles in their stations

kings ' who became acquainted with the as before. His wisdom sought the

two princes were desirous ofjoining with good of the country. He elected ggo

them. Fear not death . The king's sons vernors and he arranged for rebuilding the

had no dread of princes their equals, for city . The country was divided into three

the affections of the whole country went parts under three heads.

with them. The people who felt the un- The body of the king's son was decked.

ceasing bounty of the princes, and the out and prayers offered up for it according

effects of their wisdom and abilities , were to the practice observed for the dead. His

glad and happy. wives, all of exquisite beauty, wished to

Relate the appearance of the kings pre- follow him in death . They bowed and

paring to go into the presence of the kissed his feet. They seemed determined

princes. It was at the time of day when to follow his fortune, -to make it their

the sun rides over the tops of the moun- own, and not to survive him .

tains. Excellent was their demeanour, Alas ! exclaimed they, do not forget

fitting was their discourse, and they were the expressions of our sincerity. We are

presented with betel. They feasted and fatherless ; we will serve thee ; we are

drank, down to the lowest of the people. pleased thet you take us along with

whose hearts were exceedingly rejoiced , thee . You are our Guru , For you were

and they eat to satisfaction , skilled in the arts of love, and knew liow

- The country was populous and prosper- to give joy to the heart. Such , were the

pus.. Let the relation proceed. There words of the afflicted . We will wed no

was a king's son whose name was Da- more ; we will acknowledge the authority,

drawisa Madya , who rebelled against of no other lord . We will not make a

their authority, a war commenced. The second marriage, for you alone knew the

prince Aed . He was pursued and again arts of love. We dread the thoughts of

gave battle. He was repartory and made being subjected to another's authority,

Do account of bis enemy. , The king saw We are inexperienced ,aud iguorant of the

the beauty of the young prince, but mark- most approved conduct. The times were

ed how different his conduct from a man changed . Let a spectacle complete in

Asiatic Journ, No. 17. Vol . III . 3 M
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every respect be related, describing a nar- without effort. His knowledge equalled

rative of excellence . that of a Pandita . An enemy came re

The story proceeds to say, when the nowned for his skill in war. He invaded

kings went -forth to exercise themselves, the country. The numbers of his army.

their train slowly following, they arrived were unknown . The adverse forces com

at the village of Jawaya, having deep menced a nocturnal combat with equal

ravines to the left side, within which were valour, uone fliuching. The darkness of

seen rare objects. They halted delighted the night encreased . The king's army

to observe Pandan flowers floating in charged the enemy in a body, dealing out

order upon the water, as if they had been and receiving cuts and stabs, shrieking

obėying an order to that effect. The ap- and shouting. The king's army could not

pearance ofthe sky andoftheclouds seemed withstand the darts that were showered

preparing to usher in the night ; the day upon them , they began to finch but could

closed and it became dark. They assem- not find the gate ; the army was van .

' bled in the forest and lighted great torches quished, many were killed ; those maim .

to prepare against the wild beasts : after ed , wbo dreaded the anger of the king

some time the bounty of the king was like a sage . The discomfiture of his force

distributed, excellent food , all kept awake. is not related . The army was thrown

Itwaspassing cold ; all trembled and their into confusion with a noise like the fall of

arrangement was broken . In the morn- a mountain , or like the sea juundating a

ing they again put themselves in order , city. Thus happened the defeat of the

and prepared to march forward . The king's army , and in this manner was the

king was presented on theway with gifts. power transferred to other hands. The

The people sounded the praise of the women were met mourning the death of

king's sóns, wishing they might have no the fallen king.

rivals, that they might haveno occasion She who dwelt on the loss of her lord

to retreat from the battle, but that their was found motionless from grief, in beau

cuemies might be terrified at their pre- ty like the goddesses Ratti or Supraba.

serice, that their aspect might be bright Her breastssuperior in loveliness to ivory.

and not turn pale in the battle, and that Her complexion excelled burnished gold

their rank might be exalted . glittering. Such was the spouse of the

* * It is related that there was a female of fallen prince. Forthwith arrived the vic

passing excellence , her beauty was far- torious king in anxious search for the

famed , she was without blemish ; all men princess. 1 ,

feltthe pangs of love for her , and she be- He found her under the shade of a

came the constant object of their dis- Tanju tree by a monnd raised in shape of

course. Her whole demeauour was be- a mountain , where pious austerities are

coming ; her excellence fitted her to be performed . Her maids. mourned their

theconsort of a king, the gift of the gods fallen lord, their countenances palę with

to him. That king was just in his con- grief. Thus also the surrounding flowers

duct towards his subjects ; as long as he and plants, as if they too wished to perish

reigued no wickedness was committed in and partake the fortunes of the prince.

the country. His people were happy and The king wondered at the sight. He

rich , theeffects ofhis bounty. His liberality praised the place of worship... In front it

towards thepoor and dependent was with- was studded with pearls and precious

out interruption . His learning was more- stones. The skill displayed gave pleasure

over complete ; assuredly a of to the heart which excited to devotion .

the Dewas . Whatever he imagined was The victor approached the princess and

right. He was therefore loved and feared her attendants . The conquerors seized

throughout the country. upon the wives of the nobles. Others seized

This prince possessed discerument of the attendants. A scene of plunder en

talent above all the princes his equals in sued. The Nayakas laid their hands on

power. He was ready to pardon those such as were fitting to become their wives.

who erred. His religious austerities in The beautiful with rising bosoms were

search of the prosperity of his country seized by the chiefs . The king laid his

were so great that he did not allow him- hands on the princess and welcomed her

self to sleep. Criminals disappeared to his bed .
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HINDU CONJUROR.

(From the MS. Journal of W. Pyke, kept in the year 1712 )

We went to the fair, for once a - year return of the Arabian shipping, his great

a great festival is solemnized here, in me- riches he dispersed in charitable largesses

mory of a Noquedah that is one of the among the necessitous, and as he always

great Mahometan saints, and lies buried lived in honor, so they say his memory

at Mayom in a very fine tomb ; and the re- will be always blessed by truc believers,

pute of this saint's holiness is so great, and the remains of his earthly carcase

chat manyin their devout moods make pil- shall cause that place to be enriched and

grimages hither as we also did ; and when blessed by the faithful followers of God's
1

we came to the tomb, which was at the prophet that resort thither. There was a

end of all the fair, we heard abundance of great deal of charity laid upon his tomb to

Indian music, and it being night saw vast pay for the lights, perfumes , flowers, & c .

numbers of lighted torches and candles, and this is taken up by the religious Fa

all within and without , and abundance of kirs that are masters of these ceremonies,

people at their devotions, and repeating and this fair does increase, which causes

prayers which they kept account of by a a great deal of money to be laid out there.

chaplet or string of beads in the same They say it is very proper for all travel

manner that Roman Catholics in Europe lers, and those who make voyages by sea ,

do. The remarkable stories they tell of to visit this tomb once a -year, and the re

this mau are, that once as he sailed along sort hither is so well known, that during

the coas: of Malabar, the sailors conspir- the time of the fair, there is started a

ed against him, because of the great wealth Banyan Parley, & c . that keeps his shop

he had on board, and hove him into the at Bombay town , but they mostly carry

sea , and he came on shore on the island their goodsto Mayom , and find good mar

of Bombay, near Mayom , and quickly af- kets there. But neither was it for this

ter , they were overtaken by a storm that only that we went there, but to see a di

forced the ship on the coast , and they vination which was not to begin till about

drove ashore at the same place, and find- midnight, so we spent our time about the

ing him alive, assured themselves that tomb and the fair , & c., and seeing some

God had punished them for his sake ; the of the diversions of the country , until we

Noquedah forgave them , and received were summoned by a great noise of music ,

them, and at his prayers to God for the a particular sort of tabors and high sound

preservation of the ship , a high tide down ing pipes ; we concluded our new show

ed in, and the ship then foated off with- was begun to be performed ; when we

out hurt, and then these mutinous Las- came there, we saw a Brahman , or religi

cars seeing his great sanctity , resolved to ous man , almost naked , who was seated on

abide with him, and some of them for- the earth , in the midst of a moderate

sook him not till his death , and were af. number of people, near twenty, and all

terwards buried by him, and the tomb of about him was scattered with fine white

one of them is also seen . ashes of wood from a heap that lay be

- - Another story they report, that in a vi- fore him, and near by in sight, lay a sick

siou or dream in the night, an angel dis- man , on whose behalf this divination was

covered to bim , that Mahomed's tomb in made ; nothing was spoken aloud , but

Arabia, was like to be destroyed by fire, they played on the tabors 'and pipes , till

which was burning all about it ; upon this this religious man should himself be in

he awaked , and prayed that God would spired, which would be known to the be

preserve that holy place, and extinguish holders by some enthusiastic actions, and

those threatening fames, and the efficacy then the questions of the divination were

of his prayers at Bombay were such, that to be made to him ; he had two fits or

the flames in Arabia went out of a sudden ; agonies while we were there, which were

this he immediately discovered to his com- preceded by his taking up two handfuls

panions with many particulars that were of those ashes, and tossing them up at

all verified . The year following, at the very small distances till they were all scat

3 M 2
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tered, and this repeated several times, Captain Baker says, he once got one of

then succeeded sundry odd postures where their prophets or diviners into his room ,

in his body was both extended and extort . and gave him several presents, to teach

ed to an extraordinary degree, foaming at him to perform such ceremonies, and

the mouth , sometimes bending backwards withal threatened him if he did not shew

and bowing himself (like what the boys of him ; but the diviner, instead of accepting

London call making of a seacrab) at ano- his presents, looked at him with a troubled

ther timeseveral short elevations of his countenance, and said , “ Oh ! sir, you

body, he still sitting on the earth , as don't know what you ask , for while you

children sometimes do, still gathering up are ignorant of these matters , you are cer

and scattering of 'thosc ashes, but not tainly much happier than I that perform

finding himself inspired would not pro : thein : for I began to be miserable when

ceed, so that the tabors and pipes all I first received this knowledge, and shall

played louder ; bút after this second fit not be happy any more. Besides you must

some of the company objected against our undergo, such a rigorous fast as will draw

being present, so they left off their per- distempers on you , and bring you to your

formance at that time, in order to proceed end much sooner ; so that when you die

on their ceremonies of divination on the you will fall down with a load of afflic .

morrow . I had never seen any thing of tions, and you will have vo comfortable

this kind before, and I would gladly have enjoyment of your life any more , but be

seen the whole performed if I could ; but like me, one of the unhappiest and most

however, since I could not be further an unfortunate men in the world .” Hebeing

eye -witness, I informed myself as well as asked what he meant by the rigorous fast

Icould , byenquiring of others . Captain he mentioned, answered, that he prepared

Baker had seen it before, and he tells me his body by seven days of fasting, and by

their mapner of proceeding in this case the use of sundry charms, which are di

..of divination is as follows :—The religi- rected in their book , that he had not with

ous man being himself purified and pre- him ; and that sometimes he was himself

pared by fasting and private performance so reduced with preparing hisbody for the

of sundry prayers, charms, and invoca- divination , that be was in worse condition

tions, & c. he repairs to the liouse of those than those for whose sakes he performed

for whom the divination is made, andaf- the ceremonies. But he also justified that

ter repetition of sacred words, be invokes it was no trick or cheat, but that these

a spirit, and then they begin with tabors rites were all necessary and couducive to

and pipes, that no man should hear the the endsof the divination ; yet acknow

mystical words spoken, and also to divert ledged that he did not thus prepare his

the prophet, who in the beginning of his body every time he was called ,which was

inspiration, when the spirit enters into sometimes so suddenly that it could not
him, usually falls into fits, and some- be done, and at such times he gave answers

times as if into a trance, then if a voice according to the best of his judgment. In.

proceed through his throat, or from his short, he gave such an unhappy account of

belly or breast, and not out of his moutlı, this sort of knowledge, that Capt. Baker,

the divination is ready to be performed, being no further desirous of turning pro

andthen if it be on behalf of a sick per- phet , let him go .

son (asthis was) some near relation de This imperfect story is all that I know

'mands of the prophet, why God grieves or remember of this matter. But when

and afflicts that man , his servant, and I was last in England , and heard great talk

they usually give some shrewd answer ; of a set of people who had lately made a

but to be sure, impiety is always one
bustle in England, and had been called the

principal cause alleged , or covetousness, French , or the modern prophets, and had

lewdness , neglect of sacred duties , '& c . amused the city with many pretended re

and then they demand if the party shall ligious pranks, and seeing this Gentu

recover , to which sometimes they give po- perform some such postures as they were

sítive answers, which have often proved reported to do, made me imagine it was

true, and they prescribe a remedy, or else likely that some ' designing men among

they bid thcın prepare to go to anotlier them might have learned this method ,
world .

and intended to set up for great men, by

a

量

1
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giving auswers to what was not so well opinion, an essential part, as this false

known before ; for the art (or manuer of prophet also himself confessed. But as a

cozenage whatever it be) is to be learned , pretender or impostor always imitates the

as 1 perceive, by what the diviner said to person he would pass for, so also this di

Captain Baker ; and as these people are viner performs many of the same actions,

many of them descended from the profli- and what he cannot do rightly he mimics ;

gate and apostate Jews, it is likely they for we find the true prophets to call

may retain amoug them an account of the earnestly upon God , while this man rather

antient rites performed by the true pro- invoked a demon, for what he spoke was

phets, and practise some of them , as we muttered and hidden words wrapt up

read of the Samaritans in the 2d Book of with noise and music . This man was

Kings, the 17th chapter, who made a mis- also so far deceived himself as to believe

ture of religion , and while they pretended he made true divinations ; for the pro

to fear the Lord served other gods : phet in Captain Baker's room affirmed it

for this diviner practised some of the out- was no triek nor cheat, but that all those

ward ceremonies, and though he might be rites were necessary . I know they may

wanting in the holy and true method, yet be proved from very antient time, if we

I think he was not at all deficient in the compare Isaiah the 8th , verse 19th , witla

poisy part of the ceremony, for they had the 29th, and verse 4th .

tabors and pipes, and sundry other sorts Thus I have, in as few words as I could

ofmusic, as we read they had in old time ; told a long story of this diviner ; his pre

for in 1st Samuel, chap . 10th , verse 5th, paring his body by fasting ; the use of

it was said to Saul, “ Thou shalt meet a charms or incantatious ; his juvocations

company of prophets coming down from with mysterious words ; his being almost

the bigh place, with psaltery, and a tabret, naked ; his scattering of ashes ; the play

and a pipe , and a harp before them, and ing on loud music ; his falling into enthu

they shall prophecy,” &c. But more I siastic fits, as if into a trance ; and the

think to our present purpose is it that guttural and belly voices ; the miserable

Elisha himself, though what he delivered penance in acquiring , and the more la

was the undoubted inspiration of God, mentable end of this kind of knowledge.

yet proceeded in delivering his prophecy And though a search after wisdom becomes

according to the accustomed usage of the every man, yet this I take to be another

Jewish prophets, and began not to pro- tree of knowledge, and the fruit thereof

phecy till the music played ; for when he to be more dangerous than of that men

was called before Jehosaphat, king of tioned in the beginning of the Mosaic his .

Judah, as it appears by the 2d Book of tory , for of that fruit, though he that eat
Kings, chap. 3d , and verse 15th, he said , thereof should die, yet should be live

“ But now bring me a ministrel. And it again , but who enjoys this fruit must die
came to pass that when the minstrel for ev er.

played , that the hand of the Lord came But I must leave all these matters to be

upon him .” And so also from other parts discussed and examined by the ' more

of boly writ it does appear that it was a curious, having contented myself with

custom among the prophets to have music these superficial observations, not having

play when they delivered their predic- time to go farther, or to make more re

tions,' But the music was not, in my marks.

THE CALIF AND HIS MINISTER.

AN ARABIAN STORY.

(From Lockett's Miut Amil.)

An Arab presented himself one day be- ed, appointed him one of his suite, and

fore the Calif Mooatusim Billah , come preferred his society to that of all bis

mander of the faithful. The Calif made other counsellors. Now the Calif had a

trial of his abilities, and finding him in minister excessively envious whose jea

erery respect intelligent and accomplish- lousy was excited by the Arab's promotion ,
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but dreading the anger of the Calif if he to the minister and received in return

attempted any thing against him openly, two thousand Dinars. The ininister

he continued to keep up a shew of friend- proceeded to the house of the governor

ship, determined to effect his ruin by some and shewed him the Calif's letter. The

secret wile or artifice. He continued there . governor read it , and in conformity to

fore daily to increase in civility towards the injunction it contained , ordered the

him , and at length invited him to his minister to be beheaded . After some

house to dinner, and mixed up in his food days had elapsed , the Calif remembered

a large portion of garlic. Afrer dinner he the affair with the Arab , aud said 10

' said to the Arab, “ when you attend the some of his attendants, enquire after the

Calif's assembly , take care to sit at a dis- Arab who was formerly with me, and

tance from him , for the smell of the gar- desire the minister to attend . They told

lic may offend him .” The minister then him , the Arab was in the city, but that

waited on the Calif, and said , " The the minister had gone on a message to a

Arab whom you made your favorite, and certain governor, and had not returned .

whose company you prefer to ours, has The Calif desired the Arab to be called

spread about a report that you have a before him , and asked him the particulars

stinking breath .” The Arab- a little while of the matter, which he related from

after made his appearance , and seated him- beginning to end . “ But did you niot ," says

self at a distance from the Calif. The Calif the Calif,“ spread a report among the pen

desired him to come near, which he obey- ple, that I had a stioking breath ? " " God

ed , but covered his mouth as he approach- forbid , " says theArab, “ I should report

ed with his sleeve. This action confirmed that of which I am ignorant . Yourminis

in the Calif's mind the truth of his minis- ter could have only told you this from

ter's story and the treachery of the Arab . treachery and deceit towards ' me ;-he

He thereupon wrote a letter to one of his dug a pit for my destruction, into which

governors to the following purport : God has caused him to fall himself,-do

« On receipt of this letter , let the bearer not therefore grieve for his fate, for the

be immediately put to death ." He then proverb says, “ he who digs a pit for his

sealed it , and delivered it to the Arab, companion, will fall into it himself. "

saying, convey this to such a one, and re- Grieve not, for in grief there is no ad

turn to me speedily with the answer . The vantage. Uvable yourself to avoid the

Arab took it, and in going out happened occurrence of contingent evils, how do

to meet the minister at the door, who en- you expect to ward them off others, as

quired where he was going. He replied , the poet says,

the Calif has employed me to carry a letter
You lament at the untimely fate of another ;

' to one of his governors . The minister
But say, can you extricate yourself from the

immediately conjectured, that the Arab

would receive some very considerable pre

sent from the governor, and he determined The Calif was astonished at this mar

in his own mind , to possess it himself, vellous adventure, and ' saw that the

** What say you ,” says he, “ if I release Almighty from the purity of the Arab's

youfrom the annoyance and fatigue of the intentions had rescued him from an un

journey, and present you at the same timely end .-He exclaimed , “ Vengeance

time with two thousand Dipars ? ” “Most on the head of the envious man !-- Envy

certainly,” says the Arab,“ you speak with where it originates, will surely destroy

judgment and in so doing will free me its possessor .” He then bestowed a dress

from a very unpleasant embassy .-- You of honor on the Arab, appointed him

have shot the arrow of your judgment, to the vacant office of his minister , and

With the bow of unerring direction . So seated him at the head of the assembly on

aecept the letter.” He then delivered it his right hand .

power of death ? »
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INSCRIPTION, VERSES FROM THE ARABIC.

Intended for a Tablet to be erected inthe
If pamper'd fools with taunting pride

Church at Bombay .
should scorn

Sacred to the Memory of
The hapless man, who Fortune's frowns

JOHN HENRY STEPHENSON , ESQ. hath borne ;

Late Solicitor to the Hon . East- India Company, Tell them how oft she smiles on Folly's

On their Bombay Establislıment .

Who died at Bussorah , on the 21st of Peb . 1816,
slave,

In the Thirty -eighith Year of his Age . And sternly lours upon the great and brave. ,

Hast thou not seen the flood with ten

Still let the trophied Urn, the breathing d'rest care ,

Bust,
High on her breast the lifeless carcase bear ;

Of shrouded grandeur shade the slumber . And deep within her lowest caverns hide

ing dust ; The beauteous pearl, the fairest boson's ,

Thy sterling worth vo borrow'd fame rea
pride ?

quires Though ill's black form shonld thus in- ,

From glowing sculptures, and the muses' vade my way ,

fires !
And sublunary woes any heart dismay ;

The social virtues of thy generous miúd Though I the bitter draught of Evil's wave,

Live in each friend's memorial breast en- Should taste unmix'd, and live Misfor:

shrin'd . tune's slave ;

To Asia just, to Britain faithful found ;
Mourn not, my friend, but cast thy look ou

Ju Life, in Practice, with like honours

crown'd :
See the pale stars illume yon azure sky;

Bombay admir'd,bewail'd thy short career, And know, while thus they charm thy *

And o'er thy ashes sheds a gra ful tear !
eager sight,

What nobler monuinent canmarbles yield, These orbs alone,which shine inore hica

What brighter trophies deck the blazon'd venly bright,

shield ? Alternate Monarchs of the night and day,
T.M.

Are here eclips'd upon their glorious way,

The fruitless grove, whose foliage decks
FROM BROUGHTON's POETRY OF

the plain,

THE HINDOOS.

Waves unregarded by the passing swain ;

WHEN Ukroor, vile, detested name, While richer trees inferior honours wear,

From birth to birth the Virgin's bane, Their branches sever'd for the fruits they

By magic arts and means abhorr’d , bear.

Bore off from Brij its darling lord :

The Gopis, lost, distracted , shaken ,

By him they so adored forsaken ,
OCCASIONAL LINES .

Like dying fish convulsive start ;

Love's springs dried up in every heart. Tue dark cloud thickens on the moun

Trembling they mount the loftiest domes , tain's brow ,

But only see their dearest homes.
That frowns indignant on the plains below,

On distance gaze ;-nor find relief, Till Nature, pregnant with the lab ring

Till their hearts break with certain grief. rain,

Each anxious asks, each sad replies, Bursts into show'rs, and all is calm again .

Alas the tears have dimmed our eyes ! Thus god -like Scipio stood in sullen state,

« No dust now rises on our sight ; O'er prostrate Carthage, frowning on her

“ He's gone , O maids ! his car has fate,

vanished quite.” Till down his cheeks the copious torrents

The consternation und distress of the Gopis is ran ,

ta ere described , when Ukroor succeeds in en
And the stern conqu’ror melted into man .

ticing Krishna into the hands of Raja Kuns of

Muttra, his uncle, and the usurper of his throne.

2
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Tothe Editor of the Asiatic Journal. Tho' firmly determind that Love's awful

SIR . — The following lines were some years since : power,

circulated , as the production of the Right Hon.
Should never in future my bosom en

Warren Hastings, and were generally considered

as the genuine production of that great man.
chain ;

Fully to explain their propriety, I shall preface Yet, oh , how I long for her presence once

jhem with the lines from Mickle's Lusiad , to
more,

'which they purport to be an addition .

To prove that my brave resolutions

* The lofty song, for paleness o'er her were vain .

spread ,
Altho' from her presence distracted I fly ,

" The nymph suspends; and bows the lan
I long at a distance, unnotic'd, unseen ,

guid head ;
To feast without ceasingmy love-beaming

« Her faltering words are breathed on
eye,

plaintive sighs ; On the charms of her face and the grace

“ Ah , Belisarius, injured chief, she cries, of her mien.

“ Ah, wipe thy tears, in war thy rival see ,
The teeth of my charmer can boast purer

“ Injured Pacheco falls despoiled like thee;
white,

“ In him, in thee , dishonored virtue

bleeds,
Than the pearls that are sunk in the

« Avd valour weeps to see her fairest ocean profound ;

And dearer to me than the rubies so bright,
deeds,

6 Weeps o'er Pacheco , where forlorn he
That in the proud cities of Yemen

abound,
lies

" Lowon an almas ' -house bed, and friend . Altho'I am destin’d to mourn with aheart,

less dies !” All cover'd with deep and incurable
Book X.

wounds ;

Lines said to have been added by the
Yet inflicted by her, I delight in the smart,

Right Hon . W. Husting's. Far more than in garments which silver

Yet shrink not, gallant Lusian, nor repine,
surrounds.

That man's eternal destiny is thine ! Tho ' I hold the cup brimmed with the

Whate'er success th ' adv turous Chief
grape -juiceso gay ,

befriends,
Tenjoy its rich nectar is no wish of

Fell Malice on his parting step attends :

On Britain's candidates for fame await, No, all I desire is its sweets to conrey ,

As once on thee , the stern decrees of fate ;
To the dear pouting lips of my H

Thus are Ambition's fondest hopes o'er divine .

reach'd,

I care not for rose-scented zephyrs thatplay,
One dies imprison'd , and one lives im..

The blush of the morning with incense
peaclı’d !

to greet ;

IMPROMPTU
To my senses the garments of H - d

convey
On the Marriage of Mr. RAFFLES, an

nounced in the Morning Post. A richer perfume, more delightful and

sweet.

If marriage a Lottery is callid ,

As all calculation it baffles ; My heart the hot breezes of lod have con .

Think of one who thus risks unappallid , sum'd ,

All her future fortune in Raffles ! At least let this prospect my misery

Brompton , Feb. 24th, 1817. H. K. cheer,

Ju my own native land, that my boncs be

AN ODE FROM SADEE . entomb’d,

The land of old Scotia as fam'd Delhi
I LANGUISH again for the heart-cheering

dear.

sight

Of my love with the cypress and jessa- But cease , O poor Minstrel, to wail and

mine charms ; to sigh !

Here's joy, giving wine, here is lovely No longer lamenting thus pour the sad

moonlight,

But what are these joys anless clasp'd Lest ever -lov'd Hoder offended, deny

The sweetsofher musical accents agaio ,

mine ;

strain ,

in her arms,
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REVIEW OF BOOKS.

-

A View of the Agricultural, Com- first , ofhis language - as having

mercial, and Financiul Interests of written his work in a tongue " to

Ceylon. With an Appendix ; coutain , which he was a stranger in the
ing some of the principal Laws and

Usagesof the Candians;Port and Cus. earlypart ofhis life” —and alledg
tom -house Regulations; Tables of Ex- ing, secondly, the“ purity of his

ports and Imports , Public Revenue and intentions , " as a fair ground for

Expenditure, & c. & c. By Anthony indulgence for other defects.”.
Bertolacci, Esq.late Comptroller-gene- We most willingly accept his apolo
ral of Customs, and Acting Auditor
general of Civil Accounts in that Colony. gy, in consequence of the pleasure

8vo . Price 188. with a Map. pp. 577. whichwehaveexperienced from the

Black , Parbury and Allen . 1817 . perusal of his work ; yet, we think

The Author of this work has we have some cause to lament in

presented an acceptable treat to this instance, as in many others of

different descriptions of readers. a similar kind, that gentlemen who

To the general reader, or the man possess great practical experience,

who reads with a view to the en- -who have been eye -witnesses of

largement of his knowledge re- distant and interesting countries,

spectingthevaried countries ofthe and also distinguished actors in

earth - the important circumstan- military, commercial, and other

ces connectedwith their relative enterprizes, and who, in conse

situations-- the discriminations of quence, possess a mass of informa

national character, as exhibited in tion, calculated to gratify the cu

intellectual capacity and improve riosity of the literary and thinking

ment - moral qualities -- military part of the community, are too

achievements, --- commercial enter frequently deficient in that literary

prizes and celebrity or inferi- experience, which may enablethem

ority in science and the arts - he to give the best possible effect to

has offered an ample fund for re- the important materials which they

flection and investigation. To the possess. Nor is it, perhaps, rea

individual who reads with a view sonable to expect that in the midst

to ascertain the means of gratify- of their active duties and pursuits,

ing that spirit of enterprize, which they can have leisure to cultivate

is usually generated by the posses- literary, qualifications ;-yet, by

sion of commercial capital, he has submitting their works, previously

extended information, which may to publication, to the inspection

be deemed highly important and control of competentindividu

And to the politician, who feels in- als, they would doubtless have the

terested in every circumstance, power of presenting them to the

however remote , which is con- public with improved effect;,and

nected with national prosperity, or thus, with greaterfacility and con

greatness, he has particularly fidence, secure all the objects for

furnished the means of form- which theyappear before the pub

ing an estimate of the import- lic. As thiswork ,from the intrin

ance of the island of Ceylon, sic value of its information, will

as a new appendage to British probably employ its author in fa

greatness, and an additional bul . ture revision and improvement,

wark to our territorial possessions both in regardto arrangement and

in India . — Yet, notwithstanding language, wedoubt notbut he wih

the value of his materials, the au- take this hint in good part, and

thor modestly deprecates criticism render future editions less open to

Asiatic Journ.- No. 17 . Vol . III. 3N
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critical remarks. “ Expert men , " cise position. Prior to the time of

says Lord Bacon, can execute , Alexander the Great, the name of

and perhaps judge of particulars Taprobana was unknown in Eu

one by one, but the general coun- rope; but in consequence of the

sels, and the plots and marshalling active curiosity of that enterpris

of affairs, come best from those ing monarch , some information
that are learned ." concerning it seems to have been

We are informed by the author obtained ; for, from his time, al

of the work before us , “ that he most every writer on geography

has avoided treating of those sub- has mentioned it . Strabo, the ear

jects which havebeen presented by liest writer now extant, who has

other authors," comprehending, given any account of it, affirms,

doubtless, under this general de- that it was as large as Britain, and

claration, the geographical and situated at the distance of seven

historical accounts,which in an- days , and according to others, of

cient and more modern times, have twenty days' sail from the southern

been given of this interesting island. extremity ofthe Indian peninsula.

In order, however, to give those, Pomponius Mela, the next in order

who have not possessed the advan- of time, is uncertain whether he

tage of reading these accounts , a should consider Taprobana as an

distinct idea of its importance in a island, or the beginning ofanother

political and commercial view, we world. But as no person,he says,
conceive it essential to present a ever sailed round it, he seemsin

clear, though rapid sketch of its clined to the latter opinion. Pliny

history and geographical position, involves every thing relating to this

previous to the analysis of the island in additional obscurity . He

work before us. Indeed it appears informs us, that ambassadors were

to be a necessary preliminary to sent by a king of that island to the

the performance of our duty in the Emperor Claudius, from whom the

latter respect. Romans acquired the knowledge

The island of Ceylon is situated of several particulars, which were

at the entrance of the Bay of Ben- formerly unknown, particularly

gal , and lies between 50.51. and that there were 500 towns in the

9.52'. N. lat. and between 79 ° 43'. island, and that in the centre of it

and 810.50: E. long. On the N.W. there was a lake 375 miles in cir

it is separated from the Coroman- cumference. These ambassadors

del coast by the narrow gulph of were astonished at the sight of

Manaar, which is full of shoals, Ursa Major andthe Pleiades, which

and impassable by large ships . It were constellations which did not

is at the distance of about 60 appear in their sky ; and they were
leagues from Cape Comorin, the still more amazed when they beheld

hern point of the peninsula of their shadows pointing towards the

India, and bywhich the Coroman- north, and the sun rising on their

del andMalabar coasts are sepa- left hand, and setting on their right.

rated . It is computed to be about Ptolemy placesthisisland opposite

900 miles in circumference, and to Cape Comorin, at no great dis
in length, from Point Pedro in the tance from the continent, and de

north , to Dondrea Head , its south- lineates it as stretching from north

ern extremity, 300 miles . Its to south no less than fifteen de

breadth is very unequal, being in grees , two of which he supposes

some parts only from 40 to 50, to be south of the equator. Under

while in others it extends to 60, theEmperor Justinian, Cosmas ,
70, and even 100 miles. an Egyptian merchant, made some

This island is the Taprobana of voyages to India, and from him

the ancients, though ancient writ- we learn, that the island of Tapro

ers differ much in assigning its pre. bana, which he supposes to lie at
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on

an equal distance from the Persian Bedas then occupied , as they now

Gulph in the west, and the country do, the large forests, particularly

of the Sinæ in the east, had be in the northern parts ; and the rest

come, in consequence of this com- of the island was in the possession

modious situation, a great staple of the Cingalese. Their king held

for trade ; that into it were im- his court at Columbo, which is

ported the silk of the Sinæ, and the now the European capital of Cey

precious spices oftheeastern coun- lon . Cinnamon was, even then,

tries, which were conveyed thence the principal product, and the sta

to all parts of India, Persia, and ple commodity of the island, as ap

the Arabian Gulph. To this island pears by the tribute of 250,000lbs .

he gives the name of “ Sielediba," weight of cinnamon , which the

nearly the same with “ Selendib ,” king agreed to pay to the Portu

or " Serendib," by which it is still guese.

known all over the East, Almeyda, whose attention was

Our knowledge of this island is attracted by the rich harvest, which

also extended,by means of the the cinnamon presented to com

commercial spirit and successive merce, soon endeavoured to secure

voyages of Marco Paolo, a Vene- these advantages, by forming a
tian of noble family, who, about Portuguese settlement the

the middle of the thirteenth cen- island. But this conduct roused

tury, explored many regions of the the jealousy of the native princes ;

East, which no European had ever and, after various bloody contests,
visited.

the Portuguese contrived to secure

To pass over the traditionary the most important part of the

accounts current among the Cey- island , namely, the sea coast , where

lonese, the carliest period at which the most valuable spiceries were

we can look for any authentic or produced . Their policy , for nearly

interesting information, is that of a century , consisted in stirring up

the arrival of the Portuguese under animosities among the native prin

Almeyda, in the year 1505 or 1506. ces, and gradually extending their

Being accidentally forced by stress government into the interior of the

of weather into one of theharbours island ; and, wherever they became

of Ceylon, he was hospitably re- masters, their avarice and bigotry

ceived by the inhabitants ; and, prompted them to perpetrate such

perceiving the advantages that cruelties , as have ever since ren

might result from the situation of dered the name of an European

the island, and its valuable pro- hateful to the ears of a Cingalese.
ductions, he thought it an object In this state of distress , powerful

worthy of his attention to cultivate assistance was offered to the Cinga

a closer connection with the na- lese by the Dutch, whose Admiral,

tives, to which they were also in- Spilbergen , in the year 1602, ven

clined,with the view of defending tured to approach the coasts of

themselves against the attacks of Ceylon ; and the natives, from their

the Arabs. Almeyda, upon being hatred to the Portuguese, gave

introduced to the King of Ceylon, him a favourable reception. The
a

found no difficulty in persuading Dutch lost no time in availing

him to pay an annual tribute to the themselves of the advantages which

Portuguese, on condition of their were offered to them ; and in 1612,

protecting his coast from external Marvellus de Bouchover arrived at

invasion, with which he was then Candy, as ambassador from the

threatened by the Zamorin of States of Holland, and was recciv

Cochin , on the Malabar coast , op- ed with every possible mark of dis

posite to Ceylon. At this time the tinction . He concluded with the

inhabitants consisted of two dis- king a treaty, consisting of thirty

tinct races of people. The savage three articles. Among other stipu

3N
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year 1782,

lations it was agreed, that a per- tempting to gain a settlement on
manent peace should be establish- the island. The English made an

ed between the Dutch and the unsuccessful attempt to gain pos

Candians; and in case of an attack session of Ceylon in the

by the Portuguese, the former the particulars of which would

agreed to resist them with all their carry us beyond our prescribed

forces. In return, the king allow . limits. The junction, however, of

ed the Dutch to build a fort, at the Dutch with the French in the

Cottiarum ; and to erect at Candy lạte war, was the signal for the

warehouses for goods, All his sub- commencement of our operations

jects were at liberty to traffic with against their colonies in the East.

the Dutch, who were allowed to In 1795 a body oftroops was ac

export all sorts of merchandize cordingly detached for the con

free of duty. Various other ad- quest of Ceylon ; and this enter

vantages, commercial and personal, prize was crowned with complete

were extended to them. success.

The Portuguese were alarmed from this rapid sketch of the

at this alliance, and attempted to history of Ceylon, and its geo

prevent its effects. But their ef- graphical position , we now pro

forts, though renewed with vigourceed to an analysis of the interest

forseveral successive years ,proved ing work before us.

ultimately unsuccessful. In 1656 The aụthor professedly confines

the Portuguese were reducedto himself to the discussion of those

the necessity of surrendering Co- subjects, which have not been pre

lumbo to the Dutch, after a siege sented by other authors, or tothe

of seven months, and after a loss exhibition of those under a new

to the combatants of, at least, three aspect, which could not be alto

thousand lives. By the fall of this gether excluded. We have ex

place, an end , in fact, was put to amined and compared theworks

the dominion of the Portuguese, principally referred to ; and find

about a century anda half after ing his averments well- grounded,

their first arrival . In 1658 the we have derived thence additional

Dutch, under Van Goens, took confidence in the value of his com

Manaar, and the Portuguese were munications, and the claim they

shut up in Jafnapatam , their only have to the approbation of the dif

remaining fort. " At length, after ferent classes of readers mentioned

an obstinate defence, aPortuguese in the commencement of our re

fleet, which attempted to relieve marks. In pursuance, then, ofthese

the place, being defeated, and no views, weshall be guided by the

hope of succour' being left, the order observed in the work itself.

garrison surrendered, and the Por- Stating the importance of Cey ,

tuguese were thus totally driven lon under political and commercial

from the island , considerations, the following are the

Soon after the expulsion of the author's words :

Portuguese, about theyear 1672,

the French seemed inclined to dis? British public must feel, in every thing
Deeply interested , however, as the

putethe possession of Ceylon . Ac- that concerns either Indian commerce or

cordingly, they appeared off the Indian policy , there is one part of our

island with a largefeet, entered possessions inthe East thathas not hitlerto

intoa treaty with thenative prin- its importance, it is fairly entitled . This
excited that lively attention , to which by

ces, and avowedtheir determina: possession isone,that, in the event of a
tion to expel the Dutch. But their great reverse of fortune on the conuiuent

enterprize, planned without wis- ofIndia, wouldstill afford us a most com

dom,was executed withoutspirit, manding position, invulnerable by the In
dian powers in the Peninsula, and yet sp

and imaginary obstacles prevented situatedas togiveus the greatestfacility

the French finally fromeven at- of regainingthesovereignty of thatcount:

1
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in awe.

try . The importance of it appears to channels of their executive power : for, as

have been either misconceived ,or grossly thesubordinate officers ofgovernmentcome

neglected , by the French Government, more frequently and more 'immediately

during its former struggles for superiority into contact with those who are governed,

in the East; for when this spot was in so it is their character and their conduct

the possession of the Dutch , and they that will ensure compliance and subjec,

were under the influence of the French , tion , or provoke disobedience and revolt,

it would have been but wise in the latter If these views of the political state of

to have made themselves masters of it . India be correct, if our possessions there

The country i am speaking of is the demand such anxious care for their pre

Island of Ceylon ; which, froin its cen- servation , our keeping a firm footing on

tral position in the Eastern seas, and such a spot as Ceylon , contiguous to the

its contiguity to the Peninsula, possesses Peninsula of India, must certainly be a

advantages, in some respects, not to be matter of the first importance to the Bri

equalled ; and is peculiarly suited for a tish public.

depot of militarystrength in European The harbour of Trincomalé is open to

troops, with which every part of the In- the largest fleets in every season of the

dian coast may from that point be kept year, when the storms of the south -west

and north -east monsoons render impracti

Nor are these prudent considerations cable , or very dangerous, the approach to
unnecessary, however firmly established other ports in India. This circumstance
we may think qurselves in India . In alone ought to fix our attention to that

framing our Eastern government, we have spot, as peculiarly adapted to be made a

granted to its subjects civil and criminal strong military depot, and a place of great

justice; but the nature of our possessions mercantile resort, if a general free trade

there made it prudeņt and necessary that be established from India to other parts

we should retain in our hands the whole of the world . It ought further to be ob

political power. The character of British served, that the narrowness of the chan

courts stands bigh in the opinion ofEast- nel , which separates the island of Ceylon

ern nations. Our subjects in India are from the Continent of India --and the po;

now sensible of these blessings , and that sition of Adam's Bridge , which check's
their persons are protected from the in- the violence of the mousoons,-leaves on

sults of immorality, and the attacks of either side of it a calm sea , and facilitates
the assassin . Their property is secure a passage to the opposite coast at all times

from the encroachments of the powerful , of the year . A respectable European

aud from the assaults of the robber. Our force, stationed at Columbo, Jaffnapatam ,

courts of law , and the impartiality which or Trincomalé, can , in a very few days

characterizes them in the administration or hours, be landed on the Malabar and

of justice to natives or Europeans, has Coromandel provinces,

contributed as much as military strength When , in late years, a massacre was

towards our undisturbed possession of committed upon the English officers at

those vast regions. The authority, how- Vellore, which the sons of Tippoo Sultan
erer, to which we demand their obedi- were enabled to promote hy the dissatis

ence, must act on their mind ; not only faction they reigning amongourown native

so as to persuade their inhabitants that troops,-when the Rajah of Travancore

we have at heart their interest, their pro- rose up in arins at the same moment that

tection, and their happiness, but also we were kept under the greatest alarm by

that we have ample means to enforce our events which paralysed the strength of our

measures with vigour, if necessary . To military power in India , -- then tlie ad

govern those regions, able men are requi- vantage of possessing this central position

site, who have served a long apprentice- was fully appreciated by every sensible

ship in the science of combiuing the hap- man in India , and the celerity with which

piness and wealth of the subject with the the King's troops passed from Ceylon to

power and prosperity of the sovereign the assistance of the East-India Compa

men of a steady and firm tensper, pos- ny's government, did not a little contri

sessing a liberal and enlarged mind, well bute to protect and preserve our Eastern

storedwith the knowledge of civil laws Empire.
and polity, and as exalted as the station

in which they are placed . They ought to The author now proceeds slight
use the great powers vested in their hands
with vigour ; yet that vigour should be ly to mention the accounts which

seasoned by judgment, and tempered other authors have given of the

with moderation . They should possess inhabitants of this island, and
local information ; and an acquaintance, their manners, the production of

notonly with the habits,wauts, and incli- cinnamon, the pearl fishery, and
nations ofthe millionsthey are to goverof the huntingof elephants. Hestates

abilities and characters

all tloose individuals who are to be the that Knox has given a lively de
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scription of thatpart of the island, miles in extent ; and, according to the

andits inhabitants, which was un report made in June, 1807, by Captain

der the dominion of the King of lon Government, if this tank wererepair
Schneider, Colonial Engineer to theCey .

Candy : that Percival and Cor.ed , it would now irrigate the grounds
diner have called the attention of which surround it, sufficient for the pro

their readers particularly to the duction of one million of parrahs of
territories and inhabitants which Paddy.*

At the distance of about nine miles

are now subject to the British Go- from this great tank, an embankmentof

vernment; and that from the two stones and lime has been laid across the

latter a pretty correct general idea Moesely, or Aripo River, in order to
may be formed of this interesting form there a vast reservoir , and thus di
island, except in what relates to nals, into the Giant's Tank . The stones

vert part of the water, by means of ca

its commerce, and the sources from of this dam orembankment are from se

which its public revenue is deriv, ven to eight feet long, three or four feet

ed, Cordiner having said little on broad, and from two feetand a quarter

these subjects ; andthe 18thchap- thedam is 600 feet; the breadth ,in someto three feet thick . The whole length of

ter of Percival, which chiefly re
parts, sixty , in none less than forty feeel ;

lates to them, being unfortunately and in height,from eight totwelve feet.

very inaccurate. This gives us theidea of a very popu

As the author's particular atten- lous country, and ofa flourishing nation .
The town of Mantotte, above mentioned,

tion was officially directed to these
is said to have heen the capital of a king

objects, and as they are of the dom foundedbythe Brahmans, whohad

greatest importance to this coun- possession of almost all the northern

try and its government, his re- parts of Ceylon , including Jaffnapatam .

searches are proportionably valu- Their power wassubdued, and their towns

able. He, however, conceives that territories were placed towards the south,destroyed, by the kings of Cotta ; whose

it will not only beentertaining, but wear the place wheretheFortofColumbo
useful, to give his readers an op- was afterwards erected . These events

portunity of contrasting theancient must have taken place a considerable time

with the modern state of the island. before the arrival of the Portuguese.

The following extract, therefore, moved are those built with stones of a
The antiquities of an era further re

requires no apology. square cut , and connected together with

We learn from tradition , that Ceylon out the assistance of mortar. Of this de

possessed , in former times, a larger popu- scription are several buildings to be seen
lation , and a much higher state of culti in various parts of the island ; some of

ration than it now enjoys. Although we them , I understand , in the interior of

have no data to fix, with any degree of Candy. Probably, the most remarkable

cërticude, the exact period of this pros is an ancient Temple of Boodho, situated

perity, yet the fact is incontestable . The on the point of Doudrea + Head , between

signis which have been left, and which we Matura and Tangalle . Of this kind of

observe upontheisland, lead usgradually building thereisalsoa small temple situ
back to the remotest antiquity. ated at the distance of a few hundred

The monuments now remaining appear vards from Panangame . About a furlong

to belong to several distinct eras. Ishall from the first resting place, in travelling

be guided in my conjectures by the into the Wanny Country, going from Ver

opinions collected from the most in tativo to 'Trincomalé, I saw a smalltem

telligent and best informed natives. ple of most elegant construction . The

Some of these monuments are construct
building was a long square , about twen

ed of brick and mortar ; and their era is ty-two feet in length , and fitteen wide ;

traced to a short period before the con and the stones in perfect preservation.

quest by the Portuguesa , or , at the ut
The cornice was cut with great taste ,

most, so far back only as six bundred much in the same style with the rest of

years. Of this class are the ruins of a Indian architecture ; and the ornaments

large town to be seen near Mantotte. not unlike those that are seen in some

Contiguous to it, also, is the celebrated

Giant's Tank , which would hold , if in • A parrah contains about forty -four pounds,

good repair , water sufficient to supply all
English weight, of rice .

the surrounding fields to an inwense ex
+ Upon further consideration , I am nol certain

whether, at this temple , there are not some of
tent: its circumference or basin, as far as those inscriptions, in characters nuw unknow')),

can now be traced, is sixteen or eightecu quities of an era further removed .which would induce us to class it will the anti
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ruinsof a temple on the Malabar point at by leaves or branches of trees floating on

Bombay:
its surface , which would not be the case ,

But there are ruins in Ceylon which were the passage made in any other

seem to claim a peculiar right to greater manner,

antiquity than any of the two already In this work we find, then , the incon

mentioned, from the circumstance of their testable signs of an immense population,

having on them inscriptions in characters and an extensive agriculture. It is , ap

which are now unknown . One of these parently, the most ancient of all other

inscriptions is to be seen on a stone now works extaut in Ceylon ; so ancient, that

fying near a temple at Bentotte, on the it cannot be traced to any of the govern

road between Colombo and Point de Galle. ments or kingdoms of the Brahmans,

In this most ancient era we must place Wemust therefore say, that the further

the surprising works constructed round back we go towards the remotest anti

the lake of Caudeley, distant about six- quity, we find this island rising in the

teen miles from Trincomale. This lake, ideas it impresses upon our mind, respect

which comprehends nearly fifteen miles in ing its civilization and prosperity. +

circumference, is embanked in several Before quitting this subject, we must ,

places with a wall of huge stones, each however, fix our attention a little longer,

from twelve to fourteen feet long, broad upon that coast of Ceylon which is conti

and thick in proportion , lying one over guous to the Peninsula . The soil is there

the other in a most masterly manner , so peculiarly barren, and only adapted in

as to form a parapet of immense strength . some parts to the cultivation of rice.

At what time, or under what government, The ground appears naked for many miles

this surprising work was constructed , together ; and the atmosphere is dry to

there is no satisfactory account to be ob- an excess, both for want of rain , and in

tained ; but its magnitude evinces a very consequence of a constant wind, or curs

numerous population, with a strong go- rent of air, that parches the soil , and is

vernment, possessing the power of putting destructive of vegetation. This part of

it into action , and of leading its strength the coast is , in fact, both for soil and clis

and industry ; and exhibiting, at the same mate, the worst of the island ; yet it is

time, a degree of civilization and im- here ihat we find the Giant's Tank, and,

provement in the conveniences of life, and not far froin it, the ruins of the town of

genius of the mind , froin which the pre- Mantotte - marks of a great and rich po

sent inhabitants are far removed. That pulation ; a fact confirmed by tradition.

part of this majestic work particularly How it cane to pass, that a numerous and

deserves attention, where, by a parapet powerful nation in former times fixed its

of nearly 150 feet breadth in the base, and residence in this most unproductive and

thirty in the summit, two hills are made to

join in order to encompass and keep in
* The condottore is also to be seen in many of

the tanks of the Wanny province .

the water of this lake.
+ There is a pagoda foriy miles south of Batti.

In this part of the parapet, arches are calau , in the centre of a very thick forest. It

to be seen ; and over these , in the work was unknown to Europeans, until discovered by

which is under the lerel of the water, an
Mr. Sowers , collector of Batticalau, in the year
1810 . I should be at a loss in what era to class

opening is made, entirely resembling those it . The size of the building is gigantic ; and the

used by the Romans in some of the lakes prejudiced natives report that it was crected many
ihousand years ago , by giants ten cubits tall . The

in Italy ; which openings for letting out cone forming the pagoda is entirely covered with

the waters are known by the appellation bricks and murar ; itsbasis is about one quarter

of condottori. What led both the Ro
of a mile in circumference ; and the top and sides

are now planted with large trees that have fixed

maus and Ceylonese to use this peculiar their roots in the ruins , and, elevating their heads

manner ofgiving an egress to the waters of fifty and sixty feet high, shadethis little hillo

raised , as is said , like the Egyptian pyramids, in
lakes, was,apparently, the expediency of honour of the dead . The difference betweenthe

having at all times the same supply requi- pyramids,and the Boodhopagodas ,of which this
site for cultivation ; so that this supply is said to be one, is, thatthe former are supposed

10 be the tombs of whole families of royal blood,
should never fail to the fields, as long as or at least a repository of the entire remains of

any water remained in the lakes ; and that one dynasty ; while within the foundations of the

it.could be obtained without ever employ- bones. " And certainly, if there is actually a part
laiter there is laid but a small piece of Bondia's

ing thelabour of man , even where, from of his bones, as is insisted on by the Boodhists,

the defect of raios or other cause, the in every pagoda, 1bosc fragments must of conse

Jakes should be brought, by this constant quence, be very smal.

The pagoda which I am describing is surround .

discharge , under their ordinary level , by ed by a squa e inclosure, a mile in circumference,

which the opening might at times have consisting of a broad wall made of brick and more

tar , and liaving within it a numberof cells . The

been left above the level of the water : entrance to his inclosure is through a coloniade

but by being placed , horizontally, so very of stone pillais, about ten feet high .

Near this pagoda are seen the ruins of another

low as the under part of the bed of the large building, of the same materials. Someof

lake, it has the advantage of always dis- the natives report'hat it was the palace of a king,

charging a sufficient quantity of water, erected many years after the pagoda , but no rde

tional account of the time in which there works

as long as there is any in the lake itself : were constructed , or by wliom , has liitherto been

and the passage can never be elicumbered obtained .
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uocongenial part of the island, and what trade between Ceylon and the coast of

were the causes that afterwards made it Coro :nandel effect only one voyage in the

forsake it , and leave it again to its origi- year, and wait for the changeof the regu

nal barrenness and desolation, are matter lar monsoon to undertake their return ;

for curious inquiry . I hare heard vague but larger vessels, with the assistance of

accounts of the conquest of that country the compass, carry on au cxtensive and

by some of the warlike Hindoo nations animated commerce from the Gulphs of

living on the opposite side of the Penin- Persia and Arabia to the rich provinces of

sula,and of their being subsequeutly dri- Bengal andChina, without even stopping
Ten back by the kings that governed other at Ceylon for refreshments, but leaving it

parts of the islaud : yet this will not ac- at a considerable distance, unless when

count for an inducement to conquer so passing with a favourable monsoon.

barren and wretched a country, nor for the If, therefore , to round Ceylon , they

interest that could excite the Ceylonese to were compelled in former times to employ

dispossess the invaders from it; for they at least twelve months, it is but fair to

have at any rate proved , by their entirely think that merchants, with vessels of dif

forsaking it themselves, that the object ferent burdens, would flock to the straits

was not tempting. Others, I have heard, of Manar, or to those of Pomben , oppo

attribute its former prosperity to its hav- site Manar ; and that those vessels which,

jug been the place where pilgrims from from their size , could not pass these shal

the Peninsula landed in great numbers, low straits, would be unloaded, and the

on their way to visit some renowned tem- merchandise either removed in boats, to

ples in the north - east part of the island ; be transhipped in other vessels as they

but this appears an jusuficient cause of arrived from the opposite coast of India,

the great populousness and extensive state or be deposited in stores, to wait an op

of forced cultivation , of which we see the portunity of obtaining the necessary con

remains. I have, on the examination of veyance.

the country , formed some conjectures, These circumstances must, consequent

which I will here offer to my readers. ly, have assembled a large concourse of

It seems incontestable, that lodian na. trading people on the shores of those

tions , not the Aborigines of Ceylon , had straits, and on the country contiguous to

from the most early times on record them .

takeu possession of that part of theisland , Many merchants from Persia and Ara.

and expelled the Ceylonese, if these in bia , from Surat and the Malabar coast,

truth did ever ivhabit it . Commerce , would prefer disposing of their goods at

however, and not the indulgence in a spi- those places of depot, and returning home

rit of conquest, was, in my opinion , the with their ships laden with the produce of

pursuit of those nations. Coromandel, and of the countries near or

I suppose , that in remote antiquity, the beyond the Ganges. Hence , numberless

coasting trade, from one half of Asia to establishments must necessarily have been

the other half, must have passed through formed at aud near Manar, for the couve

the straits of Manar ; and that, conse- vience of many trading nations .

quently, a great emporium was formed
The author, in stating the diffe

on thecoast of Ceylon opposite to it.
Prior to the discovery of the compass, rent views which the Portuguese

when mariners could not safely venture
and the Dutch had when they go

from the sightof land , they hadno alter- verned this settlement, informsus,

native,in passing from the Malabar to the that the Portuguese were chiefly
Coromaudel coast, but by the straits be- anxious to obtain rich exports for
tween Ceylon and the Peninsula, or by
rounding that island. To effectthe latter , its productions. It was tothe sale

however, by keeping close to the island, of these exports in Europe that

is impracticable, except by waiting for the their interest was attached, and

changes of the regular monsoons. The the profits, both of its government
south -west, that blows from April till
September, and is favourable toressels and ofits servants, depended upon

going from Cape Comorin to Manar, or that sale . From the information

the coastof Ceylon near it , renders it im- which he had been able to collect,

practicabie to proceed thence tothe point it appears, that they interfered
of Dondrea Head . The north -east, thatprevails from October to the mouthof very little in the civil administra

February, would facilitate the passage of tion of the country. The different

these vessels from Manar to' Dondrea institutions, laws, and customs of

Head ; but there they must wait again for the natives, their distinctions of

the south-west,before they can proceed to rank, theirhabits of private life,
Trincomalé, Point Pedro, and the coast of

Coromandel. Even now that navigation
and their public ceremonies, were

is much improred, the Indian vessels that not only preserved by their mas
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ters with the most jealous care, tent. Prosperity attended these

but were even imitated aud follow- measures, and agriculture was con

ed by themselves. Yet they inter- siderably augmented : but yet

fered greatly in religion, and pro- nineteen -twentieths of the ground

selytism was pursued with an ac- lay waste.

tivity andperseverance, which has In this progressive state of im

not been followed by their succes . provement was Ceylon placed

sors, the Dutch and the English. when it fell into the possession of

Commerce seems to have been the British troops, who completed

the sole object of the Dutch. The the conquest of it in 1796. Pass

company had retained the exclù- ing over the first measures which

sive trade in every article of ex- were adopted in consequence of

port or import. Foreign vessels this event, and the result of them ,

arriving at the island could buy we proceed with our author to re

and sell only at the magazines of mark -- that, approaching towards

the company ; and the inhabitants the south, all the coast of the

of the colonieswere in the same island, along the coasts of Chilaw ,

predicament. Foreigners were al- Colombo, Point de Galle, andMa

lowed, at a later period, to expose tura, participates of the south,

rice and paddy for salein theba- west monsoon, thatblows upon the

zars or market places ; and to buy Malabar coast from May to Au

there, in return, several commodi- gust ; and the climate resembles

ties, of which the company had that part of the Peninsula, with

abandoned the monopoly. The the exception, that it feels also, in

trade of individuals began then to some degree, the north -eastmon

augment, without visibly adding to soon , and therefore is of a tempera

the profits of the company, but ture generally more moist than the

greatly improving the state of the Malabar coast. The rest of Cey

colony. The Portuguese had been lon is subject to the north -east

totally negligent of all improve- monsoon only, and has à climate

ments in agriculture, and particu. exactly like that of the coast of

larly in those of the first necessity. Coromandel 'consequently exces

The Dutch were equally remiss in sively dry from February to No
this important point, until later rember. A due attention to this

times. " It is true, however, that peculiarity of climate is of the at

the cultivation of pepper, coffee, most importance, as the neglect of

and cardamomshad been introduc- it has caused the failure ofmany

ed with some success : others were attempts to introduce the cultiva

less successful , and the production of new productions,

tion and manufacturing of silk had « On the south coast there are

entirely failed . The colony, was many large beautiful rivers, rün

valuedonly for the cinnamon, and ning at the distance of only eight
for the opportunity which itgave or ten miles from each other. But

to the directors of their East- India the whole of the other coast has

Company,and those in the admini- only two riversofmagnitude ; the
stration of the government at Ba- Balticalo river, which fertilizes that

tavia, to employ and provide for district, peculiarly adapted to the

some of their relatives and friends. growth of rice ; and the Mahaville

Some time, however, before the Gange, which flows near Trinco

Dutch lost this settlement, agri- malé, and is the largest river in the

culture was encouraged, order was island. Few of these rivers are

introduced into the financial de navigable, even to small barges,

partment, and the civil institutions higher than fifteen or sixteen miles

of the natives were scrupulously from the shore.

protected from all innovations, With respect tothe navigationat

from the fear of exciting discon- sea roundCeylon , it is practicable

Asiatic Journ.- No. 17 . VOL . III . SO
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(May,

answer

by large ships from Point Pedro and thepeninsula of Jaffnapatam .

to Trincomalé, Balticalo, Point de The Musulmans who maybe con.

Galle, and Colombo : but from this sidered as the most laborious and

pointto Manar and Jaffnapatam , industrious part of the population,

commerce must be carried on by are dispersed throughouttheisland ;

small vessels, not exceeding 100 but less in those districts which are

tons, and even with them , the inhabited by Hindus. In the

greatest part of their cargo must district of Putlam they form the

be unshipped in passing the chan- great mass of the population.

nels of Pomben or Manar. The The Vedas, or Bedas, who, by

principal part of this trade, in fact, all appearances, are probably in
,

is conveyed in small doneys, from digenous in the island, livein a

twenty to forty, or fifty tons bur savage state, in that large forest

den . The navigation of them is which extends from the south to

nearly half as cheap .as that of the east and north, upon the bor

square -rigged vessels ; and they ders of our frontiers, as well as far

very
well the

purposes of a into the Candian territory, and

coasting trade, being always in upon the Wanny provinces.
sight of land, and most frequently The Ceylonese proper derive

in shallow water, regulating their their origin from Siam . This is

voyages so as to arrive at the port the opinion which generally pre

of their farthest destination with vails among them ; and the fact is

the assistance of one monsoon , and related intheir history . Their

returning with the other.
language and religion (the Bu

The natives of the Coromandel
dhist) are the same as the Siamese.

coast, in the peninsula of India , The Moors, who are now esta

have the greatest commercial in blished in Ceylon, are not descend

tercourse with the ports of Cey- ants of those Moguls who invaded

lon. Many come here to residein the Peninsula. They do not re

them for years, carrying on a brisk semble them in manners, appear

trade, andforming connectionswith ance, or dress, although they pro

families which are of the same fess the same religion . They can ,

çasts with themselves. therefore, be no other than the chil-.

Our author attaches great im
dren of those Arabs, who, in the

portance to the various descrip- eleventhandtwelfth centuries, led

tions of the people which inhabit by commercialpursuits, and the

this island ; as a correct knowledge thirst of amassing wealth , con

of them , he says, is indispensable, quered several of the sea -ports of

before wecan appreciatethe good India, and many of the islands,

or bad policy ofsuch measuresas nearly as far as China.

have been or may be adopted by The Hindus, who occupythe

the European powers that govern eastern and northern parts of Cey

them.

lon, are evidently from the same
According to his statement, stock as those who inhabit the

theinhabitants of Ceylon maybe opposite coast of the Indian conti
divided into four distinct nations

nent.

only, but all different in origin, As the author's reflections and

religion, and manners. In the ter remarks on the origin of casts, in
ritories ofthe King of Candy, the the division of Indian nations, an

mass of the population is Ceylonese institution peculiar to that part of

proper. These occupy also the the world, are extremely interest

south and south -west coasts of the ing, we shall present them in his
island , from Hambangtotte to own language.

Chilaw .

The Malabars , or Hindus, pos- therto been generally attributed to their
The origin of casts in India has hi

sess the north and north -east coast, legislation . We find, indeed , both in
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their political as well as in their religious those whose services were likely to be

institutions, that this distinction of casts most wanted by the country. Probably

is sanctioned , commanded , and regulated, the exigencies of the state, or the caprice

with the most minute and scrupulous at of the Prince, regulated the proportions

tention . Hence, we naturally conclude, of the first division ; but we cannot help

that where those lawswere enforced , the remarking, that this very permanent pro

Indians must have attained a high degree portion must subsequently have proved

of civilization, and a great proficiency ja highly detrimental to general improve

the arts, tending to improve the comforts ments in agriculture and commerce, and.

and refinements of society ; for what is is liable to great exceptions , as to its apti

this distinction of casts , but a division of tude in administering to the exigencies of

labour carried to some degree of perfec- the state . When the public interest de

tion , made permanent by those laws, and manded an augmentation in the number

fixed to certain families and classes of so- of hands requisite for the cultivation of

ciety ? But it is desirable to investigate the soil, and a diminution of those em

a little further ; and ask , what were the ployed in works of manufacture, it was

causes that placed this division of labour no longer possible to break through those

under the immediate attention of the le- boundaries and privileges of casts, wliich

gislator, and persuaded him to perpetuate had been sanctioned by ancientlaws, reli

the same occupations in the same families gious injunctions, and the reverence of

-to form distinct casts , and place im
maukind. *

passable barriers between them ; -and to Another peculiarity in the Indian insti

confine each member of society , by a di- tutions must here be taken notice of ;

rect infringement upon his natural liberty, namely, that no other species of govern

to the exercise of that particular profes
ment, than the monarchical or despotic,

sion in which he is born, if I may so
seems to have ever existed in India before

express it ? The answer to tliis question any part of it fell under the dominion of

may be found, I think , in what is obsery- the European powers. This circum

able as prevalent among all Eastern na- stance, combined with the general ancient

tions ; namely, an obligation attached to custom of levying almost all taxes in per

every individual to give a certain portion
sonal labour, andthe distinctions of casts,

of his personal labour to the prince or -all of which are peculiar to the East,

state under which he lives . The gold induce me to think thatthose institutions

and silversmiths, for instance, and other are the consequences of arbitrary and des

mechanics, were under an obligation to potic governments.

perform certain works for the sovereign In ancient Europe, where a greater va

without payment ; the cultivator of the riety of governments has prevailed, but,

land was to attend a certain number of for the most part of a popular, or repub

days in each year, to repair the public lican nature, no such distinctions of casts

roads and buildings, or to the cultivation were known ; nor was it the practice,

of the royal domains ; and even the ser- under those governments, to levy taxes by

vices of the military were required with personal labour. I believe the few in

out remuneration . In fact, previous to
stances of this kind that existed , like the

the general introduction of money , and Corvée (cura viæ ) in France, were con ..

while commerce, from necessity, was car
fined to monarchical governments. Cer

ried on more by barter than by sale, no
Among the arguments which I have heard or

mode more natural could be adopted by reaj, in proofofthe great antiquity of civilization

the heads of families or tribes for procur
in India, those which have been derived from the

ing the acknowledgements and tributes of political institution which divides itsinhabitants
into different casts are the most weighty ; for it is

their inferiors ; and this method had con- indisputable that this division must have been

sequently prevailed from time immemo- preceded by many steps of improvement in the

agriculture and manufactures of the country , so

rial. Upon the enlargement of society as to have both suggested , and rendered useful, a

and the increase of population, it must great division and subdivision of labour, such as

have been felt by the Prince, that he
is explained in the celebrated works of Adam

Smith . It is with a view to maintain this great

could, with much greater facility, exact subdivision of labour , that such separations of

from all individuals the performance of
social classes have been confirmed by law. This

reflection carries the mind back from that period

their duty in their different occupations, to the earliest eras , in order to look into them

if families and tribes were confined each for the rising of that first degree of civilization

to distinct professions, and placed under a
which we find was already completed at the time

of which we have the most remote knowledge of

regulated system of policy, administered India . But the consideration that will impress us

by their particular headmen . The faci- with the strongest surprise at the excessive length

of time that must have elapsed hefore the laws,
lity which this arrangement afforded for religion , manners, and habits of the Indians could

putting them into action is too percepti- be modelled to that state of order and refinement

ble to require demonstration . When the in which they were found by Alexander and his

Prince orLegislator first fixed the division
officers, arises from contemplating how trifling

are the changes that have taken place from that

of casts in his domains, we have reason period to the present times. The difference is so

to suppose that he was attentive to attach little perceptible, that the description of India

and its inhabitants given by them agrees Elmost

the grcatest number of individuals to entirely with what is now seen ,

3 0 2
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tainly , the institution that most resem . masterly address inworking upon the feel

bled the levying of a tax in personal la- ings of others, while they can keep them

bour was that by which, in feudal times, selres entirely free from every emotion.

the attendance of vassals was required by They also know, to perfection , the art of in

their lord, particularly during war. This sinuating themselves into the good opivi

fact corroborates the conjecture, that this on and favour of their superiors . Among

manner of levying taxes, as well as the the Modilears, this art is accouuted a ne

tirst establishment of casts in India, was cessary part of their education : they are

probably owing to the nature of the go- courteous and guarded in their speech ;

verninents that there prevailed. and so ready to coincide in whaterer may

As to the multiplicity of distinctions in be wished by a superior, that they actually

their casts, the Ceylonese can boast of be- acquire, by that means, a very decided

ing as abundant as any other Indian na. and strong influence on his mind. Even

tion, if not more so ; for almost every such undertakings as they know to be be

profession forms a particular cast, under yond their reach, they will seldom decliue

the guidance of separate head-men . Gold in a direct manner, but rather trust to

and silversmiths - fishermen - barbers time and reflection to convince their mas

washermen - manufacturers of jagery, or ter of the impossibility of accomplishing

country sugar — the drawers of toddy- what he desires . However reluctant the

the makers of lime or mortar, and , in different British collectors may be to ad

fact, every other occupation-all form dis- mit the assertion , I cau , nevertheless,

tinct casts. As it is not my object, how- state with confidence, that I have met with

ever , to enter into an endless, aud not very few indeed who were not strongly

very diverting, enumeration of these influenced in their public conduct by the

casts, – their privileges, and their duties, native head -men that were immediately

- will refer the most curious of my under their command, and nearest to their

readers to Valentine ; where they will be persons . Collectors, and even goveruors ,

informed of the ranks and privileges of the most distinguished talents, have
granted to them, and of the duties which been under that influence . Governor

they are bound to perform . Vander Graaff, who was by all acknow

We cannot resist the inclination ledged to bear a superior character among

we feel to allow the author to give those who have ruledCeylon, wasmost
grossly deceived by his first modilear,

his opinion respecting the charac- A besinga. This man was earrying on a

ter of the Ceylonese in his own falsefalse correspondence between the Gover

terms: nor and Pelime Talao, first Adigar of

Candy , in whose name Abesinga was fa
Of the character of the Ceylonese I con

bricating letters addressed to the Gover

ceive it to be a difficult task to give a

faithful delineation . They are , in gene
During this correspondence, ou

ral,very reservedin their address, and turally, neverbrought to a conclusion,
matters of great weight, which were, na

mild in their manners : but whether that

reserve may not be the restraint imposed sides. Thosefrom the Governor were, as
many presents were interchanged on both

by suspicion ; and that mildness, in some customary, always the most costly. When
degree, the consequence of a want of feel .

the expectations of Mr. Vander Graatt
ing ; are questions which , notwithstand.

were raised to the highest, waiting the
ing my residence of sixteen years in their

conclusion of a very favourable treaty,
country, I will not attempt to decide. Abesinga happened to die ; and, to the

Certain it is, that crimesof the deepest greatsurprise and mortification ofthe

dye have occasioually beenperpetrated Governor,the whole of his correspondence
among the lower casts. The conduct,

with the Candian minister was found in
however, of the better casts is principally Abesinga's desk , and the presents in his
decorous and correct. A Ceylonese can

chest. *
not very easily be roused to resentment

and bloodshed ; yet, it he be impelled, by The following narrative will give an instance

passionor avidity, to determine on vio- of the arts practised by the natives of Ceylon,

high and low , to work upon the feelings of Eu
lence, he cannot be diverted from his

ropeans , in order to effect which purpose upop

purpose by the thought or presence of their present superiors, there is good reason 15

thoseobjects which, in others, by acting cessity of usingthe same exertions that werebelieve that they are by no means under the new

upon the imagination , would agitate the requisite to move their more sedate and less

miud, shake it from its intent, and ar- irascible Dutch masters.

rest the hand of the murderer when he
An English gentleman, holding a high public

situation in the colony,had been conducted in
had prepared to strike the blow . bis palanquin to an evening party ; and after re

The defect of feeling which they have, maining there for some time, the bearers became
in some degree, in common with other late, and thelrmaster had no manner of wish

to

anxious to return

Indians, secures to them great advantages retire from the pleasant society he was in . The

in all their transactions with Euro- Srst step they took to effeet their purpose , was ,

to bring the palanquin in front of the door, full

ropeans ; and we cannot deny them a in theirmaster'o view , and then retire.He saw

nor .
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Our author informs us, that although the importation of claves

under the denomination of burgh- into the island is forbidden , and

ers are comprehended Europeans, the purchase of slaves by a British

and descendants of Europeans, not European in the service ofGovern

being Englishmen in the service of ment, renders them free, yet all

government, descendants of Eu• those who were slaves of the Dutch

ropeans and native women , chil. or natives, at the time of that ca

dren of Ceylonese or Malabars, pitulation, were considered as pri

who have become Christians, and vate property, and doomed to con

havechanged their dress, assum- tinue inservitude themselves, and

ing that of Europeans; and lastly, their children and children's chil

descendants of slaves, made free dren, to all future generations,

by their masters. These burghers with a right in their masters to dis

are chiefly established inthe prin: pose of them to Dutchmen, burgh

cipal towns, Colombo, Jaffnapatam , ers, or natives. The numberof

Point de Galle, Trincomalé, Ma- female slaves is equal, or nearly

tura , Caltura, Negombo, and Ma- so, to that of the males. They

nar. They are, for the most part, may together amount to eight or

concerned in trade. Some are ten thousand. Unless some steps

employed as clerks in the public are taken to prevent it, slavery

offices. Fewof themare possess- must be perpetuated in Ceylon, by

ed of land . Their number of males the very act of the existing laws of

andfemalesdoes not exceed five that island, institutedbyour go
or six thousand . vernment at the time of the capitu

Slavery is still acknowledged lation of Colombo. The author

and sanctioned by law , in conse- conceives either of the following

quence of the capitulation of Co- methods might be adoptedto put

lombo, in the year 1796 ; by which, an end to the slavery in Ceylon.

One would be to grant to the
it , and took it in good part, as a mark of atten

tion in his bearers ; in the mean time , the sight
owners of slaves a moderate com

ofthe palanquin being connected with the recul pensation : the other to fix a day,

fect that the time was approaching for retiring at the distant period of sixty or
from bear

ers wentto seat themselves,apparentlyinanegli- eighty years, when slavery should
gent manner , by the side of the palanquin . This be abolished . The value of the

began to produce in the mind of the master. who

slaves, in the latter case, would

much longer . Now the bearers watched the mo begin to decline, but very gradu

tionsof every person in the party mandibile incasa ally, from the day on which such
hemoved from his , or

passed fromone part of the room to another, the a law should be enacted. And
bearers would start up, as if they thought he was

theirmistake,would again sit down.Thismanresre policy, and humanity, couldhardly

coming out,and then,appearingtohavediscovered this act of natural justice, good

in a perfect uneasiness ;

he could no longerspeak, orattend to thecun- be felt as a grievance by the preversation that surrounded him ; the doubt whe

ther he should go or stay had made him quite un- sent possessors of slaves .
comfortable, and he took nu pleasure in the

society which had before appeared to him so
From the views which have been

agreeable. But the bear rs, observing that even taken of the different ranks and

this had not the desired effect of bringing him

away,lighted up the lamps of the palanquin;and classes of the population of Cey

one ofthem ,taking up a hand-lantern, began to lon, the author proceeds to make
pace in front of it, $0 that his master could not

help observing its and this actually threw him
into a state of greater uneasiness ; yet he felt too

some general reflections on the

much reluctance to quit tis friends tobe entirely collective number of the inhabi,

moved away . Bat, at last , all the bearers stood

up , and arranged themselves, each at their post, tants. On this subject he confides
hy the sides of the poles of the palanquin ; while

the one with the lantern , pacing up and down,
in the statement of Mr. Bournand,

gave a full view ofthe whole apparatus. Who a gentleman of the Dutch govern.
could resist it ? It acted like an electric shock. The

master, in an instant, foundhimself in hispa- ment, employed in the civil de
lanquin , without being awarehow he got into it .

The bearers tookitup,gave avond enout,
and partment, and who had resided

ran away triumph

Tated to the author by the gentleman onwhom island. He thus expresses him :
upwards of twenty -five years in the

this wick was practised .

self :

to return home,

observed it , a kind of uneasiness , and caused a

doubt to arise whether he should or not remain
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The common opinton of those that the year 1802to 1812, amounting
I have conversed with is, that the popu- to 221,082. Our government was

lation of Ceylon amounts to two millions

of inbabitants: onemillion in theterri. particularly active in promoting
tory that isnow in the possession ofthe this relief from the miseries of hu
British Government, and another in that manity ; and its exertions have
which belongs to the King of Candy. been crowned with complete suc.
This estimate , however, is likely to be ex

aggerated . An enumeration , as correct as cess ; for the small.pox has actu

possible,was made intheyear 1789, by ally, forseveral years, been entire.

the order of Governor Vander Graaff, of ly expelled from Ceylon.
all the inhabitants in the territory of the The author of this interesting
Dutch East-India Company ;, and that work has deemed it necessary to

reckoning gave 817,000 inhabitants , of

both sexes, and all ages. Inthevillages call the attention of his readers

(and they were mauy), where no regular to these preliminary statements,
registers of the population had been kept, in order to give them the means

thenumbers were taken by approxima- of duly appreciating the value of
tion , and consequentlyvery incorrectly.

With regard to the Candian provinces,
the succeeding parts of his publi

the population is numerousin those that cation . We cannot resist giving

are cultivated : but it must beremarked, his concluding remarks in acom

that, with the exception of the country pressed form .

immediately surrounding the town of
He informs us, that it is not

Candy, and the provinces of Ouva and
Mattele, allthe interiorof Ceylon is, in land that is wanted to the popula

the proportion of seven -cighths, covered tion of the country ; as there is a

withwoods and forests; and therefore it sufficiency to maintain four times

may be concluded, thatthispart of the the number of its presentinhabi
territoryoftheKing of Candy is, in prou tants, if there were capital to put
portion to its extent, even more thinly
peopled than the country under the Bri- into cultivation all the land that is

tish Government.
capable of being applied to the

The Wannyships of Soerlie and No
support

of man . Capital is want
gerie,andthewholeof the great forested to give employment to labour
occupied by the Weddas, from Maagame
in the south , to the Coklay river at the ers, either in agriculture or mana

northern side of the island, does not con
factures. All manufactures are

tain ten thousand inhabitants. These re- exceedingly wanted in Ceylon,
flections will lead to a conclusion , that even those that are most neces

Ceylon does not contain more than one

million and a half of inhabitants. sary .
Cotton with the

grows

greatest facility , and produces

Our author informs us, that he abundantly. The Nankin , Bour

has not, from his own observations, bon, and Brazil cottons, all suc

found reason to contradict this ceed ; and the buds are ripe with

opinion of Mr. Bournand ; and in four months after the seed bas

that, ifhewere inclined to differ been put into the ground. Not

materially from it, he would state withstanding this, little cotton has

the population of Ceylon a little been hitherto produced ; and even

below this calculation, rating that the most common cloths, for the

which is attached to our own do- use of the natives, are imported

minions, at 700,000 inhabitants. from the continent of India. Un

He says, however, that the state der this view ofthe subject, it ap

of the population is, at this time, pears doubtful whether the re

very unprosperous; for it has of strictions, which have, since the

late evidently increased so fast year 1805, been adopted for pre

(owing in his opinion to theintro- venting the civil servants of the

duction of vaccination ) that it British Government in Ceylon ,

presses hard upon the means of from being concerned in commer

subsistence. He gives a statement cial speculations, are productive of

of the persons who have under- more advantage or injury to the

gone the vaccine inoculation in the great interestsof the island ; for

British territories in Ceylon from they are almost the only persons

a
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there who possess the means to Under the Dutch,thevarious coins
call labour into action, and to en- which were used in Holland were

courage cultivation, manufactures , also current in Ceylon, namely,

and trade. A subsequent order of thesilver stiver, the schelling, the

Government has allowed coloniza. guilder or florin, and the ducatoon .
tion to British subjects, which had But the coin peculiar to the colo

been prohibited at our first taking ny, and which formed the govern
possession of the island. Civil ment currency, was the Ceylon

servants are allowed to possess copper coin, in stivers, now called

land, which , on application, is pices. The standing value of that

granted to them by government copper coin was dependent on the
upon the most liberal terms, to en- regulation of government, that
courage colonization ; but the re- made eighty of them always equal

strictions with regard to commerce to one silver ducatoon . Thirty -six

still remain in full force. If the of those weighed one Dutch pound

public servant may have land, and of the best copper .

make it useful, he ought certainly Almost every thing required for

to be allowed also the liberty of the Dutch settlement in Ceylon ,

manufacturing, selling,bartering, besides what the island produced,
or exporting its productions in any was imported in the ships of the

waythat may be most lucrative. East India Company from Holland

Thushavewe briefly analized all or Batavia direct. Their trade

those preliminary materials which with the continent was not exten

have been deemed necessary to the sive. The Ceylon government

complete view and comprehension drew no bills onthe settlements of

ofthe great object of this valuable that continent, and the remittances

work. In introducing this object, to it, beyond what the island could

the author observes, that having afford, were made in specie. All

resided sixteen years on the island, remittances to Holland, on the

and having, during that time, been contrary, either by public servants

actively employed as one of his or merchants, wereeffected in go

Majesty's civil servants, it frequent- vernment bills . From these bills

ly occurred to him, that a work up- government derived a fixed profit.

on the resources of the country, It made the applicant pay into the

and the general system of its ad- treasury eighty stivers for each

ministration, would not only prove ducatoon (which was the par ), be

acceptable to the curious, but sides a premium equal to eleven

would promote that public interest per cent. Gold pagodas were

in the welfare of the colony, and coined at Totecoreen, in the Dutch

that spirit of investigation, which mint established there, under the

mustevidently tend to improve its controlof the Ceylon government.

condition . And he states his con- A small numberof silver rupees

fidence, that this island, when bet- were coined by Governors Falck,

ter known, will appear to be a pos- and Vandergraff, and were current

session worthy of greater attention for thirty -six stivers each. A great

than it has hitherto obtained from variety of foreign coins were also

the mother country. current in Ceylon, as the Spa

Book I. contains an account of nish dollar or piastre, the star and

the coin and currency of Ceylon, Porto Novo pagodas, theSurat or

depressed state of the exchange, Sicca rupee, & c. Their prices were
and plans for its improvement . also regulated by their intrinsic

Our author says that no vestige value , comparedwith the silver

remains of the Portuguese curren , ducatoon ; and keeping the ex

cy ; and that an investigation of change of the island currency to

that subject would throwng light eighty stivers for each ducatoon,
on the present currency. those different coins bore a price

a
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in copper coin according to that lars were then coined ; paper cura

standard. In 1780 the finances of rency in rix -dollars was issued,

the government becoming embar- payable to the bearer on demand

rassed, Governor Vandergraff, to and the exchange with Madras,

obviate the difficulties, had re- Bengal, and Bombay, was also

course to the issue of a paper cur- altered .

rency , which ultimately and totally, Variousimportantmeasuresare
disturbed the fixed state of that here stated by the Author, illus

currency which the merchants, trative of the deterioration of the

trading to the continent of India, currency , the description ofwhich

had hitherto found a solid basis for would carry us into a wider field

their commercial calculations. The than is consistent with our limits .

moment that Governor Vandergraff We refer therefore to the follow

allowed the exchange to fluctuate, ing representation by the Author

the Ceylon copper coin became on this part of the subject.

the true standard currency of It has been a singular misfortune to this

the colony, regulating its own colony, that sinceGovernor Vandergraatf

value, instead of the ducatoon, as
first began to disturb the state of its cur

formerly.

rency , every measure afterwards adopted

has tended the more to confuse and de

Such was the condition of the teriorate its condition . In the year 1813,

currency at the time the East In- this depreciation from the original value

dia Company took possession of of the Ceylon stiver in 1780 wasnot less

the settlement.
than 210 per cent. ; fot, in 1780, the

One of their first measures with in 1813, for two hundred and forty ;

ducatoon exchanged for eighty stivers

regard to the currency , was to which is therelative proportion ofeighteen

make a new copper coin, ofthe rix -dollars for onepound sterling. "The

same weight and quality with that depreciation, from theyear 1802 to 1803,

of the Dutch . But as therevenue
was about 90 per cent. ,

From all that is here stated, it will ap .

was insufficientto paythe current pear tobemyopinion, that the principal
expences, particularly when the cause of the depression of the exchange

Company had still a body oftroops originated from the debasement and de

in the island, placed under the cow

teriorationof the coin , combined with the

trol of the Presidency of Madras, lonialCurrencyintothe Treasury for bills

refusal of Government to receive the Co

it became necessary to draw upon on the Presidencies of India, or upon

that Presidency, either for star England, at thesame rate at which itwas

pagodas in gold, or by bills, to issued ; and selling those bills at public

make up the deficiency.

auction, to the highest bidders. ·

They Another puwerful cause, however, of

fixed the value of the Ceylon coin this calamityis tobe found in the un
at the same rate with that at Ma- favourable balance of the trade of the

dras, namely, forty -five fanams, island. Iamthe more convinced ofthe in

180stivers per star pagoda-- thus

fuence that that balance has had upon

the exchange, and , at the same time, of

determining atonce the deprecia- the correctuessof the statements on which
tion at about thirty -four per cent. those balances have been struck , from see

from what it had been in later ing how the alterations, that appear in the

years under the Dutch. The ducaé Latter, agreewith the changes ,whichhave

toon then became worth 140 sti
taken place in the former .

Prior to the year 1809, no statements

vers, instead of the old fixed rate had been made, with a view to form a

of eighty, making a deterioration correctknowledge of the state ofthe trade

of seventy -five per cent. from the of Ceylon in imports and exports, andis

original currency ofthe island .
the amount ofits foreign debits and cre

dits. Ju that year I was appointed to

In January 1802, the govern the situation of Comptroller General
ment of the island was transferred of Sea Customs, which was placed

from the East India Company to
upon a higher footing , and invested

theimmediate management of his withnew andgreater powers.

Majesty's Ministers for the Colo . ( to le concluded in our nert.j

nial Department. Silver rix -dola
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DEBATE AT THE EAST-INDIA HOUSE.

East- India House, Feb. 13 , 1817 . merous meeting of the managing owners

A general court of proprietors of East assembled at this house, the heads of the
india Stock was this day held at the prepared petition , they had signified their

Company's House in Leadenhall- street, readiness to be examined before a com

pursuant to public advertisement,in order mittee of the House of Commons, and to

to consider of a Petition to the House of produce accounts to establish the allega

Commons, on the subject of relief to be tions in the petition as the ground for so

granted to the owners of certain of the liciting relief; and the draft of the pe

Company's ships. tition being also read, Resolved , that

The usual routine business having been this court approve the said report and
disposed of, petition . Whereupon , draft of an ad

The Chairman ( T.'Reid , Esq. ) said vertisement, giving notice that a general

“ I have to acquaint the court that it is court will be held on Thursday next, for

metfor the purposeof layingbefore it the the purpose of considering the said peti.

draft of a petition intended for presenta- tion , was read and approved ."

tion to the honorable House of Commons , The Chairman.- “ Now, if it is the

for leave to bring in a bill that may enable pleasure of the general court, the petition

the court of directors to afford relief to intended to bepresented to the House of

certain owners of ships in the Company's Commons shall be read . It contains a

service, under the particular circum- great deal of narrative, with whichitis

stances of their case . In order to render not necessary to take up the time of the

the proprietors masters of the subject, court - but the most substantial parts, re

the reports, in consequence of which a lative to the proposed relief, shall be laid

petition to the House of Commons had before the proprietors."

been founded by the directors, should be Estract of the petition :

read ." “ That at the time when this country

The Clerk then read the reports as fol- was restored to a state of peace, by the

low :
Treaty of Paris of the 20th of Nov. 1815,

“ At a court of directors, 11th Feb. several contracts were subsisting between

1817. A report from the committee of your petitioners and sundry persons for

shipping dated this day, being read , stat. their supplying your petitioners with

ing, that since making their report of the ships for their regular service for several

Ilth October last, with which voyages which then remained to be per

submitted draft of a proposed bill to formed at certain fixed rates of freight,

Parliament to enable the court to afford in pursuance of such contracts which had

relief to the owners of certain ships, the been made and entered into agreeably to

Company's solicitor has prepared draft the provisions of the several acts of Par

of a petition to the honorable House of liament ; and the followiug is a list of

Commons for leave to present a bill , and such ships, with the rates of freight to

submitting that the saidpetition bé sub- which they were and may be severally en

stituted for the draft of the beforemen- titled , ani the number of voyages which

tioned bill ; and the committee further they were and may be sererally bound by

stating that the Chairman and Deputy their contracts with your petitioners to
Chairman having communicated to a nu- perform :

Number of Voyages

Date of Contract. Names of Ships . Chartered Tonnage. Freight per Ton . to be performertafier

Nov. 2014 , 1815 ,

1812 April 1 Lady Melville £ 17 9 4

1808 April 12 Princess Amelia 1200
17 9 2

1809 March 7 Lowther Castle 1200 17 9

1803 May 18 Phenix
818 18 15

1809 Feb. 24 Charles Grant 1200 17 9

1810 Nov. 14 Asia 958 19 0

1809 Aug. 29 Rose 955 18 15

1810 Nov. 14 Prince Regent 953 19 10

1810 Nov. 14 Marq. Wellington 961
18 0

1808 May 11 Carnatic 820 18 15

1803 Nov. 2 William Pitt 819 19 5

1810 Nor , 14 Marchion . of Ely 952 19 10 4

1809 Aug. 2 Astell 820 2017 3

1811 Nov. 22 Marquis Camden 1200
16 19

1808 May 11 Warren Hastings 1000
16 19 3

1 * 12 Sept. 2 Minerva 976 16 19 5
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0
0
5
7
3
9
0
9
9
9
5
7
5
7

19

NamberofVoyages
Dare of Contract. Names of Ships. Chartered Tonnage, Freight per Ton . to be performed after

Nov. 20th . 1815 .

*Lord Castlereagh 812 £18 0

Huddart (extra) 547 13 10

1801 Aug. 28
Carmarthen (do .) 550

14

Union (do .) 550
13 15 1

1810 Nov.14 Princess Char. Wales 978 17 17 4

1803 Jan. 5 Streatham
819 18 ° 13 1

1803 April 1 Northumberland 600
15 I

1808 Sept. 7 Bombay 1200 18 3

1809 Feb. 22 Inglis 1200 17

1810 Feb. 16 Marquis Huntley
1200 20 3

Castle Huntley 1200 19

Cabalva
1200 1915 3

1811 Jan. 11 Herefordshire 1200 17 17 5

Atlas 1200 18

Bridgewater
1200 17 7

General Harris 1200 17 7

Vansittart 1200 16 17 5

General Kyd 1200 5

The Chairman , I shall now move, Mr. Alderman Atkins. " We arecom

That this court do approve of the said pelled to apply to parliament by petition

petition , and that it be presented to the for this power . "

House of Commons." Mr. S. Dixon .-- " My opinion is, that

Mr. S. Dixon wished to know , whether the directors possess the power already."

the prayer of this petition had been (No ! no !)

drawn up by the shipowners- or whether The Chairman. " It has been moved

it was a petition of the court of direc- and seconded , that this petition be ap

tors ? proved of by the court of proprietors. I

du The Chairman . " This is distinctly a shall now put the question ."

petition drawn up by the court of direc- Mr. Hume was anxious to deliver his

tors. It was necessary to have a meeting sentiments on this subject. He was ex

of the ship owners, in order to know tremely sorry , that he had come into

whether they could , by evidence, support court a few minutes too late, this day

the allegations contained in it . The pe- otherwise he would in the first place have

tition , as it stands at present, is the act called the attention of the proprietors to

of the court of directors, to which they the resolution agreed to by then , on the

now request the consent of the propri- 27th of March, in the last year, on this

etors . That being obtained it will then subject. Gentlemen must be aware ,

become the petition of the East India that this question was not nowbrought for

Company. " ward for the first time ; but that, on the

Mr. S. Dixon. " Let us know what 20th and 27th of March 1816, it was dis

we are about. Has the application of the cussed here at considerable length . Many

ship owners met the approbation of the of the proprietors now present must

court of directors ? " know , that the resolution of the court of

The Chairman . " It is manifest that directors was, on that occasion , carried in

it has, from their recommending the the atfirmative - which resolution gave the

adoption of this petition to the court of executivebody authority to apply to parlia

proprietors.” ment for power to grant pecuniary relief

Mr. S. Dixon . " The question is now, to certain ship -owners. Before he pro

that application may be made to Parlia- ceeded farther, he was desirous that the

ment for leave to bring in a bill to enable court should allow that resolution to be

the court of directors to grant relief to read .

certain ship owners . My observations The following resolution was, in conse

may be impertinent, but I hope I shall quence, read by the clerk :
be excused , as this is the first time I have “ That this court, taking into conside

been present since the question has been ration the general advance occasioned in

pending. I wish to know whether the the price of naval stores , by the long con

court of directors have been apprized that tinuance of the late war, and the other

they do not possess the power of granting reasons on which the court of directors

relief, without applying to Parliament ? " have proposed to grant to the owners of

The Chairman .-- " The existing act of ships, engaged unaer the pew system, an

parliament does not suffer them to grant addition, for the present year only , to

the relief called for, without going before their peace-rates of freights, are of opi

the legislature. The directorshave resolv- nion, that although the owners of those

ed on a petition which is now submit- ships can have no claim toany increaseof

ted to the proprietors, for their approval,” rates spontaneously proposed by them

9 )
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selves, in the way of free competition, sent year and no longer. How astonish

yet, as the prices of naval 'stores have not, ed , then , was he-how astonished must

from the circumstances of the time, fallen every gentleman have been , who was

to a peace level, and the owners are sub- aware of the nature of the resolution, to

jected to much expense in the outfit of find that the bill went to guarantee relief

their ships, as at their peace rates of not for the present year only, but for a

freight, must expose them to beavy loss, number of years !! The clause to which

this court is willing, on the present occa- "he alluded in the bill which their then

sion , to grant to the said owners relief Chairinan introduced, was as follows :

in the manner suggested by the court of “ And be it further enacted, by the au

directors, provided the same may be done thority aforesaid, that if all or any of the

with safety to the existing shipping- sys- persons who have contracted to let to the

tem . And this court doth, therefore, au- said united Company, any ship or ships

thorise the court of directors to request which , since the day of last,

the sanction of parliament to the grant of have come afloat, or hereafter shall be

the proposed relief, with such precaution liable to come afloat, for any outward

as may prevent it from affecting the sta- bound voyageor voyages, from the united

bility of that system ." kingdom , shall require, by notice in writ

Mr. Hume continued . Now , he was ing to the court of directors of the said

very desirous to call the particular atten- united Compaoy, that the terms of their

tion of the court to the words of that re- several contracts shall be reviewed , then

solution for the present year only ," if, after due consideration by the said

for a reason that he should presently court directors , of the said united Com

state -- and, the notice of the court being pany, it shall appear to them that the

drawn to these words, he hoped the hon. freight and demurrage to which such con

Chairman would have the goodness to al tractors, so giving such notice, are entitled

low one of the clauses in the bill , which by the terms of their contracts respective

had heen submitted to the court, agreeable ly , are so low , that, according to the costs

to , andresting on that resolution , to be and charges ofthe outfit of such ships , in

read. He would state why he wished it time of peace, losses will arise to the con

to be read - it was, because immediately tractors from the further performance of

after the motion was carried on the 27th their contracts, it shall and may be lawful

of March (and , on that occasion, he said to und for the said courtof directors, at

every thing in his power to satisfy the their discretion , and upon such terms as

court, that the proposition ought not to they shall see fit, to release the contrac

be supported , as it was both unjust and tors, so giving such notice , or any of

impolitic) a bill, intended to be introdu- them , altogether from the further pers

ced to parliament, was laid before the formance of their several contracts, or to

court, by their late Chairman (Mr. Grant), make to them such additional allowances,

who then stated that the bill was every beyond the freight and demurrage which

way conformable with the resolution that they are, or may be entitled to receive in

had been agreed to. He was sorry that time of peace, as , under all the circum

hon . gentleman was not present because stances of each case , shall appear to the

he was very unwilling to state any thing said court of directors, in their discretion ,

which might appear prejudicial to his to be reasonable, any law, statute , con

character during his absence - aud, if tract, charter -party , or agreement, to the

he (Mr. H.) had known that Mr. eontrary thereof, in any ways notwith

Grant did mean to attend the standing ."

court on this day, he would have sent a The resolution (observed Mr. Hume) of

note to him , in order that he might have the 27th of March, specified relief " for

been present to hear the statement he in- one year only, ” -the provision in the bill

tended to bring forward. The charge he extended it to several, and therefore, was

was about to make against that hon.geus opposed to the letter and spirit of that re

tleman was not of a light or trivial na solution .- (Hear ! hear !)- This was a

ture ; he accused him with having in the direct breach of that contidence which the

capacity of chairman been guilty of a proprietors placed in their executive body ;

complete and gross breach of confidence and he, for one, felt that the resolution of

to this court . He (Mr. G.) said , when that court had been treated with the most

ke laid the bill before the court, that it marked disregard. He was not prepared

was in strict compliance with , and con- to say, whether this was done intention

formity to the resolution and he (Mr. ally, or unintentionally but let any gen
Hume) took it for granted, that it was tleman read the resolution of the 27th of

strictly consistent with that resolntion to March , agreeing to the relief of certain

which the general court had agreed . The ship -owners, " for one year only ," and

resolution proposed relief " for the pre then examine the bill, which wasintend

sent year only ," and he and the court ed to confer the power of making allow

clearly understood , that the bill contem- ances at the discretion of the court of di

plated the like period, namely , the pre- rectors, for one voyage , or for any nun

not

3 P 2
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ber of voyages then contracted for, and lution)-it never was brought into the

he must at once perceive that the autho- House of Commons, because, in its pro

rity given by that resolution was not ad. gress to procure the necessary assistance

hered to. It was a want of candour, a for carrying it into effect, it met with un

breach of confidence, and a violation' of foreseen difficulty and opposition.”

their proceedings, which he could not al- Mr. Hume.- " It was agreed that a bill

low to pass , without stating how highly: should be brought in , consistent with the

he disapproved of it. When the bill was · resolution of the general court.
This was

laid before the court, he inquired, whether : not done. The proceeding was most in

it was intended to apply to “ one year on- correct- and I hope this court will see

ly ?" and the answer from the chair was, the propriety of calling on the court of

distinctly, “ Yes it is intended for one directors to act more correctly in future.

year only !” Great, then , was his amaze- If a resolution be passed, for granting re

ment, when, on perusing the bill , he lieffor one year only, and an attempt be

found that it went to grant relief for “ voy- made to extend the powers for giving such

age or voyages ; ” , thus extending to a relief to five, six , or ten years, such a pro

number of years that which was original- ceeding ought to receive the decided dis

ly meant to affect but one. He certainly approbation of this court.” (Hear !)

expected that some explanation would be The Chairman , " I can state another

given to this extraordinary fact ; and far-: corroborative proof that the proceeding

ther, that the court should be informed was proper . At the next general court,

why this bill was not brought into parlia- the proceedings of the 27th of March were

ment agreeably to the resolution of the read, as if they were perfectly correct.

court. The resolution was carried by a No observation was made on them .”

large majority - and the draft of the billi Mr. Hume. " The heads of our pro

was then submitted to the court, but ne- ceedings were read pro forma. The bill

ver , up to that moment, liad they been was not read at length .

told , why the resolution was not carried Mr. Lowndes.- " It never was read in

into effect. If the hon. Chairman , or any this court . It must have been read in the

of his colleagues, could account for this court of directors and not of proprietors.”

-breach of confidence , and singular pro- Mr. Hume said ," he had already stated

mceedingofthe court of directors , he should why the bill was not read . When they were

say nothing more on the subject; but, if told that it was in conformity with the re

.no explanation were offered , it was right solution , acting upon a liberal principle of

that the proprietors should examine into confidence in their directors they inquired

the business minutely. no farther. When that resolution passed,

dis The Chairman . " I cannot chargemy à great number of persons, deeply inte

memory with what was said or done, on rested in carrying it , filled the court . Yet ,

the occasion to which thehon . proprietor it could not be imagined that such a mea-;
has alluded , by the then Chairman, or any sure should ultimately succeed - and, al

other gentleman, for or against the bill ; though he was one of five who voted

| but, referring to the ininutes of the court, against fifty -five supporters of that reso

a I see that the draft of a bill was brought lution, it was clear that the smaller num

-ju and read here ." ber, whose arguments could not be refut

Mr. Hume. " Yes,the bill was brought ed , carried the question , in effect. He

iur, and I asked, whether it was conform- should now , however, proceed to the bu-,

able to theresolution ?-To this theChairs siness of the present day—but, before he

man answered , “ it was." )--The bill was entered upon the subject of the petition ,

- Dot ,however, read for this court places he wishedtocall the attention of the court

o so much confidence in their chairman and
to a point of order, as to the regularity of

directors, that the reading of the preamble their proceedings. Like every other great

of a bill has been generally considered Company or establishment, they had a

sufficientand was so at thattime. What certain uumber of by-laws, for the regula

I complain of is, that it was entered , as tion of their proceedings. Those by

read, and according to the declaration of laws were expressly formed with the view

the Chairman was considered to be agree that no advantage should be taken to

able to the resolution which the court had hurry a measure through the court with

then agreed to ; but, afterwards, when out the knowledge of the great body of

examined, it was found to be very diffe- proprietors--and he could not but express

rent indeed. I do not allude to any thing his utter astonishment, that the present

that was said in thecourt, on thatocca. business, one of the greatest importance ,

sion , so much as to what was done." should be brought under the consideration

The Chairman. " With respect to the of the court of proprietors, on twenty

bill itself- (which , as I liave already said , four hours notice. (Hear ! hear ! ) To

appears by the minutes to have been liim , indeed, thirty-six hours notice had

i read in the court of proprietors, and which been given and he was obliged to the

I thought, till the present moment, was , hon. Chairman for the information , which

in every respect , conformable to the reso- he received before the advertisement ap
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was

peared in the papers. Now, when it was and it is of importauce that the present

well kpown by every individual within the petition should be ready to be presented

bar, that this business was not the act of in time. The moment the opinion of the

a day, but had been the consideration of directors was made up on this subject, the
the court of directors for months, com- petition was laid before the proprietors.

mpon decency and respect to the proprie- It is a shortnotice, I admit, but that could

tors ought to have induced them to give not be avoided . With respect to what

theusualnotice of fourteen days.- (Hear ! the hon. proprietor has said on the sub

hear )) The by-laws, as he understood ject of the by- laws, I must observe , that

them , enacted, that, though the directors agreeing to this petition is not a substan

had called the court, they would not be tive act for giving away money. The pe

able to proceed to the decision of this tition only requests leave to bring in a bill,

question , on the present occasion , owing of which thecourt will receive proper no

to the irregular mode of convening the tice , This is only an incipient measure ;

proprietors. He should , therefore , pro- that which may follow , in connection

pose two questions, connected with the with it , will be regularly laid before you. "

foiut of order, to their law officer - and , Mr. Thompson said, that what the hon .

by his answer their proceedings would ve- proprietor (Nir. Hume) had advanced ,

cessarily be regulated . The first question would apply to their proceedings, if they

were , with reference to their charter,

“ As sections 2d and 3d of chap. 13. about to do some act under the by -laws.

of the by -laws, direct that the rate of But they were now going to apply for an

freiglıts in time of peace shall be tixed by act of parliament in order to supersede a
contract for six voyages certain - and as by-law. If this were true, and it appear

the object of the petition to the hon. ed to him to be the fact, the objection of

House of Commons is to obtain power to the hon . proprietor did not meet the case

give away money from the Company's now before them .

cash , or, in other words, to increase the Mr. R. Jackson said , he hoped the hon.

rate of freight already fixed bycontract, proprietor would excuse him for this in

whether the act of petitioning for leave, terruption -- but it was no matter on

on twenty-four hours notice, is not against which side he spoke) he would not now

section 3d, of chap. 3d. ofthe by -laws, address the court, with propriety, unless
which directs that no by-laws shall be he spoke to order.The chair being in

altered or suspended , without the con- possession of his hon. friend (Mr. Hume).

seut and approbation of two general Mr. Smith ( the Company's Solicitor).

courts, specially called for that purpose, “ I have no doubt that this by -law , sect .

of the first of which gcueral courts, four- 3, chap. 3, which directs that no by -law

teen days public notice, at the least, shall shall be altered or suspended without the

be given . " consent and approbation of two general

He (Mr. Hume) would contend , that the courts , has no reference whatever to the

motion now before the court went to alter object now in view. The present petition

that by-law, by which it was ordained is to procure a relaxation of a by -law by
that the rate of freights , in time of peace , act of parliament. No doubt the power

should be fixed for six voyages , cerluin of parliament to alter a by -law is para

and, if so , two general courts were ucces- mount to the power of this court. Par

sary for that purpose ; of the first of which liament may alter the by-law if it think fit.

a regular notice of fourteen days must be Whether it will do so I cannot divine,

given . If the Chairman would have the that is a matter of future observation .

goodness to allow their counsel to state Whether it will consent to overrule the by

his opinion on this question, which he had law I know not ; but I see no reason to

drawn up in writing, in order that it migiit prevent it."

be perfectly understoood , the court would Mr. Hume would not stop to inquire
probably save time and trouble. how far the principle of relaxing or ofal

The Chairman.-" I should wish to say tering a by-law was dissimilar in spirit :

two or three words relative to the short , it appeared to him nearly the same. He .

ness of notice in bringing this petition be- did not question the power of parliament

fore the court. The business has been in to alter a by -law of this court, but he

a state of preparation for some time -- but questioned the mode of proceeding of ihis

it was thought to be a proper measure , court contrary to their own by-laws. He

that the sentiments of those to whom hac however still stronger grounds to pro

we look for assistance on this occasion ceed upon . The next question he should

should be ascertained before,weproceeded submit to the judgment of their counsel

farther. The petitiou has been , in con- was - As the motion before the court.

sequence , at the west end of the town , is, to agree to petition the hon . Honse

under their consideration , until within a of Commons, for leave to give away money

very few days. Now, to -morrow will be out of the Company's cash , whetber the

the last day for presenting petitions for present proceeding, on twenty -four hours!

Trivate bills to the House of Commons, public notice, is not against thc intent and
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meaning of section 4 of chap. 8 of the learned counsel were stated only in the

by-laws, which directs, " that po motion way the hon. proprietor bad put it, bis

shall, in future be made in a general answer, as it struck him , must be, that

court, to make any grants of any sumns of the court could not proceed. He did not ,

money outof the Company's casli,without however, think that the question was

notice being given in writing by the per- fairly propounded . What was the fact ?

sons proposing the same, and published by That contracts had been entered into

the court of directors at least fourteen equally disadvantageous to both parties,

days previous to the holding of , such to the ship -owners and to the Company.

general court.” 1 They were told distinctly, tbat if theown

- Before their learved counsel gave his.ers paid certain forfeitures, and got rid of

opinion , he would submit , to the court their contracts , it would be as unfavour

how far, the objection of an honorable able to the Company as to them . What,

proprietor (Mr. Thompson) to his pre- therefore, were they called on to do

vious observations applied . The argu- Why, if certain facts were made out to

ment of that gentleman was, that the the satisfaction of parliament, namely ,

proprietors had no right to interfere that it would be equally against the in

(whether the proposed alteration would terest ofthe owners and of the Companys

affect their by-laws, or any other part of if the contracts were broken up, on pay

their constitution ) because the first pro- ment of the forfeiture ; that then an aot

ceeding was an application to parliament should be obtained , not merely to benefit

for leave to effect the purpose contem- the ship -owners, but to copfer an equal

plated, whatever it mightbe. Surely no- advantage on the Company as well as on

thing could be more absurd than this doe- them . This was the true state of the

triue. According to it, all their by- laws case . It was,therefore , erroneous to put

might be taken away without the pro , the question in the way that had been

prietors receiving the prescribed notice to done. It was such a statement as no

assemble in this court, to take into con- sound lawyer would have submitted .

sideration ,whether a petition should on Mr. R. Jackson said , the learned gen

should not be submitted to thelegislature tleman would find that the greater part of

with that yiewe . The intention of the that petition consisted of allegations of

berlawys was to prevent hasty deter : losses which were not substantiated .** 1,44

mination on any subject, which affected Mr. Lowndes said , notwithstanding the

the interests of the Compauy.ndt was resolution on this question was carried in

provided, therefore, that fourteen days March last by fifty- five to five, he was

potice should be given of all motious for happy to find that the arguments of the

intended alterations or relaxations of the five did in fact decide it. The point for

by-laws, orgrantsof money. The pro- consideration now was , whether this pe

position could not be submitted , the dis- tition should be smuggled through the

cussion could not be entertained, unless court on twenty - four hours' notice . The

such form was gone through . On the directors ought to oppose the proceeding,
present occasion it had not. He there for it was their duty not to tolerate any

fore hoped the court would agree with smuggling transaction. If they hurried

him , thatto proceed at present was con- the business over in this precipitate man

trary to the letter and spirit of the by-law, ner , they would go beforeparliament with

sect. 4 , chap . 8 , and that they ought not a very bad grace ; and when the legisla

to cometo the consideration of this per ture placed the independent charactersof

tition (which went to takemoney out of the five gentlemen who were against the

their pockets), Without fourteen days' measure, in opposition to the interested
notice. characters of the fifty -five who supported

The Chairman , submit that the it, the scale of justice, if evenly balanced,
hon. proprietor is not correct in the state- would preponderate ju favour of the dis

ment he has introduced on this question. interested few . It would be thought that

I am not a lawyer , and know nothing the directors themselves were concerned

about the nice technicalities which have in this proceeding, of which they had

been mentioned. But the reason of the given only twenty -four hours' notice, bes

thing shows, that the by- law which has cause it would be said they knew it was a

been cited does not bear con the case. subject thatwould not bear minuteinvesa:

This is a petition to the House of Com- tigation. He was of opinion , and he had
mons to permit us to extend relief here- so stated, that the ship -owners should :

after, provided certain callegations be have redress ; but he thoughtit might be

proved. It isnot asubstantive act - it is granted without their applying to parliam?

a preliminary act, on the result of which ment. A committee of directors, it seem

you shall receive information at the proper ed, were to apportion the sum which each
period. * 11 * 12 : 17 ship -owner was to receive . He did not

Mr. Impey wished to say a few words like this. The proprietors were to pay it,

ontheline ofargumenstaken by the hou , and they should have some control inthe

proprietoko l the question pnt to the business. Were thegentlemen directors

!!!

.

1
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rect one.

merely to statewhat money they thought aloss to know for whatpurpose it was in

it was necessary totake outofthe pockets troduced .' On this poiut , however , he

of the proprietors ? Sarelythe proprietors should makeno farther comment, but pro

were themselves the best jutges of what ceed to themerits of the case.

ought to be subtracted from their proper On a former occasion , when this ques .

ty. In all cases of this kind, those who tion was under consideration , he had oc

paid were the most proper judges of what cupied the attention of the court, for a

ought to be afforded . Let the courtlook long time, much longer indeed than he

to parliament itself, and see with what wished , but the importance of the sub

jealous vigilance they proceeded when ject would not suffer him to pass it over

money was about to be taken out of the briefly or negligently ." He should uow ,

people's pockets. This jealousy was very however, detain thecourt för buta short

patural, for parliament was the represen- period, because the question resolved Vita

tation of thepeople. Indeed , he was one self into a very narrow compass . It was

of those who thought that it was not only merely this— whether you ,' the East

the representation of the people, but a India Company — the greatest commercial

very good representation. They looked establishment in the world willgo up to

with a laudable jealousy at the money Parliament and ask for a bill, by which

bills, because by those bills they took you shall be enabled to annul that fair

more money out of the pockets of the proceeding of hiring ships by open tender

people than they took from those of the and contract, that has been sanctioned by

peers. On the same principle the money your by -laws, and by the legislature, and

bills of the Company should be laid be- which has stood for so many years ?"

fore the proprietors, and they should form (Hear ! Hear !) When the question was

a committee to examine into and decide of so much consequence, the proprietors,

upon these contracts - otherwise the di- in common decency , ought to have had

vectors would apply to parliament with a full and fair notice of it. Now that the

very bad grace . A voble lord , he had subjectwasbefore them , he should sim

heard, refused to bring in the bill, because ply submit to the courtthe consideration

he did not think the proceeding was a cor- of this important point,namely, is how

He saw his hon. friend (Mr. far they were about to open the door to

Hume) look at him with a very significant innovation , the end of which it was im .

glauce- .“ but, ” said Mr. Li, “ upon my possible to foresee theextent of which
soul I don't kvow whether he wishes me wasalmost incalculable.” ( Hear Phear!

to go on or to stop .” — (Laughter. ) He Looking to the principle on which they
certainly thought that those gentlemen were nowabout to act, no fairlycalculating

who had accepted of very low freights, individual could venture to makea tender

which would not now answer, ought to to the Company for any thing they might

be relieved ; the circumstance of their want(particularly shipping, which, by act

having taken an inadequate price ought to of Parliament, they were obliged to be
weigh with the proprietors. It was the supplied with by public tender ,) because

manner in which the thing was proposed it went directly to destroy the only found

to be done that he objected to, and not dation on which the system of contract

to the thing itself. could stand . A. B. and C.would act very

Mr. Hume said , on a matter of such im- differently. They would say,
portance , the court ought to proceed cau- not tender at a rate which we conscien

tiously. In his opinion, consistently with tiously think i would fairly euable us to

their by- laws they could not now act. If, perform our contract -- 10, we willsend

bowerer, their learned counsel thought in so low ä tender , às must insure us

otherwise,he (Mr. Hume)would not, the preference --we will,byourmode
for a moment, detain the court. rate offer, get into the employment of

Mr. Smith ( the Company's Solicitor) the Company - and afterwards trust to

was of opinion, that the by-law cited by them , who have always acted so iberally ,

the hon . proprietor did not preclude the to make up, byan additional allowance,

coart from proceeding on the present oc- for that want of profit which our tenders

casion. The motionwas not for a grant must necessarily inflict on us.. (Heur :

of -money - but it called on the court to hear !) We feel we may trust to the

agree to a petition to Parliament to have East- India Company toan act passed , for the purpose of enabling amountof loss and make good any

we'mayproceert

the directorsto distribute certain sums of without fear of danger.?! ( Heur !heur !)

money. That act must of course be a Hewas confidentmany of the owdershad
matter of future coosideration . acted on that principle, ' andthat it must

Mr. Hume observed , the by-law said , be admitted by them if an inquiry were

that no motion whatever, onthe subject made into the subject either by the direc

ofmoney , should be made, without four- tors or by Parliament ; and the longer it

teen days previous notice ; and if this was tolerated, the ' inore dangerous it

motion had not in view theobject and in- would become. Was this , he demanded ,

tentiourof givipg away money, hewasat a principle on wliich a great body, Uke

we wiń
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was so ,

the Company, should proceed ? Let any allowances, ought to be perfectly free

disinterested man put his hand on his from even the chance of bias. If they

heart, and say, whether he could ever be wished to perform their functious honor

brought conscientiously to approve of such ably and justly, as he hoped and believed

a principle ? Every man, who thought at they did , they must wish that the letter

all on the subject in a commercial point of and spirit of the law should be so clear

view , would join with him in reprobating and distinct as to render it impossible for

such a proceeding. Looking to the fair them to deviate from the straight path of

mode of tender, he was quite confident, duty. Was it not, then , astonishing to

that not a disinterested man could be see those gentlemen (the directors) re.

found, who , putting his hand on his heart, commend a measure, the effect of which

would declare, that the Company ought inust be to open the door for influence

to abrogate contracts thus solemnly aud and entreaty , for partiality and favourit

deliberately formed . He was of opinion, ism ; and which must place them , in his

and had always contended in this court, opinion, in the most unpleasant situation

that all the Company's great commercial that could possibly be imagined ? He

purchases should be made by fair and open would not state, that the confidence

competition, as took place in all their placed in the directors in 1803 was abused .

sales ; and , it did appear very strange to The proprietors knew nothing regularly

him that the court of directors should of the proceedings which then took place

lend themselves in the present case to -and the powerwas put an end to by

apply for power to annul the only part of the renewal of hostilities. How far the

the commercial engagements which they peace of Amiens could be compared with

were compelled by law to make by open that which had recently been concluded

and fair competition . He feared there was erery man could very easily decide . Upon

more in it than appeared at the first blush examination, the circumstances of the

of the subject. He did yot know what two periods would be found totally dissi

extent of loss the persons making tenders milar. - In 1803, the ship -owners com

of ships for freight had experienced - nor plained, that the prices of marine stores

did he care ; it was against the principle were not reduced to the rate they had ex

that hecontended - against that pernicious pected for their peace freights. The fact

priuciple, which, if conceded , would open and the cause was very evident.

the door to abuses, that the Company At that period, every power in Europe

would not perhaps be able to check here. that possessed naval arsenals , was em

after. When this question was formerly ployed in buying stores , and filling their

discussed, the then chairman (Mr. Grant) repositories, knowing that the peace.

stated , that they had a precedent for would be but temporary, and that war

granting those allowances. And he under- must inevitably very soon occur again .

stood that an hon . friend, near him , was At this moment, no such sentiment pre

of opinion, that the policy pursued in vailed - little doubt could be entertained

1803, was a precedent in point . At that but that the peace would be permanent.

period this court came to a vote (not well Europe, after so long and savguinary a

knowing the extent to which they were struggle, required a long repose , and the

about to go) granting relief to certain different governments in Europe thought

ship -owners. The consequence was, that so. In 1803, this country was placed be

£.295,000 sterling were divided amongst tween a state of war andpeace-prepara

theseowners,which ,to the present day , had tions for hostilities were making on all

never heen reported to thecourt of pro- sides during that period , which with

prietors-who, in fact, knew nothing more propriety should be denominated an

about it . On that subject, in March last, armed truce - and the rates of maritime

he stated several facts that he thought stores were not brought down to a peace

were worthy the attention of the court, level . The directors, in 1803, espressly

and which , he hoped , were not forgot by declared , that thougli, from the circum

them . He pointed out, amongst other stances of the time, there being then å

things, the impropriety of leaving it to the prospect of an immediate war, they could

directors to apportion the allowances to not refuse the petition of the ship -owners,

be made to the different claimants, yet they deprecated any attempt to draw

a power, and he must say an improper the transaction of that day into a pręce

oue, which the act of 1803 intrusted dent . In consequence of their applica

them with . Hemeant nothing disrespect- tion to Parliament, the act of the 43d of

ful by this . The directors, individu- Geo . III . was passed , in the 2d scetion of

ally, were a most respectable body of men ;
which the sentiment of the directors was

but they were pressed and solicited by distinctly recognised, as follows: - “ Pro

suchstrong interests, that human nature vided always, that nothing in this act

could not always resist the applications contained be constituted hereafter to au

it was, therefore, of great importance thorise or admit any departure from the

that those who were to determine on the provisions of the said recited act of the

justice of the claiins, and to distribute the 39th of Geo. III. (under which the Com :
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pany's contracts are made ) -- and shall not tem fifteen tenders were rejected out of

sanction any claim in addition to the fixed eighteen , and in another, sixteen out of

allowance of peace -freight, described in the nineteen . Was it, for a moment, to be

Company'scontracts, in consequence of any suffered , that encouragement should be

viriation in the price of stores , or on any given to such a practice ? Was it to be

other account whatsoever, except in case permitted, that the unsuccessful tender

of war or preparation for wur.” The ers, whose offers had been rejected , be

present application was completely at va- cause their terms were fair, honorable ,

riance with this provision . It was an and manly because they were such as

application, in a time of profound peace, would enable them to perforin their con

and when they looked forward to a long tract--that they should be thrown aside,

continuance of it , for an increased allow- while A , B, and C, who had bid a lower

ance of freight beyond the regular cou- price , whose tenders were in conser:

tract rates., The justice of the decision quence accepted, should be allowed uow

of the Parliament in 1803, that that pe- to come forward and clajm an additional ,

riod was a time of preparation for war , rate of freight, they having interposed to

was proved by the circumstance of liosti- prevent the acceptance of tenders that

lities having actually taken place before had been correctly calculated ? The prin

the grant of the allowances was at that ciple could not be supported . It was,un- ,

time , completely finished and concluded . just in the highest degree. It was calling

-He therefore deprecated in the strong- on the Company to grant money where.

est manner any attempt to found their censure only was due . If the applicants

proceedings in the present day, on the were honorable men , (and no honorable

precedent of 1803 — there being no just man would wish to break his contract)

point of similitude hteween the two pe- they ouglit to be contented with that for ..
riods. Besides , the act of the 43d of which they had bargained. (Hear ! hear ! )

Geo. III. c . 9. expressly told the Com- This, certainly, was a harsh expression,

pany , " We will permit you to grant al- aud he was far from meaning that it

lowances this once — but, look to what is should be taken in its strict sense . But, cer

coutained in the second section , and you tainly, he should be ashamed to be one of

will perceive that no application , in fu- those who required that a system , recog- b

ture, for allowances of this kind, can be nised by act of Parliament, sanctioned by

attended to , except in case of war or pre . the Company's by-laws, and the experia

paration for war." Wheu public notice was ence of which ,for twenty years, hadir

given --when every individual liad an oppor- proyed its utility , should be violated,

tunity ofknowing theconditionsand of calm merely to advantage a few persons whos
culating the terms on which he could safely had acted imprudently ? Would they have
make his tender-it was not acting fairly to done so to any other commercial company

those whose offers had been rejected , to but the East- Iudia Company ? Would the

grant a remuneration to persons who had partners, of any other company have

under -bid them at their own risk . When he listened to it ? The applicants came been

could shew , that some of the applicants who fore the court, as an hon. friend of his
now called for relief, became contractors , (Mr. Douglas Kinpaird) had very proper

when a great many other tenders were re- ly , he thought, stated , in forma pauperis.
였

fused, because they were formed on a just They heard much , at a former court,

estimate of the probable expence — could about sympathy . It seemed that sympa

the court agree to reimburse those who thy was completely getting the better of

had prevented the employment of men the directors , and that every sound prin

who had calculated fairly , instead of trust- ciple must now bow down before it - sym

ing to future contingencies ? The tenders patky was now opposed to law , to justice,
of the present applicants were , perhaps, and to reason . He would not object to

two, three, or four pounds per ton less sympathy being a prevailing feeling with

than those of their competitors — and the the directors, if that sympathy was ex

court of directors were, by the act of Par- tended to merit, and not to interest.

liament, obliged to accept of them , and to But did experience prove that it was so ,

reject the higher, though probably the or that it would become so ? What he

more just and correct tenders . They thus (Mr. Hume) had always contended for,

accepted the biddings of, perhaps, inex and should be pleased to witness, was,

perienced persons - or, probably of cun- sympathy to all their servants, and those

ning individuals, who proposed terins ex- employed by them , impartially. Sympa

tremely low , in order to make sure of the thy, in a former court, sent one man (Mr.

contract, knowing that they might trust Temple) out to India, althoughhe had

to the generosity of the Company to in- been thirty years in England, because he

demnify them , in case they were losers by had been a banker aus known to the di,

the bargain. He was confident that it rectors, although he had not so great, a

would be proved that such were the ex- claiin ov their sympathy and humanity as

pectations of some of the owners. 11 another individual (Mr. Hewit ) who háit

onc instance, in consequence of this sys. onlybeen twenty years froni ludia , britto ,

Asiatic Journ.- No: 17. Vol. III , 3 Q
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whom the like favour was refused - and proceeding would be advantageousto the

now sympathy, it appeared, was to pro- Companyat large. But he would , in an

tect men , worth half a million of money, swer to this , inform the proprietors, that

from the performance ofcontracts deliber- while the ships hired by the Company

ately enteredinto. The sympathy of the were sailing at 20 or £26 per ton, some

directors, therefore , becamea most con- great mercantile houses had, within the

venient principle which allowed them to preseut year, taken up vessels at 12 and

accede to , or to reject any applications £16 per ton . The ships thus cheaply

that were made to them - little guided , chartered , brought home precisely the

he feared , by themerit of the applicants. same goods as were carried by the Com

He hoped he might be mistaken . This pavy's vessels . Thus, while they were

was not a case where rash and ignorant giving the ship -owners 19, 20 , and £26

speculation had produced ruin . If it were, per ton, other merchants were carrying

let the applicants state the fact letthem on the same trade, at the rate of 12 and

come fairly before the court - let them de- £16 per ton , at which price the owners

clare themselves bankrupts, and the pro- thought themselves liberally remunerated .

prietors would give them that relief which Why should such extravagavce be encou

was generally extended to unsuccessful raged ? The Company it seemed , would
speculators. Would they stand forth not carry on their trade at the moderate

and declare this ? He could answer, rate of 12 or £14 per ton - no ; but they

that they would not-their credit was too would cheerfully agree to give double the

good upon 'Change. Was it then for sum paid by any other merchant. Such

such men that the court should abrogate might be Indian profusion , but certainly

that fair and honorable commercial not commercial economy. Heconceived ,

principle of tender and contract, which that he had , in the first instance, clearly

they had supported for so many years ? proved this proposition to be directly op

If they did , they were giving to the claim- posed to principle , and now he had shewn ,

ants (in a very unhandsome way, to say ihat it was no less hostile to justice and

the least of it,) all the benefits of their to commercial economy. Take it which

trade, by thus allowing them to under ever way they pleased , the Company must

mine the fair , the judicious , and honest lose by its adoption . He had stated ,

trader . It would encourage men to offer when the question was formerly discus

rates which they knew could notremune- sed, that those proprietors who were in

rate them . One man would tender lis terested in it , ought not to vote. In com

ship for £ 20 per ton , while another, a fair mon deceucy, individuals thus situated ,

dealer, 'would say , “ I cavnot take less ought to refrain from giving their suffra

than £26 per ton ." The consequence was ges, on this question, to their own parti

clear - the tender must be received, and cular benefit.- (Hear ! hear !) – When

he who made it , would trust to the Com- they came to the vote, he hoped those

pany for future remuneration . Last week persons would retire, and leave it to dis

he knew that some owners had tendered interested individuals to decide on a sub

their ships 5 or £6 per ton bepeathject of so much importance, which involv

what respectable ship -owners declared ed this cousideration whether or not

they could afford to charter and sail their £500,000 should be taken out the

vessels for. The Company had contract- pockets of the proprietors . And yet this

ed with them , and they would , doubtless, question, so important in principle, and

if you grant the present demand, come embracing so many grave considerations,

forward in a few years , and say, “ We they were called to decide upon at twen

expected to have fulfilled our contracts ty -four hours notice . He was willing to

at the rate we proposed , but we really find believe that the application to parliament

that we cannot ; therefore, you must not would be of very little consequence. The

insist on the terms of our charter -parties, legislature, he hoped, would not let the

- but as you did in 1803 and 1817, to the Company wrong themselves. But still he

ship -owuers, you will, commiserating our should be sorry that the application should

situation , give us an additiou for the past be made, lest parliament should consent

and future voyages of 6 or £ 8 per ton to to grant the powers called for, in conse

the freight we contracted for." And quence of theapproving voteof that court .

( said Mr. Hume) if the principle be once “ Why," (a member of the House of

established you must yield to their claim , Commons might exclaim ) “ this power

for a great and just Company as you if granted will not be advantageous to the

ought' to be, cannot give loaves to one Company." The answer would immedi

party and dealout stones to another. No, ately be, “ Oh ! yes it will . Here is the

your conduct must be liberal and honest, opinion of the general court of proprietors

and I will not, as a member of this body, in favour of it, and they are the best judg

lend myself, directly or indirectly, to the es of their own affairs ." The court

support of a principle, which promises would , therefore , do wisely to pause a little

such mischievous results. But they were beforethey assented to this proposition .

told by the court of directors, that this He did not know that any specific sum
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was intended to be granted --but he agreed and in India, the petitioning owners were

in this, if any thing was to be given, that the identical persons , for they had devot

a committee of proprietors , and not of di- ed a long life to the business . If the court

rectors, should have been appointed to in- adopted this petition , he held , that no in.

quire into the particular circumstances of dividual hereafter, (if by tendering his

the different claims . It was very true, vessel even at £ 5 per ton he got into the

that there might be circumstances un- Company's employment) could , in honor,

known to bim at present, which might be refused an additional allowance to wake

bear heavily ou some of the ship-owners, the freight up to the rate of the day, when

and when these were clearly made out to he prayed for it, Their principle should

have produced a loss not to have been be to deal the like measure of justice. 10

guarded against hy human prudence, (as all-and they could not, as houorable men ,

stated by some gentleman) he should not give relief to one body of persons, and re

be averse to granting them the proper re- fuse it to another. If they did so , they would

lief. Like his learned friend (Mr. R. Jack- act like dishonorable men , who were not

son) he should be sorry to see the tempest guided by any fixed or settled principles.

of the times drive those owners to ruin . But he hoped the court of proprietors

In that court there was always a fellow would adopt a different line of policy ;

feeling for distress . But was the present he trusted they would reject the applica

application made by persons who were tion , and hy that means put an end to

bowed down by adverse circumstances ? similar claims for the future. He heard

Undoubtedly not - men worth half a mil- on a former day, with great pleasure, the

lion ofmoney were now suing for relief declaration made by an hon. proprietor

-men wljóse whole fortunes were amas- (Mr. K. Smith) who was not now in

sed in the shipping service of the Compa- court . He said, “ Although I am myself

ny ! Would any of those individuals , who a petitioner, and as far as my pocket is

were so ready to state their losses on concerned, agree to the recommendation

this occasion , come forward and state of the court of directors ; ye: if you put;

what they had formerly gained ? Would the question to me, as an individual, I ad

any of them return to the Company a vise you not to consent to this proposi

part of what they had amassed ? This tiou .” Such a declaration as this coming

Company ought to act on liberal princi. from a gentleman directly interested , was

ples, and he should always encourage highly honorable to his character and

them . Let , then , the gentlemen now pe- feelings. The fair and honest principle

titioning shew to a committee, one by was supported by him , and he demanded

one, their account of profit and loss for of the court to decide against the motion ,

the ships they have had in the Company's and not to act unjustly or unwisely, in

service for the last iwenty- five years, and, compliance with the interests of a few .

if they had not gained, and greatly gained , He (Mr. Hume) had nothing to do with
by their contracts , he might be willing to shipping, and must therefore be absolved

grant them relief. He would allow sym- from all imputation of mean or interested

pathy, in that case , to operate in their fa- views in his opposition to this measurem

vour. If they were minus by their trans- while, on the other hand, many of those

actions, (although he knew it was against who supported it had very strong private

principle, yet in such a case, he might interest for wishing that it might succeed .

agree to the court relaxing a little) - But for ihose who were disinterested, to
then it would be for the committee to allow an individual, so much interested

stand forward and say , we know it is himself, to exceed them in generosity,

agaiust the by -law - we know it is con- could not fail to attract the notice of the

trary to the act of parliament - we know court. Had he been placed within the

it is opposed to the practice of the last bar, pride would have riseu in his breast,

twenty- five years, ever since the regula- and the blush ofshame would have glow
tiou of proceeding by tender and contract ed on his cheek if he had found himself

was established - to grant relief where in- outdone in the race of liberality by any

dividuals have entered into an express gentleman before the bar . He would

agreement ; yet such is the hard situation have been ashamed at the idea of suffer

of some of these persons -- one or two hav- ing any proprietor to exceed him in gęs

ing proved that they entered unadvisedly nerous feelings. He should be extremely

into these speculations — that we deem it sorry and greatly disappointed if the court

proper to recommend them to the favour- did not come forward and express the

able and humane consideration of the same feelings and sentiments . And al

court.” The greater number of the ap- though the candid and mauly admission

plicants would not , he was sure, be recon- of the hon. proprietor (Mr. K. Smith)

mended by the committee as worthy of was on the occasion to which he had al.

receiving relief ; because if any set of in- luded received in rather ajocular mavner,

dividuals more particularly than another, he was sure every thinking individual

knew correctly the prices of materials, must respect that proprietor for the de .

- under various circumstances, both here, claration, and agree that it went a great

>

3 Q 2
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court .

110 means .

way in proving the truth and justice of tile to their interest and baneful to their
what he ( Mr. Hume) bad stated to the character.– (Hear ! hear ! ) Thanking

His speech had been arraigned as the court for the manner in which they had

containing a perversion of facts - as a- attended to his observations, and regret

bounding in exaggeration , and as com- ting that the importance of the subject

prising mạny statements irrelevant and had made them so long, he should move

not at all bearing on the question. This as an amendment- " That after the word

had been asserted by their late Chairman thai,"," the whole of the words be left

(Mr.Grant) . But what was the fact ? out , and the following be substituted :

He ( Mr. Hume) had spoken from chapter

and verse ; he had not dealt in assertion tempt to alter the present shipping system
“ This court is of opinion , that any at

every point he advanced was borne out

by some incontrovertible record. Was fair and open competition, ly public ten
of the Company, the principle ofwhich is

that the case with their Chairman ? By der, to fix the peuce freight once FOR

He produced no public docu
ALL , which system has been approved of

ment to support his statements ; they all by the directors in their report to the

depended on sweeping assertions andon proprietors, supported by the by-laws,

his ow .. ipse divit. This being the case, recognized by the legislature in the act of

he felt it unnecessary to answer charges the 39thof Geo. III . cap. 89 , and acted

of a vague and indefinite nature, wholly upon to the presenttime, is as dangerous

unsupported by evidence. He should ,
as it is impolitic. —That to open up con

however, meet them with the same silent
tracts , formed with great deliberation and

disregard — they were entirely harmless solennity, underthe sanction of public
when opposed to truth and reason. If regulations , and the most exp ! icit iiutice

facts wereadvanced against his positions, ofthe conditions on which they were to be

he should be most happy to answer them ; made, is a proposal as dangerous to the

but he certainly would notnotice mere as best interests ofthe Company, as it is un
sertiou. He protested , most decidedly, just to those owners whose tenders were
against the principle of this measure he

protested, with equal decision, against in- rejected, and contrary to the spiritand

dividuals personally interested in this practice of commerce. That this court

cannot therefore sanction any application

question , coming forward to vote on it ; to the legislature to alter the termsof any
and he protested with no less force

contracts entered into with the owners

against the whole proceedings of a court, of ships now employed by the Company.”

summoned on twenty -four hours' notice,

to decide on a matter of so much magni
The Chairman.- " I shall take this

tude. He should feel it bis duty therefore opportunity of stating to the hon . proprie

to move an amendment to the motion now tor, as it may perhaps make -some altera

before them ; and he trusted that every
tion in his feelings , that the hon . gentle

unbiassed man would support it . Of man (Mr. K. Smith) , on whose conduct

this he was certain , that even though he he had eulogised so much, has sigued the

might not succeed in obtaining the vote of very petition which is now before the

every respectable individual present, he court.”

must be honored with his approbation , Mr. Alderman Atkins said , he was sure

because the principle he espoused was un- the worthy gentleman , who commenced

exceptionable, although it might militate the discussion , had not informed himself

against the interests of some of the pro- truly of the principle on which the appli

prietors. They were now called on to cants called upon that court for relief ;

overturn the principle on which the Com- and he would endeavour to shew him , in

pany had long aeted with advantage ; a few words, that he had not looked pro

that principle, he maintained, could not perly to the subject. In doing this, he

be deviated from by the court, without wished to have it understood , that , as a

compromising their interest , and ceasing ship- owner he was neither directly por

to recollect what was due to their charac- indirectly engaged in the service of the

ter. If this alteration were once suffered , Company ; and , therefore, what fell from

it was impossible to draw a line of demar- him , would at least have the merit of

cation ; all who applied for relief here- being disinterestedly offered to their at

after must receive it . Unless the Com- tention . But, occupied as he had beeil,

pany chose to support dishonorable prac- for many years, in shipping concerns, aud

tices ; to admitofgross partiality , to act being personally acquainted with the Con .

favorably to one and unfavorably to an- pany's shipping system, in which he had

other : they must listen to and satisfy ail formerly been engaged he came into

claims of a similar kind that might here court, that day, to offer his sentiments 10

after be made. As the greatest mercan- the proprietors, on a question which he

tile body in the country, he called on them flattered himself he understood. He hop

to consider seriously before they decided ed he should be able to satisfy the hou .

this question affirmatively, before they proprietor, after the many observations

established a state of things at once hos- he had made, that the Company, in con
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ceding the relief petitioned for, were not went far beyond the peace -freights. The

acting with unthinking liberality, but price of building , of cordage, & c . &c . had

witha fair degree of justice . Looking been greatly raised. The value of the ar

to the motion which had been just hand- ticle of hemp alone was enhanced in an

ed to the chair, they must all agree that extraordinary degree. In 1792 , it was

it went to preclude the contractors , under £28 per ton - it was now not less than

any circumsiance of loss whatsoever, from £ 40- (Hear ! hear !) - Such was the va

remuneration. Now , in all the general riation in one article from thedatum es- ,

courts in which he had been engaged with , tablished in 1792 , and all other articles

and very often opposed to , his learned have risen in a similar degree . At that

friend (Mr. R. Jackson) so long back as time they were told the question was to

twenty years since , whether he was right be set at rest for ever , and on that point

or wrong, he would leave to others to he agreed with the statement contained

judge, but he had always considered it his in the resolution of the hon. proprietor.

duty to support and defend the property When the regulation was made, it was in

of those who were engaged in the Com- tended that the dispute relative to peact

pany's service . He did not, as the hon. freights should be settled ; but on what

proprietor saill , proceed on a principle of principle ? Evidently on the principle of

synpathy, buton a principle of justice. the then existing price of stores; and he

He had often stood up in defence of his own insisted that the Company haul acknow

property , and he was equally ansious to ledged the necessity of enfargiug that prin .

protect the property of others.
He was ciple , when , the country being in a state

not himself so lukewarm , and entreated of hostilities, they provided for the differ

others not to shriuk from this duty. If ence between the price of stores, in 1792,

the questiou brought before the proprie- and the expense of the outfit of ships in a

tors had not a proper foundation to stard period of war ? Was it not therefore now

tipon, if it appeared that it could not be equally just , that when , from existing cir

upheld, on sound and fair principles by the cumstances , in time of peace, circum

owners, it was then time enough for those stances that could not be foreseen , the

to be dismayer within the walls of the prices of stores were not reduced to the

court, and to shrink from the task of sup- prices of 1792, when such estimate was

porting it . But he did think that the formed , but continued extravagantly high ,

hon . proprietor was not correctly inform- that some relief should be granted to the

ed on this subject, and that he had con- owners ? The difference between the

tradicted bimself in many of the observa- price of stores, in 1792, previous to a loug

tions he had made. Without looking to and expensive war, and the price when

the ruin or the advantage that might be the slips, then contracted for, put to sea ,

produced by rejecting or agreeing to grant eren during war, had altered 5 or £6 per

This relief, he would call the attention of ton , and the Company felt it necessary ou

' the court to the true state of the case . several occasions to make a distinction be

When the principle of separating the peace tween the price of stores at the period of

from the war freight was introduced , and contract , and that which existed at the

the peace freight reduced to a principle, time of sailing, as they were now called

considerable disputes arose between the on to do. The owners, in 1792, sent ia

Company and the ship -owners as to the an estimate, with respect to the expense

dutuin on which it should proceed . At of building, which had suddenly increased ,

that time, in 1792, there was a very great in consequence of the near prospect of

difference of opinion between the owners war, and an alteration was made before

aud court of directors, as to what the rate the ships could be sent to sea . To do the

of a peace freight should be. The peace- Company justice, they made the hardest

freight was settled at length on the rate of possible bargain . They did not act on

prices in 1792. Thus the Company in his opi- the principle of liberality ; their great ob

- nion founded a datum forthe peace -freight; ject was to get the ships as cheap as they

theresurely was a principle acted on , upon could . Let then, the slip -owner be al

which the rate of freight was founded , lowed to shew where you have acted hard

and he insisted they took for that datumly with him , and then let the Coinpany

the rate of the prices of stores and provi- act with that degree of dignitied liberality

sions in 1792. "This, he contended , if it which best becomes so great a body. Af

could be considered a datum at all, could ter the peace of Amiens, some worthy

not be defended as a just one at this pe- gentlemen considered , as perhaps they

riod. On this principle the Company po- now did , that no relief should be granted

sitively obtained the peace- freights from to the ship -owners ; but he had then the

the owners. They had themselves some satisfaction of shewing, as he hoped hc

ships, and they could judge, most accu- had now done, that from the high price

rately, whether the terms were fair for a of materials , relief was due to the ow

long course of years . They must be well ners . If the prices of building, stores ,

acquainted with the increased charge on and equipment, were now the same as

the building and outfit of vessels, which they were ip 1792, then, indeed, hewould
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tell the owners that for all contingent were good for any thing, it was good for

events they must take their chapce. Eve-- every thing, as well to control as to bene

ry man in this country felt, he believed , fit them . The hon . proprietor had drawn

the same sentiments as the hon . proprie- a sort of comparison between the Com

tor, on the subject of public contract. If pany's vessels, and those which were now

he (Mr. Atkins) at this period , in a state offered to the merchants at £ 12 or £14

of peace, entered into a contract to build per ton --and he argued that the Com .

a ship, and said , the cost would be 25 or pany ought to have their vessels equally

£ 26 per ton , and some years hence, peace cheap. This comparison was by no means

still continuing, came to the Company, a just one. The ships which the Com

and demanded relief, then , indeed, he did pany took up were not merely fitted for

not think it should be granted, because the conveyance of merchandise, they were

he had acted with his eyes open , and also adapted to a state of warfare. One of

ought to take his chance during a period those ships, if a war happened to break

of peace. But if he made a contract for out, when she was returning from India,

a peaee -freight, during a state of warfare, was so well fitted up for defence, that she

which he always thought the Company could take care of herself, if an enemy ap

wrong in requiring, although it was dove, peared. In point of men, there was very

proceeding on the prices of stores in 1792, little difference between a Company's ship

(when a vessel of eight hundred tons bur- and a sloop of war. Let the court also

den could be fitted out for about £21,000, took to the manner in which they were

which could not now be done for less than ofticered . By the regulations of the Com .

£ 26,000 ) he conceived that whatever dif- pany , their ufficers must go fire or six

ference existed between the peace prices voyages to India, before they were suffer

now, and then, should be made good to ed to hold a certain command Sorry he

him . In some degree the ship -owner was was to say , that many of those brave and

compelled to make a very low tender, be- skilful men had now scarcely the means

cause he knew, that by the regulations of by certain employ of obtaining a breakfast,

the Company, and by the act of parlia . If this fine and extensive class of shipping

ment, tlie directors had no discretion on (what he miglit denominate the political

the subject; they were bound totake the shipping of the Company) were given up

lowest tender ; and the Company knowing and instead of vessels of 12 or 1400 tons

this was tlie case , it was their duty, when burden, they coutracted for those cheap

gentlemen who had made unfortunate con- ships of which the hon . proprietor had

tracts under this particular act of parlia spoken, he doubted very much whether

inent came to them for relief, to grant it they would be able at particular seasons

to them . It was evident that the datuin to double the Cape of Good Hope. He

of 1792 had been departed from , and, he would ask , what was the reason that oc

contended , the act which they were now casioned the tender of ships at so cheap

called upon to do , was founded in strict a rate ? Lamentable to state ! If they

justice. Now , with respect to the by- Jooked round, they would see the ship

law which had been adverted to, he had owners , unable to put bread into the

hoped they had ordained it to control mouthsofthose connected withand looking

any impropriety that was likely to arise up to them for employment. Under these

amongst themselves — to control any bas- circumstances, it was no wonder that they

tý act which the court of directors froin should proceed for any freight that might

motires of interest or any other feeling, be offered to them. He felt as a merchant
miglit be inclined to do ; but it was not in other trades the truth of this remark

meant to affecta proceeding relative to daily. Ship owners were daily making

an act of parliamento an act that offers of ships to him , at a freight which

had been sanctioned by the legislature, he knew would not procure them bread ,

and, therefore, was the law of the therefore the reasoning was fallacious.

country. This was a case in which Vessels of this description were not to

parliament had enacted an express law, be spoken of in comparison with those or

under which the Company werecompelled dinarily furnishedestablished ships for the

to take up their ships ;-and he was sa- Company - well found in every respect

tisfied they could not grant relief ( for that and commanded by officers of the bestde

very clause on which the hon. proprietor scription - otlicers, whom the Company

had laid so much stress specifically for- had often thanked for gallantry and good

bad it ) without the sanction of an Act of conduct in that court-- as they had done

Parliament. It was not possible for them the naval heroes of Great Britain , like

to assist the ship -owners, without apply- whom their owu officers had always act

ing to Parliament, because there was an ed . Would they abandon such men :

express condition on the subject. No He was one of those who would rather

doubt could be entertained , that, proceed- make a sacrifice in his dividends than con
ings behind or before the bar, could not sign them to want.-- (Hear ! hear !)

legally sanction any grant of relief to the This was, in the Alderman's opinion, the

ship owners. If the Act of Parliament true way of looking at this question - and
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now.

he was surprised his hon . friend had not enemy's men of war, commanded by Ad

adopted it, instead of endeavouring to miralLinois. And why had they succeed

point out an analogy where none existed. rd ? Because they were fitted out by

He knew very well, that, if one of those those very gentlemen --the proprietors of

ships were given to him , by taking off the half-a -million of money-who now claim :

poop, and making some other alterations, ed relief. ( A laugh .) They were stout

enabling him to reduce the number of and sea -worthy - not only fitted to carry

men he could make a very low tender. the Company's merchandize , but to inter

But would such a vessel be calculated to change knocks with the enemy. He
keep up the respectability of the Com- sometimes rode in stage- coaches, and he

pany ? Would those who sent out such always preferred those where the highest

ships be looked up to as the sovereigns of price was charged -- because theyweremost

India -- the masters of a mighty empire likely to carry him sate ; and he did not like

and of a marine, capable of hostility to run the risk of breaking his neck . He,

and defence ? He would maintain , that therefore, looked whether the wheelswere
the present application was founded on a firm , the harness strong , and all things

principle of policy as well as of justice. tight and compact for the journey. If
A condition was made at a period very they were, he thought it better to give

different from the present and it would two or three pounds additional for such
not be fair to call for its exact fulfilment conveyance, than to employ acheaper and

He hoped, and he believed , that less secure one, by the upsetting of which

the ship-owners would scorn to make an he might lose a limb, and thus incur, in

application to theCompany that was not addition to the danger and pain, an ex

justly founded. If it were supposed they pense of two or three hundred pounds.

had done so, it was very easy to come at It was in this point of view that he look

the truth . The Company had officers ed at their shipping -— in contracting for

perfectly qualified to examine and decide which , security should be consulted ra

on the allegations of the owners. They ther than cheapness. It was evident , that

had a Master-Iutendant of great ability. those who had usually built ships for the

a gentleman who understooil , as well as Company had executed their work well

any person , the value of stores, and the and, he was afraid , if they were forsaken,

price atwhich they could be purchased. If and the Company employed some of those

then , the owners sent in a false estimate, vessels bis hon. friend ha: alluded to ,

he must , at once , discover it, should it their products, instead of arriving in port,

be referred to him . Should the applica- would be sent to the bottom of the deep.

tion to Parliament be adopted , the Com- Perhaps, in the first sharp gale , they would

pany would thus have it in their power to be throwu overboard, as a drodand to

do themselves and the owners justice, by Neptune and Proteus. He should, there

comparing the estimate sent in , with that fore, say, (leaving sympathy out of the

which their own officer had considered question , though he felt it as deeply as

correct. In conclusion , the hon. Alder- any man ) that policy commanded them to

man assured the court, that, in what he employ a substantial set of men , who

had said , he was not swayed by any could do their business completely, and

feelings of sympathy, but had acted under would build ships, at once serviceable to

a strong impression , that the justice of the interest, and creditable to the charac

the case demanded that the ship owners ter of the Company. Such were the ship

should be relieved . owners now employed by them ; aud they

Mr. Lowndes wished to offer a few ob- were well entitled to the consideration of

servations to the court, before they came the proprietors. He would ask , whether

to a decision on this subject. What he those ships, being built for the service of

should say would be perfectly impartial. the Company , could be applied to any

Indeed, to shew that private friendship other ? If not, was not the honor of the

had not led him astray , he would state, Company concerned in employing a class

although he was most intimately acquaint- of vessels specially built for their use ?

ed with some of the ship owners, that, if Justice told him , that, ifmeu built, vessels

they did apply to Parliament to euable by special agreement, only fitted for a cer

them to grant relief to the claimants, a taindescription of voyages, they ought to

committee of proprietors, not at all con- be protected. Was hé to set those indi

nected with shipping concerns, should be viduals aside because another body of men,

appointed , in order to examine the pro- from invidious or interested motives, came

fits and losses of the applicants, during forward, and said they would do the work

the last twenty- five years. But there were for half the price? Certainly not. The

many circumstances thatought to be taken were point ofcheapness was not alone to

into consideration, wben the subjectof the be looked to . That was not the fair cri

shipping interest was lvrought before them . terion by which to judge of the question .

It was highly to the honor of the East . What the Company ought to consider was

India Company, that a fleet of their ships this Will those cheap dealers do the

: had beaten off a large squadron of the business half so well ? ” That interroga
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tory should never be forgotten. But lie distinction have been make with respect

could not avoid again adverting to the to the notice given to the proprietors ?

principle on which he set out, namely, Why should thirty- six hours notice be

that if those who recommended the claims given to one, and none at all to others ?

of the slip -owners meant to go before their leading gentlemen , Mr. Hume and

parliament with a good grace , they ought Mr. Jackson, were honored by the direc
to cause a minute investigation to be en- tors with some notice . And for what

tered into, with reference to every part of reason ? Because the satirical oratory of

The claims submitted to them ; and he those gentlemen , and the severe manner

never could agree , that application should in which they would have lashed the di

be inade to the legislature to grant a mea- rectors , had they been neglected, would

sure, which would probably take half a have made the executive body remember

anillion of money out of the pockets of the this day-- and they were not fond of such

proprietors , at a notice of only twenty -four recollections.- ( Ålaugh .) Therefore it

hours being given to them , that such a was that notice was given to them. But

question would be brought under their was not a fair notice due to all ? A pe

consideration . Ju a case of such magni- tition of this kind to parliament should

tude and importance that period was by never be agitated without considering well
far too short. Putting the subject of the interests of those who were most con

money out of the question , this proceed- cerned . Therefore he again asserted that

iug was not proper. It was not treating a committee of meu , totally disiuterested ,
the proprietors with that decency and re- totally unconnected with the Company's

spect which were due to them . It was of shipping concerus, should be appointed

a piece with the conduct of the directors , to form a just judgment between the

when they voted an address to the Prince payers and the puyed . The committee who

Regent, without apprising the proprietors had recommended this application was

of the circumstance.— (Order ! Order 1 ) composed wholly of directors ; who were,

And the next thing they would attempt perhaps , in this instance more biassed in

would be , to do away with the system of favour of the ship -owners than of the

election - to introduce some mode by proprietors, because many of the ship

which they might elect themselves with- owners were the personal friends of the

out the interference of the proprietors.- directors, and had great influence in the

(Cries of Order !) He had lived many , court. That they were fond of encroach

years, and been an attentive observer of ments might be interred from a story.

events , He was not one of those wild re- which had been told to him by a very re

formers, who had lately kicked up such a spectable gentleman some years ago .
dust - a dust, did he say ? - that was an " You cannot think ,” said he, the

error ; too much rain had recently fallen trouble I have had with the ship - owners.

to admit of a dust being kicked up - but, They ask a very large freight, and I want

beyond a doubt, they raised a great dis- a moderate one. If they are not watched

turbance. He, however, was a moderate and checked , in a little time they will re

man - la luugh )—but, notwithstanding turn two- thirds of the directors . ” Aud

the moderation of his principles, he al- perhaps (continued Mr. Lowndes) in re

ways looked with a jealous eye towards commending this petition to the court, the

the acquisition of power. Throughout directors were biassed by this feeling ;

the human race a strong desire for the at- that, if they did not give the ship -owners

iainment of power was felt-and those their assistance, the ship -owners would

who were most intluenced by that desire, not come forward in their support . It

possessed themselves of dominion by de- was unwise, where any suspicion of this

grees. They did not startle observers by kind might attach, to bring forward a

their precipitancy. He, therefore, like a great measure at twenty - four hours ' no

faithful watchman, would look sharply tice . But, even under the unpleasant cir

after the directors .- ( A laugh .) He cumstances occasioned by theshortness of

would take care that they should not en- notice , he felt some consolation in reflect

croach in the slightest degree on the pre- ing on the gallant stand made by that little

rogatives of the proprietors ; they should army of Leonidas, five ofwhom wereoppos

not, while he was present, inveigle theired to fifty - five of theenemy. Yes , each man

constituents to the annihilation of their of that small band was found equal to

privileges, by gradual and almost imper- eleven of those against whom he combat

ceptible inroads.- ( A laugh .) He would ed . The eleven were found tqual, as men

maintain that the directors insulted the of talent, integrity , and independence, to

feelings of the proprietors, by voting an the fifty - five who endeavoured to bear

address to the Prince, and going up to his them down. For this very reason , the

Royal Highness without acquainting them . directors ought to have been more parti

It seemed to imply, that the proprietors cular in introducing this question they

were not loyal enough to accompany the ought not to have endeavoured to smuggle

directors on such an occasion . Why , he a transaction of this sort.- (Cries of Or . '.

asked , on the present occasion , should a der ! Order !) They ought not to tave

6
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said , “ As you, gentlemen , opposed this out the ship owners from redress, but be

measure on the 27th of March, you will , cause he conceived it was improper to ap

doubtless , oppose it when it is brought ply to Parliamentfor a bill—that proceed

forward again - and therefore , we give ing appeared to him unnecessary - it tend

you fair notice of our intention to bring ed to lower the character of the Com

it forward on a certain day.” But they pany, and was impolitic, both as it re

had not done this—they had not stood spected the directors and the proprietors.

forth in a bold and manly manner , and It was on this ground that he objected to

given the proprietors an opportunity of apply to Parliament then - and, on the

openly rallying against the proposition. sameground, he still felt much objection ;

They bad, the contrary, exhibited a because it gave an opportunity to their

gross example of that which was most enemies—when every thing was going on

detrimental to the interests of the Com- quietly, when the irritation connected

pany-an example of smuggling—for they with the renewal of the charter was for

had decidedly smuggled the question into gotten-to make ill natured observations,

that court, but, if he could help it , they and to say things , whether true or untrue,

should not smuggle it through the court. detrimental to the East- India Company ..

He would maintain , as he had before No opportunity of attacking them was

stated , that there was no way of getting ever allowed to pass by their enemies.

fairly through this business,butby adopting One of the greatest men this country ever

an houorable line of conduct — and he was saw had endeavoured to subvert the Com

sure the ship owners themselves would pany-but the East-India bill threw him

not manifest any opposition to the forma- out . While there was a party in the

tion of a committee of honorable and House of Commons looking towards them

disinterested men , to canvass the matter with perpetual jealousy - doing all they

in a just and fair manner. If they did, could to vilify the Company -- it was a

he would oppose them in every stage of most impolitic thing to afford them any

the business, because it might then be in opportunity of ripping up the old wound.

ferred, that they did not want justice but The hou . D. Kinnaird said , he was

injustice — that they desired more than really of opinion that it would be impro

ought to be granted to them . This was per for any gentleman , who thought that

the true touchstone of their demands. a longer notice was due to that court, not

Let the court see whether they had any to rise and state his view of this question.

objection to a committee of the proprie- He felt himself particularly called on to do

tors being nominated to sit on their so , becaụse he formed a part of that small,

claims, and, having investigated them , army to which the hon . proprietor (Mr.

stating, like an honest and independent Lowndes) had alluded. In speaking of

jury, what ought to be awarded . If the this circumstance , he could not be vain

ship owners opposed this, and, notwith enough to suppose that his naine, ( con

standing the directors went before Parlia- nected as it was with the few who voted

ment, he knew the consequence that against the whole body of directors, com

would follow . The independent members bined with those gentlemen who occupied
would oppose the bill in every stage. the benches on the other side of the

They would observe, “ These ship own- court, and whom he described as ship

ers refuse to have their claims canvassed owners and proprietors, but whom , he

by a body of independent proprietors thought, would have been more correctly

and they come before us because we have described as a body of ship -owners, not

no concern in their money transactions, proprietors, because their interest in the

and , therefore, they think as none are so former capacity greatly overbalanced that

generous as those who give away other which might sway them in the latter ), he

people's cash, that we will not oppose could not suppose that his name carried

tuem . But it is our duty to undeceive any peculiar weight with it--and there

them .” He ( Mr. Lowndes) would more, fore of the part he had taken he should

and run the risk of being seconded on this say nothing. All that ought now to be

occasion , that a committee of truly inde- called to the recollection of the court was

pendent gentlemen, in no wise counected this -- that, with five gentlemen on one

with East-Iudia shipping, should be ap- side , and fifty - five on the other (of whom,

pointed to investigate theaccounts of the he believed , not a tithe part were other

claimants - and, when they had deter wise than ship -owners) was the great

mined their rights, and correctly appor- question decided , that an application

tioned what should be given to them , the should be made to Parliament. Why the

Company might apply to Parliament. If bill at thattimeagreed to , was not brought

they would not agree to this, he would in , the Chairman , he unders ood, had

not divide as he had done on the 27th of not explained. He knew , however, that

March, with a qualified provision - his great difficulties were felt on that subject.

vote should be unconditional. On the He was aware that a strong indisposition

27th of March , he divided with his four to the measure was manifested by those

friends, not for the purpose of shutting whose assistance was necessary to carry

Asiatic Journ.No. 17. VOL, III, 3 R
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the bill through the House of Commons. a number of packed proprietors together,
On this account, he was justified at least , in order to compromise the general inter

in supposing that their opinion was similarests of the Company.- (Cries of No !
to that held by the geu tlemen who op- No ! He should state this fact, and the

posed the application in the general court legislature might draw their inference

andhe should have hoped ,when subse- froin it , that thirty-six hours' notice was

quent measures were about to be taken , only given , when a proposition for going

that some little respect would have been before parliament, on a matter of deep
paid to the opposition then advanced, the importance, was about to be submitted to

principle of which seemed to be recog- them . That petition would be signed by
nized by high authorities out of doors. as many proprietors as thouglit with him ;

Of all questions , this was one that pecu- and he would take care that it should be

liarly required fair notice to be given to presented . Though on other occasions

the proprietors at large - for it could not he would allow the wliole body to be

be said that the directors were not aware bound by the act of the majority, yet ,

that any objection would be offered to it when so short a notice was given , when

or that the measure was of so just and the court was convened under such sus

clear a character, that no opposition could picious circumstances, he could not assent
be urged against it . Looking merely to to it . Having stated so much , it rested

the numbers that divided on the question, with the directors themselves whether

they miglit uothave thought it proper or they would go on in amamer extremely
necessary to have given an extended likely to produce a difference of opinion

notice --but considering the opposition with respect to the course of proceeding
which it had met with in other quar- on future occasions ; whether they

ters, respect to them and to the East- would approach the legislature with such

India Company, demanded that an ample difficulties in their way as he had des
notice should be given . When an appli- cribed-or whether they would not act

cation was to be made to the legislature wisely and prudently in withdrawing the

on the part of the East-India Company, motion, and giving the proprietors full no

he thought at least equal notice should be tice of the time when it would be again

given before they committed themselves brought forward.
as a body, as was required , whenthey were Being on his legs, he would take the

merely called on to give away £ 300. He, liberty of saying, that, had due notice

therefore, for one, should oppose the been given , this question might be dis

question if pressed now , because fit and cussed with respect to principle, on views

proper notice ought to be given before decidedly different from those entertained
they proceeded in a measure of such mo . by other gentlemen . Because he felt that

ment, which evidently had not been com- the question , “ Whether relief should be

plied with. He would take upon himself given to the ship -owners, under any cir
to be a prophet on this occasion , avd to cumstances ?” was essentially different
tell the court what would be the couse- from the question, “ How and in what

quence of a measure adopted on so short manner that relief should be apportioned ,

a notice. He was sure it was unnecessary if the court should decide to presest a

to attempt to convince those who were petition to the House of Commous, to en
favorable to the claims of the ship -own- able them to do what they might think

ers of the impropriety which marked this just and liberal ( and liberality was justice
precipitation , because they came there so on all occasions) towards those gentle

strongly attached to their own interests , men who, having entered into contracts,

that those of the Company were wholly now called for assistance ?" He hoped
forgotten . Now though it might be said that ay opportunity would be given to the

that ship-owners alone did not fill the court of proprietors to consider the me

benches of the court , yet it must be re- thod in which the money should be given

collected that those gentlenien liad friends to the different claimants . He presumed

and connections; and therefore without the forms of their constitution would en;

meaning any thing invidious, he did think able them to do this . He believed , cou

that calling a generalcourt at thirty- six formably with the provision contained in

hours' notice, the ship-owners being in one of their by-laws, the bill must be laid

London, and great numbers of the disin- before the court previous to its being sub

ter sted proprietors being out of town , mitted to parliament. He would, when

would cast a very disagreeable imputation it was read on that occasion, propose,

on the means resorted to for carrying the that before a specific grant of money was

motion. With this feeling, he should made, a committee of proprietors, or of

think it his duty on this special occasion , joint proprietors aad directors, should be

( thoughhe would not, perhaps, on any appointed ; and that, when they had

other ) if the court proceeded to the vote, come to a resolution to grant a certain

on the present day, to draw up a petition sum of money in each particular case ,

to the legislature, stating the ineaus a- those grants should be submitted, separ

doptedi or calling the court, by bringing ately, to the court, for their approbation
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and confirmation. He was convinced more cavdour, fairness , and ability, than

that there was not a man who wished to that relative to the claim made by the ship

receive the reliefclaimed , who did not also owners was in that report . The justice

desire to receive it on the open principles of the sentiments wasso apparent through

of honor and justice ; and feeling thus, outthat paper, that neither he nor any un
he could not be ashamed to have his se- prejudiced man could withhold his assent

parate claim fairly discussed in the court; from it . And as he gave his entire assent
He conceived that the directors ought to to the reasoning contained in that report ,

take this course , in order to get rid of the it was his dutyto opposeany proposition
odium which necessarily must fall on a that operated against it . The worthy Al

more secret and covert proceeding. If derman , as he had before observed, intro

this line ofconductwere adopted, it would duced an idea that was perfectlynew

remove from his mind, and from the mind an idea that was not even glanced at in

of every man , one great source ofobjec- the report . He told the court thatthe

tion, namely, that the directors should, peace price of stores in 1792, was the da

in the very teeth of the system which had tum on which the ship -owners chose to

been introduced to deprive them of such contract, with a viewto a state of peace

a power, have an opportunity of reward- at a future period. The hon . Alderman

ing whomsoever they pleased , to as great had taken upon himself to say, that this

an extentas they pleased.- (Hear ! hear!) was the principle adopted by others, as

Let it be recollected that this power grew well as the course of proceeding pursued

out of a serious abuse of authority— (heby himself. Now he could not, for the

meant not to speak of those who now life of him , suppose that a gentleman

composed the executive body) - butthis would take the peace freight of 1792,

power was undoubtedly produced by the when he had witnessed a wargoing on for

misdeeds of their forefathers. Their pre- several years , and no prospect held out of

decessors had , indeed , so misconducted its termination. Here a war had been

themselves with respect to the Coonpany's waged for tive and twenty years , and they

shipping, that in consequence of their pro- were told, that gentlemen , in the 15th or

ceedings, the regulation of public tender 20th year of that war, would proceed on

and contract was established . By that the prices of 1792, as a datum . Could it

regulation a contract was made, ata cer- be supposed that men of business who,

tain freight, for a certain number of during that period , had seen the extraor

royages, and thebill , he believed , which dinary alteration in the value of every

was to be laid before parliament, was to species of property - who had witnessed

enable the lirectors tu grant relief, at the immense progress of taxation - could ,

their own discretion, for thepast,present, for a moment, imagine that the prices of

and future seasons, on which losses lave 1792 would be restored with the peace ?

been, or may be, sustained . He had uot ( Hear ! hear !) Could any person be

seen thebill; but he hoped the directors lieve that reflecting men would go on

would'so guard their conduct as to prevent making their contracts on this basis -- that

any imputation from lying on them. He when peace came, the old prices would

conceived the mode he had pointed out, return with it ? - (Hear ! hear !) He

bywhich the proprietors would be called could notdo them the injustice to suppose

on to assent to each particular claim , that the contractors were going on, froin

would effectually remove any suspicion year to year, under the false impression

that might otherwise attach to the adjudi- that the peace prices of 1792 would be re
cation of the directors. He would not stored in 1817 , or in any year, even be

propose any thing invidious, and there- yond that period , at which hostilities

fore the claims might be divided into dis- should chance to cease. This was the de.

tinct classes , where the circumstances of tum on which the hon . Alderman said he

a series of cases being alike , the same re- had acted . It might be so ; - butcertain

muneration would apply to all . This ly he nerer expected such a postulatum

would prevent the necessity ofexamining from him ; and it was one to which, he

the claim of each individual separately; believed, the proprietors would notbe in

but whatever course might be followed, it clined to pay much attention. He (Mr.
was but fair that the proprietors should Kinnaird) contended, that in the report of

know the grounds on which the distinc- 1803, the whole of the reasoning went
tion between different cases was founded . most pointedly, and most properly, against

He felt much surprised at what had fallen granting money to those whose contracts

from the worthy Alderman . He had might not have turned out advantageously .

started a new idea on this subject, and, They proceeded cautiously, as they should

as it struck him , it was a most extraor- do in all cases , where a whole system was

dinary one. His (Mr. Kimaird's) know- to be infringed for a particularpurpose,

Jedge of this question was founded on the and for a specified time. They looked to

report of the committee ofdirectors,which thejustice, and almost to the necessity
was drawn up in 1803 ; and he never of the case in that instance ; and they

knew a question to be discussed with protested against any branch o the sys

3 R2
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tem in future . Such were the feelings into those contracts , there was a fair

that operated on the minds of the direc- prospect that they would be advantageous,

tors at large in 1803 . At that time none and that they had no doubt of being able

of those extraordinary potions about the to fulfil them. If such circumstances ap

grandeur and dignity of the Company, on peared on the adjudication of each claim ,

which the hon . Alderman had laid so he would be content to relieve the con

much stress , were at all mentioned . If the tractors . But that, eighteen years ago ,

worthy Alderman chose to introduce such an individual should agree to a contract on

topics ; if he supported the proposition a certain peace freight, believing that the

on the score of dignity , he (Mr. Kinuaird) price of stores would return to the same

would at once give up the question — he low rate in 1817 , should peace be then

had done with it . If the Company enter concluded, he could hardly.credit . Indeed

ed into contracts with a view to their dig- it appeared to him to be utterly impossible .

nity instead of their interest , he should 'He had heard from an hon. ex -director

know how to deal with matiers of that (Mr. Grant), who ocenpied the chair

kind hereafter. Upon this priuciple he when this question was formerly dis

supposed the Company were bound to ac- cussed, that the directors were perfectly

cede to propositions where large sums aware for years that , wheu peace return

were demanded , because it would lessen ed , some such remuneration would be de

their dignity if they accepted the terms manded. Here , at le :1st, it was clear, that

offered by those who would do their busi- one of the contracting parties was not

ness cheaper. There was more dignity , deceived ; and they therefore, in the very
it seemed , in throwing away a large sum teeth of that knowledge, which it was ad

of money than in making a judicious use mitted they possessed , agreed that relief

of a small one . Some years ago the dig- should be given, when , had they put the

nity of the shipping system consisted in ship -owners on their guard, and told them

saluting when the vessels went out to that they could not , in a future time of

India . The court of directors, however, peace, afford their vessels at such a rate ,

conceived that this species of dignity perhaps the necessity for the present ap

might be dispensed with, and they accordº plication would not have existed . It was
ingly forbad the custom to be continued . a very extraordinary idea that the direc

Forhis own part, he believed that the true tors should have known the whole of the

dignity of commercial bodies, and fre- circumstances, and under that knowledge

quently of individuals, was founded on expect the ship -owners would make this

their prosperity. Commercial dignity and application, and yet had never told the

prosperity he held to be very nearly the proprietors that when hostilities ceased ,
same thing. He thought that he had an alteration must be made in au estab

thrown this question altogether on dif- lished system . He understood when the

ferent grounds from that'on which the di- ship -owners offered their vessels, theyde

rectors appeared to wish it to stand . manded so much for peace freight , and so

They asserted, that it would serve the much for war contingencies. The war

pecuniary interest of the Company if re- contingencies certainly had a great infia

lief were granted ; but the hon . Alderman ence on the contract.- Hear ! hear !)

had abandoned that ground, and treated -and it also appeared that the peace

the question entirely as oue of indepen- freight had very little, if any, influence

dence and dignity, which, he argued,were at all . The ship -owner might offer his

deeply concerned in affording to the con- vessel at £15 or £ 16 per ton , knowing

tractors that remaneration which he that, when the period of peace came, no

seemed to think they had a right to ex- matter how low be offered, he would be

pect, because they were likely to suffer able to claim remuneration . That time

Josses in fulfilling their contracts at the had now arrived ; and he should like to

stipulated rate . Now nothing could be know before he was asked to proceed to

fairer than the statement he had made at parliament , what terms were meant to

first — that no set of men could expect to be granted. Did the directors intend to

be served while those whom they em- go on this principle - to take all the cir

ployed were losing by their agreements. cumstances of each individual case into

In the long run , the Company could not consideration to look to the length of

be benefited by such a practice . There- the coonection , between the applicant and

fore he felt that it was not for their inter- the Company, in shipping concerns to

est, he would not say for their dignity, enumerate the protits made from begin

that the Company should be hard task- ning to end to contrast these with the

masters, when circumstances of change losses complained of-and , on a view of
which demanded consideration, had taken all the tran :actions, to decide as to the

place. Here, however, lay the distinc- quantum of remuneration that should be

tion , otherwise a door would be opened given ? In a case wliere equity was solely

to abuses, that never could be closed , to be attended to , these points ought to

those who applied for relief must shew to be considered . This was the true princi

him , that at the time when they entered ple by which justice would be renderedto
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all pårties. Let all the profits of the it recollected , were said to have been sus

claimants be counted up , and then a com- tained by individuals, who had an oppor

putation might be made oftheir actual loss tuuity of disposing, for money, of the si

on the present contract. If it were found tuation of captain , &c. on board their dif

that, in the course perhaps of twenty ferent ships. - (No ! no ! from several

years, they had not been very highly bene- voices . ) --At all events , if these situations

Bited, it would be for the Company to had not been disposed of for money, he

say , “ We will allow you five or six per was quite certain , that they must be look

cent. on this coutract , by which you are ed upon in the light of a valuable consi

{ikely to lose considerably.” Let the deration . If a ship -owner had a son, or

directors see , in the first instance , what any other relation , for whom he wished

profits had absolutely been made, and then to provide, and who was conversant with

the grant might be fairly apportioned. nautical affairs, he would naturally select

He was sure there was not one of the him , and send him outto India as a cap

ship-owners that would not submit to tain . But how did this statement, that

this , because he believed they wereanxious they had been losing , agree with the ex

to get this remuneration in the most perience of the Company ? Were not the

honorable manner.- (Hear ! hear :) ship -owners aware, that the court of di

Several Gentlemen observed, “ That rectors, within these two years, had been

they would be content if they could get building vessels of their owl, and had

four per cent . for their money." told the Company that they could build

Mr. Borradurle.— “ A very great differ- them for less than the ship owners de

ence has taken place in the system since manded, who, it was said, had been

1804. If the ships were taken altogether , losing by their contracts ? The court of

it would be found a losing concern . " . directors had actually informed thein ,

Mr. Lowndes.- " When the ship -own- that though the ship-owners, according to

ers say , that they don't get four per cent. their own account, had been good -natu

for their money, they don't tell us what redly carrying for the Company, at a rate

they get from biscuit-bakers, rope -makers, by which they were losing , yet the Com

and others." pany might fit out ships of their own for

Mr. D. Kinnaird said , that nothing he less. He was quite at a loss to know the

was sure, but the zeal of his hou . friend principle on which those gentlemen had

(Mr. Lowndes ) had occasioned this inter- acted ; for, if they were injured by their
ruption . He appeared to exercise a most contracts, in time of war , they must know

vigilant jealousy in his new office of that they would suffer a still greater in

watchman ; but he would suggest to his jury, in time of peace . If they were los

hon . friend not to perform the duties of ing, during the war, they must have been

the office too hastily or too precipitately. certain , that, when peace came, their los

He had heard that ihe cackling of a goose ses would be doubled or tripled . He left

once saved the capital of Rome ; but he it to the ship - owners to explain how they

did not understand that cackling was af- hd been losing-to him it was quite a

terwards heard with any degree of plea . mystery. They professed themselves con

sure for all that.- ( A laugh . ) -- His hon . tent with a profit of four per cent. He

friend on every occasion , was ready to could scarcely credit this , because there

raise his loud and intelligible voice , with was no commercial capital that could bear

the best motives, but interruptions of this so small a profit. If what they had stated

kind operated against the regularity of about their losses appeared to be true , the

their proceedings. If, as had been ob- Company ought to give them a vote of

served by some geutlemen , four per cent. thanks for their disinterested conduct.

would be considered an adequate remune- The difficulty would then rest on the di

tation , he conceived , before they went to rectors , to shew the Company , why they

parliament, that the ship -owners should should leave this delightful system-why

be called on to state distinctly the lowest they should abandon men whoserved theni

sum they would take, and the specific without profit, for the purpose of building

amount of the different claims should be ships themselves. But the main question,

stated to the proprietors. They would that of gentlemen entering into contracts,

then know , what it was most desirable and being absolved from going through

they should know , the amount of the sum with them , must be discussed before they

they were about to give away. It was come to a decision on the subject of re

very easy to say, if four per cent. or any muneration . He, for one, thought it a

other given profit were to be made on each most indecorous proceeding, to call the

case, that it would amount to so much . court together, at thirty -six hours' notice,

And here he would take the liberty , in to consider of so important a proposition

passing, to observe , that it was a most as that now submitted to them . If pro

singular thing, that, with all these losses, per notice were given , gentlemen would

for the last twenty years , gentlemen should have had an opportunity of making up

continue to enter into shipping-contracts their minds on the question. Many might

with the Company. These losses, too, be be of opinion , though they disliked the
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principle, that yet some relief ought to be so delighted with the idea of even a mo

afforded , and it would be in their power derate profit, that they could not refuse,

to state the way in which it appeared to should relief be now granted to them, and

them the boon ought to be dispensed. that matters afterwards turned out pros

But, when they were called on , at thirty- perously, to give up what they had receiv .

sixhours' notice, they were told thattheir ed . To be serious, he thought it was an

dignity would be compromised , if they did unfair proposition, both with respect to

not blindly assent to the motion, when the ship -owners and the Company, to de

notone-tenth of the proprietors knew any mand relief, until the entire contract was

thing about the matter, and, if they did, fulfilled . If they granted relief at the

probably could not attend on the moment, present moment, and an alteration took

There was another point of view in which place in the prices, they would be subject

this question mightbe considered , and it to severe reproach for having given the

was this, instead of giving the ship -owners ship - owners a sum of money by which

relief on their contracts, from time to they would realize profit in the last and

time, they should not receive any remune- the present year. If, therefore, there was

ration, until the whole period for which not some crying urgency in the case , the

they contracted, hadexpired. He would fair way of proceeding would be, to wait

suggest, as these individuals were gentle- till the termination of the contract, and,

men of enormous wealth- (No ! no !)- if the ship -owners could make it appear,

that they should not be remunerated, that they had realized no profit, and the

until they had fulfilled the whole of their company had reason to suppose, that the

engagements. He would prove, from ill success of the contract did not arise

their own statement, that they must be from mismanagement or want of cautiou ,

men of great wealth . Theyhad been, it but that the ship-owners had acted judi

was said , carrying on a losing trade for ciously, ( for otherwise they were not jus

twenty - five years, and yet they held so titiable in concluding the contract) then

high, so respectable a rank, in the opinion he would willingly grant them a certain

of his hon. friend (Mr. Hume) that he allowance. It was on this principle le

would take the bond of several of them would proceed— “ give me a certainty

for half a million . (Heur ! hear !) - If that these gentlemen could not make a

that were true, they must be men of enor- profit, and I then shall say, you have a

mous wealth ; he would almost say, men right to request of us to come to parlia

of enormous hereditary wealth . - IA ment, but your present application is pre.

laugh .) -- for he knew not how else they mature, since your contracts are not ful.

could support such losses, and still conti- filled ." To remedy any inconvenience

nue in a state of affluence. At the mo- that might be felt, in consequence of post

ment when the greatest certainty was en- poning the relief prayed for , until thecon

tertained as to the stability of prices (and, tracts were at an end, he should propose ,

it should not be forgotten, that, in 1792, that the Company should have the power

the utmost uncertaintyprevailed on the ofmaking temporary advances to different

subject of future prices) if a gentleman ship-owners, on their bonds ; but the

were asked to say, what he believed the question of how much remuneration

value of articles would be in the course of should be granted to the applicants, ought

two years afterwards, he would be very not to be decided until the different con

much at a loss to give an answer. He, tracts were completely fulfilledl. This

therefore, contended, that the profit and was a much fairer plan than that which

loss on thewhole contract should be the they were called on to adopt. The whole

rule to guide them , and not the profit and question would thus be decided at ouce,

loss on each individual year, more than on instead of going on from year to year.

each individual week of the contract. If When the contracts were concluded , let

they came to a resolution , to grant remy- the question be brought before the gene

neration for 1816 and 1817 , aud things ral court, where each case might be defi

turned round so as to produce a large pro- pitively settled . If this were not done, it

fit in 1818, he should be glad to know , would be extremely inconvenient to as

whether the slip -owners would balance semble the general court, every year, in

that profit against the losses of the prece- order to have those grants discussed - a

ding years, and give up any partof the re- difficulty which the mode proposed by him

muneration. He was of opinion, as it evidently obviated. Having thrown out

would be double trouble, first to relieve these observatious, rather for the consi

them , and afterwards to receive back the deratiou of the directors , than as bearing

money , that they should wait till the
ou the question itself, which was one of

whole of the contracts were completed, mere priuciple, he requested again to call

before they proceeded to remunerate the the attention of the court to the manner

owners . The gentleman who had declar- in which they had been assembled . Un

ed, that he would be content with four questionably, he was not prepared to say,

per cent., and the whole body, for, hie sup- that circumstances might not exist, under

posed , they spoke by their foreman , were which he would be disposed to sauction
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the breaking of a contract ; but this he addressed to the court of directors, and

was quite prepared to say, that, whether which shall be read for the information of

the decision of the court was for or against the proprietors. "

the principle - to call thein together at The letter was here read . It was sign

thirty -six hours' notice was highly impro- ed by Messrs. Wigram , Williams, Borra

per. This was not done on an indifferent daile, Moffatt, Simmons, Forbes, and

questionthis was not an occasion on others . In this letter, the writers declar

which the directors could say , that they ed, that, as they prayed relief from the

knew not that any objectionwould be of- rigour of their contracts, they were ready

fered. They well knew that last year to state to the House of Commons the

much opposition was given to the ques- losses they had sustained from their pre

tion ; and possessed of that knowledge, sent engagements, taking up the account

the least they could have done was to from the time of entering into them , and

have given full notice of their intention to proceeding to the end of the stipulated

bring it forward at this time. Unless voyages . For this purpose, they were

they could shew some extraordinarily anxious to be examined before a com

pressing emergency for proposing, at thir- mittee, in order to substantiate their

ty -six hours' notice,thatapplication should claimsto the relief which they hoped to

be made to parliament, unless they gave receive.

to the proprietors, a fair opportunity of The Chairman, in continuation .- “ This

disenssing the question ; he assuredly fair proposition answers , I conceive, the

would redeem the pledge he had given, observations of the hon . proprietor. It

by petitioning the legislature,and stating, shews that the ship-owners do not want

that only thirty-six hoursnotice was given seize on profit, when profit occurs , and

for the consideration of this important to demand remuneration from the Com

question , and that many of those who pany, whenever losses happen. This state

voted on it were ship -owners directly in- ment, though not to be laid before the

terested in the decision . court of proprietors, will be laid before a

The Chairman.- “ I certainly did men- committee of the House of Commons,

tion to this court, probably before the where uo partiality can be supposed to
hon . proprietor and other gentlemen had prevail. It has been insinuated, that a

arrived, that it was the necessity of the great intimacy subsists between the direc

case which compelled us to adopt this tors and the ship -owners ; and , therefore,

course. The petition has been readyfor it is supposed, that the apportionment of

a length of time, and was laid hefore relief will not proceed on an impartial

those whose assistance is expected in principle . But it should be recollected,

Parliament. Theydetained it for a long that the ship -owners propose to gobefore

period , and we did not receive until Sa. another tribunal- they wished to be ex

turday last . We have taken the earliest amined before a committee of the House
opportuni:y of calling the proprietors 10- of Commons . It will remain with Par .

gether, that it may be considered of in liament, and not with the directors to

the shape in which it has now been laid judge whether they make out a fair case
before the court. We are compelled to or not. The hon . proprietor has observ

have a vote on it immediately - for the ed, that the opposition which he and four

hon . proprietor knows, that to -morrow other gentlemen had given to this ques

will be the last day for receiving private tion , on a former occasion, had a very

petitions in the House of Commons. The powerful effect out of doors, which was

essential matter, namely, the bill , which proved by the disinclination manifested
will arise out of the petition , should it be in certain individuals to countenance the

agreed to , must be submitted in due form , bill then agreed to . If that be the case ,

and after regular notice to this court. it is fair to jufer that the present opposi

The hon, proprietor has remarked a good tion is not so justitiable, since it attacks a

deal on the peculiar situation of the ship- measure approved in the quarter where

owners , who, he observed , were ready, approbation was not found in the former

if their contracts succeeded , to put the instance ."

profits in their pocket,but who , if they Mr. D. Kinnaird said , he had not at

were likely to be losers, immediately de tributed to himself and the gentlemen who

manded remuneration. This is not a voted with bim on the occasion alluded to ,

just statement of the case. The gentle- the failure of the bill -- but he had said,

men who made this claim , are quite pre- that the conduct of those whose assistance

pared to shew that they have been losers was called for in the House of Commons,

to a considerable extent. They looked was at least a confirmation of the justice

at the contract, ab initio and ' if, from of the sentimeuts he and his friends enter

the circumstances of the times, unfore- tained, the same doubts being evidently
seen loss has occurred , they call on you, felt in another quarter , and in one ofhigh

in the spirit of equity, to relieve them. authority. Henow begged to ask , whe

The justice of their conduct may be ga- ther the document intended to be present.

thered from the letter which they have ed in Parliament, was not, in fact, part of
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a bill, rather than a petition ? As the bill would beframed. Hehoped itwould
letter of the ship -owners had been read , be distinctly stated, in what mannerthe
he would take that opportunity of stating, money should be appropriated. He would

that he felt the greatest objection to any give his support to the present proposi

committee of the House of Commons be- tion, if, hereafter the court of proprie

ing suffered to give away the money of the tors were to'be permitted to judge of the

Company. They were so much in the correctness of each grant. Without such ,

babit of giving away money, that they a power were given to them , he would not

would proceed to act without much in- assent to it ; because it was opposed to

quiry . There was no place, he believed, the whole principle of that system , which

where the real value of the public money the directorsdeclared bad been most fa

was less weighed or attended to.
vorable to the interest of the Company.

The Chairmun.- " I did not say (or, if If it were absolutely necessary , let the

I did, it was not my intention so to ex. Company advance a sum of money tosuch

press myself), that the committee would ship -owners as really needed it and let

be empowered togive away the money of the account be kept open till the end of

the Company. They would only be call- the contract. Two of the hon . directors,

ed upon to examine the ship -owners? ac- he observed, shook their heads, which in

counts, and , on their appearing satisfac- dicated their dissent from this proposition.

tory, they wouldrecommend that a bill But he would maintain , that it was the

should be brought in , empowering the only just course that could be pursued.

directors to give the necessary relief. That It was impossible for them to say, what

bill , of course, will be laid before the pro- would be a fair remuneration for the year

prietors for their consideration. It is ne- 1817, unless they knew how the years

cessary, by this course of proceeding, for 1818, 19, and 20, had turned out - whe
those who are interested , to shew persons ther , profitable or otherwise. The direc

entirely disinterested, that a fair reason tors might say, that they could decide ou

exists for granting them some remunera- the probable expences of future years, by,

tion. The general subject has been so well a reference to the present price of stores .

discussed by the worthy Alderman, that it He had no confidence in such a calcula

is almost unnecessary for me to offer any tion - and it should not be forgotten' that

thing in addition to what he has so ably the directors had been deceived already .,
advanced. I am sure I could not explain This was one of the chief grounds on

myself so clearly. But this I must which he should oppose the motion. The,

say, that, in my opinion, the Company ship - owners themselves did not want

ouglit not to proceed , with a cruel rigour, what the directors wished to confer on

to pull down persons from the respectable them . They gave to them more, in fact ,
situation which they have long held in than they asked. The ship -owners said ,

society , and to overwhelm, in one com- “ don't give us any remuneration, until"

mon ruin , themselves and their innocent our contract is finished . Give me money,

families .”
on my bond - butlet the question of remu

Mr. D. Kinnaird said, he had distinctly neration remainunsettled, nutil our con

observed, that he was notprepared to op- tract is at an end .” If this were not con

pose the proposition for granting relief- sistent with propriety and honesty, he

but, if the court of directors wished for knew not what was. But if the court

unanimity amongst the proprietors, it was acted differently, they would do more than

necessary to allow them to suggest some the ship - owners themselves wanted - and

of the difficulties that might occur in the much more than justice or prudence would

course of this proceeding, in order that countenance . He should like to hear

they might be obviated . Nowone of the what objectionscould be advanced against

objections was, that the committee of the so fair a proposal.

House of Commons would decide on the The Chairman . " I really cannot ac

allegations of the claimants themselves. swer the hon. gentleman on this occasion ,

He did not feel any uneasiness at this - be. The subject will, perhaps, be discussed in

cause it was a proceeding entirely with the court of directors. It isnotquite fair

the legislature-it rested with them alone, to put questions of this kind to me, for

whether they would or would not grant which I am not prepared on the mo

the prayer of the petition. It was a trans

action quite distinct from any proceeding Mr. D, Kinnaird . " I threw out tlie

of the proprietors. He did not care a observation to the court, generally, and

straw for what might be laid before the not to the lon . Chairman,'. ,

committee -wthe evidence adduced there, Mr. Alderman Atkins said , as far as a

would be only resorted to , that Parlia- hasty consideration of the question of de

ment might have a reason to give to the lay would allow him, he would venture to

country for interfering with their con- give his opinion on that point. They all

What struck him as infinitely seemed to concur in thinking, that there

more important, were, the application of wasa well -grounded reasonfor applying

the money, and the manyer in which the tu Parliament- (No! no ?). He conceiva

ment."

cerns .
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ed they might fairly infer that, or he was petition after petition , and clog the whole

much mistaken . The shortness of the proceeding in its progress. The essential

time at which they were summoned, ap- part of the question , namely, the bill, is

peared to he the great objection . If there yet to come ; and, when it is laid be

were a well-grounded reason for this pro- fore the proprietors, they will have an

ceeding, they could freely submit the ques. opportunity of declaring their sentiments

tion to anytribunal whatever. The court of on it fully. With respect to delay, one

directors had already laid it before the thing might, perhaps, be done. I do not

proprietors - and, hewas sure, they would know the regulations of the House of

not shrink from having it investigated in Commons— but, when the bill is intro

the fullest manner . Remarks of an un- duced, we need not endeavour to hurry it

pleasant nature had been maderelative to throughits stages."

the ship -owners. What had they done ? Mr. Hume differed entirely from the

They had naturally stood up for their sentiments of his hon. friend and of

rights, as other individuals would do. If others, who had taken the same line of

the court of directors thought it necessary argument. It was not the quantum of

to grant this relief, he conceived they money to which he objected - but to the

might give fairtime to such proprietors breach of an established principle. His

as had notstudied the question , to consi: hon . friend recommended that a commit

der it fully. He did not believe that any tee of proprietors, or of proprietors and

ill effect would be produced by this delay directors should make a report to this

for the legislature would receive the court of the relief that should be granted .

petition of so respectable a body as the But this did notremove his firstobjection,
East -India Company, even after the time which applied to the danger of invading

for presenting private petitions had elaps- the principle on which the system of ten

ed, on good grounds being stated for the der and contract was formed . He wished

lateness of their application . He there- the court to understand the words that

fore suggested that the consideration of had fallen from the hon . Chairman . From

the subject should be postponed for four- what he said, it appeared, thata difficulty

teen days. This would put an end to the did exist somewhere, until the present

greatobjection - and , he thought, to go week, relative to the propriety of making
before the House of Commons while a this application. If he understood the

difference of opinion existedon a question matter rightly, the President of the board

of so much importance, would have a very of control at first opposed the proposi

bad effect, and ought, if possible, to be tion , but now lie stated that he would
avoided . At the same time, he was by no give it his support. Ifhe were wrong, he

means friendly to a very protracted delay hoped he should be told so-if he were

-for they must all know, that it would right, this circumstance afforded one of the

create a very great expense. If this met strongest reasons for not going to Parlia
the approbation of the court, the daylight ment . How were they situated ? Until

became so clear, that they could not mis- this time, the propriety of applying to

take their way. He threw this out for Parliament was evidently doubtful but

the consideration of gentlemen , but he now they were told , that ihe President of

would not , at present, attempt to an the board of control would afford his

swer the other objections that had been support, and , therefore, whether right or

made to the application. If this met the wrong, the application was to be made,

idea of the court, they would go before He should like to know how the com

Parliament, or anyother tribunal, well. mittee is tobe formed . Was it to be com

prepared — and, perhaps, the hon. pro- posed of twenty -one honorable gentle

prietor would abandon that adverse feel- men , of whom eighteen were interested

ing, which induced him to say, that he in the business ? If individuals , thus in .

would present a petition to the House of terested, agreed to award a grant of

Commons, on the subject of the short no- money (which, it should be recollected ,

tice which the proprietors had received . would not come out of their ownpockets, )

If this proposition were met in a fair way, the matter was settled . If they said ,

it would perhaps, lead to an unanimity of “ we think it fair and right that such a

opinion on this qnestion. remuneration should be given ," they ad.

The Chairman .“ “ I think it will not be mitted the necessity of introducing a bill ,

prudent to defer this application . In the and the ultimate result would be, that

first place, we are not sure the House of the money must be paid. That they, the

Commons will receive a petition for a East-India Company, should trust to the

private bill, after to -morrow . Besides, House of Commons, to decide on a sub

suppose theworthy Alderman , and others, ject, which, as a body of merchants, they

were convinced of the necessity of the ought themselves cosettle, was most ridi.

bill, whilst other gentlemen held a con- culous. Let them decide on the remunen,

trary opinion — the latter, perhaps, when ration (if any were to be granted) amongst

the bill was brought in , and was in its then selves and then apply to Parliament

passage through the House, would send in forleave to carry their own ideas into exc

Asiatic Journ . No, 17. Vol. III. 3 S
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same,

cution. They mightthen go to theHouse he pursued in themanagement of hisown
of Commons and say , “ we want your affairs - for they all expected, that con

leave to relax the law which prevents us tracts entered into with them should be

from giving to the ship -owners more than strictly fulfilled. It was felt, lieknew ,that,

the contract price.” This was the proper while one individual would be saddled

course of proceeding, instead of calling on with the loss occasioned by each unsuc

the legislature to interfere in our affairs, cessful shipping -contract, if relief were

and to decide what one merchant should allowed, the sum expended in remunera

pay to another. Such a course was per- tion would be borne by hundreds - and

fectly newit was never heard of before. thus the magnitude of the number from

Mr. Alderman Atkins.- “ You have not whose pockets it was to come, removed

the power to grant relief, under the all idea of the abstract injustice of the

existing law-and , if it be necessary, proceeding. But if gentlemen would

in the present circumstances of the case , not forego their contracts , in thieir own

to afford remuneration , you must apply to immediate concerns, why should they
Parliament for that purpose .”. agree that contracts with the Company

- Mr. Hume said, the worthy Alderman should be broken , seeing that in each in

had forgotten, that much more was to be stance the principle was precisely the

done than merely obtaining leave to re Much had been saidon this occa

munerate the ship-owners. Instead of sion , about justice and dignity — but they

bringing the transactions of the Company were used in the support of so unfair a

before the courtofproprietors, they were proposition , that they appeared to bim to

to be submitted to a committee of the be introduced as inere terms of course ,

House of Commons.- (No ! no !) Had He called on gentlemen to look to the

not the ship -owners offered togo before practical part ofthe case --he asked them
a committee of the House of Commons ? to explain why they wished the Company,

He would say more - he would engage collectively, to do that which , individually,

that the board of control would exact they would themselves reprobate ?. He

the performance of that promise . It was argued on the general rule . There might

his candid opinion , that they could not beone case, out of 500 , where such hard

expect any thing like a just or fair hear- ship was felt, as might 'demand relief.

ing, from a committee formed in the man- But was he, on that account, to infringe

ner that this would be. The gentlemen a principle founded in the strictest jus

appointed to sit on it would be selected by tice? On all the grounds he had stated,

the board of control -- and they were he felt it to be his duty to persist in a firm

thus giving up to that board what they opposition to the motion .

ought to retain in their own hands . , No- The Chairman . - " The hon : proprietor

thing that had been said by any individual who spoke last , argues as if the money
had removed the doubts which he ex- were only to come out of his pocket, and

pressed in the beginning. Not oneoftheir the pockets of those who agree with him

arguments proved the justice of the prin- in sentiment. Nowwe, who support this

ciple about to be introduced . All of them question , are as much interested in it as

allowed that it was wrong. Why, there- he is . We are interested in keeping the

fore,should they supporta motion so de- , money, if we could fairly do so -- but dis

cidedly against principle as well as prac- ' interested in giving it to the claimants,

tice ? Why should they support a propo- as far as justice and equity are concerned ."

sition , which , he would venture to say, (Hear ! hear :)

not one of them would adopt in their own Mr. Gooch said , he had known ' in

private concerns ? He would engage, stances, where individuals, under parti

that there was not one of them , if a cular circumstances, had not insisted on

tradesman , bargained to supply him with contracts entered into with them , to be

any article at £60 per ton , and the price fulfilled to the letter . An instance of this

rose, in the course of a month, to £80, kind had occurred 10 himself. At a time

who would not exact the fulfilment of when seamen were extremely scarce, a

the contract to the letter . If one of them person offered to procure a number of

bargained for several chaldrons of coals, men for him , at an expense of £ 60. He

at a stated price, and a rise of two or found it impossible to do this and he

three pounds per chaldron took place, be- (Mr. Gooch ) relieved hini from his con

fore the coals were sent in, was it to be tract, and paid him ' £ 250. (Hear ! hear !
supposed that he would not call for and On a former occasion, when the subject

exact the contract, in its mivutest part ? was under consideration , thehou. proprio
No doubt could be entertained of the line tor (Mr. Hume) had' introduced some

the purchaser would adopt. Therefore , garbled extracis from documents relative

the court were now called on to agree to to the ship Astell . If he had stated the

an act, by which they would sacrifice a circumstances fairly, the case would be

principle that had hitherto been held sa- found extremely different. The owners

cred --and, in abandoning which, every did not make the new contracts. It

gentleman belied the course of conduct was one of those cases, which the court
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of directors conceived demanded re- nity 'of investigating the nature of each

lief, claim - and, if the ship-owners were in

Mr. Woolmer 'was anxious to ask a want of money, in the interim , the Com

brief question, on a point that had not pány might advance the necessary sum on

been noticed by any gentleman on either Their bond. His hon . friend to the right

side of the court. He understood the (Mr. Hume) had rather mistaken the pro

Company would lose £ 500,000 if a remu- vince of the committee of the House of

neration were granted to the present
Commons. If this Company went to

claimants . ' He should wish to know Parliament in order to obtain leave to

whether tlie court of directors had taken break certain contracts, it was natural

into consideration the sum the Company that the legislature should require a suffi

would lose, in case the owners gave up cient reason to be assigned , before they
their contracts, in consequence of the granted so important a request. On this

proposition for going before Parliament point , great caution was manifested by
- being negatived ? He was confident that the board of control - and the same cau

· by fairly remunerating the ship -owners, tion would be suggested to the House of

instead oflosing a large sum , a very great Commons by the President of that board .

saving wouid be made. A committee would , in consequence , be

Mr. D. Kinnuird objected to the present appointed, to examine whether the pro
petition on the ground that ihe timegiven prietors of East India stock , had acted

for the consideration of the subject was wisely or not, in consenting to grant this

entirely too short-- and he thought that remuneration . The conduct which was

the objection founded on the forms of the intended to be pursued in the House of

House of Commons might easily be got Commons, appeared to him to be a full

over , by the assistance of the President reason , why gentlemen behind the bar

of the board of control . Were that right ought not to go before Parliament in sucha

hon . gentleman to be infornied that the a hurry. We, the proprietors , who must

court had been summoned at thirty -six pay this money, have no information be

hours ' notice , he could state the fact to .fore us- butthe House of Commons, who

· the House of Commons ; and, in his opi- are to enable us to carry our good and

nion, it would be a sufficient reason for virtuous inclinations into effect, say,

inducing the House to receive the petition “ No, we will not let you have such

of the Company, even after the timeap- power, unless you lay sufficient evidence

·pointed for presenting private ' petitious before us." The proprietors had no in

had ceased . The House would feel, that formation whatever laid before them.

such a delay was praiseworthy, since it ( A Gentleman observed that the directors
gave the proprietors an opportunity of "were acquainted with ull the circum

considering the subject, which they would stances .) Yes, he knew the directors

- not have had, if the question had been were in possession of information -- but all

pressed forward, and theywould probably his jealousy pointed to the manner in

dispense with the customary forms in which the appropriation of the money
consequence. It was not unusual , by ' granted, was to be carried into effect.

any means , to dispense with them ; and, Suppose he agreed to grant money, and

in a case of so much importance, little 'noreason was assigned for varying the

doubt could be entertained that the House sums given to different individuals,did not

-would acquiesce in the prayer of the Com- 'such a practice create a strong feeling,

pang. He would be the last man to pre .. that partiality dictated the distribution ?

cluelimself, by any hasty opinion, from He, therefore, was most jealous of the

agreeing to vote this money, at a proper way in which the appropriation of their
time; on the contrary, he thoughtthe bounty would be effected. He wisheit,

probability was strong, that the applicants the form , the manner, the restrictions

were entitled to it. But, in the first in- imposed , in carrying their intentions into

stance , it appeared that a committee of execution, to be clearly stated and per

the House of Commons were to have the fectly understood . They ought to make

power of examining the parties , with a part of the bill . He was sorry to ob

whom it remained to prove that they had serve a strong indisposition shown by

been twenty years employed by the Com- some gentleinen, to state openly why the

pany, and had, in each year, sustained a proprietors should not be allowed to can
loss - because if the fact were otherwise, vass each grant. They could not vote

it was only fair that their profits and £300 without a full investigation of the
Josses should be balanced together. He case - but here, where many thousands

threw out these hints with confidence, be- were depending, nosuch examination, it

.cause every proposition that he had ad- seemned, was to be allowed . If gentlemen

vanced , had been assented to by the ship- did not speak to this point, he should take

owucrs present-namely, thatthe end of it to be one of those principles which they
the contract should be the time at which were ashamed to support, exceptby their

the grant should be made -- that the pro- silent vote. With respect to the ship

Prietos at large should have an opportu- owners , he would do them the justice to
3 S 2
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say , that not one of them started an ob- . cause ithad received theprevious sanction
jection to what he had proposed. He did and authority of individuals out of that

not know whether he was correct, in call- court, and because he feared a packed

ing the hon. proprietor, on the otherside committee mightbeformed in the House

of the court, the foreman of the ship- of Commons. He,however,totally dis

owners , but certainly he had accededto sented from that hon . proprietor'sreasoje

every proposition made by him (Mr. ing, because he conceived the assistance
Kinnaird) which resolved themselvesinto ofhis Majesty's ministers was necessary

two points - Ist, that the proprietors to forward the object they had iy view .

should consider each case fully -- and next, On a former occasion when a bill was

that they should be apprised of the way prepared , the directors found , in conse

in which relief was to be given . These quence of the want of that necessary co

pointsconceded, and proper timeafforded operation which they had now obtained,
for the considerationofthe subject, he that they must abandop it. He hoped the

would give his assent to an application to determination which another bon. gentle

Parliament. If these concessions were man had expressed, of presenting a pe

granted , he had no objection whatever to tition to the House ofCommons on the

go before Parliainent - but, if they were subject of the present court, would , under

refused, he should feel it his duty to op- all the circumstances, be set aside on more

pose the proposition . He begged leave, serious cop sideration. Themode in wbich

once for all, to do justice to theship- the petition must go before parliament
owners, whose intentions, he believed was fixed. They knew the fair and regular

were honorable-and who, he hoped, practic eof the House of Comnions, and it
would not, under the existing circum- was pot for them to seek for an alteration

stances, press this question. The notice of it. The gentlemen ipterested were

was too short - they came down to the willing to lay before the House the full

court iu a large body - while the proprie- extentof their affairs ; and it was for those
tors who were not directly interested in to whom the disclosure was made to de

the question,'were very few in number. cide whether a bill should be brought in

The ship -owners, in expressing their as- or not. As to the question ofmoney, the

sent to what he had said , had behavedlike House of Commonshad nothingtodowith

fair and honorable men ; he 'would not, it. They would only state, whether the

therefore , ifproper time were given, pre- existence of a certain grievance called for

clude himself from entertaining the ques- such a bill as that which was now con
on_but he most strongly deprecated templated . If such a bill were brought

thing like precipitancy. in, he hoped , in compliance with the sug

Mr. Pattison rose to say a few words gestion of the hon. proprietor who had

on what had fallenfrom the hon. proprie- last spoken,that aclausewould be intro

tor -who opened this debate. The ground duced, defining and pointing out the prix

on which he, as a director, was disposed ciple on which remuneration shouldpro

to support this question,was not on the ceed .( Hear ! hear :) He had urged the

score of its beingan act of justice, but of necessity of such a clause in his place in

liberality. The word justice did not ap- the next room , and he would urge it in

ply to the case. This he was free and that court. He stated this, because he

ready to avow , But he must takea dif- wished to bewelllooked after .( A

ferent line ofargument from that pursued laugh .) He was not desirous ofpossess

by thehon. proprietor. Hedid not think ing power, which by any chance he might

that they ought to discard liberality from be able to abuse . (Hear ! hear !) One

their transactions ; on the contrary, it part ofour best prayer besought the Divi

appeared to him , that in a great body like nity to “ lead us not into temptation , but

the Company, liberality was a very be- to deliver us from evil ;" and he wished

coming feature.- (Hear I hear ) And very much to avoid temptation, and ta

he hoped the gentlemen 'who were the eschew evil. With this feeling die trusted

petitioners on this occasion, would receive some defined principle would be laid

and enjoythat liberality for which the down, on which those allowances should

Company had ever been famous.-- (Hear ! be granted. For this purpose, be thought

hear 1) With respect to the shortness of a specific clause ought to be inserted in

the notice which had been so much com- the act, and eren incorporated in the

plained of, he thought it had been ex petition . By this easy mode, reasonable

plained by the hon. Chairman so as to allowances might be made on definite

satisfy every person that no disrespect to grounds, and the petition could go forward

the court of proprietors was intended. unclogged with that oppositionwhich must

Very far was such an idea from the minds be attended with great inconvenience.

of the directors ; they took the earliest Thehon. gentleman ,whoon a formerog

moment to bring the question forward, casion had opposed the proposition relam

andstated , ingenuously, the reason why tive to the ship owners , mastered only

it was not before introduced. One hon. five adherents, and they probably imagined

proprietor opposed the application , be that this day they would bring a larger
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army into the held . But he hoped that see what immense remunerations had been

hostilities would'cease, and that all oppo- granted. Instead of keeping gentlemen

sition would be withdrawn, if it could be to the strict performance of their con

shewn that no wish to exercise feelings of tracts, they absolutely held out encourage

private partiality influenced the directors, ment for the infraction of them ,

and that they had the real interest of the An hon , Proprietor rose to order. As

Company at heart , instead of encouraging the bon. gentleman (Mr. Hime) had

what was vulgarly called a job .- (Hear ! drawn the attention of the court to a point

hear !) of order, perhaps, in strictness, he ouglit

Mr.Hume said , he should be sorry and to confine himself to a denial of the ob

ashamed if any gentleman could justly servation of the hon. proprietor (Mr.

charge him with having imposed upon the Gooch) which had called him up . That

court by garbled extracts, or by wilfully hon. proprietor had accused him with

advancing what was incorrect. He must having rear garbled extracts of certain

therefore put himself right with the hon. documents to the court ; and it struck

proprietor (Mr. Gooch) , who had noticed him that the regular course was to deny

a statement made by him in a former the fact. At present the hon . gentleman

court. He would assure that gentleman was prejudging the question. They could

that in his mention of the circumstances not tell the length to which he might go ;

comiected with the ship Astell, he was and if the court heard him , they would

perfectly correct. That vessel was one of tacitly authorize a reply from the hon .

his, to which relief had been granted , in proprietor (Mr. Gooch ), who might en

contravention of the established system of deavour to prove his original assertion,

the Company, and contrary to the con- and to controvert the facts stated by the

tracts entered into by the owners. He hon . gentleman. By this means much

held in his hand a letter, shewing that the time would be lost .

whole business ought to have been taken Mr. Hume proceeded . A very few

up by a committee , and which charged words would settlethe matter. The hon.

the court of directors with acting in a proprietor had blamed him for mis- state

magner derogatory to the interests of the ing circumstances, and declared, that he

Company in thattransaction. The Astell, had not been fairly used by him , in the

which was built on the bottom of the notice that he had taken of the transac

Prince of Wales , was one of the vessels tion relative to the ship Astell. He had

then relieved . The owners contracted for stated (and the fact could not be denied ),

£ 20 17s. peace freight, and £ 9 5s . to that the Astell was taken up at £ 20 178 .

£11 5s. gradually - increasing war con. peace freight, and £9 58. to £11 58 .

tingencies. As these war contingencies (being, on the average, £ 10 per tou ),

were small, compared with those obtained war contingencies. The owners were re

by other owners, whose contracts were leased from the war contingencies, but

of a later date, and who were receiving the peace freight was continued by the

£19 108., application) was made to the court of directors . They received on the

court ofdirectors for relief, and they con- first voyage of the Astell £18 10s. war

tinued the peace freight of the Astell at contingencies . These were the simple

the same rate for which the owners of the facts of the case. His hon. friend (Mr.

Prince of Wales had originally coutracted, Atkins) had also received relief. His

but they raised the war contingencies to war contingencies were raised, on appli.

£18 108. per ton , being £8 10s. more cation , from £14 4s , to £18 5s, or £18

than had at first been contracted for. The 6s . being an increase of between £ 4 and

contract thus broken was made in 1801 , £5 pounds. He did not, in the occasion

and on that occasion the tenders of twenty alluded to, speak of the Astell only. He

respectable ship-owners were rejected , mentioned six ships, in favour of the own,

and that of Mr. Mestaer was received. ers of which , the court of directors gave

No man in the court, he believed , would up the sacred principle on which the sys

be less ready to leud himself to an im . tem of tender and contract was founded .

proper action than the hon. proprietor. He introduced nothing that was not fair

But what was the fact with respect to the and just ; and for the truth of his stater
six ships to which he had alluded ? In ment he would refer to documents .

1800 or 1801, the ships were contracted Mr. Alderman Atkins wished to say a

for ; and in a short time afterwards the few words in answer to part of what hart

owners requested to be relieved from the fallen from the preceding speaker. He

operation of their contracts. He did not wholly misunderstood the case to whicly

wonder that his hon. friend (Mr. Atkins) he had last alluded. He would find by

should be anxious to support the present looking to the proceedings of the shipping

proposition , since he waswasone of those committee, that the question which he

who had contracted and who had received and others disputed with the Company

relief. His war contingencies were in- was very different from whathesupposod.

creased froin £14 4s . to £ 18 6s . " If they It was this . Whether or not,wewere at

would read over the papers, they would peace ,bora fide ? -Whether, under what

9

1
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was called the peace of Amiens, they weight in their affairs, when delivering

really could be considered in a state of his opinions in that room , emphatically

peace - or whether it was not rather a observed , that, but for the success wbich

state of preparation for war : This was had attended the system of proceeding by

tlle fact and he must state besides, that public contract, that good ship, the EAST

either he nor the owners of the other INDIA COMPANY, must have gone down .

vessels, who then claimed relief, had full Some of their directors were old enough

justice done to them to know, and would admit , that the old

Mr. Hume.- " I spoke of the year shipping system was the greatest evil

. 1807." 'under which the Conipany had ever suf

Mr. Alderman Atkins said , the Dover fered — that it was the basis on which

Castle, which he had built for a special abuses of the worst kind were founded

peace freight, was completely under the and as long as the ship -owners, acting on

control of the Company. If they did not a portion of that system , could come

graut relief when adverse eircumstances down and vote in that court on questions

oppressed the ship -owners, they never in which they were deeply interested ,

could get vessels built of the size neces- their conduct must be viewed with great

sary for carrying on their trade. jealousy, and , in his opinion, was open

Mr. R. Jackson requested that the re- to considerable objection. At the same

solution of the court of proprietors, of the time he wislied it to be understood, that

27th of March , 1816, should be read * , he felt no hesitation in granting relief, if

wliich having been done, the learned gen- it were proved to be decidedly necessary:
tleman obserred he was anxious to raw He had opposed the outline of the bill

the attention of the court to that resolu- that had been introduced to thein in

tion, because it was important, that the March last, which he understood would

present court should be possessed of what form no part of the bill now about to be

passed on that day, in order to judge cor- proposed. The spirit of that bill was,

irectly of the wisdom of their proceedings that the directors should have thepower

on the present occasion . The question to administer relief, not in specific in

now before the proprietors related to a stances , but according to a principle of

point of their establishment, for which general discretion. He recollected that

they paid about £1,700,000 per ann. and some years before, the aggregate amount

the measure proposed might cost the Com- of renuneration was £ 300,000 - a sum

pany half a million of money. A question infinitely beyond what could have been

jo a pecuviary point of view, embracing expected . He stated , at that time,

such an extent of expense, must be ad- how indiscreetly such a power the

mitted ou all hands to be one of very power of distributing this relief- might

great importance. On the 27th ofMarch be used . Those who had the highest

last, when the subject was brought under degree of interest with the directors,

their consideration , he had expressed were, he observed , likely to be treated

opinions which subsequent reflection had better than those whose jufluence was

not induced him to alter. - His view of less extensive, although their claims might

the question proceeded on this ground :- be more entitled to respect. Mer , pos

if itcould be fairly shown t !atthe tempest sessed of commanding interest,would,

of the time, tiyat the distress of the pre- perhaps, get very great indemvification ,

sent period , threatened to overwhelm the while others, without interest, might be

gentlemen who had entered into contracts pressed to the wall, and come in for a

with the Company, they Oight on that, as very sınall share of relief. The question

on other occasions, to act with liberality. was, this day, whether the prayer of the

They would act so ;-and he was happy petition, did or did not pledge the court

to find that the hon . director (Mr. Patti- to any specific proposition,with respectto

son) and his hon. friend (Mr. Kinnaird) the manner in which relief should be

concurred with him in thinking, that in granted . If it did , he should tremble at

such cases the liberality of a great body it. There were many cases in which re

was only another name for wisdom.- lief was called for, but they differed as

(Hear ! hear ! But he felt that while . much as possible. Some of the claimants

they acted equitably and liberally, they had threeor four voyages to perform

ought to take care that their proceedings others had been long revelling in high

did not treuch apon the great principle of war-freights and some, from the state

public tender, which was established when of the times, had been suffering continual

the tonnage of the Company did not a- losses. All these circumstances should ,

mount to one-third of what it was at undoubtedly, be very closely investigated ,

preseut. It was of so much importance before a decision were made. The ship

to support this principle, that he recol- owners, in general, must ' excuse him if

lected an hon. director, who had great he smiled , when they told the court, that

they had only made one, two , or three pev

It had been introduced in the early part of language for the last twenty years and
cent. of their capital. This had been the

the debate .
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yet a degree of rivalry , amounting almost Majesty's ministers in so questionable a

to animosity, appeared to exist, as to the shape,-90.little guarded by restrictive ,

parties who should continue to be em .. provisions-- giving such extensive and un
ployed by the Company, and should be controlled powers to the directors—that

selected to enter into those losing con- it met with very little support in that ,
tracts . Here the proprietors could not quarter, and then, probably , the execu

be so raw as not toknow , that though a tive body found it necessary to withdraw ,

ship-owner, by his open and palpable it. But the very defects which occasioned

contract, might getbut four per cent. for its rejection, by those who, it was ex

bis money -- yet , by other means, he per- pected, would have supported it, were

haps received five times four per cent. previously arraigned , and pointed out in .

He meant not to insinuate that they made ihat court. The question now was, as he

this profit dishonestly — by no means; but had already observed ,whether the peti- ,

wherr they did realize it , it was but fair tion then before them , calling for an act

that it should be carried to their account, of the legislature, to enable the Company.

although it did not appear on the face of to grant relief to certain ship-owners,
their contract. If a ship -owner had an pledged the proprietors to any proposition,

opportunity of nominating the officers to as to the relief to be given , or the manner

his vessels, and, by that means, of pro- in which it was to be appropriated . He

vidiog for his family or his friends , was it would suppose, that the2. or £ 300,000

not an object of primary importance to was to be distributed according to the dis

him ? Was it not equivalent to a valua- cretion of the directors . In exercising,
ble consideration ? If any one rule of that discretion (unless there was a total

judging of their profits was more falla- abandonment of that which was consider

cious than another, it was that which ed a sound discretion in private life) they

they submitted to the court, when they must look to the several claims of A , B ,

got up, and declared, “ we have barely C, and so on , -- and, liaving iuvestigated

made so much by our contracts .” Some the circumstances of each case, decree an

of them were simple owners, others were alloivance, conformably with those cir
managing owners ; some of them made a cumstances. This should be made the

great deal, others muchless. But, if the subject matter of a specific provision inthe

managing-owners, or others, were placed bill'; instead of granting unlimited powers

in such a situation that they must demand --which , in two instances were given to

an indemnity, let the court be made ac- the directors and the recollection of

quainted , specifically , with their losses. which awakened that due alarm in his

l'he petition only called for reasonable Majesty's ministers, which they appeared
allowances, as far as the Company might to have felt when the last bill was sub,

think fit to grantthem . His hon. friend mitted to their consideration. If a com

(Mr. D. Kinnaird) had , on this part of the mittee investigated the claims of the difa.

subject, placed ,in averyclearpointof view , ferent ship -owners, they could make to

the propriety of having specific claims laid A , B, and C, a specific allowance, accord
before the court . He (Mr. Jackson) ing to the peculiar nature of the case

when the subject was last year before and, in each instance , an enacting

them , thought that a plan might be de- clause could be drawn up, stating the

visęd , by which each case would be made ground of the particular grant, as well

specific. The then hon. Chairman (Mr. as the measure of it. In that case, there

Grant) peremptorily rejected his advice ; would be no necessity to proceed ou sucla.

though it was evident to him (Mr. Jack- a general proposition as might shake the .

son) that the ship-owners themselves were principle on which public contract was

ready to agree to it . Not one of the whole founded . He well knew that the histo

body would, he believed , have opposed it . rical speech of his hon. friend (Mi, Hume)
How was this suggestion met ? Why the did a great deal in defeating the attempt

hon . gentleman then in the chair, said, that was made in the last year, when this

“that, to refuse the discretion which the claim of the ship -owners were first debat,

bill would have vested in the directors, ed. That admirable speech was read in

would look like a want of confidence in quarters of high consideration, and where

them -- and, if we did not feel confidence they acted on it, in order to discounte

in the executive body, it was better to dis- nance the proposition that had then beer

place them at ouce ; " with much more of made. They opposed that proposition

the same sort of verbiage. The court di- on this grouud -- as they did at presene.com

vided onthat occasion -- and, when he and ministers would allowhim to sav,
stated , that fifty- five ship-owners were that, if they ever abandoned the principle ,

present, and only five gentlemen who they woull betray the country )-ihat, to

were not, every one must at once see the adopt it, would be committing a public
result. But it was unfortunate that the wrong. “ It is,” said they, " . idle to

advice he had given was not taken on that talk. We are the country, and the couu.

occasion, For the bill came before his try us - and, without betraying it, well
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cannot throw away this sum .” If the which he should like to see altered. It

subject weremerely referred to a commit . was that in which it was set forth , that

tee up stairs (to use a parliamentary " if the Company prosecuted suits in

phrase) he feared it wouldbe nothing but equity against the owners, for that to

a farce ; and, unless his Majesty's minis. whichthe Company were entitled under

jers looked down a little from their throne the differentcontracts, it would be illu

of politics, and considered the interest of sory in practice ; and therefore the peti

the Company, with that attentive eye tioners were of opinion that it would be

which they demanded , he felt quite suré, advantageous to make such allowances to

that the operationof thispetition, and of the owners, taking in all the ships above

the bill that would probably be the con- ' mentioned , as would relieve them from

sequence of it, wouldtake a great sum out the whole loss sustained, or from any loss

of the pocket of the Company, and in the which they were likely to sustain from

most unsatisfactory manner. He repeated , the fulfilment of their contracts, on the

that, unless government looked most cau- present terms.” Thus though they might

tiously into this business, and watched it have made great profits on the first part of

most narrowly, the Company would again their contract, they would under this

be visited by a very heavy expense. He statement, if they were likely to lose by

did not wish to notice the manner in the succeeding part, be entitled to relief.

which a similar power had been exercis. He believed this was not intended , but

ed. He would not willingly go into that such' was the fact. He should propose

detail but he felt that a strong hand that the paragraph should run thus

ought to exist somewhere in order to 66 That it would be of advantage to your

check and control the exercise of so great petitioners if they were enabled to afford

a power, or , after all, it would be a most the owners equitable relief , according to

expensive operation. He hoped it would the circumstances oftheir different cases."

be found necessary, on this occasion , to He was anxious that the relief should not

do that, which a member of the board of be general , but particular and respective ;

control, in a former session , recommend- avowing, as he would, that he wasready

ed to be done namely, to institute å to grant all fair and equitable relief, con

somewhat more general inquiry into tlie sisteilt with the principle of public con

Company's shipping -system than now ap- tract, which,in this and every succeeding
peared to be contemplated. The hon. measure, ought 10 be guarded as the life

magistrate ( Alderman Atkins) stated , that blood of the Company. Whether the si

ressels freiglıted at £12 per ton would be lence or non -observation of gentlemen be

unfit for theCompany's trade, and would hind the bar, or the listlessness and apa

probably sink . But, he demanded, had thy of those before it, threatened a return

merchants at Liverpool, and other places, of the old system - if not in name, at least

a greater appetite for losing their fortunes in fact, such a departure from establish

than the Company had ? Were they more ed rule ought to be strenuously resisted ;

likely than the Company to trust their for no funds could possibly stand against

merchandize in crazy vessels ? If they a constant perversion of contracts, which

did not endeavour to procure reasonable amounted, in the aggregate,to £ 1,700,000

freights, they would soon see American per ann. He thought it was right thus

shipping employed, instead of English- fairlyto place his opinions on record . He

and they must all perceive the danger that would not object to the petition , but he

would attend the placing in the hands of should be more pleased with it if the al

the Americans so great a carrying-trade. teration were made which hehad suggested .

If they went on giving£26 per tonfor the The hon . W. F. Elphinstone said, he

sake of dignity, whilst others were only did not mean tooppose the petition ; but

paying half the money, the ruinous ex- he wished to ask ,whether the bill would
pense that must be incurred , was must embrace only thesingle object of granting

evident. This would be the end of the relief to certain ship owners . He was of

system . If a committee were formed , opinion that the whole shipping system

he hoped they would have the assistance of should be minutely looked into. If tbc

the hon. gent. (Mr. Wallace) and he fur- present measure would not go the lengths

ther hoped that it would be so far a com- of procuriugsuch aninvestigation, he con

mittee of their own , as to be made select. ceived it would be right to introduce such

This would remove an invidious responsi- à clause as would command an examina

bility from the directors, and would tend to tion into that important subject, The

the satisfaction of all parties. If that plan system was, he believed, as just a one as

were adopted , and A or B sent in an ac- could be devised ; but he should like, as

count which was not considered correct, so long a time had elapsed since it was

an opportunity would he afforded of shew . established , that it should be fairly looked

ing that the statement was unfair, and the into again .

party might be called on to set it right. Mr. Lowndes said, a gentleman con

'There was one passage in the petition ñected with the shipping interest had , in
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the course of that monthi, shothimself, would be pleased to receive it. In answer ,

because he had been for a long time lying the Right Hon. H. Addington stated, that

out of his capital, which was quite unpro- he was directed by Lord Sidmouth to ac

ductive. Had the proposition which was knowledge the receipt of the letter of the

adopted on the 27th of March last been Chairman and Deputy Chairman , There

immediately carried into effect, in all pro- were two modes of presenting the Ad.

bability the gentleman to whom he alluded dress-weither by placing it in the hands of

would not have been in that distressed the Secretary of State for the HomeDe

state of mind which led to this melancholy partment,or by attending with it at the

catastrophe. He hoped this circumstance levet. If the former mode were preferred ;

would make a proper impression on the he requested that the Addressmight be

court, and cause them to hasten their pro- transmitted to him immediately ; if the

ceedings. latter, he begged to iuform them that a

TheChairman.- " The words suggest- levee would be held on the ensuiny Thurs

ed by the learned gentleman shall be im- day. " ] d'ins

mediately inserted in the petition ; and Mr. Lowudes thought it was an insulf.

there is nothing to preclude such a charge to the court, to propose that an Address

as my hon . Triend has mentioned, from from that hon. Company should be pre

being introduced in the bill." sented through the agency of a deputy's

Mr. R. Jackson.--" I hope his Majes- deputy. Their Address ought to be rer

ty's ministers will be given to understand ceived with the respect due to a great

that we wish for a select committee ; Company whohad 60,000,000 of subjects

any member of which may, if necessary, under their command. He would never

move that the power of the same be ex- consent that their Address should be pre

tended .” sented in any other way but such as be

Mr. Lowndes said , he had been informed came the dignity of a great and powerful

that, in answer to an application from the body.

Chair, relative to the mode of presenting Mr. R. Jackson was convinced that no

the Address recently voted to the Prince slight was intended. Nothing like an af

Regent, Lord Sidmouth had stated that front was, he believed , meant; and it was

there were two ways, either by the hands not wise to anticipate a feeling which they

of the Secretary of State for the Home had no right to suppose existed . As the

Department, or by attending at a levee. matter had gone on with great propriety

The Chairman. If the hon. proprie- and good bumour up to the present time,

tor is not too hasty, I will presently give he trusted that so it would proceed to the

him and the court every information on end, and thatthey would laytheir Address

the subject, I wish to know whether the at the feet of their Sovereign without- in

hon. gentleman means to persist in his dulging in any angry feeling. Now, with

amendment ? " respect to the communicationmade by the

Mr, Hume.-- " I certainly do . " Under Secretary of State, he wished to

The motion , as amended, was then put observe that much inconvenience would be

from tlie Chair, and negatived . After felt if they went up with the Address on

which the motion, “ That this Court do Thursday next, which a slight intimation

approve the said petition , and that it be from the Chair would tend to prevent. It

presentedto the House of Commons ac- would be recollected that Thursday was

cordingly, " was carried in the affirmative. fixed for a debate in that court, and if that

ADDRESS TO THE PRINCE REGENT. they would find it necessary to adjourn,
day were namedfor receiving the Address,

The Chairman.-- " I have to acquaint as many of those who wished to deliver

the court that an application has been their sentiments would probably join in

made to Lord Sidmouth , to know when the procession. An intimation from the

his Royal Highness the Prince Regeut Chair would prevent that day from being

would be pleased to receive the Address named . He therefore hoped that the first

roted by the general court, to which an levee after Thursday next would be sug

answer had been received. Both the let- gested as the most convenient time for

ter of the Chair and tie answer shall be presenting the Address.
immediately read for your information .” The Chairman acquiesced in the pro

[The letter oftheChairmanand Deputy priety of this observation.

Chairman stated, they had the honor to Mr. Lowndes hoped the court never

acquaint Lord Sidmouth, thatthe general would descend so much from their just

court of proprietors of East India stock dignity as to suffer an Address voted by

had agreed to an Address to the Prince them to be sent to the Secretary of State .

Megeat on the late atrocious outrage ; and He thought it was rather 100 mich for

the court expressed their wish that it his learned friendto view the circumstance

should be presented by such of the pro- so coldly , when be held in his hand his

prietors as pleased to attend , they begged learned friend's letter, in which he ex

to be favoured with an.early intimation of pressed himself very warmly on the sub

the day on which bis Royal Highness ject. A certain etiquette was, be knew ,

Asiatic Journ . - No. 17. VOL. III , 3T
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to be pursued on such occasions ; and be mentioned in the next general court
though the corporation of the city of Lon- to -morrow , and that Lord Sidmouth's let

don and the two universities had alone ter would give some idea of the man nex

the right of presenting petitions and ad- in which the Address should be presented ,

dresses to the Sovereign on the throne, he And he farther observed, that he hoped
hoped the Company would always assert the court would not suffer their dignity to

their right of presenting their addresses be compromised by transmitting their Ad

by their own delegates at the levee, and dress through the hands of any Secretary

not descend to act by deputy. If a man of State. This was the whole of the

had a great number of tenants who wished transaction .

to congratulate him on any event, it Mr. Hume concurred entirely in what

would be most preposterous to refer them his hon . friend (Mr. Lowndes) had said .
to his steward, When it was expressly stated in the letter

Mr. R. Jackson said , there was some- from the Chair , that the members of this

thing either very much to his credit or to court wished to present the address per

his discredit , in the letter alluded to bysonally , it was little better than an insult

his hon . friend ; and as he had mentioned to mention that it might be sent to the

it , a little explanation was necessary. His Secretary of State . If it were not a direct

hon. friend had written a note to him , insult , it was very like one.

in which he expressed a great desire to Mr. Lowndes said , he approved very

know when the Address would be pre . much of the sentiments expressed in his

sented . He, in consequence , wrote a learned friend's letter, and he hoped he

private letter to him on the preceding day, would never abandon them .

stating that he believed the subject would The court then adjourned.

LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL INTELLI

GENCE.

The extraordinary fall of rain in our of an earthquake was distinctly felt in

northern provinces, towards the end of Madras . This phenomenon , so rare on

the last month, las inundated the coun- this coast, was followed on Tuesday night

tries, and occasioned considerable injury byone of the most awful storms wealmost

to the crops. The cotton plant in parti- ever witnessed . Several buildings, we

cular bas suffered niuch, from having been hear, were struck by the lightning, and

some days drenched . The heavy rains in amongst thém the house of Lieut.-Colonel

Bengal have also produced considerable Marshall, which the electric fluid pene

mischief. The Ailjee, which discharges trated . Providentially all the family es

itself near Cutwa, was so much swollen, caped unhurt ; and we are happy to say,i

that it overflowed its bank , in some places nomaterial injury was done to the build

thirty feet high. -Calcutta . ing . - Madras, Sept. 24.

Several shocks of earthquake have been The actual fall of rain at Madras during

experienced aỊ Rungpore on the 12th , 14th , July and August, and to Sept. 25th , was

and 15th ultimo. The last day they were 144 inches, nearly double the average

very severe, and occasioned considerable quantity.

apprehension..Calcutta .

In an old MS. journal of a voyage to

Letters from the upper provinces men- China in 1636 , we find the following des

tion that a considerable quantity of rain cription of what the relater terms strange

has fallen , and removed the apprhhensions sea snails or carleils :~18th May, N. lat .

which were created by the long droughts 6, 58 , W. long. 13, 47, we saw a great

in these quarters. We hope soon to learn many shell fish, or small snails, like those

that this fortunate change in the weather on the land, having at the mouth of the

will have produced beneficial effects at the shell a lump of wbite tough froth -like

stations which have recently been so un- jelly, by which it swimmeth or floateth .

healthy .-- Calcutta . Pricking one of them it distilled some

drops ofa perfect oriental azure, so opened

During the last week the neighbour- divers of them , and found that about the

hood of Madras has been visited by some headit yieldeth that coloured liquor, as also

severe storms, which, however, have not purple ,tawny, &c. very lively and shining.

vet had the desired effect of clearing the Whetherthis be any kindof that shell
sultry, atmosphere, usually felt so oppres- fish called murex, mentioned in histories ,

șive at this season of the year. About four out of which they drew that precious

@clock on Monday morning a slight shock purple so much esteemed by the ancients,
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I know not. It is likely that the spongy the most agile, nervous, and elastic movem

froth consumes at a certain time, and then ments , great endurance of fatigue , docili

they sink to the bottom : when at conve- ty of temper, and seeming attachment to

nient season it increases again , and sup- man, beyond any other animal, can pro

ports it. In a little cove hard by the Cha- mise any thing for a stallion , the Nubian

pel Valley (St. Helena ), I found a flying is , above all comparison, the most eligible ,

fish , and brought it on board . None in in the world. The liorses of Halfaia and

the ship had seen a larger. It was between Gerri do not arrive at the size of those in

eighteen and nineteen inches long, and Dongola, where few are lower than six

weighed twenty-six ounces . It hath the teen hands. They are black or white, but

form of a mackerel at first sight, but the a vast proportion of the former'to the lat

hend , mouth, back , scales, and colour of a ter . I never saw the colour we call grey ,

mullet , with great eyes, and the lower that is dappled ; but there are some bright

part of the fin of the tail much longer than bays, or inclining to sorrel . They are

the upper. It had four wings , two great all kept monstrously fat upon dora,eating

and two small ; the greater reached from nothing green but the short rootsof grass,

half an inch of the gills to half an inch of found by the side of the Nile, after the

the end of the body ; the two less towards sun has withered it . This they dig out

his tail , right over which , on the back , where it is covered with earth , and appears

was a small fin lessening towards the tail . blanched, which they Jay in small heaps

It was dainty meat . once a day on the ground before them .

They are tethered by the fetlock joint ofthe

A coal- black young tiger is now on fore leg with a very soft cotton rope, made

board the Java , Captain Hodges, recently with a loop and large button. They eat

arrived in the river from Bengal. He is and drink with a bridle in their mouth .”

about twelve months old, exceedingly fe-. The traveller relates also the superior

rocious, so that it is dangerous to ap- good qualities ofthehorse ofShekh Adelan,

proach the iron cage in which he is con- not quite four years old , and full sixteen

fined . It is supposed the captain intends hands high .

hiin as a present to the Prince Regent.

He has also brought two very beautiful The maritime towns of France are repre

buffaloes ; they were likewise very fierce sented as busily engaged in equiping ex

when brought on board, but during the peditions to carry their flag into seas
voyage have become more docile. where it has long been nearly unknown .

Captain Segur, Knight of the royal orders

We learn from a late traveller in Egypt , of St. Louis and of the Legion of Honor,

that a Dongolese horse had been sold at is expected soon to sail from Dieppe in the

Cairo , at a price equal to a thousand Ceres , with a complete set of officers be

guineas sterling Bruce describes the longing to the royal navy, to explore such

horses of Dongola as the most perfect in parts of the Indian Ocean where their

the world . « AtHalfaia and Gerri be- manufactures may find most ample means

gins that noble race of horses justly cele- of development. He will take on board

brated all over the world . They are the some young pupils,'to whom this voyage

breed introduced here at the Saracen con- will ensure a speedy and complete instruc

quest, and have been preserved unmixed tion in commerce and navigation .- It is

to this day. They seem to be a thus by means of instructive voyages that

distinct species from the Arabian horse our rivals hope to form seamen and prac

such as I have seen in the plains ofArabia tical schools of navigation.

Deserta, south of Palmyra and Damascus,

where I take the most excellent of the The ship Rurik , commanded by Lieu

Arabian breed to be in the tribes ofMowalli tenant Von Kotzebue, which was fitted

and Annecy,which isabout lat. 36º . Whilst out two years ago, by Count Romanzow ,

Dongola, and the dry country near it, for a voyage of nautical and geographical

seems to be the centreofexcellence for this discovery, happily arrived in June, 1816 ,

noble animal ; so that the bounds within in the harbourof Petropawloosk (St. Peter

which the horse is in its greatest perfec- and St. Paul) , and sailed in July to

tion seem to be between the lat . 20 and Behrings Straits. This account has just

86, and between long. 30 east from Green- been received from Kamtschatka .

wich, to the banks of the Euphrates. To Lieutenant Kotzebue, commander of the

this extent Farenheit's thermometer is ship Rurik, has discovered, on his voyage

never below 50 in the night , or 80 in the round the world, several new islands,

day, though it may rise to 120 at noon which he has named Romanzow's, Speri

in the shade, at which 'point horses are dow's, Krusensten's, Kielusow's and Su

not affected by the heat , but will breed as warrow's Islands .

they do at Halfaia and Dongola. They

are,” he adds, “ entirely different from An expedition is fitting out at Cronstadt,

the Arabian ; but if beautiful and sym- for a fourth voyage round the world, by

metrical parts, great size and strength, the Russian American Company.

3 T 2
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Information has just 'been received of M. Æmili Porti Dictionarium Ionicum

the death of Major Peddie, before he Græco -Latinum , quod indicem in omnes

reached the Niger . Lieutenant Campbell Herodoti Libros continet, cum Verborum

is now the Commanding Officer, and we et Locutionuin in his observatu dignarum

understand proceeded to carry into execu . accurata Descriptione. 8vo. price 12s .

tion the orders received by Major Peddie . in boards.

IN THE PRESS .
The Congo sloop of war is arrived at

Deptford. Several large cases, containing The Colonies, and the present American

the natural productions of Africa, col- Revolution . By M. de Pradt, formerly

lected in the late expedition to the Congo, Archbishop of Malines.

have been sent to Sir Joseph Banks, for

the purpose of being assorted into their re Very speedily will be completed in 20

spective classes : many of them are of a numbers, price 8s.each , The New General

kind hitherto unknown, and thewhole Atlas, on a scale similar to that of

will shortlybe submitted to theinspection D'Anville,comprising 76Maps fullcolonr
of the public. ed, and Engravings illustratire of the

Heights of Mountains, Magnitude of Ri

vers , &c . also a Memoir ou Geography, a

Sir Thomas Strange, late Chief Justice Chapter on Physical Geography, and a

of Madras, hasleftready forpublication Consulting Index of Places.
three volumes of Reports of Cases de- Lieut . Edward Chappell will publish

cided in the Recorder's Court and Su- early in next month, a Narrative of a
preme Court of Judicature at thatPresi- Voyage to Hudson's Bay, containing some

dency, while Sir Thomas presided in
account ofthe north -east coast of America,

these Courts. They are printing at the and the tribes inhabiting that remote

Madras Government Press, and will be

region ; in an octavo volume, illustratedpublished immediately.

by plates .

Sir William Adams has in the press ,

NEW LONDON PUBLICATIONS.
An Inquiry into the Causes of the frequent.

Failure of the Operations of extracting

Algebra of the Hindus, with Arithmetic and depressing the Cataract, and the Des

and Mensuration : translated from the cription of an improved Series of Opera

Sanscrit. By H, T. Colebrooke, Esq. tions .

4to . 31 , 3s.
Dr. Coote has in the press, the History

A Narrative of the Briton's Voyage to of Europe, from the Peace of Amiens in

Pitcairn's Island . By Lieut . Shillibeer, 1802 to the Peace of Paris in 1815 , form

R. M. 8vo. 8s . 60. boards . ing a seventh volume of the History of

Modern Europe.
Manuscrit venu de St. Hélène, d'une,

Manière inconnue. Bro . 7s. 6d .
A new edition , entirely remodelled , of

A Translation of the St. Helena Manu- printing in four octavo volumes.
Dr. Thomson's System of Chymistry is

script. 8vo. 7s . 6d .

Outlines of Geology ; being the Sub Historical Account of Discoveries and

stance of a Course of Lectures delivered in Travels in Africa, from the earliest ages

the Royal Institution of Great Britain . to the present time. By the late Jolin

By William Thomas Brande , Sec. R.S. Leyden, M.D. Completed and enlarged,
F.R.S.E. Prof. Chem. R.I. &c. 8vo. 7s . 6d. with Views of the present State of that

Continent, by Hugh Murray, Esq. F.R.S.X ,
An Essayon the Variation of the Com

In 2 vols . 8vo. with Maps and Charts .

pass ; showing how far it is influenced by

a Change inthe Direction of the Ship’s An Abridgment of Universal History,

Head. By William Bain , Master, Royal commencing with the Creatiou, and car
Navy. ried down to the Peace of Paris, in 1763,

The History of the University of Edin, their common Ancestors is traced, the
in which the Descewt of all Nations from

burgh, chiefly compiled froin Original Course of Colonization is marked, the

Papers and Records . By Alexander
Progress of the Arts and Sciences noticed ,Bower, 2 vol . 8vo . 24s.

and the wliole Story of Mankind is re

The Ancient History of the Egyptians, viewed, as connected with the moral Go

Carthaginians, Assyrians, Babylovians, vernment of the World , and the revealed

Medes and Persians, Macedonians, and Dispensation . By the Rev. E. W. Whit

Grecians. By M. Rollin , 12 vols. 12mo. aker. In four 4to, vols, price 81. 85,

£ 2. 8s. boards.
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MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE .

Extract from the Second Report of lieve than would have been the case , had

the Bombay Auxiliary Bible Society , earlier attention been paid to the means

1816.-The Committee of the Bombay and duty of continuing them in tlie Pro

Auxiliary Bible Society present to the testant faith .

subscribers the following report of their 2d . Narive Christians. The expecta

proceedings during the year 1815.
tion held out by the committee in the first

First.-- Protestants. -- It being the first report of distributing the Scriptures in

object with the society to furnish their Portuguese to the native Christians of

poorer countrymeu living under this go- that Church , has been realized with great

vernment with a copy of the Holy Scrip- success ; and they have not only dispers

tures, the Committee regret that through ed a considerable number on the Islands

the small stock of English Bibles and of Bombay and Salsette but have for

Testaments which remained from the last warded no less than 550 to Goa, at the

year, and the non - arrival of the supplies particular request of the British Envoy,

they have written for, both ' to Calcatta who describes the natives and even the

and London, they have been deprived of priests as coming in crowds to relieve

the means of supplying in the manner they them .

would wish , the numerous applications The committee have also sent a few in

which have been made to them by the compliance with a wish expressed by the

commauding officers, both of his Majes. Portuguese Vicar at Cannanore; who ,

ty's ships of war, and the European re- however, when he found that the trans

giments.
lation had not the authority of the Censor

Through this deficiency and the cir- of the Inquisition, refused to distribute

cumstance that in Bombay few English them himself, but nevertheless allowed

Bibles and Testaments are exposed for his congregation to receive them from

sale, and those at a great price, not only others, and the number sent was very

the private soldier and sailor in a foreign soon called for.

land , amidst a profligate and idolatrous
people have been deprived the means of be List of Protestant Missionaries Resi

coming better acquainted with the moral dent in India , specifying their Places

duties of their holy religion ; but even the of Residence and the Society to which

sick in the hospitals and barracks, whilst they belong.

their only hope was directed towards that
Place. Names of Missionaries. Society to which

land « where the wicked cease from trou
they belong ..

bling and the weary are at rest, " could Agra
Peacock Baptist

receive no cheering consolation from the M‘Intosh Do.

study of that word , which " speaks Allahabad N. Kerr Do.

peace unto their souls and is able to make Kureem , a Native

them wise unto salvation ."
Amboyna Jabez Carey Do.

Joseph Kam
Do.

This distressing deficiency, the commit
Balasore John Peter ( Armenian ) Do.

tee trust, the arrangements they have Bellary John Hands London

now made will prevent for the future ;

and they are the more anxious to do this,
Joseph Tayler

Wm. Reeve

as they are couscious, that amidst all the
zeal which has been sometimes displayed Berhampore Pian Krishna Natives

Nidhee Ranna

for the promotion of Christianity , it may
Bombay Samuel Newell American

justly be retorted that the spiritual wants
Gordon Hall

of our poorer fellow countrymen have Calcutta W. Greenwood Church

seldom been sufficiently brought under
C.J. G. Sheocter

contemplation.

Calcutta Henry Townley London

James Keith Do.

The great disregard indeed hitherto
Canton Robert Morrison

shewn to the lower classes of Protestants, Colurnbo J. D. Palm
Do.

whilst it has exhibited the English in a James Chater Baptist

very unfavourable light , has also mate Thos, Griffiths

rially lessened their numbers ; and ac Benj . Clough Wesleyan

cordingly to this cause is it principally to
Jafnapatam James Lynch

Do.

be attributed , that the number amongthe Galle T, H. Squance

lower orders of Protestants in Bombay,
G. Evans Do.

either native or European, exclusive of
Sl . Broadbent Do.

those who are immediately employed in
Robert Carter Do.

the service of the country, is exceedingly
E. Jackson

J , Callaway
Do.

few ; fewer certainly the committee be

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
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Baptist

Kanjelle Manteard Natives

Place . Names of Missionaries . Society to which Place. Names of Missionaries. Society to which

they belong . they belong ,
Galle

J. Mackenney . Wesleyan Nagpore Ram Mohun
Baptist

Do.
PanderaW. B. Fox I. De Silva

T. Osborne Do. Bhagyat (Native)

R , Newstead Do. Patna Thomson

John Barry Do. Rangoon A. Judson American Baptist

Di. Poor American G. H. Haugh

Richards Do. Serampore and

H. Bardwell Do. Calcutta Dr, Marshman

B. Meigs Do. Carey

E. Warren
Do. Ward

Chinsurah Robert May London Lawson

J, D. Pearson Eustace

Chittagong Du Bruym
Baptist Carey

Chunar Wm. Bowley Church Leonard

Cutwa Wm . Carey, Jun . Baptist Yates

Randell

Vishmur
Penny

Delhi John Kerr
Baptist Wm , Smith and six

Digah Wm. Moore
Do. Natives

Joseph Rawe Do. Sirdhana John Chamberlain

Bendabund Do.
Natives Surat

Carepeit Aratnon ( Armenian )Ram Prisadaſ Do.

James Skinner LondonDinagepore and

Wm. Fynie
Sadamahl Ignatius Fermondez

Ganjam William Lee London Tanjore 1. C. Kalhoff and fours Christian
KnowledgeNatives

Gomalty Krishna (Native) Baptist
Society .

Gurja Fawles
Tinnevelly Charles Mead

London
Isle of France John Le Brun

London Si . Render

Batavia Wm, Robinson
Baptist Tranquebar A Caenmerer and a

Trowt
Native.

Danish

Reiley Travancore Thomas Norton
Church

Joseph Phillips
Christian

J. C , Supper London Trichinopoly C. Pople

Samarang G. Bruckner
Baptist Society

Jessore Vepeng C. W, PezoldWm. Thomas Do.Do.

Sephul Ramsh LondonDo. Vizagapatam John Gordon
Manekasho Natives Do. E, Prichett

Do.

Nurratoma Do. James Dawson Do.

Madras I. C. Schnarre
Church

Church Missionaries
8C. T. E. Rhenius

London Do.

B. Bailey

Society for promoting Christian Knowledge 3
T, Dawson

Baptist 59
Wm . Loveless London

Wesleyan 16Richard Knill

American
7W. H, Harvard

Wesleyan Danish
3

Malacca Wm. Milne
London

C.H. Thomson
Do.

Total of European Missionaries 98W.H. Medhurst
Do.

Total Native Do, 23
Meerut Permunud and his

brother (Natives) Church
Total Protestant Missionaries in India 121

{

INDIA HOME
INTELLIGENCE.

East -India House , April 9th , 1817.- were closed at 6 oʻlock , when the election

At a Court of Directors held this day, the was declared to have fallen upon

ananimous thanks of the Court were W. Astell, Esq.

420voted to Thomas Reid and John Bebh , C. Grant, Esq...

418
Esqrs. for the zeal and attention shewn Sir J. Jackson , Bart.

420by them to the interests of the Company C. Marjoribanks, Esq.

421during the past year.
S. Toone, Esq. 421

The same day a ballot was held for the G. Smith , Esq.
418election of six Directors, in the room of

R. C. Plowden ,Esq. April 10th .–At a Court held this day,
John Bebb and James Pattison , Esqrs.J. Hudleston , Esq.

G. A. Robinson , Esq. were chosen Chairman and Deputy Chair

W. S. Clarke, Esq. man for the year ensuing,

J. Thornhill, Esq.
The following is the list of Directors

G. Raikes , Esq.
for the present year, with the Committees

who are out by rotation, The glasses to which they are appointed.
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Madras Military Establishment, do

Col. L. Thomas, ( via France)

mitted to return to their duty .

Bengal Military Establishment, are per

writer of theyear1789,
undermentioned Officers on the
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Mansion -House,
Apriore

.
Yesue

! been executed asas cingleaders of the mus

King and Moore were tiny

brought before the Lord Mayor, charged Mr. Scarlett on the other side observed ,

with a fraud on the East -India Company, that the proposal had been made by him

It appeared from the evidence of a poor in the absence of Capt. Webster. It was

illiterate seaman , who it seems had been fit to state , that in the course of the yoy

selected by the prisoners as the fittest per- age from India the defendant had felt it.

son to carry their nefarious designs into his duty, even to the plaintiff, and much

execution , that the prisoner Moore, who more to the crew of the ship , to put him

is in the Company's service, had met him into confinement. He was far from wish .

in the street, and understanding that he ing to say that he had taken any part in

wanted a birth , undertook to procurehim the mutiny ; but he firmly believed, that

wie , upou condition that he would take a the desigu of the defendant in imprison

paper for him to the India House and re- ing him , was to protect him from the vio

ceive some money on his account. Witó lence of the crew . It was due to the

ness took the paper as directed, but was plaintiff to admit, that whenthe contest

too late, as the business of the housewas unhappily arose, he most readily and zea.

concluded for that day. He went again louslyassisted the captain in putting an
the next day in company with King and end to it . The sum for which the ver

another person , and they each received dict was to be taken was £50, which was

(on presenting the paper)£3. 48. They recorded .

then went to a house in Fenchurch -street, Mr. Gurney added , that the traitors on

where they met Moore and divided the board the Indiainan were a part of
money. It seems that Moore was . em . those who bad custody ofthe British offi .

ployed by the East -India Company to pro- cers at the Isle of France, and that but

vide men for the service , and that the for the exertious of the plaintiff and de .

paper presented by the witness was a fendant they would have succeeded. In

chargefor bounty forthree able seamen , running awaywith the ship and cargo ,
pretended to have been procured and paid worth not less than £ 300,000.

by the prisoner, whereas the men so en Lord EHenborough . Itisunnecessary

gagedbyhim proved on inspection to be to makeanyobservation ;no doubt a sound
quite the reverse of whatthey were le- discretion has been used en both sides.

presented tobe. The prisoners denied Itappears fromthe record , that theCap

that they had any fraudulent intention . tain , whether legally or illegally, acted

Remanded. 'from proper motives. Theimprisonment
of an individual for his own protection is

certainly a new case ; but I do not say ,

that under certain circumstances it might

COURT OF KING'S BENCH,
not amount to a justification, when the

Thursday, April 17th - Special Jury- tion of the whole ship.
imprisonment had inview, the preserva

Williams v. Webster . This was an ac

tiontorecover damagesfor an assault and imprisonment before the mutiny might be
Mr. Guruey observed, thatalthough the

false imprisonment. Mr. Gurney ad- justifiable, it could not be justified after

dressed the Jury, observing that the out
that had been suppressed , and upon the

rage of which bis client complained was

committed on board a ship on its voyage cuted .
complaint of the very persons siuce ese

to India , the plaintiff being mate, and the

defendant captain . The sole object of

Mr. Williains in coming before the Court An embarkation from the depot of de

was thevindication of his character , and serters,at Porchester , is to take place im

to remove every supposition that he could mediately, for the Cape of Good Hope;
have been properly subjected to confine- they areto serve for life abroad. The

ment. It was no part of his purpose, transports Abeona, Lloyd's, Sisters, and

while vindicating his own , to cast any im- Borringdon, will take on board those for

putation on the character of Captain the Cape. A detachmentofthe 48th re
Webster ,who had probably been actuated giment ( 200 meu) is embarked in these

by misinformation : that misinformation vessels.
should have been given to him would ap- The new building in Cavnon-row, oric

pear extremely probable, when it was ginally intended for the Transport Office,

known that on board the ship command- and afterwards for theOrdnance Depart.

ed by the defendant, a 'conspiracy to run ment, ' is nearly completed for the recep

away with it'had just afterwards broken tion of the ludia Board , to which they

out, and two of the crew had actually will remove iu a short time,

:
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.
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ciced a considerable degree of interest in Company's ship Cornwall, at aplace called

Cheltenham , from which place it rose ; Whampo, seventeen miles from Canton.
a great number of the most respectable The evidence was in effect , as follows,

families had come from that place to hear J. Stewart, oneof the ship's company,

the trial. The amusement, however, stated, that the prisoner, thedeceased and

which was anticipated, was considerably severalothers of the crew ,were rowing a

damped by the serious turn which the boat witliin six miles of the ship , on the

cause took, the learned Judge declaring 24th of October. Somebodycomplained

that he would not suffer any improper that the deceased did not pull his oar ;

merriment in that Court, but the cause upon which the prisoner said to him ,
should be tried like any other. « You rascal, if you don't pull youroar ,

The simple circumstances were, that I'll throw you overboard. The reply

on the 27th of September last Captain of the deceased was, “ That's more than

Powney was walking up the High -street you can do,thankGod ." The prisoner said ,

of Cheltenham , attendedby a persun go- * Is it then ?" and seizing Fitzpatrickby
ing to shew him a lodging-honse, when the backof the trowsers, threw him over

the defendant, Mr. Brisac, wilfully threw board. The prisoner said at the time,

himselfagainst Capt. Powney, and pushed “There you are now . " The boat's crew

him with great violence against some pa- tried to save the deceased, but thenight

lisades, making use of insulting language, was dark, and they failed. The prisoner

which terminated in blows from his walk immediately attempted to throw himself

ing stick. Capt. Powney, by the advice overboard, but was prevented by one of
of somehigh naval andmilitary officers the crew . The witness did not think that

then at Cheltenham , brought an action of a hole was torn in the trowsers of the
assault against the defendant; and had deceased by the violence of the pri
the plaintiff'wanted any additional testi- soner, so

mony to his character as an officer and a Capt. Toussaint, Commander of the

gentleman, than that of those officers, Cornwall, stated, that he was at Canton

he had a large share of it from when this occurrence took place, but he

the strong sentiments expressed by the heard of it immediately after. He also

learned Judge who tried the cause ; his heard that thebody was found, but in so

Lordship desiring it might be understood mutilated a state as to prevent the fea

that Capt. Powney hadacted with thecor- tures being distinguishable. There was,

rect feelingsof agentleman, inappealing he observed , aremarkable circumstancein

to the laws of his country for a just the evidence taken at China in the contra

punishment on the defendant, for hisun- diction given by one of the boat's crew to

justifiable conduct, and reminding the the statement just made with respect to
Jury of the propriety of giving such da- the trowsers deceased . Besides,

mages as should operate as an atonement could recognise the

tohis feelings forthe personal insult. body. There existed in the ship a very

The Jury returned a verdict for the great prejudice against the prisoner, for

plaintiff with £ 100 damages ; and the what reason he did not know , except it
Judge, further to shew his opinion of the was on account of his decided superiority

cause , certified on the record that it was over the wholeof the crew , it being usual

a proper one to be tried by a special jury, with him to work more than six of the

to enable the plaintiff to recover the costs ordinary men . It was even said on board

thereon . that they would have blood for blood . So

Counsel for the plaintiff, Messrs . Jowis, affected was the prisoner at the event,

Taunton and Manley ; Solicitor, Mr. that it was with great difficulty hewas

Hughes. Counsel for the defendant, Mr. kept alive during the voyage, and he was,

Daúncey and Mr. Puller ; Solicitors, for a considerable time, outof his senses.

Messrs. Newmarch and Harris, Mr. Capt. Toussaintwas presentat the exami

Dauncey availed himself of the circum- nation of witnesses at China, and he re

stances ofthecase, and the great disparity marked that the deposition of Stewart

in the ages of the parties, to indulge was not like the account given by him in

in that vein of humour for which the ships

he is so remarkable, and afforded, it is Captain Toussaint having deposed that

said much amusement to a very crowded the ship lay sixty or seventy miles from

and respectable Court. The plaintiff, we the sea, Mr. Wilson , Solicitors to the

understand, intends devoting the amount East-India Company, said thecase was

of the damages to charitable purposes. out of the jurisdiction of theAdmiralty ,

and the evidence should therefore be ex .
THAMES POLICE .

amined before the Privya Gonncil, 1

Henry Hackroot,a Swede,was brought wouldorder a Special Comunission

ap on a charge of having thrown over- trial of the prisoner.

board and drowned William Fitzpatrick , Hackroot is a stout young me

a seaman belonging to the East-India appeared deeply affected .--Remar

Asiatic Journ.- No. 17. VOL.III. 3 U

not one of the Creme de
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Mansion-House, April 15. Samuel been executedas viņgleaders of the nu
were yesterday tiny

brought before the Lord Mayor, charged Mr. Scarlett on the other side observed ,

with a fraud on the East - India Company, that the proposal had been made by him

It appeared from the evidence of a poor in the absence of Capt. Webster. , It was

illiterate seaman , who it seems had been fit to state, that in the course of the yoy
selected by the prisoners as the fittest per- age from India the defendant had felt it

son to carry their nefarious designsinto his duty, even to the plaintiff, and much

execution, that the prisoner Moore, who more to the crew of the ship, to put him

is in the Company's service, had methim into confinement. He was far from wish .

in the street , and understanding that he ing to say that he had taken any part in

wanted a birth, undertook toprocure him the mutiny ; but he firmly believed, that
que, upon condition that he would take a the design of the defendant in imprisob

paper for him to the India House and re- ing him, was to protect him from the vio

ceive some money on bis aecount. Wit- lence ofthe crew . It was due to the
ness took the paper as directed, but was plaintiff to admit, that whenthe contest

too late, as the busiuess of the house was unhappily arose, he most readily and zea .

concluded for that day. He went again lously assisted the captain in putting an
the next day in company with King and end to it . The sum for which the ver

another person , and they each received dict was to be taken was £50, which was

(on presenting the paper)£3. 48. They recorded.

then went to a house in Fenchurch -street, Mr. Gurney added , that the traitors on

where they met Moore and divided the board the Indiaman were a part of
money . It seems that Moore was em . those who bad custody ofthe British offi .

ployed by the EastIndiaCompany to pro- cers at the Isle of France, and that but

vide men for the service, and that the for the exertious of the plaintiff and de
paper presented by the witness was a fendant they would have succeeded in

charge for bountyforthree able seamen , running away withthe ship and cargo ,
pretended to have been procured and paid worth not less than £ 300,000.

by the prisoner, whereas the men so en- Lord Elemborough . Itisunnecessary

gaged byhim proved on inspection to be to makeanyobservation ;no doubt a sqund
quite the reverse of what they were le- discretion has been used en both sides .

presented to be. The prisoners denied Itappears from the record, that the Cap

ihat they had any fraudulent intention . tain, whether legally or illegally, acted

Remanded. 'from proper motives. The imprisonment
of au individual for his own protection is

certainly a new case ; but I do not say,
that under certain circumstances it might

COURT OF KING'S BENCH.
not amount to a justification, when the

Thursday , April 17th -- Special Jury- tion of the wholeship.
imprisonment had in view , the preserva

Williams v.Webster. This was an ac

tion to recover damagesfor an assault and imprisonment before the mutiny might be
Mr. Guruey observed, thatalthough the

false imprisonment . Mr. Gurney ad- justifiable, it could not be justified after

dressed the Jury, observing that the out
that had been, suppressed, and upon the

rage of which bis client complained was

committed on board a ship on its voyage cuted .
complaint of the very persons since ese

to India , the plaintiff being mate, and the

defendant captaip. The sole object of

Mr. Williams in coming before the Court An embarkation from the depot ofde

was thevindication of his character, and serters , at Porchester, is to take place im

to remove every supposition that he could mediately, for thic Cape of Good Hope ;

have been properly subjected to confine they are to serve for life abroad. The

ment. It was no part of his purpose, transports Abeoua, Lloyd's, Sisters, and

while vindicating his own, to cast any im. Borringdon, will take on boardthose for

putation on the character of Captain the Cape. A detachment of the 48th re

Webster, who had probably beenactuated giment (200 meu ) is embarked in these

by misinformation : that misinformation vessels .

should have been given to him would ap- The new bnilding in Cavnon-row , oris

pear extremely probable, when it was ginally intendedfor the TransportOffice,

known that on board tlie ship' command- and afterwards for the Ordnance Depart.

ed by the defendant, a conspiracy to run meut, is nearly completed for therecep

away with it had just afterwards broken tion of the Tudia Board, to which they

out, and two of the crew had actually will remove in a short time,,
1 :
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the voyage
i '

CHINA. ters of his own court, although we know

AN American shipip from Cánton brings
not otherwise that it is founded in truth!

an account that at the time she left , forty
We are assured , however, that this unde

two ships, chiefly Americans and Swedes,
cided personage, on the 8th ult , in conses

were loading in the river with teas for
quence of a threat communicated by the

Europe, Kreat Britain and Ireland).
Khan, observed to the principal minister,

* Ithas been publicly asserted , thatmuch
Manji Das, " Jf Amir Khan continue

English capital is embarked in these spe
impracticable, you must negociate with

culations, the success of which depends

another power ."

on the continuance of the duties . The
Later accounts mention a skirmish be

Laptain of a vessel of this description
tween the troops of Amir Khan and the

lately cleared £60,000 , his own share of
Jaypur force now in Tunkha, in which

the latter obtained a triding advantage.

Shortly after Bapoji Sindia with his army

CALCUTTA. arrived at Jaypur, and it was supposed

The evils of Amir Khan's irruption to. they would speedily return , their assist

wards the capital of Jaypoor, now begin to
ance not being required. Amir Khan ,

display theinselves . The unfortunate had sent à large force to plunder in the

Prince, destitute of means to answer the
neighbourhood of Sikawal. It is also

daily demands on his exhausted treasury ,
stated that the Vakeels of the Jaypur

is fain to have recourse to loans. The
government had returned from Delhi

country, desolated by the ravages of a
without effecting the object of their mis

cruel enemy, and deserted by its native
sion .

cultivators,has failed to produce the au
Amir Khan was encamped at Sawoorda,

nual harvests, and heaped on its inhabi
on the 20th August ; Baptiste had taken

tants all the evils of famine. Manji
possession of the city of Raghaghur and

Das andChand Singh, the principal mi.
summoned the fort. Loll Sigh was en

nister and commander,have beenforced camped near Tunga. The Jaypur troops,

to conceal themselves ju the sanctuary of
as usual, were mutinous, and threa

their own dwellings, to avoid the exac
tened the minister.

tions and insults of their disorderly fol
The Raja has requested to have a per :

{owers. Meanwhile Amir Khan ranges
sonal interview with Amir Khan , and his

about, and gleans from the impoverished
army had retired from Bakul, and en

villagers a scanty subsistence for his mer
camped on the river Bandi.

Holkar had returned, and the camp

Private letters , dated in the end of Sep.
was at Droria on the 31st of July.

tember . intimate that the Marquis Has
The repose of his Highness aud his

tings meditates declaring the Jaypoor, and
royal mother was recently disturbed by

some other Rajapoot states, allies of the
the sudden appearance at the door of their

Company, thus freeing them from the op
tents of a person who declared himself to

pression ofthe Mahrattas. Amir Khan , beJuswant Roa ·Holkar, and demanded

it is added ,'has received three repulses in
instant restitution of his former dignity .

attempting to storm Jaypoor.
Without wishing to question the piety of

Calcutta, Oct. 1.-Our latest accounts
mother or son , we may fairly doubt

from Jaypur state , that the Raja of Joud
whether the new claimant was a welcome

pur was still negociating with Amir
guest, and shall easily believe that thejoy

Khan , but that the demands of the one
of the court was unfeigned on discovering

and the means of the other afforded but
him to be a madman.

little hope of au early adjustment. In Runjeet Singh had issued six lacks of

truth it appears, that if the Khan was rupees to his army. Radhakissan , a per

disposed to quit the invaded country liis
son high in the service of Runjeet, pro

troops would not conseut, unless money
ceeding on an embassy to Kabul, was at

could be found to satisfy their expecta tacked on the way by a gang of people,

ions ; and if the condition of the Jaypur of what description is not known ;twelve

chieftain is correctly represented , he has
of the escort were killed , and Radhakissen

not any resources from which he can was mortally wounded, and died at Pash

supply a sum equal to the demands of the awar. The banditti obtained plunder to

invaders. He appears also to be so much
the amount of several lacks of rupees.

under the inflence of the Thakur, that he Runjeet was preparing to march to Noor;

is afraid to contract such engagements as poor.

would effectually liberate him from his A large force collected by the Zemindars

thraldom , and insure the future tranquil- in the vicinity of Attock , having made an

lity of his government. This seemsto be attempt to obtain possession of that for

the idea prevailing among the news wri- tress, the troops of Runjeet Sina

ciless troops.

3 U 2
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ceeded in repelling the attack, and killed was preparing for an immediate march to

fifty of the assailants. The Raja of Mul- wards Kohistan .

tan having failed to perform his engage- Our latest accounts from Moltan , are

ments, Runjeet has expressed his deter- dated the 13th ult . 'The Governor of

mination to proceed thither, and reduce that place, Serferaz Khan was then at

the whole country to subjection. Runjeet Shoojadabad . Ismael Khan, an ambas

was at Lahore on the 9th June. He had sador from the Amirs of Sinde , was on

demanded tribute from the Raja of Khu- his way to Cabul. Intelligence had been

looria, who refused to pay it, saying he received from Liah , stating that a large

had never been tributary to any power, detachment of the Bhugaur army was

and was besides under the protection of marching against Abdul Sumand Khan

the English Government. at Dayerah Dunpunah. It was encamped

Uckhars from Holkar's camp to the when the intelligence was dispatched, at

26th of Sept. mention the receipt of a let- Liah and Sultankote. The Peshore Ukh

ter from Amir Khan , in which he com : bars contain no intelligence of importance.

plains that the Jaypore Vakeel had quit- Our native correspondent at Delbi,

ted his camp, withouteffecting any settle- states , that Amir Khan was encamped,

ment. · The latest accounts from Jaypore, when the latest accounts left him , near

state that the guards of the city had been Joudpore, the Rajah of which place

strictly ordered not to permit any armed was still very iH . It is conjectured that

persons to enter the city , Thakoors ex- the Khan was awaiting his death , in

cepted ; each of whom might pass , with order to take advantage of the circuns

four armed men.. The gates were also stances which that event might afford , for

directedto be shut every evening at nine supplying his wants. On the other land ,

o'clock , but no reasons are assigned for it is stated that a large force under a per

these precautions. The Jaypore ministers son of the name of Jacob ; and the army

and chieftains strongly recoinmended the of Bapoojee guns, when the Uchbar was

Rajah to unite with the Joudpore force, dispatched. Gutfoor Klau had reported

to chastise and expel Amir Khan , but to the Bahee, that four battalions of Bri

the Rajah declined their advice , observing tish troops had arrived vid Guzerat at

that he was sure the Joudpore Rajah Jahpoor, about eighty miles from Joud

would vot act agaiust Amir Khan , be- pore ; and that this intelligence had been

cause he believes the Khan to be “ a good communicated by Amir Khan . Balarem

man .” The latter however was busily Seit was in disgrace.

employed in plundering the countries of The Jaypore Uchbars to the 24th ult. ;

Japore and Joudpore. Manjee Dass the mention that Misra Gunesh , at the ip

principal Jaypore minister is reported stance of Manjee Doss had undertaken to

sick ; but his illness is supposed to be pay all the arrears of the army, when all

feigned, ' to avoid the importanities of the troops were to proceed to different

Roy Chund Singh , and the troops who quarters. “ A letter of friendship ,” bad

claim the payment of their arrears — the been written to Mr. Metcalf. The Pe

period fixed for that purpose by Manjeė shour Ukhbars to the 13th ult. statethat

Dass having elapsed. Mohtaub Khan bạs Prince Oyoob and Yar Mahomed Khan ,

proceeded to Hindoor. have the joint management of the affairs

Uckbars from Holkar's camp to the 4th of that court. Letters fro : n Cabul men,
ult. state, that the camp was still at Deo- tion , that Prince Camron had demanded

riah , and the caralry sitting at Dhur- six lacks of rupees from Vizier Futteh
nah . The Uckbars from Holkar's camp Khan , on account of the two last years ;

to the 12tlı ult . state, that the Bhaee had and that prince Mashud, theson ofFut.

given directions to dig twenty yards deep teh Ally Shah had njurdered Isah Khan ,

in a particular spot of ground , in conse- The widow of the deceased , had in con

quence of information conveyed to her by sequence raised a considerable force to

certain Zemindars, that at that depth , avenge her husband's death , and Khora.

the late king Alumgir had deposited six- san was in a state of great agitation. It.

ty lacks of rupees , beneath six large guns. is added that Mahmoor Shahthe king of

The digging had commenced, but the Cabul had promised assistance to the wi.

workmen had not eren reached the guns, dow of Isah Khan , either directly or

Scindeah was watching the movements of indirectly.

the Khan . It was also reported at Del. It was expected that Prince Cameron

hi , that Amir Khan had been defeat- would join her cause with part of the Do

ed by the troops of the Bikanir Raja. ranny army from Candahar.' Prince Fee
Several detachments of the Khan's troops rozuddeen had arrived at Cabol from Hur

had plundered the country in the weight rat, aud reported that ove Kachar Khan

bourhood of Dundwanah, and that fort had reached the latter place, demanding

and city were afterwards taken and pile tribute or revenue in the name of Futteh

laged.
Ally Shah, and insisting that the coin

Runjeet Singh , on the 12th ult., was should bear his title. This intelligence is

still at Lahore ; but his park of astillery stated to have produced some uncasiącssi
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har ;

in the first instance, but the Vizier Futteh dressed in coloured clothes, some in red ,

Khan and other chieftains prevented and others in yellow , & c. with white and

their master from proceeding to Canda- red caps . The owners of their respective

and advised him to send to Prince boats sat in the greatest state imaginable,

Camron , the money he required, with or- smoking their long hookahs, and listening

ders to march forthwith with the Duran- to the sound of music from the tom - ton ,

ny troops to Khorashan Mahomed Shah , &c. A great concourse of people attend

adopted this advice , and proceeded him, ed to view the ceremony, which had a
self to Peshour. most pleasing appearance, and afforded

The latest accounts from Umritsir, general delight to the natives.

mention that on the 8th ult. Runjeet Singh

was atLahore. Ever since Monday, the 23d ult , we

Our latest intelligence from Holkar's have had a greater abundance of rain than

camp is dated the 19th ult. The Hin- has been before experienced at this season

dostany cavalry who had long sat in Dhur- of the year. I presume it will enable the

ma, received half their arrears with a indigo plauters in the lower provinces to

promise of the remainder after a month . commence their October sowings at a

The other cavalry refused to receive less much earlier period than usual ; and at

than the sum due, and threatened vio- the same time have proved exceedingly

lence, if uot immediately paid. favorable to the rice crop . Sanguine

The Ukhbars from Jaypoor are dated hopes, therefore , are reasonably enter

the 18th October, The Rajah had called tained by the patives that the produce of

a council of his principal Sirdars to con- this seasou will be more than usually

sider the state of his affairs, and to de- abundant.-- October.
termine what should be done with the

arıny under Raja Loll Singh, in conse- By H. M. ship Orlando, we have been

quence of the defeat of Misr Sheo Nar- informed of the loss of the ship Caroline

rain . The chieftains replied that when of this port. She struck during a dark

Amir Khan had been driven to extremi- night on a shoal in the straits of Ma

ties, and when there was every reason to lacca, on which La Paix of this port was

expect that he would be overcome ; the lost ten years ago, The crew and part of

Raja, contrary to their advice, had made her cargo have been saved , and it is said ,

peace with bim ; and that the subsequent that her hull is not totally lost. About

misfortunes of the Raja, were imputable eighty chests of opium saved from the

to the bad policy which he had pursaed. wreck , were sold on the spot, and it is

That, however, if the Raja would pro- stated, that on opening the chests, some

vide two lacs of rupees for the payment of of them were found to contain sawdust

troops, and encourage them by pitching and cowdungmixed with the opium .

his own tent, the outside of the city, they This fraud , will of course,' be traced to

would auswer with their lives, for the de- the perpetrators.

feat of Amir Khan and Raja Loll Singh .

The Raja declared his inability to sup
An ordinance has been passed by go

ply the sum required , and the chieftains vernment for the regulation of the con

separated , without coming to any resolu- duct of mechanics and workmen , within

tion likely to protect the tottering govern- the limits of Calcutta, and for the punish

ment, or repel the enemy. While the ment of those who neglect or refuse to

Raja was thus avowing his inability to perform their engagements, either by fail

pay his troops, he appointed a bey, nine ing in their attendance at the time or

years of age , the son of Manjec Doss, to place of work, or refusing to work at such

the office of paymaster - an office for time or place, or during such lours of

which it should seem, he is fully com- work . A former ordinance had provided

peteut. for the punishment of workmen leaving

their work unfinished .

The annual boat races in celebration of There is also in the late ordinance a

the Durga Puja, commenced at Malda provision for the punishment of artificers,
ou the afternoon of the 30th of Septem- or workmen purloining or embezzling the

ber. About two hundred boats, I believe, articles given them to work up, or fraudu
were engaged. These assembled on the lently detaining them from the owners.

above day at Ludraw ; on the 1st instant It was understood to have been framed for

at Malda ; on the 2d at Moacheeah ; on the benefit of the European tradesmen of

the 3d at Englishbuzar, opposite our Calcutta, who have hitherto sustained

worthy Resident's house ;and on the 4th great losses from a multitude of frauds

at Foolburriah ; Khailnahs, Bhauleahs, and abuses.

Sunkhmaharrahs, &c . The length of many

of the largest boats , was from sixty to Supreme Court of Judicature. On

seventy feet, and they were manped with Tuesday 22d November, was held the 4th

from thirty to forty oars each , or per- sessions of oyer aud terminer, and gaol

laps, more; the rowers were all richly delivery, and 4th, admiralty sessious for
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T 2d

6th

1816. The Hon . Sir Anthony Buller, in the favourable alteration in the season was

his address to the grand jury , regret- then taking place, it could vot fail to ac

ted to observe the great preponderance celerate andincrease this improvement in
ofmurders and burglaries on the calendar. the condition of the siek . We hope soon

It was to be feared , from the numerous to have the pleasure of announcing that

recent instances of daring attacks on the the sickness, so unusual in that part of

houses of Europeans, as well as natives in India , has entirely disappeared . We have

the city and its neighbourhood , that the letters from Agra of the 11th instant,

latter class of crimes was rather on the in- from which it appears the usual health

crease . It was true the dwellings of the was enjoyed at that slation . Harkaru ,
natives were in general poor miserable Oct. 19.

huts ; but they were not on that account A. D. 1816, Reg. 16.-On the 10th

less valuable to their owners , whose only June was passed a regulation , for the trial

asylum and security they were. The ofcivil suits, in which the native officersand

crime was still more deleterious in the soldiers attached to regular corps on the

houses of Europeans, because it was military establishment of the Presidency

usually committed in the dead of the of Fort William , may beparties.

night, when all were asleep, and from the The annualrelief of the army wil 'oc

heat of the climate the inhabitants were

forced to leave their houses in a great mea- mentioned corps :
casion the following changes of the under

sure open . He however hoped much from

the increasing vigilance of an intelligent
European Regiment at Berhanpoor.

and active police. The principal cases on
NATIVE CAVALRY . ;

the calendar were that of Gorman for the 1st Regt.

murder of his wife, and that of Tonoo

......... at Kurnaul

3d Muttra,

Baburchee, who it appears had entered a

house hy forcibly liſting up the bolt , by
NATIVE INFANTRY .

which the venetianed windows are usually 2d Bat. Ist Regt. at Futty Ghur

secured . His Lordship finally called the Ist 2d Secrora & Byram

attention of the jury to two cases on the [Ghant

admiralty side . On these hedid not com- 2d Agra

ment , because in event of their proving Ist 6th Delhi & Rewary .!

misdemeanors instead of felonies, theju . 2d Bareilly

risdiction ofthe court might be questioned. Ist 7th Delbi & Rewary

Thomas Lewin , Esq. having produced Ist Hudnapoor

the requisite testimonials, and iaken the 11th Ally Ghur

usual oaths, was admitted a barrister . Ist 14th Banda

Charles Trebeck and T. B. Swinhee , Esqs. 2d 14th Berhanpoor

were admitted Attoruies of tbe Court. Ist 16th Chittagong

The epidemic disorder , which we have 2d 16th Loodbiana

formerly mentioned , continues to prevail Ist 17th Hausi

in the northern provinces ; and Delhi 2d 21st Sultanpoor Oude

Futtighur, Cawnpore, and Allababad, are 2d 24th Adjyghur & Ka

all suffering this awful visitation . At Alla. [ lingur

habad there were nearly 150 men in the 2d - 25th Cawnpoor

hospital of the detachment doing duty 2d 25th Loodhiana

there ; and many officers, women , and Ist - 27th Muttra

children severely indisposed. At Cawn . Ist - 30th Barrackpoor

pore eight or ten men died daily, and the

87th regiment have lost between eighty Extract from the Proceedings of an

and ninety in twenty -five days . Of the
European General Court Martial, us

four King's regiments at that station, there
sembled at Kurnaul, on Tuesday , 10th

were nearly 1000 on the sick list in the
September 1816 , for the trial of Lieut.

first week of the present montlı (October).
J, Elwood, 2d Bat . 5th Regt, Native

We are sorry to add that Dr. Calder, of
Infantru , and sich other prisoners as

the Medical service on this establishment,
may be brought before it .-President,

and Lieutenant Macartney , of the 25th
Licut .-Col. d. Marwell ; Judge Ad

Light Dragoons, have fallen victims to the
yncate, Capt. Patrickson ; Dep. Judge

disease.
Advocate General of 20 and 3d divi

We unlerstand that official information
sions Field Army.

from the liighest medical authority at Charges preferred by Major Parton ,

Cawapoor, uuder date Ith iustaut, states commanding 2d Bat. 5th Regt. against

that the sickness still coutinues, though Lieut. Elwood :

not in o violent a degree , and that a 1. For conduct highly disgraceful as an

considerable alteration for the better has officer in the following instance : vis .

taken place in H. M. 87th regiment, the Contempt of my authority, and greatdis
symptoms being now less violent, and the respect towards me, his inmediate com ,

casualties cousiderably diminished. As manding officer, in declaring to Lieut. and

Tollth

2d

C
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Adjutant Arbuthnot, whom I had directed irregular, andhighly unbecoming the chan
to wait on hini on the forenoon of 1st racter of an officer.

July , with orders that he (Lieut. Elwood) Sentence. - The Court having attentive

should come to some immediate settle- ly considered the evidence brought fors

ment with a native woman , by nameMa- ward on the part of the prosecution , to ,

homdy Kharumi, who had made several gether with what the prisoner, Lieut. J.

complaints against him, that “neither Elwood, has urged in his defence, is of

Major Patton , or any body on earth, opinion that he is not guilty of the first

should force him to give up her property part of the first charge preferred against

until she had accounted to him for every him, namely, “ for conduct highly dis

thing she had under her charge." " That graceful as an officer ,” acquits bim of it

it was not Major Patton's business.” accordingly. The court is of opinion , that

" That she might, if she pleased, go to the prisoner, Lieut. J. Elwooil, is guilty

the adawlet" ( civil court), or words to of the remainder of that charge, and of the

that effect. other charges exhibited against him.

2d. For further contempt ofmy authori. The Court having thus found the pri

ty on the same day, namely, 1st July, in soner guilty of so much of the first

having, when told by Lieutenant Arbuth charge , and of the whole of the other

not, in obedience to my orders, that I charges, the same being in breach of the

should be under the necessity of forward- articles of war , it sentences him, Lieut.

ing charges against him (Lieut. Elwood) , John Elwood, to be cashiered .

to the Right Hon. the Commander in

Chief, if the matter above alluded to was
(Signed) A. MAXWELL , Lieut. Col. 24

Batt. 6th N. 1. and President.

not immediately settled, replied to that

oficer (Lieut. Arbuthnot) in the following, ( Signed) W. G. PATRICKSON , Capt.

or words to a similar import , “ That
Deputy Judge. Adv. Gen. 2d

Major Pattou may send charges when he
and 3d Divisions of Field

pleases, but if he does, I willimmediately Army; conducting the Trial,

resign the service. The property I will Approved and confirmed .

not give up." And when questioned by
( Signed ) MOIRA .

Lieut. Arbuthnot whether the above was

the answer he should deliver to Major While the Commander in Chief, ad

Patton , replying, “ It is , Sir , now you verting to the extenuatory circumstances,

have got your answer." remarked in this particular case by the

3. Forconduct highly insubordinate and members of the Court, assents to their

disrespectful to Lieut , and Adjutant Ar- application for lenity towards Lieut. El

buthnot, when in the execution of his wood, and remits the sentence, his Lord

duty , and as representative of his (Lieut. ship observes with concern several india

Elwood's) commanding officer, on ist cations on the face of the proceedings,

July aforesaid , in addressing him in a which give an unfavourable impression

sneering and ironicalmanner , and calling respecting that officer's former conduct ;

out to him , 6 Oh, I know you, you are a the Commander in Chief could not have

fine fellow ," or irritating words to that allowed himself to restore Lieut . Elwood

effect. to the service in the present instance,

The whole of and every part of which without intimating that such points are

was subversive of good order, in opposi- not unnoticed, and expressing his hope

tion to good order, and in breach of the that the indulgence exercised on this oc

articles of war . casion will awaken in Lieut , Elwood seu

timents worthy of his profession. By
(Signed) R. PATTON, Major, command . (Signed) C. J. DOYLE,

Commanding 2d Batt . 5th Regt .
Lieut. Col. Mil. Secretary .

By order of the Right Hon . Comman
Lieut. Elwood is to be released on the

der- in -Chief,
receipt of this order at Kurpaul, and di

3. Nicol, Acting Adjutant. General.
rected to return to his duty.

Adj. General's Office,
Court MARTIAL . - General Orders, by

Pres. of Fort Willium ,

5th Aug, 1816.
his Excellency the Right Honorable the

Communder in Chief. Calcutta , 23d of

Additional charge against Lieut . El- September, 1816.- At a general court

wood by Capt. Price, commanding 2 Bat . martial held at Bellary on the 15th day of

5th Regt. at Saharunpoor, 4th July 1816. August, in the year of our Lord 1816,

For breaking his arrest on the evening of Lieut. Edward James Mockler, of his Ma

3d instant, having gone to the Sergeant jesty's 84th regiment of foot, was arraign

Major's, Bet galow , in the lines, between ed upon the undermentioned charges,

the hours of seven and eight o'clock , be- viz. - 1 . “ For appearing drunk on par

stowing on the Serjeant Major the most rade ; 2. Personally telling Lieut. Col.

gross and illiberal abuse, such conduct Campell, 4th regiment, in presence of

being in breach of the articles of war, very the Adjutant, on the public pamdc, á ili

.
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rect falsehood , and persisting in the sanje. Descended from an ancient family in

3. For affixing his signature to a certifi- Scotland, to the estates of which he was

cate attached to the state of his company, presumptive heir, and nephew to the late

of having perforined a duty which he ac- David Scott, Esq . every profession was

tually did not execute . 4. A breach of open to his choice, on his commencing

his word of bonor, publicly and solemnly life. His high spirit induced him to se,

plerigeil to Lieut . Col. Campbell, his com- lect the military profession ; and he came

manding vfficer, ju presence of the ofti- out to lúdiá at an early age. In the

cers of the regiment assembled to witness course of the Mahratta war, though only

it . ” Pipon which charges the court came a cornet in the 4th regiment of cavalry,

to the following decision : - “ The court he had happily an opportunity of distin

having considered the evidence on the guishing himself in the field, and attract,

prosecution, as well as what the prisonering the notice of Lord Lake. On theter

baš urged in his defenre, are ofopinion mination of that war, and the deathof

that the prisoner Lieut. Edward James Cornwallis, he was appointed an aid de

Mockler of his Majesty's 84th regiment, camp to Sir George Barlow , then Go

is guilty of the first , second, and third vernor General, who early discovered his

charges, but the court acquits him of the merit, and soon rewarded it, in removing
fourth charge. The court having found him to an important situation , in the

the prisoner Lieut. Edward Janies Mock- grain department, of which he soon be

ler, guilty of the first, second , and third came the head . On the institution of the

charges, do by virtue of the articles of Commissariat , he was appointed first as

war , sentence the said Ljeụt. E. James sistant, and has eversince conducted the
Mockler to be cashiered .” Which sen- duties, and superintended the manage ,

tence was approved and confirmed by his ment in the field , of that most important

Excellency the Right Honorable the Earl department . His integrity, his talents ,

of Moira, K. G. Commander in Chief in and enlarged views, early attracted the

the East Indies .
notice, and secured him the confidence

The name of Lieut. Edward James and approbation of Government. To his

Mockler of his Majesty's 84th regiment, exertions, may be greatly ascribed, the

to be struck off the strength of that corps decided success of a department, which

from the date of this order being made had many difficulties to encounter,and

known to him, which the commanding which has received the repeated and high

officer will specially report to the Adju- commendations, buth of the authorities of

tant General of his Majesty's forces in this country and at home. The establish

India , and the Military Secretary to the ment at Hissar was suggested by him, and

Right Honorable the Commander in Chief. owes its present fourishing condition to

His Excellency is pleased to d'rect that bis superior management. Thus devoted
the foregoing orilers 'shall be entered in to the interests of the state, of which he

the general order book , and read at the was such an able and distinguished ser

head of every registent in his Majesty's vant, he was also the pride and ornament
service in India . of private life. His warm and generons

By order of the Right Honorable the nature, deliglited in all the enjoyments of
Commander in Chief. (Signed ) social intercourse. His accomplished man

T. M'Mahon, Adjutant General. ners, his high spirits, and his amiable vir

tues eudeared him whererer he went. The
Sept. 26. - The Hon. Sir Anthony Bul

ler, junior Puisne Judge of the Supreme volence of his heart, secured him the atwartoth ofhis friendships, aud thebene

Court of Judicature at this Presidency, tachment of all that was respectable in

took the oaths of office, under the usual
life. With a happy felicity of nature , he

salute from the ramparts ofFort William .
was at once the man of gaiety and of bu

The following eulogium on the charac- siness — though keenly alive to all the fas
ter of the late MajorJames Lumsdaine, cinations of society, never were its at

has appeared in the Calcutta papers :- tractions known to interfere with his du

“ In announcing themelancholy event ties to the state. At an age, when the

of the death of Major James Lumsdaine, aspiring are scarcely commencing their ca.

Deputy Commissary General, on the 14th
reer of reputation , he had already secured

of September , at Meerut, we communi- whatever was most valuable in life . In

cate the loss of one of the most distin- the possession of every blessing that can

guished individuals of the Bengal army, reuder existence dear, he has alas! fallen at

and one of the finest young men , who an early age, a victim to the influence of

have ever adorned the profession of arnis the climate. In the loss of such a cha

in India . Possessed of talents of a high racter, how much has society to lament."

orger, of the finest feelings of the gentle. How many associatjops are destroyed,
man , and of the highest spirit of the sol. wbich can never be renewed ! ' His fate

dier, thedeceased was at once, a distin- will be deplored by all who had the happir

guished public character, and the pride ness of knowing him ; and many an indi

and admiration of all wlio knew him. vidual will bitterly feel, that one of the
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dearest ties that bound him to existence , Mr. Buxton, Cadet of Engineers, to

has been rent asunder. The state has survey the cantonments of Dumn Hüm.

lostone of its ablest servants, and may Capt. R, Hampton , 20th reg . N.t.is

record its loss ; but alas ! what can confirmed in the situation of Agent
speak the sorrows of the afflicted family to the Commissariat at P. W: Island and

he has left to weep his fate !”
- dependencies.

Messrs. T.Warlow and A.'Irvine, Engi

A singularly daring robbery was com- neer Cadets, are admitted to the service .

mitted on Thursday, 19th September , by The promotion of Mr. Alley of the

two Sircars (house stewards),who rented Rocket Corps, to the rank ofDeputy Com

an upper-rooned house in theChinabazar, nissary o: Ordnance, iscanceledbythe

for a gentleman whom they pretended to Governor General, and he is directed , tu

expect from up the country. It was hold himself in readiness to embark for

agreed, that if the gentleman approved of Europe.

the house it was to be taken, otherwise Oct 4. - 11th Reg . N. I. Ensign D. P..

a week's rent was to be forfeited , and a
Wood to be Lieut, of the 12th Rey.N. 1 .

chestof drawers and some trunks or chests Capt. Lieut. l. L. Gale to be Captain ,

were accordingly sent into it . In the front Lieut , Alex. Mc Leod to be Capt. Lieut.

of the house was a shop occupied by a va- Ensign J. Bunyon to be Lientenant !

tive dealer iu broad cloth . On theroof they
The Governor General has resolved on

got on Thursday night, and having cut the establishment of the appointmentsof

through two of the burghas,entered the Superintendant of Civil, and military
shop, and carried off several bales of buildings in the upper or western pro
broad clothi , to the value of 6 or 7000 ru- vinces, and that the office of Civil Archi

pees, which it is supposed they packed in
tect shall cease from this date .

the chests and trunks they had introduced , Lieut. Col. Thomas Pearson , 27th Reg.

as the house was found empty between N. I. is appointed Superintendant as

ten and eleven o'clock on Friday morn
abore.

ing, when the robbery was first discover- Capt . T. Phipps , 13th Reg. N. I. to be

ed . The roof of the shop heing low, the Superintendant of Civil and Military

villains found little difficulty inlowering Buildings in the Lower provinces .

themselves down on the table on which
Oct. 11. – 5th Reg. N. C. Capt. Lieut.

the bales were ranged. They have escaped J. Kennedy to be Captain ; Lieut. H.

detection ,
Tuffnell Roberts to be Captaiu ;; Lient.

Cornet W. Lumsdaine to be Lieut, In

ADMINISTRATIONS TO ESTATES. fantry - Sen. Major F. Drummond to be

Septemb r 1816.
Lieut. Colonel.

R. A. Ward, Esq . - Administrator, D. Alth Oct.--Capt.P Byers, to be Major ;

Heming, Esq . Registrar.
Capt. Lieut, l. Turner to be Captain ;

T. Templeton, Esq. – Executors, H. Lieut. H. Nicholson to be Captain ; Lt.

Wood and Anth . Mactier, Esqrs.
Ensign J. Walker to be Lieutenant.

Peter Bremner, Esq. - Executor, J. B. Infantry :-Major Jas . Garner to Lieut.

Inglis, Esq.
Colonel.

Mrs. El . Fay.-- Administrator, D. Hem- 15th N.I.-- Capt. W, Burgh to beMaj.;

ing, Registrar.
Capt. Lieut. Joseph Garuer, to be Capt.;

Lieut. W. Babington .-- Administrator, Lieut. H. Davidson, to be Capt. ; Lieut.

D) . Heming , Registrar.
Ensign Chas. Marshall to be Lieut.

Major W. R. Williams.- Adininistra- Major . J. Mouat, to relieve Capt. D.

tor, D. Heming, Registrar.
M‘Leod , såperintending works at Seha

Mr. J. Hill. - Adminstrator, D. Hem- runpoor, the latter to assume charge of

ing, Registrar.
the gunpowder works at Ishapoor,

Thomas Colhoun , Esq.-- Executór, D.
Commissariat. - Oct. 4. - Lt -Col. R.

Clark , Esq.
Stevenson, 1211 N. I. to be Dep : Con

A.P. Brown, Esq. - Execútor, D. Clark, missary General; Lieut . W. Lumsdaine,

Esq.
Assist . Comm . General, supervisor of the

Osw . Charters, Esq.-Executor . H.
Establishments at Hissar.

Alexander , Esq.

Surgeons. - Messrs. A. Scott, A. Wooch,

J: F. Carr, Esq . - Executor, Major G. N. Cheek, J. Burnet, H. Smith , J.

Thos . Anburey .
Grant, are adnitted to the service Assist.

J. H. Hutchinson, Esq.--Executor, J. Surgeons.

W. Fulton , Esq.
Oct. 4.-Mr. Assist . Surgeon Davies is

Mr. Thos. Yeats.--- Administrator, D. appointed to the Medical charge of the

Heming, Registrar.

establishment at Hissar.

Mr. R. Patton . Administrator, D.
11. Mr. Assist . Surgeon ' J. Morrison

Heming, Esq . Registrar.

to the medical duties at the civil station :

at Tirhout.

MILITARY PROMOTIONS. Furloughs to Europe -Lieut. W.Sage
Sept. 27 , 1816. - Sen . Cornet C. B. 24th N. I .; Mr. Assist . Surgeon A. F.

Mield to be Lieut. from Sept. 15th , Bombay.

Asiatic Journ :-No. 17.
Vol. III. 3 X

.
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... per do ,

per do .

per do.

per do .

per do .

per do .

.

..

9

per do .

per do .

per do.

per do.

per do.

2 14

per do.

per do.

per do .

......

..· per do.

per piece

per do.

per do ,

per do.

per do...

per do .

per do .

Invalided. - Lieut. Col. F. Drummond . Betelnut, Malacca,

Territorial Department, Oct. 11 , 1816. Ditto , Pedier,
4

Mr. H. C. Plowden , Salt Agent. Tutenague,
35

BIRTHS. Malay Dammer ,
4 .

Sept. 1. At Futtyghur, the lady of Lieut. Wal- Raw ditto ,
28

ker, Interpreterand Quarter Master ist batta .

Hon 29th regt. of a daughter:
Half boiled , ..

2 12

.Oct . 3 . At Patna, the lady of John Hume, Esq. Rattans, Malacca,.; per hundred, o 12

of the Civil Service, of a son .

5. At Dacca, the lady of H. M. Pigou , Esq. of the

Iron, Swedish flat, . , . per ty. md. 5 0

+ Civil Service of a son . Ditto, square, ::
50

74.Atthe house of her father, Commodore John Ditto, English ilat , 4 4

Hayes, the lady ofGeorgeEvan Law , Esq. of Ditto , bar ,. ...... 8

the Civil Service of a son .

7. At Madras, at the house of Major Showers, Alum,
5 4

St. Thomas' Mount, the lady of Charles Ro- Brimstone ,
90

bert, Esq . of a daughter.

8.At the same place, the lady of Lieut. W.
Cloves, . per seer ,

O'Relly, of a daughter . Small ditto,
3. 6

8. At Allahabad, the lady of Lieut . Sicel Haw
Mace,

thorne ofthe11th N. 1, of a daughter.

14 0

Nutmegs,9. At Chinsurah , at the house of her father G.
8 0

Herklotts, Esq . the lady of R. Thos. Wm . Bitis , Coir Maldavia , per maud , 10

Esq . of Nattore, ofa son .

11. At Cawnpore, Mrs. P. Reid, of a daughter .
Ditto Ceylon, fine.... per do. 7 0

12. At the house of her father, the Hon . Sir Ditto ditto , coarse, 4.

"Prancis Macnaghten, the lady of Colonel Sewell Ditto Nagore Devia ,.. per do. 9
of a son .

31 0Sept. 17th . AtMeerut, the lady of Col. Nicolls, Satin , flowered ,
Quarter-Master-General of his Majesty's forces Ditto, plain, 38 0

in India , of a son .
Ditto , single,

15 0

MARRIAGES. Velvet,
55 0

Oct, 13. At Ayra, a ' the house of Lieut. W.W. Gauze Curtain , il 0

Moore, 121b regt. N. I , the lady of Capt . G. A.
Nankeen , ..

* Banmaroff of the ship Enama, of a daughter.
per corge , 45 0

14. AtSerampore. Mrs. JohnEales of adaughter. Copper, 22 to 24 oz ... per fy. md. 50 8
16. Mrs, Caroline Baker of a son ,

Ditto , 16 to 23 oz.....
50 0

18. Mrs. R. Anistin , of a son ,

21. At the bouse of J.W, Sherer, Esq. the lady White Lead ,
18. 4

of Gordon Porbes, Esq .of a daughter. Tea, Hyson Green , ..per box , 110 0

The lady of Capt, B. Robert, Sub-Assistant Sugar candy (China), per tib, 200

Commissary General, of a daughter,

es . At the house of her brother, Capt, Ben Fer
Almonds, per maun ,

130

guson , the lady of Capt. John Jones of the 7th Raisins, .. 14 0

regt, Na ive Cavalry , of a daughter,

94. The lady of Lieut, Reynolds of the 1st batt,
Cardamums, best,....per seer ,

38

ad regt . N. 1. of a daughter.

Oct. 5. Mr. A. Fleming, to Miss Charlotte White ,
Exports,

Mr. M. Angier, to Miss J. E.Dafour,young . Patchery Rice ,Bansful, per maun,
est daughter of Colonel H , Dafour .

Ditto Patna, Salla, ... per do. 2 3
6. Mr. John Henderson of the Pilot Service , to

Miss Emelia Moon, daughter of the late Mr. Moogy Rice , Ist sort, per do.
4

David Moon, of Howrah .
Ballaum , Ist sort,..

20. Mr. Peter Smith , to Miss Elizabeth Baker,

l } , Capt.Thos, Baker, late of Stratford , Essex,
Ditto unchatta , } 0

to Miss Ann Woollastan , eldest daughter of Mr. Gram Patna , .. 014

W. Woollastan,

Wheat, Duoda, .. 0 14

28 , Mr. P. D'S ello , to Miss A. Hadson Harvey

26. Ensign C , J , Cranc, of the 4th N. I , to Mits Ditto, Gungajally,.
0 12

Sophia Athanass , Ditto, Jamally , ......
0 13

DEATHS. Turmerick , ..
2 12

Lately , Charlotte Sophia , the only daughter of Sugar, Benares, lstsort per do.
10 0

Lieutenant and Quarter Master Oakes , of the Ditto, ditti, 2d sort , . per do. 90

Ist battalion of the 4th regiment of N. I.
8 8

Lately, at Monghier, Francis DeSouza, Esq. Ditto, ditto,3d sort , . per do.
M.D. late Police Surgeon , Ghee, Ist sort , 20

Lately , at Cawnp re, James Alder, Esq. Assist. Ditto , 2d sort, 19
Surgeon ou the stablishment,

Capt. Thomas Hunt,lateCommander of the Ditto, 3d sort,
18

Pomona, Country ship, and formerly Master of Raw Silk , Ist sort, .. per seer, 8

H , M. shi: Rattlesnake, Modeste , and Hussar.

Lately - Mis Mullonis .
Ditto , 2d sort, 7 B

The infant sein of Jolin M‘Whiter, Esq . aged Ditto, 3d sort,

4 years and 7 m nils.
Ditto, Radanagore,

7

Lately - Mrs, Thomas Mackie , of the H. C's.

Marines .
Gunnies, per hundred , 6

Gunny bags,
6 12

PRICE CURRENT.-- Sept. 1816.
Opium, Patna ,.

Ditto, Benares,
Imports.

2125

Rs.As,

Patchack , · per maun ,
8

Vermilion, per chest, 148 0 Cottou ,Jalone screwed ,per do. 15 4
Quicksilver, per seer , 3 8 Ditto, Bhomorghur,.. perdo. 148 at120
Camphor, per maun , 65 0 Ditto, Cutchowra ,

14 4

Pepper,
16 0 Red Woud ,

2 4

Tin , new , 29 0 Black Wood , 1 12

Ditto , old , per do, 30 0

........, per do ,

Dry Ginger,
6 12

• per do.

per do.

per do.

per do.

per do .

per do.

per do.

· per do .

9 ....

• per do.

: .... per do .

per do.

- per do.

per do.

per do .

.

$

per do.

per chest, 2225

per do .

..

...

... per do.

per do ,
· per do .

per do .

.....

..per do ,
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... per do .

per do.

per do .

per do

a son .

基

scars .

Long Pepper,.. 280 booters, like the Mahrattas in for

Cudimin Seed ,
5 8 mer times, have of late become bolder

Sheet Lead , . 12 8 and more daring every year . They now

Stick Lack , 100 extend their predatory incursions into the

MADRAS.
Company's provinces , and invade our dis

TheBeraRajah has accepted a subsi- tricts with impunity ; putting to night
Diary force from thispresidency, of 6 -bri- Judges , Collectors ,and Civil officers of

every description ; the defensive system

gades of Nat. Infantry, and 2 Regts . of

Nat.Caval. underthe command of Col. ment, and these de
seems to have been adopted by Govern

Walker ; thedetachment was about to rootedoutofBopalandthe adjoining
ators are not to be

proceed on the 22d Sept.
countries. In what way will the Peishwa,

CIVIL APPOINTMENT, the Nizam , and the Raja of Nagpoor re

September 14th, 1816. Lieut. Alex. gard this appearance of imbecile fearful

Gordon, of the Madras establishment, 2d ness ? The season for Pindari excur

assistant to the resident at Nagpore. sions is now at hand , and a frontier line

BIRTHS.
of 800 miles is to be defended .

Aug. 21. At Calicut, the lady of the late W. C.
Letters from Jaulua mention that the

** Greaves, Esq. of the Madras Medical service,

of a daughter . Pindaris had made their appearance on

At Madras, the lady of Richard Clarke, Esq. of the southern extremityof Malwa, and

The lady of H. W. Kensington , Esq. H. C. Civil that a part of their force had already

· ervice, of a son .
crossed the Nurbadda and entered Kan .

MARRIAGES. deish . The Jaulna force has been order

Aug. 31. - At Nellapilly, bythe Rev. W.Roy, ed to hold itself in readiness to march at
Capt. C. F. Davies , ofthe Brig Lapwingof Co

the shortest notice , and it was expected
ringa, to Miss M. M. Dirkey, of Nellapilly .

DEATHS.
that, notwithstanding the unfavorable

AtGanjam , M. M. Houghton , Esq . late Garrison state of the season , theforce would short

Major, at that place. ly move towards the Northward . The

Aug. ss. Same place, Mr. Assist . Surg . James Nizam , with the concurrence of the Bri
Barclay.

31..Atseringapatam , the lady of Major A. Jones, tish Government, was organizing a body

of the M. N.V. B.
of 5000 cavalry , to be disided into five

Sept. 28th . Mr. Antonio Willoughby, aged 60
corps, commanded by British officers, and

3otli. At Cannanore, the lady of Lieut . and Adj. to be employed in co -operation with the

Lethbridge.Oct. 5th . Mrs. Elisabeth Hutchinson, relict of regular troops, in defending his High

G. H. Hutchinson , Esq.
ness's dominions against the depreslations

7th. At l'ondicherry, Mrs. De Bergeon , the lady of the Pindaris. We sincerely hope that

of Capt.N.J.DeBergeon, late of his Majesty's the example of the Nizam will befollow
Meuron Regt,

8th , ' t Hooghly, the Infant son of H. C. ed by the other native princes of India ,

Broeugar, Esq . and that by well concerted measures, the
Master ThomasClayton .

9h . Mr. Patrick Reay.
power of these wretched marauders will

At Cannanore, the lady of Major Blair, of the be annihilated. The horrible excesses

Artillery . which they committed last year, must be
141. Mrs, Louisa Turner, Widow of the late

Hichard Turner, Esq . of the H. C. Civil Ser . fresh in the minds of our readers ;-Plun

vice.

16th . At Chunar, Isabella, wife of J. Law , Esq. dreadful track, and wherever they went ,

der, rapine and murder marked their

aged 26 years .
19th . The infant son of Col. Sewel . these humane locusts , inade all void !
2191. James, second son of Capt . Andrew Glass ,

Commander of the Mysore, lately at Ganjam ;

A line of battle ship to be called theSHIPPING INTELLIGENCE .

Ganges, is now constructing at Boinbay,
Arrivals.- Frederic,and Maria , from England.

Passengers, " . Cleghorn , Esq. Capt, P. Fraser, agreeable to the orders of the Court of

TW. I. Lieut. T. Gifford,Messrs. Christy and Directors, and at the desire of the Admin

Geddes, Assist . Surg, and Mr. Carmichael, free ralty.
mariners .

H. M. Sinop Bacchus, Capt . Hill, from . Cale

Passengers to England, pership Grant, Mrs. In the inarch of a detachment of our

Irving , Miss . Irving, Lieut. E. Sproul, Mr. 1 . Indian army, under the command of Sir
Irving.

A.C.Ship .' Geo . Holmes, from Baroda to Palempore,

Passengers to Europe, per H. C. ship Larkins, in the territories of his Highness theGuj

Capt . Wod, H. M. 22d dragouns ; Master R.M. 1
kawar, two young officers of the 56th re

Gurnell.

The Hon .Sir Thomas Sırange, late Chief Jus. giment wereamusing themselves, during

tice of the Snpreme Court of Judicature ; lady
a balt, bysnipe shooting. Tliey had been

Strange and family ; Mis. Ca sama jor ; Mrs.
Carron , Liem . S mison, 2d. Bat, 1611). Regt. beating the jungles on the bank of a

M.J .;Lu. F. Welland, ist:Bat. 18th. Regt. river , and one jungle they had repeatedly
Lieut!'J. R. Grutery , ed.Bat. 21. Reglas Lieta tried in vain . They were,however, sur :

C. H. Gibh, ini. Bat. 1911. Regt ; Children,

Masters, Thomas Elliot Colelrouke, Edward and prised by a tremendous roar, and the sur

Hinry Levoyer. den spring of an enormous tiger from this
BOMBAY.

very jungle . Lieut. Wilson, on whom the

Nagpoor, 22d. September, 1816 . animal sprung, upon his recovery, stater ,

*Thc Pindari, a description of free- that he neither saw , nor beard , nor felt ,

curia

3 X 2
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more than that the monster's mouth was We observe that it is stated in a Cal .

close to his own. His companion, Lieut . cutta Journal, that. a gentlenian recently

Smelt, saw the tiger spring ; he gave å arrived from Java, mentions that the sou

buckwarıl cat-like stroke with his paw ; timents which generally prevail at Batavia

and on Wilson's fall he smelt him , paused are not gratifying to our national feelings .

for a moment, and then leapt off, as a cat This, it is added, is really, what we ex

wonld have doue if disturbed at a meal. pected , and we think it very possible that

Sinelt, expecting Wilsou had been killed , the delay which unavoidably took place in

reached the camp, and immediately sent delivering up the island may have pro

his dooley (a sort of palanquin ) bearers duced some slight degree of irritability in

to the spot. They found the gentleman the minds of those who were so long wait

alive, but insensible ; his 'flesh had been ing for place and employment. It must

torn away from the head downwards to also be recollected, in justice to the Dutch ,

the lower part of the back, and a wound that they considered themselves as de

also on the thigh - in all nineteen wounds. layed in getting possession of their own

A half-eaten buffalo was fouud in the jun. property ; that the old juhabitants had

gle : luckily for Wilson the tiger had lived too long under new masters, and

dined. We are happy to add, that the were anxious to see their national governi

wounded gentleman is now living and ment restored ; and that the Commission

well .; both the sportsmen will be rather ers and suite were naturally anxious to

more cautious in future, how they go assume their lionours, and exercise their

snipe -slooting in India . authority.

CIVIL APPOINTMENT.

PENANG.
12th . Sept. 1816.-Mr. A. Crawford ,

to be 2d Assist . to the Collector of Surat. Extract of a Letter from Penang.

BOMBAY SHIPPING . The H. C. ship Elphinstone having spruug

Arrirals: --Aug. 91.--Brig Johnny, Capt . Bal. the foremast in her passage across the bay,
lard , from Prince Wales ' ( sland .

Sept.1o1. 1.Cruizer, Aurora,Capt . Barnes put into Burong for the purpose of pro

from 18sora.--011. Earl of Buckinghamshire curing a spar to refil ; Capt. Haviside,
from Greenock ; Capt. R. Christian , ship Orplie .

118. Capt. Finlay from London :-cth. Ship Cur. dovalil,Surgeon, the carpenter, a inid

Mr. Mundy, his second mate, Mr. Mac

mip Buix from the Persian Gulph .

Depariures. Aug.31.- Arrived Boat Chacer.- shipman , and some seamen , in all making
Sept. 2 .--Ship Miroid ; Capt. M. Boles to China.

- l'assengers... Mrs. Boles andchild : Rev. V.
thirteen persons, went on shore for the

Mary Orimo, a Franciscan Friar and Aposa purpose of cutting down a trce for that

tolic Missionary.-- . Ship Jord Castlereagli, purpose. They had not been landed long,
Capt.Mr. B. Laing to Calcutta ..- 9. H.M. Sloop when while the carpenter and his gang were
Challenger , P. H. Brydges, Esq . Captain .

employed in felling one, the other party
FORT. MARLBOROUGH .

was attacked by some Malays, and in an
BIRTHS .

May 29d. At Fort Marlborough , the lady of
instant the second mate and Doctor were

Charles Hollaway, Esq . of a daughter. killed on the spot, and Captain Haviside
DEATHS.

July 3d. : At Fort Marlborough the infant daugh- with five seamen most dreadfully wound

ter of C , Hollaway , Esq . ed . An investigation is now taking place,

Lutht. At the came place, Capt. Capuon Thomas, and the deposition of theparties will no

lace of the Cowary Service .
doubt be forwarded by this opportunity

JAVA .
to the Supreme Government. Capt. Ha

Ternate, 1st. July - The ship The- ' viside'swounds are so bad , that (though
ban , Capt Robertson, belonging to Java, most anxious) he is not able froin great

sailed from this port for Amboyna on the pain and danger to give his testimony. It

24th. April last. During the passage nine is supposed that he must lose his arm ..

Javanese, who composed part of the Au American , in the service of the new

crow ; killed the captain , the first mate, king of Acheen is arrived, it is said , to

( Mer. Athanass ) and a boy . They after- explain matters. Many contradictory re

wards run the ship ashore at Xulla Bes- ports of the origin of this atrocious af

sce ; and took to the ship's boat, in which fair are afloat ; thus much however is

they proceeded to sea, taking with them certain , that precaution had been taken

an unfortunate girl belonging to Am. to procure leave to land and fell the tree,

boyna, her two slaves , all the mouey previous to the party leaving the boat.

found in the ship , and some other articles. The wounded men were left in the hos.

-This information was communicaed by pital at Penang, and the Elphinstone with

threé Bengali Lascars, who afterwards Capt. Haviside proceeded in companywith

arrived at Xulla Bessee.. The Javanesse the Wexford for China, on the 30th Sept.

threatened to murder them ; but set them The wounded we are sorry to add were

free after much entreaty, We are daily considered in a very bad state,

looking for the Lastars at this Island .

Although uo accounts have yet been re
APPOINTMENT.

ceived of the Javanese , every expedient F. Cornwallis, 2017 Sept. 1816. - Ro

for their apprehension has been resorted bert Ibbetson , Esq . to be Sheriffof Prince

to , and we think it very possible that e'er of Wates' Island for the ensuing twelve

long they will be laid hold of.
months.
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.

April 7, The Herald, Foreman, or the Isle of
France .

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, & DEATHS, 9th . - William Pitt, Graham , for India ; "Lonach
for Bombay .

AT HOME. Deal ," March 30.-- Arrived the Westmoreland,
from Bengal.

BIRTHS.
March 25.- Sailed ihe Waterlov , for Madras

April 20.- At Haileybury, thelady of the Rev. and Bengal.

Dr. Batten, Principal of the East- India College,
April 6 The Potton , for the Isle of France.

of a daughter gih . - The Dorselshire a d R.yal George, for

MARRIED. China ; Laytun , for the Isle of France ; the

Northumberland private Ship:
April 5. - At Camberwell, J. Parkes, jun , of War .

Portsmouth , March 28.-- Arrived the Icarus,wick, Esq . to Anna Maria Frances, only daugh
Capt. Devon, from Mauritius loch Nov, ; E,

ter of the late Nath . Perry Rees, Esq. of Cal.
India Packet , Eclipse.

cutta .
April 18 .-- Adamant, transport, from the Cape.

DEATHS. March 21.-Brilliani, Ganges , Isabella, Samuel,

March 24.-At his house in Tonbridge- place, J. and London, transporis , for Sierra Leone, Cape,

Dunbar, Esq. lare of Penang Ceylon, and Bombay.

Lately, in Scotland, Lieut .- Čol . Ainslie , of the April 2: Abeona; Borodino, Lloyd's, Astrea ,

Company's service. Maria, and Sisters, transports, for the pape of

At Westhall, Shortlake, Surrey , in the 65th year Good Hope, with troops ; Dorsetshire, Turner,

of his age, Major Thomas Harriott , late ofthe and Royal George, Timmins, for China .

Hon. East-India Company's service, Bengal Cowes, March 23 Arrived ihe Ida, Dorr , from

establishment, Canton, in 110 days, with tea,
March 20.-After an illness which he bore with

Plymouth, April 2.The Paragon , for the Isle
exemplary patience, (at the house of his uncle , "of France .

Robert Hardwicke, Esq. Wisbeach ) William Scilly, April 8.- Arrived the Northumbrian ,
Hardwicke , aged 22 years, only son of Colonel

Lawson , and Albion , Fisher, from Calcutta, for
Hardwicke, comma ding the Bengal artillery . London .

Lately , at Omagh , after a few hours illness, Lieut. 9th ;-The following commanders took their

Geo . Judge, 63d regiment,youngest son of Wm , final leave of the Court,previous to departing for

Judge , of Larrah , in the county of Westmeath, their respective destinations, viz.

Esq. and cousin to the Marquis of Hastings . Captain .R. Alsager, of the Thoinas Grenville ';

and W. Younghusband, of the Lord Casilereagh

-for Bengat dirtci.

LONDON MARKETS. 19th.-The dispaiches were finally closed at the

East India House , and delivered to the pursers of

Tuesday, April 22, 1817 . the following ships , viz : William Piit, Capiain

Cotton . - The extensive sale at the India House
Charles Graham; and Carnatic, Capt . J. Blan
shard , for Madras and Bengal .

on Friday last went off with great briskness ; the Passengers per Carnatic ; - for Bengal-Mri

prices were much higher than what had been anti
Charles Fraser, writer ; George Money, Esq . ;

Rey . D. Corue and family ; Mr. and Mrs. Mac
cipated : the ordinary Bengals suld much about

kenzie ; Misses Fruser and Bedell; Mr, Andrew ,

the last sale prices ; the good went off at a half
Mr. Hicks, Mr. Abington, Mrs. Barnett ; Misses

penny per lb , higher; the Surats were id per lb, Thursby and l'hipps ; and Mr. Hastie, surgeon

higher ; nearly the whole were taken for the For Madras- Mr. and Mrs.Greenway, Captain

Green , and Misses Hazlewood . For Ceylou - Mr.

home manufacture, of course subject to id per lb. Carrington .

duty, when cleared for home consumption . ' Passengers per William Pitt ; -For Bengal-R,

Coffee . - The demand for Coffee by private con- T. J , Glyn, Esq , sen . inerchant ; W. Bell, Esq.

tract liad greatly revived : last week a considerable factor ; Messrs. Turner and Townsend, writers ;

Col. L. Thonjas ; Captain Collyer ; Mr. Muuro ,

public sale was brought forward , consisting of surgeon ; Messrs. Murray aud Maclachlan : Misses

British plantation and foreigns the whole went Hutton , Halhead , Hunter, and Heathcote , For

off freely at prices 2s . higher. The quantity of Madras-Messrs, Wheatley and Elliott, writers ;

Dutch was inconsiderable ; the few lots, however,
Mrs , Begbie, and Miss S. Shearman ,

April18 .-- Yesterday the dispatches were closed
went off at a similar innprovement with the Ja

at the East India House and delivered to the Pura .

maica Coffee. East-India Coffee has been in ra . sers of the following ships , viz . Dassetshire ,Capi.

ther limited demand , and the prices are litile N.Turner,and Royal George, Capt. C. S. Timms,

improved , with the exception of the damaged, both for China.- Passenger per Dorsetshirc, Mr.

John Reeves, for China
which we believe sells freely at a small advance.

Sugar . - The Sugars newly arrived are inade

quate to the demand ; any good parcels meet a SHIP -LETTER MAILS FOR INDIA.

ready sale as they are brought to market, and at
PRIVATE SHIPS .

higher prices than what had been looked for.

The stock of Sugar in the warehouse is chiefly of
Ship's Names Tons. Probable Time of Sailing .

low brown descriptions, which remain in limited Isle of France, Madras, and Bengal.

request, and will probably continue so until the Sappho........... 400 Apr. 26.

fruit season commences. The new Sugars realize Columbo .

prices about es. per cwt . higher than the old . Prince Regent 400 May 20 .

Silk . - The prices of Silk are nominal , on ac
Bombay.

count of the sale at the India House.
Mary 380 May 10.

• Indigo. The sale at the India House continues ; Albinia .............. 427 May 15,

the prices are rather lower than generally antici. ' Madrus and Bengal,

pateci, yet greatly above the prices realized at the Contest
S80 Apr. 26 .

last sale .
Mudras and Calcutta .

Ganges .. 400 Apr. 30 .

INDIA SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE .
Calculta .

Thalia 670 Apr. 26.

Home Ports .

Gravesend, March 20. - Arrived, Alexander,
Cape of Good Hope.

Shufener, from the Isle of France. Garland 180 Apr. 07 .

zoch .-- Sailed, Prince kegent, White ,
Thomas ........... 193 Apr, 27 .

Helcna . Selena, for the Cape of Good
Hope

, Gertrude .. 160 Apr. 27 .

318t . - Ceres, Herd , for the Isle of
France

, Venus .......... Apr. 276

for su
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Price Current of $

519East- India Produce for April 1817 .

S
a
l
e

c
o
m
m
e
n
c
e
d

A
p
r
i
l

1
8

.

ז

ד

ו

ן

L. 3. d. L. S. d.

Cochineal..... .lb . 0 36 to 0 5 0

Cottee , Java ...........cwt. 3 140 3 16 0

theribon Sil 0 313 0

- Bourbon S 14 0 9.15 0

Mocha ........ 5 0 0 5 10 0

Colton, Surat...... 1b . o 13 015

- Extra fine......... 0 16 0 1 7

Bengal 0 0 10 0 1 1

Bonbon 0 1 10-028

Drags, & c. for Dyeing.

Aloes, Epatica.......cwt. 60 g 14 0 0

Anniseeds, Star........... 4 10 0 5 0 0

Burax , Refined ........ 6 10 0

Unrefined, or Tincal ; 5 0

Camphire unrefined ..... 10 10 0 13 00

Cardemoins,Malabar..lb 03 0 0 6 6

Ceylon ...........

Cassia Buds.......... cwt. 200 0 21 00

Lignea .. 9 100 -12 0 0

Castor Oil..............lb . og 3 - 04 0

China Root..........cwt. 9 6 0 25

Coculus Indicus............ 200 2 15 0

Columbo Root.............. 2 10 0 9 15 0

Dragon's Blood ...........

Gum Ammoniac, lump..

Arabic ...... 3 10 0 5 00

Assalætida..........

Benjamin 7 10 0 65 0 0

Animi........... cwt. 5 00 7 00

Galbanım ... .......

Gambogium ....... 17 0 0 22 0 0

Myrrh .... 8 0 0 - 10 0 0

Olibanum .... 5 оо 8 0 0

Lac Lake... 0 1 2 0 19

Dye..... ..... 0 2 6 -.0 5 6

Shell , Block . 2 10 0 2 15 0

Shivered 3 10 0 14 0 0

Stick ..... 3 10 0 8 0 0

Musk , China...........Oz . 0 15 0 1 0 0

Nux Vomica ..........cwl. 1 100 1 15 0

Oil Cassia.............,Oz . 0 2 0 0 2 S

Cinnamon ....... 0 19 0

Cloves....... 030

Mace .......

Nutmegs ........ 0 1 4

Oplum ... ... Ib.

Rhabarb 0 4 2 0.10 6

Sal Ammoniac ......cwt. 5 0 0

Senna . .lb . 0 1 6 026

Turmerick, Java ....cwt . 1 10 0 1 15 0

L. S. d . L. &

Turmerick, Bengal..cwt. ! 8 o in i 10
China 2 0 0 8

Zednary

Galls , in Sorts.............. 7 10 0 7 N

Blue.... ................. 900

Indigo, Blue ........... lb.

Blue and Violet .....

Purple and Violet

Fine l'iulet ............

Good Diito ...

Fine Vivlet & Copper

Good Ditto ....

Good Copper

Middling Ditto

Ordinary Ditto ......
Fine Madras

Middling Ditto ........

Ordinary Ditto........

Rice .....cwt. 1 6 0

Safflower................cwt. 9 10 0 > JOD

Sago ..... ( wt . 10 0 90

Saltpetre, Refined .....cwt. 2 5 0

Silk, Bengal Skein ..... alb.
Novi

Ditto White

China

Organzine.
1 17 0

Spices, Cinnainon .......Ib. 08 9 0 18

0 3 7 OS

Bourbon ..... 04 0 0 4

Mace . ..... 0 7 0 0 10

o 5 8 0 5

Ginger .cwt , 3 0 0 9 10

Pepper , Company's.. 0 0 7
0 0 7

White .............. 0 0 11

Sugar, Yellow ......... cwt .
118 0 2

White ................ 2 6 0 9 9

Brown .............. 1.12 0 1 14 0

Tea, Bohea ......... .lb . 02 6 2

Congou 0 9 0 $

Souchong.... 0 3 10 04

Campoi
0 29 03

Twankay 0 2 1 03

Pekve ..... 0 48 05

Hyson Skin 0 2 to 04

Hyson ...
0 4 3 05

Gunpowder
0 5 6 06

- Tortoiseshell ........ 1 2 0

Woods, Saunders Red..ton 11 0 0

-

Cloves .....

I
I
I
I
I

Nutmegs ......

Privilege
9

Goods declared for Sale at the East-India House.

On Thursday, 1 May - Prompt 1 August

Private - Trade and Licensed . – Sallampores

Madras Handkerchiefs -- Silks, Surat Goods

Nankeens - Choppas- Bandannoes - Longclothis.

On Tuesday , 13 May - Prompt 8 August.

Company's, Licensed, Pritate- Trade and Privi.

lege.--Galls -- Galanga Rool - Safflower - Lac Dye

-Shellack - Turmerick - Pepper - Ginger- Lac

Lake Tamarinds - Cassia Lignea – Salıpetre

Rattans - Benjamin - Sapan Wood - Cubebs - Sago

-Cassia Buds_Camphire - Gum Arabic - Stick .

lack - Sal Ammoniac - Borax - Tincal - Cammin

Seeds--Catechu - Castor Oil and Seejs - Senna

Cinnamon-Keemow Shells - Red Saunders Wood

-Coculus Indicus Assafætida -Elephants'Teeth

--Gum Copal - Cajaputa Oil -- Oil of Mace and

Caseia - Olibanum - Gum Ammoniac - Munjeet

Malacca Canes - Barilla - Seedlac - Gum Animi

Rhubarb - Cardemoms- Mother -o ' -Pearl Shells

Goat Skins - Ebony Wood - Satin Wood - Teak

Wood - Jarrol Wood - Chillies — Kyabooka Wood

-Oats - Rice - Gum Kino- Aloes Cornelians

China Root - Alkali.

On Friday , 29 May - Prompe 92 August.

Company's and Licensed .-- Coffee - Sugar. i

On Tuesday, 9 June - Prompt 29 August .

Company's. - Tea Bohea, 500,000 lbs – Congori,

Campoi, Pekoe and Souchong, 4.550.000 - Twan

kay, 850,000 · Hyson Skin, 150,000 – Hyson ,

250,000 — Total, including Private - Trade. 6,300,000
lbs .

On Tuesday, 10 June - Prompt s September.

Company's. - Bengal Piece Goods, viz Muslins,

7,196 pieces - Callicoes. 91,450_Prohibited 45,987.

Company's. - Coast Goods, viz . Coast Calliches ,

150 , 162–Coast Prohibited , 13,7 7-Surat Prohi .

bited , 19,048 - Nankeen Cloth, 84,158 - Also

damaged Coast and Surat Goods .

Indian Securities and Exchanges.

We have only lo refer to our information on this subject in page 599 of our last number.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

-

SIR, - The Account given in and groupe, and I believe of al
one of

your late numbersof avi- most every figure discernible inthe

sit to the Cavern Temple at Ele- interior of the stupendous work . :

phanta is amusing. Few objects

in India have more generally ex
When in the temple I also

cited or gratified the curiosity of not presumed to bemathematical
sketched its ground plan. It is

travellers than this celebrated ca
ly accurate, though the dimen

vern. The attention ofthe studious
sions were I think taken with some

is equally attracted thither. Hence, care. It will serve to shew the re

it is interesting to record its actual lative situation of the compart

state of preservation or decay, mu

tilation or perfection, at different the general design of the cave .
ments, &c. described, as well as

periods of its existence .

The visit alluded to above, was
In the following description I

paid it seems in the year 1712 ;
have added nothing to the original

and describes, probably from re
notes made or corrected in the

cent recollection, several of the temple : such as I now see occa

prominent figuresand features then sionto annex, will be in a margi

conspicuous. I have frequently nal or detached form .

visited the cave : several times in I may perhaps hereafter trouble

the year 1804, for the express pur- you with some observations on the

pose of noting the actual state of history of this temple,

the temple, and of describing its I am , Sir, &c.

mythological embellishments. The

notes that I made, either in the April 1817.
E. M.

cave, or immediately on quitting DESCRIPTION of the Elephanta Cave,

it , and corrected in it at a subse Written in 1804 .

quent visit, I now hand to you,
( 1) On the left entering the cave is a

insertion, if you see fit, in

Journal. They embrace a

or compartment, the principal fi

scription of everycompartment, Marked 1 in the ground plan ,

Asiatic Journ . - No. 18. Vol. II . 3 Y

for

your
niche

de .



522 Cavern Temple at Elephanta. [JUNE,

gure in which is Budha *, sitting on an ex- ecuted emaciated Brahman - his ribs are

panded lotust, the stem of which is held seen starting through his skin , his long

by two much mutilated females. On beard, shrivelled limbs , and half lifeless

Budha's left is a well executed plantain hand, are deserving of much commenda

tree ; the trunk and several leaves pretty tion. The head dress of Mahadeva is

perfect. Over this is Garuda carrying highly ornamented, not unlike Budha's .

Vishnu, nearly perfect, except Garuda's On the left of the colossal figure is seen

face , and two of Vishnu's hands-in one Indra mounted on his elephant Iravat,

of his right hands was a lotus — the hand well executed-Dear him Vishnu on Ga

is broken off. Over this is a spirited ruda. Near Ganesa is Brahma, seated

mounted male ; the species of animal on on a lotus , bearing three or four swans .

which he rides equivocal - its hoofs are Several single figures, mostly mutilated ,

discernible. On Budha's right , in the fill up this compartment. It is eleven

upper corner is Brahma sitting on a lotus . feet high and fourteen broad , directly

In the opposite corner, an emaciated facing that first described . The distance

Brahman . Three or four well carved between them is fifty- five feet, being the

swans are embossed on Brahma's lotus . extent of the open entrance to the cavern ,

Beneath Brahma is Indra - his elephant which is divided into three portions by

Iravaty scarcely discernible . Several
two pillars equidistant from the sides of

groupes of figures in bold relief over the entrance .

spread Budha. Some bold chowriesi. (3) Fronting the centre of the entrance

On the right of Budha, the remains of is the well known bust of the grand ||

Gauesa may be fancied - on his right a
Hindu Triad ; respecting which it is not

man as large as life is sitting on a step ;
necessary to remark farther, than that

and another is on the opposite side of the
the vindictive ferocity of Siva's counte

niche , holding in his hand a chaplet of
nance is finely contrasted with the mild

beads. The remaius of an animal like a
serenity of Vishnu's. On the right of

lion are seen near the figure supporting the this bust having a colossalf figure leaning

stem of the lotus . Budha's head dress is
on a dwarf between, is a grand ** com

finely ornamented ; several crescents , and
partment containing, among a vast va.

a large rose extending on each side behind riety of groups and individuals, a gigantic

his head , as if contining his hair, are four -handed figure of Mahadeva conjoined

among the ornamentals . If Budha were
with Parvati . One of his right hands

standing , he would be perhaps fourteen rests on a bull's head well executed -ano

or fifteen feet high . The whole compart- ther holds a shield . On the right is

ment or niche may be about eleven feet Brahma on the lotủs with swans in the

square. The most prominent part of the usual stile ; and on the other side is

figures are sunk three or four feet into the Vishnu mounted on Garuda, also in his

rock - two feet from the ground is plain usual stile ; which, it must be confessed ,

-a sort of shelf or table is thus formed
is here somewhat ridiculous ; for Vishnu

under Budha.

is generally seated on Garuda's shoulders

(2 ) In a similars compartment to the with his legs in front, Garuda holding him

right as you enter, is a spirited eight- on by thefi ancles . Throughout the cave,

handed colossal figure of Mahadeva, fif- Vishnu has just such a wig as Dr. John

teen feet high . One of his right hands son wears in his portrait by Reynolds ;

was apparently in the act of drawing a and has always a snake round his neck ,

sword : it is broken off. One of his left the head and tail joined in front. Near

hands seems to hold aloft a group of di Brahma, in the compartment under de

minutive figures. A right hand held a scription , is Indra, mounted ; his elephant

sceptre or staff, round which a serpent is sitting, in a good posture. In the low

twines. On the right of this is Ganesa er corner , nearest the grand bust, is a

very perfect. Over him an admirably ex- standing female figure, bearing a small

* See Note ( 1 ) + See Note ( 9)

See Note (3)

This compartment is marked 2 in the ground

plan .

| Marked 3 in the plan .

& Marked 4 in the plan.

** See Note ( 4)

** s in the plan ,
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box on the upturned palm of her hand is fourteen feet broad , and sixteen high ;

the arm is broken off - above her is a and is well filled by groups and individu .

wigged boy holdingachowry - above him a als in a variety of well imagined attitudes .

wigged woman ; above and near her, se- (6) Proceeding toward your right from

veral other wigged figures. On each side the bust, in a compartment || more ad

of Mahadeva are a handsome pair, male vanced into the cave, you see on the

and female : a similar pair are seen in se- left a compartment smaller than the two

veral other compartments ; sometimes, last described. The two principal figures

as here on the side toward the bust, seem to be a bridegroom four-armed, ten

holding garlauds or wreaths of flowers : feet high , and a bride eight feet high

on the other side the male wears a dirk . two of his hands are broken off, and both

The grand figure in this compartment is hers . Her countenance is finely expres ,

about fourteen feet high . Mahadeva in sive of diffidence and modesty, although

this character is called Ardha Nari , or supported and encouraged by a male be

half* man - the one left breast is very pro- hind her ; one ofwhose hands rests genda

minent. This one breasted figure has ly on her shoulder her left hand and the

given rise to various surmises of its hav- bridegroom's right are connected by a

ing reference to the story of the Amazonst. string. Brahma is in bold relief in the

The compartment is well filled with foreground, kueeling on the bridegroom's

groupes and single figures ; many with left : behind Brahma is a female with a

wigs. chowrie . On the right of the bride, fa

(4 ) On the left ( the spectator's right) of cing her, with his right side to the spec

the grand bust , in a compartmentſ cor- tator, is a full faced wigged figure, bear

responding with that just described , hav- ing in both his hands a covered round

ing a giant leaning on a dwarf forming the
vessel - his head is encircled by a crescent,

frontal of a pilasterf between, are two similar to that given by the Hindus to

colossal figures, male and female, lean- their male deity the moon ( Chandra ).

ing in fine attitudes , on two dwarfs, Facing this figure with the crescent, on

the female on a female dwarf ; who the other side, over Brahma's head , on

seem to express the weight they sus- the bridegroom's left, is a four-handed

tain , by their countenances and bending bearded personage of venerable aspect ;

limbs. The male figure is fifteen feet , having in one of his hands a disk , not

the female twelve feet high . Here, also , unlike a domestic millstone, or the Chak

we see Brahma on the lotus , on the side ra of Vishnu - in another hand a lotiis ,

next the bust ; and Vishnu , on his wig- drooping. Several promivent figures bear

ged vehicle , the other . One of the chọwries ; and the whole compartment

dwarfs has a Cobra Capello twined round has been well illed up by groupes and

his right wrist , and a tortoise suspended individuals in bold relief. Vishnu is not

at his breast . A figure in a supplicating now discernible among them , but may

posture, is kneeling in the fore ground ; have been on the bride's right, answering

his back, or rather his right side, toward to Brahma - whatever was there is defa

the spectator - the fleshy pressure of the ced . Above are seen the handsome pair

leg and thigh well done - his hair is high- of male and female, and several bearded

ly dressed in the skill of a Ramillie wig, figures.

confined by a rose, exactly like a sol
(7) Corresponding with this niche, that

dier's , or a leather cockade, of the present
is on the other side of the back part of

day. At his back a handsome female
the cave, to the right of the bust, and ad-'

stands, holding a lotus and chowrie.
vanced into the body of the cave, is a si

(5) One of the four hands of the prin- milarg niche, the subjects of which are

cipal male in this, and in its opposite very much mutilated — the lower figures

compartment, holds a hooded snake - in particularly . One male, indeed , to the

both compartments is likewise seen the right (on the spectators' right) is pretty

emaciated Brahman . This compartment perfect, and another opposite ; but they

• Or rather half woman. + See Note ( 5)

10 of the plan , $ 7 of the plan .

11 8 in the plan .

9 in the plan ,

3 Y 2
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a

have no discriminative attributes. There The third right hand grasps a long straight

is also about the middle of the whole, be- sword, perfect. The two first hands,

tween the two principals, a good female right and left, are broke off above the

figure suckling an infant, in some preser- elbow ; but the left appears to have sup- ,

vation . The emaciated Brahman is also ported a kneeling figure of nearly the size

here, sitting at the foot of the principal of a man ; or it might have grasped one
male. The principal figures appear to of its legs, both of which, as well as its

have been a male and female, sitting . arms and head are broken off; its back is

The back ground is carved into something turned toward the threatener , and lean

like characters, running over their heads. ing so in his directiou as to drop its blood ,

In almost every compartment, overspread- if spilled, into the cup before mentioned.

ing the principal subjects , and sometimes the head of the principal figure has a

holding garlands or festooped flowers, are highly ornamented cap not very unlike a

twot pair of elegant figures, male and grenadier's; a skull and copra capel
female, in a flying easy attitude-no wings are among its frontal ornaments. He

--their drapery flowing in a tine stile, and has also a pendant necklace, and a long

their limbs well turned thefemale gene- girdle composed of heads, of which only
rally has ouly one ankle ornament. two or three are discernible, flowing over

(8) Directly opposite, face to face, is at the left shoulder and thigh, where it is

compartment containing a much mutilat
broken off ; the Brahmanical & thread and

ed many-handed male , seated on a lotus, a belt broader, run in nearly a like direc

supported by the outstretched arms of tion ; on all the wrists are bracelets, and

Mahadeva in that character, perhaps above the elbows are bazubands on three

where he is called
His five of the arms. No figures remain in any

heads can scarcely be discerned . The preservation to the right of the principal,

figure sitting has apparently on a right or under him. On his left, near the sup

and left extended arm one or more smal- posed victim , are two bearded faces ex

ler persons. On the spectator's right is pressive of pity, a compassionate female

Ganesa feeding himself from a vessel held is just above them , leaning forward over

on one of his left hands.
the victim . She holds a scarf with both

(9) Corresponding with this compart- thebearded faces are twoor threefemales
hands, and is an elegant person. Below

ment, to the right of the entrance, con

sequently on theother side ofthe cave, termingled with terror, is evident in every
of pitying aspects ; the same emotion, in

and directly facing the marriage * cere

mpny before described, is + another. It
face of this compartment whose features

contains a figure that has given rise to
can be traced .

inuch speculation . It is of Siva, fourteen
( 10.) Over the subjects just described

feet high, but his lower extremities are
is a row of males and females of rather

broken off. His attention is by his atti- diminutive size ; in the middle, nearly

tude turned toward his left ; his aspect is over the head of Siva, is a thing like a

terrific , indicating the instant execution mitre with a crozier cut deep in it ; it is

of some avenging act. He had eight surmounted with a cross, but the limbs

hands, the superior right and left are up not exactly at right angles . Two aged

lifted, and either support a cloth or cur
emaciated males are on the right ( the

tain , or are putting it over the terrible spectator's right) of the mitre, holding

event he threatens , the fingers grasp the up their hands betokening pity and pain .

cloth . The left upstretched arm is finely On the other side of the mitre are two

executed ;
the right is broken at the ele figures of a similar description ; in front

bow ; the next right hand is broke off at of each pair is a prostrate distressed make

the wrist, the corresponding left holds a
child, their heads near the mitre. Be

bell, in good preservation , over a cup in yond the last mentioned pair, to the left

the upturned palm of the next ; a copra
of the mitre, are a male and female in

capel twines round at the elbow joint. great anxiety and distress , holding scarta

in their hands . The subject supposed

+ See Note (0 ) to be like a mitre, crozier and cross, ap

10 in the plan , See Note ( 7)

* s in the plan . † 11.in the plan .
* See Note 8. See Note 9 .
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cave .

pears also in a compartment before de- teen feet and a half, many of which are

scribed as containing characters in the broken , some just above the basenient,

back ground. Fancy may perhaps have others under the capital, which with part

had some share in making this resemb- of the shaft, remains adhering to the

lance, but it is vastly curious and striking roof, being, as well as the floor, part of

whether remarked before or not. || one and the same original rock .I

(11.) On each side of the grand bust, ( 15.) The whole of the main body of

forming the front of two | pilasters be- the cave has now been noticed . There

tween it and its neighbouring compart- yet remains to be spoken of, two side
ments, are two colossal males in a stand caves to the north and south , on a line il

ing posture, leaning on dwarfs . nearly with the bust, or back part of the

( 12. ) All the niches and figures around grand cave, with which they were hereto

the sides of the principal cave have now fore connected by a passage under the

been noticed , but a detached * room in its same roof, but now disjoined by the fall

body remains to be described. It is about ing in of stones and rubbish .

twenty feet square internally, excavated

like the whole of the cavern , out of the

( 16.) The one to the § south may be

rock.' It fills the space between four pil- aud sixty long, open to the eastward,

called a virauda, about twenty feet wide

lars midway between the compartment with pillars and pilasters like the grand
last described and that containing the sup On the right as you enter, (after

posed marriage ceremony , but not so im

mediately between them as to intercept in which is the woman suckling a child )

passing on your right the compartment

the line of light from one to the other .

The walls of this room extend from the

is an end * viranda, or recess, about

floor to the roof, being, like them, part of

twelve feet deep, and as long as the width

the original rock . A door -way is in the

of the longer viranda, of which it is the

centre of each side of the room about five

north end .

feet wide and eight high. There are no
A figure of of Ganesa is seen at one end

doors, but holes are observable at top and looking to the east ; along the back are :

bottom where posts inay have been in- eight or nine standing figures about seven

serted. Inside, the walls are plain , and feet high. This viranda or recess is dark

the room is nearly filled with a monstrous ish, and has some water standing over its

Linga, inserted in the Yoni , pointing to floor ; and it is not easy to discern what

the east ; on which side opposite the door the figures in it may be.

in that face, are the remains of a cow's
( 17.) Facing this recess , at the other

or bull's head, heretofore apparently per- end of the viranda, is s another, similar

forated for carrying off liquids poured over in depth , but without figures. If it ever

the Linga, through the animal's mouth . had any, of which there is some appear

Around the edge of the pedestal of the ance, they have been destroyed .

Linga is a channel leading to the head. (18.) A room ** about fifteen feet square

(13.) But the most striking pointş of occupies the center between these two

this room are the external grenadier-cen- end virandas, but does not project be

tinel-like figures on each side of the four tween them , as its front side is on a lite

door-ways. They are about sixteen feet with the back part of the long viranda,

high, stand pretty upright, have highly out of which a door -way leads into the

ornamented caps, finished in a style of room. This room is insulated on its

minute elegance, as are also their other three other sides by a viranda or gallery

ornaments and parts of dress : one is ten feet wide, cut round in the rock, and

leaning on a dwarf.t its ends open to the long viranda.

( 14. ) The roof of the cave is seventeen

feet from the floor, it is apparently sup
See Note 19. Sec Note 13 .

ported by twenty-six pillars, distant four
13 in the plan. T 9 in the plan .

See Note 10 .

* 14 in the plan , ti5 in the plan .

Before noticed, marked 4.7. in the plan .
# 16 in the plan. 017 in the plan.

• 18 in the plan . † See Note 11 ,
18 in the plan.

:
>
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NOTES .
Here my account made or cor

( 1 ) Should the reader not be versed in Hindu rected in the cavern , ends ; and

mythology, he may , perhaps , desire to know
ends as it begins, abruptly. Itsomething of the divine personages , &c . men

tioned in this description . He will , if so , find suf
makes no mention of thecontents

ficient notice ofthem in Moor's Hindu Pantheon, of the room last described, which
reference to which is indicated by the names of

thegod, goddess, & c. being printed in capitals. mymemory allows me to say, is a

This single mode of reference is preferred to the vast conical stone Linga, not, like
frequency that would otherways be necessary ; that before describedin the room

and room could not be afforded in such a work as

this for an account of those multitudinous per in the body of the cave, marked

sonages , 12, filling its area, but leaving

(2) The lotos,or lotus, ishighly veneratedbythe space between its base and the
Hindus , as it was formerly by the Egyptians. A

vast deal of mysticism attaches to this lovely
walls of the room for circumambu

vegetable . lation. A little rice, a few flowers,

(3) Chowries are implements formed ofthe long and a pice (a copper coin worth
white hair of a wild cow, for whisking Aies from

important persons or objects, The handle is about a farthing ), laid before the
sometimes of ivory , silver, or of more costlyma Linga, denoted a recent votary ,
terials . The name is more correctly chamara . humble, but probably sincere.

(4) Plate 18 of the Hindu Pantheon represents

the Hindu Olympus , with an assemblage of the The side cave to the north , cor

gods of that idolatrous race . Vishnu is there seen

bestriding the shoulders ofhisvehicleGaruda, responding with the southern, is
nearly as here described . also unnoticed in the above ac

( 5) Tales of Amazons, not very dissimilar to

count. Whatever may have been
those popularly current in Europe, are found in

the writings of both Hindus and Mahommedans, its form and subjects, they are now

Somenotice on this subject, thatmay point the scarcely determinable, from the

way to furtherinquiry, (which it is worth while , falling in of rubbish. There are
perhaps , to pursue, ) is given in Moor's Tract on

Hindu Infanticide, p . 82. the remains of rooms, pillars, pi

(6) These are supposedtobe fower -showerer s , lasters, and figures ; and in a sort
personages of frequent mention in the romantic

of hole or well, marked 19 in the
and mythological machinery of the Hindus . They

are called pushpa -vrishti , that is , flower showerers . plan, is very
fine water.

See Hin , Pan , I am in some doubt if the com

partment under description contains more than On each side of the grand bust .

one pair of these elegant figures, though two pair is a dark room, marked 20-21 in
are noted in my memoranda .

(7) The name is omitted in the memoranda . the plan. Their dimensions are

Pancha -mukhi, meaning five -faced , was doubtless not ascertained, eighteen or twen
intended . It is one of the names and forms of

ty feet perhaps. They are strewed
Siva . See Hin , Pan .

with rubbish, and inhabited by(8 ) A grenadier of former days , such as is seen

in Hogarth's march to Finchley , or lying on the bats.

ground in the picture of the death of Wolfe .

(9) This mystical thread is called zennaur . In conclusion, I may remark ,

Hin . Pan ,

that I have compared several de( 10 ) I agree , however, that if it he so striking,

it is equally so that it should not have been re- scriptions of the cave, and prints

marked by others, which is, I believe, the case. of some of its parts, with the sub

I recollect shewingitto some companions of my jects themselves, and found all in
visit, who readily recognized the resemblance.

( 11 ) These figures are , I conclude, of mere two. complete in generals, and inaccu
handed one-headed men, from my not having rate in particulars. Agood and
noted any extras, or particular attributes.

recollect, among other ornaments, the mystical full description is still wanted.

zennaar, mentioned in note 9 above , and as this And such a one, combining an ex,

triple thread is always worn next the skin , we act measurement of the ground

may judge these persons to be more elaborately

ornamentedthan clad . From theirstature,they plan and the other parts, accurate

must rise from the floor to the architrave, representations of the groupes and

( 12) I have not noted an architrave, but I think figures, and an account of the
I recollect that one is carried from pillar to pillar

throughout the whole of the cave . Pantheistic cavern , would I think

( 13) My sketches of the ground plan were not profitably occupy the timeof some

connected at the moment of making them ; and I intelligent gentlemanof Bombay,
am not quite certain as to the relative position

of these two side caves , or wings . My recollec and be well received by the pub
tion would lead me to suspect the one to the lic .
south is more distant from the main cave than is

E. M.indtoated by the plan .

See
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To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

SIR, kings of former times exceeded

Owing to the despotic govern- “ him in revenue and territory,

ments of the East, it has been “ in experience and the number

found prudent with their philoso- " of their troops, yet none of

phers to make their sovereign sen “ them had gained such easy vic

sible ofany act ofnotorious wicked- “ tories ; when he replied , of any

ness through the means of a para- “ country, which through God's

ble ; and Nathan, though a pro- grace it was my fortune to sub

phet and addressing a king after “ due, I never oppressed the in

God's own heart, deemed it best “ habitants, nor spoke ill of the

to adopt this method of making “ former sovereigns ; and I left

David aware of his being an adul- “ its laws, customs and religion

terer , and murderer of the very as much as possible as I found

worst sort. Sadi tells us that, " them .” And this we know was

“ they asked Alexander the Great the policy of both the Greeks and

how he came so readily to sub- Romans, who were the great and

a due the ancient monarchies of most permanent conquerors of the

“ the east and west ; for that the ancient world .

دربيتشزبناگرزبمانهک* درخلهادنناوخنشگرزب

رادوریکویهنورماوتخبتخت*درزگ ېمنوچتساچیههمهنیا ېمنوچ

راگدایتکینماندنامبات* نکمعیاضناگتفرکینمان

Men of sense esteem him not mag, Hamaiūn and Babar, when positive

nanimous, who speaks with contumely of exiles from their own country to es

the mighty that are gone : a throne and tablish themselves at Delhi : and

good fortune, command and prohibitiou, during their reigns, and those of

sovereign power and dominion, all those their immediate successors Acbar,

are vanity ? once they have passed away . Jihangir and Shahjihan, one of the

but traduce not the fame of such as have
greatest monarchies flourished, in

preceded you, that a memorial may here- the dynasty of what is called the

after remain of thine own reputation.
Great Moghūl, that modern times

During our eleventh century have witnessed, and continued in

Sultan Mahmūd of Gazna subdued the full lustre of it's glory for

Hindustan twelve different times, upwards of two hundred years.

and carried off immense plunder ; This was chiefly owing to the

but being most intolerant inhis re- liberality oftheir government, par

ligious principles, neither he nor ticularly ofthe three last sovereigns,

his successorsmade any permanent in religious matters ; so much so

settlement in India. Other Mu- indeed, that the Muftis and other

hammadan tribes of Afghans and learned doctors of the Muhamma

Patans were after himmoresuccess- dan faith had as bad an opinion of

ful, because though less distin- them, as Dr. Claudius Buchanan

guished by the splendour of their and some of our late missionaries

arms, they were more liberal to the in India have of the East- India

native institutions of the country. Company. In order to gratify

Even the great Timour, though he his own sect, Acbar ordered one

carried victory and rapine into of his most learned Mulavis, a

India, made no permanent settle- Pundit on the part of the Hindus,

ment ; yet it was destined for his and a famous Portuguese mission

descendants in the persons of ary who resided athis court, to
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تیروت

Zabour ,orروبز

as

discuss in open court before him conduct. That Providence, which

the merits of theirrespective faiths; so late made our nation the instru

and was so well pleased with the ment of restoring liberty to Europe,

arguments of the last, that he has it perhaps in embryo also to

desired him to procure a transla- convert the pagan world through

tion of the Chronicles, the Pro- us to Christianity in India ; and our

phets and the Gospel , having first step should be to prevail on

already he observed the the Musulmans, who though now
residents there for a thousand

Tawrit and Penta
years are still in the proportion of

teuch and psalmsinthe antient Zand but one to ten of the Hindus. For

language, or dialect of Persia, this purpose it were proper for us

which was appropriated by Zar- mutually to understand their senti

tasht to religion , and in which ac- ments of Christianity, and our

cording to oriental history those sentiments of Muhammadanism.

books were originally written ; but Some years ago it was my good

it does not appear from Acbar's fortune to read Persian for several

annals, from which I extract this months with one of the few learned

anecdote, that this liberal request Mulavis, that are still to be met

was ever complied with ; the Pope, with in Bengal, who came

to whom the missionary referred Munshi to the civil chief at the

it, refusing his sanction to any out-of -the -way station where I

translation of the Scripturesat that then resided , and falling occasion

particular juncture , when Luther ally on the subject of the politics

and the other reformers gave him and religion ofour respective go

so much trouble in Europe ; and vernments, it was he that first

thus was one of the best oppor- made me aware, that the liberal

tunities of propagating the Chris- party among themselves ascribed

tian religion sacrificed to that anti- the late misfortunes of the House

christian doctrine of making a of Timour to the hypocrisy, mur

secret of its mysteries . Jehangir derous disposition and intolerance

and Shah- jihan were equally liberal of Aurangzeeb, who passed the
towards the Hindus and Christians ; last thirty years of his long reign

but Darā Shokoh, the heir apparent in the Dakhan or South of India,

of thelast, being more imprudent and in endeavouring tó retrieve

in his ill-timed and avowed patro- the errors of the first twenty ; but

nage, fell a victim to the Muham- the unsubdued spirit of the Hindus,
madan doctors, who had long been which his illustrious predecessors

seeking such an opportunity, and had lulled to sleep by their gene

to the hypocrisy of his brother the rosity, was awakened by his bigotry

famous Aurangzeeb ; who after de- and fanaticism , and had already

posing his father and putting his laid the foundation of the Mahrat
threemore open minded brothers ta Empire. Taking their ideas

to death established the long reign of Christianity from the Portuguese

of intolerance in Hindustan, which and other Catholics, my preceptor

ledi ultimately to the present de- like all his Musulman brethren

graded state of the Moghul dynas- considered the English of India, if

ty, and the establishment of the they had any other religion but

English Company in its room . Let the worship of money, to be

us take a lesson by this concise idolators and polytheists ; and I

retrospect, and not be persuaded had much ado to make him com

to risk the stability of that won- prehend ; that we were dissenters

derful empire, which has grown from the doctrine of the Pope of
into its present majestic state Rome; and meeting him afterwards

chiefly through a very different in Calcutta I got him introduced

Asiatic Journ .No. 18. VOL . III. 3 Z
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the contrary;

into the Church during the adminis- many repetitions. Yet we must

tration of the sacrament, con admire Muhammad's art in ac

ceiving that the solemnity of that commodating, as he has uniformly

awful ritual might operate to his done , its doctrines and its rites,
conversion ; but in this I was un- its precepts and its histories to the

fortunate ; for after the first pre- preconceived opinions, the favorite

sentation of the bread and cuphe passions and the deep-rooted pre

expressed himself so uneasy , that judices of those, to whom it was

I was glad to get him out ; when immediately addressed ; for with

he explained his impression, that the Jews he upholds the inspira

the communicants not only wor- tion of Moses and the prophets,

shipped those elements, but were with the Nighoshāks and Sabians

in constant adoration of a very the interposition of angels and

fine painting by Zofani of theof the the luminaries of the skies, and

Lord's supper, which is the elegant with the Christians he agrees in
ornament of the altar ; and no the divine mission of our blessed

arguments and explanations, I Saviour, and most of the gospel

could use, ever persuaded him to truths ; nay he insists, that both

Moses and the Messiah (John xvi.

Much has been said of the fasci- 7. ) had foretold his coming : that

nating allurements of the Musul- he came to purify the word of

man faith ; that its promised re- God, which had through the de

wards accord with the corrupt generacy of his immediate prede
propensities of human nature in cessors, and particularly in the

general, and with those of warm introduction of idol worship into

climates in particular; but less the Christian church , been pollu

attention has been paid to the ted and corrupted : that he was

many sublime sentiments and the doomed to shut the book and close

classical elegance of the language the seal of prophecy, and make a

of the Koran, which every Mu- final offering of the divine mercy ,

sulman of taste understands in its and of holy instruction to sinful

original Arabic, and in this it has man.

its chiefadvantage over our Scrip " the ordinances of

tures, and the captivating manner a dervise, like himself, consist

in which it is commented on by “ in gratitude and thanksgiving,,

such poets and rhetoricians of “ obedience and adoration to the

Arabia and Persia , as no age or “ deity , contentment, charity and

nation has been superiorly graced “ a belief in the unity and provi
with. “ dence of God, a resignation to

It has been urged by his oppo « his will and commandments, a

nents that Muhammad could him- “ confidence of his favor, and a

self neither read nor write ; and “ brotherly love and forbearance

that his followers admit, consider- " with all mankind : ” and such is

ing his faculty of composition in the doctrine and faith inculcated

this instance as one of his miracu- by the Koran and its commenta
lous gifts ; for any more than the ries ; but unassisted in his rituals

poems of Ossian and Homer, the by a virtuous propensity, or a di

Koran was not committed to wri- vine inspiration, the fabricator of

ting during the lifetime of its it was unable to exalt his followers

author, but collected as we now to the sublimeconceptions and ra

have it by Abubakar, Omar and tional ideas of the eternal beauti

Othman, from the mouths of his tudes, and every sentiment with

companions, and put into its pre- themis earthly; and thusby absurd

sent form ; and this readily ac- ly and impiouslymaterializing what

counts for some incongruities and was spiritual, andsensualizing what

Sadi says,
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3

was divine, he fabricated a system 2. Prayer. 3. Abstinence and fast

of incoherence and depravity, re- ing. 4. Alms: and 5. Ablution .

pugnant to the nature of the The Khalif Omar observed , that

Supreme Being; yet likely, as he prayer, including of course ablu

well knew , to accord with the tion , carries us half way towards

appetites and habits of the mass the deity ; abstinence and fasting

of his corrupt followers in the bring us to the gate of Paradise ;

luxurious climates of civilized and alms get us admission . In-- ,

Asia and Africa ; but the hardy deed charity is a practice, as well

spirit of Charles Martel gave a as precept with all sorts of Mu-,

final check through the hand of sulmans. Hassan, the son of Aly :

Providence to its becoming the thrice during his life divided all

religion of Europe and the whole his property with the poor ; and
world ! On Muhammad stating twice gave it away entirely ; and

the gross indulgences, with which many are given to such pious and

he meant to gratify his followers good works.

in Paradise, a Jew could not help In attending to this din, or re

observing, that such must lead to ligious practice, of the Mu
still grosser evacuations ; but aJew sulmans, we may learn from its

had no idea of a resurrection, and heretofore bitterest enemies the

place of reward and punishment best collateral means of propaga
in any form ; whereas the Christian

ting the Christian faith, the neglect
in his lowest condition of this life of which has retarded its progress

is consoled with the declaration of
more perhaps than their arms, and

his Saviour that, Matt. xxii. 30, the attachment of the Hindus to

“ In the resurrection they will their stocks and stones. A mis

“ neither marry, nor be given in

sionary to be respected by a native

“ marriage, but will be as an- of India, whether Musulman or

gels of God in Heaven : ” and ,
Hindu , must accustom himself to

quoting Isaiah lxiv. 4 , “ Eye hath many privations, and in particular

not seen, nor ear heard, neither he must put up with water as his

“ have entered into the heart sole beverage, and hold wine and

“ of man, the things which God all sorts of spirituous liquors, in

* hath prepared for those that toxicating drugs,perfumes and all

« love him ."
such indulgences, in abhorrence;

Islam , or the orthodoxy of a he must be rigidly abstemious in

Musulman , consists of iman or
his use of flesh , fowl, fish and all

theory and faith : and din, or prac, sorts of meat, and live chiefly, if

tice and religion ; his faith or creed not entirely, on vegetable sub

is so simple, as like our English stances; he must occupy most of

Fid. Defens. to be used as the his time in reading andin prayer,

reverse of the Oriental coins, butmust on no occasion engagé

meals without having purified and
no God, but God : Muhammad is washed hiswhole body; for cleanly

the prophet of God : which com as an Englishman thinks himself

prehends: 1. A belief in God. in comparison with some of his
2. In his angels . 3. In his scrip- more northern neighbours, most of

tures. 4. In his prophets.. 5. In his habits appear an abomination

the resurrectionand day of judg- to a native of India, for purity and

ment: and 6. In predestination. sanctity are synonymous terms

And the din or practice compre- with them , thus Hafiz says :

hends l . Pilgrimage to Mecca.

There is in that ,or in eating his regularهللالوسردمحمهللاالاهلاال

دوبنتمصعهکهناخنآردریخدوبن*تسکیهناختبوهبعکدوبنتراہطنوچ

3 2 2
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a

Where the practice of bathing is ne- rian persuasion ; and I am con

glected , the house of God and temple of vinced that his form of service, by

the idol are put upon the same footing; delivering his prayers and sermons

where there is no chastity of body, no without a book, and the former in

good can come of that place or form of a standing posture, and the com

worship. municants taking the sacrament in

And though conscious himself the same form in the body of the

of having no idol-worship, as the church, conforms more withtheir

Catholics have to defend, yet the ideas of piety and devotion, than

Protestant Missionary ought to
the set formulas of the Catholic or

avoid the appearance ofsuch by Lutheran churches, and the para

not admitting into his place of phernalia of high mass, or any

worship any images or pictures, sort of pictured altar.

and instead of selecting for dis
Of our blessed Saviour the Koran

cussionsuch darkand ambiguous makes frequent mention, and on

mysteries , as have little or no re
no occasion otherwise than in terms

lation to human life, and which the most respectful ; indeed like

few can explain to their
ownsatis. King Agrippa a Musulmanmight

faction, and still less defend, soas say ,almostthou persuadest me,
“

to cause a comprehension and pro
“ to be a Christian," for he firmly

duce a conviction on the infidel,
believes, and their poets often

he should meet his antagonist on
refer to them , the immaculate con

the field of gospelmorality, which ception of the Virgin, and the

in its excellence can have only a
divine character and miracles of

heavenly extraction . For however the Messiah ; • but the faithful ve

much other partsof the Christian hemently deny his characteras son,

system might lose in influence and and his equality, as God, with the

cease to be objects of belief and father, of whose unity and attri

veneration , its morality even with butes they entertain and express

the most sceptical has commanded themost awful ideas ; while they

respect from its conformity to the consider ourdoctrine as perfect

most select moral constitutions of blasphemy, in as much as imply,

the world , into which its founder ing a polytheism ; and insist, that

would seem to have had a more any copies of the scriptures, which

profound insight, taking it as a could warrant such a doctrine,

human act, and of which he evinced have been corrupted from the

a more comprehensive view , than originals by the Jews and usChris

any other philosopheror theologi- tians;and forMuhammad andAli,,

cian , whether Orientalist or Euro
who were both very extraordinary

pean, ancient or modern. Whether men , and the second a personage

it be owing to more simplicity of of unexceptionable morals,they
ritual, or an appearance of more entertain the highest veneration;

and the usual conduct of our Mis
sincerity and zeal , but I have

derstood from agentleman lately sionaries of calling the one an
a

returned from Bengal, that it is no impostor, and the other a weak
uncommon thing to see both Mü. enthusiast, would incur their irre

sulmans and Hindus of rankand concilable wrath and implacable

learning attending the service on revenge. The residence of

a Sunday and Thursday at the or the Virgin Mary they call
temporary chapel,where the Asiatic wbi mes or the abode of chas

Society ineets, opened by Dr.Brice, tity, and to that thereis a reference
the minister of the Scotch Kirk in the last quotation I made from
sent out by the East- India Com

pany to minister for their civil and
Hafiz : the

military servants of the presbytea of Isa is considered as the fourth

un.

میرم

or curtainيسيعهدرپ
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mansion of Paradise , and equally which are symbolical epithets of

the residence of the Messiah and the sun , as being the companion

the Sun ; synonymous with which and fellow inmate with the Messiah.

Mūlovi Manovi says :

areحیسم هناخمهandیسمهیاسمه

تسینتسلاب رسلابمیرمنوچ
هلماح *sk سدق حور همدمدزاتسیک

In this is typified the immacu- Messiah's faculty of raising the

late conception,and in what follows dead by Sayid Zoo -al-facar of

or evidence of the Shirwan is finally expressed :
theحیسمناهرب

ابصدشربلديوسیکنوچزاب*ناتسوبفرطتشگناناجراسخرنوچزاب

ناشنیبایارحبصمیسنيسيعمدزو*رثاينيبارخاشاتس

ناشفربنع

يسوم
فکزا

Once more the borders of the flower and you may fancy in the breath of Jesus

garden blossomed fair as the cheeks'of (which revived the dead ) a type of the

the lovely ; again the dawn shed perfume refreshing zephyr of the morning.

like the ringlets of our heart-deluders ; And in the following tetrastic

you may see in the hand of Moses (in his Amami Harvi recognizes his di

Tod) an emblem of the budding trees, vine origin :

نایکاروأينعمدناهدیدنایعهکيو*جازمارواتروصدناهدرکنایبهکيا

ناہجمایپرضخروطفارطازا يسومةيسدقراونازايسيعبرقرارسازادمحا
Speaking of Oinnipotence : Yes ! who Sinai , and Khazr (Elias) was the medium

have set forth the symbols of his cor- of communicating with the prophets, and

poreal constitution , or who have contem- of delivering his commands.

plated the purity of his spiritual natu ? Musulmans admit his meekness

Muhammad was accessary to his secrets ,

Isa made holy by emanating from his per

and humility on this earth , thus

Iban Yimini :
son , Moses conversed with him on Mount

رخابمیرمويسيعدزسنهليوط مه
*باتيورناکدخنیزېسفنحيسمور

رخمرابنارختسینوتقیاليرخرخ*حسموتوچمهبکرمدزسخرچقلبا

Take thyself aside, O Spiritual Mes such a contemptible beast is not fitting

siah ! and mingle not with this vile herd , for thee.

it is not decent that Jesus and Mary should

put up in the same stable with an ass : They also admit of his wearing

the dappled steed of the skies were the

the crown of thorns : thus Kha

suitable couveyance of such a Messiah, canī, who often speaks of him :

رتسنيامچنغزاهدرکهجسسیردا* بلكاهراخزاهدرکلالخ يسيع

Jesus became familiar with the thorn of tute was found to amuse the Jews,

the rose- bush , and Idris ( Enoch ) made while he withdrew to the cell of

companions of the buds of the narcissus. Sokuba a holy man, whence he

But they reject his submitting to ascended to heaven : thus Kha

crucifixion, saying that a substi- cani:

ماهدروآنامكدخردارقطنيسيعریت*مودخرچربدازمیرمعبطناحتمازا
I have laid the arrow of Jesus's elo

They often refer to his faculty
quence on the balista or great bow , and ofworking miracles: thus again
after the experiment of the son of Mary

Khacani:

mean to ascend up to heaven .
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شخبایتوتريسمبشکاخ* شخبایمیكميلكبشکنم

Through his chymical knowledge Moses of reviving rotten bones ; but on

turned it's chaff into the philosopher's another occasion , though I fancy

stone, and by his skill in miracles the without intending any disrespect,

Messiah changed its earth into antimony. puts him into strange company :

Hafiz also mentions his faculty

ارحیسمدروآصقربةرهزعامس*ظفاحهتفكزرکبجعهچنامسآرب
It should not surprise, if in repeating singing should lead the Messiah through

the strains of Hafiz, Venus with her the spheres. *

Also Akhsiki

ثدژمراندنكيمقرعمعبطزا يسيعدایدربيمدسحمظفلب

The memory of Isa envied my eloquence,
Speaking of his own prophet

and the fire of the pseudo-prophet Mazdak Muhammad, Kamal Ismaeil re

blushed at beholding the brilliancy of my marks :

wit .

:

دادهدربناجشسفننخسنآنمزو*دادهدژممایابوتمدقمزيسيع

To the tribe of Ayiam lsa announced Jami, ought to teach us, that

your approach , and throughout Yimen virtue should bear prosperity or

that spiritual eloquence restored the adversity with patience , and vice
souls of the defunct .

should always live in the dread of

But it were endless to continue that misery, which it would wish

such quotations, which the Persian to others ; for he that would re

scholar can readily refer to in their pine at the dispensations of Provi

originals, and such as are not dence, might find himself cut off

Orientalists may say with the Per- from his own expected portion ;

sians Online . But what finer and he, who would presumptuously

example can I offer, and which
assume the sword of punishment,

must suit every man of taste, than might find its point turned against

another apologue from Sadi's Bus
his own bosom, for every man

tan , containing a beautiful
that exalteth himself shall be

para

phrase of the well known parable abased; and he that humbleth

of the pharasee and publican , himself shall be exalted. Sadi's

as contained in the xviiith chapter apologue is as as follows : Bustan

of St. Luke. And as it is in iv. 5. 6.

Sadi's best style, as comprehend- Nacaddimah or Proem . Espect not

ing a dotão Macaddimah or pre- sincere devotion from the worldly -minded
and vain man , nor a knowledge of God

ceptive proam ; a chanceTamsil , from the self- conceited : if ambitious of

or exemplary application ; a dšli exalted rank , do not, like the narrow

Khatimah or reflective epilogue, minded, look upou your neighbour with
an eye of contempt : how can a man of

and a fleo Macāl or moral, Ishall understanding entertain the notion , that

give a literal translation of the supreme dignity consists in being haughty?
whole, and the Persian text of the

Tamsil or narrative part of the * Hafiz is by no means singular in this awful

and disgusting confusion of characters and sys

apologue ; promising that such a
tems ; the Catholic literati of Europe were for

lesson, whether a portion of our merly accustomed to commingle the agents and

own sacred scriptures, or a quota- personages of Christianity with the relics of

tion from a Nizami, a Sadi or a
the ancient Pagan deities , in their poems and

in their mure operative reflections .-E .

:
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places ; I can admit, that you are yourselfCovet. not a station of loftier renown ,

unsullied , only do not reproach me, whothan that mankind may esteem you to be

am polluted with sin : one holds theof a courteous disposition . Were a being

knocker of the Caba, or temple at Mecca,like yourself to treat you with disdain ,

in his hand, another lies drunk and walwould you not behold his pomp with an

lowing by a tavern ; should God accept thiseye of scorp ? in as much as you bear

man , who dare reject him ? and were heyourself superciliously with others, you

to reject the other , who would presumeshall appear to them just as the arrogant

to save him ? that found noc the door ofseem to you : many, that had risen , are

repentance shut against him , nor was thislosing ground , for the fallen have reco

accepted notwithstanding his good works.vered themselves and are occupying their

مالسلاهلع
يتيغدهشردهک*

هك*
رد

مالکنایوارزامتسدینش

دوبهدروآرستلالضولهجب*دوبهدرکنلتيناگدنزيكي

لجخيوزاسیلبايكاپانز:لدتخسهمانهیسيریلد

يلديوزاهدوباتهدوساین*يلصاحيبمایاهدربرسب

مارحياهمقلزاهبرفمكش*ماشتحازرپولقعزايلاخشرس

ةدورنأهدودهنکهدودزهدولانماديتسارانب

ونشتيصنمدرموچيشوكهن*ورتسارناگدنيبياپهن

رودزونهمنوچمهبنایامن*روفنقيالخيوزادبلاسوچ

هتخودنینیمانکینيوج*هتخوسشنمرخسوهواوه

دنامننتشونياجهماندناربمعنتنادنچهمانهیس

تسمورومخمزوروبشتلفغهبتسرپتوهشويأردوخوراکهنک

تشذگربیدباعةروصقم*تشدزدمآرديسيعهکمرینش

داتفاردشیاپبونیشنتولخهفرغزادمآربزب
نیسنزربرس

رونزناشیاردناریحهناورپوچ*رودزرتحاهتشکربراکهنک

رادهیامرسشیپردشیوردوچراسمرشنانکلماتترسح

زورهدروآتلفغردياهبشز*زوسبناهاوخرزعبلریزلجخ

غيردياتشزکتلفغبمرمعهکغیتوچنارابهریدزامغکشرس

زیچهدرواینيوکنزاتسدبوزیزعرمعدقنمتخادنارب

يسبيناگدنززاهبشکرمهکيسكادابمزکوههدنزنموچ

دربنيراسمرشرسهناریپهکدرميلفطدهعردهکنآتسدب

نيرقلاسبندتفانمابرکهک*نیرفآناهجياشخببمهانك

شردنايوربترسحبآناور*شرسيراسمرشزاهدنامنوكن

ریگتسدياسرملاحدایرفهک*ریپراکدنکنالانهشوکنیرد

رودزوربانشافربهدرکشرترورغرپرسدباعهمیننآزو

تسامدروخردهچلهاجتخبنوگنتسارچامميپردناربدمنیاهک *
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نمردهکادابم*

هدادربرمعاوهدابب* هداتفاردشتآردندرب

شیوخراکيپرديدشخرودب*شنمادرتسفنزادیآریخهچ

شنموحیسمابدوبتبحصهک*شیپزيدرببتمحزهک يدوبهچ

ششتآدتف ششوخانتعلطزامجنريمه

نمرشحنكمواابوتایادخ نمجنادوشرضاحهکرشب

تاولصلاهيلع يسيعب دمآرد*تافصلالیلجزايحوتقونیرد

لوبقدمآ ودرهتوعدارم*لوهجنآردونیاتسملاعرکهک

زوسويرازبنمربدیلانب* زورهتشکربمایاهدرکهبت

مرکناتسآزشمزادنین* مربدمآهکرهيکراچيبهب

تشهبردشمرآشیوخماعناب* تشزياهلمعمراذکردوزا

هکب تسرپتدابعدرادراعرکو

رانبنآدنربتنجبارنیاهک* رادمتمایقردوزاگننوکب

دردوزوسزادشنوخرکجارنیرو*درکشیوختعاطربهيكتواهک

ينموربکزهبيکراچيبهک*
ينغهاکرابردتسنادن

تسشن مهدوبيوابدلخ رد

Tamsil or Application. From the story

tellers of the desert I had it in detail ,

that in the days of Jesus , on whom be

blessing, a wretch had made so prodigal

a use of his life , that he had blazed it

away in ignorance and vice ; so abandou

ed , profligate and hardened: a sinner,

that the devil was even ashamed of his

'wickedness : he had squandered his time

to so unprofitable a purpose , that he had

not during his whole life done any man

an act of grace : his head was void of

thought, yet full of ostentation, and

his : belly pampered with whatever was

forbidden ; his raiment stained with

all manner of pollution , and his dwelling

blackened with the smoke of every sort

of crime : he had neither the feet of the

virtuous to lead him into the paths of

righteousness, nor the ear of the pious

to listen to admonition : mankind shunned

him with abhorrence like a season of

pestilence, and beheld his iniquities from

afar like the moon in her wane : luxury

and disipatiou had burnt up his harvest,

nor had he sown the seed of an honest

reputation : his gloomy record was so

crowded with intemperances, that there

was no room left to insert any more ; in

short so depraved and headstrong a victim

of sensuality, that he wasday and night

lost in drunkeness and debauchery.

I have heard, that Jesus, on returning

from the wilderness , had occasion to pass

by the cell of a hermit ; when the holy

man , stepping from his sauctuary , fell

at the Messiah's feet and rubhed his

forehead before him in the dust : while

the ill -starred sinner stood aloof, dazzled

like a moth by the beams of their uniied

lustre ; confounded with coutrition and

blushing from shame, he took his humble

stand like Lazarus by the door of the rich

man, inuttering his repentance; aud

warmly craving forgiveness for the days

and nights which he had wasted in neg

ligence : whilst the tears of remorse

streamed from his eyes like rain from a

cloud , he said aloud, “ alas ! I have

،، passed my life in idle debauchery ; I

“ have prodigally spent the currency of

my precious existence, and secured for

my soul no valuable return ; let no man

“ dissipate his time as I have done mine ;

« for in that event his death were more

“ desirable than life ; happier was he

« who died in his infancy, for his hoary

،، head bore not the brand of infamy ;

“ pardonmy iniquities, O Creator of the

« world , for if I meet my deserts , evil

“ must be my lot!" His head was bowed

into the dust from shame, and the tears

of regret poured down his cheekr : on

one side stood the old sinner piteously

ز
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:

:

crying, O succourer of us all ! listen reception, than self- love and bigotry:

to my lamentable tále ” : on the other if you are a hero, brag not of your cour

side stood the hermit with his head filled age, it is not every well mounted cavalier,

with pride, and knitting his brows from that carries off the prize of victory : this

afar at the wretched transgressor, and say- manner of serving God answers no good

ing : “ how can this hardened sinner purpose, go and ask pardon for your

presume to approach us ? how can so remissness of real devotion : who is that

“ ill conditioned a savage make himself fanatic, that bewilders himself in his

our equal ? he is sunk to the neck in extacies, and who the bigot, who in his

“ fire and flames, and has committed his superstitions, mortifies the flesh ? Be

“ life to the storm of dissipation : what strict in your piety aud chastity, in zeal

“ probity can we expect from so polluted and good works, but be not overmuch

a habit, what manner of society can religious and above what the prophet has

ci he offer for the Messiah and me ? what ordained for us : desire not to be ima

must have been his lot had he perished culate beyond the whiteness of real pu

“ amidst his wickedness, he must have rity, for white and black will mingle

« sunk into the pit of hell overwhelmed into infidelity: that weak -minded enthu

“ with his own machinations : it tortures siast enjoyed not the fruits of his devo

me to look on his forbidding aspect. tion , who dealt justly by God, but un

“ God preserve me from falling into his justly by man !

“ fiery ordeal ! in the last day of judge- The Nacal or Moral : Of men of un

« ment, when all creatures must assem derstanding Precept remains as a memo..

" ble, doom me not, O God ! to bear rial . Of Sadi keep in mind this single

« him company. " maxim ; that the Sinner, who thinks with

At that moment a revelation from glo reverence of God , is more acceptable

rious omnipotence decended upon Jesus, than the bigot , who makes a parade of

on whom be salutation , intimating : his piety !

« though this be a learned and that an

« ignorant man, yet has the prayer of
Having during a residence of

in“ each equally met my approbation : he twenty years Bengal , while

“ whose time was abused and opportu- many Musulmans were yet alive,

« 'nitiés perverted , entreated me to hear whohad held official stations of

“ him with pain and tribulation ; I can- the first consequence under their

“ not spurn him from the threshold of own government, and having from

“ mercy , who thus approached me in my study of their languages, cus

« meekness and humility, but can over- toms and religion, and other pecu

“ look his most flagrant iniquities, and liar circumstances, had an intimate

" admit hinı to paradise through my and even domestic intercourse

“ special goodness : and should that with many of them , I have been ,

“ scrupulous devotee dread contamina- able as above to speak more fully

« tion, in being obliged to associate of their character than many other

“ with him in the regions of bliss; tell European gentlemen ; but it may
“ him, he need apprehend no disgrace on be thought I have said enough of

" this head on the day of judgment, for them ; and in my next would enter

“ their destinies have ordained this to go in detail upon the same subject,
« to heaven and that to hell; for this had as far as it respects the Hindus,

« his heart full of the blood of sorrow were it not that I should seem in

• and contrition, and that put his trust this to desert the ground Ioriginally

“ in being rigid in form and ceremonials ; started on, that of Oriental Antho

“knew he not that, at the supreme tri- logy;and more especially to that

“ bunal, humility is prized above parade I shall take an opportunity of
« and vanity ?" returning in my next, being in the

Khatimah or Epilogue : They require mean time, Mr. Editor,

no key to open for themselves the gates of

hell, who wear a pure raiment, but a Faithfully yours,

polluted heart ; at this threshold a meek

and humble spirit meets a more gracious
GULCHIN .

Asiatic Journ . - No. 18. VOL. III . 4A
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To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal. ·

.

Sir, them on pious foundations (declare them

It is probable that few , if any , vakfs*).

of
your

readers have met with the As the viceroys (Páshás), through ig

following document, which will norance of the true state of things, and

have some interest for several of contrary to the intention of the law,

them, as it throws much light on hereupon caused instruments of sale and

the subject of an important con
endowment to be drawn out, and thereby

troversy, which, though itmay be brought the affairs of the state into great

said to have been practically set confusion, a high command was issued,

at rest by the judicious regulations
ordaining that the true state of landed

of our Indian government , still property and possessions shall be made
out from the most ancient imperial regis

remains, in point of fact, unde
ters, and that the claims of the proprie

cided. I mean the Zemindary

Question , as it is called, or , in of these lines, whowas commissioned to
tors should be verified. The poor, writer

other words, the inquiry in whom make out the register of the landed

the property of the soil is consi
estates in the Páshá-sanják of Rúm - ili

dered by Muhammadan govern- (Romelia) , on that occasion pointed out,
ments as vested . Should you think in the following manner, the different

thisextract worth insertion in classes under which such property may be

your journal, I shall probably fur arranged .
.

nish you with others from the work
In Musselman states, according to the

whence it is taken, which con- spirit of the law , the soil is divided into

tains, among other valuable mat- three classes.

ter, a luminous and perhaps the The first consists of estates liable to

only just view of the origin ofthe tithe (d!jaar weyl), which, atthe time
Zemindary system .

of the conquest, fell into the hands of

I am , Sir,
Moslims, and are their real property

( só), which they have a right to sellà

ANATOLIUS. and purchase, give away or dispose of as

Sultan Selim , successor of Suleimán , they please. This land is chargeable with

the Lawgiver (el Kánúní ), in the year of no duty except the tithe, as according to

the Hejirah 974 (A.D. 1566) ordered his the law, Moslims are not liable to any tax

Defterdár, Mohammud Chelebi Efendi, (zo). Except the tithe of the pro
to make out anew register of the royal duce not a grain can be taken from the

domains, together with a new code of
Such is the land in Hijáz and the

laws relative to the finances.
neighbourhood of Basrah .

work he has delivered the following
The second class consists of land liable

opinion.

to taxes (dolo ve,l), which , at the
As in the ancient registers, the lands

liable to taxes were not sufficiently dis- time of the conquest, was confirmed to

tinguished from those liable only to the its infidel proprietors on coudition of their

tithe, and it was not clear whether the paying, besides the capitation tax, a

former were the actual property (mulk ) double tax on property : a tax on land

of their possessors or not, it came topass (Libolgo zlý ), and a tax on produce
that many subjects considered their lands

as liable only tothe title, and demurred (amulco zlo ). This pnly differs from
to paying an eighth, seveath or fifth as a the tithe, inasmuch as it consists of more

tax ; that they considered these lands as than a tenth part of the yearly produce ;

their own property, and thought them

selves authorized to dispose thereof, as
• For a complete explanation of this term, see

Mouradgea, d'Ohsson's Tableau de l'Empire Oito

of their other property , to sell or bestow

yours, &c.

()

same.

In that

man ,
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taxتفچمسر (reemichift a douum

viz . an 8th , 7th , 6th , 5th, 4th, 3d, or heirs in the male line, but, in default of

even half. The land - tax however is a male issue, are granted in fee to others.

yearly contribution, levied on lauded pro- Property of this kind can be neither

perty in proportion to its extent. The bought nor sold , given away nor bestowed

laud belonging to this second class is just on pious foundations, and every convey

as much the actual property of its pos- ance of such property, though made ac

sessor as the former. He has the right cording to the legal forms, is invalid. It

of selling, giving it away, or otherwise is only among the subjects themselves to

disposing of it . When Moslims subse- whom the feoffee (Sipahi Soldier) has let

quently purchased such property, they are his land for a ground-rent (tapu gulb)
like the former infidel proprietors, obliged that alienations, made with his know

to pay the taxes laid upon it at the time ledge and consent, are admissible. This

of the conquest ,and still attaching there. ground-rent is paid ouly when the pro
to . The objection that Moslims are not

perty changes its possessor ; the land -tax

liable to any taxes (abs) does not apply is paid under the name of hide and acre
in this case, because the tax is only con- ( u
sidered as attached to the soil . The pro

prietorscan by no means he disturbed or pgd ,) , and the tax on produce under
injured in the possession of the same, and The name of tithe (though it amount to

at their death , this property, like their more than a tenth part of the whole) .

other goods, descends as a true and actual The opinion here given is sup

possession to their heirs. Such is the ported by the uniform assent of
landed property in the Sevidu'l Irák . the greatest Turkish lawyers, from

These two classes of property are the the commencement of the empire

only ones mentioned in the law -books ; in the 10th century to the present

there is , however, a third class, which time : and a vast body of fetvās

comprehends land that is liable neither to and kānūns might be cited, all

tithe nor tux, but is held in fee and is agreeing in principle with these

called arzi memleket ( novel) observations of Muhammad Che
domain of the state.' It was found that, lebī . It is however worthy of

from the subdivision of lands among remark, that he has taken no no.

many inheritors, the colţection of the tice whatever of the military cha
taxes on land liable to them , became ex racter of these feodal tenures, and

tremely difficult ; it was therefore deter. the military service on condition

mined to reserve the fundamental property of the performance of which they
of the soil to the state, and to grant the are held . Whether the Zemîndārs

subject merely a temporary possession of and Jāgirdārs in India held their
the same during his life, on condition of estates under the Moghuls, as

the payment of the appointed taxes on their feodal lord, on condition of

land and produce. To this class, which joining his standard with a stipu

is called arzi memleket, property of the lated quota of fighting men when

state , or arzi miri ( usymo weyl), pro- ever called upon, I have not at

perty ofthe exchequer, belong the landed present leisure to inquire ; but

estates in the Othman Empire, They that such were and are still the

are the life-estates of the cultivator, and terms on which the Zaims and
as long as he pays the appointed taxes on

Timanlis in the Turkish Empire

land and produce, and does not neglect hold their lands of the Sultan,

to cultivate them, he cannot be disturbed will perhaps be shewn in a futurea

in his possession . They descend to his communication,

7

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal.

Sir ,
Dewsbury a Missionary from York

In a Magazine for March , Iob- shire, forthe purpose ofinstructing

serve the arrival at Madras of Mr. the natives of India inthe Christian

4 A 2
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religion. I certainly hope that the better to enable them to instruct

good man's friends in the north the Gentoos,who should be ser

have enabled him to provide the vants of the Company or of their

necessary instructors, which he agentsin the Protestant religion ."
will of course find to be somewhat While the clergy of the church

requisite, as exclusive of the edu- of England are placed underthe

cation received by the civil ser- peculiar jurisdiction of the Bishop

vants at Madras, before they quit- of India, the missionaries ofevery

ted this country, he will find in persuasion have the power of hold

your last number that threegentle- ing forth without any control, and

men who entered the College at of invalidating the doctrines of the

Madras in 1813 , were in 1816 church of England, which may

deemed qualified to enter with ad- account for some passages in the
vantage, into any branch of the charge of Dr. Middleton to the

public service . clergy, and which I candidly con

If it is worth while to send Mis- fess I was sorry to see , from his pe

sionaries ofthe various sects in this culiarly temperate conduct inevery

country to British India, certainly thing that has hitherto passed since

each person should endeavour to his arrival in British India.

obtain somelittle knowledge ofthe “ The clamour for religious lia

language before they leave Eng- berty was never louder, nor heard

Jand, and after their arrival, before with less alarm , than at a time

they proceed to the objects of their when all doctrines are taught with

mission, as the Tamil and Telu- out restraint, and when men may

gu at Madras, with the Hindus- go forth pretending to a commis

tani , Bengali, Persian and Sans- sion, of which they exhibit ng

crita in Bengal , appear to be proofs, to vilify whatever is reason ,

equally necessary for the ex- able, and to impugn whatever is

pounder of the blessed doctrines established.

of the Christian religion, as for
any “ A small society of Christians

youngman in the usual routine of may indeed be formed upon almost

official business.
any of the various schemes which

In the missionary proceedings, caprice may suggest, and such so

I should like to see, that an appli- cieties may be preserved fromdis

cation was made to the court of solution, so long as an establish

directors for permission that all ment diverts the jealousyof rival
Missionaries should in the first in- sects, but nothing which has any

stance (at the expense of the so- resemblance to independency is

ciety ) have permission to attend adapted to the maintenance of re

the lectures at Hertford, and after ligion amongst anumerous people,

their arrival in India at the college and least of all perhaps when we

either at Madras or Calcutta, consider their peculiar character

when if their abilities and general amongst the nations ofthe east,

character was equal to the aposto- abstact theories of religious lis

lical mission of converting the na- berty would be hardly intelligible,

tives of British India , no objection where no real or supposed right

ought to be used by the East In was supposed to be infringed, and

diaCompany, in appointing them the unbiassed judgment would dea

to stations, as recommended in my clare for Christianity in that form ,

last letter on this subject. in which the fullest provision

In the reign of ķing William it should be made for piety, order,

was enjoined that “suchministers and peace. ”

as should be sent toIndia should

apply themselves to learn the na MODERAȚION.

tive language of the country, the

>
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To the Editor of the AsiaticJournal.

as in

terest many

SIR,_I observe that
you

occa ' is, how much per Bengal Sicca

sionally insert some notice of the rupee will be paid down in Lon

state of the Public Funds , as they don, the buyer becoming imme

may be called, in India -- that is, diately proprietor of the capital

you give the price of buying and purchased, and of the interest that

selling the Bengal6per cent. pa- may grow due after the next 30th

per ;
and now and then , I think, of June, or 31st of December, the

the rate of exchange at the differ . days on which half a year's inter
ent Presidencies on London. est becomes due.

I can assure you, that such no- 4. The progress made in the

tices are very interesting to many extinction of the public registered

residents in Europe, especially to debt in India ; or in other words,

those connected with India who the number and date, and any

live remote from , and have but other descriptive particulars of the

little communication with the me- last discharged note of the said

tropolis. And I can further assure debt .

you, that you would materially in. 5. The number, date, &c. of

crease the value of your Journal, any notes that may be advertised
if you would give regular informa- in the Calcutta Gazette (mention

tion, which you can easily acquire, ingthe date of the advertisement),

on the subject of Indian finance. course of payment ; two

I will enumerate suchparticulars months after which interest there
that occur to me as likely to in- on ceases.

of your readers, and
Believing that you mustbe de

to procure you more. sirous of rendering your Miscel

i . The price of Bengal6 per lany as useful as youcan,and that

cent paper at Calcutta , Madras, the above information will be use

and Bombay - in Sicca rupees, pa- ful and interesting to many, I

godas, and Bombay rupees, ac- make no apology for troubling you

cording to the latest intelligence, with this address, which I wish

noting about the date of such in- you would insert at length . It
telligence. I confine my wish on may serve as a hint for other

sug

this point to the Bengal6per cent. gestions promising to be interest

paper, not knowing of the exist- ing to the public, or, in other,
ence of

any otherpublic loan or words, useful to you.

fund . If there be any other , you

would do well to give its rates also.
I am , Sir,

2. The rate of exchange be
Your humble servant,

tween the three Presidencies, at
A. B.

sixty days, which is, I believe, the Edinburgh, April 1817.

usual date of drawing in India, P.S. If you could obtain and give

Also between London and the the gross amount of the public

same at sixty days out; and at debt in India, as well as the pro

three , six , nine, and twelve months gress of its extinction , or, as the

sight homewards ; the dates seve- case may be, of its increase , it

rally, at which bills are usually would be valuable. Such intelli

drawn.
gence was formerly published

3. The exchange or rate that every month at the several Presi
can be obtained in London for the dencies, but has, of late years

Bengal 6 per cent, paper. That been withheld.
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NARRATIVE

OF

A VOYAGE TO COCHIN CHINA IN 1778.

(By Mr. Chapman . - Continued from p. 424.)

we

we were

Proceeding on about half a mile, we cannons. In the middle of a gravelled

alighted at the house of the king's terrace, in front of the palace, was laid

son-in-law. He expressed himself ex- the present I brought. As soon as we

ceedingly glad to see us . We sat with ascended this terrace , the mandarine,

him about half an hour, and were treated • our conductor , told us to make our obei

with a little betel . He then conducted sance in the same manner as he did ,

us to a tolerable house, near his own ; which consisted in prostrating himself

which he acquainted us was allotted for three times with his forehead to the

our residence, and belonged to him . He ground . This mode of salutation, how

requested to see what we had brought ever, appeared to us rather too humili

for the king, which we shewed him . ating, contented ourselves with

Afterwards he took his leave, desiring making as many bows, after the English

we would repose ourselves for that fashion ; we mounted half a dozen steps

day, and recover from the fatigues of to the apartment his majesty and court

our journey. The king, he said , would were assembled in ; it was open in the

grant us an audience next morning. front and at the sides, the roof tiled

In regard to provisions, and constructed after the Cochin Chinese

obliged to shift for ourselves ; and a ' fashion , supported by fine wooden pillars ;

bad meal we were likely to make. A the back part wainscoted ; against this

mau, who offered to be our providore, was placed the throne, which rose two or

furnished us with a fowl, a duck , and three steps above the floor of the apart

some greens. He had the assurance to ment; and upon the eminence stood ao arm

say, that this was all he could procure chair, painted red, and ornamented with

for five dollars that had been advanced the gilded hcads of dragons, in which the

him,-and, to avoid disputing the point, king sat , having before him a small table

he got out of the way. covered with a red silk cushion , wrought

By six o'clock next morning , a message with gold flowers, for him to lean on.

was brought us, that his majesty was On each side the throne was also

ready to receive us ; but this being so placed a chair, in one was seated his

much earlier than we expected to be brother, the other was empty, and, as

summoned, we were obliged to keep his I understood , belonged to another bro

majesty waiting for, at least, half an ther, who was then absent at Douai ;

hoal, while we dressed . We then at- several rows of benches were behind

tended our conductor for near a mile, till these and upon theni were seated the

we came in sight of the palace from an mandarines, according to their rank . The

eminence . Here we were to dismiss all king was clothed; in a robe of silk , of a

our attendants, not so much as a boy with deep yellow , upon which dragons and

an umbrella bcing allowed to follow us ; other figures were wrought in gold . Upon

and to leave our swords, as they assured his head he wore. a kind of close cap

us it was never permitted any body to turned up behind, the front ornamented

enter into the presence with arms. These with some jewels, and on the top of

preliminaries adjusted , we advanced it was a large red stone, through which

towards the palace. In the front were passed a wire, raising it a few inches ;

drawn up two ranks of men, consisting it shook and sparkled as he moved him,

of an hundred each, with spears, pikes, self; the mandarines were , many of

halberds, &c . of various fashions ; with them, clad in gowns of silk of different

some banners flying,-and from within colours, adorned with dragons ; and

appeared the muzzles of two long brass their caps with flowers of gold , or gilt .
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a

more

Round their waists they wore girdles , resorted to almost all the parts in the

some of which were covered with scarlet known world, where their' merchants

broad cloth , fastened with clasps of gold , were renowned for their probity and the

and decorated with carnelian stones, set fairness of their dealings.” He then

in the same metal . Upon the whole, desired the interpreter to acquaint me,

the appearance was a fine one ; and that the English might trade to his ports,

although the scene wanted many of the in the same manner as the Portuguese

requisites which constitute grandeur did . Upon this I begged leave to observe,

and magnificence amongst other eastern that the English would be ready to pay

prioces, as a profusion of jewels, carpets , all the just duties of his government ;

attendants, &c. the regularity and de- but as I had been informed that the

corum observed here presented one with Portuguese and others, trading to Cochin

some adequate ideas of a powerful sove- China, were subject to many obstructions

reign surrounded by his court. Behind and delays in carrying on their business,

the whole, farthest from the throne,. was by reason of these duties being undefined ,

placed a bench for me and my companions. which sometimes even involved them in

This I however objected to, conceiving disputes with the mandarines and officers

that, both as an ambassador in that of government, I wished, in order to

character I , at least, appeared there) and avoid such disagreeable circumstances,

a stranger , I had a right to a that , in lieu of the various presents ,

honorable one ; and also, that it would anchorage, &c. required from the Por

be very inconvenient for addressing my- tuguese, some specific payment might

self to the king, or hearing what he said . be agreed ori, either by way of duty or

As soon as he understood this, he desired otherwise, as his majesty might judge

me to come forward to the front bench , proper. After he had taken a short time

and we were seated next to his son - in- to consult with the mandarines about

law. him, he replied , “ that he had considered

I then , through the interpreter, ad- my representation ; and to shew how

dressed myself to theking ; telling him , willing he was to settle every thing to

that “ I was a servant to the English our satisfaction , he proposed that every

government in Bengal , from whence I three-masted vessel , for the liberty of

had been deputed to settle a commercial trading a whole season in Cochin China,

and friendly intercourse with the inha- should pay ten thousand quans, (they

bitants of Cochin China ." He said , allowed us five quans for a Spanish dollar,)

“ That the fame of the English exploits that large two-masted ones should pay

at sea had reached him , and that he had seven thousand, and smaller ones four

heard they exceeded all other nations in thousand.” I urged to him that “ these

the number of their ships, and excelled were large sums, which I was afraid

in the management of them ; but they would deter any merchauts from sending

had made an ill use of the advantage ; their vessels ; that I therefore hoped he

for he had also been informed , that they would lower them something as an en

indiscriminately attacked and plundered couragement. ” It was at length settled,

whatsoever vessels they met with ; that that for vessels of three masts seven

he was very willing to permit the English thousand quans should be paid, of two

to trade to his ports , and hoped that masts four thousand, and smaller ones

they, in return, would not molest his two thousand. He now desired to know

gallies , boats, or other vessels.” I re- whether , and upon what terins, I would

plied, “ That the first part of his infor- assist him with the vessels I had under

mation , respecting the power of the my orders against his enemies. I told

English by sea , was strictly true , but him , “ I had no authority to act , offen

the latter was absolutely false, and must sively, or to interfere in the disputes

have been insinuated to him by those subsisting in the country , and I requested

who were jealous of our prosperity, and to know the reason of his putting to death

wished to give him an unfavourable and some persons left in the country the

unjust opinion of us ; that the English preceding year . ” He said , that “ this

were, at the present time, at peace with circumstance had happened at Turon ,

all foreign nations, and that their ships where one of his mandarines command
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ed ; that he himself was not thoroughly ing to Cochin China, to the North , now in

informed of the matter, but understood the hands of the Tonquinese ; to effect

the persons I mentioned to have been these (and indeed it would be requisite )

killed fighting against his people . ” His he wished much for the assistance of some

majesty then withdrew ; and I was ac- English vessels, in recompence for which

quainted that he expected some further he would make them such grants of lands

conversation with me at his private for settlements as they might think proper.

house. He concluded with saying how ready he

We accordingly followed him . This should be to do any thing to satisfy the

house, we were informed , was the resi- English, if they would assist him, and

dence of his family, the one we left being secure to him and his family the govern

entirely appropriated to the assembling of ment of Cochin China.

the councił, receiving ambassadors, and to I promised him faithfully to report what

other public services : round it was a bam- he had said to the Governor General in

boo fence leading to a spacious court by a Bengal. The rest of our conversation was

gate through which weentered, and cross- of little moment. He particularly desired ,

ing this we ascended by three steps to a among other articles, that I would pro

targe hall, open in the front, and fur cure a horse to be sent him, cost what it

nisked with small screens to keep off the would , by the first vessel to Cochin China,

werther. In the back part of this apart of a bay colour, and with fine sharp

ment, within a smaller one, whose front pointed ears. After being treated with

was also open to the hall, divested of his tea and betel we took our leave . In the

robes and cap of state, and having on a evening he sent me three papers ; one ,

plain silk jacket buttoned with small dia. sealed with the great seal of the kingdom ,

monds, and a piece of red silk wrapped set forth the conditions upon which the

round his head in the form of a turban ; English ships were to trade to his domi

his majesty was sitting to receive us ; here nions, and his desire of having some per

our conversation was without constraint, son sent to him, capable of instructing

and general. He began it with repeating his subjects in the military science . The

his good intentions towards us, and as- other two were sealed with a smaller seal;

suring me how desirous he was of con- one describes the horse , & c . the other

necting himself with the English ; that coutaius his licence for visiting any of his

although to save appearanees before his ports. The latter I had requested of bim,

council, he had mentioned a sum of money in order to go in search of the little vessel

to be paid by our ships for the liberty of that came in company with us , and had

trading ; yet to procure the friendship of been separated from us a few nights before

the English nation, he would never exact we arrived at Quinion . I supposed the

it fromthem , but would shew them every commander had proceeded to Turon. The

indulgence in his power ; he enumerated next morning we set out on our return to

the articles produced in his country, aspep- the vessel, the king's son - in -law furnish

per, cardamoms, cinnamon , agula wood, ing us with horses and kulis, for which

( aquilaria agallocha) , elephant's teeth , I paid him thirty dollars . Those who

tin , and many others, which , he said , the came with us he said had dispersed he

ignorance of the inhabitants prevented knew not whither. Before we set out, I

them from making the most of, and that sent a message to the king, to acquaint

for this reason , as well as for instructing him, that as I had made him an handsome

his people in the art of war, he earnestly present, I expected he would send one to

desired that the governor of Bengal would the GovernorGeneral of Bengal, which I

sendhim a capable person . He said , the would call for in my way back from Turon .

country, owing to the late commotions in He returned me for answer, that he would

it, was in some confusion, which he most willingly. We reached Quinion the

should apply himself to settle . same day ( the 26th July) and in two days

He was then pleased to disclose some after sailed for Turon . Our poor mån

of his future designs to me ; they were darine, and indeed all on board the vessel,

bo less than to subdue the kingdom to whom he had in some measure com

of Cambodia, with the whole peninsula municated his apprehensions for us , were

as far as Siam , and the provinces be long, exceedįngly rejoiced at our safereturn .

>
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Upon the road, coming from the court, taken by the remainder to preserve a mi

we were passed by his majesty, who wasserable existence. At Hue, the capital,

going, on account of some bad news from though in possession of the Tonquinese ,

his fleet at Donai, to perform a sacrifice and better supplied than any other place,

at a teniple situate in the bay our vessels human flesh was publicly sold in the mar

kay in . He travelled in one of the neat ket. The country is almost drained of

pallenkees I have before described , dis gold and silver ; * part on breaking out of

tinguished by its being red, which co- the troubles was pluvdered and carried

lour no subject is allowed to use , in dress away by the Tonqninese and Chinese.

or equipage. We afterwards saw him The remainder, since the great neglect of

from the deck , cross the river and land cultivating the lands and the destruction

at the temple . He was in a covered boat, of manufactures, is daily decreasing, by

attended by five or six gallies, and about sums sent to China, in return for the com

two hundred men . The ceremony , I was mon necessaries of life, supplied from

informed , chiefly consisted in bowing his thence, at an exorbitaạt.price by the

head to the ground before the idols , and junks. The force of Ignaac by land is

sacrificing a buffalo . I made application very inconsiderable, and so deficient in the

to be present at it, but it did not succeed . art military, that I may safely aver, an

One might be led to imagine from the hundred disciplined men would rout his

conversation I had with this rebel, that
whole army. His marine force, consist

he was possessed of resources, in some ing of a few gallies and three or four

degree adequate to his ambition, and that junks, seized from the Chinese, is almost ;

amongst the nations around him he miglit as despicable ; and in this his main de

blaze into a meteor as baneful and as
pendance, he met with a severe loss, while

transitory as a Nadir . In the rise of their
was in the country, by the secession of

fortunes there may be traced a remarkable one half of it , on a dispute arising be

concurrence of circumstances ; like the tween his brother and one of the principal

Persian, he was the commander of a small commanders under him .

fortress in a strong situation , from whence Finally , his government is held in the

hesallied and made a prey of the unwary ; utmost detestation ; yet the spirits of the

like him , he grew into consequence at people are so broken by the various cala

about the same age, and under the pre- mities they have been afflicted with , that

tence of supporting his sovereign , made they want courage to resist it effectually.

himself master of the throne ; like him Many of his soldiers, and almost all the

he declares himself the avenger of the principal people I met with , openlydeclar

wrongs of his country, and becomes a ed to me, and to those with me, how reluc

tyrant more odious and destructive than tantly they submit, and expressed their

it had ever before experienced ; and like wishes that the English would take them

him it is not improbable, he may finish under their protection ; assuring us, that

his career ; at least it will he a reward upon the least appearance of a force , the

best proportioned to his demerits. Happily, whole country would fly to join them.

however , there is the appearance of some But more of this in its proper place.

insuperable barriers, which promise to

confine his future deeds to the scene he is
( To be continued.).

now acting in . Ignaac himself is allowed

to have qualities ; but these are ill se- * At least apparently so ; Padre Loreiro , as I

conded by the mandarines who govern un
am informed by a gentleman who conversed with

him on the subject at Canton , is of a different

der him . They are all low , illiterate men ,
opinion, and says, there are vast sums concealed ;

chosen from amongst the inhabitants of he should be better informed than me, The Por.

his native village of Tyson , who, as soon
tuguese, in speaking of Cochin China , constantly

compare it to the Brazils .

as they have got into power, have been

remarkable only for their perfidy,cruelty, sappica,asmall coin made of a mixtureof
The current money of Cochin China is the

and extortion ; and , if at a distance , tootenague, lead and copper, with a hole

barely acknowledge a dependance on the through the middle of it; 600 stfang upon a

hand that raised them . Famine, and its
rattan make a quan , and five guans a Spanish

dollar ; the price, however, varies ; in some places
attendant, pestilence, have destroyed one

they will give six quans for tlie dollar, in others,

half of the inhabitants of the country ; only three and a half.

shocking are the accounts of the methods

Asiatic Journ.No. 18. VOL. III. 4 B
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THE SÚRYA SIDDHẢNTA,

( Continuedfrom page 430.)

:

cleared away

The number of the sun's manda ( a)
the number of days) from Súrya, who ist

(slow) revolutions, moving east in a Kalpa the day-lord .

is..... 387 The days in a month (thirty) and in a

Of Mars's 204 year (three hundred and sixty ) being to

Of Mercury's . 368 be calculated upon (the result will be) the

· Of Jupiter's .. 900 numbers one, two, joined by one. Those

Of Venus's 535 two, a month and a year complete, are to

Of Saturn's 39 be conceived divided by seven.

Of their Pátas to the left as follows:
As a planet according to its mean posi

Of Mars's .... 214
tion will be in the beginning of the zodiac

Of Mercury's. 488 ( when ) the number of days found ( for its)

Of Jupiter's .
174 proper revolution is divided by the Savana

Of Venus's..... 903 days ; so may the Sighra, Manda and

Of Saturn's Páta, the number of Uchchha which have been mentioned of

revolutions in a Kalpa is .... 662 the planets moving east , likewise their

The revolutions of the moon's Uchcha Páras whose motions are retrograde be

and Páta have herein before been men

tioned (6 ), This has been treated of in an ample

Having added together the time of six
manner ; what is in common use in a

Manus, including their Sandhis, together summary way .

with the Sandhi, at the beginning of the
The bringing of the planets to the mean

Kalpa ; likewise the three times nine Yu
( position ) from their wonted usage is ne

gas which are passed of Vaivaswata Manu , cessary. At this the end of the Krita

and this the Krita Yuga ; and having de
Yuga , all the planets are gone to the

ducted the time of the creation before
mean (positions) , and are arrived at a state

mentioned according to divine reckoning,
of equality in the beginning of Aries ,

thence will be found that 1,953,720,000 without Páta, Manda or Uchch'a (posi

solar years have elapsed at the end of the
tion) .

Krita Yuga.
The diameter of the earth is eight hun

Hereafter let these be joined by the
dred Yujanas, twice told . The root of

number of years of time passed ; let them

ten times the square of that sum will be
be turned into months and joined by the

the earth's circumference .

months Madhu , Sukla , (c ) &c . also pas
The moon is driven away by its Páta

sed ; substract the solar months, and the
farthest north and south from its Kran

remainder will be the number of Adhima

tyangsa the eightieth part of the minutes
sas ; let the number found , joined hy the

of the zodiac.

Adhimásas , be turned into days , and

joined by days ; substract the number of Jupiter the ninth part of that twice

told .

lunar days, and the remainder will be the
Mars thrice counted.

Tithikshayas ; subtract the Unarátri ( d ),

and the product will be the number of Mercury, Venus, and Saturn are driven

Sávana days from Súrya (Sunday) or away by their Pátas four times .

Lanka, ( 1st meridian ) at midnight ; and Here follow , in due order, the said

consequently the days , months, and years. minutes of the moon's &c. Madhya

Divided by seven , the remainder (e) (is vikshépa.

Moon... 270 "

( a ) Manda mcans slow - the Apogee seems to

be implied.
Mars..

( b ) Vide supra . Mercury .
( c) This should probably be Sukra , which is ano . Jupiter... 60 !

ther name for the month Jyeshtha. Madhu is

the month Chaitra . Venus..

( d ) The same as Tithikshayas .

( e) According to Mr. Davis, the planetary mo

tion commenced at the midnight, beginning Suns Here endeth that part of the Súrya Sid

day, so that Sunday is the first day, hánta, called Madhyama Adhikára,

907

120

Saturn....

1207

120 '
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17th ....

Book II. slow, slower ; even , quick and more

Images of time, of invisible forms , by quick. Therein five sorts are to be con

name Sighra ( a ), Manda (6 ) , Uchch’ha ceived . The very quick may be quick,

rc ) , Páta ( d ) , rest on the Bhagana, and the slow more slow, the even straight.

cause the motions of the planets.
That motion ,which is crooked may be

Fastened with their cords of air they very crooked . I will respectfully tell in

are drawn away east and west by them
what manner the planets always proceed to

with their left and other hands, as the
an equal state with the Drik (i) from the

front of their own point (may be) ob
power of those respective motions, toge

tained .
ther with the formation of Kuthas .

Marutwán , too , under the title of Pra
The eighth part of the minutes in a

vaha, may drive (them ) with (their) own
sign is denominated the first Jyárddha. ( )

Uch'cha in front . That sum divided by itself and added to

the dividend, with the quotient deducted,
Being drawn (when ) arrived in the east,

forms the second.
they go a different kind of motion .

And in this manner are formed the
' He who is called Uchch'ha , when stand

ing upon that half of the Bhagana which twenty -four Jyárddhapindas, (k ) by di

is to the east of the planet, draws the viding the last result by the first, and

planet towards the east, and when on the having deducted the quotient to the for

western half, in like manner , towards the
mer remainder, adding it to the dividend.

The result is as follows:
west .

Ist ... 2257 13th .... 2585 '
When the planets, drawn away by their

2nd .... 449 14th .... 2728

Uchch'has, go eastward with the Bhaga
3d 671 15th .... 2852

nas, it is said there is Dhana in them , and
4th .... 890 16th .... 2978

Rina in those which are going westward.
5th . 1105 3084

Thus Páta, too , by the proper force of

6th .... 1315 18th .... 3177

Ráhu, driveth away north and south,

and thus is occasioned the Vikshépa ( e)
7th .... 1520 3256

of the moon &c. in due
20th .... 3321

rder ,
8th .... 1719

9th .... 1910 21st .... 3372

Páta being in the western half, drives
10th .. 2093 22nd.... 3409

the planet towards the north , and being
11th .... 2267 23rd.... 3431

in the eastern half of the Bhagana, he
12th .... 2431 3438

draws it into the south ..

The Utkramajyárddha -pinda ( 1) may

From the Sighra of Mercury and Ve

nus when Páta is in that manner situated, theVyásárddha. (m )
be found by deducting as you ascend from

they too are driven away from that draw.

Ist ... 7 !
ing of Sighira.

13th 1171 ?

29 14th 1345

The sun because of the largeness of his
3d 66 15th 1528

Mandala ( f) is drawn away but very lit
4th .... 117 16th 1719

tle ; but the moon from the nature of its

Mandala is thence drawn much away.
5th .... 182 1918

6th .... 261 18th 2123

Mars &c. from the nature of their
7th .... 354 19th 2333

forms, are drawn away very far, and with 8th .... 460 20th 2548

great speed , by those divine beings called 9th .... 579 21st 2767

Sighra, Manda, and Uchch'ha ; and hence, 10th .... 710 220 2989

because of their motions, their Dhana ( s ) Ilth.... 853 230

and Rina ( h ) may be very great . Drawn 1007 24th .... 3438

by those beings, they move in the hea
The Paramápakramajyá ín ) is 1397 .

vens, driven by the winds .

( Tu be continued .)

The planets have eight kinds of motion :

crooked, very crooked, not crooked ; ( i) Drik signifies sight, view ,

( j) From Jya-a bow -string, and Arddha, half,

sine.

( a ) Quick . ( b ) Slow . ( c ) High. ( k ) Jyarddhapinda the sum of the Jyarddha.

( d ) A fall . ( e ) Latitude , ( 1) Versed sine. ( m ) Semidiametre.--Radius .

(1) Circle, orbit. ( g ) Wealth . ( h ) Debt. ( n Sine of greater declination .

19th ....

24th ....

2nd....

17th ....

.... 3213

12th....

4 B 2
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DUSHWANTA AND SAKUNTALA.

( An Episodefrom the Mahábhárata .)

( Continued from p . 428.)

2

*

When the king was arrived within the the preparation of every thing necessary

grove, semblance of Nandana, (the de- for performing a sacrifice ; of such as were

lightful garden of Indra , the ruler of the perfect in the principles of moral fitness ,

firmament ), he forgot hunger and thirst, and in the knowledge of the soul ; of

and was lost in extreme pleasure : he those who were skilled in connecting col

approached the exalted hermitage, attend- lections ofvaryingtextstt ; of others who

ed by his minister , his high priest, and the were acquainted with particular offices of

ensigns of royalty ; and being anxious to religion , men whose minds were engaged

behold there that lioly man , who was, as in securing salvation to the soul from

it were, an inexhaustible store of religious mortal birth11 ; of those who had attaiu

discipline , he looked about the recluse ed a knowledge of the Supreme Being,

abode, which appeared to him like the re- through arguments of indubitable proof ;

gion of Brahmá ,* resounding with the of such as were professors of grammar,

hum of bees, and charmed with flocks of poetry and logic ; of those who excelled

various birds : he heard mystic sentences in the science of chronology, of such as

from the holy Védas, t repeated according understood the nature of matter, motion

to the rules of prosody, by the most emi- and quality ; of those who were acquaint

nent of those who were skilled in many ed with causes and effects ; of some who

such sentences, and in the performance of had studied the language of birds and

various and extensivereligious ceremonies. apes$$ ; of those who rested their faith on

The place was rendered glorious by Bráh- the works of Vyása|||l; of others who were

mansi experienced in the office of per- examples in the study of the various books

forming sacrifices, by others of regulated of divine origin , and of the principal per

lives, who sweetly sang the Sáma Véda, s sons among those who court the pains and

by such as chanted the Bhárunda Sáma,$$ troubles of this world .

and by those who had made themselves Here and there the chief of inen beheld

masters of the Atharva Veda,1 all of Bráhmans of the highest degree, men of

them men of subdued minds, and well subdued passions and austere lives , ab

formed manners. There were some, who sorbed in the silent contemplation of the

being greatly skilled in the Atharva Veda, Deity, or making offerings of Gheeff on

and , on that account, much esteemed by the holy fire. But when he saw those

those who perform the particular sacrifice who were exercising, with infinite labour ,

called Puja- yajnya, who were repeating their many wonderful and extraordinary

from that sacred work , according to the modes of sitting ,* he was filled with as

rules of art : the place resounded with

the voices of other Bráhmans, who were
++ Skilled in connecting collections of varying

employed in the formation of words,** so
Reconciling seeming differences in the

that it resembled the region of the blessed Vedas .

Brahmá. The king heard likewise, on all #1 Securing salvation to the soul from mortal

sides, the voices of men experienced in
birth ; abstracting the mind from all worldly

things, and, as it were, uniting it with the Divine

Essence. This kind of absorption is called

* Brahma ; the creative attribute of the Moksha .

Deity . 0 $ Who had studied the language of birds and

† Vedas; Hindu Scriptures , commonly called apes ; who were acquainted with good and bad

Veds or Beds; the four books of which are now

in the British Museum.
NI Vyása. The name of one of their Prophets,

Bráhmans properly Brahmanas, Priests, and the reputed author of the Mahabharata, and

& Sáma-veda . One of the four Vedas, ordained many other works .

1 Ghee. The Hindus, even for culinary pur

$$ Bhárunda-Sáma . A particular part of the poses, reduce their butter to an oil, which is call

Sama Veda.

Atharva Veda , The 4th book of the Vedas * Extraordinary modes of sitting ; these Hin

and probably the most moderná du Penitents, by way of discipline, bend and dis

** The formation of words, Pronouncing ac . tort their legs and thighs under them inevery uns

cording to the rules of orthoepy and prosody. natural way that can be conceived .

非

texts .

omens .

to be sung .

ed ghee . مز

i
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tonishment, and when he beheld the ce- was as honey , in the following words :

remonies performed by the Bráhmans in “ I am comehere to do homage to Kan

their several temples of the Deities , he wa, the highly favoured Saint, whi

fancied himself in the regions of Brahma. “ ther is he gone ? I pray thee, beautiful

The king was never satisfied with behold- maiden, inform me.” The damsel,

ing this very eminent and happy place, so whose name was Sakuntala , * thus re

replete with all the properties of a sacred plied ; “ My father, Sir, is gone hence .

grove, and protected by the religious fer- “ from the hermitage to fetch some fruit .

vour of the son of Kasyapa ; but, at “ Wait here awhile, and thou wilt see .

length , he entered the particular abode of “ him return.

that holy man , which was distinguished The king not seeing the saint, and be

for the beauty of its situation, and was ing thus addressed by Sakuntala, perceiv

surrounded by an assembly of saints and ing, too , that she was of a mature age, of,

men devoted to religion , leaving his at- a graceful mien , and sweetly -smiling

tendants without . countenance ,shiningwith personal charms,

The king upon entering the hermitage, with humility, and with the glory of reli

not seeing there the holy man , and find- " gious zeal, and that she was in the prime

ing it empty , called aloud, making the of youth and beauty, thus exclaimed ;

forest re-echo with his voice . A damsel, “ Who, and of whom art thou, fair one,

beautiful as the goddess Srí, * hearing one " and for what purpose art thou come to

call, came forth, dressed in the habit of « this forest ? Whence art thou, beauti

one devoted to the austerities of a reli “ ful maiden , who art blessed with such

gious life : and when the black -eyed mai- “ personal charms, and great endow ,

den saw the king Dushwanta, sive heartily ments ? . I long to know thy story ;

bad him welcome. She saluted him with " then tell it me, for, even at this first

suitable compliments, and marks of at- “ sight, thou hast stolen away my

tention and respect ; brought him a seat , " heart.”

served him with water to wash his hands The virtuous. Sakuntala , upon being

and feet, and supplied him with other re thus questioned by the king, answered

freshments : she enquired after his health him,, in the following words.- " Sir, I

and prosperity ; and having shewn him am regarded as the daughter of the

such other tokens of civility, as were pro- “ holy Kanwa, a man of fervent zeal , en

per on the occasion , she modestly smiled , “ dued with fortitude, greatness of soul,

and asked if she could be of further ser
“ and experience in the duties of reli

vice ,

The king perceiving that she was a

damsel of a faultless form , paid her due
( To be continued .)

respect, and addressed her, whose speech

† Sakuntala , the signification of this name will

• Goddess Sri . The goddess of good fortune appear farther on . Sir William Jones calls her

and the Hindu Ceres . She is the daughter of Sacontala ; but he had a reason for deviating a

Varuna, their Neptune, and the consort of little ; his mode of spelling Hindu words differ

Vishnu, the preserving quality ; she has many ing from that used here . He represents the

other names , of which Lakshmi is the most sound we give in English to doublee and double

common . o by i and u, and for the sound of K he uses C.

c gion .”

OBSERVATIONS

MADE AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE IN 1712.

( From a MS. Journal by W. Pyke.)

AND, therefore, having little to do but of the garden, which is very much de

to loiter up and down the town ( for the cayed since I was last here, and made

English are restrained from going into almost wholly into a kitchen garden for

the country, lest they should carry the use of their shipping, and all their

away one of the hills ; ) I took notice curious plants and flowers carried to a
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new garden somewhere in the country ; in the form of a castle, all of free stone ;

all the description I can give of this at the top it is about half a Portugal

place, is, therefore, but little. I got league in breadth ; at the bottom , near

a collection of many lizards, snakes, scor- half a day's journey about ; at first, easy

pions, and other insects, that has saved to be ascended, andthen steep and rugged ,

me the trouble of drawing them , and I insomuch , that the Abasseen oxen , that

intend them for the gentlemen of the otherwise will clamber like goats, must

Royal Society , who, I suppose, will shew be carried up and let down with ropes.

them to those who desire it ; and also the Formerly, the miserable Ethiopic princes

account of the Hottentot people. The best (the younger brothers to the king) were

printed account of them that I have read here laid up in wild places and low cot

is by Guy Fathard, one of the Jesuits that tages, ainong shrubs and wild cedars,

went to Siam , who , I think, describes starved from all things else but air and

the place as it then was exactly ; but I earth, as if they who weredescended from

will add this , that, whereas, there is a a high parentage were to be confined to a

generally received report that the women high and lofty exile. So that the report

wear guts about their legs, but it is not of that being the most upright and re .

so , but they wear in that manner on their markable mountain , is not true, for there

legs great quantities of thongs of cow or are many of that kind, and some that do

horse's hides, and that indeed does look exceed it ; but, as for a sea mark , the

like guts . As for the Table land, the Table land is certainly the most remark

East India pilot gave a very good sight able that I have seen, and it is also fit

draft or view of it, and also of the Hot- for a place of confinement, since there is

tentot people, so that I shall not draw no more than one way up to the top ; at

them . But as for that high mountain , the top of it there is also a delivering

called the Table, I am informed that it is place and a large pond of rain water, a

not to be ascended but by one tract or very freslı air and cold weather. I re

path , and that within land up the country member also in 1704, when I was at

there are ny more such , and all this Muscat , in Arabia, they made a steep

country within land is said to be egregi- rock that had but one passage up, to be a

ously mountainous, even up to Abassina prison, and said there were many much

and Job. Ludolphus, in his Ethiopian greater of that sort in the country,

History, is particular in his account of The Company's garden is a large mile

such mountains, folio 28, where he says round, and toward the middle of one side

" the Alps and Pyrenean mountains, when is a small house, where formerly they

compared with them , are but low hills . kept divers curiosities, to be seen by

Among those mountains , ” sayshe, “ and strangers, but now disregarded and all

frequently in the plain itself and in the run to ruins. All that are left at present

middle of the fields, rise up rocks every is, one very large white lion's skin ,

way steep, yet vary their shape, some stuffed ; one she lion of the common

looking afar off like towers, some like lion colour ; two very large elks (or ey'

pyramids, some like four square towers, lants ) ; one rein deer or roebuck, as big

built by art , and so even on the sides, as as a large horse, fine twisted horns like

if the workman's hands had done it so ; an antelope, each horn 4 feet 1 inch long ;

so that there is no way to get to the top three antelopes , of very large size ; one

but by the help of ladders and ropes, by rhinoceros ; one sea calf ; one striped ass ,

which means they draw up their cattle which, because last voyage I gave the skin

and other necessaries, and yet so spacious to the Royal Society, I shall not describe

at the top, that they contain woods, now, the thing itself being there best ex

fields, meadows, fountains, and, what is plained ; one hippopotamus. There lay

more wonderful, fish ponds, and all other also a great heap of hides of many wild

conveniencies for human support. These beasts in a neglected and nasty manner ;

sort ofrocks the natives call Amba ; and but that which I take to be the greatest

Fellezios says, in the confines of Amhara, rarity among these things, is the hippo

towards Shewa, stands Amba Goshen , potamus, which I will describe overleaf.

it is a mountain almost impregnable , and The man who shewed these rarities

every way steep, prodigiously high , and
very ignorant, but had' learned a

>

was
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gallipot word ,and said this beast was called plant, and they have many fine young

hippopotamus, and that it was the sea 'trees, of divers kinds, which will fur

horse, though for the shape thereof, it is nish the succeeding generations with

more like a China hog than a horse ; all wood and timber. No art nor diligence

that I can say of it is , that this draft is is wanting to improve the place, for every

like what he called so ; he gave us also a man endeavours to advance his plantation

story of their deaths, and how these se- with what is most agreeable to the soil

veral creatures had been killed by engines of the place. They give good encourage

and the subtilty of the Dutch , that is, a ment, also, to their fishery, which sup

bait was so fixed to a sort of iron gun or plies their shipping with dried and salted

blunderbuss, that had the cock set on fish , and with oil for lamps, &c. &c.

backwards, which drawing the trigger as They are possessed of the best part of this .

the prey or bait was seized on, the piece country ; for two hundred and thirty or

going off usually shot them in the head, two hundred and fifty miles the Hotten

breast, or shoulders . The colour appeared tots , or natives , do willingly become their

to be a dark brown , the skin like to that vassals, and the greatest of them think

of an elephant ; but for the rest of the their best security is to be under the

shew, Father Guy Fathard , in his voyage Dutch protection ; the poorer sort gladly

to Siam, gives a very good account . serve the year about for a calf and a

The Dutch people here are much more lamb, which is the wages they give

civil than those of Batavia, and deserve among themselves. They have chiefs -

a better character, but yet, will trust and captains with other characters of

nobody out of sight, nor permit any body distinction , who differ from the lower

to see the country. I took, therefore, sort by a particular ostrich feather, or by.

the more turns about the town, which I a staff they carry.

shall describe by and bye. The air is temperate within land , but

The country appears to abound plenti . the settlement of the Cape itself being

fully in all things necessary for the use liable to such frequent hurricanes atllicts

of man. The city of Batta is supplied the inhabitants with swellings, and all

hence with wheat and wine ; here is also such other distempers as proceed either

very good beer brewed , and though not from great and sudden colds, or of sur

altogether so good , yet most sorts of feits .

grain , and a variety of boiling roots and Neither is the Cape of Good Hope so

herbage, with a vast variety of European good a security for shipping, for there are

and Indian fruits ; here is, also , very sundry coves, or lesser bays, about it,

good beef, hogs, and sheep. The late where an enemy may lurk and take up

governor, when he sold off his stock to straggling or single ships ; at this last sea

go to Holland, left eighteen thousand son , the Frontile did to the Sherborne,and

sheep unsold , so great are their stocks in to one Dutch ship ; and, also, the mighty

cattle ; and I am credibly informed, that hurricanes that so frequent here

one woman, of the native Hottentots of break much of the ground tackle. There

the place, is possessed of twenty -seven lie the ruins, if I may so cail them , or

thousand sheep, besides vast numbers part of the wrecks of two Dutch ships

of other cattle. and one Euglish one, that have been

The wine of this place is of the Persian driven ashore by stress of weather ; the

and of the Rhenish kinds, but they have castle , also , though of itself a fort, or

of other sorts, as the muscadell, &c . but place of strength , and capacious enough

their white wines keep the best. At most . to contain men for the common defence,

times of the year, here are carrots, tur- yet signifies nothing to an enemy's ship

nips , potatoes, cabbages, savoys , cauli- ping, who can take any ship out of the

flowers, artichokes, peas, beans, and in road and never come within reach of the

such plenty, that a fleet of ships may be castle guns. All sorts of naval stores are

supplied with as much as is necessary, and scarce here, not being the growth of the

with very good bread . The chief thing place, but all things which are the pro
wanting is wood, of which there is but duce of the country are in great plenty,

little, but everybody is industrious to as is before mentioned ,

are
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ON THE RESTORATION OF LEARN- And rich with Science , round the plains

ING IN THE EAST ; he loved ,

By Charles Grant, Jun. Esq . M. P. M.A. The golden hours in blooming circle

moved .

; and Fellow of Magdalen College.
With grief he saw the future ages rise,

Dark with their sad andfearful destinies ;
Nec remorantur ibi ; sic rerum summa nopatur

Semper,
Luerclius. 1 Mark'd bleeding Science pinion'd to the

ground ,
ARGUMENT.

And all her blasted trophies withering
1. The first part of the Poem describes the de.

round !
graded state of Hindu Literature during the lat

ter part of the last century . The shocks which With grief he saw, through Time's un

Searning sustained from the persecuting bigotry folding shade,
of Aurungzebe, the irruption of Nadir Shah , and

The fated chiefs in , India's spoils array'd ,
the intestine divisions to which that irruption

The might of Cassim, either Mahmud'sgave rise, are particularly noticed .

II . A transition is then made to the ancient sword ,

splendor of Hindu Literature during the period
And firm Cothbeddin, Delhi's . earliest

when India was governed by her native kings .
Jord ;

The earliest age of aathentic Indian History is

brought into review ; some account is given of Stern Taimur, and th' imperial thrones

the Poetry and Philosophy of Vyasa, which dis. that tower

tinguished succeeding times ; and this Part closes

with a reference to the last brilliant æra of India,
O'er groaning Mathra and the walls of

when the Poct Calidasa flourished . Gour.

III , Lastly , the revival of Learning on the Nor midst that brood of blood, a fiercer

banks of the Ganges, under the auspices of the

English , and particularly of the Asiatic Society,
Than Aurungzebe th' indignant eye couldis celebrated . The Poem concludes with antici

pating the diffusion of the Arts, the Sciences , claim ,

and the Religion of Great Britain , throughont the More bold in act, in council more refin’d ,

East .

A form more hateful, or more dark a
“ SHALL these bright hours of rapture

mind.

Skill'd to deceive, and patient to beguile

• And mournful years their gloomy wings With sleepless efforts of unwearied toil,

display ?
His youth he shrouds in consecrated

« These beauteous realms shall tyrant
bowers,

War deface,
Where prayer and penance lead the her

“ And fierce Oppression crush my favor'd mit hours ';

race ?"

Yet not to him those bowers their sweets
Thus Ganges' Genius spoke, while yet,

impart,

sublime
[ clime, The mind composed, smooth brow and

With Arts and Muses, smil'd his native
spotless heart ;

No sun -bright visions with new hues
This Poem gained the Buchanan Prize.

adorn (morn ;The Rev. Claudius Buchanan, Vice - Provost

of the College of Fort-William in Bengal, and Eve's purple cloud, or dewy beams of

formerly Member of Queen's College, Cam
But Fancy wakes for him more grim de

bridge, where he proceeded to the degree of B. A.

lights, [ rites ,gave to the University, in 1804, the sum of two

hundred and ten pounds ; desiring that itmight War's imag’d pomp, and Murder's savage

be divided into the undermentioned prizes . And, like the Genius of some nightly

1. One hundred pounds for an English Prose
spell, [cell ;

Dissertation, “ On the best Meansof civilizing Peoples with shapes accurs’d the wizard
the Subjects of the British Empire in India ; and

of diffusing the light of the Christian Religion Keen Hate, Revenge, Suspicion's arrowy
throughout the Eastern World . " II . Sixty

glare, [ are there

pounds for an English Poem , “ On the Restora

And all the blood -stained joys of Guilt
tion of Learning in the East.” III . Twenty - five

pounds for a Latin Poem on the following sub Thus by fell visions roused th' usurper

ject; “ Collegium Bengalense,” IV. Twenty springs [kings.

Äve pounds for a Greek Ode on the following Fierce fromhis lair, to lap the blood of

subject ;-6 γενεσθω φως. ”
( To be continued .)

roll away ,
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REVIEW OF BOOKS.

....

A View of the Agricultural, Com

Rix -Dollars. Rix - Dollars .

mercial, and Financial Interests of 1806. Imports . 3,727,100

Ceylon. By A , Bertolacci, Esq.
Exports

2,727,804

1807. Imports .3,387,302

(Concluded from p. 464.) Exports 2,915,196

That important branch of revenue had
1808. Imports . 3,303,695

formerly been divided , under the adminis
Exports

3,039,466

tration ofthe differentGeneral Collectorsof
1809. Imports ..2,635,235

Districts ; which had , perhaps, prevented
Exports

2,660,795

the knowledge of the commercial interests
1810. Imports ..3,112,748

Exports
2,777,997

of the island from being concentrated , and
1811. Imports

brought to light. Upon taking chargeof

.3,574,313

this new department, I felt the necessity
Exports

2,781,633

ot' forming such statements as could en
1812. Imports 4,215,399

Exports 2,442,895

able me tojudge of the general balance of

our foreign trade. Of the years 1806 , 7 ,
1813. Imports 6,378,739

, 8 , and 9 , I could form but an imperfect
Exports

2,443,940

idea ; because no regulations had been
From these sums, however no balance

established to ascertain the share which
is struck ; as it would be incorrect, for

our own merchants had taken in that com- several reasons. First, the total of the

merce ; although it was known that exports made coastways are inserted

foreign merchants and foreigu capital among the others . Secondly, the prices

were very extensively employed in it . ' ln
of the goods imported and exported are

formation was also wanted on the pro

both taken agreeably to those in the

portion of freight belonging to Ceylon : Ceylon markets ; by which meaus , in the
nor had the exports 'coastways been dis- former, the profits ofthe importing mer

tinguished from those that were made out
chants are included ; but, in the latter,

of the island. Not beivg able to collect the profits ofthe exporter are not con

these particulars from official documents
sidered. To form some idea of a correct

and accurate dates , I was obliged to de
balance of debits and credits between the

pend, in making out my calculations, for Ceylon merchant and the foreign mer

the four years above meutioned , upon the chants, it was necessary to have some
judgmentof the best- informed merchants, knowledge of the sharewhich the latter

and upon my own observations and con
had in the trade of Imports to Ceylon , and

jectures. I collected, however, authentic of the Exports from it : and, lastly, it was

materials, to form , for those years,good necessary to disengage fron the transac

statements of the quantities and valueof tions of individuals, those of the Ceylon

all the goods imported and exported ;
Government ; which, by reference to the

which could not be done for any period said Tables, from No. 1 to 7 , inclusive,

prior to 1806, as the accounts of the will be seen there are intermixed ; ' as the

Custom -houses had been blendeil with cinnamon, pearls , & c . on theExport side ;

those of other departments. From the rice, and other goods, both in the Imporis

first of January, 1810 , the calculatiops and Exports.

that have been made, respecting the ba
All these considerations , however, be

lances of trade,are founded upon informà. ing made, with as much care as the'dim

tion to be depended upon , as much as a
culty of the subject and circumstances

subject ofsuch intricacy will admit of. " I
would perniit, I found the following to be

shall have occasion hereafter to lead the
the result, respecting the balances be

reader through the statements of all the
tween Ceylou and foreign merchants ;

Imports and Esports of the Colony ; and pamely,

into a consideration of the interests both Average of the years 1806, 7 .

of Government and of individuals, in the Goods imported aud debits cre

general balances of its commerce. It will ated against the Ceylon mer

suffice here to call the attention to the chants .. 3,049,855

following sums- total, appearing in the an- Goods exported and credits cre

nexed Tables, Nos. 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , and 7, ated in favour of them ....1,707,991

which shew the value of all the Imports

and Exports made from the year 1806 to Balance against them 1,341,864

1813 , inclusive : namely,

Asiatic Journ.No. 18. Voi. III. 4 C

.
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Balance ?

1208. Imports, 2,908,658 for a star- pagoda, instead of sixty, not

Exports, & c 1,555,451 withstanding the balance was still ' im .

418 b'sBalance
proving.

1,353,207
The exchange then appears to have

been under the combined influence of the

1809. Imports, & c. 2,299,261 intrinsic value of the coin and the balance

ami. Exports, & c . 1,690,412 of trade. Had it been acted upon merely

by the balance of trade, it might have be
Balance

609,449 come much more favourable to the island

than the rate of sixty fanams per star- pa

1810. Imports, &c. 2,460,835 goda, while that balance of trade was 80

Exports, & c. 2,074,638 rapidly improving as it did from 1806 to

1810 ; but the actual defect of intrinsic

Balance
386,177

value in the rix - dollar prevented it..dii

Towards the close of the year 1811 ,

1811. Imports, &c. 2,918,314 began the scarcity of grain , and thegreat
Exports, &c. , .. 1,913,698

dearth with which the island was visited ,

till the year 1813 inclusive . The yearly

Balance 1,004,616
balance of trade grew worse ; from

386,177 rix -dollars, of the year 1810, to

2,749,220.rix -dollars, the balance of the
1812. Imports, &c. 3,113,320 year 1813. TheCeylon exchange fell from

Esports, &c. 1,706,863 sixty -three to eighty fanams to a star-pa

goda ; and, by the year 1812, all the sil.
0.11% Balance ii 1,406,457 ver coin , and great part of the copper,

banco had disappeared from the island .

1863. Imports, & c. 4,749,220
In this distressed

Exports, &C... 2,329,287 state of things,
the Author fears, that to recom :

...... 2,419,933 mend efficient means for placing
the currency upon a solid and

reader will remark some coinci- proper footing ; and to ameliorace
between the alteration of the ex. the exchange, will prove, a more

change in these years, and the balance of difficult task than it has been to

wade. From the year 1806 to 1809, while
Elie balances were becoming more favoure point out the causes whichhave

W occasioned its present depressedable to the island, the value of bills on

Madras not rise,on an arerage, be- condition. If those causes are to

fanams, or five ríx.dollars for be found in the deterioration of the

astar- pagoda, but remained pretty steady coin , and the unfavorable balance

atthat rate, or ouly, at times,one orone of trade, it must be admitted that
and a half fanam lower. It could not,

rise beyond sixty fanams, so long the remedy can only be obtained

were inthe island silver rix -dol by bringing the intrinsic value of
fars to be exported to the continent of coin more on a level with its nomi
India's wliere they could besoldatthat nal value,and by, adopting every

rate, (namely, five for a star -pagoda ,)

value, by measure that can improvethe agri.
the silver they contained.* cultural and

d commercial state of
have likewise stated, that,during the country. But it will also ap

this period , the Colonial Government pear evident that posingle uncon
issued , occasionally, accommodation bills

to public servants ; which being in great
nected measure will be of any

avail.
part brought into the market, through
many channels, contributed to keepthe Were there not a large balance

exchauge nearly at parwith the intrinsic of trade against the merchants of
valueof the Ceylon coin. Thesilver the island, itmight be equally con

coin, however, was gradually disappear

ing: Ju the year 1809,thie new silver ducive to give steadiness to the

coin, which was10 per cent worse in al- currency, either to raise the intrin

loy than the coinof 1802,3, 4, and 5, sic valueofthe rix -dollar in silver

had replaced it: and I am inclined to be
lieve this tohave been the cause of the ex to the full amount of its nominal

change theufalling to sixty -three fanams value, or to lower the lattertoa

par with the low state of thecoin ,

Five rix dollars malie precisely sixty fanams. If it be therefore most urgentto

yond 'sixty

la
faritenten

as

it

J.
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prevent any further detriment both The advantages ' to be derived

to the solid and permanent interests to Ceylon from the sale of arack

of government, and of the colony and cocoa -nut oil in England, are

at large, the Author would recom- incalculable, because the island

mend, as the first measure, to raise may, in the course of ten or twelve

the intrinsic value ofthe silver rix- years, be made to produce them

dollars to two shillings, by coining in a much larger quantity ; and be
silver rix -dollars with ten per cent. cause the sale of those articles in

alloy, and containing such a quan- England, being both the produce

tity of pure metal, that ten rix- of the sametree, would raise the

dollars may, according to the ge- price of all the Ceylon arack,

neral average of silver, be worth which is now sold in India. The

one pound sterling. consequence of this improvement

In order to meet the claims and would be, a decreased demand of

satisfy the honest interest of the bills for completing the commercial

public servants, civil and military, remittances .

he recoinmends the issue of bills The remaining part of this book

to them at par, in part of their is occupied in remarks and discus

pay, in as great a proportion as sions, equally important to the

governmentshall be able toafford, prosperity of this interesting colo

as it is only by that means thatthe ny, and which confer no common

value of the other portion of it, credit on the comprehensive mind

paid by them in Treasury notes, and persevering spirit of the acute

can be supported . It would be and experienced Author.1

highly" beneficial to encourage
Book II . contains a view of the

both the Ceylon merchants and agricultural and commercial inte

the public servants, to take an in- rests of the island.

terest in the investments ' of the Our author now enters into

island, which could be disposedof specific examination of the differe

in the London market by the colo- ent articles of exportation, and

nial agent, or others, that might importation. And in doing this
be appointed by the joint consent he discusses, step by step, theva.

of the parties concerned. Nothing rious commercial , manufacturing,

wouldbe more conducive to the and agricultural interests,ofthe

general prosperity of the island colony.

than the formation of a well-regu- Under thirteen différent num

lated partnership of that nature, bers, orheads, he details the ar

which would employ the capital ticles of exportation,as arising

and savings of the public servants from the products and manufact
in the manner most beneficial to tures of the colony. The four

the colony, namely, the encourage teenth includes " goods imported .".

mentof all exports, and the obtain- Number I. contains an account

ing for them the highest sale prices ; of Arack, Toddy, Mirra, and Ja.

the opening of the most extensive gery ; which, as being particularly,
market for them, and the formation important and interesting, to the

ofalarge fund ofcredit in England. general, as well as commercial

It is true that'the quantity of goods classes of readers, we shall give
exported would not immediately in the author's words :

beincreased ; and they are already

too few to balance the value of the headoftheExports – I mean arack,
I take, first, the article, that stands at

those imported ; butthe selling of 'This spirituous liquor,-- thefoddyfrom

thoseexports at a higher price than which it is distilled, the mirru,amuch
that which they now obtain on the milder beverage than the toddy, without

eontinentof India, would greatly acidity or powers of intoxication, the

tendtodiminish the present unfa qil, -- thejagery, akind of sugar,-- and
çoova-put and its milk ,-the cocoa nut

vorable balance of trade, the coir , from which ropes are made, are

a

1

4 C2
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all produetions of the same tree ; in my draw from the tree a greater quantity of

opinion, the richest known in the world. juice than when the clean pots for mirrä

The oil and the coir I shall describe under are used. A. flower -stock put to draw

theit appropriate heads; the arack, toddy , toddy will give one-third more tlran of

mirra , and jagery, will be treated of in mirra, and sometimes half . A " good
this. healthy flower -stock will yield about three

From the statements of Exports for fourths of a gallon oftoddy in twenty-four
eightsuccessive years, to which I have re- hours ; namely, half a gallon in the worn

ferred the reader, it appears that the aver + ing at eight o'clock , and a quarter of a

age quantity of arackexported yearly may gallon at five in the evening : it will give

be stated at 5200 leagers, of one hundred of mirra proportionably less , as I have.
and fiftygallons each, at eighty rix -dol- above stated . The jagery is made from

lars per lenger, prime cost, for the spirit mirra. I have seen one gallon of mirra

at the place of exportation ; and about produce one pound and a half of good fine

twenty- fiye rix -dollars for the cask , and jagery. When mirra is drawn merely for

eight rix -dollars per leager paid as a duty. the purpose of drinking, nothing is put to
on exportation. I shall mention a few the pots on being bung to the flowers

words, first, respecting the drawing of the stock ; but when jagery is to be made .

toddy, and manufacturing of the arack , from it , a small quantity of the bark of

and pass afterwards to cousider it in its the tree, called Hall- gass, is scraped and
commercial importance, as one of the left in the pot. The bark must be dry ;

great Exports of the colony. and it has then the power of refining the

Some mistaken ideas have been enter- mirra, and of producing a quicker conden

tained ,'by late authors, as to that part of sation when the mirra is exposed to a slow

the tree from which the toddy is'extracted. fire ; the mirra, however, must be strained

It is neither from the stock of the leaves, when it is placed in the boiling-pot, and

nor from the main body of the tree, that the bark of the hall-gass taken off. To

this juice is obtainerl, by making an in- make the jagery , it only requires to boił

cision in it ; but by cutting off the top of the mirra upon a slow fire, uutil it acquires

those stocks , which bring out the flower consistency, and turns of a whitish hue .
at the extremities, and which , if not cut It must, in the mean time, he kept con

for the purpose, of drawing the toddy, stantly stirring, and have the scum taken

would bear the fruit . These stocks are a. from it. Whey it has acquired the con

foot and a half, two feet, or two feet and sistency of cream , a small quantity of

a half long ; and somethiing less than a jagery, already hardened , is put into the
man's wrist in thickness. In order to pot , and melted with a spoon : the liquid

obtain either toddy'or mirra, part of the is then poured into cocoa-nutshells, where,

process is the same : I shall state where in less than ten minutes, it acquires the

they differ. Arack is distilled from toddy ; consistency of sugar, and is fit for use.

the jagery is manufactured from the mirra. If the mirra be not allowed to reach the

The samestock wiltgive either toddyor mir- degree of consistency above suggested, it

ra . The latter, however, is always clearest forms melasses, in which part of the

and sweetest, when extractedfrom the , jagery, crystallizes, like si: gar-candy. It is

youngest stocks. Upon cach tree , two or said that jagery is subject, in tlie course

three flower-stocks may be appropriated of a few weeks, toreturn to a liquid state,

at the same time to the drawing of today. and then it turns acid ; but if originally
11 twelve or fifteen days, that source is left in the state of melasses, it may be pre

destroyed by the repeated cuttings that served for a considerable length of time
must be made, in order that the liquor: in casks, without suffering ang alteration .

may flow freely : if this be neglected , the Some manufacturers of jagery place in the ,

viscosity of the juice, which condenses on pot a small quantity of chunam , or lime :

the outer part of the stock , where it has this produces the same effect ofgiving con

been cut, biuders the liquor from flowing. sistency to the mirra, when exposed to

To obtain the best mirra , the stock should fire ; but it darkeps the colour of the

be cut before the flower begins to open ; jagery, and renders it inferior in taste and

whea , by repeated cuttings, the flower- wholesomeness.
stock has been destroyed , neither mirra Jagery is likewise made from the pal

ror toddy are any longer to be procured . myra-trees, which are cultivated iu great

To receive the liquor, an earthen pot is numbers in the districts of Madar and

tied to the flower -stock, after it is cut. Jaffnapatam . There is , however, a par ..

to obtain mirra, the pot must be changed ticular tree, called the nipere, or jagery

twicein the day, well cleaned and dried , tree, from which this kind of sugar isma

and the same pot may then be employed nufactured in the same manner as from
again . For the toddy, the 'pot ' is not the cocoa-tree. Fronx the nipere, no fruit

changed' , which makes it acquire a strong that is eatable is derived, but it yields

acid smell, occasions fermentation in the toddy as well as mirra, and, as I am ius

liquor that flowsinto it, andproducesalso formed , good arack can be distilled from

a heat, which causes the flower stock to that toddy.

+
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are

In the same cocoa -nut tree, some ofthe correct the error which some have fallen

flower-stocks may be left to yield fruit, into , in supposing that the coat, orweb,

while toddy or' mirra are, drawn from which grows round the young stocks of

others ; but this practice is not followed the leaves, is used for gunny cloth. It has

by the natives. It is supposed that the indeed, the appearauce of it in itself ; for

tree may not be injured by it, but it does it is spun by nature : but the fibres are by

not give a greater produre that when it far too coarse to be used as cloth . The

is made to yield either toddy or fruit,ex- pieces of this web geuerally grow to about

clusively. : Todily is drawu for sixor eight a foot square ; but the texture is so in

months only in the year, and the tree perfect, that no use could be made of them

left tº recover itself during the driest by sewing them together. It is an equal
season .

error, to suppose they are employed in

When the pot is tied to the flower- making paper ; for so little of this web
stock , the mouth of it must be left open and grows upon each tree , that it would not be

uncovered , else the fermentation would be worth the pains of collecting.

so strong as to destroy the flower -stock . A full-grown and healthy tree will give

In drawing toddy, no part ofthe hall-gass, fifty or sixty nuts in the year ; which may

nor lime, are placed in the pot : it is only upon the average, be estimated at one
the acidity which the vessel acquires , by stiver or pice each . The finest trees

not being frequently cleansed, that gives to to be seen growing in soft

the toddy its peculiar taste and strength . ground , that is not marshy, or in

From toddy arack is distilled , in the sandy soil . It delights in a maritime si

same manner as brandy from wine, with tuation, and abounds throughout the

the assistance of a common still . Four whole coast between Colombo and Ma .

hundred gallons of toddy will yield , from tura; so that, for the length of about a

the first distillation, one hundred gallons hundred miles, nothing is presented to the

of callwaker ; and this quantity of weak view but a cocoa-nutgarden , almost unin ,

spirit, being submitted to the same opera- terrupted. It flourishes so very near the

tion , will yield fifty gallops of callwaker, sea , that its roots are in many places

or arack of the same strength as good washed by its waters, without injury to

brandy ( I believe, 25 underLondon proof.) the tree, until it is actuallyunderminedt.

If this arack be again distilled, it produces It is likewise remarkable, that those trees

one half the quantity of the strongest which are nearer the shore all bend their

spirit. heads towards the sea, potwithstanding

All toddy produces the same quantity the violence of the south- west winds,

of arack , whether it be drawn from one which blow incessantly , in that quarter,

tree or another, and however different the from May to September inclusive, and the

soils may be where those trees are planted. regular sea-breezes, which prevail in the

The natives also state, that they obtain day, duriug February, March, and April.

the same quantity of arack from new tod- In addition to which circumstances, they

dy, as from that which has been kept for are perfectly sheltered from all wiuds

several days ; but the latter toddy ismore blowing on the land side.

pungeut to the taste, and has greater The cocoa - nut tree, however, is often

powers of intoxication : at the end of planted iy harder soil, where its growth is

twelve or fourteen days it turns into by no means so quick, or, when full

vinegar, when it can nolonger be distilled grown , so productive : in some places I

into arack . have known it entirely fail : and , as soft.

The callwaker may be kept six or seven soil is uot everywhere to be found , it is

months, without injury, before distilling greatly to be lamented that the indolence
juto arack . It has an unpleasant taste , of the patives causes them to neglect the

and is not drunk in that state : if kept planting of those trees in such a manner as

beyond the time here mentioned , it under would ensure perfect success in almost
goes au acid fermentation , but does not any ground . When they are threeorfour

make, good vinegar ; - it is, in fact, good years old , their roots acquire such consis
for nothing. tency, that they will spread into strong

The toddy vinegar improves by being hardsoil ; and if proper beds,of aboutsixor

kept a long time, and by a small quantity seven feet in diameter, were prepared with

of the bark of the Moronga -tree being in good soft mould , it would ensure the most

fused into it *. Sometimes the . Gourca tourishing growth in almost any soil.

fruit is used for the same purpose ; but This bed ought to sink three or four

this considerably changes the taste of the inches under the general surface of the

vinegar ,and therefore it is notrecommend- ground, in order tokeep near the roots.of

ed by the natives. the plant the- moisture which the wide.

As other authorshave given a descrip- 'spreading leaves atthe top of it collect,
tion of the cocoa - nut tree , I shall abstain

from inserting it here . I must, however, 7. DESU

On the abovementioned coast, the sea has

of lategained over iße land, and some cocoa nyt

* This bark has the taste of hoste-sadish. !! trees have been destroyed , 's
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twelfth year.

1

by their shape and position, round the which is there made from paddy .
stem , and down which it runs. Where Compared with the Bengal rum,
the soil is sloping, the making of these
bedsis amatterof the firstimportance, the Ceylon arack is , by common

to preserve themoisture required for the consent, admitted to be incompas

nourishment of the plant : yet this iş rably the most wholesome liquor,
totally neglected. It would well repay and is manufactured about thirty

the labour or expense ; for a good treewill yield fruit for fifty or sixty years, and per cent, cheaper. Madras is the

even longer, withoutany further trouble chief market for this commodity,

to the owner, but to receive its produce. and its great vent is in the supply

A tree, growingin a good soil, andwell of His Majesty's navy in India,
attended to in its youth,protectedfrom the armyunder the Madras Pre
the bite of cattle, and from some insects

that destroy the tenderest part of the sidency, and theconsumption of
young stock in the firstor secondyear, the natives in that town and its vi

will yield fruit or toddly at six years old , cinity. The duty, levied at Cey

and 'eren sooner ; but when neglected, lon upon the exportation of arack,
will produce nothing until the tenth or

amounts to about ten per cent.

When the cocoa -nut tree is yielding No. 2. includes pepper, coffee

fruit, it can be put to arack immediately; and cardamom . The author ad
but when it yields arack , it will require vances little on these articles. The
several months (six or seven , and some
timesa year) before any fruit can behad plant, which produces thefirst,is

from it. a creeper, that spreads itself with

I shall now return to the arack , consi- Juxuriance over the branches of

dered asan article of exportation. I have large trees. Much of it could be
already stated the quantity annually taken
out of theisland at 5,200 leagers of 150 produced, if the Ceylonese paid

gallons. The batives of Ceylon are still attention to its cultivation ; as there

negligent in'manufacturing this spirit, by is hardly a soil which would not

not giving it sufficient strength ; and it is produce it in abundance. The

often found to be under the proof of fruit, when gathered, requires no

brandy ; notwithstanding theadvantages farther care , than to have it well
that would be derived to the exporters, in

the diminution of exportduties,freight, dried ; but so smallis the quan .

and othercharges , by having it stronger. tity produced, that the East India

The exporting wholesalemerchants, at the Company provide themselves, on
sea -ports, areinthe habit of makingad- the Malabar coast, with the quad

vances to the distillers of arack, who are,
in general, the owners of the cocoa-vui tity,which isrequiredto fill theup

gardens, for arack to be delivered at the vacancies left by the cinnamon

exportingseasons*. It is the interestof bales, in making up the ship's
the distiller to give weak spirit, and that load. Pepper preserves the cin
of the merchants to have it strong ; but

as the advances are made, and the recovery namon during the voyage

of them is often attended with much Coffee grows remarkably well in

trouble and uncertainty, so the merchauts Ceylon , and is ofan excellent qua

are often inducedto take the arack lower, lity, when it has not been gathered

in strength than the proof agreed upon.
unripe, and when proper care is

kipi

The twolate wars put a stop to taken indrying it.

the importation of Batavia arack The cardamom of Ceylon, al

in the continent of India, until that though held in estimation as an ar

island fell under our 'possession, ticle of trade, is accounted great,

when the want of a market had ly inferior to that, which grows on

occasioned the discontinuance of the coast of Malabar, and is sold

the manufacture of that spirit, at only one-third of the price.

The poverty or the distillers sometimes No. 3. relates to the arreca nut,

which our author states as a very
demand them , and enter into different trades by

chese means."They always unfter their arack3 important article of Ceylon pro

duce, and exportation. It was es
seldom withstand the temptation . It would , in teemed a great source of revenue

manyinstances, te inuch to their advantage if
they did , by the Dutch government, who

home.

makes these advances necessary . All of them

that thewholesale merchants, or exporters, can
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made an exclusive trade of it. to the nature, and effects of this

The British government, however, monopoly, and to the measures,

adopted the wiser plan of leaving which have been adopted by the

this trade perfectly free. The colonial government, to counteract:

Ceylon arreca nuts are , chiefly, it . But our limits compel us to

exported to the Coromandel and refer the reader to the work itself,

Malabar coasts, particularly the on this subject.
former. " Some arreca nuts are No. 5. gives an account of Coir.

imported on the Coromandel coast The huskof the cocoa nut produ

from Acheen , but they are of a ces a coarse filament, which cer

very inferior kind, those of Ceylon tain lowclasses ofthe people pre .

being the best in India. We have, pare and spin byhand, in which

therefore, a kind of monopoly in state it is called Coir. It is sup

this article, and consequently,can posed, that in the time of the

aska very high price, without pre- Dutch, nearly three millions of

judice to the trade, except bythe pounds of this substance were actu.

diminution thatmay be occasioned ally manufactured in the districts

in its consumption . But, as it is a of Colombo, Matura, and Point

luxury, in which the natives of In- de Galle . In the former, howe

dia can indulge themselves, at a ver, not one-thirtieth part of the

very trifling expense, according to husk of the cocoa-nut was applied

the price of that commodity, the to that purpose ; and, unfortu

author is inclined to chink, that nately, the natives have not at all

were government to give up any turned their industry to it, since

part of the export-duty, no benefit the English have had possession

would be derived to the island of the country. The author de.

from that measure. The conse tails the measures adopted by the

quence . most likely to happen Dutch government, in regard to

would be, a fall in the price of the this article. But he informs us,
article on the coast ofCoromandel , that the English have pursued a
without increasing the consump- more liberal system , by allowing

tion, and thereby giving no en the free manufacture, and exporta

couragement to greaterproduction. tion, of Coir, and by levying no

No. 4. relates to the product, other duty than that of five per

and trade, of tobacco. The pros cent, ad valorem .

perity of the peninsula of Jaffna- No. 6. includes cocoa -nuts, co

patam , situated at the most north- coa-nut oil, and capperas.

ern extremity of the island , de- These three are productions of

pends chiefly upon the cultivation the same tree. The copperas is

and sale of tobacco, of a quality the pulp of the cocoa -nut, after it

peculiar to that soil , and prepared hasbeen cut in slices, and exposed

in a particular manner for chew- to the sun for some time, until all

ing. The same kind of that arti- the watery substance is evaporat

cle, is 'not supplied by any other ed, and only the oily left. Our

part of India '; and the natives of author most earnestly recommends

Travancore are so much attached a large export of cocoa-nut oil, to

to it, ' that the Raja derives consi- the English markets.

derable gums, by farming the ex- more may be done for Ceylon by

clusive privilege of selling that to- that means, than by almost any

baceoor, more frequently, by other, that can be devised. By

the Raja himself exclusively im opening a market for that commo

porting that commodity into his dity, Ceylonmay be made rich be

dominions, and selling it to the re- yond our present expectations.

tailers, at a very advanced price. Besides the common use for burne

The author attaches much interesting in lamps, excellent soap and

102

He says,
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candles are made with it. It is comprehensive and reflecting mind

also employed with advantage, and of the author, dwells, in propor

considerable saving, in themanu- tion to its relative value to the co

facture ofcloth, instead of Galli- lony, andthe general interests of

poli oil. Someglass-blowers have the British nation. We cannot,

stated to the author, that they pre- therefore, too earnestly recom

fer it to any other oil, or substance mend the attention of our readers

forburning, in consequence of its to the work itself, being unable,

giving themost intense fire. This without selectingmore than is con

oil acquires consistency at seventy sistent with our limits, to do jus

degrees of Fahrenheit's thermome- tice to the author's views. We

ter ; and, therefore, will not be proceed , therefore, to

subject to leakage, except during Book III. concerning the Pub

the warmest part of the voyage. lic Revenue. The author divides

The export duties in Ceylon this into two distinct branches.

amount only to five per cent. on The first, derived from sources,

the prime cost. Of the other unconnected with taxation .

charges for bringing it into the
The second, comprehending all

London market, the speculating the taxes ;-namely, 1. Land Tax.

merchant will be the best judge. 2. Taxes upon all other property.

No. 7. relates to wood, planks, 3. Taxes on consumption .- 4. Ca

"and timber. Under this head, the pitation Tax.—Under the first

author gives an interesting descrip- head , the reader's attention is

tion of the various kinds of wood principally called to the article of

produced in Ceylon,-namely, the Cinnamon - The author en

Calamander, the Homander, and larges on the cultivation, and
Ream wood , the Juck -wood and trade, of this commodity, under

Iron -wood ;and of the advantages, the Dutch government ; and after

which may be derived from the giving information on various to
large forests of Morotto, Alma- pics connected with them , re

nille, Hindoo, and some Teak, marks-- that as we have now ef

which may be all employed in fected the conquest of the interior
ship -building Ceylon produces of the island , where cinnamon is

excellent materials for masts, and to be plentifully obtained, it may

yards, of large ships. If king's be a matter for serious considera

docks be constructed at Trinco- tion, whether government may not

malee, the public would reapgreat disencumber itself of the wholees

'advantage by employing the island tablishment, and purchase this ar

wood ,for the building and repair- ticle from the natives at a fixed

ing ofmen of war. The bringing price. This would stimulate the
into full use , the great resources general industry of the country,

of that colony, in this respect, is and induce its inhabitants to culti

an object of the first magnitude; vate this plant, the bark of which

particularly since such inexhaus- would, probably, cost government

tible stores have been opened to less than it now does, by the

us , by the possession of the Can - charges of the present establish
dian territory

Nos. 8 to No. 14 -inclusive, con- The other sourcesofrevenue un

tain information highly, if not der the general heads stated, and

equally, important with the prece, which the author displays and dis

ding, on the Palmyra Reapers and cusses, with his usual regard to

Rafters, Pearls, precious Stones, the good of the colony and the

Rice, other Grain, and Roots, mother country, are the Pearl and

Cloth ; Sugar, and goods imported. the Chank Fisheries — the Choy

On each of these subjects, the root - the exportationof Shark-fins,

ment.

>
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do.oi

dors .

a

and the Sea -urchin - the cultiva- 1811--2,926,228

tion and trade of Sappanwood, and 1 $123,028,446

the Stud in the islands of Delft and In the first of these years, there

Two Brothers, He then pro- was a Pearl-Fishery, which gave

ceeds to the Second Part of 249,288 rix-dollars, and there was

* Book III. which contains the none in the following years. The

second branch, into which he had other branches of revenue , there

divided the Public Revenue, name- fore, appear to have considerably

ly, the Taxes . augmented ; and this augmenta

The author's observations on the tion has arisen from the produc

original tenure of land in Ceylon, tiveness of the taxes. As no new
and the taxes connected with it are taxes of consequence were impos

very interesting. As we cannot ed during the period, the evident

enter into the detail of them, we conclusion is, that we must attri

must content ourselves with stat- bute the increase of the revenue,

ing the opinion which he advances, in the old established ones, either

that the tenure, under which land to a better administration, or to

is held in Ceylon, is a bar to the a general improvement of the

improvement of agriculture ; for it country.

cannot be expected, that those In respect to the present condi

holders of it , who must pay so tion of the Public Revenue in

much as one-fourth, or one-half of Ceylon, and the system of its

the produce to government, will taxation, it cannot be denied, that

feel that interest which they would, great steps have been made tor

if they expected to reap the whole wards improvement. Those, who

benefit of their exertions, or ofthe are aware of the slowness with

expense bestowed upon the land . which political and economical

Our author takes in their regu- changes are, and ought to be,ef

lar course, and bestows due re- fected ; those, who know with how

marks on l'axes, falling upon all much difficulty old habits and pre

kinds of property - Stamps, used judices are eradicated ; those,;
in the transfer of moveable, and who have noticed the reluctance

immoveable property . Fees, paid of all governments to relinquishi
on Judicial Processes - Per Cent- eld established sources of revenue,

age, paid on Goods sold by public and to trust the result of new
auction Taxes upon Consumption ones ;-those, lastly, who reflect,

,
Salt, as a source of revenue capa- still offensive in the present system

ble of still increasing it, and act atCeylon, arises from the ancient,

ing as a substitute for others, institutions ofthe country, and the

which are'liable to objection - Dif- mistaken- policy of the Portuguese

ferent taxes comprehended under and Dutch Govermments ; will the

the head of Licenses - Post- Office more readily admit the merit of

-Batta - and, lastly, Capitation what has been already accomplish

Taxes.
ed, although there are still objects

Having taken a separate view of which claim the beneficent atten.
these various branches of revenue, tion of his Majesty's Government.

he calls the attention of his read

erstotheconsideration of several teresting work is employed in the
The concluding part of this in

general remarks.
display of the “ Public Expendi

The total amountof the reve- ture" of Ceylon -- its Civil Fund,
nue , collected annually, from 1809 Present Amountof its Propertymas

to 1812, was as follows :
Suggestions for its Improvement, so

In 1809-3,006,210 rix -dollars. as to renderthe establishment made

1810--2,687,065 do. efficient for the Public Service, not

Asiatic Journ.No. 18 . VOL. III . 4 D
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too ear

to make a better provision for the means be omitted in this calculation , and

Civil Servants and their Families - may be taken , perhaps, at 200,000 rix

the Civiland MilitaryExpenditure
collars. If we put these sums together,

we shall have 1,550,000 rix - dollars spent

the Mode of lessening the Expense byGoverument, which do not remain in

in the Civil Departments, without the country. If the expenses of the colo

weakening the Administration- ny be keptwithin the limits of its own re
Comparative Views of the Expendi- sources, there is left, spent and remain

tureand Revenues of the Colonial viz. 250,000 rix -dollars less than is con
ing in the country, 1,950,000 rix - dollars ;

Government- General Remarks on tributed by taxes, and (by reference to the

the State ofthe Colony, &c. &c. &c. totals of Table, No. 16,) 1,050,000 less.

On the latter subjects, and as a
than the general revenue derived by Go

vernment from the island * .

summary of the author's objects in
I am well aware of the excessive diffi

publishing the valuable work which culty , nay, impossibility, of arriving at

we have now analized, we cannot great precision in similar calculations .

more effectually benefit our read. The truth of them is influenced, more or

ers than by the following insertion ' : less, by anumber of circumstances that it
is not in our power fully to appreciate ;

In concluding this part of my Work, I but, on the whole, they will shew , within

shall take a connected view of the opera- some degree of approximation , the general

tion of the present system of revenue and state of the country . My chief reason for

expenditure upon the interests of the com- thus connecting a view of the public ex

merce, agriculture, and riches , of the na- penses with the commercial state of the

tives of Ceylon. colony, is to bring fresh to the mind of all

In the first place , we find , from the who are really anxious for its welfare and

present excess of expenditure above the opulence, the true and only means to

revenue , that not only all that is raised promote and secure them . It cannot,

from the country people by taxation, but therefore, be too ofien, or

also the whole of therevenuederived from nestly , pressed upon their atteution ,

thecinnamon and pearl, choy - root, chanks, that the improvement of cultivation

and the sources of revenue pot pressing in rice and other grain for food, and

on the people ; to all which must be added , the introduction of cotton and the ma

the amount of the King's pay to the Eu- nufacturing of it for clothing to the va ,

ropean troops, is, in the first instance, tives , are the chief barriers which must

spent in the island. Taking, then , what be juterposed to stop this drain on the

is paid by taxation at 2,200,000 rix-dol- vital resources of the colony : for the great

lars, the surplus of expenditure beyond commercial balance against Ceylon is pro

that sum cannot be stated at less than duced by the very large iniportation of

1,300,000 rix -dollars, which are supplied those two articles of first necessity . To

by the sources just mentioned. This cal- this main purpose our new acquisitions

culation stands on the ground, that Go- are eminently adapted . The Candian ter

vernment should not expend more than ritory has always produced more rice than

the total amount of its revenue, and the was wanted by its inhabitants : its soil is

King's pay to European troops. The very fertile in that grain ; and there is

whole expenditure, then , shouldit be kept much of it that may, with the greatest

within those limits , must be estimated at ease, be brought into cultivation . Raiņs

3,500,000 rix-dollars . From this sum , hardly ever fail in that elevated country,

which would , at first sight, appear to flow which is also well watered by streams,

and remain in the island , must be deduct- Cotton grows most luxuriantly in the in

ed the balance of trade against the Ceylon terior of Ceylon ; its climate and soil re

merchants, which is paid out of it, in semble that of Palamcotta and the Tin

bills or coin . Noticing the great fluctua- nivelly country, on the opposite coast,

tion , however, that has taken place in late where the finest cotton is produced, and

years, it would be difficult to state an aver- manufactured into cloth , which is esport

age for it ; I must, therefore, refer the ed to all parts of the world . There is ,

reader to the former part of this work, in fact , nothing wanted but industry, and

that he may form his own opinjon from capital to promote it , to render Ceylon

the data therein laid before him. I would perfectly independent for food and cloth

myself take it at 1,000,000 rix-dollars ing. The Candian provinces are also fer

per annum against the Ceylon merchants : tile in coffee, pepper , cardamom , arreca

to this must be added, about 350,000 rix . nuts, timber, and the finest wood for ca

dollars a year, which are spent by Govern

ment out of the island for provisions to

the troops ; and then the sayings of civil , * Nowonder that, under these circumstances ,

judicial, and military servants, however we should find that one of the principal obstacles

small they may be ingeneral, must by no
to the prosperity of the colony is the want of

capital to put industry into action ,
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:

binet work ,-all articles adapted to expor

tation: and, until theisland be perfectly An History of Muhammadunism :
independent, for food and clothing, its re comprising the Life and Character of the

sources must be looked for in exportation . Arabian Prophet, and succinct Accounts

The opening of wide markets in England of the Empires founded by the Muham

for its produce , the arack and cocoa nut madan Arms. An Inquiry into the the .

oil ; an attention to the tobacco - trade ; ological, moral, anı juridical Codes of

the improving of its manufactures in coir ; the Muselmans, and the Literature and

and , in general , a steady perseverance in Sciences of the Saracens and Turks.

stimulating the indolent natives to indus
With a view of the present Extent and

try ; are the only means by which a chan
Influence of the Muliammadan Religion,

nel may be opened to the introduction of
by Charles Mills, Esq. I vol. 8vo. pp.

some wealth that may ill up the vacuum 430. Price 12s . London , Black , Par

left by its unfavourable balance of trade.
bury, and Allen , 1817 .

Considering Ceylon as a market for Bri

tisb manufacturers and goods, it must not
When the early Christians pro

be expected thatitwilloffera greatsale phesied (with all the probability

for them, because there is hithertu but a that earthly reason could give) the

sinall population of Europeans, aud the establishment of Christianity on
habits and wants of the natives are of a the ruins of paganism , they little
nature not to create a demand for such

manufactures and goods. The British thought that an Arabian merchant

merchants venturing
pon the tradebe- would be a more powerful oppo

tween Ceylon and the mother country, nent than the accumulated super

will find their advantage (especially so stition of ages, fortified as it was

long as the exchange continues very high bythe sanction and submission of
against the colony, of which there is no
prospect of change, unless by means of the wisest and most illustrious of

direct measures originating in the Govern- the heathen world. But this phe

ment) either to take to Ceylon gold and

silver coin, or to sell in Ceylon bills drawn the acutest intellect, aidedby the

nomenon , deserving the inquiry of

upon their correspondents in England, or treasures of the most laborious
upon any agency -house on the continent

of India. Their profits mustdependboth mind, has happened, and still con.

upon the sale of their bills or coin, and ţinues : nay so accustomed are we

upon the price ofthe colonial produce sold to this influence of a false religion,
in England, which, in certain articles, has over so immense a tract and

proved to be very favourable.
popu:

lation , that most Europeans regard
It is uot easy , however, to state how

far the resources of this colony may one

the circumstance as much a matter

day extend . Under a well-directed ad- of course as the establishment of

ministration , we are, perhaps, not too their own individual governments .

sanguine in thinking with Dr. Colquhon, -And while they acknowledge

that it may in time be the source of a very

enlarged commerce to the English ports ;
the imposture, impliedly admit its

aud that its public revenuesmay rise suf- stability. The attention of Chris

ficieutly , so as not only to cover its owu tian theological writers seems to

expenses,but even to learea surplus in have been engrossed by the dissen

favour of the mother country. tions of the church , and to have

A curious Appendix is annexed overlooked the existence of half

to this work, including “ Answers à world of unbelievers, who, fre

given by some ofthe best informed quently, but for events most tri

Candian Priests, to questions put Aing, would have subdued the do

to them by Governor Falk in the minions of the true religion. The

year 1769, respecting the Ancient growing weakness of the Ottoman

Laws and Customs of their Coun- powers has long stilled the fears of

try."
Europe ; and the intricacies and

Having extended our limits to jealousies of politics have contri

the utmost, we have only room to
buted to, if not produced, this

recommend the pcrusal of this in- apathy. The relations with the

teresting document to the inquisi. Porte are now as ordinary in di

plomacy as between Christian

tive andgeneral reader, powers,except that sometimes the

1
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“ malignant and turbaned Turk" Muhammadan arms and religion of

indulges his pristine hauteur, for- the fourth chapter takes in the

getting that language must vary history of the Muhammedan Tar

with circunstances.
taric Empires , and here the mere

Muhammadanism is the religion historicalpart of the work closes.

of prayer as paganism was that of The Koran , or the theological,

sacrifice. The history of paga- moral, and juridical code of the

nism is obscure. But that an Musulmans, and the Muhamma

Arabian in the seventh century dan sects, will be found in the fifth

preached particular doctrines and chapter. The sixth treats on the

compelledthe eastern world to ac- Literature and Science of the Sa

cept them ; that in the space of racens and Turks :-and the se

twenty years an empire over the venth and last chapter gives a
lives and consciences of men was view of the present state and ex

established in the fairest part of tent of the Muhammadan religion,
the globe ; that the Persian and A manly dedication to Sir John

Grecian powers were beaten down ; Malcolm , and a suitable, brief, and

that the standard of Muhammad modest preface, powerfully inte

triumphed over the banners of the rested us in favour of the work .
church of Christ, corrupted as And we cannot do better than to

that church had been by the vices examine the book according to the

of men, and that this false faith arrangement of its author.

continues its influence in the world , In the life of his hero, Mr.

are wonderful, melancholy, and Mills has with judgment thrown
authentic facts.

together many little anecdotes con

The history of Muhammada- cerning him , interesting in them

nismembraces a large space in the selves, illustrative of character,

religious and political annals of and enabling the reader to judge

mankind : but no writer until the of the justice of the deductions

present has made it a subject of drawn from the actions of the

regular and separate discussion, pseudo-prophet.- It will not be

Every other religion has had its his- an unfair specimen of the author's

torian ,and a life spent in studycould manner to extract the character of

not even peruse all the volumes on Muhammad.

ecclesiastical annals. An history
The progress of time changes so mate

of Muhammadanism has long been rially the mental, as well as the corporeal

a desideratum in literature. features of mankind, that it is impossible

We are now to investigate the to give a portrait, which shall delineate

merits of the present attempt, and an individual in every period of his life.

after the remarks we have previ. have the ascendeucy ; and it would be ab
On different occasions, different passions.

ously submitted, our readers will surd to argue from one series of actions ,

judge of the importance of the that only one passion existed in our na

task, and of the high reputation of ture. Thegerms of character are sowń

its successful accomplishment. in our constitution , and are ripened into

action by opportnvity and circumstances ,
With no contemptible attention to But if there be a master -passion in every

method, the author has diyided man , that passion in Muhammed was re

his great subject into seven parts. ligious enthusiasm . It appeared inall his
These are comprised in as many of his existence ; andit is to this disor

actions ; it displayed itself in every stage

chapters; the first, gives the life
der of the imagination , that the birth of

of Muhammad.– The undivided Muhammedanism , like that of many other

Caliphate, and the rise of the Sara- systems of error, may be attributed . In

cenian Empire form the second- his youthful days , he was decent in his

The third is allotted to the divided morals, pious, contemplatire, and retired

iu disposition . From the age of twenty
Caliphate and its declension ; an

five to forty , he industriously pursued his
nexed to which is a Dissertation on

occupation of a merchant, and nursed

the Causes of the Success of the his genius in solitude. He then started
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into public life, a wild and clamourous fa- the humblest oflces, offices whose home

natic . One particular train of ideas had liness it would be idle to conceal in the

fixed his attention ; silent speculation had pompof diction ; even while lord of Ara

ended in dreams of rapture ; reason was bia , he meaded his own shoes and coarse

lost in the wanderings of imagination, and woollen garment, milked the ewes , swept

the suggestions of fancy were mistaken for the earth, and kindled his own fire.

the inspirations of heaven. The first and Dates and water were his usual tare, and

sublime principle of his religion , the unity milk and honey were his luxuries. When

of the godhead, was preached by him he travelled he divided bis morsel with

with all the incoherence, and with all the his servant. His generosity to the poor

assumption of authority from the Al . was not chilled by calculation and pru

mighty , which distinguish fanatics of dence. He was affected even to tears,

every religion . But intercourse with the when the sword of the enemy sundered

world , the silent influence of time, and the bands of friendship ; and his feelings

the occasional suggestions of reason , mo- of gratitude to Radijahı , neither time nor

derated his enthusiasm . In his transac- the death of his benefactress could eradi

tious with his opponents, he now thought cate . After the battle of Mutah , a dis

of consequences ; and to accomplish the ciple beheld bim in his chamber, weeping

schemes which now opened on him , and with the daughter of his friend Zeid.
in his endeavours at conversion , he dis- “ What do I see ? " said the intruder, iu

graced the purity of his doctrines, and astonishment, that the weaknesses ofhu

craftily accommodated himself to the pas- mauity should dwell in the breast of a

sions and prejudices of his countrymen. messenger from heaven – " You see, ” said

With increasing success , his hopes ex- Muhammed , “ a friend who is lainenting

panded . The throne of his country was “ the loss of his most faithful compa

now the object of his desire , and ambitious “ vion .” “Was not Kadijah old ," inquir

viewsof conquest and of plunder added ed Ayesha, with all the haughty inso

fresh ardour to his energies. Fanaticism , lence of a blooming beauty, « and has

then , was the original and real cha- 30t God given you a better in her
racter of Muhammed . He had ambition , place ? ” - “ No," exclaimed the grate

it is true ; for ambition is easily built ful Muhammed , “ there bever was a

Upon fanaticism . These two powerful
“ kinder or better womau . She trusted

passions require nearly the same temper “ in me, when men mocked at, and des.

of soul . But, however violent ambition “ pised me : she relieved iny wants , wheu

might have been iu Muhammed , it was “ I was poor and persecuted by the world :

only an accessary passion, produced by “ she was all devotiou to my cause. "

circumstances, and which was also late Though his actions as a conqueror were

in its development. frequently stained with the cruelty which

On the graces and intellectual gifts of characterizes the Asiatic mind , yet it was

nature to the son of Abdallah , the Ara- the purest humanity which dictated the

bian writers dwell with the proudest and law , that in the sale of captives, the in

fondest satisfaction . His politeness to the fant should never be separated from the

great, his affability to the humble, and mother. His prohibiiion of wine was

his dignified demeanour to the presump- enforced by liis example, and so long as

tuous, procuring him respect, admiration , the generous Kadijah shared his fortune,

and applause . His talents were equally his conjugal fidelity was unjnpeached :

titted for persuasion , or command. Deeply but when death terminated an innion of

read in the volume of nature , though en- more than twenty - five years duration,

tirely ignorant of letters, his mindcould and the warm aspect of good fortune

expand into controversy with the wisest of shone upou him , licentious pa -sions, until

his enemies , or contract itself to the appre- then perhaps uvfelt , aud certainly re

hension of the meanest of his disciples. His strained , contended with enthusiasti and

simple eloquence was rendered impressive, ambitiou for the dominion of his heart .

by a manner of mixed dignity and ele- He confessed that women and perfumes

gance, by the expression of a countenance, were his chief delights. The angel Ga

wherein the awfulness of majesty was so briel descended trom heaven to absolve

well tempered by an amiable sweetness, him from those laws on polygamy and

that it excited emotions ofveneration and concubinage, which he imposed on his
love ; and he was gifted with that autho- followers, aud to reprove him , but with

ritative air of genius, which alike influ- mildness, for his want of confidence in

ences the learned , and commands the illi- the goodness of God to bimself, the last

terate . In the possession of the kind and and most favoured of apostles. Yet , with

generous affections of the heart , and in a harem of seventeen wives , the hopes of

the performance of most of the social and Muhammed for a son to support him in

domestic duties , he disgraced not his as- the decrepitude of age , and to uphold

sumed office of an apostle of God. With after his death his dignities of priest and

that simplicity which is so natural to a king, were constantly deceived . Most of

great mind, he condescended to perform his wives were childless. Of the progeny
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of Mary, an Egyptian captive, and of the havoc of the faith and sword of Is

four sons and four daughters, whichhis lam must occasionally fill every rea

marriage with Kadijah produced , Fatima

alone, a daughter of his benefactress,lived der of Muhammadan annals with

to enjoy his paternal tenderness. The historical dread. Let us remem
fatherfollowed his other children to the ber these ferocious enthusiasts oc

tomb, and the feelingsof human nature cupied with their conquering bands
were with difficulty restrained , wlien a

satirist inquired, if the eclipse of the the province ofLanguedoc, within
great source of light, was occasioned by years

the
encampment of

the death of one of the sous of the English militia , and our reflections

Prophet ?
are brought home at once.

Although we admit that it was The history of the Moors in

impossible Muhammad could fore- Spain in the third chapter is writ

see his success , and all arguments ten with great spirit . " We confess

from the event to the cause must we rubbed our eyes with astonish

necessarily be false, yet the line ment, when we read the great

between fanaticism and imposture Cardinal simenes designated as

is very indistinct , and Muhammad the high priest of bigotry. If he

has generally been made to appear had the vices of hisage, had he not

as a politician , not as a preacher. also its virtues ? It is too much

Mr. Mills's remarks evince, how- in the species of a party political

ever, that he has thought for him- writer, and unbefitting the calm

self upon his subject. dignity of the historian to use such

In the second chapter a rapid partial epithets : notwithstanding

view is taken of the conquests of theinfrequency of the offence, Mr.

theSaracens. We approve of the Mills must excuse us this repre
connection of the political and mi- hension. This gentlemen dwells

litary events until the death of Ali, with much complacency upon the

and their subsequentseparation splendour and eleganceof the.

This is lucid , and a proper avoid- Moorish cities, and certainly in.

dance of a mere chronological his- terests us in the unmerited fate of .

tory . There is one great fault in his protégés. The amiable and

this chapter : had the author stu- magnanimous Saladin appears to

died as closely the Christian his- much advantage as drawn by Mr.

tory, as he has the annals of Mu- Mills's pencil .

hammadanism , he might have en
While subjugated armies were melan

riched his work with many internal choly proofs of his superior military ta

conflicts between the mosque
and lents, a confession of his virtues freely

thechurch.We speak not of origi- historiaws of the Crusades.When Jerumade by lis enemies, by the Christian

nal writers, but surely that compre
salem yieldeıl to bis troops , he allowed the

hensive abridgement, Mosheim's Knights of that city to attend the sick in

Ecclesiastical History, or the re- the public hospitals, though some of their

marks on the same subject by that brethren. were fighting against him .

liberal distribution of alms mitigated pri
accurate observer, Jortin , were at

vate misfortune amidst public calamity,

hand, and ought to have been con and he remitted a considerable portion of

sulted. There are some good pás- the stipulated ransom for the safety of the

sages in this chapter. We were city. More than fourscore years before

particularly taken with the de- Saladin's time, the Crusaders, when they

took Jerusalem , had murdered every Mu
scription of the death of Hasain ;

hammedan whom they found in the place.

and the images are brought before But Saladin generously refrained from re

the eye in the most glowing dis- taliation , and left them a temple for the

tinctness of historicalpainting. performance of their worship . His ear

os The slight circumstances which
was accessible to the complaints of the

meauest of his subjects, and the various
have frequently saved Christen duties of his religion were performed by

dom from the degradation and him , with a scrupulosity worthy of a

A
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were

an

ners .

companion of Muhammed . A determin- ' to say , when they die,they are replaced by

ed Sonnite himself, yet too good a poli- slaves brought from the original country ,

tician to attempt a change of opinions by from Georgia , Mingrelia , and other parts

persecution, he founded colleges and of Tartary . At Constantinople there is a

schools for the teaching of the orthodox regular slave market, and the agents of

Muselmay faith , and wisely endeavoured , the beys of Egypt purchase the requisite

by reason and conciliatory measures, to number of male and female slaves . Let

change the religious sentiments of the Fa- their religion be what it will , they are im

timiles of Egypt. His revenues mediately educated in Muhammedism .

spent in charity or in public works, and at They are trained to the art of war, and

his death, his treasury, exhausted by his taught the Arabic and Turkish languages.

liberality, could not furnish the smallsum

of money that was wanted for his unos The remark in page 154,

tentatious funeral . Though the lustre of which we will present for its truth
his youth had been tarnished by some and beauty, is in the best style of

amatory follies, yet in his mature age, his historian. Reflections like
temperance and charity were admired eren

by Christian monks. While theEmperor these, amid the narratives of blood

of Germany was proud of his friendship, and treachery, and all the powerful

and while the descendants of the great and debasing passions, which agi

Seljuk conducted his horse , he was sim- tate and demonize mankind, give

ple in h s deportment, and gentle in man

His robe was of the coarsest cloth ,
a graceful pause to the mind, and

his drink was water,and the power of his bring us once more into good hu

name was o transcendent, that he needed mour with our species.

not those trappings of royalty, which are

used for the concealment of the vices and The rise of the empire of the Romans

weaknesses of effeminate and luxurious was far less strikingly grand , than the

priuces . rise of the power of the Saracens. Fraud ,

The phenomenon brought to andevery speciesof treachery, co-operat
ed with the sword of the republicans.

our notice in the following passage But hy one great effort of arms, the world

deserves the attention of the natu- was compelled to acknowledge the might

ralist. It would form a good sub
of the Commanders of the Faithful. When

the Roman power reached its meridian ,
ject for a paper at the Royal Insti

how few moments did it endure ! Its
tution .

fine inachine of state was admirably adapt

As there have been MamlouksinEgypt for its preservation. The philosopher
ed for the acquisition of empire, but not

for six centuries, we should be led to ima

gile that thưir race was preserved by the
smiles , however, at the folly of ambition ;

ordinary means ; but if their first esta
and points at that short duration of its

blishment was a singular event, their con
splendid acquisitions, as a mockery of its

value .

tinuance is not less extraordinary. Dur

ing this long period, no Mamlouk has left
We think the author's quotation

subsisting issue. There does not exist a

single family of them in the second gene
from Montesquien, in page 150,

ration , All the children die in their in- misplaced. Over the ruins of the

faucy . Nearly the same thing happens to Roman empire , a tear of generous
the Othman Turks; and it is observed , enthusiasm

that they can secure the continuance of

be shed ; butmay

their families by no other means than
really, there is so little of the beau

marriages with nativewomen ; a practice ideal in these Caliphs, the objects

which the Mamlouks have always despis- of Mr. Mills's compassionate fund,
ed . Let the philosopher explain the rea- that we can very calmly behold

son why men and women are unable to

naturalize on the banks of the Nile, a
their destruction.

race born at the footof mouut Caucasus ; The dissertation on the causes of

and let it be remembered , that the plantsof the success of the Muhammadan

Egypt are in Tartary equally unable to con

tinue their species . It seems that the only
arms and religion, is concise and

means of naturalizing animals and plants, satisfactory. No system , however

would be to contract an affinity with the absurd and revolting to the sense

climate, by alliance with the native spe- of the meanest capacity, but may

cies . As the Mamlouks have always re

fused this alliance, they are perpetuated
in the most enlightened age, and

and multiplied by the same means, by with the best educated persons,

which they were first established ; that is find supporters.

ܨܐ.ܙ
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« In religon , peared , he was quickly removed

“ What damned error, but some sober by assassination , or his efforts
brow

“ Will bless it , and approve it with a blasted by the imbecility of his in

text, struments. On the reverse, the

“ Hiding the grossness with fair orna- followers of the false faith were
ment ? "

hardy, intrepid, and enthusiastic,

Mr. Mills argues justly that and their chiefs , men of talent

Muhammad had manyadvantages and bravery. Mr. Mills shews

for the propagation of his system : well , that not only the virtues, but

the credulity of Asiatics, and the the very vices ofthe early Moslems

influence of his family. Let us gave them peculiar advantages.

adopt this gentleman's language. Christianity was corrupted and

The Arabian Prophet sincerely , or art- weakened by the grossest super

fully, acknowledged the divinity of the stitions and most vicious practices.

Jewish and Christian dispensations, and Nor could the mild but powerful

praising the general intention and devo

tiopal spirit of his auditors, he only of. rays of literature dispel the mist ;

fered to correct the errorsof their judg- for the age was in the grossest ig

ment, and to dispel the cloud of super . norance. Every judicious reader

stition , which their forefathers had form- will concur with the author's rea

ed. His system is a mixture of truth and
error, but that circumstance had noten- soning, and though he may not

devcy todiminishits credit with mankiud. previously have embodied hisideas,

If pure, simple, abstract truth , suited so as to anticipate the argument,

the grossness of men's understandings, he will go along with it, and unre
genuior Christianity would bethe religion servedly subscribe to its justice.
of the world . If success be a criterion of

merit, we must acknowledge that the sys. In the fourth chapter, the his

tems of heathen superstition were more

consonant with sound theology, than were
tory of the great invaders from the

the systems of lieathen philosophy. In north is detailed. The introduc

every religious code, some resemblance tory remarks on the character and

may betraced between its doctrines, and mode of life of the Tartars are in

the character of thusewho formed them , teresting and even picturesque. No
or for whom they were formed . The in

tercourse of conversation and friendship,
new matter is brought forward,

and the contemplationof truth, consti- but the principal historical events

tuted some of the chief pleasures in the are placed in a point of view at

elysium of the ancients. The sensual pa

radise of Muhammed waswell adopted works of De Guignes, D'Herte
once striking and agreeable. The

to the character of the Orientals , and his
religion was in general accordance with lot, and most other of the histo

their opinions ; but the offer of this sen- rians of thisimportant epoch in the

sual paradise alone , would never have history of the world, are verbose

formed a band of fanatical proselytes. and tedious : more anxious for the

The moral constitution of our nature re

quires thatreligionshould be addressed chronology than the philosophy of

to our fears, as wellas toourhopes; history, they detail with equalmi

and if we look at the rarious systemsof nuteness, unimportant as well as

superstition , both in the old, and in the important events. This was very

new world , weshall find , thatalthough well, and perhaps necessary, for

there is everything in them that canshock their purpose ; because,to exhibit
and disgust human nature, yet that their

vetaries have been more numerous, than a picturepleasing as well as accu

theworshippers of truth. rate, shades are necessary . Mr.

Shall we not then cease to won
Mills has relieved the march of

der at Muhammad's success when history, by the insertion of inte

we consider the facts, so ably resting anecdotes of a personal na

brought before us, the weakness ture. A parallel between Zingis

of the surrounding empires,the and Timour, the two greatest

governors debauched and the Asiatic
peo .

conquerors, we donot re

ple debased, and if a man of con
member before to have seen ,

duct and vigour occasionally ap ( To be continued . )
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DEBATE AT THE EAST-INDIA HOUSE.

East- India House, Feb. 20, 1817 . the college at Haileybury — and his learned

A general court of proprietors of East
friend had stated , not a definitive, but a

India Stock wasthis day held, pursuant to prima facie charge against the establish

adjournment, atthe Company's House in
ment ; in the justice of which , if the

Leadenhall -street. proprietors agreed with him , the question

would be sent, for ultimate decision , to
HAILEYBURY COLLEGE.

that more serious tribunal, the court of

The minutes of the last court having directors . He thought, therefore, that

been read by the Clerk, the proprietors were now acting the part

The Chairman rose, and opened the of a high and solemn inquest- they

business of the day by stating, that the might be considered as a sort of grand

proprietors were assembled to take into jury, assembled to inquire whether a

further consideration , the propositiou sub- primafacie charge was or was not made
mitted to them on the 6th instant, rela- out agaiust the college - and, if it were ,

tive to their college at Hailey bury. As, to give the institution that prima facie

in all probability , many proprietors were condemnation which would , undoubted

now present who had not attended the ly, be the effect of instituting a further

court on the former occasion , he should proceeding before the directors. This

direct that the motion should be again was the question , which , with due humi

read , for their information . lity as to his own powers, but with full

Mr. R. Jackson's motion was read ac- confidence in the justice of those whom

cordingly. he addressed, he was now about to con

Mr. K. Grant then proceeded to address sider.

the court, He observed , that the only The learned mover had commenced his

circumstance of regret which he felt on remarks by avowing his determination to

the present occasion , arose from the mo- accuse no man ; and if, in the warmth of

tion of his learned friendnot having been debate, he had adhered to this, his first ,

brought forward at an earlier period — but and , he doubted not, his sincere resolu

certainly he was extremely happy at length tion, he (Mr. Grant) should have follow

to meet, in the face of the public, the ed him , on this occasion , not indeed with

grave charges which had been so long more confidence , but certainly with far

threatened , so 'repeatedly promised, by greater pleasure. But his impression,

the opponents of the East -India college with respect to thelearned mover's speech

He was perfectly sensible of his own in- was precisely the same as that which was

competence to meet the arguments that felt, and had been expressed, by a learned

had been advanced , so far as personal friend of his (Mr. Impey) within the bar.

qualifications were concerned - but he “ The whole of that speech ( said Mr.

was equally confident in the justice of the Grant) appeared to me to be com

cause which he espoused - he was equally pletely and deeplyaccusatory :-such , at

confident of the support he would receive least, was my decided impression. The

from the unbiassed judgment of the court language of inquiry was indeed used ;

of proprietors. There was one remark the terms of doubt and hesitation were

which he thought it important to make occasionally employed ; and, if crimina

before he proceeded. He took it fortion of the most serious nature ceases to

granted that the court was now in pos- be crimination , by being thinly sprinkled

session of all the leading grounds , whe- over with such language - if charges

ther of fact or of argument, on which this deeply affecting the characters of indivi

question was meant to be rested by those duals become no charges by the simple

who introduced it . If it were otherwise, expedient of having a note of interroga

mif, after he should have given such an -tion affixed to them -- then I am ready to

answer to the charges already brought admit that the speech of my learned

forward as he could , new facts should be friend was altogether only one of inquiry ,

stated, and new matter introduced , to -that it was made up of dispassionate

which, by the rules of the court, he doubt, and distinguished by judicial calm

would not be allowed to reply-it would But if the contrary of all this be

clearly be unjust ; and it was an injustice the case -- if it be notorious that interro

which he was sure the learned mover did gatories are sometimes the most emphatic

not contemplate. He perfectly under- of all affirmations, if it be accusation to

stood the question now brought before charge the court of directors with the

the proprietors. A reference was pro- most puerile vanity , frivolity, and ca

posed tothe court of directors on certain price in the execution of the high trust

points connected with the institution of reposed in them --if it be accusation to

Matic Journ .-- No. 18.
VOL. III .

ness .
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charge the professors with the most cri. serve, that the learned gentleman seemed

minal neglect of their duty- if it be ac- to me entirely to have failed in making out

cusation to charge the whole college with his charge, that the directors deviated

flagrant misconduct and gross immo- from their original plan , and acted incon

rality - then, I say, that the speech of my sistently in establishing a college rather

learned friend was any thing but a speech than a school. My learned friend must

of mere inquiry ; and that the very term allow me to say , that the only person who

inquiry cannot without irony be applied seems to have acted inconsistently in all

to a speech , which began by accusing no this is himself ; since it clearly appears ,

man, and ended with leaving no man un- that after the supposed plan of a school

accused.- (Hear ! hear !) was abandoned by the wirectors - after

My learned friend dilated at great the actual establishment of a college

length , and with considerable effect, on after what he would represent as an un

various historical matters, which appear called for and flagrant departure from the

to me to have very little relevancy on the original idea, he yet concurred in the

present occasion , and ou which he has subsequent proceedings , which went to

already been so fully met, that, with the the support of that unjust, unwise, and

exception of one or two points, I do not impolitic alteration.- (Hear !heur !) The

think it necessary to notice them . He other point in the history of the Hailey

was particularly minute in his details bury college , to which I would shortly

with respect to the college established by draw the attention of the court, I am in

Lord Wellesley in India; an institution duced to notice ,notmerely from its having

which he very diffusely panegyrized, de- been introduced into the speech of the

scribing it as one of the most sublime and learned mover, but because it is connected

beautiful creations of human wisdom ; with some very erroneousviews that have

and he entered at great length into the been taken of the present subject out of

discussions between Lord Wellesley and doors. The learned mover seemed to inti

the directors, which terminated in the re- mate (and the same idea bas been enter

duction of that establishment to one on a tained elsewhere) , that the chief, the main

smaller scale ; a measure which my learn- object of the court of directors, originally

ed friend described as having been adopt- was, the erection of a seminary for the

ed in the face of lamenting Asia, and instruction of their civil servants in Ori

in the face of lamenting Europe . On ental literature . If so , I must be allowed to

this subject, Sir, I decliue entering into consider it as a somewhat singular circum

any inquiry, because it seems to me fo- stance that , in the resolution proposed by

reign to the question . Nor, indeed, can my learned friend in 1805 , approving of

I conceive why the subject was at all in- an establishment for the education of the

troduced , unless (as was certainly my civil servants, most of the other branches

impression) it was for the purposeof con- of study now pursued at Hertford should

trasting the grand and comprehensive be, more or less, distinctly specified as

views of LordWellesley with what my objects to be provided for, while Oriental

learned friend is pleased to consider the literature is wholly omitted . Why, sir,

Darrow , grovelling, and contracted ideas what sort of resolution would that be, in

of policy entertained by the court of di- which every thing was named except the

rectors. But I own I feel a little surprised only thing material ? Yet my learned

that the learned gentleman should have friend professes to hold up this resolution,

adopted such a course, when I recollect as a triumphant vindication of himself,

his own subsequent admission when I against all objection. I give him every

recollect that he ended with a distinct credit for the motives from which he acts ,

acknowledgement that he himself had but it really is rather too much that he

concurred in the result of the narrow should stand up here, charging all the rest

and unenlightened principles which he so of mankind with inconsistency, and that,

much blamed - that, when the suppres- with this charge in his mouth, he should ,

sion , or rather the reduction of lord at one and the same moment, hold up in

Wellesley's institution took place , he one hand the resolution of 1805 , and in

had been consenting to that proceed- troduce with the other a project, which ,

ing — that the blow which the mean . whatever else its meriis may be, aims di

and contracted policy of the court rectly at the suppre-sion of all the objects

of directors had inflicted on lamenting contemplated in that resolution, and at
Asia and lamenting Europe, had his own the establishment of what that resolution

full, decisive, and pitiless concurrence.- does not even mention , or allude to by a

(Hear ! hear !) The learned gentleman single hint.

also entered into certain historical details , Of the resolution now proposed for the

with respect to the college at Haileybury, adoption of the court, I desire to speak

through which I do not think it necessary with great respect, on account of the

to follow him, because they have already nameswhich I see attached to it . But it

been sufficiently entered into by the hon. sometimes,happens in the concoction of

ex -director (Mr. Grant). I shall only ob- an instrumentby various counsellors, that
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me? "

-

a natural desire reciprocallyto accommo- says the college, “ but what if I am found

date each other's views and feelings al- innocent ? how then will you deal with

most unavoidably produces something “ In that case," answer the

which may be called inconsistency ; and opponents of the establishment, “ you

I confess , I think I see not a few speci- shall be condemned and executed also !"
mens of such inconsistency in the resolu- - (Heur ! hear !)

tion before the Court . The first question I confess, it seems to me more na

which it would have us propose to the court tural , and every way more convenient, in

of directors is a fair , though, in my judg- discussing the present question , to adopt
judgment, a very unnecessary one. They are a different order :-- to consider first, whe

io consider— “ Whether the Company's in- ther any institution is requisite ; and
stitution , at Haileybury, has answered, or then , whether that which now exists suf

is likely on its present plan , to answer the ficiently answers the intended purposes ?
ends proposed by the resolution of the gene- To the consideration of these two dis

ral court in 1805 ? " This, I repeat , would tinct points I will confine myself — and I

be a fair, though , I think, a most super- hope I shall be able to shew, both that an

fluous question . Next, the directors are institution of this nature is indispensably
to take it into their consideration “ whe- necessary, aud that the present is of the

ther any seminary, at the Company's ex- precise nature required. If I can esta

pense , in England, be now advisable for blish these two propositions, it is evident

the civil service ? " Why, sir, for what that I shall have given a full answer to all

cause, in the name of common reason , that has been alleged against the college.

are the directors to be employed, in the Before we can decide whether an in

first instance , upon an elaborate investi.. stitution of this kind ought to be establisha
gation whether the present institution ed, it is clearly requisite that we have

ought to be kept up, when , on proceeding just and comprehensive ideas of the na

to examine the second proposition, it ture of the connection which subsists be

may be found that it is not necessary to tween this country and its Indian depen

keep up any institution at all ? After this, dencies-of the functions entrusted to our
their attention is again to be directed to civil servants-of the various and import

an elaborate detail-they are to consider ant duties comprised in those functions

“ Whether (if a seminary be necessary) and with a view to these objects, of the

an establishment more in the nature of a qualificationswhich they ought to possess.

school, where masters should attend at The qualifications required are stated in the

stated hours, having proper authority for minute of the marquis of Wellesley , when

the due enforcement of obedience, learu- he founded the college at Calcutta, and

ing, and moral conduct, would not be pre- the statement has already been referred

ferable to an university or college? ” This to . It seems to me, I own , that the

is another fair and reasonable, though, name of that noble person has, in some

in my opinion, most unnecessary ques- views, been very unnecessarily introduced
tion ; but instantly behind it comes a into this discussion. Commendations of

proposition exactly as before, only to a very profuse nature have been pro

render it completely useless and prepos. nounced on his politicaladministration ;
'terous. The directors are to be to a subject on which I beg leave wholly to

especially requested to consider, whether decline eutering, as it is one totally irre

the expense at present incurred in inain- levant to our presentpurpose . But, since
taining the college, might not, with great the minute of the noble marquis is direct

propriety, be almost wholly saved ; if, in- ly before the court -- sipce it has already

stead of compelling parents to send their been thesubject of copious allusion ju the
sons to a particularseminary, the court of course of the discussion , and will proba

directors were to require of theyouths in- bly be again alluded to in the sequel - I
tended for their civil service in India, a cer- trust I shall not incur the charge of intro

tain degree of proficiency in such languages ducing extraneous matter, in expressing
' and sciences as should be deemed neces- the high gratification with which , on this

sary, the same to be certified by gentle occasion , I have perused that masterly and
men of known learning and ability, ap- luminous paper. It is seldom , sir, that

pointed for that purpose ?” So that,after such a theme is brought into discussion
two most laborious investigations by the before a government ; still seldomer that

court of directors, into the actual state of the discussion falls into such hands. The

the present college, they are called on , in noble writer appears to me to have felt

conclusion, to consider whether any esta- the full inspiration of a subject, which in

blishment, however excellent, however troduced his curule chair ( if I may be al

praiseworthy, however exactly answering lowed the expression) into the haunts of

its original purpose, be in the slightest de- learning and science , and enabled him,
gree vecessary !- (Hear ! hear!) The like the Roman orator in pleading the

college are told , “ You shall be tried, cause of a poet, to blend the richnessand

and if found guilty, you shall be con- delightfulness of literary recollections with

demned and executed !" " Very well, ”, the state and severity of a public duty .--

more
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more

(Hear / hear !) There is one passage in import that there could not be a more

that paper (lately cited by Mr. Malthus, wild , speculative , or visionary notion,

in a pamphlet published by him on this than that which was entertained in found

subject, and again quoted by the learned ing the college of lord Wellesley , and af

mover in the course of his speech) which; terwards the college at Hertford - since

as it exhibits the most just, clear, and it in effect arraigns the propriety of grant

summary view of the duties to be dis . ing that extent of education which the

charged by the civil servants of the Com- minute of the marquis of Wellesley points

pany , I shall beg leave, on my part also , out to be necessary. I know not whether

to read . It is as follows : - “ To dispense the learned gentleman did or did not

justice to millions of people , of various mean this ; but I am sure that his words

languages, manners, usages, and religions ; convey it. I am sure, also , that repre

to administer a vast and complicated sys- sentations to the same effect have been

tem of revenue through districts equal in circulated in public ; and I have not the

extent to some of the most considerable smallest doubt that they have created the

kingdoms in Europe ; to maintain civil most erroneous ideas of the Company's

order in one of themost populous and li . system , and of the education that ought

tigious regious in the world ; these are to be imparted to those who are appoint

now the duties of the larger portion of ed to carry the several parts of that sys

the civil servants of the Company.” On tem into effect. (Hear ! hear !) I speak

this plain statement, no doubt, certainly, this with the more confidence, be

can be entertained of the magnitude of cause the circumstance has fallen under

the functions which the civil servants have my own observation ; but I will never

to discharge . I have ventured ' to intro- lose an opportunity of protesting against

duce the passage, because it bears imme- sentiments so unfounded , and of a ten

diately on the subject under consideration , dency so injurious. I will never cease to

--and I will take good care that the ine- contend for a more sound , a

vitable inference to be drawnfrom it shall just , a more exalted estimate of the civil

not be lost sight of. There are persons— service of the Company. The truth is,

and my learned friend appears to me, on that , accurately and powerfully as this

this occasion , to be one of those offenders, subject is treated by lord Wellesley, the

who cau introduce quotations, while they views of it which he gives did not com

let the main poiuts to which they are ap- mence with him ; for the state of things

plicable slip totally out of sight. That which he describes was, even at the time

my learned friend knows, and feels the of his commencing his government, a

force of all I have just read, I am perfect matter of history, and almost of ancient

ly willing to admit. But what, I beg history . The present month of Febru

leave to ask, is the use of knowledge, if, ary, 1817, exactly completes the circle of
while we think with the wise, and even half a century, since the illustrious

adopt their language, we refuse to follow founder of the Indo-British empire

out their principles into the most obvious quitted, for the last time, the Bengal

and decisive results ? . With this very river - and, in bidding a final adieu to

passage warm in his mind, how has the the scene of his services and his glory,

learned mover expressed himself ? He is pronounced his work to be consolidated

reported to have said on a former day, and complete. What was the language of

“ As if the mania of ludia had reached lord Clive respecting the nature of the

“ England , the directors instantly ap- civil service, even at that early period ?

“pointed professorships of all descrip- “ Circumstances,” it is observed in a letter

“ tions . Instead of sending out writers from the government of lord Clive to the

" qualified for the purposes of commerce , directors, dated the 1st October, 1765,

“ They prepared to invade India with an Sare now widely different from what

« army of young Grotiuses and Puffen- they were a few years since, when you

dorffs,whose qualifications were too high coutined your whole attention to com

" for the situations they were intended to merce, and were happy in being able to

“ fill, whose minds could not descend to complete your investments without insult

6.the drudgery of the counting -house, ' or exaction from the country government.

« after they had been stimulated by hu. You are now become sovereigns of a rich

“ nors and rewards to become proficients and potent kingdom . - Your success is be

“ in every species of literary attainment. held with jealousy by the other European

« This was not the institution that he nations who maintain settlements in In

“ contemplated.” Now I will not stop dia ; and your interests are so extended,

to consider what sort of compliment this so connected, and so complicated with

passage couveys to the commercial body those of the several surrounding powers,

in general, or how appropriate that com- as to form a nice and difficult system of

plimentcan be considered, when uttered politics. " Such were the words of that

in the greatest commercial metropolis in great man , shortly before he left the In

the world. But the argument, to a plain, dian government forthe last time. . What

vulgar understandiøs, appears- directly tó confirmation, then, has his statement re
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are

a

>

ceived, what emphasis have his practical learned mover are the very words of

conclusions acquired , from all the events lord Wellesley, who distinctly says, that

that bave since occurred ? What was the Company's commercial agents should

then dimly visible in the horizon of our possess many of the qualifications of

eastern territory, is now become contigu- statesmen ." In quoting the words, Mr.

ous to it : what were then appendages Malthus , in fact, expressly refers to lord

now become parts : what was Wellesley : but my learned friend , douht

then frontier is now become central ; less from inadvertence, drops that clause

what , lord Clive contemplated as of the passage, and, assigning the senti

nice and difficult system of foreign ment to Mr. Malthus, censures him for

policy , is now become a still more what, in reality, came from lord Welles

nice and difficult system of domestic ma- ley ! That this sentiment, sir, whoever

nagement. Those possessions which his be its author, is a just one, I will not take

sword achieved and his sceptre consoli- up the time of the court in shewing ;

dated-possessions as large as some Eu- since it has already been shewn by the

ropean kingrloms- pow seem only to hon . ex-director (Mr. Grant) who fol

serve as entrances into the mightier em- lowed the learned mover, and since it is ,

pire that has succeeded . They were theu as I believe , fully conceded by all those

the citadels of our strength and the pa- best acquainted with the affairs of the

laces of our glory ; but they are now only Company.

so many magnificent porches, opening in. It being agreed, however, that the

to a far loftier and more splendid pile :- civil service of the Company requires a

an edifice, comprising within its ample in- liberal and enlightened education in those

closure almost everyconceivable diversity who undertake it , the question may next

of soil , surface, and climate ; and cover- arise , and in fact it has been raised , whe

ing with its protecting shadow innumer- ther the demands of the service, in this

able nations, distinguished by various respect, might not be fully met without

manners , governed by various laws , and any particular provision for that purpose,

obeying the forms of different religions : on the part of the Company . Was not

-in short, embracing a system of admi- the great body of the civil servants, as it

nistration which demands in those by has been said , eminent for ability , long

whom it is to be conducted , all the moral before any public means of qualifying

and political accomplishments that can be them for their office were taken , either in

supplied, under the favour and guidance of India or in England ? Or can it , with

providence, by the wisdom and the virtue truth, be contended that any deficiency

of nan . - Such is the system which our was then experienced in the competency

civil servants are to uphold ; but in the of that class of persous ? Mr. Malthus

representatious of which I am complain- answers this last questiou in the affirma

ing, this immeuse fabric becomes a mere tive ; and has , on that account, been

house of commercial business a work- treated with considerable severity by my

shop for the manutactory of fortunes ! learned friend . I must beg leave , how

The learned mover stated , that Mr. ever , again to observe, that the strong

Malth's was extremely mistaken in his est expressions which Mr. Malthus uses

view of the question , because he had as- on this subject are cited totidem verbis,

şerted that every person who went out to and with a distinct notice of the quarter

India ought to be a statesman . The whence they come, from the minute of

words obviously alluded to by my learned lord Wellesley . " It is improper," ob

friend are these : - “ But the judicial, serves my learned friend , “ that the civil

though the largest, is far from being the servants of the Company - a body which

sole department unconnected with trade. received the highest eulogiums from lord

The financial and political departments Grenville, Mr. Burke, and other eminent

employ a considerable body of the civil statesmen , should be spoken of slightly."

servants ; and the fact really is , that out To me, sir, I confess , it is an agreeable

of 442 persons in the civil service in India , novelty to find the name of Burke enrolled

only seventy-two, including the collectors among the eulogists of the Company's

of customs, have any connection with servants, as I was not aware thateither

trade ; and even these, lord Wellesley theCompany or its servants had ever elicit

says, should have many of the qualifica- ed from that great man any thing but the

tions of statesmen .” In this passage, I most eloquent and the most virulentabuse.
believe, the number of civil servants is I am , however, perfectly ready to admit

not quite accurate ; but what is the only the injustice of many of his censures ,

material point, the proportion of them even with respect to the earlier periods of

employed in commerce is stated with per- the territorial history of the Company ; 1

fect corectness, being about one-sixth recur with pride and pleasure to the

part of the whole. But I beg leave to splendid talents by which those periods

ask, is this any thing like saying that were illuminated ; and with still greater

every person who goes out India ought to willingness do I acknowledge, what, in

be , a statesman ? It is very observable, other places, I have (however feebly) at

also, that the words censured by the tempted to maintain , the combination of
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virtue and ability, which the service has effort should be used for the purpose of

now exhibited for many past years. Nor, providing the people who so depend on

indeed , do I believe, that it was in the us , with a capable body of public func

mind, either of Mr. Malthus, against tionaries ; and, in such a case, to assume

whom my learned friend has directed his that the supply will be the best possible

censure on this point, or of Lord Welles- to shrink from such a degree of trouble

ley , who is the actual object of his erring and expense as mayset the matter out of

hostility, to deny the qualifications of the doubt-to sit painfully calculating the

civil servants. Lord Wellesley intended on- minimum of good government that will

ly to assert that those qualifications were do-would surely be an inconceivable

not commensurate with the importance of compound of empiricism and cruelty .

the duties to be performed. But , suppos- (Hear ! hear !)

ing it to b granted that the civil servants On these grounds, sir, I feel satisfied

are at this monient in the highest state of that the Company should take active and

qualification conceivable, thepresent ques- direct measures for insuring a constant

tion will not be at all affected by such a succession of the requisite qualifications

supposition. Whatever the civil service in their civil service , and I have not the

may be at any given time — and, at the pre- smallest doubt that every person who

sent time , there can be no doubt of the considers the subject with the attention

ability and integrity by which it is distin- it deserves, will concur in the same sen

guished ; still, it appears to me that we timent. Before I proceed to the question

can never stand acquitted of a neglect of which I proposed for the second division

duty towards our Indian subjects, if we of our presentenquiry-namely , whether

trust purely to chance for the perpetua- the college at Haileybury be calculated to

tion of the existing benefits of the system supply the civil servants with the qualifi

of government under which they are cations in question , or with the most im

placed . A succession of enlightened vice- portant part of them , - ) ought in strict

roys , or some fortunate coincidence of ness, perhaps, to consider another ques

circumstances , may have the effect of tion , now for the first time proposed in

raising up a well-accomplislied and high- public - namely, whether means might

ly -principled body of inferior functiona- not be found for securing the competent

ries ; but, if we would secure the conti- education of the civil servants, without

nuance of such virtue and talents , it must the establishment of any seminary at all.

be by a systematic provision for their sup- . It may, however, be convenient to ad

ply: Let it berememberedthatit isnot journ this question for the present ; and
in India as in England, where the prizes rather to introduce it as one branch of

of public life are free - in theory, free to general enquiry, whether the means which

all , in practice, free to a very great num- the Company have taken to provide an

ber ; and where , consequently, incompe- adequate measure of the qualifications re

tence may at any time be thrust out, in quisite for their civil service , are such as

order to make room for the admittance of bid fair to answer that important end.

the worthy. In India , on the contrary, On this head several points present them

the number of candidates for public situa- selves for consideration , to which I can

tions is given. From a certain limited not afford more than a brief notice ; I

body of persons, all the functionaries in will , however, do my endeavour to omit

whose custody the interests of that im- none that may seem to be material.

mensely extensive and populous empire It has been asked, will you have a se

åre to be placed , must exclusively be se- minary in England or in India ? Shall it

lected . All other claimants, whatever be a school or a college ? And then comes

their pretensions, are wholly excluded . the enquiry already mentioned , which

The consequence is, that British India seems to be moved as a sort of previous

wants, or at least possesses but very im- question on these — will you abandon the

perfectly, one great advantage enjoyed idea of a particular seminary altogether,

by other states, the advantage arising and adopt a test, to be put in force by

from the competition of those who aspire gentlemen (as the resolution before the

after high situations , and who seek to court has it) of known learning and abi

justify their ambition by shewing a clear lity appointed for that purpose ?
title of merit. For the want of this ad. On the question, whether, if any

vantage, it seems to me, sir, that we are seminary is to be erected , it should be

bouud to atone to the people of India. erected in India or in England , I do

Having taken into our own hands the not think it very necessary to dilate

task of supplying the endowments and at any length ; because I should con

the energies requisite for the whole fiscal, ceive that it is not one which is likely

financial, political, and judicial adminis- greatly to divide opinion. I apprehend

tration of their affairs, it seems to me that the majority of the court will concur

that we are bound to employ even super in rather preferring the plan actually

fluous exertion for the due discharge of adopted ; that is , of a semivary in Eng

this bigh and solemn engagement. Every land for European instruction , and for
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the elements of the oriental languages, finitely greater choice of able instructors

together with an adequate provision for here than could on any system be expected

the further cultivation of those lan' uages on the other side of the Atlantic. Unless,

in India. It is true, indeed, that a very indeed, we suppose that the Company are

different arrangement was contemplated to submit to the expense of providing an

by the noble founder of the college of Fort additional Calcutta College of spare -in

William . That institution was designed structors, and ofsending out their profes

singly to embrace all the different objects sors , like their dispatches, in duplicate.

now proposed , on the one hand , by the The plain and rational course appears

Company's college in England , and , on therefore to me to be this, that we should

the other, by the collegiate establish- instruct the students, in this country, in

ments at the two chief presidencies in In- European literature, and in the founda

dia . It is to be remembered, however , tion of the oriental tongues ; but that we

that the actual option between a college should leave their studies , in the latter

exclusively in England, á college exclu- branch of learning, to be coinpleted in

sively in India, and the mixed system now India.

established , was never presented to the There is another consideration, sir, on

mind of Lord Wellesley . It was not in this head , which I will shortly mention.

the power of that noble person to make Surely it appears somewhat preposterous

that precise provision for thewants of the that a youth should be appointed to a pub

civil service , which now subsists ; circum- lic situation ; that, for the purpose of fil

stanced as he was, it is not at all surpris- ling this situation , he should be sent out

ing that he should have over -rated (if, as to a remote quarter of the globe ; that

I think , he did over-rate) the comparative there should then be embarked with him

eflicacyof the only remedy which it lay in the same ship all the apparatus for ini

with him to apply ; but, were he called tiating him in the literature ofthecountry

to the decision of the specific question which he is leaving ; and that, after his

now before us , I should not despair of the arrival on the scene of his future service,

distinction of his powerful support to that and not sooner, he should be made to

side of it which I am feebly endeavouring commence a certain course of instruction,

to maintain . The doubts, sir, which I which , to say the truth , might have been

feel respecting the expedience of the col- much better pursued before his embarka

lege of Calcutta, as originally planned, I tion . Is it not a more natural and ob

will beg leave to state with great con- vious process that he should be educated

ciseness . first, and sent out afterwards ? Or, at

It was thought by Lord Wellesley -- and least , that such part of his training as is

I presume that there cannot be a dissenti- confessedly preliminary in the order of

ent opinion on the subject -- that the ori- things, should also be previous in the

ental part of the acquisitions necessary order of time ?

for the civil servants could be fully gained I cannot help mentioning one further

only in India . The reason evidently is , objection to the plan of an exclusive edu

because there oriental learning is at home. cation in India, which , if as just as it ap

It is there a living subject . It is there in pears tome, is certainly themost impor

all the clearness, richness, and plenitude tant of all , and which has therefore very

of its spring-head ; and may be imbibed properly been much expatiated on. It is

far more effectually and conveniently than this--that young men, under such a sys

if transported by means of long artificial tem, would be carried from England at too

ducts to a distant region—I might almost early an age ; that, fresh from theprivacy
say , to another hemisphere. Books, of retired families, and hurried to an en

practice, native instructors , all abound . tirely new and dazzling scene , where they
There are also numbers of Europeans, were in a great measure strangers, where

who, both individually and in societies, they were surrounded by distractions and

are pursuing oriental studies with the ut- seductions of every species, and especially

most zeal . Hence every stimulus , and where they had an almost unlimited com

every facility that can be conceived, may mand of money, they would be much less

there be found for the due and successful likely to enter on a severe and systematic

prosecution of this branch of knowledge. course of study, than to be misled into a

It is apparently not easy, sir, to resist the career of idleness and dissipation . It is

force of these considerations. But surely, surely a matter of the highest importance

for reasons precisely similar , the Euro- that those young men , instead of being

pean attainments requisite for the civil thus exposed to destruction, should rather

service , should be had, where they best be introduced from the private circles

can , in Europe. The home, the fountain- whence they come to something like an

head of those branches of proficiency, is intermediate state, where they may acon

in Europe, not in India. To say nothing quire habits of decision and self- command

of the greater facility with which the com- where an opportunity may be afforded

mon helps for instruction can be obtained them of forming their character, and

in Europe, there must always be an in- bripging their principles into cxercise ;
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and where they may bave the means of to encounter such an expense , would no

becoming acquainted with those with difficulty be experienced in procuring effi

whom th « y are to be connected or associ- cient teachers ? I will venture to say

ated during the greater part of iheir lives . that the speculation is utterly preposter

With these views and feelings, I cer ous — it totally impossible to carry the

tainly do not regret that the college at idea into execution . I go further - 1 as

Calcutta has not been permitted altogether sert that it involves a grievous hardship.

to maintain that great and splendid posi- I have heard much of the difficulties im

tion which it originally occupied . In pass- posed on families, by compelling them to

ing, however, from the plan of a seminary send their sons to Hertford college , I have

in India to that of a seminary in this heard pathetic descript of parents

country , I feel myself immediately crossed weeping over the dire necessity of placing

by a question to which I have already ad- their children at that nobleestablishment.

verted , Why, it is said , should you be at What must I think , then, of the substitute

the expense of supporting any institution now proposed-a substitute which would

whatever ? Why not publish a standard change those alleged inconveniences into

of the qualifications required , and form something worse than Egyptian bondage ?

your judgment of the proficiency of the For surely the proverbial cruelty of that
young men by examination ? task-master who called on his vassals to

In considering this important subject, I complete their usual tale of bricks with

beg leave , in the first place, distinctly to out giving them the necessary materials ,

observe, that theeducation pointed out by would be the tenderest of mercies, com

Lord Wellesley as necessary for the Com- pared with the tyranny of the directors,

pany's civil servants, uot of an ordinary were they toinsist on the stated produc

nature, It seems, indeed , to be tacitly ad- tion of qualifications, the means of attain .

mitted, by almost all , that no institution ing which , it is allowed , do not exist in

exists in this country capable of afford- this country ; and if, when those qualifi

ing, within the same compass of time, and cations did not appear, they were imme

to youtlıs of the same age, exactly the diately to dismiss those whose failure,

species of training required. I am aware under the system they had devised, was

that the contı ary has been asserted, but I inevitable.- (Hear ! hear!)

am well persuaded it has been asserted But then, sir , comes down upon us

without foundation , and will never be the whole doctrine of demand and supply ,

proved. There areseminaries which would consumption and production ,-price

afford parts of the properly European in- and produce. Demand, it is said , will

struction , none which would give the ever create supply ; - cousumption will

whole , still less which would enable the ever command production. The Com

student to combine these with the due pany , therefore , have nothing to do but to

pursuit of the oriental languages. It was demand young men of talents , and they

justly observed by LordWellesley, that will , without doubt be supplied . Schools

no system of education , study, or dis- will rise up - private seminaries will be

cipline, then existed, either in Europe or established -institutions fit for the edu.

India, founded on the principles, or di- cation of their civil servants will be

rected to the objects described " in his founded in every quarter. - Let them but

minute ; and the proposition holds with give the word ; and all will be accomplish

little abatement of force , even when the ed . Let them but state their wants ; and

object of oriental literature is in part ex- their whole object will be answered , by

cluded . Nor is this a matter of any sur- the mere expense of an annual examina ,

prise, since the education necessary, in tion of the young candidates for writer ,

the present case, is allowed to be of a sin- ships. Nothing indeed can be conceived

gular and appropriate nature. There being more simple or convenient than this doc

no public institutions, then , capable of trine ; according to which, the accom

answering the ends proposed , will it be plishments and qualifications of mind

argued that private tuition might be re- are as absolutely and exclusively an affair

sorted to for the purpose of supplying the of supply and demand as themodifications

desideratum ? Will it be contended that of matter. The commercial principle of

the families who might be fortunate supply and demand regulates every thing ;

enough to procure appointments in the and, whether the Company require a fine

Company's service families dispersed camblet, or a fine genius, they have only

throughout the country, and many of to put their want into the shape of an ad :

whom , however respectable incharacter, vertisement. They have onlyto circulate

might probably not be overburdened with printed statements, in the nature of pat

thegoodsof this life would beuniversally terp-cards, of the qualifications needed for

able to command the requisite instruction ? their service, and are certain of a speedy

Have the cost and charge of giving to supply , without incurring any other ex

young persons so extensive and peculiar pense than that of assorting the ready,

an education been properly considered? made article for the outward cargo .

And , after all, even supposing them able If these principles are just, (and cern
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tainly on no other principles can the plan follow the fate of their civil establish

of a mere test be supported ) , on what ment, and, instead of marching to Hailey

absurdand antiquatedprinciples are our bury , must march to its grave. For, in

great national foundations for the instruc- the name of common reason , why are not

tion of youth constituted ! The Universities the Company to proceed on the same sys

conter degrees of various kinds ; someof tem , in the one case as in the other ? Why

which are not given without a severe pre- not advertise that they want a number

vious examination ; and the attainment of ingenious young gentlemen for their

of these degrees is in several lines of life military service, specifying the proper

useful , and in some absolutely necessary. qualifications — the same to be certified by

On some of the occasions also of confer- gentlemen of known learning and ability,

ring degrees, the persons examined are appointed for that purpose ? - (Hear ! and

classified according to their respective baughter.) When this system is once adopt

proficiency. But the Universities do more ed , every thing will go on easily . The Com

manot content with finding the young stu- pany's military stores , and their military

deut an examination and a degree, they cadets, will both be delivered according to

find him the previous instruction also ; order -- and, after being examined, or (to

and this is done at an enormous expense use a more appropriate word) proved,

to the nation. It now clearly appears they may be sent out to India together.

that all this expense , (in the words of I should be sorry to appear to trife

the resolution before us) “ might with with a proposition recommended by names

great propriety be almost wholly saved." of such respectability ; but I really cannot

The splendid apparatus, therefore , of undertake the serious refutation of a prin

halls, colleges, and libraries,--the ever- ciple , which , if once admitted in its full

lasting routine of chapel, lectures, and extent , would attaint all the public

theses-in short, the total system of institutions that have existed since the

those gorgeous establishments , which days of Lycurgus ; which would not only

overshadow whole towns with their bulk , do this, but would annul every wise law

and lock up the revenues of entire coun- and salutary provision that has ever been

ties in mortmain , -all those mighty struc- formed in aid of education : for all these

tures, which the bigotry of our forefa- will be found equally unable to stand be

thers raised , and the unenquiring venera- fore the full force of that simple reason

tion of their posterity supports, all these, ing ~ jf certain qualifications and talents
I say, may now be set aside as a most be necessary, they will be in demand ;

magnificent superfluity. A very simple and, if they be in demand, they will as
process will serve the whole purpose. redly be supplied . I will , however, ofs

Nothing more is necessary than that the fer one or two brief observations for the

state be but pleased to declare, what purpose of showing why this idea of a

qualifications are required for certain si- mere test and examination , is peculiarly

tuations - what powers of mind should inapplicable in the present case. Nothing,

entitle men to particular honors — what I believe, can be more certain than that ,

scope of talent will raise an individual to if a test were instituted in our universi

competence or to dignity, " the same to ties, of the nature now contemplated, it

be certified by gentlemen of known learn- would , in no very long time, become a

ing and ability, appointed for that pur- mere form . No reflecting person, who

pose .”—Hear ! and laughter .) has studied the subject of our academical

But, what is very curious, Sir, it seems examinations, with opportunities at all

from the resolution before the court, that adequate for the purpose, can have failed

the opponents of the college have dispos- to observe that, as they grow out of the

ed of the building at Haileybury before general system of education pursued , so it

they have got rid of the establishment. is from their union with that system that

They have sold the skeleton , before they they derive their chief force and efficacy.

have executed the criminal. For the Sever them from their parent stock - de

directors are desired to consider whether, prive them of that vital connection with

as soon as the plan of a mere test and ex- their native soil, to which they owe theit

amination is substituted in the room of whole spirit - throw them into the hands

the establishment for the education of of examiners, who , however respectable ,

their civil servants , the Company's mili- have no intimate sympathy with the entire

tary seminary, now at Addiscombe, had system , no keen feeling of fame or inte
not better be transferred to the more com- rest exciting them carefully to elicit and

modious building at Haileybury. Really, apportion the merits of the students ; and

sir, the gentlemen forget their own prin- I havelittledoubt that they would rapid

ciples. They forget that, as soon asever ly decline I have little doubt that they

this plan of a test is carried into com- would soon become, like many other exa

plete effect, as soon as ever these doc- minations which still preserve their place

trines of demand and supply are esta- on paper , purely formal and destitute of all

blished in all their glory, -- the Company's vigour or meaning. But the examina

military establishment mast inevitably tions for the Company's service, as pro .

Asiatic Journ : -- No. 17, VOL. III. 4 F
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posed by the new plan , would probably cite and confirm in them , habits of ap

decline by far quicker steps ; or, to speak plication , prudence, integrity, and jus

with more propriety, they would never tice . ” (A Proprietor asked , in a low

decline, for they would never flourish . tone, “ Has the present establishment ef

There are clearly no means - it will at fected these objects ? ” )

least be admitted that there are no obvious Mr. R. Grant , " I shall come to that

means-- ofproviding therequired qualifica- point presently.--- (Heur ! hear ! ) - I shall

tions, on the supposition that the present meet that part of the question with per

establishment is put down. Still , accord- fect confidence. I shall come to it soon

ing to this plan , the Company are to in- -and, if I do not egregiously fail in

sist that the required qualifications be doing justice to the case, a great deal too

produced . In fact, it is on the firmness soon for the hon. proprietor.- (Hear !

and peremptoriness with which this de hear !) — It apptars , then, sir, from what

mand is made, that the whole efficacy of I have read , that the object of the direc

the plan depends. For the very argument tors, in forming this institution , and be

is , that the rigour of the demand will at it said to their honour, was not merely the

all hazards force a supply . The project infusion of learning and science , but the

therefore can never be expected to succeed, formation and development of character

unless the test be enforced with inexora- andconduct . Theywere less anxious for the

ble firmness, constancy, and impartiality . intellectual than for the moral proficiency

Now, Sir, only observe the cousequence. of their youthful servants . And this ob

If the test is at all what it ought to bem ject , such an institution , if well organize

if a real and effective amount of qualifica- ed and well directed, is evidently calculat

tion is exacted , then , since the means of ed to secure . Under instructors of emi

providing that amount of qualification do nent reputation , appointed by the direc

not exist, since it must at least be uni- tors ,–under the constant supervision of

versally admitted , that they are not com- the directors themselves ,-in a society of

mon or abundant- nothing can be plainer students , all destined for the same ser

than that many of the candidates, and vice , and whose mutual acquaintance is

probably, in the first instance, the great therefore to last for life , -under asystem

majority of them , would fail altogether. of collegiate discipline, forming a suitable

I ask, what is to be done with those per- medium between the absolute strictness

sons ? By your own plan of rigour,—by of a school and the perfect liberty which
that which is the very essence of your must inevitably be attained on an arrival

plan — they must be excluded without in India, -it is manifest, not only that

mercy ; I ask whether you mean this ? the young men have the best inducements

I ask it in behalf of those parents, who and opportunities to form the proper

have been described askneeling and weep. habits, but that their proficiency in this

ing at the Company's feet over the hard- highest of arts and sciences may be surely

ships of the present system . They would, known by those whose interest and duty

then indeed, have reason to kneel and it particularly is to possess such infornia

weep_they would then indeed have rea- tion . But, on the plan of a mere test

son to remonstrate against your system- and examination, in what manuer are the

against the strange injustice of punish- moral qualifications of the candidates to

ing men for not doing that, which , by the be ascertained ? Are the directors to re

confession of all parties, could not be ly on testimonials sent up from remote

done.- (Hear, hear.) - Then would come parts of the country ? Are they to give

a relaxation of the test , (and, to say the credit to the certificates of village school

truth, with some appearance of reasov ,) masters, or the statements of fathers of

by those who had introduced it ; and thus families, impartially attesting the excel

our whole object is completely sacrificed . lent conduct and character of their pupils

But, sir, I have a stronger objection to or their sons? Even supposing implicit

this plan. Suppose it to effect all that is reliancemight be placed on suchaccounts ,

hoped from it. Suppose it to develope would the confined and secluded sort of

great talents and create eminent qualif- life previously led by those young men,

cations-- still you would have procured afford a proper criterion of their capacity
but half what you want ; and , what is to conduct themselves amidst the difficul

worse, the least important half of the ties and temptations of a more public and

two . What are the qualifications neces- stormy scene ? If not, in what manner is

sary for the civil servants of the Com- the test-system to be applied to the fulfil
pany ? They are very accurately stated in ment of this object ? Are the virtues

the preliminary view of the college, given of the candidates to be tried by means of
by the Directors themselves. In that interrogatories, and their moral habits to

plan , they observe, among other things, be proved by examination ? Must ad

that “ the cultivation and improvement vertisements be issued, stating the mini

of the intellectual power of thestudents, mumof“ application,prudence, integri
should be accompanied with such a course ty and justice ," necessary in the adminis

of moral discipline, as may tend to ex- tration of the Company's affairs, and

9
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requiring that the young men shall under- per. Now, sir, a good deal has been said

go an examioation as to their proficiency , respecting the expense of the college at

in these, the same to be certified by gen- Haileybury. I intreat you to observehow

tlemen of known learning and ability ?- greatly that expense would be increased by

( A laugh .) acting on the system I have just mention

On these grounds, I acknowledge I ed. In that case, besides the expence of

would much rather assent at once to the the college, the amount of which would

principle of abolishing the college altoge- be greatly increased by diniinishing the

ther , and of trusting in future to chance number of the students , you must have an

for the attainment of the objects in view, additional establishment of examiners.

than adopt a system which would only in- It would clearly be unjust that the pro

volve theCompany in expense and trouble, fessors of the college should be the exami

to disappoint them at last . My learned ners where the contest lay between young

friend , however, has referred to the exa- men educated at the college andthose

minations of persous desiring situations educated elsewhere. With regard to the

in the Company's marine service, for the comparative merits of their own students,

purpose of shewing that you have already when tried only against each other, the

sanctioned the principle he now recom- professors are by far the most competent

mends. But that instance is totally in- judges . They then do only what is every

applicable to the present case ; for this day's practice in thecolleges at our univer

plain and decisive reason-namely, that sities. But if they had to decide on the

the very system on which your marine relative merits of persons formed by them

department proceeded , sends the candi- selves, and rivals from other quarters,

datesto a proper school for acquiring the they would be placed in asituation most

qualifications requisite in their profession. invidious. It is possible thatthey might
They are subjected to a very effectual perform the task with the strictest and

species of drill. By the regulations of most conscientious impartiality ; and,

the Company, they must complete a cer- believe , in no hands could a duty so pain

tain number of voyages , before they are ful and delicate be reposed with more en

eligible to a particular rank . tire confidence than in those of the gentle-,

In fact therefore, and so far as the case men who manage the college at Hailey

admits, they are actually sent to an in- bury. But with whatever fairness they

stitution where they may not only acquire might conduct themselves, the suspicion

that nautical knowledge, but may be and jealousy which such a plan could not

formed to those habits ofdiscipline,which fail to excite, are decisive reasons against

their profession requires. Nothing, then , it . If, then , the suggestion of an ope

I submit, can be more unfortunate than college is adopted, it is manifest, as I have

the precedent on which my learned friend already observed, that it would benecesa
has chosen to rest his proposal . When sary to have a double body of professors,

duly considered, it is a precedent directly one set to instruct , and another tº ex

against him , amine. And, after all , our whole reliance ,

I trust, Sir, it now appears that a spe- is on the efficacy of the test ; but, I trust,
cific institution is necessary, and if so , it I have already shewn that, as far as even

will surely be admitted that a certain resi- literary proficiency is concerned, such a
dence at that institution should be en- reliance would be wholly nugatory with

forced on all the young men receiving ap- respect to any test disjoined from a sys
pointments in your civil service. Forit tem of instruction ; and it would be con

would be too much to expect that the fessedly nugatory with regard to the in

Company should set up an institution finitely more important object of morals.
that they should be at very great expense I now come, sir, to the lastof the ge

iu supporting it, on the presumption that neral questions on which I purposed
it was imperiously necessary — and that troubling you . If you are to have a semi

they are then to leave it to the option of nary , should it be in the nature of a school

those who should attend it, whether they or of a college ? What, indeed, is exactly

would or would not employ the means of meant here by a school, I do not profess
improvement thus placed within their to have discovered . In the outsetof this

reach . I have indeed heard the idea casu- discussion much was said about the bene

ally thrown out, that by erecting a semi- fits of flagellation. (No ! no ! from Mr.

nary, but an open seminary, that is , one R. Jackson .) I should be very sorry to

the attendance at which should be op- misrepresent the learned gentlemau . But

tional, and by at the same time subjecting I have had no means of information with

all the young men going out to the test of respect to what passed on the first men
an examination , we should answer every tion of this subject , excepting the reports

purpose in view ; since all those who in the public journals. " If, then, I am

could not otherwise qualify themselves, mistaken in any of my references to the

might resort to the seminary so establish- proceedings on that occasion , they must

ed , while the rest are left to obtain an answer for it who dragged this question

education at such place as they think pro- into public discussion , without any 20 .

4F2
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tice, or even hint, of their purpose - when times enter those seminaries , pot merely

no person was provided to meet it, and at the age of sixteen , as is the case at the

when those who were most interested in Company's college , but as early as fourteen
the fate and character of the institution, or fifteen ; and from the moment of their

were known to be not even present. We entering they are in a state of complete

have been left to buat for the heavy char collegiate liberty. I do not speak so much

ges understood to be brought against the with reference to the university of Edin

college, as we could , in the public papers ; burgh , where , although there is no sort of

-and, atier this, that we should be discipline whatsoever, yet the younger

expected to be accurate , and that com- students generally reside with their fami

plaints should even be made, as they have lies or friends, and are thus under the

been made by the learned gentleman , of shelter and control of domestic authori

the misrepresentations he has sustained ty. But go to Aberdeen or St. Apdrew's,

on the part of the college , is really rather and you will find young students, and

too much . What is this but first to con- eren of the age I have mentioned , living

demn men in their absence , and then to at large in lodgings, or in private apart

condemn them for not having been pre- ments within the walls of their college ;

sent ? Ianı, however, very willing 10 ad- stimulated indeed to study, but the use of

mit, that the doctrine of the benefits de- the rod totally nnknown — nor, to say the

rivable from flagellation , may not have truth , with the exception of a trivial fine,

been maintained in the court of proprie- any punishment ever known but expul

tors. This I know , that it has been sion . I am not blaming this system ; ex

maintained with the greatest zeal in the actly the reverse . I know that the sys

public papers. Even letting that pass, tem succeeds ; aud I therefore quote that

what, I ask , is meant by a school ? In fact as a strong practical proof against

the resolution before the court, all that is those who contend that, even at the age

said is , “ That masters should attend at of eighteen or nineteen , pupils are to be

stated hours, baring proper authority for managed only by the severe enginery of

the due enforcement of obedience, learn- school-discipline.

ing, and moral conduct.” It by this pro- But the proposition for a school may

position it is meant, that the students perhaps be intended to imply, what is, I
are to enter the college when of the same believe, the opinion of some persons, that

age as at present, but that, while they the Company's writers should be sent out

are there, they shall be subject to the at an earlier age than that at which they

strictness of a scholastic system of dis- go on the present system ; and indeed at

cipline, I confess myself astonished that an age so much earlier as to render a scho

such a plan should be devised for the ma- lastic education exactly appropriate. They

nagement of young men bordering on the are , therefore, to be sent, for the two or

age of manhood, and someof them already three years immediately preceding their

beyond that period. And what is to be- departure, to a school where they maybe

come of those youths in India , when , fresh initiated in the oriental languages. The

from the bands of a schoolmaster, they bare statement of such a project sufficient

are placed in a state of complete freedom , ly condemns it . I say nothing is to its

are encircled by temptations, and beset by effect in narrewing the rage of Indian
low natives , ready and eager to purvey to patronage. I speak only of its inevitable

all their vices ? The plan appears to me effect on the service. Even as matters are,

most dangerous. I have ever thought the time allotted by the young writers to

that the great benefit of such an institu- the acquisitiou of European literature, is

tion as that which we now posssss-a be- sufficiently crippled ; and this new contri

nefit far beyond that of literary improve- ' vance would still further contract that

ment — is the opportunity which it affords period by two or three years .

to the young student for the growth of sible to conceive a more unhappy arrange

those habits of self - control and self -reli. ment ? If it be said that the deficiency

ance, which can be adequately attained may be supplied after the arrival of the

only under a liberal system of discipline. young student in the East , then I answer,

If it be contended , that it is impossible to that, even if we could suppose it possible

form such habits at so early an age,I for boys just torn from a school, and

again demand, what isto become of your thrown loose inty the midst of ludian

young writers, when immediately after luxuries, to begin a course of European

wards they are transported to the ordeal studies, still this is to adopt the most pre

ofa residence in India ? From the same posterous of all inversions. For what can
quarters , however, in which a school is better deserve that character than a sys

recommended, we are asked why parents tem under which the young writer receives

may not be permitted to educate their the Indian part of his education in Eng

children at the universities of Scotland ? land, and the English in India ; -that is,

Are those who put the question aware of under which he begins building at the top
the species of discipline that prevails in of the edifice , and builds regularly down

the universities of Scotland ? Lads some- to the foundation ? - (Laughter .)

Is it pos .
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I have now considered , sir, at greater sions — first, a charge against its litera

length than I wished , the principal ques- ture ; secondly, a charge against its mo

tions of a general nature, which this sub- rals; and thirdly, . a charge against its

ject has been made to embrace. And I discipline. In those three forms the at

next come to the particular case of the tack had been made in public - in those

college at Haileybury. I acknowledge three forms I understood it to have been

indeed, for my own part , that though , in made in this court and in those three

conformity with the course which this forms I avowed my readiness to give it a

discussion has taken , I have thought it meeting.

right to bestow a good deal of attention The learned gentleman however who

on the general questions alluded to, yet I introduced the resolution proposed,

should have been content to rest the fate thought proper to enter into questions,

of the whole inquiry on the results which totally unconnected with the three topics

the system adopted has actually produced , comprised in the charges referred to , and

reference only being had to the circum- indeed, in my mind, totally irrelevant to

stances under which it has been carried our present subject. He expatiated, at

into effect. If the friends of the college considerable length, on the laws , and

can shew that the institution has, in a what may be termed the political consti

considerable degree, already answered , tution of the college ; and contended ,

and that it is still going on to answer the that the directors had sacrificed a great

ends proposed ,they have a defence against part of their power, on the one hand,

every conceivable objection that can be to the board of control ;-on the other,

raised on general and speculative grounds. most foolishly and unjustifiably, to the

In this court I am sure that such a de- collegiate authorities . Now , first, with

tence would prevail ; for I have always respect to the board of coutrol, what

understood that, in this court, questions connection has a question of power be

are viewed practically. Thus at the period tween them and the directors, with the

the nation was agitated by the discussions efficiency of this institution as a place of

respecting the renewal of our charter , one education ? What connection has such a

party wished to overturn the Company en- question with the literature of the insti.

tirely, and leave the trade entirely open- tution, with its morals, or with its dis

this was like pulling down the college cipline ? the questions between the board

without any reservation . Another party and the directors , may, for what fknow ,

were anxious to do away with the Com- be very proper matters to introduce else

pany, but to have persons appointed who where. They might very properly , per

should decide on the eligibility of indivi- haps , hold a place in a correspondence

duals desirous of going out to India- between the board and the directors , and

this was similar to the suppression of be in that shape submitted to the court

the college and the introduction of a of proprietors. They might, very pro

test . Others again said , Let the Com- perly perhaps , as subjects of parliamen

pany retain its privileges, and exist in its tary inquiry, be stated at the bar of the

corporate capacity , but let it enter into house of commons ; though my learned

an equal competition with all who may be friend will forgive my saying, that when

pleased to embark in the Indian trade- ever the charges he has brought forward

this might be compared to the project of on these grounds against the conduct of

an open college ; a college , that is , which the directors, come to be repeated before

might be resorted to or not , at the option that tribunal, his arguments will meet

of the persons receiving writerships. with a triumphant refutation from the

But,in answer to all these speculations, Company's parliamentary advocate. But,

the Company said , “ The system which at all events, what possible relevancy hare

has practice in its favour , is the best . these topics on the present occasion ? In

Experience vouches for it . We present the same manner, the learned gentleman

you with a solid and substantial struc- censures the directors for having most

ture ;-a structure , in which imperfec- unwarrantably, as he says, sacrificed

tions may perhaps be pointed out, -- but their patronage to the professors of the

imperfections much more than redeemed college, by giving them the power of ex

by its actual utility ;-and we expect you pulsion . Even this, as a mere question

not to exchange this real and tangible of authority between the directors and

good, for the brilliant but imaginary beau- the professors, has no reference to the
ties of a thousand castles in the air . " . efficiencyof the institution as a seminary

( Hear ! hear ! ) for the education of the Company's civil

The question then is “ has the col- servants. I cannot help observing , how

lege answered the purposes for which it ever, that in investing the professors with

was instituted ? ” When I before had the the power in question, the directors have

honour of addressing the court on this given them only what is possessed by the
subject, I undertook distinctly to encoun- immediate conductors of all other semi

ter the charges believed to be meditated varies, and what indeed was indispensa

against this institution , under three divi- ble to the successful discharge of their
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trust . No doubt , in surrendering this of exciting a strong interest in the minds

power , the directors have made a sacri- of my audience . But I feel that I am on

fice ; but the sacrifice was necessary and, every account bound to limit my demands.

so far from being a grvund of reproach on the atteution of the court ; and, hav

against them , should be mentioned to ing therefore to offer but a few words on

their highest honor. My learned friend this branch of the question , I will take

has been very severe on Mr. Malthus for care that those few shall be words of

the tone and language of his pamphlet. practice , not of theory,

That able work is written , it seems, in a My notion of an institution of this

style little becoming a person who holds kind, is, that it ought to furnish the

a situation by the gift of the court of di- young persons who study at it with an

rectors . The author has presumed, it appropriate education ;-appropriate, not

appears, to intimate that the opinions of merely in that wider sense in which the

the directors are divided on the subject whole course of instruction is shaped with

of this institution . He has expressed reference to the line of life equally des

himself in such terms with respect to tined for the whole body of the students ,

the directors , as none of the Company's but also, individuatly, appropriate-ap
servants in the east have ever dared to propriate in consulting those varieties of

use ;-in such terms, as , if employed by taste and talent, by which the minds of

a governor-general, would have caused men are so markedly distinguished . In a

the instant dismissal even of that high word, it should be an academical institu
minister. Now, with all respect to my tion . The perfection of a collegiate sys- ,

learned friend , I could not , without some tem of instruction I take to be this, that

degree of surprise, witness his iutroduc- it shall at once provide for peculiarity,

tion of such a topic, considering the of- and for versatility of genius ; -- that it

ficial situation in which he himself, as a shall at once afford scope to those who

member of that learned profession to which choose to concentrate their principal

I also have the honor of belonging, has strength on one or two subjects, and to

been placed by the court of directors, very those whoexpand themselves over a great

honorably, I think, for both parties, er number ;-to those who are excellent

and then recollecting the line of conduct in a few things, and to those who are con

which he usually adopts ( acting, doubt- versant with many. In the university of

less, from the conviction of his mind) in Cambridge the candidates for degrees in
this court . Surely, I say , considering arts are examined in one branch of know

all this, it is a little surprising, on the ledge , and in one alone , -that of mathe

present occasion, to observe my learned matics ;-but of mathematics in the wid

friend's anxious care for the authority of est and most comprehensive sense of the

the court of directors - his kind appre- term . Such a plan can hardly be thought

hension lest the court of directors should to niake sufficient provision for the object

not be treated with the most perfect de which have just described. In saying ,

ference by persons holding offices under this, I shall not, I trust , be understood

them ,-his watchful jealousy of all at . as speaking disrespectfully of that learued ,

tempts to introduce dissension or disu and noble university, towhich I feel the

nion into the directorial body. Without deepest obligations, and shall ever bear

meaning, however, at all to dispute the the strongest attachment. The truth is,

propriety of these feelings, I would beg that in its general system , the university

my learned friend to remember, on be- of Cambridge, pays great respect, and

half of Mr. Malthus, that the freedom extends very successful encouragements,

with which that gentleman has expressed to the pursuit of other studies as well as

himself, and which my learned friend so of mathematics ; but , taking the exami

greatly blames, has not been systematic, nation for degrees by itself, I cannot but,

but was dictated by a painful exigency consider the exclusive preference of any

that it has not been active and sponta- one particular department of knowledge ,

neous, but strictly defensive -- and that in however useful or extensive, (and none.
fact Mr. Malthus has said nothing on this can be more so than that of matbema

subject, which was not due to himself tics , ) as a defect. Oxford, who has form

and his brother professors, in consequence ed her present system at a period compa

of the unjustifiable misrepresentations ratively recent, has had the opportunity

circulated respecting the administration of improving on the model afforded by

of the college. her sister. Here there are two departs

But I quit these topics , and advance to ments of examination, and, correspond

the heads of enquiry I have ventured to ing to these, two classes are formed of

propose. And first, with regard to the the candidates who distinguish them

literature of the institution . Remote as selves . The two departments are those

this subject is , from the field of our ordi- of mathematics , and of classical litera..

nary discussions,-yet, were there time ture or humanity ; in which latter, a para

to treat it fully, and were I at all capable ticular attention is paid to the ancient

of doing it justice, I should not despair philosophy. Perhaps, we may consider
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theology as forming a third department ; whether he is pre-eminent in one subject

for, though no separate honors are allot- excellent in several , or complete in all .

ted to those who excel in this branch of In other words, provision is duly made,

knowledge, yet a competent proficiency both for peculiarity and versatility of ge

in it is deemed indispensable to the at- nius . But then , the learned gentleman "

tainment of a degree . With regard to says, that the professors give each but two

the two other departments before-men- lectures a week , and represents them as

tioned , all the candidates are expected to spending the interval in pleasing indo

do something in each of them ; but it is lence. Now, sir, there may be points

at the option of every individual, in which connected with the college , on which my

of them he shall shewhimself peculiarly learned friend has notthe means of such

strong, if he does not choose to be strong exact information as if the court had sup

in both . It appears to me that the prin- ported the motion for papers on a former

ciple here acted on, is admirable, and the day. On such points , therefore, a casual

system itself not far from perfection ; al- mistake may be unavoidable. But as to the

though there may be room for doubt whe- number of lectures given by the professors,

ther the number of subjects examined in , this , is in its very nature, a matter of noto

might not with advantage be increased . riety, and within the reach of every man's

On this point, however, I do not presume investigation . The slightestinquiry, either

to offer any opinion , with reference to at the college , or of any intelligent stu

the university in question. In the East- dent, would have enabled my learned

India college , certainly , a wider range of friend to ascertain the state of the fact

subjects was felt to be necessary ; on with the utmost precision ; and he would

what grounds / need not state, after the then have been in a situation to judge,

luminous manner in which the education whether in stating that the professors

requisite for the civil servants of the gave but two lectures a week, he should

Company has been described and deduced not be making an attack on men of prin

by lord Wellesley. Lectures are there. ciple and character, founded on utter mis

..fore given at the India college, on classi- information . The truth is , that amongst

cal literature ; in mathematical science ; those professors there are gentlemen who

on the principles of law ; in the oriental give twelve, eleven , ten , nine, and eight

languages ; and , I believe , also on the lectures a week , respectively. There is

evidences of christianity ; and in all these only one professor in the college who gives

departments, the students, at stated less than five, and even that gentleman

times, undergo examinations . But it is gives four. But it is quite a mistake to :

not necessary that the student should di- consider lecturing as the whole of the bu =

vide his attention among these subjects siness and duty of the professors ; for

in a ratio of exact equality ; nor that they are always accessible to the young

every student should distribute his atten- men in their own apartments, and are

tion among them in exactly the same pro- perfectly ready to give any of them advice
portions with the rest . Different minds , and direction on the course of their sta

inay incline to different objects ; and dies .

while some are bent on a single object, Having thus taken , Sir, a rapid view

others may love to embrace a multitude. of the system of instruction at the col

Now the difficulty was, in contriving re- lege , it is perhaps, natural to say some= '

wards for proficiency, to meet all this di- thing with regard to the men by whom that

versity of mental or intellectual charac- system is conducted. I should, however,

ter ; and I cannot help thinking that the consider myself as acting a very presump

difficulty has been surmounted in aman pretending to offer any re

ner that does credit to the eminent per- mark respecting the qualifications of the

sons by whom the system of instruction professors of the college, if the injustice

at the college was established . For it is a with which those gentlemen have been

complete mistake to suppose, with the treated, did not at once confer it as a

learned mover of the resolution , that the right, and impose it as a duty, on all

author of that system was the late Dr. those who have had any opportunity of

Henley : the system' was framed , on the knowing their merits, to give them that

maturest consideration , by men of the commendation which they so well de

greatest judgment, ability , and attain- serve . And , incompetent as I feel my

ments. The difficulty in question , I say, self to form an unassisted judgment on

was surmounted at the college, by the the talents and acquirements of men 90

adoption of a very simple, and, I will ven- eminent, I may at least be allowed to

ture to call it,a very beautiful practical rule. bear la testimony, in which I know !

It was this : -- that the same prize should should be supported by a great number of

be given to the student who stood first, the ablest and most unbiassed opinions.

in one branch of learning - to the second, I have, indeed , the honor and the happi

in two branches to the third , in three , ness of knowing, personally, some of the

and onwards in proportion . Thus the professors; I have long known them ;

same reward is bestowed on the student, but I should not venture to give the result

ious part ,

.
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of any observations merely my own ; what university . By his admirable works he has

I wish to state in their favour is , that I made every literary society throughout

have long known the reputation which Europe equally his own. (Hear ! hear !)

they bear in the eminent university to Nor need I expapatiate on the uncommon ,

which they belong ; and that, some time merit of the oriental professors — a sub

before their jutroduction to the situations ject with which the majority of those who

they now occupy, I had learned to respect hear me must be perfectly familiar , and
and revere them for their talents , virtues, on which there cannot be more than

and attainments .- ( Hear ! hear 1 ) Nor one sentiment. To say the truth , it

can 1 help adding it , as a high compliment has not been without great reluctance

to the directors as well as to the profes- that I have touched on this topic of

sors then selves, that they owed their character, though perfectly confident of

connection with the college ( I believe the ground on which I was about to enter .

this may be said of all , I know it to be ButI felt that it was incumbent on me.

true of most)----not to the influence of fa- .Injured as the persons in question have

vour or interest, but to the irresistible been, I felt an irresistible impulse to give

recommendation of an exalted character. them all that I was able the tribute of

- (Hvar ! hear !) With respect to the my sincere and unbiassed attestation . +

Principal, let me be permitted to observe , have spoken from no motive but the love

that in extent, richness , and accuracy , of justice ; —from no interest, direct or

both of learning and of science , I believe indirect , except the interest we all have

him to have few equals ; and , on the au- in upholding the cause of truth and vir

thority of most impartial and most com- tue.- ( Ilear ! hear :)

petent testimony, I am well satisfied that Such is the system , sir, of the college ;

the lectures he delivers at the college , for and such the persons by whomthat sys

every quality that can either bespeak ta- tem is managed . But, after all , it may

lent in the instructor, or communicate be asked , whether there is any positive

improvement to the pupil, are not sur- evidence of the good fruits of the institu

passed by the very ablestof those delivered tion , as shown in the actual proficiency of .

at the universities.- (Hear ! hear !) . Of the students. My learned friend , and

Mr. Professor Le Bas , also , I may be al- other gentlemen , have remarked , at great

lowed to say a few words --because it will length , on a particular report of the col

be admitted that I speak impartially of lege council to the college committee - a

him , when I declare that my acquaintance report necessarily confined to a single

with him was entirely formed in the se- term , and, on the face of it , conceived in

vere field of public examination . I had terms of comparison, and containing no

the hovor, more than once, of being one substantive information whatever. The

among other competitors, with Mr. Le report states , that the students had not

Bas for academical prizes . It will not be paid so muclı attention to European h

supposed that those contests are of a tri- terature as had been shewn to it at some

vjal or indifferent nature , when I state , former periods , but that the Asiatic lan

that in the last of them , one of the exami- guages (the great object of the institution ,

ners was the most accomplished classical in the opinion of the gentlemen on the

scholar of our times — I need scarcely men- other side) , had been cultivated with

tion the name of Porson . Even yet , indeed , more than usual success . On this state

it is impossible to recal the remembrance ment an argument has been raised , that

of those youthful trials without a feeling the young men are left to study what they

approaching to alarm. But I venture to please, and are subject to no control on

introduce these details only with a view the part of their teachers. The short and

of giving to my humble testimony in fa- the decisive answer to all this is, that the

vour of Mr. Le Bas , the one merit to report, as I have said, is in its very terms

which , if to no other , it is entitled - that comparative. Those who are acquainted

of impartiality. Let me be allowed , there- with the universities , know very well that

fore , io pronounce him deserving of every it is , with reference to the results of the

distinction which can be employed to annual examination , in common parlance

adorn moral worth or literary ability. « This is not so good a year as

Indeed , I am so sensible , sir, that I usual ; ” or “ Both our last years have

must have appeared guilty of great egot- been below par. ” Now if it were a part

ism, in presuming to couple my own of the constitution of the universities, that

name with that of so eminent a person as the leading academical authorities should

DIr. Le Bas , that I canpot help adding periodically report to some superior tri

what I am sure those who hear me will bupal, the state of literature among the

already have guessed -- that, on occa- students, their reports must of course Do

sion of the examination alluded to, he tice such fluctuations in the general level

was the successful competitor. (Hear ! of aequirement as I have noticed. On this

heur !) OfMr, Malthus, who was also supposition , with what ease mightDü

of the university of Cambridge, I need tilated extracts of the documents in ques

pot say a single word in fact, he is of no tion be dragged forth and commented ou

to say,
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in public ! What abundance of eloquence fore . With respect to the nature of the

might be poured forth on the self- convict- examinations themselves, and the extent

ed incompetence of the universities to of ground which they cover, all I shall say

answer their only purpose ! With what is, that I should be sorry to be subjected

force might a resolution be recommended to so severe a test of learning and ability .

to the nation , of razing those lazy and - (Heur ? heur ! ) Nor would I pretend,

expensive establishments to the ground ! without great diffidence , to speak of the

And with just as much conclusiveness, particular merits of the papers.produced ;

and on just as solid a foundation , has all but I think I am not mistaken in saying

this confident reasoning against the India that they shewed a surprising, and

college been elaborated out of a single sen- some of them , eren an extraordinary pro

tence in that report of the college council. ficiency ; such, indeed, as to raise the

It is plain that the possibility ofoccasional highest presumptions in favour of the

variations in the general diligence of the system under which so much talent had

students, must attach to all institutions of been developed , and so much knowledge

the kind, especially to academical institu- acquired . A single example cannot be

tions, of which it is the distinctivenature, exclusively relied on . Yet I cannot help

that, instead of compelling a certain fixed adding one short anecdote, both because

and given degree of exertion by positive it illustrates the general descriptionI have

constraint, they rather aim at eliciting the given, and because it gratifies me with the

greatest possible amount of it by the in- opportunity of doing honor to a young

direct operation of rewards and honors. friend of mine of the very highest promise.

It is plain also that, where a certain de . Mr. Malthus, some years ago , handed me

gree of option among different pursuits is the written answers of some of the most

allowed to the students (which , as I have distinguished students , to a string of

already stated, I believe to be the perfec- questions on subjects connected with po

tion of an academic system of education ), litical economy. One set of these answers

there yet is sometimes this alloy of incon- had been given in by the friend to whom

venience, that the general inclination of I have alluded, Mr. Holt Mackenzie, a

the body of students may set towards one name of the first repute at the India col

or two departments in disparagement of lege, as it must be in whatever place the

others equally or more useful. This, I character of him who bears it is allowed a

say, is an inconvenience, and it should be sufficient opportunity to develop itself.

remedied by gentle and gradual means . While I was expressing to Mr. Malthus

But it forms no ground of crimination my admiration of the depth and accuracy

either against the system , or the students, of knowledge which my young friend's

or the teachers. Not content, however, paper appeared to discover, he said, (and

with commenting on the words I have be it observed this was said in private

already cited from the report alluded to , it passed off without much notice ; and,

my learned friend quoted a clause from it I dare say, Mr. Malthus himself may not

which states, that “ the instances bad now remember the circumstance)—but he

been very rare of an abandonment of all said , “ Had that paper been drawn up

literary application ;" and on this passage by a mature man in three days, I should

he descanted with great force, as a proof have thought it a considerable effort ;
and

of the want of discipline in the college. it was produced by Mackenzie, without

Now, sir, the plain English of this passage book , in three hours:" - (Hear ! hear !* ):

is , that there was scarcely a dunce in the But, sir, I will not rest the character of

place ; and I greatly doubt whether so the institution on the testimony of any

muchcould be said of any other seminary individu still less my own. There

in the kingdom .- (Hear ! hear :) are the highest authorities to prove the

I have something more to offer on this industrious habits acquired by thegenerał

subject. The learned mover of the reso- body of the students at Hertford, and

lution referred , with strong expressions their actual proficiency in one branch of

of approbation, to the proficiency display- learning - oriental literature ; circumstan

ed by the students of the Company's mi- ces which will be allowed to constitute a

litary seminary, at a recent examination. tolerably strong proof that the general li

I have not the smallest doubt, sir, that terary interests of the institution ' have

the praises he has bestowed on that ex- not been neglected . In 1810, the late

cellent institution are amply deserved. Lord Minto, then governor-general of

May I be allowed, in my turn , to bear my India, who was undoubtedly an excellent

humble but siucere testimony in equal judge of the qualifications which the Com

commendation of the examinations at pany's civil servants ought topossess,

Hertford ? I have had the pleasure, more (and it is well known , as the hon. ex -dia

than once , of seeing the papers produced rector has already told you , that the In

by the students at those examinations, in

answer to written questions. I have had * This gentleman went out to India as a Bengal

this gratification , not merely since the
writer in 1805, and now holds the offices of Deputy
Register to the Sudder Dewanny and Nizamut

present inquiry was moved, but long be- Adawlut, andTranslator of the Regulations.

Asiatic Journ . - No. 18. VOL. III. 4 G
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dian government had no improper bias in the students who left the college of Fort

favour of the college ) , spoke thus of the William , qualified for official situations,

students from Haileybury :- “ It is with the average stay of those who had never

peculiar pleasure that I do a further jus- been at the Hertford college, had been

tice to the Hertford college, by remark- three years and two months ; while the

ing , that the official reports and returns of average stay of those who liad come from

our college will show the studeuts who the Hertford college had been but about

Jave been translated from Hertford to ten months, making the whole collegiate

Fort William , to stand honorably distin- residence of the latter, whether in India,

guished for regular attendance ; for obedi- or England, about two years and ten

ence to the statutes and discipline of the monthis. This makes the whole collegiate

college ; for orderly and decorous de- residence of the Hertford students the

meanor ; for moleration in expense , and shortest by about four months. But then

consequently in the amount of their debt ; an hon. proprietor (Mr. Hume) objects to

and , in a word , for those decencies of con- this comparison , as being taken in a year

duct which denote men well born , and favourable for the Hertford students . In

characters well trained.” Such was the the following year he finds, on the shew

testimony of that noble and enlightened jog of Mr. Malthus himself, that the aver
person to the moral and studious habits aye stay of the Hertford students was ex ·

formed at the Hertford college ; and to tended to upwards of sixteen months ,

the same effect is a paragraph in a letter which makes their total residence longer

from the college council of Fort William , by about two or three months than that

to the governor -general in council, dated of the students arready mentioned , who

December 29 , and recorded in the Bengal had never been at the Hertford college ,

public cousultations of the 1st of April Now , sir , I do not at all know that the

1814 , as follo :vs :- “ We take the liberty,” bon. proprietor has a right to vary the

they observe, “ of repeating in this place year for the Hertford students, without

the observations made by the right hon varying that for the Fort William students

the visitor, in his speech , pronounced at also . But really this is all of very slight

the disputation holden 220 September consequence . Of what moment can , it

1810 , that the improvement (a very great possibly be, whether the total residence

aud general one) which we have thought of the Hertford students be a few months

ourselves warranted in asserting, has been more, or a few months less ? Does the

very conspicuous in the conduct of the hon. proprietor forget that the whole col

students who have passed through the lege residence of the young men who had

college at Hertford.” The testimony of never been at Hertford, was employed

Mr. Edmonstone, who acted as visitor solely in the acquisition of oriental litera

in the absence of Lord Moira, at the pub . ture, while the Hertford students, for the

lic disputation in 1815 , is also very two European years of their college -life,

favourable to the Hertford college . After had the additional weight of a variety of

noticing the improvement that had taken other studies of great extent and difficul

place in the conduct of the students at ty ? -under such circumstances, can a

Fort William , he observes, “ This grati- higher compliment be paid to the institu.

fying improvementmay,perhaps, be traced tion at Hertford, than that we should sit

to sources beyond this establishment ;' inquiring, whether burdened with all this

evidently pointing, as Mr. Malthus ob- additional load of employment, it pushes

serves, to the acknowledged effects of the on the student in oriental literature a lit

institution in England. tle faster , or a little slower, than the in

These testimonies, sir, maysuffice with stitution at Fort William, which has that

respect to the general effect of the resi . branch of study and that alone ?-- for my
dence at Hertford, in forming the students own part, I am content with the in

to habits of regularity and application . quiry ; I care not for the answer.
But to these must be added the decisive Another hon. proprietor (Mr. Lown

fact, that many of theyoung men sent out des) , in discussing this part of the gues

from this seminary have early obtained tion, took a course a little extraordinary.
situations of importance from the govern- “ True, (said he) , some of the students

ment of India-a fact proving not only from Hertford have attained a consider

their reputation in other respects, but able proficiency in oriental literature. I
their proficiency in oriental literature, can inform you , however, from a fact

which is a necessary passport to the at- within my own knowledge, that they

tainment of high offices in that country. have owed their proficiency, not to Hert

On this head , however, there is the still ford college, but to instruction received
.farther fact, that the previous course at at the houses of their parents .” So that

Hertford is found materially to abridgethe according to the statement of the hon.

period of instruction in theoriental lan- proprietor , the students of the ludia col
guages at Fort William . Mr. Malthus lege have become learned , to be sure,

proves, by actual numerations equally but they have become learned, not by
clear and simple, that in the year 1811, of reason of the college, but in spide ,of
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it . In proof of his assertion , he men- be deemed peculiarly in point, consider

tioned Mr. Bayley , a gentleman of a family ing that the writer is on all hands admit

of the highest respectability, who had ted to have been the greatest proficient in

studied oriental literature, with eminent oriental literature, that ever proceeded

success, at his father's house , although his from tlie college at Hertford to India . I

progress in it might, by some persons, be never had the honour and pleasure of any

ascribed to his education at Hertford . I ac- personal acquaintance with this gentle

knowledge, sir , that I am generally apt to man, but I have long known and esteem

assign the most obvious cause for a clear ed his character ; aud that acquaintance

effect ; and, when the instruction which I ( if I may so call it ) has been improved by

know to be given is followed by a proficien- the perasal of several of his letters to the

cy which I see to be attained , I naturally individual professors of the college. No

conclude such proficiency to be the result thing can be more honourable for both

of such instruction. What sort of proof partics, than the constant and familiar in

does the hon . proprietor require, that the tercourse le maintains with his former

valuable young men wlio have been consi- instructors . It shows the friendly kind

dered as doing credit in India to tlie in- ness and parental care with whichhe had

struction given at the college in England, been treated it shews on how worthy a

were really indebted to that establishment subject that care and that kindness had
for the acquirements they evinced ? - Who been bestowed . In a letter dated the 12th

are the witnesses that can satisfy the hon . Sept. 1814 , and addressed to the present

proprietor on this point ? --will he insist principal ( then only a professor ), with

on it that the young men in question , who whom, I beg to say, Mr. Stirling had no
are now employing their talents on the connexion or acquaintance previously to

field of actual service in the east , should his admission at the college, he thus ex

themselves be called into this court, to presses bimself : --

name the persons whom they consider as “ My dear sir ,-If my friends a: Hert

their benefactors in oriental literature ? “ ford have not quite forgotten me, by

then , I say, they shall be called ! -- I ac- - the end of the second year of my depar

cept the challenge !-I hold in my hand, tuve from that happy abode, which the

sir, a packet of the most interesting let- " benefits of their instruction and society

ters , from some of those very students , " rendered so truly important and de

and from the most distinguished indivi- lightful to me, I trust that a communi.

duals among them :-and these letters con- “ cation which tells them that I am doing

tain such conclusive evidence of the fact “ well, and have succeeded hitherto to

which the lion . proprietor has controvert- “ the farthest extent of my wishes , will

ed , that all doubt on the subject must be . “ meet with a welcome reception . My

silenced . They are private letters , ad- “ letter to Mr. Malthus contained most

dressed to one or other of the professors “ of the particulars concerning the col

of the college , and contain the most ge- · lege of Fort William , and the late ex

nuine expressions of regard and gratitude. " amination , that I thought you would

These documents, the professors have “ be desiro !is of hearing ; and allow me

been kind enough , at my earnest request, " to aidress to you the assurance before

to place in my hands ; and I trust the “ stated in that letter, that no inconsider

court will not deern their time misem- “ able portion of my joy at the success

ployed in listening to a very few short ex- “ which crowned my efforts on that

tracts . The letters are indeed entirely of “ importaut occasion arose from re

a private and confidential nature ; but , “ flecting on the satisfaction which I

had I even access to the amiable and ex- “ knew the professors of Hertford must

cellent writers , I should not offer them " experience in learning that I had so

any apology for thus publicly producing amply supported , as far as the opportu

the extracts I am about to read. Giving nity afforded would admit, the credit

them the fullest credit for the sincerity of « of the institution that flourishes under

the feelings they profess , I am sure , those “ their guidance and tuition ." - (Hear !

generous youths would delight in the 8c.)

idea that they should unconsciously have The single sentence (observed Mr.

been employed in preparing a defence for Grant) with which this gentleman con

their instructors against injustice, and cludes his letter, shews the decided sense

that the very expression of their attached he entertains of the benefits which he has

gratitude should thus pleasingly operate derived from the college : lie says-

in repaying the services it acknow- “ With the sincerest wishes for your

ledges. The letter which I shall take the “ health , and the long continuance of

liberty of first introducing to the notice “ such an instructor in an institution

of the court , is from Mr. Stirling, whose « which I shall ever think of with the

name'appears with such flattering and strongest feelings of reverence and at

honourable distinction in the examination “ tachment, - subscribe myself, yours ,

under lord Moira. The testimony from " with the greatest regard and esteem ."

the letters of Mr. Stirling, will, I hope, (Hear ! hear 2

4 G 2
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I cannot forbear ( continued Mr. Grant) to which he has alluded, who has ever

adding one sentence from the letter to been at the Hertford college . The letter

Mr. Malthus referred to in one of the ex- is addressed to the principal ; and, among

tracts I have already read . Speaking of other scattered expressions indicative of

the Hertford college, he thus describes it ; the same feelings, contains the following :

“ The seminary to which I shall ever - “ Had I not promised to address you

“ consider myself indebted for a variety “ from India, the recollection of the

aud extent of information that I could “ kindness I received from you at Hert

no where else have received in the space “ ford , would have made me determine to

" of two years . " Mr. Grant resumed, renew my thanks from hence. You

I have provided myself with other letters, “ will be glad to hear that I left college

equally affectionate, and containing evi- " with some little eclat . Prinsep , Bird,

dence precisely similar in its effect, " and Molony, did honor to Hertford at

though not always couched in equally “ the last examination ; and Mackenzie

terse or marked expressions of the merits " and Sotheby at the one in January.”

of the institution. In particular , I have The court will , however, feel that the very

one from my valued and accomplished circumstance of so friendly and even in
friend, Mr. Holt Mackenzie ; to whom I timate a correspondence being kept up be

will pay the high compliment of saying, tween the professors of the college and those

that in point of talent and acquirement, oftheir pupils who have most distinguished

I should not scruple to place him on the themselves, is still more decisive infavour

same line of merit with Mr. Stirling. In ofmy present argument, than the extracts

fact, without any disparagement to many I have produced, or than any others that

youths of very high qualifications, formed can be conceived . Nor indeed is it pos

at Hertford , these are perhaps the very sible for any extracts adequately to con

two I should have selected for witnesses vey the effect which is produced by an

on the present occasion . In order, how- actual perusal of this correspondence .

ever, to put the proprietors in possession The confidential terms in which it is

of the full force of Mr. Mackenzie's let- maintained—the pleasure which the writ

ter , it would be necessary to read a great ers take in relating the progress and the

part of it ; and, though it is equally ho- result of their studies and the interest

nourable to his feelings and his very un- which they evidently feel in the honor of

common understanding, I fear to trespass the Hertford college - all these are fea

on the patience of the court. I will ra- tures not only of the most interesting, but

ther therefore give the effect of it through the most decisive kind ; and, on the

a most unexceptionable channel. A let- mind of an impartial reader, the result

ter has been put into my hands, addres- will be an impression equally favourable

sed by Mr. Mackenzie, the father of this to the writers themselves, and to the par

gentleman , and celebrated as one of the ties addressed .

chief ornaments of the literature of Scot- I have now, sir , concluded all that my

land, to Mr. Malthus. One short extract consideration for the time of the court

from this letter will answer my present will permit meto offer to them, on the

purpose ; and I the rather read it , be- subject of the charges against the literary

cause much has been said in some stages character of the India college ; and I trust

of the present discussion, respecting the not only that the slight and scanty evidence

complaints of fathers , sorrowing over the brought forward in crimination of the es

ruin of their sons at Hertford . The court tablishment on this score, has been shown

will be glad to hear, on this subject, the to be wholly ineffectual for the intended

sentiments of a most judicious, and at the purpose, but that such a view has been af

same time a most affectionate, father :- forded of the system of instruction there

“ I am tempted to trouble you with a adopted, the persons by whom that sys

“ letter on the subject, not only by the tem is enforced , and the effects which

« satisfaction which I derived from your there is proof of its having produced , as

pamphlet, but to give (very unnecessa- cannot fail to influence the minds of the

rily, I grant, ) the testimony of one of court . I now proceed to what I consider

your pupils, my son Holt, who owns as, in all respects, a much graver head of

“ with gratitude the kindness and highly charge ;-I mean that which concerns the

« useful instruction which he received at moral character of the college. When I

“ Hertford, to which he chiefly ascribes before had the honourof addressing the

" the success of his exertions in Indiu ." court, it will , I trust , be recollected that

I shall mention only one other letter, 1 distinctly announced the ground which

because it is written by Mr. Bayley, I should take on this part of my subject.

whom I presume to be the gentleman I distinctly and precisely stated that accu

mentioned by the honourable proprietor, sations appeared to have been preferred

as having gone through the course at against the college , imputing to the stu

Hertford , but as in fact owing his profi- dents vice and immorality, not merely in

ciency inthe oriental languages to private the degree in which students of the

study at home. At least, this is the only same age at most or all other seminaries,

gentleman of the highly -respected family might be chargeable with the same irregu
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larities ; but in a degree so excessive and tween the institution ' to which he is at

so flagrant, as stamped the college with tached, and other public establishments ;

disgrace, and rendered it the bounden but he feit that, where the actual amount

duty ofparents to pause beforethey should of imperfection in an imperfect society is
trust their children within the contami- to be assigned , there is no possible method

nation of its walls. I farther distinctly but that of comparison with known so

stated , that these accusations, whenever cieties of the same kind.

they should be repeated , I was prepared The accusations , sir, to which I alluded

gravely, publicly, and deliberately, to on the occasion before mentioned of my

meet ; and that, in meeting them , I addressingyou, had, I need not say, been

should assert, not indeed the absolute circulated in the public papers . It was

freedom of this institution from every notorious that they had been so ; and it

shade and degree of the excesses and in- was also very notorious that they had

temperances, too common in large so- been circulated as reports of what had

cieties composed of youth , but its freedom passed here - as reports of what had

from thoseexcessesand intemperances to been urged by my learned friend who

fully as great an extent as any other semi- moves this resolution , and hy other gentle

vary in existence, where the pupils are of men taking a part against the college.

the same age. Whether all this was truly reported or

not I did not know I had no means of

In assuming this ground, sir, it will

notbe supposed that i intended tospeak knowing. But it was within every mau's

lightly of any degree of immorality or ir- knowledge that heavy and undefined

regularity ; or that I meant to intimate charges of vice had been circulated against

that the managers of any seminary, or of the college , and that these charges pro
fessed to have the sanction of the hon .

any society, should not labour to eradicate
everysort, not of corruption only, but proprietors to whom I refer . - When,

even of defect. Too much care , toomuch therefore, the present resolution was at

anxiety, cannot be bestowed on this great length to be moved , I came down to the

object. But when the actual character court with eager expectation . — I was de

ofan existing society in the point of mo
sirous to hear whether accusations of a

rality is brought into question ; when
moral kind were really to be urged ; and

vague and indefinite accusations of vice
if so, to what extent, and on what

and excess are urged against such a so grounds.- I say , I desired to know this,

and when the learned mover was address
ciety ;andwhen weare called onto pleading the court insupportof theresolution,
to such accusations — I did not then know

- do not now know, of any mode in I listened to his speech with almost

which such crimination can be met, ex breathless suspense, in the hope of some

distinct charge, at least of some explicit
cept by stating the relative purity of the
society impeached ; its purity in compa

declaration on this most important sub

rison with other societies, or in compari- ject. - I must acknowledge my surprise

son with human nature iu general. In a
and concern on not finding what I expect

word, if the aim of such a society is to be
ed . The learned mover neither re -stated

considered , I say it ought tobe perfection .
nor disclaimed what the public prints bad

But if its state is to be estimated, then I imputed to him . In opposition to the

say we must compare it with the average
manly and honorable declaration of Mr.

ofexisting imperfection.
Malthus-a declaration as to the state of

the fact - he contented himself with say
The able and celebrated professor who ing, “ All this may be so ; but it is bad

has defended the college from the press , enough. If Hertford college is no better

takes exactly the same view of this sub
than other seminaries , so much the worse

ject . He does not affirm that the India

for your cause ; for we need not send our
college is a scene of Utopian innocence, children to other seminaries, but we are

however desirable such a stateof things obliged to send them to Hertford college."

might be, and however sincerely it ought On this mode of arguing I will take the

- to be laboured after. But he explicitly liberty to remark hereafter ; what I now

avers , as the result of his own careful ob
say of it is only this, that it is not joining

servation, that, from what are considered issue with Mr. Malthus ou the state of

as the ordinary, though they are not the fact ;-it is not an admission -- it is

therefore the less blameable, vices of pot a denial .

of youth , the students of the college in Now , sir, I appeal to the candour and

question are beyond all comparison more justice of the learned mover-I appeal to

free than the undergraduates at the Eng- the candour and justice of this court

lish universities ; and, in his belief, more whether the college is not entitled to a

free than the head classes of our great different treatment. What is the case ?

schools . Such is the temperate, candid, Heavy charges are reported to be preferred

and manly statement of that learned per- against the institution .--- Its friends pro

son . To this he pledges his high charac- fess a readiness to encounter those accu

ter . In so stating, however, it plainly sations. They challenge the proof -- they

was not the intention of Mr. Malthus to throw down their gage in open day - a

set on foot an invidious comparison be- time is named -- we are heremet. But
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as are

then when the occasion is thus arrived , Jated by a ghost. “ Well,” said my lord

we in vain seek to know if those charges chief justice , “ I have no objection to the

were ever made - if they are to be perse- testimony of the ghost, but wirst bring him

vered in - if they are to be proved :-) in , and swear him ! " - ( Loud and uni

ask , sir , whether this is just and candid ? versal laughter.) So I say ; Prodnce these

I demand, whether the college has not a invisible witnesses ! Confrout is with

right to say, If those charges were falsely these mysterious beings ! Call up these

imputed to you, do us the justice to dis- accusing spirits, who have too much deli.

claim them ; -- if they were erroneously cacy to make themselves seen , but have

preferred by you , do us the justice to re- not too much delicacy to make themselves

tract them :-- but if they were truly urged heard ! “ O) ( but it is said ), would you

by you , do us the justice to prove them . then violate the sauctity of parental

I demand whether the college has not a grief ? Would you compel a sorrowing

right to say , and whether the sentiment father to appear in public with all his

would not find an echo in every bosom wounds still bleeding,and to proclaim the

that has one pulse which beats true to history of his child's ruin and his own

justice, I have been publicly called to shame ? " Concerned indeed should I be,

my trial, and , if I am innocent, I have a sir, to commit the smallest outrage on the

right to be acquitted.- (Hear ! hear !) seclusion of a sorrow so deep. I am con

In the absence of any thing positive, I tent that such a parent shall remain in

am obliged to look back at such proofs the shade. But , if so , in the sacred name

(if proofs they can be called ), of the eternal principles of justice , I call

reported to have been adduced on the oc- on you to go through with your own rule ;

casion of originating this subject. We are and ifyou will not produce your witness

told , sir , that great stress was then laid for the ends of complete justice, do not

on certain anonymous documents, pur- produce him for those of crimination !

porting to be the letters of parents, who Otherwise it is not by me, but by you ,

lamented that their children should have that the sanctity of parental grief is

experienced the demoralizing effect of a violated — by you, who make me a sufferer

residence at the India college . We are by the very respect I pay to that privacyI

told that extracts of those letters were -hy you who , in the guise of a secluded

read ; but we do not find that the writers mourner, prepare against me an ambushed

were named . And we are told that, on enemy, and who convert the most sacred

the evidence of those extracts , the college of all feelings into an instrument of in

was denounced as a sink of vice and im- justice !--- Hear ! & c .)

morality . Sir, every proprietor has a But it is not my only ground of objec

right to form his own opinion from such tion against thesewitnesses that they are

private sources of information as he can invisible.- Little as we know of them ,

command, and as he believes to be worthy we know something and that something

of trust, I therefore cannot complain that is , that they are biassed , -strongly and

the gentlemen who referred to these let- necessarily biassed, -in favour of thecause

ters , should themselves have relied on which they are adduced to support. Why ,

theirauthority. They were very well en- sir , can it be supposed that fathers , who

titled to do so . But when matters once had been deeply wounded by the failure

came to a public accusation , the funda- and discredit of their children — who were

mental principles of justice enforce a dif- naturally eager to lay the blame any

ferent course . I have seen something of where ratherthan on the real demerit of

places in which the rules of evidence are their children — who had , in a great de

applied to the purposes of judical investi- gree , identified their own cause with that

and have always understood it to of their children , -- who had very probably

be among the very first qualifications of been engaged in a warm and painful per

a witness, especially in criminal proceed- sonal altercation with the collegiate antho

ings, that he shall be visible , and that he rities, and whose whole personal acquain

shall be disinterested . What then must tance with the college , if they had any,

I think , when I find this court called upon was in all likelihood confined to the hur
to pronounce a sentence of censure against ried observation of two or ibree days,

a great public establishment, on such evi- amidst the press of the views aud feelings

dence as I have mentioned ? I have described ; can it be supposed, for

When, indeed, I hear such testimonies à moment, that such persons are disin

referred to on such an occasion , I am for. terested witnesses ? - [ should almost

cibly reminded of an anecdote which I doubt whether he could be a father , whom

once heard related by a very great man in I saw conducting himselfwith impartiality

the House of Commons. Lord Chief Jus- under such circumstances . I should be

tice Willes was trying a prisoner on the apt to say with the poet, “ He has to

circuit , when a witness positively stating children !"

some extraordinary fact,and being ques- These considerations seem to me decid

tioned as to his means of information , re- edly to prove whatMr. Maltlius observes,

plied , that he had been told what he re- that disappointed fathers are the very last

gation ;
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authorities who ought to be aduced in college had cailed , and, he had no doubt,

such a case as the present. They prove would continue to call in vain . " I

this indeed, so decidedly, that I cannot should be very sorry (continued Mr.

help appealing to the candour of the hon . Grant) to trespass too much on the indul

proprietors themselves, who have cited gence of the court; but while I am on

those authorities, against the admissibili . this subject, I cannot refuse myself the

ty of their own evidence. But, if they gratification of adducing, in my turn , the

refuse us that jnstice which I think is only testimony of a father whose son has passed

our due on this point, I am at least sure throngh the college. It is addressed

that I may safely direct myappeal to the to the principal, by a distinguished

court of proprietors.-- I will in that case , member of the church of Ireland , Dr.

intreat the court to remember that the Woodward , brother- in -law to the archbi

college has been charged with such pecu- shop of Cashel. I trust that highly re

liar degrees of vice and licentiousness as spected person will forgive the liberty I

render it altogether a dangerous and con- take in reading publicly an extract

taminating residence for youth - that the letter, written without any purpose of

friends of the institution have anxiously such a kind ; but certainly , I feel satisfied

and loudly called for the evidence on that this , with the similar testimony I be

which such accusation rests — and that fore gave from Mr. Mackenzie, will far

the single , the exclusive evidence, I will outweigh a whole host of anonymous ac

not say produced , but referred to , on the cusations. The letter is dated the 1st Jan.

occasion , has been the testimony of wit- 1817.- " I am also happy in an opportu

nesses who do not appear — who are not nity of giving my humble testimony to

named - and concerning whom they refuse “ the very uncommon prudence and firm

to tell us any thing except this, that by ness with which you restored order in the

every rule of law and reason , they are ut- college, in contradiction of the ridicu.

terly incompetent to be heard on the sub- “ lous attack made on the institution , as

ject.- ( Ileur ! heur ! hear ? ) we read it in the papers. As a parent

Mr. Jackson here interposed amidst “ devoted to his children , you will excuse

an universal cry of Order ! Order !—and " this intrusion, and believe that as long

observed , that such terms as “ peculiarly as I live nerer shall forget what the

offensive vices” might lead to misconcep- young men owed to your admirable
tion . He had not heard the term used “ conduct under very trying circum

against the college ; and if it had , he had stances.” I will just add (proceeded

no doubt it would he dropped, in order to Mr. Grant) that the writer of this inte

avoid an interpretation which , he was very resting letter had no acquaintance with

sure , had verer been contemplated by any Dr. Batten previous to the admission of

person. This interruption , he hoped, his son at the college .

would be excused , on account of the mo- Having now , as I trust, thoroughly dis

tives which had occasioned it . ( Hear ! posed of the deeper accusations against
hear ! hear !) the morals of the college, I feel myself

Mr. Grunt, after complimenting his called upon to notice the remarks of the

learned friend on the disclaimer he had so learned mover on the implied admission

properly and promptly made, observed that of Mr. Malthus, with respect to the ex

he (Mr. Grant, understood the charges cir- istence there of at least a degree of mo

culated against the college to imply a great ral irregularity. The averment of Mr.

prevalence of the excesses too common Malthus is , that the students

among youth - a prevalenceof these exces- yond all comparison, freer from the ge

ses in a degree wlich distinguished this se- neral vices” of youth , “ than the under

minary from most or all others, and madeit graduates of our universities ;" and, he

peculiarly dangerous as a scene of tempta- really believes , “ more free than the head
tion and of bad example. It had been classes of our great schools." On which the

described as “ a sink of vice," as a dis- learned and hon. proprietor says ,

grace to the Company and to the country, mirable consolation , truly , for parents to

and to all who belong to it ;" as the be told , that the students at Hertford

“ dread of the neighbourhood ; " as distin- children of sixteen , are freer from youth

guished by “ the frequent commission of ful vices than the under- graduates at our

every species of offence,” and as conduct- universities ,-men of five-and -twenty !

ed “ in a manner so repugnant to every But does Mr. Professor forget the radical

principle of order and morality as to pre- difference between the two cases ? We

vent individuals from sending their sons may send our children to the universities,

there.” These were specimens of the ex- or not send them , as we please ; but we

pressions applied to it ; expressions are compelled to send them to the Indian

which, if rightly used, must be capable college.” One word, sir, on the accuracy

of being established by immediate proof with which the sentiment of Mr. Malthus

of the most conclusive and irresistible is represented here, before I say any thing

kind ; but for such proof, and indeed for as to the reasoning employed on it . The

apy proof whatever, the friends of the learned mover, ona former day, remark

66
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ed that he had never seen so great a num- some vice among the students, especially

ber of misrepresentations crowded into so as the residence at the college is com

small a compass, as in the pamphlet of pelled . Now first, sir, I beg to know

Mr. Malthus. I hope my learned friend whether, when my learned friend pro

will excuse me for observing, that if Mr. posed to this court in 1805 , the resolution

Malthus has dealt in misrepresentation, approving the establishment of a semi

he has at length been fought with his own nary in this country, he really conceived

weapon ; for I will venture to assert, that that the seminary he was about to erect

so much misrepresentation has seldom would be totally free from all the vices of

been crowded into so small a compass, as youth ? that it would actually exhibit that

may be found in my learned friend's re- immunity from evil, which has in all

marks on the short sentence last quoted other cases been known rather as the un

from Mr. Malthus. I need not say I am attainable object of human systems, than

far from imputing wilful misrepresenta- as their realized excellence ? If he did ,

tion : it would be absurd to do that ; but let him point out the means by which so

it is necessary to set the sentiment of Mr. great a blessing was to be brought down

Malthus in its true light. First , then , my to the sphere of practice ; if he did not,

learned friend totally omits to read the let him not too severely condemn the ex

important clause with which Mr. Malthus isting institution for containing that alloy

concludes ; the clause, I mean , in which of defect which he himself proposed to

he states his belief that the Hertford stu- tolerate , in proposing to erect a seminary.

dents are freer from vice than the head- “ But then," said my learned friend ,

classes of our great schools . This clause we are not obliged to send our sons to

is left out, as if it had never existed . the university , but we are obliged to send

Next, my learned friend tacitly drops them to the college at Hertford .” Why,

the words “ beyond all comparison ” in who obliged you ? what terrible fiat

the preference which Mr. Malthus gives to what fatal decree-wbat dire necessity

the morals of Hertford college over those compels you to accept for your son a lu

of the universities . Thirdly, he describes crative and honorable appointment in the

the students at the India college as civil service of the Company ? If my

“ children of sixteen ;" thus taking the learned friend were to receive an appoint

very earliest age at which a youth is ad- ment for a son in the Company's service,

missible at that college as a standard for and he were told at the same time that

the age of the whole society. • And lastly, his son mustbe sent to Hertford in order

he describes the under -graduates as to qualify himself, would there be any

men of twenty -five." Sir, my learned shackle on his determination , whether he

friend has passed, as he tells us, four would or would not accept the appoint
years at Oxford ; I put it then to his re- ment on such conditions ? What greater

collection—I put it to the recollection of hardship is there in this case thanis im

ang man who has passed four days there- posed upon such persons as are destined

whether twenty-five be the average age of for the profession of the church in Eng
under- graduates ? It is well known, that land ? It is well known that those who

the period previous to the first degree have the offer of church preferment for
usually extends from about eighteen to their sons, cannot avail themselves of such

twenty -one. It is equally well known offer unless they send their sons to receive

that some are sent to the university much a suitable education at the university.

younger than eighteen ; I may , perhaps, To obtain orders without it is difficult

be allowed to mention, as one example to rise high in the church, hopeless . And
of this assertion, that the individual who would it be just to complain of that as a

has now the honor of addressing you , compulsory regulation which imposed
was entered of Cambridge at sixteen, and such education as the condition of the

went into residence two or three months preferment ? Yet this is a stronger case

before he had completed his seventeenth than that which I employ it to illustrate ;

year. By means , however, of these little for I should presume that the profession

oversights, Mr. Malthus's defence of the of the church provides for at least ten

morals of the Hertford institution be- times as many persons as the Company's

comes that which might very justly have civil service ; so that , for every one per

awakened the surprise of my learned son compelled to keep terms at Hertford,

friend, namely, an assertion that these nearly ten may be said to be compelled to

children of sixteers were not quite so keep terms at the universities. I am

vicious as men of five-and -twenty ! aware, sir, that this subject may , in jn

But, since the observations of the learn- dividual cases, involve a good deal of dif

ed proprietor on this passage may be ficulty. Scarcely any crisis can be con

thought, in some measure, applicable, ceived more serious or more interesting
even as it stands in Mr. Malthus, let us to a parent, than when he has for the

consider them a moment . My learned first time to determine, whether he shall

friend seems to think it a sufficient ob- retain his child under the safe and de.

jection to the institution, thst there is lightful shelter of the domestic roof, or

.
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shall commit himto the trials and diffi- less painful to their parents , less injuri- ,

culties of a more public scene. The quies: ous to their own character, and less ob

tion may sometimes bring with it great noxious to the interestsof society."

embarrassment, and prove very hard to With these observations, sir, I shall

determine . I am sure that niy learned dismiss this part of mysubject ; perfectly

friend sees it precisely in the same light, confiding that the character of the India

and that , if the solution of the problem college, in the important point of morals ,

fell to himself wiih - respect to any person is now securely established against all the

in whose welfare he felt interested, he unfounded aspersions which it has sus

would treat it with the seriousness that tained . I have but one topic yet to con

becomes it - a seriousness which , I con- sider, before I relieve the court fromthe

fess, I desiderated in his remarks on the task which I am unwillingly imposing on

subject, in relation to the supposed dan their indulgent attention ; I refer to the

gers of an education at Hertford . It is question of discipline.

I repeat, a serious - it may sometimes be When I before had the honor of ad

a very painful question . There is great dressing the court, it will be remembered

difficulty in balancing between the advan- that I declared myself ready to admit that

lages of an early probation in fortifying a'spirit of insubordination had, in some

youthful virtue , and the premature ha- instances, manifested itself at the col

zards to virtue which that very probation lege ; but I certainly neither did then,

supposes. I must be allowed to say, nor do now concede, that this spirit has

however, that in the case immediately at all manifested itself to the extent al

before us , the question is one of far less leged . I must own myself, however,

nicely and embarrassment than in al- somewhat surprised by the course which

most any other in which it can ' pos- the learned mover of the resolution has

sibly arise. The reason is a very sim- adopted with respect to this head of ob:

ple one. A father, who is called to make servation . Instead of dwelling on the

up his mind'whether he shall venture the actual state of discipline at the college,

child of his hopes and auxieties amidst a subject which is matter of fact- a sub

the temptations of a residence in the col- ject which, in point of knowledge, is'ac

lege at Hertford , must have already made cessible to any inquirer, because, from

up hismind'to trust thatsame child, only its very nature , it involves overt acts and

two years later,, amidst the far more vui none others - he has thought proper to

merous, and far more perilous temptations discuss ,. at great length , some of the

of a residence in India. The hazards of statutus of the institution, with a view of

the twb situations will not bear a compat proviug them either absurdly rigorous or

rison : What such a pareut , therefore, ineffective. It is very probable, sir, there

has to determine, is simply this ;--whe- may be defects in the college statutes ;
ther, having satisfied himself that his sou it is possible those defects may be great

should at a very early age be placed but what connection have à -priori argu

amidst the trying seductious and serious ments on such points with our present

responsibilities of an Indian life, it is not discussion , wlich relates to the actual

expedient , it is not obligatory, previously state of the institution , as ascertained by

to subject him to the milder exigencies of observation and evidence ? I will ; how

a ' public but yet a less exposed'situation : ever , shortly glance at one or two points

a situation which may afford a sort of noticed by'the learned proprietor. And

préparatory exercise to bis firmness and first, he objected to the regulation which

fortitude: Under circumstances like these, requires the presence of all the students,

even if in no other case , the Company without exception , at the celebration of

have surely a right to say to families divine worship according to the forms of

seeking Indian appointments, “ If you the church of England , as a hardship on

ave desirous of the advantages of a situa- members of the church of Scotland , or

tidh ' for your children in our service , even of the various classes of dissenters who

subject to the risks by which those'ad might have appointments in the service .

vantages may be attended -- we, on our With regard to Scotland, I have some con

part, refuse to grant them the advantages, nection with that country, and even con

inless they are first qualified to sustain sider myself as a native of it ; and I am

the risks . It is oui interest, and it is not aware that the strictest members of

equally their's, that they shall undergo the Scottish church would object to the
such a preliminary ordeał as may call mere aot of attendance at the rites of

their latent powers into action - as may English worship; so long as they were

inure them to a reliance on their own' re- not called to profess themselves in com

sources. In this ordeal it is possible they munion with the English establishment .

may fail ; but such a failure will be a far I have the same opinion of the liberality

less evil than the failures to' which un- of the dissenters in general. But if this

formed habits and unconfirmed principles be a hardship, it is one which is equally

Would expose them in India a far less imposed by thesystem of other collegiate

evil both to themselves and to others . establishments. The children of Protes

Asiatic Journ .-- No. 18. Vol. III, 4 H
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tapt dissenters are sometimes educated in vost shall appoint, at which all the

our universities ; so are members of the “ students shall attend.” Can it admit

cliurch of Scotland ; they caunot, indeed, of any doubt whether divine service so en x

undergo matriculation , but I am not joined was to be performed according to

aware that they ever desire exemption the modes and rites of the church of

from the regular duties of chapel. The England ? If it can , I entreat you to

children of English families are to be hear another regulation enacted for the

found among the students at the universi . benefit of the same institution :

ties of Scotland ; these attend divine ser- “ The primary objects of the provost ,

vice according to the Scottish ritual; and “ shall be, to receive the junior civil ser

I am not aware that they ever find the “ vants on their first arrival at Fort Wil

obligation of such attendance a burden “ liam , to superintend and regulate their.

upon conscience. “ general morals and conduct, to assist

But these, it may be said , are not pa- “ them with his advice and admonition,

rallel instances ;—for (as before) we are " and to instruct them in the principles

not compelled to bring up our children at “ of the Christian religion, according to

the universities of Scotland , vor are the “ the doctrine, discipline, and rites of

Scotch under a similar necessity with re- “ the church of England, as established

spect to ours ; it is the compulsory law “ by law .”

in the case of Hertford , which makes all So much, sir, for this obnoxious and

the difference. Now to say no more on oppressive ecclesiastical regulation ju the

that subject, will it suffice if I produce India college - a regulation which is thus

a precedent from an institution, for which completely paralleled, both in the college

mylearned friend professedly entertains, of lord Wellesley, and in the military se

and very justly, the highest respect - I minary ; the one of which estabishments

wean the Company's military seminary my learned friend has praised at our ex
at Addiscombe-Hear, therefore, the pense , and the other he would establisha

following clauses from the regulations of on our ruins.- (Hear ! hear ! )

that excellent establishment : The learned proprietor, bowever , pro

“ 18. Every Sunday morning, the 02 . nounces it extremely hard that a stu

dets shall walk in procession to and from dent should be liable to expulsion

church , attended by the serjeant and bom- by the arbitrary authority of five cler

bardier, and one of the resident masters gymen , truly, because he had missed

of the seminary ; unless the state of the chapel. Members of the clerical ur

weather, or some particular cause shall der, he observed, though no doubt

prevent it, in wbich cases, divine service, highly respectable persons, are not likely

according to the form of the Church of to be the most merciful of censors in

England, shall be performed, and a lecture such a case. Their habits of life and of

be read at the seminary, Divine service, ac- thinking incline them to some little severi

cording to the form of the Church of Eng- ty of judgment, in estimating the faults of

land, shall also be performed , and a lecture others. Wherewe pity, says my learn

read in the seminary , every Sunday evening. ed friend , they blame. I confess, sir, I

“ 20. The cadets shall not absent regret that my learned friend should have

themselves from church , morning and given place to this remark . I am averse

evening prayer , & c." to professional reflections, were it only

Perhaps, however, it may be contend- from a selfish motive ; for, as my learned

ed , that no fair precedent can , in the friend well knows, noprofession has been

present instance, be deduced from the the subject of more frequent or of more

system of a military seminary, the very unjust reflections of this nature, than

nature of which implies the admissibility that to which he and I have alike the

of restraints which would be intolerable honor of belonging. At the same time, I

in an establishment purely civil . Give acknowledge that others have expressed

us, therefore, it may be said, an example themselves respecting clergymen nearly

of a civil seminary exactly in point or in the same manner ; the celebrated Dar

give us none at all. I do not know, sir , vid Hume, for example, who , speaking of

that the distinction which such a reply that order of persons, observes, “ These

would set up, could be contended for in a men, being elevated above humanity, ac

matter relating to the rights of con- quire a character which is entirely their

science ; I am , however, content to adopt own, and which, in myopinion, is, general

the proposal ; I will bring you the exam- ly speaking, not the most amiable that is

ple of a civil seminary - and one , the au- to be met with in human society.” Such is

thority of which must be conclusive with the opinion of Mr. Hume, which seems to

the gentleinen on the other side. I re- make a good companion for that of my

quest, therefore, the attention of the learned friend .-- ( A laugh .) To treat

court to the following words from the this subject seriously, however, I cannot

statute-book of lord Wellesley's college ;- help observing, that in the resolution,al
“ Divine service shall be performed in the ready so often mentioned , which my

$ college chapel, at such times as the pro- learned friend proposed to the court in
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1805, one object stated as of cardinal im- on certain offenders, under the strongest

portance, is that of “ grounding the Com- penalties ?

pany's civil servants in the religion of It is one thing , sir, to judge of particu

their country." I firmly believe, sir, lar laws, - it is another, to reason about

my learved friend was sincere in that pro- general principles.The college-code may

position - I think it does him the highest contain regulations which are objection

credii-- and I therefore desire to submit able, for it would be idle to suppose the

it to his cool and candid reflection , whe- system perfect ; and possibly the statute in

ther the object to wlich he then attached , questiou may be of that number. I would

and to which ( I doubt not) he still at- just observe,however, that to determine on

taches , such importance, is likely to be the propriety of particular enactments in

promoted by the introduction of topics in an institution of this kind, is a matter of

this place , which, when the reports of our considerable difficulty and delicacy, -a

debates come to be circulated among the matter which requires a minute kuow

students, may be understood to disparage ledge of circumstances ; -and , where a

both those sacred observances in which the a law like that in question ,-a law strong

religion of their country is peculiarly em- on the face of it , becomes the subject of

bodied and enshrined , and the members consideration , it is as hard to form a real

of that eminent and venerable order , to ly just opinion, as it is unfortunately easy

whose cherishing superintendance it has to pronounce a decided sentence. I do

been peculiarly contided .- (Hear ! hear ! ) not say this without a reference to iny own

Before I take my leave of this topic, I feelings ; -for, though I shall presently

cannot help asking from what source it shew , and I trust in the most conclusive

appears that the offence of non -attend- manner, that the nature of this law has

ance at the college chapel subjects a stu- been misrepresented, yet , without much

dent to expulsion. Unquestionably , a more information on the subject than I

contumacious perseverance in this, or in pretend to possess , and much more inves

any other offence , would be visited by that tigation than I have leisure to undertake,

highest penalty ; but, if ( as I presume) I am not able to decide either for or

occasional failures only are intended, I against the expedience of such a re

beg to have the college statute produced, gulation . But the doubt, sir, which

by which such a punishment is annexed to I thus sincerely state with regard to

such a transgression . I believe the sta- the particular provision, can never com

tute-book would be hunted in vain for mit me to hesitate respecting the ge

any law of the kind. — This I know, that neral principles on which it has been

the most careful investigation has not impeached ; for here I have no doubt

helped me to the discovery of any such whatever . - I do not feel sure that the

law, while it has shewn me what seems law is right; but no proposition on

directly the reverse of such a law ; for I earth canbe clearer to me, than that my

find, on the one hand , that non -attend- learned friend has not proved it wrong . “

ance at chapel is an offence peculiarly He contrasts the principles of the British

cognizable by the dean , and on the other, constitution with this law .-- Sir, I cheer

that the dean is not invested with the fully join issue with him on the principles

power of expulsion. of the British constitution ; I accept the

We next come to what is represented test he has proposed ; and I give him any

as the crying sin of the laws ofthis in- promise , not merely to vote for the pre
stitution ; I mean the statute which the sent motion , but to be inyself the mover

learned gentleman compares to the Roman of a resolution for the absolute suppres

principle of decimation, and which he de- sion of the college as a public nuisance,

scribes as standing in frightful contrast on the following condition ,-that he shall

with the merciful spirit of the British produce to me any one provision,any one
constitution . By the practice of that clause, or any one tittle of the English

constitution , he tells us, individuals un- code, according to which persons

der suspicion of offences, are forbidden to tu pupillari ” are invested with the same

criminate themselves ; and he says, and rights as against their immediate supe

I can well believe him , that he has heard riors , which the subject undoubtedly pos

the highest legal functionaries anxiously sesses as against the government of the

warn a prisoner against using the plea of country. If the hon, and learned gentle

guilty, and has observed them ready to man can produce such a law, I will at once

spring from their seats , for the purpose of accede to everythingthat he has said upon
enforcing their remonstrances by their in- this subject. (Hear ! hear! ) But, in En

treaties. He then asks , what must be the lish jurisprudence , and I believe in any

feelings of the students at the India col- other jurisprudence, no such principle

lege, when, after having been instructed can be found ; the parental power, whe .

in the principles and the practice of the ther exercised directly or by delegation, is
English law by their legal professor, Mr. always supreme. True - it must beexeta

Christian, they open their own statute cised with caution and tenderness- it

book and find self-crimination enjoined must be exercised with a parental heart i

« in sta
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yet it is.supreme. Take one instance, any rule , analogousto thisobnoxiouslaw ,

and take it on the most invidious ground has ever been adopted in any other se

which the learned mover has occupied , minary :-- but there is no reason for

I mean , that of the law of self- crimina- doubting on the subject. There are mem

tion. If this is to be exploded on prin- bers of the University of Cambridge preis

ciple, that principle equally applies to sent. They may probably recollect, what

pupils of all ages : yet, sir, what parent I know to be a fact, though not frota para
among the many that hear me, if he soval knowledge- ! Eun, ' that on occa

strougly suspects liis child of a fault, feels sion of a disturbanciat chapel in a college

any scruple in charging him with it, and oi great reputation't he particular authors

in warning him not to aggravate thre of- of the disturbance not being discoverable,

feuce by a denial ? -But now all this is to it was announced that the principle of de

be ebanged . The young offender is to put cimatioy would be acied on if the offence

himself on his privilege , and to say “ I were repeated. In that instance, indeed ,

refuse to criminate myself !-I stand upon the threat was ' not carried into actual

the English law , and plead not guilty ! effect ; but every man well knew that, if

let the charge, if true , be proved by legal found necessary, it would be fulfilled with
evidence ! I stand upon the constitu- out fail ; and, as a sure proof of this, ' the

tion of my country !” . (Hear ! hear ! disturbance never recurred. Besides this ,

and much mirth.) Why the necessary the truth is , 'that, under a milder form ,

cousequence of such a doctrine, in nive · this power is frequently exercised in most

cases out of ten , must be, that the young academies ; for studeuts are often 'with

citizen is acquitted for want of a pro- drawn quietly , on an intimation to that
secutor. I trust , sir, that views like effect from the masters , although no one

these will never become popular in our specific offence deserving of expulsion

seminaries for youth ; but that the stu- has been committed , - merely on the

dents at those establishments will better ground of a general unfitness or incapacity.

appreciate the really filial relation in Notwithstanding, howerer, I have

which they stand towards their instruc- thought it necessary to offer these remarks

tors and remember that the first duty in vindication of the law referred 'to, 'I

arising out of that relation is implicit must again , sir , deprecate, inthe strongest

obediency terms, the principle of arguing against the

With regardi, -sir , to the particular sta . whole system and being of an institution

tute in question , it has, as I before re- on the ground of any one or two particular

marked , been greatly misconstrued , The regulations , howerer bador absurd This

whole effect of both its clauses is this, is vot the just method of proceeding with

that, when great offences are committed respect to human establishments : they

within the college, the authors of which all have their defects, and, when these

connot be discovered , such students as are discovered, the right course is to re

fall under suspicion from their general move the defects , not the establishnients

character, shall be put on the trial oftheir themselves. The sentiment more than

guilt orinnocence : Whether rigbt or not, once expressed by Mr. Burke, ought ever

this is all'; and the utmost exaggeration to be borne in mind for it is of universal

cannot make itmore. We must recollect application ; that “ there are , and inustbe,

that, in such cases , the offenee is not abuses in all governments," and that, if

committed in a large community ; it is the existence of abuses were made a rea

kuown to lie among a very limited body son for cashiering goveruments, nogovern

of persons ; some of these must be the ment op earth could stand a moment.

delinquents ; but those only are put on (Hear ! hear !) The particular statutes

clearing themselves, whose previouscon- on which my learned friend has thought

duct warrants a suspicion of their guilt . proper to comment so severely, can never

Even with respect to the persons thus ise- be drawn into the geveral question , wie

lected, we must remeniber that they are ther this instirution 'has , on the whole,

not to be sentenced without the fullest sufficiently answered its purpose to de

opportunity of viudicating themselves ; serve support and encouragement ; a

and this, not by legul evidence, but by question to be tried , not by the apparent

such proof as may satisfy a rational and propriety or probable etficacy of this or

a kind juilge. Sudeed, like all the powers that individual law , but by a manly, can

attached to the governmentof a seminary, did , and comprehensive view of the whole

we must suppose such a jurisdiction as system, 'as judged from its leading prin

this to be put in force , not by a tyramvis ciples, and its general results .

cal authority, jealous of the privileges of I willsay no inore of the charges against

is subjects, but by the cautious and the regulations of the college respecting

Jenient hands of persons standing in the discipline ; but it is necessary that I

place of parents . In point of fact, howe should trouble the court shortly on the

ever, I learn that this jurisdiction has subject of the spirit of insubordination

never been actually exercised. which the students have in more that

A doubt has been expressed whether one instance evinced , and which hasbeen

!
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made the foundation of so much public though nove of thethi very recent, hail the

clamour. And, in the first place, how pleasure of residing at the college, for

stand the facts ?-a very material question , 'days, and even for weeks ; I have walked

but one to wlich vervimperfect attention in the neighbourhood ; -1 have crossed

has been paid. In the nurse of eleven the quadrangle at all hours ; --and I know

years, it appears that five disturbances not that I ever witnessed the slightest

have taken place ; and, about seventeen appearance of disturbance or indecorum ;

students lave been expelled , five of whom on the contrary, I am sure , the place

were afterwards restored. The fact might, generally exhibited such a spectacle of

I have no doubt, be matched from the his- cheerful regularity as 1 have not witness

tory of several public seminaries, which ed in other institutions where the same

are not therefore branded either as public degree of liberty is allowed. A similar
nuisances or as nests of insurrection . A remark Iras been made to me by persons

better illastration , indeed, of this asser- of undoubted veracity, also uncounected

tion could not be desired than a circum- with the establishment, and whose oppor

stance stated by an hon. gentleman , who tunities of observation have been still

addressed the court on the question of the ampler than mine. In addition to these

college the other day , but whom I do not particulars, I will venture to nention a

now see ju his place. That gentleman , circumstance of which I have been assured

though he professed himselfadverse to this by Mr. Malthus, in whose accuracy I

institution on principle, yet delivered know that the most perfect confidence

himself on the subject with a candour may be placed :-namely, that during the
of which I could wish I saw more ex- eleven years of his connection with the

amples. He deprecated the conclusions Institution, and in the constant habit of

drawn from the disturbances that have paying to it the attention which his duty

occurred ; and produced a parallel case enjoins, he has vever happened to meet a
from the history of one of the most student in a state of intoxication . These

eminent of our public schools , in which , in are facts, sir , which , in the judgment of

the course of a few years , (I should guess every impartial person , will a thousand

from his statement, much fewer than times ontweigh the vague and boisterous

eleven ), there took place, the precise accusations of ignorance and prejudice.

number of five rebellions . The truth , But these testimonies are not alone .

sir, is , that while the instances of this They receive the most striking confirma

kind which happen at our established tion from the statements b fore- cited , of
schools pass away with little notice from lord Minto and other high official persons

the public,--- may, while the mention of in Bengal. Those statements have, in

them is rather forburne, out of motives deed , a force not to be eluded ; -- nothing

of delicacy to the families whose feelings can elude them , so long as it is deemed

or whose credit they may be thought to reasonable to infer the existence of causes

affect the disturbances at the India col- from their natural effects. Lord Minto

lege have been industriously made conspi- tells us , that the students from Hertford

cuous, and have been dilated upon with “ stand honorably distinguished for the

all the caution and candour characte- gular attendance -- for obedience to the

ristic of our daily press. To such occa- statutes and discipline of the college of

sional ebullitions of intemperance all Fort William - for orderly and decorous

pablic seminaries are liable ; but the ge- demeanour - for moderation in expense ,

meral characterof other seminaries is es. and consequently in the amount of their

timated from their seasons of quiet, not debt ; -- and , in a word, for those decen

from their periods of disorder ; it is only cies of conduct which denote men well

with respect to the India college thatthe born , and characters well-trained . ” I
disorder has been sedulously set forth as ask , sir, where were these 'amiable and

the rule instead of the exception . admirable qualities acquired where
I ain hence led , sir , to notice what 1 were these invaluable habits formed

deem a pecnliarly important feature, in why, in that very institution represented

this case. It is remarked by Mr. Malthus, -(1 quote the reported words of its ac
that a inost inaccuratenotion of the gene- cusers) -- as a place which givesus licena

ral character of the college would be form- tiousness when we look for order," as

ed, if the disturbances which are known placewhere “ The students are the mast
to have occurred there were thought ters," as a scene where every kind of

more than temporary effervescences ; since, disorder and irregularity are continual
in ordinary rimes , the whole business of ly oceurring ,” — as a place, where the stu

the instrution proceeds with a degree of dents are notorious for paying no debts,

order and decency, which has often teen -as “ a sink of vice and immorality ,

the atlmiration of strangers, and would be sand as producing m.my individuals,

perfectly satfactory to every competent who are without the principles of honor
jatge. This statement I am able, in å or honesty !”

certain degree, to confirm from my own Sir, the hon. proprietor, who first agi.

observation. I have, at several times, tated this subject on a former 'occasion,

-
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“ praise.

It may
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was pleased to describe this institution as “ ly adverted to , is mentioned in a note

the pest and terror of the whole vicinage. as one of the exceptions to those who

He asked , as I learn from the report of “are ranked amongst the enemies of the

the debate, “ whether the students were “ institution . That the major part of

not dreaded by every honest and peaceable “ our Hertfordshire gentlemen have view . '

inhabitant of the neighbourhood ? and “ ed the establishment with far different

whether they and the college were not “ sentiments than I have done, is I be

equally notorious in the country ?” The “ lieve perfectly well known.

proper evidence on this subject is certain . “ hostile feeling towards the college in

ly that of some of the persons thus ag- “ the earlier period of its existence, ape ·

grieved ; -- and I need not say that Mr. peared occasionally , and indeed pretty

Malthus has in the most deliberate man- generally to prevail ; but I should say

ner challenged the production of such evi . " with submission to you, not altogether

deuce ,-a challenge wbich does not ap- “ to the extent wbich possibly you and

pear to haveas yet been accepted . Yet I “ Mr. Malthus may apprehend. At all

can easily believe that the neighbourhood events, sure I am that many, or I

of a large seminary of young men ,-how- “ might say all of those whom I have ever

ever unexceptionably conducted , and how.. “ talked with on the subject, have al

ever distinguished the majority of the in- ways been ready to do ample justice to

mates for regularity and inoffensiveness,' “ the unremitted endeavours of the cola

would not be very pleasing to the proprie- “ legiate authorities, whose zeal and abi

tors of landed estates . Be it a school or lity in the discharge of their arduous

a college, be it well or jil managed - yet, “ duties have been the theme of general

as the best place of that kind, and the It is perfectly true, as our

best managed, will supply instances of “ friend Malthus remarks , that an esta

youthful wildness and mischievousuess, “ blishment of eighty young men , from

such an establishment is not generally “ the age of sixteen to twenty, in their

desired as a near neighbour. “ immediate neighbourhood , is not likely

therefore be admitted, without the smal- “ to be considered by any set of country

lest prejudice to the college at Hertford, “ gentlemen as a circumstance particular
thatthe country-gentlemen in that quar- ly desirable : but the assertion made

ter have not beheld itwith very favourable “ at the last meeting of the court of pro

eyes ; aud this is in fact conceded by Mr. “ prietors , “ that the ipliabitants io the

Malthus with his accustomed candour and neighbourhood of the college live in a

fairness. But , even on this point, the “ state of perpetualdread and alarn from

most grievous exaggerations have prevail- “ the wanton excesses of the students, "

ed ; and, in proof of this assertion, I will " is to be sure an absolute misrepresen

venture to submit to the proprietors the “ tation of the fact, and I was really asto

testimony of one who cannot fail to be “ nished (as I have no doubt most of the

considered as the most competent and un- gentlemen of the county were as well as

exceptionable witness, thatcould possibly “ myself) to observe that so unfounded an

have been desired on such a point . I will “ assertion should have been suffered to

submit to them a letter from lord John pass without immediate contradiction .

Townsend, who is not only a large land- “ As the nearest neighbour of the col

ed proprietor contiguous to Hertford, but “ lege, I must of course be most exposed

whose property , as lying nearest the col- “ to occasional trespasses, but I really

lege, as even surrounding it almost en- “ think they have been upon the whole

tirely, and as directly intervening between as trifling as we could possibly expect.

it and the town of Hertford , which is na- “ Had they been more

turally a place of frequent resort for the “ with truth say to you that they would

students, must be supposed peculiarly ob- “ not appear to me of sufficient conse

noxious to all the evils , whatever they quence to counterbalance the pleasure

are , which the vicinity of the college is " I have derived from the vicinity of per

calculated to produce . It will be seen sons whose society you well know has

that, in the opinion of lord John Towns- “ been so peculiarly agreeable to me ,

end, Mr. Malthus has over -rated the dis- “ Believe me to be, my dear sir, with

like with which the institution has been respect and regard, your faithful humble

viewed by the generality of the country

gentlemen . The letter is addressed to the “ JOHN TOWNSHEND ."

principal “ The Rev. Dr. Batton, yc. & c .”

" Grosvenor Place, 41 , These then , being our facts - it being

Jan. 6, 1817 . thus established that the institution usu

“ My dear sir , I have just read Mr. ally presents a spectacle not only of order,

Malthus's very able vindication of your and tranquillity , but of exemplary deco ,

“ college, and masterly, refutation of the rum - while yet it must be allowed that

“ charges lately brought forward against this its ordinary condition has undergone

“ it . I am glad to observe that my name, some interruptions of a very unpleasant

“ however undeserving of being peculiar- nature.-the questiou may arise, to what

I may

“ servant
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cause such a state of things is to be at- disturbance. What has peculiarly fo

tributed . And my first remark on this mented, however, the spirit of insubordi

subject is one which the very circum- nation, has been a rooted persuasion in

stances of the case irresistibly suggest- the minds of the students , that they stood .

namely, that the tumults which have dis- on the ground of patronage rather than

turbed the institution have arisen from of character ; and that the directors would

nothing interior or habitually felt, but from rather overlook the excesses of their .,

the operation of something external. If young friends than suffer their hopes for
they resulted from the ordinary movement life to be blasted , and the valuable gift of

of the system , it would be impossible to a writership to be thrown away. It was

explainthe good order that has always evidently impossible that the discipline of
succeeded the disturbance : -it would the college should be in a state of security,

then be natural to think that the same while this idea continued to be cherished ;

causes which had generated peculiar com- and on the other hand, the idea was not

motion at particular tinies, would diffuse a likely to be eradicated ,until the experience ,

less violent degree of disquiet over the in- of some signal punishments should show

tervening periods. I conclude, therefore, it to be utterly futile. In this connection,

that the system , in its usual operation , is it is necessary that I should notice ano.
good ; —that the usual course of manage- ther circumstance, to which , however , I

ment is good ; -that every thing is well allude with considerable reluctance. In :

arranged and well conducted ;-in short, the infancy of such an institution-an in

that no blame can be imputed either to stitution having no support in the reve

the constitution or to the administration rence of opinion , and which, from the ex
of the college , but that the origin of the pense and burden it iinposed on the reci. ,

evil to be accounted for must besought in pients of Indian appointments, could not
something extrinsic and perhaps adven- fail to be unpopular with many persons
titious.

it was desirable that the authority of the

Now , sir, on this point , it must be re . immediate superintendants of the college

collected that the India college is in some should be great, and that it should be

respects very differently situated from all vigorously aided and upheld. But it may ,

other institutions of the same species . naturally be supposed that there would

The generality of collegiate establishments be imperfections in the system at the out

have been founded in times of very imper- set ; and it seems to have been a great.

fect illumination, and by an authority imperfection that the college-council was
which was considered as paramount. not in the first instance armed with the

They have therefore easily acquired an un- power of expelling such students as proved

resisted sway ; and having begun with refractory. In consequence of this defect

being strong in power, have ended with in the jurisdiction of the professors , the

being strong in opinion -- they have be- students were induced to look off from

come interwoven with all our national their immediate superiors ; and, already

prejudices, and may be said to have regarding the members of the court of

struck their roots into the perpetual rock directorsas their patrons and supporters,

of the constitution. Hence, they com- they were thus confirmed in the opinion ,

mand the unqualified reverence of man- that, whatever might be their deport

kind ; and any attempt to shake their ment, their appointments would be safe.

authority-much more, any attempt to Some unfortunate instances, in which

endanger their existence -- would be con- students who had been expelled by the

sidered as the last extreme of folly. The court of directors, were subsequently re

India college, on the other hand ,has had stored , further countenanced, thatopinion.

to contend with something of those dis- I refer to these circumstances, sir, with

advantages thatare experienced by a go- reluctance, because I think it unfair that

vernment established in times of light and we should be compelled to drag into light, 1

liberty-in times when almost every man past evils, and evils to which a remedy ,

has an opinion, a voice , and a pen. It has been applied -- for the result was, that

necessarily wants all that hold on the the directors actually surrendered the powe

public mind which is the growth of pre- er ofexpulsion to the professors - a surren

scription and antiquity ; that is, it wants der which has drawn on them the censure

onemost important stay for the preserva- of my learned friend ;- but which, in my

tion of discipline , and the prevention of opinion, can never be quoted, except in

designs of tumult. A student of evil dis- their praise ;-á surrender, which was no

positions, and we must expect a mixture mean compromise or unwise concession ,

of such in every numerous assemblage of but a noble sacrifice at the shrine of duty.

individuals, may be led to entertain the That this new arrangement will in time

idea, that even a project of oversetting be productive of the happiest effects, I en

the establishment is not wholly out of tertain no doubt whatever. But itwould

reach :-and, at all events, when a crisis be vain to suppose that this or any other

of any kind arises, an institution like this, such arrangement is to act altogether like

is deficient in the means of overawing a charm ,orindependently ofaccompanying

a
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circumstances. I would therefore most the expense of qualifying those who are

respectfully, but most earuestly, impress to fill them : -whether, in the view of all

on the minds of those whom I address, just , all exalted feeling, the value of those "

the importance of giving to the institution appointments is not raised by a systeni
anentire, and a cordial, and a consistent which consecrates them to the acceptance

support. - If it is to be looked on with of the worthy - by a'system whichi renders

dislike and jealousy ; if its slightest faults, them at once the reward and the opportu

realor supposed, are to be magnified into nity of talent and of virtueby a system

crying and irremediable abuses"; if the under which they become less accessible

clambur raised against it by interest and only by becomingmore exalted - by a syst :

préjudice are to be countenanced by re- tem which compensates to them on the

spëctable members of this court ; if the one hand all that it takes or the other ; -**

disturbances which have originated in ' its and what it subtracts in interest , overpays

want of a firm support from power and in honor :—these, these, I say, are the

opinion, are to be made the very ground greatquestionswhich the subject suggests ;
of weakening the support which it actually and ill indeed have I estimated the court

possesses : if the question is familiarly to of proprietors, and deeply indeed' "Will

be raised, whether the establishment they disappoiut my expectations, if Ido

shall be continued or destroyed : it is cer- not find them keenly alive to those im

tainly impossible to answer for theevent, or pórtantenquiries, in all their force and

to say how soon the evilsimputed to it may comprehensiveness. (Hear ! hear ! )
be brought to pass by the very imputation . It is impossible, sir, tó réffect on the

But if a different course is pursued ; if we topics I have touched, without turning

cherish the institution in the real spirit our eyes on the situation which the Com

of kindness ; if wepromote its interests pany now occupy, relatively to the patior

with a real unity of effort : I will venture -without l'urning our thoughts on the

to predict - I could almost stake my exis- memorable contest in whlch wewere, vo

tence upon the truth of the prediction- long time ago, engaged - the contest which

that it willfulfil our most sanguine hopes. terminated in the grant' of our présent

What, therefore I would implore both the charter. I had, on that important occa

directors and the proprietors to remember sion , the honor; in common with many

is this, that if such an establishment is ' worthier persons, of fighting in your ranks

worth supporting at all , it is worth suppor- -a fetbte, I confess , but , I aint sürë,

tingwith all our hearts, and at all hazards. faithful assistant ; and I think I may say,

I well know that its operation may occa- that; on that field, though we lost some

sionally be attended with inconvenience thing of power, we lost nothing of credit.

to individuals. I am aware that parental With some abatement, we might adopt

hopes may occasionally be disappointed, the language of the poet

and the difficulties of deserving families the strife

be increased ; I am sensible that thevalue “ Was not inglorious, though th event

of Indian patrónage, in the vulgar mode " was dire.”

of estimating that value, has suffered Our arms, indeed, were somewhatup

some diminution . But I have itt esti- fortunate, but our scutcheons were not

mated the sentiments and the principles distronored .- Why is it , sir, that Inow

of the members of this court, if, when in- refer to that memorable battle ? Because

térésts of so miglity a nature are involved , throughout the whole of it weprofessedly

they allow considerations like these to stood before parliament and before the

weight even a feather in the scale. I have nation , on this specific ground - that we

ilt judged them , if they are not feelingly desired the privileges we demanded, not

alive to all those momentous questions on accouilt of the benefits they would prós
which the present enquiry involves. Whe. duce to us, but on account of the benefits
ther such an institution as this is not ne- they would enable us to bestow on others :

cessary for the due formation of the - On the priiciple that the great body of

functionaries towhose administrationthe India proprietors were anxious, not for

resources andthe happiness of one ofthe their dividend of the Company's stock';

largest empires in the world are to be en- but for their contingent of the Company's
trusted ':- whetherz ifit bethus necessary , power, prosperity, and fame:-On the

the collective utility does vot a million principle, that we regarded our Indian por
times outweigh the individual inconveni- sessions, not as a mine from whencewe

ence :-whether, even as to itself, that were to draw the treasures of the East,

individual inconvenience is worth but as a field on which we were to diffuse

thought, which still leaves the Indian civil the nobler treasures of western light and

service, for the certainty, the celerity , and knowledge and refinemeut ;-vot as

the magnitude of its returns, unrivalled scene of exertion for chartered rapacity)

among ordinary professions :-whether it or for arariće sheltering itself under the

is not highly just and reasonable that name of privilege, bat as a theatre on

persons presented with such noble apa which high qualities were to be displayed ,

pointments for theirfamilies, should be at out which great talents were to be ones

66
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cised and extended, on which all the chari.. Mr. Impey said he had purposely áb

ties and amenities of domestic life were stained from offering himself to the atten .

to be developed and established . — This tion of the court until after his learned

was the ground, sir, which the Company friend who had just sat down,bad spoken :

then took in the view of the legislature for after all the calumnies which seemed

and the nation . On this you gained, what to have been industriously disseminated

you did gain , of the national good-will against the college, (he did not speak about

and confidence . Aud how , I ask , has that what passed in this court , but in public)

confidence been justified ? How have the he thought it but right that the college

promises you held out been fulfilled ? I should be heard in its own defence. The

hear charges brought against you, of pro- court would agree with him, he had no

fusion and extravagance . - Of profusion doubt, that the college had shown no small

and extravagance for what purpose ? For degree of judgment in the choice of their

the purposeof erecting institutions dedi- advocate ; and would give him thanks for

cated to science aud literature and moral having allowed them to listen with un

improvement :-for the purpose of laying tired and uninterrupted attention to the

restraints on Indian patronage :--for the speech of his honorable and learned friend,

purpose of erecting barriers against the which , he maintained, for eloquence, for

oppression and the misgovernment of the argument, and for information, had not

people of India . The prodigality of pri . been exceeded by any speech delivered in

vation !--the indulgence of self-denial ! modern times in this or in any other

the luxury of doing good !-a profusion place.

which, I am sure, will flow in streams He was glad he took the resolution of

of happiness over your Indian subjects, abstaining from offering himself to the

and return in showers of benedictions and court until that speech had been delivered,

blessings on yourselves . This is, indeed, for he was persuaded that the time had

a glorious accusation ; -your charge is now arrived that the court must them

your triumph , and long may you be selves be satisfied of this discussion being

guilty ! Wherever else you are frugal, so unfounded in argument, so unfounded

here be lavish ;-wherever else you are in fact, and so wholly unreasonable, that

penurious, herebe prodigal ; assuredthat it ought to be put an end to ; and for that

posterity will find your liighest and dear- purpose it was his intention to propuse to

est fame in the imputation which describes putan end to it, by moving the previous

you as being seduced, not by the pride of question .

imperial power, or the glare of imperial The court had often occasion to com .

wealth, but by the dignity of imperial plain of the gross ignorance of the public

wisdom , and the austerity ofimperial vir- respecting Indian affairs, and the facility

tue !
which was thereby given to the dis

On these principles it is, sir, that I semination of calumny, and to the excite

would rest the fate of the present ques ment of prejudice against the Company.

tion ; nor can I suffer myself to doubt The same complaint the college had great

the result. In the observations I have cause to make of the ignorance of the pub

offered, it has been my earnest and my lic respecting the principles , the history,
laborious endeavour to avoid the unneces- and all the facts connected with that in

sary introduction of topics of irritation , stitution . The same ignorance gave rise

in the unfeigned wish that all who concur to the same species of calumuies, and he

in the general views I have taken , may apprehended that the same species of pre

meet as far as possible on a basis of union. judice had been excited against the college.
I have no interest, personal or otherwise, The public clamourhad been industriously

in the subject ; on the contrary, the ex- raised — the facts respecting the college

penditure of time and attention which it had been mistaken its history had been

has cost me, has, from particular circum- falsified. - (Hear ! hear ! hear !) He re
stances, been productive to me of a degree peated , its history had been falsifiedt.

of inconvenience quite unutterable. But I (Hear! hear ! from the Oppositionists .)
could not sit silent when a cause, of which Its history had been falsified , and this de

I so well knew the merits, was so com- bate would give an opportunity to the

mitted ,and I should almost havebeen ready college to deny the facts that had been

to tear a day out of my life, rather than stated against it, and to remove the im

not have come down here to raise a hum- pressions which had been made, adverse

ble but a sincere voice in favour of what I to its character.

firmly, deliberately , and in my inmost In treating of this subject, he should

heart believe to be the interests of truth with very great unwillingness touch upon

and justice ; and at the same time to be any points that had been so ably argued

the best, because the noblest, the loftiest , by bis hovorable and learned friend ; but

most valuable, most durable, interests of he could not wholly avoid saying some.

that respectable and respected body, whom thing upon so important a question, upou

I have now only to thank for the honor the general principles which had been

of their patienthearing.– (Hear I hear !) stated in this courtrespecting the college,

Asiatic Journ.No. 18.
Vor, Ill. 4 I
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was ,

The first and main point for consideration could extend over that vast country in de

seemed to be the principle and object of tail the blessings ofa wise and good govern

the institution. Upon that point he could ment. The next question ( and certainly.

hardly conceive that his honorable and a great one it was in the begivning ),

learned riend who began the debate, dif- whether it were more advant igeous to the

fered much with those who advocated the Company that the education of their ser

interests of the college ; for although it vants, from the age of sixteeu to nineteen ,:

might be in ferred from the deserved enlo- should be completed in this country or in

giuin wliich had been passed on the talents India ? Upon this subject, even his hon .

displayed by many eminent servants of the and learned friend had given a very satis

Company, by that honorable gentleman factory answer ; for although he had pa

before the college existed, that it was uu- negyrized the plau of Lord We lesley in

necessary, the object of it having been the highest possible strain, and had held

already sufficiently attained ; yet that that nobleman op as a paragon of wis

could not possibly have been his meaning, dom ; yet he had given such comclusive .
as he had bestowed so much laboured reasons in favour of the establishinent in

eulogiuin upon the wisilom of Lord Wel- this country, that it was only necessary

lesley , who had enforced upon the Com- to repeat his own observations to maintain

pauy the absolute necessity of an appro- the proposition in favour of the Euglish

priate education of the Company'sservants. college. The absurdity of exporting young

Now ifthe argument of Lord Wellesley on men to lodia for the purpose of being

that head could be successfully impugned, educated in European literature, and ex

nothing could be more foolish than the porting European professors to educate

conduct of Lord Wellesley in establishing them at Calcutta, appeared at first sight
the college at Calcutta. But it only re- so manifest, as clearly to strike the dini

quired a statement of the facts, fully to mest sight. It miglit be asked , then , how

confirm Lord Wellesley's argument. The could Lord Wellesley, with his acknow

Company had under their dominion about ledged abilities, have fallen into so great

sixty millions of people , essentially differ- an absurdity ? The answer was , that

ent from the people of this country, and the sphere of Lord Wellesley's power did

from each other in religion , laws , lan- not extend beyond India. He could not

guage, institutions, and , in short, differ erect a college in England, but he could in

ent in every circumstance by which peo- Calcutta . He could establish a college

ple of different nations were distin- there, however incongruous his plan might

guished. In the original state of the Com- be in some of its parts , he was forced to

pany's officers it was their policy, in mat- accommodate himself to his circumstances.

ters of government, to entrust the distri. He merely established the college there,

bution of justice ,and the collection of the because he could not establish it bere. '

revenue to Hindus and Muhammadans, But the main point upon which his hon .

and other natives of the country. But the and learned friend seemed to insist, was

policy of the Company had since been that this establishment should have been

totally changed--whether wisely or not, a school and not a college. lu the first

nothing but experience could determine place, what said the Marquis Wellesley

nothing but history could pronounce. But upon this proposition ? ( for he was a mo

at this time the whole systemof Indian del of wisdom upon this subject ! ) His

government was in the hands of the Com- plan clearly was for a college, and not a

pany's European subjects. They were school ; and according to his notions of a

distributed all over the country adminis- colleg , an institution of that kind was

tering justice in the minutest details, and established at Calcutta. Was it tiot rea

collecting the tributes which the Com- sonable , that if his college was the model

pány hall imposed on their subjects. How for the college here, as assei ted , the name

was it possible that such high functions as well as the thing shou'd be retained .

could be performed, not only without a But when the court applied its mind to

general knowledge of the principles of law this part of the question, it would find

and finance, but even without a particular that this was little more than a dispute

and minute acquaintance with the laws, about words. The terms school or college

the language, and the religiou of the peo- were of a doubtful and ambiguous uature .

ple over whom such servantswere placed ? They were sometimes applied indiscrimi

It seemed to be utterly impossible to answer nately , and sometimes substituted one for

that question , except in one way ; for al- the other. The original meaning of the

though the genius of Lord Clive and Mr. word school was a place where grown

Hastings might enable them to conquer persons were instructed , and in our uni .

and organise the extensive territories in versities the places where the young men

possession of the Company without these performed their exercises, were called

adyaptages, yet erery man would concur schools. And it was well know toevery

with Lord Wellesley, that it was impos- body that the seminaries at Westminster,

sible, without some appropriate educa- Eton , and Winchester, were called col

tion , that the servants of the Company leges,
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The hon . and learned gentleman seemed Certain he was, that if any attempt was

to make the essential difference consist in made to apply the punishment recom

the mode of punishment ; and he seemed mended by the hon . gentleman, in order
to recommend the use of the rod at Hai- to reduce them to discipline, the probabi

leybury . ( Mr. Jackson denied this . ) His lity would be, that the court would hear
hon , and learned friend denied this . The of much more outrageous riots than had

hon, and learned gentleman might draw ever been known to exist in the college.

back if hechose ; but he certainly did re- Great cries of hear ! 'hear ! had been

commend it ; and he (Mr. I. ) appealed to raised when he (Mr. I.) talked ofthe liis

the recollection of the court,whether that tory of the college having been falsified .

recommendation bad not come from the His hon . and learned friend had given the

hon, and learned gentleman ? His (Mr. court a long history of the origin of the

1.'s) recollection was the stronger, be- college, and he (Mr. I. ) really thought
cause the hon . and learned gentleman , in that not only the college and the directors,

commenting upon that partof Mr. Mal- but the court itself, had much to complain

thus's pamphletrespecting the application of the learned gentleman, when, in stating
of punishment, had not denied his recom- facts for which he claimed crerit, as being

mendation that the students at Hailey- within his own knowledge, he indulged
bury should be made to feel, but denied his fancy, and gave a fabulous history in

his recommendation of that punishment stead of a real one. But he (Mr. I. ) was

for mere stupidity. He certainly should persuaded that the court would not be

not quarrel with his learned friend for his content to take that history as authentic

taste upon the subject ; but the hon. and in all its circumstances. They would at

learned gentleman must know that there least look to this side of the bar for some

were persons who had deeply studied the genuine information upon the subject be
subject of education and the nature of the fore they concluded that the hon . and

human mind, who doubted very much learned gentleman was correct in all his

whether the punishment of the rod was statements. His hon, friend, the ex-di

au eligible mode of inculcating even the rector (Mr. Grant) had corrected the hon.

rudiments of education ; though probably and learned gentleman in some most im
he did not know that in the Charter-house portant facts . The hon. and learned gen

school, an example cited by himself, the tleman had stated , that the foundation of

punishment of the rod had been quite the college was laid upon the reduction of
abolished . the college in India . But that fact the

He could not help alluding here to an hon . ex- director had contradicted most

extraordinay misapplication of terms by directly, by stating, that the college of

his hon, and learned friend . His hon , and Hertford was in contemplation long before

learned friend had talked of children in the Calcutta college existed . The non .

speaking of the students of Hertford col- and learned gentleman had next told the

lege. Never was a term more misapplied court that the original intention was to

or more calculated to lead the court into erect a school and not a college, and that

error. It was not half an hour ago that the idea of a college had arisen with Dr.

an hon. proprietor asked him (Mr. I.) Henley. But here again the hon . and

this question : - " Pray, at what age do learned gentleman was corrected by the

these children go to Hertford college ? hon . ex-director, who positively asserted

To which he replied , " The earliest age that a school never was in contemplation

is sixteen ; and the age at which they are -never was named ; and that the college

there is from sixteen to nineteen ." Το did not take its rise from any suggestions

call these young men children was really of Dr. Henley. But it was not with rea

an abuse of words, and tended to mislead spect to the history of this college, as

the court. At that age young men were given by the hon. and learned gentleman,

as capable of discerning right from wrong that the court had to complain. They had

as atany period oftheir lives. They were also to complain that he did not even con

amepable for all their actions to the laws fine his misstatements to the college, but

of their country. They were able to enter he extended them to the universities. In

into the mostimportant of all contracts, the first place he had to complain of his

although certainly under restrictions of a hon. and learned friend, in stating, that

modern date, and peculiar to this country. the average age of students at the

The question then was notin what man- university was twenty- five.

ner boys learning their rudiments should Mr. Jackson .-- I said the average was

De treated, but how young men, from the twenty -two.

ageof sixteen to nineteen, pursuing the Mr. Impey . - Still the hon . and learned

higher branches of studies, were to be gentleman was in error ; for he, ( Mr. I.)

dealt with in the college ? It could hardly would pledge his veracity to the court

be supposed that young men well edu- upon the accuracy of every word he should

cated and their minds considerablyripen- statetothem upon this subject. He hap

ed ,could be treated like mere school-boys, pened to be well acquainted with both

and logged like children into discipline, the universities, and from his knowledeg
4 I 2
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tapt dissenters are sometimes educated in “ vost shall appoint, at which all the

our universities ; so are members of the " students shall attend.” Can it admit

church of Scotland ; they caunot, indeed, of any doubt whether divine service so en

undergo matriculation, but I am not joined was to be performed according to

aware that they ever desire exemption the modes and rites of the church of

from the regular duties of chapel. The England ? If it can , I entreat you to

children of English families are to be hear another regulation enacted for the . ,

found among the students at the universi. benefit of the same institution :

ties of Scotland ; these attend divine ser- “ The primary objects of the provost

vice according to the Scottish ritual ; and “ shall be, to receive the junior civil ser ,

I am not aware that they ever find the “ vants on their first arrival at Fort Wil

obligation of such attendance a burden “ liam , to superintend and regulate their .

upon conscience, “ general morals and conduct, to assist

But these, it may be said , are not pa- “ them with his advice and admonition ,

rallel instances ;—for (as before) we are “ and to instruct them in the principles

not compelled to bring up our children at “ of the Christian religion , according to

the universities of Scotland, vor are the “ the doctrine, discipline, and rites of

Scotch under a similar necessity with re- “ the church of England, as established

spect to ours ; it is the compulsory law “ by law .”

in the case of Hertford, which makes all So much , sir, for this obnoxious and

the difference . Now to say no more on oppressive ecclesiastical regulation in the

that subject, will it suſtice if I produce India college - a regulation which is thus

a precedent from an institution, for which completely paralleled, both in the college

my learned friend professedly entertains, of lord Wellesley, and in the military se

and very justly, the highest respect - I minary ; the one of which estahishments

wean the Company's military seminary my learned friend has praised at our ex
at Addiscombe -Hear, therefore, the pense , and the other he would establish

following clauses from the regulations of on our ruins.- (Hear / hear ! )

that excellent establishment : The learned proprietor , bowever, pro

“ 18. Every Sunday morning, the 02- nounces it extremely hard that a stu.

dets shall walk in procession to and from dent should be liable to expulsion

church , attended by the serjeant and bom- by the arbitrary authority of five cler .

bardier, and one of the resident masters gymen , truly, because he had missed

of the seminary ; unless the state of the chapel. Members of the clerical ur

weather, or some particular cause shall der, he observed, though no doubt

prevent it, in wbich cases, divine service , highly respectable persons, are not likely

according to the form of the Church of to be the most merciful of censors in

England, shall be performed, and a lecture such a case. Their habits of life and of

be read at the seminary , Divine service, ac- thinking incline them to some little severi

cording to the form of the Church of Eng . ty ofjudgment, in estimating the faults of

land , shall also be performed , and a lecture others. Wherewe pity, says my learn

read in theseminary , every Sundayevening. ed friend, they blame. I confess, sir, I

“ 20. The cadets shall not absent regret that my learned friend should have

themselves from church, morning and given place to this remark . I am averse

evening prayer , & c .” to professional reflections, were it only

Perbaps, however, it may be contend- from a selfish motive ; for, as my learned

ed, that no fair precedent can, in the friendwell knows, no profession has been

present instance, be deduced from the
the subject of more frequent or of more

system of a military seminary, the very unjust reflections of this nature, than

nature of whichimplies the admissibility that to which he and I have alike the

of restraints which would be intolerable honor of belonging. At the same time, I

in an establishment purely civil . Give acknowledge that others have expressed

us, therefore, it may be said, an example themselves respecting clergymen nearly

of a civil seminary exactly in pointmor in the same manner ; the celebrated Da

give us none at all. I do not know, sir, vid Hume, for example, who , speaking of

that the distinction which such a reply that order of persons, observes, “ These

would set up, could be contended for in a men, being elevated above humanity, ac

matter relativg to the rights of con- quire a character which is entirely their

science ; I am , however, content to adopt own, and which, in myopinion , is, general

the proposal ; I will bring you the exam- ly speaking, not the most amiable that is

ple of a civilseminary -- and one , the au- to be met with in human society.", Such is

thority of which must beconclusive with theopinion of Mr. Hume, which seems to

the gentleinen on the other side. I re- make a good companion for that of my

quest, therefore, the attention of the learned friend .- A laugh .) To treat

court to the following words from the this subject seriously, however, I cannot

statute -book oflord Wellesley's college;- help observing, that in the resolution al

« Divine service shall be performed in the ready so often mentioned , which my

college chapel, at such times as the pro- learned friendproposed tothe court in
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re

1805, one object stated as of cardinal im- on certain offenders, under the strongest

portance, is thatof “ grounding the Com- penalties ?

pany's civil servants in the religion of It is one thing , sir, to judge of particu

their country." I firmly believe , sir, lar laws,-it is another, to reason about

my learued friend was sincere in that pro- general principles. Thecollege -code may

position - I think it does him the highest contain regulations which are objection

credii-- and I therefore desire to submit able, for it would be idle to suppose the

it to his cool and candid reflection , whe- system perfect; and possibly the statute in

ther the object to wlach he then attached , question may be of that number. I would

and to which ( I doubt not ) he still at- just observe, however, that to determine on

taches , such importance, is likely to be the propriety of particular enactments in

promoted by the introduction of topics in au institution of this kind, is a matter of

this place , which , when the reports ofour considerable difficulty and delicacy, -a
debates come to be circulated among the matter which requires a minute kuow

students , may be understood to disparage ledge of circumstances ; -and , where a

both those sacred observances in which the a law like that in question ,-a law strong

religion of their country is peculiarly em- on the face of it, becomes the subject of

bodied and enshrined , and the members consideration, it is as bard to form a real

of that eminent and venerable order, to ly just opinion, as it is unfortunately easy

whose cherishing superintendance it has to pronounce a decided sentence. I do

been peculiarly contided .- (Hear ! hear ! ) not say this without a reference to my own

Before I take my leave of this topic, I. feelings ; -for, though I shall presently

cannot help asking from what source it hew , and I trust in the most conclusive

appears that the offence of non - attend- manner, that the nature of this law has

ance at the college chapel subjects a stu- been misrepresented , yet , without much

dent to expulsion. Unquestionably, a more information on the subject than I

contumacious perseverance in this, or in pretend to possess, and much more inves

any other offence,would be visited by that tigation than I have leisure to undertake,

highest penalty ; but , if (as I presume) I am not able to decide either for or
occasional failures only are intended , I against the expedience of such a

beg to have the college statute produced, gulation .-But the doubt, sir, which

by which such a punishment is annexed to I thus sincerely state with regard to
such a transgression . - I believe the sta- the particular provision , can never com

tute -book would be hunted in vain for mit me to hesitate respecting the ge

any law of the kind.—This I know , that neral principles on which it has been
the mo careful investigation has not impeached ; for here I have no doubt

helped me to the discovery of any such whatever . - I do not feel sure that the

law, while it has shewn me what seems law is right ; but no proposition on

directly the reverse of such a law ; for I earth can be clearer to me, than that my

find, on the one hand , that non-attend- learned friend has not proved it wrong.

ance at chapel is an offence peculiarly He contrasts the principles of the British

cognizable by the dean , and on the other, constitution with this law .-- Sir, I cheer

that the dean is not invested with the fully join issue with him on the principles
power of expulsion . of the British constitution ; I accept the

We next come to what is represented test he has proposed ; and I give him my

as the crying sin of the laws ofthis in- promise , not merely to vote for the pre

stitution ; I mean the statute which the sent motion , but to be inyself the mover

learned gentleman compares to the Roman of a resolution for the absolute suppres

principle of decimation , and which he de- sion of the college as a public nuisance,

scribes as standing in frightful contrast on the following condition , that he shall

with the merciful spirit of the British produce to me any one provision, any one
constitution. By the practice of that clause, or any one tittle of the English
constitution , he tells us, individuals un- code, according to which persons in sta

der suspicion of offences, are forbidden to tu pupillari ” are invested with the same

criminate themselves; and he says , and rights as against their immediate supe

I can well believe him, that he has heard riors , which the subject undoubtedly pos
the highest legal functionaries anxiously sesses as against the government of the

waru a prisoner against using the plea of country. If the hon , and learnect gentle
guilty, and has observed them ready to man can produce such a law, I will at once

spring from their seats , for the purpose of accede to every thing that he has said upon

enforcing their remonstrances by their in- this subject. (Hear ! hear!) But, in En.

treaties . He then asks , what must be the glish jurisprudence, and I believe in any

feelings of the students at the India col- other jurisprudence, no such principle
lege, when , after having been instructed can be found ; the parental power, whe .

in the principles and the practice of the ther exercised directly or by delegation, is

English law by their legal professor, Mr. always supreme. True - it must beexer
Christian, they open their own statute- cised with caution and tenderness - it

book and find self-crimination enjoined must be exercised with a parental heart ;

4 H 2
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yet it is supreme. Take one instance, any rule, analogoustothisobnoxiąuslaw ,

and take it on the most invidious ground has ever been adopted in any other se

which thelearned mover has occupied , minary :-- but there is no #eason for

I mean , that of the law of self-crimina- doubting on the subject. Tht rearemem

tion. If this is to be exploded on prin- bers of the University of Cambridge preis

ciple, that principle equally applies to sent. They may probably recollect, what

pupils of all ages : yet, sir, what parent I know to be a-fact, though not frófer pera

among the many that hear-me, if he suval knowledge - eun, ' that on occa

strongly suspects his child of a foult, feels sion of a disturbanczat chapel in a college

anyscruple in charging him with it, and of great reputation'the particular authors

in warning him not to aggravate the of- of the disturbance not heing discoverable ,

fence by a denial ?-But now all this is to it was announced that the principle of de

be changed . The young offender is to put cimation would be ' acied on if the offence

himself on his privilege, and to say " I were repeated. In that instance , indeed ,

refuse to criminate myself ! I stand upon the threat was not carried into actual

the English law , and plead not guilty ! effect ; but every man well knew that, if

let the charge, if true, be proved bylegal fonud necessary, it would be fulfilled with
evidence ! stand upon the constitu- out fail ; and, as a sure proof of this,'the

tion of my country !" . ( Hear ! hear ! disturbance never recurred . Besides this,

and much mirth .) Why the necessary the truth is , ' that , under a wilder form ,

cousequence of such a doctrine, in nine · this power is frequently exercised in most

cases out of ten ,must be, that the young academies; for students are often 'with

citizen is acquitted for want of pro- drawn quietly , on an intimation to that

secutor . I trust, sir, that views like effect from the masters, although no one

these will never become popular in our specific offence deserving of expulsion

seminaries for youth ; but that the stu- hras been committed , — merely on the

dents at those establishments will -better ground of a general unfitness or incapacity.

appreciate the really filial relation in Notwithstanding , however, I have

which they stand towards their instruc- thought it necessary to offer these remarks

tors and remember that the first duty in vindication of the law referred 'to , I

arising out of that relation is implicit must again , sir , deprecate , in the strongest

obediency terms, the principle of arguing against the

With regard , -sir, to theparticular sta- whole systein and being of an institution

tute in question , it has, as I before re- on the ground of auy one or two particular

marked, been greatly misconstrued , The regulations, however bad or absurd This

whole effect of both its clauses is this , is tot the just method of proceediug'with

that, when great offences are commitred respect to human 'establishments : they

within the college, the authors of which all have their defects , and , when these

connot be discovered, such students as are discovered , the right course is to re

fall under suspicion from their general move the defects, not the establishments

character, shall be put on the trial of their themselves. The sentiment more than

guilt or innocence :-Whether right or not, once expressed by Mr. Burke, ought ever

this is all ; and the utmost exaggeration to be borne in mind -- for it is of universal

cannot make itmore. We must recollect application ; that “ there are, andmust be,

that, in such cases, the offenee is not abuses in all governments, " and 'that, if

committed in a large community ; it is the existence of abuses were made a 'rea

known to lie among a very limited body son for cashiering goveruments, no govern

of persons ; some of these must be the menit on earth could stand a moment,

delinquents ; but those only are put on (Hear ! hear !) The particular statutes

clearing themselves , whose previous con- on which my leained friend has thought

duct warrants a suspicion of their guilt . proper to commeut so severely , can never

Even with respect to the persons thus ise- be drawn into the geveral question , whe

lected , we must remeniber that they are ther this instirution has, on the whole,

not to be sentenced without the fullest sufficiently answered its purpose to the

opportunity of viudicating themselves ; serve support and encouragement ; a

and this, 'not by legal evidence, but by question to betried , not by the apparent

such proof as may satisfy a rational and propriety or probable etficacy of this or
a kind judge. Indeed, like all the powers that individual law , but by a manly, can

attached to the governmentof a semivary, did , and comprehensive view of the whole

we must suppose such a jurisdiction as system , as judged from its leading prin :

this to be put in force, not by a tyramvi- ciples, and its generalresults.

cal authority, jealous of the privileges of I willsay no moreofthe charges against

is subjects , but by the cautious and the regulations of the college respecting

lenient hands of persons standing in the discipline ; but it is necessary that

place of parents. In point of fact, how should trouble the court shortly on the

ever, I learn that 'this jurisdiction has subject of the spirit of insubordination
never been actually exercised. which the students have in more that

A doubt has been expressed whether one instanceeviticed, and whichhas been

:
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made the foundation of so much public though nove of their very recent,'had the

clamour. And , in the first place , how pleasure of residing at the college , for

stand the facts ? -a verymaterial question , 'days, and even for weeks ;I have walked

but one to which verv imperfect attention in the neighbourhood ; - 1 have crossed

has been paid. In tie nurse of eleven the quadrangle at all hours ; --and I know

years, it appears that five disturbances not that I ever witnessed the slightest

have taken place ; and, about seventeen appearance of disturbance or indecorum ;

students have been expelled , five of whom on the contrary , I am sure , the place

were afterwards restored . The fact might, generally exhibited such a spectacle of

I haveno doubt, be matched from thehis- cheerful regularity as I have not witness

tory of several public seminaries, which ed in other institutions where the same

are not therefore branded either as public degree of liberty is allowed . A similar

nuisances or as nests of insurrection. A remark lras been made to me by persons

better illastration, indeed, of this asser- of undoubted veracity, also uncounected

tion could not be desired than a circum- with the establishment, and whose oppor

stance stated by an hon . gentleman , who tunities of observation have been still

addressed the court on the question of the ampler than mine. In addition to these

college the other day , but whom I do not particulars, I will venture to mention a

now see in his place. That gentleman , circumstance of which I have been assured

though he professed himself adverse to this by Mr. Malthus, in whose accuracy I

institution on principle, yet delivered know that the most perfect confidence

himself on the subject with a candour may be placed :-namely, that during the
of which could wish I saw more ex- eleven years of his connection with the

amples. He deprecated the conclusions Institution, and in the constant habit of

drawn from the disturbances that have paying to it the attention which his duty

occurred ; and produced a parallel case enjoins, he has vever happened to meet a

from the history of one of the most student in a state of intoxication . These

eminent of our public schools, in which , in are facts , sir , which , in the judgment of

the course of afew years, ( I should guess every impartial person , will a thousand

from his statement, much fewer than times ontweigh the vague and boisterous

eleven ), there took place, the precise accusations of ignorance and prejudice.

number of five rebellions. The truth , But these testimonies are not alone .

sir, is, that while the instances of this They receive the most striking confirma

kind which happen at our established tion from the statements b fore- cited, of

schools pass away with little notice from lord Minto and other high official persons

the public, -nay, while the mention of in Bengal. Those statements have, in

them is ratlrer forborne, out of motives deed , a force not to be eluded ;-nothing

of delicacy to the families whose feelings can elude them , so long as it is deemed

or whose credit they may be thought to reasonable to infer the existence ofcauses

affect - the disturbances at the India col- from their natural effects . Lord Minto

lege have been industriously made conspi- tells us, that the students from Hertford

cuous, and have been dilated upon with “ stand honorably distinguished for its

all the caution and candour characte- gular attendance -- for obedience to the

ristic of onr daily press . To such occa- statutes and discipline of the college of

sional ebullitions of intemperance all Fort William - for orderly and decorous

public seminaries are liable ; but the ge- demeanour -- for moderation in expense ,

xeral characterof other seminaries is es. and consequently in the amount of their

timated from their seasons of quiet, not debt ; and , in a word, for those decen

from their periods of disorder ; it is only cies of conduct which denote men well

with respect to the India college that the born , and characters well -trained . " I

disorderhas been sedulously set forth as ask , sir, where were these amiable and

the rule instead of the exception . admirahle qualities acquired ?-where

I ain bence led , sir , to notice what 1 were these invaluable habits formed a

deem a pecnlially important feature, in why, in that very institution represented

this case . It is remarked by Mr. Malthus, - ( 1 quote the reported words of its ac

that a inost inaccurate notion of the gene- cusers )-as a place which gives us licen

ral character of the college would be form- tiousness when we look for order, " . as a

ed, if the disturbances which are known place where “ The students are the mass

to have occurred there were thought ters, ” as a scene where every kind of

more than temporary effervescences ; since, disorder and irregularity are continuat.

in ordinary rines, the whole business of ly oceurring ,-as á place, where the stu

the iustrution proceeds with a degree of dents are notorious for paying nn debts,

order and decency, which has often been -as “ a sink of vice and immorality ,

the attiration of strangers,and would be mand as “ producing m my individuals,

perfectly sat factory to every competent who are without the principles of honor

jatige. This statement I am able, in å or honesty !”

certain degree , to confirm from my own Sir, the hon . proprietor, who first agi.

Observation . I have , at several times, tated this subject on a former occasion,

***
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was pleased to describe this institution as ly adverted to , is mentioned in a note

the pest and terror of the whole vicinage. as one of the exceptions to thosewho

He asked , as I learn from the report of “are ranked amongst the enemies of the

the debate , “ whether the students were : “ institution. That the major part of

not dreaded by every honest and peaceable our Hertfordshire gentlemen have riew

inhabitant of the neighbourhood ? and “ ed the establishment with far different

whether they and the college were not “ sentiments than I have done, is I be

equally notorious in the country ? ” The “ lieve perfectly well known.

proper evidence on this subject is certain . “ hostile feeling towards the college in

ly that of some of the persous thus ag- “ the earlier period of its existence, ap- .

grieved ; -- and I need not say that Mr. peared occasionally, and indeed pretty

Malthus has in the most deliberate man- “ generally to prevail ; but I should say

ner challenged the production of such evi. " with submission to you, not altogether

dence ,-a challenge which does not ap- to the extent which possibly you and

pear to have as yet been accepted . Yet I “ Mr. Malthus may apprehend . At all

can easily believe that the neighbourhood events , sure I am that many, or I

of a large seminary of young men ,-how- “ might say all of those whom I have ever

ever unexceptionably conducted, and how- “ talked with on the subject, hare al

ever distinguished the majority of the in- ways been ready to do ample justice to

mates for regularity and inoffensiveness, ' “ the unremitted endeavours of the col .

would not be very pleasing to the proprie-' “ legiate authorities, whose zeal and abi

tors of landed estates. Be it a school or “ lity in the discharge of their arduous

a college , be it well or ill managed - yet, “duties have been the theme of general

as the best place of that kind, and the “ praise. It is perfectly true, as

best managed, will supply instances of “ friend Malthus remarks, that an esta

youthful wildness and mischievousness, “ blishment of eighty young men , from

such an establishment is not generally “ the age of sixteen to twenty, in their

desired as a near neighbour. “immediate neighbourhood , is not likely

therefore be admitted , without the smal- “ to be considered by any set of country

lest prejudice to the college at Hertford , “ gentlemen as a circumstance particular

that the country - gentlemen in that quar- “ ly desirable : but the assertion made

ter have not beheld it with very favourable at the last meeting of the court of pro

eyes ; and this is in fact conceded by Mr. prietors, " that the inhabitants in the

Malthus with his accustomed candour and “ neighbourhood of the college live in a

fairness. But , even on this point, the “ state of perpetual dread and alarn from

most grievous exaggerations have prevail- “ the wanton excesses of the students , "

ed ; and , in proof of this assertion , I will " is to be sure an absolute misrepresen

venture to submit to the proprietors the “ tation of the fact, and I was really asto

testimony of one who cannot fail to be “ nished (as I have no doubt mostof the

considered as the most competent and un- “ gentlemen of the county were as well as

exceptionable witness, thatcould possibly “ myself) to observe that so unfounded an

have been desired on such a point. I will “ assertion should have been suffered to

submit to them a letter from lord John pass without immediate contradiction .

Townsend, who is not only a large land- * .As the nearest neighbour of the col

ed proprietor contiguous to Hertford, but “ lege, I must of course be most exposed

whose property, as lying nearest the col- to occasional trespasses, but I really

lege, as even surrounding it almost en- “ think they have been upon the whole

tirely, and as directly intervening between as trifling as we could possibly expect.

it and the town of Hertford , which is na- “ Had they been more serious, I may

turally a place of frequent resort for the “ with truth say to you that they would

students, must be supposed peculiarly ob- “ not appear to me of sufficient conse

noxious to all the evils , whatever they quence to counterbalance the pleasure

are , which the vicinity of the college is “ I have derived from the vicinity of per

calculated to produce. It will be seen sons whose society you well know has.

that, in the opinion of lord John Towns- “ been so peculiarly agreeable to mea

end, Mr. Malthus has orer -rated the dis- “ Believe me to be, my dear sir , with

Jike with which the institution has been respect and regard , your faithful humble
viewed by the generality of the country- servant

gentlemen . The letter is addressed to the “ JOHN TOWNSHEND."

principal. “ The Rev. Dr. Batton,& c. &c.".

" Grosvenor Place, 41 , These then , being our facts -- it being

Jan. 6, 1817 . thus established that the institution usu

" My dear sir,-I have just read Mr. ally presents a spectacle not only of order

“ Malthus's very able vindication of your and tranquillity , but of exemplary deco ,

“ college, and masterly, refutation of the rum - while yet it must be allowed that

“ charges lately brought forward against this its ordinary condition has undergone

“ it . I am glad to observe thatmy name, some interruptions of a very unpleasant

“ bowever undeserving of being peculiar naturém thequestiou may arise, to what

66
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cause such a state of things is to be at- disturbance. What has peculiarly fo . 1

tributed . And my first remark on this mented , however, the spirit of insubordi.

subject is one which the very circum- nation , has been a rooted persuasion in

stances of the case irresistibly suggest- the minds of the students, that they stood

namely, that the tumults which have dis- on the ground of patronage rather than

turbed the institution have arisen from of character ; and that the directors would

nothing interiororhabitually felt, but from rather overlook the excesses of their

the operation of something external. If young friends than suffer their hopes for

they resulted from the ordinary movement life to be blasted, and the valuable gift of

of the system , it would be impossible to a writership to be thrown away. It was

explain the good order that has always evidently impossible that the discipline of

succeeded the disturbance : -it would the collegeshould be in a state of security,

then be natural to think that the same while this idea continued to be cherished ;

causes which had generated peculiar com- and on the other hand , the idea was not

motion at particular times , would diffuse a likely to beeradicated ,until the experience ,

less violent degree of disquiet over the in- of somesignalpunishments should show ,

tervening periods. I conclude, therefore, it to be utterly futile. In this connection ,

that the system , in its usual operation , is it is necessary that I should notice ano

good ;—that the usual course of manage- ther circumstance, to which, however, I.

ment is good ; -- that every thing is well allude with considerable reluctance . In

arranged and well conducted ;-in short, the infancy of such an institution - an in

that no blame can be imputed either to stitution having no support in the reve

the constitution or to the administration rence of opinion , and which, from the ex

of the college , but that the origin of the pense and burden it iinposed on the reci .

evil to be accounted for must be sought in pients of Indian appointments, could not

something extrinsic and perhaps adven- fail to be unpopular with many persons

titious. it was desirable that the authority of the

Now, sir, on this point , it must be re . immediate superintendants of the college

collected that the India college is in some should be great, and that it should be

respects very differently situated from all vigorously aided and upheld. But it may

other institutions of the same species . naturally be supposed that there would
The generality ofcollegiate establishments be imperfections in the system at the out

have been founded in times of very imper- set ; and it seems to have been a great

fect illumination, and by an authority imperfection that the college-council was
which was considered as paramount. not in the first instance armed with the

They have therefore easily acquired an un- power of expelling such students as proved

resisted sway ; and having begun with refractory. In consequence of this defect

being strong in power , have ended with in the jurisdiction of the professors, the

being strong in opinion—they have be- students were induced to look off from

come interwoven with all our national their immediate superiors ; and, already

prejudices, and may be said to have regarding the members of the court of

struck their 'roots into the perpetual rock directors as their patrons and supporters,

of the constitution . Hence, they com- they were thus confirmed in the opinion ,

mand the unqualified reverence of man- that, whatever might be their deporta

kind ; and any attempt to shake their ment, their appointments would be safe.

authority-much more, any attempt to Some unfortunate instances, in which

endanger their existence-would be con- students who had been expelled by the

sidered as the last extreme of folly. The court of directors, were subsequently rem

India college , on the other hand, has had stored, further countenanced , thatopinion,

to contend with something of those dis- I refer to these circumstances, sir, with:

advantages that are experienced by a go- reluctance, because I think it unfair that

vernment established in times of light and we should be compelled to drag into light ,

liberty - in times when almost every man past evils, and evils to which a remedy ,

has an opinion, a voice, and a pen . It has been applied -- for the result was, that

necessarily wants all that hold on the the directors actually surrendered the powe :

public mind which is the growth of pre- er ofexpulsion to the professorsa surren

scription and antiquity ; that is, it wants der which has drawn on them the censure :

one most important stay for the preserva- of my learned friend ; -- but which , in my

tion of discipline, and the prevention of opinion, can never be quoted , except in

designs of tumult. A student of evil dis- their praise ;-a surrender, which was no. "

positions, and we must expect a mixture mean compromise or unwise concession,

of such in every numerous assemblage of but a noble sacrifice at the shrine of duty.

individuals , may be led to entertain the That this new arrangement will in time

idea, that even a project of oversetting be productive of the happiest effects, I en

the establishment is not wholly out of tertain no doubt whatever. But it would

reach :-ánd, at all events, when a crisis be vain to suppose that this or any other

of any kind arises, an institution like this , such arrangement is to act altogether like

is deficient in the means of overawing a charm , orindependently ofaccompanying

:
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circumstances. I would therefore most the expense of qualifying tưose'wlio ate

respectfully, but most earuestly , inipress to fill them : -whether, in the view of all

om the minds of those whom I address, just , all exalted feeling, the value of those

the importance of giving to the institution appointments is not raised by a sýsteni

an entire , and a cordial, and a consistent which consecrates them to the acceptance

support. If it is to be looked on with of the worthy - by a'system which renders

dislike and jealousy ; if its slightest faults, them at once the reward and the opportu

real'or supposed , are to be magnified into nity of talent and of virtueby a system

crying and irremediable abuses" ; if the uuder which they become less accessible

clamour raised against it by interest and only by becoming more exalted - by a sýst

préjudice are to be countenanced by re- tem which conipensates to them on the

spectable members of this court ; if the one hand all that it takes orthe other

disturbances which have originated in its and what it subtracts in interest, overpays

want of a firm support from power and in honor :-thése, these, I say, are the

opinion , are to be made the very ground great questionswhich the subject suggests ';

of weakening the support which it actually and ill indeed have I estimated the court

possesses : if the question is familiarly to of proprietors, and deeply indeert Will
be raised, whether the establishment they disappoiut my expectations, ifIdo '

shalt be continued or destroyed : it is cer- not find them keenly alive to those ima

tainly impossible to answer for the event,or pórtant enquiries , in all their force and

to say how soon the evils imputed to it may comprehensiveness. (Hear ! heat ! )

be brought to pass by the very imputation. It is impossible, sir, tó reffect on the

But if a different course is pursued ; if we topics I have touched , without turning

cherish the institution in the real spirit our eyes on the situation which the Com

of kindness ; if we promote its interests pany now occupy, relatively to the nation;

with a real unity of effort : I will venture — without turning our thoughts on the

to predict- I could almost stake my exis- memorable contest in whlch we were, vo

tence upon the truth of the prediction- long time ago , engaged --the contest which

that it willfulfil our most sanguine hopes. terminated in the grant ' of our present

What, therefore I would implore both the charter. I had, on that important occae

directorsand the proprietors to remember sion,the honor, in 'common with many

is this, that if such an establishment is ' worthier persons,of figliting in your ranks

worth supporting atall , it is worth suppor- -a feebte, I confess, but, I am sure , a

ting with allour hearts, and at all hazards. faithful assistant ; and I think I may say,

I well know that its operation may occa- that; on that held, though we lost sowie

sionally be attended with inconvenience thing of power, we lost nothing of credit.

to individuals. I am aware that parental With some abatement, we might adopt

hopes may occasionally be disappointed, the language of the poet

and the difficulties of deserviug families -the strife

be increased ; I am sensible that thevalue “ Was not inglorious, though th ' event

of Indian patronage, in the vulgar mode " was dire.”

of estimating that value, has suffered Oar arms, indeed, were somewhatun

some dimination . But I have itt esti- fortunate, but our scutcheons were not

mated the sentiments and the principles dishonored . - Why is it , sir , that I now

of the members of this court, if, when in- refer to that memorable battle ?-Because

terests of so mighity a nature are involved , throughout the wlrole of it we professėdry

they allow considerations like these to stood before parliament and before the

weigh even a feather in the scale . I have nation, on this specific ground — that we

ilt judged them , if they are not feelingly desired the privileges we demanded , not

alive to all those momentous questions on accouirt of the benefits they would pro

which the present enquiry involves: Whe . duce to us, but on account of the benefits

ther such an institution as this is not ne- they would enable us to bestow or others :

cessary for the due forination of the - On the principle that the great body of

fimctionaries towhose administration the India proprietors wereauxious, not for

resources and the happiness of one ofthe their dividerid of the Company's stock,

largest empires in the world are to be en- but for their contingent of the Company's

trusted :-whether, if it be thug necessary, power, prosperity, and fame :-- On the

the collective Utility does not a million principle, that we regarded our Indian pors

times outweigh the individual inconveni- sessions, not as a mine from whetice we

erce :--whether, even as to itself, that were to draw the treasures of the East,

individual inconvenience is worth a but as a field on which we were to diffuse

thought, which still leaves the Indian civil the nobler treasures of western light and

service, for the certainty, the celerity, and knowledge and refinemeut ; -vot as a

the magnitude of its returns, untivalled scene of exertion for chartered rapaeity)

among orditiary professions :-whether it or for avarice sheltering itself order the

is not highly just and reasonable that name of privilege, but as a theatre on

persons presented with such noble ap3 which high qualities were to bedisplayed ,

pointments for theirfamilſeby should be at - oh which great talents were to be drei

66
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cised and extended, on which all thechari- , Mr. Impey said he had purposely áb

ties and amenities of domestic life were stained from offering himself to the atten .

to be developed and established. —This tion of the court until after his learned

was the ground, siſ, which the Company friend who had just sat down,had spoken :

then took in the view of the legislature for after all thecalumnies which seemed

and the nation . On this you gained, what to have been industriously disseminated

you did gain, of the national good-will against the college, (he did not speak about

and confidence. And how , I ask , bas that what passed in this court , but in public)

confidence been justified ? How havethe he thought it but right that the college

promises you held out been fulfilled ? I should be heard in its own defence . The

hear charges brought against you, of pro- court would agree with him , he had no

fusion and extravagance .— Of profusion doubt, that the college had shown no small

and extravagance for what purpose ? For degree of judgment in the choice of their

the purpose of erecting institutions dedi- advocate ; and would give him thanks for

cated to science and literature and moral having allowed them to listen with up

improvement : -- for the purpose of laying tired and uninterrupted attention to the

restraints on Indian patronage :--- for the speech of his honorable and learned friend,

purpose of erecting barriers against the which , he maintained, for eloquence, for

oppression and the misgovernment of the argument, and for information , had not

people of India. The prodigality of pri . been exceeded by any speech delivered in

vation the indulgence of self - denial !- modern times in this or in any other

the luxury of doing good !-a profusion place.

which, I am sure , will flow in streams He was glad he took the resolution of

of happiness over your Indian subjects, abstaining from offering himself to the

and return in showers of benedictions and court until that speech had been delivered ,

blessings on yourselves. This is , indeed, for he was persuaded that the time had

a glorious accusation ;-your charge is now arrived that the court must them

your triumph , and long may you be selves be satisfied of this discussion being

guilty ! Wherever else you are frugal, so unfounded in argument, so unfounded

here be lavish ;-wherever else you are in fact, and so wholly unreasonable, that

penurious, here be prodigal; assured that it ought to be put an end to ; and for that

posterity will find your lighest and dear- purpose it was his intention to propose to

est fame in the imputation which describes putan end to it, by moving the previous

you as being seduced, not by the pride of question.

imperial power, or the glare of imperial The court had often occasion to com

wealth , but by the dignity of imperial plain of the gross ignorance of the public

wisdom , and the austerity ofimperial vir respecting Indian affairs, and the facility

tue ! which was thereby given to the dis

On these principles it is , sir, that I semination of calumny, and to the excite

would rest the fate of the present ques- ment of prejudice against the Company.

tion ; nor can I suffer myself to doubt The same complaint the college had great

the result. In the observations I have cause to make of the ignorance of the pub

offered , it has been my earnest and my lic respecting the principles , the history,

laborious endeavour to avoid the unneces- and all the facts connected with that in

sary introduction of topics of irritation , stitution . The same ignorance gare rise

in the unfeigned wish that all who concur to the same species of calumuies, and he

in the general views I have taken, may apprehended that the same species of pre

meet as far as possible on a basis of union . judice had been excited against the college.

I have no interest, personal or otherwise, The public clamourhad been industriously

in the subject ; on the contrary, the ex- raised — the facts respecting the college

penditure of time and attention which it had been mistaken-its history had been

bas cost me, has, from particular circum- falsified.- (Hear ! hear ! hear ! ) He re

stances, been productive to me ofa degree peated , its history had been falsified.

of inconvenience quite unutterable. But I (Hear ! hear ! from the Oppositionists.)

could not sit silent when a cause, of which Its history had been falsified, and this de

I so well knew the merits, was so com- bate would give an opportunity to the

mitted ,and I should almost havebeen ready college to deny the facts that had been

to tear a day out of my life, rather than stated against it, and to remove the im

not have come down here to raise a hum- pressions which had been made, adverse

ble but a sincere voice in favour of what I to its character .

firmly, deliberately, and in my inmost In treating of this subject, he should

heart believe to be the interests of truth with very great unwillingness touch upon

and justice ; and at the same time to be any points that had been so ably argued

the best, because the noblest, the loftiest, by his honorable and learned friend but! ;

most valuable, most durable, interests of he could not wholly avoid saying some

that respectable and respected body, whom thing upon so important a question , upon
I have now only to thank for the honor the general principles which had been

of their patienthearing .-- (Hear I hear :) statedin this courtrespecting the college,

Asiatic Journ ...No. 18. VOL, III. 4 I
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The first and main point for consideration could extend over that vast country in de

seemed to be the principle and object of tail the blessings ofa wise andgood govern

the institution. Upon ibat point he could ment. The next question ( and certainly

hardly conceive that his honorable and a great one it was in the begioning), was ,

learned riend who began the debate , dif- whether it were more advant igevus to the

fered much with those who advocated the Company that the education of their ser

interests of the college ; for although it vants, from the age of sixteeu to nineteen ,

might be inferred from thedeserved enlo- should be completed in this country or in

gium wliich bad been passed on the talents India ? Upon this subject, eren his hon .

displayed by many eminent servants of the and learned friend had given a very satis

Company, by that honorable gentleman factory answer ; for although he had pa

before the college existed , that it was uu- negyrized the plau of Lord We lesley in

necessary, the object of it having been the highest possible strain , and had held

already sutliciently attained ; yet that that nobleman op as a paragon of wis

could not possibly have been his meaning, dom ; yet he had given such croclusive .
as he had bestowed so much laboured reasons in favour of the establishinent jp

eulogiuin upon the wisdom of Lord Wel- this country, that it was only necessary

lesley , who had enforced upon the Com- to repeat his own observations to maintain

pauy the absolute necessity of an appro- the proposition in favour of the Euglish

priate education of the Company's servants. college. The absurdity of exporting young

Now ifthe argument of Lord Wellesley on men to lodia for the purpose of being

that head could be successfully impugned , educated in European literature, and ex

nothing could be more foolish than the porting European professors to educate

conduct of Lord Wellesley in establishing them at Calcutta, appeared' at first sight
the college at Calcutta. But it only re- so manifest, as clearly to strike the dini

quired a statement of the facts, fully to mest sight. It might be asked , then, how

confirm Lord Wellesley's argument. The could Lord Wellesley, with his acknow

Company had under their dominion about ledged abilities, have fallen into so great
sixty millions of people , essentially differ- an absurdity ? The answer was, that

ent from the people of this country, and the sphere of Lord Wellesley's power did

from each other in religion , laws, lan- not extend beyond India. He could not

guage, institutions, and , in short, differ- erect a college in England , but he could in

ent in every circumstance by which peo- Calcutta . He could establish a college

ple of different nations were distin- there, however incongruous his plan might

guished. In the original state of the Com- be in some of its parts, he was forced to

pany's officers it was their policy, in mat- accommodatehimself to his circumstances .

ters of government, to entrust the distri- He merely established the college there,
bution ofjustice, and the collection of the because he could not establish it bere.

revenue to Hindus and Muhammadans, But the main point upon which his hon .

and other natives of the country . But the and learned friend seemed to insist, was

policy of the Company had since been that this establishment should have been

totally changed --whether wisely or not, a school and not a college. Io the first

nothing but experience could determine place , what said the Marquis Wellesley

nothing but history could pronounce. But upon this proposition ? ( for he was a mo

at this time the whole system of Indian del of wisdom upon this subject ! ) His

government was in the hands of the Com- plan clearly was for a college, and not a

pany's European subjects. They were school ; and according to his notions of a

distributed all over the country adminis- colleg , an institution of that kind was

tering justice iu the minutest details, and established at Calcutta . Was it not rea

collecting the tributes which the Com- sonable, that if his college was the model
pany hail imposed on their subjects. How for the college here, as asserted , thename

was it possible that such high function's as well as the thing should be retained .

wuld be performed , not only without a But when the court applied its mind to

general knowledge of the principlesof law , this part of the question, it would find

and finance, but even without a particular that this was little more than a dispute

and minute acquaintance with the laws, about words. The terms school or college

the language , and the religiou of the peo- were of a doubtful and ambiguous vature .

ple over whom such servantswere placed ? They were sometimes applied indiscrimi.
It seemed to be utterly impossible to answer nately , and sometimes substituted one for

that question , except in one way ; for al- the other. The original meaniug of the
though the genius of Lord Clive and Mr. word school was a place where grown

Hastings might enable them to conquer persons were instructed , and in our uni
and organise the extensive territories in versities the places where the young men

possession of the Company without these performed their exercises, were called

advantages ,yetevery man would concur schools. And it was well know to every

with Lord Wellesley, that it was impos- body that the seminaries at Westminster,

sible, without some appropriate educa- Eton , and Winchester, were called .col
tion, that the servants of the Company leges,
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The hon , and learned gentleman seemed Certain he was, that if any attempt was

to make the essential difference consist in made to apply the punishment recom

the mode of punishment ; aud he seemed mended by the hon. gentleman , in order

to recommend the use of the rod at Hai- to reduce them to discipline, the probabi

leybury. (Mr. Jackson denied this . ) His lity would be, that the court would hear

hon , and learned friend denied this. The ofmuch more outrageous riots than liad

hon, and learned gentleman might draw ever been known to exist in the college.

back if he chose ; but he certainly did re- Great cries of hear ! ' hear ! had been

commend it ; and he (Mr. I. ) appealed to raised when he (Mr. I. ) talked of the liis

the recollection of the court,whether that tory of the college having been falsified .

recommendation had not come from the His hon . and learned friend had given the

hon , and learned gentleman ? His (Mr. court a long history of the origin of the

1.'s) recollection was the stronger, be- college, and he (Mr. l .) reallythought

cause the hon . and learned gentleman , in that not only the college and the directors,

commenting upon that part of Mr. Mal- but the court itself, had much to complain

thus's pamphlet respecting the application of the learned gentleman, when , in stating

of punishment, had not denied his recom- facts for which he claimed credit, as being

mendation that the students at Hailey- within his own knowledge, he indulged

bury should be made to feel, but denied his fancy , and gave a fabulous history in

his recommendation of that punishment stead of a real one. But he (Mr. I. ) wax

for mere stupidity. He certainly should persuaded that the court would not be

not quarrel with his learned friend for his content to take that history as authentic

taste upon the subject ; but the hon. and in all its circumstances. They would at

learned gentleman must know that there least look to this side of the bar for some

were persons who had deeply studied the genuine information upon the subject be

subject of education and the nature of the fore they concluded that the hon, and

human mind, who doubted very much learned gentleman was correct in all his

whether the punishment of the rod was statements. His hon. friend, the ex -di

au eligible mode of inculcating even the rector ( Mr. Grant) had corrected the hon .

rudiments of education ; though probably and learned gentleman in some most im

he did not know that in the Charter -house portant facts. The hon. and learned gen

school, an example cited by himself, the tleman had stated , that the foundation of

punishment of the rod had been quite the college was laid upon the reduction of

abolished.
the college in India . But that fact the

He could not help alluding here to an hon . ex- director had contradicted most

extraordinay misapplication of terms by directly, by stating, that the college of

his hon, and learned friend . His hon . and Hertford'was in contemplation long before

learned friend had talked of children in the Calcutta college existed . The hon .

speaking of the students of Hertford col- and learned gentleman had next told the

lege. Never was a term more misapplied court that the original intention was to

or more calculated to lead the courtinto erect a school and not a college, and that

It was not half an hour ago that the idea of a college had arisen with Dr.

an hon. proprietor asked him (Mr. 1.) Henley. But here again the hon. and

this question :- " Pray, at what age do learned gentleman was corrected by the

these children go to Hertford college ? hon . ex-director, who positively asserted

To which he replied , " The earliest age that a school never was in contemplation

is sixteen ; and the age at which they are -never was named ; and that the college

there is from sixteen to nineteen ." . To did not take its rise from any suggestions
call these young men children was really of Dr. Henley. But it was not with rea

an abuse of words, and tended to mislead spect to the history of this college, as

the court. At that age young men were given by the hon. and learned gentleman ,

as capable of discerning right from wrong that the court had to complain . They had

as at any period of their lives. They were also to complain that he did not even con

amepable for all their actions to the laws fine his misstatements to the college, but

of their country. They were able to enter he extended them to the universities. In

'into the most important of all contracts, the first place he had to complain his

although certainly under restrictions of a hon. and learned friend, in stating, that

modern date , and peculiar to this country . the average age of students at the

The question then was not in what man- university was twenty -five.

per 'boys learning their rudiments should Mr. Jackson . - I said the average was

be treated, but how young men, from the twenty -two,

ageof sixteen to nineteen , pursuing the Mr. Impey . - Ştill the hon , and learned

higher branches of studies, were to be gentleman was in error ; for he, ( Mr. I. )

dealt with in the college ? It could hardly would pledge his veracity to the court

be supposed that young men well edu- upon the accuracy of everyword beshould

cated andtheir minds considerablyripen- state to them upon this subject. He hap

ed, could be treated like mere school-boys, pened to be well acquainted with both

and logged like children into discipline. the universities, and from his knowledeg

error .

»

4 I 2
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of them he undertook to assert that the them in such a manner as to enable them

period at which young men usually went to meet every probable difficulty in the

to the university was from sixteen to administration of so vast an empire as

nineteen ; some went even earlier. He India. Perhaps, the court ofdirectors were

took upon himself to assert it was a rare not the persons best qualified from their

thing for a young man to remain at the general habits, and from their constant

university without having taken a degree and laborious attentionto other most im

before the age of twenty-one ; and the portant duties , to carry into complete effect

average age of under graduates at the uni- all the objects which they had in view. He

versities was between eighteen and nine- had no difficulty in saying that the origi
teen . He himself went to the university nal powers given to the principal and

before seventeen . The late Mr. Pitt went professors of the college were perhaps

to the University of Cambridge at thir- much too small whilst on the other hand

teen ; but certainly that was a rare in- the power of the directors was much too

stànce, and did not furnish the means of large. Inder these circumstances it was

judging correctly upon the subject. The not surprising that in the early proceed

next erroneous statement of the hon . ings of the college there was a great deal

gentleman , was that, after dusk the stu- of confusion . But experience and the in

dents of the University of Oxford were terference of the legislature had in a great

called in , and that after dark no such degree corrected these evils. It would be

thing as a student was to be seen about impossible perhaps to bring this college

the town. A more erroneous statement precisely to the model exhibited by the
never was made. He (Mr. I. ) would ven- universities. Indeed, from the vature of

ture to say that in the universities of this things the same relation could not subsist

country no such regularity was kept up : between the students in a college of this

In scarcely any of the colleges did any of description and their instructors as in the

the students retire before nine o'clock ; regular universities of the country. He

in some ofthem not before ten , and in thought,however, that the more the Com

others not before eleven . At Cambridge pany could accomplish a resemblance be

he recollected that ten was the hour, but tween this collegeand the universities, the

got sooner. So that if the court of pro- more perfect would be the institution . The

prietors should take the measure of the East India Company, by the liberal stipend

present college from the statements which which they paid, had very wisely endea

the hon . and learned gentlemen laid be- roured to attract into their service weu

fore them, they would undoubtedly come the most celebrated for their distinguished.

to a wrong conclusion ; for nothing could learning and abilities : and if those abili.

bemore erroneous than his statements of ties were allowed to have a free scope,

facts. But it was still more pernicious to there could be no doubt entertained , that

state in that court that the students at the college would at last be reduced to as

Haileybury were bound in honor to re- perfect a model of academic discipline and

fuse all information to their superiors of learuing as the nature and circumstances

the irregularities that might take place of the institution would permit .

there. If they read our debates, they There was another part of the hon. and

shall learn by them , that their first and learned gent.'s speech to which he could not

highestdutywas to conform to the disci. allude without pain and regret. Thehon.

pline of the college, and whatever false and learned gentleman had indulged him

point of honor was set up against that self in a vein of sarcasm against the

duty could not be binding. Their first principal and professors of the college, as

and highest obligation was to observe a members of the church of England ; and

due subordination to the regulations of the in speaking of the bishop of London , as

institution under which they derived their visitor, he had contemptuously called him

education. If this obligation was lost their is fellow clergyman ." Surely this

sight of, in vain would any attempt be mode of meeting the case was not very

made to improve their morality or expand consistent with candour or liberality.

their minds by education . This obligation This was the first time he had ever heard

superseded all others and without it the that the members of that learned body

college could not stand . were peculiarly unfit to be trusted with

· He (Mr. Impey), would state to the uncontroled power in an institution of

court as shortly as he could, and with the this kind, and that they acted upon rules

utmost candour,what he thought ofHert- of morality not acknowledged by other

ford college. The principle upon which it If these observations had proceed

wasinstituted could not be doubted. When ed from some sour schismatic, he should

the court of directors undertook to esta- not have been surprised ; but coming from

blish this college, they undertook a very his hon. and learned friend who was a

arduous task and had great difficulties to son anddisciple of that church which he

encounter. They proposed to educate ridiculed , and whose principles of mora

young men fit for their service in every Jity must have been drawn from the main

department. They proposed 10 qualify nisters of that church of which he was a

member, he
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member, he was indeed much surprised. would merely confine himself to what had

Surely it was unnecessary to call to his passed lately : and it was for the court to

recollection, that by the law and policy judge whether the character which the

of this country ever since the revival of hon, and learned gentleman had given to

learning in Europe the education of youth the college , was founded in truth . It was

had been uniformly entrusted to clergy for them to judge whether there was any

men . He (Mr. I.) entertained no illibe- ground for holding up Hertford college as

ral prejudices against any sectarians, a public nuisance " -as " a sink of cor-

muchless againstthe religion established ruption for the youth of the country''-as

in the nort ern part of this island : but a disgrace to the Company, ” -and, iu

he would venture to assert that the clergy short, “ a place where young men were

of the church of England had always dis- distinguished only by their ignorance and

charged the high trust reposed in them vice.” If this was really the state of the

of the education of our youth with ho- case, the course taken by the hon. and

nor to themselves ; and had always been learned gentleman , and that of the hon.

as much distinguished by their proficiency proprietors who signed the requisition,

in all liberal learning and science, as by was far short of that which ought to have

the purity of their morals and doctrine. been taken . If the establishment at Hert

It should be likewise borne in recollec- ford was really so iniquitous, a much

tion that this Company was essentially an shorter cut should have been taken : for ,

English Company, and that it was not instead of proposing inquiry here, an hon.

competent to them to authorise the incul. proprietor, who signed the requisition ,

cating other doctrines than those of the andwho is a member of parliament, should

church of England , either in their semi- have stood up in his place and moved for

naries at home or territories in India. It a bill to abate this nuisance, to remove

was in his view extremely important that this disgrace from the country - this cor

the young men destined for the service of ruption of the morals of youth - this sink
India, should be instructed in the pure ofinfamy and vice. He had already ad

and tolerant doctrines of the church of mitted that in the infancy of the institu

Eugland, which were equally averse to tion , complaints were made that the pow

the superstition and fanaticism , and pe- ers given to the heads of the college were

culiarly beneficial to the minds of young not adequate to the maintenance of due

men destined to a country so circum- subordination and discipline. They had

stanced as India was, where any thing certainly heard that dangerous riots and

like misguided zeal might produce the rebellions had broken out : but now , by
most ruinous and mischievous conse- the regulations that had been since adopt

quences. ed, there was every reason for entertaining

His hon . and learned friend had told a confident hope that the cause of those

the court in the beginning of his speech, complaints was entirely removed . If it

that it was not his intention to accuse any was not , the court would at least have

body ; but yet he, (Mr. I. ) put it to the better evidence to prove the fact, than the
court, whether the whole of that speech mere ipse dixit of the hon. and learned

was not a tissue of accusatory matter, gentleman. For his own part he defied

not only against the principal and profes- any proof of that description, because he

sors, but against the court of directors, was convinced that there was no founda

the board of control, and in short tion for any such complaint. He was

against every person in any way connect- convinced that all was perfectly quiet in

ed directly or indirectly with the college . the college, and nothing had occurred

If the court were to believe the hon. within the last year to disturb the peace

and learned gentleman's opinions, no one and harmony. If there was any doubt of

step had been taken with respect to the this, let any gentleman produce the fact,
management of the college, from its com- and the court would deal with it accord

mencement down to the present time, ingly. The legislature had now placed the

which had not been characterised by folly college upon such a footing thatthere was

and extravagance. And yet wonderful to every reasonable probability of a perma

relate, in every one of those acts , the hon . nent continuance of tranquillity and or

and learned gentleman had taken a most der. The legislature had called upon the

prominent part even up to a late period ; court of directors and the board of con

and on all occasions he seemed to be the trol , to enact new statutes : and when

friend and advocate of the institution . All there was now a sufficient power placed in

the resolutions which had been adopted the hands of the principal and professors

by the directors from time to time had to enable them to maintain the discipline

been warmly approved by him : nay, he of the college, every cause of complaint
himself hadproposed resolutions adopt- was removed , and no disturbance could

ing and approving the measures of the di- arise, without a proper check being 'op

rectors. But he (Mr. I.) was not called posed to it, and redress afforded forevery

upon to expose the inconsistency of the grievance. But if these causes of com

kon , and learned gentleman's conduct: he plaint were not removed, wlio perc to
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made the foundation ofso much public though nove of thethi very recent,had thre

clamour. And, in the first place, how pleasure of residing at the college , for

stand the facts ?-a verymaterialquestion, 'days, and even for weeks ; Ihave walked

but one to which verv imperfect attentica in the neighbourhood ;– have crossed

has been paid. In the course of eleven the quadrangle at all hours;-and I know

years, * appears that five disturbances not that I ever witnessed the slightest

have taken place ; and , about seventeen appearance of disturbance or indecorum ;
students have been expelled , five of whom on the contrary, I am sure, the place

were afterwards restored. The fact might, generally exhibited such a spectacle of

I have no doubt, be matched from the his- cheerful regularity as I have not witness
tory of several public seminaries, which ed in other institutions where the same

are not therefore branded either as public degree of liberty is allowed . A similar

nuisances or as nests of insurrection . A remark has been made to me by persons

better illastration, indeed , of this asser- of undoubted veracity, also encounected

tion could not be desired than a circum- with the establishment, and whoseoppor
stance stated by an hon . gentleman , who tunities of observation bave been still

addressed the court on the question of the ampler thau mine. In addition to these

college the other day, but whom I do not particulars, I will venture to nention a

nowsee in his place. That gentleman , circumstance of which I have been assured

though he professed himself adverse to this by Mr. Malthus, in whose accuracy I

institution on principle, yet delivered know that the most perfect confidence

himself on the subject with a candour may be placed :-namely, that during the
of which could wish I saw more ex- eleven years of his connection with the

amples. He deprecated the conclusions Institution, and in the constant habit of
drawn from the disturbances that have paying to it the attention which his duty

occurred ; and produced a parallel case enjoins, he has vever happened to meet a
fiom the history of one of the most student in a state of intoxication . These

eminent of our public schools , in which , in are facts, sir , which , in the judgment of

the course of a few years, (I should guess every impartial person , will a thousand
from his statement, much fewer than times outweigh the vague and boisterous

eleven), there took place, the precise accusations of ignorance and prejudice.
number of five rebellions. The truth , But these testimonies are not alone.

sir, is, that while the instances of this They receive the most striking confirma

kind which happen at our established tion from the statements b tore- cited , of

schools pass away with little notice from lord Minto and other high official persons

the public,--- may, while the mention of in Bengal. Those statements have, in

them is rather forburne, out of motives deed , a force not to be eluded ; --- nothing
of delicacy to the families whose feelings can elude them , so long as it is deemed

or whose credit they may be thought to reasonable to inter the existence of CAUSES

affect the disturbinces at the India col- from their natural effects. Lord Minto

lege have been industriously made conspi- tells us, that the students from Hertford

cuous, and have been dilated upon with « stand honorably distinguished for the

all the caution and candour characte- gular attendance -- for obedience to the
ristic of our daily press . To such occa- statutes and discipline of the college of

sional ebullitions of intemperance all Fort William - for orderly and decorbus

public serninaries are hable ; but the ge- demeanour - for moderation in expense ,
neral characterof other seminaries is les . and consequently in the amount of their

timated from their seasons of quiet, not debt ;-and, in a word,for those decen
from their periods of disorder ; it is only cies of conduct which denote men well

With respect to the India college that the born, and characters well - trained . " I
disorderhas been sedulously set forth as ask , sir, where were these 'amiable and

the rule instead of the exception.
admirable qualities acquired where

I am bence led, sir , to notice what I were these invaluable habits formed

deem â pecnliarly important feature, in why, in that very institutionrepresented

this case. It is remarked by Mr. Malthus, - (I quote the reported words of its ac
thata inost inaccuratenotion of the gene- cusers )—asa place which givesus licen

ral character of the college would be form- tiousness when we look for order," -as

ed, if the disturbances which are known place where “ The students are the mas

to have occorrud there were thought ters," -as a scene where every kind of
more than temporary effervescences ; since , disorder and irregularity are continual.

in ordinary times, the whole business of ly oceurring," —as a place, where the stu

the ivserution proceeds with a degree of dents are notorious for paying no debts,
order and decency, which has often been - " u sink of vice and immorality ,
the utimiration of strangers,and would be mand as " producing many individuals,

perfectly sat factory toevery competent who are without the principles of honor
jntge. This statemeut I am able , in a or honesty !"

certain degree , to confirm from my own Sir , the hon . proprietor, who first agi

hservation. I have, at severat times, tated this subject on a former occasion ,
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blame ? was it the principal or profes- one substantial fact in support of the

sors ? certainly, they would not be wholly question he had brought before the court.
to blame-- for if these causes did exist, He therefore seriously called upon the
the court of directors and the board of more serious part of the proprietors to.

control were to blame, because they were consider well their relative situation as

called upon by parliament to enact new compared with that of the college, before

statutes, and to see that they were pro- they adopted a question which called for

perly executed ... inquiry into the conduct of the colleges
Now , did his hon. and learned friend with the professed and avowed object of

believe , or would he attempt to persuade destroying it. They were now in the

this court, upon bis mere ipse dixit that third year of the new charter, by which,

the college was still in its formerstate of for twentyyears longer, the administra
confusion,and that every person who had tion of India was confided to their hands ;

been called upon to do his duty, had re- and he also called upon them to look to

glected that duty ? this he believed to be the terms in which the act of parliament

utterly impossible. The hon . and learned under which they held the charter spoke

gentleman would recollect that at a form of the responsibility they were under to

mer court, he (Mr. I. ) told him , that if maintain an institution which they were

he persevered in his intention of attack- now called upon, on such slight grounds,

ing the college, it would be necessary for todestroy. Theact of parliament spoke
him to adduce facts aud the dates ofthose this language : --"Whereas the late United

facts as well as the names of the parties Company have already established in

before he attempted to call upon the “ England a college for the education of

court to decide against the college. At young men destined for the Company's

that time he (Mr. I.) ventured to throw “ service in India ; and whereas it is

out this suggestion , because he thought it expedient that the said college should

the grossest injustice to make such heavy “ further be continued and maintained ,

charges against any institution without " and that proper rules and regulations

any facts to support then he thought it " should be enacted and adopted for the

due at least to candour and justice that “ better regulation thereof, and for the

those persous interested in the fate of the “ better government of the same, be it

college should know what evidence they “ therefore enacted, that the said college

had to encounter. His honorable and “ shall be continued and maintained by

learned friend however had taken no “ the said United Company, during the

heed of this invitation - he had con- “ further term hereby granted to the

tented hipiself with making a long " Company : and be it further enacted ,

speech , charged from beginning to end « that it shall not be lawful for the said

with accusations; but he had not offered court of directors to nominate or ap

a single atom of evidence to support his “ point, or send to the presidencies of

But then it was said that the hon. “ Fort St. George, Bombay, &c. any per

and learned gentleman only sought an in- son ju the capacity of a writer, unless

quiry into the state of the college . Well “ such person shall have continued and

founded as this observation might be, “ resided in the said college during the

still it was incumbent upon him to make space of four terms, according to the

out a case for inquiry. Did he mean that “ rules and regulations thereof, and shall

one more accusationwithout proof was a “ obtain a certificate under the hand of

sufficient ground for this court to inter- “ the priucipal of the said college, testi

fere with the affairs of the college under “ fying the residence of such person dur

its present circumstances ? what would ing the space of four terms, as being a

be said to a member of parliament who “ member of the same, and of his having

proposed an inquiry into the state of any “ duly conformed himself to the rules

of the universities of the kingdom with “ and regulations of the said college . "

a view to its destruction on such grounds ? It appeared, therefore, from this act of

-would it be heard for an instant upon parliament, that the college stood upon

such a flimsy case as had been presented the same foundation, and for the same

by the hou . and learned gentleman ?- space of timeas the Company's exclusive

What difference was there , then, in the privileges. •If, therefore , the court were

principles applicable to a case before the to adopt this motion , might it not reason

house of commons, and those applicable ably be used as an argument by the ene

to a case before this court ? the principles mies of the Company hereafter, against

of justice , of candour , and of fair dealing the very existence of the charter itself?

were immutable ; and the question was And what reason could the court have

whether this court would proceed to an to find fault with the conduct of any per

inquiry with a view to suppress the col. son whoshould propose an inquiry into

lege upon so weak a case as the hon, and the conduct of the Company itself on

learnedgentleman had brought forward . equally slight grounds, with aview to its

The hon. and learned gentleman bad not abolition : He called upon the court,

broughtforward one sound argument, or therefore, to consider whether if this

case .

66
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motion were adopted , it might not be “ And oft his jealousy shapes faults that

more mischievous to themselves than to are not.

the principal and professors of the college, That hon . gentleman was rather too

against whom it was ostensibly aimed ? fond of giving way to suspicion , and fan

He (Mr. Impey) was not, in this in- cying faults which had no existence but in

stance, the advocate of the college, but his own imagination . This disposition
he felt an interest in its welfare, inti. be ( Mr. Impey ) certainly did not envy ;

mately connected as it was with the inte- but however, his only anxiety was , that

rests of the Company ; and be must con- it should not become epidemical amongst

fess he did uot think the hon , and learned the court of proprietors. He had very

gentleman had acted upon the present oc- few words more to offer. In his opinion ,

easion with that good seuse and candour the legislature had done very wisely in

with which he usually considered the af- placing the government of the college

fairs of the Company. The time chosen where it was. He also thought that the

for this proceeding seemed thic more ex- court of directors had done very wisely,

traordinary, inasminch as the hon . and and honorably to themselves , in giving

learned gentleman had remained perfectly up those powers which they once possess .

quiet during the whole period that the ed in controling the discipline of the

disturbances complained of most prevail- college ; because, bad they retained them
ed . During the whole time that these the college never would have answered

supposed rebellions raged in the college the end which was intended by the legis.

he had remained perfectly quiescent ; and lature. It was impossible but that this

now that every thing was restored to har- court must at all times be interested in

mony and good order, the hon . and learu- the conduct of the college, and in the
ed gentleman had come forward with this education of its servants . The court had

proposition , unsupported as it was by evi- no reason to suppose, at this time,

dence, to disturb the peace of the college, that the principal and professors of the

and uhiuge that order which was now college were not performing their high

happily established. Now surely , when and ardunus functions with perfect satis

the court reco lected , that according to faction to themselves and the Company ,

the act of parliament the college was en- or that the college was not under the

tailed opon the compiuyduring the conti- most perfect system of order and discip

nuance of their charter, and when they line . Had the court the least reason to

saw that every thing was now reduced to imagine that if any disturbances should

order -- that the authority of the professors arise , the court of directors, the visitors,

was establisher , and that every thing was and the board of control, would fail in

as it ought to be , they must be convinced their duty of quelling those disturbances

that the time chosen for this proceeding If the court had no reason to suspect that

was very upseasonable and unpropitious. these persons would fail in doing their

To liim it certainly appeared that the con- duty, nothing would be more unseasona

duct of his learved friend was utterly in- ble and absurd than for this court to enter

consistent with his usual good sense, and upon an inquiry which could only produce

he could not help thinking that his hon. those disturbances which they had depre

and learned friend was a little too much cated. Thinking, therefore, as he did

under the influence of a worthy proprietor upon the subject, that this proceeding was

near him , who was, ou all occasions, ex- uncalled for, and thinking that his hon .

tremely apt for opposition, and whether and learned friend's proposition was un

itwas the college or the Company, it was founded in argument as well as in fact,

all one to him , but to use the language he should take the liberty of moving the

of our celebrated dramatic poet- prerious question .- (General cries of

“ It was his nature's plague to spy into Question ! Question !

abuses, ( To be concluded in our next.)

LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL

INTELLIGENCE.

NAUTICAL INFORMATION , the Balcarras, which points out very dis

An excellent survey of Canton river, tinctly, the dangers of that part of the

from below the first bar to the anchorage river , more particularly those of the first

of Whampoa inclusive, has been execut. bar and the Brunswick rock , whereon

ed with much labour and industry, by the ship Wyndham of Calcutta was re

Mr. Auber , second officer of the Surat cently lost ;--- but in future these dangers

Castle, andMr, Newall, second officer of may easily be avoided, by attending care
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fully to the marks given in this accurate nar tables, and alsoof time keepers, nei

survey. ther of which may be implicitly relied on .

Captain Charles Court, the Marine Sur- Oxygenated muriatic acid , employed

veyor in India , sailed in August last from both externally and juterually, is asserted

Bengal, in the surveying shipNearchus, in by M. Van Mons to have cured all the

order to ascertain if the Bale of Cotton cases of hydrophobia in which it was ex

Rock has any real existence.
hibited .

Capt. Maxfield, first assistant to the Artificial congelation .-Professor Les

Maribe Surveyor, has finished a survey of lie, of Edinburgh, bas lately made a dis

Lacam’s channel , where the same depth coverò of the utmost value and importance .

of water is found as was in it thirty to the residents in torrid climates. He

years ago ; and it is certainly the best had formerly perceived that sulphuric acid

channel of the river Hooghly, leading in- does not possess a greater power of ab

to the Baratulla branch , which forms an sorbing moisture than decayed whinstone,

excellent liarbour, with a moderate tide, or friable mould , reduced to a powder, avd

and good depths of water ; vature seems dried thoroughly . This subject subse

to have intended this branch as the safe quently engaging his attention , he direct

haven of Hooghly river, although it has ed a servant to gather some shivery frag

not yet been adopted. ments of porphyritic trap, and having

pounded it grossly to roast it before a bit

On the 11th Sept. a meeting of the Asi- chen fire in a tin oven ; he then threw it

atic Society took place , at which the right into a wine decanter with a glass stopper.

hon. the Earl of Moira presided . Several Shortly after, in a lecture he shewed its
images of Buddha, Ganesa, Siva and Par- influence on the hygrometer, when the li

vati , and some ancient copper vessels quor of the instrument fell from 90 to

formed like cups with the signs of the zo- 150, and rose again to 130, the lint co

diac embossed on them , brought by Dr. vering the wetted ball turning wbiter ,

Tytler from Java, were presented to the and evidently freezing. From further ex

Society . The translation of the Lilavati, periments, it appears, that such dried

by Dr. Taylor of Bombay, was also pre earth will absorb the fiftieth part of its

sented. weight of moisture before its absorbing

influence is diminished one half, and the

Thermometer at Calcutta in the shade, twenty -fifth before this power is reduced

October 1816. to one- fourth . When completely saturated

with humidity, it may hold near a fifth
1st 80 deg. at 9 A. M. 82 at 5 P. M.

part of its own weight. The quantity of
15 81 84

caloric disengaged by evaporation being
25 80 82

adequate to thecongelation of about eight

The fall of rain at Bombay, from the pulverizedgreen stone, or garden mould ,
times an equal weight of water, the dry

middle of October to the 14thNovember, is capable offreezing more than thesixth

rather exceeded sixteen inches ; agreeing part of its weight of water. Professor

exactly with the average of former years
Leslie however recommends, for the ensu

at the same period.
ring of success, a larger proportion of the

* For the state of the pestilential fever powder. The contents of two quart de

we refer to the several presidencies; espe- cerofa footdiameter,might beemployed to
canters, for instance, pounded into a sau

cially under the lead Bombay, will be

found notices of some singular phenomena ofwater in ahemispherical cupof porous
freeze one half or three fourths of a pound

which the disorder has exhibited .

earthen -ware. The powder when dried

The Phænix , Capt.Pyke, from Bengal, feebler effect. In hot climates, it maybe
still retains the same energy, but with

kas landed two buffaloes and a curious

Indian carriage, to be forwarded to Capt. may therefore be procured in tropicalcli
sufficient 10 expose it to the sun. Ice

Pyke's residence at Wareham.
mates, or even at sea, with very little

The Shah of Persia has presented to
trouble, and with no sort of risk or ina

convenience.

the emperor of Russia an enormous ele

phant, seventeen feet high .-- (Paris paper.)
Capt. J. Mills commanding the Hon .

Company's ship Europe, has discovered a

Longitude. -- Mr. D. Christieson, of shoal not marked in any of the charts,

Montrose, has discovered an easy and ex- and by the bearings of the land supposed

act method of ascertaining the longitude to lay in lat. 1 ; 124 nortb ; long . 1079

either by land or sea , by means of a me- 20 ' east.

ridian altitude of the sun . It is said . to

dispense with the use of the solar and ly . Ensign Wilton of Engineers is appoint
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ed to survey that portion of Rungpoor si- Copies of Vol. 12 of the Asiatic Re

tuated eastward of the Buramputre, and searches is arrived at the Custom-House.

such parts of the country of the Garrow

tribes as may be accessible . NEW LONDON PUBLICATIONS.

The History of Java, containing aGe

Observations on the Weather made at neral Description of the Country and its

the Rooms of the Literary Society, Bom- Inhabitants , the State of Agriculture,

bay, during Nov. 1816. Manufactures, and Commerce, the Na

ture of the Government and Institutions,THERMOMETER.

and the Customs and Usages peculiar to

1 10 A.M. 83 1 P.M. 845 4 P.M. 854 the People ; together with an Account of
5 80 834 85

the Languages, Literature, and Antiqui
11 80 824 834

ties of the Country, and the Native His
15 792 81 824

tory of the Island, principally from Na
20 85 86

tive Authorities. By Thomas Stamford :
25 81 83 85

Raffles, Esq . F.R.S. ' and A.S. &c . &c.

792 821 85
In two volumes 4to, with a map and

21st, 4 P.M. 861 . plates, £6. 6s . boards. Large paper

BAROMETER
, £ 8. 88 .

I. d . 1. d .
Karamania , or a brief Description of

1 .. 10.A.M. 30 06 4 P.M. 30 01
the South Coast ofAsia Minor, and of the

Remains of Antiquity, with Plans, Views,
30 19 30 02

11 .
&c. collected during a Survey of that

30. 13 30 06

15 . 30 9830 04
coast, under the orders of the Lords Com .

30 08 30 05
missioners of the Admiralty, in the years

1811 and 1812. By l'rancis Beaufort.
30 13 30 06

30 19 30 04
One volume 8vo . 14s . boards .

Letters fro :n Mrs. Elizaheth Carter to

Mrs. Montagu , between the years 1758
Letter to the Editor of the Mirror .

and 1800, chiefly upon Literary and Mo
Sir ,-In your paper of the 30th Oct.

ral Subjects. Published from the origi

you have publisheit from the Madras Pa
nals in the possession of her Nephew and

pers , an account of a shoal to the east
Executor , the Rev. Montagu Pennington,

ward of the Cape of Good Hope. I beg M.A. Vicar of Northburn in Kent, &c.

leave to correct its longitude . &c. Three volumes 8vo . 27s . boards.

Long. by Chronometers 25° 30 ' east.
Narrative of a Voyage to Hudson's Bay,

Ditto Lunar * 250 32 ' do.
in His Majesty's Ship Rosamond, con

Latitude by Observation 37° 26 ' south . taining some Account of the Northern

( Signed) E. HARRISON. Coast of America , and of the Tribes in

Comm . of the Ship Frederic und Alaria . habiting that remote Region . By Lieut.

Edward Chappell, R. N. One volume

Advices from Meerut, 25th Nov, men- 8vo . 12s. boards.

tion the occurrence of a dreadful hail The Annual Register, or a View of the

storm on the 9th , in the neighbourhood History, Politics, and Literature for the

of that city . Its range was very exten- year 1816. 16s. boards.

sive, and it is said to have done great The New Annual Register, or General

mischief, killing men and cattle, and rend- Repository of History , Politics, and Lite

ing many young trees to pieces. The' rature, for the year 1816 ; to which is

hailstones weighed generally from two to Prefixed the History of Knowledge, Lite

ten pounds, and it was reported on the rature , Taste, and Science , in Great Bri

authority of a respectable native land- tain , during the Reign of George III .

holder, that one single mass of ice on 20s . boards .

being weighed was found of the enormous Memoirs of the Life and Writings of

magnitude of eleven cutcha seérs , about the Rev. Claudius Buchanan , D.D. late

three hundred ounces. Vice Provost of the College of Fort Wila

liam in Bengal. By the Rev. Hugh Pear

The medical practitioners of Calcutta, son, M.A. of St. John's College Oxford ,

have of late had reason to complain , that Two volumes, 8vo . 21s. boards.

the diseases prevalent in the city, have Observations on the West India Islands ;

partaken more than is usual of the low, Medical , Political, and Miscellaneous.
or what, if we'are not misinformed , is By John Williamson, M.D. In two'vols.

termed the typhoid type. Similar un- 8vo . Price £1.5s. boards.

wholesome dispositions of the atmos- Voyages anil Discoveries in the South

phere, and coursequent prevalence of sick- Sea or Pacific Ocean ; the fifth and con

ness , although happily very rare , are by cluding Volume. By James Burney, Esq.

ẢO means unknown. The histories of Price £ i . ls . Price of the five vols. £9,

Ferishta and Gholam Hossain give sa- The Hunterian Oration , delivereil be

tisfactory evidence of this . fore the Royal Collegeof Surgeons, on

Asiatic Journ .-- No. 18 . VOL. III. 4K
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Friday , Feb. 14 , 1817, andpublished at The Sacred Edict ; containing sixteen

theirrequest. By William Norris 4to . Maxims of Emperor Kang Hi, amplified by

price 5s. his son , the Euoperor Yoong Ching, with a

Part V. of Volume Il . of the Horticul. Paraphrase by a Mandarin ; trapslated

tural Society of London, containing Six from the Chinese, and illustrated by notes,

coloured and Two other Engravings. by the Rcv. Wm . Milne, is printing in an

4to. price £ 1 . 11s. 6d . 8vo volume.

The Statistical Account, or Parochial A new work in one voluine octavo will

Survey of Ireland . Drawn up from the speedily appear, entitled Authentic Me

Communications of the Clergy. By Wilo moirs of the Revolution in France, and

liam Shaw Mason, Esq. M.R.I.A. Vol. of the sufferings of the royal family ;

II, 8vo. £ 1 Is . boards. deduced chiefly from accounts by eye:

Q. Horatii Flacci Opera, ad Exemplar witnesses , which will exhibit, besides

Recensionis Bentleianæ plerumque emen- information from other sources , a com

data, et brevibus Notis instructā . Edidit bined narrative of details from M.Hue,

Thomas Kidd , A.M.E, Coll . S.S. Trin . Cléry, Edgeworth, and Madame Royale ,
Royal 12mo 15s , royal 18mo. 7s . 6d . bds. now Duchesse D'Angouleme.

A Descriptive Catalogue of recentShells, Thomas Walter Williams, of the Inner

according to the Linnean Method, with Temple, Esq . is printing a coptivaation

particular attention to the Synouymy. By of his compendious abstract of all the

Lewis Weston Dillwyn , F.R.S.F.L.S. &c. Public Acts, on the same scale and plan

2 vol. 8vo . £1.18s. boards. as 'the Acts passed Anno 1816 , which

A Treatise touching the Liberty of a will be published immediately after the

Christian Man ; written in Latin , byMar. close of the present session of parlia

tyne Luther (in 1520 ) : to which is pre ment .

fixed, bis celebrated Epistle to Pope Leo A History of British India . By James

X.- Translated fromthe original by Jas. Mill, Esq . 10.3 vols. 4to .
Bello ---imprinted 1579. · Edited by Wm .

A Proposal for establishing,in London ,

Bengo Colyer, D.D. F.S.A. 38. boards,

Lectures on Scripture Doctrines , by tution , to becalled the Patriotic Metro

a uew Philanthropical and Patriotie lesti

William Bengo Collyer, D.D.F.A.S. Flo- politanColonial Institutionfor assisting
norary Member,and Vice President, of

new Settlers in his Majesty's Colonies ,

the Philosophical Society of London, &c . and for encouraging new Branches of Co

& c. One vol. 8vo . lonial Trade. By Edward Augustas Ken

IN THE PRESS . dall, Esq . F.A.S.

The Ruins of Gour, with a topographi- Mr. Nicholas will on publish , ip two

cal map and eighteen views, compiled octavo volumes, the Journal of a Voyage

fromthemanuscripts and drawings of the to New Zealand , in company withthe

late N. Creighton , Esq. is printing in a Rev. S. Marsden ; with an account of the

4to volume. country and its inhabitants.

T
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- Imperial Parliament.-- A bill was pass- the Court of Directors of the Company.

ed on the 7th May, tò regulate the trade Çargo may be discharged or taken op
to and from places within the limits of the board at Malta and Gibraltar. Goods

Charter of the East India Company, and may be re -exported to the United King.

certait possessions of his Majesty in the doni. No Lascar or' Asiatic seainan 10

Mediterranean, by which it is enacted , be taken on board without licence , ac

that tradê may be carried on directly and cording to regulations, for whose main
circuitously between the Island of Malta tenance and conveyance back to India '

and its dependencies, or the Port of masters to enter into securities.

Gibraltar, and all ports and places within A clause in the Clergy Résidence Bill

the limits of the Company's Charter, has passed a Committee of the whole

China excepted . The Cape of Good House of Commons, which exempts the

Hope to be considered within such limits. Principal of the East-India College from

Ships not to be under the burden pre- the necessity of obtaining the license of
scribed . Governors and Lieut.-Gover- the Bishops for non - residence.

nors of Gibraltar may grant licences,

transmitting lists of licences, granted or Edward Strettel, Esq . the Company's

refused , with reasons for refusal. Mas Advocate-General, at Bengal, has return

ters or Commanders of ships to produce ed to Europe, on account of il -health

lists ofpersons and arnis on board before highly recommended by the Supreme
sailing, which are to be transmitted' ta Court to the Court of Directors.
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-

• Robert Poe, Esq . now at Madras, is Younghusband , and Thomas Grenville,

appointed to succeed to the office of Solici- Captaiti Alsager, for Bengal direct.

tor to the Company, at the Presidency at Passengers per Thomas Grenville ; -- for

Bengal, whenever it shall be vacated by Bengal-Mr. G. F. Fråser, writer; Lieut.

James Taylor, Esq. at present holding it. Colonel R. Houstouil , Mr.' Faithful, Mrs.

Buller ;-for Madras - Lieut. and Mrs.

The Court has appointed Messrs. Jes- Taylor.

sen , Trail, and Co. the Company's Agents .: Passengers per Lord Castlereagh ;-_fox

at Batavia . Bengal- Messrs. Dyer and Adam , sur

geons ; Mrs. Ricketts and family ; Misses

The Medical Establishment at Prince Murray, Tods, and Gibson ; Mrs. Dyer,

of Wales' Island, which has liitherto been Mr. Stracey, Mrs. Armstrong, Mrs. Bell.

provided for from theother Presidencies, is Day 3.-The dispatches were closed at

now made separate and permanent. The the East India House, and delivered to

medical gentlemen appoiuted to that the Pursers of the following slips, viz.

Presidency are to rise in regulat suc . Union , Capt. J. E. Johnson , and North

cession to the highest stations.
umberland, Capt. W. Mitchell -- for Ma

Joseph Hume, Esq. whose name is deira, Bengal , and Bencoolen .

well known in this publication , was, on Passengers per Un on ; ---for Bengal

the 15th ult . elected one of the Vice- Lieut. A. c. Trero:'; Mr. W. O'Neil,

Presidents of the Society of Arts, Manu- surgeon , and family ; Mr. W. Davidson ;

factures, and Commerce. After a severe Misses j . Culloden and M. Davidson.

contest, the numbers were for Passengers 'per Northumberland ; - for

Joseph Hume, Esq . 208 Bengal - George Templer, Esq senior

William Tooke, Esq. 203- -Majority 5. merchant, Mrs. Templer;Mr. R. Wood

Sir James M. Cuniughame, Bart . In- ward, writer ; Capt. A. Brown and fa

spector of Military Stores, has retired , mily ; Capt. J. Smith '; Cornets J. W.

in consequence of ill -health, from the Thomas and A. Tremamendo ; Messrs.

Company's service. Patterson, Ross, and Wardrop, Assistant
Thomas Aldridge, Esq. of the Ac- surgeons.

countants! Office, has also retired . For Bencoolen - Mr. F. Gisborne,
writer.

ARRIVALS SINCE OUR LAST . For Ceylon - Mr. W. Gisborne, writer .

Company's Ships. May 9 .-- The dispatches were closed at

Phenix , Prince Regent, from Bengal ; the East India House, and delivered to

Cabalva, Marquis of Huntly, Lady Mel- the Pursers of the following ships, viz .

ville , Earl Balcarras, Buckinghanislıire, Huddart , Capt. C. Weller,' and Carmar .

General Hewitt, Castle Huntly, Curaber- then , Captain J : Ross, for Bombay direct.

land , from China. Passengers per Huddart- Messrs. War

Private Ships.
low and Steel .

Albion , Lydia, Marquis of Anglesea, Passengers per Carmarthen - Messrs.

Orpheus, from Bengal and Madras. Butchart and Dalgarnes, Assistant - sur

Passengers .
geons ; Mrs. Campbell, Misses Fawcett,

Mrs. Hall , Mr. and Mrs. Haig, Miss Smith , and Morns, Mr. Fenwick, Mr, C.

Robertson, Miss Lloyd, Miss Cunliffes, M'Leod,

Major Macleod , Major Martin, Capts. May 21. - A Court of Directors was

Forest, Weston, Andree, Lieuts. Ewing held at the East- India House, wheu Tho ,

Lunbolfe, Hay, Mr. G. Mercer , Mrs. mas Stamford Raffles, Esq. late Lieute .

Tyler, Mrs. Ricketts, Dr. and Mrs. Dant-Governor of Java, was introduced to

Shoolbred, Mrs. Lumsdaine, James Mac- the Court, and sworn into his new office

nab , Esq. Mr. Bailey, Mr. Taylor, Col. as Lieutenant-Governor of Fort Marl

Nicholls, Mrs. Palmer, and many chit- borough .

dren of different names , from Bengal and

Madras ; William Fraser, Esq. from Alay 3. - Brevet.Major John Gil

China .
lespie , Superintendant of the Recruiting

April 16.-A Court of Directors was Service of the East India Company, at
held at the East- India House, when the the Depot, at Chatham , to be Lieutenant

following : Commanders took their final Colonel in the East Indies only- dated

leave of the Court previous to departing April 10, 1817.
for their respective destinations, viz. Captain Edward Hay, Second in Com

Capt. William Mitchell, of the Northun- mand of the Recruiting Service of the

berland, for Madeira , Bengal, and Ben- East India Company, to be Major in the
coolen ; and Capt. C. Weller, of the East Indies only--dated as above. "

Hurdart, for Bombay direct. Captain Henry Erskine Sumerville to

April 21. Thedispatches werefinally be Adjutantto the East IndiaCompany's

closed atthe East India House, and deli Depot, at Chatham - dated as above. "

vered to the Pursers of the following -6.- Staff Lieutenant Colonel Evan

ships, viz . Lord Castlereagh , Captain John MGregor Murray , of the 8th Light

WAR OFFICE.

4 K 2
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cotton

Dragoons, to he Depaty -Adjutant General the Misses Sinclair , oí No. II, Seymour

to the King's Troups serving in the East place , Montague -square.

Indies, vice Lieut. Colonel Stanhope- The Ladies stated , that a few weeks.

dated April 24 , 1817. back the prisoner introduced himself into

Lieut.- Colonel Hon. Leicester Stanbope , their family as the son of an East ludia

of the 47th foot, to be Deputy -Quarter- Judge, with a fortune of £7,000 a year .

Master-General to the King's Troops He pretended to pay houorable addresses
serving in the East Indies, vice Lieutenant- to one of tbem, and his attendance was

Colonel Murray_dated as above . very regular ; he neither spared his per

son por his purse to render himself agree

Stockholm .-- A Proclamation was issued able, and they entertainer a very high

on April 18 bere, prohibiting the importa- opinion ofhim , and regarded himasan

tion among other articles,of Årrak ,as well enlightenel and well-informed gentleman.

as of white and plain cotton goods and Several persons haddesired them to be ou

muslins , excepting, however,
their guard against him , but they consi

dered their admonitions as prejudice, pro
goods imported directly from the East .

Indies ou board of Swedish ships ; all
duced only by his superior merit.

- printed cottons and embroidered white
Ou Thursday last be called as usual,

goods were prohibited by a former regu
and on his departure ihe articles in ques

lation . The calico printers at Stockholm
tion were found missing; 10 suspicion

will now have nothing to do t : ll white
was attached to him for sereral days,

calicos come from the East.
when not making his appearance, they

gave information of tbe circumstance to
Copenhagen , April 21. — The low

the officers. Pyall, the Constable, said
-prices of tea here lay great difficulties in

that the Prisoner was brought in by one
the way of our East-India Company, and of the watchmeu ; he behaved very ob

prevent it from undertaking prontable en- streperously ,andcut the watchmau's hands

terprises to China. Cougo tea costs here, with his spurs , and it was with great

at this moment, something less than two difficulty hewas secured. Here the pri

thirds of : specie dollar per lb. a price soner signifieda desire to be left alone

under which the Company nerer can pro- with the Magistrate, when it is supposed

cure it in times of peace.
he confessert where the property was ;

for, on the admission of witnesses, he

Marlborough Street , April 15.- was ordered to be remanded ,

Beecher, who has beeu hitherto considered

a most elegant and polished gentleman , An elegant sketch for a monument in

was brought up by the Marr-le-bone honor of tbe lanuevted Major -General

* officers and examioed , charged with Gillespie , who glorious'y fell at Kalunga

stealing a valuable gold watch, four gold iu Nepal, on the 31st of October, 1815 ,
scals and chaill, a diamond and emeralat is now exhibiting in the model room of

ring, and a brilliant broach ; the whole the Royal Academy, Somerset-House. It

estimated at 150 guineas, the property of is esecuted by Sheakston .

6
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CHINA . tions, and threats , were lised at Tong

* 1" We refer to our journal for April, page Chew, in order to procure the perform

* 899, for such particulars of the embassy ance of the ceremonies . The point

as were then known , we can now an- seemed to be given up by the Chinese ,

nounce to the public the certainty of Lord and Lord A. proceeded to Yuen Min

Ambersi's arrival at Canton on new year's Yuen , the Imperialgardensnear Pe King ;

day --tappily he has supported the dignity and after travelling allnight, to his great

of the couuiry, a conduce which we hope surprise. when he alighied from his car

will be properly appreciated at home; but riage, at six o'clock in the morning , he
if it shiui be thought that any thing fo rod himself in the Imperial Court, sur

fcau be gained to our trade by being tribute- rounded by the princes, aud principal etki
w bearers to the Chinese , we shall remble : cars of state. An attempt wa: made to

for the safety of the British resident in usher him unsliaver , unwashed , and with

3. China' ; such priuciples if acted upon will out his credentials , into the Emperor's

not only degrade us iu the eyes of Europe, presence . Something like force , though

1 ," but destroy our rade also . We subjoin a not aconal force, was used . At this time

few most interesting particulars which was h had thrown simself, overcomewith fa

believe have not yet reached Europe by any tigue, into a chair ju a small room which

othen chauvel than the private leiter · was allotted him out of the crowd. Find

mescopy ; it is dated , 5th January, 1817. ing himself rudely seized by the arm , he

myft appears that discussions, uegocia. sprang from his chair, and shook the per ,
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son (the Duke as he was called ) off; ( kong, in which I believe, I mentioned

believe) he put his hand on his sword, that I joined the Alceste, at the desire of

and declared is a loud tone of voice he Captain Maxwell, to render any assista "

woull nut siir . Tive noise of his voice ance in my power (his Master dying short

disturbed some of his suite, who being ly afterwards) and proceeded with him to

overcome with fatigue, bad fallen asleep the entrance of the Pey -lio, where we

on a comh. They rallied about him , and arrived on the 28th of July , after expes

Lord A. seeing Mr. Cook, bis aid -de-camp, riencing a very pleasant passage of four

about to draw his sword , he callert to teen days . The anabassador was obliged to

him , saying, “ Mr. Cook, do not draw remain a fortnight , until the mandarins

yet." 'The Duke then pacified him , and were prepared for his disembarkation ,

left him He however returnell very which took place on the 9th of Hugast.

shortly , saying the Emperor had sent a I accompanied his lordship on shore, and

gracious message, that they must now re- froin all I could observe he appeared to be

turn tv Tong Chew, and that he would received with all the respect due to liis

see them another day. Consequently , rank . Ou the Ilth of August , on quit

they again set out on their journey, after ting the Pey-lio , we parted company with

having been a few hours only at Yuen the Hewitt , Lyra and Investigator, and

Min Yuen . They passed through the sui- proceeded with the Alceste to the pro

burbs of Pekin , but did not enter the city, montory Leotong, where we anchored for

and arrived at Tong Chew late at night ( ! a few days, afterwards coasted it along in

believe ) and on the second day after they very bad weather, until we reached the

had left it . Every thing now appeared southern point of Leotong ; from thence

settled ; anil they expected in a few days we steered through the cluster of Islands

to be admitted into the presence of the to the vorthward of "Tenchoofvo , and ulti

Emperor ; but just hefore break of day , mately proceeded to Ki-san -seu bay,where

they were all disturbed out of their sleep, - the squadron again united , the detail of

with an order to prepart instantly for which route Ross no doubt has sent to the

their journey to Canton . No kind honorable court. The rapidity ' of our

of solicitation was made by Lord A. motions entirely prevented a very correct

to remain , thongh some of the em- survey being made, until we reached Ki

bassy say , that the mandarins evi- san seu bay ; from thence to the N.E.

dently wished it . In a little time presents point of Shantong, Russ cominenced a

were brought from the Emperor, and regular survey, which will be seot home

others were taken in return by the Chin this season , from Chusan and Macdo The

nese , 'who were permitted to make their weather was too boisterous to approach

own selection . They then set out on the coast ; you will perceive a very mate

their journey, and have been treated with rial difference between the chart Ross

Every mark of attention ever since. The sends home, and the eye sketch of Mr.

Emperor has published a kind of peniten- Barrow , and trust the navigation of that

tiary'edict , coinplaining of having been sea will henceforward present no ditticul

deceived by his mandarins, &c. & c.; and ties. The Alceste and Lyra on their re

the Chinose that I have conversed with , torn , touched at the Lieu -kieu islands,

evidently feel themselves disgraced. " In where they remained above a month and

stort, it is the general opinion in the experienced the most hospitable treat

factory , that the spirited manuer in which ment from the natives - provisions in

Lord A. con lucted himself, ' will be pro

ductive of as much , if not more gooil, I think this kindness should not pass un

than had they been received in the hur . noticed by the British government.

ried manuer ihat seemed to be intended . Since I coinmenced this letter the Alceste

It has given the Chinese , and particularly being retused permission to proceed to

the couri, some insight jutu our spirited Whampoa similar to the Lion , Captain

and independaist character ; and they Maxwell determined about the 14th of

have seen, for the first time, an English November, to move up with outtheir leave .

anlassador acting with calmness and Accordingly the ride serving about 8. p.

dignity, in a most trying situation, dis m. he weighed from Chimpeeand stood

puting the right of equality for his own for the Bogue - immediately tlie manda

sovereign, and despising the menaces of rin boats that surrounded him opened a

an Emperor, who declares there is but fire ot shot upon the Alceste, and struck

one sun in the heavens, and one emper r her, which so irritated Capt. M. that he

on earth . I soon silenced them . The Chimpee Fort

Sir George Staunton will return home then commenced , which a few shot from

with Lord Amherst, whose arrival is the frigate soon quieted ; he then proceed

shortly expected. ed upwards, and wlien in the Bogue he

opened so severe a tire npon all the forts

1 Extract of a Letter from an Oficer , that they very soon permitted him to pass

dated Macao, Dec. 1 , 1816 . without further molestation . This con

My last letter to you was from Hong- duct instead of stopping the trade, lias sa

2
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3

frightened the Viceroy, that he immedi
CALCUTTA .

ately published a proclamation, saying,

that all the vessels and boats attached to November 7. - Our accounts from La

thisembassy, should be allowed to come hor extend to the mo. Media

up the river and receive those refresh- tating an expedition hilly coun

ments which his imperial Majesty is re try of Noorpoor, Runjit Singh had or

solved to furnish them with . dered his master of the ordnance to have

Abont a month ago the Countess of the artillery in readiness, and the troops

Loudon (country ship ) Capt, Haminond to be exercised with double parades. On

bound to China, from Bengal, was lost on the 26th an envoy of DowlutRao Sindhia

a shoal off the west coast of Palawan du waited ou Prince Ghoruk Singh, and in

ring tlie night ; very fortunately the Susan the name of his master, presented a valu

was in company which saved the crew . able dress and other costly gifts to him .

It appears she forged over the shoals Letters of the 10th ultimo, from Mool

but thevessel was so bilged, that the tan , mention that Meer Ismael Sha, am

water having settled her nearly to bassador from Sindh had passed through

the lower sills of her ports, it was Derui Ghazee Khan , on his route to the

found necessary to abandon her , she was Dooranee court at, Cabool. A messen

cotton laden . ' Ross thinks, from the ac- ger from Leia had brought information

count Capt. Collingwood of the Susan to Mooltan of an army from Bhukur

gives, it was the York breakers, though havingarrived in that town on its way to

Capt. Hammond imagines it to be a bank attack Ubdoos Sumb Khan, governor of

iu 100 2' N. Unfortunately , they had Daueri Deen Punah. All these places are

not Ross's Charts for the Coast ;probably immediately úpón, or near to, the bank
I shall be able by -and -by, to collect more of the Indus, in the road from Mooltan

of the particulars for your information.
to Peshawur. Sur Afraz Khan , governor

I am certain the Palawan coast requires of Mooltau, was residing in Shooja -abad .

further examination , and think it not im- Meer Khan, who may literally be said to

probable but we may revisit it next year .
go to and fro, seeking whom he may de

vour, has repaired to Joudpore, the
ra

Thie General Hewitt , the last Indiả ja of which is dangerously iii. A part of
ship which accompanied Lord Amherst's the Khan's troops have been severely

embassy to China, is arrived in the heaten by those of the Raja of Bickaneer.

Downs, and of course the Alceste, with Another division has laid siege to Dind

the mission , may be expected daily . The wana . An officer named Jacob, in the

letters by the General Hewitt state, that service of Sindhia, with a thousand horse

Lord Amherst and suite arrived at Can- and four regiments of infantry, and Baboo

ton on the 1st of January . The Alceste Jee Sindhia,with fire thousand horse,have

was expected to sail from Canton on the sat down before Doulutpoor. We learn

1st of February, on her way home ; and from Holkar's camp, that the officers of

the Lyra was expected to touch at Trinco- the army, tired of sitting dhurnu, had

malee, to repair some damages. The reluctantly consented to returnto their

failure of the einbassy is confessed to bave duty, on being paid oue half their arrears.

arisen from the perseverance of the court An army sent from Joud poor to Murhut

of China in demanding the abject ceremo- to attack Baboo Jee Sindhia , had been

py of prostration, which Lord Amherst defeated with the loss of all its canyon

resisted, not only on general principles of and baggage. The soldiers of Holkar's

national dignity, but ou the precedent army have lately fallen upou a more co

established by Lord Macarıney. gent scheme to coerce payment of their .

The embassy , though not admitted to arrears than the simple sitting of dburnu.

the Emperor's presence was, kowerer 1 body of them , in the middle of last

treated in its way back with great and month , forcibly entered the tents of two

indeed unexampled attention , and the of the ministers, and stood over their

personsof the suite enjoyed a degreeof heads with naked swords until they had
personal freedom greater than was ever made them swear to satisfy their demands
before enjoyed by any foreigners. The without delay.

factory at Cintou appears to consider The Raja of Nepal, who solately pro

the effect of the Alceste's guns on the cured himself a lasting reputation by his

forts as having wrought an effect as energetic resistance of the British arms,

beneficial as could have been hoped from died on 20th November last of the small

the most favourable negociations. We pox caught in the natural way ; at the

shall be happy to find this to be the case ; rery time when the disease attacked his

but we canuot forget that the Chinese highness, his ministers and family were

cliaracter is as remarkable for duplicity as hesitating whether he should be vaccia

for cowardice. With such a nation the nated, a natural brother haring just be

consequences of our conduct depeud more fore fallen a victim to it. It is not sup

intimately upon ourselves. posed that any prejudice against the sye
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tem of vaccination caused the fatal delay. from the wreck , were sold on the spot at

The raja has left one son , an infant three 1,500 dollars.

years of age, who has succeeded, aud a November 14. - The various corps of

regency has been formed . which the Nagpore subsidiary force is to

On the 8th November , 'his Majesty he composed , are now beginning to more

Shah Ukbur proceeded in great state to towards Etayalı , the place of general ren

the Eedgah, for the purposeof presiding dezvous Letters received two days ago

at some great ceremonies of the Maho- from Agra , intiaate that the Ist batta

medan religion . His majesty was attend- lion , 22d native infantry, was then on

ed by the British residency and the gran- the eve of commencing its march . Our

dees of 'the court . His departure from, Ukhbars from Balior and Peshawur have

and return to the fort were announced by failed us this week. Those from Jypore

royal salutes . The presents made on are as usual filled with accounts of the

great days were on this occasion laid at fierce contentions and petty engagements

the imperial feet. There is nothing in , to which that unhappy country has long

teresting from Jypoor. The Raja of Joud- given place. Meer Khan wast last en

poor has entirely recovered his health, camped at Dareen, it was believed that

andis represented to be occupied in alle he courted a battle with Bajoo Jee Sind

viating the distractions of his dominions. hia , who was posted only ten coss distant

The Indore Ukhbars are full of rumours froin him .. This surmise received some

respecting the Piudaris, lately assembled confirmation from Meer Khan having

near the Nurbudda. They assert that called around him Jumslied Khan and
the Jaulna force, together with abody of others of his coadjutors. Meanwhile

the Nizam's horse, has marched for Meer Khan kept fast his hold on the Ra

Khandeish, and will be joined by the ja of Jypoor, towhom he hadurged the

troops encamped near Doulutabad .' The choice ofone of two alternatives ; the
Nagpore British and native force is like- immediate payment of two lacs of rupees ,

wise said to be on the move . The deter- or another visit from the Afghan army.

mination of Runjeet Singh to conquer the Mabtab Khan still kept possession of

hilly countries of Kuloo and Jumba, is Hindoun, having been foiled in a plau for

now being carried into effect. He march- gaining possession of the important forts

ed with his son and armyfrom Umrut Sir of Gorukpoor, and Madin Dass, by means.

northward on the 30th September , and of the treachery of Roop Ram , the son
on the 4th ' ultimno was still moving to . of Misr Sheo Naraen , he had laid regur.

wards the frontier . His designs are as- lar siege to the former place,

sisted by Raja Sunshar Chund, whohas

embraced the worthy resolution of effect- We lament that late letters from Kurn

ing the ruin of all his brother mountaia naul represent the health of Sir D. Och ..

chiefs . The Mooltan papers state, that terlony as by no means good.

two bloody but indecisive skirmishes had

taken place near Leia, between the troops , Nov. 26 .-- The troops in cantonments

of Abdoos Sumud Khan and Uhmud at Barrackpore were ordered out to wita

Khau. ' We have nothing from Cabool. ness the execution of Dya Ram , and,

Oct. 24. - Some weeks ago we men- Derų Patuk , jemidars of the light infan,

tioned that the division of Madras troops, try batallion, capitally condemned, for

aow temporarily acting as a subsidiary participation in a foul conspiracy framed

force, would soon be relieved by detach-, by some of the native officers and meu of

ments from this establishment. The ar- that corps, whilst on the island of Java..,

rangements to this effect are we under; The different regiments having drawn up

stand nearly completed, and the whole in the form of a square,the prisoners were

force will probably be put in motion,þe: led forth , and marched round :the bands

fore the end of next month. playing the Dead March in Saul. When ..

The report of Tuesday mentioned the they had arrived at the place of execution

arrival at the new anchorage on the 21st, they were ordered to uncover, and hear a

of his majesty's ship Orlando, from China confirmation of the drcadful sentence of

and Malacca . She communicated intelli- the law . The warrant being read ; the

gence ofthe loss ofa very valuable ship, the firing party loaded their muskets, and

Caroline, Street, bound for China, in the prepared to perform their painful duty.

straits of Malacca ; the crew and part of At this moment Major General J. S. ,

her cargo saved by the Orlando, She Wood produced a reprieve, and informed,

struck , during the haze of a dark nighl, the culprits, that his Excellency the Com

on the same shoal on which, ten yearsago, , mander-in -Chief, taking into considerarsi

the La Paix of this port was lost. She tion the whole of their case , had been

suddenly shoaled from twenty to six fa-, pleased to remit the sentence , not from

thoms, and then instantly grounded . It entertaining any doubts regarding their

is said that her hull was not finally lost. guilt, but in compliment to the general

Between 80 and 90 chests of opium ,saved good conduct of the corps both before and

1
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after the period of their treachery, The count that the whole party is arrived

scene was one of striking solemnity. Al. safe in Calcutta.

though nearly tive thousand men were on On the 14th , Mrs. Edmonstone gave a

the ground, the deepest, silence was grand ball and supper to her numerous

tturoughout preserver . The department friends .

of the auhappy prisoners was dignified On the 27th September, Shoju ul Moolk

and resigned - alike distant from con- the Ex Ring of Cabul, arrived at Lood

temptuous levity and unmanly lamenta- hiana. It is said for the purpose of

tion . We sincerely hope that this great claiming British protection .

instance of wercy will have a salutary A salute was fired froin the ramparts

effect upon the minds of the prisoners, and of Fort William , in houour 'of the birth

of those of their deluded companions, who of a son, to His Highness the Peishwa.

were by evil e.sample drawn into a back- The Ukbars of last month notice tha

sliding frum their allegiance .-- Calc. Hec. arrival of the Pegu Ambassador at

The Governor Geueral in Council is Delhi.

pleased to resolve, that the Agra Nujeeb The 24th September, the 11th anni .

battalion shall be placed on the saine versary of His Imperial Majesty Shah

fopting with regard to the civil autho . Ukbar's reign , was solemnized with great

rity , as the provincial battalions geue- pomp in the court and city of Delhi.

rally, in the westerii provinces . Lately, a Baboo , named Buddhunath,

The 5th and 6th volunteer battalions, residing at Chanderoagore, being im

lately arrived from Java , were inspected portuned by certain ryuts to come to an

by His xxcellency the Commander in adjustment of certain rents , unjnstly

Chief at Barrackpore on the 23d. withheld by him for a considerable time,

Major General Donkin left the Presi- ordered his Burkuudases to sabre the

dency for Meerut, under a salute due to principal claimants ; the order was no

his rauk on the 25th . sponer given than executed ; and two of

By the Calcutta papers we receive in the ryots were cut to pieces on the spot.

telligence that Mr G. Forbes and Co- The Burkundases were immediately

lonel Loreday delivered over the French secured , but the retreat of the Baboo

settlement of Chandernagore to the con- has not yet been discovered .

missiopers appointed by Louis XVIII . Mr. Bruce, a cabinet -maker, was

on the 4th December last. drowned in one of the tanks near Cal

On 5th November, the Frances Char- cutta .

lotte, with a detachment of the 78th On the 28th of August , the ship Ca

regiment, struck ou a reef vff the desert roline of this port,'bound to China, was

lelaud of Preparis, halt way between lost on the Bambely Shoal, in the Straits

Cape Negrais on the Pegu Coast aud of Malacca . We understand she was

the Andamans. Ou 10th , Captain We.. insured at six lacs of rupees .

therall of the Prince Blucher , ou near- The Dutch ship Magnimene, from

ing the island fell in with soine boats Ostend, arrived at Calcutta on the 10th

belonging to the unfortunate vessel, and September. Sire is the first Hollander

took on board the crews who had been that arrived in India since the peace .

several days, without food . Learning General Orders, Fort William , Sep-,

that the rest of the seamen and troops, tember 20th, 1816.- The Right Honor

with a number of women and children, able the Governor General in Conncil ,

had got on shore on the island , he sent considers it " proper to notify for general

his boats the next day to bring off as information, that ordnance ofilcers, either

many as possible ; they returned on the Europeani or Nawive, proceedling by water

12th, with Major Macpherson and liis in charge of military stores for different

lady, Mrs. Macqueen, Dr. and Mrs. magazines of the army, are not subject
Brown, Lieutenants Mackenzie and to any interference whatever in the in

Mack ruimen , with a number of lascars,а ternal conduct of their conroy. All mili

and soldier's wives and children . A storin tary officers and others are therefore

coming ou frustrated an attempt to get strictly prohibited by his Lordship in '

off the remainder next day. Captain Council , from giving any directious to ,

Wetherall then made sail for Calcutta , or in any way interfering with any per

and arrived on the 26th . Next day the son belonging to the Ordnance Establish

Nautilus cruiser was sent off with a sup- ment, while employed in superintending

ply of provisions for the sufferers on the the transit of military stores by water

island, which it was supposed she would from one magazine to anotlier.

reach in six days . There were left on Hagepoor Fair and Races ----We

the island six officers, ninety privates, understand, that the annual Melahi held
and forty Jascars . It is consolatory to the confluence of the Ganges and

add, that several fine springs rise in the great-Gunduk, took place this year under

island , and the coast furnishes shell fish the most propitious circumstances, and

in abundarce, there is also plenty of the Hindoo astrologers announced expee

wood . We learn by a subsequc. tations of a season more than ordinarily

1

at
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fruitful, both in graid and in marriages . We have great satisfaction in stating,

At this period of festivity and flirtation,
that the shew of cattle at the fair was

we hail the latter part of prediction with thought to be very respectable , and to in

pleasure, and hope that it may proveauspi- dicate a very promising degree of improve

cious , even to the most forlorn . Most of ment in the breed of horses, within the

the members of the European society of districts under the influence of the stud.

Patną and the neighbonring districts met A gentleman who inspected a large batch

together on this occasion, as usual, aud of zemindary rolts and fillies, purchased

enjoyed, we are told , a degree of convi- by the officers of the stud on account of

viality and gaiety which stitled all regret government, speaks in the highest terms

for the fashionable amusements of the ca- of their general appearance, as to form

pital. We ourselves well know the de- and strength.

lightful relief which this annual social

congress is calculated to afford 10 a coun , T'he death of Mr. Petrie , late Governor

try life ; and we heartily rejoice that our of Prince of Wales Ísland, was announc

provincial friends retain a source of en- ed on Friday afternoon , by the hoisting of

joyment which b - tiles, they say , all at- the fag, half mast high , and the firing of

tempts to excite their enry by details of minute guns on the ramparts of Fort

o'ur inore brilliant, bụt not more cheerful, William . Even if we could , it would be

festivities . needless to add any thing to the very

We have been favoured with an account appropriate eulogy, contained in the Pes

of the races ; which , however, we regret nang Gazette, of the virtues of a man ,

to say , is imperfect, the weightsin many tried and proved by a period of more than

justances not being mentioned. fifty years' notorious service . Mr. Petrie

The.cup , value 100 gold-mohurs, given had been long in a very poor state of

by the oſlicers of the honorable Com- health ; and, during the last three years,

pany's stud , for all horsesbred in India, had more than once fallen into what was

was walked over for, by Capt. H's . b . h. deemed a hopeless situation . His fatal

Hannibal. Captain H. very handsomely illness was only of five days daration. He

offered it to be run for again next year ; was taken very ill on Sunday, the 22d of

and it was accordingly challenged by seve- October, and, after enduring great pain ,

ral gentlemen present. expired on the evening of Fridaythe27th .

A plate for Maiden Arab horses, was The contagious disease at Cawnpoor

walked over for by Capt . W's gr. h . the has latelysomewhat abated ; the división
Giaour.. stationed there has lost 127 men , out of

Captain W's. gr . 1 .. the Giaour, beat 4,372. H.M's. 66th and 87th regts . are
Captain H's. b.Arab h. Thomas A. Becket, still affected, among the native troops the
60 gold-mohurs . mortality is stated as low 23 out of

A plate for horses bred in India was 30,035.

walked over for by Mr. W's . filly Julia . We copy from the India Gazette the

Give and take plate. Heats. following tribute to the character of the

Advocate General, on occasion of his ap
Capt. H's . ch . Arab h.

Cuthbert, 8st . 3lb . 1.1
proaching departure for England.

“ On Friday last , immediately after
Capt. W's. gr. Arah h.

White- rose ,
the Supreme Court was adjourned , and as8st . 3lb . 2 2

soon as the Judges had quitted the Bencli ,

A very severe race. Mr. Ferguson, on behalf of the bar and

Handicap for the remainder of the first the gentlemen of tlie profession of the

plate which had been walked over - Heats. law at this presidency , addressed the Ad

Capt. W's. White- rose, 8st . llb . 1.1 vocate General, Mr. Strettell , on the oc

Capt. H's Cuthbert, 8st . 4lb . 2 2 casion of his approaching departure from

the bar of the supreme court ; and al

Handicap for the remainder of the se
though the sentiments delivered by Mr.

cond plate which had been walked over
Ferguson were evidently the unpremedifor

tated effusions of his heart, we sincerely
Capt. W's. gr . Ar. h . the Heats.

declare, that at no period of our lives , have
Giaour 8st. llb . 1 1

we listened to language conveying stronger

Capt. H's.b.h . Hannibal - 9st. llb. 2 dr.
or purer feeling - or to more chaste or

In running the second heat, Hannibal genuine eloquence . To have been enabled
was thrown down by some bullocks cross- to commit to writing, what Mr. Fergu

ing the course ; but luckily neither he nor son expressed, would only have been

his rider received any ipjury. practicable if our apáthy had been equal

Besides the above, there were a sweep- to his sensibility ;-and to attempt to re

stakes, and several matches, with untrain- peat from memory'even the substance of

ed horses, which afforded considerable an address, so just and so ' appropriate,

amusement. In addition to the challenges would be an act of injustice to Mr. Fer
for the cup, a number of matches were guson-while it conveyed no adequate idea

made for theensuing year, to the public, of the affecting and grati.

Asiatic Journ .-No, 18 . VOL. III. 4 L
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fying sentiments which he delivered. The ny's brig Nautilus, on the 30th of June

reply of Mr. Strettell, was precisely what last , in the straits of Sunda, I take the

might have been expected from such a liberty of making known to you the par

man on such an occasion ;-and it appear- ticulars. In the afternoon of that day,

ed, that even he experienced some diffi- when abreast of Anjier , as we closed

culty in giving sufficient utterance to the with this brig , which appeared evidently

sensations of his mind. - He manifestly to be a vessel of war, and completely

felt the emotions, which the sentiments prepared for action , her " commander

expressed by Mr. Ferguson were calculated hailed and asked if I knew there was a

to inspire ; and he must have been per- peace; I replied in the negative , direct

suaded, that these sentiments were sin- ing him at the same time to haul his co

cerely entertained by every member of lours down if it were the case, in token

the profession, of which Mr. Strettell of it, adding, that if he did not I should

had so long been the head and the orna- fire into him . This being refused , one of

meut at Calcutta. We unfeignedly re- the forward guns was fired into her,

gret that it is not in our power , to give a which was immediately returned by a

more correct account of what passed on broadside from the brig ; our broadside

this interesting occasion ; because we are was then discharged, and his colours were

assured , that most of our readerswould be struck , after having six lascars killed,

gratified in perusing theproud, but honest and seven or eight wounded . As we had

tribute of eloquence, addressed to a man not the most distant idea of peace, and

of unquestionable talent, and exalted cha- this vessel was but a short distance from

racter . It was intimated byMr. Ferguson the fort of Anjier, I considered his asser

in his address, that the profession request- tion, coupled with his arrangements for ac

ed Mr. Strettell's acceptance of a testino-. tion , a finesse on his part to amuse us

nial , which should convey to him and to till he could place himself under the pro

his posterity the affectionate regard en- tection of the fort. A few minutes be

tertained for him , by those with whom he fore coming in contact with the brig, two

had so long liver and acted : and which as boats, containing the master attendant of

we understand, is to be presented in En- Anjier, and an officer of the army, came

gland. on board, and as we were in momentary

“ After these just tributes to the pub- expectation of firing,they were with their

lic and private worth of the AdvocateGe- men passed below . I concluded they had

neral, it may seem as if we were inclined been misled by the British colours under
to diminish their value, by intruding our which we had passed up the straits . No

humble mite ; but at the hazard of such questions were in consequence put to

an imputation , we cannot conclude this them , and they very improperly omitted

article without declaring , that no bar- mentioning that peace existed . The next

rister, more sincerely beloved, respected, day, after receiving such intelligence as

or lamented, than Mr. Strettell , has ever they had to communicate on this subject

withdrawn from the duties of the pro- (part of which was official), I gave up the
fession ." vessel , first stopping her shot holes, and

putting her rigging in order.

The following is extracted from the “ I am aware that I may be blamed for

Government Gazette, Aug. 19 :~ " Co. ceasing hostilities without more authentic

lumbian Centinel, March 13, 1816.- evidence that peace had been concluded,

An extract from the Calcutta Times, giv- but I trust, Sir, when our distance from

ing the details of the rencounter between home, with the little chance we had of

the H. C. brig Nautilus and the U. S. receiving such evidence, are taken into

ship Peacock, has been copied into many consideration, I shall not be thought to

American papers. The Times pronounced have decided prematurely.”

the attack to have been wanton , and the

deaths consequent on both sides lament- ADMINISTRATIONS TO ESTATES.

able ; but the East-India Intelligencer
October, 1816.

contains the following extract from Capt. Lieut. Col. J. Williams.---Administra

Warrington's official letter on the subject, tor, D. Heming, Esq. Registrar.

(how came this dispatch to be delayed J. Mackenzie, Esq . - Administrator, D.

publication until this time ?) which gives Heming, Esq. Registrar.

the transaction an aspect very different R.M.Payne, Esq . - Administrator, D.

from that delineated in thc Calcutta pa- Heming, Esq. Registrar.

pers :
G. Bryant, Esq . - Executor, Rev. J.

Extract of a letter from Capt. Lewis Marshman .

Warrington to the Secretary of the Navy , Major. J. Lumsdaine,-Executrix , Mrs.

dated U.S. ship Peacock, Nov. 11 , 1815. Selina Lumsdaine.

" As it is probable you will hereafter Mr. Chatter Toomun .- Executrix,Mrs.
see or hear some other account of a ren . Mariam Chatter,

contre which took place between the Pea- Capt.W.Woollett. — Executors , Messys.

· cock and the English East-India Compa- Alexander, and Co.

G
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Mrs. Caroline Matilda Blanckenlagen , Red Wood 8,896 15 6

-Esecutor, Major G. T. Harriott. Rum 37,502 80

Mr. J. Donoren Verner. - Executor, Sugar
365,584

Tornechurn Bosse . Saltpetre ..
62,265 13 6

Mr. Robert White . - Executor, Capt. Sugar Candy ,Country 1,210 6 0

E. B. Roberts, Sal Ammoniac 1,787

Mr. C. Francis Frank . - Executrix , Stick Lac 3,556 10 0

Miss Cecilia Silvester Frank. Soap
6,237 5 3

Francis de Souza, Esq. - Administra- Satilower..
5,527 5 6

tor, D. Heming, Esq . Rezistrar.
Shawls..... 19,850

Mr. Peter Miller. - Administrator, D. Shell Lac ... 2,966

Heming, Esq . Registrar.
Sadlery 2,966

0

Sapan WoodMajorW. Millingschamp
.-

Aministra
48 8 0

tor, D. Heming, Esq . Registrar.
Senna Leaf ... 709 12 6

Mr. C. Frank Wroughton. - Admini- Shoes
735

strator , D. Heming, Esq . Registrar. Tin ..
1,286 8 0

Major W. R. Williams. - Administra Tea ...
2,465 10 0

tor, D. Heming, Esq . Registrar. Tutenague
51

Mr. J. Ogilvie . - Executor, Mr. Francis Turmerick .
4,630 8 9

Burton .
Tallow Candles 1,380

James Calder, Esq . Assistant Surgeon . Woollens.... 3,000

-Executor, R. Mackintosh , Esq .
Wax Candles 5,000

Wine
12,082 6 0

Statement of Bullion and Specie im . 3,432,154 ili

ported by sea, in the month of Septem

ber :
Rice Bags 15,695

Dollars 614,506 21 , at 205 Sicca Ru Gram .. 1,430

pees per 100 Dollars S. R. 1,259,737 11 7 Wheat
500

Pagodas 8805 at 3 8 each 30,817 8 0 Paddy
200

Sicca Rupees 16,554 00

Gold value in S. R. 121,918 30
Exports.

R.A.

Silver do.
6625 0 0

Patchery Rice, Bansful,.... 20

Sicca Rupees 1,435,652 67 Ditto Patna, Salla , ? 4

*Moogy Rice, Ist sort , ....
13

During the month of September, the

following articles were exported from the
Ballaum , do .....

1 2

Port of Calcutta : Sicca Rupees.
Ditto , unchatta ,

1 1

Gram Patna ,..
2 0

Borax and Tincal 5,629 7 9 Wheat, Dooda ,.. 10

Brandy
5,447 90

Ditto , Gungajally,
10

Cotton .. 4,508,216 17
Ditto, Jamally , .

0 15

Canvas .. 17,945 Turmerick , ..
4 0

Camphor..
4,350 7 0

Sugar', Benares, Ist sort ... 108

Cassia 12,660 3 3
Ditto, ditto, 21 do......

98

Cloves . 54,214 12 0
Ditto , ditto , 3d do . 90

Cotton Thread 6,501 9 6
Ghee, Ist sort,

21 0

Carpets
3,902 12 0

Ditto , 2d do ....
20 0

Coffee ..
16,496 14 0

Raw Silk , Ist sort,

Cinnamon 30,150 Ditto , 2d do ....

Dammer
700 9 0

Ditto , 3d do ...
7 8

Dry Ginger
35,874 10 6

Ditto , Radanagore,

Ebony wood
2,276 8 5

Gunnies,

Europe Goods..
2,098 05

Gunny bags,

Gunny and Bags.. 4,385 4 0 Opium , Patna,
2200 0

Gallingal... 3,128 96
Ditto , Benares,

2100 0

Goat Skins and Hides 5,936 8 0 Patchack,
8 0

Gum Copal
60

Cotton, Jalone screwed,.
17

Iron .. 5,700 Ditto, Cutchowra,
16

Indigo
103,424 3 6

Red Wood ,
2 8

Kintledge
8,800 13 6

Black Wood ,
2 4

Long Pepper
1,670 13 6

Dry Ginger,
70

Madeira 44,580 Long Pepper.
27 8

Nankns 650
Cummin Seed 5 4

Opium .. 254,864 Sheet Lead .
12 8

Piece Goods
672,968 6 0

Stick Lac....
1028

Madras Piece Goods , 12,163 5 0

Pepper...

478 2 9 The Sale of Horses bred at the Honor

21,970 14 0 able Company's Stud on the 19th, produ

Rattans
4,969 8 0 ced at an average 1000 rupees each.

..

Raw Silk ....
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per do .

· per do .

2

per do.

per do.

do.

do,
per do .

per do.

per do.

per do ...

per do .

per do.
$

A

per do.
..

o per chest

per do. 110 0

per seer

per do,

PRICE CURRENT Copper slab .. per maun 47 0

Dec. 25, 1816 .
Do. Japan 55 0

Iron (Swedish square) per do. 5 4

Drug f. R. A.
Do. (do. Alat) . 5 8

Alum ..... .per maun 5 4
Iron , (English square) per do.

8

Arsenic (Lucknow) .. ,
do.

17 0 Do. (Do, Aat) 4 4

Do. ( Pegu) do . 16 0
Do, bolt, 4 8

Assafoetida Ist sort per seer none . Do. Nails 2 to 3 inch , per do. 18 0

Do. Patna do . 5 0

Do, Do. 4 to 10 inch , per do. 130

Do. do. 2d , do. 4 8

Do. Hoops, 7 0

Benjamin Ist sort ( Europe head ) Lead , (sing . ) . 11 12

maul none. Do. (sheet)
12 0

Do, 2d sort ( India head) do. 32 0
Red lead ( 1st sort) 20 0

Do. 3d sort........ do. 15 0
Do. (2d sort) . , per do. 19 0

Borax .. do. 298 White do. 17 8

Ditto ( unrefined or Tincal) do. 18 0 Tutenague, 28 0

Camphor do. 60 0
Piece - Goods.

Cochineal.. per seer 43 0

Gall nuts.....
Alliabad Sanas , 40 by 24 per corge 140 0

per maun 48 0

Lac lake... do. 24 0
Do. Emerties, 30 by 2 per do: 73 0

Lac dye . do .
97 0

40 0
Do. Mahmoodis, 40 by 2 per do.

Shell lac, 1st sort
82 0

do. 20
Do. Baftus, 36 by 2

0

Do. 2d do do. Jelalpoor super. Sanas, 40 by 25

Letharge
6 12

do. 22 0 per piece

Do. 2d sort,

Opium (Patna)
none,

per corge 120 0

Do. (Benares) do. do.
Do. 3d do.

Do. 3d do. 20 by 21 per do .
3 10Quicksilver

75

Red Saunders
Do. Cosas, 40 by 21 per do. 105 0

per maun 1 12
Kharabad Emertis,

Safflower, Ist sort do. 24 0
73 0

Do. up country....
Do. Malmoodis,40 by 2 per do.

do .
97 8

none.

do.Sago, 1st sort 6 0
Azimghur Sanas 42 by 24 per do. 110 0

Do. 2d do ...... do,
Moradabad Mahmoodis, 40 by I

4 0

do.Sal Ammoniac..
14-16ths

22 0 per corge 92 0

Do. Baftus 36 by 2 ...per do.
Saltpetre Ist sort ( Culmi) do.

78 88 8

Do. do . 2d do. do , do. 8 0 Fyzabad Mahmoodis 40 by 2 per

do .Do. do. 3d do. do,
do. 100 0

7 8

Stick lac (Burdwan ) dó.
Meergunge do. 40 by 2 per do. 82

7 0

Do. (Sylhet)
65 0

do .
Do. 36 by 1$

10 4

Do. (Pegux) do.
Fyzabad Sanas, 40 by 24per do. 142 &

none.

Do. Emertis 32 by
do.Sulphur, 1st sort

75 0
12 0

Do. 2d do do . 8 12
Choppa Romals Ist sort, per do . 140 0

Tamarinds
Bandanas, Ist sort, .. per do.

do. 1 4

Terra Japonica (real good) do. 11 0
Spices.

Turmeric, Ist sort do. 4 Ö Cardamoms, (Malabar) per seer 3 8

do. 3 8 Cloves, (good small) 3 10

Vermilion (China) .. chest 148 0 Ginger , dry ( 1 Runghoor) per

Grains . 6 12

Rice Patcherry, Ist sort, per maun 2 2 Mace, good per seer none

Do. do . 2d do . do . 1 14 Pepper, per maun 17 8

Wheat (Dooda) do. i 2 Long do.....

Indigo.
Miscellaneous .

Blue.. per maup 155 to 160 0
Betel Nut, (pedier) good per .

Blue and purple do. 150 0
maun......

3 0

Purple......
do. 145 0

Canvass, Europe, 1st sort , per

Purple and Violet do . 140 0
bolt , 22 0

Violet ... do . 135 0 per do. 20 0

Violet and Copper do. 130 0
Coffee , (Mocha) per maun 28 0

Copper ( fine) do . 120 0
Do. (Bourbon ) none

Do.(lean) .do . 90 to 100 0
Do. ( Java) 11 8

Cotton , Jaloon (unsc. ) per do . 14 12
Metals :

Do. Banda, (do. )

Block tin (old)
per do... 15 4

· per niaun 28 4 Do. thread (Luckipoor) per do... 29 0
Do. (new) . do . 27 0 Do. do . (Patna) 18 0

Copper sheet 16 to 18 oz . do. 50 0 Dammer, ( boiled) 3 12Do. 20 to 22 do. 50 0 Do. (raw)
2 12

Do. 24 to 26 do. 50 O Elephant's teeth, Ist sort, per do. 115 0
BoDo. 28 to 40 do. 49 0 Do.

2d sort, per do. 100
Do, nails ( Europe) do .

........ per bundred ,

per do.

per do.

145

....

Do. 2d do..... per do.

maun

per do . * .. 25 0

Do. 2d sort,

per do.

per do...

per do...

per do...

530 Rattans, 0 14
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CADETS OF CAVALRY

maun .

*Tar, (Stockholm ) per barrel, 12 0 Lieutenant G. Arnold , 2d N. C. to be

Wax, (Pegu ) . per maun 62 0 Ft. Adjutant, and Barrack Master at

Course of Exchange, Dec. 24 , 1816 . Agra.

Calcutta on, London , 6 months sight,
1st Nov.-H. C. European Regiment,

25. 7d . Sicca Rupee. Capt . Lieut. Kirchoffer, to be Capt.

Calcutta on London, 3 months sight,
Lieut , and Brevet Capt. Thomas Wat

2s. 6d . S. R. son to be Captain Lieutenant,

Calcutta oa Bombay, 30 days sight, S.
W. H. Howard , to be Lieut .

R. 93 0 per 100 Bombay Rupees . Ensign R. M‘Calley Pollock , to be

Calcutta on Madras, 30 days sight, s .
Lieut.

R. 328 8.per 100 Star Pagodas.
2d Nov. - Lieut. Col. Martin White ,

Current value of Government Securities, Honorary Aid -de-Camptohis Excellency
the Governor General.

17th Dec.

SELL,: Buy.
Major Gen. I. S. Wood, Vice President

As. As. Rs. As.
of the Military Board .

8th Nov. - Captain Lieut. A. Black, to
1 4 Six per cent. loan obliga

he Captain.
tion , Dis. 18

Lieut. Andrew O'Shea, to be Captain
Dec. 25 , 1816. - Cotton .-- Jalloon Ban Lieutenant.

da, Bheergher, and Cutchowra are again
Ensign Charles Field, to be Lieutenant.

fallen , and are quoted 4 anas per maun
11th Regiment of Native Infantry,

less than last week's prices .
Senior Ensign David Peebles Wood , to

Sugar.The market is tolerably brisk
be Lieutenant, from the 28th July 1816.

just now, and the prices appear to have - Mr. C. W.

q improved ; the 2d , 3d and 4th sorts four
Hodges , Mr. B. Roxburgh , to be Cor

anas , and the 5th sort eight anás, per nets.

Lieut. Col. Littlejohn , to be Regulating

Piece goods. Theprices of cloths have Officer at Chittagong , until Major

varied a good deal during the week . The
Matthews arrives .

principal alterations in the Elliabad and

Tanda goods are confined to Eliabad Sa
Ensign R.Bell, 17th N. I. to the charge

of the Artillery Detail , attached to the
nas, and Fyzabad Mahmoodis, both of

Nizam's troops in Berar.

which appear to have fallen five rupees Mr. Forbes, Cadet of Engineers, to sur

per corge .
vey the embankments at Rajashaye" and

Pepper is stationary at the prices of last
vicinity . "

week, with very little doing in the mar Lieut. Morton , of Engineers, to super
ket .

intend the construction of the public

CIVIL APPOINTMENTS . works at Bareilly . Ensign Paton to be

30th Aug. 1816.—Mr. M. Ainslie, ad- , employed under Lieut. Morton.

ditional Register of Zilla Court of Go
The orders of his Lordship in Council

for the return of Mr. P. Allen to Europe,
rukpoor.

are countermanded, and he is restored to
27th Sept.-- Mr. D. Scott, Commissioner

that situation and rank assigned by general
in Cooch Behar.

Mr. N. Mc Leoil , Judge and Magistrate
orders 13th Sept.

of District of Rungpoor.
12th Oct. --Lieut . Salmon , Adjutant

26th Oct.-Mr. H. Swetenham , & c .
to 2d bat : 18th regt. N. I. to conimaud

Lieut . Col. Bradshaw's escort .
Nov. 1-Mr. W. Lambert, Additional

SURGEONS.-Ist'Nov - Mr. C. B.

Register of the Zilla court at Dinagepoor.

Mr. W. Braddon , Register of the Zilla
Francis, Mr. I. Turner, Mr. C. S. Curling,

Court at Tirhoot. Mr. O. Wray, Assistant Surgeons.

Nov. 9.- Capt. F. V. Raper , 2d Assist
Mr. Assistant Surgeon Strong, to the

ant to the Resident at Lucknow .
civil station of Dacca Jelapoor.

Nov. 22d .-- Mr. W. F. Dick, Assistant
Mr. Assistant Surgeon Yeomans, to the

civil station of Murshadabad .

to Superintendent of Police in the West

Provinces.

Mr. C. Dick , Register of the Zilla court
FURLOUGHS TO EUROPE.

at Allyghur. Capt. R. Langslow , Invalids .

Mr. I. I. Bosanquet, Additional Regis- Lieut . Broadhurst, Artillery Regt .

ter of the Zilla court at Bareilly . Lieut. Fireworker J. Buck , do .

Mr.J. F. M.Reid, Register of the Pro- Lieut, A. Eldridge, 2d Nat. Cav .

vincial Court of Appeal and Court of Cir- Major and Brevet Lieut. Col. J. Nut

cuit, for division ofBareilly, hall, 3d Nat . Cav .

Mr. J. H. Barlow, Assistant to the Ma- Capt. C. I. Ridge , 4th Nat. Cav. ,

gistrate of Nudeea. Capt . H. Weston , 19th Nat. Infantry .

Cornet I. S. Williams, 4th Nat. Cav .
MILITARY PROMOTIONS.

Lieut. J. Scott, regt. of Artillery.

6th Oct. 1816.Ensign J. Paterson , to Mr. W. Cormack, Deputy Commiss.

be Lieutenant, of Ordnance

>
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ter,

1 .

2 .

9 .

20 .

son .

8 .

.

regt , N.I.

Mr. Assistant Surgeon Andrew Forbes Oct. 26. Mrs. Edmonds of a son .

28. Lady of Abercromby Dick , Esq. of a daughRamsay

Invalid ,-25th . October. Mr. I. Su
MARRIAGES .

therland, conductor of ordnance .
Nov. 4. Major Thos. Whitehead, 9th regt. N.I.

Serj. -Major Twidale, pensioned. to Miss Charlotte Noss .

Mr. B. Deveren , to Mrs. S. Dunningham .
Fort William , Oct. 25th, 1816 .-- The

Mr. F , R. Tovey, to Miss I. L. Williams.
Right Hon. the Governor-General in Coun . W.H. Abbot, to Lucy Maria, 2d daughter of

cil being desirous of restraining within E , Watts, Esq . late of Calcutta.

Mr. R. Smyth , Free Mariner, to Miss Ellen
the narrowest possible limits, the prac- M'Kenzie .

tice, in some cases of public service una- 20. kev . R.May, to Miss E. Balfour,

14. Mr. T. Swindon , to Miss
voidable, of compelling the inhabitants of M. Ramsay ,

15 , Mr. F. Roberts, to Miss d . Barose .
the hills of Nepal under the authority and 16. Mr. C. Martin , to Miss A , M, Vallente .

protection of the British government, to Frederick Nepean, Esq . of the Civil Service ,

to Miss HarrietMartina Becher .
act as porters , prohibits all military tra

Oct. 7. Mr. E. D’Enselme to Miss Eliza H.

vellers from pressing any of the said inha- Brown .

bitants to carry their baggage, or perform DEATHS.

any other service. Persons exercising au
Aug 14. At Chanar, Lieut. W. H. Hornidge.

thority from Government in those coun- Sept. 29. Lieut . Joseph Barry , of H. M. 87th

foot .
tries are accordingly restricted from sup

25. Ensign E. B. Shorter, of H , M. 87th foot .
plying such travellers with carriers, as June 13. Capt. Richard O'Connor.

they must in all cases depend for the Oct. 5 . At Cuttack, Lieut. B. W. Bayley of the

Ist batt, 18th regt. N.I.transportation of their baggage on the
3. Lieut. Arthur Macartney of H.M. 24th Light

bearers or coolies whom they may be able Dragoons.

to engage in the plains . 16. Isabella, wife of J. Law , Esq .

19. At Serampore , Elizabeth Mary, the infant
BIRTHS.

daughter of Mr. John Eales.

29. Ňr, F. Stewart, branch pilot.Sept, 28. The lady of D. Macdonald , Esq . of a
Nov. 2, Mrs, S. Perroux .

11 . Mr. S. Pritz .Mrs, F , Gonsalves of a daughter,

7. Capt. I. Norris, of ship Georgiana.Oct. 3 . At Bhauglepore, ai the house of Mr.
Mr. G. Hooker aged 59 .

Jas, Anderson , Mrs. Henry Anderson of a son .
Sept. 30 . At sea , on his return from Java to24. Mrs. Mary Peters of a son,

Nov. 27. The lady of R. Howard , Esq, of a Bengal , Capt, R , Cock , Com . left wing Light

daughter. Inf. Batt .Bengal Voi.

The lady of Lieut . W. Piayfair, 8th regt. Lately at Futtyghur, Lieut. Chas, Webster, 5th

N.I. Saperintendent of Military Roads, of a
Nov. 18. Mrs. A. Dias .

daughter.
Sept. 19.

20. The lady of 1. Smith, Esq . of a daughter . At sea, Capt. W. Hawkey, of the ship
Barroas,

25 . Mrs. I. Chalke, of a son .

26. Mrs, I. Mercado, of a daughter. 26. At Delhi, C. Childs, Esq. Assist , Surgeon .
Dec. 3. G. E. Bunny , aged 17 years .

17. At Chinsuralt, the lady of Dr. Vos , of a
Oct. 27 . Caroline Matilda, the infant daughter

13. At Sheharghatty , the lady of George Playfair , of Lieut. Ottley, H.M. 30th regt.
Nov. 22 . Mrs. Charlotte Hyppolite.

Esq, Civil Surgeon, Ramghur, of a son .

Aug, 26. At Malda, the lady of William Brad- 14. At Ramnaghur near Bettiah , after an illness

don , Esq , of the Civil Service, of a daughter, of only ten days , Lieut. Julin Fryer Goad ,

26 . At Gnamaliy , near Malda, Mrs. John
Interpreter and Qnarter Nlaster to 2d batt . 5th

Andrew , of a daughter.

Sep. 12. At Malda , the lady of John Lamb, Esq . At Renares, EmmaHarriet , the infant daugh

Assist. Surg . of the station , of adaughter. ter of R , O. Wynne, Esq . of The Civil Service.

26. At Sola, near Malda, Mrs. George Lee, of Oct. 22. AtCawnpore, afier a lingering illness

a daughter. of singularly long continuance, Mrs. Anderson,
Nov. 14. the lady of Capt. J. Anderson , of the 1st batt .AtCawnpore, the lady of Lieut. Thos
Jenour, of H.M. 14th foot, of a daughter. 22d regi, of NI.

Nov. 17. At Benares, the lady of R. O. Wyune,

MADRAS .Esq . of the Civil Service of a daughter.

At Futtyghur, the lady of J. Donuithrone, On the 27th September his Excellency

Esq. of the Civil Service, of a daughier.

12. Mynpoory, the lady of Major M. Boyd, of Count Dupuy, Peer of France, and M.

the ist batt. 25th N.I. of a son .

Dayot, Esq. the Intendant , landed at Pon
6. Lady of Capt. I. S. Brownrigg, Secretary to

Military Board , of a daughter . dicherry, under the customary honors .

3. Lady of Dr.W.Russell, ofa daughter, The former commands Pondicherry, with
Lady of Capt . Pollock , Artillery, of adaugh . the rank of Governor -General of the

Mrs, I , S, Jebb , of a daughter. French possessions in the East Indies.

Oct. 21. Lady of W. Fane, Esq. Civil Service, There are besides several other public
of a son :

Atthe house of Major Gen. Sir R. Blair, the lady functionaries,tothenumber of seventy,
of Capt, W.Swinton , of a sun . we believe, arrived . by L’Amphitrite and

Nov. 2. At Midnapore, the lady of Lieut, Col , La Licorne, store ship , which left Roche

Richardson, of a daughter .

6. Mrs. E, I , Pennington , of a son . fort the 17th May, the Isle of France on
At Berhampore, the lady of Rev. W. Eales, the 31st August, and Bourbon on the 3d

of a son .

ultimo.
Oct. 29.At Hajepoot, lady of Capt. W. Dick

son , 6th N.C. of twin daughters. Same day arrived at Madras, his Ex
At Sitapur, Oude, lady of Licut, and Adj. W. cellency Father in God Verthanes Lord
Turner, 27th N. Í , of a daughter.

Oct. 31 . At Cawnpore, lady of S. Marshall , Esq . Archbishop of Armenia, and Most Rev.
of a daughter. Father Thomas, and Deacon David , his

Nov. 14.Lady of E. Watson , Esq . Civil Service, Lordship's associates ,
of a son .

15. Mrs. Rodgers, of a son; the infant died the The French settlements on the coast of

same day. Coromandel were given up by the Right

son .

regt. N. 1 .

18 .

ter.

2 .

8.
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Hon , the Governor in Council to His Ex- vantage , on the threeroads leading into it,

cellency Count Du Puy, and Mons.Dayot , they forced our guard, and before I could

the Commissioners of His Majesty Louis support it , about one half of them passed ,

18th. and the other half I forced to retire,

Government Gazette Extraordinary. which they did immediately on seeing

four men and one horse killed on my
January 20 , 1817.- Thefollowing ex arrival.

tracts from official correspondence, an- Had I had a sufficient force with me,

nounce the complete expulsion from the I am confident that last night it might

Northern Circars, of the body of preda- have been disposed of in such a manner as
tory horse who entered the Kimmedy to prevent many of them escaping. The

District on the 19th ultimo, which has gnard , with ammunition from Berham

been effected by the zeal and indefatiga pore, joined me yesterday before I left

ble exertions of Lieut . A. Borthwick , of Goangoo .

the 2d native regiment and the men under Notwithstanding the great privations

his command. the men have undergone since I left Ber

Copy of a Letter from Lieut . Col, Steele, hampore, they behaved remarkably well

commanding at Berhumpore. this morning, obeying every order with

I have great satisfaction in forwarding,
the greatest alacrity.

for the information of Major General Extract of a letter dated 8th January

Rumley , copy of a report received from 1817 , from the Mujor General Rum

Lieutenant Borthwick .
ley , communding the northern division

The zeal and ability displayed by that of the army .

officer is manifest , the action speaks for I have much pleasure in transmitting ,

itself, and any comment from me is un- for his excellency the Commander in

necessary. Chief's information, copy of a report

I have the honor to be , from Lieutenant Borthwick , dated the

(Signed ) T. STEELE, Ist instant, from which it appears that

Lieut. Col. Comg'. the Ganjam district is now completely

Berhampore,
free from Pindaris , the whole of them

2d January 1817 . having retreated by very long marches

towards the Boud district, in the Mah

Extract of a Letter from Lieut . Borth
ratta territory .

wick, Commanding Detachment of
I have the honor to be, Sir ,

the 2d Bat. 2d Regt. N. 1. dated Colar,
( Signed ) C. RUMLEY,

30th Dec. 1816 , 4 P. M.
Major General.

I beg leave to acquaint you for the in
Waltair, January 8, 1817 ,

formation of the officer commanding the

regiment, that yesterday morning before Extruct of a letter from Lieutenant

• I left Goangoo, I ordered a jemadar's par
Borthwick, 2d . battalion 21. regiment,

ty of forty men , with a supply of ammu- dated Colar, lst January 1817.

nition from Aska , to follow up and to I beg leave to acquaint you for the in

hang on the rear of the Pindaris, and formation of the officer commanding,

in the event of my attacking them on the that I have just received information

opposite side , to give me every assistance. that the body of Pindaris whom I fore

Haring calculated the time the party ed to retreat on the 30th ultimo took the

from Aska would take in being nearly up Bullapilly road (which lies a little to the

with then , I took a circuitous route by west of this) at Nowgaum , and joined i

Colar, and entered their camp about four the body that passed this place the same

this morning, situated in the open paddy evening, at a place called Bodinghy seven

fields, near Nowgaum and about two coss coss north of this so it is now all over ,

south of this. This surprise was equal for from what they have experienced , they

if not better than the first, for the jema- know better than to allow infantry to

dar's party arrived most opportunely, and come up with them again .

commenced firing shortly after I had It is supposed by the people who brought

routed them . So soon as the party had me the above information , that at the

joined me I fell back on Colar, expecting rate at which they were travelling they

that they would take that road about day- must by this time have crossed the Dus

light ; therefore at present I cannot say pilly Ghaut , consequently for me to fol

what loss they have met with , but from low them up would be harassing all the

the well directed fire that was kept up to no purpose. However I have

whilst within range , it must be consider- sent in a Havildar and twelve men to

‘ able . I brought off nineteen horses and hurry any stragglers who may have fallen

might have brought off a great many more on the rear out of the Company's territory

could I have spared hands to seize them. as fast as possible , but do not expect that

I have said that I retired to this place, they will come up with any. I received

and just when I was in the act of dis- a letter last night from the Malikaar

posing of my little force to the best ad- of Guillary , saying that they passed that

men
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place on the 30th ultimo, with the utmost officer cut off was Lt. Bolton of the 16th

expedition, leaving behind two wounded N. I. He was travelling with a cor.

horses and another letter from Belgoonta poral's guard , attacked in the night, aud

iuforms me, that the Peons of that place murdered in his palaukeen.

have caught in the juggle eight pindari Jan. 2.- On Friday an express reached

horses and that not a pindari was to be town, giving cover to a report of a body

seen alive on the 31st ultimo, to the of pindaris having descended the passes

southward of this. into the Northern Circars, and proceeded

I have the honor to be, along the narrow belt of land lying be

(Signed) A. BORTHWICK, tween the sea and the foot of the mouy

Comg. Det . 2d . Bat . 2d Regt . tainous district . Although the informa

P. S.-Since the above letter was
tion came from avery respectable quarter,

written , the Havildar's party mentioned
considerations of the extremely difficult

in it has returned from Boodinghy (not nature of the country, and the great ob

conceiving it necessary to go further )
stacles offered by it to the transit of even

with information that the Pindaris,
the lightest species of troops, juduced

after passing this, marched sixteen coss
most persons to suspect that it might be

without halting, burning every village
premature. Unfortunately the post of

in their way. The barricaded pass at
Tuesday put an cad to these hopes, and

Boodinghy was little or no obstruction
left no doubt that a body of these marau- >

to them ; that was soou cleared away and
ders had reached the plains , and notwith

they proceeded by Chuckabad and Ban standing the rapidity of their course, left

koch on towards Boadh ... Thisinformation
many traces of the dreadful havock ,

the Havildar brought to me written by
which uniformly accompanies their visits.

the head man at Bodinghy, and I have
The following is the sum of the intelli- ,

overy reason to believe it is correct. gence yet received . Its accuracy may ,

we believe , be depended upon . Ou the

We have advices so late as the 15th night of the 18th , they entered the ze

Dec. from the head quarters of the Hy. mindary of Kimidy, and burned the great

drabad subsidiary force. The troops com- er part of the town of that name. Mr.

posing that division have recently been Spottiswood, collector of Ganjam , lap

almost constantly engaged in the pursuit pened to be then in the town . He was

of the numerous bands of predatory horse , awakened in the dead of the night by cries

which have since autumn made inroads of fire and murder ! On getting up , he

into the Nizam's territories. In every saw half the adjoining buildings in flames ,

case their efforts have proved unsuccess- and the incendiaries riding furiously np

ful; for although they frequently came and down. He escaped with difficulty .

within sight of the marauders , the latter Their force was conjectured to amount
kept such a good look out, and moved off to about seven thousand horse, and three

with such celerity, that neither infantry thousand foot. The infantry consisted

nor cavalry could overtake them . It is probably of inhabitants of the circars - a

hoped that the irregular horse, now about rude ard rebellious race . On the follow

to be organized by the Nizam , will under ing day their camp was attacked by a de

the conduct of its Europeai officers , give tachment of the Madras troops, com

a better account of the pilferers. Three manded by Major Oliver, who killed

or four very large bodies had , when our thirty men, and an equal nuinber of

letters were written, passed to the south- horses, and put their main body to flight.

ward of Nagpoor - l'uin and conflagration The site of Kimidy may be observed in

marked their track , the common maps. It lies at some disa

tance inland of the coast, about midway

Letters of the 15th Dec , from Nagpoor, between Vizagapatam and Ganjam . The

intimate that a Pindari force of three course of the enemy was now bent north

or four thousand men had a few days and on the night of the 20th, their

before crossed the fords of the Nurbudda camp was pitched at Cossiboogam , a vil

near Hendia, and proceeded in a south- lage situated about fifty miles south of

erly direction . They were instantly pur. Berhampore. Later advices received at

sued , but without effect, by Colonel Cuttak on the 27th ultimo, gave reason

Walker's division . They were supposed to believe that they had reduced the town

to have made for Boorhanpoor. of Ganjam to ashes ; passed the ferry of

On Sunday native accounts were re- the great Chilkeea Lake ; and encamped

ceived from Colonel Doveton's force sta- at Manickpatam , only sixteen miles from

ting, that a small detached party belong . Juggennath . These however being found

ing to the troops guarding the frontier in ed on a mere native rumour were not

that quarter, had been attacked and over- credited. The rich and populous townof

powered by a body of Pindaris. It Pooree was generally understood to be

would appear that an European officer the avowed object of their enterprise.

and five men were cut off in this affair. We however have no doubt but they would

We have been informed that the be foiled in their attempts to sack it.

ward ;
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2 .

28 .

ren

The temple of Jaggennath itself is suf
MARRIAGES,

ficiently strong to resist the unskilful Nov. 18. Rev. Ed , Vaughan , A. M. Senior Chap

assaults of a myriad of irregular horse,

lain , to Mrs. Colebrooke, widow of the late

Lieut -Col , Colebrooke, C.B.

and the regular troops stationed there 13. At Hydrabad, H. Russell, Esq . to Miss M.C.

would , we trust , be quite sufficient for
Mottet.

At Madras, Lieut. Geo . Milsom, 1st . batt , 19th

the protection of the town, Kırge and N. 1. to Miss Mary Bigwell Parkinson , danglı.

straggling as it is . . Previously to the ap .
ter of the late Boswe!! Parkinson , Esq . and

proach of the enemy , only five companies
grand daughter to Col. J. G. Hill, late of that

establishment .

of the 2:1 battalion 18th regt , native in- Oct. 30. At the same place, J. Beaumont, Esq .

fantry, were posted there , but as soon
to Genevieve, eldest daughter of W. Rutter,

Esq .

as the news of their appearance reached · Sept, i2, J. Stephenson , Esq . H. M. 22d Light

Cuttak , the remainder of the battalion Dragoons, to Miss Jane Maggs .

with a brigade of gums, marched to rein
DEATHS.

force them. The nature of the mountain
Nov. 6. At Waltair, at the house of his father

in-law Sir J. Chalmers, K. C , B. , P. De Gre

ols and woody districts which divide nier, Esq . eldest son of the late Chevalier De

Orissa from Berar, and the centrical pro
Grenier De- Fouclare ,

vinces of the Dakhin , is too little known

Mrs. S. Ross, wife of Mr. D. Ross ,

Oct. 18. At Madras, Mrs. Martha Stephenson,

to adınit of our hazarding a conjecture, wife of Lient. and Adj. Stephensor , 36th regt.

l'especting the probable outlet by which · 7. ,,At Samulcotiah, the lady of Ensign Francis

these villains will endeavour to make
Haleman , 1st batt. 4th regt . N.I.

Aug. 11 . At Madras, Lieut. G. M , Ellis, H.M

good their return to their own country. 34th foot .

We nevertheless trust, that some of the BOMBAY.

detachinents which would be immediately

sent in search of them , will have been
We learn, by letters from Cutch , that

lucky enough to intercept their retreat,

the contagious disease, which has for

and that they will not by undue lenity lose
some time prevailed in that part of the

the opportunity of striking terror into the country has somewhat abated . Ata vil

minds of men utterly cruel and merciless. lage called Moorbee, the daily deaths are

The exact route by which this body de
now reduced in number, from twenty -five

scended the glauts is yet unknown ; and
and thirty to five and seven , and at But

chao a similar favourable turn has been

their undertaking appears astonishing to
all who are aware of therugged and bar. experienced. We regret to learn , howa

nature of the Circars .- (Calcutta ever , that thefever at the date ofourcor

Gaz .)

respondent's letter, was dreadfully de

structive in the fort of Rhadunpoor and
REVENUE APPOINTMENT in some towns in Sind .

Nov. 28.-Mr. E. Uhtoff, Second As- The disease is stated to have made its

sistant to the Collector and Magistrate of appearance first at Kundacote, in the

Trichinopoly, month of May of last year, and to have

JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS ,
traversed from one part of the country

Mr. E. H. Woodcock, Register of the to the other, very distinctly, leaving sad

Zilla of Salem . marks of its ravages throughout the

Mr. I. Haig, Register of the Zilla Tin- whole of its progress . At a village called

nevall. Adowee, it carried off five hundred and
BIRTHS.

eighty persons in the months of January,
Aug. 21. At Madras, the lady of G. 1, Hadow,

Bsq, of a daughter.
February , and March last. Twomonths ,

Sept.
7: AtMadras,the lady of C. Roberts, Esq . after its effects had ceased in Wagur, it

of a daughter . suddenly appeared in Moorbee, where it
8. At Madras, the lady of Lieut. W. O'Reilly , of

a daughter,
has raged ever since , and , according to :

30 . At Madras,the lady of Major Lindsay, of the best accoupts has destroyed sixteen

the 22d N. I , of a daughter.

Oct, 9. ' At JaypoorKouthy, the lady of Capt,
or seventeen hundred people. In August

W, P. Blacke, of H. H. the Nizam's N. I. in it shewed itself, and still continues to

Berar of a son , exist in Butchao and extended to the vil

25. At the Residency Hyderabad, the lady of
Lieut. Charles St. John Grant, of the Resi- lage of Cherce, on the borders of our

dent's Escort , of a son and heir . newly acquired districts in Cutch , where

28. At Madras , the lady of Capt, C. C. Johnston , it seems to have been checked in a man

of a son ,
15. At Trichinopoly , the lady of Charles May ner equally unaccountable as it originated .

Lushington, Esq. Collector of Trichinopoly , of The disease is attended by slight fever,

a daughter,

At St. Thomas's Mount, the lady of Lieut,
with swellings in the glands of the groin

Col. Freese, of a son .
or armpits, which, in the event of non

Nov. 14.Ladyof M. Jones, Esq . Paymaster suppuration, produce death in general on
H.M.30 regt . of a son ,

3. Lady of Lieut, T. Malton , 92d regt. of a the fourth day. One instance occurred at

daughter.
Moorbee, of a woman recovering after

20. Lady of S. Nicholls, Esq. of a daughter. the swellings had been formed liveteen
24. At the Presidency , the lady of J , H. D.

Ogilvie, Esq. H. C.'s Civil Service , of a son , days, and was the only ease of a recovery

At Verdhachillum , the lady of Brooke Cun. without suppuration . The disease ap

liffe, Esq . of a daughter.
6, At Kurnool, the lady of Lieut, G, Stott, 9th

pears to be contined to the limits of the

regt. N. 1. of a son.
towns, where it has broken out, without

Asiatic Journ .-- No. 18 , Vol. III , 4 M

24 .

5 .
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cap . 153.

extending to the suburbs, and has never Sept. 7.-On Monday last the court

yet made its appearance in the towns on of Oyer and Terminer for the town and

the sea coast ; its ravages being entirely island of Bombay , met pursuant to ad

confined to the interior . journment, when, after hearing the Ad

The Bombay papers mention that the vocate -General in answer to the motion

fever has spread with dreadful effect to for arrest ofjudgment,and the defendant's

the western side of the Peninsula : in one counsel, in reply the Hon , the Recorder

district of Guzarat the deaths are said decided againstthe law points, and passed

to have exceeded twenty- five daily ; it sentence of a fine of 4000 rupees on the

was deemed contagious, and its progress defendant Punyakhoty Moodeliar, in ad

was so alarming, that the Bombay Go. dition to the sentence passed on his for

vernment judged it necessary to take mer conviction.

precautionary measures, to intercept its The Bishop of Calcutta was expected to

transmission along the coast . The cold visit Cananore on his return to Calcutta .

season was expected to produce a miti.

gation of its rage . The Bombay Courier, 13th . December,

The clergy on this establishment have returns an answer to a correspondent on

presented terms for the adoption of the a subject of much interest, The Postage

army, upon which they would wish to be of India Letters .

admitted subscribers to the Bombay Mi. The latest act that the legislature has

litary Fand . passed regulating the postage of letters

« We have been informed by a cor- between the United Kingdom and the East

respondent in the Dakhan , that the Indies is , we believe, the 55 Geo. 3.

Pindaris continued hovering about Col.

Walker's camp on the Nerbudda, and This statute imposes a duty on all

succeeded in surprising two officers who letters forwarded , by vessels employed as

were hunting within three miles of the packets by the Post-master General, or

force. We are sorry to learn that after sent in Mails by His Majesty's ships of

stripping and plundering one of them , war or store ships, or by the Hon'ble

they deliberately put him to death . We Company's Ships or private Traders, at

refrain from mentioning the officer's the discretion of the Post-master General

name, in the anxious hope that the with the consent of the Lords of the Ad

report may prove unfounded ." We re miralty, to and from the United Kingdom

gret, however, to state that our inqui- and the East Indies of

ries induce us to fear that the above re- 3s. 6d, for a single letter ;

port is correct ; we have seen a letter 7$ . for a double letter ;

mentioning the circumstance, and we 105. 6d. for a treble letter ;

have also been informed that a party of 14s. foran ounce, and so on inproportion .
four or five Sepoys had been cut offand -And on letters conveyed in like manner

murdered by these robbers . This is pro- between the Cape of Good Hope, the

bably a varied account of the murder of Mauritius aud any part of the continen

Lieut. Bolton . of Asia, and all intermediate places, of

The Bombay Courier, of the 4th Ja- ' Is . 9d . for a single letter, and so in pro

nuary , has been received , containing portion for a double, &c.

Major Lushington's account, to the Resi- Packets of Newspapers, Price currents

dent at Poonah, Mr. Elphinstone, of his and all printed papers subject to stamp

successful and persevering pursuit of the duty, and duly stamped , may be forward

Pindaris, on the 25th and 26th of ed under a cover open at the ends at the
December. The Major conducted the rate of 3d , per ounce.

expedit with skill and address. Only Seamen and soldiers employed in the

one British officer was killed - Captain service of His Majesty , or the Company in

Darke, of the 4th regiment of Light the East Indies , are allowed to send and

Cavalry : no officers were wounded . receive letters at the rate of ld , a letter,

The Bombay Courier says, that the com- On letters forwarded to India by vessels

munication between Seroor and Poonah , not employed as packets, is laid a sea

and the latter place and Panwell, had postage ofIs. 2d . for each single letter,
.for a fortnight been unsafe without a and on letters forwarded from India in

guard . « Numerous Mahratta families likemanner , a sea postage of 8d . for each

have within these few days sought for single letter, and so in proportion for

refuge in the islands of Caranja 'and double, &c. Owners, charterers and con
Salsette. The principal object of the signees of vessels, are allowed to send and

Pindaris in entering the Concan , was receive, by their own ships , letters free

to seize a largequantity of kincob (silks) of postage as far as 20 ounces, andship

which was exported from Bombay to pers and consignees of goods as far as

Chowal for the interior. This they suc- 6 ounces .

ceeded in . It is their intention to sweep The act directs that the postage impos

the coast as far as Surat." - (Bombay Cou- ed by it, on letters sent from any port in

rier , January 4.) Great Britaip to any port in India, shall

a
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be received by the deputies of the Post- when he learned that the invaders had

master General on the delivery in India, suddenly turned back ; the British force

but the postage on letters forwarded from was immediately countermarched , and on

India to Great Britain, may be received , reaching Hinda found that the main body

on their delivery in the United Kingdom of the enemy had that morning recrossed

or in India on forwarding the same, at to the north bank of the river. Continuing

the option of the party sending them. their march, they came upon a small

The foregoing statement is the best an- Pindari detachment, encamped in a jun

swer we are able to give to our corres- gle . Unfortunately from the lateness and

pondent's A. B's . first query ; with re- darkness of the evening, and from their

spect to his second query, as the act al- being speedily recognised , no part of the

luded to expressly directs that the packet force came into play, exceptinga detach

or sea postage of letters sent to India, be ment of Madras cavalry, which dashed in,

received on delivery in India byhis Majes- and killed fifteenmen ; the rest escaped . A

ty's Deputy Post-masters General there, body of 5,000 , others say 10,000 of these

weconceive that they are fully warranted marauders, are stated to be still prowling
in levying the rate of postage even if the near the banks of the Nerbudda. Some

English postmarks should indicate that anxiety was manifested for the arrival of
the postage had been previously paid in the Bengal relieving division . Guzarat

England; the levying of the packet or sea and Candeish are in great alarm .

postage rates in England, on letters for

warded to India is contrary to the provi
The Bombay Courier of the 28th Sep

sions of theact and we believe the post- the King's Naval establishment at that
tember , notices the discontinụation of

masters at home could not legally exact

or receive them ; but we cannot point out

port, with the exception of the master

to our correspondent how
heis toobtain shipwright, who is to remainto super

intend the construction of the ships or
redress , as the act in question imposes no

dered to be built .

penalties , except on persons who shall

violate the statute, by sending or convey The Commissioner J. Johnstone, Esq.

ing letters , otherwise than through the has been appointed by the Lords of the

medium of the post office or by the autho- Admiralty Naval Commissioner at Trin

rity of his Majesty's Post-master Ge
comalee.

neral, The erection of a monument is com

The duties or rates of postage to be menced at St.Thomas's Church , Bombay,

levied by this act , are in addition to the raised by subscription from the British

iuland postage in the United Kingdom and naval inhabitants of that place, in

Lettersdestined for India and sent from commemoration of the late CaptainHar

the country, are subject to the old inland dinge, who fell in action between H. M.

postage for conveying them from the place ship st. Fiorenzo and the French national
whence the letters are sent to London, or frigate La Piedmontaise .

to the port in which the packet is made

up ; and this inland postage, we believe, General Orders . 22d. Nov , 1816.The

must be paid in the United Kingdom at Governor in Council is pleased toappoint

the time of giving in the letter at the post Lieut . M. Blackall of 6th Regt. N. I , to

office in the country. be Mahratta linguist to the 2d batt. of

*This article about postage is nearly that Regt .

right, but in the seventh paragraph what Captain W. Sandwith, Europ. Regt, to

is said about the optional payment of post succeed Maj. Hodgson as Assist. - Commis

age in India on letters to England should
at Surat.

be understood as applying only to the

Packet not the Ship letters.
27.- Brevet Capt. D. H. Bellasis to be

With respect to the eighthparagraph , Deputy- Adj. Gen.with the otficialrank of

Major.
nothing is chargeable in India for British

Lieut . S. Halifax H. C. Europ. Regt. to
postage, except what is marked here on

the letters.
be Maj. of Brig.

The last paragraph is wrong . The in
Capt. Anderson, 9th Regt. N. I. to be

Paymaster in the South Division of

land postage on letters from hence to
Guzarat.

India is not paid at putting in . Lieut. Stevenson is to return to his for

mer situation in Batt. Art . Maj. Hodgson ,

Dec. 5. - The Rajpore subsidiary force

has drawn a little Pindari blood on the
Commiss, of store having arrived at the

4th ult . Intimation was given to Captain
Presidency.

Walker of an immense body of the ma- SURGEONŞ.-Senior Assist . Surg . Mar

rauders having forded the river near Hin- maduke Hewitt, to be surgeon . Rank

dia, and proceeded southward in the di- 7th Dec.

rection of Boorhanpoor. Heimmediately Assist. - Surg. Llewellyn is appointed to

marched after them, and before day-light the Medical duties of H.C. cruizer Prince

on the morrow had gone thirty-fivemiles, of Wales.

4 M 2
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FURLOUGHS TO EUROPE . sembled , at the houses of the Resident,

Capt. C. M. Leckey 5th. N. I. Lieut. to witness this wished for event ; and the

and Brevet Capt. I. Carter, 3d . N. l. Princes gave the Dutch residents in the

Barrack-master at Surat. plainest manner to understand, how much

Lieut, T. Palin, 5th . Regt. N. I. they rejoiced to see that relation reesta

6th Dec.-- Surg. P.C. Baird, Act. Suc blished , which had existed for so many

perintendant Surg. in Guzarat. years. The assurances giver to them on

9th . - Assist.-Surg. Wier, attached to the part of the Dutch government , that

the C. cruizers in tlie China seas . the agreements made with the former

10th .-Capt. I. Irviug, 2d . N. I. government would be maintained , were

Ilth .-- Lieut. R. M. Grindlay, sub- received with that respect with which the

Assist, Commis . General . confidence in the unshaken fidelity of the

Invalided .-- Lient. R. White, Ist . Regt. Dutch nation, in abiding by their agree
N. I. at his own request. ments, at all times had inspired the na

Resigned 7th . Dee.Lieut. W. Roch- tive Princes.

ford, Batt. of Artillery. On Wednesday evening, their Excellen

cies the Commissioners General gave an
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

entertainment to the members of the for

Arrivals.- Nov.23. - Brig St. Antonio, Duncan ,
mer British governmept, to which the

from Calcutta .

Nov. 25.-H.C. cruizer Payehe, Lieut . F. Faith . principal civil servants and officers of the

full, from Malwan, garrison were invited. The amusements ,

BIRTHS. which a well served table occasionell ,

Dec. 5 . At Hope Hall, the lady of Capt . F. were increased by the successful attempts

Pierce, of a daughter. of a beautiful band of music , and the vi
6. Lady of Capt. Livingston, Barrack Master at

the Presidency, of a daughter. vacity of the company can only be mea

Oct. 20 . At Bombay, the lady of Quarter Master sured by the spirit with which the toasts

William Johnstone, of H. M. 56ch foot , of a were drank.

daughter.
Their excellencies received the congra

MARRIAGE.

tulations of the officers of the garrison ,
Nov. 27. J. Richards , Gth regt. N. I. to Miss E.

Mignan , daughter of Lieut. Col. Mignan.
and of the colleges, the ministers of the

DEATAS. different sects , the civil servants, and also

Nov , 24. The infant son of Major Haynes.
those of the Chinese and natives , and of

26. Major Haynes, H. M. 47th regt. the greater part of the inhabitants of the

At Kaira , Licut. C. Grenville, H.M.171h Light town .

Dragoons,

Oct. 31. At Bombay, aged 34 , Byrom Rowlos, His excellency the Lieutenant General

Esq. of the Hon . Eas:-India Company's Bom Antingh , accompanied by many officers,
bay Civil Service.

offered his congratulations and homage to

FORT MARLBOROUGH . the King, and to the CommissionersGene

ral. And the Presidents, accompanied by
BIRTH,

Aug. 17. At Fort Marlborough: Lady Heselridge expressed, at this opportunity inappro
the members of their respective colleges,

the lady of Capt. H. W. Wilkinson, gth regt .

Bengal N. I. of a daughter. priate speeches, the happiness which they

JAVA .
felt, at being replaced under the Dutch go

vernment, and under the best of kings,

The orders by government enact , that assuring the Commissioners general of

in consequence of the delivering over of their attachment to the mother country ,

Java, the civil officers of the British govern- and their fidelity to the most beloved of

ment will be relieved by those of the New kings , for whom and whose posterity they

therlands government, with the exception all expressed their best wishes.

of the Secretary to Government, the All that were admitted to this audience

treasury and accountant's office.
testified the same sentiments, and in the

Mr. J. Crawford has been appointed evening, all theinhabitants gave a public

Commissioner at Samarang, to expedite proof of their happiness by illuminating

the arrangements requisite, previous to their respective dwellings. The Ex-Lieu

the retiriug of the British authorities , tenant Governor accompanied by the most

Extract from a Batavia Gazette, dated respectable of his nation , stillremaining
at this place , honored the Commission

Saturday thc 7th of September 1816. ers General with a visit.

The accounts respecting the transfer of His excellency the Governor General

the residencies successively received , are gave a sumptuous dinner to the Lient..

very satisfactory . Among others, atboth General Antingh and his officers, and in

thecourts of Djocjocarta and Sourocarta , the evening, a grand' ball and supper in

the residents have been received by the the Harmony, where more than two hun

Princes in a most brilliaut-manner. Ou dred personswere present ; among others
the day appointed for the transfer of the the British Lieutenant Governor, andall

residencies to the Dutch government, all the military and civil servants of the for

the principal officers at the court as- mer administration . Both sides of the
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house were brilliantly illuminated ; one

side of it being decorated by the Dutch
LONDON MARKETS ,

arms,

Tuesday, May 27, 1817 .

The Java subscription for the Waterloo Cotton ,-The news from the Braziłs has occa

Fund, in behalf of the families of the sioned several parcels of Cotton to be withdrawn

from sale ; holders ask an edvance ; but little or
brave men killed , and for the wounded

no business has been done at any improvement in
sufferers in the army of the Netherlands,

price, yet there is no doubt that the intelligence

during that glorious and memorable cam
will have a favourable effect on the market. The

paign , amounted on the 27th of January sales of last week were limited , and at various

1816, to the sum of eighty- three tl.ousand . prices.

gilders, solely subscribed by the Dutch
Sugar. - Notice has been given in Parliament

inhabitants of Java. respecting an alteration in the bounties of Re

fined , on exportation . The particulars have not,

Thus far the congratulations of the yet transpired ; the act itself is not brought into

the House of Commons ; but it is probable thereNetherlanders. We have received later

will be soine reduction . The import duty on Raw
accounts from Java, which have also a

Sugar has declined from sos . a 275. ; the export

stronger semblance of authenticity with re
bounty ou Refined , by the act dated 04th June,

gard to the cordiality of the native Javanese
1816, was not subject to any variation , according

to the return of Dutch rule and authority. to the aggregate average prices of Muscovados, by

The most deplorable gloom is stated to per- which it had previously been governed.

vade all ranks ; the prince and the sub- In Foreign Sugars there were few transactions ;

ject alike tremble at the idea of a relapse 720 bags East- India , sold on Company's terms,

into the former state of servility , poverty
went off much about the late prices -- yellow 375. a

and oppression . With regard to our
425 .; ordinarywhite458. a 45s . 6d .

selves, the information produced by Mr. Coffee . - There continues to be great fluctuations

Raffles has so interested us in the fåte of in the prices of Coffee ; last week every descrip

this fertile island, that we sympathise in
tion brought to public sale , with the exception of

some mixed Sumatra, sold at a decline of gs . per

the blighted hopes of the princes and na
cwt, ; good and fine ordinary Jamaica sold un

tives of Java who expected withourselves
commonly low, on account of the quantity of

the most happy and lasting results, from these descriptions brought forward ,

the wisdom , justice, and energy of British East - India Sale . - The following Notice was

governors. posted up on Friday at the East- India House :

“ May 28 , 1817.-- It appearing that a Bill has

passed the House of Commons, and been sent up

to the Lords, for regulating the exportation of

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS. Sugar and Coffee ; the buyers are informed that

HOME LIST. the sale of Sugar and Coffee which was advertized

for this day , is necessarily postponed until a copy
BIRTHS .

of the Bill can be obtained , of which due notice

May 1. At Brighton , the ladyof Gen. Sir David will be given without delay ,"
Baird, Bart , G , C. B. of a still born child ,

3. Lady ofCapt.Grayham , of the H. C.'s ship
East India Trade extended to Malta and Gibraltar ,

William Pitt, of a son . - Particulars of a Bill , now in progress , regula

OnSunday, May 18. in Surry Square, the lady of ting the Trade to and from the Places within the
H. Hutchinson , Esq. ed officer of H. C. ship

Limits of the Charter of the East India Com

General Kyd , of a son ,
pany and certain Possessions of His Majesty in

MARRIAGES. the Mediterranean , are stated in page 610 of our

May 6 . At St. George's Hanover Square, the present number.

Rev. Spencer Rodney Drummond , Rector of

Swarraton , Hants, to Caroline, only daughter

of M. Montague, Esq . of Little Bookham in

Surry , and niece to the late Earl of Buckingham SHIP -LETTER MAILS FOR INDIA .
shire.

7. W. Blathwayt, Esq. of Dyrham Park , Glou

cestershire, to. F. Margaret, eldest daughter of
PRIVATE SHIPS .

J.Taylor, Esq . of Calcutta .

5. J. Thornhill, Esq. to Henrietta Phillipine,

Ship's Names. Tons. Probable Time of Sailing .

eldest daughter of Col. Beautoy, of Bushey
Columbo .

Heath . Prince Regent 400 June 20 .

DEATHS, Bombay.

J. S. Burford, Esq . aged 67, formerly in the ser
Albinia .. 497 May 18,

vice of the H. E. I. C. for upwards of 30 years ,
Lord Sidmouth ..... 400 May 23.

leaving a widow and eight children , Madras and Calcutta .

Athis house, YorkPlace , Baker Street, aged 73,

W. Lewis , Esq. formerly of the Civil Service,
Ganges ... 400 May 19.

and Member of Council at Bombay. Prince of Wales Island and Bengal.

At West Hall, Mortlake, Surry, in the 65th Metcalf 890 from Gravesend, May27.

year of his age, Major Thomas Harriott , late of
the Hon . East Iodia Company's service , at Cape of Good Hope .

Bengal. Leda .............. 165 June 25

May 05. Mr. J. Jones , aged 46, late of Calcutta. Antelope .... 170 June 2.

April 19. At Liff, shire of Angus, in Scotland , Clyde 940 June 1 .

the Rev, DoctorThomas Constable, brother of Elizabeth 250 put back to Deal May 25 ,

Licut, Col. Constable, of the Bengal Artillery . Cape Packet....... 230 June 20 .
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Price Current of East-India Produce for May 1817: 631
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Sago ...

L. 8. d . L. S. d.

Cochineal i . .... b . 039 to 0 4 3

Cotfee, Java .. .cwt. 4 4 0 4 6 0

Cheribon . 3 14 0 $ 150

Bourbon 4 0 0 - 4 2 0

Mocha .. 5 2 0 5 14 0

Cotton , Surat.... ..... lb . 01 2 0 1 5

Extra fine . 0 1 6 0 17

Bengal
0 0 10 0 1 1

Bourbon ... 0 1 10 0 2 8

Drugs, & c. for Dyeing.

Aloes, Epatica ....... cwt. 6 0
14 0 0

Anniseeds, Star... 4 10 0 5 00

Borax, Refined .... 6 0 6 5 0

-Unrefined, or Tincal 5 5

Camphire unrefined ..... 10 10 13 00

Cardemoms,Malabar..lb 0 3 0 5 6

Ceylon ......

Cassia Buds.......... cwt . 20 0 21 0 0

Lignea ...... 9 0 0 12 0 0

Castor Oil ..... .... lb . 0 3 0 4 O

China Root..........cwt. 오. 0 2 5 0

Coculus Indicus... 2 0 2 15 0

Columbo Root..... 2 10 0 2 15 0

Dragon's Bloud ..

Gum Ammoniac, lump..

Arabic ....... 3 10 0 5 0

Assafætida ........

Benjamin
7 10 0 65 0 O

Animi........... cwt. 5 0 0 7 0 0

Galbanum ...

Gambogium
17 0 0 22 0 0

Myrrh . 8 0 0 10 0 0

Olibanum .. 5 0 0 8 0 0

Lac Lake.... 0 16 0 2 0

Dye...... 0 5 11 0 6 0

Shell , Block 2 10 0 2 15 0

Shivered 3 10 0 -14 0 0

Stick...... 3 10 0 8 0 0

Musk , China..........Oz . 0 15 0 1 0 0

Nux Vomica .........cwt. 1 10 0 1 15 0

Oil Cassia.. ........Oz . 0 2 0 0 2 3

Cinnamon .......... 0 14 0

Cloves ....... ...... 0 30

Mace...

Nutmegs
0 1 4

Opium... lb.

Rhubarb 0 4 2 0 10 6

• Sal Ammoniac ......cwt . 5 5 o

Senna.... ....lb . 0 1 6 0.26

Turmerick , Java ....cwt. 1 100 1 15 0

L. S. d . L. S. d .

Turmerick , Bengal..cwt. 1 8 0 to 1 10 O

China 2 0 0 2 5 0

Zedoary ..........

Galls, in Sorts....... 7 10 0 7 15 0

Blue.... 900

Indigo, Blue ..lb.

Blue and Violet ....... 090 O 100

Purple and Violet ... O 7 6 0 8 9

Fine Violet ..... 0 7 0 0 16

Good Ditto . 0 6 6
10

Fine Violet & Copper 0 6 S 0 6 6

Good Ditto ... 0 5 9 0 6 0

Good Copper 0 5 6 0 5 9

Middling Ditto ...... 0 53 0 5 6

Ordinary Ditto
0 4 0 0 4 9

Fine Madras o 63 0 7 3

Good Ditto 05 6 0 6 0

Ordinary Ditto........ 0 4 0 0 4 9

Rice ..cwt. 1 12 0 1 14 0

Safflower .. ..........cwt . 3 10 0 5 10 0

.....cwt. I 15 0 2 15 0

Saltpetre, Refined .....cwt. 2 4 0

Silk, Bengal Skein ....... Ib . O 15 1 0 18 11

Novi 0 16 8 1 15 1

Ditto White ........

China ... 1 09 1 10 5

Organzine . 1 18 0 2 8 0

Spices, Cinnamon ....... lb . 09 6 0 130

Cloves 0 38

Bourbon ..........

Mace. 0 5 6 O 9 4

Nutmegs 05 8 0 5 9

Ginger ...cwt . 2 10 0

Pepper, Company's .. 007 0 0 8

Privilege 0 0 7

White
" " " " " " " "

o 0 11 0 1 0

Sugar, Yellow ..........
cwt . 1 18 0 2 4 0

White 2 0 0 2 14 0

Brown 1 12 0 1 14 0

Tea , Bohea... ...lb , 0 2 6

Congou 0 2 9 0 35

Souchong .. 0 3 10 04

Campoi 0 2 9 0 39

Twankay
0 2 11 0 3 4

Pekoe 0 4 8 0 5 8

Hyson Skin
0 2 10 0 4 5

Hyson 0 4 3 58

Gunpowder

5

-
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Goods declared for Sale at the East- India House.

On Tuesday, 3 June - Prompt 29 August.

0 5 6 6 2

Tortoiseshell
1 5 0 111 0

Woods, Saunders Red..ton 900 9 60

Company's. - CoastGoods, viz . Coast Callicoes,

Company's . - Tea Bohea, 500,000 lbs — Congon , 150,162-Coast Prohibited, 13,757-Surat Prehi.

Campoi, Pekoe and Souchong, 4,550,000 - Twane bited, 19,048 - Nankeen Cloth , 84,158 – Also

kay, 850,000 - Hyson Skin , 150,000 -· Hyson, damaged Coast and Surat Goods.

250,000 — Total, including I'rivate -Trade, 6,300,000 MadeiraWine, 37 pipes - Arrack , 8 casks- and

damaged BengalPieceGoods,

On Tuesday, 10 June - Prompt 5 September. On Monday, 21 July - Prompt 17 October .

Company's. - Bengal Piece Goods, viz, Muslins, Company's.- China Raw Silk, 500 bales - Bengal

7,196 pieces-Callicoes , 91,450 — Prohibited 45,982. Raw Silk , 1 , 194 bales.

lbs .

Cargoes of East -India Company's Ships lately arrived .

Cargose of the Marquis Huntly, Cabalva, Lady Callicoes , 112,561 pieces--Muslins, 95 - Prohibit .

Melville, Earl Balcarras, Buckinghamshire, ed , 20,142,

General Hewitt, Cumberland , Castle Huntly,
Private- Trade and Privilege. - Tea - Nankeen ,

Piece Goods--- Cassia , Cassia Buds, Cassia Oil

Coldstream , Windham , Marchioness of Exeter, Rhubarb - Tortoiseshell - Gamboge - Anniseed

and Lord Lyndoch , from China ; Prince Re- Soy - Mother -o '-Pearl Shells - Malacca Canes

gent, Phænix, and Europe, from Bengal. Whanghee ditto - Table Mats - China Ink - Fish

Skins- Seed Coral - Rice Paper - Crosses - Raw

Company's Goods.-- Tea , 13,984,914 lbs .-Raw Silk - Indigo - Ginger - Turmeric - Red Wood -
Silk, 111,768 lbs. - Nankeen, 104,000 pieces-- Salt- Sago - Shellac - Castor Oil - Lac Dye - Sal Ammo .

petre,17,474bags -- Carpets, Coffee, Cotton , Kee- niac - Cutch - Feathers -- Madeira Wine - Dra

moo Shells, Madeira Wine, &c. sundry parcels- gons' Blood - Paper Hangings, &c.

Indian Securities and Exchanges.

In December last the discount on Company's The exchange for private bills on London 29, 60 ,

6 per cent. paper was from 1 Rupee, 8 Annas, to to 2s , 7d, per Sicca Rupee .

1 Rupee, 12 Anpas, per cent.
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A China, embassy to
75
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Annuity fund ..
292 affair of the Alceste with the Can.

Arithmetic. See Bhaskara: ton forts 399, 612

Artificial congellation , discovery of a
news 507

new mode of effecting .
608 -historical register of European

Asiatic Society, meeting of
608 embassies to .. 338 -

· notice of the civil calendar
B

Bhaskara Acharya, opinions of re
and imperial revenues.of, by W.

Huttmann

specting the globe and the attrac
333 , 430

Christians . Answer to the question of
tion of the earth 110

Bareilly, insurrection at . 75
Níoderation respecting the instruc
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Christianity among the natives of
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India, letter from L'Abbé Dubois
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facture of, by Dr. Heyne

72 , 138
220

Cochin China, narrative of a voyage
Boinbay news 199, 407, 515 , 625
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to in 1778, by Mr. Chapman 229, 322,

421 , 342

Black hole at Calcutta, on the demo
College, report of examination at

lition of 104

Haileybury 80

Bonaparte, conduct of at St. Helena 303

Borium , new process for extracting

public disputation at Fort
67

William , July 17, 1816 79, 242

Borneo, continuation of Dr. Leyden's

sketch of 12, 107

report of examination at Mar

dras for 1815

Brahmans, tale of the four simple 335,
285, 357

Extract from ditto for 1816 198

447
statements respecting the

Bridge v . Wane, trial in Chancery 191
East- India . See Review ,

Buckinghamshire, brief memoir of
Confucius, verbal translation of the

the late Earl of 1
section of the Ta Hio attributed to ,

с by W. Huttmann .. 105

Calcutta, political, commercial, and Congo, account of theexploratory ex

domestic intelligence 77, 193, 291 , pedition to 115

405, 509, 614 Conjuror's mysteries exhibitiou of a

Caliph and his minister 445 old manuscript 443

Cape of Good Hope, account of reve- Crossing the Line, account of the

nues of 18, 201 ceremonies observed on
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made at in 1712, by W. Pyke 549 Thomas atBombay 78

Cargoes of East-ludia ships 311 , 415 , 631 Councils, new arrangements in at the
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Countess of Loudon . See Shipping F.

Casualties of, by Abel de Remusat 326

Court Martial of Lieut. Elwoood .. Fort Marlborough 516, 628

of Lieut . Mockler 51 French Settlements, delivery in resto

D ration of 622

Debates at the East-India House
G.

on the war with Nepal
52

Gong Chinese, Analysis of 222

Dec. 18. - half year's dividend 141
H.

account of the Company's

affairs 143 Hajipoor fair and races , account of .. 616

Mr. G. Templar... 143
Hardinge, Capt. monument to 627

150Major-Gen . Fawcett
284Hastings, thanks to the Marquis of

Hertford College 150 Health , state of, at Calcutta .. 609

Embassy to China 165 Hindus, Civis on the Progress of

Honorary Medals
Knowledge among the .. 419

Major Hart's case 167 Holmes , Memoir of the late Major
General Sir George 94

Jan. 8 , 1817. - Confirmation of re
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solution of general court of 30th
409

Oct 1816 .. 167. Hydrophopia, remedy for 608

Feb. 5th .OnCompany's institu
case of checked 67

tion at Haileybury .. 251
1 .

Address to the Prince Regent 252 Ice, a tremendous shower of ..
.. 609

6th . - Continuation
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of 5th 368
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7th .--Address to the Prince
India stock 417
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13th.--Petition respecting relief
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440
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R. Grant, Esq. 569 Java , Defeatof the Raja of Boni ... 301

E. Impey , Esq . 601 Transfer of to the Dutch 303, 409

Directors of the East-India Company 504 Extracts from the Batavia Ga
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zette

628
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of islands in the Persian

Lac, History of the Coccus Laccæ or
gulph, 203

lac insect, by the late Dr. Kerr .. 216
E

Earthquakes. See Literary intelligence.
Ladies, on young ladies going to India 102

East - India docks, robbery of
Letters to India, explanation of the

192

East- India home appointments, &c. 502
postage laws concerning 626

Election , or an East-India Director
Lion shooting exploits, by a party of

191

228

Elephanta, observations on the exca
English gentlemen at Baroda

vations and sculptures in the island LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL INTEL

of, by W. Pyke 21 LIGENCE.

cave, description of, in Earthquake at Penang 66

1804 (with a ground plan ) : , 521 Tempestuous Weather in Bengal and.
Elphinstone, massacre of the people Bahar 66

of the ship, by the Malays 561 Curiosities brought by the Alpheus 66

Etymology of names of places, by A Teak built vessel 66

Arabicus
418 Murder of Steetzen the traveller 67

of Arabio names of places 102 - Chinese and Mandchow Tartar pub

Exchanges, Indian securities, 207 , 399 lications 279

631 Survey of Zillahs 133

Exports from Calcutta. See Calcutta Geographical Examination
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510
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· Military Fund , on the present
ment 292

arrangements of,by a Madrasoficer 211 Persian Antliology, by Gulchin , 5,315,

Mails, Ship Letter Mails for India 88 ,
528

205, 309, 413 , 517 , 629 Gulph Islands. See Disco
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